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D. Synthetic fibres 

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

The synthetic-fibre journey of a petroleum extraction 
from its source to the consumers home proceeds in a 
iene» of transformations effected by various chemical 
processes. This journey which is technically described as 
the •process route" may be described in non-technical 
terms as follows: first, there is petroleum extraction which 
is followed, in order, by refinery operation, production 
or aromatics and olefins, production of petrochemical 
raw materials, production of synthetic fabrics and, 
finally, the shipment of these fabrics to the consumers. 

The most important synthetic fibres manufactured 
from petroleum intermediates are polyamides (nylon) 
polyesters dacron, terylene, fortrel etc.) acrylic fibres, 
(orion, acnlan etc.). Of the total world output of synthetic 
nor«, approximately 51 per cent are polyamides, 20 per 
cent polyesters and 1« per cent acrylic fibres. 

Polyamid« and polyesters differ in elasticity and chem- 
ical resistance. The former are largely based on benzene. 
In particular, nylon 66-a brand of polyamide-may 
be based   on   propylene,  butadiene   or  cyclohexane 
A reaction of acid with amine, followed by condensation 
StüütnütK>nw(climinati0n of w<,ter>' y*"1 » Polyamide nylon). At «ach stage in the process route, that is, before 
the final product is manufactured, one or two raw 
materials may turn out to be the most important. An 
example of this is caprolactam which is the relevant 
monomer for the production of polyamides. An important 
point to note is that the cost of producing such interne- 
f'VtZ m,teri?ta *"**> «'•««•Me« the commercial feasibility of producing the Anal product. 

hÍ¡SL°^2Í!L.n*y ^ ProdB«d fro« cyclohexane, 
«aim, phenol or toluene as primary raw materials. 
ÌJH^t^ rf ñykm *'th« <*«*>**«* method 
i£?Tili*Jm* «***»• »««• the economy of a 
SL^ÜL"^ * COBCe*wd *» *«*»• not only with 
»•price of the most important intermediate raw material 

Jfrtwdthe by-product, generated. The product«« 
ìtSSETÌ°!ÌÌL^,,,lpo^  bari, not only for 
2ZÏ?£ 7? máét ÌT**« »* •*> tot ••triti« »«••ri«», ft k know* that rytoM, an 

is a constituent of proteins, can be produced from 
caprolactam. The alternative uses of caprolactam, as 
well as or any other important raw material, should 
influence the decision on its use in any specific chan- 

A reaction of acids and alcohols, the most important 
of which are terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol, results 
in the production of polyester fibres. In the United 
States, polyester fabrics are sold under the trade name of 
dacron and m Britain under "terylene". In Japan, 

Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany, differeni 
trade names are also in use. For the production of tereph- 
thalic acid, p-xylene, a product of petroleum refining, 
is the major raw material, while ethylene glycol is based 
on ethylene production. The other synthetic fibres, 
namely acrylics and polyacrylonitrile are, respectively 
based on acetylcne-cum-hydrogcn cyanide and propylene. 
Acrylics can also be manufactured by a direct synthesis 
ot ammonia and propylene. 

The main issues that emerge from thinking about 
the prospects for the establishment of synthetic fibre 
production in developing countries are whether the inter- 
mediate raw materials should be imported or manufac- 
tured domestically and, if this decision can be easily 
made, which technical processes had better be used. 
To develop the production of synthetic fibres, in develop- 
ing countries, it is suggested that production should 
start from the last stage and develop backwards to the 
manufacture of petroleum intermediates. This means 
that importing the intermediate raw materials might be 
more economical initially. 

The successful establishment of a synthetic fibre 
production depends not only on the prospects of cost 
minimization, but to a large degree on the extent of the 
market and its fashion-taste orientation. A thorough 
investigation of the customer's acceptance of the end- 
product would be advisable. Consideration should be 
ftvra to the fact that urban-dwellers are generally more 
dMpoaed to accept synthetic fibres than the country- 

^¡LT"? *f* Bmtwai f*bric». n°t»Wy cotton, «specially ia less developed countries. 



1. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 

Synthetic fibres 

Prepared for the United Nation» Centre for Induttrial Development by l'Ine ti tut francai* du pétrole 

I. Introduction 

Synthetic and artificial fibres constitute approximately 
23 per cent of the total world consumption of natural 
and chemical fibres, of which synthetics are about 25 per 
cent and artificials 75 per cent. Synthetics and artificials 
are estimated to be equally divided in the United States 
of America for 1965. 

The field of synthetic fibres is only little more than 
twenty years old. First-comer was nylon, a polyamide 
based on adipic acid and hexamethyiene diamine. 
To-day nylon fibres, including the caprolactam-based 
types still make up some 50 per cent of the synthetic 
fibres market. In the second place, both chronologically 
and in terms of present importance, it is the acrylic 
fibres which have been introduced largely at the expense 
of markets for wool. A strong market growth is shown 
by polyesters, notably types based on condensation 
compounds of dimethyl terephthalate and ethylene 
glycol. Still other fibres which are being introduced 
include products based on vinyl chloride and polyvinyl 
alcohol. 

II. Rol« of petrockealcals la synthetic Abres Manufacture 

If petrochemicals play a relatively minor role as to the 
supply of intermediate products (acetic acid and acetic 
anhydride) as feedstocks for the cellulosica manufacture 
(viscose rayon and acetate rayon), synthetics constitute 
both the most significant and the fastest growing market 
for petrochemicals in the textile field. 

It will be the purpose of the following sections to 
consider for the most important synthetic fibres as: 
nylons, acrylics, and polyesters 

(a) The manufacture of the principal monomers, 
which are supplied by the petrochemical industry and 
which find their principal outlets in the manufacture of 
wholly man-made fibres; 

(*) The manufacture of polymers derivatives; 
(e) The spinning and drawing of polymers into syn- 

thetic fibres. 

HI. Nrkw-tTB* tins 

Two types of nylon make up almost the entire' market: 
nylon 66 which is a copolymer of adipic acid and hexa- 

methyiene diamine; and nylon 6 which is formed by 
polymerization of caprolactam. Nylon 6 was not intro- 
duced to the American market until 1954 (it had 
previously been produced in Europe); but since its 
introduction this fibre has grown rapidly and if it accoun- 
ted only for 12 per cent of the United States market for 
nylon, everywhere else it has the first position. 

A. MANUFACTURE OF MONOMERS 

Three intermediates constitute the bulk of raw material 
requirements in nylon production: adipic acid and 
hexamethyiene diamine for nylon 66; and caprolactam 
for nylon 6. 

1.  ADIPIC ACID 

Adipic acid is not only one of the monomers for 
nylon 66, it is also an intermediate in one route to 
hexamethyiene diamine, the other monomer. Two routes 
are used in the commercial synthesis of adipic acid. The 
older approach employs phenol as raw material, while 
the alternative method starts from cyclohexane. In 
both instances, the key intermediate is cyclohexanol. 

(a) Phenol route 

Cyclohexanol is obtained by the hydrogénation of 
phenol and converted to adipic acid, using nitric acid as 
oxidizing agent. 

(b) Cyclohexane route 

Conversion of cyclohexane to adipic acid is effected 
in two steps: air oxidation to a mixture of cyclohexanol 
and cyclohexanone, followed by nitric acid oxidation of 
these intermediates to adipic acid. 

2. HEXAMBTHYLENE DIAMINE 

Hexamethyiene diamine is the second key '«rtfrnwtliatff 
in the manufacture of nylon 66. The compound may he 
produced by the hydrogénation of adiponitrile which is 
obtained commercially by one of two routes which start 
from adipic acid and from 1,4-butadiene, respectively. 

(a) Adiponitrile via adipic adi 

Adipic acid is reacted with ammonia. The resulting 
ammonium adipate and adipamide are dehydrated to 
adiponitrile. 

570 



(b) Bu'adiene roule to adipohitriìe 

This conversion is carried out in three successive steps: 
(a) chlorination of butadiene to dichlorobutene; (b) 
nitrilation of dichlorobutene with hydrqgfn py»nia>;. 
(c) hydrogénation of dicyanobutene into adiponitrile! 

3.  CAPROLACTAM 

This materia] offers a potentially lower-cost raw 
materials base than hexamethylene diamine and thus 
provides a long-term competitive advantage for nylon 6 
over the more firmly established nylor 66. 

Caprolactam may be produced from cyclohexane, 
benzene or toluene as primary raw materials. In the case 
of cyclohexane and benzene, the routes of synthesis lead 
via cyclohexanone oxime and the synthesis of this inter- 
mediate is the key to the manufacture of caprolactam. 

Thus, cyclohexanone oxime may be produced from 
cyclohexylamine, derived either from aniline or from 
cyclohexanol. Alternatively, cyclohexanone oxime can 
be produced from phenol via the cyclohexanone. Both 
cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone thus figure as inter- 
mediates in the synthesis of both caprolactam (for nylon 6) 
and adipic acid (for nylon 66), emphasizing the close 
chemical relationship between the two types of nylon 
(see figure I below). 

Synthesis of caprolactam from cyclohexanone consists 
of two steps: 

(a) Reaction of cyclohexanone with hydroxylamine 
sulfate, producing ammonium sulfate as co-product; 

(A) Beckmann rearrangement to convert cyclohexanone 
oxime into caprolactam. 

Synthesis of caprolactam from aniline is also carried 
out via Cyclohexanol oxime. The route involves inter- 
mediate production of cyclohexylamine. 

(a) Economics of caprclactam manufacture 

Elements of the operating cost for a 15,000 tons/year 
caprolactam plant based, respectively, on phenol and 
benzene-cyclohexane feedstocks are presented in the 
tables 1 and 2 below. 

TABLE    I.    15,000   TONS/YEA»    CAPROLACTAM   PRODUCTION   BASED 
ON     BENZENE-CYCLOHEXANE    BOOTI » 

Operating cost elements 

investment 

Proe*Munits(MM$)        ]3 j 

kaw-material consumption 

Benzene (torn/year)  16 600 
Hydrogen 00» m»/year)    17)200 
Ammonia (tons/year)      28 500 
Oleum at 20% (tons/year)   .  . 20*300 
Sulfur (tons/year)  [    14300 
CO, (tons/year)  ^JQQ 

By-product ammonium sulfate (tons/year)  '   73'orjo 

Utilities requirements 

Electricity (10* kWh/year)      23000 

Steam (10» tons/year)    .... 'm 
Fuel(IO»kcal/year)  i000 

Refrigeration* (10* kFri(ories/ycar)  4J000 
Cooling water (10* m'/year)  30)000 
Demlneralized water ( 10» m*/year)  150 

Chemicals and catalyst consumption (10»$/year)  16 

Labeur 

Men/shiftc  j^ 
Men/day  g 

' Hydroxylamine sulfate production ii included. 
' At — 15 -C (NH,). 
' Including chemist».. 

The benzene cyclohexane process is carried out in 
five steps : 

(a) Benzene hydrogénation; 
(¿) Oxydation of cyclohexane; 
(c) Production of cycohexanone oxime; 
(d) Conversion of the oxime to caprolactam; 
(e) Extraction of caprolactam. 

The phenol-based process consists of: 
(a) Phenol  hydrogénation   into  cyclohexanol-cyclo- 

hexanone mixture; 
(*) See steps (*), (c), (d) and (e) of benzene-based 

process. 
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TABU    2.    15,000   TONS/YFAR    CAPRO! ACUM    PRODIUTION    BASFD 
ON  PHENOl   mD-SlOCK 

Operating co%i elements 

JP'ffiment „   .   „       ..-...«, 
Process units (MM S)                       12 4 

Raw materials 

Phenol (tons/year)                        14,700 
Hydrogen (tons/year)  1^20 
Ammonia (tons/year)  28 500 
CO, (tons/year)  10^500 
Sulfur (tons/year) 14300 
Oleum (20-25 "„Mtons'year)  22,500 

By-product ammonium sulfate (tons/year)  81,000 
Utilities 

Electricity (WkWh/year»  24,800 
Steam (10* tons/year)  * '4OO 
Fuel oil (10» tons/year)  0.6 
Refrigeration •( 10* kFrigories/year)  45 000 
Cooling water ( 10" m3, year)  16,500 
Demineralizcd water ( 10s m'/year)  130 

Labom 

Men/shift"  30 
Men/day  6 

At    IJ-C (NH,). 
I .eluding chemists 

B. POLYMERIZATION 

1.  NYLON 6 PRODUCTION 

The polymerization of caprolactam to nylon 6 can be 
realized batch-wise, but it is more usually carried out 
continuously at atmospheric pressure, in a tubular 
reactor. 

Solid caprolactam is melted and passed into a mixer 
with the catalyst and the chain terminator. The mixture 
!>S«i!£r0duCed int0 the reactor. »he tubes are heated to 
250°C; the residence time is about twenty hours. 

The polymer leaves the reactor in a molten state; the 

(i) Process in water 

An aqueous solution of hexamethylene diamine is 
added to a mixture of water and adipic acid. The tempera- 
ture rise is controlled. When the pH is adjusted to that 
of..tte n.eu.traj.sa!t, lhfi.p»--ar1uet «a «u-Jwtio« of about 
50 per cent of salt - is concentrated to 70 per cent by 
evaporation. 

(ii) Preparation in methanol 

Solutions of adipic acid and hexamethylene diamine 
in methanol are introduced continuously into a stirred 
reactor. The heat of reaction vaporizes the methanol 
and this is removed by condensing the vapours. The 
salt, insoluble in the methanol, is separated by crystalliza- 
tion. The crystals are centrifugated and dried. The salt 
is then dissolved in distilled and deminenJ^ed water. 
We obtain a 60-70 per cent solution. 

(b) Polymerization 

The aqueous solution of salt is sent to a heated auto- 
clave, the atmosphere of which is free from oxygen. 
The pressure and temperature in the reactor are increased. 
Then pressure is reduced, while the temperature continues 
to rise. The total residence time is about five hours. 

The polymer is then extruded; to realize the extrusion, 
we apply a nitrogen pressure in the autoclave. The polymer 
ribbon is cooled by water jets. The surface moisture 
is removed by air; then the ribbon is cui into "chips". 

C. MANUFACTURE OF POLYAMIOF FIBRES 

The conversion of nylon polymers into fibres is carried 
out in two steps: spinning and drawing. 

1. THE SPINNING PROCESS 

There are three methods of spinning: 
(a) Grid spinning, mostly used for nylon 66; 
(¿) Band spinning, to treat nylon 6 of an accurately 

dimensioned form; 
(c) Direct spinning from the polymerization reactor: 

2, NYLON 66 PRODUCTION 

This manufacture is carried out in two phases which 
are explained in (a) and (*). 

HTipurities are removed by distillation. The polymer may    th,s nicthod wh'ch avoids the need to remelt  is most 
be either cast into ribbon form, quenched and cut  or    easi,v applicable to nvlon 6. 
sent directly to the spinnerets. 

(a) Grid spinning 

To avoid thermal decomposition, the polymer flake is 
placed  under inert atmosphere (steam  or nitrogen). 
For spinning under nitrogen, the flake is dried and charged 
into a hopper, free of air, under nitrogen pressure. Then 
the flake is passed into a second hopper, which permits a 

(a) Pofycondensation 0/ adipic acid and hexamthylene   oont,?u°iu «P11"»^ du•»t PT Md recharge of the 
diamine superior hopper. The second hopper is purged by nitrogen 

,...., t0 remove the moisture produced during mettine The 
in order to obtain large molecules, we have to introduce    Polymer passes through a heated melt block and' falls 

into the polymerization reactor an equal number of   '•» « hot grid. 
molecules of the diamine and of the dibasic acid Th¡»       u.u¡„„ ..«^    _ 
problem is solved by feeding thereacloîbv ?£ «ft «„?? 8 'S" "*"" T* not "^ thân Me hoPP" 
There are two methods to form thU St eitter î wîîr atrl^T'•°Ut .ï * S?*" pttUXm' ****/£* 
or in methanol. ater   itoo5*w- Th>». the melting control is easier, but an 

overcharging pump must be added. 
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The molten polymer is filtered by sand and sent to a 
spinneret; the holes are circular, ibout 2/10 mm in 
diameter. The extruded filaments arc cooled by air and 
solidified. They feed a steam-filled tube where their 
moistjirc inrçasr and the static t^»ia»:-thargcsta*lucA 
After an oil finishing, the filaments are wound. 

(b) Band spinning 

The installation is fed by an accurately sized band of 
polymer. The band passes at a fixed rate into a heated 
channel of the same dimension as the band. The polymer 
melts and passes through a filter of sand and a spinneret 
The filaments are cooleo and treated in a similar manner 
as with grid spinning. 

(c) Direct spuming 

At the end of the polymerization tube, the viscous 
polymer is pumped through a battery of spinnerets and 
extruded to filaments. Then the filaments are cooled 
lubricated and collected. 

2. THE DRAWING PROCESS 

The yarn is fed at a uniform rate to a draw roll. The 
peripheral speed of the roll is greater than that of the 
feed. 

A number of wraps around the rolls are needed to 
avoid shppage. Then the yarn passes to a down-twist 
spindle, giving a low twist to the yarn to facilitate handling 

3. STAPLE FIBRE MANUFACTURE 

After drawing, the yarn is crimped. Then the crimped 
tow is passed on to a cutter. 

D. PRODUCTION OF 5,000 TONS/YEAR NYLON 6 FILAMENTS 

40/30 AVERAOG DENIER 

The elements of the operating cost for such a plant, 
starting from «protectant monomer and including- 
polymeriation, spinning and draw-twisting, su« gjvwi 
below : "^ 

Investment 

FTooMtinits(MMf)    125 

Kaw material tammmpikm 

Caprotac*am(toos/yaar)      J>300 

UtWt*M  rOBnlnmmtt 

Hwtrldly(10»kWh/yBar) 35,000 
Steam (10» toM/nar)  (J 

CooJtaf water (10* m*/yiar) '.'.'.'.   HJOQ 
DsuiismlJsBd water (10* in*Aw}  
NttroiW(10»in»/ysar)  

 40 
      S 

57J 

IV. Acrylic fibres 

The main raw material for acrylic fibres is acrylonitrilc 
This cojjs^tutçj ITÇrSi^ntotthemo!WtKrfor£»r**'s 
orlon, but only 40 per cent of the raw material for Union 
Carbide's Dynel (a vinyl chloride copolymer). Other 
fibres vary in acrylonitrile content from 55 to 85 per cent. 

A. MANUFACTURE OF ACRYLONITRILE MONOMER 

By far the most important source of acrylonitrile is the 
direct synthesis from acetylene and hydrogen cyanide, 
although a smaller quantity is reportedly still made by the 
conventional route based on hydrogen cyanide and ethy- 
lene oxide. 

An alternative route, in which propylene and ammonia 
serve as raw materials, is expected to become an important 
factor in future production and utilization, both in the 
United States of America and abroad. The advantages 
are the following: 

(a) Greater abundance of suitable raw materials at 
lower prices than acetylene, ethylene oxide and HCN; 

(b) Process simplicity compared to other processes 
which require several steps; 

(c) Lack of necessity to feed and store the HCN ; 
(d) High product quality. 

Extension of acrylonitrile consumption in the major 
outlets: acrylic fibres, nitrile rubbers and plastics, 
notably ABS resins, allied to the development of these 
new manufacturing processes, allows cheaper acrylonitrile 
to be produced. 

TABU 3. 30,000   TONS/VBAR   ACStYLONriHILE   HIOOl'CTION   BASKD 
ON PftOrVUNE FUD-fTOCK 

Operating cost elements 

Including- proem unit», general installation and tankage 
(MMS)        ,2 

Material batanee (tontfrear) 
p«Wtone«t92'/. 4,3«, 
Ammoaia 21,400 
Hi*0« 24,100 
By-products credit : 
i"""*""""»* JO.*» 
"CN      4J0O 
***£/      1.200 
AOttMSMH  JOO 

Cmám mai rkmtcak      tmflBO/ym 
UHHUm reawtrtiMm 

Hta***y(IO«kWIVy«ur)  42*00 
8t§ara(tons/j>iar)  2I6JW) 
Coottn watar(IO*«»/*wr)  i|£¡) 

Uà** 
Mtn/ririft  g 

 '..'.'. 2 



TABU 4. 30,000 TONS/YEAR ACRYLONITRILE PRODUCTION BAUD ON PROPYLENE PEED-STOCK 

Manufacturing cesi 

um 

Variable chart?' 
Raw materials 

Propylene  Tons 
Ammonia         Tons 
H.SO«  Tom 

By-products credit 
Ammonium sulfate   . .  . Tons 
HON  ToM 

Acrolein  Tom 
Acetonitrile  Tom 

Utilities 
Electricity  10* kWh 
Steam  Tom 
Cooling water         10» m* 

Catalyst and chemical» . .  . Tom 
Labour 

Salaries and wages ....      Men/year 
Supervision at 25 % of salaries 

and wages 

TOTAL VARIABLE CHARO« 

Fixed charges 

Depreciation at 12. J % of total investment 
Interest at 3.5 % ot total investment 
Maintenance at 4   % of total investment 
General plant 

overhead    at 2   % of total investment 
Taxes and 

insurance   at  1   % of total investment 

TOTAL FIXED CHAROES  

Vil cou 
tus — Ammei cost 

IV timar 

50 
70 
30 

48,300 
21,600 
24,800 

2.415 
1.515 

745 

4,675 

24 
240 
500 
500 

30,900 
4,500 
1,200 

900 

740 
1,010 

600 
450 

— (2,870) 

10 
1.6 
6 

42,000 
216,000 

18,000 

30,000 

420 
346 
108 

12 
874 
360 

5,000 26 130 

32 

162 

MANUFACTURING COïT 

3.201 

2,760 

5,961 

A companion of the acrylonitrile manufacture baaed, 
respectively, on acetylene and propylene feed-stock», it 
given below. 

*nr metnmh 

Investment (MM $)  

«aw material price (l/ton)  . . 

Meuaafacturm, cost (S/ton) 
ftaw materials and by-pro- 

Dettiied elementi of the operating cost for a 30,000 
tout/year acrylonitrile phut based on propylene an 
presented in table 3. Manufacturing cost and derived 
•riling price are given, in tablea 4 and 5, reipectively. 

TABU 5. 30,000 TONS/YEAR ACRYLONTTRIU PRODUCI** BABBO 

ON PROPYUNR PBBD-STOCK 

Ácryioaüriie Mattare**» 

Utttmw, catalyst and chemi- 
oak, labour  

Fixed charges  

60« 

47 
93 
60 

Aer/lot*rm sent* prit» 
OVaoe)  

164» 

47 
92 
60 

340 

80 
83 
S3 

Atmet mm 
*Hmr 

260       363 m 

Net cash flow ut 20 per cent of total 
Depredation provides  
rifaccene after taxes  
Net toóme before taxes at 50 per mart 
MaaMfacturingcost  

MOO 
1.5» 
m 

' Tfc» by-products are rally valorised. 
Ouy aattnoatan «ami, to valoría*». 

• Oernaaeadiaa to a tve-year payo«. 
* Taxes en MSH at 50 par east 

SM 

AcrytoidtrtteeelUng price (J/toa)  . 
(oreVIb). 

TOTAL SAUS       7,761 

m 



B. POLYMERIZATION OF ACRYLONITRILE 

Acrylonitrilc is polymerized in suspension. Acrylonitrile 
is introduced into a reactor with methyl acrylate (about 
6 per cent), demineralized water and reactants able to 
form free radicals such as S04 or OH. Such radicals arc 
polymerization initiators. The reaction is carried out 
under nitrogen atmosphere. The temperature in the reactor 
is controlled. The reaction product is sent to a stripping 
column. The monomer is withdrawn at the top; the 
polymer and the water leave at the bottom of the column. 
The polymer is separated by rotational filters, and then 
granulated and dried. 

cither of terephthalic acid or of dimethyl terephthalate, 
with two molecules of ethylene glycol. 

All the manufacturing processes of the ester have a 
step where terephthalic acid is produced: this acid is 
impure and very difficult io" purifv. So it is preferred to' 
produce the ester by distillation, in which it is more 
easily purifiable. 

At present nearly all the world production of polyester 
fibres is carried out by the DMT route. However, with 
the problem of the acid purification being solved, in 
Japan we assist in the erection of units to prepare tereph- 
thalic acid. 

C. MANUFACTURE OF POLYACRYLONITRILC FIBRES 

The polymer is ground and dispersed in a solvent. 
The dispersion is degasified under vacuum, heated and 
passed to a pressure filter, i ,e collodion passes through 
another filter and goes to a coagulating bath. The fila- 
ments are gathered in bands and are cold drawn. They are 
passed into a washing vat and hot drawn. Solvent and 
water are recovered; the solvent is concentrated by 
distillation and recycled. The bands must be dried and 
then stabilized by saturated steam. The filaments are 
plasticized and crimped by compression, to increase 
their cohesion. 

A. MANUFACTURE or TEREPHTHALIC ACID 

Terephthalic acid is prepared commercially by the 
partial oxidation of p-xylene. The agents for the oxidation 
of p-xylene are: air, or nitric acid. 

1. AIR  OXIDATION  PROCESS 

This is the most attractive approach, but if it is a rela- 
tively simple means to oxidize one of the two methyl 
groups, the difficulty remains in converting the second 
methyl group of the xylene molecule. 

D. PRODUCTION OF 20,000 TONS/YEAR ACRYLIC STAPLE 

FIBRES 

The elements of the operating cost for such a plant, 
based on arrylonitrile monomer, are given below: 

TAILE 6. 20,000 TONS/MAR ACRYLIC STAPLE FIBRF PRODUCTION 

Operating cost elements 

Investment 

Process  uniti, including: polymerization;  spinning; 
miishing; solvent distillation (MM I)     14.4 

Raw material 
Acrylonitrile (torn/year)      20,400 

Utilities 

Electricity (JO* kWh/ytar)  370» 
Steam (10» torn/year)  '400 
Cooling water (10» m*lymt)  17400 
Demineralized water (10» m'/year)  «o 
Compraied air (10» m»/yetr)  M0 

Chemicals and catalyst (tftwt)  »00,000 
Labour 

Men/shift  7J 
Men/day  x 

V. Poljraatfr 

Terephthalic acid and its ester (dimethyl terephthalate) 
(DMT) are the key intermediate* in the polyester fibres 
production. The polyester fibres are made of polyethylene 
terephthalate which is obtained by reaction of a molecule 

2.  NITRIC ACID OXIDATION PROCESS 

This method is practiced by Du Pont, who is the 
largest manufacturer of terephthalic acid. 

Economics oj DMT manufacture 

The elements of operating cost for a 10,000 tons/year 
plant based on oxidation by air of p-xylene are given 
below: 

Investment (Process units and off-site») (MM $)   ...   4 

Consumption per ton of DMT 

Raw materials 

P**1«*      0.75 ton 
Methanol      0.31 ton 

Utilities 

fckcawty     y» kWh 
^•P«*  5 tons 
Cooling w»ter 1,000 „f 

Chemicals and catalyst      $4 

Labour (men/shift)       4 

B. POLYCONDENSATION OF DMT AND ETHYLENE GLYCOL 
—POLYMERIZATION AND MANUFACTURE OF POLYESTER 
FIBRES 

1. POLYCONDENSATION 

One molecule of dimethyl terephthalate reacts with two 
molecules of ethylene glycol under formation of methanol 
and dihydroxyl diethyl terephthalate, the monomer. 
Industrially, the reaction is carried out between 150 sad 

J7J 



210°C, in the presence of a catalyst and with an excess 
of diethylene glycol. The equilibrium is displaced, by 
removing the methanol formed, in a column. 

2. POLYMERIZATION • 

The monomer is not separated; some polymerization 
occurs in the reactor, and the effluent is a mixture of 
monomer, dimer, trimcr and ethylene glycol. The polyme- 
rization is carried out in autoclaves, under an absolute 
pressure inferior to 1 mm of mercury, at about 280°C. 
The reactor is stirred and the glycol formed is removed. 
When the desired viscosity is reached, the polymer is 
extruded, cooled and cut into "chips". 

3. POLYESTER FIBRES 

Polyethylene terephthalat is melt-spinnable to give 
drawable fibres which then possess desirable properties 
of high strength and flexibility. Polyethylene terephthalate 

fibres are being produced as filament yarn, staple fibre 
and continuous staple. 

C. PRODUCTION OF 3,000 TONS/YEAR POLYESTER STAPLE 

FIBRES (60 rea CENT COTTON TYPE AND 40^ PBR CENT 

WOOL TYPE) 

The elements of operating cost for such a plant, in- 
cluding polycondensation, polymerization and fibre 
manufacture are given below: 

Investment (Process units and off-sites) (MM S)    ... 7 

Raw materials consumption 

Dimethyl terephthalate  5,500 torn 
Ethylene glycol  1,000 torn 

Utility requirements 

Ek       y(IO»kWh/year) 4,500 
Steaii.,. .* tons/year)         25 

Labour 

Men/ihift     40 
Men/day      5 



2. THE PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC FIBRES ON A PETROCHEMICAL BASIS 

P. Seifert, Director, Invento AG. für Forichung und Patentverwertung, Switnerland 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Petroleum chemicals form part of the chemical industry, 
so that their substantial development can best be antici- 
pated in areas with a highly developed chemical industry. 
The lack of availability of raw nnterials was the early 
limitation restricting petrochemical development beyond 
the United States. After 1945, for a variety of reasons. 
it became in«, olicy of the petroleum industry to locate 
oil-refining capacity in the regions of major consumption. 
This resulted in a vast expansion in the refining capacity 
of Western Europe and caused attention to be diverted 
to the possibility of chemical production from these 
refinery sources. 

II. RAW MATERIALS FOR PRODUCTION OF PETROCHEMICALS 

The basic raw materials for chemical manufacture are 
natural gas, refinery gates and liquid hydrocarbon 
fractions. From these basic raw materials are derived 
the secondary raw materials, such as: 

(a) Acetylene, prepared from methane; 
(b) Methane, a major constituent of natural gas; 
(c) Higher paraffins (ethane, propane, butane), which 

may be separated from natural gas or from refinery 
gas streams; 

(d) Ethylene, propylene, present in refinery gas streams, 
or produced by pyrolysis or thermal cracking. 

The lower paraffins are used too for the production of 
synthesis gas, which may be transformed to a mixture of 
CO, and H». Hydrogen gas produced in this way goes 
into the manufacture of ammonia, as well as into a 
variety of hydrogénation reactions. 

For the production of synthetic fibres, not only alipha- 
tic hydrocarbons are necessary, but also aromatics. 
These are obtained by catalytic reforming of naphthenic 
hydrocarbons. Benzene, toluene and xylene are used, 
mainly, as aromatic, secondary raw materials in the 
synthetic fibre industry. 

All these compounds are available from coal also to 
the extent that coal is carbonized. This, in turn is related 
to the progress of the steel- and gas-making industries. 
However, these industries are not expanding in tune 
with the demand for aromatic hydrocarbons. The trend 
from coal to oil may best be illustrated by the United 
Sutes production figures for aromatics (table 1). 

Petrochemical units are usually continuous, elaborate, 
operating with catalytic promotion, and highly automated. 
They consequently require a large scale of operation to 
secure an economic advantage. Unless there is an econo- 
mic advantage, there is little purpose in the development 
of petroleum raw materials to serve the chemical industry 
in any particular instance. Therefore, it is important to 
ensure that any project envisaged includes production 
facilities of not less than "minimum economic size". 
Having established the minimum economic size for a 
particular operation in a particular area, it is necessary to 
take a clear, cold look at the market available. A single 
petrochemical unit may be expected to serve a much 
higher proportion of the total market than most petroleum 
uniti would do. Since the final product is likely to be the 
subject of precise chemical specifications, there is little 
flexibility in production available to such unit«. This 
low flexibility of petrochemical units ii a point to keep 
in mind. 

The chemical industry thrives best in an industrial 
climate. Only in such a climate will exist the major con- 

TARU 1. UNITO STATU AROMATICS NOOUCTKM 

1 Ma» MM 

CM 00 CM M OMf OS 

1932  . 
I9S4  . 
1996  . 
19»  . 
I960  . 

•  •      216,000 
.  .       165,000 
.  .      225,000 
.  .       144,000 
.  .       140/00 

35.300 
92,000 

112.000 
I42.00O 
309,000 

64.000 
36/100 
43,000 
32,000 
33,300 

41,000 
123.000 
HIJO» 
207,000 
240,000 

UMBO 
lOyOOO 
12400 

•¿00 

61400 
104000 

191,500 
274,000 

fimi *HWINWI, p. 111. 
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TABLE 2. WORLD FIBRF PRODUCTION 

Cotton  
Wool  
Cellulosa fibres  
Synthetic fibres  

TOTAL 

;»*) («».» iv»o 
-   — -   i ritlm 

Mill. melr. """ Pr, ceni Mill melr  Ions *""" 
per crnl) 

6.25 69. Í 15.50 72.4 
«0 0.95 106 1.50 7.0 

1.73 19.2 3.05 14.3 
40 0.07 0.7 1.32 6.3 

9.00 100.0 21.37 100.0 

sumen of its products, which the large-scale operations 
of petrochemical manufacture demand. Moreover, the 
production of chemicals from petroleum and—as we 
shall see—of intermediates for the synthetic fibres produc- 
tion, involves a considerable consumption of such 
chemicals as sulphuric acid, nitric acid, ammonia etc. 
These are generally available on an economic basis only 
in an industrial region. 

The above outline will indicate the difficulties of initiat- 
ing petroleum chemical manufacture in less industria- 
lized areas, even where the raw materials are cheaply 
and abundantly available. One is faced with the alternative 
of building a plant mainiy to meet local needs, in which 
case it will be so small as to be below the normal economic 
size (and may require government subsidy or some sort 
of protection to be viable), or of building the plant to 
an economic size, and then to hunt for external markets. 
Chemical plants are normally more expensive to construct 
(*.nd maintain) in a less developed country, the techniques 
of industrial exporting are less highly organized, and 
most of the nearby markets will also be relatively small. 
Exporting chemicals from a less developed area is there- 
fore a matter of some difficulty. 

In the main part of our discussion paper» we would 
like to show the way from the secondary raw materials 
mentioned above to the production of the different 
synthetic fibres. 

Let us first take a look at the present role of the syn- 
thetic fibres in world fibre production (tables 2 and 3). 
The magnitude of the sums involved in the synthetic 

TABU 4. SYNTHETIC FIBRE PRODUCTION 1963 

TABLE    3.   WORLD   PRODUCTION   OF 
(1,000 mrnt.TONs) 

MAN-MADE    FIBRES 

CtrnVult «rn Snukrliei 
ftNf 

19» ...   . 
INI ...  . 
1N2 . .  .  . 
IN3 . .  .  . 

195943    . 

2.521 (SI JO 
2,603 
2,690 
2.NS 
3.0» (70%) 

21% 

577(19%) 
710 
S3S 

1,079 
1,320 (30%) 

129% 

3,091 
3,313 
3.521 
3,944 
4,370 

40% 

SOURCI : Cltemkfmtrn (1964). S. 71. 

Polyamides  51 
Polyester»  20 
Acrylic fibres  16 
Others  13 

fibre business may be assessed by the fact that, with an 
assumed mean price of S2,000/ton, an annual sales 
volume of $2,600 million is reached (1962). 

Polyamides, polyesters and acrylic fibres are the most 
important representatives of the synthetic fibres KJK " 
today. The relative position of these gtoups is shown in 
table 4. 

The rapid development in the field of polyamides and 
polyesters may best be seen in figure I. It reveals that the 
relative growth of polyester production is superior to 
that of the polyamides. This trend may, however, change 
in the coming years, depending on which of the two, 
polyamides or polyesters, wins the final contest for tyre 
cord. 

In the following, we shall try to take a closer look 
at the production methods of some of these fibres. 
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HI. POLYAMIDES OF THE NYLON 6 TYPE 

Nylon 6 represents a European development originated 
by Professor Dr. Schlack, whereas nylon 66 was invented 
before the Second World War by W. H. Carothers of 
üt Pont ( United-3tates). The different" development in 
the United States and in Western Europe persists to the 
present day. It seems, however, that in the near future 
this difference will get smaller, as nylon 6 capacities in 
the United Sutes are built up, and production of nylon 
66 starts in Western Europe. The figures relating to the 
East European countries are as yet uncertain and will 
therefore be disregarded in this survey. 

The assumed capacities for caprolactam, the starting 
material for nylon 6 are given in figure II. A cheap 
caprolactam synthesis is decisive for any economical 
process for the production of nylon 6. It goes without 
saying that questions of location and starting materials 
available must be considered in the selection of a process. 
In the main, the following processes so far adopted for 
industrial utilization are known at present: 

(a) The classica! process starting from phenol; 
(b) The classical process starting from cyclohexane 

with direct oxidation; 
(c) The photo nitrozation process (PNC); 
(d) The SNIA Viscosa process, starting with toluene; 
(e) The nitration process of Du Pont. 

The next illustration (figure HI) is a formula representa- 
tion of the various syntheses. 

We would like to discuss now in more detail the 
cyclohexane oxidation process and shall, as an example, 
describe the procedure developed by Emser-Werke, and 
licensed by Invent« Ltd. 

The process is in principle performed in two stages : 
i.e., it involves first the oxidation of cyclohexane with 
atmospheric oxygen at elevated temperature to yield 
a product mixture of unr.acted cyclohexane, cyclohexa- 
none, cyclohexanol and higher oxidation products, 
and secondly, the catalytic dehydrogenation of cyclohexa- 
nol to form cyclohcxanone. 
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The oxidation stage yields part of the cyclohexanol 
esterified with by-product carboxylic acids. Therefore, 
the oxidation stage is followed by a hydrolysis step, in 
which the cyclohexanol is liberated, while all acid by- 
products are simultaneously separated. Next, unreacted 
cyclohexane is distilled off from the refined oxidation 
mixture, and the bottoms are pumped to a combined 
distillation-dehydrogenation system to give pure cyclo- 
hexanone. This product, derived from cyclohexane, gives 
on oximation and Beckmann rearrangement high- 
quality caprolactam and subsequently polymeric nylon 6 
which is at least equal to the product obtained from 
phenol. 

A cyclohexane-oxidation plant with a capacity of 
1,000 t/month cyclohexanone was put on stream in 
March 1962. In more than two yean of operation now, 
the process data originally established in the pilot plant 
were industrially confirmed and partially even exceeded. 
In addition, the plant supplied a wealth of chemical and 
technical date. The yields of cyclohexanol/cyclohexanone- 
mixture reach up to 80 per cent depending on the level 
of cyclohexane conversion. The following figures show 
the tow-sheet of this process and a few glimpses of the 
plant itself. 

ft *» om opinion that the synthesis of caprolactam 
according to the cyclohexane oxidation process is a very 
economical way to produoe nylon 6. UBE Industries 
(Japan) is operating successfully to Inventa oxidation 
plant, so is Mitsubishi Chemical Industries (Japan): 
further plants an in construction BASF in the Federal 
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Figure IV. Cyclohexane oxidation process 

Republic of Germany and Staatsmijnen in the Nether- 
lands operate on a similar principle. Recently, Scientific 
Design sold a cyclohexane oxidation process to France. 
Ulis process is, however, not yet industrially proven. 

The importance of cyclohexane oxidation may be 
shown by listing the leading producers of caprolactam 

and their processes. The figures are taken from literature 
or estimated. 

The economy of a process depends on the prices of the 
starting materials, i.e., cyclohexane, phenol, or toluene 
(SNIA) prices as the case may be. In addition, the si» 
of the plants may be decisive fot títe" selection df a process. 
According to our calculations, with capacities under 
5,000 tons per annum the phenol process is mote econo- 
mical than the direct oxidation process, due to the lower 
capital requirements. On the other hand, the cyclohexane 
oxidation process is profitable above 3,000 tons per 
annum. 

In the classical process involving the oximation stage, 
the provision of hydroxyUunine and its price is of par- 
ticular significance. For hydroxylamine, the following 
processes are known today: 

(a) The classical process via sodium nitrite ae jrding 
to Raschig; 

(*) Gas-phase nitration of methane, ethane or propaae. 
The corresponding nitroparaflbis formed are converted 
to oximes by means of concentrated sulphuric acid: 
finally the oximes are hydrolised to hydroxylamiae; 

TABLE J. CAFROLACTAM PRODUCERS AND C íMOLACTAM PROCEXU 
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(c) The dim* hydrogénation of nitrous gases; 
(a) The Inventa procese via ammonium nitrite. 

Direct hydrogénation and the Inventa procew provide 
the advantage that the only by-product formed it ammo 

..niurp^iflph%te,.^hich can J» «wed a* fertilizer, Chis 
possibility it of interett wherever by-products cannot be 
conducted into water courses as waste owing to water 
contamination. 

To round off the picture, mention may be made of 
some caproUcttni production processes which, for a 
variety of reasons, are not yet industrially performed 
A process developed by Union Carbide Corp involves 
cyclonexane oxidation to cyclohexanol, followed by 
controlled oxidation to caprolactone and reaction with 
ammonia under pressure to give cap-vbetam. 

Scientific Design starts with a cyclohexane oxidation 
step and continues io a not hitherto disclosed way to 
caprolactam. Emssr-Werke/Inventa have developed pro- 
cesse« as shown in the next figures. 

Caprotactam past into nylon 6 production virtually 
exclusively. The largest part thereof is used for textile 
production for yarns, fibres or silk for tyre-cord. A small 
part thereof goes into the plastics sector, which wiH be 
dealt with m another section. It wo»M now anear 
that textile reqisiremsuts in the norynmide field can at 
pronti virtually be covered by nylon « or nylon M. 
Other poiyanuom can hardly ever consuete with these 
produca since prices are relatively low, thanks to large- 
production rates. la recent years, a certa« stnbihnitwa 
of pnces has been witternd as ««II. 

Again, the imperate of ayk» fibre« and yams com- 
monly snAee es that fewer buskofty new aetynaMeeaare 

Heoc - (CH2)4 . coot* 
***•••« 

A*ipk «M iHrllmM» 

à 
n*M V!. Uettm ë 

""•*!*»*• «"»* ••": ntktr, the existing products 
•re subject to improvement As an example, we have the 
efanunatten of fiat spatting in tyre-cord which Du Pont 
•Mean to have solved by potyawruing in trimeJbte 
or ••-• .».»»—»— - !- 

IV. PetYAMwen or TMB NYION M TV« 

The »yntàoMe of the primary raw materials for the nro- 
¿tioaafnylou M can ensny be bused on eotrecbenn- 
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A few words nay be appropriait kart to the saaject 
of potycondentation. Caprolactam may be porveonden- 
»ated continuously at normal pressure m a vary ample 
apparata». The polymer may, then, be extruded to bands 
and cut into chips these are then washed to remove 
•«reacted monomer, dried and saatequeatly span to 
y«d staple or Ihres In a more sophisticated way, 
monomer is removed from the melt by meant of vacuum 
steam or warm mart gat, and the mah it spun without 
inwiiwdian d#wta§e- -directfy into teres or stag*. 

For AH-sah, continuous porycoaewnaattoa hat at 
yet not been carried out industrially. AH-san—aad 
rarely caprolactam—are potymeriaad aweontiauousry 
m autoclaves under pressure and then worked up to 
chips as noted earlier. For aykm tf, aa extraction of 
the chips is  

f.    POLYACKYUMmU    K»    TIB    FNW1    ffMWUCTtON 

The production of acrylonsthle may be 
1A Asttyteae + HCN; 
(») Ethylene (etayteauxKh) + HCN; 
(f) *r.ttlasa.de + HCN; 
<4) framaaai + NH. + a« 

propylene-bastd methods. For example, ICI hat dteooa- 
tinued production of acrylonitrüe from acétylène. It it 
building propylene-based facilities. 

The aceryWae-HCN synthews it carried out in aqueous 
ammonium chloride solution with cuprous chloride at 
a catalyst. The reaction is carried out at SO-WC and 
alifhtly elevated pressure The yield it 1045 par cast, 
based on acetylene, *>M per cent bated on HCN. 

la a two-step synthesis, based on propylene, a very 
dilute stream of propylene in air it patead over molten 
selenium and then over a coppe on alumtnia catalyst 
heated to 280°C. the exit fat, contatami acrolein aad 
uacombined propylene and oxygen, is thm mixed with 
aauBonia and pasted into a second reactor, which coa- 
taint pellets of phosphomolybdic acid oa "Fraasl, 
maintained at 370"C. The contact time it parts ôT à 
second, the yield around 75-iO per eaat. Dietiaert Co. 
Ltd. and Shell keep patents on this process. 

The presently most popular synthesis of acryloaitrilt it 
the single stage process developed by the Standard OB Co. 
of Ohio. Following the patent deseriptJoa, a mixture of 
propylene, ammonia, air or oxygen, aad water it 
at 425-3WC, at a pressure of 2-3 
ever a •uidáxed bed of catalyst romprissd of I 
tm pacspaomorybdate oa a earner. The oaataat tarn* It 
arouad 23 seconds. The conversion a» atsTamtajiai ie 
35-35 par cent (bated oa carbon): 
ara aoetonitrilc aad aerobia. 

The  porymerimtion  of acrylonitrüe  it  iaduetriafly 
carried out in emulsion or aqueous sohstioa, wall the 

H,.CM-CH.CM2 r^l--»    H**-K"V4 CSS« 
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•id ofperoxy- or redox-catalysts. The dry polyacryloni- 
trile powder may, then, be spun into fibres by two different 
processes: 

(a) A solution of potyacrylonitrik in dimethylformal- 
dehyde is dry-span into air; 

(*) A solution of polyacrylonitrile in dimethylformal- 
, dehyde is wet-spun into a coagulating bath containing 
;   glycerine or certain inorganic salt solutions. 

Pure polyacrylonitrile cannot be satisfactory dyed by 
I the usual processes, although special techniques are 
i available today. To improve dyestuff-afflnity, other 

rnonomeric substances are copolymerized with acrylo- 
nitrik, such as methyl methacrylate, 2-vinylpyridine 
polyvinylacetate and others. The chemical composition 
of the modified acrylic fibres produced varies rather 
widely. 

VI.   POLYttTEftS 

OwMf to the ready availability of its raw materials' 
the polyester of ethylene glycol and of terephthalk acid 
has sofa- made its way, particularly in the field of film, 
and fibres Polyethylene terephthalate fibres differ mainly 
in respect of their etastk properties from fibres made 
of polyamides and have thus Become accepted mainly 
m the field of garments. This difiérenos in the elasticity 
of polyamides and polyesters <s shown in figure X. 

Po*y»s*erftbres are also characterized by their low 
water absorption and thuir good light fastness. Thus, 
they are used for curtains, and, on the technical side, 
m the manufacture of conveyer belts, tyre-cord, tarpaulins, 
screen fabrics, filler cloth., fishing nets and the like. 
Woven fabrics made from polyester fibres—or from blends 
with wool—such as tranters and women's skirts, are 
creaseproof. The polyesters based on terepathaHc acid 
have alsoi steed the test of time in the fieM of high- 
quality Hau and foils. 

We have seen, at the beginning, that the share of pery- 
ÜSLM^JWW *" •*»**««• »• *M comparatively 
•mMett, but it was aho shewn, that the production curve 
of the «ut few years k en a steep upward gradient. 

JSJTJ'ííí* ** ***•*» <* *•* prediction 
••wo»» or polyesters, let at mentina some leas satisfac- 
tory propert.es «f the porvessm. Natural* enough, ft 

Ì 

Î 

F*r tant alesi anjH«t» 

Fiaure  X.  Slrta-iiraiH digram for polyesttr md nylon 66 

has been and it is the aim of considerable research to 
improve these properties. By way of example, the compa- 
ratively poor dye affinity of fibres formed of terephthalk 
acid and ethylene glycol is due to the low water absorp- 
tion, the low-swelling tendency and the high crystallinity 
or the stretched fibre. Another property of polyethylene 
terephthalate fibres worthy of improvement is their 
proneness to polling. This results in poor appearance 
owing to the pollen forming on the surface of the fabric. 

A modified polyester fibre which is easy to dye and less 
subject to polling has been developed by the Eraser- Werke 
Switzerland, h it a copolyetherester which contains 
besides terephthaiic acid and ethylene glycol, p-hydroxy- 
benaoic acid. This may be see in the figure XI. 

This coporyetherester contains besides the ester bonds 
also ether bonds, which are formed during transesterifica- 
tion MWCII as during precondensation and polycondensa- 
tion. With increasing contents of p-hydroxybenzok acid, 
the melting point decreases, the crystallinity of stretched 
fibres is lowered and the dye affinity improved. The next 
inustratioii »hows the influence of a 10 per cent content 
of p-hydroxybenzoic acid in the polymer on dye absorp- 
tion under comparable conditions. 

Dyeiag was a both cases effected at boiling température 
without pressure and without the use of carriers. The 

a..cii|.a»t.[aÌQÌ.,.cH1-cH1]r OH 
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incorporation of p-hydroxybenzoic acid in the polymer 
chains interferes with the formation of the macromolecules 
and causes reduced crystallisation This phenomenon 
benefits not only the dye affinity, but also the production 
of films and foils made from copolyether ester. Inciden- 
tally, the p-hydroxybenzoic acid may be replaced by 
vanillic acid or other aromatic hydroxyacids of similar 
structure. This may be important if attempts are made to 
obtain vanillin from sulphite waste liquor in an econo- 
mical manner. The most important raw materials for 
the production of linear polyesters are still terephthalic 
acid and ethylene glycol. There are various methods of 
producing them. 

Terephthalic acid 

The different processes for the production of tereph- 
thalic acid are shown in figure XII. 

1. Nitric acid oxidation oj p-xylene 

The oxidation is carried out at 200-23O',C under system 
pressure (25 atm : 400 p.s.i. at 200°C). 2.1 kg 100 per cent 
HNO* are used (supplied in 25-40 per cent strength) 
per 1 kg xylene. The yield is reported as up to 89 per cent. 
In this process, a comparatively highly contaminated 
acid is obtained which can be purified via the dimethyl 
ester. This is the reason why dimethyl ester and not free 
terephthalic acid has been taken as the starting material 
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so far in all major production plants. The dimethyl ester 
can be readily brought to a purity of 99.99 per cent by 
distillation and recrystallization. This high purity is 
essential, as small quantities of impurities may block the 
growing polymer chains and prevent the formation of 
products with a sufficiently high molecular weight. 

2. Catalytic air oxidation oj p-xylene in solution 

This process was developed in the United States. 
It provides a better terephthalic acid '.han does the nitric 
acid oxidation process, but purification is still effected 
via the dimethyl ester. The oxidation is carried out 
between 140-200'C, under system pressure. Manganese 
acetate combined with ammonium bromide are reported 
as catalysts : sometimes, acetic acid is used as a solvent. 

3. Chloromethylation and nitric acid oxidation 

Toluene is taken as the starting material: it is first 
chloromethylated. then the product is oxidized with 
nitric acid. Forty per cent o-phthalic acid is obtained os a 
by-product. The crude acid must also be purified via the 
dimethyl ester. 

4. Two-stage air oxidation oj p-xylene in the liquid phase 
( Wittener process) 

Xylene is oxidized, in the presence of catalysts such as 
Co-toluate, at 140-160'C to p-toluic acid (conversion 
20-40 per cent per pass). The toluic acid formed is esteri- 
fied with methanol. The toluic acid methyl ester formed 
is catalytically oxidized with air to yield terephthalic acid 
monomethyl ester, which is finally esterified to the di- 
methyl terephthalate, which may be readily purified. 

5. Rearrangement oj the dipotassium salt of o-phthalic acid 
to salts oj terephthalic acid (Henkel process) 

O-phthalic acid is produced from naphthalene, from 
o-xylene or by carboxylation of toluene. The rearrange- 
ment of the dipotassium salt is occurring at ca. 400*C. 
Cadmium salts are reported to be used as catalysts. 
The dipotassium terephthalate is dissolved in water. 
This solution may be readily purified. When the terephtha- 
lic acid is precipitated by means of hydrochloric acid 
or o-phthalic acid, an exceptionally pure terephthalic 
acid is obtained. It need not be purified via the dimethyl 
ester, but can be directly esterified with ethylene glycol. 

This process has thus made it possible for the first 
time to start from free terephthalic acid in the production 
of the polyester. This involves considerable advantages, 
since the recovery of methanol is rendered unnecessary. 

In addition, terephthalic acid can be more economically 
produced according to the Henkel process than an 
equivalent quantity of dimethyl ester according to any 
one of the processes described. 

While the direct esterification of terephthalic acid with 
glycol still oners a number of technical and chemical 
difficulties (problems of charging, formation of diglycol), 
the production of polyesters appears to have obtained a 
considerable impetus. 
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3. POLYESTER SYNTHETIC FIBRE MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

David Broten, Halcón International, Inc., USA 

¡ I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Polyester fibres are relative late-comers to the field of 
j synthetic fibres, arriving on the scene as they did a few 
j years later than rayon. While the use of polyesters in 
| fibres (as well as films and other forms) has enjoyed 
I a rapid growth, polyesters are still out-paced by 
j nylon. 

Polyesters, by general definition, are a polymeric 
substance made by the reaction of polybasic acids (or 
their esters, anhydrides etc.) and polyhydric alcohols. 
In actual commercial production, the acids and alcohols 
used as the basis for fibre polyesters consist in the main 
of one combination—terephthalic acid (or its derivative: 
dimethyl terephthalate, known in the trade as "DMT") 
and ethylene glycol (or its precursor ethylene oxide). 
The polymer formed is known as polyethylene tereph- 
thalate. It might be worth noting, in passing, that a rela- 
tively small amount of isophthalic acid is used along with 
terephthalic in special cases, but not in important enough 
quantities to deserve attention here. 

There are a relatively small number of companies 
in the world who have the "know-how" and who are 
producers of polyester fibres. The fibres are sold under 
the trade names Dacron (Du Pont), Terylene (Imperial 
Chemical Industries (ICI)), Fortrel (Celanese-ICI), Teto- 
ron (Japanese), Trevira (Gernwn), Tergal (France), 
Terital (Italy) etc. Increased emphasis on polyester 
fibre production may be expected now that United 
States patents covering polyester fibres have expired. 
These patents were originally owned by United King- 
dom's Calico Printers' Association, which sold world 
rights, except in the United Sutes, to Imperial Chemical 
Industries. The United States rights went to Du Pont. 
The new American entrants thus far into polyester 
fibres are Tennessee Eastman, Beaunit Mills, and Fiber 
Industries (the ICI-Cel«neie Joint Venture). Considerable 
publicity has recently been given to the licensing by 
ICI of its polyester fibre technology to countries with 
centrally planned economies, particularly the USSR. 

By contrast, however, the "know-how" and production 
facilities for the polyester precursors — to some extent 
for terephthalic acid and certainly for the case of ethylene 
glycol — are far less concentrated. It is interesting to 
note a difference between the two precursors at this point. 
Terephthalic acid (or DMT) is a relatively new industrial 
chemical and is manufacturad essentially for the iole 
purpose of use in polyesters' it is consequently manufac- 

tured by a reasonably limited number of organizations. 
Ethylene glycol (or ethylene oxide), on the other hand, 
has been a major industrial chemical for many decades 
and is used mainly for the purposes other than polyesters 
(major example: anti-freeze); the world production 
of ethylene glycol is consequently many times that of 
terephthalic acid. Possibly because of the situation descri- 
bed above, the cost of production and "transfer" price 
of ethylene glycol is about half that of terephthalic acid. 
Since more than two-thirds of the weight of polyester 
fibres is made up of the more expensive component, 
terephthalic acid, it is obvious that economic develop- 
ments in the production of terephthalic component 
will have the greatest effect on polyester fibre cost. 
Incidentally, it is far more likely that important economic 
improvements in the manufacture of terephthalic acid 
will be made in the future than is the case for ethylene 
glycol, which is now almost at a rock-bottom price and 
will probably enjoy only marginal improvements in the 
future. As a matter of fact, as will be discussed later, the 
costs of manufacturing terephthalic acid have already 
undergone drastic reductions in the past few years, and 
still more are soon to come, which could possibly 
contribute to a noticeable improvement in the competitive 
position of polyester fibres vis-à-vis other synthetic 
fibres. 

It will be the purpose of this paper to examine factors 
affecting costs and competitive situations for terephthalic 
acid and ethylene glycol as they exist today in the highly 
industrialized countries. It is hoped that from this discus- 
sion may arise constructive ideas as to the strategies 
which should be considered by nations in the earlier 
stages of industrial development. 

II. TEREPHTHALIC ACID AND DIMETHYL TEREPHTHALATE 

A. General survey of commercial methods oj manufacture 

The major raw material used today for the manufacture 
of terephthalic acid is p-xylene. The source of p-xylene isa 
reformed product made in modern processes of petroleum 
refining, and results from efforts to increase yields and 
octane numbers of hydrocarbon raw material sources by 
a process of cyclization and aromatization of the more 
paraffinic hydrocarbons. While it is possible to synthetize 
p-xylene from isobutylene, it is not known that this 
process is practiced on a large commercial scale, if at all. 
A commercial procesa for terephthalic acid, but used on 
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a relatively small scale, involves the rearrangement of the 
potassium salt of benzoic acid or o-phthalic acid. Other 
materials that have been considered as raw materials for 
terephthalic acid are p-diisopropyl benzene andp-cymene; 
since, among other things, there is more carbon and 
hydrogen to oxidize in the preparation of terephthalic 
acid for these two materials, they have not to date 
been found to be economical in the major industrial 
countries. 

The oxidation of p-xylene to terephthalic acid or 
DMT is done in two basic fashions: by nitric acid and 
by air. Nitric acid oxidation was the original process 
used, and commercial production of terephthalic acid 
was performed by this process for approximately a 
decade before the discovery of economic methods of air 
oxidation, which have rendered nitric acid oxidation 
uneconomical for new plants. The commercial methods 
of air oxidation include the Witten (formerly the Im- 
hausen) process and the Mid-Century process, the Mid- 
Century process being by far the more predominant 
commercially. Other ait oxidation processes have appeared 
lately on the scene, but comprise only a minute fraction 
of the commercial picture. Needless to say, since the 
discovery of economical methods of air oxidation of 
p-xylene to terephthalic acid, essentially all new plant 
capacity based on p-xylene oxidation has been installed 
using these new techniques. 

The following discussion includes more details on 
processes commercially used and considered for tereph- 
thalic acid manufacture. 

B. Discussion of important commercial processes 

1. P-xylene manufacture 

P-xylene is found in the C, aromatic fraction of petroleum 
refinery reforming operations that are directed towards 
the improvement of octane numbers by cyclization of 
straight chain compounds, followed by isomerization 
and dehydrogenation reactions leading, in the areas in 
which we are interested, to a number of alkyl-substituted 
benzenes. The major proportion of the so-called "aroma- 
tics" cut which is generally isolated and purified by the 
petroleum refineries consists of benzene, toluene and 
mixed xylenes. These materials are generally not isolated 
for the purpose of use in gasoline blending but only 
to provide a source of either solvents or petrochemical 
raw materials. It is, of course, the xylene cut in which we 
are interested here. The composition of this cut generally 
approaches the thermodynamic equilibrium of the four 
alkyl benzene isomers in the C„ range; approximately 
15 to 20 per cent each of ethylbenzene, o-xylenc, p-xylene, 
with the remainder (and majority of the mixture) m-xylene. 
Para-xylene is commercially recovered from the mixture 
of xylenes by fractional crystallization which, to the 
author's knowledge, is the only commercial method used 
today, although such processes as Clathration (formation 
of crystal complexes with other materials) have been 
widely studied. Commercial crystallizations have been 
done in many types of equipment, i.e., scraped surface 
crystallize», evaporative crystallize», and the like. 
There is generally a system included which involves the 
re-mehing of the product and counter-current washing 

of the crystallizcrs with this rc-melt, so as to obtain a high- 
purity p-xylenc product. Unfortunately, only approxi- 
mately two-thirds'of the p-xylenc can be extracted from 
the mixed xylene stream by this method, sine* in order to 
increase the amount of xylene recovered the temperature 
must be lowered until eventually other materials such 
as ortho and meta xylene begin to cocrystallize with 
the p-xylene. Since only about one-fifth of the original 
mixed xylene feed-stock is p-xylene, and since only about 
two-thirds ofthat p-xylene is recovered by crystallization, 
it is obvious that very large amounts of feed-stocks must 
be handled, undergoing costly refrigeration at extremely 
low temperatures (lower than 100°F.) In order to 
reduce the amount of material handled, and at the same 
time isolate other raw materials of industrial interest, 
there is considerable practice today of the removal by 
distillation of both o-xylene and ethylbenzene, prior 
to crystallization of the p-xylene. Of the two, the o-xylene 
is the easiest to remove and, because of this fact, coupled 
with the wide availability of cheap mixed xylenes, o-xylene 
now oners an invitingly low-cost and widely available 
raw material for phthalic anhydride manufacture. 
Ethylbenzene removed from the xylene mixture is used 
in a few commercial concentrations for styrene manufac- 
ture. 

Since only slightly more than one-tenth of a pound 
of p-xylene may be recovered from a pound of mixed 
xylene feed-stock, there often arises a situation in which 
the need for xylenes is greater :han can be supplied by 
direct crystallization of p-xylene from the available mixed 
xylene raw material. An answer to this problem has been 
found in the inclusion of a xylene isomerization system, 
which can form new p-xylene, up to the equilibrium 
concentration of about 20 per cent, from the effluent 
stream from the crystallization process (which contains 
approximately 10 per cent or less p-xylene). Although it 
is obvious that the feed to the crystallization system will 
not be reduced by such measures and, therefore, the 
cost of crystallization will be approximately the same, 
the inclusion of the isomerization scheme will permit 
essentially all of the xylene feed-stock to be converted 
to p-xylene, thus allowing substantial production of 
this terephthalic acid precursor to be made in areas 
in whic.i the supply of xylenes is limited either by virtue 
of the presence of small refineries or by the necessity for 
importation of xylenes specifically for terephthalic acid 
manufacture. 

With regard to factors affecting costs and prices, there 
has been a considerable change throughout the world 
in the past decade. Originally, it was almost what one 
might call a "sellers" market in p-xylene, since there were 
a I mited number of sources of the desired mixed xylene 
stream, but a strong demand for the product by the 
first companies engaged in terephthalic acid manufacture 
for polyesters. As a result, the price of p-xylene approxi- 
mately ten or fifteen years ago used to hover in the range 
of sixteen to twenty cents per pounds in the United 
States, for example. At this price, it just barely did not 
pay large p-xylene consumers to develop their own 
processes for xylene isomerization, with uses for the 
by-product derived therefrom. As time went by, and more 
and more aromatic fractions became available to the 
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refining industries (notably by the Udex process as a 
major factor in this area), coupled with larger p-xylene 
plants and process improvements in p-xylene crystal- 
lization, competition has become greater and, again as 
an example, the p-xylene price in the United States 
has tended to approach the ten cents per pound level 
U is believed that it may drop even one or two cents 
lower in the not-too-distant future. This price drop has 
naturally been encouraged by large consumers who 
have resorted to various strategies, such as the public 
announcements of interesting developments of other 
tcrcphthahc acid precursors. Also a few isomerization- 
crystalhzation units have been installed commercially 
lor example by ICI in England and Mitsui Petrochemical 
in Japan, enabling truse producers to start with 
the very low-cost mixed xylene raw material to make 
p-xylene. 

Costs of production of p-xylene are typical of other 
petrochemicals in that probably the strongest factor is 
plant size. In the case of the manufacture of p-xylene 
Irom mixed xylenes, the etfective net cost of production 

;   is immensely complicated by the necessity of obtaining 
a suitable market and by-product credit for the xylenes 

;   that are discharged from the crystallization step (approxi- 
[   mately six to seven pounds per pound of xylene product) 
!  Since the xylene solvent market is limited, as is the use 
!   ol xylenes in gasolene, it may be necessary for refineries 

to dispose of the waste mixed xylene stream at very 
low cost. %s in diesel fuel. How these matters would be 
handled by a petroleum ci mpany would probably vary 
with the internal bookkeeping picture from company 
to company. Other costs of manufacture in the crystal- 

¡ lization plant, at least for large plants, are a relatively 
! small  factor   m arriving at the  selling  price, since 

the   process   costs  exclusive  of  raw  materials  and 
by-product credits, will run only two to three cents 
per pound of p-xylene in very large plants for such 
items   including   utilities,   labour,    maintenance   and 
depreciation. 

For the combined isomerization-crystallization plant 
the processing costs are a few cents per pound higher 
again very largely dependent upon plant scale, but thè 
by-product disposal problem is largely absent. For 
commercial scale p-xylene plants incorporating recycle 
isomenzation, assuming a low-cost mixed xylene raw 
material and a 60-70 per cent weight yield of p-xylene 
rom mixed xylenes (in the general neighbourhood of 

that obtained in commercial processes) the total 
works cost of production, including raw materials, 
utilities labour, maintenance and depreciation, can vary 
within the range of five to ten cents per pound of p-xylene 
the variation depending mainly on plant size, mixed 
xylene cost and by-product credits. 

It should be noted, in passing, that certain air oxidation 
techniques, notably the Mid-Century process, can oxidize 
combined mixed xylenes to form a mixture of benzoic 
acid, isophthalic acid and terephthalic acid, which can 
then be separately isolated and refined as products, 
i his system has been in commercia) use for several 
years and while it avoids the separation of p-xylene from 
mixed xylenes it does involve the isolation of the indivi- 
dual acid products from the crude product mixture and 

more significantly, the development of a market for the 
acid products other than terephthalic acid. 

2. Nitric acid oxidation of p-xylene 

As men.ioned above this was the first developed process 
lor the commercial production of terephthalic acid Since 
it is not being used today in any plant expansions and 
would, in any case, be of very little interest to developing 
nations, we will give it an abbricvated treatment in this 
discussion. Basically, the process is a liquid phase opera- 
tion in which p-xyleneand nitric acid are mixed together 
with a catalyst in a kettle and the solid terephthalic acid 
product recovered from the mixture. This product must 
be converted to dimethyl terephthalate before it is used 
m fibre   manufacture, since  the   acid  itself would be 
extremely difficult to purify. This purification difficulty 
is due, to a considerable extent, to the formation of 
nitrated  materials  in the  terephthalic  acid   product 
A small, but not inconsequential, disadvantage of the 
nitric acid process is the fact that the very large quantities 
of oxidant and p-xylene which may be simultaneously 
contained in the reactor has led to violent explosions 
in this system. However, the major disadvantage of the 
nitric acid process, even though selectivities to terephthalic 
acid are high (ca. 90 per cent), is the large consumption 
ol nitric acid-about two pounds per pound of tereph- 
thalic acid. Even though the oxides of nitrogen which 
leave the nitric acid oxidation step may be sent through 
a portion oí the nitric acid plant and be re-oxidized to 
nitric acid, this large throughput of nitric acid has a 
crippling economic disadvantage to the nitric acid oxida- 
tion process as compared with the newer process to be 
discussed below. As with many older processes, however 
it often does not pay to abandon a smoothly-running 
existing operation completely for the installation of the 
more efficient process, and for this reason nitric acid 
oxidation in already existing facilities is still practised 
on a large scale. However, it is believed that the time has 
finally arrived, particularly in view of important improve- 
ments  in  air oxidation  techniques   when  large-scale 
abandonment of existing nitric acid oxidation facilities 
will be economically justified, particularly to those who 
have access to the most efficient air oxidation technology 

With regard to costs of manufacture, again these are 
tremendously affected by plant scale and by the general 
integration of the manufacturer in nitric acid operations 
Because of the large nitric acid consumption, however 
information available to us indicates that the cost of 
production by this route is approximately one to three 
cents per pound higher than by the best air oxidation 
technique. 

One further word with regard to nitric acid oxidation 
In the highly industrialized countries, and also very 
probably in the case of the developing countries, more 
and more attention is being paid to the effect on society 
of atmospheric pollutants. Organizations engaged in 
nitric acid manufacture and nitric acid oxidations are 
particularly sensitive to these trends, since the fumes 
fita» such plants are particularly noxious. It is believed 
that the economic consequences of various social and 
governmental pressures on such manufacturen nave not 
been fully realized. 
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3. The Witten or Imhausen process 
This method, used for a number of years by Hercules 

Powder Company (among others) for producing DMT, 
utilizes a four-stage oxidation process as follows: 
(a) p-xylenc is oxidized to toluic acid, (b) the toluie acid 
is esterified with methanol, (<•) oxidation of the remaining 
methyl group to form the half ester of terephthalic acid, 
and (d) csterirication with methanol to product DMT. 
California Research Corporation has patented the basic 
chemistry of this process in the United States, and Im- 
hausen has similar foreign patents. This process is also 
in use abroad by companies such as Chemische Werke 
Witten and Hoechst. 

While this method is most ingenious in that it effectively 
permits the high-velocity conversion of p-xyletie to the 
dicarboxylic form (in this case, the dimethyl ester), it 
is somewhat more complicated than the direct air 
oxidation system (discussed below) due to the increased 
number of steps involved in the partial conversions. It 
also has the growing disadvantage of forming only the 
DMT product and thus not being entirely flexible for the 
polyester market, for which considerable interest is 
now being developed in the direct use of terephthalic 
acid as a feed-stock for the polymer. It is true that pure 
terephthalic acid could be made directly by hydrolysis 
of the DMT ester made by the Witten process, but this 
would introduce yet another step in the process and make 
the cost of production of terephthalic acid quite uncompe- 
titive with that produced by direct air oxidation of 
p-xylene. With regard to costs of the Witten process, 
complete details are not known by the author. Such 
information as is available to us, however, indicates that 
the yields and cost of manufacture for the production 
of DMT from p-xylcne are approximately 'he same for 
the Witten process as for the Mid-Century process (incor- 
porating an esteriheation to DMT added to this Mid- 
Century oxidation) but that the capital investment for 
similar-sized plants is approximately 20 per cent lower 
for the Mid-Century process. In general, it takes approxi- 
mately 1 pound of p-xylene to produce 1.4 pounds of 
DMT and assuming that p-xylene would be in a ten to 
twelve cents per pound range, costs of production of 
DMT by the Witten process should then run in the 
fifteen to twenty cents per pound range, depending to a 
very large extent on plant size. 

4. The Mid-Century process 

In 1956 the Mid-Century Corporation (then a Scientific 
Design affiliate and now a subsidiary of Standard Oil 
Company, Indiana) developed a series of process« for 
the liquid phase oxidation of xylene and other petroleum 
feed-stocks into several aromatic acids. After further 
development by Amoco's parent company, Standard 
Oi' Company (Indiana), Scientific Design built and de- 
signed a 60 million pounds per year commercial aromatic 
iicids plant for Amoco. In the process used in this plant, 
a mixed xylene stream is charged with catalyst, a heavy 
metal and some form of bromine into a reactor. Air is 
passed through the reactor at the proper ranges of tempe- 
rature and pressure. The resulting solid acids—isophthalic, 
pfathalic, terephthalic, and benzoic — are then separated. 
In a similar manner, in a simple one-step operation, 

mcta-xylcnc alone can be oxidized to isophthalic acid, 
ortho-xylenc oxidiied to phthahc acid, ethylbenzcne 
oxidized to benzoic acid and para xylene oxidized »o 
terephthalic acid. A typical reaction (to form terephthalic 
acid from p-xylene) is as follows 

(1) 

CH, 

CH:1 

-;• 3 0, 

COO H 

\/ 
COOH 

t  2H,0 

This is the first process to make terephthalic by direct 
oxidation in one step. Besides Amoco, other companies 
now using this process (under licence) are ICI, Maruzen 
and Mitsui in Japan, and AK.U in the Netherlands. 

As could be expected during the period of commercial 
operation of the Mid-Century (M-C) process, considerable 
development and improvement of the process has taken 
place, so that important cost reductions and improve- 
ments in product quality have now been realized. A 
most important area that lies ahead is believed to be 
the held of pure terephthalic acid product which may be 
used directly as feed-stock for the polyester fibre process 
without forming the intervening DMT. As alluded to 
previously, DMT was developed as a. feed-stock for the 
polyester process since it was in early days quite difficult 
to purify terephthalic acid (a most insoluble material 
in ordinary solvents) while DMT easily could be purified 
to almost any desired degree by conventional distillation 
procedures. Developments in the Mid-Century process 
have resulted in the producibility at low additional cost of 
a highly purified terephthalic acid product which has 
been found by the fibre makers to be acceptable as a 
raw material for polyesters. 

With regard to costs of production for the Mid-Century 
process, DMT may be manufactured at a works cost 
in the range of ten to twenty cents per poi'.id, the costs 
being mainly a function of plant scale and p-xylene 
transfer price. Pure terephthalic can be made at a con of 
production in the same general area. Crude terephthalic 
(99 + per cent pure but not suitable for direct use in 
fibres) will be several cent.» per pound cheaper. When 
mixed xylenes are used as a 'ced-stock for the oxidation, 
the presence of a very large number of co-product acids 
complicate the cost picture, so that no generalization 
can be made regarding the products of terephthalic 
acid itself. 

5. Henkel process 

The Henkel process is based on the discovery that 
under the proper conditions of temperature and pressure 
the potassium salt of an otherwise unsubstituted car- 
boxylic aromatic acid will rearrange to form o1 ¡potassium 
terephthalate. For example, dipotassium orthophthalate 
can be used as a raw material or potassium benzoato may 
alternately be used; in the latter case, there is a benzene 
co-product along with the dipotassium terephthalate. 
Since potassium is an expensive chemical, a considerable 
portion of the process development of the Henkel process 
has been directed to the recovery and recycle of potassium 
in order to minimize its loss. 
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The author of this paper has no direct personal know- 
ledge of the detailed break-down of operating costs for 
various versions of the Henkel process. From talking 
with many people in the field, however, who have had 
experience  with other processes for tercphthalic acid 
manufacture, and who arc also familiar with the econo- 
mics or the Henkel process, it is believed that the Henkel 
process is less economical than either the Mid-Century 
or Witten processes for the production of DMT and is 
less economical than the Mid-Century process for the 
production of pure fibre-grade terephthalic acid, except 
in wry special situations. Although the Henkel process 
might appear to offer the use of cheap raw materials 
such as toluene or o-xylcne, as the basic raw material" 
the processing steps arc apparently numerous, complica- 
ted and expensive  before the  final pure tercphthalic 
acid is obtained. It must also be remembered, in counter- 
argument for the air oxidation processes, that p-xylene 
itself is made from very cheap raw materials. The fact 
that the Hercules Powder Company in the United States 
has made an exhaustive pilot plant investigation of the 
Henkel process, and was in fact the first to do so on such 
a large scale, but has chosen to proceed with the commer- 
cial exploitation of the Witten process may be of some 
significance. 

Other processes 

Considerable information has  been made available 
in the literature regarding the oxidation of p-diisopropyl 
benzene to terephthalic acid. It is understood by the 
author that this may currently be practised commercially 
but on a small scale. An obvious disadvantage to this 
route is the large amount of carbon and hydrogen that 
must be oxidized to carbon dioxide and water along with 
the formation of terephthalic acid. Furthermore, the 
selectivity to terephthalic acid by the air oxidation route 
are noticeably lower than for the case of p-xylene oxida- 
tion by the Mid-Century process. Nevertheless, this route 
should not be completely ignored by the countries who 
happen to have ample supplies of benzene and propylene, 
(tor example, an area which is manufacturing phenol 
from eumene) and to which a source of xylenes is quite 
expensive, it is believed that the Mid-Century techniques 
are by far the best when applied to air oxidation of 
p-dnsopropyl benzene to terephthalic acid. 

A number of syntheses for  preparing  other para- 
substituted benzenes which could be used as precursors 
or terephthalic acid have been proposed. It is not known 

Mat any of these have been even seriously considered as 
a basis for commercial manufacture. 

Another alternate to terephthalic acid, using cheap 
mixed xylenes as raw material, which has been given 
strong consideration is as follows: with the M-C process 
oxidize mixed xylenes to their respective dibasic acids' 
and benzoic acid; these acids can then be used as feed 

whi.?"**1 ^OCess t0 producc terephthalic acid. 
While this proojdure is technically adequate, it is our 
understanding tiiat it is cheaper to use a xylene iso- 
menzation and crystallization unit rather than a Henkel 
rearrangement pi ant to produce, in essentially the same 
over-all tranafonaation of mixed xylenes, terephthalic 

D. Present andjuture economic factors 

As is usually the case in the chemical industry it is 
very difficult to definitely point out a clear-cut advantage 
ol any one route or process over all the others. In parti- 
cular the development of manufacturing methods for 
terephthalic acid and DMT has been an extremely 
rapidly moving field, and it is most difficult for any 
one organization to have access to all of the facts at the 
same time. Probably the general conclusions at which one 
might arrive concerning terephthalic acid and DMT 
manuiacture, might be summarized as follows: 

(a) The nitric acid oxidation process is clearly out- 
moded and it is highly unlikely that any new plant capacity 
for tercphthalic acid or DMT will use this technique. 

•iThC rMii,"Cen,ury and the witten Processes for 
P..U a» f^y d0sc in °Perating costs of production, 
but the Mid-Century process appears to have an appre- 
ciable advantage with regard to capital cost. The Mid- 
Century process has a substantial advantage when it 
comes to the manufacture of pure terephthalic acid. 

(c) The Henkel process, while in commercial use 
apparently has some cost disadvantages when compared 
with the Mid-Century and Witten processes. 

(</) The basic material for terephthalic acid will very 
probably continue to be p-xylene. It is likely if develop- 
ing countries manufacture their own p-xylene it could 
very well be based on use of the above-described isomeri- 
zation-crystallization cycles, unless the country happens 
to be heavily committed to large petroleum refining 
operations. fc 

One of the interesting problems facing developing 
nations is at what point in the process raw materials 
should be imported. For example, in making polyester 
fibres shouW one import the prc-polymer, the terephthalic 
acid   (or DMT) and glycol, the xylenes for  making 
p-xylene, or the crude hydrocarbons for making the mixed 
xylenes: It would seem that, since the total investment 
in any given period of time to which a developing nation 
has access is limited, the contributions that each segment 
of capital corresponding to the various conversion stages 
of  raw  materials  listed   above   must be thoroughly 
evaluated and  compared with  the contributions that 
investments in areas other than fibres might contribute 
Such decisions certainly cannot be made internally  but 
must  involve the evaluation of prices negotiable for 
various stages of raw materials obtainable from the 
outside world. It is certainly not a strictly technical 
matter and will involve economics and political leaders 
as well as technical — and businessmen. 

HI. ETHYLENE OXIDE AND OLYCOL 

A. General comments on commercial processes 

Ethylene oxide (and glycol) is among the select few 
synthetic organic chemicals that are manufactured world- 
wide on a multi-billion pounds per year scale. Almost all 
of the ethylene oxide and glycol made in the world today 
is baaed ou ethylene raw material, which in turn is almost 
entirely based on the cracking and dchydrogenation of 
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pctrolcum-based hydrocarbons. The only known excep- 
tion to the use of ethylene as a i aw material is Du Pont's 
process, a small fraction of the total world production, 
which is based on formaldehyde and carbon monoxide; 
this process is considered to be uneconomical for future 
plant expansions and will, therefore, not be discussed 
in detail in this study. The remainder of the woild's 
ethylene oxide is manufactured from ethylene by chloro- 
hydrination and hydrolysis, or by direct oxidation, using 
either air or oxygen; these processes arc discussed in 
greater detail below. 

B. Ethylene chlorohydrination process 

The first large-scale chlorohydrination process for 
ethylene oxide was put on-stream in the United States 
in 19?5. Even though, as will later be shown, the chloro- 
hydrin route generally operates at an economic disad- 
vantage as compared with direct oxidation, sizeable 
plants using the chlorohydrin synthesis were installed 
in the United States as late as the I950's, and many of 
the older ones are still in commission. This process has 
been described at length in many reference books and 
other publications, and no attempt will be made here to 
discuss it in detail. The main reactions include the forma- 
tion of ethylene chlorohydrin : 

(a)     C,H4 + H.O 4 CI, -» CH.OH CH,CI   r   HCl 

followed by the lime hydrolysis of the chlorohydrin and 
neutralization of the solution : 

(AJCH.OHCH.CI t HCl | Ca(OH), - C,H40 ? Ca CI, 
+ 2H.O 

The major side reaction is the formation of ethylene 
dichloride: 
(c) C,H4 + CI,-> C.H.CI, 

which is very easily formed by the reaction of chlorine 
and ethylene. Small and economically unimportant 
amounts of dichloroethy! ether are also formed. A high 
dilution of the reactants in water is necessary in order 
that high ethylene oxide yields, in the neighbourhood of 
73-80 per cent of theory, may be realized. Although it 
is possible to obtain higher yields (mainly by higher 
dilution), it it generally not justified to incur the increased 
capital and operating costs which would be necessary, 
since the ethylene dichloride by-product usually has a 
market at a price which just covers its raw material value. 

The chlorohydrin process is extremely corrosive at 
points where aqueous hydrochloric acid is present, and 
selection of suitehlc materials of construction is further 
complicated by the presence of chlorinated organic 
solvents. Gases purged from the system generally must 
be treated for removal of chlorine-containing compounds. 
A likely candidate for attention as a community nuisance 
is the extremely large aqueous effluent stream, which 
contains about four pounds of calcium chloride per 
pound of ethylene oxide manufactured. Waste treatment 
or special handling of this stream can provide a signi- 
ficant proportion of the proceas costs. 

Among the advantages of the chlorohydrin process, 
relative to direct oxidation, lie the high yield of useful 
products from ethylene, its ability to use a more dilute 
ethylene, and a somewhat lower capital investment; 
among its disadvantages are the dependency on large 
amounts of chlorine (approximately two pounds per 
pound ethylene oxide produced) and lime, its corrosive- 
ness and potential high maintenance costs, and its sizeable 
waste-disposal problem. 

The works cost of production of ethylene oxide by the 
chlorohydrination process is in the neighbourhood often 
cents per pound, depending greatly, of course, on the 
price at which chlorine is charged into the system; note 
that each one cent-per-pound of differential in chlorine 
price represents a two cents-per-pound change in ethylene 
oxide price. 

C. Direct oxidation processes 

1. Process description 

The world's first commercial direct oxidation process 
for the manufacture of ethylene oxide was installed in the 
United States in 1938. Air was used as the oxidant. Since 
then, installation of further direct-oxidation facilities has 
proceeded at a very rapid rate, so that by now the direct 
oxidation production is several times the chlorohydrina- 
tion production, some chlorohydrin manufacturers having 
switched over to direct oxidation plants. The economic 
justification for such a switch-over is probably aided by 
the fact that the abandoned chlorohydrin facilities can 
be used for the manufacture of propylene oxide, for which 
there is a growing demand. 

The direct oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide has 
been the object of a tremendous amount of costly experi- 
mental study by most of the major chemical and petroleum 
refining companies in the United States and abroad, as 
well as by a number of research institutes. It appears to the 
author, and it could very well be a fact, that more pilot 
plants have been installed for the study of ethylene oxide 
by direct oxidation of ethylene than has been the case for 
any other single chemical process. Many sophisticated 
approaches have intrigued investigators. Since heat 
transfer and "hot spots" are major design problems in the 
conventional fixed-bed tubular reactors, a considerable 
amount of money has been spent in investigating fluidized- 
bed reactors, as well as reactors in which the catalyst 
is coated upon an extended heat transfer surface. In 
spite of all this work, the only direct oxidation processes 
known to be practiced commercially today use conven- 
tional fixed-bed tubular reactors, filled with a catalyst 
consisting of silver deposited upon an inert support. 

The reactions for the silver-catalyzed direct oxidation 
of ethylene are shown below: 

(a) C,H4 +1/2 0,-» C,H40 (main reaction) 
(6)     C,H« + 30, • 30, + 2H,0 (side reaction) 

The reaction selectivity decreases slowly with increased 
ethylene conversion per pass; it is, therefore, economically 
attractive to operate at an incomplete ethylene convenu». 
For this reason, gas recycle is usually practiced. Recycle 
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is further required because it is necessary to dilute the 
reactor feed stream to an oxygen content of less than 
8 to 10 per cent to avoid an explosive mixture. 

When air is used as oxidant, a substantial bleed stream 
must be removed from the gas cycle in order to carry 
off nitrogen which enters with the incoming air. This bleed 
stream contains unconverted ethylene, which would be 
lost to the process were it not passed through a high- 
conversion purge reactor system for essentially total 
conversion to ethylene oxide. 

When oxygen is used as the oxidant, (approximately 
15 pounds of oxygen per pound ethylene oxide), there 
is no necessity for bleeding off large amounts of nitrogen 
and so the purge reaction system may be omitted. In this 
case however, carbon dioxide removal facilities must 
be added to remove this by-product of the side reaction 
described above. 

Over-all yields in commercially operating plants using 
direct oxidation generally run in the neighbourhood of 
60-70 per cent of theoretical, depending on the age of the 
plant, or how hard it is being "pushed". Probably a good 
industrial average yield is slightly over one pound of 
ethylene oxide (or abour 1.4 pounds ethylene glycol) 
per pound of ethylene feed. 

2. Basic differences between air and oxygen processes 

The essential differences between oxygen and air 
processes which can effect economics, can probably best 
be summarized as follows : 

(a) The cost of the air compression plus the oxygen 
compression for the oxygen process is only slightly 
greater than the cost of air compression alone for the air 
process. The difference is small because it is not necessary 
to compress air for the oxygen plant t0 as high a pressure 
as » economically desirable for the ethylene oxide 
process. ' 

(b) The main investment difference between the two 
processes lies in the oxygen-nitrogen separation unit which 
is, of course, required for the oxygen process. It is of some 
interest to note that when oxygen is used, considerable 
effort is first made to separate it from the nitrogen, after 
which it is almost immediately diluted with a large stream 
t)f recycle nitrogen to avoid explosive mixtures. The 
penalty of this cost differential as well as (a) above, 
:an be greatly minimized or even eliminated if oxygen is 
taken from a very large facility which also serves other 
oxygen  consumers. 

i (c)r TheJ?xv*en Proce« requires one additional process 
ínal ""PP"1« wh"* resulti in a small economic 

(d) A sizable utility saving may be made in the air 
>rocess, as compared with the oxygen process, since the 
¡nergy contained in the high pressure nitrogen purge gas 
tream may be used to drive mechanical equipment in the 

(e) A major factor which can influence costs, but in 
n unknown way, is the bask question of safety. Mis- 
SrüIÜSüLÍ18 *5 UBtrtiBed P««oniiel, faulty maintenance 
it eqtóimmtand control instruments can result in errors 
» the ratio of oxidant and ethylene. When air is used as 

oxidant, the resulting combustions are not disastrous 
as has been found out in decades of operating experience in 
air-fed plants. On the other hand, experience has shown, as 
one can also calculate, that when oxygen is used as the 
oxidant, any serious mistake in ratio in reaction gas 
composition can lead to a devastating explosion. 

In addition, the oxygen plant itself is a matter of serious 
concern from a safety point of view. There have been many 
explosions in oxygen plants (including those connected 
with ethylene oxide manufacture), leading to extended 
damage and shutdowns, and these catastrophes continue 
to this day. Obviously, the safe distillation of oxygen 
requires the most sophisticated attention not only to the 
original plant design, but also to operating and mainten- 
ance techniques. 

D. Ethylene glycol 

Little need be said here with regard to the manufacture 
or ordinary ethylene glycol, since it is one of the most 
simple of the chemical processes. Ethylene oxide is 
mixed with a considerable excess of water and then reacted 
thermally (without catalyst) at moderate temperature, 
pressure and residence time to substantial extinction of 
ethylene oxide. The higher the ratio of water, the higher 
is the yield of the monoglycol and the lower the yields 
of diglycols, triglycols and heavier, according to the 
reactions : 

(a) C,H40 + H,0 -* C,H4(OH), monoglycol 
(b) QH40 + C,H4(OH), - C.H.ÍOHPQ^OH 

diglycol etc. 

The dilute glycol solution is then sent to an evaporation 
system for water removal and a distillation system for 
purification of the various glycol products. The yield 
of total glycols is almost quantitative, based on ethylene 
oxide feed, and comes to slightly less than 1.4 pounds per 
pound of ethylene oxide. The yield of monoglycol will 
vary with the water ratio to the reactor, but is generally 
about 85-90 per cent of the total glycol weight. 

More elaborate purification provisions are necessary 
for the preparation of a "fibre-grade" glycol, suitable 
for use in polyesters. Our organiiation has built several 
commercial plants which can make fibre-grade glycol 
directly from dilute ethylene oxide produced in air- 
oxidizer plants making it unnecessary to go through the 
expensa of concentrating and purifying the ethylene oxide 
for this purpose. 

E. Factors qfftctùtg present and future economics 

As was mentioned above, the works cost of production 
of ethylene oxide made by the chlorohydrination process 
¡«approximately ten to twelve cents/lb., United States 
basis, assuming chlorine can be purchased in the neigh- 
bourhood of fifty dollars/ton. The United Sutes works 
cost of production for ethylene oxide by the direct 
oxidationi processes, assuming modern Urge-scale plants, 
is «bout five cents/lb. lower than for chlorohydrination. 
For this reason, coupled with calcium chloride disposal 
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problems, there has been no new ethylene oxide plant 
expansion in recent years based on the chlorohydrination 
process, nor is there likely to be in the future for either 
the industrialized or developing nations. 

The main decisions, therefore, to be made by those who 
are contemplating the manufacture of polyester fibres 
will   be : 

(a) Make or import ethylene oxidc/glycol? 
(ft) Make or import ethylene? 
(c) Use oxygen or air? 

As was discussed in reference to terephthalic acid 
manufacture, a number of the considerations involved 
in these questions are political and economic in nature 
and not particularly related to the technology of the 
manufacturing operations with the exception of item (c) 
above and possibly, to a small extent, item (b). 

1. Make or import ethylene oxide glycol? 

This question, for a developing nation, must very 
likely be decided on the bases of how large a scale of 
glycol manufacture is envisaged by the area to be served. 
As we have discussed above, ethylene glycol comprises 
less than one-half of the weight of the polymer used in the 
polyester fibre and, therefore, very large fibre manufactur- 
ing operations would have to be undertaken to require a 
glycol supply that would be of an economic plant size for 
this use alone. A major consideration, therefore, would 
be whether or not there were other uses for ethylene 
glycol in the geographical area to be served. As an 
example, if it were desired to make 20,000 tons per year 
of polyester fibre only about 7,000-8,000 tons of ethylene 
glycol would be required. In a plant of this small size, 
assuming ethylene at the same price as in the United 
States (four to five cents/lb.), the cost of production of 
ethylene glycol would probably be from two to four 
cents/lb. higher than in the very large plants now recently 
installed in the major industrial countries. Furthermore, 
the investment in the small glycol plant per unit of annual 
product would be high compared to major plants else- 
where, requiring a considerable burden on the transfer 
price of the glycol made therefrom in order to recover 
the value of this invested capital in a reasonable number 
of years. A basic question must, therefore, be considered 
by areas contemplating glycol production on this small 
scale as to whether it would not be better to negotiate 
a long-term supply of glycol from an industrialized 
area and pay the relatively modest freight of perhaps one 
cent/lb. or less. 

Very naturally, it would help matters greatly if other 
uses could be found for ethylene oxide and/or glycol 
in the territory to be considered, and though it is beyond 
the scope of this study, it might be well to re-emphasize 
that the percentage of total glycol produced in the 
industrialized countries that is used for polyester fibres 
is practically miniscule. It is, therefore, highly probable 
that any developing area that was planning to undertake 
such a sophisticated manœuvre as the manufacture of 
polyester fibres would also simultaneously contemplate 
other industrial ventures that would be consumers of 
glycol. 

2. Make or import ethylene? 
Practically the same consideration obtained here as for 

the question regarding the manufacture of ethylene 
oxide and glycol. This question would probably not have 
existed a few years ago, since it is only in recent years 
that ethylene has been transported on a large scale. 
Great strides have been made in the bulk transportation 
of ethylene at low cost in large specially designed vessels, 
and it is not entirely inconceivable that such transfers 
of ethylene could be made in the future from, say, an 
industrialized area to a developing area, or between 
developing areas, one of which has a very large produc- 
tion of ethylene. 

In some cases, for small consumers, ethylene has been 
made by the dehydration of ethyl alcohol, which in turn 
has been made by the fermentation of local products. 
While we do not believe this can be a long-range solution 
to the problem of economic advancement of developing 
areas, it could be a temporary solution to some problems 
of raw-material supply, and we have ourselves been called 
upon to install such cthylene-from-alcohol plants in a 
number of circumstances as described above. 

3. Oxygen or air for direct oxidation? 
This question is a moot one for the highly industrialized 

countries. It is a difficult decision to make, since the 
economics are exceptionally close when very large plants 
making low-cost oxygen are available to supply an 
ethylene oxide plant with this incremental oxygen. 
Forgetting, for the time being, the safety question, an 
economic case can be made for oxygen in these exceptional 
cases. Where the oxygen plant must be built directly 
to supply the ethylene oxide plant, however, our studies 
seem to always show that no matter what size plant is 
contemplated, it is slightly more economical to use air 
as the oxidant, particularly when one insista upon a high- 
quality oxygen plant of the highest available performance 
from a safety point of view. 

For the developing areas, however, the decision is far 
simpler. Here there is far less chance that very large 
oxygen plants (say on the 500-1,000 tons/day scale) 
will be in the vicinity of the desired ethylene oxide/glycol 
production. Furthermore, the size of the plant will 
undoubtedly be smaller than would be justified for the 
installation of an oxygen plant for ethylene oxide manu- 
facture alone. The one exception to the above analysis 
might he the case in which nitrogeneous fertilizers are 
made, in which case there could conceivably be a by- 
product production of oxygen which would be available 
for petrochemical manufacture; this availability has 
been the exception rather than the rule, however, is the 
industrialized nations and would not be expected to play 
a large part in the developing ones. 

Probably a major consideration to be taken into account 
by the developing areas in the choice of whether to use 
oxygen or air would lie again in the question of safety. 
As discussed above, the use of oxygen requires sophistic- 
ation and precision in control, operation and mainten- 
ance, which might be difficult to achieve in anas in 
which large numbers of newly trained personnel of 
perhaps limited education must be relied on for not only 
routine operations but abo supervisory reeponribiUriM 
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4. FROM CRUDE OIL TO SYNTHETIC FIBRES 

with special consideration of process sequences for polyester-type fibres 

D. NmtuM, Lurgi GuelUehaftJUr MinermUtltechnik m.b.H., Federal Republic of Germany 

INTRODUCTION 

The growth of the population of the world is indicated 
in figure I. The present figure is 3.2 billion, and by 
1977/78 approximately 4 billion people will have to be 
fed and provided with clothing. We all know how difficult 
it is to provide the present 3.2 billion people with adequate 
food. How much more difficult will it be to meet not only 
the demands of the growing population, but also the 
requirements regarding increased production, better 
quality, and greater variety of products. Figure I alto 
indicates that the growth rate is highest in those countries 
which are in the process of economic development. 

With the increasing population of the world the output 
of natural fibres, such as cotton, wool and silk can no 
longer meet the requirements for clothing. 

The consumption of chemical fibres, and particularly 
synthetic fibres, is nowadays a criterion for the standard 
of living. 

The textile industries in almost all countries have 
created fabrics which are produced from blends of natural 
and synthetic fibres. Hereby the good qualities of various 
fibres are combined to yield products of optimum charac- 
teristics which offer a greater variety of new fashions. 
Also the technical sector demands ever-increasing 
requirements from chemical fibre producers regarding 
quantity, quality and typical characteristics. 

The present total demandi for textile raw materials 
are roughly 16-17 million tons fer annum, of which about 
10 million tons are cotton. The cheiucal fibres involve 
4-5 million tons including 1.3 million tons of synthetic 
fibres. 
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Figure II. World textile fibre production 

Since its recession during the Second World War, 
world production shows a strong upward trend. Cotton 
is still the dominating fibre, although its production vol- 
ume rises only slightly and its relative proportion of the 
total fibre output is declining. Wool has been overtaken 
long ago by the chemical fibres, and recently even by the 
synthetic fibres. As can be seen in figure II, rayon produc- 
tion is rising, but not as rapidly as the synthetics which 
have an annual growth rate of 20-23 per cent. Experts 
forecast that in the seventies the volume of synthetic 
fibres will have exceeded the output of cellulosic fibres. 

In summing up, it may be concluded that the needs 
and consequently the production of synthetic fibres 
will rise considerably in the future. It is necessary for the 
economy of any country to analyse and solve the pro- 
blems connected with the supply of synthetic fibres. It 
is hoped that this paper will make a small contribution 
to the solution of these problems. 
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II. CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC FUMS 

Nowadays synthetic fibres are known all over the world, 
but not all people enjoy the privilege of using synthetic 
fibres for then- clothing or to raise their standard of life. 
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the consump- 
tion of synthetic fibres is in direct relationship with the 
standard of living. The annual per capita consumption 
in the different countries therefore varies rather consider- 
ably. 

The consumption of ¡textile fibres is first analysed 
in a mor« general way (see figure III). The, figures avail- 
able fro« United Nations statistica or other 
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Figure III. Per capita consumption of ttxtilt fibres 

not identical to that only rough average figures can be 
quoted. But for the purposes of this paper the general 
tendency is of interest rather than absolute figures. 
Average world per capita consumption shows a constant 
upward trend and is presently at a level of 3.5 kilo- 
grammes per annum. In some developing countries which 
have already established a powerful modern textile 
industry, the per capita consumption is almost parallel 
and at the same level. The figures apply to countries like 
the United Arab Rep. and Brazil. Countries which have 
not yet developed their textile industry to the same 
standard should have a lower annual consumption of two 
to four kilogrammes per capita. Of particular interest is 
the curve for the United States where the per capita con- 
sumption of textile fibres of roughly twenty kilogrammes 
in 19(0 was twice the consumption io the Federal 
Republic of Germany, three time* the consumption in 
USSR, and almost four times the average world t n- 
sumption. For the last few years this/w cayir« consump- 
tion seems to have remained constant, and one might 
wonder whether the twenty kilogrammes per year are the 
upper limit of consumption. Production of course 
increases permanently. The curve for the Federal Republic 
of Germany equally applies toother highly industrialized 
countries, such as the United Kingdom, France, Japan, 
Italy etc. The consumption of textile fibres has been 
increasing but seems now to be levelling off. 

Figure IV shows the per capita coosumptioa of various 
tere types as a world avertie. The total world average 
       is 3.5 kg. 

Cotton is in the lead, rayon is striving towards 
1.2-2 kilogrammes, while the consumption of synthetic 
fibres is increasing at a fast rate; the present level is 
0.3 kilogrammes, and consumption in 1970 is likely 
to be 0.8 kilogram?"«*« 

The estimate of the per capita consumption of synthetic 
fibres for the co ning yeirs is of particular interest (sec 
figure V). 

The consumption in 'he United States has exceeded 
2.2 kilogrammes per am um. Federal Republic of Ger- 
many and comparable countries will soon have reached 
2 kilogrammes, while the weld average is only 0.3 kilo- 
grammes. Various forecasts indicate that the per capita 
consumption will reach a '..,.. of 0.8 kilogrammes in 
1970. This clearly characterizes the dynamic development 
of this young branch of industry. To meet the increasing 
demands a lot of work remains to be done towards the 
establishment of production facilities, the supply of 
raw materials and textile processing. This is a big task 
for planning authorities and industry in all countries. 

The evaluation of all data available on the consumption 
jf synthetic fibres is shown below : 

Y~r tV etnie WarU '•M.ttlim N—t 

19*2 0.2? ki 3.03 X 10» 130,09» t 
"•' 0.4J ki 3.22 y 10» l,3tO,OSf t 
J»• 0J0 k| 3 JO x 10» 2,M0,0N t 
I»7* 1 20 k| 3.10 x 10» 4,x»,ose t 

Although the forecast for the future is vague, it can be 
expected that the consumption of synthetic-fibres will 
increase threefold during the next decade. 

An analysis of the production of synthetic fibres shows 
the following sales of synthetic fibre products in the 
United States : 
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In It«         10.3 
I» «WO        3U., 
»» '»«      1,30» 

Since the United Sutes produced about 40 per cent of 
the world output in 1960, the total sales of synthetic-ibre 
products in the world during that year can be 
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at 17 bjlHoa. This prom the great economic importance 
or thit branch of industry. 

The following percentages show the proportion of 
synthetic fibres used in the manufacture of commodities 
ror oui daily life ; 

*! All ouwr sarmenti 
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To conclude this lection an examination it made of the 
ITi^TL^ •*Ch P***«1«' type of synthetic Ihre 
m total production. Consumer* are puzilcd by the 
irnmense number of different typet of fiore, and by the 

^ LT*? 0f fa,h,onr ,n the aftie»'the technic«] pm, 
reported about the creation of many new chemical com- 
,T.•* .Jf*1"« «^-forming propertiet, and it teemed 
that a different type of fibre could be developed for each 
particular application. At the same time, research work 

•PPlicatoon, and advertisements spoke of miracle fibres. 

«r^ì^T ?k?h H fypk*1 for *• *^iopmm of a new branch of industry of great economic »portar** 

w^üT. r*y ,0 ' •°,HHtor J«%W"t i« 3ormiry with market requirements. Excessive hopes have dwindled 
•way, and there exists no miracle fibre for universal 
Än- *•• flbre-t>P« -Wo« bearne kaowTÎ 
• Ä'iü. !veBmore «Worn gain any importance 
on »e market. Any inventor of a new fibre will have to 
struggle hard to meet the extremely high standard of 
conventional fibres on a commercially economical basis 

Z?*JS?reirt,0f * <Meft*1 tbre from »» di*o*«ry to •ts »¿»striai application surety takes between six to tm 
Eüf.m JT*" «P't*1 »»vestment! at a rate of 10 mil- 
m» US dollars or mora. 

Daring recent years research has therefor» beta coacea- 

POfl^ude, poryester, polyacrylonitril«, aoryprc+yieaa 
**<*»"!"• tvck « P^yvi-yl alcohol, polyuraSmV«! •orjrvimjrt chloride. i*»7«*weat, aaa 

N«w»dnys research work in simo« every ladustnaiúed 
©««•ry H ewected  toward, the foMawiaf ejects 

(*>*m*f ot addtoonaJ and low-cost raw materia«. 
c4»*> based on pati uta— ; »-•««•, 

^JST^TLrftk* •*"••"•» for polymer produc- 

to Dsrshju-sn of a** .manata» fw 
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Figur* VI. Dtnhpment of „mthttlc fihrr producto* m tkt world 

development The curves on the diagram showing the 
future growth are therefore Tanned, and it ce- be expected 
that the product.on figures will be within the area of the 
fan (see figure VI). 

Polyamide fibres are leading and represent roughly 
60 per cent of the total output of synthetic fibres. Amongst 
the popular fibres are nylon, perlón, enkalon, lilion, 
amilan ladmsny others. In the second position are 
pofyetter fibres with a very steep rise in output which 
•»Mkely to increase further in the future. The popular 
poiyaeter fibres include terylene, dacron, trevira, diolen 
tetoron fortreB, and others. Also potyacrylonitrile" 
RBres hold a considerable proportion of the market 
»Kfcoufa their growth rate is km than that of the two 
¡euMf inn types. The conventional poryacrylonitrile 
•area are orlon, drak», acnlan, courtelk. Included in the 
•tmwtJ category of "other" fibres arc products based on 
polypropylene, polyvinyl alcohol and potyurethaac 
tteycoastituu aa almost equal proportk» of the total 
world production. 

The growth rate of all synthetic fibres is roughly 
*M3 per cent per annum, and it is expected to be 230,000 
toas this year. A rough estimate leads to the supposition 
t^t approiamtely one US dottar per kilogramme of 
additional annual output will have to be invested for the 
P*°««*»«| of the monomark raw material into the fière 
îT"t„I!!,î T" th't "»«•«> 250 million dottar, will 
•a inverted far tait production step. When adding the 
"*J^w«tiifer the expansion of the raw material weary 
aa« far modern textile processing equipment, the total 
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fwtrotetim from which varient routes lead to the petro- 
cueaMcal raw materials for the textile industry which 
processes these materials into a great variety of fabrics. 

A§ will be seen from figure VII the process routes 
include the following major steps : petroleum extraction, 
refining, aromatics and olefin recovery; petrochemical 
raw materials; synthetic-fibre production (polymerization 
spinning, finishing); synthetic fabrics; consumen. 

I» the following a brief description is given of the 
principal methods used nowadays for the manufacture 
of synthetic ihres. 

Tie process route from petroleum to synthetic Abres 
includes the following five major steps: production of 
chemical raw materials, production of monomers; 
formation of high-polymers; spinning and stretching of 
fibres : finishing. 

These steps are required for the manufacture of all 
types of fibres. They are therefore of general importance 
no matter whether orlon, nylon, or teryleae are to be 
produced. 

A. Production of cktmical raw mmtthaU 

Since the starting material it always petroleum, the 
tntrtff would be the retai ig oí the petroleum which 
tutsanae», apart from motor fuels, gas and fad oik, 
abo a great variety of valuable raw awtemk. Certain 
hydrocarbon cuts are suitably treated by special processes 
to recover aromatics and olefin of high purity These 
"K •**• »dude beaaene, toluene, xyiene, ethylene 
MU propylene which arc the basic materials for all fibre 
type* Polyester it based on xylene, polyamides on benzene 
pohacrylonitrile on propylene, and so sa. 

Iiview of the fact that many countries have resources 
of petroleam, it can be expected that the manufacture 
of synthetic tut.iee frota petroleum hau stocks wW 
*_t»kaa up also by the develop«* couatnee in He 
nttare to that still more people will become the bme- 
*-* -*-- of modern, hiem mulini  Mí in-  »entile 

B. Production of monomers 

Thit processing stage mutt already consider the specific 
properties required from the particular type of fibres. 
The high-purity requirements demanded by synthetic- 
fibre producers have led to the specification "fibre- 
grade" which characterizes a very high standard. 

The aromatics and olefins art converted by several 
processes into monomers which constitute the direct 
raw material for polymerization. 

If the polymers obtained have sufficient intermolecular 
attraction forces, if the molecules are stable, aad if 
the polymer melt or solution has fibre-forming properties, 
they will be suitable for the synthetic-fibre industry. The 
fibres must have the properties required by textile produc- 
ers, such as mechanical strength, elasticity, dyeability, 
light and heat stability, high melting point, pleasant feel, 
and many others. Last but not least, fibre-grade monomers 
taeuld have a high purity and good keeping properties, 
and their price should not be more than twenty to forty 
wiLu^1 per pomà' <* forty-|v« to »'»«*> cauti per 
kilogramme The low price it of greatest importance, 
because the price of the monomers constitutes about 
»•73 per cent of the fibre production costa aad exceed« 
by far the cost for amortization, energy, labour and --n 
tenance This is the reason why the petrochemical 
industry has centred on the manufacture of low-cost 
•noaoaaers by economie processes. 

The following are the major types of mnaoaun. 
(«) For nylon-type fibres: nylon salt, i.e., the sah 

from adiase acid aad aaxaaBetayhme<lieayae; 
(*) For psrloa-type fibres caprolactam; 

taíoc '^ZkF**'*"' **" *** "* tnm 

id) For orkm-type fibres  acryloaitrile. 
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into Ihres. The processes vary wjth the individual tvoe 
l"0!"^ ReCe0t <kve,°Pme"«s tend toward, contini 
ou methods as commonly apPl,ed for caorolactam 
polymer,^tK,„ since 1940. I„ speua| cas£ ¿• 
too, ., produced by îont.nuous » olycondensation 
this,,, relatively easy when polyacrylonitrile is involved! 
HSÎT I con,inuoui proceMiag of polyester is more 
d.fflcult and ,t » applied only on a limited scale, although 
comprehensive patent literature has been published about 

Í .nr*8,,ni meth0?- The Plan,s "e »«wily built 
uJ   *e f***"'1** of thr«. *'* or ten ton, per day 
Modern plants are arranged for substantially automatic 
operation,    and    the    Decondensation    procesT i, 
proFamme controlled to provide for optimum conditions 

Polyacrylonitrile is polymerized in an aqueous sus- 
pension or m a solvent. Other polymer types may be 
processedd.rect. For instance, ,„ the cae Tpolyïïprï 
lactam the molten mass of monomer is charted to a 
reactor where it is polymerized over 24 hours at 260-C 
under atmospheric pressure and in the presence of a small 
•mount of water and a stabiliser (chain breaker). InX 
case of polyester, the glycol ewer of the terephthalk 

«ÏÏ f ¿ ttm**Tmn '• 280*C. »nd the pressure 
ranges from above atmospheric to adequate technical 

«ÏL2?     co?k"««d "«o nylon under similar operating 
conato«., whereby water ,s formed which haVto b! 

As the polymeric substance« generally have little 
stance to oxidan, the pnaESH p|J ¡„ „ 

inert gas atmosphère Even the slightest effect from 
ondato, would cu« filament breakage durinTtexS« 
procès."* »nd would create trouble, during'd^ 
Optimum purity and uniform properties are therefore 
absolute requirement, for polymers «ereiore 

whS^^li^ P/00""1 «P'y equilibrium reactions 
which mean, that after reaction the formed high polymers 

htveaii adver« «fleet during .pinning „xl stretching. 

JPi" «rectly mto filament., although most procese« 
tot produce the polymer in the form of chips oTpowder 
which, after drying, conttitute. a marketable product 
S*^ ^r"'Bf ? ^*tK* ***"*• P*«te purcluMe 
the« polymer, fro. terg, producer, until their own 
pia«, have a »uraocntly large capacity »o as to juZry 

After the polynunation plant a*, be« i«wp<£«d 
m tie over »B «*„»« M , w „^ ^ ^•" 
purchase, the moaomeric raw iiiatenaT """•"•J 

AIAougà poiymenaauo. procer a«« bancali, *„. 

*^y**af •*• own sa—a «ed «frume; anlhsiu.. Poryawr 

»à« «<** use «f the ihr.   Moreen, *« .„¡fey 
•> testile preseseli 

to he 

subsequent processing step« have to produce a areat 
vanety   poss.bly several hundreds, of different types of 
ftbre   The major uses  for synthetic fibres   are:   outer 
garments, underwear, hosiery, household textiles, carpets 
tyres, industrial textiles, and bristles. 

Each particular use requires different viscosities of the 
polymer, different stabil.zers, dyes, dulling grades 
finishing treatment, and of course different deniers' 
twist, strength, elongation etc. 

D. Spinning ami stretching oj fibres 

This stage converts the polymer into the fibre for the 
textile industry. The spinning section is therefore the 
heart of any synthetic fibre plant. It produces the great 
variety of fibre types and denier,. Although spinning 
procès», are basically identical they can be divided into 
the following two mam categories. 

Hi^hv?°rymer ",diMO,ved' «•!•. Polyacrylonitrile in 
dimethyl formamide, and the solution is dry-spun or 
wet-spun in a bath. Dry-spinnmg perm.ts higher spinn- 
ing speeds (several hundred  metres per minute), but 

«U «nST1 ? "i• hundred h0leS'ie' sin* ñi*•««> per spinneret. Wet-spinning affords the use of larier 
spinnerets haying 10,000 holes and more, but the »pinn- 
ing speed is low. In both processes the solvent is separated 
and «covered The deniers are within the range of 1 to 
20 which is adequate for all fibres, such as cotton type, 
wool type or filament. yp^ 

-..<äBT?rod ,With *"? abov*' the w of «e't-»pinning is 
easier The polymer chip, are melted on heated grids or in 
heated «crew, at 250-270-C. The melt, al«, when it 
come, direct from polymerization, is metered by gear 
pumps through spinnerets having 1-300 holes each and 
MÎ£ 

,ntoJlbrcs Spinning speed ranges from 500 to 
1,800 metres per minute. The filaments are finally wound- 
up oa bobbin, or deposited in cans as tows. 

^J^'A
1
!^' 

th,C raotocul*r cn»'"« of the filaments 
•rem • disordered condition so that they lack tensile 
rtrength and other mechanical properties. Molecular 
onentotion is therefore indispensable and is accomplished 
by stretching[the filament, under elevated temperature 

ÏÏ. ^^t0Jhm to flve time» their or*n*' *«>ith. 
ÍHÜT^ mnmti *•*• t»e neccMary mecluinical 
«rength of, for instance, 4-9 grammes per denier at an 
elongation at break of 15-«0 per cent. Spinning and »tret- 
Ü^1.^ w y r!quire •peci*, «r^oiiditioned rooms 
•adthM has to be cooaidered io the design  of the 

Whit «M 

•t — tm. 
for all 

J^^^^T1 rf Í* qmi*y oftht Pro«»»«*«» •*«•, Propwtextìe tettmg and grading are of major importan«. 
2«M«t*»t quality «andard. ia the synthetic fibre 
»***y*" rt*t*?d *"*>****> lugh kvel. Fikumnt 
•••fit»« of amral hundred kilometre» should have one 
«StL^li^TT'-Í?- ft* •°',on»«ty of the denim 
•M" M «MtntaisMd with a toseraacc of ± 1-2 per cent 
¡twolmoa. that the productioa of such Mg* gra«í 

«M«S «writy and austera phut, which esente • 
•ijr aad which are *—-• 



mm^m^^mm-^AJiLLJUJam 

E. Finishing 

In many synthetic fibre plants the stretched filaments 
are subsequently twisted, thermo-set and delivered to the 
consumers as precisioo wound filaments in packages 
Fibre tows are shrunk under temperature, crimped. 
thermo-set, cut into staples and baled. Yarn for socks 
bathing costumes, pullovers, etc. are crimped by various 
methods, such as helanca, ban-Loon, to make them 
elastic and voluminous. These additional processes are 
to make the product more adaptable for use by the textile 
industry, and they are the last step in the sequences of 
processes from petroleum to synthetic fibres. 

The individual types of fibres have preferred fields of 
application where their specific characteristics are specially 
effective. Examples of these are: 
(a) Outer garments: polyester or polyacrylonitrile fibres, 

separately or in blends with wool, cotton or rayon; 
(b) Underwear and shirts: chiefly  nylon  and  perlón' 

i.e., polyamide and polyester-based fibres; 
(c) Stockings and socks : polyamide fibres; 
(rf) Pullovers:   polyacrylonitrile   and   polyester  fibres; 
(«) Tyre cord: polyamide and polyester fibres; 
(J) Industrial yarns, and fishing industry: polyamide and 

polypropylene-based fibres; 
(g) Carpeting:    polyamide    and    polypropylene-based 

fibres; 
(A) Curtains and ties: polyester fibres. 

Any  new production scheme  should therefore  be 
Planned with consideration of the  market situation 
textile demands, climatic conditions, industry, capacity 
and many other aspects. 

TV. PRODUCTION OF POLYESTER FIBRES 

The preceding chapter described the various proceas 
routes which lead from petroleum to synthetic fibres 
The processing steps for one particular type of fibre are 
now described in somewhat more detail. The example 
refers to the production of polyester fibres since this 
fibre hai the fastest growth rate at present. A great 
number of polyester plants are likely to be built during 
the next years. Polyester fibres are very suitable for 
Wending with natural fibres, and also polyester filaments 
have excellent properties, so that even the automobile tyre 
industry showsanever-increasinginterest in polyesterfibres. 

• SincfJ?',linfie,d and D"*»" made their invention, and 
since ICI and Du Pont developed the technology of 
polyester fibres, almost the entire polyester-fibre produc- 
tion in the world has been based on dimethyl terephthalate 

eÜ&le i,yco1 <M' recent,y » few new processes 
were developed which furnish modified polyesters based 
on comonomers, such u para-oxybenaoic acid, isophtha- 
hcaod etc. Moreover, it has been possible to produce 
teiephthalic acid of high purity which permits direct 
»«eriftcatioti with glycol, so that the route via DMT can 
N saved. These processes have been developed by 
Aasoco aad Henkel-BASF and they appear to offer 
woooouc advantages over the classica] DMT process 
Various types of polyester are produced nowadays 
to meet the specific requirements of industry and textile 

processers. Co-polyester with much better dyeability 
and reduced pilling effect is preferably used for the textile 
clothing industry. The production of high strength yarn, 
and particularly tyre cord, requires highly viscous 
homopolyester. 

In principle, there are two major routes from petroleum 
to polyester fibre. 

The classical route starts with the petroleum and 
includes the following steps: refinery; reformer; primary 
distillation; paraxylene recovery by crystallization; 
possibly isomerizaiion oforthoxyleneand metaxylene into 
paraxylene to increase the yield; single or two-stage 
processing into dimethyl terephthalate; interesterification 
with ethylene glycol; polycondensation and chips produc- 
tion; chips drying; melt spinning; take-up or tow take- 
off; stretching, shrinking, crimping, thermo-setting, 
cutting into staples, and baling. 

The production of filaments proceeds similarly. 
These processes have been developed to a high standard 

and are arranged for largely automatic operation so that 
they furnish products of optimum yield and quality. 
Since the processes for the classical route are commonly 
known nowadays, they need not be described in detail. 
This paper therefore deals with a new route to polyester 
which became known approximately one to two years 
ago and which should be of interest. 

This new route again starts with petroleum and includes 
the following steps : refinery; reformer; primary distilla- 
tion; final distillation to produce orthoxylene; phthalic 
anhydride; high purity terephthalic acid; direct esterifica- 
tion with ethylene glycol; polycondensation and chips 
production; chips drying; melt spinning; take-up or tow 
take-off; stretching, shrinking, crimping, thermo-setting. 
cutting into staples, and baling. 

The major difference between the new route and the 
classical route is the use of lower-cost orthoxylene, the 
production of phthalic anhydride, the production of high 
purity terephthalic acid by a new process and the direct 
estenfication of the terephthalic acid, so that any methanol 
does not occur. All other stages are classical processes 
similar to the original route, except for chip« drying 
which should preferably be accomplished in a continuous 
whirling and fluidized bed dryer with hot air. At the 
present market prices for paraxylene and orthoxylene, 
the production cost of the polyester by the new route is 
somewhat less expensive. According to publications by 
a large Japanese synthetic-fibre producer, the price 
difference is nine cents per pound. This is the reason 
why some firms in Japan, the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many and Switzerland have shown an interest in this new 
route. 

Apart from the discontinuous polycondensation proces- 
ses continuous polycondensation processes have also 
become available recently which have, however, not yet 
KEL. stability for industrial application. 
Although some large produce* might have collected 
sufficient experience in this field, the major output of 
polyester ,. still produced by discontinuous nroomes 
in   autoclaves. f» «««••« 

^detailed description is now given of the new process 



A. From orthoxylene tophthalic anhydride (by the process 
oj Chemische Fabrik von Heyden AG.) 

The raw material is orthoxylene with a minimum 

ffi-°f 9,5 SV6"1' The end product is W P«5 phthalic anhydride which is suitable for further process- 
ing into terephthalic acid. i"«**» 

A mixture of orthoxylene and preheated oxidation air is 
charged to the top of a reactor consisting of a bundle of 
tubes which accommodate the catalyst and which are 
externally heated by a salt melt. Since the reaction, the 
partial oxidation of orthoxylene to phthalic anhydride 
is strongly exothermic, the salt melt is used for cooling 
the mixture after reaction has started. The surplus heat 
of reaction is transferred by the salt melt to a tubular 
vaporizer for the generation of high pressure steam 
wh.ch contributes towards an improved economics of the 
process« 

The reaction mixture is cooled and sublimated in 
giUed cube coolers. The surplus air is cleaned and dischar- 
ged to atmosphere. As soon as one sublimator is loaded 
with phthahc anhydride crystals, the anhydride is molten 
and subjected to distillative treatment in a three-stage 
vacuum distillation plant. The high purity phthalic 
anhydride runs off into heated intermediate tanks from 
where it is supplied to the next processing plant. 

The smallest economical size plant should have a 
Sy,of 6-?» tons per year. The production of 1 ton 
of phthahc anhydride requires 1.022 tons of 100 per cent 
orthoxylene and approximately 1,000 kWh. The process 
generates steam at 5-15 atmospheres gauge at a rate 

ní i Wr t0n °f phthalic "»hydride- The operation 
of a 6,000 tons per year plant requires 14 operators 
and helpers on the basis of four-shift operation. 

The plant is installed out in the open and requires a 
groundfioor area of approximately 25 x 60 metres. 

solution is improved by treatment with activated carbon 
The purified terephthalate solution now enters the first' 
precipitation stage where the potassium terephthalate 

ZZZ^T*'• hydr°8en ^PhthalatePsòÌu,ion 
from the second precipitation stage to form dipotassium 
2fl?

hTK,a!C andinsoluble Potassium hydrogen tereph 
hálate The latter is passed to the second precipitation 

stage where is reacts with molten phthal.c anhydride °" 
form msoluble terephthalic acid and soluble potassium 

tionrstagne Whkh * rCtUrned t0 the first PreciP^ 

.nîï- filtratÍOn aDd drying' the 'erephthahc acid is 
stored in an intermediate bunker from where it is supplied 
to direct estenfication. «w»«-u 

The: minimum size plant should have a capacity of 
6,000 tons of terephthalic acidar annum. The production 

íhJdSdí ÄliC aCÍd reqUÍres ,01 tons of phthalic 
SSïSS mT r

K aPP'?Jun»tely 5 tons of steam and 
ìf et 1•?" °AfZT- °Pcration of the plant requires 
operaïï """ °D thc basis of four-shift 

The plant is installed partly in the open and partly 
unbuilding. The floor space requirements are 83 x 25 

»2Í? ,Crephtha,ic acid has a purity of 99.8-99.9 per cent 
which makes ,t .«table for direct esterification with 

C. From terephthalic acid to polyetherester chips (by the 
Ems/Inventa Process) 

B. From phthalic anhydride to terephthalic acid (by the 
Henkel-BASF Process) 

The raw material is high purity phthalic anhydride and 
he end product is high purity terephthalic acid which 

is suitable for direct processing into polyester. 

^SLS^ înhydridc is converted to dipotassium 
orthophthalate by two-stage precipitation and then 
neutralized. After evaporation and the addition of zinc 
catalyst, the mixture enters a spray dryer and leaves it 
m the form of powder at a temperature of I00«C. The 
powder is briquetted, and the briquettes discharged from 
the press are heated further. The briquettes are then in- 
troduced via a lock chamber into a reactor with a travel- 

ìfL n •°aT°r bc,t where the maJ°r r««*ion takes 
place. During the isomenzation reaction, the dipotassium 
»It of the ortbo-phthalic acid is converted intoT 
dipotassium salt of the terephthalic acid at 430-C and 
20 atmospheres gauge pressure. The caking properties 
of the feed-stock created some difficulties, but the travell- 

2ÜSLÍ! T*?•0.thii prob,em "d the dipotassium terephthalate is discharged from the reaction chamber 
AtJ^STT- ***?" u Wpctly crushed  material. 
i^LÍT^ ?* n$ctìoa **** in *•**. it is separated from the catalyst slurry. The colour of the 

m 

tiJíÜLÍ** TteiM Is high purity terephthalic acid, and 

IpunmtÄ.,S dned PO,yCSter ChipS Which Can * 
This process furnishes a modified type of polyester of 

.mproved dyeability. For this purpose" a co-pmducthe 
parahydroxybenzoic acid, is incorporated. The example 

.hTdmlhTt WÍttíe,terephtha,ÍC acid> and «°t S the dimethyl terephthalate, which means that trans- 
estenfication .s replaced by direct esterification 

..•TerfiP.ihtha,ic acid and Parahydroxybenzoic acid are 
SS" "ft*"*; Thc CSter and the e,her a" charge" 
Sí„ .W,lh CatayStS and du,,in« a«ents, to a poly- 
f"" t'on autoclave which operates fully automatically 

and which is programme controlled. Temperature 
pressure, and vacuum are therefore identical for each batch 
which ensures that the product has uniform propeS 
«t^L*   ^^Vneeu cycle, the molten mass is 

ÎL ¿fc Jä-nbb? ? ch?pped into chiPs of unif°• 
SJS, 8 °f .the Chip* redu<*8 their moisture 
£ ^SSfíST^l ì ^ Cent- This moist• m»« 12•J flf hfr to less than 0.01 per cent before 
spinning for which a continuous drying system consisting 
of whirling dryer and fluidized bed dryer's used. 

From the cutting machine the chips are conveved 

S2S^rmÌn?1 at tb,e bottom out,et of the silo compartments which provides for a still higher degree 
of ev«meM of the polymer. Pre-drying in thTwffiS 
bed of a Venturi tower ia an air current of 180«C takes 

¿. 



5 minutes. The chips arc then passed automatically to 
the iiuidized bed where they are dried to a residual moisture 
of 0.01 per cent in an air current during approximately 
forty-five minutes. The dried chips are conveyed pneuma- 
tically to the spinning section where they are automatic- 
ally distributed between the various spinning hoppers. 

A polycondensation plant should have a minimum 
capacity of 6,000 tons per year, although a 2,000 tons 
per year plant might also be economical under favourable 
conditions. Plants of this capacity arc already in operation 
in small countries and also in developing countries. The 
complete polycondensation plant is accommodated in an 
enclosed building, except the oil- or gas-fired Dowthrrm 
heating unit which is located out in the open. 

D. From polyetheresler chips lo fibres 

This processing stage converts the polymer chips 
into the fibre. It is the last stage in the route from 
petroleum to fibre and the preliminary stage for the textile 
industry. Spinning, stretching, and finishing should 
therefore be adapted to the future use of the fibres. The 
conventional types of fibres are cotton-type of 1.5 or 
2 denier, wool-type of 3, 6, or 8 denier, and filament of 
40, 70, 90, or 150 denier. 

The process arrangement for the production of staple 
fibres is as follows: 

Each spinning hopper supplies one melter with chips. 
Screw melters are substantially employed with screw 
lengths of twenty-four times the diameter. The use of 
special material and adequate surface finishing of screw 
and casing ensure continuous service over many months 
and the supply of a homogeneous melt of uniform 
characteristics. Screw melters have an inert gas purge 
system, five different temperature zones, automatic 
pressure control, and they feed several spinnerets. For 
instance, in a fibre plant for six tons per day or 2,000 tons 
per year, three screw melters feed eighteen large spinnerets. 
One precision gear pump is arranged between each 
screw melter and spinneret which accurately meters the 
melt to form the proper denier. One spinneret is preceded 
by a number of filters and has up to 500 holes depending 
upon the denier required. A take-off machine located 
three to five metres below the spinnerets provides for a 
constant take-off speed which is far beyond 1,000 metres 
per minute, or sixty kilometres per hour. 

The filament bundle leaving the spinnerets is cooled 
uniformly in blowing ducts with conditioned air. On the 
take-up machine, the filaments are wetted, treated with 
finishing oil, and combined to a tow of 30-80,000 deniers. 
The tow is deposited in cans, approximately fifty cans 
being mounted on a creel. The so-formed tow of roughly 
2 million deniers is stretched in several zones with the 
application of steam and also shrunk, depending upon 
the type of fibres. The tow is then washed, treated with 
Avivage and crimped. After thermo-setting the tow is cut 
into the required staple lengths. The staples are passed 
to the baling press, and after textile testing in the laborat- 
ory, the baled fibres are supplied to the textile processers. 

The production of filament» requires smaller spinnerets 
with maximum fifty holes. In that case sixteen spinnerets 
are combined in one Dowtherm-heated spinning box, 

and one screw melter normally feeds thirty-two spin- 
nerets, i.e., two spinning boxes. Here again the melt 
is metered by gear pumps through a filter pack to the 
spinneret. From the spinneret the filaments pass through 
blowing ducts to t'ic take-off machine where they are 
wound on bobbins. After hot stretching on draw twisters 
the filaments are finished on cops. Further processing 
of the filaments on false twist or other texturizing 
machines, or on twisting, shrinking and coning machines 
to the finished filament on cardboard tubes is handled 
either by the fibre producers or by the textile processers. 

It should be mentioned that fibre plants have to be 
installed in largely air-conditioned buildings without 
windows. Extensive analyzing and testing facilities are 
required to test the products and to sort them according 
to the various quality grades. These facilities in conjunc- 
tion with properly trained personnel and modern and 
economic equipment arc necessary to produce fibres 
which meet the high quality standard required on the 
market. 

The production of one ton of polyethcrester fibre 
requires the following raw materials: 

Ac 

Tcrephlhalic acid 902 
Parahydroxybenzoic acid      92 
Ethylene glycol 445 
Titanium oxide       4 
Also catalyst, Avivage etc. 

The production of one ton of polyethcrester fibres 
requires the following utilities: 

lilectric power  2,200 kWh 
Steam              2.8 tons 
Water            230 cu.m. 
Fuel »*s             280 st.cu.rn. 

The operation of a plant from tcrcphthalic acid to 
fibre with a capacity of 6,000 tons per annum requires 
approximately 230 engineers, chemists, operators, 
and helpers, substantially on the basis of four-shift 
operation. The plant is accommodated in one multi- 
storeyed building of twenty metres height and approxi- 
mately 45,000 cubic metres, and one single-storcyed build- 
ing of approximately 35,000 cubic metres. 

Other processes for the production of polyester fibres 
are basically identical to the above-described process. 
The object of all processes is to provide for largely 
automatic operation, high quality of the products and 
optimum economics. The progress made is reflected 
by the decreasing market prices of the products. The 
production costs per kilogramme of fibre largely depend 
on the cost of the raw materials, while the cost« of amor- 
tization, energy and labour are comparatively low. 

V. GENERAL ASPECTS FOR THE PLANNING OF SYNTHETIC 
FIBRE  PRODUCTION   PLANTS 

The comments on the market situation for synthetic 
fibres, given in section II, has shown that in almost all 
countries efforts are being made towards the expansion 
of the existing production facilities. Although the big 
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centres ,n the United States, Japan and Central Europe 
are still dominating, there are also smaller countries 
m South America, Europe and Asia which have estab- 
lished production facilities. Their capacity is generally low 
and their production programme is limited to the spinn- 
ing and stretching of imported chips, but in some cases 
also inchjdes polymerization for which the monomers 
have to be imported. 

These countries frequently have a domestic textile 
industry. For instance, in Pakistan several textile factories 
were bu.lt s.ncc 1947. But even countries which are less 
developed industrially may start with the development 
of a text.le industry, apart from agriculture, foodstuffs 
industry, transportation system and a light industry 
These countries have a desire to install modern types of 
machines which are suitable also for the processing of 
synthetic fibres. They may soon thereafter import synthe- 
tic fibres and process them into textiles either alone or 
in blends with domestic or imported natural fibres. 
This development is promoted by the desire of these 
countries to expand their export market to get the necess- 
ary .oreign exchange for the payment of machinery and 
equipment. Hence, many countries base their domestic 
textile industry on imported fibres, such as polyester 
nbres in bales, or filaments on cops. 

At the same time petroleum refineries arc being built 
in many countries which process domestic or imported 
Z A

S
.J * r5fineries initMY include equipment for 

the distillation of petroleum to produce fuel oil, kerosene 
or diesel oil, but they are soon expanded by the inclusion 
of reforming plants and facilities for the production 
of high octane gasolene, olefins and aromatics. The next 
step would be the upgrading of these intermediates to 
manufacture plastics and petrochemical raw materials 
This leads to the establishment of plants for PVC 
polyethylene, fertilizers, general chemicals, and many 
other products. ' 

An interesting situation exists in many countries in so 

cvr.£SÄhaV\VCXtile industry bMcd °n imported 
synthetic fibres, while their petroleum processing industry 
produces valuable aromatics, such as benzene and 
xylene, which are not fully utilized yet. 

Consideration might therefore be given to closing this 
gap between the petroleum industry and the textile 
industry by incorporating the relevant process routes 
I he setting up of such compound industry is certainly 
the object of many planning authorities and is attractive 
to many countries. Projects of this magnitude, however, 
have to be planned most carefully since they have an 
influence on numerous secondary industries. Besides 
each country is faced with different problems for which 
an individual solution has to be found. The model of 
the large industrial countries should not be copied before 
a very critical study has been made. 

Since the above-described development is bound to 
take place sooner or later, in all countries, those coun- 
tries which already have large petrochemical industries 
should give reasonable assistance. The plannini of 
projects should not be confined to toe territory of any 
one country, but should also consider markets in lane 
trading areas and in the whole world. 
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tion, fn,. Vi. °u ,hC a,0resaid- somc ^commenda- üons for the establishment of synthetic fibre plants may 
be given. They should be installed in locations whcreT 
demand for ordinary type fibres has reached such a level 
hat one or two economical-size plants would be sufficient 

to satisfy the market requirements. For the production 
of special types c,r fibres and development work reliance 

ì°,t í ffcd UP01) ,argC and «Ponced producers in the United States, Japan and Europe. 

A reasonable economic evaluation of a fibre plant is 
often altered completely by special laws in force in a 
particular country. For instance, some companies have 
managed to monopolize their business by means of 
protective duty, while other countries stop all imports 
as soon as the first fibre is spun in their own plan 

?orJfmaI°.theSe Pr0bh;mS ,here are certain shards 
nlt?f 5con<~l-s'ze plants. For the start, the 
production of synthetic fibres should be based on impor- 
ted polymer chips. The plant would include spinning 

t ea men?' wí """Í* a'S° "^^ OT 0,her «"»"¡ng treatment. When nylon or perlon-typc fibres arc to be 
produced   the plant should have a minimum capacity 
hfl i° 5ree t0ns per day- A onerai rule is thai the 
higher the denier of the produced filaments, the larger 
he production capacity shall be. In the case of polyester, 

the initial plant shall be for three to six tons per day, and 
in the case of polyacrylonitrile five to ten tons per day. 

Thei capitalI costs for these plants are within the range 

rLLred inmi 'T ^"^ °f WhÌCh 2$ t0 33 **< <** •" required in local currency to cover the cost of buildings 
erection etc The local personnel can be trained in the 
operation of the plants by a few experts, and after an 
^V.uUnn!.n8"n P*•*1 of sverai months, it can be 

expected that the plant will produce marketable products 
It is recommended that production be confined to a few 
ordinary types of fibres. 

The establishment of domestic synthetic fibre plants 

fibres Th.s also leads to higher imports of raw materials 

counÍJ0nÜifPtCml fib,rC typeS from hi8h|y industralized countnes, which are also processed. This is the reason 
why there was never a decline in sales or production 
anywhere in the world although many couLes ha• 
Duilt their own fibre plants. 

oi.ïïv T '""i?1 PLant is e*Pande<l and reaches a capa- 
city which justifies the establishment of a polymerization 

ÏSrf fiK°Wn^hiS Wi" consid"*bly imProveythe S 
mm of fibre production. The chemistry and tedinolo» 

r„Äeri?at,0uf0r a" fibre tyP" arc rather complicated and difficult so that new specialists are needed, and new 
taboratones and facilities have to be installed. A polyméri- 
sation plant tor nylon should have a capacity of three to 
s« tons per day for polyester six to ten tons per day, 
and for polyacrylonitrile ten to fifteen tons per day 
The additional capital investment is within the range of 
u.>¿ million dollars. 

Petrochemical intermediates and monomers, such as 
dimethyl terephthalate or terephthalic acid, caprolactam 
and acrylonitrile, can be produced economically only in 
tajWB-ca^ity phuits of fifteen to thirty tons per day. for 
which the capital investments are between 8 andl5 million 

Ì. 



dollar». The operation of these plants demanda a conside- 
rable amount of know-how and experience from the plant 
owner and his personnel. The products available on the 
world market are of such high and uniform quality that 
equivalent products have to be produced in order to be 
competitive. 

It should further be considered that compound plants 
for synthetic fibres in the main producing countries have 
presently reached capacities of 50-100 tons per day and 
more, after several expansions have been made. At the 
same time, intensive research work is carried out in 
laboratories and pilot installations. The capital invested 
in these big industrial complex plants amounts to 100 mil- 
lion dollars. This shows that it is difficult for a company 
which starts production on a small scale to compete. 
New projects should therefore be limited to the produc- 
tion of a few ordinary-type fibres utilizing the experience 
and know-how from competent producers and engineer- 
ing companies from developed countries. This can be 
arranged either on a licence basis, or by co-operation 
with competent producers who provide the necessary 
specialists for an adequate period of time. 

To sum up it can be said that consumption and produc- 
tion of synthetic fibres are in a statt of rapid development 
and that in almost all countries new plants or additional 
plants are being built. Production and research are centred 
on the improvements and reduction of cost of the four 
or five popular fibres. All synthetic fibres are produced 
from petroleum base stocks. The process routes lead from 
petroleum refining to fibre spinning as has been illus- 
trated by the example of the polyester fibre. Some general 
recommendations have been given for the planning of new 

synthetic fibre projects on the basis of practical experience 
which would have to be elaborated in more detail for any 
particular project. It is advisable to start the development 
of new synthetic fibre plants with the last stage, namely 
the spinning of the fibre from the chips, and to expand 
the plant stage by stage towards the petroleum raw 
material corresponding to the increasing demands. This 
is also the best way for the progressive training of the 
personnel in the operation of the plants. When consider- 
ing these points it should be possible to establish complex 
plants, ranging from petroleum to synthetic fibre, which 
can supply the raw material for domestic textile industries. 
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF A SYNTHETIC FIBRE INDUSTRY, SUCH AS NYLON 6 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

D. Thormann, Hoech.t.Vhde International G.m.b.h., Federal Republic of Germany 

I. INTRODUCTION AND FIELDS OF APPLICATION FOR NYLON 6 
FIBRES  AND   FILAMENT 

If the Government, an organization, or an enterprise 
of a developing country intends to construct petro- 
chemical plants, the prerequisites are: careful planning, 
detailed marketing information, and customer acceptance 
of the end products. 

E-caprolactam, a petrochemical product, is used as 
raw materni for the production of the synthetic fibre 
nylon 6. 

The producer intending to manufacture nylon 6 fila- 
ment or fibres, has to examine most carefully all possibi- 
lilies of sales in order to be in a position to establish the 
production programme, and the capacity of the plant 
The buyers as well as those who use chemical fibres for 
further processing, must consider sales, this remains a 
basic consideration with regard to the whole chain of 
production and consumption and extending to the textiles 
customer. 

The production requirements of synthetic fibres are 
determined by many factors; such as 

(a) Population of the country; 
(A) Industrial development of the country in general; 
(c) The efficiency of the domestic textile industry in 

particular; 
(«0 The tastile raw material basis; 
(<) The social structure of the population; 
{/) The buying power of the individual consumer; 
(t) The climate; 
(A) Last, but not least, fashion. 

Most of these factors are intimately connected and 
influence each other. There is a relationship between 
population growth, progressive industrialization, and 
improvement of the standard of living, on the one hand 
snd increased consumption of synthetic fibres, on the 
other. 

It may be considered that an increased production of 
natural fibre raw materials due to better cultivation 
methods may be desirable. However, the more intensive 
meUiods of agriculture or increased cultivation must, 
above all, ensure and improve the food basis. 

The following tables show the production and consump- 
tion of chemical fibres, particularly of polyamide fibns. 

The figures show that many developing countries 
have to master enormous tasks in order to attain 

TABLE I. CONSUMPTION, PER PERSON, 

(In lb) 
OP SYNTHETICS DURINO  I960 

Uniteti Suies  j 6J2 

Federal Republic of Germany   . . {#J2 
¿apan ::::.:' 2• 
Spain  n -, 

y*\ ••. ::;:::::::::: ä 
Latin Amenca       0J9g 
Afn«  0044 
^ear

c
EMt .'  .' 0*22 

£ar F**  0.30« 
WorW  0.5Î 

TABLE 2. POLYAMIDE PRODUCTION 

(Million U>) 

W?u Satan Atari* ma 
Smuk Ámiricm 

OOm 

1959   .   .  . 215.6 420.2 129.8 
19«   .   .  . 213.8 411.0 162.8 1961    .   .   . 343.2 328.0 193.6 1962   .   .   . 431.2 673.2 228.8 
1963   .   .   . S41.2 707.8 303.6 
Capacity 196! 191.0 1,128.6 303.8 

TABLE 3. WORLD PRODUCTION OP POLYAMIDE 

(In h) 

52             11,000,000 
¿S           123,200,000 
ZS           •73.400,000 
i9n     2,330,000,000 
Number of polyamide plants In 1963 = 149 (Incluant piiol pkmu). 

the consumption per person of synthetics of Spain, or the 
USSR, or even the average world consumption per person. 
The consumption figure per person in the Far East is 
due to the high specific consumption of the Japanese 
population. The indicated figure of the polyamide- 
production plant» of 1963 includes the very large plants, 
similar to those of North America, as well u pilot plants. 

Dm !*2? °*****ä»i »btes properties of the poly- 
ayon 6 articles with ejttnwirdinary ate vaha» can 

AS 
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TABLE 4. FIELDS or APPLICATION POH NYLON 6 FILAMENT 

Knitting 

Knitting : 
Weaving 

Hosiery : 

Stockings (15 and 20 den., 30-éO den. for reinforced hosiery) 
Smocks     (70, 100 den. textured) 
Underwear 
Shirts 
Blouses      \ 40 to 60 den. 
Overalls     I 
Smocks      ) 
Light dress material for women 
Rain coats 
Umbrella cloth 
Lining fabrics 
Warp and weft elastic fabric for 1 70-100 den. 

sport wear, baihing suits        J     textured 
Miscellaneous : Laces, bobbin lace work, ribbons, sewing thread, tulle, surgical silk, textured 

carpets. 
Technical articles : 

Tyre-cord, fishing nets, filter material, sieves, parac lute-silk, canvas (air supported structures 
for storage ef .) ropes, belts, ribbons, straps. 

40-100 den. 

TA,LE
 ' ^r^^oTa^z6 nuMmr £ure- !iis a8suraed thauhe vmi ,cxtUe indu>try   based on domestic natural fibre (for instance, cotton) 

—  covers to a large extent the textile requirement! of the 
Articles with a prevailing pari of nylon 6 filament : population. 

Carpets, Alter material, shirting, waist  bands and bindings The population Outside the large cities is mostly 0CCU- 
for trousers, ropes, straps, cords and ribbons. pied with agricultural services. Due to climate and tradi- 

er**, with an admixture of nylon 6 ami other textile fibre, such tion*!* I*0»* have*0rn' ^»P» for "W fenerations, 
as cotton, wool, rayon filament work.ng clothes made of cotton. For this reason it may 

Outerwear, work clothe,, overalls and combinations, stockings f^^orl.• Sí^iSl^ ^^ *?• Î" 
and socks, pants for children, knitting thread """ " '*"*.WOrker- * COt,0n SU,t« how*VW. essentially 
  "  more wear-resistant made from an admixture of nylon 6 

"—                "  staple fibre and cotton will soon meet with the approval 

be manufactured. The breaking strength of nvlon 6 °f these
J
c

k
us,om.e•- even if £e cost for the apparel is 

filament is approximately   double   haf of coUon  or "Tlf "? ' S"ght "T^ ^ ^^ ?">> %°the U* 
natural silk, its abrasion resistance and bendingStrength ^t^' °f we*H»'»tont ««""»P. •«*» and under- 
is ten times superior to that of cotton, and the resistance .   '     .       - ..     , 
against decay, attacks of insects, fungus, and bacteria is .. seekln« fields of application for synthetic fibre 
extremely good. textiles, not only are the questions of expediency, customer 

The  percentage of polyamide used  in  orocessina ^^T' and
v

trfdiíion ""portant but also fashion as 
industrie? in the* United States is sïown b? Set *'" "^ p,ycho,0»,c,ll *ttitude» of *• «=on.u»er. 
class in the table 6. " ,s "esame with a certain demand for ladies* stockings, 

There are possibilities for producers and consumers ."A^SÌ ?nd oth« ^i,e
f"tjcles which would signify 

to discover new fields of utilization for nylon 6 fib• or ^ h'8htr ',V,n8 ******* °f ,he rural P°P«'»t¡°"- 
filament,  which  is   demonstrated   by   the  following 
example: instead of the poorly growing sea-weeds in a TAW-e 6- PWCBNTAOI OP POLYAMIDE uno IN FINAL PRODUCTS 

fish-breeding basin, a green coloured nylon 6 staple fibre m TH1 UNrfTO ST*'"« 

was spread in an appropriate way in the water. The    —  ——-____ 
successful breeding of fish is said to have been astonishing, *"- 
as apparently the breeding places have been decisively «„,«„ 
unproved by the use of the nylon 6 fibre, Undent      7 

It must clearly be stated, however, that, due to influ-    Juwiww  .!!!!!!!!.'!!     '2 
eaces of fashion or to the further advance of synthetic    *»**••» .....'.'.'''   JO 
fibras with more favourable textile properties for special    Cw'»e«t      ' ' '    M 

purposes, one or more fields of application may cease    £^ta^lrt,*w*oiisiAi»Bssh*      s 
to exist in time. J27* ***•    ji 

Other itsm  « 
A« example may show that articles of nylon 6 can be  —ÎT 

introducad into a developing country with an agricultural      WO 

604 



In the field of the commercial and agricultural commo- 
dities, new possibilities can be found for the use of 
nylon 6 fibres and filament. Examples of these are 
Harness traction-ropes, belts, girdles, and belting, ali 
of which are resistant to high stress. Tarpaulins resistant 
to weather and decay may be used during the harvesting 
of certam agricultural products. Fn addition, we can 
mC.1 °fi

n ííe r
USC0f ,Cchnical "y|on 6 fibres «id breads in the field oí private and industrial fishing. 

The normal consumption of textiles based on synthetic 
nbres can be determined after some time with due 
consideration to cities and industrialized areas existing 
in each country. The requirement of the synthetic fibres 
is influenced to a certain degree by the fact that the 
government prescribes or should prescribe the type of 
clothing that their officials and employees should wear in 
the performance of their civil duties, and certain standards 
for the admixture of chemical fibres in order to 'mprove 
the Quality. Certainly new fields of application will also 
be round in the military sector, with regard to wear- 
resistant uniforms and equipment. 

II. TASKS OF THF TEXTILE INDUSTRY USING CHEMICAL 
FIBRES 

The «arting of production of chemical fibres in develop- 
ing countr.es depends, on the one hand, on relevant 
demands of the population, and on the other, on the 
efficiency of the domestic textile industry. Thoae countries 
which are not yet in a position to satisfy the textile demand 
ot the population from domestic textile plants usina 
conventional fibre raw materials, should begin with the 
extension of their textile industry, rather than the produc- 
tion of the chemical fibres. In other cases, it will be 
necessary to rationalize whether to expand the existing 
textile plants or to modernize the machinery. Only 
when the textile industry in a country has been consoli- 
dated correspondingly can the further processing of 
synthetic fibre» be coniidered. 

The conditions are relatively simple where the natural 
fibres or common fibre raw materials are used to date 
These can be directly substituted by relevant chemicai 
fibres. In a country with a domestic natural fibre indus- 
try, it will not be so difficult to introduce synthetic fibres 
m a number of fields. However, there are difficulties for 
an enterprise where chemical fibres are to be admixed 
with natural fibre raw materials to produce yarns and 
textiles. Much experience and practice are needed in 
order to overcome any technical problems of synthetic 

fatness)61601•51*1'0   charg'ng'   pillin«   effect-   colo"f 

In many cases however, the firms for further processing 
or synthetic fibres arc compelled to change their produc- 
tion process and to use new methods. Stocking knitting 
warpmg, dying, setting of textiles, manufacture of" 
crimp yarns, stretch fabrics, and the finishing of the 
textiles are influenced to such a high degree by chemical 
fibres that it is not possible to work with old machines 
using old methods. 

For this reason, a transition period for the textile 
industry is necessary before starting a chemical fibre 
production. In this period, the chemical fibres can be 
imported and should not be produced internally. 

The advancement contributed by chemical fibres to 
the manufacture of textiles in industrial countries is 
due to a close co-operation between the chemical fibre 
producers and the textile industry, and to an intensive 
and costly research programme. These costs were assumed 
to a large extent, by the industry. 

The enterprises of the developing countries are charged 
with many additional problems. Therefore, they will 
not be in a position to develop the methods and techniques 
fibr s     introduction and P"*e*«ng of the synthetic 

It is suggested that they should utilize the experience of 
foreign countries, or suppliers of raw materials. The cost 
or know-how or consulting assistance is relatively much 
lower than those encountered by internal development 
and overcoming problems which have been solved for 
many years. 

Moreover, it is recommended that the governmental 
institutions or industrial organizations in a developing 
country establish adequate textile institutes. These insti- 
tutes will be of great value when starting internal produc- 
tion and processing of synthetic fibres, and can keep the 
technology up-to-date regarding processes as well as 
market trends and problems. 

III. DBSION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE NYLON 6 PLANT 

The basic material for the nylon 6 fibre is E-Caprolac- 
«m, a ring-formed, low-molecular weight, organic- 
chemical compound, which with special reaction condi- 
tions joins after ring breaking via amide bridges to form 
linear high-molecular weight long chains. During this 
reaction no further chemical compounds are added and/ 
or split off, therefore, it is called a polymerization. 

»CH¿CH'-*H'-NHc«*« 
x-ca200 ».-*-Ht-NH t 

IH.-CH.-OO ~»r HOOC~<CHiV-NH [CXMCHä-NHJ -CCMCH^NH, 

Nylon 6 belong, to the clau of tbe polyamides. The 
potymutmkm process dots not produce only a high- 
molecular weight product but results in an equilibrium Of 
«•cnon with » portion of about 10 per ont of caproiac- 
uuB and low molecular weight compound« which alfcct 

the production cf Ubres and therefore mutt be separated 
from the high molecular weight main portion. In this 
connexion, there «re only two possibilities : 

W> W«Wnf of the cooled, solidified and pdletised 
polymer by means of a sehwat. It is fortunate that 

«05 
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water ¡s a suitable extraction agent for the low-molecular 
weight compound. 

(6) Evaporating of tht low-molecular weight com- 
pounds from the polymerization melt mixture under 
vacuum. 

The dried pelletized polymer, the so-called nylon 6 
chips, is either melted again in spinning machines by 
means of extrusion apparatus or on heated contact 
surfaces. The melt is then pressed through spinncrettes 
by means of metering pumps and formed into continuous 
filaments. The threads formed of the filament« solidify 
in the spinning tubes and are wound at approximately 
1,000 m/min., or, according to the polymerization process, 
(as per b) — the treated polyamide melt is conveyed to the 
spinning machine and spun into fibres. 

The excellent strength properties of nylon 6 threads 
result from stretching operation together with a lonej- 
tudinal orientation to the fibre-axis of the chain- 
formed macro-molecules. Further textile techniques 
depend on the end-use of the threads and fibres. 

With regard to the production of nylon 6 material 
for the textile industry, the difference between nylon 6 
filaments and nylon 6 staple fibres should be recognized. 
A nylon 6 filament plant comprises: polymerization; 
spinning; winding; drawing; and other textile operations 
such as warping, texturizing after-twisting, setting, 
dyeing, coning. 

The auxiliary and secondary plants necessary for the 
operation are as follows: air-conditioning and refrigera- 
tion plants; inert-gas purification plant; plants for the 
treatment of water; plants for steam, vacuum and com- 

pressed-air generation. Secondary plants for spinning 
are as follows: spinning pumps, spinnerettes cleaning, 
instrumentation for control, and apparatus for the 
preparation and distribution  of spin finhh solution. 

In addition, laboratory facilities for production control 
include equipment for the chemical and textile testing 
of raw materials, intermediates and finished products as 
well as for sorting of the nylon 6 filament production. 

The nylon 6 fibre plant comprises: 
(a) Polymerization; 
(b) Spinning; 
(c) Fibre tow-line with drawing equipment machinery 

for crimping of fibres, setting of the crimp (eventually 
the low molecular portion in the textile goods must be 
washed out if the polyamide melt is spun directly without 
vacuum extraction), cutting machine, and baling press. 
Also, there are the required auxiliary and secondary 
service plants similar to those mentioned above for the 
nylon 6 filament plant. 

The principal difference between staple fibre spinning 
and filament spinning is that for filament spinning the 
delivered product is a continuous thread whereas the 
staple fibres are cut to various lengths and can be pro- 
duced to blend with natural fibres or used on a 100 per 
cent nylon 6 basis on cotton or wool fibre processing 
systems. 

Most interesting is the lowest capacity limit for a 
nylon 6 plant for profitable manufacture of filaments and 
fibres that can be started in a developing country. In 
general these standards may be indicated below: 

TAILS 7 

Tnftméiam Mtw mmuimi   
  <Mw> 

Nylon fi (¡lament Nylon fi chips              Textile filament 120O 
Nylon fi filament CaproUctam               Textile filament 3 300 
Nylon fi filament CaproUctam             Technical filament 3300 

Nyfcm6flbre CaproUctam Cotton and wool type ¿00 
AsÄ^£Ä^^ 

Cmmcity « ik, *mt tnéiMm mm nUrnt m ttm ¡mm 
mm, H 40-4¡ im. (BW 

*»*» Ar • 

¿2 !'22 Qá" ,3* 7.04 

IS Î'S 2ÏL ,30° "0 ;•' J>300 Caprotactani i2J3 534- 

g      «a    sar     ts     ¿ 

ffiS?Ä- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : SS ¿S« mwam90m*  DM  6.00»eri»kW, 
OM «0.00 per* 

W WM 
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» 
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The production costi do not include the coit for baling, 
shipping, telling, customers services, administration 
interest for short-term and long-term capital loans, and 
taxes. Compared with the production costs calculated 
here for nylon 6 filament, the average selling price in 
Europe amounts to DM 13 - up to 13.» per/kg. 

For developing countries which charge chemical fibre 
imports with very high import duties, the above-men- 
tioned minimum capacities are feasible. However, these 
lower capacity limits cannot be taken as a basis if it is 
intended to export nylon 6 fibres. In this case, the same 
standards hold good for the design of a nylon 6 filament 
as those existing in an industrial country, if the export 
is not subsidized by the government. In other words 
there are opportunities for export to the world market 
only in case a production plant of at least three t/day 
minimum is available. The comparison of the production 
cost for plants of different sizes shows that for small-size 
plants the polymerization of caprolactam is not profitable. 
The investment capital of the small plant is put to better 
use when the synthetic fibres or filament is processed 
through the appropriate textile departments. 

The following cost items are to be considered for the 
financing of nylon 6 filament plant corresponding to t* 
example given herewith: 
Invested capitai 

{a) Land and preparation of ground; 

(*) Building, roads, communications, and traffic. In- 
stallations for electric power and water supply, etc. ; 

(c) Machines and equipment  including engineering 
and know-how; 

(d) Erection of the plant. 

Current assets 

(e) Raw  material  requirements   for three   to   four 
months; 

(/) Storage of end-products and intermediates for one 
to six months. 

Item (/) depends much on the production capacity and 
the production programme. In case of a small-type produc- 
tion plant with one spinning machine on which only one 
titer can be spun, alternate titers can only be spun after 
a period of production of about six weeks. Production 
can then be changed to another titer if the full service 
and the quality yield is to be guaranteed. In case of four 
different titers, material storage of about six months 
must be provided. In case of larger plants with separate 
spinning machines, relatively more titers can be spun at 
the same time and prepared more rapidly for shipment. 

Due to the fact that the premises and building prices 
are different in various countries, so that no general 
standard for discussion can be found, a general figure 
representing the investment requirement for only the 
nylon 6 filament equipment is given below: 

TABU I. EQUIMINT COST r.o.1. ma NTUN 6 HLAMINT «.A*r or VAUOU CAFACITIM 

330 aptrmUg 4DV/JW» 

AJ^U^TL
9
^*^ 

C^Êtit> **•*»à* to • datarte reduction of the specific equipment cost («nrip- 
mmt; cost Mr installad {tait capacity). The engineeris« 
and know-how few cover a considerable portion of the 

i plants. Thaw 
_   size ptat aad 

-»_      »•——-•——• »i capacities. 
Tha Jramat cost for aaafiiary 

i ofi    "    * 

total cost for the eqaipeaeat of small a*n pb 
fats iacreaae » proportion to the larger-size 
•Ppc^h to a liniith^ value whh large capacit 

Tha avestmeet coat for aaafiiary aad 
-*-- "*—"- r'"tr ft ihn whiiuli Mah sa 

•Hghtrjr for the larger capacities, aad is therefore 
vaimpovtant. The sharp increase in prima cost for 
polymerization plants is due to the fact that whea two 
types of polymer are produced simultaneously, two or 
mora polymerization lines must be provided malting 
in relatively higher investment costs, e.g., detonated 
aad «adehjatarad chips. Regarding the technical yarn 
production plants, th> iavaatmesrt coats are »a 

.Thai 
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cost for a nylon 6 plant amounts to about 15 per cent 
of the equipment cost. 

The total capital requirement for a nylon 6 filament 
plant ready for production is approximately twice 
that of the equipment cost. A relevant split-up is indi- 
cated here below: 

Equipment f.o.h. 
Fraction  

Building, purchase and gradina; 
levelling of the premura 

Current aaaata Tor raw and end- 
products for 3 month«   . 

Other com (approximately) 

»•55 

7-Í 

IMI 

11-23 

5 

Total investment 
about 75 \ 

The foreign exchange portion of the total capital 
requirement for a nylon 6 project is of interest for a 
developing country. The greater percentage of the cost 
for the equipment and the personnel cost, the supervision 
of the erection, starting up of the production, ami cost 
for the training of own experts in the foreign country 
which is about two-thirds of the total investment cost, 
must be covered by foreign exchange. On account of the 
question of foreign exchange each government will try 
to procure a maximum of the equipment in their own 
country. However, the apparatus and machines which 
determine to a large extent the technical process, arc 
besedon the development of the licensee. These machines 
can be procured most advantageously from industrial 
countries.   These countries have a  highly developed, 
specialized, manufacturing plant for these machines. The 
machines cannot be manufactured in the developing 
country. Generally only the simple apparatus, containers, 
equipment for a number of auxiliary and secondary 
plants can   be  procured  domestically:   for  example: 
lactam melting kettle; ship containers:  water-treating 
»tant such as natural water cleaning; permutit water 
plant ; plant for the production of distilled water; bobbins 
and transport carriages and supports us per drawings; 
plants for generation of vacuum, compressed air, steam 
and refrigeration; air conditioning plants, etc. In addition, 
various erection material such a piping, wiring for thè 
electric installation, can be procured locally. Usually the 
amount of equipment which can be manufactured in a 
developing country will not exceed 15 per cent. 

The personnel requirement for a nylon 6 plant is as 
follows : 

Werl 

»n 
i.s *.* 

m     m    m 

» • t 

The leading personnel includes : a manager (university 
graduate), a chemist or chemical engineer, a tentile engi- 
neer, a mechanic engineer and depending on the sue of 
the plant, a chief operator, a chief laboratory chemist 
and a production assistant. 

It is suggested that training of some of the leading 
personnel before start up of the production be completed 
so that they become acquainted vith the technology ot 
the plant. 

In a developing country, an enterprise will have to 
train the expert personnel. It is advantageous to employ 
persons with working experience and personnel coming 
from the textile industry. The remaining male and female 
auxiliary personnel must be trained for special opera- 
tion* in the plant. 

During the last stage of erection, it is important to 
nam the personnel as much as possible at a number of 
spinning heads and drawing units: the work will hereby 
be facilitated and mistakes regarding production and the 
resulting increase in operations cost will be avoided. 

The nylon 6 plant should be located in an area with 
good communications for traffic; and short distances 
from textile manufacturers offer some advantages. A 
cheap and reliable supply of electric power is important 
from an economical and technical point of view. Repealed 
break-down of the current supply results in an inferior 
quality and waste production which can be prevented 
only by a large investment in an emergency power supply 
system. Sufficient natural water must be available for the 
generation of refrigeration and air conditioning for the 
textile plant. Thus no extraordinary conditions are 
generally required with regard to the location of the 
phut. 

E-caprolactsm as the main raw material for the produc- 
tion of nylon 6 threads and fibres is available in the world 
market in sufficient quantity and good quality. The 
other raw and auxiliary materials such as stabilizer, 
preparation agent, delivering agent, nitrogen, hydrogen 
and diphenyl are used in small quantities and do not 
influence the cost significantly. 

Indeed, the import of eaproiactam means for a develop- 
ing country a loss of foreign exchange. However, only 
25-33 per cent of foreign exchange is needed compared 
with the amount of foreign exchange for a relevant 
imported quantity of «brea. The demand for nylon « 
chipa required for smaller production plants can be 
^^ *"!°j!ü? to »B ******* supply in the world 
nMfket ; however, saving of foreign exchange cornered 
with the import of nylon é Marnent will thcrebY he 
somewhat reduced. 

Oewernlly speaking, and in accordance with the above 
tmni background, a synthetic fibre industry m a 
<«fwP«f «w«ry must be carefully planned, m 

W^tJNjj*« i. relatively mJF**k*& 
«••* of caprotactani. The minimum asnee** of a 
fart*. production of canrolacum iSPLmmmmm 
«¡my U>1m**, which iwpretanta only . tmmm 
of the sue of srefebry oper*»« pm»~lmlmS. 

The raw «Mariait far the production of 
on the 
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é. SYNTHETIC FIMES OF POLYAMIDES 

/. Lmmh mmd Hmm. J. Zimmt    AG, Frdrr.l ñmpmhUr «/(„rrn.Bv 

This paper presents a survey of the present state of 
techniques in the field of poiyam.de fibres and their 
importance for the textile fibre industry considering, in 
particular, the technical situation existing generally in 
developing countries. One will thus get an impression of 
the extent to which the production of such fibres will be 
of advantage to a country. 

Since this meeting is being held to discuss particularly 
petrochemical problems, an endeavour will be made to 
point out the special advantages resulting from setting 
up polyamide fibre production and creating, at the same 
time, a petrochemical production capacity 

The first attempts to produce, in an artificial way. 
suitable fibres for textile purposes were made at the end 
of the last century but it was impossible up to about the 
beginning of the Second World War to manufacture fully 
synthetic fibres that could be used in the tentile industry 
(The chemical fibres produced till then were known as 
semi-synthetic fibres since they consisted of a naturally 
grown material, the cellulose, made into fibres by means 
of chemical processes.) 

The first fully synthetic fibres which gained greater 
importance were the products known today as polyamide 
abres, i.e., nylon 6 and nylon 66. The corresponding 
materials are comprised under the term "polyamides" 
«ace they are obtained by polymerization and polycon- 
denaation, respectively, of organic amides. 

The mam difficulty that had to be overcome to develop 
wchiorei - the coats for the development of nylon 66 
by Du Pont are estimated at $US 30 million _ was to 
«ad those few amides which guarantee sufficiently good 
»re quality in the poryamicte productioa. In fact, only 
two of these so-called monomers are ao far wed on a 
targar scale i.e., the adipate of hcxamataykme diamine 
for the production of nylon 66 and the amiaocapronic 
•c* m rom of lactam for the production of nylon 6. 

The chemical formulae of these monomers as well 
•* of the polymerization processes are at follows: 

« rH,N (CH,),   NH.J+ OOC   (CH,)4   COOH   •* 
AH sah 

|-N(CH¿N.OC(C^)4.Ca-|   +(2n    I) H.O 
I    « H \n 

•ylon 6« f water 

CI^l(Nlh?)L-^Zl •* |N'(CH,)«'œ| 
•ytaaé 

We shall first set aside détails of polymerization aad 
spinning in order to give you a brief impression of the 
importance these polyamides have gamed and of the 
special properties by means of which they penetrated the 
textile sector to a considerable extent. Nylon 6 and nylon 
66 differ only in some few points and in these merely to 
a slight extent The physical and chemical data by which 
such materials are usually characterized are shown in 
table I. 

To simplify the matter it can be said that the actual 
differences with regard to the applicability of the corres- 
ponding fibres are so slight that they are known only by 
experts. But even specialists may have different opinions 
on the subject In the following we shall, therefore, deal 
with both fibre types under the above-mentioned common 
term, i.e., polyamides 

There is no doubt that the first great success of the 
polyamide fibres was in the manufacture of ladies' 
stockings. A* it is known today, the threads of polyamides 
are much stronger than those of the cuprammotuum 
rayon, e.g. the lem berg silk, very popular in the federal 
Republic of Germany, or the natural silk which were 
formerly applied for this purpose. Thus it was poeeibk 
to produce stockings that had the .ame appearance at 
those manufactured up till then but were much better 
wearing, and were made of finer threads. Another 
estent») advantage is the reduced care since nylon- 
made materials are most easily washed and dried in a 
very short time. 

I* fact, today there is no material for ladies' stockiaga 
incompetition with the polyamides or, in other words, 

JF+ZH1 of '" ***"' ««*»•« are made of pory- 

The next field won by the polyamide fibres was that 
i?^* A*"m* ,he d«cisive «¿vantage was that dirt 

couM be removed quickly by simple washing method«, 
„L*?" triKkt dried » «" extremely short time aad 

needed no ironing. In the United States, about 35 per 
cent of lingerie was made of polyamide «brea m 1*3 

Wkh the application of the so-called textariag, porre- 
mo we. .ho u-d for sock, and pri^fS 
gfWN too many details, it should be explained that 
texturmg means a treatment giving, the thread a rtreac 
«•* taetmg crimp. The so-called stretch  material« 

that the production of d.flerent size auabrrs become 
maeceiaary. Moreover, the crimp of tat fJamaaa. 
mate» M poeatbk to use them initudnfiiiawml attani 



TABU I, CHCMKAL AND PHYSICAL DATA or POLVAMIDH 

htlymtn 

Formula 
-N 

H 
<CH,), OC  <CH,),  CO 

Meli int poim (Ci 
Melting heat <cal/gr)      
Spec, weigh« {grs/cm*) 
Spac. heat (csJ/gr C) 
Humidity take up at standard conditions (per cent) 
He« conductivity (cal/cm "C sec .) 

I -N  (CH.i,  CO ! 
a 1    H                     |B 

245 215 
25 25 

1 14 1.15 
0.5 0.45 

4.0 4.Î 4.0-4.5 
0.2O-4U2 0.20-0.22 

2  Marti 

Tenacity (grs/den) 
Normal  
High tenacity  

»el. wat tenacity (per cent)     . 
Rei. loop tenacity (per cent) 
Elongation at break (ptr cent) 

Normal  
High tenacity 

Swelling property (per cent)    . 

4.5-*. 2 4.5-«.2 
7.5-9.0 7.2-1.3 
15-95 15-95 
75-95 75-95 

30-4« KM* 
15-20 15-20 
9-12 9-12 

•tnttemcn, and children »re made of textured polyamide 
•Are«. Here in particular, it is of considerable advantage 
that stains are easily removed and drying is quick It 
muât, however, be considered that polyester and 
esfwcialry poryacrylonitrile occupy a large section ¡in 
thisheld of application. In m\ 70 per cent of all 
Wies pu;|-overs and 43 per cent of all gentlemen's 
pafl-overs in the United States were made of fully synthe- 
tic fibres, part of them probably of polyester and poty- 
acryloMtrile. 

Since the polyamide material has proved a success 
for the above-mentioned articles, attempts were made at 
the beginning of the IMO's to use it also for shirts. 
Co^*traWe daftcurties due to the subjective wearing 
properties of the material were encountered in the 
bepawing, a fact baaed oa rather complicated theore- 
tical connections. I need nwatkm only the key words: 
notatine absorption and moisture transport. Both 
»ctors art comparatively unfavourable for the polya- 

»««iiljr, this disadvantage of the Bask material was, 
howevw, rompeaaated by a corraepoading fabric stnu> 
tare. The manufacturer Rfcidiaceta in the Federal Rcpu- 
bheof Geraaaay developed the go-called Nyltest shirts 

en extraordinary matines« success and paved 
r the ayloa é shirt. the way for 

A field ef 
a t» wiéer 

ayloa 

_ ^ to the testae 
it that of the   

ihre with rts paiticñlarly 

connexion are in carpet production, the manufacture 
of draperies and furniture covering as well as of 
motorcar and bathing mats. In 1962, 42 per cent of 
all textiles used in the United States as floorings were 
made of polyamides. 

In the last two decades, the technical layman has 
token part in the development outlined so far. But the poly- 
amide Abre has gained a footing also in purely technical 
fields especially during the last five years of these two 
decades. Primarily, this applies to tyre cord, but apart 
from that also to fishing nets as well as to technical 
materials of various kinds, such as cables, ropes, conveyor 
Wtsjlrtve belts, filter cloths, fishing lines, protective 

A*hoi»fh the application of nylon instead of rayon 
Baed tin then for tyre manufacture naturally meant a 
certain technical conversion, its extremely high strength 
which has been increased today to about 10 g/den 
compared to about 6.5 g/den of the best rayon material 
was decisive when the applicability of this material was 
dwussed in many countries, especially in the United 
Watts. In the Federal Republic of Germany, where the 
polyamides as cord material have not yet succeed««! to 
such extent for reasons connected with the specificity 

A*,*?***11 ***• llome in<h»fry. tyres for high-speed 
paisengrr can as well as for heavy lorries are equipped 
with aoryaaude carcajees, la the United States, 51 per 
«•at of all tyres were provided with porysunide careaaags 
m  1943. 

for trier cloth is baaed en the 
to aJkaaae agents and a hug« 

-«I for the presjteîtkm of 
to putridity and to 

«I 
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TAM-E 2.  DtViLOPMtrO of POIYAMIW FIMI WODUCTION IN IUI 
WOULD «NCI 1*40 

earner Valar «1 
IrxlOe «trr.t Fotyamtttf per, rMOtr ptilyámtér 

""'  '" titira 
tthrr prodmlktn 

» IM 

1*40     . 8,553,000 1.000 (1013 3,000.000 
1941 8.041.000 5,000 006 15.000,000 
1942 7,936.000 5.000 0.06 15,000,000 
1943     . 7.650,000 8.000 0.13 24.0OO.IKX» 
1944     . 7.197,000 12.000 0 17 36,000.000 
1943     . 5,973,000 12,000 0.2 36.000.000 
194«     . 6,121.000 15.000 0.25 45,000.000 
1947 6.933.000 20.000 0.29 60,000.000 
1948     . 8,093,000 24.000 0.3 72,000.000 
1949 8,798,000 30.000 0.35 90,000,000 
1950 9.008.000 36.000 0.4 108.000,000 
1951 10.887,000 50.000 0.5 150.000,000 
1952     . 11,038.000 70,1)00 0.6 210,000,000 
1953     . 11,753,000 120.000 1.0 360.000,000 
1954     . 12,053,000 144.000 1.2 430,000,000 
1955     . 13,326,000 173,000 1.3 520,000,000 
195«     . 13.202,000 198.000 1.5 595,000,000 
1957     . 13,264.000 265,000 2.0 795,000,000 
195«     . 13,926,000 275,000 2.0 825.000.000 
1959     . I4.t07.000 346,927 2.3 1.040.000,000 
19W     . 15,003.000 408.150 2.7 1,224,100,000 
19*1 15,016,850 478.442 3.1 1.435,300,000 
1962 16.036,621 606,3» 3.8 1,818,900,000 
1963 16,824,396 802,695 4.8 2,408,000,000 

The figures for the qualitative development described 
above are given in table 2. They show that the develop- 
ment of the polyamide fibre industry has been unique 
in world trade. From these data, you can already draw 
the conclusion that, at the moment, the demand is 
continuously rising so that for manufacturers it is, at 
present, very promising to enter this market. 

Here is some brief information on the technical pro- 
cès« of polyamide production. 

As already indicated, polyamide is formed by the 
linkage of caprolactam and AH-salt molecules, respec- 
tively - in the latter case under emergence of water — 
according to whether nylon 6 or nylon 66 is produced. 
This technical process is called polymerization. It can 
either be carried out discontinuously in an autoclave or 
continuously in pressure stages with succeeding vacuum 
extraction sta, *s or in pressureless reactors, the so-called 
VK-tubes, which are followed by a vacuum or chips 
water extraction. Figure 1 shows the processes for nylon 66 
and nylon 6. 

At the beginning of the polyamide-flbre era, prices 
played almost no part — e.g. a fibre for which DM 12 
is charged in the Federal Republic of Germany today, 
was told for DM 50 per kg in 1990 — since, for a long 
time, demand rose at an enormous speed while produc- 
tion was lagging behind. Today, the potential manufac- 
turer has to consider very carefully whether the price 
with which he will come on the market is sufficiently 
attractive to guarantee a corresponding production level 
and thus a utilization of the capacity of his plant. 

Roughly stated, the costs arc as follows: 

Expenses for Ih« convention 

(a) From AH-talt to nylon 66 and from caprolactam 
to nylon 6     »M 0.40/kg 

(» From polyamide chips to nylon 66 and nylon 6, 
respectively (the average denier being 40 ) . DM 2.80/kg 

These figures do not, however, contain depreciation. 
If the assumed price for a I ton/day polyamide polyme- 

risation plant is: (a) DM I.S million without building 
costs; and (/>) DM 1.9 million with building costs, and 
for a I ton/day polyamide spinning plant (taking an 
average denier of 40) is : {a) DM 3.7 million without 
building costs, and (/») DM 4.7 million with building 
costs, and if, furthermore, the assumed price for the 
monomer used per 1 kg of the final product is DM 3/kg, 
for the polymer DM 6/kg, and for the produced fibre 
DM 15/kg, the following minimum depreciation times are 
the result: 

Polymerisation 
(a) 580 days 
(ft) 730 days 

Spinning plant : 
(u) 600 days 

1.6 years 

2.0 yrars 

1.6 years 

(A) 760 days - 2.1 years. 

Of course, these figures are only a rough guide, for they 
are influenced by factors varying largely in the different 
countries. Nevertheless, the general fact that, with today's 
price conditions, a polyamide fibre plant comprising 
polymerization and spinning section will be depreciated 
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in approximately two years might be of sonic interest. 
The possibility of a further price reduction for the two 

polyamides „n the market today is restricted, to an ever- 
increasing extent, to lowering the raw material prices, 
since the costs for the conversion from monomer to poly- 
mer as well as Irom the polymer to the spun and stretched 
thread can hardly be reduced any further. 

In addinoti, it has to be considered that these costs 
depend largely on specific local conditions, such as local 
prices Tor steam and electrical power, the quality of labour 
at hand, and, finally, the general wage level and the 
deprecation principles valid in the specific country, while 
the prices obtainable lor the final product are influenced 
to a large extent by the specific relation between offer and 
demand. As far as we are informed, the present price for 
a denier of 70 den in Argentina is about $US 9 per kg 
while in the Federal Republic of Germany JUS 3 per kg 
is paid for the same denier. 

There is no doubt that trade rivalry is intensified 
throughout the world so that by means of far-sighted 
planning, even at present, producers should keep their 
eyes on saving smaller amounts. This conception is the 
basis of comprehensive efforts to develop new, cheaper 
processes for the production of caprolactam and partly 
of AH-salt. ' 

In order to be able to understand these connexions 
and the resulting economic consequences, it is, in the 
hrst place, necessary to get a clear picture of the principle 
of the caprolactam and AH-salt production or, in short, 
the production of the monomer. 

Here, again, the problems of the two polyamides 

d^ommatoî" ny'°n 6 "" * br°Ught * « Com• 

In both cases, the intermediate product cyclohexanol 
and cyclohexanone, respectively, is required. To produce 
nylon 66 it is oxidized to adipic acid which is known to 
be one of the two components of the AH-salt. Part of the 
acid is converted to adiponitrile by being treated with 
wJi? il the

ílf
rc,cnce of dehydrating agents. By reduction 

with H,   the second component of the AH-salt, the 

nitri•' dÌamÌne' " obUined from <he  *d'PO- 

In the case of nylon 6, the cyclohexanone is converted 
to cyclohexanone oxime and then to caprolactam. 

The two diagrams, figures II and III, give you a 
survey of these connexion». 

The classical process still applied on a large scale is 
based on the conversion of phenol to caprolactam over 
i„HliS^Mlte Prod«!ct*cy<*>h«»nol, cyclohexanone, 
and cyclohexanone oxime. A common characteristic of 
all later developed procesiei is that they are not based on 
phenol but either on cyclohexane, which is obtained from 
benzol (by hydration) or by distillation during petroleum 
'I   i7l?T °n toluene-The followin« Productionproceaies 
should be mentioned in this connexion: 

Cytolytic 
0*id*itiOn 

r c,cio-"i i 
II A.., l"-,lomi„ I'/tfrmion       ' - I      L. 

Figure II. Production diagram for caprolactan 

which caprolactam is obtained according to the usual 
Beckmann rearrangement. As far as is known, this pro- 
cess has never been applied on a larger scale due to lack of 
profitability. 

(b) Snie process 

According to a special process, toluene is oxidized 
caulytically with air to form benzoic acid. By subsequent 
hydration, hexahydrobenzoic acid is obtained which is 
directly converted to caprolactam by a treatment with 
nitrosyl sulphuric acid. A certain difficulty seems to be 
on the one hand, the comparatively slow process of the* 
conversion to caprolactam and, on the other hand, the 
necessity of separating the non-converted hexahydro- 
benzoic acid. The peculiarity of this process is that it is 
the only one based on toluene and, furthermore, does 
not require the application of hydroxylaminejamtuonium 
sulphate does not accumulate as by-product. 

(c) Toyo Rayon process 

(a) Du Pont process 

Benzene ¿i hydrated to cyclohexane which is converted 
py nitration to mononitrocyclohexane. By reduction the 
latter .. transformed into cyclohexanone oxime from 

Cyclohexane obtained from benzene or petroleum is 
T^"'"^ "nder ««trtviolet rays of a wave length 
of 3,600-4,000 Angström unito at S-30«C. Thus, cyclo- 
hexanone oxime is produced which is converted to 
lactam under the influence of oleum. In this process 
too, the application of hydroxyiamine is not required 
•ad ammonium sulphate does not accumulate. 

éü 



(d) Union Carbide process 

This process utilizes the conversion of cyclohcxanonc 
to caprolactani passing the intermediate stage of capro- 
lactonc which is convened to caprolactam under the 
influence of peracetic acid with subsequent ammonolysis. 

(e) Zimmer process 

In liquid phase, cyclohexane is oxidized with air to 
cyclohexanone. 

To answer the question of profitability of the 
caprolactam process, the following can be said: in 
principle, all processes which arc not based on phenol 
hnve the advantage of a cheap starting material. While 
for phenol DM 1 to DM 1.10 are charged today per kg, 
the world market price of benzene is about DM 2.5 per kg. 
This makes the decisive difference. Since, apart from 
minor details, the conversion costs of benzene over 
cyclohexanone to caprolactam do not differ considerably 
from those of phenol to caprolactam according to the 
classical process — i.e., they amount to about DM 1.70 
per kg — caprolactam prices for the two processes 
compared are as follows: 

According to the phenol process (depending 
on the plant capacity, minimum size about 
l3tons/day)     DM 2.«0to 1.10/kg 

According to the benzene and cyclchexane 
process, respectively      DM 1.80 to i.W/kg 

The fact that even caprolactam produced from phenol 
can be bought on the market today, generally at the 
price of DM 3.0 to DM 3.10 per kg, depends on the 
manufacturers having phenol sources at hand from 
which they receive this basic product below the above- 
mentioned price of DM 1 per kg. As far as can be seen, 
this is already very near to the principle lower price limit. 

A further advance made only recently in this sector is 
the Union CarbiJe process which makes it possible to 
cheapen the process additionally apart from making 
use of the low raw material price for phenol and cyclo- 
hexanone, respectively. So, by means of this process 
- - of course, only in combination with the benzene 
cyclohexane-process - 'the cost-price of caprolactam 
amounts to DM 1.50 per kg. 

The question as to which of the above-mentioned 
processes should be choosen depends always on the 
special conditions of the particular country. Sometimes, 
an unprofitable process, for instance, may be nevertheless 
attractive if it helps to make considerable savings of 
foreign exchange. In countries where only economic 
viewpoints are considered, the price must be checked 
at which the specific raw materials are available and the 

For cycloHtxano (noxanol, -e* 
too diagram 4a 

9) production 

CycloHtxanol/cyclohoxanon« 

Oxidation* 

Adipic oc id 

+ NH3 - HjO 

JL 
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Hexamothylon« 

diamino 

AH-salt 

Figure III. Production diagram for AH sail 

by-product can be sold, respectively. Finally, it may in 
some cases be advisable to prefer, for reasons of operating 
safety and qualification of the labour available, a 
technically simple though not quite so economic process 
to a complicated, technically refined one. 

For rough orientation, the following scheme may serve 
as a guide. 

In countries where cyclohexane is produced in sufficient 
quantities in connexion with petroleum production and 
refinery, the classical phenol process has hardly any 
chance considering every point of view. 

Where benzene or cyclohexane is not available, but 
phenol is, the phenol process will be preferred in many 
a case in spite of its smaller profitability. 

Independent of the question whether the specific 
country intends to build up a petrochemical industry on 
a large scale, it will, in any case, be advisable to par- 
ticipate immediately in the turbulent development which 
is still taking place in the synthetic fibre sector. Should 
a country, however, actually decide to build up a petro- 
chemical capacity, a synthetic fibre capacity of a suitable 
size should be part of the total planning. 

éU 



LîîEJ2lODS F0R THE PREpARATION OF CAPROLACTAM 
AND THE SYNTHESIS OF LYSINE FROM CAPROLACTAM 

L. J. K'vmiiUr, Director, Ckmmieml R.nmrch mndPilot Ptmnf. 
Contrml Ubor.tory ofStm*fml)non in Umbourg, NothZZn* 

I. iMretfactlM 

*J7°, °f the Çrimtry n«*»"t«e» of life are clothing and 
food. It may therefore be called a fortunate coincidence 
that caprolactam can be used for meeting both needs. 
Firstly, it is a starting material for man-made fibre 
polymsroation yields the well-known nylon 6, which 
Bnds an outlet in the world market mainly as textile yarn, 
secondly, the production of caprolactam is related to the 
manufacture of fertili»«, i.e., ammonium sulphate. 
II» amount of fertilizer uacd in the world is much greater 
ttan the production of caprolactam itself. Thirdly, it has 
rH^J^f îf "P?1«««"» » » well-suited starting 
materia] for the synthesis of lysine, one of the chief 
«aential amino acids, and, in consequence, one of the 
budding elemento of protein in foodstuffs and animal feed. 

The chemical industry of the Dutch Statemines has 
been very active in the three fields just mentioned. 
Considering the interrelation between them, it will be 
clear that this ts not a matter of mere coincidence, but 
rather the result of a natural development. 

J'S^T^L' P"*«*00« <*P«*ity of nitrogen fertiliser 
of this Dutch plant now amounts to approximately 

JOOtons of nitrogen. The caprolactam production is 
60.000 tons annually. For lysine a production unit is 
now under construction which is to have a capacity of 
3,000  tons  annually. 

n. Caprctactaa 

A. INTRODUCTION 

There exist several lactams which, by polymerization, 
can be converted to valuable polymers (polyamides), 
as can be seen from the following survey, and table 1. 

Among these starting producto for polyamides, caprc- 
fcctam is by far the most important. This priority is not 
based on the existence of large differences in properties 
between the various polyamides, but springs mainly 
from the fact that caprolactam has always been the cheap- 
est lactam and will most probably continue to be so for 
a long time to come. 

The world production of caprolactam has grown 
rapidly and this growth is still going on, as appears from 
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TAIU I  (continued) 

-C = <) 

Capryllactam (CH,), 
I ' I . NH 

Amino-undecanic acid H,N - (CH,)„COOH 

-C=0 

Lauril lactam (CH,),, 

-NH 

the  following 
capacities: 

survey and the   estimated   production 

Cfctty m 
¡MO MW 

INI 
1962 
1963 
1964 
INS 

77 
116 
133 
309 

(216) 

Culmi 
V*rl*. 

Appr. 
Appr. 
Appr. 
Appr. 

45 
60 
70 
9Í 

(Appr. 120?) 

¿Ha 

36 
36 
79 

121 
(166) 

Smut 

61 
79 
97 

134 
(136) 

240 
310 
400 
360 

(710) 

Running parallel with this growth in production arc 
the activities which are still going on in research and 
development throughout the world. Around 19SS the 
Ave hundredth patent application for the production 
of caprolactam and the required auxiliary materials was 
filed; at the moment, the number will be not far from 
one thousand (figure I). It is getting ever more difficult 
to find a new route and it is not at all simple to make 
a choice from the available processes. It will be clear that 
a review of the situation in a field where there is so much 
actively in motion as the present one, can be no more 
than a snapshot. 

A brief description will now be given of a small number 
of the most suitable production methods. Technical 
details cannot be given even though some are very 
interesting. An effort will be made, however, to character- 
ize these processes for the purpose of making a 
comparison. The processes related with the actual produc- 
tion of caprolactam for making the necessary auxiliary 
materials such as hyam (hydroxylammonium sulphate) 
etc., will only be indicated. 

B. PRINCIPAL ROUTES FOR PREPARATION or CAPROLACTAM 

Figure II shows the principal routes used for the prepar- 
ation of caprolactam. To facilitate the comparison of thane 
various routes, aromatic benzene or toluene has in all 
cases been chosen as the starting product. For the prepara- 
tion of phenol in this survey, the route via benzoic acid 
(Dow process) has been chosen, because this route is now 
being followed in our company, and also because it 
links up best with the preparation of caprolactam via 
hexahydrobenzok acid (SNIA-VISCOSA). 

1. fhmol rouit 

At the moment, caprolactam is predominantly mast 
rie the well-known route starting from phenol or cydo- 
henae. The principle of this method is shown in ftfare HI. 
Phenol it first hydrofenated to cyctohsxanoi. Subsequent 
aehydrotenatioa yields cvdobexaac« which, hyi 
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~~  — Snio Vitcoto rout» 
 — Ar.llin« rftwl» 
^^"^* Phwol rout* 
••"• Cyclorw«rjno roulo 
••» » ^ Toyo rayon rout« 

COOH 

carboxyllc acW 

Figure II. Mtlkods for production of emproimetmm 

with hydroxylamine, ii converted into oxim. After that 
the oxim it rearranged with H,S04 to form caprolactam! 

At SUatsrojjnen, the phenol hydrogénation and the 
subsequent dehydrogenation have for a short time now 
been combined into one single step for which, as can be 
seen from the reaction equation, H, is still required. 

This means a considerable improvement because the 
original phenol hydrogénation was a laborious opera- 
tion: liquid phase, 25 at. pressure, Raney nickel nitra- 
tion etc. 

Of late years, one mon method has been developed 
for making anol and anone, vii., the cyclohexane oxida- 
^"„•.^.fh " now *»'»!employed by several large firms: 
BASF, Dow-BASF (United Sutes), Toyo Rayon (Japan) 
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Staatsmijnen also has its own know-how in this field 
and recently brought a unit in use for the oxidation of 
cyclohexane, so that the starting materials for the lactam 
production are now being made along two different routes. 

The principle of the cyclohexane oxidation is a simple 
one: air is blown through cyclohexane at elevated 
pressure and temperature, whereafter the resulting oxida- 
tion oil is processed into anol and anone. 

An interesting feature of the cyclohexane oxidation is 
that the process can be carried out not only with cyclo- 
hexane but also with other saturated ring compounds 
such as cycloheptane, cyclooctane, cyclododecane etc 
In consequence, this method is basically suited for the 
manufacture of caprolactam homologues. 

However, this also involves a danger because if cyclo- 
hexane is contaminated with other cyclic paraffins, the 
corresponding anols and anones are also formed. There- 
fore, it is of the utmost importance to start from very 
pure benzene and cyclohexane, the more so as the demands 
made on the purity of the final product are very high. 
Whether the lactam process will be successful depends to 
some extent on the possibility of making a pure end- 
product at not too high cost. 

In the manufacture of oxime from cyclohexanone, 
hydroxylamine is needed as an auxiliary material. This 
is made by reduction of ammonium nitrite with sulphur 
dioxide. The process is rather simple, but the chemical 
réactions involved are fairly complicated. Highly simpli- 
fied, the following processes take place. 

Aktorptltm of nitrous gtaes 

NO + NO, 4 (NH^CO,       -* 

Reduction with SO, 

Nh,NO, + 2SO, + 2NH.OH 

HydrolytU 

2NOH(901NH4), + 4H,0   -• 

2 NH4NO, + CO„ 

-*   NOH(SO,NHJ, 

hydroxylaminedUulphate 

(NH,OH),HtSO. 

+ (NH»)¿0. + 2 NH4H804 

These equations demonstrate that to make 1 mole of 
hydroxylamine two moles of SO, (in practice 2.4) are 
needed. In a later suge in the process, this SO, is com- 
pletely converted to sulphate of ammonia, which conse- 
quently is formed as by-product. The subsequent suge, 
i.e., the rearrangement of cyclohcxanonoxim to capro- 
lactam, also uses sulphuric acid (oleum), in an amount 
of approximately 1.5 mole to 1 mole of caprolactam 
This also is converted to sulphate of ammonia, whkh 
brings the total amount of this by-product at 3.9 mole 
per mole of lactam, or 4.5 tons per ton of lactam. The 
following quantity diagram expressed in moles (figure IV) 
may serve to clarify this. 

It can be clearly seco here that the quantity of auxiliary 
»«•rtal» a very large compared with the main stream 
of phenol aad lactam. 

la sin, it can be coacluded that: 
(a) la preparing hydroxylamine one must have the 
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Figure IV. Fhwihttt caprohctum pronti (starti* maltritl: 

Caproiactam from cyclohexane carboxylic acid 

This compound shows an aromatic substitution 
reaction at the C-atom bearing the COOH-group. During 
treatment with NO'-ions (e.g. NOHSO, in H,S04: 
nitrosylsulphuric acid) the nitrosoenmpound (isomer 
with the oxime) forms intermediately. CO, escapes and 
the rearrangement to caproiactam takes place in an 
excess of sulphuric acid. Following this rearrangement, 
sulphuric acid is, just as in the phenol route, converted 
with NH, into sulphate of ammonia so that capiolactam 
can  be separated off. 

Of course, this process has received attention also at 
Staatsmijnen (benzoic acid is an intermediate product 
in the manufacture of phenol by the Dow process, which 
is  applied at Staatsmijnen.) 

The conclusions of our study can be summarized as 
follows : 

(a) During the main reaction, the nitrozation and the 
rearrangement, contaminations are formed part of which 
get into the caproiactam. It is our impression that this 
highly complicates the purification of the final product. 

Another part of the coloured by-products gets into the 
ammonium sulphate, which, as a result, assumes a dark 
colouration and, in consequence, is unfit for sale unless 
further  treated. 

(b) Hydrogenating the benzoic acid will have to be 
•)    done in the liquid phase with the aid of a noble-metal 

This implies that installations must be available for 
making these products. Obviously, it is a great advantage 
if large facilities for making them are in existence already, 
so that the lactam production can be readily fitted in 
with a current activity. This is the case at several firms, 
such as BASF, Allied and Staatsmijnen. 

(*) Another important characteristic is the required 
amount of sulphuric acid, which is converted to sulphate 
of ammonia. The process discussed just now yields 
approximately 4.5 tons of this product per ton of lactam. 
At the moment, this certainly does not mean an objection 
because there are good outlets for sulphate of ammonia 
on the fertilizer market. 

2. Snia- Viscoaa route 

This process, which has been known for torn« yean 
now (Belgian Patent Specification 512, 793), starts htm 
cyclohexane carboxylic acid (hexahydrobenzok add), 
i.e., hydrogenated benzoic acid (figure V). 
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CÄ'' Which' ^"^"«nHy. will have to be filtered 
off. This is a rather expensive operation; moreover, the 
cyclohexane carboxylic acid is corrosive. 

(c ) Another considerable drawback is that in each 
pass the conversion of the cyclohexane carboxylic acid 
is very low, viz. about 50-60 per cent, so that this 
main product has to be recycled. 

(d) A quantity diagram, in moles, of this process is 
presented in figure VF. 

The amounts of auxiliary materials     nitrous gases 
sulphuric acid, and ammonia - required in the process 
are about the same as in the process via pheno!-anol-anone. 
I he yield is 4.5 tons of ammonium sulphate per ton of 
caprolactam. ^ 

3. Toyo Rayon process (photochemical nitrozation) 

The essential feature of this process is the photochemical 
conversion of cyclohexane into oxime with NOCI 
The first patent »pecifications date from 1944. It is the 
only process in which the activation of the six-ring of 
cyclohexane and the introduction of the nitrogen (in the 
form of NOCI) take place simultaneously. The gross 
reaction equation is as follows: 

|    MX pH;S07~| 

0MÖ--O-:1 

hydrocMarW,  HCl 

C*0 

NH 

Caprolactam 

Fiaui» VII. Caprolmcfmm by phoitmlinuuh* 

Caprolactam by photonitrozation 

Reaction with the excess of HCl yields the hydrochloric 
acid salt of the oxime, which, after the reaction, separates 
out as an oil. The non-converted cyclohexane has to be 
recycled. 

An undesired »ide-reaction is the formation of 1.1- 
chlwonitrctocyclonexane: 

NOH 

+ 2 NOCI- 0^+ 
2 NO + HCl 

The Japanese Arm of Toyo Rayon, one of the larga« 
lactam producers in the world, hai develop«! the praeni 
to the stage of technical reafiaation and it now apeMat 
it oa a commercial scale. iw-i 

NÜS 
mirt

k»
mP°rt»Bt «"¡Mary material required is 

NOCI, which is prepared aa follows: 
(a) Combustion oí NH, to nitrous gates : 

NH.-*NO+NO,(-.NA) 

The^m^rfoaidat^n.edadit JOpwi^U., 1 «qb 
of NO toi mole of NO» ^^ 

(*) Absorption sato H.SO,: 

NA+2H^4-2NOH10, + »tiO 

NOCJ-ntrodUC,ÍOn of HCI and  formation of gaseous 

NOHSO, t HCl - NOCI f- H.SO, 

This is a rather laborious way of preparing the m.xed 
acid anhydr.de NOCI (N,0, ,  2 HCl * H.O f 2 NOCI). 

Either H,0 will have to be removed from the sulphuric 
acid in a separate step by evaporation at a high tempera- 
ture (Cl-ions present), or this dilute sulphuric acid is pro- 
cessed into ammonium sulphate. Extensive measures 
will have to be taken to prevent corrosion, both in the 
nitrozation proper and in the preparation of NOCI. In 
practically all steps of the process the presence of CI, 
and Cl-ions has to be reckoned with. 

The data available a year ago justified the expectation 
LwW'Ûld WOUId * 20° « of oximc < = '«tarn) per 
kWh and that it would be possible to use 10-kWh lamps- 
this would mean a daily production of 48 kg per lamp' 
For a production of 24 tons per day an installation 
comprising 500 lamps would be needed. Although it 
would seem that the power of the lamps can be increased 
some hundreds of lamps will still be needed in a plant 
with a capacity of some tens of tons per day. The prin- 
ciple of the nitrozation is shown in figure VIII. 

Photochemical nitrozation 

The conclusions to be drawn with regard to this process 
can-with some reserve-be  formulated as follows: 

(a) The difficulties in the purification of the end product 
are very probably not as great as those in the Snia 
process. There is, however, a great chance that traces 
or chlorinated lactam will get into the end product. The 
splitting off of HCl during the polymerization, may cause 
formation of unsaturated compounds, which may give 
nee to discolouration. Moreover, the HCl set free may 
attack the equipment. 

(A) The number of stages in which the process is carried 
out is small viz. three stages if benzene is used as starting 
product (hydrogénation, nitrozation and rearrangement) 
and two stages if the process is started from cyclohexane. 
It would be expected that the capital expenditure involved 
i» amali. Ta» is not true, however, because the installa- 
tions to be used in the pliotMheniical part of the process 
«• very costly. These costs will, moreover, increate 
proportionally to the capacity of the plant. 

Ciwhfcmana »ulphvric seid 

HCl (H 



(c) Also in this process nitrous gases, sulphuric acid 
and NH, arc needed as auxiliary materials. As no hydroxy- 
lamine is made, the amount of ammonium sulphate 
formed as a by-product will be smaller, viz., 2 moles per 
mole of lactam, i.e., 2.3 tons per ton of lactam. 

(</) The yields will very probably be high, and it will 
not be required to recycle any of the main products 
with the exception of cyclohexane and HCl. 

The quantity diagram, in moles, is as follows: 

^•i/de cytfohfion« C  \ 

Moles par mola of loctom 

Figure IX. Flowsheet Toyo Rayon process 

4. The Du Pont process 

The first rumour» about a new process for the manufac- 
ture of caprolactam developed by Du Pont started circulat- 
ing in 1951-1959. Especially in the beginning, all kinds 
of conjectures were made as to the route followed. In the 
course of years, more data have become known, so that 
the reactions involved can now be indicated. However 
it is not yet quite possible to make a comparative evalua- 
tion of the process, as has been done for the two previous 
ones. The process starts from cyclohexane, which is 
converted into nitrocyelohexane. The conversion is 
followed by a catalytic reduction yielding cyclohexanone 
oxime, which can be rearranged in the normal way with 
H(S04. 

CycMwiMM MHr*» 

Caprolactam jrom nitrocyelohexane 

The nitration of cyclohexane to the nitrocompound 
is not simple (explosion danger, corrosion, relatively 
low yield (65-70 per cent)), but the crucial step is the 
reduction of nitrocyelohexane to oximc. An extremely 
large number of patents have been granted for processes 
of this type, in which the most widely varying reduction 
agents and reduction methods are used: H,S, Sn and 
Zn-compounds, ferrous salts, sulfites and hydrosulfites, 
CO + CH.OH (Du Pont). 

In most cases, the result is not encouraging: the yield 
is almost invariably below 80 per cent, while, furthermore, 
undesired products are formed because the reduction 
goes either just too far or not far enough: anone, cyclo- 
hexylhydroxylamine (R-NHOH), cyclohexylamine. 

Du Pont, in one of their patent specifications, mentions 
about 8-10 per cent of amine as by-product at an 80- 
85 per cent oxime yield. Another characteristic of the 
process that can be given at the moment is the amount 
of ammonium sulphate formed as by-product, viz., 
1.5-1.6 moles per mole of caprolactam. 

5. Cyclohexylamine route 
This last route in the diagram has not been associated 

with the name of a firm because I do not know of any 
firm which is applying the process on a commercial 
scale. 

The most important step is the oxidation of cyclo- 
hexylamine to the oxime. This reaction is, as it were, the 
antipole of the reduction of a nitrocompound mentioned 
before. The difficulty encountered here is of the same 
nature, viz., stopping the oxidation right at the end of the 
oxime formation to keep out by-products. 

In one of the publications, this is effected by bringing 
a threefold excess of the amine in contact with the oxidant 
H,Ot. The oxime has to be separated from this amine 
excess by crystallization, whereupon the remainder of 
the am,ne has to be recycled (see i.a. BASF, Germ. Pat 
1,002,233 (14 February 1957), Holzverzuckerung (Inventa. 
Kahr Sw. Pat. 288,168), (Allied (U.S. Pat. 2,829,163))! 
The consumption of oxidant is more than 2 motes of 
H.O, per mole of oxime, which normally means a prohibi- 
tive outlay. 

C. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

In the foregoing, a discussion has been presented of the 
chemically characteristic features of a number of pro- 
cesses. For a technical, economica] evaluation, supple- 
mentary economic data must be known as e.g., the invest- 
ment costs involved; it goes without saying that difficul- 
ties will be encountered in collecting these data for pro- 
cesses applied by other firms. From what ha* been said 
before it can be concluded, however, that the various 
methods for preparing canrotactam, and the skie- 
proceam linked with them, show many points of nseab- 
«nce. For instance, in all processes a hydrogénation 
has to be carried out in some stage or other, so dut the 
over-all process must include production of hydrogen. 

As a second example may serve the fact that m all 
prooaeaea aasaoeia it seeded, which k 



TASLI 2. W.y of ANAUWOU, OPWATION. .N CA^OLACTAM «ooucnoN 

1   Hydroamition 

2- Activation  of  ite 
C-timine. 

3- Production of lac- 
•"» (rearrangement) 

4. Lacum purification 

Phenol 

Cyclohexanol 

Toluene 
(bensene) 

t 
Phenol 

(oxidation) 

            ( Aniline 

«eajen,      j   Bewoic acid  |      **ene      j B«,^ ^~AnUlBe 

Cyclohe»»,   j   Cyclohexane-   j   Cyclohexane   ¡   Cyc.oiLx.ne ,' Cyílo- 
 l^^^l |             ^ | ^.^ 
r   Lj— Photochemiail ! 
lyctohexane   i      Toluene      j     ,ctiv„tkm         Cyctohewne ' Ben»« 

•sr; tar ! —^ •*£• ! <•*-- I                           i                        i        «wane j (nitration) 
1 '     (nitration) I 

Virtually identical in practically all processe». 

¡A^jr^r,pîsroduc,,on throu,h appiiü,,ion of -^ -"•*-* •* •—- of 
Basically identical in aU procesees, but different in deuils mainlv « . r-..i, „t .i~ 
«•MTafigemeiit products. '        y ** * TmuH "* the composition of the 

S + I. Production  of 
•cth» N-compouod Hyo^xylammomumwlphate Ny»~ ^y|- 

sulphuric acid 

•• Hydrogen produc- 
tion 

7. Ammonia produc- 
tion 

9. Sulphuric acid pro- 
duction 

10. Sulphate of . 
aia production 

NH, -» NO + NO, -* 
- NH.NO, -• NOfKaCNHA 
-*(NHvOH)lHlSQ, 

NH, -• NO 
NO,- 
N0H30, 

Nitrosyl- 
choride 

NH, -* NO f 
NO,-» 
NOHSO, 
-•NOCI 

Nitric acid 

NH, — NO, -. HNO, 

U. for neutralisai «he sulphuric acid used in thi^raflammt. 

¡••- «or the raerra«*sm«; aftar n^^tio^^co^rteTiato .ulphaf of aaan^uT 

For production of ammonium sulphate fertUiaerlronTwH^i^ ~ 

starting product io the preparation of the auxilia» 

UMtkM of the sulphuric acid med. 

t-òSTR^i^? «»«oto«! operation, » given in 
table 2 This clearly show, the dose similarity between 

toa» iiii tat lacum route proper, and six for the produc- 

tht by-product ammonium »ulphate. QwpiriBjthMe 
operatine*, we CM estimate tht oott of investment 
Ta» procedat, has been followed for thmc of the pro- 

»MA-VISCOSA ro-<e aas) the nfcotocheaical nitro» 

*• %•*• XI At reeuh kne bann lemmarned fi» a    -*--•   * ¿.'—"" '"       '   """ *«»••"••. I 
10,000 #r «nit integrated in a iatm^om^Ll    -S?î! "^ **•••""*• <* by-prodwet, etc. A 

whreh for eech procès, h« been put at 100 per cent 
„S J?* been d0ne bw*Me at «fc »bove-mentioned 
production capacity the abeolute amounts do not differ 
nracn. 

The most important couclusion to be drawn from 
this summary it that the additional investments for the 
a•»y materni, amount to 40 to SO per cent of the 
^. T^raaportant role play* by the «udhawie, will 
nave become clear already from the llow-aheets. Another 
•«"ta«k»iitlutaB«wlú^ 
procese need not switch over to another process when 
•?P»diBi the production capacity, unices spedai 
cimaamancei shoold reqvire thie. "' 

tli'iSÏÏÎ^!. ?"t0.b' «?**> how«vw. ** d»fce of the process wtll depend on factors which, for the greater 
PMt^éosiot hear any relation to the process itself, such 
••J*»w»stif»ii capacity, raw lawasrials pasittes, spsoial 

i meter 
. of the 

b*swtta*atoi£ —-»• ——-, i«that 
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,...ri.n, pro*,    i.hjri.o, „„,. ,,w,, — 

III. Lysine 

A. PWPA«ArK)N OF LYWNE FROM 1 AMOLACTAM 

SSuJT^r    ThM!   proteil,i   ,re   "»eromotecJa. 
SfSL^I 'S "îSof *m",° **•LyS,ne » °"* of 

foTíh. JrTJhld'- ^.""Poiwl. are .nd..pen*ble 
for the growth and development of nun «nd animal 

»e 10 compowd at to contain already a given amoiwt of the «no«, „.i«, Kiát w th„ ¿ E*"^'£ 

NH, 

L-ly.in».HCI 

Fi|u« XII   f.,***.,«« ,., Uy!riHr ¿nm <^fBfar/w- 

into the I- and d-modincations. After raceattaation of 

ÄtSTS"?""the. racem*te " re,"nwd to ,he P«**. 
TÎ! L V•"••••«"'«»tacum is hydrolywd to Mysine 
The hydrochloric acid sah of thThS^iSlSi 
.. a crystalline product with except storia^««*«*«. 

fo^í*^^»0^ h" T '" °" ' ^-P**« »* 
«piitrofTÏÏoîi" pred,,rtr •* ** an HHK.I capacity of 3,000 toni ,» BOW B«^, «,„«,»«¿0,, 

We have carried out an extensive study on the unse ni 

Ä;nwr«r tfotThe ^^ «rii 
Er Su»   Th Play * Very imP°rtwrt «* » I* 
will be discussed further below. p^*~m 

•• APPLICATION or LYWKH; 

I  Significmc* 0/ ammo mekh ai mtrii^m 

NHir-CHr-CHr CH,   CHr CH-COOH 

Lysine 

NH-ChV^ChV CHr-CIV-CH^ - O 

Caprolactai km 

Of the two oetioal ¡soasen, i.e., the dextrcHd) ud tk. 

*m ia tat body for proton foraaatioa. 

./üüJT" *f0' ,t^teraiJ»«" MWMaM ia aewtoniiui 

•wwwui «an  other  ryane  nrocemi   used  10  far 

aownwad to ^HSTÜ.Ú "*• *** m"*k* •"*« 

T^reportentitled Th, Unti« Mmkm 'Vrfaijuxj 
*>«•*. /Npaaab /er ««fa»! oeaaaia« • nnarniiT 
statini that, despite the coasidanbw iiahTiliT 1 
profreM made over the past decade ia the (WW of fend 
»ml agncalture, one of the buie probl«rta»i^2 
world it the food situation. •""«•••» '«»• tna 

hro*1 "• »Bove-iatatioawd report and maar r-1"" 
pHMicatioM it caa be concluded that » i«.^, ^T 

tJ
T?-teM'..3 ¡t » »*«B *»«t, where« the datar*««. - 

»• cnuiimiiion of vapataMe proteta art -J --" 
Muaaal Pn*t» conuMBptìoai datera verv wùwTfrLTlI. 
•»a to another (•ee^ieT).^^ ^ W*-,r *•• •" 

AM proteina, i.e., not only those ia food »d SWJ h_ 
«h» those in the body rk^.TÜ." f^f* ***. *? 
of .«no «a*. ,a ¿ XUS oHS ^°ÏSS »£ 
Pacata it baaed on the aaatno a^Xaaadt 

iwancy oiRereat aniao acida —J •     __ w aiaad i« tk* *---*-   _a.__       . » •»••• aan ae 1 •»-a » ins aod>, waareaa th. «ton eanant. 1W1 

•a 
»*u*M*,*m. 



•» mmven <* ANMAL <MMNM (ACCCSUMMO TO MrrrtNooftr W| 

' Accof*m 
CaNftjmia, UtA) 

' WM*. 

» r v. takhMM. r~d 

•r «k* UHM* 

Nutrite** (Stanford Uatvmtty hwt, 

•Ji    If*??-1-^» « «•»•tial imo «cidi (abesst 
(M) - mH( thmfoN b« prMMM n tki feed IR • wAmrat 
•»MS* to enter« optima« aetrtttm. 
J-V** ***  »» «Waidaiad  M tM MOM  importai* ©f 
T£ S6*?"" •,^w patota tkm». deteeacy 
iÍLfAÍi" ot,"r *"-• **"• » « •»* «•»• (M m MfKMRt MBiao Mid. 

Tfc*^fW? "**«• «I** M** MHMI proem 
MMwry oftta to he ascribed te • dübrmc« m IVMM coatoat 
TJ^W*«.e.«., i. ft**, XIII, which >Ko«.thecoateat 
or HfM «aseatial MMHG acids ia MI «ad wheat protons. 

It M kaewa that animai prosaia ia aaeeraJ r „  
*" ffi1?*1T>c^ P***• wh«h eoawi up near to autnttoaal 
raatffwtMMs so that ¡t hat a htah «atnuoaaJ or bioioaMal 
»•Jes. ^t proto-a. besa« de^úi|yaÍM,lm^^ 
tow« autntioaal v ila«, which vaia* M ilrliraiiaii hy ta« 
«tare« of tau eeakeaey Ta« «MM aokk 6» .»i —--- «tare« of tau eeaVeacy Tat 
protaHM of veaataole orìfh* 

h hai hMa aaowa hy lèverai 

th. feed hy 

that a 

H« 

ÏAJ! "^^f* C*P'We of ÌBCorP<•tm| a synthetic f"**f m the unte way a* an àmiBO Kid fonBed 0 

A^^J^T!1 proteiM ^ wry ¡"»Portant 
prtacmit uMarhts the application of jynthetic l-lyiine. 
EycwWy ia thoat areas with iniafficient production 
t COmTS^m ** *"WMl •«>»•»•. this opens the way 
for •oomawahto improvement of the nutritional value 
©f rood aad 

as a 

2. SMMV 0ffHemHom 0/ synthttk lysine 

One ofthe possible applicatiom of synthetic lysine is 
» rapptemtat to human food. Lysine deficiency in 

rood caa came serious diseases. 

J¡£ £•!L'mi>*ê' t« food also of apparently 
^T??.9**—'? f""*» "»»"y «H»«" to be barely 
^^«IjWMCMcerid.Tksl^p.nic,; 
tariyfor the «hats of pregaaat aad aarsiaf mothers, 

earn aot MM itself to aaakiag aa economic evaluation. 

*]?*??? •«*< of application is that of animal atjtri- 
«•* ••§,, fer aap, brattali, layan, tarkeys. Usa, far 
S*!? «i^ ** **"• "»**»• »M «* coMidand 
!£*•-!»* *» *» — /-»> OWMT. aad (avers). 
—r^^'g":*. <* «* ** * ** «•««» 
 irrr,_?!yr,p y—7*f • fremi ooatont frota 

e# the canals (or mixtare ©f 
•y sddition of protoin- 

ba of anta»! aad/er veartaMe 
> #w»raüy rich aad the latter poor 
5?* i?rnw' *• "k* "*•» "»«I 
»••»tab» •ill! mi t ta is» aas 

i. 



»aldd'.tl0n 0f lySme to a ly«"»-*fcieM. but otherw.se 
adequate ration, yields three advances at  S  Z< 

(a) Increase m  production    the  growth-rate   „I the 

Kr.n   ,h ath,CVed *'th ,he »"K «•""«nt of 

PÄ5 en
gg

f;ei,,ng a*,; *" ,eed netded "" -« 
larieVeT/wnT"^   '"   IT^    **""   lean/,i"   «"«• 
products ' hente'  h,gher market valu« "f these 

theASS,oíh,r ?oaom" "*"""»*> there ,8 of course 

In 1949 Meru and co-workers were the first to prove 
that lysine is an essential ammo acid for p,gs SmcxK 

E I10", f!rghüUt the world K A¡* nundrerts of  feeding  experiments  under verv   wid.lv 
varying conditions as  regards diets, fading LA 

SSr,^ *nd •* °f «* «irei?; 
would be beyond the scope of the present paper to . J. 

£ä fr, a Ars r::Ä;°rr 
Pfr«nt Patern ration). Both diets weVfed un^nlí 

76 3 Ber cent      «n¿     *      k,l!,BI-<>* percentage; 
'».s per cent * 78.0 per cent: more lean, lest fat, ete) 

For given condition, and known price rates the» 
factors can be evaluated economically. [ZJ,thTconT 
t>on. exm.ng m the Netherlands it can bVcaLkteÄ 
an addition of 0.31 k, of Mysine-HCI to"l«fe£ 0fí 
»taughter p,g would yield a proi, of appL.maK .?/ 
•e-, approximately $2.0 through hmT^SS m¿ 
m•*** $2.2 through ¿M ^¡LSL 
&H * ;pProxi»'t«,y *>03é/lb) anTap^ES 
$3.6 through improve»««« of th. kill»g^Tp2SS£ 
•ad the carca« quality. -a•'» t~> ••naff 

A   more   complete   economic   evaluation   á.~-A. 

the decruM ia b.j •! ~Z. win be given mainly to 
""««ayaet ut feediag coat arising from the addition of 
lyn*. TTu. «vag i, „p^ j. , fccJ'T'XÍ 

denotes how many kg of fttd can be saved by addition 
of I kj of Uys.ne-HCI. Consequently, this fictoTX" 
gives the value rat.o between lysine and feed. 

I or the sake of simplicity, the number of e*amples 
has been restricted. Only those tests have been înXn 
which were continued throughout the fattening n*?S 

• approumately 20 ^-approximately *> kg) «fhiteS. 
abnorm« diets (very favourable ones, and very un 
a ouraMe ones, such as those prepared with low-q^My 

Z T" haVC been ,eft oM- *>• the** "aw««" 
diets were all more or less deficient ,„ lysine (see ubkïl 
Lysine addition invanably proved to g.ve a feed „t, n. 
o» «me  .ens of  k«s per kg of ,ysl£ (ap^•y* 

of Mysine HChn'Th ""^ *?X" *< ^'^ ^ 

(b) Broilers 

The aspects of broiler fattening are approximativ th~ 
same as those of p,g f^enmg. He're agaTnTXnL^ 
«f lysine addition are of co'ura, fJX^tSSTt 

«,re|T"1  "•"culiaral conditions are such X  . 
sufficiently  cheap feed  ,s av..|«We  whn:h  »,„neî .J 
demands to be made on ., except w„h regard to t^Lnl 
conten .   This situation ex.M. »  many^it   e « 
in Eastern Europe, the MKMI. East and ASM  *£JL 
h-ve a sufficient production of proteítr^TutriaM. 
such a sesame meal, .unilower ied ^c52S 

Z£r ¿JÏ* products »re««»»«nt feed coSïS 
also for broilers, but are deficient in lysine Vv.„î?î^ 
h-ve shown that addition of "„^^-71^?: 
.mproves these rations. Mention canTmiSThe?. ^ 
of tlje extensive study by Al-Aziaw, • «V2Í-V»! 
meal in broiler diel    This invM.«.t~ i°\m*!nc 

for th» Mi^^i   c investigator concludes that 
for the Middle East, supplementation of lysine to feed, 

preferred to other solutions, aho ecoaomicahv *!SfcT 
^vestigator (V,n rfer Merwe)^^^'^1^ 
*0 per cent com meal, 4 per cent h£r!»Z%T£% * 
«nt suntower seed -J^lï^^^JÎE 
JupptementatK«, and supp!emen,ed with 0. iTpT cïï 

œlersÎ n'Sjrwe« 3%L? STT-15 f:;i 

(probably L-lys»»e-HCI) were 44 a«d «   TvTfWB 

can be uved by addition of 1 «a of Mw!«- íifi  11 
«W.tH>n of 0.13 per cent •-ftM pÏTSuStaC 
*«»fJ»t f»>n moreover rose by 4 per JS ^2 7 ^!T' th* 
respectively. ^   ^ *** *•• 7 P« «•» 

(c) ¿aye» 

Supplementation of ly„ne to a -j•. ^^ 
have a wy favourable eftVt o. « ^LKJ^'A" "° 

are not, or aot saaVwatry, avatkshla. ^^ 

• )aas>«ésr   fa«^Ba  »^ 
»:3733n7ïfcl) 

• M>Aa»swi, O-.««»»» «y. 
/uaZM ** **•'*•. fi«e. I Ml WaU'i 
(HI©, a*. 254-2M. 

12. »*•«). 

«4 
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Crméi 

i'-.l 

C law*»«   ¿«4 10-91       Com 94.7/aoybeM wmkiAm. 10 
co-worker* 2.3 

Ivslmt 
i \i 

0.261 

0.31? 

Ammm of <kt *f lylm) 
L-trme-H( I _... 

II'.)     Bmml    f„u/M K 

( 
-I2.S%) ! 

Cam M/MpfcaMi ITIMI til  - 9       0.42-0.30 

-11%) 
Mi»   com   17/toybaaft 14  -12        0.53-0.40 
•Ml 19 

-14%) 
Cera »/OrawMMMaiMJ |I4  -12   |    0.30439 

I    M i 

14%) 

•rook.  Md    IK-J4-    Conn/Qrtxmimitmm) 
co-worfcert 

Halt aas) ••> 
woraers 

••HI    I    Iff 
2«H«t)   |   (creda 

>••%) 
Cara 73/OfMMáMM 

awal2*VLeaei -m»! 

le.t-14-   0.3t (crude 
12 

17.4 

-l«% 

• S3 

2*-l3 

rl)  ! 
n   i     «.M 

easrtey Më      l«(-«Jt> 
I** 

Caws* 7S/inreeaa —I 

7/iwaawll 

MM«   ear.   13/Mytaw 
BMH2.S(< Mhf) 

•Mi 4.1 (>»•(# 

II 

15.2-12.J 

0.43 

•.«2-0.« 

0.40 

0.40 

4.7J   i       3.70 

Coni M.2/toyBcan meal Appr. 10 
3/conwuoMr I 

Vipperman      IV-34-    Cor« 7l/Oround«utrneel 10-1412  0.4I-O 3*4) 34       0 231 
and oo-wof- 57)-9l |9.j ' i 
kern 

NwteMMd     2K-57).   aW^S/soyee« meal 3 14-12 0.33-0 40 
co-workers  »I > 57 k« ; *, „y^,, 

mwl 
Maofwter MM) 201-37).   Com 13/ieykMH meal12,12.3-10.5     0.494) 44 

c*-*wim »I ' 

(average) 

0.05 

4.27 

4.76 

3.57 

3.50 

390 3.65       I 

71 j Averaged over 2 mi- 
som 2 breeds; total 

48 animals. 
49     Group feeding «/ lib. 

• 41 | 6 animals per diet. 
I   Group reeding aJHh 

37 ¡ Teit 26 (32 animait). 
Group feeding arffl*. 

J*3 3.22       107 

0.125 4.32  |     4.11 •0 

4.1» 

4.07 

0.245 

0.423 

3 44 !    100 

It animals per diet. 

Group feedJMjee'Ji». 

3*3 

4.13 3.33 

3.13 

92 

14 7 animali par ration. 

3-00 |    114     GroupfaseaagaWa». 

• 125        4.07 '     3.64 

<S»sg: 
•.ITS 

> SO If: 
•.IIS 

0.125 
•JS 

3.7t 

3.11 
Ml 

3.37 

3*4 
3.43 

I 

93   I animali per «Hat. 
btfvieaalllMtfmiaa' 
m. 

17 

37 
41 

I Mtnwls par diet. 

Biadatati 

20 
Group Wât. 

^"TLyj^J^l^^ *gy,y -* 4¡*¡f m*—**** t»ve ta .«provtmcnt of «ft 
naiilmj^ *^^'     P-"*»"* •» prodiwtisw, t|j u». feed coMURttioa tad weight pao. 

riiiiiuiüi-lu..1                  ..  -.      „^_ ¡* ,f> ** ""^^y« <»•> »•» heá»l cott » coMtdartd, 
-^7 SITS?"!? .."gf!" **?.«» «* •—* * "-».«^*» «•*»•• nrMtWkpptriMtf 
SgT-ZÎ:.-*!?'.-?^ "f* * 2*,«*-«^? Sui«"* Halt HM* »h. COOMBptk» ofTl   kf of 

lata* 
to 

¿. 



TABU 5 

»ml étti 
• 0.U •/. IfHrn, 

Productivity (eggs/hen/day)  . 

Feed comumption (g/egg) 

Egg size distribution . 42.5- 
49.6 g 

52.7 % 

174.6 
49.6-           56.7- 
57.6 g          63.8 g • 

47.3%         36.0% 

54.4 g 

3.21 

63 g 

63.« g     42.3 - 
49.6 g 

63.6% 

161.« 

«9.6-         56.7- 
5*7 g        63.« g» 

>*J.lg 

«•7% 

Mean egg weight 

Fmá cooMimption (g fe«d/g egg) 

Weight gain of hens (g/36 weelu) 

• Standard úu. 

»•0%    3.2% 33.«%       41.7% 

36.7 g 

2.Í3 

216 

14.3% 

«veral important advantages. The relative importance 

Siîî SÏT1"Wl11'of course> depcnd on th*condi- 
hSSc i. -,trl0Ut by ca,cu,ation h°" f*r add,tion of 
ilJTJ   *ttractlve: ,n •« cases sufficient data are 

ÍASs^r1"8 the amin°'aCid COntent'the f«d1^ 
An important datum is the price of lysine. The aim of 

r^Cal "ldUStry-like that of Staatsmijnen, is 0 make 
products such as caprolactam and lysine in large quwti! 

Wy    * rCSUlt' lySme necd  never become'aq
c"tly 

Although the prices of agricultural products in the 
various countnes are not known exactly, it maTbe stated 
2«t prehmmary calculations have proved tLt yîne 
?&" ver," .mporunt and interesting prospects «l£ 
from an economic point of view. "»P«•. »wo 

wiï>ere
eJrHn^rnt Ìn

f
,ÌVJnt econon>ic considerations wi« regard to human food. Consequently this sublet 

hM not been worked out further. ¡Tis obvfous however 
Í!LÍ° th°> nU,rient va,ue of hun»n diet. coS« 
pwdominantly of vegetable protein (eg   ri« S 

äS&ä SSïïSî 
ly,,M-iB the • 

(•) pah/ small amounts of it are needed so that ti* 
cost of transport it not high, ^^ tÄ* 

M-Jjo^keeping quaht«. «„der varying climatological 

ATÍÍt*rítwÍ^^^ 
SSI -^-^SiSSS;.* *" *"!*" 

J? rrine d0tS ",0t *ffect ,he taste of th« food and feed  The existing feed.ng habits need not be ¿hered 

¡Kä
are no o,her circumstanc" <Ä 
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8. ACRYLIC FIBRES 

Y. Ttunodm, A—hi Ckumiemi Induitry Co. Ltd., Jmpmn 

I. latroévctloa 

Acrylonitrile, the raw material of acrylic fibres, was 
first synthesized in 1893 by a Frenchman. Moun-u hy 
a process of dehydrating acrylamide or ethylene cyano- 
hydrin. It was more than forty years later that acrylo- 
nitrile was commercially produced and the Badiscbe 
Anilin u. Soda Fabrik, a member of I. G. Farben, 
officially announced its synthetic rubber "Buna N" 
a copolymer of butadiene and acrylonitrile. 

Until about 1930, the industrial process of manufactur- 
ing acrylonitrile had been generally an indirect process by 
which ethylene cyanohydrin was produced from ethylene 
oxide and hydrogen cyanide and then dehydrated. This 
was followed by the development of a direct process 
consisting tf the addition of hydrogen cyanide directly 
to acetylene, which was used industrially in many coun- 
tries as the preferred process. In I960, in the United 

States, the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio (Sohio) successfully 
industrialized a process of manufacturing acrylonitrile 
by ammo-oxidation of propylene. Because this process 
uses propylene, which is readily available from oil 
refining or naphtha cracking, low-cost acrylonitrile can 
now be made and this process is being adopted in many 
countries. Acrylonitrile which was initially used for manu- 
facturing synthetic rubber, is now largely used for synthe- 
tic fibre manufacture. The development of synthetic 
fibre based on acrylonitrile as a raw material was started 
by H. Rein of I. G. Farben around 1931, at about the 
same time that similar research work was started on synthe- 
tic rubber. Since polyacrylonitrile j^s not „^ on 

heating, it must be dissolved for fabrication purposes. 
However, polyacrylonitrile cannot be dissolved in a 
common solvent, and therefore, one goal of research 
on acrylic fibres has been to find a suitable solvent for 
this polymer. 

TABU 1. MAJO» ACRVUC FIMI F*ODUCSM IN TW WOSXD 

Cmmn Mtm tt méum Tfttmmk Ttmtnéuiim 
m itti dit) 

50,000 
27,000 
12¿00 
7.000 
4,000 
4.000 

«WOT*» 

Usted SMN Du POM 

Amar h— Cya—iH 
DowCfcMNMl 
Usaaa Carets» 

Orio« 
Acrlaa 
Osaka 
Ztfraa 
Dysst 
Van! 

1»» 
1932 
19» 
195t 
1949 
1957 

Modacrylic Obra 
MooscryHc fltwa 

Japaa AMMOMBíOJ 
JaaaaEalMi 
MSSMMSW Voaaal 

TefcoBMkM 
ToyosUyea 

Caasmiloa 
Exka 
Voeaai 

Tetaytoa 
Kamt« loa 

19M 
1957 
1959 

1959 
1959 
19M 

11.000 
7,000 
7,000 

4.500 
1.000 
7,000 

Aawrk** CyasMMSad 

Herne* 

UasMK 
Cnurtmlai 

Corna» 
Taktaa 
Attisa 

1957 
19*2 
1959 

XAja» 
300 Modacrylic Aar« 

**£££** 
WW* 

DBtM 

I9S4 
I9S2 
1993 ff

. 

fnam Oylar Orlar MW 
MM iS 
MI» 



TASLï 2. CHANOM IN WO«LD Acame nmi PHODUCTION 

í In thousands of Ions ) 

  1934 

15.9 

0.5 

16.6 

193S 

28.1 

14 
O.I 

29.9 

I9S» 

0.5 
38.5 

1.9 
0! 

42.2 

mi 

0.6 
48.5 
0.5 
4.1 
09 

56.2 

2.8 

47.6 
0.5 

5.0 

1.4 

59 4 

1939 

12.5 
67 1 

1.1 
8.3 

2.2 
0.5 

90.3 

J**U 1961 mi itti 
Japan    .   . 

22.0 
65.3 

7.1 

13.2 
3.1 
0.1 

1129 

23.0 
638 

7.3 
151 
3.6 
15 

123.8 

27.4 
76.7 
9 3 

24.0 
7.0 

36 

1*9 6 

United States  

United Kingdom 

Federal Republic of Germany 
France 

36.0 
93.9 
17.2 

25 4 
Italy .   . II 3 

WOULD TOTAL 

6.9 
Appro« 
2200 

As solvents for polyacrylonitrile, many types both 
SB? "S TmK< haVe •**» ¿-overeen Re n 
So„7 Ï "•!tlme th8t h'8hly «"«"««t«! aqueoui 
ZSH   h in0rganÍC ukt as zinc ch,°ride and 
SÍSÍST"? anLusable as solvcn,s-but ,heir u* 
t7• n, ?F ? a time beCause Prab,ems suc" « degrada- tion of the polymer and discoloration could not be satis- 
factorily »oived, and the search for organic events was 
«rned on .„«ensively. Al. result, alm(£ simX^0J 

s«h « dirnlZ|efred Var'?S typei 0f or«anic «^"i sucri as dimethyl formamide, and f. G. Farben a serie« of 
SEIST """,in,,, *-»—£ 'Z5J 

In addition to said discovery of solvents   research in 

«¿* manufacture of acrylic fibre L^SüSTm! 

p?oductnL"nrüS ''i6 Vnd SUrted it! ~•¡ Thï•?r  i    ^L under the trade-name of "Orion" 
•1T ,Cred by Prod««ion of this fibre by «¡uiv 
•cyhc fibre producers of the world and their capacité 

~~"?i?      Si,0WS the cnan*es '" world  acrylic fibre 

Ä cíe ofeHKWVeral yea• *nd «** "»Aï 
Dot^i^^L he ^ m,yor ,ynthetic *«*«» ««OBI wrth 
XÎÎÏi fibreS tnd P°'Jwter flbre«- 1" view ofihe fact that the raw material is available at a low co« i^Zl 

this fibre and its production process.        ^"P""1" of 

fihí/í ? " "V1" rMin Product »m°"l synthetic 
fibres wh.ch are produced from acrylonitrile. AcrylonSr £ 
content vanes with the manufacturer, but in numy case. 
he content » more than 90 per cent. The comonoïï 

used for prepar.ng . polymer are chiefly methyu^crylïte 
•ndvinyl acetate. Some of the« fibres are terSm 

:,'!".th,rd rnomer added T"» 
third -22STS 

¡5 « * .7By COmpOUnd cont*inin« ^"«¡onal groupe such as sulfonic roups, carboxyl roups, pyridinfrin« 
etc., winch influence the dyeingVopmTes SAre*' 

Comonomer» used for the copolymers of modacrylic 
fibres m,nufrç,ur!d ., present are vinyl chlorJ^y" 
dene chlor.de and vinyl acetate, which are added   „ 

Sen TcZ,y eqU" m0,e rat'°t0 ^'««¡«ril« nWmer Such a copolymer is acetone soluble and has the disad 

Jince * f1*^ nwhen phase cannot be obtained with 
^Sí « «*«»* fibres, i, i, J^JS 
o use a melt spinning procesa. Therefore, the pohymer 
i d.„olved in a solvent aa motioned above and thTn 
he preyed spinning sol»*» j. spun ^ ^„J• 

»pinning process to produce fibre. Figure I show, 7« 
example of such a production process " 

[   Polymf li«)«,  I 

fPolymf ) 

Mw) 

II- Free«« f«r aerylle 

A. TYPB OF naus 

J^^s^vZ^ "*? bM,d °" «•Ho-**-. 
,ÏL^^ÎMd fro" «t»'*"«" for the »Zmmtf 
g1'1.'11' Properties of the tore. Such «»TiLÏ 

«**«^ » 13 par c«rt or «or«^ *^^ 
•"ytertfrOi content i. I«. ,)»„ ,7^; JJ TW foÎT 
•re «M «,T>«C Ihre, a^ tht J? "•?• ^ tor«r 
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B. PRODUCTION OF POLYMF» 

(a) Catalyst 

r | CutolyÇt 

Acrylonitnle is polymerized by means of light, v-rays       c^ U'   Li 
or various catalysts and gives a linear high polymer. The     '^„^,l.   . 
catalysts used are such inorganic substances as hydrogen       ""* ""       >">""" ' 
peroxide, potassium persulfate and such   organic subs- 
lances as benzoyl peroxide, azo-bts-isobutyronitrile. Fur- 
ther,   in   industrial   production,   the   following   redox 
catalysts  having high  polymerization  velocity are also 
used : (a) potassium persulfate or ammonium persulfate 
m combination with sodium bisulfite, (/») hydrogen pero- 
xide in combination with ferrous salt or cuprous salt 
i<) potassium  persulfari» in combination   with  amines! 
'•')  sodium   Perchlorate   in combination   with   sodium 
sulfite. 

Acrylonitrile polymerizes so easily that a polymeriza- 
tion inhibitor such as hydrouuinone or methylene blue 
is used in order to prevent polymerization during storage 
or transportation. It is preferable to remove the polyme- 
rization inhibitor prior to the polymerization process, 
but it is even possible to use acrylonitrile containing 
inhibitor without substantial trouble in the polymeriza- 
tion reaction provided the catalyst quantity is adequate 

& 

0#rïydri»i«1 
and coielyst 

—J ! 

cb. r* "•»»*• 

»•co/»r«d 
D. .«] 

! «¡y—i ! """''"fk-il 

Figure II   Polymerization process of acrvhmiiritt 

(b) Polymerization methods and systems 

The methods generally used at present for the polymeri- 
zation of acrylonitrile, are suspension polymerization 
m a medium of water, and solution polymerization in 
a solvent for the polymer to be produced. 

In suspension polymerization, the above-mentioned 
monomers, an aqueous solution of catalyst, and water, 
are fed into a polymerization reactor in a specified ratio! 

Figure II shows the polvmerization process d ^gram- 
matically. 

Acrylonitrile is soluble in water to an extent of 7 per 
cent at O'C and I per cent at 40°C, so that polymeriza- 
tion is started in aqueous solution by a water-soluble 
catalyst. But. when polymerization proceeds and polymer 
is formed, it is separated from the water. 

Most of the polymerization reactors used are glass- 
lined and are equipped with a stirrer. Through the jacket 
is passed cooling water in order to remove the heat of 
polymerization and maintain a specmed polymerization 
temperature. Polymerization of acrylonitrile is an exo- 
thermic reaction, as i the cat« with other vinyl compound*, 
rhe heat of porrmerizatioa is reportad to he 
17.3 , 0.5 kcai/molc. After a specified polyncrizatioa 
«tnae, the polymer yield reaches over » per cant. When 
the polymerisation is ftaishsd, the slurry formed „ 
transferred to a vacuum tank, and altar unreacted 
monoaaav has been recovered, the polymer M separated 
out hy mene» of a User, linee the «Herai aorvmer would 
become coWed if expowd te too bifh a temawratur«, it 
is dried at a temperature of SO to SO-C. TW aqueous 
filtrase    is    circulated    and   renami    as    sneer    fer 

solvent for the polymer, such as dimethylformamide or a 
concentrated aqueous solution of zinc chloride In solu- 
tion polymerization, unlike suspension polymerization, the 
formed polymer is not separated but is dissolved in the 
solvent, and the prepared solution can be used directly 
as spinning solution. Therefore, this method has the 
advantages hat the equipment and the polymerization 
and spinning solution preparation steps ca¡. be simplified 
and the plant construction cost, as well as man-hours 
and steam consumption for polymer drying, can be 
reduced. On the other hand, it also has disadvantages 
the polymer yield is not so high as in suspension polymeri- 
zation and a considerable amount of unreacted acrylo- 
nitrile must be recovered, the polymer contentrntion 
cannot be made so high on account of the limit to the 
solution viscosity required for operational reasons, the 
selection of comonomer is restricted, depending upon the 
solvent; production of uniform polymer is difficult, 
and to cope with this difficulty, strict control of polymeri- 
zation conditions as well as, in some cases, corrective 
treatment of the spinning solution or the fibre is 
required. 

In the polymerization reaction in general, such factors 
as monomers, medium, quantity of catalyst charged, 
polymerization temperature, poíymeniation time and 
métame impurities generally cause delicate changes in 
the detrae of polymerization of the polymer and its 
distribution, and in the composition of the polymer and 
mluence the viscosity of the spinning solution, coagula- 
tion m the spinami procese ami stretchahtlity of the 
nhre, aU of which have further gnat iniuencei on the 
mechanical properties and dyeahtlity of the ihre 

(c) Nectuity o/ copolymer izmt im 

As alMMly mentioned m brief in the description i>f 
the dmWent types of Abres, acrym. feres are generativ 
*—' A of thorn even e«*»* ,       ' 

Oenerally, ooporymeriiation 
theimofinatieity to acrync three and 
than- dy—hisity. The sfirem—liunid 



t•,, °Uld not 8brink "ot^ably when higher 
TEST " *.PPhed later At prcsent- '" 10 per Sent 
with^rS  af5;,,te °r Vinyl acetate 1S ^polymerized 

theTrv 1 he;m°P'«st'c'ty to the polymer by disturbini 
nï/TÏÏ Tí"" 0f P°'y«iy»onitnle. Therefore, the 
fhrinka^^em f:onLsuch ^Po'yt""8 "»s a potential 
¡£Tfc ? t0 M P" cent- when the fibre is heat- 
««~ ?JV Ce?in *«»P«»ture and «retch ratio 
««£. On the other hand, when the fibre has not 
¡¡S* T"ch he»t-'tretch treatment, it ha, no potent«! 

SîTn/î!!* ,wu°types of fibres-one havi"i shr|nk- 
DroÏL , h ,°.thr: n° shnnkab''*ty. are mixed to 
produce a  h.gh-bulk   yarn  which   will  be   described 

The thwmoplasticity resulting from such copolymeri- 
zation ,s created at the sacrifice of the resistance heat 

SíoATíf 'reduction of the resistance of the fibre 

fiara îr; i.-.ptr.ís.*" -r* 
comonomer having' litl^nS ' £ £,~ *¡« ' 
•eryLte. „ copolymerized, «he dyeaStepo¿ Ä 
hSJZS* 'T?* but the S,ruc,ure of the poïymeî 

2S3,-S7'" dytican ta "pp,ied t0 the «*& nere produced from such a copolymer. 

dvítS",' 'he,e
Jfomono'ners do  not improve the 

£?S «£""• ^ Very much ,n redM Mymeria! 

S At VS rf fïi    '     ,U,fOBK: roup$ •" «,toched 
Zj•* "T of *• Polymer chains. Accordingly   the 

££ Œ      ,ttfflc,em to dye ,uch • '»'y•*' • 

"T *M «rporymer is produced. Generallv   ahmt» 

pyrwme •• awd as a comoMmer with aflaity to acidk 

C.  SOLVDm 

ta  «ehtd   by   heatrnt,   Sack   a   i^Wk^n«. 

Essasi * -"^ î^tt -stiíji "• cl««!«! »to organ* K>h*.ta and ¡«organic ¿hST 

(«) Orrewfc JWMMI 

rat» 

and 

O 

N, N-dimethyl-acetamide /¿H >N—C-CH,) 

as amide compounds and 

dimethyl-sulfoxide (£H*>S =• o) 

as a sulfoxide compound. 

rrJS'fik*? otì'er
1
so,vent» »»ed for production of moda- 

crylic fibre,, wh<ch are obtained from a cor^olymeTwe- 

vPSd^d,,,0n°f** «*•»*••. vmyhdenTchlorídi^ vinyl acetate in an equal or nearly equal mole ratio to 
acrylomtnlc Such events are aceto«? .„d«toSk 
A modacrylic fibre has been developed as .32 
wh,ch n soluble in common solvents. "*»*•« 

(b) Inorganic solvents 

JL°,!miA SOlVenU are «'"««»«ted aqueous solutions 
of salts and aqueous solutions of inorganic acids 

As already mentioned, H. Rein was the first to 
« »1 " COn?nt•ted ^"o- «Ato of LüS 
?í Lli0lVr fr'.Polyacryloratrile. Ute" 
•kii-.     # made extensive  investigatioa» of the 
ability of acqueou, solutions of «üts to diawlve nolv! 
jcrylomtnle. The results of hi. studies are ^'ín 

TAILI 3. OaM, » nrhmAT10H „ KlrAC,fUNrnu mm 

SOLUTION 

**W,M•,• •"*» »f tttcHvnn, »"«*•*'**«»«, 

NH«+ 

Cd+ 
AI+++ 

Na+ 

C++ 
U+ 

0,+++ 
»•>+ 
hr* 
Tr>++ 

SCN- 

O- 

P>^C-H\ 



Tabic 3 shows the order of effectiveness of cation and 
anion, by which it can be easily found out whether or not 
a certain aqueous solution of a salt is a solvent for 
polyacrylonitnle. Referring to this table, take an anion 
of some salt as an example. If the cation of that salt is 
found below the group (or »ine in the table) to which the 
anion belongs the concentrated aqueous solution of 
that salt can be used as a solvent for polyacrylonitnle 
but if this condition is net fulfilled, the aqueous solution 
is  not a solvent. 

At present, concentrated aqueous solutions (50 to 
60 per cent) of sodium thiocyanate (NaCNS) or of zinc 
chloride   (ZnCI.)   are   used   in   industrial   production. 

As for aqueous solutions of inorganic acids, aqueous 
solutions of adequate concentrations of nitric acid 
(HNOs), sulfuric acid (H,S04), phosphoric acid (H,P04) 
and perchloric acid <HCI04) are usable as solvents for 
polyacrylonitnle. 

At the initial stage of development, however, it was 
lound that breaks of the chains of polyacrylonitnle 
and hydrolysis of nitrile groups took place in *uch solu- 
tions of inorganic acid and the fibres produced by using 
such solvents did not have satisfactory properties. There- 
fore, these inorganic acid solvents were reprded as only 
solvents and were not used as solvent» for producing 

Later, it was confirmed in Japan with respect to nitric 
acid that if impurities such as nitrous acid are removed 
from nitric acid by purification and the purified nitric 
acid is used at a low temperature, it becomes chemically 
inert and if polyacrylonitnle is dissolved in such nitric 
acid, the polymer undergoes no substantial chemical 
change. Thus nitric acid ha» come to be used industrially 
A nitric acid of more than 65 per cent is used; this is 
a very good solvent and dissolves polyacrylonitnle e«\n, 
at a low temperatures. 

As a summary of the above brief explanation of organic 
and inorganic solvents for polyacrylonitrile, it may be 
said that a suitable solvent should fulfil the following 
conditions: (a) it should be capable of forming good 
libres; (*) there should be no corrosion or other 
operational troubles; (c) recovery should be easy; («/) it 
should be of comparatively low cost. 

D. SPINNING AND DRAWING PROCESS 

There are three methods of spinning of synthetic 
fibre«, namely: melt spinning, dry spinning and wet 
spinning. But as mentioned above, the rn.lt spinning 
procMi cannot be wed for producing acrylic fibres, 
therefore, the dry or wet spuming process must he used 
In the following, sxpumatioa will oaly be made regarding 
the manufacture of staple fibres because most of the 
acrylic fibres currently produced are staple fibres. 

(a) Spmmmg mmtkoai 
I. Dry jpimav 

DM Foot's "orlon" sad Bayer's «•rak»" 
turad by the dry spiantai 
aa sohwstf. As iumkyiíoamimtd» has big* 

aremannrac- 

and forms amines upon decomposition, only dimethly- 
formamide entirely free from impuni is used for this 
purpose. First, the polymer weighing . • o 30 per cent 
ol the solvent is dispersed in the solvent, a< ' then heated 
to 80-100-C for complete solution. The poly, - solution 
is filtered by a filter press to be isolated froi. foreign 
matters and then is deacrated under reduced pressure 
so that yarn breakage is prevented in the spinning step 
I nus, the spinning solution is prepared. 

The spinning solution is heated to 80-150°C, sent 
through the constant volume gear pump, and passed 
through the candle filter to reach the spinneret The 
spinneret used here is made of stainless steel and has 
from 200 to 600 holes. The spinning solution forced 
through the spinneret enters the spinning chamber 
Since the boiling point of dimethylformamide is as 
high as 153-C, the spinning chamber is thermally 
insulated and receives air heated to 230-260°C The 
spinning solution forced through the sp.nneret permits 
the dimethylformamide to evaporate while travelling 
down the spinning chamber, solidifies into filamentary 

rm^paS8eS °ver 3 I0***1»» «no » reeled up at a rate 
of 100 to 300 metres per minute. The filament thus obtain- 
ed has not had its molecules sufficiently oriented yet and 
lacks adequate physical properties as a fibre, so that it 
must be subjected to the drawing process which is des- 
cribed later. 

Modacrylic fibres can be dry spun by substantially the 
same method as described above using acetone as solvent 
As acetone has a boiling point of 56-C, there is no need' 
for using such a high temperature. However, caution 
should be exercised to prevent loss of acetone. 

2. Wet spinning 

The spinning speed in the wet spinning process is very 
low as compared with the dry spinning process. Due to 
such low spinning speed, however, this process has a 
merit that all the after-treatments including drawing 
(stretching), heat treatment, crimping, and cutting can 
be performed as a continuous operation. As to the spin- 
neret to be employed, one having from several thousand 
to 20 to 30 thousand holes can be used in the wet spin- 
ning process. Therefore, it is generally more advantageous 
to use the wet spinning process as far as the production of 
suple fibres is concerned. 

From the technical standpoint, the most important 
factors for the wet spinning are the station of the 
solvent and the coagulant to be used and the setting 
of coagulating conditions. The qualities of the product 
are largely influenced by these factors. If coagulation is 
not carried out properly, the fibres obtained will be coarse 
and porous in structure. In the worst case, the fibres 
will get a milky white colour. This phenomenon occurs 
when the coagulation speed is too high for the filament 
undergoing coagulation to acquire a closely packed 
J*""*"" or when the speed is so low that the iiament, 
before acquiring a sufficiently set structure, is sent to 
the Mit steps of washing and heat drawing. 

When dimethylformamide is wed as solvent, the spn- 
nrag solution is prepared by practically the same method 
as «the dry-spinning process, but it does not bave 
tobek^teddunRgtaesfÄauwMgop^MKm.Aii 

ill 

i. 



»llkT^ Var,,OUS substi»nces including water, lower 
alcohols such as glycerine and butanol. and the aqueous 
olution of calcium chloride. For example, when watïr 

is X,n,S t coa«ulant-the coagulation bath is prepared 
form•, H       ?ruCent aquc°us solutio" of dimethyl- ormamide. and the coagulation is effected at 20-30*C 
K'ne

lf
ls uscd " the coagulant, the concentration 

of dimethylformamide m the coagulation bath is about 
n mirini' aT ,'m ,coa*u,atlon temperature is suitable in the range of HOC to 120 C. 

btîï Ka,.lat WhÍCh ,he filament ,s sem lhrouSh th* ««!«- tation bath w generally between five and twenty metres 
per minute. The coagulated filament coming out of the 
ovulation bath may be heat drawn either directly as 

of h^í",'' haS been StrCtched sli«ht|y ^ ¿ed of the solvent content by wash.ng. When such orgamc 

dlSv, ". dirhy,f0rm,de- d'^hylsulfox.de.'and 
dtmethylacetamide are used, drawing can be carried out 
more easily and the product offers better yarn qualify 

LdeofT a,id fiIament ,s heat drawn -Jho« S5 treed of the solvent content completely. 
As an example of inorganic solvents, use of nitric acid 

wll be explained. Nitric acid i, required to be of-vary 
high purity as stated previously. Before use. .t must be 
punfted so as to be free of impurities such as ni roTaci? 
Aqueous solutions of a concentrate of more than 
65 per cent of nitric acid d.ssdve polyacrylon.trile very 

weiXd Id H . aC,d^and ^ P0'5"• are continuously 
r£,H   t      

,Vered ,0 ,he dissolver-  vhe« »»«¡on s effected at a temperature of 0 to 5»C. Subsequently 
he resultant solution i. fi|teied and de.er.ted tobS 

the spinning solution. oevome 

»AL'" Sh0WS manufac«"r'ng of spinning solution 
and spinning process diagrammatically 

jolutionis forced thro gh the^ï^l^ *¡£ 

ÏÏ Ï1 ^meT °Jthe con8Un' voi»• ie« pump The coagulation bath used here i. «bout M per ceni 

SVK íTXÍ niÍT lc,d'and the <-*«<- uie bath is in the neighbourhood of O'C. Coagulation n 
performed under substantially no draft condón Mt£ 
coMulated filament still contains a  larg«\Z>Z of 

SS. !hesh^:ïd with water The "««f 1Í 

or^ûrT"tr",ed *qUeOUi solw,OBS of • chloride or sodmm th,ocyw„ m ^ M ^^ thc JJJJ 

•*L*J—*o 
Cuttinj       Salir., ^l'1* 'il,r« 

Fiaure IV   Flowsheet „I ftmshtng ami after-treatment 

of the polymer should be x-rformedat elevated tempera- 
tures, because nolyacrylonitrile has not such a high solu- 

ion step the diffusion verity of these solvents cont/mà 
h. nf „ >ment T^ loa«u,ati«n bath is lower than 
rí   .    T\lC "C,d- Theref3rc, the time in which the fi" 
men ., heW ,n the bath must be increased. The washing 
must also be carried out at elevated temperature!! 

As an example of moiacrylic fibres, the equi molai 
copolymer of «crylon.tnle and vinyl chloride »tiffed 

^¡HTwhS I"6 SP,nn:ng SO,UtÌOn » *«"'»^ hô!,¿ h, " ,S c°M"l«ttd. In this case of coagula- 
colour^l'fiu" i*•* *«**•*• « «Iky Site 
!»r.?L' 7 . u ament ls usu,,,y coagulated while beine 
stretched slightly, ,„d sent into the dryer. In thedVw 

tr2•;„!rf ^ containing no water and solvent, has 
thermopl..t,c,ty, and can be heat drawn « the dried 

(b) Drawing process (stretching proiess) 
I   Dry heat drawing 

orTb^U!T,nt> 0bta,n'd by the dfy «P""«»f »room 
Zli,¿ ¿^wet *P,nnin* Process using an organk Xnt 
«nd then dried, both contain the solvent by^boutloSr 
cent. ,M ,hey can be drawn merely Ç I«? K 
filaments are drawn four to ten time, of «retch ratíoW 
Cheated to 8T>„0»C w.th *¿¡TÍZZ 

from tVyinf 

0—rotion 
Spinning 

i       Art      rTrn TTT* *"•""( 
i I    ¡VLüí^iJ ¿ 

2. Wet kern érawmg 

The Dament obuiiMd by the wet smania« •»»_ — 
ordinarily be drawn with Wet h£ TitTLTZLTJZ 
of wet heat useful for t»M purp«. omUZZLXl 
the oth* ^a, hot wa^r. iVSE'c^ SIJLZlfï 

•«»»My four to tea. ^^ "*• " 

Me« drawing serves to oriesrt the mobcuss« i. ta. 
•W« m it» axial directioa To iwZT^ 
«¡»'I« •ccumul.t.oa  a»d  «awt^oed  s 
2LÏTLÎ"*" •f^1»1 » c««td with aneé) i 
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A. CONITRUCTION COOT M. PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

The relation between plant construction cost (for 
battery |imit.) of acrylic fibre A, B, C and D and produc- 
tion capacity it shown in figure V. 

Drykg, crimpmt «"«* cutting 

The tow of acrylic it obteined by dry*, tat drawn 
hlament and tile staple fibre it obtained by cutting it 
Dwiag tile drying, the tow it held •ubrtantiaJly tomon- 
tew. The âlanieiit tfcrinkt by J to 20 per cent upon 
oryini, «though the percentage vari« with the type of 
polymer, method of tomaia«, and spinning coadátiom. 

Jïui SnUrAí
-
^^ ~~?" ***** 

U  1 1-ir "¿ni 

numbers up to 500,000 are handled. The tow.. forwarded 
into the crimper of the stuffing box type by means of a 
p»ir of rolls. 

The staple fibre is .'manufactured from this tow bv 
being cut in desired length. 

The construction cost index is estimated taking con- 
struction cost of 15 tons per day (t/D) plant of A as 100. 

For making the relation between the construction cost 
and the production capacity clear, index per unit plant 
construction cost is used. Such unit construction cost is 
shown as the construction cost per t/D, and its index is 
estimated taking unit construction cost of 15 t/D plant 
of A as ¡00. This relation is shown in figure VI. 

From figure VI it might be realized thai, for each of 
A, B, C and D, the minimum economic production is in 
the neighbourood of 15 t/D. 

B. RELATION R+rwttN THI; ACRYLIC FIBRE 

MANUFACTURING COW AND PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

ÍÜÍw* vn sho*s the tubject relationship. The index 
is 100 for the manufacturing cost of 15 t/D plant of A 
tnd is based on whatever other plants are estimated A 
comparison ¡of this figure VII and ta hie 4 will convince 
us that the cost of solvent is an important factor in the 
manufacturing cost of acrylic fibre. 

The following table shows the breakdown of the manu- 
facturing cost of acrylic fibres A, B, C and D of 15 t/D 
capacity. ' 

TAME 4 

• c o 

Raw nut trial cost 
SotvwM COM.   . 
Otntr eotto .  . . 

31.6 
4.0 

37.4 

4*f 41.3 
13 7 io 
37.4 36.1 

33.7 
10.1 
3*2 

TOTAL     100 toe 100 100 

VIM*, 

¿. -    •* 



C.   Um  MQUIREMENTS AND   PRICES OF   «AW   MATfcWALS 
AND    CHEMICALS 

The unit requirements are the secrets of producers. 
Therefore, they cannot be disclosed, but it can be assumed 
that they are in the following range. The unit used is for 
1,000 kg of product (tow or staple fibre). 

Acrylonitriie monomer 930-950 
Comonomers  80-120 
Solvent low 100-200 

Comonomers and ternonomers generally used are 
the following : methyl acrylate; vinyl acetate, vinyl 
pyridenc; third monomer containing sulfonic groups. 
As solvents, the following chemicals are mostly used : 
nitric acid; zinc chloride; sodium thiocyanate; dimethyl 
acetamide; dimethyl formamide; dimethyl sulfoxide. 
The market prices of main raw materials and chemicals 
mentioned above are the following. 

TASLÏ 3 

Ihr USA 
ami 

Hr* mmt'iais 

Acrylonitriie  
Methyl acrylate 
Vinyl acetate  
2-M*hyl-5-Vi«y: pyridine 

Cktmicmii 

Nitric »cid 
ZJae chloride        . 
jfdium thiocyanuM 

Dimethyl fbrmamide 
Dimethyl sulfoxide 

17.0 
21.23 
11.5 

129.0 

4.9 
11.93 
Jé.7 
30 C 
J3.0 

Sonaci    OU, HIM ami Draf Ktporltr (July 27, 1964). 

IV. Preeertles and a#eeka*»ea W aeryNe f*ree 

A. Honmrm OF FIMtlit 

At already mentioned, each acrylic fibre hat different 
polymer compositions, solvents used, spinning processe« 
and drawl**, processes, to strictly speaking, ««eh acrylk 
fibre has its own characteristics. But there are no distin- 
guishing differences of propertica among them. TaMe 6 
**omt a comparison of représentative properties of 
•^Ktore with those of other synthetic lores and table 7 
properties of Ave kinds of acrylk Ihres, h tais tabic 
properties of Orion, Acnlan, Zefraa and Crasis» «rè 

^TTÜT 2m W—H**-"*« ChnrT pushed 
^J?"*""" mm*m and the properties of Cneh- 

Tbe ef acrylk 
sslsssnst émf ssinmmnem •A»•*»  •~   ns^*iB»•Jss>% 

1.1*>I.1I er 
•«y ht seid te bs the 

lightest of all fibres, except polypropylene fibres. Their 
tensile strength is 2.5-4.0 g/d. This is kept at such level 
because they are staple fibres. In a case where tensile 
strength is required such as for filaments, it can be brought 
jp to 5-7 g/d. Compared with natural fibres, present 
synthetic fibres generally have less hygroscopicity, and 
acrylic fibres have higher hygroscopicity than polyester 
but lower than nylon 6. Lowering of strength by heating 
is in the following order, i.e. polyestcr-polyacrylonitrile- 
nylon 6 by drying heating and polyacrylonitrile-polyester- 
nylon 6 by steam heating, which shows that acrylic 
fibres have good resistance to heating. However, acrylic- 
fibres sometimes become less white by heating. They 
have strong weatherability or resistance to outdoor expo- 
sure, i.e., there is an instance in which 70 per cent of their 
initial strength had been retained even after they were 
exposed to weather for two years. Thus, weatherability 
ol acrylic fibres is most excellent among all fibres, natural 
and synthetic. 

They have strong resistance to chemicals, i.e., they are 
not affected by common solvents or by mineral acid 
unless it is of high concentration and at high temperature. 
But their resistence to alkali is low and they hydrolyse 
by strong alkali solution. Thus, since they have strong 
resistance to chemicals as mentioned above, bleaching 
agents hardly affect them. Dyeabtlity varies, according to 
the comonomers and third monomer to be copolymer- 
ized. When the polymer can be dyed by bask dyes, it 
shows the highest degree of cotoer fastness as the 
colour is of the beautiful tone characteristk of bask 
dyes. This brilliant and fresh colour low is a character- 
istic of tut fibre. 

•. HIGH BULK  rA*N 

Application of high bulk yarn is recognised to be the 
main factor for the success of acrylk Abres at »sen today 
This may be compared to the rose of textured yarn in 
nylon. Generally, textured yarn of thermoplastic Abres, 
for instance that of nylon, » made by «tier twitting, 
^¿T"* "If**. •»••'•*•• «riniping processes, 
»ut Ndk yarn of acrylic Abre is made on the bat» of a 
principle entirely different from those processes. Tant is 
when acryhc Abres are beat-stretched and set in thè 
stretched stete they have a high shnnkability When 
hey are treated afterwards with hot water or steam, 

they shrink and revert to a staple comtition. A mined 
spun yarn M made from this highly shnnkabie Abre and 
ordinary Abre, which is then treated with not water er 

ordinary Abre bende outside to conte ont te the snrñce 
of the yearn, the entire yarn tupism busty. 

J^caMy, there are the following three proceteet for 
"»"•i be» yarns: 

(«) Process in which highly tssrsnàeèn* 
•»•a (by ot*anry tfinmmg procees); 

(#) Procese HI which highly itsrntfsaMe twimadn. 
Neue mmmtm)-^ —*—m mm m nttd (by 

(c) Preces* m wheeà i»«».     •— m wi fa Tene 

IM 



TAíU 6. Piomrai or VARIOUS inommc TOMI (ITA ru MRRKS) 

Tensili strength g/d Dry . 
Wet 

Dry and wet strength %      

Loop mangili g/d  

Knot strength g/d  

Elongation % Dry      .   . 
Wat  

Elastic recovery (at J % elongation) \ 
ApiNirtiM Young's modunts kg/mm 

SpecMe tnvhy  

Water contení 20"C    .  . 
*3%KH    .....'.' 

Heat effect: Softening point  
MwtillJ pOtM  

Weatherabittty . ..  ,   . 

Effect of acid 

Erfcct of chemicals 
DywMHty    .  .  . 

4.7-é.7 
3.9-3.7 

13-90 

7.0-11.0 

3.7-5.3 

30-30 
40-53 

93-MO 

•0-7.30 

1.14 

3.3-3.0 

1M°C 
215-2JO-C 

Strength lowers, turni 

Sohle*»   in   mineral 

Stiung reei«*»ce 

Dkufiftl» acid 

4.7-6.0 
4.7-6.0 

100 

6.H0.0 

4.0-5.0 

35-30 
33-50 

90-93 

310-620 

1.31 

0.4-0.5 

231-240-C 
255-260-C 

Almost no lowering 
of strength 

Strong resistane» 

Strong resistance 

Diepermfcie, high tem- 
per»**» or carrier 
of   naphthol   vat 

fetymcrykmUrUr 

2.5-4.5 
2.0-4.5 

•0-100 

2.4-5.5 

2.0-3.5 

27-40 
27-4« 

90-93 

260430 

1.14-1.II 

1.2-2.0 

190-240T 
Not clear 

No lowering of 
strength 

Strong resistance 

Strong raaittance 

DispersiWr, basic, 
acid 

2.5-4.5 
2.0-4.5 

10-100 

2.4-5.5 

2.0-3.5 

27-41 
27-4« 

90-95 

2*0-650 

1.26-1 37 

0.5-0.1 

150-C 
210-J-M'C 

No  lowering  of 
strength 

Strong résistance 

Good resistance 

Dispersile,  basic, 
acid 
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imm» 

1.M.7 

1.17 
»XI llwat 

3.3-3.7 
2.9-13 

3MJ 

Mil 

0.30 
I.N 

14-2.9 
3.3 

2.6-2.3 

43-M 
n 

4.1-6.9 

0.37-0.61 
I.II 

at«*» 

3.1-.».) 
2.1 
3.0 

30-M 
31-41 

10.7 

0.34 
1.17 
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*l of bleaches and 

DyWMMl 

C an be Weachetl with 
hypochlorite    per- 
oxide   and   («her 
agents. 

No« harmed by com- 
mua solventi 

Catíoaic, disperse 
«CM» (Typ* 44). and 
»elected vats *ná 
naphthols 

Ootid resistance to 
bleaches und com- 
mon solvents 

Disperse, basic, neu- 
tral rn*meta!!zed. 
acid, chrome, and 
neutral 

Good resistance to 
bleaches and com- 
mon solvents 

Una fleeted   by   dry 
doming solvents 

Oood r—stane« to 
bleach« and eoen- 
rnon «rivent* 

Wideraaaeofeolouni  Type 5» KM 
with vat, naphtliol, 
sulfur, after-treated 
direct, and amiral 
premetaltaed 

m » he* «MttMH CatMMte.     chapnr», 
«üiMty    for    pre-     Mid   „^   variaste iwty for 
metalued, chrome, 
direct, acid, dis- 
perse and 
dye*. Type él 
affinity for 
and (Hepane dye« 

-  not receptive in 

dyes 

ekw 

K>     truldew    and     dew   (Material o.      dew. Good re«*-      to 
a»n.. Good Kai*     the «br.  may  b,      „^ „ -jJTl      **nH-l, 

and abrasion -v ,—mmmwMtm       won 

Not 

and abra- 

Oi these, we give here an outline of the bulk yarn 

üü*línJ,,rb0.,Up,er Fi|ure Vl" '"o**»»* f"K- tK» or Turbo stapler diagrammatically. 
<*d»«y tow of «»,000.500,000 ¿enter are array«! 

mSkJS 5 rnpoBent mmem Ptawd r»m »o 

rf .£ J? J*** *' ,he WMne timc   rh* tempt«*«« of the hot plates n normally 100-lfO-C. Immediately 
f~~m «* the tmimm-mctim. the J33u£ 
¿Silin ,rw,n,y M,d ^p0•^* « «**£ 
??-?"•?» ,ow„ls *«« to the »Ketch-break wctton 

11^3151^^ •t•teï-bro11« tow or liver » 
«J^HJy the crimper of suftm, bo« type. Of the 

•"•» to It beat-shrinked by »team of lOD-UO-C 
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Underwear (knit) 
Sweaters (knit) 

'(knit) 

Woven fabrios 
E**>rt (staph «we and yarn) 
Other, 

im 
ym 

S.5M im 
Ter*        M.tM 

IT.« 
W.2 
».« 
K.J 
11.1 
IC2 
7.1 

Ml.« 
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f»*16***. » far ** »r««»ta*i luit pro*«* MHk «a 
.«•Mm,  Nr. a«   «*rm,   TC7C.TW 

¿ÜTZÜ?        •" P**" '«••*•*• »"d quick drying, so 
th«t they mnd with wool, cotton and visco« rayon 

»-Hinj ladies «Htmg a„d „«derweaf Acrylic staple fibre 
£?..•£• r* T* «••«"> "y ail spinninf  p,«^ 

Z5¡2£? ****** hoth womed and wo0»«». 'y•**** HW»iRf and cotton spinning. This is an 
SüSiriSTT **Tm ""•"J **«• •«• »»y «***r synthetic «hm. Lepectaiiy. dm to their soft feeling 

ÎTiîL"0* T?"* 5* W""kets' P*« «^ man-ma<fe rw_raty aw atoo »ted a« carpets and quid wadding. 
I?*?!**?•*»«*.* <*«*••• «* weatherabilHy 
~T !""""" to, «fP«atioii seen as lent-making and 
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9. EXPERIENCES ACQUIRED DURING A STUDY FOR AN ACRYLON1TRILE PLANT 

M.rio GmUn.Góme,, Pr^idemt, Empr*~ Colomb*», 4* F.*róJ,«,. (Ecp.tr*), C<*>mk4m 

Colombia has one of the most developed textile indus- 
tries in Latin America. Since the turn of the century 
this industry has undergone phenomenal growth, not- 
withstanding its traditional reliance on .mported raw 
materials, such as wool and cotton. In fact it was not 
until 1957 that Colombia, following an extensive cotton- 
development programme, became not only self-sufficient 
as a producer of this fibre but actually had small surpluses 
available for export. Wool, however, is still largely imper- 
il ? ab/°ad- The Ponction of synthetic fibres 
began after the Second World War and developed appre- 
ciably, aided by a liberal import policy. 

In 1963, coinciding with the start of ammonia production 
on the part of two private companies and the announce- 
ment by Empresa Colombiana de Petróleos (Ecopetrol) 
to the effect that the expansion of the Barrancabermeja 
refinery will include facilities for the production of ethy- 
lene and propylene, the idea was advanced of manufactur- 
ing acrylic fibres by direct synthesis from ammonia and 
propylene. Various private and semi-governmental entities 
joined Ecopetrol in exploratory talks designed to advance 
this project To this end, different foreign organizations 
of recognized competence in this fidd were commissioned 
in   1963 to  prepare   market  research  and economic 
feasibihty studies, which led to the following conclu- 

ía) It «estimated that by 1970 there will be in Colombia 
a market for some 4 million lbs. of acrylic fibres, provided 
tnat the fibre is priced competitively with wool. 

(A) The potential Latin American market for acrylic 
fibre is estimated at 26 million lbs. by 1970. By that time 
Argentina, Mexico and Brazil will unquestionably 
possess the capacity to produce acrylic fibres, so that there 
can be no expectation of Colombia capturing the entire 
Latin American  market. 

,JC) 'f f0'0•0'» is «o «Port a minimum of 5 million 
lb«, of the fibre in 1970, it will be ^dispensable for the 
member» of ALALC (the Latin American Free Trade 
Association) to reduce their tariff on acrylic fibre to a 
maximum or 10 per cent which is the current rate of duty 
«»essed by Colombia on wool import». Similarly the 
association members would have to introduce a common 
hd valorem duty of noi less th?n 50 per ceni as a barric 
against possible dumping on the part of industrialized 
countries. 

(d) The Latin American market for av vlonitrile des- 
tined for the production of fibre and plastic» will be of 
the order of 30 million lbs. With suitable c^toms protec- 

tion, Colombia would be in a position to capture a «hare 
in this market. 

In the next few years, the price of acrylonitnle in inter- 
national markets is expected to drop to $0.10 or fO.I3 
per lb. due to production stemming from large-size plants 
in major industrial countries. Under the circumstance» 
it is estimated that even with tariff protection, it would" 
take a minimum capacity of 15 million lbs for the plant 
to operate economically. 

On the findings of these studies, Ecopetrol and the 
other sponsoring organizations have reached the conclu- 
sion that an acrylonitnle facility should not bt established 
until such time as satisfactory arrangements have been 
finalized with the other membm of ALALC for the 
interchange of this product, 

Nevertheless, it is deemed convenient to set up a plant 
for the manufacture of acrylic fibre from imported 
acrylonitnle, with a yearly capacity of 4 million lbs 
of fibre. 

In conclusion, Colombia expects to take all measures 
necessary to ensure that at the forthcoming ALALC 
negotiations the Colombian Government obtain suitable 
tariff reductions and the inclusion of acrylonitnle in the 
common list". The inclusion of acrylonitnle in the com- 

mon list does not automatically ensure a gradual tariff 
reduction; rather, at the time of the forthcoming negotia- 
tions of national lists, Colombia will have to prevail 
uñón the other ALALC members to reduce their tariffs 
on fibres and acrylonitrile to the levels of Colombian 
import duties on wood, or about 10 per cent. 

Provided that Colombia is successful in these ALALC 
talks and that the indicated conditions are fulfilled, it is 
Z h    yü7Cnrtainu that an a^y'onitrile plant will be set 
up by 1970 with a capacity of 15 million lbs., since the 
country will be assured of adequate propvlene and ammo- 
nia supplies at prices competitive in international markets 
In this context, Colombia is very much interested in the 
opinion of Conference delegates and participants concern- 
ai. eco"om,c feasibility of producing acrylonitnle 
in plants with an annual capacity below 15 million lbs., 
and would welcome information and suggestions from 
countries which have evaluated comparable projects 
A1 lneALALC^ negotiations, both the Government 

ot Colombia and Ecopetro! will use their best efforts to 
acMeveasuccessfulconclusionoftheirprojectin Colombia 
under conditions affording sufficient assurance of an 
«port market within the Latin American Free Trade 

<M 



E. SyadMtk rvbèers 

MTROD UCTOR Y S 11 MM A R V 

Thit introduction provides a background to, and notes 
some of the conclusions of, the pipers on synthetic rubber 
which form this chapter and which were given at the 
Petrochemicals Conference under the same title. 

Until the beginning of the Second World War, natural 
rubber had been predominantly in general use throughout 
the world. However, since then and especially in the 
post-war period, synthetic rubber has been gaining an 
increasing share of the total rubber market. This is due, 
*tf«r alia, to improvement in the quality of styrene- 
butadiene rubber (SM), coat reduction, as well as the 
production of various types of rubber other than SBR 
with specialized properties. The production of synthetic 
rubber has grown at a faster rate (11 per cent ptr «mum 
since 1950) than that of natural rubber (about 1 per cent). 
By 1962, the share of synthetic in total rubber production 
exceeded that of natural rubber. 

Synthetic rubbers include styrene, butadiene, chloro- 
prene, butyl, nitrite, polysulphide, silicone, chlorosulpho- 
nated polyethylene, as well as the stereo-regular rubbers 
that include polybutadiene, polyisoprene, and ethylene- 
propylene rubbers. 

SBR accounts fo: about 70 per cent of to»al synthetics. 
It is a versatile rubber, the oil-exteaded varieties of which 
are the cheapest rubber available. Oil-extended SBR is 
satisfactory for use in passenger car tyres. Butyl, chloro- 
prene, and nitrite rubbers have established markets as 
speciality rubbers. Butyl rubber is relatively impermeable 
to air and has good resistance to heat and oxygen. 
Virtually all inner tubes in the United States and Europe 
aie made from butyl rubber. 

The high resilience and low heat build-up of the 
¡vulcanized polyisoprene rubber are among the qualities 
which make it a good substitute for natural rubber. 

In addition, it is easy to process, and it can he used in 
the manufacture of conventional rubber processirt« 
equipment. 

Polybutadiene rubber is superior to SBR in that it 
has improved wear, heat build-up and groove crack 
resistance when used in treads of passenger-car tyres. The 
disadvantages are low resistance to chipping and difficulty 
in processing. In order to overcome these difficulties 
polybutadiene is being used in 1:1 blends with natural 
rubber in heavy-duty tyres, and in 1:3 blends with SBR 
in passenger-car tyres. 

The properties of ethylene-propylene copolymers 
(EPR) appear at first sight to be similar to those of SBR 
but, in addition, EPR has a remarkable resistance to 
aging and ozone attack. It has beer, known that Í PR 
is difficult to vulcanize. However, by including an 
unsaturated diene, vulcanizing could he carried out 
in the conventional way using sulphur. 

The Chapter notes that investment requirement (grass 
roots plant) for the manufacture of SBR may be of the 
order of magnitude of $270 per annual ton capacity, 
assuming a 60,000 ton/year plant. This includes process 
units, utilities generation, tankage and laboratories. 
Additional investment is required when an integrated 
SBR plant is conceived to include production of butadiene 
and styrene monomers. 

Further, the investment requirement for a stereo- 
specific polymerization plant has also been roughly 
estimated—at HOO/ton of annua! capacity for a plant size 
of 20,000 tons/year. This investment also includes start-up 
expenses, laboratories, initial catalyst and chemical 
charges and paid-up royalties. The high capital charges 
have been estimated at about 50 per cent of manufactur- 
ing cost in contrast to 10 per cent for labour. 
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Compared with 100 per tent SBR. PI has better wear 
heat build-up and groove crack resistance The only 
tailing off is noticed in resistance to chipping This is 
only a problem in nff-the-road tires and may well be 
improved as the knowledge of the compounding ol 
PB advances. Also, one <if the problems presented by 
PB rubbers has been their processing difficulty. One 
expedient which has been used to avoid these difficulties is 
to use these materials as extenders for natural rubber 
and SB* As a result, PB is being used in 50 54) blends 
with natural rubber in heavy duty tires and in 25 75 Mends 
with SBR passenger tires. 

FTHYI FNt-PKOPYI HNt ( OPOI YMEP.S (EPR) AND PBOPY- 
UNF-DIFNF   riRWHYMEM (EPT) 

The properties of EPR appear at first sight to be similar 
to those of SBR, but in addition EPR has a remarkable 
resistance to aging and ozone attack. In the latter respect 
it mav well be a competitor for butyl rubber. 

It has been known for some time that FPR is difficult 
to vulcanize. However, by including an unsaturated diene 
vulcanizing could be carried out in the conventional 
way using sulfur. The low monomer cost would be a 
great advantage and could make the production of this 
terpolymer attractive. 

CHOICE C* POLYMER 

From an economic standpoint the choice among the 
different rubbers for any particular application now 
depends to a much greater degree on price and cost 
considerations only. 

This should not be taken to mesn that identical results 
are always obtained regardless of whether natural 
rubber or a synthetic substitute is employed. There are 
always certain differences, sometimes in favour of the 
synthetic rubber. 

For example, PB shows up to particular advantage 
;n passenger car tire treads; PI is the best known to use 
in tire side walls and in footwear; PF and natural rubber 
are required to obtain the best results in aircraft tires 
cut thread, and heavy duty tires. 

None of these advantages of PB or PI are sufficient 
to command a significant premium if the superiority 
of one or other rubber is not less then 1 US cent per 
pound.1 ^ 

In these circumstances, the choice of any particular 
rubber will obviously depend on considerations of 
strict competitiveness and of economic considerations 
resulting from raw material availability, monomer 
synthesis cost, and processing difficulties. 

1 SOURCE : Dr. Cake, Vice President of the US Rubber Coy 
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economics lor styrene, butadiene, ethylene and propy 
lene have been studied elsewhere, the economics of iso- 
prene production, based respectively on propylene Iced 
stock and isobutylene-formaldehvdc tceci-stocks will 
be studied below 

Isoprene manufacture 

Elements of operating co.t for a 20.000 tons/year 
isoprene plant starting from propylene and isobutylene 
respectively are given in table I 

Manufacturing cost and derived selling prices for the 
two routes are presented in table 2. 

Stereospecific polymerization 

Polymerization manufacturing cost is quite similar 
for the three stereo-regular rubbers: PB. PI and EPT 
Table 3 presents the elements of the operating cost for 
a 20,000 tons/year plant starting from butadiene or iso- 
prene or ethylene and propylene. 

The manufacturing cost for such a plant, including 
profits and taxes, is given in table 4. Polyisoprcne and 
polybutadiene selling prices may be estimated as follows: 

Monomer selling price (isoprene or buttdiene) S220/ton or «71b 10 

Polymerisation manufacturing cost including 
profits and taxes at 50 per cent . $265/ton or «71b 12 

Polymer selling prices  S485/lon or </lb 22 

TABLE    I.    20,000    TUNS/VIA»   ISOPRENE    PRODUCTION    BASED 
RESPECTIVELY ON ISOiUTYLENE AND PROPYLENE mO-STOTKS 

Elements of operating cost 

hitèutylriw 

Investment in million S  5.6 
Raw materials balance (tons/year) 

Isobutylene in C, cut  21,800 
Methanol*      19 800 
By-products residols B  (9,200) 

Utilities Requirements 

Electricity (lu* kWh/year)  . . . 6,350 
Steam (tons/year)  208,000 
Cooling water (10» M*/year) . . 2,780 
Process water (M*/y««r) ... 64,000 
Fuel produced (10« kcal/year). . (1,600) 

Catalyst and chemicals ($/year) . . 150,000 

Labour (men/shift)  7 

Propylene  route 

8.6 

Propylene 31,000 

S13S.000/year< 

90,000 

7 

' Includine formaldehyde production tuning from methanol 
Uied in phenolic and polyeetert njiint. 
Iwluangejeçtricity^Molina water ind fuel requirement, „nd tikina 

m ftiel hy »reami mi »aterued et II .i/l» tcel 

Ml 



TA* i 2. »,000 rot«/«*« mmw MWOUCTKW •«*» Mnmwr UN naavTvuw AND 

LIN«   niMIWII 

Mmufrctw+if ce» ' mtà ai« »**• 

'Il 

**»/] »/»•»/Kur/ 

Variât* charge 

*aw material* 

ItekMylM* (mm) 24 2l,i» 5» 
Methanol (toe») » „JJ5 m 

*°»"-<«<""> » 31.0»       1,5» 
•y-products restdoh («m»»        . 10 (9,206)     (-»21) 
Utilities 

EbcrieMM'kwiO 16 é.330 é3 
Steam (tona)                                       |S JN.006 331 
Cooling water (I0»M«)                        ,' 27|a 17 
Prooew water (M«) 02 MOT» 11 
Fuel produca (toccai)                      |.j (t'¡m) (_ 2) 

Catalyst and chemicals  )J0 

Latour  

Maries and wages (men/year)   .       3.060 21 140 M ^ 
Suf'rvision at 23 */„ of salaries '* 

and wages ,   .  .  . ,. 

TOTAL VA«IA*I CHAIKHS 2 ,#7 ~THT" 

Fixvtl charaes ».   . . «—. ' 
>¿W l,t70 

MANIIFACTtmiNO COiT 3 <J? 

Selling price 

Net cash flow at 20 % of total invest- 
ment   

Depreciation provides        ... 'i? ,-7* 
Net income after taxes  _T? •••>• 
Net income before taxes at 30 ». 2» ** 
Manufacturing cost . 7z! '.*• 

M57 J.M0 
Isoprene sales    
laot.rene selling price S/lon   . 4fffl 5>2*> 

 ^^^      ord/B.9.1 ord/lbH.. 

• Royalties not included. 

« 4 - - ^Är».^ can, „..„^ 

TAiLE 3. 20,000 TONI/YEA» tTWiOWECIFIC MtVMEWZATION-PLAKT 

Elements of operating cost 

Investment (MM S) 8 

SS? : ,,a"-UP eXPeniM- ,ab0retóri* «« «*• - ch-n^ch.r.c.ndpdd.up 

Utilhiea  requirements 
H**ricity(10»kWh/ywtf) 
S»»tm(Toni/yt«r)    ....           2JJ00 
Cooling water (10*M*/year)               136*00 
ftwwa water (M»/year)  7.J00 
t«»ntm(\»hP)              410,000 

Ch—Iml «H^^Y-m-nnawiiiiiluii          W° 
Uhour (meo/shift) .  1,160,000 
——-_.   II 

«I 
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2. THE NEWER>YNTHETIC RUBBERS 

Tukin K. Roy, Scientific De*ign Company, Inc., Neu, York, USA 

Ihirty years ago automobile tires and tubes were all 
made of nalural rubber, and chloroprene  rubber was 
the   only   commercially   available   synthetic   material. 
Today,  the planners of a developing country,  having 
decided to build a synthetic rubber facility have to choose 
between a dozen or more synthetics Of the many commer- 
cially available synthetic rubber polymers, mention may 
be   made   of the   following   types:   styrene-butadiene 
chloroprene, butyl, mirile, polysultìde, silicone, chloro- 
sulfonated  polyethylene, cis-polybutadiene,  cis-polyiso- 
prene,   ethylene   propylene  terpolymer,   poly-acrylates 
and uretbane elastomers. These synthetics now account 
for more than 55 per cent of new rubber consumption in 
the world and their share is increasing  steadily. The 
current consumption pattern, and the prevailing price 
in the United States of America, of the synthetic rubbers 
mentioned above, are given in table 1. 

In almost all the developing countries, pneumatic 
tires and tubes are the largest consumers of rubber In 
India, for example, about two-thirds of the total new 
rubber consumed in 1963 went into tires and tubes for 
automobiles and bicycles. Again, of the total new rubber 
consumed for tires in India, about two-thirds was required 
for the manufacture of large truck and bus tires. Therefore 
any planning effort for a large synthetic rubber plant in 
India should take into account the requirement for giant 
on-the-road tires. This situation holds for most of the 
developing countries. 

Various rubber-carbon black compounds are used in the 
different parts of an automobile tire to obtain the optimum 

result. I read compounds are formulated to obtain high 
abrasion resistance, while sidewall compounds must have 
resistance to scuffing, weather, flex, and age cracking 
On the other hand, the rubber compounds used in the 
carcass or casing of the tire must have good flow proper- 
ties, good tack between the tire fabric and vulcanízate 
and good resilience. Camel-back compounds used for 
retreading should not only have high abrasion resistance 
but they must also have good storage property and hish 
cure rate. • 

SBR  AND OIHBR CONVENTIONAL RUBBERS 

Of the estimated worlj production in 1964 of about 
2.7 million metric tons of synthetic rubber, styrenc- 
butadiene rubber (SBR), will account for about 70 per 
cent Brazil and India the only two producers of 
synthetic rubber among the developing nations, except 
mainland China selected SBR for their first synthetic 
rubber plants. SBR is a versatile rubber, the oil-extended 
vanct.es of which are the cheapest rubber available. 
Oil-extended SBR is quite satisfactorv for use in passenger 
car t,resjt is also used widely for footwear, conveyor 
belts, cable insulation, hose, and foam products. 

At the present time, most United States tire manufac- 
turers use e.ther all SBR or SBR blended with a small 
proportion of cis-polybutadiene for passager car tires. 
The main difficulty with SBR tire compounds is high 
heat generation under dynamic conditions. These com- 
pounds also have poorer hot-tear resistance than natural 

T....U. ,„ .„ „„,„„,„ <« J-U•^ „,  .„.,„, „  rmmi  „„ 
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HB.R. • • Cold polymer unextended 
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Mitrile rubber Acrylcnitrile content, 28-34 %, 
..    . non staining 
Urcihane rubber 
Silicone rubber [   Gum (not compounded) 
Polyacrylate rubber . . 
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rubber compounds. With the increase m tire thickness 
and H». retatine tires from moulds during manufacture 
and dissipation of heat in the running of the tires become 
dimoili problems. For that reason, virtually 100 per cent 
natural rubber has been used universally in the production 
ol on-the-road heavy-duty tires. 

In the developing countries, where the greatest use of 
rubber is tor large bus and truck t.res, SBR is not a sal- 
able subst.tute for natural rubber. Even in mdus- 
tnally advanced countries. SBR appears to have reached 
its peak. During 1964, the consumption of SBR is 
expected ^decrease in the United States of America 
by about 40,000 tons to make way for the newer synthetic 
elastomers. 

Of the conventional synthetic rubbers, but) I, chloro- 
prene and mirile rubbers have established markets as 
speciality rubbers, and their world consumption is still 
increasing. Butyl rubber, a copolymer of a small percent- 
age of isoprene with isobutylene (and sometimes dicyclo- 
pentadiene), is relatively impermeable to air and has good 
resistance to heat and oxygen. Virtually all mner tubes in 
the United States and Europe are made from butyl 
rubber. However, butyl rubber has failed to command a 
sizable proportion of the tire market in the United States 
because of excessive tread wear. Butyl rubber requirements 
m the developing countries can be judged, roughly, from 
the current United States consumption of about 40 000 
short tons of butyl rubber for inner tubes, out of a total 
consumption of 1.12 million tons of natural and synthetic 
rubbers used for tires and tire products. 

Chloroprene rubber, or neoprene, has an established 
position as a speciality rubber because of its excellent 
resistance to oils, chemicals, sunlight and weather   A 
polymer of 2-chloro-l,3-butadiene, chloroprene rubber 
is expected to remain a speciality rubber because of its 
higher price. The high cost of this rubber is due to the 
relatively large capital investment required, and also to 
the relatively high cost of raw materials and catalysts 
The major use of chloroprene rubber is in the sheathinc 
of a wide variety of cables, where advantage is taken 
ot its flame and weathering resistance. Considerable 
advance has been made in recent years in improving the 
storage property of chloroprene rubber and in develop- 
ing new types for special applications. However, the 
market for these special types of chloroprene rubber is 
likely to be small in most of the developing countries. 

Nitrile rubber, a copolymer of acrylonitrile and buta- 
diene also has a small but established position as a special- 
ity rubber because of its resistance to solvents including 
aromatics, and fats and oils. This rubber processes well 
on conventional rubber equipment. The greatest use of 
mirile rubber is for oil seals, pskets, and O-rings in the 
automobile and aircraft industries. Another common 
use of nitrite rubber is for printers' rollers. Unit costs 
of this rubber are sul] high because of the higher cost 

of acrylonitrile and. therefore. .1 cannot rn considered 
as a general-purpose rubber suitable lor .i develop,,,« 
country f    * 

Similar considerations apply H, „the. speciality rubbers 
such as polysulhde, silicone, polyacrylate, and chloro- 
sulfonated polyethylene rubbers. These rubbers have a 
small but well-estabhshed market in the United States 
for example silicone rubbers are .esistant lo extremes 
ot temperature and are physiologically inert Ihese 
properties make silicone rubbers extremelv useful in the 
aircraft industry, as well as for closures and seals used 
by manufacturers of food and pharmaceutical products 
However, the demand for „licone gums, at the current 
market pnce of $3.50-4.00 lb. will he quite small even 
in a large country such as India or the United Arab 
Kepubhc. 
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During the last five  years,  three groups ot stereo- 
regular synthetic rubbers have been developed and have 
already shown great potential for rapid growth at the 
expense of natural rubber and SBR.  These are   cis- 
polybutadiene, cis-polyisoprene, and ethylene-propylene 
rubbers. It is estimated that the use of the first two 
cis-polyrners m the Western world will climb to approxi- 
mately 235,000 tons  in   1964     an   increase of more 
than 50 per cent over 1963. In 1961, less than 2 per cent 
ot the synthetic rubber consumed in the United States 
waspolybutadiene and polyisoprene ; this ratio increased 
to 5 per cent in 1962, and to 8.6 per cent in 1961. This 
year, the use of cis-polybutadiene and cis-polyisoprcne 
will amount to approximately 11.5 per cent of the synthe- 
tic rubber consumption   in   the   United States, while 
ethylene-propylene rubbers may be about 3 per cent. 
Within a few years, the stereo-regular rubbers are expected 
to account tor 2025 per cent of the synthetic rubber 
market in the United States, and the proportion may be 
even higher in some of the western European countries. 

POLYBUTADIENE RUBBERS 

Polymerization of butadiene has been studied by a 
number of workers for many years. The sodium polymer 
Buna rubber, was studied extensively in Germany in 1927 
It is primarily a product with 1,2-enchainment. Emulsion 
polymerization of butadiene results in a product where 
the trans-1,4 arrangement is the main structural feature 
Utnium and organo-lithium compounds seem to be 
different from the other alkali metals and produce a 
polybutadiene with about 35 per cent cis-1,4 and 50 per 
cent trans-1,4 structure. Only after the introduction of 
the Ziegler-type catalyst (such as aluminum triethyl- 
titanium tetraiodide) was it possible to produce poly- 
butadienes with more than 90 per cent cis-1,4 structures- 
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It was soon found thai us-1,4-polybutadier.e rubber, 
when blended with SBR or natural rubber to the extent 
of 20-25 per cent, showed improved abrasion and crack 
resistance in tire treads. As a large quantity of butadiene 
monomer was already available in the United States, this 
finding triggered a very rapid growth of cis-polybutadiene 
production facilities there. 

Cis-1,4-polybutadiene rubbers are characterized not 
only by high abrasion resistance, but also by good low- 
temperature properties, and good resistance to aging. 
Typical properties of cis-polybutadiene-SBR blends for 
tire treads of passenger cars, are shown in table 2. As 
polybutadiene by itself does not process well in conven- 
tional rubber mixing and curing equipment, it is always 
used in conjunction with SBR or natural rubber. Gener- 
ally, cis-polybutadiene cannot be used effectively in blends 
beyond 50 per cent. Above the 50 per cent level, tread 

H,C CH„- CH„ 

—HtC H 

Tram-1,4 

tearing and chipping becomes » problem In a pannimi 
car tire, blending of polybutadiene with SBR above 
50 per cent level may affect the ride quality and skid 
resistance of the tire Most manufacturers of paMenger- 
car tires And that Mends of polybutadiene with SB* 
in the ratio« of 20-25 par cent work best in the tread 
formulation». 

The major use of polybutadiene is in tire tread com- 
pounds. The potential market for this rubber in a country 
or region can be estimated, roughly, by assuming that 
about 25 per cent of rubber in all automobile tire treads 
can he cis-polybutadiene, and that tire tread constitutes 
about 60 per cent of the weight of the rubber m a tire 
T hus, it 50 per cent of the new rubber consumed in a coun- 
try goes into automobile tires, then not more than 
8-10 per cent of the total new rubber market there can be 
assigned to cis-polybutadiene Accordingly, the spec- 
tacular growth of cis-polybutadiene in the United States 
of America and Europe dunn« the last three years docs 
not necessarily mean that it will become a major tire 
rubber. 

Cis-1 ,4-POL YISOPIIENï 

A great number of experiments were made, even in 
the nineteenth century, to see if high molecular weight 
polymers of isoprene could be produced which would 
duplicate the attractive properties of natural rubber 
However, attempts to polymerize isoprene in emulsion 
with a persulphate initiation, as in the procedure for SBR 
manufacture, resulted in the trana-l,4-polymer as the 
main structural feature. Polymerization in bulk with 
benzoyl peroxide catalyst produced about 60 per cent 
trans-1,4 addition, 30 per cent eis-1,4 addition, and 
5 per cent 3,4 addition. All these polymer products 
were different from natural rubber which is a highly 
stereospecific polymer, containing about 97-98 per cent 
cis-l,4-polyisoprene units. 
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Around 1956, cis-polyisoprene closely resembling 
natural rubber was obtained by polymerizing a solution 
of isoprene in solvent with either a lithium-based catalyst 
or a Ziegler-type catalyst, such as aluminium trialkyl- 
titanium tetrachloride. Synthetic polyisoprene rubber 
became commercially available in 1961 when Shell 
Chemical Company put its first polyisoprene plant 
on stream. This was followed by Goodyear's Natsyn 
in 1962, cis-content of which is reported to be 95-96 per 
cent. Cis-content of Shell polyisoprene is reported 
to be 90-92 per cent. 

Cis-polyisoprene rubber has excellent flow properties 
high resilience, low heat build-up, and high tensile strength. 
I able 3 shows a comparison of typical tire tread and 
carcass formulations with natural rubber and synthetic 
polyisoprene (5) It can be seen that tensile strength, 
resiliency, and heat build-up properties of polyisoprene 
are comparable to those of natural rubber These test 
results and reports of successful road tests indicate that 
s ereoregular polyisoprene can replace natural rubber, 
erther   partly  or  wholly,   in   heavy-duty   on-the-road 
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la the put. rubber beads, rubberized timad, and other 
ZÏÏr*OU,iî^f prod,,cU ^Ul^i,,« hi«" *"» *»•* straaçth were dependent entirely on natural rubber bacante 
of the inherently poor gum strength of SIR and other 

ndicate that poryisoprene is fully equivalent to natural 
rubber in such gum rubbtr formulationi. While eis- 
polyieopreae » chemically identical with natural rubber 
and almo« duplicates the compounded physical properties 

and more uniformi m quality than commercially available 
dSi "H^U SymvhetiC P°W«I«-»  *«»« can bo directly charged to the mill or Banbury without size 
reduction or premastication, and usually require less 
mixing time than premasticated natural rubber. 

ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE RUBBEIU 

„J^S^Ì*•* °f ,tereo"rel"»»r rubbers which has 
fk ^^ulhe attent]on of ti" manufacturers during 
the past five yean » ethylene propylene-rubbers. Ethylene- 
propylene copolymers (EPR) and ethylene-propylene- 
?f taV?iyJOen (HT) Produced with ZieX-type 

catalyst (4) differ markedly from stereo-regular pX 
isoprene or polybutadiene in that they cannot be blended 
with diene rubber« because of their high degree of satura- 
tion. They are cured by using a peroxide system in the 
cases of EPR, and higher levels of accelerators iniulphur- 
based curing systems, for EPT rubbers. The following 
discussion is limited to EPT rubber, as EPR is unlikely 
to break into the tire market because of the necessity 
for curing by peroxide. «^suy 

EPT rubber contains 3-8 per cent of non-conjugated 
dienes such as dicyclopentadiene, 1,5-heptadienf or 
¿tí* !fDí: P^d""« form unsaturated side 
chains which a low the polymer to be vulcanized with 
conventional sulphur cure. These dienes are relatively 
CX£nuü?* a8 Í? L

thc soIuti°n-Polymerization technique 
used because of the high cost of the ZiegJer-type catalyst 
That is why the pri,* of non-extended EPT is still high 
although the major monomers, ethylene and propylene' 
are much cheaper t ian tortasene, styrene, or ia¿pW 
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However EPT can be loaded with substantial amounts of 
carbon black and oil extenders. 

EPT rubber has »hown outstanding weathering qualities 
and high resistance to ozone. However, it lacks adhesion 
and tack, and typical EPT-carbon tire compounds show 
lower tensile strength and tear resistance than natural 
rubber (see table 4). EPT rubber, therefore, cannot be 
considered as a replacement for natural rubber in heavy- 
duty truck tires. Its use. at least for the next three years, 
will be chiefly in the form of mechanical parts, weather- 
stripping, and body mounts for the automobile industry 
m electrical cable sheathing, and household equipment 
the market for such outlets is small in most of the 
developing   nations. 

PROPYLENE OHM AND POLYURETHANE ELASTOMERS 

Polymerization of propylene oxide to low molecular 
weight polymers has been known for many years. These 
polymers require coupling with di- or poly-.socyanate. 
to produce high atotocular weight, rubber-Wee imtorjojo 
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wtdery known a« méthane foam or Polyurethane rubber 
Flexible urethane foam production has been increasing 
at a spectacular rate m the l m«ed States since this 
matinal was introduced in the cushioning markei f 1954 
The awe of rigid and flexible urethane foam in the I mted 
States (»expected to be »HI over 100,01)0 long tons in l%4 

Solid Polyurethane elastomers combine high tensile 
strength with good resistance to oxygen, ozone and oil, 
ana have good low temperature properties and high 
load-hearing capacity Because of their high cost, however, 
the use of polyurethane rubbers has »*ecn restricted to 
engineering application* such as slow-speed sleeve 
heanngi. diaphragms and seals tor hall-|oint suspension 
and linkages A small but fast growing segment in this 
field is the manufacture of polyurethane elastic thread 
(spande« fibres), which is stronger than rubber thread 
and, unlike rubber, is oil-resistant and can be dyed to 
match nylon fabrics Polyurethane rubbers will continue 
to be small-volume, speciality rubbers unless ways are 
lound to reduce their manufacturing cost 

Polypropylene oxide rubber, made by copolymertza- 
tion of propylene oxide and an unsaturated epoxide such 
as glycidyl acrylate or butadiene monoxide, represents 
something new in elastomer structure. Polymerization 
of propylene oxide to high molecular rubbers is generally 
carried out in a solvent using a co-ordination catalyst such 
•i ferric chloride 

CH, 
I rcH, i 
CH    CH,   .   M,A,      A| M,A, , 

¿ lCH~CH,~oJ. 

Where, 
M     metal atom or metal atom bonded to oxygen 
A CI.      H,      R,     OH,     OR,      OM 

Unsaturated epoxides are added to incorporate some 
unsaturated groups along the polymer chain in order 
to produce a rubber that will vulcanize with conventional 
sulphur and accelerator systems. 

Propylene oxide rubbers produced so far in develop- 
mental quantities hrve shown exceptional low-tempera- 
ture flexibility, excellent dynamic properties, and good 
resistance to heat and ozone. (3) These properties are 
thought to be due to free rotation that occurs about the 
oxygen-carbon   bond.   Propylene oxide rubber bands 
easily on the mill and can be cured conventionally In 
table 4, properties of typical compounds of propylene 
oxide and EPT rubber are compared with those of natural 
rubber. Each of the recipes contained 100 parts of polymer 
45 parts of ISAF black (intermediate super-abrasion 
furnace carbon black), 3 parts of zinc oxide, 1 part of 
stearic acid, and I part of antioxidant (nickel dibutyl- 
dithiocarbamate in the case of propylene oxide, and 
pnenylbctanaphthylamine in the other three compounds) 
and was cured for thirty minutes. Sulphur and accelerators 
and curing temperatures used were chosen to give the 
best properties in each case The results show that the 
tensile properties of both EPT and propylene oxide are 
much lower than those of natural rubber. Tear strength 
and heat build-up properties of propylene oxide com- 
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pounds are much better than those of EPT. and approach 
those of natural rubber This combination «f properties 
m propylene oxide rubber, together with the possibility 
that propylene oxide will soon he produced by direct 
oxidation of propylene, leads one to predict a promising 
future for this newly developed rubber However, it 
will be several years before utilization of propylene oxide 
rubber in fire compounding is tested and proven. Until 
then, therefore, propylene oxide rubber must be regarded 
as ont of the speciality rubber». 

The intermediates required for the major synthetic 
rubbers discussed above art butadiene, styrene, isoprene, 
acrylonitrile, chloroprene, and propylene oaide Olefins 
such as ethylene, propylene, and isobutylene are also 
used directly for EPT and butyl rubber production. 
Butadiene is often produced by catalytic dehydrogena- 
tion of n-butanc or n-butylenes in the C. cuts available 
from a petroleum refinery It is also produced as a by- 
product of ethylene manufacture by steam cracking of 
naphtha Of the several methods proposed for the immu- 
taci ur of isoprene. (1,2) two routes have been used 
commercially propylene dimerization (Goodyeai-SD) 
and dehydrogenation of isoptntane (Houdry or Shell). 
Of the other proposed routes, mention should be made 
of the isobutylene-formaldihyde and acetone-acetylene 
routes. Neither of these latter two proposed routes pre- 
sently appears to have the potential of producing isoprene 
at a prict which makes ¡t competitive with butadiene. 

The dehydrogenation process of producing isoprene 
from isopentane or ¡sopente« is similar to the well- 
known dehydrogenation processes for butadiene produc- 
tion from n-butane or n-butene. Butane or butène, being 
structurally simpler, can be dehydrogenated to butadiene 
more selectively than isopentane or isopentene can to 
isoprene. Also, n-butane is more plentiful than isopentane 
The isopentane route, therefore, is likely to produce iso- 
prene at a somewhat higher cost than the n-butane- 
butene route for butadiene. In the Ooodyear-SD process 
(see figure 1), propylene is dimerized to 2-methyH- 
pentene in the presence of tripropyl aluminum catalyst: 
2-methyl-l-pentene is isomeriad to 2-methyl-2-penteae, 
which is then cracked in the presence of a vapour-phase 
catalyst to obtain isoprene and methane. This crude 
mixture is then fractionated to yield a monomer of 
exceptionally high purity. 
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3. SYNTHETIC RUBBER—AS RELATED TO PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Donald F. Othmer, Profesaor of Chemical Engineering, Polytechnic Inttitute of Broolkyn, 
Brooklyn, New York, USA 

The Second World War brought a tremendous demand 
for rubber. -These demands ¿olid not be taet by natural 
rubber, particularly in those countries which were cut 
off from the sources. Every industrial country tried to 
and did develop synthetic rubber from its own resources; 
and there has since been a continuous growth of synthetic 
rubber capacity. 

In the United States of America, the success of these 
developments can be seen from the fact that synthetic 
rubbers now account for three-fourths of the total 
consumption, which amounts to over 2 million long tons 
for total rubber uses, of which about 1.6 million tons is 
synthetic. In 1954, for example, synthetics were only 
48 per cent of the total United States rubber consumption, 
then much less than now. The present high level is the 
result of the continuous growth for eaih consecutive 
year over the last ten years, not merely in the volume 
7 per cent of use for synthetics, but also in its percentage 
of the expanding total. This percentage of total con- 
sumption is expected to increase further in the next 
decade, although at possibly a somewhat slower 
pace. Some manufacturers of tires have already entirely 
eliminated natural rubber from passenger car tires, 
and can do the same, if necessary, in both truck and air- 
plane tires. 

In western Europe, the growth of synthetics in relation 
to the position of natural rubber has also been spectacular, 
as it has been in Japan. The tendency is for each country 
to try to become more self-sufficient. 

Synthetic rubber is expected to account for some 
53 per cent of the 1964 rubber consumption of 
4.700.000 tons for countries with free market economics, 
and this is an increase from the 29.4 per cent or 2,517,500 
tons reported for all rubber in 1964. 

In peacetime, it is improbable that the use of all synthe- 
tics in the United States of America will go much above 
80 per cent of total rubbers, because natural rubber is 
expected to decrease in price to meet competition, and 
will thus maintain its position. 

The technology of rubber production, processing and 
utilization has changed radically in the last decade, and 
shows every indication of continuing to change. The mak- 
ing of synthetic rubber is still basically more of an art 
than a science; this is true especially in the compounding 
stages of the production. It is even more true in the making 
of finished rubber products than in the polymerization 

of resins for plastic use, or the compounding of resins 
"with* orhër'jddéâ* njaterfef'in the Dlastics field. 

The many new types of synthetics which have been 
introduced have greatly magnified both compounding 
opportunities and compounding problems; and as a 
result, the production of synthetic rubber in final form 
is even more of an art than is that of natural rubber, 
if for no other reason than that the number of variables 
is so much larger since there are so many more synthetic 
rubbers with which to work. 

Also, the fact that the boundary line between rubbers 
(elastomers) and plastics is rapidly disappearing becomes 
increasingly important as further emphasis is made 
continuously on thermoplastic materials, and relatively 
soft and flexible moulded objects — one important class 
being housewares, buckets, pans etc. in the immediate 
past, for example, products based on ethylene vinyl 
acetate have been introduced, which, in one composition 
with an appropriate set of compounding ingredients, are 
flexible "plastics", and with a somewhat different set of 
compound ingredients and a slightly different composition 
are "rubbers". Hybrid materials of rubbers and plastics 
can be expected to proliferate in the near future. 

The total consumption of new rubber is considered to 
be an index of the degree of industrialization of a country 
because of its utilization in so many diverse consumer 
products and industrial products. 

By these standards, the United States of America 
ranks first, followed by various countries in western 
Europe and Japan, in the same order as they would be 
classified as being "highly industrialized"; while the 
federal Republic of Germany ranks first in plastics 
consumption per capita, probably because of the impetus 
given to the development of synthetic materials during 
the Second World War. 

In developing countries, as in every othe'. it is, of 
course, necessary to provide consumers with rubber 
goods. To a very small extent these are ut present impor- 
ted; but as a country becomes more industrialized it 
will be necessary to produce synthetic rubbers in larger 
quantities. This industry must depend on raw materials 
and the technology for their conversion into synthetic 
rubbers. Some of the rubbers developed successfully in 
the industrialized countries will be indicated below; 
and these are probably the same ones which developing 
countries should produce, except that the problems of 
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raw materials, technology, capital for investment and 
markets will bear somewhat different relations to the 
over-all economic problems. 

The Second World War resulted in the large-^ile 
manufacture of styrcne-butadienc, chloroprene (called 
Neoprene in the United States of America), butyl and 
nitnle elaMo.ners; and this compelled the rubber industry 
to ente, into the production of chemicals, whereas, 
hitherto rubber itself was mainly an agricultural commo- 
dity, though somewhat exotic compared with corn or 
potatoes. This trend was further accelerated with the 
advent of the stereo-rubbers such as poly-butadiene, 
and poly-lsoprene, and the later development of the ethy- 
lene-propylene elastomers. Each of the basic synthetic 
monomers has a long history of expensive chemical and 
engineering research  behind it.      * 

The new chemical rubbers threaten to push some of the 
old = established agricultural rubber producers out of 
the market; and this trend will continue at an ever- 
increasing rate, depending on the costs of raw materials 
and specifications for products in the various markets 

Today, a rubber processer has a choice of at least 
seven major elastomers, plus natural rubber itself, for 
large volume uses, and, in addition, there are some ten 
other speciality products, including silicones, urethanes, 
polysulfides, polyacrylates, chloro-sulfonated poly- 
ethylene, and, most recently, epoxide rubbers, which are 
based on propylene oxide, etc. The spectrum of his raw 
materials is thus increased; and he has wide latitude in 
his choice, depending on his skill and technology in 
obtaining and utilizing chemical raw materials in meeting 
specifications, in opening new market?, and in lowering 
production  costs. 

MAJOR SYNTHETIC ELASTOMERS AND CHEMICAL RAW 
MATERIALS 

In the rubbers to be discussed below, it will be noted 
that there are available for compounding as the final 
materials, a group of six or seven principal elastomers 
— butyl rubber, styrcne-butadiene, neoprene, poly- 
butadiene, nitrile, poh/isoprene and ethylene-propylene. 
In addition to these elastonieric materials, there are 
the usual compounding materials required — carbon 
black, various plasticizers and oils for rubber processing, 
rosin, stearic, and other higher fatty acids, styrene 
resins, zinc oxide and special chemicals such as 
accelerators, in addition to the old stand-by, sulfur. 

The elastomers may almost all be made directly or 
indirectly from acetylene, olefins (including ethylene, 
propylene), butylènes, butadiene, benzene, ammonia, or 
hydrogen cyanide for the nitriles. Essentially all of these 
may descend from petroleum or its sibling, natural gas. 

STYRENP-BUTADIENE RUBBERS (SBR) 

Thk class of synthetic elastomers was initially known 
af "GRS" in tht United Sutes, and may be regarded 
as a general purpone synthetic rubber. This type has by 
far the largest consumption. In the United States of 

America, in 1964, out of a predicted production of 
1,683,000 long tons of synthetic rubbers, styrene-buta- 
diene amounted to 1,140,000 long tons. The price is about 
22e' per pound. 

While there have been various changes in the manufac- 
ture of SBR, the major amounts are still produced by 
emulsion polymerisation of styrene and butadiene, giving 
a finished product of about 20 to 25 per cent of styrene. 

In the original SBR process as developed and utilized 
to supply so much of the needs of the United States in the 
early 1940s, polymerization reactions were carried out 
in standard glass-lined reactors of slightly under 4,000 gal- 
lons capacity, at about 1I5"F. Since heat is given off 
some cooling is necessary. About 550 BTU per pound of 
rubocr musj.bc removed,, AISQ, ¡I, tbjs proofs, anproxi, . 
mately 75 per cent of the two monomers, butadiene and 
styrene, are converted to polymer in twelve hours, then 
the polymerization is stopped by the addition of a chemical 
such as hydroquinone. Unreacted monomers are removed 
by flash vaporization for the butadiene and by steam 
stripping for the styrene. Antioxydants are added to the 
latex; and the solid polymer is isolated by creaming the 
latex with brine and coagulating it with acid. The polymer 
comes as "crumbs", and is then compressed into bales, 
ready for compounding with sulfur, carbon black, zinc 
oxide, etc. 

In recent years, the major improvement in processing 
has been the replacement of this former hot polymeriza- 
tion at 115°F by cold polymerization at 42°F with a 
concurrent reduction of polymerization cycle, from 
twelve hours to two hours. This advancement has been 
made by improvements in the types and amounts of the 
rather complicated chemical materials for accelerators and 
oxydizing agents which are used in relatively small amounts 
to the rubber itself, to speed the kinetics of the chemical 
reaction of polymerization. 

The most recent development is solution polymeriza- 
tion of SBR, which is being pioneered in America. Solu- 
tion polymerized SBR will be able to compete better with 
the newer stereo rubbers, and may change the outlook 
for SBR, the future growth of which has not been con- 
sidered optimistic because of the con-petition of the 
newer materials. 

Much remains to be learned about solution polymeriza- 
tion in its application to SBR, but the data which have 
been obtained show that this technique applied to SBR 
gives several important advantages, including better 
resistance to abrasion, lower build-up of heat in tires, and 
better low-temperature flexibility. 

An important development from the standpoint of cost 
•s the use of oil-extended SBR. If the SBR is from the 
cold process and extended with 25 pounds of oil per 
100 parts of rubber, tire treads have more than 20 per 
cent increased wearing resistance than the standard 
cold rubber; and the cost is decreased accordingly 
because of the use of the cheaper oils. 

For developing countries, it is obvious that, while 
SBR has been the "work horse" of the synthetic rubber 
business in industrial countries, it means the production 
of two rather sophisticated monomers; i.e., butadiene 
and styrene. The butadiene may come in any one of 
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several ways learned in the United States with great 
effort and cost compressed into a very short time, and 
the styrene is usually made from benzene and ethylene, 
but both would require a rather developed petrochemical 
industry. 

NLOI'RtNl. 

Neoprene was developed by the DuPont Company 
during the 1920s and early 1930s. In the United States 
of America, the production of Neoprene in 1964 will be 
125,000 long tons by DuPont as the sole manufacturer. 
In Japan, there are two manufacturers, and Neoprene 
under the name of 'chloroprene" is also manufactured 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. Its present cost 
structure is down from an introductory price of over 

.jH»a pouiid.it» tjj.ejaw-iin.ic (Wys.of. 193J,Ji*»33 to*4O0 . 
per pound now. It is not expected that the production 
of neoprene will increase without further price reductions, 
and the 1970 production is expected to decrease somewhat 
because of competition with other elastomers under 
present prices. 

About 100 pounds or acetylene gives 135 pounds of 
neoprene; and next to vinyl chloride, it is the largest 
consumer of acetylene. 

Neoprene has all the fundamental characteristics of 
natural rubber plus several properties not found in the 
natural material. What is even more important, it retains 
these properties when exposed to heat and cold aging, 
grease and oil, chemicals, oxidation, sunlight and weather. 

Neoprene is not the best elastomer in all properties, 
but it is still the only major commercially marketed 
elastomer that is good in all properties. In view of this 
unique combination of properties, neoprene has been 
used to make more types of rubber compounds than any 
other synthetic. Neoprene compounds protect cables that 
are exposed to the baking rays of the sun or laid under- 
ground in salt marshes. They cover air hose and electric 
cords that are pulled over sharp rocks in quarries and, 
mines, and on construction jobs. They also do a great 
variety of jobs in the oil fields and throughout the oil 
industiy. Neoprene is used as a jacket for service station 
fuel hoses that are constantly being dragged through oil 
and grease and over rough pavements. This versatile- 
rubber lines many chemical storage tanks and pipelines. 

Dissolved in solvents, neoprene can be applied like 
paint. It has proved to be an exceptionally durable 
protective coating for equipment and structural steel in 
chemical plants, plating shops, and other locations with 
corrosive fume-laden atmospheres. 

Neoprene is particularly well adapted to use in conveyor 
belts. In many mines in the bituminous coal fields, the 
coal is mixed with layers of slate and rock. After mining, 
the products are separated and dropped on a giant con- 
veyor belt. These belts have to withstand heavy loads 
of sharp, jagged rock and slate and, in the case of 
soft coti, a considerable amount of sulfur as well. 
Ons such neoprene belt is still almost as good as 
new after lifting 225,000 tons of refuse from one mine. 
Power transmission belts are also fabricated from neo- 
prene elastomers. 

Recently, manufacturers of telephone wires put neo- 
prene in another form to equally difficult service. They 
jacketed telephone drop wires with this elastomer. Drop 
wires are subject to rubbing against trees and houses, 
and to severe weather conditions. They must stand up 
under rain, snow and sleet, and in the summer under 
temperatures thxt often exceed I00°F. 

Neoprene is used us a jacket over electrical insulation. 
It protects the insulation on ignition wires in aircraft 
and autos, and is used to protect high voltage power 
lines. The elastomer is finding many other applications 
for electrical insulation purposes both at home and in 
industry. 

Newer uses include covers for garden hose, jackets for 
the cord on electric irons, the coating of metal rack?, and 

^as imprégnant in njapy.fa.brjc article^. Iri.o/her fottn/, , 
it >j employed Tor playbills, and thcic is a special type 
of neoprene suitable for crepe soles on casual and work 
shoes. Neoprene bladders are widely used in volley balls, 
footballs, and basketballs, while soft balls are nude with 
moulded covers of this synth»tic. 

Other household products made of neoprene now 
coming off the production lines are raincoats, weather 
stripping, and door seals. Neoprene seals in valves have 
made hif»h performance records in locations where oil. 
hydraulic fluids, dust, mud, and grit are encountered. 

Adhesive cements made of neoprene latex are used 
for attaching soles to shoes. 

In hospitals, neoprene sheeting, surgeon's gloves, and 
medical appliances can be sterilized by steam. Natural 
rubber will not long endure sterilization by this method. 

In a thousand ways today neoprene is serving industry 
and the home, making possible »he fabrication not only 
of better products, but also of products that could not 
be made successfully from natural rubber. 

The growth of neoprene is perhaps best illustrated by 
sales figures. When initial production started at the bottom 
of the economic depression in the United States — at a time 
when natural rubber was sold in New York a: less than 
H per pound — the synthetic product was priced at 
$1.05 per pound. Even at that price, the nation's rubber 
processors gave immediate attention to neoprene because 
of its superior qualities. In 1932, the first year of produc- 
tion, less than 20,000 pounds of neoprene were sold — at 
some financial loss to the DuPont Company, the develo- 
pers and commercializers of this unique synthetic elas- 
tomer. 

Production each year from 1932 to 1940 more than 
doubled that of the previous vear, except in the recession 
year of 1938, when a somewhat smaller increase was made. 
During that period, the price dropped to 65e" per pound. 
Today, thanks to continual research and Jevelopment, 
neoprene sells for 40-50* a pound — well tinder half 
the original selling p. ice. The total quantity oi* neoprene 
elastomers marketed in 1963 exceeded 230 million 
pounds. 

The future of neoprene synthetics must have been seen 
as most promising. Continued technological improve- 
ments and increased application development will no 
doubt help enhance the competitive position and wider 
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participation in both existing and new markets of this 
uniquely versatile group of elastomers. 

The basic steps of the neoprene process may be sum- 
marized as follows: 

1. Acetylene polymerization to vinylacetylcnc; 
2. Vinylacetylene   hydrohalogrnation   to   2-chloro-l,3- 

butadiene  (chloroprene); 
3. Chloroprene polymerization to the rubber-like mate- 

rial, neoprene; 
4. Isolation of neoprene from Latex. 

Neoprene, like natural rubber, is used commercially 
in three different forms: (u) as a latex; (b) as a cement 
dissolved in solvents such as benzene, solvent naphtha 
or chlorinated hydrocarbons; and (<•) as a plastic polymer 

Neoprene can be bonded to natural rubber or to metals, 
and is also used as an adhesive or bonding material 
While alone it is not suitable as a hard rubber, neoprene 
can be compounded with natural rubber and sulfur to 
yield a flexible hard rubber. 

Neoprene elastomers have been manufactured contin- 
uously since 1931 in the United States on a commercial 
scale. The number of products which have been produced 

initially under the trade name of DuPrene ir, rather 
large. There are currently marketed ten neoprenes of the 
dry polymer type, as well as nine different ¡atices. 

All the commercial varieties of neoprene can be proces- 
sed on conventional rubber equipment and by methods 
similar to those used in preparing corresponding products 
from natural rubber. For most applications, neoprene  ~-.V-.WV«IUWH», »uu((; as a piasuc poiymer     ,,",,• '"»»l«1 muuci. ror most applications, neoprene 

-M!»«h«!>l».»»ot-Ä?«un*edt »¡upe*, «nvä'TfiÄtrrtL'd wVrf "msupp^A+asit*,-rv,f,ipí.iftided cKfetT.y^v'ftrTòfìt pfè'ifflm-"* 
essentially nr>n-nlnstir- cl atti,- n.hk*..- I.L„ „... :„i arv   hrp-jl-iIrvM n    ir  k,„.,L.j    •      •       •     , essentially non-plastic elastic rubber-like material 

The latices and cements are used fot forming dipped 
goods, coating and impregnating a wide variety of objects, 
and as adhesives. The gelling of cements is said to be 
retarded by the addition of 3-5 per cent of camphor. 

Plastic neoprene can be processed in much the same 
manner and with the same equipment as natural rubber. 
The vulcanizing differs from that of natural rubber in 
that the addition of sulfur is not required to convert 
the plastic into the elastic, non-plastic form, although 
sulfur does have an activating effect on many stocks. 
Uncompounded neoprene can be cured by the action 
of heat alone, but the physical properties of the vulca- 
nízate are greatly improved by the use of certain metallic 
oxides and other compounding ingredients. While zinc 
oxide and magnesia are used to activate most neoprene 
stocks, the magnesia must be omitted and litharge used 
to obtain maximum water resistance. Wood rosin is used 
to improve the stability of carbon black-loaded stocks, 
and it functions also as a secondary vulcanizing agent! 

The usual forms of carbon black and other loading 
materials used in natural rubber can be used in neoprene 
also. A considerable number of resins and synthetic 
materials have been suggested to improve certain pro- 
perties. The plasticity, processing characteristics and 
stability of unvulcanized, compounded stocks can be 
improved by the use of many of the softening ag:nts 
employed in compounding natural rubber and in plasticiz- 
ing resins. 

Ordinary rubber accelerators have found comparatively 
little use in the compounding of neoprene, although cer- 
tain amines and aromatic hydroxy compounds have 
a definite accelerating effect. 

Cured neoprene closely resembles vulcanized natural 
rubber in both gum and loaded stocks. The tensile 
properties of neoprene gum stocks at elevated tempera- 
tures are inferior to those of similar rubber stocks, but 
there is less difference in the case of carbon Wack-loaded 
stocks. The uses of neoprene depend upon its superiority 
to natural rubber in many respect«, such as resistance 
to the action of light, heat, ozone, petroleum products, 
vegetable oils, animal fats and many chemicals, resistance 
to combustion and to the diffusion of many gases and 
liquids. 

ary breakdown. If breakdown is required, however, it 
may be accomplished by mechanical working at low 
temperatures or by means of chemical peptizing agents. 
The latter are normally more effective at high 
temperatures. 

Many metallic oxides affect the cure of neoprene. 
With the exception of litharge and red lead, however! 
which are used tc produce vulcanizates having low water 
absorption, none of the other oxides alone or in combina- 
tions approach the desirable over-all balance of the zinc 
oxide-magnesia curing system. 

The vulcanization of neoprene with sulfur is of compa- 
ratively minor import ince. The reaction of this agent with 
neoprene is slow, even in the presence of accelerators. 
It is commonly used only in the presence of metallic 
oxide curing agents for the purpose of producing special 
properties in the vulcanite. The metallic oxide curing 
system is sufficiently active for many, perhaps most 
neoprene compounds. Both speed of vulcanization and 
eventual strtc of cure can be favourably influenced, how- 
ever, by the use of additional special accelerators. 

Peculiarities of the chemical manufacture of neoprene 
require considerable knowledge and skill, which would 
have to be imported into a developing country. However, 
the simplicity of the basic raw material supply accty! 
lene and hydrogen chloride- is an attractive point for 
consideration. The general versatility of the products also 
is an important advantage. 

The relatively high selling price is not necessarily a 
measure of its cost of production; and the large spread 
between the raw material costs and sales price probably 
includes a large profit after processing costs. 

BUTYL RUBBER 

Butyl rubber production in the United States is estima- 
ted at somewhat over 100,000 long tons in 1964, but it 
is expected to decrease by possibly 10 per cent during 
the next five years due to competition with other synthetic 
elastomers. Its price is about Ji$ per pound — compet- 
ing with SBR. ^ 

The major use for butyl has beeu for inner-tubes for 
automobile tires because of the low permeability to gases. 
Competition with other materials makes this market 
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problematical in the future. The advent of tubeless tires 
will also reduce the demand. Tires made entirely of butyl 
have had relatively little success. Butyl is also important 
in electrical insulation, especially for wires and cables; 
but polyethylene (which is much lower in price), as well 
as other plastics, have taken over much of this market. 
It has excellent   trength and résistante to chemicals. 

Butyl rubber (20 to 30 ,iarts of isobutylene and I part 
isoprene) is usually made by a solution polymerization 
in methyl chloride as diluent at 90°C. From 1 to 
/. per cent of butadiene allows vulcanization. The techno- 
logy is quite advanced in spite of the fact (which has been 
known for many years; that the production requires 
quite careful attention, particularly because this copo- 
lymcrization is highly exothermic. In the United States, 
for example, there is only one major producer although 
o|he^s^avp indx'atj^, frjni tirp^to^nje, an interest in 
this and one may go into it. 

isobutylene may be produced along with other olefins 
as basic petrochemicals, and the isoprene may also be 
synthetically produced from acetylene and acetone by the 
new SNAM Process. However, with butadiene as a third 
ba-'c material, the substantial background of chemral 
manufacture, the low copolymerization temperature, 
and the relatively narrow markets, make this a less de- 
sirable production route for a developing country than 
alternative processes. 

NlTRILtS AND RELATED RUBBERS 

Nitriie rubbers arc formed by emulsion copolymeriza- 
tion of butadiene and acrylonitrile at about 50°F. The 
properties of the product are varied by changing from 
40 to 80 per cent butadiene, with an average of about 
70 per cent. This rubber has a high oil-resistance, which 
is larger with higher amounts of acrylonitrile. The increas- 
ing amounts of acrylonitrile decrease the flexibility at low 
temperatures. The main uses are as latex the treating 
of paper, leather, and textiles, and for mechanical goods 
moulding. The pioduction in the United States is increasing 
slowly from its present value at about 50,000 long tons, 
under its present price range of 35-450 per pound. 

Since acrylonitrile can be made either from acetylene 
(and hydrogen cyanide) or from pre ylene (and 
ammonia), there are two sources for this material. 
However, in both cases, relatively complicated processing 
is involved. Again, of course, another of the comonomers, 
butadiene, is a material which requires a substantial 
background of investment and operation for the chemical 
plant. 

Closely related is the polyacrylate rubbers, also made 
from acrylonitrile as a major starting material, but with 
a copolymerization with various different materials, 
depending on those available and on the specifications 
of products, such as ethyl acrylate and 2-chloro ethyl- 
vinyl ether. In general, these are copolymers of acrylates 
and acrylonitrile. These are speciality rubbers, used mainly 
in the United States, in the automotive field. They have 
good resistance to hot oils, and also to air, (to 
oxygen and ozone) but aie generally unsatisfactory below 
- 10*F. There are three mauufacturers in the United 

States. The volume is small, but may increase. The price 
is relatively high, about $1 per pound. 

STEREO RUBBERS 

The commercial development of stereo rubbers may 
be said to date back to 1959, and comes as an outgrowth 
of the technology developed with the stereo-specific 
polymerization techniques, which have been so important 
in olefin polymerization. United States consumption is 
increasing, and amounted to roughly 112,000 long tons 
in 1963, but the capacity is raore than twice this amount. 

There are two stereo rubbers — polybutadiene and 
polyisoprene. There are five United States producers 
of polybutadiene rubber, and two United States producers 
of polyisoprene rubbers. These have large production 
capartf, -wrik.'tl ha**rÄ>t*beer< 'íity* «ítiiíed? This Ira's 
the advantage, of course, that the single raw materials, 
the polybutadiene and polyisoprene, may, in each case, 
come from petroleum. The polyisoprene may also come 
from acetylene and acetone (from isopropylene). The 
price of polyisoprene is as low as 24tf per pound; and 
polybutadiene is in this same price range. Thus they 
compete directly with SBR and butyl. 

The main uses are Jirectly competitive with natural 
rubber for tire cords, treads, blends with SBR, etc. 
Both are quite similar in properties, and have good 
abrasion resistance. The largest use is in tires for poly- 
butadiene. The polyisoprene also goes into footwear. 

Only a single monomer is required in each case, but 
either will require a somewhat sophisticated method of 
petrochemical productiun. 

ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE RUBBER (EPR) 

It should be noted that, for a developing country, 
EPR has major advantages in that it comes merely from 
the two olefins, ethylene and propylene, which come 
from naphtha-cracking operations or cracking operations 
for gasoline production, and hence would give a relatively 
simple raw material stock without requiring additional 
processing. Thus, EPR will be cheaper than other syn- 
thetic rubbers because the average cost of the monomeric 
raw materials will be less than 5e\ 

The polymerization requires attention to developments 
which are only now being made; and there is required 
a specialized knowledge of the chemistry of polymeriza- 
tion, and skill in its practice. The equipment required 
is less complicated and less expensive than that for some 
of the other synthetic rubbers mentioned previously. 

It is expected that this newer synthetic rubber will 
advance at a great rate in the industrial countries from 
its recent start; and it is thought that it will be an excellent 
material for consideration in developing countries. 

There are two types of EPR being developed. One is 
EPR and the other EPT. EPR is the copolymer and cannot 
be cured by sulfur. It requires different organic peroxides. 
EPT can be a terpolymer, which can be cured with sulfur. 
In EPT the third ingredient is added in small amounts. 
Typical third ingredients are: dicyclopentadiene and 
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1,5-hexadienc. These arc added in relatively small amounts 
to give an unsaturated condition during the curing 
process. 

EPT has several outstanding properties: excellent 
resistance to aging, low cost, simple processing, the 
ability to be extended with large amounts of oils and 
still have good properties, etc. Thus, a very inexpensive 
product results. Also, EPR has excellent strength proper- 
ties, and a wide temperature range of useiul life — from 
comparatively low to comparatively high. 

There are now two companies in production and two 
or three others in the United States of America may soon 
enter this field. The price will be competitive with SBR, 
but could be reduced. It may well be the cheapest, and 
may ultimately have the largest volume of all the synthetic 
rubbers because of the lower raw material cost. So far, 
it has not had pajor use in tires.     t 

URF THANE ELASTOMERS OR RUBBERS 

These are not important in volume produced. They 
are rather expensive and sophisticated in production 
and specialized in uses. They will probably not be impor- 
tant in the programmes for developing countries. Thus, 
production in 1963 in the United Sutes was only 
7,000 tons; and it is estimated that this volume will 
increa. • only to about 22,000 tons in 1970 in the United 

States. These are speciality products used in either casting 
or moulding in the major markets, as special tires, for 
flex and abrasion resistance in shoe products, for high 
abrasion resistance in mechanical goods, also in insulat- 
ing wire and cable because of their excellent electrical 
properties. 

These have certain disadvantages — poor heat aging 
and poor resistance to water and oil, particularly at 
elevated temperatures. 

The raw materials are diisocyanates and polyesters 
or polyethers, all of which result from several intricate 
chemical manufacturing operations. 

OTHER SPECIAL SYNTHETIC RUBBERS 

Numerous elastomeric touipoifnds'af% being protruded 
for uses as special rubbers. Some of these may be regarded 
as falling into an elastomeric plastics classification. None 
will be of interest to a developing country because 
of the lov volume or highly specialized uses, high 
cost, complicated chemical background of funda- 
mental materials or chemical production. Among those 
which might be noted as representing this miscellaneous 
group are: fluro-chlorc-elastomers, silicone rubbers, 
polysulfides, polyacrylics, propylene oxide rubber, and 
ethyl-vinyl-acetate elastomers. 
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F. Selected end-products 

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

During this session, various economic and technological 
aspects •ofnhe production of some'specific petrochemical 
end-products, namely sulphur, carbon black, detergents 
and methanol, were discussed. The importance of multi- 
purpose reactors in the field of petrochemical industries 
was also mentioned. 

1. SULPHUR 

The petroleum industry has changed fron a net con- 
sumer of sulphur in 1950 to a net producer since 1960. 
It was stated that in 1963, of the nearly 20 million long 
tons of sulphur consumed in Western Europe and North 
America, 19 per cent was produced from hydrogen sul- 
phide found in sour natural gas or petroleum refinery 
gases. 

The world-wide sulphur production sources at present 
were stated to be divided as follows: 

Fresh sulphur  30 
Sulphur from py.ites  34 
Native sulphur  2 
Sulphur from natural gas  18 
Miscellaneous  16 

The recovery of sulphur from natural gas is usually 
carried out in two steps: 

First step. Desulphurization plant unit where H,S is 
removed from the gas; 

Second step. Sulphur plant where H,S is burnt in 
order to give sulphur. 

Industrial separation of H,S from natural gas can be 
achieved in several ways, all based on selective absorption. 
The most common processes in this connexion were said 
to be the amine process and the hot potassium carbonate 
process. 

The acid gases removed from the raw gas stream are 
regenerated from the absorbing solution by heat and/or 
pressure differences, then sent to the sulphur plant. In 
the sulphur plant, part of the H,S is burned with air to 
form SO,. This sulphur dioxide reacts with the remaining 
hydrogen sulphide, thereby producing sulphur, which is 
normally referred to as recovered sulphur. This process 
for the recovery of sulphur is known as the Claus process. 

The cost of producing recovered sulphur varies con- 
' sidcr'ably with such" items' as*(a) quantity of raw gas to 

be treated, (b) per cent of acid gas in the raw gas, (c) 
per cent of hydrogen sulphid • n the acid gas, (d) per cent 
of constituents other than carbon dioxide and hydrogen 
sulphide in the acid gas and (e) local factors, where the 
plant is to be established. The said items will not only 
affect the size and design of the gas scrubbing cycle, but 
also will affect the sulphur plant. Owing to the above 
variables, it is impossible to generalize a final recovered 
sulphur production cost versus sulphur production 
capacity. 

Generally, the costs of purifying the raw gas and the 
sulphur plant are not allocated to sulphur alone. This is 
because the purifying process is normally needed to 
produce an economic sweet residue gas regardless of 
whether sulphur is recovered or not. If the sweet gas is 
not needed, then it is rarely economical to process the 
gas just to recover the sulphur. 

Sulphur in general, however, is becoming very impor- 
tant for the developing countries where fertilizer plants 
are planned to be established. 

2. CARBON BLACK 

Chemically, carbon black is a pure elementary carbon 
with a small amount of chemisorbed hydrogen and oxygen 
and less than 1 per cent of ash. From the point of view 
of the applications properties, quality control, technical 
service and research required in its production, it must 
be regarded as a highly functional, upgraded material 
rather than a basic petrochemical, although it meets the 
formal requirements of a petrochemical. 

The best raw materials for the production of carbon 
black are natural gas and highly aromatic rich fractions 
obtained from a petroleum refinery. 

The various industrial processes for manufacturing 
carbon black from natural gas and oils are the channel 
process, the thermal furnace process and the fumare 
process. 

Considering the minimum economic size of a conven- 
tional carbon black plant, it was stated to be in the order 
of 20-40 mm. lb/year, requiring a relatively high capital 
cost as well as export of a part of the output of the plant. 
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Because carbon black production needs a highly 
specialized operation requiring high capital, high technical 
skill, usually an imported material for construction and 
a small amount of labour, it is clear that it would not 
always be among the first petrochemicals to be considered 
for a developing country. However, carbon black may 
often be produced in developing countries by private 
enterprise or by the assistance of the Governments, 
before the local demand for carbon is large enough to 
make such an operation profitable. This is done to gain 
an early market position, looking several years ahead to 
larger local use, and to keep competitors out as long as 
possible. Thus, the introduction of carbon black produc- 
tion in the developing countries has tended to ltad rather 
than to lag. 

3. DETERGENTS 
• -• • •• •• 

It is estimated that 75 to 80 per cent of the total demand 
is for household detergents. The remaining 20 to 25 per 
cent enter into the industrial detergents market in a wide 
variety of industrial applications. 

Household detergents are mostly based on alkyl aryl 
sulphonate, fatty alcohol sulphates plus some non-ionics. 

In the anionics market alky sulphonates arc predomi- 
nant, accounting for 45 per cent of the total. The main 
growth in detergents is presently in the non-ionics and 
n the liquid anionics formulations. 

4. METHANOL 

The production of methanol by high-pressure synthesis 
from gas composed "CO" and "H," was one of the 
earliest commercial petrochemical processes. 

The main methanol production now is based on steam 
reforming processes for producing synthesis gas from 
naphtha or natural gas feedstocks. The conversion of the 
synthesis gas into methanol is carried out in a high pres- 
sure reactor like an ammonia converter. 

MULTIPURPOSE REACTORS 

The fact that petrochemical production and the 
demand for petrochemical products are expanding at an 
ever-increasing pace throughout the world, and that the 
larger primary petrochemical producers seldom serve 
the consumer directly, has created <r need for ufllking 
multipurpose reactors where a variety of consumer 
petrochemical products are produced. 

Multipurpose reactors are justifiable when, in a country, 
there is not a sufficient demand for the output of single- 
product units. The products in these multipurpose 
reactors are made from a wide variety of petrochemicals, 
all of which are available from either domestic production 
or imported petrochemicals. This type of reactor will 
greatly minimize the capital cost and, at the same time, 
the cost of production. 
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1. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES : SELECTED END-PRODUCTS 

Prepared for the United Natione Centre for Induetrial Development 
by Vinetitut francale du pétrole, France 

Methanol groàsction 

The production of methanol by high-pressure synthesis 
from gas composed of CO and Ht was one of the earliest 
commercial pç.tr,ochemical processes.  

The main methanol production new is based on the 
steam-reforming process for producing synthesis gas 
from naphtha or natural gas feed-stock. The conversion 
into methanol is carried out in a high-pressure reactor 
like an ammonia converter. 

The major portion of the methanol synthesized to-day 
is used in the production of formaldehyde, methyl 
methacrylate and DMT. 

ECONOMICS OF METHANOL MANUFACTURE 

The elements of the operating costs for a 30,000 tons/ 
year methanol plant, built in Europe, and based on 
natural gas* feed-stock, are given in table 1. The manu- 
facturing cost and the derived methanol selling price are 
presented in table 2. 

1 A similar evaluation bawd on naphtha tod-stock instead of 
natural gas will lead to approximately the same methanol selling 

TABLE t. 30,000 TONS/YEA» METHANOL PRODUCTION 

NATURAL OAS-BAHD STEAM-REPORMINO PROCESS 

Operating cost elements 

Investment* (MMJUS) 
Process Units and off-sites, including tankage . .  .  . 3.00 
Initial charge of catalyst and chemicals  0.06 
Start-up expenses  014 

TOTAL INVESTMENT 3.20 

Raw materials and utilities consumption 
Natural ga»b (m*/hr)      4,820 
Steam produced (tons/hr)         9.1 

Catalyst and chemicals requirements $US        45,000 

Labour (mm/shift)        3 

' Royalue» included. 
<• Including Awl consumption. 

A lower selling price (fUSSO/tcn) could be obtained 
in a higher capacity unit producing 60,000 to 63,000 tons/ 
year methanol. 

TABLE 2.   30,000 TONS/YEAR METHANOL PRODUCTION 
NATURAL OAS-BASBD  STEAM-RSPORMINO  PROCESS 

ManuJ'acturing cost end selling price 

IMf (Mr cam 
tus IV%UM 

Verimbk costs 
Natural gas  10a m* 13           31,600 
Sasam (credit)  Tons 1.6        72,100 
Catalyst and chemicals 
Labour 

Uarissaad wages  Men/year 3.000             20 
Supervision     At 23% of salarias and wages 

TOTAL VABIASU CSMSMBS 

  At 1X5 par cent of total I 
  At 3.5 per cent of total I 
  At 4   per «at of total i 

Panarsi pl»at overhead  At 2   per cant of total i 
Taass aad teasrance  At I   par eant of totali 

TOTAL 

300 
(-113) 

43 

100 
23 

SS3 

733 
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TAILS Î (continued; 

Amant coil KP ti S 

Selling price 

Net cash flow at 20 per cent of total investment  640 
Depreciation provides  400 
Net income after taxes  240 
Net income before taxes at 50 per cent  4M 
Manufacturing cost  1,290 
Methanolsales  1,770 
Methanol selling price 

$US  59 
tm>  2.7 

Carbon Mack production 

Chemically, carbon black is a purely.elementary ça/bpn 
with a »mall amount of chemisorbed hydrogen and oxygen 
and less than 1 per cent of ash. 

Physically, it is composed of roughly spherical particles, 
of colloidal dimensions, ranging in diameter from 50 to 
5,000 A. The industrial properties for which carbon black 
is valued are associated with its fine state of division. 

PRODUCTION AND USES 

Carbon black capacity in 1963 is given in table 3 below. 
It is mainly used in. 
Rubber industry, which consumes more than 90 per cent 

of the carbon black produced. Carbon black improve: 
the physical properties of rubber, for instance: 
abrasion resistance, toughness, tensile properties. 

Inks ai.d paints as black pigment. 

The apparent density of this black is about 0.05 gr/cm*« 
Impurities are eliminated by cyclones, and density is 
increased in agitating tanks, where, occluded air is removed ; 
thé apparent density increases to 0.2 gr/cm* and handling 
becomes easier. 

Thermal furnace process 

Carbon black production is carried out in two phases: 
natural gas mixed with air is burned in an insulated 
furnace, filled with refractory. When refractory tempera- 
ture reaches about 1,000°C, the combustion is stopped and 
gas alone is charged into the furnace. The heated refrac- 
tory decomposes the natural gas into carbon and hydro- 
gen. Cracked gases, with the entrained carbon, are 
cooled by a water spray. The carbon black is then separa- 
ted from the gases in bag filters. When refractory is 
cooled, the cycle is repeated. 

The manufacture of thermal blacks amounts to about 
6.5 per cent of the total production. 

TABLE 3. CARBON BLACK CAPACITY 

Unit: IP tom/ytur 

Furnace process 

Two raw materials are used: gas and oil. 

OU fintee   Go/Ima«      Ornimi Tout GaSJUmaCt 

Europe •  
Alia, Africa, Australia 
America  

380 
148 
908 

9 
9 

283 

20 
19 

121 

409 
176 

1,312 

• Eastern countries not included. 

There are now on the market 16 main types of carbon 
black, the uses of which are variable, produced by three 
groups of processes. From these main types, ten are 
furnace blacks, four channel blacks and two thermal 
blacks. They differ in origin, colour and particle size. 

MANUFACTURING PKOCEMH 

The principal processes are: channel, thermal furnace, 
furnace. 

Channel process 

Carbon black is collected by impingement of small 
natural gat flames on a relatively cool metal surface. 

Natural gas and air are introduced simultaneously into 
a firebrick-lined chamber, in a predetermined ratio, 
through burners which distribute the air and gas in alter- 
nate parallel layers. 

Combustion occurs at the air gas interface and supplies 
the heat necessary to crack the remaining natural gas to 
carbon and hydrogen. 

The gaseous effluent containing entrained carbon is 
sent to a cooling tower, where water is sprayed, and is then 
passed into an electric precipitator. A part of the carbon 
Mack is removed, the remander is flocculated into loose 
aggregates which are recovered by cyclones. 

Oiljvmace 

The operation is essentially the same as for gas. Liquid 
is introduced into the furnace by atomtzation or vaporiza- 
tion. Yields by the oil furnace process usually run between 
90 and 60 per cent of the carbon content of the feed; 
tltt yield can be correlated with the feed aromaticity (very 
aromatic oils are the best feed-stocks). 
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ECONOMICS OF CARBON BLACK PRODUCTION 

The elements of the operating cost for a 25,000 tons/ 
year plant, based on furnace gas process, are given below : 

t vs 
Investment (process units only)     5,000,000 
Raw material and utilities requirements per ton of carbon black 

Natural gas. (in*)        5,710 
Electricity (kWh)       500 
Cooling water (m')         M 

Labour (men/shift)         15 

Setter preeuctlea 

PRODUCTION  AND CONSUMPTION 

àecàuse óf the abundance V free acid in natural gas, 
the sour gases were not utilized and /ere burned during 
a long time. The increasing demand for natural gas in 
some countries and the improvement of sweetening tech- 
niques have developed gas acid uses after treatment, 
yielding in many cases by-product elementary sulfur. 
If the quantity of H,S contained in the gas is low, sulfur 
is not recovered economically. 

Sour natural gases may contain as much as 30 per 
cent of hydrogen sulfide. Sulfur is so extracted from 
refinery gases. 

In I960 there were 30 units in the United States produc- 
ing sulfur from natural gas and as many processing 
refinery gas. 

The petroleum industry changed from a net consumir, 
of sulfur in 1950 to a net producer since IMO. 

The world-wide sulfur production is divided as follows: 

Fresh sulfur  10 
Sulfur from pyrite«  34 
Native sulfur  2 
Sulfur frees natural gas.  II 
Miaosilaaeous.  If 

MANUFACTURING 

IS 

Recovery of sulfur fron gas is carried out in two steps 
First   step.   Desulrurization   unit   where   H,S 

removed fron gas; 
Secofttf step. Sulfur plant where H,S is burned in 

order to give sulfur. 
Industrial separation of Hfi from gas can be achieved 

by several ways, all based c a selective absorption. The 
most-known proceei uses so/ui cms of amines which bava 
the property to form with weak acids (H.S) unstable 
components which can be broken by heating, thus regene- 
rating the onginal solution. 

The gases «ad the amines sohstioM are hi contact ia a 
counter current cotana, working under pressure. A put 
of the H,» reacts with aniaet, producing a salt. Another 
putt it absorbed by dfaaolatjaa m the amines. By heating 

the rich solution, the salts formed are broken; then H,S 
is removed by flash. 

Generally, the gas leaving the absorber is treated by 
caustic soda, which eliminates the last traces oí arid. 

Su' "ur is produced from hydrogen sulfide by the Claus 
process. A part of the H,S is burned. Tne sulfur dioxide 
produced is mixed with the remaining hydrogen sulfide. 
Sulfur is obtained in a liquid form. 

2H.S t JO,  ,2SO, <  2H.O (I) 
2 Hfi + SO,   OS ' 2 HaO (?) 

The reaction (1) is very exothennic. The recovery of 
the heat of reaction permits the production of a large 
amount of steam that supplies pjrtiaìly what is required 
by the absorption section. 

'*   ECONbMlCS OF SVLVlU VROöUCTION •  •• 

The elements of the operating cost for a plant based 
on a natural gas composed of 15 per cent of hydrogen 
sulfide are given below. 

Sulfur recovery/1,000 ms of natural gas treated; 0 203 tons 
Utilitier and chemicals requirements/1,000 m' of natural gas 

treated 

Electricity (kWh) . 
Steam (tons) . . . 
Cooling water (m*) 
Process water (m*). 
Amine« (kg) . . . 
Caustic soda (kg) . 

Investment and man-power required for a similar plant 
treating 220 million m' natural gas per year and producing 
44,500 tons/year of sulfur are as follows: 

SM 
Pr*€*m min emit 

Amène« wasMaa and caustic scrubbing 3,75*,tn> 
Sulfur ptant 3,JM,tt» 

TOTAL   MSe.eSO 

(men/aWft) 5 

mimi ttwMfaf 
<msf cmutU MMv Tata! 

it 20.3 24.1 
0.M -O.ié 0.30 

25 — 25 
0.02 0 5 0>2 
0.05 0.05 
0.45 — 0.45 

iNTBOIHJCriON 

Détergent is a group name attached to 
products which are very different as to physical and 
chemical Constitution, but which have all the common 
dMi-actertstic of deeply modifying tV interfacial tension 
of liquids ia which they are dissolved, ctpeciaHy of water. 

Detergents arc usually classified in three groups, 
according to the siga of the electrical charge of the rpecme 
hydrophobic jroupeatsring tato the nwtccuiar structure: 

Ávamúcs (with a negative hyaroaiicbic group) i 
70 % jnuftmuà m earns of 100 pi 
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surface-active ingredient) of total detergent production. 
In 19*2, in the United States, benzene sulfonates, the best 
known among anionics, accounted for 46 per cent of total 
anionic produttivi. ......       ...    » 

•elow is given a list of main anionic detergents: 
Alkylaryl sulfonates:   basic materials are  benzenes, 

propylene or normal paraffins derived from kerosene, 
and sulfuric acid or sulfur trioxide. 

AILyl sulfates  basic materials are olefins and sulfuric 
acid; 

Fatty alcohol sulfates fatty alcohols are prepared 
from natural fatty acids or synthetized with olefins, 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. 

Cartonici (with a positive hydrophobic group) have 
little importance with only a 3 per cent share of the 
total detergent production. The most cationics are quater- 
nary ammonium salts derived from fatty amines which 
may be obtained themselves from fatty acids and am- 
monia. 

The last clas» of detergents are nonionics which do not 
ionize in water. They obviously represent 27 per cent of 
the total detergents production. Nonionic components are 
prepared by fixation of polyethylene oxide (or polypro- 
pylene oxide) and polyethylene glycol (or polypropylene 
glycol) to fatty acids (launc, stearic, palmitic, oleic acids), 
Uli oil acids, resinous acids, fatty alcohols (lauric and 
oleic alcohols), fatty amines, amines. 

APPLICATIONS 

It might be thought that detergents are only concerned 
with cleaning but, in fact, they are found in numerous 
industries under different names, such as emulsifiers or 
surfactants. 

Vaho« tests have been set up for defining detergent 
performances in order to employ them with regard to 
their best utilization; the most outstanding qualities are 
shown by emulsifying power, wetting power and detergent 
power. Roughly, it can he considered that products 
having good detergent power serve as household or indus- 
trial det rgents, those having good emulsifying power 
promote dispersion of powder or liquid in a given medium 
and are used in the textile industry and for the preparation 
of lacquers, points, waxes, pesticides, herbicides, phar- 
maceutical and cosmetic components; Anally, those 
having good wetting power arc used in textile and dyeing 
industries, in ore industry for flotation and dust removal, 
in the preparation of special concrete. 

When considering again the distribution of detergents 
m anionics, cationics and nomónica, each group shows 

Cationics an cbnracteriaed by good wetting power and 
ifh germicide proparties, for which they were originally 

need a« disinfectants in many smuttier formulations. 
A peculiar use was found in the drilling of oil wells in 
•wear to kill certa» bacteria which cause plugging of the 
fWmabon and corrosion of equipment. Cationics arc 

—• for »nnration of ore by notation; sometimes 
to impart their good 

stJlnnMsJ «mnamsMnts. 

Anionics, because of their excellent detergent powei, 
serve as the major constituent in household and industrial 
detergents; about half the 885,000 tons of total synthetic 

• detergents ptoductd in*i9tJ2*rh the U.S.A? *ere used ra 
household products. Anionics are seldom used without 
mixing them with other ingredients in order to improve 
their properties or to add other properties. 

For example, secondary alkyl sulfates, liquid anionic 
detergent types, are mixed with anhydrous sodium carbo- 
nate and other additives (sodium metasilicate, trisodium 
phosphate, carboxymethyl cellulose) and, if necessary, 
with water; the product obtained is crystallized and then 
crushed and sold as caustic lyes for industriai or domestic 
purposes. The detergent content, expressed in terms of 
100 per cent organic surface-active ingredient, is neve- 
very important. 

Alkylaryl sulfonates are well fitted for preparing clean 
hygroscopic powders. As mentioned before, detergents 
and additives (pyrophosphate, sodium polyphosphate, 
sodium metasilicate, carboxymethyl cellulose) are com- 
pounded into a viscous solution that is sprayed hot, 
and afterwards oxidants (sodium pei borate) or dyes that 
would be damaged by heat, are added to the sprayed pow- 
der. Consideration should be given to the important share 
taken by the additives in the preparation of household 
detergents; the production of these additives involved a 
complementary industry to that of detergents. Anionics 
have found other applications in the textile industry, 
mainly for washing of cotton, and in paper and painting 
industries. 

Nonionics have good detergent and emulsifying power 
but are more expensive than cationics; they are often 
mixed either with anionics or with cationics. Nonionics 
are employed as emulsifying agents for oil and waxes, 
in cosmetic, pharmaceutical and food industries. The 
production of a good tensio-active nonionic depends 
upon purity of raw materials, i.e. ethylene oxide or pro- 
pylene oxide. 

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES POR DrrntoeNTS 

Raw materials to make detergents are very numerous 
as previously outlined; therefore this study will be limited 
to the preparation of dodecylbenzene sulfonate and 
sodium secondary alkyl sulfates; then we will show the 
new trends to reach biodegradable detergents. 

Dodecylbenzene sulfonate 

The two intermediates are propylene and benne*; the 
preparation is proceeded in three steps, illustrated by the 
bask reactions as follows : 

Polymerization of propylene into tetrspropytene 

(CM,-CH-CH^,- en* 

Unking of tetrapropylnw with benzene to fora dodecyt- 

qaKM + cj(( Wn-^y 



Sulfonation with  oleum (or  sulfuric acid, or sulfur trioxide) and neutralization with sodium hydroxide 

- * —      • • • • • CiA»"»0» •\+»C«,«>HkO + «uHltv< «-V *SO,H t-IîjO*      *       ...... 

CuH, —<^~\sO»H + NaOH > C11H»-^-\sO,N» + H fi 

(a) Polymerization oj propylene 

Propylene coming from a propane steam-cracking is 
charged into a reactor in which the catalyst is divided into 
several zones or put in tube. The polymerization reaction 
is very exothermic and occurs at a temperature of about 
150-170'C and under slight pressure ranging from 40 to 
60 atmospheres. The catalyst widely used is solid phos- 
phoric acid and kieselguhr. The reactor effluent, after 
heat exchange with fresh feed, is passed through a 
depropanizer and tetramer freed of light polymers, which 
are recycled, and of heavier components in distillation 
columns. 

(b) Dodecy[benzene 

The condensation of tetrapropylene with benzene is 
carried out at low temperature with one of the following 
catalystt : hydrofluoric acid (HF), sulfuric acid (H,S04) 
or aluminium trichloride (AIO,). 

Tetramer and benzene feeds are dried and cooled before 
entering into the reactor. The effluent passes to a separat- 
ing drum where the acid settles out and is recycled; 
then benzene is separated and also recycled in a distilla- 
tion column. The products obtained after this operation 
contained light alkylates, heavy alkylates and dodecyl- 
benzene suitable for sulfonation. All these components 
are separated and dodecylbenzene is withdrawn at the 
top of the last distillation column. 

(c) Sid/onatkm 

Sulfonation agent may be sulfuric acid (H,SO«), 
sulfur trioxide (SO,) or oleum, i.e. a solution prepared by 
having SO, bubbled into H,S04. The sulfonation reaction 
is not reversible and follows a smooth time-temperature 
curve until a maximum yield is reached. With SO, the 
reaction is nearly instantaneous and complete; the reactor 
capacity is minimum, but disadvantages are caused first, 
by high heat evolved which may decompose the products 
aimed at, and secondly, by high viscosity of the reaction 
mixture. With H.SO« the previous statements are re- 
versed; the reaction requires heat for completion and 
by-product formation is slight Oleum has proved a 
practical compromise between SO, and H,SO«. 

Dodecylbenzene and oleum are metered through a 
centrifugal pump which provide« the first mixing step. 
Then the mixture is completed in a stainless steel reactor 
cooled by water for controlling the reaction temper- 

The dedecytbeazene sulfuric acid is removed and 
react» with sodhm hydroxide w a neetralizer. The 
starry k spray«« and comnoaaded with additiv«* to fem 

ECONOMICS or SODIUM D.D.B. SULFONATE MANUFACTURE 

Elements of the operating cost for a 10,000* tons/year D.D.B. 
sulfonate plant based on propylene and benzene feed-stocks 
and including a dodecylbenzene unit (tetramer production and 
benzene alkylation) and a sulfonation unit, are given hereunder: 

Mamrfacturt of D.D.B. 

Investment " (Battery limit) (MM $)  2 

Raw material balance (tons/year). 
Propylene  io,700 
Benzene  4,400 
By-products flight and heavy alkylation)  4¡900 

Utilities consumption 

Electricity (10*kWh/ye*r)  3,000 
Cooling water (10»M»/ye«r)  5,900 
Fuel(10akcal/year)  60,000 

Catalyst and chemical consumption (S)  4,600/year 
Labour (men/shift)  10 

SulfomtloH (corresponding to D.D.B. production) 

Product: Sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate detergent 
Capacity: 65,000 tons/year commercial detergent (20% sulfonate) 
Investment (MM $)  1.9 
Elements of the operating cost (S/ton of end-product). 

Raw materials •  140 
Utilities (..Kludlng, fuel, electricity, steam, cooling water). . 13 
Labour  14 
Maintenance  2 
Fixed charge« (including depreciation, interest, general plant 

overhead, taxes and insurance)  10 
Proms and taxes (including sates promotion)  20 

Detergent selling price ($/ton)  199 

• Correspondió« to a 63,000 tons/year commercial detergent pro- 
duction at 20% of active product. 

• Including fees and paid-up royalties. 
• Including JpdecylbeiiiMM, sulfuric acid, sodium hydroxide and 

product* generally used as bulktert. 

Sodium secondary alkyl suyates 

Sulfuric acid directly adds up to a double bond to 
form monoalkyl sulfuric acid, according to the sulfona- 
tion reaction 

R-CH-CH,+ H¿0,- R-CB-O-SObH 

CH, 

Sulfation it more difficult to lead than sulfonation; the 
reaction is rapid and very exothermic; it is important to 
control it steadily to prevent tide reactions supplying 
«•deeiraMe by-products. The mixture of reactantt is 
held at the proper temperature by paseiag liquid propane 



through a tubular exchanger. Afterwards monoalkyl 
sulfuric acid is converted into sodium alkyl sulfate by 
reacting with sodium hydroxide in a neutralizer. 

,^ Both rcactiqfs» sulfation and neutralisation,, ajc pro- 
ceeded in the same plant as those for sulfonatton. The 
olefins which are employed usually originate from a 
high-temperature and pressure cracking of paraffins 
resulting from the refining of lubricating oils. 

As for sulfonation, oleum is used rather than sulfuric 
acid of sulfur trioxide in the sulfation process. 

Biodegradable detergents 

The increasing amount of synthetic detergents used 
every day has put more emphasis on the problem of 
water pollution. Nowadays most detergents foam very 
much and this persists in waste water before being decom- 
posed. Hence the interest shown by manufacturers to 
prepare products which will degrade adequately under 
proper sewage treatment and which will more easily 
break down by biological action; they have called them 
biodegradable or soft detergents as a contrast with non- 
biodegradable or hard detergents, qualifying the older 
ones. Facing the tricky problem of water pollution, some 
governments have regulated the utilization of non- 
biodegradable detergents. 

Biodrgradability of alkylaryl sulfonates depends upon 
the chain length between alkyl group and aryl radical 
attachment; the more numerous the carbon atoms are 
between the point of attachment of benzene ring and 

the end of the longest straight chain, the more the degra- 
dation rate increases. 

To meet this requirement the sources available for 
biqdegradcilt ^ejr-gf*:* ase VraighWchain okir* o«- 
normal paraffins (Clt-C14): 
The alkylation of benzene by straight-chain olefins 

presents no significant departure from processes devel- 
oped to effect a similar alkylation with tetrapropylene. 

The route to biodegradable detergents from n-paraffins is 
more attractive: 

Development of the molecular »xvc technique for the 
separation of straight-chain paraffin hydrocarbons 
(n-paraffins) from kerosene has made n-paraffins 
available at low cost. 

N-paraffins may be dehydrogenated into straight- 
chain olefins and the end of the transformation 
into alkyl aryl sulfonates is similar to alkylation 
of benzene. 

It is more likely that the conversion of n-paraffins 
on an industrial scale will  be effected by the 
chlorination process according to the reaction. 

RH + CL,      HCL + HCL 
The monochloroparaffin (RCL) may be used 

directly to alkylate benzene with aluminium 
chloride as the catalyst or may be dehydro- 
chlorinated to straight chain olefins. 

One aspect of the economics of detergent alkylate 
from n-paralln lies in utilization of the by-product 
hydrogen chloride. 

• <• « « 



2. KERYLBENZENE-TYPE DETERGENTS FROM IRANIAN PETROLEUM FRACTIONS 

By thm Iranian participante, Iran 

INTRODUCTION 

Dodecylbenzene sulfonate has long been the detergent 
most widely applied for industrial and household use. 
However, due to the non-biodegradability of this product, 
attention has lately been directed toward new types of 
detergents. Intensive research has been carried out in 
different parts of the world for finding new biodegradable 
detergents. Although DDB is still the forerunner of all 
detergents on the market at the present time, various types 
of biodegradable detergents are catching up. 

The use of kerosene, instead of propylene tetramer, 
to produce detergents has long been studied. However, 
since by using a suitable kerosene cut a biodegradable 
detergent might be produced, research in this field has 
been intensified. 

Iran at the present time has no problem in using 
ordinary DDB, but as industries grow in size and number, 
the need for a biodegradable detergent might be felt 
in the very near future. 

Thus research is being directed towards the production 
of a biodegradable detergent from Iranian crudes. The 
method under consideration is chlorination of suitable 
petroleum cuts and subsequent alkylation and sulfonation. 
While in this paper the trend of research in this field is 
presented, emphasis has been given on the chlorination 
and alkylation of different Iranian crude distillates. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Dodecylbenzene sulfonate, now the leading detergent 
in the market, is produced by alkylation of benzene with 
an olefin (having twelve or more carbon atoms) and 
consequent sulfonation of this product. Tremendous 
consumption of this detergent since the last decade has 
been responsible for the great variety of methods of 
preparation of this product. The alkyl chain is usually 
produced by polymerization of propylene to propylene 
tetramer. Alkylation is industrially carried out by using 
HF or aluminium chloride as a catalyst in liquid or gas 
phase. Sulfonation of alkylate is achieved by using 
oleum, chlorosulfonk acid or a mixture of SO, and SO. 
as the sulfonating agent. Consequent neutralization of 
dodocylbenzene  sulfonic   acid  produces  the   desired 

Alkylation of benzene by a long chain alkyl chloride 
and consequent sulfonation produces another type of 
détestant, known as keryUMnn» ndrbaate because of 
the fact that the necessary alkyl cnoride is prepared from 

a suitable cu» of kerosene. In contrast to dodecylbenzene, 
little attention has been paid to the kerylbenzene type 
detergent up to now, mostly because of its inferior proper- 
ties compared with DDB. This kerylbenzene type detergent 
is partly biodegradable, and due to this particular charac- 
teristic attention has been directed recently toward this 
type of detergent and its method of preparation. 

Actually a tremendous investigation into the prepara- 
tion of different biodegradable detergents is being 
carried out in different parts of the world, and many 
different methods have been discovered. One method is 
by the action of ethylene on aluminium tribenzyl complex. 
The main difficulty in this procedure is the scarcity of 
the raw materials. Another method has been developed 
in which a suitable petroleum cut is cracked to produce 
a straight-chain olefin and the alkylation of benzene by 
this olefin produces the desired detergent. The main 
drawback of this method is the fact that the detergent 
produced is not completely biodegradable. 

It has been discovered that alkylating benzene with a 
straight-chain normal alkyl chloride with eight to sixteen 
carbon atoms produces an alkylate which after sulfona- 
tion produces a biodegradable detergent. Since the best 
source of normal paraffin of this type is kerosene, investi- 
gation has been directly toward finding a practical 
method for separating normal paraffin from its isomers. 

Two important processes have been developed — the 
urea process and the molecular sieve process. The urea 
process is based on the fact that normal paraffin forms 
a stable complex with urea. Therefore, addition of urea 
to a suitable kerosene cut produces a urea-normal 
paraffin crystalline complex which can be filtered out 
from the mixture. The quantity of urea necessary for this 
operation is 3.5 times that of the hydrocarbon. The 
temperature of the operation must be kept at 25 *C 
in order that unreacted urea is dissolved in the medium. 
Tne crystalline complex is washed with pentanc and 
decomposed in hot water. 

The molecular sieve process is based upon the rate of ad- 
sorption of different hydrocarbons by sodium or calcium 
zeolite. In this case a suitable cut of kerosene is passed 
through an appropriate zeolite column at I00-300*C and 
10-70 Kg/cm* pressure. For regenerating the zeolite usually 
normal heptane or hexane is passed through the column 
after the operation. 

The normal pararan which is obtained by one of the 
above processes is chlorinated to an alkyl monochloride. 
Chlorination is carried out in liquid phase or gaseous 
phase. Qüorüution of normal hydrocarbon in liquid 

m 



TAILS I. CHARACTERISTICS or KEROSENES 

ofaromtUa Mot. wi. DnuUj. 
30 mC •c 

•••- — •»-•     - •»•» s •• •          • • 
From Ahwaz crude oil   .     . 200-250° 
From   Bahregamar    (Asmari 

Horizon)  200-250" 
From Alborz crude oil   .... 200-250° 
Commercial kerosene  200-250* 
Commercial kerosene  190-230" 

.. •••    . <»• » •       • .— « <• « . • «•< 
17 175.5 0.8100 1.4525 65.6 

16.5 176.6 0.8071 1.4512 66.3 
17 178 0.8092 1.4526 66.5 
10.5 176.3 0.7961 1.4434 71.5 
II 168 0.7887 1.4410 68.7 

phase can be achieved at low temperature (25°C) in the 
presence of ultra-violet light or at high temperature (100- 
150'C). Chlorination in the gaseous phase is usually 
carried out at 250CC to 300°C. Alkylation of benzene 
monochloride is usually carried out by the known 
Friedel-Craft method. The catalyst usually used is 
aluminium chloride, and the reaction temperature is 
40-50'C. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

(a) Characteristics of raw materials 

Four different Irar.ian crudes were considered for this 
study. Except for •*« Alborz crude, which is paraffinic 
base, the others .ire considered to be of a mixed base 
The petroleum cut (200-250'C) was used in each case in 
this research, except for commercial kerosene, in which 
both 190-230KT and 20O-25O-C was used. 

The characteristics of these cuts in each case are given 
m table I. * 

These fractions were chosen because the number of 
carbon atoms in this range is between eleven and fifteen. 
The aromatic content of these cuts should be separated 
prior to the chlorination. Therefore, these petroleum 
fractions were passed through a silica-gel column, care 
being taken to make sure that all the aromatics had been 
removed. The characteristics of the de-aromatized kerosene 
are given in table 2. The silica-gel was generated by 
washing it several times with ethyl alchohol and water 
and then dried in an oven at 150'C for three hours. 

(b) Operating conditions 

The chlorination was achieved by passing chlorine into 
kerosene at a temperature of 50-70'C under ultra-violet 
light. The apparatus consists of a reactor equipped with 
a stirrer and thermometer. The chlorine passes through 
a rotametei and a series of sulfuric acid traps. The dried 
chlorine passes through a flowmeter and then enters the 
reactor at a constant flow. The reactor is also equipped 

Í     3 
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TABU 2. CHAHACTHUITICS OP DE-AROMATIZED KBKOSENE 

• • « • .•*••% •>•»•»-» 

Ktr—m cui °t '«*"   "*" 
_ tlaromulci 

•*" "»*'•• f -."» z*m*m—m—*•••* • •-• -•«••   • •» ••• 

From Ahwaz crude oil   .... 200-250° 0 
From    Bahregansar    (Asmari 

Horiwn)  200-250- 0 
From Alborz kerosene   .... 200-250° 0 
Commercial kerosene  200-250' 0 
Commercial kerosene  190-230' 0 

Mol. w. Dtiully. 
x-c HO" 

Aiutine pi. 
•c 

188 0.7871 1.4371 80.5 

184.2 
181.8 
180.5 
167 

0.7854 
0.7875 
0.7821 
0.7759 

1.4362 
1.4372 
1.4344 
1.4332 

80.4 
79.8 
79.3 
76.7 

» • « • • 

Flgui» II. •y dtloHm 
9fp*tTokwm 

with a valve through which excess chlorine and hydrogen 
chloride produced in the course of the reaction are passed 
into a potassium iodide solution. By this system the rate 
of the ch'orine flow is controlled. 

Any excess chlorine which passes through the reactor 
is detected by the change in the colour of the potassium 
Jodide solution. The reaction is also followed by taking 
samples from this potassium iodide solution in the course 
of the reaction and measuring the quantity of hydrogen 
chloride in it. By this system it is possible to follow the 
course of the chlorination reaction with great accuracy. 

The effect of temperature on the rate of chlorination 
reaction was studied. The rate of chlorine absorption at 
different temperatures is shown in figure 1. Chlorination 
was achieved on four different types of petroleum cuts 
(200-250"C) under the same experimental conditions. 
In all these reactions ultra-violet light and catalyst were 
used for increasing the rate of the reaction. The rate of 
chlorine absorption in each case is shown in figure II. 
The characteristics of the chlorinated mixture are given 
in table 3. 

After chlorination, the reaction mixture was fractiona- 
ted and the characteristics of each fraction were deter- 
mined. The properties of the chlorinated fractions of 
each crude are given in tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

Different methods were uaed for determining the 
quantity of chlorine in keryl chloride fractions: 

1. Titration mthod 

In this method hydrogen chloride which was produced 
in the course of the reaction was titrated quantitatively 
by sodium hydroxide N/10. From the quantity of hydrc- 

TAMJ3. G****cx*nttKx<XTmmmmmMoraiiXMOum> 

cm 

Pww Ahwai crude oil. . . . 300-230 «C 
Fro« Bihrtpn«!   (Asmari 

HOAM*) • • : 300-330 "C 
i Aftort Iwrosem   .  . .   300-230 <C 

.  •  .  JOO-ÍSfC 
• . . no-no «c 

cc 0 

Silt 
907.1 
310.1 
JM.5 

»J.J        1.56 

1.70 
I.» 
1.71 
1.M 

*m mm m «M**» * <*>. 

Jt>*C 

316 

212 
112 
210 
1ft 

0.MJ7 

0JM» 
OJMS 

1.455$ 

1.4545 
1.4551 
I.4S33 
1.4519 

ICI 

1C3 
140 
IM 
ICI 

16.2 

15.1 
15.1 
15.1 
IM 

16.1 

IM 
ICS 
ICI 
ICS 

«7 



chloric acid it was possible to calculate the chlorine 
content of the keryl chloride mixture. 

2. Parr bomb method 

A mixture of keryl chloride, sodium peroxide and 
• amisJon *a* placet. Hi j. bonfb alTd heated until ¿bfrtplete 
decomposition occurred. The mixture in the bomb was 
dissolved completely in boiling water. After filtration and 
acidification the chlorine in the mixture was measured by 
the Volhard method. 

3. Weight increase method 

The difference of the weight of kerosene before and 
after the reaction is obtained and used for determining 
the quantity of chlorine absorbed by the kerosene 

Alkylation was carried out according to the standard 
procedures. The apparatus consisted of a reactor, equip- 
ped with a stirrer, a thermometer, and a condenser. 
Ine catalyst used in this reaction was anhydrous alumi- 
nium chloride. The rate of the reaction was controlled by 
the 6>uiifuty of hydfcchloric acid wnicrTwas produced 
in the cuurse of the reaction. The temperature of the 
reaction was kept at 40-50-C and the reaction time was 
about one hour. The reaction mixture after washing 
and drying was fractionated. The characteristics of each 
fraction are given in table 8. 

Alkylation cuts 290-360-C and 316-360'C were sulfo- 
nated by sulfuric acid (98 per cent). The apparanti con- 
sisted of a reactor, equipped with a stirrer and thermometer. 
The reaction temperature was kept at 40-50-C for two 

TABIE 4. CHARACTERISTICS OF OUTWENT «ACTIONS OF CHLORINATED KEROSENES USINO AHWAZ CHUM 

FVwrtau. 'C wntki. DtnsUr. ffrttm 

  

24.17 
35.7 

0.8046 
0.8119 
0.8585 
0.9327 

4.4400 
1.4393 
1.4390 
1.4413 
1.4491 
1.4625 

el IMMK Catar 

-200.  .  .   . 
200-210 
210-230 .  .  . 
230-250.      .   . 
250-270.  .      . 
270-289   
Residue    .... 

2.2 
4.0 

11.0 
18.8 

Without colour 
Light rose 
Light rose 
Light yellow 
Light brown 
Brown 

Loss  

TAILE 5. CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT «ACTONS OF CHLORINATED KEROSENE USINO BAHMWANEA* 
(ASMARI HORIZON) CRUDE DMIWUABBA« 

Ftñciiotu. 'c "rit*. 

•200        0.359 
200-210            0.707 
210-230  7 72 
230-250  2Z61 
250-270  2080 
270-391  35.06 
Residue           7.04 
Lo«        4.78 

DfuUr. 
20'c 

0.8000 
0.8142 
0.8645 
0.9368 

»D" 

1.4400 
1.4395 
1.4387 
1.4417 
1.4500 
1.4624 

tt cm 
ol cMortK 

1.8 
4.8 

12.0 
21.3 

Ctkm 

Light rose 
Onion skin 
Without colour 
Light yellow 
Yellow 
Light brown 

TAH« 6. CHARACTER!*,« OF DOTERENT f^AC^m « CnoUfU^m K^MM^ AMm AlXU^VM 

FrmtUdu. °C •WH». DM», 
wr am. X'C KO» 

*l tNwfttr CMMT 

-200  
200-210  
210-230  
230-230  
230-270  
270-290  
Residue  

1.23 
0.88 
9.63 

20.0 
21.94 
3161 
9.33 

0.7998 
0.8161 
0.8634 
0.9354 

1.4478 
1.4421 
1.4390 
1.4432 
1.4499 
1.4623 

1.2 
4.2 

11.9 
20.4 

Without colour 
Without colour 

Light yellow 
Ught brown 
Brows 

Loss  4.38 

«I 



TA»« 7. CHARACTERISTICS or DIFFéRENT FRACITONS or CHLORINATFD K. ROSFNFS UMNG 

COMMERCIAL  KEROSENE 

frottUmi,    C W«lk¡. 
• ic-e' TOT •of rfüurbu 

-200  0.94 
200-210  i 46 
210-230  11.25 
230-250  21.55 
250-270  27 49 
270-292  26.76 
Residue      5.69 
Lot»  4.g( 

0.7893 
0.8209 
0.8832 
0.9593 

1.4372 
1.4354 
1.4350 
1.4410 
1.4415 
1.4650 

0.96 
6.1 

14.9 
22.3 

Witho'it colour 
Without colour 
Light yellow 
Yellow 
Yellow 
Brown 

TARLI 8. CHARACTERISTIC! OF DIFFERENT FRACTIONS OF ALKYLATES 

Oriti» Frtrlcm. 
•C 

Ftr cm 
YLom omini 
krryi. ckl. 

Drmlly. 
10  l HD M Mol   »l. Atlltut fttu. 

"C 

From Ahwaz crude oil  . 290-316 11.20 0.8870 1.4908 242 12.8 
316-360 27.20 0.8964 1.4988 255 127 From   Bahrefanur 290-316 6.16 0.8838 1.4910 239 9 5 (Asmari Horizon) . . 316-360 30.06 0.8899 1.4970 258 6.3 

|| Commercial kcrotene. . 290-316 12.36 0.8811 1.4908 239 
316-360 24.74 0.8987 1.5005 253 8.4 

12.4 
From Albore crude oil  . 290-316 6.26 0.8838 1.4910 238 

316-360 28.75 0.8935 1.4988 256 10.5 
11.7 

Dodecylbenzene .... 0.8669 1.4878 242 

and one half hour*. The reaction mixture was purified and 
neutralized by 20 per cent sodium hydroxide solution. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study an attempt has been made to determine 
through a serie« of reactions the most suitable petroleum 
cut and the best experimental conditions for this process. 

It was found that petroleum cuts below 160«C do not 
produce suitable keryl alkylates. The cuts above 250*C 
produce very heavy alkylates, the characteristics of which 
differ very greatly from those of dodecylbenzene. This 
change in characteristics depends greatly upon the num- 
ber of carbon atoms in the paraffin. Usually the paraffins 
having leu than eight carbon atoms do not produce 
suitable detergents and those having less than twelve 
carbon atoms have low foaming and wetting properties. 

The effect of temperature on the rate of chlorination 
reaction was studied. It was found that the temperature 
has no noticeable effect on the rate of the reaction 
when ultra-violet ia used as a photometric catalyst 
However, in the absence of ultra-violet light the tempera- 
ture ruu a denote effect on the reason time. Chlorination 
of different types of petroleum cuta was carried out under 
ultra-violet light in the presence of a small amount of 
catalyst in this investigation. 

One of die most important factors which has been consi- 
dered in this investigation was the rate of the chlorine flow. 
Through the control of the chlorine flow it would be 
possible to produce mostly alkyl monochloride. We were 
able to adjust the flow of the chlorine in such a way that 
most of the chlorinated mixture consisted of alkyl mono- 
chloride. 

A comparison of the rate of chlorination of different 
types of petroleum cuts indicates that Ahwaz Crude 
Fraction has the shortest reaction time and the highest 
yield of chlorinated products. However, it should be 
mentioned at this point that the quantity of aromatic« 
in this crude in comparison to the commercial kerosene 
is high. Therefore, ?he removal of this high quantity of 
aromatics might produce some difficulty in the actual 
operation. 

As far as the characteristics of alkylates are concerned, 
the alkylate cuts are a little heavier than that of the com- 
mercial dodecylbenzene and have a higher refractive 
index. This difference in characteristic« is, of course, due 
to the fact that the keryl chloride used in alleviation 
consisted of a mixture of alkyl chloride having different 
numbers of carbon atoms. 

Sulfonatk» of all these alkylates produces suitable 
detergents with characteristics comparable to those of 
dodecylbenzene sulfonate. It should be mentioned that 
that« type« of détergents are partly ttatsgndabk. 



CONCLUSION 

The most important part of this study was the chlorina- 
tion reaction. The chlorination was achieved under ultra- 
violet light at low temperature. The mechanism of this 
reaction u based on the chlorine-free radical produced by 
the actio* of 'iltra-violet light on the chlorine molecule. 
The chain reaction which follows the above initiation 
step can be stopped not only by the coupling of the free 
radicals which are present in the reaction mixture but 
also by a group of inhibitors such as sulfur or aromatic 
compounds. Therefore, the removal of these materials 
prior to the operation poses a very important problem. 
Fortunately the sulfur content of the petroleum cuts under 
consideration wu very small and caused no particular 
difficulty, but the aromatic content of these petroleum 
cuts was high and the removal of these aromatics by 
chromotographic column was tediou. and time consum- 

ing. However, we are able to de-aromatize these petroleum 
cuti very effectively in a  reasonably short period of 
time. 

Another important point in chlorination reaction that 
needed a great deal of attention was the rate of chlorine 
Bow. Qur aim was to produce .¡»onoohtoro compounds. 
Therefore, prevention of local concentration of chlorine 
m tiie reaction mixture depended greatly on chlorine flow 
and agitation of the reaction n ture. We were able to 
design a system in which the rate of chlorine flow and 
agitation were controlled in such a way that monochloro 
compounds of high quality were produced. 

From the study of different petroleum cuts, it waa 
found that Ahwaz cut ?00-250«C was the most suitable 
raw material for this process. The kerylbenzene sulfonate 
which was produced from this fraction had good deter- 
gency characteristics and was partly biodegradable 



3.  PETROLEUM -  A  MAJOR  SOURCE  OF  SULPHUR 

Gino P. Giuitl, Taxa. Gulf Sulphur Company, United State, of America 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Many countries of the world consume more sulphur 
than they produce. With the rising production of fertili- 
zers in many of these countries, even more sulphur will 
be needed m the future. Therefore, many countries in the 
world, and especially the developing countries, are search- 
ing for indigenous sulphur sources. These indigenous 
sonrres may be any form or type of sulphur, however, 
the tention of this paper will be devoted mainly to 
sulphur from petroleum sources. 

Sour natural gas and refinery gases are the two principal 
sources of sulphur from petroleum. The petroleum indus- 
try generally refers to this sulphur as a petrochemical; 
however, we in the sulphur industry prefer using the 
terminology "recovered sulphur". 

water process, ores containing elemental sulphur, and 
recovered sulphur. 

Of these various forms of sulphur, the form of primary 
interest to us today is elemental sulphur and, in paiticular 
recovered sulphur. Again referring to the year 1963, 
Western Europe's and North America's consumption 
of the various types of elemental sulphur was as follows: 

Wiutrn Earape 
me Nank Amarían 

Pruch  
Recovered  
Ores  

TOTAL 

6,396 
3,735 

688 

11,013 

B.   RBVIEW  OF  SULPHU*   INDUSTRY 

Most of the world's sulphur is converted into the 
intermediate, sulphuric acid, before going into finished 
products. The major use of sulphuric acid is in the 
production of fertilizers, consequently, the largest single 
use for sulphur itself is for the production of fertilizers. 

Any form of sulphur that can be converted into sulphu- 
ric acid may be the raw material. These raw materials 
may be sulphates, sulphides, oxides of sulphur, or the 
element itself. On basis of Western Europe and North 
America we find that in 1963 the total consumption of 
sulphur m its various forms was as follows: 

lift» um mm) 

TOTAL 

11,015 
603» 

m 
19,622 

The sulphates are gyprun or anhydrite which are 
converted iato sulphuric add or ammonium sulphate. 
ÎZÎZÎZJ9*^!10* "***** « «netting operations 
«aa generally originate from copper, lead or zinc sulphide 
ores. The sulphides generalry are pyrites but ahm include 
» BMiTquantity of hydrogen sulphide utilized directly 
top^uces«JTîhurks<id.Eiemeittalsuipëurissftad«up 
of Fresen sulphur, waioh is sulfur mined by UM not 

The use of elemental sulphur in the world has grown 
considerably in recent years. This has been due to (a) 
a significant increase in the total consumption of sulphur 
(*) the availability of large supplies of elemental sulphur] 
(c) the low cost of utilizing elemental sulphur and (d) the 
ease of using elemental versta other forms of sulphur. 
However, the most dramatic growth has been experienced 
by recovered sulphur. 

In 1950 when Texas Gulf Sulphur Company installed 
the first large commercial sulphur recovery plant in the 
United States, Western Europe and North America was 
producing recovered sulphur at an annual rate of only 
some 150,000 long tons. In  1963, recovered sulphur 
?r<?i!Än '" Wcltern Eur°Pe and North America was 
4,038,000 long tons. Today, some 20 countries in Western 
Europe and North America produce recovered sulphur. 
In 1963 three countries — the United Sutes, Canada and 
France — accounted for over 90 per cent of this promo- 
tion. In the United States there are now nearly 70 sulphur 
recovery plants producing a million long tons annually 
of recovered sulphur. Over one half of this amount 
originates from refinery gases whereas almost all of the 
recovered sulphur produced in Canada and France 
originates with soar gas. 

From the petrochemical viewpoint, the production of 
commercial quantities of sulphur from petroleum refinery 
gates and sour natural gas requires considerable special 
equipment and capital. It demands marketing a new 
product, sulphur. It involves considerable equipment 
relating to the storage and handling of sulphur with cotta 
«chisiveJy devoted to sulphur. New sources of plant 
corrosion are encountered. It requires spending time and 
«tuy oa what k generally the minor part of the plant. 
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C. POSSIBLE SULPHUR PRODUCTION 
FROM  PETROLEUM SOURCES 

Recovered sulphur is produced from the hydrogen 
sulphide contained in petroleum refinery gases and in 
sour natural gases. Therefore, the percentage of hydrogen 
sulphide in the raw gas stream as weil as the quantity of 
raw gas treated will determine the recovered sulphur 
production rate. 

In the production of sour natural gas, hydrogen sul- 
phide appears as one of the constituents. However, the 
hydrogen sulphide appearing in petroleum refinery gases 
has been generated through processing the sulphur 
containing crude oil. 

Most of the gas producing desulphurization processes 
yield hydrogen sulphide. Therefore, the practical quantity 
of sulphur that may be recovered in a refinery would be 
equal to the hydrogen sulphide produced during the 
refining steps. 

The quantity of hydrogen sulphide evolved at a parti- 
cular refinery is a function of {a) the quantity of crudes 
processed, (b) the quantity of sulphur in the crude, (<•) 
the types of sulphur compounds in the crude, (</) the 
types of refining processes employed and (e) the quantity 
put through the various processes. In general, some 20 to 
50 per cent of the sulphur entering with the crude oil 
is available as hydrogen sulphide; however, more exten- 
sive utilization of newer desulphurization techniques may 
increase this percentage in the future. 

To aid in determining the possible sulphur production 
at refineries, figure I shows the approximate quantity 
of sulphur entering a refinery with the crude oil as a func- 
tion of (a) bands of crude oil processed daily and (b) 
sulphur content of the entering crude. For this chart, 
the specific gravity of crude oil was assumed to be a 
constant and equal to 0.9. As an example, one may see 
from figure 1 that the quantity of sulphur entering a 
refinery daily when processing 50,000 barrels per day 
of 2 per cent sulphur crude oil is 140 long tons If we 
assume 50 per cent of this sulphur is transformed into 
hydrogen sulphide, then this refinery has the capability 
of producing some 70 long tons of sulphur daily. 

D. RECOVERED SULPHUR PRODUCTION — 
BRIEF   TECHNICAL   DESCRIPTIONS 

1. General 

To produce recovered sulphur generally require! the 
removal of hydrogen sulphide from the raw gat stream 
in question (either sour natural gas or refinery cases) 
and then reacting part of the hydrogen sulphide with 
wr to produce sulphur dioxide. The unreacted hydrogen 
sulphide chemically combines with the sulphur dioxide 
thereby producing recovered sulphur in a very Dure 
elemental form. y 

Many processes have been studied and developed for 
the removal of hydrogen sulphide from the sour or 
refinery gas streams, but two predominate. The one 
mo« often used is the amine process. In the absorption 
cycle of this process, either monethanolamineordiethanol- 

« N 100        120        140 IM IM      MO 

Cru* oil lltraialyut (1,000 barril, a* at,) 

Figure I. SulpHur entering refineries with crude oil 

amine forms a loose compound with hydrogen sulphide 
and carbon dioxide. The acid gases are released by 
depressuring and heating the absorbent solution to an 
elevated temperature. These gases are then sent to the 
sulphur plant and the regenerated amine solution is 
cooled and returned to the absorption cycle. 

Another process commonly used for acid gas absorp- 
tion is the hot potassium carbonate process. In general, 
this process is employed when treating gases at higher 
temperatures and pressures and when degradation of 
amine may occur due to certain constituents in the gas 
stream. 

A more detailed description of both of these processes 
follows. 

2. Hot potassium carbonate process 

Sour natural gases containing carbon dioxide and 
low percentages of hydrogen sulphide can best be treated 
by a variation of the hot potassium carbonate process, 
provided complete removal of the carbon dioxide is not 
required. The amount of carbon dioxide present will 
determine the circulation characteristics of the absorbing 
solution. If very high carbon dioxide contents are encoun- 
tered split stream circulation methods are frequently 
employed. 

The hot carbonate process is best utilized at absorption 
pressures in excess of 250 psig with a sour gas stream 
containing between 5 and 50 per cent acid constituents 
and when the residue gas specifications permit 0.1 per cent 
hydrogen sulphide or carbon dioxide. Major items of equip- 
ment consist of absorber, reactivator, circulating pumps 
and reboilers. The primary equipment advantage of the 
hot carbonate process is the absence of expensive heat 
exchanger equipment. In the carbonate process the acid 
gases are released from the rich carbonate solution by 
pressure reduction rather than heat input. 

Figure II depicts the various arrangements that tu« 
usually encountered in the hot carbonate procata. Sont 
gas enters the bue of the absorber and is contacted wh* 
a counter-current flow of 30 per cent hot potassium «a*. 
bottate Elution. Reaidue gas leaves the top of the abeorhar 
while hot neh carbonate solution is withdrawn from the 
bottom of the absorber and is permitted to flash iato a 
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Figure II. Äof carbonate ptocrst 

reactivator tower whose operating pressure is consider- 
ably lower than the absorber. Normally, steam heated 
«boilers maintain the carbonate solution temperature 
at the same level throughout the absorption and regenera- 
tion cycle. 

Split stream variations, as illustrated in figure II, 
include the injection of two streams into the absorber 
This split absorption stream may result simply from a 
division of the totally regenerated carbonate stream or in 
a second case it may involve withdrawing a partially 
regenerated stream from the reactivator and using this 
as a preliminary absorption „cream in the absorber. 
Considerable emphasis has been placed upon the use of 
power recovery turbines to drive the solution pumps in 
this type of operation. 

When sour gases are encountered with very high 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide contenta, it may 
be beneficial to combine two gas cleaning operations. 
Jhehot potassium carbonate process has bean used to 
pretreat these very sour gases and the monoethanolamine 
process has been utilised to rid the residue gas of its last 
troces of acid gas constituents. 

Figure III illustrates a typical aqueous monethanoi- 
amine flow diagram. Normally the MEA strength is 
between 15 and 20 per cent. The remaining solution is 
condensate free of normal soluble water salts to eliminate 
scale and corrosion. Depending upon the absorption 
pressure, the residue gas will contain from 1/4 to I grain 
of hydrogen sulphide per 100 cubic feet or less while 
the carbon dioxide content will be approximately 
10 ppm. 

Sour natural gas is admitted to the base of the absorber 
and is contacted by a counter-current flow of cooled 
regenerated amine solution (lean MEA solution). The 
resulting sweet gas is discharged at the top of the absorber. 
All acid constituents remain in the amine solution which 
leaves the absorber at the bottom. This solut.on is gener- 
ally termed rich MEA solution. The rich solution passes 
through an amine solution heat exchanger and into the 
top of the reactivator. 

Reactivation of the rich amine solution is accomplished 
by means of steam heated reboilers. Here the amine solu- 
tion is boiled and the resulting steam serves as a stripping 
medium in the reactivating tower. Hot regenerated (lean) 
amine solution having lost all of its absorbed acid gas, 
leaves at the bottom of the reactivator. The acid gas is 
released from the solution through the action of the heat 
stripping steam, and is removed at the top of the reactiva- 
tor. 

This gas stream is cooled and the condensed water 
vapour returned to the reactivating tower to serve as a 
reflux. Cooled acid gas is sent to the sulphur recovery 
plant for conversion to elemental sulphur. 

The hot lean solution leaving the reactivator serves as 
the heating medium for the incoming rich solution as 
they pass counter currently through the amine solution 
heat exhangers. Immediately following the amine heat 

r-&— 

3. Amine proceu 

Of the two basic amine absorbents normally med in 
industrial practice, monoethanolamine or MEA was 
u IST **2ule ft hu * *•*** *°*©T*ion capacity for 

theacid constituents present hi sour natural fee. However, 
a slight increase in the absorption of higher molecular 
weight hydrocarbons is encountered. For the treatment 
of refinery gases containing high precentages of these 
heavy hydrocarbon fractions, caiioayl sulphide, and 
carbon disurpaide, diethanoiamine or DEAmuttiS 
to be a very effective absorbent 
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exchanger the lean solution is further cooled to 100°F in the 
amine solution cooler. From here the lean MEA solution 
enters the absorbing tower to begin another absorption 
cycle. 

A split-stream amine process has been developed to 
treat sour gases containing an excess of 40 per cent acid 
gas and yield a residue gas to meet the most .strict residue 
gas specifications. Basically, the flow pattern is that of 
the normal amine operation with the exception of the 
addition of a semi-lean solution stream. This stream is 
withdrawn from the mid point of the reactivation cycle 
and is used as a feed to the first section of the absorber. 
A very thoroughly regenerated lean solution is used as a 
feed to the top of the absorber. The combined amine feeds 
are removed from the base of the absorber as one rich 
solution stream. Such a method tends to use a minimum 
amount of steam for amine regeneration. 

The diethanolamine or DEA process utilizes roughly 
the same equipment and equipment arrangement as the 
MEA operation. The primary difference occurs in the 
type of sour gas to be treated. In purifying refinery gas 
or natural gas containing carbonyl sulphide and carbon 
disulphide the use of DEA may be considered to be more 
feasible than the use of MEA. Carbonyl sulphide and 
carbon disulphide react with the MEA and form degrada- 
tion products of a very high molecular weight. These 
products represent a very corrosive material in the amine 
solution as well as a loss of absorbent. DEA will not react 
with carbonyl sulphide or carbon disulphide, thus elimina- 
ting the replacement of a costly absorbent and the forma- 
tion of a serious corrosive solution. 

Recent variations of the monoethanolamine process 
have produced a system that now permits the treatment 
of very sour natural gases containing high percentages 
of carbonyl sulphide, carbon disulphide, and the various 
mercaptans. Generally the resulting residue gas will 
meet specifications of 1/4 grain of hydrogen sulphide per 
100 cubic feet, trace quantities of carbonyl sulphide, 
carbon dioxide and mercaptan. 

4. Sulphur plant 

The acid gases resulting from the regeneration of the 
absorbing solutions are next sent to the sulphur plant. 
Here a portion of the hydrogen sulphide is reacted with 
air to produce sulphur dioxide which in turn is reacted 
with the remaining hydrogen sulphide to produce sulphur. 
The process may be either split stream or partial Combus- 
tion — this refers to burning all of a portion of the hydro- 
gen sulphide to sulphur dioxide in the split stream or 
burning a portion of all of the hydrogen sulphide in the 
partial combustion process. Selection of the type of sul- 
phur recovery unit to be used depends upon the chemical 
characteristics of the acid gas and the quantity of acid 
gas to be processed. 

In general, the smaller sulphur recovery plants (less 
than 50 tons per day) tend toward the split stream design 
(figure IV). Also, it has been advantageous to utilize the 
split stream feature when the acid gas contains excessive 
quantities of carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide volumes in 
excess of 60 per cent represent an acid gas that will not 
readily support combustion. It is difficult to control the 
oxidization of hydrogen sulphide to sulphur when 
excess quantities of carbon dioxide are present, therefore, 
the complete conversion of the hydrogen sulphide to 
sulphur dioxide is preferred. 

Split stream operations involve the complete combus- 
tion of one-third of the acid gas stream as illustrated by 
equation I. 

H.S + 1|0, -* SO, + Hfi (t) 

The combustion products are then commingled with the 
remaining two-thirds of the acid gas stream in prepara- 
tion for catalytic reaction as illustrated by equation 1 

2H¿ + SO,-*?Sx + 2H,0 (3) 

Catalytic conversion of the hydrogen sulphide and sul- 
phur dioxide to elemental sulphur is a* exothermic 
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reaction, yielding considerable heat. Tlie total gas stream 
from the first catalytic converter is then cooled so as to 
condense the vaporous sulphur. This condensation opera- 
tion will yield waste heat that may be utilized in other 
sections of the processing plant. Normally, the acid gas 
stream after sulphur condensation would be in the neigh- 
bourhood of 280 to 330°F. It now becomes necessary to 
reheat this gas stream to approximately 400 to 450°F. 
This is accomplished by either of several heat exchange 
methods. 

1. In-line gas fired reheater using acid gas or natural 
gas. 

2. Heat exchange with the gas stream  immediately 
•Aar the first catalyst reaction. 

Aga'n, the catalyst reaction in the second converter 
yields vaporous sulphur. Immediately following the 
second coaverter a second sulphur condenser is employed 
to condense and renové the elemental sulphur formed 
by the second catalytic reaction. 

la »MM iaetaaees the catalytic operation is repeated; 
howiver, the general practice ha« been to utilize only 
two Mtch catary« conversion steps. 

Generally for the terger type sulphur plant and for 
acid gas streams containing over 30 par oent hydrogen 
sulphide, a partili combuetioo process is employed in the 
sulphur recovery plant (Figure V). 

Acid gas ia aaossrsd to a reaction furnace and an auso- 
«aticaJry propeetioaed stream of eosnbuetiea air is 

1 to produce partial rossbusòoa na illustrated by 

Hfl + to1^a.w + #m¿) + t.»M + •• lit», (*) 

the gas strean. priur to catalytic conversion several heat 
exchange methods have been devised. 

I A slip stream from the hot section of the waste 
heat boiler may be by-passed and commingled with 
the total gas stream so as to adjust the temperature 
of the gas to the catalyst unit to approximately 
430 to 300-F. 

2. A second method that lends itself to excellent control 
by instrumentation is to utilize an in-line acid gas 
burner and heat the total acid gas stream to the 
desired temperatures by controlling the quantity of 
acid gas consumed in the burner Here the very 
hot products of combustion are commingled with 
the main gas stream achieving maximum heat 
exchange. 

The vaporous sulphur produced in the catalyst conver- 
ter is condensed and remo ^ed from the system by a second 
condenser which also acts as a boiler producing !ow-pres- 
sure process steam. 

A second in-line burner reheats the ¿as stream prior to 
entering the second (and usually Anal) catalytic convenor. 
The gaseous reaction products then go to a third sulphur 
condenser-coalesctr. The object of the coaleecer is to 
remove fine sulphur meat by paaaing the gas through a 
finely divided mesh or screen. 

Finally the total gas stream ia pasead 
incinerator to convert all the remaining _ 
hydrogen sulphide to sulphur dioxide befes« 
to the atmoephm. 

Sulphur condensed in the waate heat boas», the con- 
Jtneers aad the coeJescor is puaaaad to 
is soiidhted n a block or vat for teure 

Sulphur recovered from sour natural gaa or .„_>„, 
Caaes generally is very bright m colour, however, exeeserve 
auaatities of hydroearhoa {4 por mat or gnalir) will 
*** °*'y poasoa tht catalyst hua wnl alia areolae a 
dark sulphur product MI the roaster furiai secHaa. 
Therefore, it ia Ihgfcry deekaote tht the aesa gas etwas» 



carbon. If catalyst bed temperatures fall below the sulphur 
dew point, sulphur condensation will rapidly foul the 
catalyst section. Some catalyst deterioration will occur 
due to dusting resulting from thermal decomposition. 

Recovered sulphur is normally over 99.« per cent 
pure, it is free from objectionable metallic contaminants 
such as arsenic, selenium and tellurium, and, as stated 
above, is very bright in colour. 

E.   PHODUCTJON «OSTS 

I. General 

As indicated above, recovered sulphur may be produced 
in refineries that process »our crudes or in plants that 
treat sour natural gas. Also, as shown above, the removal 
of acid gases, and in particular hydrogen sulphide, 
from the sour gas produces a sweet gas. If the sweet gas 
has economic value, then part of the process and costs 
for producing sulphur, namely, the absorption cycle, is 
necessary regardless of whether sulphur is produced or 
not. However, in instances where there is no demand for 
the sweet gas, then it may not be worthwhile to produce 
the sour gas or treat the refinery gas at all except where 
atmospheric pollution may require it 

The chances are that most of the new sulphur recovery 
plants to be built in the world will be coincident with 
petroleum refineries rather than sour natural gas sources. 
However, if a refinery has no need for the sweetened re- 
tfiery gases, then the entire tort of purifying the refinery 
gates and producing the sulphur must be borne by the 
sulphur alone. 
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What are these costs? As implied earlier, they include 
much more than the capital and operating coats of the 
gas abeorption-desorptiori cycle and the sulphur plant. 
They include provisiona for maintaining adequate inven- 
Iones, coats of loaning equipment, acquiring proper 
transportation equipment, the cost of marketing and 
the like. However, we shall limit our discussion to 
capital and operating coats of an acid gat absorption 
plant and a sulphur plant. 

2. Acid gì ukn#ptkM-éuorptkm pkmt 

For this plant, it it sssiimsd that a -nmiTtthat.nlaatjnt 
syatan M used. Figure VI HKUoetet the capital coat of 
tuck a plant at a funeüeti of (a) quantity of raw gat 
treated and (») per cent of acid gat in the raw ana. In 
addition to these two parameters, the -^ratmtaa* of 
|2**i««»»** « *• «cid g« it needed to determine 
tke|iian|i.j of recovered sulphur production. Figure VII 
shows ate aniphw production rate for an acid ana stoma 
%!£*£*}? fi ?-* MK>§M sulphide. By muhi- 
9Ä.•• *•*• •**«•- from this figure by the f 
of Mi ugnn sulphide actually m the acid gat, one « 
the expected sulphur production from the raw nati 
m tmnetion. Applying that technique te the data of 
Nun VIH, one may determine the approximate 
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W, or 67| long toni of sulphur would be produced 
daily from such a gai «ream. Figure VIII indicates that 
the operating costs of this cycle would be 12.75/0.75, 
or $17 per long ton of sulphur. The acid gas is now ready 
to be sent to the sulphur plant. 

2. Sulphur plant 

The cost of producing sulphur is a function of (a) the 
quantity of acid gas processed and (*) the percentage of 
hydrogen sulphide in the acid gas. Figure IX presents 
approximate capital and operating costs of producing 
sulphur from an acid gas containing some 75 per cent 
hydrogen sulphide. Continuing with our example, one 
kann that the sulphur plant costs are as follows: capital 
<*»•*» —175,000; operating costs $6.50 per long ton. 
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In summary, the costs of producing the sulphur in the 
example arc: 

*•**•_*•*   ft**» Mm     TM* emu 
tUS %US %VM 

Carftal costs      «3.000      473,000      1.1 «0,000 
«••»«•«I «W»     17.00/LT      Í.30/LT     23.30/LT 

F. CONCLUSION 

TW« paper attempts to prêtent data useful for apprais- 
ing petroleum as a source of sulphur. Since many 
variables affisct not only the coats of producing recovered 
«Upbur but also the prow« to be employed, gtneralUMd 
 *•-'—i an unwarranted. 



4. CARBON BLACK PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

CA. Polachi, C. A. Stokeë andK. A. Burgen», 
Columbian Carbon Company, United State» of America 

It is quite reasonable to begin by viewing carbon black 
as a petrochemical product. By far the largest percentage, 
at present close to 80 per cent, of the entire world's carbon 
black production is made from petroleum refinery frac- 
tions. Therefore, carbon black meets the first test of a petro- 
chemical: it is a continuous processing plant using highly 
automated reactor systems which operate with a relatively 
small labour force. A flow diagram, a plant layout, and a 
photograph of a typical modern furnace carbon plant 
are shown in figures I, II and ¡II. As the flow diagram 
dearly indicates, even the processing and packaging stages 
of carbon black manufacture have been modernized and 
reduced in labour requirements so that these operations 
are very efficient and low in cost. 

Like other petrochemicals, carbon black production is 
characterized by a relatively low ratio of product sales 
value per dollar of investment when operating at full 
plant capacity. This ratio, which tends to be higher for 
carbon than tor most petrochemicals, is typically 0.5 to 
0.8. A tabulation (table 1) of those furnace carbon piants 
built outside of the United States since 1949 gives the 
relationship between capital costs and the annual capacity 
in the various producing locations. As noted in the two 
columns at the extreme right, the cost of new plants 
varres, in most cases, from 10 to 15 cents per annual pound 
of installed capacity. Plant expansions, on the other hand 
average typically 40 to 60 per cent as much as a new grass 
roots plant of comparable capacity. 

The capacity of United Sutes carbon black plants is 
presented in table 2. It is clear that the avenge plant size 
is considerably higher within the United States than 
outside, a factor which favours the economy of United 
States plants over most foreign plants. 

Finally, carbon black may be regarded as a petrochemi- 
cal in that the production cost and sales price are each 
relatively low and net profit after taxes, in turn, is often 
a matter of a few tenths of a cent per pound except in 
larger plants that are also favourably situated with respect 
to fuel supply. 

At this point, however, all similarity between carbon 
black and the usual petrochemicals ceases. Carbon black 
is a highly empirical product the properties of which are 
measured entirely on a functional basis, i.e., by end-use 
testing rather than by rigorous physical or chemical 
tests. The plant layout diagram (figure II) indicates the 
approximate proportion of a plant required for this 
function. 

Another dissimilarity is that the manufacture of carbon 
black does not lead to by-products, co-products or next- 
stage derivatives as is normally expected for petroche- 
micals in general. The manufacture of one petrochemical 
tends to spawn a second generation of products and these 
in turn spawn several other generations of oroducts. 
r-or all practical purposes carbon black has no use other 
then the manufacture of rubber goods; the amount used 
for pigmentary purposes of the order of 5 per cent of 
the total in a highly developed economy and perhaps 
twice this percentage in a less developed country. To 
justify carbon manufacture there must first be a substan- 
tial demand for rubber goods and a local rubber manu- 
facturing industry. It would normally be quite unecono- 
mical to produce carbon black in a non-consuming coun- 
try with the idea of exporting all of it to other countries. 

The fact that the product is almost pure carbon is 
simply coincidence. That it is made from petroleum 
fractions is purely a matter of convenience and cost 
It can be made as well from coal tar by-products and 
no doubt processes could be devised to produce highlv 
satisfactory carbons from vegetable oils and other 
materials containing a high content of chemically com- 
bined carbons. As a matter of fact, the ancient Chinese 
made excellent carbon for tinctorial use from vegetable 
Oils. go»»K 

From the standpoint of its applications properties and 
control of quality as well as from the standpoint of 
technical service and research required, carbon black is 
much more to be compared with a plastic material such as 
polyethylene than it is to be compared with a basic 
petrochemical such as methanol, benzene, butadiene 
and the like. As mentioned, the successful operation of 
an isolated carbon black plant requires a complete rubber 
compounding and testing laboratory in order that the 
product be suitable for use when the customer receives it 
Because it is so highly end-use oriented, carbon black 
must, therefore, be taken out of the category of the basic 
petrochemicals and be regarded as a highly functional, 
up-graded material requiring rather sophisticated techno- 
logy both in manufacture and in applications testing 
for a successful business operation. These requirements 
tend to mitigate against small carbon black plants located 
far from highly industrialized areas. Table 1 shows how 
the build up of production outside of the United States 
«nee 1949 has been concentrated in Europe and Japan 
The effect of this build up is shown in figure IV in terms 
of production. The world production is increasiag at 
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TA»LE 1. CAPITAI COST AND CAPACITY 

( In carbon black plants built since 1949 outside of the Untied Slates) 

Owner i .11  or 
r>0Cfts licensee i 

Australia       Cabot-United 
Brazl1 Columbian 

Phillips 
Canada Cabot 

Cabot 

Columbian 
UAR  

Franee Cabot 
Phillips 
United 

Fed. Rep. Germany       ...   Degussa 
lnd'a Phillips 

United 
,ta|y Cabot 

Phillips 
Columbian 

Iw»el United 

J*P"n TokaiDenkyohuACabot 
Phillips 
Mitsubishi KaseiA Columbian 
Continental 

M«*w Phillips 
Netherlands Continental (Columbian) 

Cabot 
U. of South Africa Phillips 
United Kingdom     Cabot 

Cabot 
Phillips 
United 

Venezuela United 
Argentina Cabot 
Sp»»1 Calvo Sotelo A »hillips 

t annul 
.a,i MM S 

N.A. 
4.5 
N.A. 
3.0 
J. 5 

S.O 
4.5 

N.A. 
5.0 

3.2 
4.5 
3.3 

N.A. 
5.0 
3.0 

N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
4.0 
2.5 
1.8 

N.A. 
2.4 

N.A. 
3.0 
4.0 
4.5 

httlmalrd t 
táparftr. ndh« 

of i 

58 
40 
30 
25 
60 

(expansion) 
40 
10 

(planned for 1965) 
102 
55 
50 

too 
33 
30 
30 
25 
60 
20 

(completed 1963) 
30 
15 
30 
13 
33 
30 
30 

(expansion) 
60 
22 
20 

124 
140 
30 
20 
26 
22 

t 9*r «WNM/ 
lortjmrtty 

12 

13 
Not significant 

f.x 
i Ptf 

10 

10 
15 

8 
15 

12 

15 
15 
20 

a rate considerably higher than that of the United 
States reflecting both a more rapid increase in consump- 
tion and replacement of importation with local produc- 
tion. A key factor in bringing about the latter situation is 
the high cost of transporting carbon black due to the 
low density (20-28 #/cu.ft.) of even the most dense 
pelletized form. Transportation of the raw material, 
on the other hand, can be relatively cheap although 
there are many circumstances in which this is far from 
true. 

It may be well at this point to look briefly at the nature 
of the raw material problem. The manufacture of carbon 
black to be economic v/ith present day technology requires 
a specialized fraction from a petroleum refinery. This 
fraction mutt be high boiling and high in aromatic 
content. At the same time it must contain a minimum of 
sulfur and almost no amount of inorganic materials 
Such a material has approximately the same handling 
properties as the usual grades of bunker oils. Carbon 

black raw materials of the required type are produced 
on!y in the larger refineries which stress the production 
of gasolene by catalytic cracking at the expense of heavy 
fuel oils and the lighter grades of fuel oils. Such deep 
cracking refining operations are relatively uncommon 
outside of North America. It is therefore not surprising 
to find that the first carbon black plants located outside 
the United States were started with fuels from the United 
States. A very large part of the carbon black manufactured 
in Europe is still made from petroleum raw materials 
imported from the United States. 

Since in the less industrialized countries it is practically 
impossible to find a local supply of a suitable feedstock 
for carbon black manufacture, in planning for carbon 
black production in such countries one must start out 
with the assumption that the fuel will be brought from 
another country. The only practical method for shipping 
fuel from a cost standpoint it by tanker. This immediately 
meant that sufficient tanks mutt be provided on die raeeiv- 

6» 
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Figure II. Carbon black plant layout 

clear that the following considerations need to be applied 
to their situation. 

The basic purpose of developing the economy of ¡i 
country is to bring about the accumulation of capital 
Interestingly enough, this same result is sought regardless 
of the political ideology of the country in question 
What we must know, therefore, is whether the use of a 
certain amount of scarce capital in the country in question 
will bring a sufficiently large return on that capital to 
bring about new capital accumulation at a rate which is 
significant compared to the best alternatives. Here is 
where the problem begins to get complicated. If the plant 
is too small, outside capital will not take any or all of 
the risk because the return is not sufficient. 

Such risk is considerable. While no precise figures can 
be given, as a general rule it requires a production rate 
of 35 to 55 MM pounds per year in the United States 
of the higher grade carbon black for rubber in order to 
achieve a satisfactory operation from a competitive and 
economic standpoint. The cost of such a plant built 
abroad can vary quite widely from the range of costs 
that would prevail if built in the United States under 
United States standards. This United States range is bet- 
ween about $2-1/2 and $5 MM or 7 to 10 cents per annual 
pound, the variation being due to size and to the extent 
extra facilities are required in the plant, such as a rubber 
laboratory. As noted above, plants located in less indus- 
trialized areas require additional facilities in order to be 

ing end to unload an entire tanker or at least a half a 
tanker. Because of the relatively high cost of overland 
transportation, the fuel situation also dictates that the 
carbon black plant be located at the seaport, if at all 
possible. 

Since the cost of raw materials is a high proportion of 
the total cost of making carbon black, especially under the 
circumstances common in the developing nations, one 
sees that the value added to manufacture is reduced by the 
excessive raw material cost unless the \ rice of the product 
is artificially raised above the cost of imported carbon 
black. 

If we now look at the broader problem of carbon black 
production in the smaller, less developed countries, it is 

Plgnw III. Kto+rn oll fktmact embom MM* pkm (G 
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TABU 2. UNITTD STATES CAMóN »um PLANTS 

Cahot Big Spring, Tew* 
Cabot Franklin, Louisiana 
Cabot Pampa, Texas 
Cabot  Sketlytown, Texas 
Cabot Vili« Platte, Louisiana 
Columbian  Conrae, Texas 
Columbian  El Dorado, Arkansas 
Columbian  Eola, Louisiana 
Columbian Hkkok, Kansas 
Columbian North Bend, Louisiana 
Columbian Seagraves, Texas 
Columbian Seminole, Texas 
Continental  Bakcrsneld. California 
Continental  Eunice. New Mexico 
Continental  Pones City, Oklahoma 
Continental  Sunray, Texas 
Continental Westkke, Louisiana 
Huber Borger, Texas 
Huber Ekfcm, Texas 
PWIHps Borger, Texas 
Phillips  Orange, Texas 
Richardson  Big Spring, Texas 
Richardson  Odessa, Texas 
S**'1  Pittsburg, California 
Thermatomk  Sterlington, Louisiana 
United Aransas Pa«, Texas 
United  Ivanhoe, Louisiana 
U"'»««1 Johnson, New Mexico 
U•«ed Mojave, California 
United Shamrock. Texas 

GRAND TOTAL 

fraénatm cmftrUv 
»f 

120 
170 
48 

170 
III 
87 
70 
52 
110 
91 

50 

75 
«0 
70 
115 
115 
294) 
«0 
50 

90 
145 

M 
100 

2,313 

Thttmml < Immrl 

110 

3« 

40 

23 

10 

15 
120 

30 

245 201 

operable. Such additional facilities include utility produ- 
cers, a complete rubber laboratory and often housing 
facilities for the workers. For this reason, and because of 
their generally smaller initial sizes, foreign plants cost 
typically 10-15 cents per annual pound as noted previously. 

It would be difficult to state precisely what the unit 
production cost would be in such a plant and in addition 
to give such costs would reveal highly confidential infor- 
mation which no carbon black producer likes to do. 
On the other hand, it can be stated that raw material 
cost in foreign plants tends to run in the range of 15-25 per 
cent of the net sales value. 

Because the technology is so specialized, and because 
the management it requires is considerable and of a 
highly technical nature, the fees which are charged by 
own* s of carbon Mack patents and know-how are rela- 
tively high, ranging perhaps from S to 10 per cent of the 
•eUiiig price, depending upon the kind and amount of 
continuing services rendered by the licensor to the licensee. 

If carbon prices are raised artificially within the country 
ID order to provide a return on capital for outside inv- 
estor», then the prices on rubber goods must rise accord- 
ingly, la many cues, an increase in the cost of rubber 
•joodt oanaot be tolerated because sudi an increase will 

interfere seriously with the export sales from the country 
in question. Even if export sales are not important, an 
artificial increase in the price of rubber goods in order to 
pay a return on investment to an outside source of capital 
simply penalizes the rubber goods manufacturer so that 
he has less return on capital. If the price increase is pasted 
on to the consumer thar die consumer may consume leu 
According to the capiti tistic theory of investment, there 
is no way around this dilemma. If the capital is taken 
away from the consumer or the rubber goods manufac- 
turer in order to subsidize the foreign investor, there is 
vary little if any gain in capital accumulation in tha country. 

If all local capital it used and the plant it of asMooao- 
mk size, the rteuh in the long run it practically «Jht wt 

vS^JSSm* °°* PW*m Whk* *• *•*'* 
Very obviously « specific cate mutt always be viewed 

as just that. There will always he aps^.1 •~-t*wm tml 
tptcial economic» governing the production of carbon 
bltek in any given country. However, in stuasMry it 

carbca black it t highly specialised nHttr iLiiusiitiu. j 
high ospitai, high technical skill and usually an uaportsd 
raw material and consuming a rather low amount of 

M2 



labour. It is not among the lint petrochemicals that would 
be considered in the development of the economy of a 
smaller nation. On the other hand, carbon plants may 
often be put in developing countries by private enterprise 
before the local demand for carbon is large enough to 
make such an operation profitable. This is done to gain 
an early market position looking several years ahead to 
larger local use and to keep competitors out as long as 
possible. Government assistance to a potential producer 

may produce the same result. Thus the development of 
carbon black production in the developing countries has 
tended to lead the need rather than to lag behind it, a 
situation which is understandably encouraged by the 
local governments. Such early producing plants are 
usually built to be expanded later, a practice which further 
tends to lower the return on capital in early years but, at the 
same time, nukes the cost of expansion relatively cheaper 
once the market begins to grow. 

•HUM 



5.  MULTIPURPOSE REACTOR FOR THE PRODUCTION  OF SELECTED 
PETROCHEMICAL   INTERMEDIATES  AND   END-PRODUCTC 

John B.  Sproull, Director, 
International DivUion,   Wica   Chemical. Incorporated,   United  State, of America 

I. INTRODUCTION cost and Wlth m¡mmuni rjsk 7 he produc,s are made from 

Possibly   pc.rochem.cal and polymer chem.stry have í!*'*•^ 
influenced more personal lives and the establishment of    ^m.ei heL.don,e«,c production or  readily imported 
more businesses than has any other field   in   modern aÍTni^•fi^UC,,°-n T• " SPCCtT °f indUStry 

chemistry.   Dramatic  advancements and   development ¡T I      ronfined lo.a ,,n»l5 scgment w,,h,n each indus- 
changes are cont.nuing to prov.de a large variety of „VT*""3' **»«">« *'* a single reactor can grow 
products. Every country of the world uses these prodU JbKd LTrow! R   ^ 7   """**«»«»»» 
in a growing list of applications, and most countries cs,dbhshed dnd *row,s ^search offers new and exciting 
produce portions of their own needs in one form o "7?"      .1° ^'"^ gr°W*h   There is a cri,ica' 
another. Countries who use petrochemicals as raw mate- ZuJZ ""TT^HJ^ 

par,i,cularJy '" ^-f^"8 

rial for production are in a position to fully develop their ï^^f^'1•   °f "%¥*   P*•h'•<*¡ 
own market using advanced technology available and S   T "* e"d Pr°dUCtS Wl" d° much ,0 relieve 

have export  potential  as well.   Countries   havin«  no !T??ichan8e/eilu'remen«sand to promote accelerated 
petrochemical or a developing petrochemical industry gr°W,h' 
can take advantage of the growing world supply of mono- 
mers to prepare finished products for their own consump- "'  MuLT,pl;"POSt  REACTOR 
tion. When petrochemical plants are later established ,-,.   k    .   ,   . 
within their borders, they can integrate backwards to the D                         

e '""'t'Product plant is the rea^or. 
then established source of material for production of Keactors are "ot ""'que; as a matter of fact, the fabri- 
finished products. ca,ors °r such reactors offer them as standard units 

single product plants are established such a7a mm tò ¡75SAÍT °f open.ngs and piping. Any 
produce polystyrene plastic for moulding and .nation lî^AlEtS.          ""* " "*" ^^ 
users. Another mill is set up for polyvinyl chloride and Thp        ,             ?          , 
so on. In large countries with high-consumer demand u    A         ? sPcc,fica,,ons for multipurpose use are 
these operations have met with some success   In manv u    A °"     e re(lu,rements  »n  manufacturing sty/ene 
areas, there is simply not sufficient demand to establish bmadiene copolymers (St/Bd) and polyvinyl chloride 
single product units. resin< as *«« products require pressure to 200 psi 

There is an alternative available which can be described ZTTà 
M°St °f,the °thei pr°ducts <** ** m»n"f«> 

as the multipurpose reaclor concept   Th*sI  IÍSSÍÍ S«t         ^""^ «TP1*• Press«"«- This reactor 
nW.ctu,JTesUb.ish k^Z^l Smurn ^JS?• fleX,b'"ty "d "" "•* * Ml 

RlACTO* KM THE MANUFACTUM OF ITYRENE »UTADIENE TYM FOLVMIU 
^  AND POLYVINYL CHLORIDE »BIN 

V«MI: OUu lined and/or 316 type stainless «eel jacketed 

Ä7r££p.i 300|ofulJvMUum(2.k«/cm., 

Operating temperature, «C. .  . •« 
Hydro test, pai  JÍT 

,  ,.    .   . 325                     (23 kg/cm«) 
Jacket: Seael clad or Incooel 

Design pressure, pei  ,„                     „«..,_* 
Operatta« press»», pei  ?"                    TtÌ!^ 
D*m temperature, «C ... If.                     <" kg/crf) 
Operating temperature, «C  fi: 
Hydro Met, ptt  J* 
      »> (21 ka*»*) 



RtACrO« FOR THF MANUFACrURF. OF STYRENl SUTADIiNE TYPE FOLYMERS 
        AND «M-VviNYL CHLORIDE RESIN (continuedJ 

Heat transfer 

Heal of reaction (maximum for St/Bd and/or PVC) approximately 25 kcal per mole 

Approximate usage : 

4MUl-tiit 

C,„„   IUíI.     j      . i.'SjXtU-Utrtl mir/ 

ÏÏZ'mni^•      a,Ura,CV,?/PSlg 3.600 (1,600 kilos» 
Watei, minimum, gpm, circulated 400 <l wni.t,. > 
W.ter,coo>in,,,Pmu,50pslga.25oC S(Sl,S 

I.00D-UI. 
Ci-  _   IL.«,      i      - t}.*00-IUrti veitrl 
Steam, lbhr. dry* saturated at 75 psig         g«),   m ki| 

Water, m.nimum. gpm, circulated  I00     ,gnii "! 
Water, cooling, gpm a, »N, 25 °C .   .   .  !  !   !   !   !        'ü¡¡   Î5Ï2 

Whether a jacket alone is adequate for complete reaction heat re- 
moval depends on polymerization rate, amount of agitation and 
the solution's physical properties (viscosity, specific heat and 
thermal conductivity). Many low viscosity systems, such as low 
solid» butadiene-styrene emulsions, are suitably handled by jacket 
heat transfer alone. In the more reactive or viscous systems such 
as acrylates and vinyl acetates, heat transfer is handled by condenser 
as well as jacket-heat transfer. 

The heat load can be materially reduced by continously feeding 
monomers or monomer emulsions to the reaction vessel during 
polymerization. Regulation of the addition of monomer controls 
mass  réaction   polymerization,   implementing   process  control 
regulated heat transfer, and safety. 

Agitation 

Agitation serves two purposes - it provides sufficient shear to 
disperse adequately the monomer in the water phase, and it pro- 
vides sufficient movement of this liquid mass to insure good heat 
transfer to the jacket. Turbine agitators are satisfactory for low 
to medium viscosity emulsion systems (up to 5,000 cps.) such as 
acrylates, vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride copolymers 
and butadiene-styrene. For these, moderate agitation is required' 
because excessive turbolente may cause too fine a particle size which,' 
wuh corresponding increase of particle surface area, causes emul- 
sffier starvation and subsequent reduction of mechanical stability 
resultine n» excessive Hoc formation. 

For low and medium-viscosity systems (up to 5.000 cps), 4- to 
5-horse-power agitation for each 1,000-gallon reactor volume should 
be provided For systems with a high viscosity (compounded prod- 
ucts andsodium polyacrylates), the finished emulsion may be moder- 
ate (5.000 to 10.000 cps.). Turbine agitators of large diameter and 
slow speed are satisfactory for these systems. For even more viscous 
systems, low speed paddle, anchor, or gate-type agitators are neces- 
sary. A minimum of 10 horse-power per 1.000 gallons reactor volume 
is required for this type agitation. 

EUetridty 

,^S* phM,* W "***•  U0 volu »«• ,hn* Ptouje. «0 cycle 
220/440 volts (adaptable to SO cycles and 200-volt systems) 
ExitfoskmiÄoof motors, drives, wiring, lighting, etc., arc required. 

Instrumentation 

Batch temperature ¡, the most important control, and the temper- 
ature bulb m the reactor should be properly located - »way from 

ï°*î.al,d ,n ,n ,re* of •oodcirculation. Safe operation and 
croasHáMcking requite an indicating and recording thermometer 
to measure reactor temperaturas. «wmeier 

BstfdMi run «reflux are not readily adaptable to automatic tem- 
peniture control, since the throttling action of control valve« is 
based on temperature settings. Flow of condenser cooling water 
W ^T^* ** °l"nwto«tmm condensate temperature readings 

Compressed air for instrumentation — 40 psig. 

MS 

All other installations in the multipurpose chemical 
plant support the reactor function. A source of steam 
power and water with delivery piping is required. Two 
make-up tanks of small capacity are used for supplemen- 
tary materials added during polymerization in reactor 
hacilities for incoming unloading and storage of mono- 
mers are necessary, the extent and volume determined 
by plant production capacity. In general, storage is 
provided in tanks (if convenient, placed underground) 
Pumps for monomer transfer from tank to reactor ex- 
pedite material handling. 

The stripping column is used for synthetic rubber 
latex manufacture. Traces of unreacted monomer are 
removed by this column. This could be done in the reactor 
but the stripping column permits freeing the more expen- 
sive reactor equipment for increased production This 
permits a shorter reactor cycle or increases the number 
of batches that can be run through the reactor in any given 
time period. 

A blend tank receives the primary reactor product for 
temporary storage, and other additives or polymer blends 
can be incorporated prior to final product storage. When 
dry resins are produced, a centrifuge, dryer, pulverizer 
and bagger are required. The type and capacity of this 
equipment are determined by the volume of production 
and product type. All of this equipment is of standard 
type requiring no special or extraordinary specifications 
and is widely available. 

The plant construction should include warehouse 
space for incoming chemical and finished product storage 
A small control and testing laboratory is a necessity. 
Otter features are common to any operation such as 
office area, dock space for trucks, toilet facilities, etc. 
ine entire plant, allowing room for future expansion 
occupies about five acres (2 hectares) of land. Waste" 
disposal facilities should be considered. A sewage con- 
nexion would be desirable, but inexpensive settling 
and clarification ponds can be used. 

The Multipurpose Chemical Manufacturing chart 
summarizes the chemical products produced by the 
multipurpose reactor. The raw materials are the mono- 
mers shown on the chart plus other readily available 
commercial chemicals such as caustic soda, refined clay 
solvents, sulfuric acid, and zinc oxide, to name a few of 
the larger volume items. The products are polymers, copo- 



lymcrs, and terpolymcrs that have wide trade application. 
By no means is the reactor complex limited to these 
specific chemical products. For exampie, many parts of 
the world require urea formaldehyde resins. These are 
readily manufactured. Once established, the chemical 
complex can meet local needs for many products which 
are sometimes not made in the United States due to 
economic factors. 

Flow charts showing the processing sequence are 
shown in figures I through VII incorporated in this 
discussion. These charts cover a selected group of primary 
products. All of the chemical products specified in the 
Multipurpose Chemical Manufacturing summary can 
be made with a similar flow and using the illustrated 
equipment. A photograph incorporated in this discussion 
shows a typical reactor complex. Two reactors and a 

MULTIPURPOSf CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING 

*M(f ptlroctmiaU      Acmkmt or tlkykmr Atnfkmt ct tlkykmr Elkylem or keine lemm tlk¡k» 

Monomer . 

«** ma KCN 

Homopolymere 
and copoly- 
mer» from 
reactor . . . 

Other 
derivatives 

bom reactor 

Vinyl acetate 

Polyvinyl acetate 
emulsions,   solu- 
tions A dry resin 
(beads) 

Vinyl acetate/acry- 
lic esters 

Vinyl acetate/cro- 
tonic acid 

Vinyl acetatc/di- 
butyJ rumante 

Vinyl acetate/di- 
butyl maléate 

Vinyl acetate/vinyl 
chlorid* 

Grafted polymers 

Polyvinyl alcohol 
Polyvinyl butyral 
Polyvinyl formal 
Polyvinyl alcohol 

Bthoxylationa 

PADTTS: 

Vinyl chloride 

Polyvinyl chloride 
— emulsions, 
solutions A dry 
resin 

Vinyl chloride/vi- 
nyl acetate 

Vinyl chloride/ 
acrylic esters 

Vinyl chloride/fu- 
maratee 

Vinyl chloride/ 
maléales 

Methyl, ethyl, bu- 
tyl, 2-ethyl He- 
xyl acrylates 

Styrene Butadiene Acrylonhrile 

Polyacry late- 
emulsions, 
solutions* dry 
resin 

Polyacrylicacid 
copolymers 

Acrylic esters/ 
vinyl acetate 

Polystyrene- 
emuhions, 
solutions * dry 
resin 

Styrenated phe- 
nols, etc. 

Styrene-butadienc Sryreae/butadiso*/ 
copolymers scryloaitriJe 
emulsions, so- 
lutions, resins 
Adryeluto- 

Carboxylated 
polymers 

copolymers, 
polymers A mo- 
dmcatkxM 

Butadisne/acryio- 
nitrile copoly- 

sohitioaeAdry 

CarboxyUtod po- 

Sodium, potes- 
him and ammo- 
mum potyacry- 

Exterior 
Pana: 

PAWS: 
Functional coat- 

Tsxnus: 

Shoe innersole* 
Aonsrvis: 
Ttxnuss: 

Trade use. 

Irapreanatort 
Aoiasrvss 
Turnus: 

Stmtesrs 
Flams retardant 

Costinas 
PLASTICS: 

MouMsd 
Calendered 

HosMryflntshmt     Extruded 
Nonwonen fabrics Floor tûs 

LsATHsanMSHEs      Phonograph records 
SsJetysjsjslntetiayerLiATiB«: 
Electrical tasulatk»     ArtaVml 
Film* asbestos        Finish*» 

board coatta«       Electric« ismustion 
Pips sad Isos* 

Backcoauni 
Bodyeahancin« 

PAINTS: 
Interior 
Eassrior StUsasrs 
Industrial Ditfisrs 
Paiat thickeatfs AntssUp finishes 

PAF«: PLASTICS: 
Coatta» Moulded 
Saturants Extruded 

Ansaaavm Floor polishes 
Tumus: Electrical insuU- 

Coatms» Uoa 
Abrasion resis- 

Nrmwnwsu fabrics 
PLASTICI 

Irnpnanatad 

Siass 
Noowovan fabrics 

PLASTICS: 

616 
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Fiaurt   I. Flowsheet for  polyvinyl acetate  tmuUUm Figure III. Flowshettfor acrylic tmulsion 
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stripping column are readily observed, although three 
reactori are actually installed in this particular complex. 

The time required to produce each type of polymer 
vanes greatly. 9utediene-styrenes are processed in as little 
as eight hours an¿ as many as thirty hours. Generally, 
polyvinyl acetate ca. Se r reduced in eight hours or less. 
Polyvinyl chloride pro ;ction requires ten to sixteen 
hours. The polyacrylau.» average nine to twelve hours. 
Within each polymer group, the production time varies 
ror specific end products. Certainly a minimum produc- 
tion rate per day would correspond at least to rated 
reactor capacity (4,000 gallons or 15,000 litres). 

n°rt ?£ £l in*ta,,ed «Q^Pment for a complete 4,000- 
gallon (15,000-litre) multipurpose reactor chemical com- 
plex is about $250,000 in the United Sutes. Equipment 
costs are usually less in Europe and Asia. A sizeable por- 
tion of the equipment cost is in the dryer for dry resin 
production. Should the multipurpose complex be used 
ror emulsions and polymer solutions, a substantial 
saving can be made. Plant facilities and supporting 
equipment vary so much that individual plant estimates 
in the country of establishment are required. The capital 
cost of a complete operation including operating capital 

would seldom exceed $500,000 unless large inventories 
of raw material might be required or a policy of extending 
credit to users exceeded an average of 45 days. 

In initial plant layout, space should be provided for 
additional reactor installation. Since the producta of the 
reactor are useful in many industries, the volume of 
production will assuredly increase. The cost of adding the 
first and subsequent reactors to an established plant is 
less than $75,000 per unit. The cost of these additions is 
quickly returned in increased sales, once the initial busi- 
ness is firmly established. 

III. PRODUCTS 

The more common homopolymers and copolymers 
made in the reactor are shown in the Multipurpose 
Chemical Manufacturing chart (see above). Some of 
the more important other derivatives from the reactor 
are given. Certainly polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl chloride, 
and polystyrene were thrilling developments forming 
the base for the expanding plastic industry. The modern 
devetopment of copolymers and terpolymers using 
butadiene, acrylics, and acrylonitrile has further expanded 
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use of petrochemical derivativ«. Multiple combinationi 
provide tuch divene propertie» that the modern chemist 
can tailor products to hit needs. 

Urea formaldehyde has already been mentioned as a 
product of the reactor complex. Using the reactor, or in 
some cases portions of the multipurpose equipment, a 
vast number of other chemicals can be made. Additions 
of 1 per cent to 3 per cent of certain carboxyFc acids to 
St/Bd terpolyraen increase adhesion to cellulose. 
Detergents, penetrants, and wetting agents are readily 
manufactured tailored to the chemist's specifications. 
Sulfonation, e.hoxylation, condensation, methylation, 
and esterification reactions add to diversity of chemicals. 
Natural oils, gums, and other indigenous products 
compounded with reactor output further add to the 
storehouse of chemical products. There are literally 
hundreds of useful combinations that can be nude to 
meet modern industry's needs. 

It would not be possible, even by cataloguing, to 
describe all the industrial products and their uses in a 
summary review of the multipurpose reactor concept. 
A few of the more important uses by industry are shown 

C«n/*t     S«p«r 

on the Multipurpose Chemical Manufacturing chart. 
By industry group, a few summary comments can be 
made: 
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_      acetate emulsion« an increasingly used.   Pip*  and 
«rt«Md   to«tW  UMt   Overlap _ KHM  «rtifc^   i,.^,,   w   ,m. 
pregnaled  paper rather  than  plastic«   Natural  leather   finishes 
próvida anothar product (laid for polymer UM. 

Ä»j»r OM of the moat rapidly growing, high-usage helos for 
polymor« M in the pap«r utduetry for both decorative and func- 
tional application« St/nd additive« to pulping and the wet end of 
paper production are increasing in use Polyvinyl acetate, acrylics, 
and St/Bd are uied in board and paper comma» gi well a« in inv 
pregnatwiH. Paper lamination full« both in the adhesive« and 
papa» ftekh and «how« promne of high demand for chemical prod- 
ucto. The growing paper container market require« «pecial Hnwhcs 
tailored to u«t condition« Oreaae reaiMaM coatmg«. molature 
mmtam coating«, and »pecial uaaa of March for coatmg» m con- 
nexion with polymer« from the reactor are new field* m which the 
wchnology M rapidly improving 

The economics of product sale« will vary from country 
to country and even internally at to product mix. There 
are tome amerai eoachmom applicable to product 
profitability that CM be stated: 

w (Í)J^ V,á*d Stol" *•«»• **» » *»«* rejactor 
ha« bea« ahi« to compete profitably in the chemical 
marfcet with the large« chemical producen. Salea volume 
growth hai averaged 20 per cent per year with additional 
n«*on put on etream to satisfy demand. Suflkient 
return hna been realised each year of operation to finance 
rnseureh, provide expanding faciliti«, and return a 
proti. 

(2) The tohitiona and emulaioni manufactured conaiat 
_-^_to>0 f °"lt wtlw <* "**« Aa «porter of 
monomer« obviously hai a distiact advantage in saving 
freight. Further, he retains the profit on the production 
of Ianni d chenueala. 

(3) Flenftiyty in product mix enable, management to 
Produce profitable chemicals. If competition or world 
mm* conditions impair economic operations on one 
ortwe producta, the manatemem has a diversified 
chenueal storehouse of profitable items for which there 
u • frewtng demand. Conversely, alert management 
can quickly produce chemical product« which may he 
temporarily m short supply or overpriced. 

(4) Vohtme sales in paint, texti'ss, and plastics assure 
contaseli« operation of the reactor complex. Speciality 
product« to meet specific user needs build growing 

i ittaioBshtpe for long-ranee assured demand. 
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build future growth. The reactor shou!d certainly be 
built to manufacture all products, even if only one or 
two are made in the beginning. This provides flexibility 
m production and sates service for a wide market and 
does not restrict the company's market of the future. 
The si» of the reactor is established by initial demand, 
but invariably the wide market for output will soon 
outgrow production facilities. A 2,000- to 4,000-gallon 
(7,000- to 15,000-htre) unit is highly desirable as an 
economic unit at the start of operations. 

None of the reaction* or any of the formulations used in 
OM manufacture of reactor product»« is patented. 
Specific formulations and proeeaacs are proprietary 
information. There might he a temptation to start a 
IMaat using general information and "Beaten" trade 
producta. Stach a procedure would be «xtnuwry eoatry 



when a company can readily avail themselves of the 
many yean of manufacturing experience! gained by 
A« United States producer. This experience it transfer- 
red by having the overseas technician run first pilot 
operations (see pilot plant illustration) and later make 
production runs oa every product he will make later 
ia his own plant. Subsequent technology oa product 
variances or new product additions are then readily 
trtaafsrrsd. There ia no substitute for experience in 
polymer manufacturing. Quality control techniques 
•ad product specifications are vital to continued 
operation. 

Joint jwrWcY 

The muhiproduct chemical producer can first supply the 
aeede of local industry, saving foreign exchange used 
for imports. While this alone can justify plant establish- 
ment in many cases, there are two further extensions 
of sales activity that promote a growing business 
First, technical représentative« from the plant can 
actively assist in establishing new business, further 
reducing finished product imports. Secondly, and a 
vital part of a successful future, technicians both ia the 
ptaat and ia the customer's plant can improve product 
ia*ft»tas»s, solve customer's diflcuJtiea or production 
problems, aad constantly improve the products of 

manufacture The "Technical Sales Service" concept 
is the most valuable tool an overseas producer can 
acquire from the American manufacturer. It is only in 
this manner that modern technology can spread outward 
to the larger business community, promoting benefits 
for both manufacturer and consumer. 

ñ*3*anh 

Close contact with the American producer will maintain 
the technological lead in all the various muhiproduct 
fields. Polymer producers aad formulators revise their 
products almost daily to meet continual changée in 
industrial advancement For example, textile wet 
processing is changing significantly in the United 
States. Nonwoven fabrics are growing rapidly ia many 
product areas. Upholstery and rug manufacture have 
undergone revolutionary changes. Paia* today is 
entirely changed from common practice even ten years 
ago and continues in this changa patten. 

No producer can remata static aad «tatet to grow 
His greatest long-raage bene*! will 
ateociatioa with a arm engaged «• < 
for the developing naarketiae i 
•aabiet him te move quickly mio' 
improved adaptation«, aad entirely 
with a minimal of coat or equipsau- .w._. „ 
single-product producer simply cannot keep up with 
accelerated growth of modem technology. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The multipurpose chemical manufacturing programme 
has been successfully used m the United States by a 
comparatively small-sued producer. A liceaetd operation 
M Mexico k proceeding successfully. Other oasiisliusM 
art to he established ia several countries of varióos 
populations and ia varying stages of torhanlcigkal 
developmem Whore a local supply of petrochemical 
monomers is available, the satire coaspiex it the lastras! 
business of the uetag couatry. In coaatriet whan soase 
——Mrs »wt be imported, sabetaatial savings are 

I by proceaetag for the Inai local market. There 
are few possibilities in inaaufacturiag today that osier at 
wide a product held for at ssaaN aa investment. Growth it 
built iato the operation aad assured by expanding poly- 
mer usage. Few manufacturing operations areas •exibk 
- so readily adaptable to changing products aad 

The eatabiishaaoat of dynamic multipurpose cai 

•f the world. ^^ 
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INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

This chapter of country studies, the title of the Con- 
ference session at which they were delivered, is concerned 
with the current situation and the future prospects of 
the petrochemicals industry complex in a wide regional 
spread of countries, namely, Latin America, Eastern 
Europe, North Africa and Asia and the Far East. 

Among all the countries in the ECAFE region, Japan 
is the only one which has developed the petrochemical 
industry to an international level, and both consumption 
and production of petrochemical products within the 
region are largely concentrated in Japan. Some countries 
of the region have already started to make nitrogenous 
fertilizers from natural gas or naphtha. Most of the 
countries have plans to establish naphtha cracker com- 
plexes for the production of basic petrochemicals. 

The potential for petrochemical development in some 
countries of North Africa and the Middle East is based 
on the existence of proved and abundant sources of 
hydrocarbon raw materials which at present are not 
being utilized to any great extent. 

In the discussions that followed the presentation of 
the country papers and statements, there were indications 
that it would be more beneficial to plan petrochemical 
development on a regional basis rather than for each 
country individually. Furthermore, it was evident that 
in the case of countries with abundant natural gas 
resources, the question of export markets outside the 
area looms large in the planning efforts. It was mentioned 
that regional planning is being seriously studied by some 
of the countries in this area with a view to developing a 
common market. 

The discussions emphasized the need for more trained 
personnel and for training institutions, particularly in 
the field of petroleum and petrochemicals. 

Apparent consumption of chemical« in Latin America 
wat estimated by ECLA to be of the order of $3,000 mil- 
lion in 1959 with imports accounting for about 30 per 
cent of this total. For 1970, demand wat projected to be 
of the order of $8,000 million. 

The share of petrochemicals in the total was rather 
ufíS!1* ,959 but il " exDected to increate substantially 
by 1970. Since the proportion of importi of petrochemicals 

was much higher than the average 30 per cent for the 
whole chemical industry, the need for a considerable 
effort in import substitution is foreseen in petrochemical 
raw materials and intermediates. 

The Latin American countries represented in the 
Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) have 
realized that: 
While petrochemical industries are capital intensive 

industries, there is a scarcity of domestic capital in 
the area; also a high foreign exchange component of 
investment is required; 

Economies of scale prevail in the development of petro- 
chemical industries; 

Full utilization of the locally available technology and 
skills is necessary; 

A better allocation of resources and markets is desirable. 
They therefore consider that a possible solution lies in 

integrating the petrochemical industries in Latin America 
and making them complementary. Sectoral meetings 
already recommended this to the Executive Committee 
of LAFTA in 1963 and 1964. 

Positive factors to help in achieving this objective are : 
the clear understanding prevailing among the countries 
in the area that there is need to avoid costly duplication; 
the pioneering studies in the field of chemical industries 
done by ECLA; and the existence of a State oil industry in 
these countries having the strength to achieve the desired 
integration, by itself or with the co-operation of private 
industry. 

State oil companies have already taken the initiative 
in reaching agreements to study how to make their 
industries complementary especially in the field of petro- 
chemicals, starting immediately by exchange of techni- 
cians and technical information, utilization of idle capa- 
cities and exchange of products. 

This trend towards integration has had recent expres- 
sion in the meeting held in Buenos Aires under the aus- 
pice« of Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales (YPF), where 
all Latin American State oil agencies were represented, 
and the basis for joint action was discussed. The establish- 
ment of a permanent organization is expected in the 
beginning of 1965. 

MS 



1.   THE  PETROCHEMICAL   INDUSTRY   IN  ARGENTINA 

°' M£SÌ 
GrW Ch¡«/Símico/ WorZ'< * '" ««««» C*«"«' de Fabricación« MM fr t., 

Eduardo A. PasquineUi Yacimiento» Petroliero! Fitcolee and Roberto F. Beltramino 
Secretaria de Industrio, Argentina ' 

1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY IN ARGENTINA 

The petrochemical industry, one of the pillars of modern 
heavy chemistry, has made great strides in the most 
industrially advanced countries, including some which 
are not petroleum producers. In Argentina, in spite of a 
steady and adequate supply of hydrocarbons in the 
form of liquid fractions and natural and refinery gases, 
this industry, until a few years ago, had not gone beyond 
the initial stages because demand for petrochemical 
products was below the minimum required to justify the 
construction of industrial plants. 

In spite of this adverse factor, this industry may be 
considered fairly well established in Argentina in relation 
to the development of the chemical industry in general, 
even though it was still in an incipient form until recently. 

The petrochemical industry began in Argentina with 
the manufacture of products for which the demand was 
certain. Its origin dates from 1943, when an industrial 
plant was established for the production of iso-propyl 
alcohol and apilot plant for the production of synthetic aro- 
matic hydrocarbons (toluene, benzene, xylene). These 
planta constituted the first steps towards this type of indus- 
try, and their establishment took place long before the real 
development of an activity which today has taken on 
extraordinary dimensions all over the world. 

The iso-propyl alcohol plant was erected by Yaci- 
mientos Petrolíferos Fiscales (YPF), and was expanded 
m 1949; the "synthetic toluene" plant, installed by the 
Dirección General de Fabricaciones Militares, was 
replaced  by a modern catalytic hydroforming plant 

In 1953, a closed-furnace fuel oil plant began operation 
and produced lampblack, but in very small quantities: 
it was therefore abandoned. 

Later, 3everal studies were made of the possibility of 
further development in the petrochemical field. However 
the industry in Argentina was paralysed by the absence 
of- the production of basic hydrocarbons, particularly 
olefins. ' 

Among the petrochemical products produced, although 
in small quantity, may be included naphthenic acid 
obtained from residue from the acid treatment of cuts of 
lubricating oils derived from crude petroleum with a 
naphthenic base imported from Peru; this is produced 

at the YPF refinery at Dock Sur and at the "Cóndor" 
refinery at Lomaj de Zamora. 

The continually growing domestic need for petroche- 
mical products has stimulated new and more ambitious 
plans for industrial expansion, and initiatives have come 
from domestic and foreign private concerns wishing to 
co-operate in the development of this basic industry. 

In 1956 and 1957, a period of industrial promotion 
began and petroleum undertakings like YPF received 
offers for making use of the residual gas of their refineries. 

Under Act 14,780 concerning investment of foreign 
capital, numerous applications were made for investment 
in petrochemicals, and it was the firm of Koppers Inter- 
national which ushered in the second stage in the develop- 
ment of the petrochemical industry in Argentina. 

This undertaking invested capital in the Sociedad 
Industrias Petroquímicas Argentinas Koppers S.A. 
(IPAKO), which commenced operations by setting up in 
Florencio Várela (Province of Buenos Aires) a plant for 
producing polystyrene from imported monomer. Later, 
the need arose to build other manufacturing plants in 
the Ensenada area (Province of Buenos Aires) and a 
contract was signed with YPF for the supply of residual 
gases from the la Plata refinery. Further investment 
was authorized for the establishment of ethylene, poly- 
ethylene and polystyrene plants. The first two plants 
began operation in March 1963, but the third project 
has not yet been implemented. In 1959, Industrias 
Químicas Argentinas Duperial was authorized to receive 
capital investment for the erection of a chemical complex 
consisting of four plants including one for the production 
of carbon sulphide by petrochemical methods. This 
project was carried out, and operations on an industrial 
scale began in 1962 in the Province of Santa Fé. 

The same undertaking, pursuing its plans for expansion, 
decided to make a new proposal for capital investment, 
which was approved in 1961. An industrial plant for the 
production of ethylene and polyethylene was established 
and it will go into operation shortly. 

Early in 1960, the Fish International Corporation 
(of Panama) proposed to set up a petrochemical plant 
near the YPF refinery at San Lorenzo (Province of Santa 
Fé). After various discussions and negotiations "Petro- 
química Argentina S.A.", known as PASA, was formed, 
and this company is constructing a vast petrochemical 
complex comprising nine plants for the production of 
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aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene-toluene, etc.). olefin 
hydrocarbons (ethvlene, butadiene), styrene, synthetic 
rubbers (SBR and cis-polybutadiene) and other essential 
products for the ubsidiary industries. It is anticipated 
that by the end of this year or early next year the naphtha 
reforming plants and the plant for the production of 
olefins (ethylene and butadiene) will begin operation, 
to be followed next by the styrene plant and finally by the 
synthetic rubber plants. 

In the middle of I960. CABOT ARGENTINA S.A. (CABA- 
SA), a company established with the help of foreign 
capital, began production of lampblack. This, and the 
start of operation during July of this year at ATANOR 
S.A.M.'S methanol plant, constitute real achievements 
in the field of petrochemicals. 

Another project shortly to become a reality is the 
methanol plant which CASCO S.A. is setting up at Pilar 
(Province of Buenos Aires). This plant will use natural 
gas. As a foot-note to the foregoing, we may add that 
the future of our petrochemical industry can be regarded 
as promising, for there are other production projects 
which already have government approval. Some of these, 
such as the Petrosur and Impagro projects for the pro- 
duction of simple and compound fertilizers and inter- 
mediate products for the chemical and plastics industries, 
are already at the financing stage. 

CARBOCLOR S.A. is another firm which has obtained 
approval of plans for the production of a number of 
organic products and solvents, including acetic anhy- 
dride, iso-propyl alcohol, secondary butanol, iso-propyl- 
butyl acetate and methyl-ethyl ketone. The company is 
at present making efforts to secure Argentine endorse- 
ment of financing from abroad. Early in 1964, PARAFINA 
DEL PLATA obtained approval by a Government decree 
for a plan tc produce " dodecylbenzene " (a basic raw 
material in the manufacture of detergents). 

There are other projects directed towards the plastic 
materials industry, such as the production of vinyl 
chloride, and also projects for the production of inter- 
mediate materials used in the manufacture of nylon 66 
(adipic acid and hexamethylenediamine). As for inter- 
mediate chemical products, an application has recently 
been received which is thought worthy of consideration 
for the production of ethylene derivatives such as ethylene 
oxide, glycols, paraffin wax and chlorinated olefins. 
Also in the field of detergents, another proposal has been 
received for the production of dodecylbenzene sulphonate 
of sodium; this is under study. 

The foregoing is a summary of the many proposals 
made for development in the petrochemical industry; 
many of them have not yet been implemented since finan- 
cial problems have almost always been encountered. 
In spite of the difficulties which have arisen, there are 
real hopes for a bright future for this heavy industry 
Its development will make it possible to meet existing 
requirements, to replace imports and to enter the foreign 
market with local products, particularly in the Latin 
American countries belonging to the Latin American 
Free Trade Association (LAFTA). It will also help to lay 
firm foundations for the development of our chemical 
industry in general. 

2. ECONOMIC REASONS IOR HXING PRIORITIES 
FOR   THE   PETROCHEMICAL   INDUSTRY 

I he industrial development of a country comprises a 
series of activities directed towards producing ¡¡oods 
needed by the economy, a task which should be carried 
out in the most comprehensive and economical manner 
possible. 

It is a well-known fact that the value of raw materials 
is multiplied several times when they are convened into 
finished or semi-processed products. This is a general 
principle and it is basic for our economy, as there is an 
almost constant deficit in the balance of trade which is 
most serious for the country. When considering the possi- 
bility of exporting new products such as those derived 
from petroleum and petroleum gas, these factors must 
be taken fully into account. 

While certain petrochemical industries can be developed 
with limited or medium-sized capital investment, those 
which are most important to our country require laroe- 
scale immediate investment. These include the manufac- 
ture of synthetic rubber, lampblack, weed-killers, pesti- 
cides, fertilizers, plastics, detergents, etc.: in these cases 
the plants must have a production capacity which is 
technically economic so that the goods produced can 
compete in quality and price in the domestic market and 
the export market and face the competition of countries 
outside the Free Trade Area whose markets enable them 
to sell at low prices owing to their large volume of sales. 

Furthermore, the need to make the best possible use 
of available capital, in view of its scarcity, can be met 
effectively in the case of the petrochemical industry, at 
the present stage of its development, by avoiding duplica- 
tion of investment through conclusion of complementary 
agreements, thus raising the productive level of the equip- 
ment installed. 

This calls for a centralization of capital, whether it be 
share capital, from semi-public companies or from any 
other source. Without doubt, the financial aspect is one 
of the factors which must vitally affect the evolution of 
the petrochemical industry and contribute to the slow 
rate of implementation of projects. 

The direct cause of this tendency is to be found in the 
position occupied by the chemical industry as a supplier 
of intermediate products for other industries, making it 
dependent, to a great extent, on the evolution of the 
consumer sectors. 

A positive feature is the progressive improvement in 
the availability of raw materials as a result of the develop- 
ment of petroleum and gas production and the expansion 
of refineries. 

Studies preceding the construction of a petrochemical 
plant begin with a study of the consumer market, and it 
is this that will indicate whether, irrespective of the 
abundance of hydrocarbons, this particular method of 
manufacture is the right one, in view of the usually high 
minimum economic level of operation and the need to 
market the by-products obtained in order to reduce the 
capital costs. 

The absence of a significant domestic petrochemical 
industry merely delayed and did not prevent an increasing 
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consumption of products obtainable by petrochemical 
methods. The required supplies needed «ere obtained 
through imports or production by other chemical pro- 
cesses (as in the cases of alcohol and acetone), even at 
the risk of greater costs. Many products are in fact 
produced in sufficient quantities to meet present needs 
by various non-petrochemical methods. 

In the case of many products a fairly high level of 
demand has been achieved, and consumption could be 
increased substantially if the articles could be obtained 
at lower cost. Consequently, one of the prerequisites for 
establishment of petrochemical plants is a minimum of 
unsatisfied demand, or at least the incentive of substantial 
foreign currency savings through impon substitution. 

Potentially. Argentina has the raw materials for de- 
velopment of the petrochemical industry, but a factor to be 
taken into account is the position of such plants in relation 
to the country's total consumption, which up to the pre- 
sent time is considered small. All these considerations 
point to the need which has existed and still exists to 
plan investment in the petroleum and petrochemical 
industries with the maximum co-ordination compatible 
with their different productive goals, since, in the case of 
petroleum production, the marketing of residues and 
by-products is a means of increasing economy of opera- 
tion, and, in the case of petrochemical production, the 
availability of an adequate supply of raw materials is 
vital to its existence. It is considered essential to encourage 
planning as the rational method for the development of 
our country. Plans must be based on technological 
budgets in keeping with the needs of the country, in 
order to achieve harmonious economic and social pro- 
gress, and they must take into account what are judged 
to be the priorities. In this regard, one Held which deserves 
priority attention is the petrochemical industry. 

It should be understood, of course, that planning does 
not mean nationalization or limitations on private enter- 
prise. The State must promote and stimulate the develop- 
ment of thi« industry through legislation and decrees 
designed to encourage and promote it and through 
co-operation with undertakings in order that they may 
bring projects to completion. 

The establishment and development of the national 
petrochemical industry has thus far been based on a 
careful selection of products to be manufactured, in 
view of the existence of substitute industries which could 
be vitally affected by the competition which would arise 
if due caution was not observed. 

This selection must take into account both economic 
and social factors, and the fact that some of the industries 
are regional or help to reduce the costs of food products 
must be borne in mind. 

3. INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES FOK PROMOTING 
THB DEVELOPMENT OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

The highly important place in the modern industrial 
structure assumed by the utilization of petroleum and 
natural gai in the manufacture of chemical products 
hai led the government authorities to give attention to the 
need to foster the Argentina petrochemical industry by 

adopting measures to encourage and protect it. During 
the last twenty years, various methods have been employed 
to protect the industry, including foreign exchange per- 
mits, import quotas and automatic authorizations for 
certain materials. 

In January 1559, IX-cree No. 5,439 established the 
present lists of imports liable to duties ranging from 0 per 
cent to 300 per cent depending on the products concerned. 
Later, the maximum level of duty was reduced to 200 per 
cent of the cosl-and-freight value. 

There is no doubt that if the national industry is to be 
as efficient as it should be. it must be able to face competi- 
tion. The stimulus of competition would disappear, how- 
ever, if solely because the domestic demand can be met. 
customs duties or charges are imposed which are much 
higher than is necessary. 

In introducing protective measures, account has been 
taken in each case of the nature of the industry concerned 
and its importance to the country, and also of the desira- 
bility of encouraging competition in all sectors of indus- 
trial activity. In the application of this principle, the 
objective is to ensure iirm external protection against the 
marking down of chemical products as a result of pro- 
duction surpluses or " dumping ", subsidized export prices, 
etc., at the same time permitting or encouraging intensive 
domestic competition, something that cannot always be 
achieved. 

The structural deficiencies in the growing industry 
generally, including the chemical industry, have made 
industrial protection imperative. The development of 
industries producing consumer goods and light goods 
at a rate out of proportion with the manufacture of 
intermediate chemical products has given the latter a 
certain vulnerability and instability, so that, for some 
time, until this danger disappears, a series of suitable 
measures will need to be taken in accordance with a 
plan drawn up to that end. 

A series of measures were adopted from 1954 onwards, 
and mention may also be made of Act No. 14,722! 
published at the end of 1953, concerning foreign capitai 
investment in industrial development. In 1957 it was 
repealed and replaced by other decrees designed to pro- 
mote the industry, and, in February 1959. Act No. 14,780 
concerning the investment of foreign capital and Act 
No. 14,781 concerning the promotion of industry were 
promulgated. These two laws, which are still in 
force, gave an impetus to the development of the chemical 
industry in general, and they affected the petrochemical 
industry in particular; numerous applications for the 
establishment of chemical industries based on derivatives 
of petroleum or natural gas were granted, some of them, 
as mentioned earlier, leading to successful results. 

Basically, the law authorizing the investment of foreign 
capital in Argentina extends to capital invested in the 
promotion of new productive activities required for the 
country's economic development all the rights which 
the Constitution and laws grant to national investments. 

Under this law, the investment may take the form of 
foreign currency, machinery, equipment or installations 
which will ensure normal development of the activities 
concerned. The entry of such capital requires government 
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authorization, the grant of which is subject to a number 
of conditions. 

The productive activities to be established, expanded or 
completed must offer adequate technical and economic 
guarantees, contribute directly or indirectly to import 
substitution, increase exports or promote such develop- 
ment as is conducive to the rational and harmonious 
growth of the national economy. 

Particular consideration is given to foreign investment 
in the processing of raw materials for industry, making 
use of national resources and/or producing capital and 
intermediate goods. 

Preference is also given to concerns undertaking to 
reinvest their profits in Argentina. The privileges which 
may be granted to foreign investors include the following: 

Registration at the free market exchange rate; 
Transfer, at the free market rate, to the country of 

origin of annual net profits from such investments; 
Repatriation of the capital, subject only to such limita- 

tions as were laid down when the investment was 
authorized ; 

Privileges in connexion with customs duties, exchange 
tax regulations, credit terms and the inclusion of the 
investments under the most favourable régime for 
the promotion and protection of industry. 

Act No. 14,781 concerning the promotion of industry 
establishes a system designed to create and  maintain 
conditions which will ensure full and harmonious develop- 
ment of the country's industrial production. It is directed 
towards the following basic goals; 

Achievement of balance-of-payments equilibrium; 
Development of the country's existing and potential 

resources; 
Decentralization of industry; 
Improvement, expansion and diversification of indus- 

trial production; 
Advances in manufacturing technology; 
Meeting the needs of national defence, public health 

and public safety. 
For the attainment of these objectives, the Executive 

is empowered under the Act to: 
Grant, for the purpose of facilitating import, exemption 

from customs duties and other charges, subject to 
proof of destination, in respect of machinery and 
equipment which national industry is not in a posi- 
tion to provide; 

Impose customs duties, increase existing duties or impose 
foreign exchange taxes on products, the import of 
which could affect the development of domestic 
production; 

Suspend or limit importo of manufactured products 
and raw materials which are produced locally; 

Grant preferential foreign exchange treatment for 
export of industrial products; 

Grant credito on a preferential basis and take other 
measures to facilitate the financing of industrial 
projects; 

Ensure preferential access to raw materials, energy, 
fuel and transport; 

Give   preferential   treatment   in  purchases   by   State 
organs; 

Grant tax exemptions and reductions for stated periods. 
Other significant measures were those provided for in 

Decree No. 13,277/59 concerning the possibility of 
''industriel re-equipment" by means of the so-called 
"production line". The principal concession grated by 
this Decree was authorization to import, without payment 
of customs duties, "any set of machines and equipment 
which, although consisting of independent elements, 
make up an integral whole", even though some of these 
elements fall under Decree No. 5,439/59, which established 
import duties. 

Concessions for "production lines'' are granted in 
each case by executive decree relating to the whole or 
part of an industrial process, on condition that the produc- 
tion line is made up substantially of elements which natio- 
nal industry is not in a position to supply and that its 
establishment is justified by its importance to the economy. 
In June 1961, under the powers conferred by Act 
No. 14,781, the Executive promulgated Decree No. 5,039 
providing for measures specifically intended to promote 
the petrochemical industry; this decree became essential 
as a result of the technological advances in the processing 
of raw materials required both for the production of 
synthetic chemical products and for the manufacture of 
final chemical products, and also because the country 
was importing numerous products which could be manu- 
factured by petrochemical methods and their import 
represented a not insignificant drain of foreign exchange. 

The Decree specified the industries which could enjoy 
the benefits granted, petrochemical plants being defined 
as those which initiate the productive cycle using petro- 
leum or natural gas, or fractions or distillates thereof, 
and which produce mainly saturated olefin, diolefin! 
acetylenic, naphthenic or aromatic hydrocarbons and/or 
sulphur and/or hydrogen, and also those manufacturing 
one or more of the following products: synthetic rubbers, 
lampblack, fertilizers, pesticides, weed-killers, plastics and 
phenol resins, polyethylene, vinyl polychloride, polypro- 
pylene and polystyrene, provided that they are integrated, 
within a single enterprise or economic system of enter- 
prises, with the basic plants described above. 

Decree No. 5,039/61 may be said to have been the first 
decree concerning the promotion of the petrochemical 
industry as such; the relevant measures for which it 
provided included the following: 

Exemption from customs duties and import charges 
on machinery, accessories and spare parts imported 
for the purpose of the establishment or expansion 
of industrial plants; 

Income tax rebates; 

Exemption from stamp tax on contracts for the 
supply of raw materials; 

A declaration that the industries covered by the decree 
were of "national interest"; 

Authorization for the technical and professional 
personnel required for the execution of production 
plant to enter the country, and personal exemp- 
tions; 
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The supply by State agencies, at special prices, of the 
raw materials to be processed by benefiting under- 
takings. 

This decree was rescinded, and replaced by Decree 
No. 5,338/63. which determined the various industrial 
activities to be the object of industrial promotion through- 
out the national territory, the petrochemical industry 
being included among those to be promoted. The new 
decree covered some additional industries such as those 
involving production of polyamides, polyesters, polyurc- 
thane and their monomers: it also provided for various 
forms of preferential treatment differing slightly from 
those provided for under Decree No. 5,039/59. 

Decree No. 5.338/63 ceased to be in force on I Decem- 
ber 1963, when it was rescinded by Decree No. 1,081/63. 
The latter fixed 30 November 1963 as the termination 
date of the validity of the declarations of national interest 
made by the Executive in favour of undertakings, the 
benefits granted under such declarations remaining only 
in respect of share issues offered for subscription on or 
before that date. 

4. MEASURES TO ASSIST THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Decree Nc 5,339/63 established orders of priority with 
regard to equipment, subject to certain reauirements and 
conditions which it laid down. Finally, on 30 April 1964, 
after new studies had been carried out, the present Govern- 
ment thought it desirable to introduce a new lational and 
equable promotion system bringing together under one 
ena ent all the provisions concerning benefits and 
prefe....ees which, in the existing economic situation, 
can be granted in order to promote genuine industrial 
development, and establishing an order of priority among 
the activities and regions which it is thought necessary 
to develop, so that investment may be channelled accord- 
ingly. This new arrangement was instituted by Decree 
No. 3,113/64 which established the preferences to be 
granted to the industries covered, among which is included 
the petrochemical industry. 

The advantages provided for in the Decree will be 
granted to undertakings applying for them before 
1 January 1969. They include: 

A ten-year rebate in accordance with a pre-established 
scale on income tax, excess profits tax and taxes replacing 
the assessment on the gratuitous transfer of property ; 

Exemption for up to ten years from the stamp tax on 
deeds of partnership; 

Authorisation for the entry and temporary residence 
of foreign technicians and personnel necessary for the 
execution of projects; 

Priority with regard to equipment, in accordance with 
the provisions of Decree No. 5,939/63 and as stipulated 
therein ; 

Preferential prices for gas, for power and fuels and 
preferential rates on the various transport systems. 

It is clear from the foregoing that, in Argentina, the 
petrochemical industry is among those enjoying the great- 
est advantages and receiving the greatest encouragement 
for its establishment and development, because of the 
large potential markets at home and abroad for petro- 
chemical products and the vast resources of raw materials 
available for this purpose. 

A number of bodies in Argentina are studying the 
national problems in this field in considerable depth and 
on a considerable scale, and are engaging in scientific 
research. A large part of the population is now conscious 
of the fact that research bodies and research work are 
factors contributing to the national well-being, both 
present and future. 

There are in the country certain large institutions, 
each of which is carrying out specified research tasks in 
science and technology. The National Council for Scien- 
tific and Technical Research (CNICT) is a relatively 
new and a dynamic institution which has done consider- 
able creative work within a few years, doing much to 
promote the idea that research is essential in contem- 
porary society. The Council, which is the axis around 
which a large part of the country's scientific activities 
revolve, was established on 5 February 1958 to promote, 
co-ordinate and guide research in pure and applied' 
sciences. It was designed to work in three basic directions: 

To promole the development of science and technology, 
to stimulate their expansion, to assist research and research 
workers and provide the latter with the equipment they 
require and with the necessary financial resources to enable 
them to live with dignity; 

To co-ordinate scientific activities in order to prevent 
waste and duplication of effort, to channel individual 
initiatives and to encourage co-operation among research 
workers and institutions; 

To guide scientific research in harmony with the basic 
activities and interests of the nation, national develop- 
ment plans and the requirements of a science policy that 
establishes appropriate priorities among the different 
branches of science. 

The National Council for Scientific and Technical 
research was made directly responsible to the Presidency, 
being established as an autonomous body having legai 
personality and power to dispose of its own resources 
and administer those received from the State. 

The Governing Board {Directorio) consists of fifteen 
members. Thirteen of these are appointed by the Govern- 
ment from among persons who have distinguished them- 
selves m scientific and technical research. They include 
representatives of as many different branches of science 
as possible. Another member represents the Research 
and Evaluation Board of the Armed Forces and the 
remaining member is the Director-General of Culture 
in the Ministry of Education and Justice. 

The function of the Governing Board is to define the 
general policy of CNICT, to discuss and approve its plans 
of action and the more important projects and decisions, 
such as those relating to the granting of scholarships 
and subsidies, admissions into the profession of scientific 
research worker, etc. In addition, to assist the governing 
organs of the Council, there are committees of honorary 
advisers made up of distinguished scientists. The latter 
are

J
a£?°L

mtcd:.(a) by Kicacei O'groups of related sciences, and (ft) by regions. 

In the first category are the advisory committees 
proper, whose task is to advise the Board on the awarding 
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of scholarships, the granting of subsidies and other forms 
of promotion and stimulation of and assistance to scien- 
tific and technical research in different fields. 

Then there are the regional committees, which are 
concerned with the same areas as the national universities 
and provide liaison between scientific circles in the pro- 
vinces and the Council, their specific task being to help 
guide the activities of the Council in such a manner that 
the needs characteristic of each region are adequately 
taken into account. 

The remaining advisory bodies which assist the Board 
are the Scholarships and Subsidies Committees and the 
board concerned with the qualifications aid career 
prospects of scientific researchers. The Council i; presided 
over by Dr. Bernardo Houssay, 1947 Nobel Priîe winner 
in medicine and physiology. 

Since the establishment in 1960 of the profession of 
scientific researcher, 238 researchers have entered the 
profession, In this profession, researchers can devote 
themselves wholly to science in stimulating surroundings, 
with adequate remuneration, security and opportunities 
for advancement. One fundamental requirement is that 
the researcher must devote himself exclusively to research, 
the only compatible function being teaching in institutes of 
higher education. 

Researchers are given contracts varying in length 
from two to five years and, if their work is satisfactory, 
the contract is renewed until the cycle is completed; 
top-rank researchers may remain in the profession until 
they retire, and persons having a true vocation and 
scientific ability can thus devote their entire working 
life to research. 

Through provision of subsidies, CNICT helped to 
establish the Mathematics Institute of the Faculty of 
Exact and Natural Sciences of the University of Buenos 
Aires, and the Faculty's rock analysis laboratory. It is 
now establishing a radioactive dating laboratory at the 
University of La Plata, which will be of great importance 
for geological and archaeological studies. It is also 
organizing, with United Nations Special Fund assistance, 
a National Petroleum Institute to carry out all kinds of 
research connected with petroleum. 

The scope of the activities undertaken by this fine 
institution on behalf of scientific research is therefore 
very broad. Since its establishment on 31 March 1963, 
it hai granted 1,164 subsidies, with an approximate 
value of 260 million pesos. 

The National Council for Scientific and Technical 
Research is above all an undertaking conceived and 
carried out by researchers for all the researchers in the 
country. 

The National Institute of Industrial Technology 
(INTI) is an autonomous body established by the Govern- 
ment to promote and assist technical research that will 
contribute to the development of Argentina's industry. 

The Executive Board (Consejo Directivo) consists of a 
chairman and eight members appointed by the Govern- 
ment, four of whom are nominated by associations of 
industrialists and one by the Banco Industrial de la 
República Argentina. The Board directs the work of the 
Institute, administers ito funds, represents it, awards 

scholarships for technical and scientific research having 
industrial applications and encourages entrepreneurs to 
establish research centres. 

Research centres are established on the initiative of 
industrial concerns, companies, university institutes, 
State agencies and societies or groups formed by such 
bodies or organizations with a view to carrying out speci- 
fic programmes of study or research. 

The INTI provides all the assistance required to keep 
each centre in operation until it is fully established as a 
private organization with its own funds, without the 
original founders losing the right to participate in its 
management. The assistance provided by the Institute 
takes many forms: financing, provision of services, pro- 
vision of premises, laboratories, equipment, technical 
personnel, bibliographical service, etc. The INTI also 
provides, to ensure proper orientation of research, 
preliminary and periodic reports by its Advisory Com- 
mittee. This consultative body consists of nine members 
nominated by the academies of pure and applied sciences, 
the professional staff of the National Universities of 
Buenos Aires and La Plata, professional organizations 
and private scientific and technical bodies of recognized 
standing. 

Since the beginning of its activities in 1958, it has 
contributed to the establishment of the following research 
centres : 

The Research Centre Jor Oils and Fats (CIGA), estab- 
lished for the purpose of investigating new sources of fat 
supply and improving the techniques at present used in 
Argentina; 

The Automotive Research Centre (CIA), established 
in mid-1960 on the initiative of automobile manufacturers 
to facilitate the task of adjusting and controlling the 
production of the subsidiary industry. It acts as a techni- 
cal, advisory and quality control centre for manufacturers 
and suppliers in the automotive industry. 

The Research Centre jor Efficient Use oj Fuels 
(CIPUEC). This centre, with the advice of a United 
Nations expert, is studying the use of fuel in industry and 
advises the heads of industrial concerns on methods of 
achieving more efficient utilization of fuels. It provides 
its clients with a research and maintenance service for the 
thermal plant in their factories and a series of related 
services. 

This research centre has given advice to major estab- 
lishments in all branches of industry: textiles, leather, 
metallurgy, pottery, chemical industries, timber, refrige- 
rators, distilleries, etc. 

The Research Centre jor Building Technology (CITAC). 
This centre was established in April 1959 to study prob- 
lems related to structural concrete in Buenos Aires. 
It serves as an advisory and quality control centre. In 
particular, it carries out mechanical tests of different 
types of welded mesh and special steels for reinforced 
concrete and is organizing a service for controlling the 
manufacture of steels for which certificates of use are 
specified. 

The Sheet Metal Research Centre (CIME) studies the 
organizational problems of small industries in order to 
find ways of ensuring economical production methods. 
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The Marine Biology Research Centre (CIBM) was 
established to carry out an exhaustive study of the algae 
of the Patagonian region, with a view to their possible 
industrial use. 

The Documentary Research Centre (CID) was estab- 
lished in I960 by an agreement between the INTI and 
twelve industrial groupings, including the Cámara 
Gremial de la Industria Química, the Cámara Argentina 
de la Industria Plástica, the Asociación Fabricantes de 
Papel, etc., with the object of facilitating technical 
research connected with industrial development. This 
centre was organized on the basis of studies often similar 
institutions in Europe. 

The CID provides two main services: bibliographical 
research and photoreproduction of documents. The 
first of these services is very broad in scope and ranges 
from simple library checking of publications to tracking 
down documentary material in other countries in order 
to provide technical and commercial information re- 
quired by industry. 

The centre also issues a bibliographical bulletin arran- 
ged by subjects and groups of industries and provides 
information on different aspects of technological progress 
in Argentina and elsewhere. 

The Argentine Productivity Centre (CTA).1 This 
centre obtained INTI support in 1961 to carry out a plan 
of operations to promote the use of the techniques and 
principles of productivity by the country's professional 
and managerial cadres. 

The Argentine Institute jor the Standardization oj Mate- 
riah (¡RAM). In June 1961, the INTI took over from the 
Government the responsibility for supporting this Insti- 
tute. The latter has been doing intensive and important work 
for the last twenty-five years, particularly in the field of 
national industry. In addition to establishing technical 
standards in Argentina, it acts as secretariat for the 
Pan-American Committee on Technical Standards, whose 
function is to establish pan-American standards that will 
be useful for the Latin American market. The institute 
also carries out studies for international standards. 

Other equally important research centres have recently 
been established. These include: the Research Centre for 
Leather Technology (CITE); the Research Centre for 
Industrial Microbiology (CIMI); the Research Centre 
for Mineral Industries (CUM) and the Research Centre for 
Industrial Design (CIDI). The object of CIDI is to dis- 
seminate the principles and practices of industrial design 
in Argentina. These, together with other centres, complete 
the list of research establishments in Argentina. 

The National Institute of Industrial Technology also 
has four laboratory departments, which serve the research 
centres and provide direct assistance to industries carrying 
out their own research programmes. The four depart- 
ments are concerned, respectively, with physics, chemistry, 
materials testing and metallurgy, and special tests. 

The industrial analysis section of the chemistry labora- 
tory came« out general analyses of inorganic raw mate- 

1 A United Nation« technical 
«cuti«* agency. Müttance project, with the ILO i 

rials and semi-manufactured and/or finished goods, and 
also of organic products, chemical products, petroleum 
derivatives, soaps, protein products, paints, varnishes, etc. 

There are other technological research establishments 
in Argentina, such as the " LEMIT " Laboratory (labora- 
tory for materials testing and technological research) which, 
since 1942, has been doing most effective work in the fields 
of quality control and suitability of materials, structures, 
machinery, instruments, etc., and is also carrying out 
systematic experimental studies of the characteristics and 
properties of raw and other materials, structures, etc.. 
and furthering, in collaboration with the standardization 
institutes, the technological and economic development 
of the country. 

It undertakes applied research concerned with technolo- 
gical operations and processes for furthering balanced 
industrial development, with a view to raising the 
quality of production. It promotes the training of scien- 
tific, technical and skilled workers. It advises the Govern- 
ment on such matters as rational utilization of raw 
materials and by-products. It is developing a whole new 
range of activities of great industrial importance. Thus, 
it is currently engaged in research on asphalt from both 
the physical and chemical standpoints. 

The Argentine Petroleum Institute. This institute was 
established on 30 July 1957 and its work is of an exclu- 
sively technical and scientific nature. Its members include 
the national universities, where courses are given on 
petroleum, all the petroleum and natural gas undertakings, 
the major consumers of petroleum derivatives, and nation 
nal factories and representatives of foreign factories 
manufacturing equipment for the petroleum and related 
industries. 

Its fundamental objectives are: to promote and co- 
ordinate scientific, technical, economic and statistical 
studies in the field of petroleum, natural gas and their 
derivatives, to further the training of suitable personnel 
for the petroleum industry and to collaborate in that 
connexion with scientific and teaching institutions in 
Argentina and abroad. 

The Petroleum Institute collaborates with the Argentine 
Institute for the Standardization of Materials (IRAM) in 
drawing up materials standards for materials for the 
petroleum industry, and with the Research Centre for 
Efficient Use of Fuels (CIPUEC). It also co-operates 
with the Argentine Scientific Society and other technical 
and scientific institutions in Argentina in organizing 
conferences and research which is in the national interest. 

The Institute has also collaborated in the preliminary 
studies for establishing in Argentina a technological train- 
ing centre for specialists in the various technical «elds 
and for carrying out technical and scientific studies. 

The YPF Laboratories (at Florencio Várela) is another 
study and research centre oriented towards the petroleum 
and petroleum derivatives industry. It does work in the 
following fields: geophysics; secondary recovery of petro- 
leum; extraction of isopropyl alcohol; fuels and lubri- 
cant«; metals, etc. 

The Research Council of the province of Bueno« Aim 
carries  out  specialized   scientific research,   if 
•todies in the petrochemical Held 
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The National University oj Buenos Aires. In the Faculty 
of Exact Sciences and the Faculty of Engineering, the 
Industries Department, which is common to both, is 
doing research work on the chemistry of propane and 
biosynthesis of petroleum. The School of Petroleum, 
which forms part of the Faculty of Engineering, is engaged 
in research in various fields including the ionization of 
gases. It is a post-graduate school providing one-year 
courses in specialized subjects which include geology, 
geophysics, production, industrialization and gas. 

The National University of La Plata. The Faculty of 
Chemistry of this University is carrying out a scientific 
research project on the oxidation of hydrocarbons by 
microbe action. 

Universidad Nacional del Litoral (Province of Santa Fé). 
In the Faculty of Chemical Engineering, a working group 
has bren set up to engage exclusively in petrochemical 
research. 

The National University o/ Cuyo. This university has a 
" School of Fuels, " which graduates petroleum engineers. 
Research work is being carried out there on the utilization 
of gases. 

The National University oj Tucumán. This University 
operates in the district of Salta a School of Petroleum 
Engineering, which carries out scientific and petroche- 
mical research. 

pie Provincial University oj Chubut. Courses are given 
primarily on petroleum and, in the neighbourhood of 
Dean Funes, there is a training school for skilled petro- 
leum and petrochemical workers. 

Seminars on subjects related to petroleum are held in 
the province of Neuquen. 

In the field of private education, the work done in 
Argentina by Petroquímica Argentina S.A. (PASA) 
deserves to be singled out as a great step forward in the 
training of experts and technicians for the petrochemical 
industry. This company is building a vast network of 
petrochemical plants for each of which it is training a 
group of young technicians by giving them theoretical and 
practical courses. The first of these courses, which was 
attended by 100 students, was for operators of the cata- 
lytic reforming plant and for machinists. Then a new 
group of forty selected students were given grants, and 
instructed in the operation of the SBR synthetic rubber 
plant, the next unit of the petrochemical complex to 
be started. The selection was made from among matricu- 
lating students and graduates of industrial schools. This 
course is designed to train the future operators of the 
different plants which the company is ¡etting up; the 
second course is being given in accordance with the train- 
ing programme being developed by PASA. It is concerned 
at present with the starting up of the catalytic reforming 
plant, which is the first to be put into operation. 

This training centre for petrochemical plant operators 
was started by PASA in Rosario in November 1963. 
However, as the work of plant construction progressed, 
the centre was transferred to the plant site. Thus, in 
addition to the theoretical classes, practical classes were 
conducted in the plants themselves. 

TW« is the first centre of ito kind in Argentina. The 
studente attending it, who are between twenty-five and 

thirty years of age. have been awarded grants by PASA 
and receive a monthly allowance. Classes, at the rate of 
seven hours a day, rive days a week, last for six months. 
In the theoretical stage, audio-visual systems and modern 
teaching methods are used. Among the subjects taught to 
¿ill the students is industrial safety, as it applies in indus- 
trial plants such as those of PASA. The instruction is 
given by foreign safety experts and will be extended to 
the entire staff of the PASA plants, including the workmen. 

In the first course given for technical personnel, the 
students, in the judgement of the instructors (who were 
from the United States), reached a higher level than that 
achieved in similar courses by students from other 
countries which are more advanced than Argentina in the 
petrochemical industrial field. 

Engineering organizations 

At the University of Buenos Aires, it was decided to 
set up a single Industries Department for the Faculty of 
Engineering and the Faculty of Exact and Natural 
Sciences. This department participates in the teaching 
of specialized subjects covering: industriai engineering, 
chemical engineering and the doctorate course in chemistry 
(industrial orientation). 

The doctor of chemistry studies the raw materials, 
suggests lines of manufacture and determines all the 
physical and chemical reactions and constants so that 
the most efficient production can be achieved. The actual 
processing in pilot plants is where the chemical engineer 
comes in. The latter verifies in those plants all the scien- 
tific information provided and uses it in the design of 
equipment and production lines. In short, in large-scale 
industry, everything which has to do with application, 
design and calculation is fundamentally the responsibility 
of the chemical engineer, whereas everything which has 
to do with basic and technological research is the respon- 
sibility of the doctor of chemistry. Instruction is given in 
the Industries Department on the following topics. 
Techniques which do not alter the internal structure of 

substances, referred to as "unitary operations "; 
Techniques which alter the internal structure of substances 

and those known as "chemical processes "; 
Industrial chemistry, or the combining of one or more 

operations with one or more chemical processes for 
specific purposes (e.g., for the petrochemical industry, 
the iron and steel industry, etc.). 
Industry being regarded as a technical-economic pro- 

cess with ramifications affecting society and the individual, 
industrial engineer's training covers the following 

areas: market study, organization of industrial concerns, 
production, scientific cost study, etc. The candidate must 
therefore have a basic scientific training and a knowledge 
of industrial application and economics to enable him 
to co-ordinate the various activities of a large industry. 
The industrial engineers' field of work is primarily 
oriented towards the extractive and manufacturing indus- 
tries, although he might possibly operate within the 
chemical industry. 

Wherever possible, the courses are supplemented by 
a period of three to six months of paid practical train- 
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ing in private  or State firms collaborating with  the 
universities. 

In the other universities of Argentina, professional 
»raining for the chemical industries is given either in 
the chemical engineering branch or in the doctorate 
course in chemistry. 

5. PRESENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENT 
PROSPECTS vr TO 1970 

The unsatisfactory development of the chemical 
industry is reflected in the per capita production figures 
and the low figures for the production of basic industrial 
chemical products and modern organic synthetics parti- 
cularly petrochemical synthetics. 

In general terms, the level of import substitution rose 
slowly until 1959 in the case of basic chemical products 
and petrochemicals, whereas it was high in the case of 
para-chemical products, products of natural origin and 
traditional consumer goods. 

The absolute value of imports has been increasing 
steadily but the value in 'elation to consumption has 
decreased. Pharmaceutical products show the greatest 
total value, followed by chemical products for agricul- 
tural use and basic inorganic products, and synthetic 
and natural rubber have been imported in substantial 
quantities. 

An annual cumulative growth rate of 7.9 per cent for 
the consumption of chemical products is forecast for 
the period 1960-1970. Certain development trends have 
been observed which point to a profound transformation 
of the structure of chemical product consumption. In 
this connexion, it is noted that the market for traditional 
goods is decreasing in importance in favour of that for 
more modern consumer goods, such as fibres, plastics 
and detergents, that, among the heavy chemical products 
in the organic sector, petrochemical and synthetic pro- 
ducts are becoming increasingly important and that there 
is a progressive trend for intermediate goods, including 
fertilizers, to become predominant in the over-all value 
of demand. 

In countries of moderate industrial development such 
as ours, a few large projects CM give rise to fairly substan- 
tial increases in production. 

By 1§*5 a marked increase will have ban achieved in 
the production of modern synthetic products tuck as 
«sws, fibres, rubbers, detergents, fertihaert, pesticides 
«w foods intended for the chemical industry itself 

ia£TÌ2! ** «?cour"i»f devetefwems forecast for 
ü?1*1*3 "• *« **•• of » petrochemical 
«etaatry which will produce primarily bask materiali 
"•"J• ** manufacture of plastics such as ethylene and 
polyethylene, and the development of the industry produ- 
cing standard and high-impact polystyrene. Thés period 
rïï-1? i ^TiBÄ of " p,am toT *« production of 
lampblack, which is highly important to the rubber and 
paint industries, and ot plants for the production of car- 
bon sulphide, synthetic phenol, methanol, synthetic 
««»••. tic. It M expected that a start wiil he i 
ih-pseiodo.th.^oduct»oaoffcrtJsaers( 

inorganic) and of synthetic rubber, preparations for the 
latter being well under way. 

Nevertheless, it is expected that the most important 
increases in imports will be in respect of the principal 
intermediate products for the chemical industry itself: 
fertilizers, plastics, fibres, detergents, pesticides, synthetic 
and natural rubber, pigments, etc. On the basis of current 
development projects in various countries, it is forecast 
that by 19*5 the balance of inter-Latin American trade 
in chemical products will probably oe positive for four 
countries Argentina. Brazil. Mexico nd Colombia 
and negative for the remainder This reflects the unequal 
geographic distribution of the chemical industry in the 
region, and an attempt should be made to solve this prob- 
lem by distributing investment in new projects more 
evenby, without losing sight of the principle of reciprocal 
advantages and the general interest of the region 

In order to prevent the steady increase in imports of 
chemical products from continuing in the years after 1*65, 
•t will be necessary to maintain in those years an annual 
production growth similar to that of the previous period; 
if that is done, the value of imports for 1970 will be n¿ 
duced by 15 per cent, as occurred previously in Argentina 
and Brazil in 1959. 

Considerable modifications are likely in the distribution 
of consumption among different groups of products, 
as can be seen in the relative positions of the major 
consumption groups for I95t, I «65 and 1970. 
1959. 

1. Surface-active agents, principally soaps; 
2. Pharmaceutical products; 
3. Materials for dyeing, painting, tanning and colour- 

ing; 
4. Synthetic fibres; 
5. Chemical products for agriculture. 

1965: 

I  Surface-active agents (soaps) and bleaches; 
2. Pharmaceutical products; 
3. Synthetic fibres; 
4. Materials for dyeing, painting, tanning and colour- 

ing; 
5. Principal organic products. 

1970: 
1. Synthetic Ihm; 
2. Surface-active agents; 
3. Pharmaceutical producta; 
4. Plastic materni* and synthetic renin«; 
5. Principal organic products. 

(a) SymkHie fibrta 

The rowing importance of synthetic fibre*, 
the rapidly increasing preference tor those 
«f»wt»t. Consumption of synthetic nbwe it _ 
thejietrnwrt of the expansion of the market tor 
»wtsnarticularry for cotton and wool, la 
increate in consumption of visone« and 
»rthVtal fibres hat tended to stow new __ 

ta 
to 



vinyl Ihm it growing very rapidly. Among the newer 
fibres, polypropylene appears to offer the greatest 
prospects. 

The principal market for the acrylk fibres is in the 
traditional uses of wool, particularly knitted fabric. 
It is difficult to forecast the distribution of consumption 
of different types of Ubres for five-, ten- or fifteen-year 
periods, since the market for those fibres is in the forma- 
tive stage and the great variety of types of synthetic 
fibres causes intente competition between them and the 
cellulose fibres. However, it is felt that the most rapid 
growth will be in polyamide Ubres, which should account 
for 5 per cent of the market in I »65 and 8 per cent in 1970 
m contrast with I percent in 1959. The 19*5consumption 
of polyamide fibres is estimated at 0,500 tons and that 
for 1970 at 20,000 tons. 

These projections presuppose the development of an 
industry capable of providing the necessary nw materials 
at suitable prices, at least for the principal synthetic 
fibres: viscose, cellulose acetate, polyamides and poly- 
styrene. Should this not occur, the projections will be 
only partially fulfilled. 

(b) Swfact-active ogemtt (soaps and detergents) 
Under this heading, the surface-active agents are consi- 

dered with particular reference to the development of the 
detergent industry, ance the active substance which is the 
basts of those agents is of petrochemical derivation. 

In countries like Argentina which have a ready source 
of suitable fats and a highly developed soap industry, 
iMcrest m the use of detergents has grown only in recent 
years, »lice the production of detergenti frequently 
requires the introduction of foreign capital and fortini 
techniques. 

In Argentina, the use of detergents is Mill in list «ret 
stafHand it is likely that tike replacement of soap by 
datarar«ts will be a slow prooew. It is estimated that the 
present European ptr copilo consumption will ht reached 
by lttO. 

The estimated growth of demand for detergents in 
Argentina is at follows: 
1939, 4 par cent (of the total 

detérgeme), or IJ00 teas; 
/•ai, lé per seat (rf the total 

detergents), or 37,000 torn; 
1979, 23 par seat (of the total 

l'Uligini), er 93,000 
The process of 
rsars »try slew in  

Unwed States and in 
denJe/eapMai 

i any very 
• wtjan type or i 

» i« inni matt, taconee of Oe wide 

of soaps and 

of soaps and 

c/snaps and 

with what occurred in 
»at it require* a 

(d) Floatic materials and synthetic resins 

The plastics market has become established in recent 
years through a rapid process of replacement of traditional 
materials, such as paper, wood, metals, and leather The 
replacement of those materials is already partly achieved 
and the use of synthetic materials for an infinite number 
of purposes is fully accepted. Constant technological 
improvements ensure a wide field for this process and 
also make it possible to produce synthetic materials more 
cheaply. 

The development of plastics consumption is dependent 
on three main variables 

(a) New uses of plastics as a substitute for traditional 
materials; 

(A) Population growth; 
(<) Increase in per capita income. 

To date, the first of these three variables has been the 
most important. It is recognized, however, that it is in the 
more developed regions, where income levels are generally 
higher, that new uses of plastics to replace traditional 
materials have been developed most rapidly. 

Among the factors preventing the plastics market from 
developing in \rgentina to the extent achieved in other 
parts of the world are the following : 

The wide range of income distribution, which restricts 
the number of consumers; 

Restrictions and a high level of duties on imports of 
processing equipment and pure resins; 

The shortage of imported or locally produced proces- 
sing equipment and resins. 

The fact that the principal resins are not available 
locally; 

The inadequate growth of advertising and marketing 
of plastic goods, and 

The low technological level in various fields of produc- 
tion. 

Notwithstanding the negative factors listed above, the 
Mmnal rate of growth of plastics consumption was more 
«inn 20 per cent between 1955 and 1999. 

Fortcaats of future growth are given below (in thou 
anuda of tent): 
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These forecasts are. on the whole, cautious, and the 
figures given therefore constitute only a minimum projec- 
tion of the market It is possible that in some cases the 
market potential of ertam products has been overesti- 
mated while that of others has been underestimated 
Nevertheless, to the extent that the negative factors 
mentioned above. *hich have hitherto prevented a 
greater expansion of the plastics market, are progressively 
eliminated, the growth forecast could be considerably 
exceeded. 

If) Principal intermedia» organic pro,hi<fi 
(or the chemical industry 

This group includes a certain number of products such 
as fréons, for refrigeration and aerosols, tetraethyl lead 
M additive for naphthas, ethylene dibromide. which in 
•"Miller quantities is used with tetraethyl lead in detona- 
tion inhibiting fluids, solvents (acetone, tnchlorethylene 
and perchlorethylene) and also a group composed of 
«tnyl, butyl and amyl acetates, known collectively as 
"**~ solvents. 

CONSUMPTION MOKITION <I<M.M970| 
roust 

Fro*-,' 

Freom 

Tetraethyl Ind 
Ethylene dibromide 

TricMofWhyleiit and perchtorethyim 
Euer «olvfiH1, 

700 
3,000 

WO 
2,5» 
1.500 
4,000 

1.2» 

4,000 

1.200 
4,500 

«,000 
4.000 

**»ied for Anal consumption and for the textile and 
rubèer products industrie, is creating a treat demand for 

¡S JE"2?,.,1î,?îd",e °Ttßnk »"»*•«» àntima tor 
for the chemical ,«du.try itself ly 1*70. the market for 
the principal aromatic hydrocarbons, especially benzene 
«nd xylene,, will have mereased, as wm that foTÎE 

S^;k«Ìr,£Ì\e,Ìyten€LLhe «^ *velopme»t of 
ÎÎI^ . ?%hne h>'droc«rt»««. «»metays of the actro- 
chamal inéwtry, together with the production of syW 

or lyMMK product, „ compared with natural products 
(e.g. alcohol, glycerine, ale.). 

ftU iiHar^mg to nota how heavy petrochemical 
f2iÌZ »•» •» «H»»©»», aitric acid, hennas» toluene 

J^J*^^jeW bjauékma, «etramemm of pro- 
Wy*m,.phenol, ethybne glycol, propyhm, gjlycel aiK, 

22TZ^rîXtí•mmm m mmni co-w^ 
- V"**»*•«** «*•*•«* prodw*. of the heavy 
^twir*""it«' w*"try •• twins of the "venie" et the 

principal intermediate chemical products is shown in 
the following taMe 
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Thii projection of the " values " of petrochemical products 
shows the effects of the expected expansion of the chemical 
industry for the years indicated on the basis of projects 
which have already been implemented or are in 
preparation. 

(f) Chemical products for agriculture 

Fertilizers indisputably play an important role in the 
world's agricultural economy. In the more agriculturally 
developed countries, including most of Europe and North 
America, consumption and production of nutrienti are 
increasing very rapidly, owing lo the practical application 
of the results of the industrial evolution which has been 
taking place in the world during the last hundred years. 

Argentina, whose basic wealth is derived from agricul- 
ture and livestock raising, to which the greater part of 
its suitable land is already devoted, is no exception to 
this world-wide trend. Climatic conditions and agricul- 
tural exploitation have exhausted large areas of cultivated 
land which will have to be reclaimed by means of rational 
fertilization together with other basic technique*. 

In Argentina, fertilizer consumption is very low in 
relation to the cultivated area, being estimated at 0.6 kilo- 
grams of nutrients per cultivated hectare annually the 
low level of consumption is evident when it is compared 
with that of other countries such as 

*»/»• 
United States 
Italy  
Anatrali«  
United Kingdom  
Frante 
Canada 

33 
43 
23 

141 
M 
é 

This under-consumption is explained by the fact that 
in Argentina only certain intensively cultivated crop« are 
rertiliaed, and that irregularly, while extensively cultivated 
crops are not fertili»* at ail. Hata is due, in soma measure 
to the large amount of cu h iva We land available (over one' 
notare per inhabitant). CoetBtntptio« of various types 
of fertilizer totals 100,000 tona per mmum (nwxture, 
and complexes 33 par cent, simples and doubles 47 per 
cent) which is applied to fruit trees (30 per cent), sugar 

tï? ELî?^ "*" *"•' (23 f "">< v«t"*5e» 
and lower« (15 per cent) and rice anJ tobacco (J per 

Äecentjy; ¡a INI, production of synthetic stdphate of 

Mia III (Cordoba). Thta fcrüliaer it also ifartureri 

?.'AtüÍ!f * *« *•* *«•»•• «*• »tant (SUMISA). 
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fertilizer» of suitable quality in sufficient quantity to meet 
economically the potential requirements of the agricul- 
tural sector, in accordance with the specifications of 
modern techniques and the characteristics of the various 
agricultural areas. 

It has been stated that present fertilizer consumption is 
approximately 100,000 tons per annum, which is equiva- 
lent to 20,000 tons per annum of essential nutrients (nitro- 
gen, phosphorus and potassium) the country's minimum 
requirements in the near future may b* conservatively 
estimated at 190,000 tons per annum. 

Studies made by the Organization of American States 
give minimum recommended fertilizer requirements for 
various types of intensively and extrnsivelv cultivated 
crops; these recom.mer,jlli,ons exprcsse<j jn nutr¡cnts 
arc aiven below 

Of   **tMF*M 
N 

Surumt i tkniMiiét n 10*11 

r<P>           Kfi Torti 

Crop«. 
Hitiim. ,  . 

13 100 
113.100 

«00 
4,300 

900 
5,600 

600 
3.400 

2.100 
13.500 

TOTAL 126,200 5,100 6.500 4,000 15.600 

These figures do not include fruit trees, tomatoes and 
other vegetables. 

It should be pointed out that at the present time the 
cultivated area (intensive and extensive cultivation) 
totali 30,000,000 hectares, of which INTA (Instituto 
Nackmeldt Tecnología Agropecuaria) (National Agricul- 
tural technology Institute) estimates that only 1,423,000 ha 
have been fertilized. The OAS study envisages, in regard 
io crops, a quantity of nutrients 113 times greater than 
actual total consumption of nutrients in the period 
193S-I939; if pastures are taken into account, total 
consumption would be 866 times greater than that for 
the period mentioned. These estimates, although they 
can be considered reliable, are far removed from what the 
country could, in reality, consume. 

The INTA has nude estimates of potential fertilizer 
consumption which may be considerad more closely 
adjusted to the country's evolution. The following table 
shows the quantités of fertilizers, expressed in nutrients, 
that could be absorbed by various crops grown in Argen- 
tina, which are at present fertilized only partially or not 

; fasti taw, Nat, u 
CUM*, Ma, jwés 

These estimates do not include the most important 
extensively cultivated crops, and a "pasture" area much 
smaller than that considered by the OAS was used; 
nevertheless, the quantity of nutrients needed for partially 
fertilized crops alone is fifteen tunes greater than actual 
consumption during the period 1958-1959, and if require- 
ments for "pastures" are taken into account, the quantity 
is thirty-three times greater than the consumption in that 
period. 

The INTA estimates for nitrogen alone total 216.000 
tons, a figure twenty-four times greater than consumption 
of this nutrient in the 1958-1959 period. Development of 
this potential market would require the adoption of 
measures affecting both the private and public sectors 
and this would tend to eliminate the negative factors 
which have impeded development. 

Legislation and decrees designed to promote the 
petrochemical industry are affecting fertilizer production, 
with the result that the establishment of raw material 
and fertilizer plants, whose capacities and technological 
processes permit production of those products at econo- 
mic prices, is now being encouraged. In the particular 
case of nitrogenous fertilizers, there is a need for ammo- 
nia-producing plants with a capacity permitting manufac- 
ture of the various fertilizers (ammonium sulphate and 
nitrate, urea, nitramoncal, ammonium nitrasulphatc 
complexes) the future demand for which will be consider- 
ably greater than the present one. 

It is preferable to produce these fertilizers by petroche- 
mical methods and their production is becoming progres- 
sively more urgent if agricultural development is to 
become a reality. For all these reasons this problem 
occupies an important place among the many problems 
to be solved in Argentina. 

Other chemical products destined for agriculture 

Together with fertilizers, pesticides, which include a 
large number of insecticides, weed-killers, fungicides 
and other disinfectants, occupy an important place. 
Unfortunately, owing to the enormous variety and muta- 
bility of pesticide application methods and the large 
number of special factors influencing this market 
projection by product isa very detailed and highly complex 
task. For that reason, only certain products will be men- 
tioned here. Among the insecticides, for example, there 
stem at present to be good prospects for the chlorade 
group (such as aldrin and chlordane toxapbene) and 
phosphorates such as mctilparathion, parathion and mala- 
thion. DDT, HCH and pyrethrum are still of some 
importance. 

In tac weed-killer group, derivatives of acid 2,4-D and 
2,4,3-T share the market with new types of increasing 
importance (including parachlorophenoldimethylurea and 
isopropylcarbonylatum). Among fungicides, copper and 
sulphur salts retain a fairly important place in relation 
to new types with greater potential, such as pentachloro- 
phenol, zinc and manganese derivatives. 

Haxachlorobenzei», DDT, lindane (HCH), 2,4-D acid, 
2,4, D-l acid, TCA, copper sulphate, lead arsenate, sulphur 
*»• peMacMorophcnol, are being manufactured in Argen- 
**"-"-«€ them from imaorted raw materials. Local 
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production covers domestic consumption, althoueh 
consunto,, „ ìmited owing to high prices. nd "he 
plants operate considerably below capacity. 

Synthetic rubber 

The use of synthetic rubber increased slowly until 1959 

Sv F"" COns"mp,IOn °f this product has «Ponded greatly  for. m aodit.on to the need to satisfy the growing 

iTrëss i" "IT*1 ;,f Synthe,,C rubber- <"hno ogical 
to thol fS e

f
nd0

1
wcd,!t wi,h characteristics comparable 

to those of natural rubber. 

of n^£VOlU,,
A
0n °f the consumPí¡on of these two types 

of rubber in Argentina has been as follows : 

PAOJICTION OF THF DÏMAND FO» NEW RUBMUt (1965-1970) 
  (continued) 

„      . Percentages 
Principal types 

SBR  
Synthetic rubber for special uses 

Sub-total, synthetic rubbers 
Natural rubber anil stereo-isomers 

TOTAL 

I9S9 

29 
I 

30 

70 

100 

iw Naturai Smuheilc 

Per reniate 

£2 TO.27 29.73 

1962 ».5.1 43.47 

It is estimated that within the next few years the percen- 

Kjt! Mbber Wi" aPP••e the t•• 
enabTe ulrí »r    'H1"" Production ¡" Argentina will 
U^TA aV0,d lrnport difficulties, payment of 

ymhet^rutbShe,aXeS and dutics- Moreover- the S « synthet.c  rubber ,s  more stable than  that of natural 

In general  rubber consumption in Argentina shows a 
tendency to mercase at a rate of approximately T7O 8 

aXvre'• TT * "^ °f the --^y's auTomobi.e and tyre market has made it possible to draw un a min 
mum production plan for the nenod 19&ÏÏK3 on• 
basts an estimate has been made of possible future con 
umptton of tyres, and hence of rubbercÄpSS 

laraeît ZTZ "",' Ch "en becau* il acco•" for Se argest proport.on (approximately 77 per cent) of he 
total estimated consumption for 1970. 

„HÜÍ" lhe pn^ttt pattern of n,bb« consumption the 
K SuStro„h0rldrbably *««*'• buïïprogrt «ve substitution of plastics for rubber is foreseen for 

ZZ7tSrUCh f rUbber ,Ubin* and ««ectrSJS 
so that 8 per cent means a higher rate of inci** J «f 
consumption of products now Se of rubber 
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Lampblack 

In addition to rubber, the rubber products industrv 
consumes large quantities of lampblack other uses of nî 
produce bemg negligible in comparison with Z ríbbe 
market Consumption of lampblack can therefore he 
projected jointly with that of "rubber, and wSTthS 
framework the projection should be based on tyre pío 
auction, which accounts for 95 per cent of the total 
consumption of this material. 

The use of lampblack has been increasing steadily in 
Argentina, espec.ally since domestic production of yrS 
began about 1950. Subsequently fluctuations 0CCU S 
dmLir0US imernal circums<ances, but in later yeîr 
s?«« JUW .962 aT

re V*ì Tth a tendencyt0 inc•» 
whS, sunn?« »h lamPb,ackPlant has been in operation, 

exerted markCt'>U SUrplus 0U,Put Wn¿ 

de2e„Hf0ll<"Iin* tabIe Sh0ws the Pr°Jection of lampblack 
ment of he F•?' ^í"8 int° account thc d«velop. ment of the domestic rubber industry: 

1959. 
1965. 
1970. 
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Lampblack consumption per capita is: 
r—r 
1959. 
1965. 
1970. 

0.4 
0.7 
0.8 

P*O*CT,ON or •« DEMAND TO. NBW «U.I« (1965-1970) 
(ThoêmmasoftoHs) 
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Yacimientos Petroli/eros Fiscales (YPF) is Araentin.'. 
largest petroleum enterprise. '     Argentin, i 

It produces some  16 million ni'fvnr «f «~.J      i 
some 6,000 million m./year T^Z^l^ 

\*2ST °f 1ÌqUÌd P^^butane^ÏÏ SÏÏy 
sufficit to cover national consumption of the vario« 
p^teurn products which arc fractionated and S 
in «x YPF refineries distributed among the various centre. 

««^rTÏÏe A?art '"Ithe Six •F «ÄÄ 
ÏÏL?^ ?" hTg* refin«"es belonging to private 
SESTì" Af«entina's total refinery Spici ! Hoï 
•bout 18.7 rntlhon »./year, of which 11.2 SSL ¿¡¡£ 



arc provided by YPF and 7.5 million m'/ycar by the pri- 
vate compan.es. Moreovei, YPF is planning to expand 
and embark on new projects, in order to increase the 
variety of the by-products required by the markc' in 
respect of intermediate fuels and lubricating oils. 

The distribution of petroleum, by-products and gas is 
facilitated not only by water, road and rail transport 
services but also by an extensive network of oil and gas 
pipelines which link the fields with the centres of con- 
sumption. There are more than 6,000 kilometres of gas 
pipelines and over 2,000 kilometres of oil pipelines in 
operation. There are also plans to lay another 1.000 kilo- 
metres of oil pipelines. 

In addition, the proved reserves of crude petroleum in 
Argentina amount to some 500 million m3. Those of 
natural gas amount to 200 million ms (in equivalent 
tonnage of petroleum). 

This whole system of petroleum and gas production 
and reserves, together with the existing large-scale 
network of gas and oil pipelines and the various refineries 
supplying the entire range of hydrocarbons in the various 
parts of the country, make the development of a vigorous 
petrochemical industry in Argentina an immediate prac- 
tical possibility and will facilitate it still more in the future. 

For twenty years (from 1944) YPF operated an isopro- 
pyl alcohol plant with an isopropanol capacity of 
1,500 tons/year at the San Lorenzo refinery (Santa Fé) 
For many years this plant was the only one of its kind 
in Latin America. YPF is now planning to install a 
modern isopropanol plant at the La Plata refinery with 
sufficient capacity to supply the Argentine market and. 
possibly, to export to the Latin American Free Trade 
Association (ALALC). 

YPF is also supplying raw materials to various other 
petrochemical companies in Argentina. Thus, it provides 
fabricaciones Militares, a public enterprise of the Argen- 
tine Army, with various paraffin and naphtha cuts 
(some 1,500 mVmonth) for the hydroforming plant, 
which produces synthetic benzene and toluene, at Cam- 
pana (Province of Buenos Aires). YPF also supplies the 
Compañía Ipako (an affiliate of Koppers International) 
with approximately 100,000 m'/day of residual gas from 
the La Plata refinery, for the Ipako factory at La Plata 
which produces polyethylene. 

Furthermore, YPF supplies liquid gas and natural gas 
under contract (through another public enterprise — Gas 
del Estado) to the PASA Company, which will manufacture 
SBR synthetic rubber (40,000 tons/year), and "natural" 
synthetic rubber (cis/polybutadiene-type), among other 
products at the factory which it is building at San 
Lorenzo (Santa Fé). * 

YP,F 'Î ü°,w *niag t0 the D"Perial Company approxi- 
mately 3,000 m»/month of gasolene for that firm's 
polyethylene plant at San Lorenzo (Santa Fé). Thus, 
through the sale of various hydrocarbon fractions, YPF 
has already made a significant contribution to the develop- 
ment of the petrochemical industry in Argentina. 

With regard to its own petrochemical plants, apart from 
the isopropanol plant which operated at the San Lorenzo 
refinery and the one which is to be built at the La Plata 
refinery, YPF is planning development« in the synthetic 
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fertilizer sector: ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate 
ammonium phosphate and complex binary (nitrogen- 
Phosphorus) and ternary (nitrogen-phosphorus-potash) 
fertilizers. This is in response to the farming and cattle- 
rearing requirements of Argentina, a country which 
though a large-scale exporter of grains and meat never- 
theless consumes less synthetic fertilizers than might be 
expected. It is interesting to note that Argentina, one 
of the world's major food suppliers, is able to improve 
the quantity and quality of the grains and meat which 
it exports to other countries and for which the demand is 
extremely heavy, by the intensive use of fertilizers on its 
cultivated land and pasturage. Io this end, YPF plans 
to build its own large fertilizer plant, which will supply 
the whole country with low-cost synthetic fertilizers 
I he low cost, and hence the low selling price, will en- 
courage the farmer to purchase them and promote their 
widespread use. 

YPF is planning other petrochemical projects in the 
solvents sector (isopropanol, butylic alcohols, methyl- 
ethylcetone. chlorinated solvents, etc.) and also in the 
synthetic detergents sector (aromatic hydrocarbons 
acetylene, etc.). For these projects YPF not only has 
easy access to all kinds of raw materials but also has its 
own industrial organization with over fifty years of ex- 
perience in Argentina. Similarly, YPFs sales network 
extends throughout the national territory, a fact which 
will greatly facilitate the distribution and sale of petro- 
chemical products. 

With regard to laboratory studies, pilot plants and the 
synthesis, analysis and testing of products, etc YPF has 
a large experimental laboratory at Florencio Várela 
(Province of Buenos Aires) equipped with the most 
modern scientific equipment. All this puts YPF in i 
favourable position with respect to the development of 
trie petrochemical industry in Argentina. 

The United Nations has invited us to propose topics 
which could be considered at the Interregional Conference 
ÏHu .! °iv«loPment of Petrochemical Industries to 
oe held at Teheran. Such topics are suggested by the very 
petrochemical industries which YPF proposes to establish 
in Argentina: synthetic fertilizers, isopropanol other 
solvents, synthetic detergents,  aromatic hydrocarbons, 

At the Teheran Conference, it might be useful to hold 
discussions, assemble information and perhaps make 
contacts, relating it to "know-how", processes, economic 
aspects, financing, engineering and construction com- 
panies, etc., in respect of the industries mentioned above 
or of others which may arise when considering broader 
regional markets. 

As regards the regional market aspect YPF an 
Argentine public enterprise, may be of interest as a 
more economic supplier of the ALALC area resulting in 
economies of scale, provided that certain petrochemical 
industries were established in Argentina which could 
prove profitable thanks to the availability of raw materials 
the existence of a national market which is already sizable 
and a geographical position in the south of the continent 
which enables Argentina to charge the minimum freight- 
age for exports to several neighbouring countries, such 
as Uruguay. Brazil, Paraguay, Bolivia and Chile. 



OU. AND GAS HELOS, THE» RESERVES. CHARACTOUST1CS ANO OUTPUT 

YPF 

TIERRA DEL FUEGO FIELD 

RESERVES 

Oil: 30 million m' 
Natural gas: 20 million m' petroleum equivalent 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Oil 

Specific gravity at 15 °C  n.821 
Equivalent in degrees A.P.I  40.1 
Sulphur content (percentage weight) . .  . o!ot 
Paraffin content (percenuge weight) .... 7.2 
Freezing point (in *0  | 

DISTILLATION IY THE METHOD PIUSCRIRED IN DECREE 97.543/37 
Naphtha (percentage) jj 
Kerosene (percentage)    16 
Gas-oil (percentage)  ij 
Reduced crude (percentage), .........   41 

PRODUCTION 
Petroleum (it?) 

*""»*" I9J9 mo mi mt IMS 

Under the standing arrangement 1,000    Transferred lu installatkm. to Tenne«., 

L'ndercon,r»« J«»      2¿juTn476,l59    946,343    922¿iS 

TOTAL     1,300     261,100    476,159    946,343    922,015 

Natural gas (thousands of m') 

iMerprlit I9S* 19*0 

YPF 

Under the standing arrangement 
Under contract  

TOTAL      — 

mi It*} n*j 

__*W2      72.W    126,169    124,010 

«,672      71696    126,169    124.010 

COMODORO RIVADA VU FIELD 

RESERVES 

PWrotoum:      273.3 million m» 
Naomi gas:     M.3 million ar* petrokum equivalent 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Pttrokwm 

• gravity at IS«  «H, 
mvMiminátvmK.r.i  • ' ' '    ¿Y9 

«•»»r coMtnt (f*rc»oug. weight). . . ' ' '       0.14 
»*«fcconu«(psrca«ag»w«éj»t) . . . «S 
Fr»«*»l point (in «Q .... j 
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Oil« MI3 0JM 
23 213 24.1 
Ut- 0.19 24 
il 11.1 M 

-2 -I -27 



DISTILLATION BY THi METHOD rMKMKO IN DECRU »7 545/37 

Naphtha (percentage)  )0 - 
Kerosene (percentage)  )2 . 
Oai-oil (percentage)  9 ? 

Reduced crude (percentage)  m K 

6 9 
S 10 

to 13 
76 68 

PRODUCTION 

Pttrokum (nf) 

¡MrrßrtK 
mi mi 

YPF 

li!!dtrco^din,arr,,n,emem        iM2'm    Xm'm    5(W2-269    b-mi(*     7.015. 923 

316 
1,125,577 

549,115 

5,519,778 

272 
2,070,371 

509.879 

8,382,791 

2,201.807 
522,304 

9,520,679 

2.356,211 
Miscellaneous . .  . 

TOTAL    3,858,687 
420,585 

9,792,719 

Natural gat (thouiandt of m») 

tJuiTfrUr ¡VÌ9 mo mi 1962 mi 

YPF 

Under the standing 
Under contract. . . 

arrangement      847,197 910,347 
56,953 
87,971 

1,055.271 

1.443.807 
102,951 
112,310 

1,659,068 

2,101,975 
248,982 
108.743 

2,459.700 

2,408.496 
Miscellaneous . . . 173,717 

TOTAL    1,008,079 
113,968 

2,696,181 

OIL   PIPELINES IN OPERATION 

Colonia Sarmiento-Caleta Cordoba 

Flow velocity: 8,000 m'/day of crude petroleum 
Length: 133 km. 
Diameter: 30.3 cm (12*)/35.6cm (14*) 
Maximum Impact pressure: 60 kg/cm1 

OA»   WIUNU IN OPERATION 
Comodoro Milvia (cmmméén teca) - »em, A, "-g LKábi • 

Flow velocity: 1.3 million m»/day 
Length: I,«79 km. 
Diameter: 23.4 cm (1(0. 
Oat pressure: 70 kg/cm1 

NEUQUEN FIELD 
Ramava 

Pttwssum:    13 mtUkm m* 
Natural gas: 33 millioe m* petroleum equivalent 

CHARACTERISTICS 

SpscaV gravity at I3*C  0,17, 
Estivate* m degrees A.P.I ' jo 

t(fWm«ap«iis|lst). .     .' »J? 
,!£**»•*wägte). ... T4 

tCO  . .  2 



Calorific value at 15.6*C(60'F)  9,300 cal/m* 
Specific gravity 0.62 (atmosphere - I) 
Methane  92.1 per cent 
Ethane  3   percent 
Propane  1.2 per cent 
Butane  0.4 per cent 
Pentane  0.4 per cent 
Intrigases  1.9 per cent 
°i  0.3 per cent 

PRODUCTION 

Petroleum (m*) 

EiutrprtMt                                     1939 ¡MO 1961 1962 ms 

YPF 
Under the standing arrangement .      994,766 
Under contract         — 
Miscellaneous         15,900 

1,001,373 
2,239 

111.842 

1,115,654 

1,046.743 
9.925 
9,353 

1,066,021 

950.397 
15.223 

992 

996,612 

815,228 
9,045 

TOTAL   1,010,666 824,273 

Natural gai (thousands of m') 

EutrßrHt                                         19)9 I960 mi 19*2 IMS 

YPF 
Under standing arrangements   . .     255,217 
Under contract  

214,879 
821 

63,240 

278,700 

223.267 
2,103 

45,598 

271,940 

245,578 
15,767 
33,170 

294,515 

317,183 
4.718 

25,016 

347,617 TOTAL    319,940 

OIL PIPELINES IN OPERATION 

Challaco (Neuauen) — Puerto Rotöles (Province of Buenos Aires) 

Flow velocity: 7,000 m'/day 
Length: 625 km 

Diameter of pip«: 35.6 cm (14*) 
Maximum impact pressure. 65 kg/cm* 

GAS  PIPELINE IN  OPERATION 

Plata Huincul (Neuquen) — General Cornea (Rh Negro) 

Flow velocity: 600,000 m*/day 
Length: 462 km 

Diameter of pipe: 20.3 cm (•*) 
Ou pretMire: 65 kg/cm* 

MENDOZA DEPOSIT 

RMUVH 

Natural gas: 11,000,000 in» petroleum equivatat 

CMAitAcmutTica 

Petroleum: 129,500,000 m> 

Specific gravity at 15 •€  attA 
Equivalent in 'A.P.I    ¿, 
Sulphur conunt (perceatag» by weight)  nn 

romite <»fitem(peroeottgi by weight)           «. 
ipowtcc) '.'.'.'.'.'.'.      a 

DmuiATKHnwmTmvnMMamaomDKmtflJaWtmennMM) 

• • • II 
Oat-eel  [ [ \ ' [ | ' 
Reduced crude  _. 
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PRODUCTION 

Pttrohum (n?) 

  *»"*** /w j*o m, mi mj 

MÄT,toWU,b- 2,9•5,,     ,•068••,6     '•2,7'°13     ••««.««     1416 213 Mteellaneout  «0       _ 7« 787 739 |*3M 

 TOTAL    1,770,374     2,444.120     2M,m     2JI2.764     2,863,8l7 

Ninni gas (thounnds of m») 

 f!^ i!*!!___     '*"'        '*>' «w MT~ 
YpF 

¡Íü£^f*rr,,,*me,,t î3>9,?        4,'4M 34'002        ÍS.W» 33.010 Under contract __Z_      31.614 32.171 37.001 34.677 

 TOTAL     53,917 73.100 66.173 72,742~  ^67^6«7~ 

NORTHERN OR SALTA DEPOSIT 
Rouvu 

Petroleum:     52,700,000 ms 

Natural gas:   74,100.000 m» petroleum equivalent 

CHAKACTUurnc* 
Nirohmn 

Spelte gravity at 15-C  A__ 
Equivale« la 'K.t.l         °110 

Sulphur content (pe—iMage by weight) .... TÍ. 
Pw-teco»l—j(pt*cetttage by weight) . ,, 
Fnettag potati-C)  •     ^ 

D-ILLATW   ~  IM METHOD WOIU IN   DK»  97,545/37  (MIICINTAOE) 

Naphtha  
KeroMoe    T| 
Oai-oil    2I 

Reduced crude    !* 

<^«h..tlM<C(»*) o^,^, 

2.:::::         .?fWr-,) 
                 M.I per cent 
  2.1 per cent 
  1.0 per OHM 
  0.5 per cent 
  0.6 per cent 

O,          XI pero« 
         0.2 per cent 

IfconuonoN 

YPP 

Uader«»adta,ernnmi ml .     .     4*723      «MM      1.241,«3    1.344,7*    1.039,2» 

...     T.«»      — Z Z Z 
TOTAL    444J23      90»-«     1414^3    ,¿44,73«    ,¿»¿9 

TU 

•ÉWMBI 



Natural gai (thouMUidt of m*) 

m» mi int 1HJ 

YPF 

Under lUndiniarrantement. 76*. 18«      2.032,600    2.832,971    3.229.W0    2.711014 
unoar contract ,       
Macelltneout  2.325 — — Z ~ 

TOTAL    770,311      2.052,00    2,132,971    3.229.UO    2,711,014 

OIL HKLINI IN oraunoN 

Campo Darmi (Mia) - San Loreiuo (Sama Fe) 

Flow velocity: 9,000 m»/day for light petroleum or light fuels 
Length: 1,413 km 
Diameter of pipe - A.P.I, grade X-42: 32.5 cm (12-3/4') 
Impact preuure: 70 kg/cm' 

GAI rtnuM IN 

Campo Darmi (Salta) 
iTION 

Airas 

Flow velocity: 7,000,000 m*/day 
Length: 1.767 km 
Diameter of pip« — A.P.I. — 5 LX-32: 

Camß» Dman-Sa* Nicolas: CO cm (24*) 
Sm Nicolas-Emmas Atra»: 55 cm (220 

Oas prêteur«: 65-6« kg/cm1 

LA PLATA 

nnauxM MMnutaam ANO nan IVOCBMNC AND STOUG 

PWVATI imejui 

Bafcta MaaM (Puerto Oaivan) 

Dadta 
Shan Dock Sad 
Petroquímica 
Coador 

haare 
Lottaro-Pappmi 

YPF MRMMU 

La Plata 

Lajaa de Cayo 
PhamHuaacol 
Dock Sad 
Caiao Dim« 

(YPP) 

I7.S0» 
4400 
vm 

M0 
5fS 

»»(YPP) 

  4J» 
  urn 
  o» 
mmm* 

m 



LUJAN M CUYO BDINIKV (YPF) 
Procauiag capad!,: ^ 

T°PPtai  6.500 
Thermal cracking  Ann 
Catalytic cracking '.'.'.'.[ 1/700 

Storage capacity: 2S.O0O m» 

PLAZA HUINCUL IOINIIY (YPF) 
Protesting capacity: 

Topping  ^jU 
Thermal cracking  w 

Storage capacity: 10,000 m* 

DOCK SUD urmmy (YPF) 
Procu^g capacity: mfm 

Topping  jQQ 
Thermal cracking  ]M 
Vacuum  ^ 

Stanga capacity: 1 10,000 m« 

CAMPO DUUN unNnv (YPF) 
Tac»** capacity: ^ 

Topping      AX0 

Sioraga capacity: 30,000 m« 

CAMPANA Rwmrav (EMO S.A.P.A.) 

*"*"** "»My */ém 
Topping  U9K 
Thermal cracking  ,',•« 

ÏÏ*!;•** :::::::::: ¿S 
Vacuum      4.770 

Storage capacity; 155.000 in« 

BAHIA BLANCA (PUMTO OALVAN) ROTMBIY (EMO S.A.P.A.) 

Topptag  1Jlfi 
Thermal cracking  *£j 

¿tenir* MJJ»; 41,400 m> 

" MANUEL ELOKW" MRMKY (EMO S.A.P.A.) 

Tnpptag        j^ 

if««»» capacity: IfiBO m» 

SHELL DOCK SUD 

Topptag         ijgi 

£""•'"•*"•      3.S» 
V"w""      1,0» 

Stanga Mfw*>.' ^ 
Cn,*) awr 
 117,4» 
 2SMM 

E.N. 

        7* 

*5*« 370 Coking  7J 
Cro"  250 
Redistillation  „ 

Storage capacity: 

Cr«*»  m» 
Heavy distillates  i¿,„ 
Light distillato» '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Ufiìì 

DWTILHUA CONDOK S.A. 

Processing capacity: ^^ 
Topping  130 

Storage capacity: 
Cruda  2J00 
Heavy distillates  ,'«» 
ught diMoiatet ;!.!!;; í,'»» 

DHTIUUA RAODK S.A. 

Processing capacity: ^^ 
Topping  ^0 

Storage capacity: 
Cruda  m 

Heavy distillâtes  250 
Light distillates  4g2 

OwnuDUA LA IIAUIU S.A. 

Processing capacity: „.^ 
Topping  7M 
Thermal cracking  ]gQ 

Storage capacity: 
Cr«*»  JO ino 
Heavy distillates  ,0J7j 
Light distillates  ¡jjjj 

OUTILHUA Unrno-PAPFiMi S.A. 

Proceutag capacity: ^^ 
Topping and vacuum  DQ 

AWMJ* esperir*. ^ 
Crue»  ggo 
Heavy dUflaMs  70g 
UgMSMMMM  1,400 

" DAMN" umsnv (EMO S.A.FA.) 

AaMwásf capacity: ^ 
Topptag  M 

'.-3,510 M» 

IY 

  St 

 »Ml 

m 
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PROCESSED   CRUDE   AND   PROCESSING   OF  PETROLEUM  DERIVATIVES   BY   YPF   REFINERIES,  1M3 
( Cubit metres except as otherwise specified) 

Oertvattves  ' m* La fiala 

Aviation spirit  50,200 
Motor spirit 

Regular  612,504 
Special  172,245 

Solvents  3,006 
Oil of turpentine  
Kerosene  230,250 
Agricol  25,155 
Oat-oil  421,993 
Dietel oil  351,103 
Fuel oil  2,646,473 
Lubricating oils  17,219 
Paraffin  _ 
Greases  
Asphalt*  118,080 
Coke (tona)  _ 
Propane gas  30,593 
Butane gas  1,022 
Dry gas (thousands of m')  57,875 
Processed crude  4,855,241 
J« fuel  20,533 
Metallurgical coke (tons)  206,573 

m Liìttnto Lutea ét Cuya Fiata  Hument Dot* iW Cium» Danto 

192,757 446,723 34,823 63,539 656,797» 
— 53,056 — 14,220   
2.G99 819 164 2,911 

— — — 2,956 — 
67.735 109,186 8,839 23,16! 141,463 
7,45« 12,197 476 — 12,431 

177,926 281,521 28,521 23.585 145,260 
80,215 349,877 14,923 18,298 69,331 

861,486 512,082 4,213 107,799 81,320 
— — — 16,358 — 

552 
5,605 

43 40,923 — — I54,ff0 
6 67,431 — — 173,100 

7,729 61,910 1,143 9,987 
1,402,339 1,999,000 200,067 302,765 1,093,770 

— 179 500 
135,807 — — — 

' Gasolene transferred to naphtha 7373. 

PROCESSED CRUDE AND PROCESSING OF PETROLEUM DERIVATIVES BY PRIVATE REFINERIES, IM3 
(Cubic metres except as otherwise spécifiée) 

Hum S.A.f.Ä. 

By-praêmtt im*i 
ta. »lama "«WM            _ 

SMI 
Dm*  Sua 

euro- iméor Jtwr ttama Latum- 
farm 

fin- M 

-    
Ho(,alvé* r.r-.r.       °" 

Mater spirit 
Regalar .  . 309.2*4 «8,186 69,952 436,432 43,»03 47,40* 7* 1,701 Spécial 114,179 — 25,399 111,730 1470 

••ht»«  13,209 144 2,603 28,653 _ 3,18« 93* 102 4,845 491 OS of turpentine . 7.154 1,349 I40.2M 180 1.1 11 1,34» 2441 577 Kareseiw  .... IM,«* 4.779 30,138 238,343 7,8*5 1,213 *e 11,390 137 
Agricol  36,27» 16.871 6.»» 14,227 78 4477 
Oat-etl  201,112 1,6M 41,9*3 319,080 18,36* 172 22,14» 52 Diesel eil  ... 190,538 34,362 27,3*2 190430 21,1** 1*3 7,711 «5 1,933 PaeleH  694,604 119.191 132,923 l,340,70g 93,22* 2,10* 1.2» J64M M* UsMeatifli oils   . 41,42« —             — M.M3 187 MS« 1,734 1,410 — — 
Omen    .     . 2,27« _ — — — — 

Cete (lent)  . 
«7,0(9 
2I.M7 31 

2,120 
S,*77 

H0.lt« 
22421 

«411 
1,1« 

- — — 34** - — 
2*42* 3,724 «,226 

Dtr*»0-  
43,14* — 1,9*        - — *•* — — — - - — 

atwh  22410 3.344 4,01«        - 714*7 7,117 

Ü'ST' """• 1,977,4*5 
13,173 

272.2M 397,«M 
»4»» 

1.MJ463 22*412 »,727 124*8 137,1*1 H1I7 4417 •— 

*"*  

m 



ASMI IV 

MAP OF ARGENTINA, WITH PARTICULARS OF PETROLEUM AND GAS DEPOSITS 
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2.   THE   PETROCHEMICAL   INDUSTRY   IN   BRAZIL 

Edno O. M. Brandáo, Jote B. de Madeira» and Otwaldo T. Pec holt, Petróleo Bratileiro S.A., Bramii 

I.   INSCRIPTION 

This paper is aimed at presenting the general aspeéis 
governing the establishment of the petrochemical industry 
in Brazil. Practically speaking, the Brazilian petrochemical 
industry had its beginning only seven vears ago. However, 
even though somewhat recent in origin, this industry has 
already made fairly appreciable progress. This can be 
noted from the industrial units already in existence, under 
construction or scheduled for the future. These data 
reflect the concrete and promising manner in which the 
industry is being developed. 

This rapid progress and the quite spontaneous growth 
of the industry are somewhat unusual but highly signifi- 
cant in a country where there has been sound development 
right from the start, spurred by a population avid for 
work and progress. 

The diversified processes and goals of the petroche- 
mical industry are of fundamental importance to Brazil 
because of the prospects of their becoming a stepping 
stone to further growth. In other words, the industry will 
stimulate small chemical processing industries which 
are in turn a significant "multiplier" of industrial acti- 
vities. Such industries create a new labour market and thin 
make it possible for many living far away from the large 
centres to achieve a better standard of living. 

For a country such as Brazil, which is spread over a 
wide area and where the industrial nuclei are not always 
well distributed, it is of interest to know that the petroche- 
mical industry, together with the general and diverse 
chemical industry, manages to promote industrial progress 
so promising that it is even hard to predict in precise 
terms. Brazil has, m fact, sometimes exceeded consump- 
tion forecasts. Hence it is not even possible to make a 
sound appraisal of the probable projection of the market 
once a basic industry is established. 

The othe. encouraging aspect of the petrochemical 
industry in Brazil is the possibility of designing petro- 
chemical units of a size larger than that needed for purely 
domestic consumption, so as to supply also the Latin 
American market through LAFTA. (Latin American 
Free Trade Arta). This aspect is noteworthy because it 
may readily justify the immediate establishment of units 
which would otherwi». only be built at a much later date. 

In appraising the existing situation, it appears to us 
that it would be exceedingly opportune if an agreement 
wan to be reached between the Latia American countries 
belonging to LAFTA to define what priorities exist and 
what locations should at chosen for petrochemical 
projects. The locations should be selected in such a 
•saw as o bring the greats* possible benefit, not only 
to the country coastructiag the pints, hut also to the 

entire Latin American community. This procedure, if 
adopted, would assist in the formation of a Latin Ameri- 
can petrochemical industry within the shortest possible 
period of t'me. 

A scheme of this type would avoid the risk of (wo 
countries simultaneously building the same type of petro- 
chemical unii, something which would, of course, be 
detrimental to both. Such duplication of facilities would 
be far from advisable since it would certainly lead to 
commercial competition in a field where everything, or 
nearly everything, still remains to be done. It would have 
yet another negative aspect when one considers that the 
investment tied up in such duplication of units might be 
better used constructing a different type of unit which 
could cover another specific area of consumption. 

We would call to mind the fact that to achieve this 
objective it would not be enough merely to stipulate the 
rules to be adopted, which might remain purely theore- 
tical but also to display a great deal of determination and 
will-power in strengthening Latin American industrial- 
mindedness which is, as yet, incipient. This attitude is 
of the utmost importance since, on the one hand, there 
is the present and fully understood need for fast industrial 
progress in Latin America but, on the other, there are 
abundant difficulties not the least of which are the burden 
of tradition hand in hand with the ease of importing 
from those countries accustomed to doing business with 
Latin America. 

To overcome these difficulties, which may appear 
trivial but in reality are of greater influence than can be 
grasped at the outset, it seems to us that advantage could 
be taken of a single factor of fundamental significance, 
namely, the price of the product. 

Undoubtedly, the product price ought to be one of the 
most important aspects of the question. This is true 
because of the special facilities that the Latin American 
affiliates of LAFTA have that make it possible for them 
alone to set prices at a level well Salow the international 
market level ; due, of course, to the existence of a guaran- 
teed market and to the correspnad*ag tariff protection. 

Furthermore, the absence until the present time of a 
trading system of the LAFTA typ« has not permitted 
the emergence of a true Latta American commercial 
mentality. By that same tokea, it did not justify or encou- 
rage the existen«« of certain, facilities, tow considered 
bask, such as adeguate maritimi transportation, which 
is only now being sbawslated. Even considering this 
recent encouraaaawat, it is quite likely that it remains 
easier to transport goods from Latin Aaserka to other 
parts of the werte than to haul these sanse foods within 
Latia Aasericaa kaaY. 
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In the specific case of Brazil, the petrochemical industry 
had not yet been able to utilize the normal basic raw 
material, natural gas. T'ho reason for this is the shortage 
in Brazil of natural gas, owing to, among other things, 
the present stage of development of petroleum production 
m Brazil and also to the fact that PKTROBRAS has dedicated 
its efforts principally to the production of crude petro- 
leum. Crude petroleum production has been given a 
high priority in view of the needs for developing the 
country and for balancing its trade. Added to this is the 
fact that the natural gas fields are a long way from the 
regions which have so far been traditionally strong in 
industry. Although distance is a factor or lesser impor- 
tance for the use of petroleum because of the facilities for 
Milvmg transportation problems, the same cannot bt 
•aid for the transportation of natural gas. Therefore, 
although Brazil had not yet been able to use natural gas 
as a raw material for the petrochemical industry, the 
progress of this industry has not been hindered. The 
reason for this is that Brazil has used, and will continue 
to use even more in the future, both refinery gas ,ind 
liquid petroleum fractions. So much is this the case »nat, 
at present, a naphtha pyrolysis unit is being constructed 
to produce ethylene. 

Another point to be considered is that Brazil has not 
yet been able to evaluate with accuracy its natural gas 
reserves. 

In the design of refineries to be constructed by PETRO- 
BRAS in the future, the process scheme will be planned 
with particular attention to obtaining raw materais for 
the petrochemical industry. This is true with regard to 
both residual gases and liquid petroleum fractions. 

Although not included in the State monopoly governing 
the petroleum industry in Brazil, the petrochemical 
industry is strongly affected by this monopoly. This is 
because the petrochemical industry is closely linked with 
petroleum refining, not only on account of its very nature 
but also because it has so far been based exclusively on 
refinery gases and liquid petroleum fractions, which are 
directly controlled by petroleum refining policies. 

To obtain a better understanding of the structure of the 
Brazilian petrochemical industry, it is necessary to 
present a brief description of the legal aspect of the 
petroleum refining industry, intimately connected with 
the petrochemical industry in the supply of raw materials. 

?.   THE LEOAi   ASPECT O*   THE PETRCX Ht-MK AX 

INDUSTRY   IN    BRAZIL 

To understand the mechanism underlying the establish- 
ment and subsequent development of the petrochemical 
industry m Brazil, H M nscessary to grasp at least the 
mam aspect! of the legal structure through which it was 
made poteri* to set up UM type of undertaking. 

The raoeopeJMUc policy of the petroleum industry 
conuaoaond with Law No, 2^04, of 3 October 1MJ, 
vesting monopoly in thi Union and providing that 
exploration, production, reimag and tinnaportetion of 
Petroleum would ail ht Readied hy the National Petro- 
leum Council and hy Petróleo Brat bure S.A. — nmo- 
MAS. a ataed economy corpora«» created hy the 
said law, M the eneeuuvc igeai j 

After the creation of the State monopoly, Government 
policy with regard to procedures to be established in this 
area of activity was handed down by the National Petro- 
leum Council through its resolutions. Hence on 13 April 
1954, through its resolution No .1/54. issued by the 
767th Ordinary Session, the National Petroleum Council 
recognized, thereby showing a broad grasp of the indus- 
trial problem in Brazil, the advisability of establishing ,i 
petrochemical industry to use petroleum products and 
by-products as raw materials, in view of the great interest 
such an industry would have for the Brazihan economy 
as a whole. 

In its above-mentioned resolution, the National Petro- 
leum Council recommended that, because of the diversifi- 
cation which is a feature of the petrochemical industry, 
this industry should as far as possible be set up by private 
enterprise. The Resolution further recommended that 
prior agreements be established between the Special 
Committee for the Petrochemical Industry (now the 
Petrochemical Division of the Industrial Department of 
ptrROBRA.s) and interested parú>, whereby petrochemical 
raw materials from the industrial units of PI-TROBRAS 
might be used by private petrochemical industry as soon 
as these raw materials came into production. In other 
words, this previous agreement would obviate any failure 
to take advantage of these new raw materials as soon as 
they were available to the industry. This was one of the 
first decisions taken by the Brazilian Government aimed 
at setting up and stimulating the petrochemical industry 
in the country. 

Another decision if the petrochemical field was made 
on .»January, 1957, by resolution No. 1/57, issued at the 
895th Ordinary Session. In that resolution the National 
Petroleum Council: 
Considering the outstanding economic importance of 

this type of industry, 
Considering that there were market conditions, and p,o- 

duction conditions, existing in Brazil at that time for 
the manufacture of basic raw materials derived from 
by-products of petroleum refining and thus making 
it possible for the petrochemical industry to be estab- 
lished, 

Considering that the petrochemical industry was not a 
government monopoly. 

Considering that the establishment of this industry in 
Brazil should as far as possible be done by private 
enterprise. 

Considering that the special conditions in the petroche- 
mical industry lend themselves to the formatioa of 
monopolies, which ought to be avoided, 

Considering that the Union could engage m industry and 
commerce in thi petrochemical field through ureo- 
MtAt, 

Considering, finally, that it was m the interests ol Brazil 
to discipline tht establishment and dsveloprsent of 
the petrochemical i.niustry in Brazil, 

Decided to rule that Uqueisd petroisum gas (LPG), 
gasoline, kerosene, fuel otf for iateraal rnmmwtioii 
engañes (dentei oil! gas-oil, .¿«nal mí, fast oil, kbriceting 
«I and napea* tnaM he ceawÑIemJ producto ma 
byproducts of 
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to the  production  monopoly   vested   ¡n   the  Union. 
in line with law No. 2.004. of 1 October. 1953. 

In the same resolution, the National Petroleum Council 
stated that the following are considered basic raw mate- 
rials for the petrochemical industry: 
(a) Aliphatic hydrocarbons 

Saturated: methane, ethane, propane and butanes. 
Unsaturated: ethylene, propylene, butènes and acety- 
lene. 

{b) Aromatic hydrocarbons: benzene toluene, xylenes, 
(c) Mixtures of hydrogen and carbon monoxide: 

"synthesis gas". 
It was also laid down in the resolution that the follow- 

ing be considered as the essential products of the 
petrochemical industry : 

(a) Methanol; 
(/») Ammonia; 
(c) Nitric acid; 
(J) Tetra-ethyl lead; 

(e) Butadiene; 
(/) Styrene; 
(g) Synthetic rubber. 

Resolution No. 1/57 furthermore stipulated that it was 
incumbent on the National Petroleum Council to issue 
authorization for installation in Brazil of industries for 
producing the basic raw materials and the essential 
products of the petrochemical industry. 

It was stated in the same resolution that PETROBRAS 
could engage in industrial and commercial activity in the 
petrochemical field provided that this was in the economic 
interests of the corporation. It could also so operate when 
there was a need for guaranteeing production of basic raw 
materials and essential products of the petrochemical 
industry when private industry was not interested in manu- 
facturing such products or for avoiding any kind of 
monopoly in the hands of private enterprise in the supply 
of basic raw materials and essential products of the 
petrochemical industry. It was also decided that PETRO- 
BRAS should operate in this field to stimulate adequate 
development of the industry in Brazil and that this should 
be one of the corporation's primary goals. This is why 
PETROBRAS is actually a factor of utmost importance in the 
success of the development of the petrochemical industry 
in Brazil. 

The petrochemical units, built by PETROBRAS to date 
and producing essential products in line with resolution 
1/37, are those for ammonia, nitric acid and synthetic 
rubber. A butadiene unit is under construction and units 
for making anti-knock fluid (baaed on tetra-ethyl lead) 
and styrene arc in the planning phases. 

It is worthwhile to note that some of the basic raw 
materials for the petrochemical industry can be produced 
only by PBTKOBRAS since they involve petroleum refining 
operations. 

Although the petrochemical industry it not a govern- 
ata« moaopoly, Ais does not mean that the State is 
barred from operating in this area if the economic 
msative exists or if dut H in the national interest and 
not only a question of national security but alto when it 

is of fundamental importance to economic development. 
Hence in two undertakings, the Fertilizer Plant at Cuba- 
läo. and the Presidente Vargas Petrochemical Complex 
it Rio de Janeiro, PITROHRAS did not limit itself to the 
production of raw materials but continued to the final 
product. Ho\ve\er, although this is a correct policy in 
particular cases, it seems more advisable to us from the 
point of view of industrial development and in line with 
the speed of development and diversilication of the 
industry that PETROBRAS concern itself on a priority 
basis with the production of basic raw materials. It 
would thus permit the establishment and development of 
a chemical industry, which is undoubtedly very promising, 
entirely by private initiative. 

In Brazil, natural gas as a raw material for the petro- 
chemical industry is not as yet assured. In addition, 
since the gas fields are located far from the present large 
industrial centres, natural gas will not be a starting 
material in the immediate future. 

Furthermore, off gases from the refining of petroleum 
are not yet produced in sufficient quantities to meet the 
demands for petrochemical raw materials. 

Since the present Brazilian fuel market does not need 
the more severe refining operations which would produce 
more refinery gas, we see no solution other than to base 
the Brazilian petrochemical industry on liquid petroleum 
fractions until such time as it is possible to take advantage 
of new natural gas fields and/or refining schemes which 
produce greater quantities of refinery gas. 

Based on these facts, PETROBRAS is turning towards 
liquid petroleum fractions, as shown by the naphtha 
pyrolysis unit being constructed to increase the production 
of ethylene. 

In the present situation, the progress of the petro- 
chemical industry could be speeded up by adopting the 
following policies: 

(a) Development of the existing natural gas fields; 
(b) Facilities for the supply of liquid fractions of petro- 

leum, mainly naphtha, for the production of basic raw 
materials provided this does not interfere with the State 
monopoly; in other words, provided the manufacture of 
these raw materials does not result in the obtaining of 
by-products whose output and commercialization are 
the exclusive right of PETROBRAS under its monopolistic 
set-up; 

(c) Intensive and immediate promotion by PETROBRAS 
of the production of those raw materiali which can only 
be produced by it in accordance with the government 
monopoly. This includes those raw materials whose 
production involves commercialization of products 
included under the government monopoly and which 
are necessarily obtained during the process scheme. 

Generally speaking it may be »id that the goal of 
PBTBOMLAS it to run ht enterprises and develop than in inch 
a manner that they may supply the batic raw materiah 
and producta essential to private industry. It it not in 
the interests of PCTBOMAS to extend its monopoly to die 
petrochemical industry since this COMM tide-tract: it 
from Ht principal objective, which k telf tunVisuiy for 
fuels in Brazil. Another reason it that a monopoly couU 
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¡liso slow down the progress of the chemical industry 
owing to the natural diversification of this industry. 

However, even though it is not in its interests to 
monopoli/e the petrochemical industry, PU ROBRAS does 
not commit itself to limit its operations to the production 
of raw materials or essential products. It may. in fact, 
produce th. final product when this is of economic or 
national interest. On the other hand, it might even be 
said that there is already a trend in PETROBRAS towards 
permitting private enterprise to produce the basic raw 
material, and essential products for the petrochemical 
industr whenever this does not conflict with its own 
interest, or go against the law which fixes the State 
monopoly. 

3. INDUSTRIAL  ASPECT  OF   THE  PETROLEUM  CHEMICALS 

INDUSTRY   IN   BRAZIL 

The 1950-1960 period is of special significance for 
Brazil, since it was in the last quarter of this decade that, 
with the nitrogeneous fertilizer plant at Cubarlo, thè 
petrochemical industry really got under way in Brazil. 
This plant was started by the National Petroleum Council 
and completed by PETROBRAS as soon as this latter entity 
was created. 

PETROBRAS' petrochemical plants at present include the 
following units: the ethylene and propylene units located 
in the Presidente Bernardes Refinery at Cubatio (RPBC), 

producing basic raw materials; the synthetic rubber plant 
located in the Presidente Vargas Petrochemical Complex 
(cuPEv), whose product is considered as essential (resolu- 
tion No. 1/5/ of the National Petroleum Council); and 
the Cubatio Fertilizer Plant with its ammonia and nitric 
acid units, which also produce essential items, and the 
ammonium nitrate fertilizer plants, which produce end 
products. 

PETROBRAS plans the following expansion of tnese 
units already in full operation: ethylene unit to be expan- 
ded to 100 tons capacity a day; propylene to 60 ton» a 
day; and ammonia to 140 ton» a day. These units are 
located in the Presidente Bernardes Refinery in Cubatio. 
So that it may be possible to boost the production of 

ethylene as planned, a unit for the pyrolysis of naphtha 
or ethane i- be i up built at the Presidente Bernardes Refi- 
nery. 

At present, i-i IROHI IS constructing the following 
petrochemicals plants: b, diene, located in the Presi- 
dente Vargas Petrochemica, implex (COPEV); ammonia 
and urea, located in the Bahi., Petrochemical Complex 
(COPI-B); and extraction of aromatics. located in the 
Presidente Bernardes Refinery (RPBC). 

The raw material for the butadiene unit will be pro- 
duced in a Butanes Feed Preparation Unit, to be located 
in the Presidente Vargas Petrochemical Complex (COPEV), 

at Duque de Caxias. Construction of this unit is scheduled 
to begin shortly. 

Besides the above, a catalytic reforming unit is being 
constructed which will supply an aromatic-rich reformate 
stream to serve as raw material for the aromatics extrac- 
tion unit in Cubatâo. 

The following petrochemical units are also scheduled 
to be built by PETROBRAS: styrene, ethylbenzene. dodecene 
tetraethyl lead, and SBR latex. Studies are now being 
made for these plants. 

It should be borne in mind that it is PETROBRAS' 

intention to transform the two petrochemical units 
already begun into vast petrochemical complexes. The 
units under reference are the Presidente Vargas Petroche- 
mical Complex at Caxias in the State of Rio de Janeiro 
and the Bahian Petrochemical Complex at Camacari 
in the State of Bahia. 

At the Presidente Vargas Petrochemical Complex, 
there already exists an SBR-type copolymer rubber 
manufacturing unit and plans call for the addition of 
new units such as DDB, SBR latex and units for other 
types of synthetic rubber. 

At the Bahian Petrochemical Complex construction 
has begun on the ammonia unit and plans call for com- 
mencement of the urea unit shortly. 

The petrochemical units of PETROBRAS already in 
existence, under expansion, and scheduled for construc- 
tion, are summarized in the following tables: 

TABU I. UNITS or nu MTBOCIBMíCAL CINTRO or »THOMAS 
Existing PITROMAS units 

umii *•» mmtrtah fnéicu C—cUy L~mm 

1. Nitrofeneou» fmiltarr 
plant 

1. Rainer) BM or OLP Ammonia *>t/day Piwa    Bernardei   Reftaavy 

2. Ethylene 

2. AUnoapheric air 
3. Limeatom 

Cavee from thermal cracking 
na« 

Nitric acid 
Calcium nitrato 
Ammonium nitrate 
Ethylene 

340 t/day 
348t/da, 

34 t/day 
57 t/day 

(RraC)   Cubatio.   Stato 
of Sao Pawn 

firn.   Barnardat   Refinery. 
(IMO   Ornat*»,   Stata 

3. Propylsm Propylene lica liauid «warn 
fro« etaytene writ 

»**- 30 t/day 
of Sto Paulo 

Pus-   *anmrdai    Refinery 
(RPBC)   Cmtatto,   Stato 

4. Synthetic raMtof pat 1    aatfadkM of Sto Paulo 

2. Hynaaw 
!•> aUlWin rUbfcil, (ypm: 

SM-1M0 
HW-IM8 
SM-17M 

40,000 t/vr Pi*»- Varan» PMrochamfeaJ 
Comaiaa, Caatoa, Stato of 
Rio da Ja—irr 

ttft-171! 

- m - 
* 



TABU 2. UNIT» IN coumm or IXFANHON 

1. Ethylene 

2. Propylene , 

3. Ammonia 

Cmmctt* »fier expmattm 

100 Ion« per day 

60 torn per day 

140 ton» per day 

Presidente Bernarda Refinery Cubatáo, Slate 
of Sto Paulo 

Ptaaidentc Bernardei Refinery Cubatao, Slate 
of Sto Paulo 

President» Barnard** ReAnery Cubatao, Sut* 
of Sto Pauio 

TABU 3. UNIT* UND« CONBTRUCTION IN KTBOMMI 

M*t Ihaa^atMe                       C*B»*B*#B»»' 
F^BBBBBTJì                      ^-  aat^eaak** 

ftt» 

ir 
u^ 

1. Madien*   . 1. C4 fraction Butadiene    31,000 t/yeer Mid Pia», VarajBB  Pwro* 
wnenprocete- \<m chemical Conapam 
ia«  n-butane Caxiat, Stata of 

It» a» Jaaaaaro. 
2. Ammofna 1. Natural ga« Ammonia   200 t/day Ena PatroalNaBlcajl   ^enw 

2. Atmo*a*ieric l*M BIM    of     Bahia, 
Air COPE!, raaaaçarl. 

). Bunwtioa   . Stream from cata- •Mista*      IO» t/dfcy Mid Pia». BaraaráBa tWnV 
Of MtWBBUCt lytic reforming 

unit 
INS B*ry,Cua*lâe, Sto 

Peak» 

TABU 4. UNNI raoMA 

»at 

BmyBina*«        23,0*0 t/yr 

•M 

feaaVIMI 

l/n MaVIOM 



i. AJ? yov>dc "J"*?-*" P^u« of the chemical industry in Brazil, we have listed 
m the foHowini table the mam chemical products which are almost entirely produced 
ï-^i^ALf1"0, *" ? "*" producto w of ^ocnemicalorigin. We nave also luted the expansions planned and the new unito scheduled. 

TABU 5 

(Mr») Ulf») 

9,000 
13,000 

1M00 

17,9» 
13,00© 

27,000 
37,300 
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3. PETROCHEMICAL COUNTRY STUDIES - BURMA 

M» Mg Ay md Irose Soto, PewnJe's OU lndu$try, Bmrmm 

HlSTOOICAl.   SURVEY 

During exploratory drilling in I960 the presence of 
natural gat was detected %t Chauk oilfields in Central 
Burma. More work of this kind is in progress to determine 
the reserves and it is expected that Arm figure» as regards 
the size of the field will become available during 1965. 
Depending on this, plant will be undertaken to start a 
petrochemical industry for the country. 

As a start, one 69,000-tons per annum fertilizer plant 
will be installed using natural gas as starting material. 
The process here will be to produce urea, which tests 
indicate will be most suitable for our present need. 

If the gas reserve so found is of considerable size the 
petrochemical industries to be undertaken later may 
include plastics and synthetic Abres. At present a few 
small plants import raw plastics for the manufacture of 
domestic articles. 

Investigation into the possibility of making nylon yarn« 
from imported raw material is being undertaken and 
this would obviously receive more impetus should the 
available resources within the country prove promising. 

Thus the petrochemical industry in Burma is now in 
its initial stages of development and ite futuri expansion 
depende on arm estimate« of the country's resource« in 
natural gas. Once tail is available, plans will be made and 
implemented with speed. 

ECONOMIC ssonvm 

Initial ¡avMtiattioM show the«, given good reserve« m 
resources, petrochemical products could ht produced 
at a reasonable operational «wet. A« an example, urea 
ferttNnsr «ken produced from ioceUy availee, natural 
I»»wouMc^.rouadlts300/w^asaga»aetth.H»aort^ 
value of otoñad KJ SOO/tea f.o.h. 

The industry, «hn cetabftsaed wül hi Sutt-owaed 
and its proéueti will he primai itj intialii to 
yields o/me MèI narice*»» 
would tawrofbn ke of very Ielle' 

iNrrrrvnoMM. lift niai m ravoua or 

crops and the results so far obtained show the need for 
nitrogenous fertilizers in most case«. 

Of importance also is the narrow boiling range of 
J*ohexane(62*C/82-C)-foruse in rkebran oil extraction. 
This petroleum solvent is now being imported mostly. 
A similar solvent needs to be made from the locally 
available petroleum fractions. Currently existing facilities 
in crude oil refining produce a solvent of 50- to 130*C 
boiling range without any difficulty. 

These two cases illustrate the need to start à petro- 
chemical industry. Studies show that units of economically 
operable sizes could be built to achieve good initial 
results. 

While imports still continue to meet the country's 
requirements, plans to meet these requirements from 
locally available materials will be made as necessary. 

SuwoaTiNo ACT viras roa raTmocKMtcAL INDUSIBY 

•»•raw's crude oil production currently is irouad 
half a million ton per annum. All this is processed to 
produce major petroleum product« in the two refineries 
whose combined capacity is 1.2 million tons per mmm. 
In addition, crude petroleum is imported to augment the 
local production as feedstock to the refineries. 

The oil industry as a whole is completely staffed by 
nntsenali of Burma. It has bees in existence for the past 
seventy years. Ths industry is State owned and could 
w*hout much «faculty include petrocheeucal operstioa.. 

The country also has roll-scale applied research faci- 
Inane, when work ia all leles oouid be undertaken, 
and an institute oesrates effectively to traía the < 

raeismss te produse 
sai« yet Plain fer tan would 

EWKTBB UNBj AND «ATI OF 

Wry 

inm. 1970 

•arkér, »Jan« asede so far are all suajset te 
* ts ht obtained on resomi of natural gas. 

ht favourable, Urn tant unit • pnYeohs- 
weuM ht ht nHngmmm MtUkmt. Hon, sen« 3 

«• üoftns wül be med to 

ia)3ng 



runs, etc. would be around tve yean, it it likely that tat 
unit wilt be OR stream by 1*70. 

Ga» requirements of 3 thousand million cu. ft. per 
«MU would include 1.18 thousand million cu. ft. needed 
for power feneration in the fertilizer factory. 

Next in line for consideration will be pkMc materiati. 
It is likely that the use of these materiali will increate 
rapidly in yean to come and it would soon be possible 
to produce them locally. Here again, the avanahihty ef 
raw material will be the influencing factor. Unlets other 
changes occur, the chances of the introduction of a plant 
for plastic materials before 1970 it rather remote. 

Investigation wo'k may also start for synthetic fikrn. 
•ut it is unlikely that plans for implementation could be 

bufóte 1970. 
Crude oil currently refined in the country tájemete 

iasports. Mould this change drastkaHy » quality and 
beco mi one o( the tour varieties, plant may tether be 
SMd« to extsnd petrochemical iaxhistriet—to sriuhur ana 
other products fron refinery gas. This however M ajuste 

in the 

AnsfÉrtnw. Tust 
Research work it ia 

bility of luaaufserarmg 
will initially Mart with imparted hues material 
tisMsous work will bt carried out to enfuete the 
lities for a local substitute. 

OtNUIAL utuui 

.  r ,—w ars being set up 
for taurina's petroleum industry. Durine the intatsmtnta 
tio« of such programmes, continuous efforts will he taade 
to  iacluds pttmhtnuesJt 
the   petroleum iaiuttry 
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4.   nmOCHEMICAL  INDUSTRIES   IN   CHILE 

CORTO ê ENAP (CktU) 

A.  HWIUUCAL tU»VWY 

I   Cr-Hm ma fmrHmm «/ aW Ckthm Dnk/mmt 
vHrpPfWrlPH 

Tat Chilean frvetopmeat Corporato« during Ac 
put twenty-*« ywn fc„ piaj^ , fc,^ „»i, to A, 

«fcvtlopamt of agrfcuhwal, induetml and misma 
prodaofeat ia Calie. 

Ta« gimramsat iaotruaasnlality wat er—né by law 
m 1939 aad ito ergaak law was enacted ia IMI aad 
updated ia IMO. 

The leeel ie*t> when é^rmiaeat «H function, of ta« 
•oard of ta* Corperatioa ttapaatiatd the followiag: 

"Fnramlaai a alaM to fetneat national produotK« 
wrth tat BwyoH of mmm§ the etaadard of living ia tat 
"Watty ay making at* of antera! IMOWOM, -*—-liitiai 
pro*ietìo« OMto aad irnorov«« ti» balance of payments. 
The pean should ttnlimistto aa adoanat» dJatrioatioa a 
--TV"*""* * •""•* ••"••Hafa, iaduttry aad 

coHnaarw aad attempt to tatiafy tac aaada of tat different 
1|WM à A« couatry." 

Ia irtiardaaoi with teat function«, ta« Coporatioa 
starttd pretaecting actively for oil ia 1M3 ia tito Province 
"f *£»»"""' *>** pnatatod favourable aaotoakal 

taken awieaelj by oda» am truenan! etatitJoa Dniliag 
«tarttd two yaan knar aad Uto Int oil tttd wat dtoeovertd 
•ii Hi mart H 1«43 near Cam MaaaatialM oa tac island 
of Titrr» da! Puna». 

Tat Ctsneratioa eeaahtoed eautnratn aad dovali 
oil until lfiO when it «at deemed thaiH* tiaae had t,_ 
to wa a imawiiiiil entity to develop tat oil iaduttry 

'••"**•/ to take ornara» of exptoriag for, 
_ lataiag aad saOkag aelrolenai Tate ia ao 

way altered 0» law that leuarved for the Stoat the aro- 
ptrtyofalailaMiaadfitorithttoi " 

2. Q 

la accordaacc with thii law and the by-laws of ENAP 
"The rights and functions of the State with respect to 
petroleum exploration, production, refining and sale of 
ito products and by-products shall be exercised by said 
entity". 

Amongst its objective« shall be to "Erect, install, 
acquire, rent and operate plants for treating, transforming, 
leaning and utilizing petroleum, its derivatives and by- 

3. Petro-cwrbochemical protêts tn Chile 

Both the Chilean Development Corporation and 
Empresa Nacional del Petróleo have been concerned for 
some years with the development of the petrochemical 
industry. In If36 the Corporation made a preliminary 
study to utilize ia petrochemical industries the by-products 
of ENAP's refinery, the steel-mil coke ovens and the 
beet-sugar plants in order to manufacture a wide range 
of petro-carbo-eucro-cbemkal products for internal 
consumption. 

Thte study wat enlarged in IMI with the co-operation 
of At United Nations expert, Mr. Krijgeman, and another 
study made by Mr. Jean Deforme in 1959 in the field 
of plastics. Thete studies were all bated on meeting the 
requirements of only the local market. 

ENAP hat alto made preliminary studies since 1959, 
but so far none of these studies has yet been imple- 

1CLA hat made for the whole of Latin America 
several studies, mostly related to markets, which appear ia 
tht recently punished report entitled " Chemical Industry 
» Lata America". That report contains interesting con- 
siderations on the prêtent aad future demand for the 
main ehtaucal aad petrochemical producto at well at on 
tte relative suitability fer their production in the difieres* 

a/ ato dmmtui mti iWatsW toáutriu 
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During the last decade, some important industrial 
developments have taken place, ore of the most outstand- 
ing being the development of the paper and cellulose 
industry (present production being 200,000 tons a year 
of newsprint paper and 100,000 ions a year of cellulose 
with expansion under way to reach 250,000 tons a year, 
other projects, some under way, will double these figures 
during the next five years). 

Some basic products such as chlorine (6.000 tons), 
caustic soda (7,000 tons), sulphuric acid (160,000 tons) 
and carbon sulphide, are manufactured in connexion 
with other industries such as viscose rayon, cellophane 
and cellulose. Benzene, toluene and xylene are obtained 
f'om light oils available from coke ovens. 

Synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers have not been de- 
veloped. It should be noted that Chile is the main producer 
and exporter of natural nitrate. 

Organic synthesis derived from fermentation alcohol 
is somewhat limited owing to the high cost of raw mate- 
rials. Some products arr available : ethyl acetate (600 tons), 
ethyl alcohol (6,000 tons), acetic acid, etc. 

There are plants producing formaldehyde from impor- 
ted methanol (3,000 tons with future expansion 
to 8,000 tons) and advanced projects to produce melamine 
formaldehyde, urea formaldehyde, phenol formaldehyde, 
etc. 

The petrochemical industry is in its very first stages. 
It should be noted that polyester fibre is about to be 
produced from imported polyester chips in a plant with 
initial capacity of 1,000 tons and planned expansion 
to 8,000 tons. Other similar plants are in the project 
(tage to operate some two years hence. 

Presently, a polyamide fibre plant importing chips has 
a capacity of 1,800 tons a year and there are advanced 
projects to increase the installed capacity in the country 
for polyamide fibres. 

Styrene monomer is being imported and polymerized 
locally to obtain different grades of polystyrene resin 
for moulding, including high-resistance polystyrene. 
Present production of 1,200 to 1,500 tons a year meets 
60 per cent to 75 per cent consumption. 

In similar fashion, starting from the imported monomer» 
polyvinyl acetate is produced for the manufacture of 
emulsions used for paints ana adhesive* (500-700 tons a 
year of monomer). 

Some 200 to 300 tons a year of polyester resins and 
1,500 tons a year of aikydresins are also produced. 

Parachemical and allied industties that use chemical 
raw materials that can be mentioned are : plastics (10,0001/ 
year capacity); elastomers (tyres and similar use 6,000 
to 8,000 t/year of natural and synthetic rubber and 2,500- 
3,000 tons of carbon black); textiles (30,000 tons of cotton, 
some 3,500 t/year of viscose rayon are produced with 
expansions under way and synthetic fibres are woven 
for all domestic consumption); soap and detergents 
(dodecylbenzcne is imported and sulphonuted iocally): 
litographic industry, particle boards, etc. All of these 
are highly developed and Chile has on of the highest 
per capila consumption of these products in Latin 
America. 

B. PMSBNT SITUATION OF THt mHOCHFWK-Al 
iNDusntY IN CHUE 

1.   Basic information 

(a) Local market development 

In the mid-fifties, industries to transform and formulate 
products of petrochemical origin began to develop in 
Chile. These consisted of the manufacture of plastic and 
rubber products, paints, enamels and adhesive* formula- 
tion of synthetic detergenti; and, more recently, manufac- 
ture of synthetic fibres and spun yarn, mostly nylon and 
polyester. In 1957, imports of raw materials and products 
of petrochemical origin reached a figure of about $US 
4 million, in 1963 it climbed (o $US 20 million and if an 
accelerated programme of substituting imports by locally 
produced products is not adopted, imports could reach 
a figure of $US 45 million by 1970 

It is interesting to point out that the equipment pre- 
sently installed in the transforming and formulating 
industries allows for a wide range of diversification of 
final products of high quality, owing mainly to the impor- 
tant renovations and expansions made possible by the 
policy of encouraging imports of capital goods that 
existed up to two years ago. 

(b) Latin American  Free Trade Association (LAFTA) 

The Treaty of Montevideo that created the Latin 
American Free Trade Association went into effect on 
1 June 1961. LAFTA is presently composed of nine Latin 
American countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay. At the 
time when this treaty was being written, Venezuela had 
shown its intention of joining LAFTA. 

One of the fundamental aims of the Montevideo 
Treaty is to establish the base for an eventual Latin 
American Free Market with a potential of 200 million 
consumers. 

The instruments and elements provided by the Monte- 
video Treaty, which are being perfected yearly by resolu- 
tions approved by the members, permit new possibilities 
of developing certain industrial sectors, with a regional 
approach to be visualized. This is particularly applicable 
to the most dynamic sections of Latin American industry, 
amongst which the petrochemical field is outstanding. 

Studies undertaken by ECLA in the Latin American 
chemical field and published in the report entitled 
"Chemical Industry in Latin America" point out to this 
fact and evidence the enormous possibilities offered by 
Latin America for the integrated and co-ordinated 
development of the petrochemical industry. 

tc) Technological aspects 

The ever-dynamic technological changes in equipment, 
processes and products make it possible to apply new- 
concepts in planning the development of the petroche- 
mical industry. 

New techniques and processes make possible the 
economic utilization of resources and raw materials that 
up to a few yean ago weie useless. 
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Also, the development of oil production and refining 
n Chile is making available raw material« for petroche- 

mical synthesis that were not available ten years ago 
Ihus, for example, the development of large natural 

ii-is field* in 5k>uthern Chile, together with the expansion 
ind modernization of refining facilities, offer large quan- 
tities of natural gas and liquid fractions to the petroche- 
mical industry 

2   Linei of action 

la) Feasibility studies 

Information gathered from the studies and reports 
mentioned before, complemented by preliminary contacts 
mude at petrochemical meetings under the auspices of 
I AFTA and field trips to petrochemically developed 
countries, moved the Corporation and ENAP to contract 
(he services of specialized firms to perform market survey 
and feasibility studies in the field of petrochemicals. 
The purpose of these studies is to determine the advisa- 
bility of establishing in Chile petrochemical complexes 
that, with raw materials and resources available locally, 
will manufacture those products that look particularly 
attractive under Chilean conditions. 

For this purpose the Corporation and ENAP have 
jointly contracted the services of The Fluor Corporation 
I td of Los Angeles, California, to perform a general 
feasibility study of the petrochemical industry in Chile, 
including a market survey for selected products at a' 
Latin American level. This survey was sub-contracted to 
Arthur D. Little Inc. The Fluor study is well under way 
aii.l should be completed by the end of the year. 

Also, on behalf of the Corporation, the firm Humphreys 
and Glasgow Ltd. of England is working on a preliminary 
project for the establishment of a polyvinyl chloride plant 
n Chile mainly for local consumption. 

(b) Formulation of development plans and policies 

The aforementioned studies, complemented by specific 
studies in promising petrochemical fields in Chile, will 
serve as a basis to formulate a short, medium and long- 
range plan for the development of the industry. 

This plan is to be submitted soon to the new adminis- 
tration that will be assuming its functions jointly with 
the recently elected President of the Republic. 

A technical commission composed of representatives 
of the Corporation and ENAP will be formed ad hoc, 
and will have as its main function the formulation of this 
plan as well as to make recommendations as to incentives, 
investments and co-ordinating policies. Since the petro- 
chemical industry is one of the industriai activities that 
the Government wishes to develop rapidly, it is safe to 
assume that adequate means for its realization will be 
available. 

In fact, the existing legislation is adequate to justify 
capital investments in fields considered to have national 
interest. In effect, authorizations to invest in Chile have 
the nature of a contract, between the investor and the 
Government, that guarantees the investor, particularly 
the foreign one, the free return of his capital, interest 

and profit In addition, the law contemplates the granting 
of certain custom and tax exemptions lor industries 
considered to have a national interest 

This is not the time to quantify the amounts of the 
possible exemptions in the petrochemical field, since the 
new (¡overnment \ policy for industrial development 
is still in its last stages of completion However it seems 
plausible to assume that a logical way to obtain a rapid 
and harmonious development of this industiy in Chile 
would be through )omt ventures with participation of 
qualified foreign capital and technological know-how 
as well as marketing experience at different levels. The 
national counterpart in these joint ventures could be 
formed by both the Government, represented by the 
Corporation and F NAP, as well as private local indivi- 
duals or firms. 

C. PRELIMINARY PLAN K»R THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF    THE   PETROC HF.MK AI     INDUSTRY,    1965/1970 

I. Probable nature of complexes 

Although the feasibility studios previously mentioned 
have yet to be completed, it is possible to advance in a 
preliminary way and only for general orientation purposes 
the opinion that the following petrochemical complexes 
might become promising to establish in Chile between 
1965 and 1970: 

(a) Ethylene complex consisting of the following plants : 
Ethylene ex light naphtha plant. 
Chlorine-caustic soda electrolytic plant. 
Ethylene dichloride plant. 
Vinyl chloride plant. 
Polyvinyl chloride and copolymers plant. 
High pressure polyethylene plant. 
Ethylene glycol plant. 
PVC compounding plant. 

(*) Aromatics complex, consisting of the following: 
Aromatica extraction and separation from reformate. 
Phthalic anhydride ex ortoxylene plant. 
Phthalic plasticizers plant. 
Terephthalic acid ex phthalic anhidryde plant. 
Polyester chips plant. 
(c) Ammonia complex: 
Synthesis gas ex natural gas plant. 
Synthetic ammonia plant. 

2. Investments and financing 

The definite composition of the complexes to be devel- 
op«! during 1965/1970, as well as the size of the component 
plants, will be determined when the feasibility studies are 
completed. Nevertheless, it is possible to give preliminary 
estimates as to the amounts to be invested during the 
six-year period. The total amount should not be under 
US$ 50 million, of which approximately one half could be 
provided by the public and private national sectors in 
local currency and the other half would be provided by 
external investments and credits. 
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It h believed that both the ethylene and aromatici 
•eaapbjaii thould te located next to one of the two reâ- 
aariea that will ba operating m 1943: that », either next 
te the exietieg retaery at Concón, naar Valparaiso, or 
the MM uader conitructioa at Saa Vicenta aaar Coa- 

la*- ammonia compta* should be located aaar tat large 
aatural gas talea ia Magallanes, oa the extreme southern 
aortiea of Chile, whara it could ht associated with a 
aitthaai Itouefaetioa plant presently andar study 

4, Mafaaaw eefrei'MewjifeY talegrafieei 

The Chilean pttrochamical industry ii being plaaaad 
haariag m mind tht regional integration made possible 
by taa Latia-Amaricaa Frac Trade Association. Thai, 

tyaee of petrochemical production appear likely: 

(a) Prwhjctioa   aieaad   maialy 
having costs similar to thoat of 

the local market 
LAFTA 

(#) Froductioa devoted to regional markets oat an 
praaaatly supplied from outside the association aad that 
owiag to local coaatkioai with mpact to raw matonaia, 
utilities or otherwiae may be produced mora economically 
in Chile than in other LAFTA countriei. 

(c) Petrochemical production of a highly specialised 
nature where ail of the LAFTA market may be supplied 
by oaa or two ecoaomical pinate. 

Other petrochemJcaH, not included ia immediati ptaae 
for manufacture would ha imported, preferably from 
LAFTA countriei, with %hkh agreementi to complement 
tht Chileaa petrochemical production might he reached 
in accordane« with At termi of the Montevideo 
Treaty. 
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S.   INDUSTIY   STUDIES   -  CHINA   (TAIWAN) 

T.Uu F. mmd Skm-H«** Tlmg, CMMM P.tr»hum CrprmtUtn, Chin. (Tmiumm) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

1   Short historical survey of the development 
of the petrochemical industry 

The development of the petrochemical industry in any 
country depends on two prerequisite«; one is availability 
of raw material and the other is market. To assure ade- 
quate supply of raw materials, we need a well-developed 
petroleum industry, including a good reserve of oil or 
gas and a modern and good-sized refinery. On the other 
hand, to assure a dependable outlets for petrochemical 
products, it is essential to cultivate a market for them, 
substantially for local consumption 

After almost twenty years of incessant development, 
the petroleum industry in this country has laid quite a 
solid foundation for the development of the petrochemical 
industry.  During  various stages of modernizing   our 
Kaohsiung Refinery, we have taken into serious con- 
sideration in the choice of processes and facilities those 
which will also provide a reliable source of supply of 
basic materials for  starting  petrochemical industries. 
Processing units such as catalytic reforming facilities 
one with 2,500 bbl/d and the other with 5,000 bbl/d, were 
installed in 1955 and 1961 respectively. They serve not 
only to step up the gasolene-octane production, but also 
to provide an ample supply of reformate, which is a base 
stock from which  basic aromatic chemicals such  as 
benzene, toluene and xylenes are extracted. A small 
aromatic extraction unit was also installed by which we 
have gained experience in producing high-quality basic 
aromatic chemicals and which paves the way for large- 
scale production. Catalytic cracking facilities were in- 
stalled in 1957 from which substantial refinery gases are 
produced and are being fed to the Kaohsiung Ammonium 
Sulfate Corporation to make ammonia. Adequate topping 
capacities have been installed to turn out a sufficient 
quantity of naphtha, which will be a principal source of 
supply of another significant category of petrochemical 
basic material, namely the olefins such as ethylene 
propylene and butylènes. 

Despite the lack of crude oil in Taiwan, substantial 
reserves of natural gas have been discovered in this country 
in the wake of extensive geological survey and exploration 
work. Natural gas is another essential raw material for the 
petrochemical industry and it can be most economically 
utilized to make nitrogen fertilizers, such as ammonia 
and urea. 

The availability of raw material alone does not justify 
setting up a petrochemical industry unlet« there is aa 

adequate market to warrant the disposal of its products. 
Whereas the availability of petiochemical raw material 
is the natural outcome of the growth of petroleum indus- 
try, the development of a market is something more com- 
plicated and closely related to population and national 
economy. We are all aware that manufacturing petro- 
chemical intermediates such as those for plastics and 
synthetic fibres cannot be done on a small scale In other 
words, there is a minimum economic quantity below 
which they cannot be made economically to compete in 
the world market. Consequently, we need to build up a 
sizable market first before we can start establishing our 
petrochemical industry The growth of market is usually 
very gradual, its achievement varying to a large extent 
with the size and growth cf population, development of 
allied industres, and growth of national economy. The 
rate of growth can be used for reasonable projection of 
the market to determine the opportune time for starting 
petrochemical industries. 

The need to have both raw material and market in order 
to set up petrochemical industry can be well illustrated in 
the development of the industry in Taiwan. The well-de- 
veloped agriculture in  this country has resulted in a 
requirement for a large quantity of chemical fertilizers. 
For more than fifteen years, the amount of nitrogen 
fertilizers being consumed more than justifies the building 
of big ammonia and urea plants. However, with the 
exception of fertilizers made from coal, for many years 
only a small amount of ammonia was made from refinery 
gases owing to the limited supply of gas, and it was 
not until the  discovery  of a substantial   reserve  of 
natural gas in this country that we were able to set 
up a large-scale petrochemical complex using natural 
gas as the raw material to raake ammonia and urea. 
Once the raw material, i.e. natural gas, was found to 
be available in abundant quantity, coupled with long- 
existing and ever-increasing markets for fertilizers, the 
essential elements were then complete to enable immediate 
construction of that complex. The complex, which is a 
joint venture of the Chinese Petroleum Corporation, 
Mobil Chemical Company, and Allied Chemical Corpora- 
tion, and having a capacity of 45,000 metric tons/year 
of ammonia and 100,000 metric tons/year of urea, was 
completed and successfully put into operation in only 
three years from the  date  of the first discovery of 
our new gas reserve. The combination of these two ele- 
ments will also enable us to embark on new projects such 
a« more ammonia and urea plants and other projects to 
make acetylene and methanol, both of which arc also in 
gnat dtnumdjn this country. 
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The development of other petrochemical industrie« 
such as the manufacture of intermediates for plastics 
and synthetic fibres has not yet begun in this country 
However, every indication points to an early start 
On the raw material side as stated before, we are well 
prepared to begin large scale production of aromatic and 
olefinic basii materials ()n the market side, the growth of 
population, the rise of the standard of living, and the 
development of allied industries and of the national 
economy have accelerated the rate of growth of require- 
ments for petrochemical products such as polyethylene 
plastics and polyester and polyamide fibres We would 
mention that in the case of synthetic fibres, the promotion 
of a market for them is largely attributable to the develop- 
ment of the textile industry in thiscountry With the present 
volume of consumption and at the projected rate of in- 
crease, we have reason to believe that the minimum econo- 
mic sizes required for manufacturing such petrochemicals 
can he met in a couple of years We can therefore start 
planning such complexes as a naphtha cracking-poly- 
ethylene plant, a polyester fibre intermediates plant 
(from mixed xylenes to polyester chips) a caprolactum 
plant (from benzene to caprolactum, to be used in 
polyamide fibre), etc reasonably ahead so that they can 
be completed in time to meet the market require- 
ments. 

Aside from the prerequisite of raw material and market, 
we would like to mention two auxiliary elements, namely, 
manpower and satellite industries, which are also indis- 
pensable to the development of petrochemical industries. 
During the past ten to fifteen years, taking into account 
that managerial and technical manpower are the 
backbone of all industries, we have mapped out long- 
range programmes for the training and building-up of 

manpower which have been successfully carried out in 
leading private ami public enterprises. We shall therefore 
face no difficulty in the recruitment of the experienced 
managen 11 und technical personnel required for such 
new industry Satellite industries are important so that 
good use may be made of the petrochemical intermediates 
or products A number of plastic moulding factories 
ilreadv exist in this country, however, they still need to 
he expanded and modernized to match the complexes 
for plants under discussion. As for the synthetic 
fibre industry, the existing textile industry in this country 
has done a good job in promoting the sales of the various 
fibres such as dacron and nylon They have started build- 
ing modern spinning facilities for such synthetic fibres 
which will utilize the intermediates to be produced from 
the petrochemical complex. Other facilities, such as for 
weaving, dyeing and finishing, need also to be strength- 
ened to turn out quality products. 

2. The economic motives and considérations for assigning 
prioriiv in the petrochemical industry 

The following factors are considered in assigning 
priority to petrochemical projects. 

( I ) Impro ving the position of international trade. For more 
than a decade before 1963, there were trade deficits every 
year which were supplemented by foreign aid. In order 
to maintain a balanced economy, acceleration of the 
establishment of industry that will produce locally to 
replace imports should be the major target. Consequently, 
projects that can save the largest amount of foreign 
exchange will usually receive highest priority. The 
following statistics show some major imported petro- 
chemicals in recent years: 

Polyethylene  1,480 
Nylon  2,160 
Polyester  171 
Polyacrylonitrile .... 230 

TOTAL 7,043 

(/UM.   MT        Vmhu %VS       Omm.  MT        Vmtut %VS        Qium. MT        Vatut WS 

801,207 
4,262.800 

516,000 
461,000 

3,166 
2,023 

400 
476 

1,349,269 
4,239,467 
1.106,124 

755,362 

5,293 
2,m 

510 
887 

t, 893,975 
5,237,943 
1,346,841 
1,332,758 

6,048,007       6,065        7,470,222       8,870       9,811,517 

MT      Metric toni. 

It can be seen from the above table that polyethylene, nylon, 
polyester and polyacrylonitrile are the biggest dollar 
consumers. Implementation of projects for these products 
will result in the saving of foreign exchange of more 
than ten million dollars a year. In addii on to meeting 
the local requirements, some petrochemicals have a very 
promising potential for overseas markets. To encourage 
export will help change the picture. 

(2) Employment opportunity. Projects that can hire 
more people or create more jobs will be given higher 
priorities. 

(3) Betterment of standard of living. Through industrial 
development and mass production, costs of commodities 
can be lowered with consequent reductions in price. 
At  the same   time,  increase  of production   enlarges 

the buying power of the public thereby affording a general 
improvement of the standard of living. 

Hindrances which have been encountered in the past 
and at present are: 

(1) Size of market. This is the biggest factor that has 
been retarding the build-up of petrochemical industry. 
Local requirements for many petrochemical items are 
still not big enough to justify plants of minimum econo- 
mical size. However, consumption of certain products, 
such as polyethylene, polyester fibre and polyamide 
fibre, are now sufficient for it to be feasible to establish 
these industries. 

(2) Pattern of demand. Pattern of demand determines 
the quantity and type of products to be manufactured 
and the processes to be employed. Fortunately, in Taiwan, 
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the pattern of demand is such that the requirement for 
.ertain products n sot divided among many types but 
concentrated on a single one. thus the economical size 
<>f a plant is still ensured. For instance, the demand m 
Taiwan for polyethylene is W per cent for high-pressu e 
low-densrty type, and only 10 per cent for linear. high- 
density type. Therefore only the high pressure polymeri- 
zation plant will he built 

3. Institutional measures  m  favour 
of petto nemicai development 

The Government has made every effort »o encourage 
the development of industries, of which petrochemical 
is a major one. The important measures taken are 

11 ) Promulgation of a statute for the encouragement 
»I investment. In general, two mam items had been empha- 

sized in this statute, i.e., tax benefit and facilities for 
aquiring plant sites. Petrochemical industry is ore of the 
catagoncs that enjoy income-tax relief for buyers of a 
specific type of securities. 

(2) Exemption or reduction of income tax for profit- 
seeking-enterprises. Almost all the petrochemical products 
are listed in the categories of enterprises eligible for 
income-tax exemption or reduction. 

(3) Tariff protection and import restriction. The tariff 
rate of petroleum crude oil is comparatively low while 
a higher custom duty has to be paid on imports of 
petroleum products. Besides, imports may be banned for 
three years if any specific item produced locally has the 
following qualifications: (a) it is a quality product, (b) the 
quantity meets local requirements, and (c) the selling price 
does not exceed 115 per cent of landed value of the 
same oroduct imported. 

(4) Amendment of the statute on investment by foreign 
nationals. Provision has been nwde that foreign nationals 
may apply for foreign exchange for the net profits or 
interest accruing from their investment and remit this 
to their own countries. 

(5) Exemption of import customs duty on plant equip- 
ment. Amendment to the statute for encouragement of 
investment is being proposed to provide that import 
duty on equipment of certain categories of industry with 
equity capitel exceeding NTf 90 million will be exempted. 
Petrochemical industry is one of the categories. 

4. Supporting activities /or petrochemical industry 

A, Specialized research institutes 

Two organizations are doing specialized research 
work in petrochemicals. 

(1) Union Industrial Research Institute. Allied with 
industries owned by the Government, research on petro- 
leum and petrochemicals is one of its major undertakings. 
Efforts are being concentrated on topics such as the vapour 
phase oxidation of ortho-xylene and naphthalene, the 
polymerization of low olefins and some related themes. 

(2) Chiavi Solvent Works of Chinese Petroleum 
Corporation. With a laboratory capable of undertaking 
research in petrochemicals, the worL is developing the 
integration of operation on ¡somerization of the sah of 

dibasic acids, as well as oxidation of cvelohexanes from 
petroleum raw materials 

Th'se research protects are aiming at the development of 
processes for making poiyethvlent- polvpropvlene polv- 
ester and polyamide 

§   Engineering organization  and  equipment   lubrication 
I'ftHittes 

The progress of engineering, equipment fabrication 
and machinery industry in Taiwan has been great in 
recent years. Advanced technique for equipment design 
and manufacture is now available Petroleum refining 
plants were designed and constructed by local manpower 
with only basic technical information supplied by co- 
operating foreipi companies. Furthermore, many chemi- 
cal plants, such as a sulphuric acid plant, a sugar refining 
mill, a drum making plant, a solvent extraction plant, 
and a plastic processing plant have been built entirely 
with locally designed and manufatti red equipment and 
machinery Two of the major machine s.hops on this 
island are: 

(1) The Chinese Petroleum Corporation's Kaohsiung 
Refinery machine shop is capable of manufacturing high- 
pressure and vacuum vessels, fractionating towers and 
trays, reactors, heaters and heat-exchanging equipment. 

(2) The Taiwan Machinery Co. specializes in manufac- 
turing vessels and storage tanks, pumps and compressors, 
boilers and many other items used in the chemicH 
industry. 

5. Expected lines and rate of development 
in the futui e until 1970 

A four-year Economic Development Plan is being 
drafted by government agencies. In this plan petrochemi- 
cal industry will ^lay an important role. Including the 
production of basic intermediates, two essential lines of 
development that constitute the petrochemical section are : 

(a) Synthetic fibre. A number of spinning mills for 
polyester, polyamide and polyacrylonitrile fibres are 
under construction or contemplated based on the econo- 
mics of importing chips and supplying fibres to local 
textile industry. The integration of synthetic fibres and 
petrochemicals calls for the establishment of a caprolac- 
tam plant and a polyester chips plant, capacities of 
which will be twenty tons per day and fifteen tons per 
day, respectively. The project will be carried out by joint 
ventures with foreign investors that produce intermediates 
with their own processes so as to ensure technical know- 
how and to safeguard the operation. It is anticipated 
that plant construction will be completed wiihin the four- 
year period. 

(W Plastics. In addition to the PVC plastic that uses 
carbide as a source of hydrocarbon building blocks, 
polyethylene will be the first plastic to be produced from 
petroleum raw material within the period of the plan. 
A project of constructing a high presure polyethylene 
plant of 40 million pounds capacity is being negotiated 
between tht Government and a foreign investor. At the 
same time, expansion of PVC plastic production using 
both carbide and natural gas as a source of acétylène is 
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ZmZ'&ZlP***'and the <,uantity P""*»* required 
ÏJTÏ* "ï.con»íruction °f a !*»". TT» «timatedde- 
iTasfoíowT intermediates and piastic materials 

Polywiw chip« 
Cqtrotactam 
Polyethylene 

ticiaer   .   . 

196} 
imtlrte um) 

900 
I,«00 
9,000 

15,000 

/Ml 
(mtlrtc lout) 

7,000 
8,000 

20,000 
30,000 

1*70 
(mttrtt tomi 

7,500 
9,000 

23,000 
35,000 

To rapport the above projects, facilities for producing 

A «aphtha cracker of 100,000 tons per year feedstock 
and an aromatics extraction unit of 20,000 tons per year 

wuh n the of tL? plan period. Production of basic inter- 
mediates is estimated as follows: 

f (kilolitres) 
Xylen« (kilo litres) 
Ethylene (tons) . . 
Propylene (tont) 

ms 1*M 1*70 

1.500 5,000 8,000 
450 6,000 8,500 

— 
18,000 18,000 

8,000 

II.  DESCRIPTION    AND    CHARACTFMZATION 
OF PBTKOCHHMICAL PLANTS 

Basic intermediates 

1  Number of Petrochemical plants: 
Production of petrochemical intermediate* is now 

a branch Ime of the refining industry. The« is Z 
one aromat.c extraction unit in the solvent works 

2 Location: 
Refinery: Kaohsiung. 
Aromatic extraction : Chiayi. 

3 Products produced: 

Ays• hydrocarbons« «*"*>». toluene and mixed 

4 Installed capacity and 1963 production: 

of^fE? hydrocarbons « currently by-products ot refining processing units. 

750n£p?n  ¿T¡?   °f  aromatic   «traction    ' /30BPSD. Production in 1963: 

**"****    •  •  • . • 
Toluene    ...             J-J» 
Mixed xylenes   ...'.'! .' '    j'Jjg 

5 Domestic consumption: All the products are con- sumed domestically. F«"«U«S «re con- 

6 Exports: None. 

is 

7 Destination of exports. 
8 Employment in the industry: 

The major function of the refinery is uetroleum 
«fimng and that of the solvent work. HS 
•n^"»8- Employment of the two ¿lam£ 

mg. tot example, employas« in the solvent work«, 

which producei aromatic«, aliphatic petroleum sol- 
venti, fermented solvents, etc., are: 

Unskilled labour   . ,,* 
Skilled   ¿J} 
Technician              , 
Engineers and scientists       ........   i 7l 

9 Ownership: Government-owned. 
10 Origin of technology: 

»iJ11*1 ff aromatic Production  is  self-developed glycol extraction process. 

11 Origin of investment: 
That of the aromatics production- 
c     • I US 
Equipment  160000 
Construction and others (equivalent in 
local currency) ]25 m 

12 Raw materials: Oil fractions from Middle East crude 

13 Domestic price of feedstock and output: 

fJîf ,feedstock of thc aromatic extraction is trans- 

UsTl3 per USO* "' *" ^"^ Pri<* cqvinknt to 

Products prices: 

^USG : ,NT 600/litre ^«¡valent to $US 56.5/ 

Toluene: ;NT 6.00/litre equivalent to $US 5« 5/ 
USO ' 

M$m 56$USG 
,NT 600/litrc equivalent to 

$NT = National Taiwan dollar, 

M 19a65Sandri9d7e0VelOPÌng petrochcmica' industr• tor 

Within the four-year period beginning 1965, it 
i s mtended to install a steam-cracke" unit produdng 
ethylene propylene, etc. from 100,000 tons per yea? 

tfnn^nîT»Kaphtha>. and anothcr aromatic extrac- 
1? , J>f ** «P"«^ to Produce 20,000 tons per 
year of benzene and xylenes in the Kaohsiung area 

¿z^;zrttriah for the forth<Lin* 
The estimated annual production in 1970 will be 

as follows: 
Ethylene (tons)       18nnft 
Propylene (tons)         7£~ 
Benzene (kilo litres) .....''' l'^ 
Xylenes (kilo litres) .'.'.'; JSJJ 

15 Total capital investment: 

16 Iner&ational co-operation: 

Except benzene and toluene which may be exported 
to the regional area as solvente or c^calraw 
materials, there is little proapect for international 
SB"*" °n other ^^^mkJTSïïe: 
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Nitrogenous fertilizers 

1 Number of petrochemical plants: 
One plant making ammonium sulfate. 
One plant making ammonia and urea. 

2 Locution: 
Ammonium sulfate plant : Kaohsiung. 
Ammonia and Urea Plant: Miaoli. 

•1 Products produced. 
Ammonium sulfate. 
Ammonia. 
Urea. 

4 Installed capacity and 1963 production. 
Installed capacity: 

torn per ytar 
Ammonium sulfate 150,000 
Ammonia      '       lOé^OOO 
lJrea      100,000 
1963 production: 
Ammonium sulfate   107,000 tons 
Ammonia   .  .       Starting production early 1964. 
Urea Starting production early 1964. 

5 Domestic consumption: 
Total domestic consumption of nitrogenous ferti- 

lizer in 1963 is 128,300 tons of N„ major portion of 
which is produced from coal or imported. 

6 Exports: None. 

7 Destination of exports. 

8 Employment in the industry (total): 
Unskilled labour  6IQ 
Skilled  580 
Technical  ' i 
Engineers and scientists \'\ '^0 

9 Ownership: 
Ammonia sulfate plant: Government-owned. 
Ammonia-urea plant: 30 per cent Government, 

70 per cent foreign investment. 
10 Origin of the technology: 

Ammonium sulfate plant: Chemical Construction 
U.S.A. 

Ammonia-urea  plant:  Allied   Chemical,  U.S.A. 
11 Origin of the investment: 

Ammonium sulfate plant: Not reported. 
Ammonia-urea plant: 

Equipment and know-how: JUS 18 million. 
Construction : $US 5.2 million equivalent in local 
currency. 

12 Raw materials: 
Ammonium sulfate: Refinery off-gas and fuel oil. 
Ammonia-urea: Natural gas. 

13 Domestic price of feedstocks and output: 
Refinery off-gas: Fuel oil equivalent. 
Fuel oU: $NT 1,260/ton equivalent to $US 31.50/tofl. 
Natural gas: $US 0.4« equivalent in local currency 

per million ITU. 

Ammonium sulfate: $NT 2,800/ton equivalent to 
JUS 70/ton. 

Ammonia:  $US 84 equivalent  in  local currency 
per ton. 

Urea: JNT 5,200/ton equivalent to US$ IJO/ton. 

14 Plans for developing petrochemical industries for I%5 
and 1970: 

A new ammonia plant with a daily capacity of 
400 tons will be built at Hsinchu using natural gas as 
feedstock. Ammonia produced will be subsequently 
converted into urea and ammonium sulfate. One 
existing ammonia plant using coal as raw material 
will switch t- natural gas when the projected pipeline 
leads to plant site. One existing ammonia plant 
using electrolysis hydrogen for synthesis is going to 
be modified so that fuel oil will be used as feedstock. 

15 Total investment of the new ammonia plant is estima- 
fed at f US 26 million, of which 60 per cent be spent 
m foreign exchange to procure equipment and 
materials and 40 per cent for local procurement and 
construction. Project will be financed by government 
fund. 

Carbon black 

1 Number of petrochemical plants: one. 
2 Location: Chinshui gas field, Miaoli. 

3 Products produced: Channei carbon black. 
4 Installed capacity and 1963 production: 

InsUlled capacity: 500 tons per year. 
1963 production: 245 tons. 

5 Domestic consumption: 230 tons. 
6 Exports: 15 tons. 

7 Destination of exports: Japan. 

8 Employment in the industry: 
This plant is a part of the natural gas-producing 

complex. It is operated and maintained by the 
employees of the gas field. 

9 Ownership: Government. 

10 Origin of technology: Self-developed channel process. 
11 Origin of investment: No record because plant built 

twenty years ago. 

12 Raw materials: Natural gas locally produced. 
13 Domestic prices of feedstock and output : 

Feedstock:   $NT  0.65/M»   equivalent   to   $US 
46/MCF. 

Product:   $NT   12,000/ton   equivalent   to   $US 
0.136/lb. 

14 Plan« for developing petrochemical industries for 1965 
and 1970: 

None. 

Sulphur 

1 Number of petrochemical plants: 
Sulphur is produced in the refinery «s a by-product. 

2 Location Kaohsiung. 
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3 Product produced  Sulphur 
4 IMUM capactity and  1%3 production 

Installed capacity   13 toai/day. 
1943 productioa 2,400 ton. 

3 DomMtk Consumption 
All the products are consumed domestically, 

é Export»   None 
7 Destination of exports. 
• Employment in the Industry 

This sulphur recovery unit is run and maintained 
by the refinery employes 

9 Ownership Government. 
10 Origin of technology  Pinch in mag. Federal Republic 

if Germany 

11 Ori*, n of investment 
Equipment   »IS 220.000. 
Construction and other $US 100,000 in local 

currency. 

12 Raw Materials 
Hydrogen sulfide extracted from the off-gas of the 

refinery by Girbitol procès«. 

13 Domestic price of feedstock and outputs. 
Feedstock not accounted for. 
Sulphur |NT 2,430/ton equivalent to $US 61 25/ton. 

14 Plans for developing  petrochemical  industries for 
1963 and 1970: 

None. 

Detergents, pesticides, and others 

1 Number of petrochemical plants: 
Detergent alkyl benzene is produced in the retinery. 

One agricultural chemical plant producing DDT, 
BHC and other pesticides and four small plants 
producing BHC only. 

Three small saccharin manufacturing plants. 
2 Location: 

The refinery and the agricultural plant are located 
at Kaohsiung. Most of these small plants are scattered 
in  the  southern  part — Kaohsiung-Tainan   area. 

3 Products produced: 
Alkyl benzene 
DDT 
BHC 
Saccharin 

4 Installed capacity and 1963 production: 
Installed capacity : 

Alkyl benzene : 2,500 tons per year. 
DDT: 250 tons per year. 
BHC: 1,500 tons per year. 
Saccharin: 100,000 lbs per year. 

1943 productioa: 
Alkyreeeasae  Start operati©« early 1944. 
DDT:  120 lea*. 
BMC   330 SOM. 
Saeeheria: 33,080 lbs approximately. 

3 Domestic consumption   All the products am eea- 
mmed ìJOHM^èIBIIM 

4 Exports NOM. 

7 Destination of exports. 

8 Employment in the industry 
Alkyl  beasene   plant   Operated  and Maintained 

by the rennery employees. 
DDT        \ 
BMC: Not reporte*. 
Saecharia: j 

9 Ownership: 
Alkyl benzene unit   Government-owaed. 
Agricultural chemical plant: Goveraawat-ewaed. 
Four small BHC plants   Private. 
Saccharin plants   Private. 

10 Origin of technology: 
Alkyl benzene: Universal Oil Products Coauaay, 

U.S.A. ^^ 
Agricultural chemicals: Not reported. 
BHC: Self-developed. 
Saccharin: Self-developed 

11 Origin of investment: 
Alkyl benzene: 

Equipment: SUS 215,000 
Construction and other:  JUS 45,000 in local 

currency 
BHC and DDT plants: Not reported. 
Saccharin: Not reported. 

12 Raw materials: 
Alkyl benzene: Benzene and tetramcr. 
BHC and DDT: Benzene. 
Saccharin: Toluene. 

13 Domestic prices of feedstock and output. 
Feedstocks : 

Benzene: $NT 6.00/litre or ¿US 56.5/USgallon. 
Toluene: JNT 6.00/litre or ¿US 56.5/US gallon. 

Products prices: 
Alkyl benzene: $NT 9.00/kg equivalent to $US 

0.225/kg. 
DDT: JNT 44/kg equivalent to JUS 1.10/kg. 
BHC: $NT 10.60/kg equivalent to $US0.265/kg. 
Saccharin: JNT 80/lb. equivalent to JUS 2.00/lb. 

14 Plans for 1965 and 1970: 
Expansion and modernization projects are contem- 

plated. 

15 Total capital investment: Not reported. 
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é. THl  BEGINNING  OF   THE   PITIOCHEMICAL   INDLST1Y   IN   COLOMBIA 

c^^Ä^rÄ1 AND
 
norYUÍtt AND •- •»• 

W«ri. GmiemCttmm, Prm^émmt,  Impm C»Um%kimmm dm PrntrUmmm (Ee.^irmi), CwimmUm 

As a petroleum-producing country, Colombia hai 
traditionally been self-sufficient Its current daily output 
average» 160,000 barrel», of which one half i» refined 
locally and the balance exported. There are two major 
refineries and three small topping plants, sufficient to 
cover the demand for fuels and lubricants, except for 
certain specialities. 

Historically, Colombia's major source of foreign 
exchange ha» been the exportation of coffee. In the 
aftermath of the sharp decline in the price level of this 
commodity since 1954, the development of the country 
has been sharply curtailed, owing to dwindling foreign 
exchange »variabilities for the importation of machinery 
and equipment needed for rapid industrialization. 

Apart from coffee and petroleum, Colombia lacks 
virtually any exportable commodity, barring some minor 
items such as textiles, bananas and cement. In the light 
of continued low price level» for coffee, the authorities 
responsible for economic planning have resolved to seek 
exportable product» derived from petroleum, in other 
words petrochemicals. 

The initial steps for the development of a petrochemical 
industry in Colombia date back to 1952, when different 
government entities and private interests set up the Indus- 
tria Colombiana de Fertilizantes, S.A., to manufacture 
ammonia, urea and mixed fertilizers. Hampered by 
various difficulties, above all under-capitalization and 
lack of financing, this plant did not reach the production 
stage until ten years later, in 1962. The company currently 
produces fifty tons of ammonia per day, converted into 
ammonium nitrate and urea. 

In 1959 the International Petroleum Company (Inter- 
col), an affiliate of the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, 
approached the Colombian Government for permission 
to build a 300-ton-a-day ammonia plant and an eighty- 
ton-a-day nitric acid plant at its Cartagena refinery. 
Upon receiving such permission, Intercol joined with 
foreign and Colombian investors to form the Abocol 
Company for the purpose of producing urea, ammonium 
nitrate and other mixed fertilizers requiring imported 
phosphorus and potassium. 

In 1961, Ecopetrol (Empresa Colombiana de Petróleos) 
resolved to expand the capcity of its Barrancabcrmeja 
Refinery from 45.000 to 70.000 barrels a day, and at the 
same time took under consideration the possibility of 
adding petrochemical plants to the complex. 
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It was Fcopetrol's view that its initial production 
should be limited to so-called " building blocks " or raw 
materials for the petrochemical industry and that it 
should encourage the establishment of industries devoted 
to further processing of such raw materials 

Current expansion plans for the refinery contemplate 
an annual capacity of 35 million lbs of high-purity ethy- 
lene, including 14 million tons from the reforming of 
gases from the existing cracking plant and the one to be 
constructed as part of the expansion programme. The 
remaining 21 million lbs a year will be obtained by 
cracking ethane produced at the refinery Plans also call 
for the production of 22 million I bs of propylene reformed 
from refinery gases. 

For the utilization of these raw materials, a studv was 
conducted to determine the marketing potential of diffe- 
rent semi-finished products obtained therefrom. This led 
to the conclusion that there was sufficient potential in 
Colombia to warrant a 10,000-ton polyethylene plant by 
1966 and that preparatory projects for the construction 
of such a plant should be initiated. To this end, different 
foreign companies of recognized capability in the field 
of polyethylene production were invited to submit 
proposals on a possible joint venture with bcopetrol in 
the implementation of this project. Eleven foreign com- 
panies responded to the invitation, but only four presented 
proposals of sufficient interest to warrant further consi- 
deration. Ultimately, after considerable study and analysis, 
the proposal advanced by the Dow Chetnical Company 
was found to be the most favourable both to Ecopetrol 
and to the Colombian economy in general. The agreement 
with Dow stipulated a fifty-fifty capital investment by 
Dow and Ecopetrol in a proposed plant for the production 
of low-density polyethylene by the Agfo process. 

The main provisions of the Dow-Ecopetrol contract 
are as follows : 
1. Ecopetrol and Dow will form a new company, each 

contributing 50 per cent of its capital. The Ecopetrol 
share will be contributed in cash, whereas the Dow 
investment will be partly cash and partly know-how. 

2. The polymerization plant will utilize Agfo know-how 
and the finished plant will employ the Dow process. 
The new company will pay Dow a percentage royalty 
on the sales of both plants for the use of its know-how. 

3. The plant will be operated by Ecopetrol with Dow 
personnel acting in a consulting capacity. 
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7. THI PITIOCHEMICAL INDUSTIY IN CCUADOI 

Gmim H. .taf» arfar C, Nmtimmml Cmmm*t$$mm mm Pimmming mnd Ermmmmir Cm-mrtHnrntimm, Eemmêmr 

!   Mm SURVCY or m DCVILOPMBNT  AND  MUSRNT 

POflTION Or INDUSTRY IN ECUADOR 

An examination of some of the feature« of the growth 
oí industry in Ecuador will give an «tea of the country's 
prevent industrial situation and help to explain why the 
development of its petrochemical .ndustry has been slow 
In 1961 the slure of the manufacturing industries in the 
total gross domestic product was 15.4 per cent. This 
proportion declined throughout the period 1950-1%I, 
A fact which is responsible for the lack of growth of the 
industrial sector of the Ecuadorian economy. 

There is a remarkable contrast between the proportion 
of the country's imports and exports represented by 
manufactures. Whereas imports of manufactures accoun- 
ted for 94.3 per cent of total imports in 1961, manufac- 
tures constituted oily ft 2 per cent of all exports. 

ManiTicturing industry in Ecuador is divided into 
two maj r sectors: industrial manufacture.1 which is 
particulaily dynamic; and craftwork and home industry, 
which is the less dynamic sector. The latter accounts 
for a huge proportion (89.2 per cent) of persons employed 
m manufacture, but its share of the product (44.2 per 
cent) is less than that of industrial manufacture. There 
is d great difference in t!.e productivity of the two sectors. 

The structure of industrial production shows a 
market preponderance of industries producing consumer 
goods (especially non-durable consumer goods) and a 
correspondingly limited development of industries pro- 
ducing intermediate and capital goods. Ecuador is 
following the typical pattern which has occurred in all 
countries in the first stages of industrialization. 

The average annual rate of growth of Ecuador's 
manufacturing industry during the period 1950-1961 
was 5.1 per cent. The industrialization procese, i.e. 
the relationship between the growth of industry and the 
economy as a whole gave a ratio of 0.9 for the period 
1950-1961, which is fairly low when compared with the 
ratios achieved by other Latin American countries. 

2. THE PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM AND ITS DERIVATIVA 

There are four companies in Ecuador engaged in 
petroleum production. They are, in order of size: 

Anglo-Ecuâdorian Oil Fields Ltd, 

Tennessee del Ecuador SA 
Carolina Oil Co. 
Petropolis Oil Co   SA 

Of these companies, the first two also have petroleum 
refining plants with a current refining capacity adequate 
to supply the domestic market. The only producing area 
at present is at Puntilla de Santa Elena in the province 
of Guayas. In many parts of Ecuador's territory, both 
in the coastal and in the eastern areas, prospecting and 
exploitation concessions have been granted, the Putumavo 
area on the Colombian frontier being the one which c Tcrs 
the best prospects for the future. In fact, drilling opera- 
tions carried out at Puerto Asls on the Colombian side 
have shown good results as regards both the si/e of the 
deposits and their quality 

As shown in table I, prior to I95X Ecuador exported 
substantial quantities of crude petroleum owing to the 
limited capacity of its refineries. Since 1959 the country 
has become an importer of crude petroleum because' 
of the decline in production and the installation of a new re- 
finery which enables all the petroleum requined to be refined 
locally and provides a large proportion of the most 
common derivatives. Nevertheless, some special deriva- 
tives, such as lubricating oils and asphalts, have still 
had to be imported in increasing amounts as the figures 
in table I indicate. 

Ecuadorian petroleum is of the naphthenic type and 
does not therefore yield the derivatives which are associa- 
ted with petroleums of the paraffinic type. 

As can be seen from the table 2, natural gas from petro- 
leum wells is used in Ecuador for ihe production of 

TAILE I. IMPORTS OF SPECIAL DERIVATIVFS 
(in kilogrammes) 

1 Induttivi manufacture is considered to include Industrie« 
employing seven or more persons and lavina an enaual production 
VailtmA  at  mAauK *t»_   1 OA AAA  r 

valued at more than 180,000 wen*. 

r«r Lutrlcalliu Mh AipMllt aite Its 

1954  5,9g6,457 
1955  5,319,007 
1936  .  .            4,184,302 10,894,802 

584,136 
1958  .  .            4,631,337 2,990,315 
1939  .  .            3,104,438 8,713,160 
1960  .  .            3,383,837 2,337.427 
1961  .  .            5,558,223 395,964 
1962  .  .            5.301,748 1,993,817 
1963  .  .            6,536,972 9,043,354 

•owes : Anuario de Comercio Extorter. 
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easolene. but a certain amount of the gas is pumped back 
into the wells and some of the gas which is not used is 
burnt. It has not been possible to obtain from the com- 
ivnies engaged in petroleum operations even an approxi- 
mate estimate of the quantity of gas available for possible 
applications in the petrochemical industry. 

The figures for derivatives of nationally produced 
petrolem.i m table 2 show an over-all steady increase, 
consistent with the general growth of the Ecuadorian 
economy. 

One point to which attention should be drawn is that, 
from 1959 onwards, gasolene has been divided into two 
types of different octane-rating: 63-octane commercial 
gasolene and 80-octane special gasolene. 

The new refinery opened by Ai:glo-Ecuadorian in 1959 
has made available, in addition to the higher-octane 
special gasokne, a further range of derivatives which are 
listed in table 2. 

Although there are four firms producing crude petro- 
leum and two of them have refineries, it can be said that 
Anglo-Ecuadorian Oil Fields, because of its large produc- 
tion capacity and economic strength, exercises monopoly 
control over the interests producing petroleum and its 
derivatives in Ecuador. 

3. THE  MARKET  FOR  PETROCHEMICAL 
PRODUCTS IN ECUADOR 

With the exception of the petroleum derivatives indus- 
try, the country has no real petrochemical industry, in the 

sense of an industry producing intermediati- pood* for 
the manufacture of a large range of lina! products, or 
of a producer of materials absorbed by other sectors. 
It is only in recent vais that (he industry, including the 
production and consumption of intermediate goods, 
has developed rapidly and some of the products used 
are still of imported origin. 

Ecuador must be considered. noM and for some years 
to come, as a market consuming intermediate petroche- 
mical products. Tables 3 and 4 below give details of its 
consumption, which during the years listed consisted 
exclusively of imported petrochemical products. 

The main demand for intermediate petrochemical 
products is fot paraffin waxes, phenolic plastic materials 
and artificial resins. The most important of the products 
consumed by other sectors are nitrogenous and compound 
fertilizers. 

Two items listed in the table which have shown a 
marked increase in the last year are carbon black and 
synthetic rubber, both raw materials for the tire industry; 
in fact, the first tire factory in Ecuador started operations 
in that year (1963). 

A consumption sector which deserves special mention 
is that of plastic materials used in the manufacture of 
polyethylene bags for packaging. Since Ecuador is the 
largest exporter of bananas in the world and needs 
polyethylene bags to pack rhe products for export, it 
requires exceptionally large amounts of polyethylene in 
powder, flake and granulated form. In 1962 the demand 
for this raw material was 1,516 tons, which was not 

1956 
1937 
1938 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

TABLE 3. ECUADOR'S IMPORTS OF THE MAIN PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

(In kilogrammes) 

lohte!, 
xylol 
tie. 

60,11« 
102.951 
130,171 
93,320 

122,090 
64,671 
17,655 
64,233 

Fetrolatnm    Paratia wax      Ammonia 

37,764 
41,994 
111,037 
54.037 
87,464 
77,392 
90.942 

107,177 

2,721,609 
3,074,457 
2,884,203 
2,153.743 
3,180,146 
2,993,3»!« 
3,562,174 
3,971,885 

14,174 
37,3% 
15.700 
17,631 
20,460 
11,732 
24,156 
39,751 

bnune, 
tie. 

2,944 
2.130 

19,117 
1,589 

69,776 
62,519 

125,569 
17,696 

Aliphatic Halotenaiett 
kya>ocerbeni 

9,066 
11,728 
9,129 

23.264 
15,521 
15,985 
20,39; 
25,612 

336 
2,031,965 
1,353,416 
1,674,583 

539 

¡,243 
492 
851 

7,178 
15,344 

522 
15,299 

Phenolic 
pituite 

materiati 

462,804 
613,918 
244,082 
170,08k 
281,184 
390,901 
317,025 

50      129,432       1,572,744 

111,396 
190 "939 
113 707 
2U"030 
17010 
33.401 
17,210 
7,129 

Synthetic 

59.302 
127,841 
233,287 
269,436 
374 431 
406,122 
469,002 
369,490 

Í956 . . 
1957 . . 
1958 . . 
1959 . . 
1960. . 
1961 
1962 . . 
1963 . . 

Carbon 
Mack 

9.03I 
3,363 

12,651 
11464 
14,111 
17,714 
26,153 

459,92« 

Detenerne 

TABLE 3 (continued) 

221.713 
173,220 
233,115 
243,930 
170,770 
141,779 
114,126 
96,919 

Lubricami 

68,990 
116,639 
177.044 
141.920 
214.M» 
247.741 
297,173 

372,241 
354,119 
439,219 
MM24 
mjm 
398,291 
410,707 
524,480 

Stmret : Armarlo* et Comnet» Exterior. 
' Not dmrmlned, line* they an meht*%4 uMbr l 

MHWMI 
fmtturi tertMeert 

Synthetic Spalmane Synthetic 
Mr« 

2,148,727 
3.624.042 
3,396,336 
3,907,241 
4,836,614 
4,391,665 
3,714,899 
5,947.387 

5.536.407 
8,602,133 
8,104,112 
7,190,580 

10,480.128 
8,340.931 
6,405.111 

10,441,115 361,437 
213.727 
239,622 

> BWHHIH of wHulo— predaci». 
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TAILE 4. I M POUTS OF rrraortiFMiCAL PRODUCTS in 1962 

Tarif (juaiulty 
ikllotrammrti 

ron •<•*» 

205 ¿i Ren7ol, ti.luol, xylol, etc  87,655 
206 b Aviation spirit, hexane, etc  1,313,885 
206 e Lubricating oils  5,301,748 
207 Petrolatum  90,942 
208 Paraffin wax  3,562,174 
211 Asphalt mixtures and emulsions  69,90« 
217 e Ammonia  24,856 
217 h Propane, butane and similar products  .   . 125,569 
271 Aliphatic ketones (acetone)  20.397 
272 b Urea  539 
274 a Halogenated hydrocarbons  15,299 
279 Phenolic plastic materials  517,025 
280 Plastic materials in powder form   .... 17,210 
285 b Synthetic resins  469,002 
303 Tjirbon black  26,855 
321 detergents  114,126 
322 Sulphoricinates, sulpholeatcs, etc  297,875 
323 Lubricants containing oils  410,707 
343 Nitrogenous fertilizers  3,714,899 
346 Compound fertilizers  6,405,111 
369 b Synthetic rubber  _ 
462 b Synthetic yarns  285,727 
465 b Synthetic staple fibres  322,338 
466 b Artificial silk waste  468 

204,069 
1,423.404 

19,490,388 
359,736 

7,601,051 
285,738 
198.365 
238,655 
88,126 
23,519 

106,102 
4,506,187 

237.942 
4,674,734 

112,111 
1,032,31« 
2.487,637 
1,972,227 
5,015,050 

10,616,460 

16,391,354 
2,985,219 

5,224 

306,715 
1,596,640 

24.053,019 
442,643 

9.182,099 
360,441 
289,333 
341,927 
132,211 
26,293 

143,179 
5,176,247 

269,444 
5.401,612 

153,101 
1,293,552 
3,106,019 
2,400.354 
6,089,800 

12,429,221 

17,634,663 
3,379,816 

7,585 

SOURCE : Anuario de Comercio Exterior. 

included in the country's imports because it was subject 
to the "draw-back" system. Plastic bag manufacturing 
plants are already operating in Ecuador and are meeting 
the demand for the product. 

4.   MAIN  OBSTACLES  TO  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF   THE 
PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN ECUADOR 

(a) The small size oj the market jor petrochemical products 
in Ecuador, as compared with the relatively large 
plant capacity required Jor economic production 

The market has been described in the previous section; 
it is still, for almost all the products, a small one. Only 
the demand for polyethylene reaches a significant level, 
owing to the demand for polyethylene bags used for 
banana exports and to the production of other everyday 
plastic articles. Although this market might justify the 
establishment of a plant to produce this raw material 
locally, th-'re are other obstacles to its establishment ; 
these are described below. 

(b) Uncertainty as regards natural resources and raw 
materials Jor the industry 

Economic associations such as the Latin American 
Free Trade Association (LAFTA) might provide the 
answer to the market problem but uncertainty as to the 
extent of the available resources of petroleum and natural 
gas and poor future prospects in this field make it most 
inadvisable  to  plan   petrochemical   projects  for  the 

country. This problem is closely related to the one next 
described. 

(c) The private monopoly in the Ecuadorian petroleum in- 
dustry and dejects in the legislation governing its 
operations 

Petroleum in Ecuador is in the hands of a virtual 
private monopoly which handles the production, refining 
and marketing of the product in accordance with its 
commercial interests and fluctuations in world production 
and on the world market. Major difficulties in petroleum 
exploitation in the only area in the country in which 
prospecting and extraction are carried on are reflected 
in higher production costs, with the result that the 
company operating in Ecuador, which is a subsidiary of 
an international company, is showing less interest in 
operatimi» in Ecuador than in other areas where they 
are less difficult. Since 1959, Ecuador has been importing 
petroleum for its refinery in ever-increasing quantities 
and these imports now constitute a fairly substantial 
item in the country's balance of trade. 

Moreover, there are certain omissions and defects in 
the legislation governing mining operations in the 
country as regards the system of petroleum concessions, 
prospecting and extraction, and the owr ership of the 
by-products  of petroleum  production  (.natural Has). 

(d) The newness of the industry and its new, difficult 
and changing technology 

The petrochemical industry and its technology are 
relatively new everywhere, and particularly in the less 
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developed countries, whose low level of industrialization 
is a further serious obstacle to the development of this 
industry. 

Moreover, owing to the intensive scientific research 
being carried out in the field of petroleum chemistry, 
which is continually expanding, new products and pro- 
cesse-, are constantly replacing the old, all of which 
constitutes a severe threat to the equipment of countries 
which have no (acuities for keeping in step with research. 

(e) The ma/or capital needs of the petrochemical 
industry 

In addition lo necessitating large-scale operation and 
involving new, difficult technology, this industry requires 
.1 heavy outlay of capital, which it is very difficult for 
the less developed countries to provide, unless the State 
participates in the execution of projects and arranges for 
regular international loans. 

5. PROSPECTS ANH OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

Owing to the lack of a mineral survey which would 
show whether there was sufficient raw material avaihble 
to justify the planning and operation of petrochemical 
plants, the prospects for development in this field in 
Ecuador are somewhat uncertain and of a short-term 
nature. 

Moreover, the present market for most petrochemical 
products in Ecuador is rather small, and it would there- 
fore be necessary to grant compensatory market conces- 
sions in respect of certain products in order to enable 
each country within a region to plan petrochemical 
projects of a sufficiently higli technical and economic level 
to satisfy the wider market of a group of countries in the 
region. 

The market for petrochemical products in Ecuador 
has nevertheless grown considerably in recent years as a 
result of the establishment of several plants which produce 
articles using these products as raw materials. The 
following is a partial listing of existing plants which use 
petrochemical products: 

Type of produci Mnmbtr 
of firmi 

Synthetic woven fabrics 1  6 
Synthetic knitted fabrics  J 
Rubber tyres and tubes  1 
Detergents  1 
(Paratiin) wax candle»  9 
Paints and varnishes  4 
Plastic sheathing for wire  1 
Gramophone records      2 
Polyethylene bags, Meet and pipes  7 
Plastic footwear       3 
Plastic tableware and toys  2 
Plastic bottles and containers  2 

The most important of the projects now being planned 
under the General Development Plan are concerned 
with' fishing nets (nylon), detergents, nitrogenous and 
compound fertilizers, production of insecticides, plastic 
sneathing for wire, plastic radio cabinets, buckets, etc., 
plastic fasteners and buttons, and vinyl 'ilea. The existing 
plants and the new projects to be implemented within 

the next few years will bring about a rapid growth in the 
consumption   of intermediate  petrochemical   products. 

The very wide range of plastic products which are 
now used as excellent substitutes for traditional products 
made of wood, rubber, glas,, paper, leather and even 
iron make this a sector with good prospects for future 
development involving increased use of plastic raw 
materials for various applications which will depend on 
the nature of the linai product. 

As a result of the rapid rate of growth >f the inter- 
mediate petrochemical product industry due in turn to 
the equally rapid growth of the industries producing the- 
rmal products these industries represent a truly 
dynamic sector of ovci-all industrial development. 
Because of this fact, it is absolutely essential for a country 
like Ecuador to plan these activities in such a way as to 
avoid wasting resources and to determine the most 
suitable policy to be followed in this very new industrial 
field. 

A number of projects have been planned which take 
into account all these points and the country's develop- 
ment prospects; details of these projects are given below. 

6. DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS INVOLVING PETROCHEMICALS 

The main features of the most important petrochemical 
projects planned by  Ecuador are summarized  below. 

(a) Fertilizers 

The firm of Fertilizantes Ecuatorianos S.A. (Fertisa) 
is setting up a plant for the production of nitrogenous 
and compound fertilizers. This plant will go into opera- 
tion in 1965. 

The plan is for the plant to begin production in three 
stages: it will begin by mixing, granulating and packing 
the fertilizers; after a year, it will start production of 
sulphuric acid and sulphate of ammonia and, in the third 
stage, when there is sufficient demand, it will produce 
ammonia. 

Working on a twenty-four-hour basis, 300 days a year, 
the production capacity of the plant will be 180,000 tons. 
The capacity of the sulphuric acid plant which it is 
planned to install will be 100 tons a day. 

The total capital cost of the plant, for the first two 
stages, will be 44 million sucres, of which 35 million will 
be required for fixed assets. It is estimated that the con- 
cern will provide employment for ninety-four persons. 

Since the economy of Ecuador is based essentially on 
agriculture, this project is of undeniable importance and 
is therefore regarded as a fundamental requirement for 
the economic development of the country. 

(b) Detergents 

A company, Sindet Productos Químicos S.A., has 
al'.eady been formed and may begin integrated production 
in 1966. The plans call for ut production of sulphuric 
acid, lulphonates and detergent, for industrial and domes- 
tic use, the maximum production capacity for these 
products being, respectively, 1,980, 550 and 3,000 metric 
tost. 
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The total  capila!   CON!   of the   .oncein   amounts  to offrr the best assurance of obtaining good results  such 
106 million sucres      8.4  million for lixed assets anri as the Putumayo area or the Puyo area in the eastern 
2.2 million tor working cap-.tal. region, in which the Shell Company has already carried 

The project w;'s considered essential to the economic out   prospecting, 
development of the country for the following reasons. (,-) The revision or amendment of the present Mining 
among others: the vivmg of foreign exchange through and Petroleum Act, wh¡ch is somewhat out of date  to 
import substitution, the use of national resources, the make the sector more dynamic and promote its develop- 
employment provided (forty-four persons) and ihe diver- ment. Two aspects require special attention- the question 
sification ol nidus:,v. of gradua| reVersion to the State, within a reasonable 

(c) Polyvinyl Maride period,  of areas  fc  which   mining concessions  have 
„              .         ,                 ,        ,    .        „ becn canted, if the proposed prospecting and exploi- 
One project   involving  actual  production  of  petro- tation have not been carried out; and the question of the 
lenmn'CH rraW,o?Q,e"a,,o7n   P'ùyVlnu       0nde- Plam-  ÍS ownershiP of n«,ural ?as discovered during petroleum planned for 1969 or 1970, when the country's mineral production - an aspect which is of the greatest impor- 
survey work w,|| have becn completed. tance in the development of the petrochemical in'Sy 

There ,s a sizeable market for this intermed.ate p.oduct, «/) Expansion of the market with a view to planning 

Zlv^lL^ H          ?¡      ,   ,nana C,XPOr,S
í 
and ,the Petroch~" P'ants of e,onomic size. Economic associa 

fairly substant.al demand for plastic products for other tions, such as the Latin American Free Trade Association 
usls, (LAFTA), or market division, specialization or compensa- 

The minimum economic capacity for this type of plant lion, are some of the means which are being adopted and 
is 5 million lbs per year and the country would therefore which are essential in the case of the production of petro- 
providc a market adequate to permit the launching and chemical products. Iriey are necessary because of the 
operation of this project with a safety margin for variy- considerable amount of capital required and the large 
tions in consumption. technical   production   capacities   and   competition   of 

The project would be conditional on the availability countries wiih higher levels of industrialization. 
of sufficient stocks of natural gas and on its proving, on (e) The trainin? of skilled technical workers for the 
analysis, to be suitable for use in the proposed plant, petroleum and petrochemical industries is an extremely 
The estimated total capital cost of the project is $5 million important aspect of any programmes which may be 
and a staff of at least sixty persons will probably be developed in the future and should be given adequate 
re<luired- support, in order that the highly specialized staff which 

•hese industries need may be available as early as possible. 
7.   MEASURES   WHICH   WOULD  ENCOURAGE THE   DEVELOP- 

MENT OP THE PETROCHEMICAL .NDUSTRY ,N   ECUADOR 8. CUSTOMS CHARGES ON THE IMPORT OF PETROCHEMtCAL 

A study of the problems and obstacles facing the petro- PRODUCTS 
chemical industry  in   Ecuador revêtis precisely what XK  r n    •     • 
measures and policies the country should adopt in order .ZT follow'n« ,s a ««nnury of current customs charges 
to encourage  the   development  of its petFochemical °n thC imp°rt of P^hem.cal products: 
industry. The most important of these are the following: CUSTOMS DUTIES 

(a) Determination of the available resources of petro- Specific per kilogramme net or jross, as applicable (see 
leum and natural gas, by means of a mineral survey of table 5)                                                -PP"t«ic tsee 
those areas in the coastal and eastern regions of the Ad valorem on FOB value (see table 5) 
country which are already known to offer good prospects 
for petroleum production. It will also be necessary to CONSIJ

LAR FEES 
carry out or review the results of analyses of the crude 10 1/2 per cent on FOB value 
petroleum and gas available in the country in order to be r, 
able to plan any project in this fiel GIíNMAL ADDITIONAL DUTIES 

Other types of raw materials which could, in certain ì P" cent on FOB va,u* 
circumstances, be used to produce intermediate products ^ 1/2 pc«- cent on CIF value 
that  might  replace   or   compete  with petrochemical SIECIAL ADDITIONAL mm« 
products must also be taken into account. In the case of *           ADDrriONAL DUTIES 

Ecuador there are other products, such as ethyl acohol per cent on CIF va,ue for l00«** in list I "> table 5 
and castor oil, from which plastic raw materials to lt peT ceM on CIF va,ue for í00«1» in L>»t H in table 5 

ÍSiOM PSSSniral   Pr0dUCtS  C0Uld  *   0btaÍned   b* O««  DUTIES AND CHAJtO» 

TirSltion of monopoly in the petroleum "£*¡¡L£SO2Ä ^^ **' ^ $142'5 **' 
industry through establishment of a national petroleum V            * •*                                 tmmt 
company to carry out prospecting, and engage in exploi- (* 
tation and utilization of resources in the national interest „   *«,.                                                          0m" 
rather than on a commercial basis and on tlfc basis of    F¡•VTZVJ^.'         ft01 

condition« in the world petroleum market The national    ÍZ«»SS»        î% 
concern should commence operations in those areas which FromtttolKdayt [ '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.]       Jn 
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Table 5 shows in detail the customs duties applicable 
to the various petrochemical products, the import lists 

in which they are classified and the advance deposits 
required for each product. 

TABLE 5. CUSTOMS DUTIES, IMPORT LISTS AND ADVANCE DEPOSITS POR IMPORTS 
OF PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

TêHT 
Customs aule) 

SptcitU 
pet kUp 

205a 

206 bl 

206 b 2 
206 a 2 
207 
201 

211 

217 e 

217 h 

271 

272 b 

274 al 

274 a 2 

274 a 3 
279 a 

279 b 
279 c 

2Wa 

2Mb 

2*0c 
2Mb 
303 

321 

322 

323 

343 

34« 

349 b 

4«3bl 
4*2 b 2 
4Mb 
4Mb 

Hydrocarbon oils and their consti- 
tuants P.K.O. (per Wo gross) . .  .        0.35 

Aviation spirit P.K.O        0.40 
Others (hexane, etc.) P.K.G        0.50 
Lubricating oils P.K.G        0.20 
Petrolatum P.K.G         l.OO 
Paraffin wax P.K.G        0.40 
Asphalt mixtures and emulsions P. 

KO        o.» 
Anhydrous ammonia (ammonia gas). 
Propane, butane and similar products 
Aliphatic ketones (acetones and 

others)        0.25 
Una containing over 46 per cent of 

nitrottn        Free 
Nitrobenzene,   nitrotoluene,  mono- 

chlorobenaene        0.30 
Dichloro-diphenyl-trichioroethaae 

(D.D.T.)        0.05 
Other haloganaUxi hydrocarbons . .       0.30 
Plastic materials in bulk, in lumps or 

in powder form        0.05 
Plastic materials in blocks or bars .  .       0.15 
Polyethylene and plastics In laminated 

form        0.05 
nantie materials for dental applica- 

tions          3.00 
Plastic  materials   for  gramophone 

«•***        a» 
Other plastic materials         1.00 
Coumarone retina and artificial resins       0.40 
Carbon black and other mineral and 

vegetable carbons        0.05 

Washing preparations, whether or not 
containing soap        5.50 

Sulphoridnatee, sulphokates, sulphc- 
resiaatet        0.50 

Lubricants, produced 60m oik and 
•a*        0.50 

Mineral or chemical fartfliasrs, aitrc- 
«•noua        Fra« 

Miterai or chemical fertilhwrs, com- 
pound            Free 

•jrathetic rubber (neoprene, buna sad 
tkààtti        2M 

SyathetkyanM,saioo(h        1J0 
Treated yam (tenturiasd)  
SyntiMtJe Hove«            |j 

Ad viloram 
pn tent 

10 

10 

10 

1 
3 

I 

10 

5 
10 
10 

1 

20 

5 

10 

10 

2 
10 

2 
M 

list 

11 
10 1 
10 II 
10 11 

10 II 
20 1 
10 II 

I 
II 
I 

II 

I 

I 

I 

I 

II 

1 

u 
I 
I 

per cent 
m cir 

30 
15 
SO 

15 
30 
30 

•0 

13 

SO 

13 

15 

15 

IS 
IS 

15 
IS 

IS 

30 

IS 
30 
15 

15 

SO 

IS 

IS 

IS 

IS 

30 
IS 
so 
IS 
IS 



TAKE 6. Introni« or HTHOCHSMICAL raooucrs IN 1963 

Item 

205 a 
206b 
206c 
207 
201 
211 
217 e 
217 h 
271 
272* 
274« 
279 
2W 
285 b 
303 
321 
322 
323 
343 
346 
369 b 
462b 
463 b 
466 h 

Product 

Hydrocarbon oils and their constituents   . 64,233 
Aviation spirit, hexane, etc  25,602,732 
Lubricating oils  6,336,972 
Petrolatum  107,877 
Paraffin wax  3,971,883 
Aipnalt mixtures and emulsions  94,308 
Ammonia  39,731 
Propane, butane and similar products  .   . 17,696 
Aliphatic ketones (acetone)  25,612 
Urea  50 
Halogenated hydrocarbons  129,432 
Phenolic plastic materials  1,572,744 
Plastic materials in powder form   .... 7,129 
Synthetic resins  569,490 
Carbon black  439,926 
Detergents  96,919 
Sulphoricinetes, sulphotentcs  399,44* 
Lubricants containing oil  524,410 
Nitrogenous fertilizers  5,967,517 
Compound fertilizers  10/441,115 
Synthetic rubber  361,457 
Synthetic yarns  219,622 
Synthetic tops and fibres  91,905 
Synthetic fibre waste  9 

roBtélm CUntm 
imam) (mur—) 

178,402 231,93« 
23,266,964 28,293,123 
23,118,469 27.540.i92 

394,751 510,364 
8,437,385 10,197,442 

303,829 391,553 
226,035 389.478 
177,185 261,672 
112,696 161,632 

1,760 2,117 
1,052,627 1,326,996 

14,204,098 16,104,746 
127,901 145,613 

5,257,755 6,117.695 
1,700,338 2,254,4« 

838,476 1,003,803 
2,993,935 3,644,000 
2,512,851 2,939,827 
6,764,8*8 8,390,120 

16.466JM 19,380,792 
3,156,657 3,554,950 

16,103,892 17.309.17S 
3,639,608 3,924,779 

270 372 

Siirc* : Amerio at Cammini» Ex frier. 



8.   THE  PETROCHEMICAL   INDUSTRY  IN  INDIA 

Rmnjit Rai BmU, Ministry of PetroUum and ChemicaU,  India 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The petrochemical industry in India is still in its infancy. 
The existing organic chemical industry is of non-petro- 
leum origin and is based on traditional raw materials 
lilte alcohol from molasses, acetylene from calcium carbide 
and aromatica from coal. An idea of its historical develop- 
ment can be had from the consumption of the major 
source materials given in table 1. 

During the years 1930-60, only a small quantity of 
alcohol was used as feedstock in the chemical industry. 
At present, alcohol industry provides raw materi.il for 
the manufacture of styrene-butadiene rubber, butyl 
alcohol, DDT, polyethylene, polystyrene, acetic acid 
and related chemicals. Acetylene from carbide serves as 
raw material 'or PVC. Benzene from coal is used for 
BHC, DDT, styrene and dye-intermediates. 

The first ever use of petroleum for the chemical industry 
was in 1963, when two fertilise plants started producing 
ammonia from naphtha. 

This situation has been largely due to the non-avail- 
ability of petroleum raw materials. Although the refining 
capacity in India »oday is about 9.5 million tons, the 
availability of refinery gases is limited owing to the limited 
cracking oi coking capacity. Natural gas—mainly associa- 
ted — has been discovered recently and cannot be exploi- 
ted before the oil is produced and refined. The important 
petroleum raw material that has recently become available 
is naphtha. It is expected that in the coming years it 

will be available in large quantities to serve as raw material 
for the petrochemical industry. 

With the possibilities of sufficient and suitable raw 
materials in view and in order to meet the growing needs 
of various chemicals, a Petrochemical Committee under 
the Chairmanship of Dr. G. P. Kane drew up, in 1961, a 
ten-year plan for the development of petrochemical 
industry in India. This was fo:>. wed by a detailed study 
prepared by the Institut Français du Pétrole at the request 
ot the Oil and Natural Gas Commission of India. The 
report of the Institut Français du Pétrole, which was 
submitted in early 1963, included economic feasibility 
studies for the various manufacturing units recommended 
to be included in the different petrochemical complexes. 
Later, the Planning Commission appointed a Planning 
Group for Petrochemicals to review the targets and 
programme of manufacture of various petrochemicals 
in the light of the latest thinking and developments. The 
Planning Group submitted its recommendations to the 
Government in March 1964. 

In the meanwhile, steps were taken to license a number 
of units to be built around two nahptha steam crackers 
in Bombay. These units are expected to go into production 
in 1966-67 and, for the first time, petroleum-based 
polyethylene, polyvinyl acetate, ethylene oxide and 
derived chemicals, PVC, iso-propyl alcohol and related 
solvents, butadiene, benzene, phenol, plasticizers, capro- 
lactam and nylon will be brought into the market as 
forerunners of a massive programme for the develop- 
ment of petrochemical industry in India. 
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2.  ECONOMIC AND arum CONSIDI»ATIONS POX na 
DBVELOmENT OP PflntOCHBWCAI. INDUSTRY 

The petrochemical industry has hs influence in every 
sector of a nation's economy, and has, therefore, to 
develop alongside other bask industries. The Indian 
economy, which has registered a remarkable growth 
during the last fifteen years, has established many new 
demands for industrial, producer and consumer goods. 
It has become increasingly apparent that when there are 
shortages of materfcis like cotton, wool, rubber, steel, 
twn-ferrous metals, and oils and fats, for the import of 
which butta already spends annually abevt $400 million, 
the most économie way to meet the rising demands and 
SMtain or enhance the industrial and economic growth 
rates it to provide a sound, integrated pstxooheaiicel 
indsutry that can make available plastici, fibres, rubbers, 
detergents and other materials at reasonable and 
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titive prices«. Indias population of about 450 million 
people is an index of the potential market. Already, the 
import bill for petrochemical materials is becoming 
substantial. But it is estimated that if the petrochemical 
industry is not built up in India to replace a part of the 
traditional materials by newer ones, the yearly import 
bill for petrochemicals, excluding fertilizers, may amount 
to $250 million to 300 million in 1970-71. 

The programme recommended for implementation 
by the Planning Group for Petrochemicals envisages an 
investment of about $900 million during the next six to 
seven years, including about $400 million for the process- 
ing and fabrication industries but excluding fertilizers. 
This appears to be a formidable sum but it h realized that 
India will pay a really high price if it abdicates a position 
in an entire industrial field or curtails its development 
plans. Some of the serious implications are: 
Retarded over-all industrial development owing to absence 

of production ana paucity of industrial and producer 
goods. 

Retarded scientific development. India is already lagging 
behind in respect of process know-how, design and 
engineering, and fabrication of equipment. 

Dependence on foreigners. 
Inability to produce specially to meet India's own needs. 
Heavy disadvantages in all future export trade since 

plastics, fibres, etc. are needed in virtually all industries 
from textiles to automobiles. 

3. INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES IN FAVOUR OF PETROCHEMICAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

As large-scale production of petrochemicals in inte- 
grated complexes is still to emerge, various fiscal measures 
to help the development of petrochemical industries 
have yet to be devised. Regarding duties and taxes which 
have an important bearing on the consumer price, it has 
been suggested that, as in the case of oil refineries, a 
petrochemical complex should be considered as a single 
bonded warehouse and the duty should be payable only 
on the finished marketable products. At present, in the 
chemical industry there are many instances where duty 
is payable on the basic raw materials while the finished 
products are also subject to a levy. The double duty 
thus becomes multiple in nature and places a heavy 
strain on the cost structure. 

According to the present policy of protection, Govern- 
ment have taken appropriate measures to ensure that, 
wherever necessary, strategic industrial sectors in the 
process of development are protected from compétition 
from foreign products and receive such other assistane* 
at may be required for a quick consolidation of their 
position. Tariff protection has bet i granted in many 
cases. Government now imposes strict control over items 
for which indigenous manufacturing capacities exist. 

Regarding import anú export policy, the keynote is 
the maximum saving or earning of foreign exchange. 
Imports are strictly governed by considerations of essen- 
tial aeeds and production potential of the indigenous 
industry. To increase exports, many incentives have bam 
offered, such as: 

(a) Import of additional raw materials or machinery 
against  export  earnings; 

(b) Concession on inland freight rates and customs 
and excise duty; 

(c) Tax concession on export earnings. 
The Export Promotion Councils set up jointly by Govern- 
ment, industry and trade are doing useful work. 

Government have taken a number of steps to promote 
investment in the chemical industry. They have estab- 
lished financing institutions like Industrial Finance 
Corporation of India and. Industrial Credit and Invest- 
ment Corporation of India which extend credit facilities, 
and also the Investment Centre which provides guidance 
to foreign concerns interested in investment in India 
or Indians seeking foreign collaboration. In addition. 
Government now provide varir >s incentives for invest- 
ment. For example : 

(a) Profits of a new industrial undertaking are exempt 
from tax up to 6 per cent of the capital employed for 
a period of five years; dividends declared by such under- 
taking out of the exempted profits are also exempt from 
tax; 

(6) In addition to depreciation allowances, develop- 
ment rebate equal to 20 per cent of the cost of plant and 
machinery is allowed as a reduction from the taxable 
income in the year of installation ; 

(c) Interest on loans obtained from approved foreign 
institutions for import of capital equipment or raw 
materials is also exempted from tax; 

(d) The royalties received from an Indian concern by 
a foreign company are charged to tax at a concessional 
rate of 50 per cent against 63 per cent in the case of 
other income; 

(?) Technicians of foreign nationality taking up 
employment in India are exempted from tax on their 
remuneration for a period approved by the Government; 

(/) The value of periodical home-leave \ usages provi- 
ded to employees of foreign nationality is excluded from 
their taxable income; 

(g) Agreements for avoidance of double taxation 
exist with a number of countries to ensure that the 
benefit of tax concessions is actually retained by the 
foreign investor; 

(A) Once foreign capital is admitted into the country 
no discrimination is made between Indian and foreign 
capital; 

(/) Government provide full facilities for remittance 
of profits and no restrictions are placed on the withdrawal 
of foreign capital investments; 

(J) As a rule, the major interest in ownership and 
effective control of an undertaking should remain in ] 
Indian hands; there is, however, no rigid or doctrinaire 
insistence on this rule as Government do not object to 
foreign capital having control of a concern if it is found 
to be in the national interest. 

The usual forms of foreign financial participation in 
India are equity capital and long-term loans. Technical 
collaboration against payment of fees or royalties is also 
permitted. 
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4. SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES FO* PKTROCHSM.CAL .NDUSTRV America. This company »expected tocontnbute substan- 
,.„....            , tially t0 the execution of the petroleum  and petro- 
(a) Speaaltzed research mstitutes chemical projects. The Council of Scientific and Industrial 

India has still to go a long way in research and tech- Research «".established a Central Designs and Engineer- 
nological development.  It has a number of research '"*        '          ' t0 begln Wlth' has started working on 
laboratories and institutes connected directly or indirectly S°mC inorSanic chemical projects. A couple of engineer- 
with the chemical industry. But they have not developed ÎÎÎ* comPanics; have also been registered in the private 
10 a stage where they can provide substantial assistance ,•'' \ly        work '" collabora«'<>n with major inter- 
in respect of process and design know-how in the face nauonal "rms 

of   the   sophisticated   technology   already   developed t • . c   • 
abroad.  The  industrialization   in the  past years  has ' k1ulPmen'     manufacturing facilities 
been made possible by the help of imported technology The existing capacities for the construction of plant and 
and equipment. Intensive efforts are, however, being made equipment are insufficient and will have to be augmented 
tr) develop indigenous processes and technology for the many times if the projects under planning have to depend 
production of items for which the demand is expected upon local facilities. At present, most of the equipment 
to increase very rapidly.   In   this  connexion,   special required for the oil refining and chemical industries has 
mention may be made of the network of about thirty to be imported, which involves a heavy drain on India's 
national laboratories under the Council of Scientific foreign exchange resources. Steps are, however, being 
and   Industrial   Research, through  which laboratories taken to increase the existing capacities, enlarge the scope 
like the National Chemical Laboratory, Poona, Central of manufacture  and   establish   new  units    FACT 
Fuel  Research  Institute, Jealgora,  Regional Research Alwaye, is expected to set up a manufacturing shop in the' 
Laboratory,   Hyderabad, and  the Indian Institute of near future. 

•?,Umi, Dehr1 DU?' are d'£Ctly connected *ith »he To give an idea of the existing facilities in India it may 
organic  chemical   industry    The   recently  established be mentioned that special equipment pumps con ores* 
SfS Homïï! and the.f

ChemT] Techn
f
0'0gy D^rt' *>"' va,v". ¡"Juments and'ex'pSn-prS^^uipment 

fie.3 of JKCTTS sT.rk a
y„da Aä rful Tí 

in *« are made to a minor extent-Reactors ^ o) vS held or plastics. The Silk and Art Silk Research AMOCM- type« of materials are fabricated, but wall thickness is 
non, Bombay has «tatted workmg on synthetic fibre«, limited. Stainless steel and other klloy sT^ luve to i 

Kam institute or Technology, Delhi, are alto engaged in very satisfactory. Small diameter nines «» maH<. h« » 
development work in chemical technology. The needfs to coSpk of taU^dtaí^pTltom Hnché? to 
concentrate on specific probten« peculiar to India or 20 inches, are made by the RoïrketaSÄnt Norma" 
of a recumng nature, and to conduct the development construction materials are avallaci iüe coun^Td 
work as a pilot plant on a tem.-commerci.l «cale. there are well-qualified firms producing^Sctoï 

The Indian Institute of Petroleum, Dehra Dun, has lt m*y be emphasised that the situation is improving and 
been recently established to undertake research and deve- facilities are being added aii the time, 
lopment work on the processing and utilization of crude 
petroleum and natural ga« and on problems in the field of <  cTiTI,, nt TUK „,,,„,„„ , ,„„.„ 
petrochemicals. Thi. Institute also undertake, project $ °F THE BXUT'N° CHEM,CAL ,NDUSTKY 

evaluation studies and market survey« in the petroleum It ha« been stated earlier that the existing organic 
and petrochemical industries. chemical industry is mainly bated on non-petroleum 

sources. Some industries, however, have been recently 
(b) Engineering organizations established which use imported petrochemical feedstock 

Dj      .u.j-                   t . . such " "»ethanol for formaldehyde, caprolactam for 
Based on the Indian experience, it has been estimated nylon. The capacities in respect of the important existing 

that the cost of engineering and construction forms on the chemicals and intermediates are given below   Some 
average about 20 per cent of the total project cost. On the details are presented in annex I to the paper 
basis of $500 million total investment in petrochemical _^__.                           c— 
projects during the next si» to seven years, complete *""*'"mmr"m"                      ^ZZL» 
dependence on foreign engineering and construction Nitrote»ou«fertfltan                320,000 
would   mena   a   foreign   exchange   expenditure   of nutlet- 
$100 million. **-!„*».                                                      _ wHjwuiyltB»  7J0O 

India hat to far relied almost entirely on foreign engt- *VC              «¿on 
neering and construction. Although this situation may Nyrtyra»           ¿ooo 
continue for some time, efforts are being made to create nmA »namUs«»* \ 
local facilities. The Fertilizer Corporation of India, Ur" fc""1*1'*   '          WP 

Fertilizer * Chemkalt (Travancore) Ltd, the Delhi Synthetic »rat: 
Cloth Mills Chemical Work«, and the National Rayon Nylo«                       , m 
Corporation have been developing local design, pkat t,,^.., -¿J,-,. 
construction and coamittaacy services. Oovernmaat an ^^~ »»—•• 
contemplatint ietti«« up an engineering comoaay in iSl'iiiim Y          •          ***** 
collaboration with Beehrt Corporati», United ftatas of '••"«•••           ljm 
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Pesticides: 
1HC  7,200 
DDT  2,100 
ED»  100 
EDC  400 

Carbon black  10,000 
Acetic acid  11,000 
Butanol  1,300 
Fornwldehyde  13,200 
Acetone  1,600 
Ethyl »kohol  170,000 
Benxene  26,000 

Io addition to the above, the following capacities 
bated on non-petroleum sources are under construction: 

Tm§ têt mmm 

Polystyrène  17,000 
PVC  10,000 
Benzene  28,000 
Phenol         7,000 
Alcohol  90,000 

A stage has been reached when it is neither possible nor 
desirable to plan any further production of chemicals 
from traditional raw materials. First, their availability is 
limited, and secondly, except for alcohol, the price of which 
is quite low — of the order of $80 per ton — the price of 
other raw materials is considerably higher. To give ¡in 
example, the price of coal-based benzene is about $120 per 
ton, ex-works. The selling price of calcium carbide is 
$190 per ton. 

With the expansion of the refining industry in the 
country the fertilizer and organic chemical industry can 
now look forward to petroleum sources for raw materials. 
The availability of natural gas is limited and the gases 
available from the refineries are insignificant. Hence, the 
petrochemical industry would be based mainly on naphtha 
as is the case in Japan and Western Europa. The motor 
gasolene consumption in India being low, as in other 
developing countries, the increasing refining capacity 
required mainly for the middle distillates, results in 
surplus naphtha available for other uses. Recent estimates 
have shown that whereas the refining capacity in India 
may increase from 16. S million tons per annum in 1966 
to 28 to 29 million tons ptr annum in 1971, the surplus 
naphtha, after meeting motor gasolene demand may 
increase from about 1.7 million tons in 1966 to about 
3.0 million tons in 1971. The price of naphtha in India 
is expected to be of the order of $16-17 per ton. 

6. FUTURE DEMAND POSI msuraenucAU 

The consumption of petrochemicals in lads» ha« not 
reached a level where it can be said to he sensitiv« to 
any parameter for future projection. The growth of 
consumption in the past has been retarded to an appreci- 
able extent by various faeton such as km volume pro- 
duction, restricted imports, high prices and «Junta» of 
conversion and manufacturing fccilities. The revised 
estimates of demand during the Fourth Five Year Ram 
(1966-71) prepared by the Planning Group for Petro- 

chemical» assume that the future growth «nil be unfet- 
tered and that deliberate Gov -rnment policy would help 
speedier market penetration of new, superior and more 
economic materials. The targets fixed for the various 
petrochemical industries are as follows: 

Nitrogenous fertilizers  2^00,000 

Plastic*: 
Polyethylene  119,000 
PVC  1104*» 
Polystyrène  3OJ0M 
Phenol formaldehyde  lt,OM 
Urea formaldehyde  23,0» 

Synthetic rubbers: 
SBR, Polybuttdiene, Butyl etc  

Synthetic detergents: 
DD»  

Pesticides- 
BHC  20,000 
DDT  2OO00 
EDC  9,300 

Carbon black  60,000 
Butano!  16\000 
Methanol  60,000 
Formaldehyde  77,0» 
Pnthalic anhydride  23,000 
Ethyl alcohol  313,0» 
•ensene  1744m 
Phenol (eacludinscaprolacunuM).  10,0» 

With the continuing growth of demand for chemicals 
over the next few years, petrocheraicslt will take the 
lead and it is estimated that by 1970-71, over 80 per cent 
of the total production would be derived from petroleum 
raw materials. 

7. Fnmum ntoncrs 

The trat unit for the rnanufacrve of ammonia from 
naphtha by Texaco process has gone into production hi 
Alwayc, Kerala. The plant is based on 30,000 tons of 
naphtha transported from Bombay. Another small 
ammonia plant at Madras use» 9,000 tons ptr annum 
of naphtha from the Viang Refinery. 

The following fertilizer plante based on petroktsn 
feedstocks are under construction: 

Vfaag . . 
Oarakanw 

Naphtha 

Ott of a 
l.SaUBMta« 
MMIMI 

COfBclMatM Of 
Of SOSM «Ùm 

capstóry of 2.2 milite« tows, 
unexpected io » 

•*s^€klwr»1D.71.Thi 
it isKsruHng the 
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india have received an offer from an American consortium 
tu establish five fertilizer plants with a total capacity of 
I million tons of nitrogen. The scheme proposed by 
ihc consortium will help the country to cover a major 
part of the new capacity to be established for fértil ¿ers 
hy   1970-71. 

8.  PCTRÍJCHEMICAL MOJECTS UNDER IMFLÜMKNTATION 

The fir« two petrochemical complexes under construc- 
tion in Bombay, where refining capacity of over 6 million 
tons exists already, are expected to start production in 
l°66. The schemrs are: 

(i) 60,000-ton naphtha cracker complex by Union 
Carbide (India) Ltd. Ethylene capacity, 18,000 ton 
per annum. 

(¡i) .nS.OOO-ton naphtha cracker complex by National 
Organic Chenuc.il Industrie» Ltd. in collaboration 
wit.i Shell and Hoescht. Ethylene capacity is 
60,000 tons per  anni n 

The product-mix of these complexes is given in annex II 
to this paper. The total investment in the complexes is 
of the order of $100 million. 

The phenol-acetone project of Herdilias at Bombay 
will purchase propylene from one of the Bombay crackers. 
Herdilia Chemicals Ltd. are seeking collaboration from 
Distillers «ad Hercule« Powde* Co. and propose to make 
diacetone alcohol, phthalic anhydride and phthalates, 
apart from phenol and acetone. The estimated invest- 
ment is about $23   million. 

9.  PtTROCMKMfCAL   PROJKTS  tNDC*   PIANNIMO 

In order to achieve the targets of the Fourth Five 
Year Plun (1966-71), another four petrochemical com- 
plexes have been recommended by the Planning Group 
for Petrochemicals. They arc to be located at Koyali 
(Gujarat), Barauav Haldia and m South India Two 
refineries, 3 million-ton capacity each, are under construc- 
tion at Barauni and Koyali by the Government of 
India and are expected to achieve full capacity in 1966. 
Two more refineries, with 2.3 to 3 million-ton capacity 
each are being planned at Madras and Haldia; the new 
refiaenes arc scheduled to go 6a stream by 1967 and 
1961, respectively. The petrochemical compiane« have 
beta phased according to the schedule of new refining 
capacities and the availability of large quantities of 
naphtha. The Oil and Natural Gas Commission, a 
Government-owned body, has already initiated action on 
the Koyali complex and it at present carrying on negotia- 
tions with interested foreign collaborator». 

The petrochemical programme hen will start with the 
extraction of aromatice from the catalytic reformat« of 

•the refinery in 1X7. The aromatics recovered will form 
base-stocks for tike manufacture of caeremetam, nylon, 
styrenc and DMT. The aromatics extraction will he 
followed by a naphtha cracker wkh NM0B,eOtVtea 
ethylene capacity, for manufacturing ead-pradmsa like 
polMaylene, viayl acetate, PVC, polyitvfee», acryte- 
mtrik. DOB, tjatadJaaa and heaw». ITMÍJ-" " 
are taw acmg carried out to inende ma amwafaatare af 

butyl rubber and poly-butadiene in the complex I he 
naphtha cracker complex is scheduled to ¡m into opeia'u.n 
by 196». The Koy.-ili complex will lv- followed by in.- 
South India and nW.iuni complexes in IW>9 ( her South 
India complex IH likely to be nantit un rihylene-acelvlrne 
production from naphthj Baram» *ill have aromati. 
extraction. I>M Í acrvlomtrile and butadiene n.anufai 
ture ihr romplex at Haldia. planned tor N70 is again 
based on a naphtha cracker complex «uh iOO.000- on 
ethylene capacity I ht product-nm .if ihese complexes 
is summarised in annex III ¡o this papet 

10   CON« I i I>IN<,  OBSIHVUIONS 

The growth rates which India is trying to achieve 

in the major petrochemical s*.toi, duiing the next six to 
seven years are indicated in tank 2 b. low 

Txsii l ESTIMATED mi»n m MAH* PFDUM H*MH AI ser-mas 

Plastics.        .   . 
Synthetic tiHrat 
Synthetic rubbers 

Y„, 4HMM4  growl* 
ratt   IV7tt n 

ItWJ-M 
/<AW-iW       /örtl-ftA     ¡v?t) '/ J?, l0fm 

lo.ouo   w.oon  140.1100       47 
Nil     1,000   m.<m       77 5 
Nil    10,000  KIO.OIIO       27 

The additional investment, excluding that already com- 
mitted for the Bombay complexes, and foi which re* urces 
have to be found during the period l%7 7| is the 
order of $500 million This does not include the .vest 
ment on fertilizers, which may be another ItfXf million 
and also on the conversion and fabrication facilities 
estimalid to be of the order of f Wt-401) million 

These targets art by no means ambitious if one considers 
that a big country like indm w trying to achieve m l<*7| 
what sorr of the European countries and Japan have 
already achieved. Although the impact on Indian economy 
of a mature and sound* petrochemical industry willS* 
sigtufirant in terms of per capita consumption, the 
achievement will he relatively small Nevertheless, 
coatidtrmg India's limitations scarcity of foreign 
exchange, lack   of design and engineering know-how 
tr»ine<   n*r«nnm>l    muri/rima i'nnivimv   .pH "f^i'tim!!" 

non-existent end-use lesearch, limited facilities for 
fahrisation of plants and equipment and of conversion 
of petrochemicals rito finished goods ta* task of 
«catering the projected schemes is by ne -iraas eaey 
It reauirti an all-round effort to «ttraet foreign invest 
meat tad know-how. to create facilities for maauweturmg, 
engmeeriag. converno« and marketing m good time and 
ia advance of pleats fomg iato proauetkm Government 
have already taken etepa « many oirrctions, fer exempte 
tht lastitut Praaaaa du témele aas been entrusted <wttÈ 
a eetttttd study raaardMtg .h* creanea of aHam%e*ar»ng 
fsMtmss for the ead-product wéustry, eagmnerma 
fmÊHm an hem« creased, attive ceaeeoratiea et* major 
iaterainonal petrochemical eompaasss w besag leagrir 
tag it is hoped tant aU the pmoeaenwal eruaeto ferine 
Few* Fh« Year ?taa w* he manata at ami, 
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PRODUCT-MIX or nmiE COMPLEXES 

I. K<mà (Qfmmt) 

l^étotk  900,610 
t/y of naphtha,  Refinery and oil-fleM gaset. 
•.«finery catalytic refornate 

Products 

(i) Aromatic» from refinery catalytic riformate „„ 
••""•  33,000 
Tata««  13,000 
Orthc-xytene  ÌOflBO 
Pkn-aytaaa  12JJ00 
Cyctohraane  21,000 
Caproinclani  15,000 
D*T  10,700 

(a) lattrmadtaue and products from naphtha 

Ethylene  10,000 
rVnpyleeii  41,000 
Mymhyiee*      do^oo 
Vtayl chloride  31000 

VtoylacattH  |0J00 
  23,009 
  1M00 

Du*<^ *•"•»  is mo 
  13,000 

DfcyciopaMadiaaa  i JQO 

(ni) Product, front adMd, alny aid cnoker 

Mr 
  »,000 

2. South India ,/„ y 

Feedstock  100,000 
Produci s 

irr     • 
Acatylsne  30,000 
Vinyl chloride  (4,000 
Polyvinyl chloride  xifiOO 
Methanol  40000 
Formaldehyde      40,000 

3. Barami (Eut Imita) 

Feedstock  Refinery 
MraairaanJ gates 

Products 

••"''«•  23,000 
Ortnoxylene  11,000 
Pan-xyleae  9000 
Butndkne  25/300 
Acrylonitrile      10,000 
Cydohejiaae  25,000 
Caprotaetam  is'ooo 

4. Hoidh, (Emi India) »» « 

Feodtock  400,000 

i'w 
  110/100 
  ««,000 
  12JOO0 

Polyethylene  53/300 

E*•0!;  "•«» EPT rubber  
Ethylene oxide  
PBlwrewlene  13.000 
Idtatfcjrl ethyl ketone  i0|000 
  7.000 
  23,000 

, • t) * w.ir  '•        (-..., .{tj^f  y » 
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9.   DEVELOPMENT OF PETROLEUM-BASED ORGANIC CHEMICALS IN INDIA 

HarUh C. Bijawmt, Union Carbide India Limited, Indim 

The Indian organic chemical industry is of fairly recent 
origin. Making a hesitant start during the Second World 
War with limited production of coal-based aromatics 
and fermentation alcohol, it diversified in the fifties to 
include acetic acid, acetic anhydride, carbon bisulphide, 
benzene hexachloride, DDT and polyethylene. However, 
marked growth commenced only during the second 
Five Year Plan (1956-61). During the decade 1950 to 
1960 this sector recorded a rise in output from 1,000 tons 
to 194,000 tons and in value from $200,000 to $15 million. 
The present decade promises to be a period of still higher 
growth in the wake of rising per capita income and the 
burgeoning demands of an expanding economy (table I). 
The most notable feature of this progress will be the 
establishment of a petrochemical industry. 

TABLE I. GROWTH OF THB OKOANIC CHEMICALS SBCTOK 

P»W*KrtM Vémt ofowtmt 
(iktmmii urn) (mm*, tl 

"»«inning Fir« Han (1950-31 ) .  . •   .                1 0.2 
End First Plan (1953-56)    .   .   .  . .   .             6 2.1 
End Second Plan (1960-61).  .   .  . .  .           194 14.9 
End Third Plan (1965-66) »... .  .          617 161.0 
End Fourth Plan (1970-71) » .  .        1,307 344.0 

• Estimated. 

SHIFT FROM CONVENTIONAL 
TO PETROLEUM RAW MATERIALS 

Production of organic chemicals in India has hitherto 
been based exclusively on conventional raw materials, 
namely, fermentation alcohol, coal-based aromatics, and 
calcium carbide derived acetylene. These raw materials 
were readily available and specially suited to the needs 
of a low-volume market. The motivation was production 
first, price second. There were also distinct economic 
advantages involved in recourse to these sources. For 
example, the utilization of large surpluses of fermentation 
alcohol remained an intractable problem till it was used 
for the manufacture of chemicals. Alcohol had the addi- 
tional advantage of ready convertibility into either 
ethylene or acetaldehyde without the problem of by- 
products and co-products such as propylene, butènes 
and butadiene which attend the production of ethylene 
from petroleum sources, and for which little demand 
existed at the time. 

Fermentation alcohol and acetylene are now in short 
supply. In the case of alcohol, the start-up of a SBR 
plant has created shortages which have resulted in 
available supplies being rationed among consuming units. 
Import of alcohol is contemplated to prevent serious 
disruption in output of organic chemicals and plastics. 
Future prospects are not promising, as availability of 
fermentation alcohol is linked to uncertain and fluctuating 
output of refined sugar. Agricultural growth has been 
notably slow and this sector will be unable to cope with 
the raw material demands of the surging chemical 
industry. A deficit of about 80,000 tons of alcohol can 
be foreseen by 1970-71 unless certain existing alcohol 
applications, such as production of butadiene, can be 
switched to alternative sources. Aside from considerations 
of shortage, the growing sophistication of the domestic 
market calls for a wider and increasingly complex range 
of chemicals which do not lend themselves to economic 
production  from fermentation   alcohol. 

The availability of by-product benzene and naphthalene 
from coal carbonization is placed at 53,000 and 
12,000tons, respectively, by 1971. The proposed establish- 
ment of new consuming units which will boost benzene 
requirements to 174,000 tons during the Fourth Plan 
already presages a shortage despite the envisaged expan- 
sion of steel capacity. 

The ex-plant price of alcohol in India, which is still 
about the lowest in the world, has recently risen to 
4.5 ¿/lb and the trend is upward. Coke-oven benzene at 
6.8 *yib and calcium carbide based acetylene are inordin- 
ately high priced. High prices of indigenously manufactured 
commodities are a characteristic of the Indian economy 
but, if usage and demand for synthetic fibres, detergents 
and rubber, drugs, plastics and other consumer goods 
is to accelerate appreciably, these must become available 
at prices which place them within a much wider reach 
than at present. In other words, the philosophy of high 
turnover at low margins must be introduced into the 
Indian chemical industry. Low raw material prices have 
an important bearing in this context. The production cost 
of ethylene from alcohol is approximately three to four 
times the cost of producing ethylene even from a modest- 
sized naphtha cracker. Likewise, acetylene recovered 
from naphtha cracking operations is likely to be con- 
siderably cheaper than acetylene generated from calcium 
carbide. It has been evident from these factors that, in 
India as in advanced countries, future growth of organic 
chemicals must be linked to petrochemical feedstocks. 
The Indian chemical industry, by shifting from conven- 
tional to petroleum feedstocks,  is following the 
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evolutionary   route   as   its   counterparts   have  done 
elsewhere. 

Of the available petrochemical feedstocks, namely 
naphtha, natural gas and refinery gas, the use of naphtha 
«ill predominate. In this respect, India' will differ from 
I'niiod Slates practice where natural gas is the prime 
source of petrochemicals, and will follow the trend in 
J.ip.in where petrochemicals are almost wholly naplitha- 
h.iscd and Western Fiurope where over 80 per cent of 
petrochemicals originate from this source. 

Refinery capacity is expected to be 17 million tons 
by 1965-66 and .30 million tons by 1970-71, while cor- 
responding naphtha production is estimated at around 
3 million and 5 million tons. The Indian gasolene demand 
being small in relation to fuel oil and ke >sene require- 
ments, substantial naphtha surpluses are generated. A 
recent estimate places naphtha availability in the range 
of 1.3 million tons in 1966 rising to 1.8 million tons by 
1971, after meeting priority requirements for fertilizers 
and the internal and export gasolene demand. A' against 
this, naphtha usage for petrochemicals by 1971 will 
be around 1.3 million tons. 

The principal source of organic chemicals in the years 
ahead will be ethylene, propylene and benzene derived 
from naphtha cracking, aromatics recovered from 
catalytic reformates, butadiene from naphtha crackers, 
and butane-butenes from naphtha crackers and refinery 
gas. Good operating economies Will be contingent on 
the profitable utilization of all naphtha cracker streams. 

INDIA'*
-

, VJED FOR PüTROCHBMICALS 

India does not yet have a petrochemicals industry but 
is on the threshold of large developments in this sector, 
(iuidelines for development have been suggested in 
three reports made to Government within the last two 
yci'rs. The Kane Committee report issued in 1962 was 
followed by the Henney Report submitted by the Institut 
Français du Pétrole. The latest is a report prepared in 
March i964 by the Planning Group for Petrochemicals. 
These reports highlight the fact that over the next twenty 
years or so, non-petrochemical sources will be unable to 
meet even 20 per cent of the requirements of the Indian che- 
mical industry. This is not surprising if it is remembered 
that in the United States more than 50 per cent of the che- 
mical process industries depend on the output of the petro- 
chemicals segment. Similarly in Japan, where petroche- 
micals currently account for only 12 per cent of total 
chemical output, the proportion is expected to rise to 
over 50 per cent by 1970. The need for petrochemicals 
is even more pressing in terms of foreign exchange savings. 
I he Henney Report has estimated that in the absence of 
a petrochemical industry, India's import bill for petro- 
chemicals will total about $110 million by 1966 and 
reach the alarming figure of $ 300 million by 1971. 

Import substitution is extremely important in a deve- 
loping economy which is short of capital resources and 
foreign exchange and has great resistance to change and 
innovation. In advanced countries, petrochemicals and 
derived end-products have made notable progress by 
displacing or supplementing traditional  materials in 

many applications. Striking examples are the growing 
use of plastics in the field of construction, replacing steel, 
aluminium and other metals, synthetic fibres in place of 
cotton and wool, and synthetic detergents in the place of 
soap. Steel, cotton, wool and oils and fats for soap making 
are in short supply in India. Imports of these commodities 
aggregate $ 340 million annually, broken down as fol- 
lows: steel, $190 million; cotton, $ 100 million: wool, 
$ 30 million; raw materials for soap, $20 million. Des- 
pite this heavy drain on foreign exchange little headway 
has been made so far in introducing substitutes. Domestic 
production of pctrolcum-ba.,ed organic chemicals is 
expected to give impetus to large-scale substitution in 
these areas and to promote foreign exchange earnings 
by enhancing the exportability and appeal of Indian 
textiles in overseas markets and extending the range of 
exportable goods. 

MAJOR I'UIROC HKMKAL i'Rojhcrs 

The first petrochemical complex planned for India 
was by Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) in 1961. 
Earlier in 1964, a second petrochemical complex was 
approved for National Organic Chemical Industries 
Ltd. (NOCIL). These two private sector petrochemical 
complexes having a combined naphtha throughput of 
285,000 tons are under construction in Bombay and are 
expected to be in operation during 1966. Ethylene capa- 
city is 18,000 tons for UCIL and 55,000 tons for NOCIL. 
It is of interest to recall apropos the UCIL cracker that 
the first four olefin centres established in Japan initially 
had an ethylene capacity comparable to UCIL's and 
expanded to 80,000 tons each in a second stage. 

Another four petrochemical centres are planned in the 
western (Koyali), eastern (Barauni and Haldia), and 
southern (Madras) regions of the country, each in asso- 
ciation with a 2-3 milliori-ton oil refinery which will 
provide naphtha and refinery gas. Koyali and Haldia 
are to have ethylene capacities of about 100,000 tons each 
with start-up in 1968 and 1970, respectively. Barauni 
will have an aromatics extraction unit, an acrylonitrile 
plant and a butadiene unit with start-up in 1967. The 
Madras complex will be based on 30,000 tons of acety- 
lene produced by partial oxidation of naphtha. Although 
start-up is planned for 1969, it will, in all likelihood, be 
operative only in the initial years of the Fifth Plan when 
further demand for petrochemicals materializes. The 
product-mix proposed for the six petrochemical complexes 
is outlined in annex I to this paper. The choice of pro- 
ducts has been conditioned by the special needs of the 
Indian economy up to the end of the Fourth Plan. It is 
this consideration that has given first priority among petro- 
chemicals to ammonia for fertilizer production. 

The concept of petrochemical centres is not new to 
India. It is the established pattern for large-scale petro- 
chemical operations in almost all industrial nations. 
Japan has nine such centres and a tenth is planned, 
Mexico has at least three, and numerous petrochemical 
centres have been established in the United States of Ame- 
rica, France, the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic 
of Oermany. The advantages of such centres are well known 
and 'nay be briefly enumerated as follows: (i) pooling of 
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common services and facilities, (ii) pooling of technical 
know-how of all the participants, (iii) rationalization 
of off-site facilities, intermediate storage, etc., (iv) utili- 
zation of by-products from basic operations for achieving 
maximum economies, (v) maximum utilization of all 
naphtha cracker streams, (v¡-) establishment -of optimum 
size units to realize economics of scale, (vii) avoiding 
pyramiding of taxes on intermediate streams, with duties 
payable only on finished products. 

The economics of petrochemical operations arc largely 
determined by the utilization pattern for ethylene. Ethy- 
lene thus serves as the bell-wether of the petrochemical 
industry in much the same way as sulphuric acid for the 
inorganic chemical industry. The present trend is towards 
increasingly large ethylene plants. The first petrochemical 
plants installed in Japan had ethylene capacities of 
20.000 tons. They were later expanded to 80,000 tons and 
are now up to 150,000 tons. The emphasis on bigness is 
most vividly illustrated by Rhone Alpes' proposed one 
million tons naphta cracker in France with an output of 
250,000 tons of ethylene and 130,000 tons of propylene. 
By these standards, the 100,000 tons ethylene plants 
proposed for Koyali and Haldia are of medium size, but 
at this stage of development, this appears to be the opti- 
mum size for India. Under-developed countries with high 
domestic prices, lack of stiff competition and high tariff 
protection can sustain smaller plants than the advanced 
countries where these conditions do not prevail. 

PROJECTED DEMAND ESTIMATES ton PETRO-BASED ORGANIC 

CHEMICALS 

Petrochemicals have achieved striking growth rates in 
many countries. In Japan, for example, which launched 
into petrochemicals as recently as 1955, the initial growth 
rate was over 50 per cent per year, but has now stabilized 
at around 30 per cent. Ambitious plans for petrochemicals 
have also been made in India. Annex II to this paper 
presents capacity targets established for the Third Plan 
for major organic chemicals and tentative estimates of 
requirements during the Fourth Plan. 

One of the major problems in formulating capacity 
targets for petrochemicals is the absence of reliable 
market figures. Projections based on past and present 

consumption levels are liable to error, inasmuch as shor- 
tages, high costs, iimitcd imports and other extraneous 
influences have deterred normal growth. The Fourth 
Plan targets for organic chemicals may give rise to over- 
capacity for a short period if demand for end-products 
docs not grow as anticipated. Recent experience has 
shown that up to a point ihis situation is less damaging 
than the small and uneconomic capacities that have been 
installed in the past due to an over-cautious market 
assessment. However, large and persistent over-capacity 
should be avoided possibly by carrying over some 
schemes into the initial years of the Fifth Plan should 
surpluses seem imminent. Over-capacity will not only 
tie up scarce capital, but, by forcing high investment 
plants to operate only partially, will scale up production 
costs. On the other hand over-supply will tend to depress 
prices ar ! thus reduce return on investment to unattrac- 
tive levels. Acetic acid is currently passing through such 
a phase in India owing to miscalculation of the market. 

The main outlets for petro-based organic chemicals 
lie in the following applications: (i) plastics and resins, 
(ii) surface coating?, (iii) drugs and pharmaceuticals, 
(iv) dyestuffs, (v) synthetic fibres, (vi) synthetic detergents 
and (vii) synthetic rubber. Demand for petrochemicals 
will be conditioned by the growth rates of these outlets. 
Table II presents past and projected production figures 
for these industrial sectors over a ten-year period to 
illustrate the demand perspective. It is noteworthy that 
synthetic fibres, synthetic detergents and synthetic rubber 
are expected to grow at an annual compound rate in the 
range of 20 to 38 per cent till ¡970-71, while the compound 
growth rate of plastics between 1960 and 1970 is a strik- 
ing 42 per cent per year. In this context, a rapidly mount- 
ing demand for basic ard intermediate organic chemicals 
can be expected. 

A problem that is likely to arise as soon as petrochemical 
plants are operating is that several organic chemicals, 
such as benzene, butanol, ethylene, styrene, vinyl acetate 
and vinyl chloride, will be produced simultaneously 
from naphtha as well as non-petrochemical feedstocks as 
shown in table III. 

Production from non-petroleum feedstocks will amount 
to about 23 per cent of total demand. Non petro-based 
capacity for various products   is  fragmented among 

TABU II. GROWTH IN nucno INDUSTRIAL uoMnm 

/««Mi Iftí-M» im-7i* 

Mastici and rail» (TOM)  10,000 74,000 
Suifceecoetìnp  53,000 140,000 
Dm» and pharmaceutical* (S million). ...           42 105 
DïwtoftCTom)  5,400 9,400 
Synthauc fibra (Tona)  NI TO.ffW) 
Synthetic detarfenta (Tom)  1J00 30400 
Synthetic rubber (TOM)  NO SO/M» 

320,000 
210,000 

16» 
13,400 
«W00 
30,000 

123,000 

42 
15 
15 
IO 
25 
U 
20 
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TABLE III. ECTIMA ITO PRODUCTION FROM NON-PETROLKUM 

FtEDSTOCKS.   1970-71 

Hcn/ene .... 
Hul.inol  
I thylene  
M ihyl hexanol . . 
Phenol  
I'hihalic anhydride. 
Sty rene  
Vinyl acetate . 
Vinyl chloride    .   . 

Total demand 

( thousand torn t 

Production from 
MHt-petroleum 

ferdalock.t 
i thousand low t 

170 54 
16 13 

280 II 
u 5 
10 7 
25 7 
58 13 
25 3 

'16 39 

713 162 

several relatively small units, while naphtha-based pro- 
duction is concentrated in a few plants of substantial 
si/e. By and large, the size and economics of the naphtha- 
based plants wiìl give them a marked competitive advan- 
tage over those using alcohol or acetylene. Expansion of 
conventional plants to economic capacities may mitigate 
this problem to some extent. 

Much of the recent slow-down in the organic chemical 
industry in India can be attributed to uncertainty regard- 
ing the respective roles of the private and public sectors 
in the petrochemical area. India lacks the foreign exchange 
and the advanced technology required to implement a 
large petrochemical programme without external assis- 
tance. It must look for these essentials to foreign private 
investors whose collaboration is being sought by Govern- 
ment as well as by indian entrepreneurs. However, the 
terms and scope of private participation and the detailed 
petrochemical manufacturing programme and time 
schedule had not been clearly defined till recently and some 
uncertainties still persist. Nevertheless, it is now fairly 
certain that, besides the two private sector petrochemical 
projects approved for Bombay, all new petrochemical 
complexes will be joint ventures of the public and private 
sectors, with the former generally holding majority 
interest. This conforms to the pattern in Mexico, where 
Pemex, the State oil monopoly, is the major partner in 
all petrochemical projects. The Government does not 
apparently intend entering the finished product business 
such as synthetic fibres and detergents and converted 
plastic products, confining its interest to basics and 
intermediates. 

The raison d'être for Government's entry into petro- 
chemicals is the same as for the oil companies' venture 
into the chemicals business. Government will be the 
largest petroleum refiner in India with control over the 
bulk of petrochemical raw materials. By converting 
naphtha or refinery gas to petrochemicals it can realise 
much higher profits than by selling the raw material 
stock. Another reason for Government's participation 
is the high capital investment required in petrochemical 
industries. Few private entrepreneurs in India can mobi- 
lize financial resources of the required magnitude. 

INVESTMENT 

The investment needs for India's petrochemical pro- 
gramme arc exceedingly large. It has been estimated that 
by 1971 a fixed investment of about $ 560 million will 
be required for basic petrochemicals, excluding ancilliary 
plants and conversion facilities. The foreign exchange 
component of this may be of the order of $ 350 million. 
Taking conversion and off-siie facilities into account, 
investment may well approach $ 1 thousand million. 
The total investment proposed in the chemicals industry 
during the I ourth Plan is $3.36 thousand million. 
Petrochemical plants and associated facilities will ac- 
count for 30 per cent of the total industry investment. 
The proportion would be considerably higher if ferti- 
lizer plants were excluded. 

It is of interest to note that by l%2. Japans investment 
in petrochemicals stood at S 600 million. India expects to 
spend almost the same amount on petrochemicals during 
the first five years of the industry as Japan did in the 
corresponding period of its petrochemical development. 
It remains to be seen if this order of investment will 
spark off the same spectacular growth in India as it has 
done in Japan. 

A breakdown of the $ 560 million investment estimate 
is provided in table IV. 

PROJECTED PRODUCTION AND USAGE OK MAJOR ?ETRO-BASED 
ORGANIC CHEMICALS 

A brief review of production plans and end usage for 
major petroleum-based organic chemicals through 1970-71 
is presented below. 

Ethylene 
Ethylene chemicals 

Naphtha cracking capacity planned for 1970-71 has 
been predicated on ethylene demand of approximately 
280,000 tons. The bulk of this ethylene will be required 
for the following plastics: polyethylene, 120,000 tons; 
polyvinyl chloride, 110,000 tons ; polystyrene, 45,000 tons ; 
vinyl acetate, 20,000 tons. Petrochemical ethylene will 
replace calcium carbide derived acetylene for future PVC 
production. Certain existing PVC plants are considering 
a switchover to ethylene to improve their economics. 
Ethylene will also be used for making vinyl acetate in 
Koyali. Much of this is to be used for polyvinyl alcohol 
fibre, the balance going into emulsion paints. 

TAILS IV. BREAKDOWN OP FIXED INVESTMENT IN PUT«¿CHEMICALS 

» 

Naphtha cndüng/aromaUcs recovery. 
Orguiiccheiuécali  
Mastics  
Synthetic rubber  

60 
205 
190 
103 
9f0 
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Ethylene oxide and derivatives 

A 12,000-ton direct oxidation ethylene oxide plant is 
being installed in the NOCIL complex which will use all 
but 4,000 tons of the pioduct captively. This is about the 
optimum economic-si/e ethylene oxide unit. The main use 
will be for conversion to ethylene glycol required for 
polyester fibre uV which a plant is under erection in 
Bombay. Further expansion of polyester fibre capacity 
is likely. [Methylene glycol produced as a co-product 
will be utilized for UDF.X extraction of aromatics. Small 
quantities of polyethylene glycols and glycol ethers will 
meet the limited domestic requirement. About 1.200 tons 
of ethanolamines will go into detergents, textile chemicals, 
and gas scrubbing. Nonionic detergents such as ethoxy- 
latcd nonyl phenols and ethylene oxide adduets of fatty 
alcohols, which require about 0.5 kg of ethylene oxide 
per kilogramme of detergent, should develop into an 
important outlet. It is proposed to instali a 20,000 ton 
ethylene oxide plant in the Haldia complex around 1970 
to serve Fifth Plan requirements. 

Propylene chemicals 
Propylene 

About 150,000 tons of propylene will be produced in 
association with 280,000 tons of ethylene from high- 
severity naphtha cracking. This will just match estimated 
Fourth Plan propylene demand of approximately 
140,000 tons. Additional propylene, if required, can be 
obtained from refinery gas in Bombay and Barauni. It is 
planned to use propylene for a wide range of chemicals. 

Polypropylene 

About 15,000 tons of polypropylene capacity has been 
proposed, of which 5,000 tons are to be for non-fibre 
uses. Several manufacturing proposals are under review 
buj when and where facilities will be installed is still 
uncertain. This application requires polymerization grade 
propylene. 

Acetone and derivatives 

Acetone capacity of 11,000 tons is included in the 
NOCIL complex via isopropanol, using propylene from 
its own cracker. Additionally, around 9,000 tons of 
acetone will result as a co-product of cumene-phenol. 
Propylene for this plant is likely to be supplied from one 
of the Bombay naphtha crackers. Main uses for acetone 
will be for a 8,000-ton methyl methacrylate facility pro- 
posed for Bombay, acetate rayon, dissolved acetylene 
and pharmaceuticals. Principal acetone derivatives to be 
made are 5,000 tons of diacetone alcohol for biake 
fluids and surface coatings and a similar quantity of 
methyl isobutyl ketone as a lacquer solvent. Further 
acetone capacity is to be installed at Haldia if required 
during the Fifth Plan. 

Phenol 

Two plants with a total capacity of 17,000 tons have 
been approved for phenol which should adequately 
cover estimated Fourth Plan demand of 12,000 tons. 
Cumene phenol will account for 15,000 tons, the balance 
coming via chloro-benzene. Plastics and resins, pesticides, 

surfactants and medicinal  preparations will comprise 
the main end-uses 

Propylene oxide and derivatives 

It is proposed to establish in Bombay, a 10,000-ton 
propylene oxide plan which is the minimum economic 
unit. The source of propylene is still undecided, although 
several alternatives exist for augmenting present pro- 
pylene capacity in Bombay. Its chief use will be in poly- 
propylene glycols required for polyurethane foams. 
However, production of toluene diisocyanatc will have 
to be planned simultaneously. Existing urethane foam 
capacity is noi fully utilized as raw materials have to be 
imported and the product is high priced. Another outlet 
is propylene glycol for polyester resins where also existing 
capati'y is partly idle. It will, however, require some time 
and considerable market development to attain full 
plant output for propylene oxide. 

Acrylonitrile 

There are to be three acrylonitrile plants with an aggre- 
gate capacity of 27,000 tons. One unit with 3,500 tons 
output is based on the acetylene-HCN process while the 
other two, to be located at Barauni and Koyali, will 
employ the Sohio/Distillers propylcne-ammonia route. 
End-uses will consist of 17,000 tons of acrylic fibre to 
serve as substitute for wool, ABS rubber, and acrylic 
esters for emulsion paints. 

Butanol 

Butanol will be made from alcohol as well as by the 
OXO process, as indicated in table 111. However, propy- 
lene-based output will be limited to the NOCIL complex 
while alcohoi-based capacity is distributed among at 
least three plants, each with a small capacity. Butanol 
and butyl acetate are among the most widely used solvents 
in India in surface coatings and also enter into the manu- 
facture of antibiotics and resins. 

2-Ethyl hexanol 

Requirements of phthalate plasticizers are placed at 
22,000 tons, principally in conjunction with PVC produc- 
tion. Largest demand will be for dioctyl phthalate. About 
8,000 tons of 2-ethyl hexanol will be made by the OXO 
process in the NOCIL complex and a small quantity will 
be alcohol-based. Co-product iso-octanol from the OXO 
process will go into DIOP plasticizers. 

Dodecyl benzene 

Both propylene and benzene being available in the 
Koyali complex, 20,000 tons of dodecyl benzene capacity 
is proposed for this location. There has been some ques- 
tion as to whether India should establish plants for dodecyl 
benzene at a time when the West is rapidly moving 
towards biodegradable detergents. Large-scale use of 
detergents and mechanised «ashing bave resulted in 
problems of foaming and stream pollution in industrially 
advanced countries. These conditions do not prevail in 
India at present. Wider markets for detergents can be 
developed only if the price is low, whereas biodegradable 
detergents are generally expensive. As the price of pro- 
pylene in India is likely to be appreciably higher than in 
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the United States or Europe this may influence the 
economics of dodecyl benzene in relation to sfaight- 
chain alkylates. If the price differential is not substantial, 
it will be worthwhile bypassing dodecyl benzene altogether 
or to base future plants on the linear paraffins. The 
Gujarat crudes are reported to be particularly suited to 
the separation of straight-chain paraffins by molecular 
sieve technology. 

Butadiene 

Petrochemical butadiene is to be used mainly for poly- 
butadiene rubber and to replace alcohol-based butadiene 
in the existing SBR plant if possible. It is to be recovered 
from the C4 streams available from the Bombay and 
Koyali crackers and also produced by the dehydrogena- 
tion of n-butane and n-butene in the C, fractions from 
naphtha cracking and in refinery gas at these locations 
and possibly in Barauni. A 25,000-ton polybutadient 
plant for Bombay has received tentative approval and 
will draw on the two naphtha crackers as well as refinery 
gases to meet its butadiene r< quirements. Besides the two 
plants referred to above and possibly an additional 
polybutadiene plant at Koyali, decisions arc still awaited 
as to the type and capacities of synthetic rubber to be 
developed in India. Over-all rubber requirements have 
been placed at 225,000 tons in 1970-71, of which 
120,000 tons will have to be synthetic rubber. A sub- 
stantial deficit therefore remains to be met with poly- 
butadiene, polyisoprene, EPT, or butyl rubbers whichever 
.. y be the final choice. 

Acetylene 

Fourth Plan acetylene demand is estimated at 
54,000 tons, of which 24,000 tons are to be generated 
from calcium carbide. Its principal uses will be for weld- 
ing and for making PVC and PV/. About 700 to 
1,000 tons of acetylene are to be recovered from the UCIL 
cracker in Bombay. Much of this will be converted to 
acetylene black for use in UCIL's dry battery manufacture. 
The Fourth Plan deficit is proposed to be covered by 
producing 30,000 tons of acetylene by partial oxidation 
of naphtha in the Madras complex. 

Aromatic chemicals 
Basic aromatics ' 

The Bombay naphtha crackers will provide about 
20,000 tons of benzene. An additional 80,000 tons may be 
available from Koyali, Barauni, and Haldia. With an 
estimated 55,000 tons of benzene coming from coal 
carbonization plants by 1971, aggregate supply will be 
155,000 tons against a projected demand of 170,000 tons. 
O-xylene and p-xylene will be recovered to the extent of 
22,000 and 17,000 tons, respectively, at Koyali and 
Barauni. The former will supplement coal-based naphtha- 
lene in producing 25,000 tons of phthalic anhydride and 
the latter is required to make 20,000 tons of dimethyl 
terephthalate at Koyali and Barauni for polyester fibre. 

Other organic chemicals 

Among other chemical« to be developed from petro- 
chemical feedstock! an 60,000 ton* of methanol and 

33,000 tons of caprolactam for nylon 6. Methanol, 
to be used mainly for 77.000 tons of formaldehyde, is to 
be produced by steam reforming of naphtha. A 30,000 tons 
methanol plant is being installed in Bombay and a second 
plant is proposed in the Madras cumplex towards the 
end of the Fourth Plan. Caprolactam capacity of 
15,000 tons via cyclohexane is to be installed at Koyali 
or Bombay. With increasing demanu, additional capacity 
of 18,000 tons is proposed for Barauni at a later stage. 

DETERMINANTS OF GROWTH 

The establishment within five to seven years of a petro- 
chemical industry which will be among the largest in 
a developing nation and of respectable size even by 
international standards is a gigantic task for a country 
like India which is short of capital. To raise sufficient 
local finance within so short a span would itself be an 
immense undertaking for private entrepreneurs, but with 
Government as a major partner, internal resources should 
not pose a problem. The real difficulty is foreign exchange. 
In a developing country the cheapest sources of foreign 
finance are govemnient-to-government credits and aid, 
but the available quantum is far short of requirements 
and subject to many political uncertainties. Furthermore, 
foreign government finance does not normally bring with 
it technological, management and marketing skills which 
are as necessary as capital. Foreign private equity invest- 
ment, although a relatively expensive way of bringing 
foreign capital into an undeveloped country, is the most 
expedient answer. It has been estimated that every dollar 
of foreign investment would call for repatriation of three 
to five dollars within ten years after start of full produc- 
tion depending on the profitability of the enterprise in 
contrast with about $ 1.60 in the case of foreign loans. 
The success of the petrochemical programme hinges on 
the ability of Government, and to a lesser degree of 
Indian private enterprise, to attract large scale private 
investment from some of the major foreign petrochemical 
companies. The attractions are many, including a vast 
potential market, high tariff barriers, liberal tax conces- 
sions, repatriation of dividends and capital gains, and 
above all, political stability. It augers well for the growth 
of the petrochemical sector that Government has adopted 
a pragmatic approach towards foreign private collabo- 
ration in petrochemicals. While still committed to the 
policy of a dominant public sector, Government has 
demonstrated willingness to encourage private investment 
on realistic terms. Union Carbide Corporation and Shell 
International are partners in Indian petrochemical 
complexes ai.d several other international companies are 
exploring the field. 

Japan, which has relied heavily on foreign technology 
from the United States and Western Europe to establish 
petrochemicals production, provide» an interesting 
example which merits careful study in India. It has used 
know-how licensing agreements involving royalty pay- 
ments at well as foreign equity participation with signal 
success. 

The petrochemical programme is closely linked to the 
creation of new refinery capacity that is to form the 
nucleus of the planned petrochemical complexes. These 
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refineries should be installed on schedule to preclude a 
shortage of naphtha. Timing is of the utmost importance 
also in the establishment of petrochemical plants, parti- 
cularly for basic organic chemicals and intermediates. 
Delays in implementation produce a chain reaction 
throughout the chemical and allied industries, creating 
raw material shortages and retarding the growth ol 
plastics, synthetic fibres, detergents, dyestuffs, drugs, 
and related segments. Many Third Plan targets are 
already threatened on this account. Petrochemicals have 
been included in a priority list of key industries recently 
published by Government. The object is to cut through 
procedural delays and facilitate speedy issue of indus- 
trial licences and other approvals to a selected group of 
industries considered basic to the national interest. 

Phasing of the various petrochemical complexes should 
be flexible to keep in step with demand. Prolonged con- 
ditions of shortage or si rplus will hinder growth. 

There is more to entering the petrochemicals business 
than installing production facilities. In a shortage-rid- 
den market such as India's, it is easy to be misled by 
the notion that if production exists, customers can always 
be found. The hazards of this philosophy have been 
exposed in the case of fertilizers, where unsold production 
has piled up in factories while agricultural productivity 
stagnated for want of soil nutrients. 

If sales of petro-bascd synthetic organic chemicals 
are to match installed capacity by 1970-71, sustained and 
intensive effort needs to be directed towards creating 
wider demand and developing new outlets for end pro- 
ducts. The traditional conservatism of the Indian con- 
sumer must be breached to promote acceptance of the 
vast array of new products which petrochemical techno- 
logy will place at his disposal in coming years. This is 
particularly true in the case of plastics, synthetic fibres, 
and detergents which are relatively new to the Indian 
market and often regarded as luxuries to be abjured in a 
poor country. In the absence of deliberate stimuli to 
accelerate growth 0f demand, the full benefits of large- 
scale petrochemical production may remain unrealised. 
Economies of scale do not accrue per se from big plants 
but by operation of these plants close to the rated capacity. 

AH this points to the importance of the marketing 
function in India's petrochemical operations including 
competent technical service to customers. The desira- 
bility of a shift from production-orientation to market- 
orientation is clearly evident. 

It would help to reduce the gap between installation 
of capacity and development of demand if market pro- 
motion for new products could be undertaken with 
imported material sufficiently in advance of production. 
For example, a beginning can be made to introduce 
acrylic, polyvinyl alcohol, and polypropylene fibres to 
the textile industry, and the newer synthetic rubbers 
to the tyre industry, in anticipation of forthcoming 
production. 

f be price of naphtha has a significant influence on the 
cost of petrochemicals. For example, the cost of ethylene 
rises by about $ 3.60 per ton for each dollar/ton increase 
in naphtha price. Discussions have long been in progress 
to evolve an acceptable price. The private oil companies 

have recently suggested a price ceiling of $ 16.60 per 
ton net, ex-refinery on the basis of parity with the price 
of imported Bunker C fuel oil. Inclusive of 5 per ceni 
excise duty, this works out at S 17.43 per ton. Govern- 
ment has appointed an Oil Price Working Group which 
is soon expected to recommend a fair basis for fixation 
of naphtha price. As Government will be the largest 
producer as well as the largest consumer of naphtha, il 
is expected that a reasonable price formula will be devised, 
so that petrochemical production in India can start with 
an economical base. 

Prices will play a decisive role in influencing demand 
ftr petrochemicals. Current Indian prices for organic 
chemicals and plastics are exceedingly high in relation 
to international prit s as brought out in table V. 

High prices generally reflect high production costs, 
and there are many factors that tend to inflate manufac- 
turing costs in Fndia. Perhaps the most significant of 
these U the existence of numerous plants of small size 
with , levels of output. High prices and chronic shor- 
tages of raw materials often preclude full operation at 
even these low capacities. Many plants are based on raw 
materials or processes no longer considered economical. 
Fixed investment costs in plants are generally higher in 
India than in Western countries, leading to higher depre- 
ciation charges. Utilities also are costlier. Compounding 
all this are various excise duties and levies on basic, 
intermediate as well as finished products. Much needs 
to be done to bring down manufacturing costs in India. 
Plants for petroleum-based organic chemicals, by taking 
advantage of the economies of scale and the abundant 
availability of economically priced raw materials, should 
serve to lower the prevailing high-cost structure of the 
Indian chemical industry. 

Prices must decline in coming years if domestic con- 
sumption is to grow rapidly, although it cannot be 
expected that they will reach anywhere close to interna- 
tional levels by 1970-71. Even in Japan, which already 
produces several times the volume of petrochemicals that 

TASLE ;'. PRICE COMPARISON — INDIA V* AMOAD 

Mta priée  tu   %   of etkrr MMOU 

Inali frlf 
li») 

Benzene  6.75 
Ethyl alcohol  4.43 
Naphthalene  8.51 
Acetone  18.90 
n-Buunol  48.50 
Dioctylphthalate. .  .   . 33.20 
Formaldehyde (37%).   . 11.20 
Polyethylene (low den- 

sity)   «6.50 
Polystyrene ((onerai pur- 

poie)  45.00 
PVCreain  77.00 
SBR rubber, 1500 grade . 31.60 

U.S.A. 
Itmtn- 
im) 

Fri. Ktr. 
ofGtrmmy 

fnrrtm- 
tmttl 

150 

lUtl 

200 150 
50 70 55 

260 250 230 
290 350 210 
360 340 350 
260 180   
300 275 330 

430 330 3M 

310 275 215 
4M 4»5 610 
170 iao ISO 

' Ornent domttk es-fetory price, lachuiv« of eecies daty. 
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India will attain by 1970-71, many petrochemicals are 
priced 10-35 per cent higher than in the United States. 

lor petrochemical operations, the acceptable ratio of 
sales to investment varies from 0.6 to about 1.0 depen- 
ding on the product. The average for the Japanese and 
Canadian pet ochcmical industries is around the lower 
limit, although Canada hopes to raise it close to 0.75. In 
the Indian organic chemical industry the ratio for 1963-64 
ranges from a low of about 0.36 for dyeslufts to a high 
nf 0.82 for pharmaceuticals. The Indian pctroc! emical 
industry should endeavour to attain a high sales/invest- 
ment index not so much by maintaining high prices as by 
seeking expanded sales volume. Having said this, it 
should be mentioned that in the field of petrochemicals 
Government's policy in regard to prices, taxation, duties, 
etc. should not restrict normal profitability. Petrochemi- 
cals must provide an attractive return on investment to 
justify the huge expenditure involved. 

With the advent of petrochemicals, the Indian organic 
chemical industry has made the transition from adoles- 
cence to maturity. Great expectations have been aroused 
that the petrochemical industry in India will foster 
industrial advancement and contribute to a higher 
standard of living. Unified and co-ordinated effort 
between Government and private enterprise will, no 
doubt, bring 6 bout the realization of these hopes and 
genei.     rur-reaching benefits to the Indian economy. 

PLANNED PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEXES UP TO 1970-71 

rmni 

I. UCIL Ethylene, polyethylene 
Propylene 
Butadiene 
Acetylene, acetylene black 

f'okct Pto*m.lmlx 

Benzene 
Acetic acid, n-bulanol, butyl acetate, 

ethyl acetate, 2-ethyl hexanol, 
dioctyl phthalatc » 

2. NOCIL/POLYOLEFINS    Ethylene,    polyethylene.    Polyvinyl 
chloride, polyvinyl acetate, ethylene 
oxide, ethylene glycol. 

Propylene, isopropanol, methyl iso- 
butyl ketone, acetone. 

Diacetone alcohol, butanol, 2-ethyl 
hexanol 

Butadiene 
Benzene 

3. KOYALI 

4. BARAUNI 

S. HALDIA 

6. MADRAS 

AfcOBOl-tMMd. 

Ethylene, polyethylene, polyvinyl 
chloride, vinyl acetate, polysty- 
rene 

Propylene, polypropylene, acryloni- 
trile, dodecyl benzene 

Butadiene, polybutadiene, butyl 
rubber 

Benzene, cyclohexane, caprolactum 
o-xylene 
p-xylene, dimethyl terephthalate 

Propylene, acrylonitrile 
Butadiene 
Benzene, cyclohexane, caprolactum 
o-xykne 
p-xytene 

Ethylene,    polyethylene,    ethylene 
oxide, ethanol, EPT rubber 

Propylene, polypropylene 
n-butene, methyl ethyl ketone 
Iio-butene, polybutenes 
Butadiene, polybutadiene 
Benzene 

Acetylene, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl 
chloride 

Methanol, formaldehyde 

PROJECTED PRODUCTION OP SELECTED «ASIC 
'     AND INTERMEDIATE ORGANIC CHEMICALS 

«.—. 
fmrnu eamtcut 

< *ftr**m m* 

Am m mi 

7MW 47,000 200,000 97 
42JB0O 1*0» 140400 100 
37,000 2SJOO0 120U0OO 75 
— «0,000 i3<wm> 100 

MjOOO 24,000 S4/M0 M 
SOgOOO •OjOQO 170,000 m 
IM00 4000 
— •.000 22400 MO 
— — »jam MO 

12JM0 tajeeo 15400 — 
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AM« n (contbm*d) 

ÈêMc chtmtcmli 
fntmt MNdf; Tklré firn 

mrtretri) (Urttu - IMS-M) 

fíftnt In MM 

«UK» 
(irnnu-ltn-Ti) JWO-; 0-77T 

AnS/PT crgmlc chtttUcms 

Acetic acid  24,000 
Acrylonitrile  4,000 
Aniline  3,500 
n-Butanol  16,000 
Caprolactum  5,000 
Cydohcune  — 
Dimethyl terephtnalate   .... — 
Dodecyl-benzene  — 
Ethanol  270,000 
Ethylene oxide  12,000 
2-Ethyl hsxanol  13,000 
Formaldehyde (37 per cent)   . . 13,000 
Isopropanol and derived solvents   f 

(Acetone, Diacetone Alcohol, 24,000 
Methyl iwbuty I ketone)   .  . .  [ 

MaJeic anhydride  1,300 
Methanol  33,000 
Methyl ethyl ketone  — 
Phenol  17,000 
Phthalk anhydride  13,000 
Propylene oxide  — 
Styrène   33,000 
Vinyl acetate  11,300 
Vtagrichbride  63,000 

29,000 57,000 — 
2,000 27,000 92 
4,000 9,000 100 
6,000 16,000 42 

12,000 33,000 •5 
— 32,000 100 
3,000 20,000 100 
•,000 20,000 100 

200,000 315,000 7 
3,000 15,000 100 
3.000 13,000 62 

30,000 77,000 100 

12,000 28,000 93 

2J0BO 3,300 100 
25,000 60,000 100 

— 10,000 100 
20,000 17,000 60 
13,000 25,000 72 
— 10,000 100 

33,000 51,000 43 
2,000 25,000 87 

32,000 116,000 68 

•Uta JèHèè ÉHjfyM^MÉH1^ 



10. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN IRAN 

Participant* from Iran 

I. Introductory 

1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PETROCHEMICALS IN IRAN 

The production of chemicals from petroleum hydro- 
carbons on an industrial scale commenced in the second 
decade of this century, and developed with remarkable 
rapidity during and after the Second World War. It now 
forms the largest branch of the chemical industry, the 
value of its output being far greater than that of all the 
other branches put together. The main reasons for this 
exceptional growth may be sought in recent scientific 
and technological advances; in the relative abundance 
and price stability of petroleum hydrocarbons, in the 
great possibilities for the substitution of traditional raw 
materials by petrochemicals, and in the fact that such 
raw materials are becoming rather scarce and the prices 
of petrochemicals are becoming more favourable. 

The developed countries established or expanded their 
petrochemical industries mainly during the 1950s. 
In Iran, the internal demand for petrochemical products 
during this period was too small to justify the establish- 
ment of a petrochemical industry, even if a part of its 
output could have been exported. However, there was 
an urgent need to utilize the country's abundant reserves 
of gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons, and accordingly a 
feasibility study for the manufacture of petrochemicals 
was entrusted to a well-known international company. 
Since that time, a number of technical and economic 
feasibility surveys have been carried out, both by foreign 
consultants and by Iranian engineers. These have covered 
a variety of petrochemicals -r including carbon black, 
nitrogenous fertilizer and plastics — in the production of 
which the hydrocarbon gases are utilized both as raw 
material and as fuel. On the other hand, the feasibility 
of setting up industries, such as cement making, in which 
the natural gas is used as fuel only, was also investigated. 
Studies covered the feasibility of single-product manufac- 

ture, as well as the establishment of multi-product 
complexes, and were based either on supplying the home 
market or on partial or total export. All the above surveys 
were under the sponsorship of the National Iranian Oil 
Company or other Government agencies. 

Almost all of these investigations were directed towards 
certain definite objectives, with one or more factors — 
such as the type of product, the feedstock, the location 
of the plant —being fixed in advance. This naturally 
meant that û» studios wen of special and limited apeäca- 
tion. Apart from the nhroaaaswi fertilizer plant m Shkaa, 

based on natural gas from Gach Saran oilfield (details of 
which will be given in the second part of this paper) no 
other petrochemical plants have yet been built. 

In 1963, the Government appointed the Institut 
français du pétrole (IFP) with the National Iranian Oil 
Company as the executive agent to make a general survey 
of the possibilities of establishing a petrochemical 
industry in Iran. This survey was completed by the end 
of 1963, when the IFP's preliminary report and recom- 
mendations were submitted to the Government. The 
Institute lecommended that the establishment of a petro- 
chemical complex was justified for the manufacture of 
plastics, synthetic rubbers, synthetic fibres and detergents 
in quantities sufficient to satisfy internal demand in 1970; 
it also indicated the possibility of producing certain inter- 
mediate and finished products in excess of the internal 
demand, in order to export the surplus at prices not in 
excess of world export prices. 

The feasibility of several schemes was worked out in 
detail, and a number of alternatives were proposed. The 
complex that has been favourably considered would 
require an investment of about (100 million. On the 
basis of this study contacts were made with a number of 
companies engaged in petrochemical activities in order 
to investigate the terms and conditions of obtaining 
licences and technical know-how, as well as the possibilities 
of co-operating with producers of petrochemicals on a 
joint-venture basis. These contacts have had encouraging 
results, and have led to a number of proposals for the 
sale of licence rights and know-how and for the estab- 
lishment of joint ventures. In addition to the above study, 
a number of other studies have been carried out on the 
possibility of setting up industries, based on natural gas, 
for the production of liquid ammonia, elemental sulphur, 
carbon black or liquefied petroleum gases. The studies 
have clearly indicated that the above products can be 
produced at costs that would make them competitive in 
certain external markets. 

A number of Government organizations had pr» viously 
been responsible for the initiation and development of 
the petrochemical industry. Recently, however, the Natio- 
nal Iranian Oil Company was appointed by the Govern- 
ment as the agency dealing with the development of this 
industry. All existing agencies, as well as the Shiraz 
fertilizer plant, will therefore be transferred to the Natio- 
nal Iranian Oil Company, which is expected to form 
a subsidiary company to deal with its petrochemical 
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2. ECONOMIC   REASONS   FOR   ASSIGNING   PRIORITY  TO 
THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

(i) The vast size of Iran's gas and oil reserves 

Iran possesses the world's largest pro vied reserves of 
natural gas, as well as one of the world's largest reserves 
of petroleum. The magnitude of the country's gas reserves 
may be judged from the fact that in the case of a single 
field such as Agha Jari, even after all the oil has been 
produced and not taking into account the gas produced 
in association with the oil, the remaining gas in place 
would amount to some 27 - 10" standard cubic feet. 
This would yield an output of 1,000 million standard, 
cubic feet a day for a period of over seventy years. 
Much the same can be said of Iran's other oilfields — 
Gach Saran, Pazenun, Ahwaz, Bibi Hakimeh, Faris, 
Karanj, Rag-i-Safid, etc. 

The volume of gas currently flared in the southern 
oilfields of Iran is around 1,000 nillion standard cubic 
feet a day. This amount is cqu aient in heating value to 
over 160,000 barrels a day of oil it is also in excess of the 
total volume of gas at present utilized in the United States 
for the production of petrochemicals. It is therefore clear 
that there is ample scope for the utilization of this gas 
both as fuel and as raw material. The flared gas also 
contains a substantial proportion of natural gas liquids, 
which apart from their potential value as fuel are among 
the most desirable feedstocks for petrochemicals. 

In addition to this tremendous volume of excess gas, 
various streams of Abadan refinery — one of the largest 
refineries in the world — can be utilized for the manufac- 
ture of a variety of intermediate and finished petrochemi- 
cal products. 

(ii) The saving in foreign exchange 

It has been estimated that by 1967-68 the output of 
the planned petrochemical complex should replace 
imported petrochemicals costing $20 to $25 million annu- 
ally. The complex is also expected to produce, in its 
initial years of operation, products in excess of the local 
demand. These can be exported, thus bringing into the 
country additional foreign exchange. The net saving in 
foreign exchange, however, would be less than the value 
of total sales, since a portion of the total manufacturing 
cost would involve foreign exchange expenditures. 

(iii) The existence of other favourable economic jact on 

The development of the oil industry in south-west 
Iran, as well as the country's general development, hat 
led to the creation of a considerable social and economic 
infrastructure in that area. In addition, the gradual 
depletion of some of the older fields, from which oil has 
been produced over a period of more than forty years, 
makes it possible to utilize large existing facilities and 
employ the skilled manpower available for the develop- 
ment of the petrochemical industry. 

(iv) The establishment o) secondary industries 

The creation of a petrochemical industry would of 
necessity lead to the establishment of seoostdary industries. 
A petrochemical industry, on account of its compfcxity 

and high capital cos», is more likely to be established by 
government initiative ; the setting up of secondary indus- 
tries, on the other hand, would present many opportuni- 
ties for private enterprise. The manufacture of plastic 
articles, and of cloth woven from syn'hetic fibres, are 
examples of industries which are well within the capa- 
bilities of the private sector to finance and operate. The 
Government is anxious to encourage private capital to 
assist in the industrialization of the country, and since 
these secondary industries afford many opportunités 
for lucrative investment, the necessary capital could 
easily be attracted. 

2 (A). DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT or 
PETROCHEMICAL    INDUSTRIES    AND   THEIR    POSSIRLE 

SOLUTIONS 

(i) The relatively large minimum economic size of the plant 

Petrochemical plants in general are of large minimum 
economic size. Iran, with a population of around 22 mil- 
lion and a comparatively modest annual per capita income 
(about $185) has not hitherto provided a sufficient market 
for the establishment of a reasonably sized petrochemical 
plant. The installation of petrochemical plants for the 
limited domestic market alone would result in a high 
unit cost of production as compared with the prevailing 
import prices of such products. 

(ii) The difficulty of exporting 

In order to be able to install plants above the minimum 
economic size, consideration may be given to the question 
of finding export outlets to supplement the limited dorms- 
tic market. In this connexion, however, it should be noted 
that the industrialized countries possess huge integrated 
plants for the production of petrochemicals. The products 
of such plants — especially when they are operated above 
their nominal capacity — are of low cost, and this factor, 
combined with the marketing experience and resources 
of the large companies, results in products being offered 
at terms that the smaller plants find it almost impossible 
to meet. The after-sale technical assistance provided by 
the large established companies is an additional attraction 
to customers. The chances of entering the highly competi- 
tive international market arc therefore smaii. A practical 
solution to this diftculty would be co-operation among 
developing countries of the same region, with each country 
specializing in the production of certain petrochemicals 
for the combined market. 

(iii) The capital-miensive nature of the industry 

A large initial capital per unit volume of output is a 
disadvantage for aa industry in a developing country, 
where there are many other projects to be considered, 
and where scarcity of capital » usually one of the atain 
factors limiting development. The petrochemical industry 
is in fact one of the most capttal-intensive industries — 
employing very few workers. 

(iv) The ktary burden of resamrch 
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needed in order to keep up with the advance of world 
• tandards. The petrochemical industry consequently 
spends a higher percentage of its sales proceeds <»n research 
and development programmes than almost any other 
industry.^ The cost of these programmes, as well as the 
.¡.¡entitle aña technical manpower required, are usually 
hcyond the resources of a developing country Moreover. 
since a petrochemical plant in such a country would 
tend to have a limited output, the burden of research on 
rich unit of production would he prohibitive The possi- 
bility of entering into joint ventures with the large petro- 
chemical companies, or making arrangements to Benefit 
from their research and development resources, m;iv he 
.i way out of this difficulty 

(v) The necessiti' for utilization of bv-produ<ts 

One of the characteristics of the petrochemical industry 
is its dependence both on itself and on other chemical 
industries for the utilization of its by-products For this 
reason, petrochemical plants are not usually set up as 
single units, but usually take the form of integrated units 
m " complexes " in which the product or by-product of one 
unit '< consumed by the next as raw material. This natu- 
rally ads to diversification of the manufactured products 
I his lack of a chemical industry to provide or consume 
by-products and/or intermediates, and the limitation «f 
the market for diversified products, are both factors 
hindering the development of a petrociiemical industry 

I hese adverse factors may be overcome through the 
development of the chemical industry as well as through 
co-operation among the developing countries of the 
same region. 

3.   iNSTITUTlONAt   MCAIUMS   IN    FAVOt« 
OF  FÍTHÍX HBMH AL   DEVEI (IPMCNT 

The Government of Iran follows an active policy in 
favour of acceleration of industrial development The 
establishment of a petrochemical complex has been given 
.i high priority. Though the foreign trade policy of the 
Government dees not, in general, place quantitative 
restrictions on importa, however, ia eertam cases such as 
textiles, a number of durable consumers' goods, etc., 
impôt»« fave non stopped completely. 

In the absence of local prodaction of petrochemicals, 
the Government hai encouraged increased imperta of 
basic petrochemicals and the establishment of processing 
industriel ia order to create a local market for petrochc 
micals. The present rate of tariff and various other dues 
ranges between 23 and 35 per cent of the value of the 
basic petrochemicals importasi, while m the case of other 
types of foods such rates are much higher ( 
even about 100 per cent of the c.i.f. value ia some 
in order to »srourapt the impart of 
with local products. It it 

In addition to 'he aho^e measures the Government 
entends credits for 'he development ,>t industries through 
the industrial hanks provided ih.i' rh. privile secfoi 
can muster at least M) to SO per u-nl <»! the nei essary 
capita!   In helds m which the ioe.il tt-chnu il know how 
¡s insufficient .»¡  iru  má'«., <.ap.\a¡ nq 'urlìi  ¡i v 
large (hat n vanii >1 be mobilized bv the Jomestu privale 
sector the Government encourages ¡he partiiip.ition ot 
foreign private investor' in loiiil ventures with local 
firms Such a policy applies to the development of the 
petrochemical industry i> well Howevei in view of the 
high priority given , ft development ot this ino 'Stry 
should the domestic private sector be iinwillim (o 
undertake the risks involved or should n fail to moMi/e 
the necessary capital, the Government would bt p-epared 
to undertake directly the setting up ot 'he petro- nemicai 
industry In such a case the Government woi id prefer 
to enter into joint ventures with experience! foreign 
firms especially it the latter undertake to assis in the 
setting up of larger'Si/e plani* with a > ic» io ¡:\¡ ir'ins 
part of the output 

The existing laws on the encouragement in I ittraition 
of foreign capital include -.ufficient piovisions toi the 
protection ot foreign investment out guarantee the re 
patrtation of both the original mpital and thi investment 
income without any lestnction Sui h guaitnte s including 
the supply of foreign exchange for the transfer of funds, 
aie issued by the aulhoi i/ed govci muent bod.es However 
any such participation or even lecouise to loans, loi 
the setting up of the petrochemical industry by the 
Government will he on a competitive basis 

In the fteWs in which there is esees- capacity for the 
production of industrial products, minerals, etc , the 
Government encourages tn various ways the development 
of foreign outlets in order to expand local production 
in general, it may he stated that whenever competimi 
products from other countries race» e favourable treat 
ment from their governments, or whenever foreign hrms 
themselves follow different price policies or ipply different 
measurer m favour of their exports, the Government 
of Iran resorts to the necessary measures, including 
direct and indirect subsidies, in order to enable Iranian 
goods to compete with the foreign products on equal 
terms. 

4. Si n«o« riNO At nvinfc» NI   IH« KM «I K m-s»« »I 

INMJITBY IN IRAN 

N I O C AVnwrw ( entre 

With the growing development of the od and patiu 
chemical nduotriei and the projected «upaestons m 
these helds tu Ira«, a serious need was felt for the creation 
ef a coatta at* research for petroleum and petrocheiniatjy. 

The eataMeuvMnt of such a centre (concerning which 
M given m the annex to thss paperi 

l»5f.  9NMM SMtt*   flHK^I #w0rt MH  WNU 
s» she tram mg cf personnel capaMs ef earrytaf 

in the held ef peti ut he nuli y Apart ¿Vom 



The research laboratories are furnished with the greater 
part of the analytical equipment and facilities needed 
for research work ( onst ruction ot a modern building 
specirkallv designed tor the Research (entre is contem- 
plated It is planned io develop the (entre in such a 
way thai it will keep pace with the development of the 
petrochemical  industry  in   Iran 

In addition to the Research (entre a specialized course 
m prtrochcimytry has been taught since !%2 in the 
Faculty of Engineering, t'niversitv of Tehran 

5.   IXMCTFP  ll\«8  AND   BAIT'S Of  DPVFLOPMPNT 

Tile demand for certain petrochemical products in 
Iran has reached such a volume, and is expected to grow 
at such a rate that the erection of plants to manufacture 
these products locallv is considered to he |us(itied 
The rate of ¿rowth of consumption will depend partly 
on (he country's general economic development, and 
partly on the substitution of the traditional raw materials 
hy these products In determining the size of the petro- 
chemical plants it has been considered economical 10 
take into account the local demand for several vears 
after they have begun to operate It will be necessary, in 
the first few years, to export part of the output 

A general economic growth rate of 6 per cent annually 
is forecast for the period of Iran s Ihird Development 
Plan, which runs from 1962 to 19*7 On the basis of this 
forecast it is estimated that the gross national product 
will reach f thousand million by 1971, and that, allowing 
for the growth of population, this increase will result in 
a rise in the country's prr mpttu income from the present 
level of around $1*5 to |240 by 1971 

It IM not easy to estimale th« extent lo which petro- 
chemicals may he substitute«! for traditional material« 
However, m view of the fact that the use of petrochemical 
products M new to the Iranian economy, it may safely 
he statasi that there is considerante scope for substitution 

The áemand forecast for the principal petrochemical 
products for the domestic market up to 1971 has been 
inede m the following way 

(i) Tit projected gross national product was used as 
a b»MS to forecast the future trend of demand for products 
already well established in Iran The results were com- 
pared and checked with the forecasts of the demand of 
other countries having a comparable grò« national 
product. 

(ill The trend of imports into Iran of goods based on 
petrochemicals, and of the manufacture of such goods 
wMm rke country  was analysed by means of 
Extrapolation of the demand trend for the past Ave yean. 
Cresa checking  the consumption  of 

irmi me available forecasts of 
items. (F r example, the grow* rast ef 

on the vemcla regjstretion rata 
ni mm putiai and ewset oil     nmmption) 

I -apiriiea of mt rate of gros«* » Ina wa* chat ef 

manufacture of goods not as yet produced locally—e.g 
plastic pipes for irrigation, and plastic sacks for cement 
and fertilizers. 

(iv| I he estimates thus made were compared with 
forecasts for other countries in a similar economic situa- 
tion 

The demand forecasts for major petrochemical pro- 
ducts thus arrived at are as follows 

l*ti lift 

»,009 
10,000 
5,000 

21.000 

MastKt 
Synthetic Abres 
[Vier s« IH s 
Synthetic rubbers 

14,000 
5,000 
1,000 

17,000 

The selection '»f the specific types of plastics, synthetic 
fibres and rubber to be manufactured is at present under 
consideration and will be made shortly 

Based on the above forecasts, the economic feasibility 
of a number of industrial complexes has been studied. 
The results of these studies show that even on the basis 
of I9M demand the consti uction of a petrochemical 
complex would be justified 

A» mentioned earlier in this paper, the preliminary 
steps have been taken to set up a petrochemical complex 
in Iran, to go on stream by l%o It is believed that the 
impetus given to industry by the local production of 
plastics, fibres, rubbers and detergents would lead to a 
much more rapid increase in internal demand than has 
been forecast Moreover, if it is considered more econo- 
mical to build plants with capacities capable of supplying 
the estimated demand for 1971, this would enable Iran 
to export its excess petrochemical production during 
the first few years of operation. 

11. Th» 

The Sntraz nitrogenous fertiliser ptaat, Iran's onry 
existing petrochemical piant, is Mtwated at Marvdaaht, 
about twenty-five miles north-west ef Saurez m Ike south- 
ern part of Iran. The piant has an 
capacity of 40.000 metric tor» of an 
(2* per cent N) and 40,0» tons of urea (4* per cent N\ i 
now empieys a total of 724 persons 429 perm 
I0I temporary workers, él tramées and 133 sngineeri, 
scientists and oánee staff. rV hiction commenced in the 
utumr of I9é3, and output during the remaining 

months of the year smoumei te nearly 1,000 metric 
torn ef ammonium enrase and 3,000 torn of area, the 
bulk ef which wae consumad .mernairy 

Experts semmented » »f*4. and m the trst eight 
menthe ef the year 10,000 tens ef 
and 3,000 tens ef urea were eapeeted. Punte 

feri 
a Intel atee ef 1*9 mmwn anelate«, 17 
ef whsoh aie arnesi land. At 

3 saunen kittam ne under eauStsnee*. ef whieh 2.31 
and 171 



nitrogen required is 30 kgs. per hectare of irrigated land, 
internal demand could amount to al least 69,000 tons of 
nitrogen a year. The uniform selling prices in Iran are at 
present 6,500 rials ($85) per metric ton of 26 per cent 
N ammonium nitrate and 10,000 rials ($132) per ton for 
4d per cent N urea, delivered to the customer. 

I he Shira/ fertiliser plant is owned by the Petroche- 
imcal Corporation, a wholly government-owned organi/a- 
tion which was formed as a subsidary of the former 
Ministry of Industry and Mines (now the Ministry of 
I eonomy). According to a recently passed law, however, 
ill government-owned petrochemical activities in the 

.-•»untry, including the Petrochemical Corporation, are 
to be transferred to a specially formed subsidiary of the 
National Iranian Oil Company The plant uses the cata- 
lytic desulphurization, catalytic steam reforming and 
Casale ammonia synthesis pr.tcesses. The nitric acid 
plant, with a capacity of 136 tons a day (53 per cent acid) 
and calcium ammonium nitrate plant are based on the 
process of Société belge de I'A/ote. The urea unit uses the 
Montecatini process. 

The raw material used is natural gas from Gach 
Saran oilfield. The gas, which has a well-head sulphur 
content of 1.3 per cent by weight, is tìrst desulphurized 
in the Gach Saran gas-treating plant, tfter which it is 
transmitted to Shira/ by pipeline. The average composi- 
tion of the gas as it enters the pipeline is about 86 per cent 
methane, 8 per cent ethane, 4 per cent propane and 2 per 
cent butane plus («Il in mol. per cent). Owing to the fact 
that natural gas is produced in excess in Iran and that 

•ver 1,000 MMSCFD has to be flared, the well-head 
price of the gas may be assumed to be small. The over-all 
Iransmission cost (including operating costs, amortization 
and a 6 per cent return on the capital investment) is 
around 10. > 2 per 1,000 cubic feet of gas delivered. 

(he gas pipeline has a diameter of ten inches and is 
designed for a working pressure of 1,000 lb/square inch 
at a capacity of 48 MMSCFD. At present, however, 
it is operated at 20 MMSCFD. When the schemes for 
the distribution of gai m the city of Shiraz the increased 
distribution of gas to the industries of the Shiraz area 
and the planned expansion of the fertilizer plant arc 
completed, the capacity of the pipeline will be fully 
utilized. 

Plans have already been made for a considerable 
increase in the fertiliier plant's capacity, including an 
80 per cent ine wait m urea capacity and the annual 
production of 5,000 tons of explosive grade ammonium 
nitrate and 5,000 torn of W per cent nitric acid (nitration 
grade). Future plans enviange the production of about 
50.000 tons a year of ammonium phosphate in a multi- 
product plant that would alio produce 30,000 tone of 
triple super-phoephatc 

The above expunston plans are based on the internal 
requirement! of the country. However, as mentioned 
previously, project! an currently under study to aues« 
the possibility at installing larger-eta* ammonia and urea 
pianti oriented towards export markets. Thus it it hoped 
that the sciattili ef this pul of the world nay 
« a rsaie—bis «eat from Iran's natural gns 
wusch are anialy being wasted at 

Aaaex 

THE   NATIONAL   IRANIAN   OIL   COMPANY'S 
RESEARCH CENTRE 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Iranian Oil Company has been intrusted with the 
major responsibility of developing petrochemical industries in the 
country. There are, of course, many responsibilities which the 
Company needs to assume in order to fulfil ail it. obligations and 
free itself completely from dependence on other sources for scien- 
tific, technical and other services. It was considered that the estab- 
lishment of a Research Centre would greatly help towards self 
sufficiency in such services. In fact, it was soon realized that in view 
of the projected petrochemical activities in Iran ami i'.. valuable 
indirect benefits which would be derived from the exist nee of such 
a Centre (such as the improvement of the scientific staiidard of the 
country and the provision of a good training ground for scientists 
and technicians), the centre was an absolute necessity. Steps were 
accordingly taken to establish the National Iranian Oil Company 
Research Centre. 

In this report, the origin, purpose, structure activities and de- 
velopment of the Centre are briefly discussed. 

Because of the present shortage of scientific minpowei in ihe 
country, the development of t"ie Research Centre has been planned 
both with a view to employing suitable scientists as they become 
available and to training others to meet its growing requirements. 

The National Iranian Oil Company Research Centre realizes the 
important role it has to play in the development of petrochemical 
industries in Iran. In fact, it was in anticipation of the day when Iran 
would start a petrochemical industry that the nucleus of the Centre 
was formed. The role of the Centre is to participate in the industry 
itself, to help train other engineers and, above all. to provide Iran 
with the technical and research know-how she will need if she is to 
develop her industry into a progressive instrument fully adapted to 
her special needs. 

ORIGIN 

The Research Centre of the National Iranian Oil Company 
(NIOC) was crested in 1959 in collaboration with the Institut 
français du pétrole (IFP). While the initial efforts were mostly 
directed to petrochemistry, some refining problems have also been 
tackled, and the Centre has developed in such > manner that it is 
now currently working on the two aspects of the oil transformation 
industry, refining and petrochemistry. 

PURPOSE 

In cresting the NIOC Research Centre, it was anticipated that the 
time would come when the petroleum and petrochemical industries 
would require laboratories «Me to perform services sad carry out 
festen* werk lesMest to their activities. An indirect benefit expected 
te be dsrivad from such a centre was the trainsae, provided for 
scientisti aad technicians. 

The aereóse of the Centre is, there/ors, summarised into the 
fowowne duties: 
1. To Initiate and execute research and studies hi the oil and 

isstroehsnucal ssstuetries, in accordance with the objectives of 
the NIOC and of the country ¡a general. 

2. To awe cuiusMmauHry traimng to enajnsers and technicians 
who an intended to take over rtsponslbUiüss ia the oil and petro- 
rhsmirsl ksduetfles and also to young graduates who are chose« 
for training in research work. 

J. Te eoSset asi ssssesaary data sad provide the pstroteum and 
I industries with the ie/oretetioe they tequile. 
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Om;*NUAri'   AI smut-rum THE PRESCHT WORKING 0R6ANIZATI0N 

The Centre i» organized into several groups which together form 
its nucleus. These groups and the related laboratories, shown in the 
attached chart, deal with the following activities: petrochcmislry. 
separation techniques, analytical techniques, petrochemical pro- 
ducts application, petroleum products application. 

At the present time the total technical staff number thirty. They 
consist of three categories; ;i group of highly experienced lianian 
engineers and technicians selected from various organizations; a 
number of engineers and chemists who have already had experience 
in research work in Europe and the United Stales, and a number 
of selected young graduates of Tehran University who have been 
trained in the Centre for research work. 

The laboratories, furnished with the greater part of the equipment 
and facilities needed for research in the fields of petroleum and petro- 
chemicals, aie temporarily located in one of the buildings of the 
Faculty of Engineering of Tehran University. The Pilot Plant and 
Engines Station are being set up in the Rey area — where all research 
laboratories and related services will be centralised >n the near 
future. 

Aerivi i its 

The activities of the Centre are planned se as to fulfil the purposes 
outlined above. 
The various laboratories, while giving services to the NIOC, act- 

ively pursue the study of problems concerning the development of 
the oil and petrochemical industries. 

Experienced engineers have trained many young graduate« from 
Iranian colleges, some of whom have remained in the Centre to 
participate in its activities. 

A library has been set up and provided with international technical 
and scientific books, papers and periodicals. 
The work of the laboratory is is follows: 

(a) Petrochemistry studies 

The initial programme was established in order to combine the 
training objective with industrial or economic studies. The research 
projects have therefore been chosen to cover the fundamental types 
of chemical reactions commonly encountered in industrial processes: 
Thermal reactions in gaseous phase; 
Photochemical reactions in liquid phase; 
Heterogeneous catalytic reactions'. 
Homogeneous catalytic reactions in liquid phase. 

The experience acquired allowed the chimica I research group, 
in the initial phase of its development, tc undertake a new pro- 
gramme based on the raw materials available in Iran and the pro- 
ducts required by the country. 

(A) Separation tethmqmei 

This section was to study industrial separation operations, the 
preparation of feedstocks, separation of products from reactar.U or 
catalysts, recycling and purification of produca fiora undesirable 
substances, etc. 

In a training period, some fundamental principan of the separation 
procesan, especially equilibrium measurements, wet« s.udied. The 
group concerned deals with all separatio« problems sxiniag ¡a che- 
raieal research, and now works actively on the évaluation of Iranian 
crude oil». 

(c) Analytical ttcknioms 

To carry out the analyses that have to be made in the course of 
research, a laboratory in the Centre waa furnished with the equip- 

: normally required to perform any analyste of petrolsutn and 
products, with particular  wpnwii on physical 
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A specialized personnel has been trained in the use of the follow- 
ing techniques: 
Vapour phase chromatography; 
Infra-red spectrometry; 

Ultra-violet spectrophotometry; 
Flame photometry; 

X-ray spectrography and diffractometry; 

Polorography; 
Chemical microanalysis; 
Standard tests on petroleum products. 

(d) Products applications 

The group working in this field tackles problems pertaining to the 
utilization of petroleum products — fuels, lubricants, greases, 
bitumens. Test engine* for fuels and lubricating oils were recently 
added to the group's equipment. 

The studies of the group were also extended to the field of 
petrochemicals, in which the group undertook the comparative 
study of petrochemical products such as insecticides, plastics and 
fertilizers. 

In order to extend the group's research activities and its services 
to industrial plants, it was dadoed to establish a Mk* Hants Station. 
The following equipment was supplied: 

Catalytic reforming tusk; 
Hydrotreating unit; 

Distillation units (atmospheric pressure and vacuum); 
Mixing settler. 

AumaMnD DsvnonsBrra 

The laboratories will be Installed In a new buildmg la which h is 

TfcfewtienabkthsCtatntontsrtMandcWvito 
the triple objective asaiaaed to it. 
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In the field of petroleum and in connection • ith the establishment 
of a refinery in Tehran, the Centre will: 
Control the laboratory of the refinery; 
Study the utilization of petroleum products; 
Conduct laboratory and pilot plant tests on refining processes; 
I rain personnel in these various activities. 

In the field of petrochemistry, it is anticipated that the develop- 
ment of the Centre will fulfil the requirements or the petrochemical 
industry that Iran is developing. The Centre's contribution is ex- 
pected to take several forms: 

(I) The purely technical contribution of solving problems within 
the scope of the laboratory, i.e. : 

(a) The analytical control of raw materials, chemicals, catalysts 
and of intermediate and final products — for which the Analytical 
Techniques Group will receive complementary equipment. 

(A) The study by the Products Application Group of products 
utilization problems, including the testing of the base stocks for 
plastics, rubbers, fibres, detergente, etc., as well as the evaluation of 
the by-products of the manufacturing processes. 

(<•) The investigation of problems arising hom the processes used 
in Iranian industries, the solution of which require short-range 
research in a small-scale plant; treatment of Iranian raw materials, 
improvement of products, tests for transformation of intermediates 
into finished products, study of by-products, etc. The Petrochemistry 
and Separation Techniques Groups together with the Pilot Plant 
laboratories are assigned to these Usks. 

(</) Long-range researches on petrochemical processes, w on 
petrochemicals, which do not yet exist in Iran, by the Petrochemical 
Processes Group in order to provide the industry with the know- 
how it needs to develop such processes later on. 

(2> Another aspect of the work of the Centre is the training of 
engineers and technicians who will be required by the industry. 
Such training will be provided specially for the future personnel of 
industrial plants and control laboratories. 

In addition to the training for Iranian industries, it is planned 
that the Centre vili be put at the disposa! of the ECAFE member 
countries for training and services, in connection with the creation 
in Iran of a Regional Institute of Petroleum. This point is being 
taken into account in planning the expansion of the Centre. 
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11. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN ISRAEL 

Joaeph C. Label and Benjamin Toren, MinUtry oj Commerce and Industry 

1.  Short historical survey 

Three major steps can be highlighted in the develop- 
ment of the petrochemical industry in Israel. 

(1) The erection of the Haifa Refineries Ltd., in 1939, 
with a capacity of over 4.5 million tons. 

(2) The establishment in 1952 of the ammonia plant 
by Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd., producing ammonia 
and derivatives from petroleum products. 

(3) The establishment in 1963 of Israel Petrochemical 
Enterprises, producing ethylene, polyethylene and carbon 
black, as well as the establishment of other petrochemical 
plants by other companies and the production of PVC 
by the Electrochemical Industries (Erutarom). 

This third and most important stage of development 
has its organizational and economic reasons. Owing to 
pressures from neighbouring countries the Israeli Govern- 
ment was compelled to buy the refinery, which thus 
made further developments in the petrochemical field 
a matter of natural progress. 

The economic aspect is explained by the extremely 
dynamic nature of the Israel industry as u whole. Indus- 
trial production between 1958 and 1963 rose by 14 to 
15 per cent per annum, which is one of the highest rates 
of growth known over the globe in both developed and 
developing countries. This rapid development included 
the petrochemical consuming industries, such as 
110 manufacturers of plastic products, 54 rubber goods 
manufacturers, five detergent sulfonation plants, and two 
tyre manufacturers exporting to more than 40 countries 
throughout the world. 

The per capita consumption of plastic materials in 
Israel rose from 2.3 kg in 1958 to 5.5 kg in 1963, which 
represents an annual average rate of increase of 19 per 
cent. On top of this per capita increase, there is a high 
increase in population in Israel. 

This rapid increase in the consumption of petrochemical 
raw materials makes it possible to base the development 
of the new petrochemicals on local markets, as well as 
on exports. 

To indicate the size of the local market and its develop- 
ment, statistical data on production and imports of some 
major petrochemical products are outlined in table I. 

The main source of raw materials for the petrochemical 
industry in Israel is the petroleum industry, i.e., Haifa 
Refineries Ltd. (HRL). 

The major part of the oil refined by HRL is imported. 
Up to now one region containing relatively small quanti- 

ties of oil has been discovered in Israel. There aie hopes. 
however, that additional sources will be found. 

The present production of HRL supplies nearly tin 
total local requirements of refined oil production with 
the exception of certain quantities of fuel oil. HRL has 
the following plants: atmospheric and vacuum distillation 
units, thermal cracking, thermal and catalytic reformers, 
and the required stabilizing, asphalt extracting, washing, 
TEL addition etc. 

With a view to promoting exports of their goods and 
reducing imports, HRL arc now erecting the following 
plants: a lubricating oil installation with a capacity of 
1,000 bbl/day; a hydrogénation plant with a capacilv 
of 18,000 bbl/day. 

It is estimated that HRL will reach its full capacity of 
over 4.5 million t/yr in 1966; the present production is 
about 3-3.5 million t/yr for internal market and export. 

The feedstocks used for the petrochemical industry 
are: LPG for ammonia, reformer gas, LPG and naphta 
for ethylene, cracker gas and residues for carbon black. 

There are possibilities of producing aromatics (BTX) 
but no decision has yet been taken on this subject. 

With  regard to the natural gas source, several  gas 
fields have been discovered west of the Dead Sea, these 
are relatively small compared with to Israel's fuel require 
ments. 

In 1963, natural gas was used for burning purposes, but 
no petrochemical product is as yet produced from natural 
gas in Israel. 

Israel also has considerable sources of bitumen rock 
which have not been exploited up to the present. 

Petrochemicals, however, are also strongly linked 
with the chemical industry since some chemicals arc used 
as raw materials for the production of petrochemicals, 
such as chlorine, bromine and others. 

Israel has a favourable position regarding the availa- 
bility of raw materials for the production of the three 
elements used for fertilizers: N-P-K, all located next to 
each other in the southern development region of the 
country (the Negev). Nitrogen (N) may in the future be 
produced from natural gas or fuel. 

Phosphate Rock (P) is mined in Israel with a content 
of 22 per cent P,0,snd will be upgraded by the calcination 
process to over 35 per cent PtO, (now under construction). 
Another field with up to 28 per cent P,0, will be exploited 
toon. The phosphate rock production rose to 240,000 tons 
in 1962, and the processed fertilizers reached 175,000 tons. 
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TABU I 

DEVELOPMENT IN IMPORTANT PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS CONSUMPTION, 1959-1963 

/»» 

liuermealales 

Ammonia  19,000 
Formaldehyde  — 
Methanol  — 
Phenol      1.300 
DDB  2,000 

Wtrogenous 

fertilizers 

Ammonium sulphate  64,700 
Ammonium nitrate and calcium nitiate .... — 

Plastic materials 

a. Thermoplastics 

Polyethylene all kinds  820 
Polystyrene all kinds  W0 
PVC  1,330 
Other»  410 

h. Thermosettings 

Melamine formaldehyde  130 
Urea formaldehyde  220 
Phenol formaldehyde  350 
Polyester  JO 
Phenol formaldehyde and urta formaldehyde 400 
Synthetic glue»  2,250 
Synthetic fibre*      S20 
Polyamide«  

Synthetic rubbers  1,090 

Carbon black  2,150 

/Mo 1*61 ¡Hi ms Spuret of wpfiy 

3,400 25,800 26,100 26,600 Local product 
— 2,400 3,000 3.500 Local product 
— 1,700 2.300 2,700 Import 

1,450 1,600 2.800 2.600 Import 
2,400 2,800 3,100 3,300 Import 

3,900 68,300 66,500 69,300 Local product 
6,500 16,700 Local product 

1.130 1,700 3.300 3,500 Import 
1,140 1,400 1.690 2.450 Import 
1.710 2,060 2.800 3,500 Import 

320 370 410 650 Import 

130 180 190 240 Import 
260 300 220 280 Import 
310 410 440 550 Local product 

70 400 450 600 Local product 
700 1,000 1,200 1,400 Local product 

2.500 2,700 3,500 3,700 Local product 
500 760 590 700 Import» 
200 100 1.200 1,300 Local produci 

1,960 4,140 4,620 4.000 Import 

2,150 2,400 3,200 3.100 Import 

DtvBLOPMtKT or raTmocHnacAL PRODUCTS OOMUMINO INDUSTRIES, 1959-1963 (tons) 

in* IMO mi mi 

Synthetic i 

Liquid  9,600 
Powder  5,300 
Solid  800 
Tyres and tubes      8,800 
Plywood (m1)  35,200 

9,500 10,100 10,800 11,300 
6,100 7,000 7,700 8,300 
1,000 2,300 2,100 2,500 

10.800 11,800 13,000 11,000 
40,100 46,600 54,300 59,800 

e» fflimocMMiCAL pnooucrt, 19Î9-1963 (tons) 

mi IHi IMS 

natrici 

Phenol foroaldthgrdi 
PVC  
roijVICGfB  

LiqtsMamneate  . . 
•———•«—• 

• Oil 

Ml 
S.7M 

JW 

200 
«0 

60 

m 4f 
Hi 



POTASH (K) AND OTHIR COMPOI \ns I ROM mi  Dr-AD Sr-A 

The Dead Sci constitutes ,i tremendous reseivoir of 
minerai icMiurc.cs. I lie IIIIIKI.II conccnlialion ol lin 
Dead Sea is about 30 pei eem. approximate!) seven limes 
that of the Mediterranean. 

Its brine is a eoneentraled solution of the chlorides and 
bromides of magnesium, sodium, calcium and potassium. 
(The estimated mineial reseñes are as follows: magnesium 
chloride 22,000 million tons; sodium chloride 12.000 mil- 
lion tons; calcium chloride n.000 million tons; potassium 
chloride 2.000 million Ions; magnesium bromide 1.000mil- 
lion tons.) 

Although the Dead Sea Works have succeeded in 
exploiting the Dead Sea us a source of chemicals, thus 
setting up an industrial centre there, the mineral wealth 
of the Dead Sea has, as up io the present, onlv been lightly 
tapped. 

Potash production reached 140.000 tons in 1962. 
There are also important quantities of gypsum, dolomite, 
limestone, flint clay, quartz, etc.. which may be put to 
use in the future. 

2. Economic factors 

Although Israel is at the present a country of only 
2.5 million inhabitants, the development of the processing 
and manufacturing petrochemical industries is in full 
swing and it is expected that these industrie« will continue 
to develop owing to increased demand snd available 
resources. 

Local market consumption has to be regarded as a 
very important factor in the petrochemical industry 
because exports arc hampered by discriminatory pricing 
on international markets. This means that exports can 
be based mainly on a growing local market. 

The dynamic development of the local market makes 
this problem easier from year to year as local demand 
is coming near to the minimum economical petro- 
chemical size. A very interesting solution to promote 
the petrochemical industries in adjacent developing 
countries may be in the form of reciprocal co-opera- 
tion, or bilateral (or multilateral) planning agreements. 
This means the erection of a large plant producing 
petrochemical products in the most suitable country 
and fulfilling requirements for other countries on condi- 
tion that the importing country receives reliable export 
outlets for its own petrochemical products in exchange. 

In spite of a high standard of research, lack of techno- 
logical know-how has hampered the development of the 
industry; furthermore foreign know-how for new pro- 
cesses is not always freely available. 

Owing to the high risk associated with the establishment 
of petrochemical plants, especially in the early stages, in 
Israel, private investors did not initiate the development 
of the industry as rapidly as would have been justified 
economically. The Israel Government was obliged to 
close this gap by national initiative, but this public 
ownership has not become a policy, but rather fulfils a 
temporary need until private initiative catches up through 
its own dynamic development 

The financial help offered in this field by the United 
States fxport-lmporl Bank eased the problem ol 
capital. Howc\cr, it is felt thai future development should 
be based mainly on prn He capital. 

A substantial impon surplus makes il imperative thai 
every industry, including the petrochemical industry, 
be oriented towards a rapid improvement of the balance 
of payments. Therefore any project is evaluated in accor- 
dance with its net contribution to import savings or to 
exports. This, however, is not the only factor in an 
investment decision, as the local cost per net dollar earned 
should be reasonable. 

3.  iMtHatioaal 

The petrochemical industry in Israel is in its first 
stages. This initial low level of development and the 
discriminatory price policy of the stronger producers 
abroad make it necessary for the Government to give 
the petrochemical industry in Israel some protection 
by import tariffs. This need is strengthened by the fact 
that Israel does not have an anti-dumping law. 

Import restrictions are in force for a short period of 
time, while a policy of decreasing protection and libera- 
lization of imports is enacted for the industry as a whole. 
This policy is oriented towards better quality and higher 
productivity. 

Promotion of exports is achieved by indirect measures, 
such as export guarantees, marketing surveys or short 
term export credits at reasonable cost. The promotion 
of foreign investments in the Israel industry is achieved 
by the following means: 

(a) The Industrial Development Bank of Israel extends 
long-term credit to new investments at a reasonable 
rate of interest. 

(b) Investments which are considered conducive to 
the development of the economy receive for a certain 
period of time ¡net me-tax reductions and are permitted 
to charge accelerated rates of depreciation. 

(r) The Government Investment Authority tries to 
interest foreign investors in industrial development 
projects mainly when capital is imported together with 
industrial know-how, management skills and market 
channels. 

4. 

A. SnetAUZBD RBMASCH INSTITUT» 

One ofdie most important features of the petrochemical 
industry is the continuous introduction of new products 
and the rapidly changing production processes which are 
achieved through research. 

Regarding the research, Israel is in a highly favourable 
situation thanks to: 

(1) The standard of research, which is on a Ms* towl 
owing to the pretence of Ugtty qualMed obstat* aa«J 
other scientists. 
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(2) The wide potential of research, which has. as yet. 
rvcn only lightly exploited. 

(.') Ihe lower cost of research as compared with the 
I nited States and Western Europe. 

There is no specific scientific institute carrying out 
research in the petrochemical field, although some scien- 
nfic institutes are engaged in research in related fields. 
We mention below the main institutes carrying out basic 
and applied research in Israel. 

(i;) The Authority of Research and Development of 
the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, is a representative 
organism of different faculties of the Hebrew University 
entrusted with initiating and co-ordinating all major 
research projects. Within this institution, the Authority 
carries out negotiations and is responsible for contracts 
with the Government and private and foreign agencies, 
it concerns itself with patent rights, and obtains necessary 
equipment for research and facilities as well as introducing 
new research areas. Some of the applied research carried 
out at present at the Hebrew University in connexion 
with petrochemicals is: ethylene polymerization (Segler 
catalyst), anionic polymerization of vinyl monomers, 
graft polymers, doped catalyst etc. 

ib) The Weizman Institute of Science, Rehovot, is 
engaged chiefly in fundamental research in chemistry, 
physics, biology and mathematics. Of particular interest 
is the development of practical processes for separation 
of oxygen — 17 and 18 isotopes. 

(c) The "Veda" Research and Development Co. Ltd., 
which is founded on the scientific potential of the Weiz- 
man Institute of Science, aims at promoting principally 
applied research for industry and other technical fields. 
The main projects in the petrochemical field are: base 
catalysed reactions of unsaturated hydrocarbons, alpha, 
beta unsaturated esters and nitrites; separation of optical 
isomers; cyclobutene derivatives; telomerization of 
ethylene with carbon tetrachloride, adduct — formation 
of olefins and vinyl monomers with halomethanes, prepa- 
ration of copolymers of styrene, etc. 

(d) The Technion Research and Development Founda- 
tion Ltd.. Haifa, carries out scientific and technical 
research in chemistry and other fields. The main projects 
m the petrochemical field of this institute are: The use 
of hydrochloric acid for chlorination of ethylene, esters 
of sebacic acid and phthalic acid: the production of 
chemical intermediates, phenol and cresols and poly- 
amides and polyesters; the reactions of amides an ¿car- 
bonates with polyfunctional carbonyl compounds, addi- 
tici of activated acids (anhydrides) to carbon nitrogen 
double bonds; problems of aromaticity through organo- 
metallic chemistry, etc. 

(e) Israel Mining Industries Ltd, deals with applied 
research, mainly in the field of mineral extraction and 
basic chemistry and has started research in the petro- 
chemical field, regarding the use of carbon black from 
off-f ases, chlorination of polyethylene, use of carbon 
monoxide and air. 

Cr) Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gam, has some depart- 
merts carrying out reeenrah related te the petrechesntaal 
fiele such as on organic products from 

It must be emphasized that between the stage of labora- 
tory research and the stage of industrial application there 
arc two phases: the pilot plant phase and the so-called 
"processing" phase which require considerable projecting 
and designing effort and significant financial means. 

These three factors: laboratory research, pilot plant 
and design have to be co-ordinated in order to tit into 
a plan for the development of the petrochemical industry. 

The annual budget for research reached It36 million 
in 1961 and l£75 million in 1963. of which 10 per cent 
and 20 per cent, respectively, was ordered by other 
countries (especially the United States of America). 

B. ENGINEERING ORGANIZATIONS 

Many companies have their own engineering organiza- 
tions which include teams of technical staff, design 
engineers and draughtsmen. These teams have gained 
wide experience and know-how in planning the construc- 
tion and running-in of enlarged existing installations or 
erecting new technological plants and installations, on 
the basis of plans of foreign consultants and under their 
supervision. 

This guidance and experience will now enable local 
engineers to plan and carry out further development 
works and new plants independently, for local and foreign 
companies. 

Three examples for Israel know-how available abroad 
are mentioned here: 

(a) The construction of a lubricating oil plant of 
1,000 bbl/day at a "Cry low investment cost was based 
on local and foreign design and engineering, which might 
be supplied to other countries. 

(b) The know-how to build plants for manufacturing 
phosphoric acid by a solvent process using hydrochloric 
acid as the acidulating agent. 

(<) A chemical company has developed its own process 
for making dicalcium phosphate. 

In Israel there are also a number of engineering consul- 
ting companies in the industrial, process and civil engine- 
ering fields which are capable of erecting preliminary 
projects based on internal or foreign know-how and also 
all stages of planning up to execution details. This tech- 
nique of evaluating, planning and supervising industrial 
projects for developing countries now forms an increasing 
export item, because engineering costs in Israel are low 
and because experience has been gained which is applicable 
to developing countries. 

No central institute for design to promote Israel and 
foreign know-how and engineering for home and abroad 
has as yet been established, although (Israel is in a highly 
favourable situation as regards the availability of design 
engineers with experience J from'a very large number of 
countries. 

C. EQimwmrr ntoDucnoN FACILITO» 

A large amount of conventional equipment of the 
ohenueel and petrochemical industries is being menu* 
facturad in Israel at competitive price and quality. 
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This includes ordinary reactors, filter presses, stills, 
rotating furnaces, dryers, handling equipment and 
boilers produced from cast iron, steel, stainless steel, 
copper and aluminum. 

This equipment industry is also developing very rapidly, 
as an increase of six times the 1962 level is planned for 
1970. 

5. Projected development 

In this industry, perhaps more than in any other, 
rapid development may be regarded as a precondition for 
survival. This is explained in the first place by the very 
rapid introduction of new products. Further, the decrease 
in costs and prices of existing products after expiration 
of patents and/or the growth in size of new plants or 
new technology, make it possible to stay in this business 
only on a rapidly growing local and foreign market and 
an improving know-how at all stages. 

The planned development of the petrochemical indus- 
try in Israel tries to answers this need. The following 
table indicates the dynamic nature of local demand, 
which serves as a basis for the introduction of new 
products. 

THE RATE or DEVELOPMENT IN DEMAND 
OF MAJOR PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

Estimated annual rate of increase, 1964*1970 

Plastic materials 
Thermoplastics  13.30 
Thermosettings  5_]0 
Synthetic glues  jO-25 

Synthetic fibre»  13.20 
Synthetic rubbers  I5 
Carbon black  13 
Synthetic detergents  3.IO 

The development envisaged bes in three main directions : 
(a) Development and consolidation of existing pro- 

ducts; 

(b) Development of new products; 
(c) Creation of a scientific and technological basis for 

further development in the future. 
Some of the preliminary 

for the local industry include 
(possibly benzene, toluene, 
ethanol; (3) methanol; (4) 
perhaps in combination with 
(6) polystyrène; (7) phenol; 
(10) OOP. 

thoughts on new products 
the following: (1) aromatics 
xylene, cyclohexane); (2) 

Polyethylene low pressure, 
polypropylene; (5) styrène; 
(8) caprolactam; (9)DDB; 

The Programme for Israel's Industrial Development, 
1965-1970, projects a gross output for the petrochemical 
industry for 1970 of LE63.5 million ($21 million), of 
which $4 million will be exported. The industry is expected 
to employ 420 people and invest about I£100 million 
($33 million) of which about half has already been 
invested. 

6. DescripHoe of petrochemical planta 

{a)  BASIC   IN TERMI DIA m 

Israel  Petrochemical .Enterprises  Lid. 

There is only one such enterprise, which produces the 
three main products: ethylene, polyethylene, and carbon 
black. The capital invested in construction equipment, 
etc. for producing these three products is 13.2 million 
dollars. The enterprise is based on foreign know-how 
and employs 190 workers,1 consisting of 140 skilled, 
25 technical and 20 engineers. The enterprise is 75 per 
cent publicly owned and 25 per cent privately owned. 

(1) Ethylent 

There is at present one plant for the production of ethy- 
lene in Israel Petrochemical Enterprises Ltd. This installa- 
tion has a production capacity of 12,000-15,000 tons. The 
consumption of ethylene is mainly for the production of 
polyethylene, PVC and for ethylene dibromidc. 

Local raw materials required for the production of 
ethylene (mainly refinery gas and LPG) is in sufficient 
supply. 

There is a plan to expand capacity to approximately 
24,000 tons per annum, at a capital cost of $1.5 million. 
The additional quantity of ethylene will be used mainly 
for the production of polyethylene. 

(2) Polyethylene 
The installation has an annual capacity of 6,500 tons 

of high-pressure polyethylene. Consumption of high- 
pressure polyethylene was approximately 3,400 tons in 
1963. This is a considerable increase. The consumption 
estimated for 1964 is4,500tons and for 1966/67 6,300 tons. 

It is expected that the enterprise will export each year 
about 1,500 tons polyethylene. The capital invested by 
the enterprise amounts to 5.6 million dollars, 45 per cent 
of which is in local and 55 per cent in foreign currency. 
The raw material for the production of polyethylene is 
ethylene. 

It is planned to expand the capacity of the polyethylene 
installation up to 17,000 tons per annum, with the invest- 
ment of approximately $2.5 million. The surplus beyond 
local requirements will be exported. 

(3) Carbon black 

The enterprise produces carbon black using as raw 
materials residues from the HRL. The product is used 
mainly in the tyre and rubber industries. The planned 
plant capacity is 9,000 tons, viz., 5,000 tons for local 
consumption and 4,000 tons for export per annum. 

(b) NITROGENOUS FERTIIIZBES 

Chemical* and Phosphates Ltd. 

There it one plant for the production of these products. 
That enterprise produces the following products: ammo- 
nium nitrate, calcium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, ammo- 
nium nitrite solution. 

All employmtnt h$am include direct labour only. The dMItr- 
enee between the tains ¿m for total direct mcJoyincM, aad the 
Mm «or 4» SMOSID arotetJoaal •radei Is MM amount 
labour of ssatiiijiil. 
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I he capacity in 1963 was as follows: 17,000 tons ammo- 
nium nitrate and calcium nitrate, 70,000 tons ammonium 
Mill,ite and 4,000 tons ammonium nitrate solution. 

I ocal consumption of these products was: ammonium 
nitrate, calcium nitrate      12,500 t/yr; ammonium sulfate 

07.500 t/yr; ammonium nitrate solution     4,000 t/yr. 
I he present export is: approximately 2,500 tons of 

mimnnium nitrate and calcium nitrate and approxi- 
mately 2,500 tons of ammonium sulfate. 

In the production of these products the enterprise 
employs approximately 100 workers, of which 50 are 
skilled, 14 technical, and 6 engineers and scientists. 

The enterprise is 10 per cent privately owned and 
90 per cent publicly owned. The required raw materials 
ire oil fractions to come from the HRL. 

A production of 15,000 tons of diammonium phos- 
phate in Arad is being planned at present. In the more 
distant future it is planned to expand the output of 
diammonium phosphate in Arad to 100,000 tons and that 
ni nitrophosphate tu 125,000 tons. The production of 
potassium nitrate is being planned at 100,000 tons per 

(c) PLASTIC MATERIALS—THERMOPLASTICS 

Electrochemical Industries  (Frutarom) 

1. PVC 
There is one privately owned enterprise iu this branch, 

with a capacity of 8,000 tons, put into operation in 1963. 
The local market requirement was approximately 3,800 
tons in 1963. Thus a part of the output is exported. 
The installation employs 25 workers, of which 10 are 
skilled, 5 technical, 4 engineers and 4 scientists. 

The know-how for the emulsion polymerization method 
was acquired abroad, but the suspension polymerization 
method was developed in the enterprise itself. Raw 
materials are ethylene, Jilcrine, etc. There is a plan for 
the expansion of capacity to 12,000 tons per annum. 

2. Polyethylene 

(See above, Israel Petrochemical Enterprises Ltd., under 
basic intermediates) 

(</) PLASTIC M ATERí \LS—THERMOSETTING 

(1) Polyesitr mint 

There are two enterprise» producing these products: 
Machteshim Ltt\, which is publicly owned and Resini 
und Polyesters Ltd., which is privately owned. The 
capacity of the enterprises is 2,600 tons. The know-how 
in the enterprises is foreign and local. The main raw 
materials are phthalic anhydride, fumarie add, styrcne etc. 

There is no plan at present for the expansion of produc- 
tion of polyester. The enterprises employ 24 workers, 
of which 7 are skilled, 9 unskilled, 5 technical and 3 
engineers and scientists. 

(2)   Phenol JormaUtkyde 
Serajon 

Then is one privately owned enterprise 
phenol fcrrMraehyde at prêtent. The enterprise 

moulding powder and phenol formaldehyde on foreign 
know-how. The capacity is approximately 1,500 tons. 
In 1963 production was 650 tons. Local consumption 
was 450 tons and 200 tons exported. The installation 
employs approximately 15 workers, of which 4 are 
skilled, 7 unskilled, 3 technical, and one an engineer. 

Raw materials are phenol, imported from abroad 
and formaldehyde produced in Israel. There are no 
plans at present for additional expansion of capacity. 

(p) SYNTHETIC UBRES 

( 1 ) Nylon 
Consumption of synthetic fibres has increased about 

seven and half times in five years (from 230 tons in 1958 
to 1,790 tons in 1963). There is at present one privately 
owned enterprise for the production of nylon. The enter- 
prise produces nylon 6 yarn. The capacity is 1,200 tons. 
In 1963, production was 1,000 tons. Local consumption 
was 900 tons and export 100 tons. 

The installation employs approximately 20 workers, 
of which 5 are skilled and 2 are scientists and engineers. 
The raw materials from which nylon yarn is produced is 
caprolactam, which at present is imported. There is no 
plan for expansion of output at present. 

(2) Acrilan 
Acrilan belongs to the group of the acrylonitrile poly- 

mers. There is the possibility of specific substitutions of 
the various types of fibres, but not all synthetic fibres 
have the same qualities. These different fibres are suited 
to specific uses. 

An enterprise was recently established for the produc- 
tion of acrylonitrile which has a capacity of 1,000 tons 
per annum, and began production 1964. The enterprise, 
based on foreign know-how, plans to export 80 per cent 
of its output Invested capital will amount to $3 million. 
It is 60 per cent privately owned and 40 per cent publicly 
owned. The production is based on the raw material — 
acrylonitrile. 

Expansion of the capacity to 2,500 tons per annum is 
being planned. 

(J) CARBON BLACK 

(See above, Israel Petrochemical Enterprises Ltd., under 
basic intermediates) 

(g) SULPHUR 

Sulphur is expected to be produced in the HRL in'the 
near Alture. According to preliminary estimates, capacity 
will be 10,000 tons as compared with a local consumption 
of 30,000 tons per annum. There is no plan for additional 
expansion of capacity at prêtent. 

(h) DETERGENTS 

There are S plants producing detergents: Zohar, 
Shemen, Neka, Kadima, Taasbin. Total production in 
1969 amounted to 23,000 torn, of which 700 tons were 
exported. The present raw material is DDB. For the 
future at leatt tome of the raw materials will be toft 
biodegradable detergents, to avoid the pollution of 
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12. THE DEVELOPMENT OF JAPAN'S PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Hidmo Adochi and Hittoahi Yonmgm, Jmpmm 

It was in 1950 that Japan's chemical industry began 
to pay increasing attention to petrochemical industry, 
and it was after 1954/55 that its petrochemical schemes 
were realized. 

As the country's chemical statistics show, Japan is 
one of the world's biggest producers of calcium carbide. 
As a result, acetylene industry based on calcium carbide 
had been considerably developed. Therefore, during the 
period when foreign countries were busy with petroche- 
mical construction, the acetylene-based industries still 
occupied a firm and strong position in Japan. After that, 
however, Japan was forced to shift to petrochemical 
production owing to external and internal circumstances, 
such as the fact that overeas petrochemical industries 
were producing low cost products, including products 

which could not be made by Japan's existing industrie*; 
internally the carbide price had increased because of a 
rise in the cost of power and consequently acetylene-based 
products no longer had a price advantage over overseas 
petrochemicals. 

In 1955, the Japanese Government mapped out its 
concrete programme to aid and foster the nation's 
petrochemical industry. The construction of petroche- 
mical plants to produce basic products was started 
and proceeded progressively during the period from 
1957 to 1960, which is generally called the first-stage 
plan. 

The production structure of the major products 
related to the field of petrochemicals was as follows, as 
at 1955: 

CiMm Frrmrmu.tm Cl«.«** rmumàtU Ott mi 

U«r «art (ptr ami <m ttmi (fremi tur—Ml 

Acetic acid  100 
3 97 _ 

10 90 
Octanol  »5 5 
PVC  100 

100 
too 

— 

Methanol  •0 IO 
n 11 

|ioo Synthetic detergents   . . — 

Almost all products were made by processes baaed on 
imported molasses (fermentation), coal and coal tar, 
animal and vegetable fats and oils. Therefore, such petro- 
chemical producta, especially ethylene and propylene 
derivatives, which could not be made by these neocenes 
or, if they could, would have involved htga cotta of 
production, had to be imported m »site of the increased 
demand. The annual import value totalled around 
19 million dollars in 1957, and 26,000 tons in quantity. 

At firn four naphtha-cracking centres were construc- 
ted, and surrounding those centres a comptoaüy was baut 
by Iftesa private companies a* well as one synthetic 
rubber plut owned half by the GovsxaaMtt «ad half 
by privóte concerns. A total invitisi of 2» amSMoa 
douan was mede m time projects, out of watch foretga 
eweney sanenditun was eaaatettd at about 57,5 auliion 
dollars. An atavism plant and an aromatic 

capacities of about 90,000 tons/year and 56,000 tons/year, 
respectively, were completed, and the total production 
of the planto reached 190,000 tons annually, "^«i 
it possible to cut the approximate annual import worth 
12 million dollars in 1960. 

The production of these products not only met the 
iMreasing domestic demand but also stimulated the 
producers to shift to petrochemical praosam. The follow- 
ing table shows bow the demand progrsmd from 195«, 
whet petrochemical production was started, till 1*3. 

This table  shows  bow pstrocatatioal 
grew rapidly from 1951 to 1963, and 
products basad oa other raw materials wen 
by those based oa pstroioum. 

k-ÜSJ*° ym" * flywjntMt °P««io« ••*• ** 
•^*ja^se^^wua) •j»^m>^^smnmBB«aaBB    •jw^PlatpjPiniVJny,    temw^mVpw    Mam 

BfosbiaHoa was not yet waobsd, tat market prions of 
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Acetylene    .... 
Hhylene  
Polyethylene   .   .   . 
Slyrene  
Acetic acid .... 
Acetone  
Butanul  
Octanol  
Methanol  
An,moni«  
Synthetic rubber 
PVC  
Benzene     
Toluene  
Soap  65 
Synthetic detergent« .   . 845 

*wn ItU bttwä an pfiroihriMcml 

M IHi ftrwetf  (ptf ctntt 

(1*34-100) ItM                      l*»3 

552 —                    6 
2,430 —                 100 
2.180 —                  100 

—                 100 
274 —                   10 
400 39                    81 
293 21                    65 
411 —                    59 
301 55                 100 
153 32                   74 

—                 100 
381 0                    0 
J9G 8                   33 
622 42                   72 
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products based on conventional processes decreased 
by 42 per cent on an average. This fact shows that the 
petrochemical process is more advantageous than conven- 
tional processes, which can hardly compete with it. 
For comparison's sake, the price decrease in the over-all 
manufacturing industry was 2 per cent on an average, 
and 13 per cent in the whole chemical industry, during 
the same period. As can be seen from the results, the initial 
stage of petrochemical development was a great success. 

Reverting to the progress in the petrochemical industry, 
if 1958 is the year when the first petrochemical plan went 
on stream, the succeeding years, during which expansion 
of existing plants and completion of the complexes with 
ethylene units as a nucleus were accomplished, can be 
called the second stage of development. The prices of 
petrochemical products have continued to decrease 
steadily year by year since the beginning of the operation, 
which has gradually made the industry approach the 
international competitive level. 

Since the establishment of the petrochemical industry, 
full equipment facilities have been provided and produc- 
tion has increased supported by the strong domestic 
demand. In 1963 the production value recorded 310 mil- 
lion dollars, a 43 per cent increase on the previous year. 
The petrochemical industry accounted for 14.8 per cent 
of the value of the whole chemical production (if petro- 
chemical production includes, in a broad nenn, natural 
gas-based or coke oven gas-based products, the percen- 
tage becomes 20 per cent) in the same year. 

Of the major petrochemical products, polyethylene 
showed a remarkable increase, with 140,000 ton* in 1962 
and 220,000 tona in 1963. And polystyrene, polypropylene 
and synthetic fibras were increased rapidly beyond expec- 
tation from 40,000 tons to 80,000 tons, 0 to 20,000 tons 
and 70,000 to 108,000 tons respectively. 

Regarding export and import, dependence on imports 
has lessened remarkably with the progress of petrochemi- 
cal production. As a result, the first purpose, that of 
preventing imports, has been attained steadily from year 
to year. How much foreign currency has been saved? 
It is calculated that from 1937 to 1963 the estimated 
annual production value reached 1,340 million dollars. 

If foreign technology fees and imported petroleum value 
are subtracted from this, the balance is 1,060 million 
dollars. This is the estimated value saved. It is noteworthy 
that imports which increased gradually from 1957 
reached a peak in 1961, but began to decline in 1962 
and in 1963 reached 70 million dollars, that is an 8 per cent 
decrease from the previous year. Petrochemical products 
are now imported only where production capacity is 
inadequate. However, production is being expanded, 
so in the near future Japan will be completely independent 
of imports. 

Meanwhile, major exported products arc polyethylene, 
polystyrene and synthetic rubber. Although their exported 
value increased from 7 mi'lion dollars in 1962 to 13 million 
dollars in 1963, it accounts only for 3 per cent of the total 
petrochemical production. However, petrochemical pro- 
ducts are naturally raw materials or intermediate products 
for other industrial products, so, taking into account 
the export of processed products, such as synthetic 
resins or synthetic fibres or other finished goods, it can be 
said that the petrochemical industry makes a considerable 
indirect contribution to exports. 

The demand for petrochemical products is expected 
to increase heavily in the future. To meet such an increase, 
the capacity of the petrochemical industry will be 
constantly expanded and will continue to develop. For 
example, the actual demand of ethylene, the nuclear 
product of the petrochemical industry, was 260,000 tons 
in 1962 and 340,000 tons in 1963, but it will expand 
to 630,000 tons in 1964 and reach 1.2 million tons by 1967, 
at an average growth rate of 34 per cent. These figures 
are caculated in terms of ethylene consumption, based 
on the estimated increase in demand for its derivatives 
which is expected to grow rapidly. For instance, dur- 
ing the corresponding period, petrochemical products will 
account for 25 per cent of the totil chemical production, 
and if the production from natural gas is taken into 
consideration it will account for 40 to 50 per cent. 
From this estimate, it can be said that the petrochemical 
industry has a very bright future. 

The ethylene capacity required by 1967 will be about 
1.4 million tons if the appropriate operation is rated 
at 85 per cent, but the actual ethylene capacity including 
plants under construction, is 900,000 tons currently, 
so capacity will be 300,000 tons short by 1967. This 
capacity shortage could, however, be met to a considerable 
extent by the expansion of existing units, but there are 
some units whose expansion will reach a limit by the 
fiscal year 1964-1965 on account of the size of their 
complexes. Therefore, the establishment of new naphtha 
centres in new areas is under consideration. 

Actually, however, there are more serious problems. 
Japan had been shut out from the world situation by her 
closed economy until 1962, when trade was liberalized 
drastically. After this she was confronted with the 
world-wide tariff cut, and at the same time suffered from 
so-called block economies, such as the European Econo- 
mic Community and others. Finally, she has recognized 
that it win hardly be possible to survive without exports, 
and that the most important thing is to promote industry 
so that it becomes powerful enough to compete in the 
international market. 
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Although Japan's petrochemical industry hat made 
rapid progress by the introduction of foreign technology, 
and thus helps to strengthen the whole chemical industry, 
the prices of the products ere still higher than those of 
highly developed nations. In order to solve this problem, 
though this is not peculiar to Japan, it is important to : 
Increase plant capacity, which is relatively smaller than 

that of foreign countries; 
Bring the operation to full scale by creating or stimula- 

ting demand; 
Make effective and collective utilization of inevitable 

by- or co-products. 
As a concrete measure, Japan is considering establishing 

a highly integrated production system like a complex, 
as we call it, with olefin manufacture as the core, so that 
many chemical plants can benefit from the products 
manufactured there. This is the only way that olefin 
manufacture can be increased, and that the development 
of technology, effective investment and complete use of 
co-products can be facilitated. 

Currently, Japan has five established naphtha centre* 
and four additional centres are nearing completion. 
The expansion of these centres, as well as their co-ordina- 
tion with a further four which arc being planned, will 
be an important problem, and Japan's chemical industry 
must solve it for the healthy growth of the industry. 

Meanwhile, apart from the construction of the sew 
naphtha centres, the effective utilization of by-products 
at the established centres, is as effort to integrata their 
production, is going well. And the product* which wen» 
only made by petrochemical processes art atoe 
produced commercially one after another tl 
technological collaboration with foreign 
Newer processes are also being adoptad fer r.. 
direct from the primary petrochenucal products.  
the new or increased production of processed producta, 
such as ethylene, propylene aad butylène derivativos, 
production of synthetic rubbers aad newer rlact onsen 
has also started in addition to prodactioa of polyocrylo- 
aitrifc, polyester, poryurcthaae puutics aad synthetic 
fibre materials. Therefore almost all the products pro- 
duced overseas are beug manufactured ia Japan. 

However, the petrochemical proMcan may aot have 
bata solved simply with the 

there is still room for doubt whether the ventures an 
economically competitive from an international point 
of view. The progrès» of foreign technical development 
is very rapid, and, moreover, there are still products 
which Japan does not manufacture, e.g. ethanol, glyce- 
rine, ally! compounds, isoprene rubber, EPR. In spite 
of the fact that the production of these products would 
contribute much to the utilization of co-products, they 
are not manufactured because of the situation in thé 
domestic market, and also for lack of technology. 

The foregoing sets forth various problems that lie 
in the current development of Japan's petrocheawcal 
induetry. The petrochemical process is far more advanta- 
geous than other processes based on conventional raw 
materials, and petrochemical development will contribute 
greatly to the over-all development of the chemical 
industry. Especially, plastics, synthetic rubbers and elas- 
tomers, synthetic fibres which are substitutes tor natural 
fibres and other manufactured products will play an 
important role in the future. However, it is by no means 
easy to discover how to construct and develop the ven- 
tures. It is needless to say that it involves substantial 
investment and advanced technology. It will require 
extraordinary efforts if Japan is to try to introduce fair 
competition among countries, taking into consideration 
various factors such as the size of their domestic market. 
and the extent of their market development, then- export 
potentiality, the si» of the overseas export market, and 
then- international competitive power And it will reewre 
great efforts, too, to carry out scnooth convenio* aad 
to conetmct or streagtina tfto demeetic mdvetries. 
h RMMt be Bsnrtssed that Japan's petrochemical : 
M Mili lagajag behind the world's 
ttchateal experience, capital power (a contatti 
oa aa ethylene plant of 100.000 taaa/yaar aaeda a 
«vostment of around 1)0 million dollars), seas of she 

market purchasing power (standard of tmsujj 
competitive power. The aWaiasneat of 

experience ia technology naaawt ht atweeapisihad sa a 
day. Taking to account that evoa on» product takes as 
leaf at twessty to I 
aaül it is 
tack for the Astare is the ^rnfm af I 



13. THE POSSIBILITIES FOB DEVELOPING PETROCHEMICALS I1N LUYA 

B. Mmmgmmk, Wimimêry mf Pmlrmtamm 4fawre, LUtym 

!     iNTItOOtK HON 

It can be safely stated that no petrochemical industry 
exists in Libya The prospects for such an industry to 
flourish were non-existent prior to the discovery of petro- 
leum in commercial quantities in 199« 

On the eve of independence, at the end of 1931, Libya * 
economic and social problem» were numerous and rhev 
appeared, to some observers, to be insurmountable 
As a result of war damages and the ex-colonial era. 
there were deficits in almost all sectors of the economy 
Those deficits were then subsidized by foreign loans, in 
order to make it possible for the State to run its machinery 
and   to   undertake   some  developments 

Libya has a large geographical si M but a relatively 
low population density (173 milite« sanare km with 
only 13 million inhabitants) This is a sparsely populated 
country because « vast expanse of its land is arid desert 
unfavourable to living conditions Most of the inhabi- 
tants, therefor«, are concentrated around the coastal 
strip where they lead a mined nomadic and agricultural 
life This economy has various characteristics. foremost 
among them, an low per empHm income, low productivity 
and 

In those hard circumstances, the Libyan Government 
studied the poearbtlity of initiating a wide search for 
mineral deposits i« orear to ataste the potentiality of 
the country This lad to the drafting of petroleum legisla- 
tion and ito enactment in mid-July 1933 The literal 
clauses of Urn Law brought about an intensified search 
by more than twenty-two oil companies, and this, 
therefore, heralded tueeessivc hydrocarbon dttcovtriea, 
which made Libya, in lets than four veart at exploratory 
drilling, one of the major oil producers, with an «»port 
ftnrc warning a RMMM barrels af oil par day. 

Oil revenues have served at a propelling 
the whole eennamy asti have Mijeetad iato it a 

itK adaptabtlty to local needs, its over all impact on the 
economy and the short and long aims realised 

2. racTrmt »n*ni>iM(, rm IAOWIH <» * PCTMX MüMH AI 

INDUSTRY 

The mg obstacle, here, is the limited market demand 
because of the small and scattered population li is 
clear that a si/able local market is necessary before the 
manufacture of chemicals from petroleum can be lustified 
economically Although /*>r npiia consumption of a 
variety of commodities is increasing possible future 
trends and tendencies cannot be predicted with any 
accuracy The primary market for petrochemicals lies 
in the consuming industries plastic processing plants, 
rubber plants,  paint  and detergent  manufacture 

The problem of «mall market »tae has been tackled in a 
number of ways with an appreciable amount of success. 
One technological approach is the integration of several 
processes into a single petrochemical complex where 
the umts art »mall and compact with minimum piping 
and ancillary equipment, m that the coat of construction 
is kept low These units posees« some manual controls 
with a lett-eentraliaed control system and employ mere 
personnel than it normally required for a completely 
integrated system. The other mora realistic approach 
M the creation of |omt venture«, either between some 
government agency and a private company with acetas 
to foreign maritati and know-how. or run by a private 
company with at least 30 par cent participation by the 
aatnwal investors The establishment of joint enter 
prîtes M now universally ldopted in order to secure a 
particular proeatt technology from a company which 
hat ne market outlets or the neotteary capital for the 

N M becoming much harder to break into the already 
bigMy compatiti ve mariât sa, m ornar to embark aa aa 

at any nature, one matt bear in mmd the 
•usa átate of the venture and the naht that batet it. 
Market nutrirli aw«, ih-jJIi... ha 

la et trinato a 
pasiey waten w 
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This is esseiiiaíl\ i ihr.mii problem m most developing 
countries and much mor«- has to be dorn- io alleviate il 

The complexity of the prismi da\ petrochemical 
plant is evident in the us» . I electronic gadgets and various 
rther plani innnvMimns *hich <ire uprning ne* dimen- 
sions r"i|uirin^ snei lah/ed scientific skill* lo meet 
the fast technological developments A crash training 
programme lor a peiiod of two to three years must ne 
introduced with partuulat emphasis on topics that are 
related to process (ethnology and plant design I his 
might prt ve lo he i successful measure in overcoming 
personnel shortages tint m turn will help towards the 
growth of petrochemicals The t nited Nations and 
other international bodies have a ma|or role to fulfil 
in devising training programmes m the Held of petro- 
chemicals to meet the technological needs of the deve- 
loping countries  of Africa  and   Asia 

\    SrtMMI    H*    IHr    (*i»IH   «M    Pf I «4MHÜMM AI -S 

The Libyan tarif policy is a nemble one speculi pro- 
tective measutes may he reverted to in order to hooM 
the «ate« of a locally manufactured product against any 
outside competitor The customs duty on imported raw 
material is of the order of 2 per cent, while the duty 
on manufactured poods is about 20 per cent Some 
newly established plants are exempted from taxe« and 
tome others pay low tariffs for a period of two to 
three   years 

The Ministry of Industry it alto subsidizing loans to 
private industrial ventures and establishing training 
facilities in many towns and villages Over Lit 7 milhon is 
allocated to the industrial sector in the five-Year Pian 
Thii sum will he used to subsidize industrial projects 
and. in particular, the new research centre for industrial 
purposes The functions of this centre will he numerous, 
they will include, among others, developing new processes. 
évaluation of products on the market, and determining 
the technical feasibility of using a particular process on a 
large scale Thx financial commitment to the industrial 
sector in the Plan, is neither »patine nor sufficient, in 
the sense that no specific capital outlays are being allocated 
to specific industrial development venture*. The second 
Mage of the development programme should he specific 
M its commitment of various allocations, in particular 
to  the   industrial  sector 

There are two industrial State-run framing schools. 
and more are hem? established Various »àills and crafts 
at taught, such as welding, engi.ieering drawing and 
mechanics The** technical schools should co-operate 
more closely with various industrial enterprises m order 
to formulate a punt syllabus that will tatiefy both the 
requirements, of the industry and the educational author- 
it»*. Far inaiane*, the addition of new and selected 
tanta* i* chawwatry and chemical engineering w haeoming 
ft WHÊtÊÊKf 90 6*9pB Ww ml tlKfWMMnf sWMMM P9f NMM 

' *mT*»*W*eWPl*B*Jpjr  *WM  Ml Vaa^nvlnwr, 

industry a« a wnete. 
The  otiter  important   factor   la   this   cunte at   t*  the 

ttnpSaM   9n   Bla»   •aaWrMMNM   wVVsWO^HffM   W   JpMMfM.    I Mt 

wide and eaeteptex nature of flu* aivilapi—t it Hing 
feh everywhere ani * aaaaeieMy evidaat M the 

of   techniques   employed  m all stapes   of the  industry 
These techniques are  no less soph ist icated than thov 
practised by the other petrochem'cal  industries 

The I ihyan labour force emptoved m the oil busmt ss 
amounts to approximately I * OOO with more than ».000 
engaged in skilled and semi-skilled »ob*, and others art 
trained for new skilled |oh* either inside or outside trie 
country However, this progressi« hs so means satisfactory 
and more acceleration in the co-ordinal of various 
training programmes between the oil companies concerned 
and the  Ministry  ot  Petroleum is expected 

I he outstanding issue which has arisen is the co- 
ordination of any industrial development, petrochemical 
or otherwise, among the various government departments 
to avoid duplication of efforts and to expedite the execu- 
tion of development project» A co-ordinating body 
should be invested with the task of directing, supervising 
and preparing studies for industrial projects and should 
have the necessary financial hacking to enable it to call 
upon consultant s services or to employ qualified experts 
This body should he set up as soon as possible to straigh- 
ten out the present state of conflict and overlapping of 
various departmental inter*«* in Libya It will contenne 
three ministries, namely Petroleum. Industry and 
Planning, and wtll bring the technical staff of each 
ministry together to formulate a real and consistent 
industrial programme for the betterment and welfare 
of  the   nation 

4    foni« AST  <t»   «• I «<X Hf.MK AL  DfeVIU.orMísNT  IN   LlBYA 
oviiR   rite   Nixr FIVE   VEAKI 

The associated gas produced from the Libyan oilfields 
will provide over the next five year* the predominant raw 
material for any petrochemical development in the 
country The amount of associated gas produced and 
flared exceeds 190.000 mmcf per annum. The trend in 
gas utilization by tankers has become an economically 
viable and safe venture The recent development in 
neighbouring Algeria concerning gat transportation 
schemes has paved the way for Libya to enter tato 
this new race in order to establish market! for her gat, 
since the shift from oil to fas might acquire major 
significance in the future. 

Associated gat it rich in hydrocarbon components 
which form the baut for petrochemical industries 
However, the main purpose of most of the projects 
submitted it concerned with liquefaction and traneaor- 
tation of the aaeociated gai at liquefied natural gas 
<LNG) or liquefied methane (LMO). Thit it weiset 
petrochemtce) induetriet consunte only a fraction of tac 
hug* ml and ga* retaros avatnMe. the remainder being 
used at a source of energy. 

The European markets art the moet obvious targai 
for any ga* export scheme, thtt it a direct retuh of tax 
geographically favourable powtion of Libya to Euraa*. 
A market analyste bat ken prepared by COMES (Socalar. 
 :.L. ^. _^..T -„»-„rfm» rmrirniintlii ilimaad 

m varie«*  Eu.eaaaa canaria fc>r  natural ga*. Tac 
market demand for gat wat wrtatated te be kett 
mm-mjm mmcf per **•**  far Spam 
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ind Algerian gas, the market is «till encouraging and 
. xceedingly  attractive. 

ihe other factor that has an outstanding bearing on 
the utilization of Libyan gas is the proximity of the gas 
»ources to sea terminals. In fact most of the prolific 
oilfields with high gas/oil ratio are only 80 to 100 miles 
,i*ay 

h is anticipated that the establishment of gas utilization 
protects such as liquefaction plants will eventually 
lead to the development of petrochemicals, as marketing 
outlets are found and per capita consumption of various 
petrochemical products increases. 

Ol companies have made no significant contribution 
to petrochemical studies or petrochemical development 
m the country. Therefore, the Libyan Government must 
lake the initiative and invite a consultant firm with the 
pertinent technical experience to study the Libyan 
situation and to offer its recommendations concerning 
the steps to be taken in any development programme. 
Simiitar studies have been made in many countries, 
including Saudi Arabia. United Arab Republic, India 
and Iran. 

(a) Utilizano* of Dahra associated gas 

Plans submitted by international oil companies, parti- 
cularly Continental Oil Company, are mainly for synthesiz- 
ing ammonta and shipping it in liquid form. Specially 
built tankers will be used to transport ammonia to mar- 
keting centres. The gat source is situated 15 miles from 
rheie centres. This venture will probably consume all 
the available Dahra fas. Continental Chi Company 
shares the Dahra field with two other companies and 
therefore an agreement has to be worked out between 
the three partners aad the Government. 

The Dahra field produces more than 30,000 mmcf per 
annum with the over-all composition M per cent C,, 15 per 
cent C„ 3 per cent C„ 0.» per cent C* 0.7 per cent C„ 

and the resi N, and CO,. However, other products might 
become economically attractive to make, such as urea, 
carbon black, and polyolefin manufacture. The outlet 
to the sea will be through the Es Sider Oil Terminal. 

( b) Zelten gas scheme 

This will be an Esso enterprise and will be destined 
mostly for the export of methane. The field is 100 miles 
from the Brega Oil Terminal, and produces over 
90,000 mmcf per annum all of which is flared. A sample 
analysis of this gas is as follows: 56 per cent C,, 20 per 
cent C„ 12.3 per cent C„ 6.4 per cent C«, 0.72 per cent 
H,S and the rest N, and CO,. 

5. CONCLUSION 

From the foregoing brief discussion, the following 
remarks can be made: 

(a) Owing to the limited Libyan market, any economic- 
ally viable venture has to be established on a joint basis 
in order to secure  know-how and marketing outlets. 

(*) An appraisal of the Libyan situation for petroche- 
mical possibilities must be made very soon with the 
help of a renowned and established consultant agency. 
This will assist in  future development  and planning. 

(r) The associated gas which is available in vast 
quantities will be a major contributor to any petrochemical 
development; progress studies on the liquefaction and 
transportation of associated gas from Zelten and Dahra 
fields are being undertaken by major oil companies. 
No petrochemical projects are being considered so far, 
apart   from an  ammonia   plant. 

(</) The training of skilled personnel in the sphere of 
petrochemicals is not adequately catered for in most 
developing countries and, therefore, intensive training 
courses must be co-ordinated to meet the requirements 
of these countries for skilled people. 
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14, MALAYSIA COUNTRY STUDY 

Lim Ho Pheng, Föderation oj Mmlmyaim 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As petrochemical industry thrives best in regions 
where chemical industry constitutes an important factor, 
it is understandable that in Malaysia, as perhaps in many 
other newly developing countries, the development of 
petrochemical industry must necessarily await, or at 
most parallel, the development of chemical industry 
into an important sector of the economy, for only in 
such an environment will there exist a substantial market 
for  raw  materials   of  petroleum   origin. 

In Malaysia, the contribution of manufacturing industry 
to the gross national product is not yet substantial, 
being about 7 1/2 per cent in 1961. However, since then, 
rapid progress has been made in creating new industries 
particularly in Singapore1 where even in 1961, manufactu- 
ring sectors contributed about 14 per cent to its G.N.P. 

Although petrochemical industry does not as yet exist 
in Malaysia, indications are that within the next few 

' Singapore bfCMM a Sut« of Malaysia on 31 August 19*3. 

years a start in this direction would be made, though 
small in scale and limited in »cope. At this stage too, there 
is in Malaysia a segment of chemical industry which 
could previde an outlet for certain raw materials of 
petroleum origin. This section is growing and might well be 
augmented by new industries capable of providing a 
larger consumer market. 

II. CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA 

A selected section of Malaysia's chemical industry 
is reviewed here in relation to the part it could play in 
stimulating the development of petrochemical industry 
in this country. 

Table 1 shows the share of chemical industry in the net 
value of principal industrial output in Malaya alone. 

Of the more than 300 establishments engaged in various 
types of chemical industry, only a small number are 
manufacturers of industrial chemicals. In this small 
group there are a few industries, such as industrial 
acid production and synthetic detergent manufactures, 

TABLE 1. NIT VALUS or OUTPUT OP ssucrtD MANUFACTURING INDUSTWES, MALAYA, 1939-1962 
(MS thoutmd) 

/»»• 

Chemical products manufacturing industri« . .  . 15,013 
Processing of rubber and coconut oil in factories 

off «tut«  43,730 
Food manufacturing industries  14,139 
Beverage manufacturing industrias      9,631 
Tobacco products manufacturing industrie« . . . 10,624 
Wood product* manufacturing industriel.... 21,207 
Rubber produca manufacturing industrie» . . . 12,377 
NonimtalHr mineral products manufacturing in- 
  3,933 

melali and metal products mamUacturiag 
  7,041 

Machiner; mamuacturmg industries  2,799 
TraaMSMrteo^iipmoUinsjiufaauriaciailuatriei. . 2,332 
Otte isMhttriet aid ertsbusfeoMats  12,451 

TOTAL, nhctsd industries 16*594 

IMO' 

47,542 
21.729 
11,249 
17,166 
3«,0t9 
14413 

7,643 

1,671 
3,693 
3,169 

16,0» 

IMI* 

20,004        24,582 

43,255 
21,150 
11,145 
22,220 
35,09« 
15,265 

9,033 

10,709 
4,245 
3,372 

21,031 

34,096 

45,143 
22,653 
11,800 
27,882 
40,508 
15,705 

11,971 

14,179 
7,111 
4,433 

26,304 

209,977      221,312       261,713 

Review of 
Destaf 

m Malaya wrier ft» lad Ftae-yest Pkja, Dweaber 1*6), »,, 
Smrwr tfMmmfatíahm fteaawWea, AatoMlM et Mat«« ifU. 
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which   are   potential  end-users   of " first-generation " 
petrochemicals. 

Industriai acids 

Sulphuric acid. Plants for the manufacture of sulphuric 
and formic acids already started operating a few years ago. 
I he sulphuric acid plant has a maximum capacity of 
70 tons per day or about 20,000 tons a year. But it is 
currently working under capacity and the production 
is estimated at 3,000 to 6,000 tons per annum. A large 
portion of this is used as one of the raw materials for 
producing formic acid at an adjacent plant. The rest is 
supplied to Malaya's rubber industry and two detergent 
plants capable of producing a total of 11,000 tons of 
alkyl aryl  sulphonate detergent. 

Further increase in the consumption of this acid could 
he anticipated during the next few years as more industries 
requiring sulphuric acid are being set up, particularly 
in the Jurong industrial site, Singapore *. A United States 
firm is reported to be building a fertilizer and chemical 
plant at Jurong '. The plant will be situated on thirty acres 
of industrial site in Jurong and is expected to start 
operation in 1965. When completed, it will produce 
250 tons of sulphuric acid per day, ammonium sulphate, 
ammonia, ground phosphate and granulated mixed 
fertilizers. 

Other industries being established in Jurong which 
would require sulphuric acid for processing or as one 
of their raw materials are: monosodium glutamate 
production, PVC production, iron and steel production, 
oil refining and the manufacture of household detergent 
of the alkyl aryl sulphonate type. 

Meanwhile, the building of another sulphuric acid plant 
in Jurong had already started in early 1964. This plant will 
have an annual production capacity of 5,000 tons of 
sulphuric acid and 10,700 tons of other acids and 
compounds. 

Formic acid. The formic acid plant in Petaling Jaya, 
Malaya, is currently producing 3,000 tons of acid per 
annum, mainly for domestic consumption by the rubber 
industry. 

Hydrochloric acid. A hydrochloric acid plant ' is to be 
set up on a twelve-acre site in Jurong within the next 
few year«. It will have a production capacity of 6,000 tons 
of hydrochloric acid and 4,400 tons of chlorine per 
annum. 

Nitric acid. In view of a move to manufacture certain 
types of nitrogenous fertilizer in Malaya, local production 
of nitric acid might be anticipated. The ammonia for 
this manufacture could come from a plant to be construc- 
ted by an international oil firm adjacent to its oil refinery 
at Port Dickson, Malaya.1 

Manufacture oj synthetic detergent In the Federation of 
Malaysia. In Malaya itself there are at present two factories 
producing synthetic detergents, mainly for household use. 
Their combined annual production is slightly more than 
10,000 tons. Another plant it reported to be constructed in 

1 9« Ar Emttm 
9W AM., p« 39*. 

'. 2T 1*4. 

1 Sw OU., » Ms IN«, p. 3». 

Jurong with an annual production capacity of 9 to 
18 million pounds of detergents. The bulk of detergent 
being produced at present consists largely of the alkyl 
aryl sulphonate type. However, the alkyl benzene is not 
being manufactured locally nor is there any plan to 
produce it in the next two or three years. 

111. PROSPECTS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A 
SMALL PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA 

The development of petrochemical industries is fore- 
seeable in the next few years, particularly in Singapore 
and Malaya. Considering the size of market that would 
be created for raw materials of petroleum sources, 
the degree of industrialization in Malaysia and the demand 
for various petroleum oil products which Malaysia's 
refining units have been designed to meet, the petro- 
chemical industries that could be set up here will be 
very limited in size and scope, except in one or two 
instances where plants to be set up are comparable 
in size to international standards. 

In the early stages, the growth of petrochemical 
industries in Malaysia could evolve around the following 
products : 

(a) (i) Sulphur. 
(ii) Sulphuric acid (to provide outlets for sulphur 

produced). 
(b) [(i) Hydrogen] (as a first-generation petrochemical)- 

(ii) Ammonia (to be synthesized from hydrogen 
or CH4- rich stream as one of the raw materials). 

(iii) Nitric acid (using ammonia as raw material). 
(iv) Nitrogenous fertilizers (as end-users of ammo- 

nia and nitric acid). 

Current local markets exist on a very modest scale for 
the products listed below. Whether these could expand 
substantially to justify establishment of petrochemical 
plants cannot be safely forecast yet. 

(r) Carbon black (for Malaysia's tyre-manufacturing 
industry). 

(d) Acetylene; Ethylene (for manufacture of plastics, 
ethyl alcohol and acetic acid), 

(f)  Plastics — Vinyl chloride (from ethylene) 
Polyvinyl chloride and adhesives. 

(/)  Detergents. 
Sulphur. From the present trends of development in 

the Malaysian industrial sector, it would appear that 
the annual demand for sulphur in the next five years 
will probably exceed 5,000 tons and might even reach 
30,000 tons per annum, The latter figure is based on the 
assumption that the various projects mentioned above 
will materialize. 

Gases produced by Malaysia's oil refineries could 
form a potential source from which sulphur might be 
economically recovered. There are at present five petro- 
leum oil refineries in Malaysia with the sixth one still 
under construction and expected to begin operation 
in 1966. Two of the refineries are situated in Port Dickson, 
Malaya, two in Singapore (the third is still under construc- 
tion here) and one in Lutong Sarawak. Each of these 
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refineries is  capable of processing  20.000  barrels  of 
crude oil a day. or one million tons a year. 

The following is a summary of available data on the 
above refineries: 

Pulau Bukom   Refinery* (Shell) 

Location : Pulau Bukom island, a few miles from Jurong 
industrial site in Singapore. 

Cost of refinery: $M  30 million. 
Sources of crude oil Supply : Stria, Brunei. Persian Gulf. 

Middle East. 
Production capacity: capable of processing 3,000 tons 

of crude oil a day or one million tons a year. 
Products manufactured:6 liquid petroleum gas; motor 

gasolene — all   types;   kerosene;  aviation  turbine 
fuel; diesel oils    all types; gas oil; fuel oils- all 
types;  bitumen:  refinery  gas. 

Presemi capacity 
Processing units: 

One atmospheric distillation unit   .  . 37,000 b/d or 5,000 t/sd 
One catalytic reforming unit   .... 480 t/sd 
One hydrotreater  1,800 t/sd 

Port Dickson  Refinery'' (Shell) 

Location: Port Dickson, Malaya, about 75 miles 
from Petaling Jaya, Malaysia's biggest industrial 
town, and 200 miles from Tasek, the second largest 
industrial   site   in  Malaya. 

Cost of refinery : $M52 million. 
Sources of crude oil supply I Data here are essentially 

Production capacity *imilar
B l°   *£*.   on 

Pulau Bukom Refinery 
Products manufactured      ]   (see above) 

Esso Refinery, Port Dickson. This refinery is of about the 
same size as the Shell refinery in that area. However, it 
produces a greater variety of products, including petro- 
leum naphthas, solvents and special boiling point 
spirits. It has an atmospheric distillation unit, a cata- 
lytic reforming unit, and two hydrotreaters. 

The quantity of refinery gas streams and the production 
capacity of those refining units which are of immediate 
interest here (e.g. the catalytic reforming unit, the desul- 
phurizer unit), have not been made available by the oil 
companies *. In the absence of these data, only a rough 
estimate could be made of the amount of sulphur that 
could be recovered from each of the refineries in Malaya. 
Taking 2 per cent as the average sulphur content of 
crude oils processed in Malaysia, the total quantity of 
sulphur present in 1 million tons of crude oil (which 
is the average annual capacity of each refinery in Malaysia) 
is about 20,000  tons. 

• See Asian Bukom, published by Shell (Malaya) Limited. 
' See annex 1 to this paper. 
'S«*.»»« tofmary. Port Dickxm, pubuahed by Shall (Malaya) 

Out of this, the amount that could be recovered 
depends to a large extent upon the volume of g;isc 
generated by the refinery's various processing units and 
this, in turn, is determined by the market demand for 
certain fractions of petroleum oil. particularly the 
light ones such as liquefied petroleum gases, gasolene, 
special boiling point spirits, white spirit and kerosene 
and. to some extent, diesel oils. The ¡otal production 
of the above products in each of the existing refineries 
in Singapore " and Malaya is estimated at 430,000 tons 
per annum. Assuming that the oil fractions yielding 
this quantity contain O.S to 2 per cent of sulphur, the 
amount of the latter that could be recovered in each refinery 
lies between 2,150 and 8,600 tons. A unit to recover 
2.000 tons of sulphur is probably not economical to 
operate in most parts of the world. In this respect, the 
disadvantage of having five refineries of I million tons 
capacity each, instead of one refinery with 5 million tons 
capacity, is apparent. However, because of the high 
cost of imported sulphur (average of JM273 a ton C.l.F. 
1962) and the very favourable investment opportunities 
in Malaya a "minimum economic size" could well be 
around 2,000 tons per annum. The actual recoverable 
quantity could be much higher than the estimated mini- 
mum of 2,150 tons. 

Sulphuric acid. A plant with a maximum capacity of 
about 60 tons a day is already operating in Malaya, 
and one or two more are reported to be under way in 
Singapore. The Malayan plant employs contact process 
and uses imported sulphur as a raw material. It is likely 
that the new plants to be constructed, will also employ 
a contact process requiring the use of sulphur or sulphur 
dioxide as a starting material. When all these plants 
are operating, they should be able to provide a market 
for between 5,000 to 30,000 tons of sulphur a year. 

Manufacture oj hydrogen ammonia and nitrogenous 
fertilizers. At present ammonia is not being produced 
in Malaysia although plans are under way for the construc- 
tion of two plants, one in Jurong, Singapore (see below) 
and the other in Port Dickson.10 

The Port Dickson plant is to be constructed by Esso 
Standard, Malaya, which also operates a petroleum oil 
refinery in that area. It is expected to go into operation 
in 1966. When completed, the plant will have an estimated 
annual capacity of 50,000 tons. This would be sufficient 
to supply the total requirements of liquid anhydrous 
ammonia for the whole of Malaysia's agriculture. 
Table 2 shows the annual import of ammonia into 
Malaya11 alone. This is currently being used almost 
entirely in the rubber latex industry and not for manu- 
facture of nitrogenous fertilizers, whereas the Esso 
plant is intended to supply the requirements of both. 

It is not known in detail how the hydrogen required 
for the manufacture of ammonia is to be produced. 
The possibilities are that part of the hydrogen will be 
obtained from a catalytic reformer in an adjacent oil 
refinery and part either from refinery gases which have 

Limited, see abo aim« I to this 
' Shell (Malaya) Limited bat subsequently supplied 

tkmal data, See ana« I to this papar. 
addi- 

' Exdudinf the Pulau Bukom raAncry hi Siagapoiv. 
M See Fm Eailtrn Economie JUvitw, M July IM4, p. 209. 
" Th« Sutes of Mekya Tonnara of Malay*. 
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TABI f 2. IMPORT OF AMMONIA INTO MALAYA 

Valuti ¡r 

I960 71,787.64 (or 3.589.4 tons) 3,617,177 

l%l 60,870.79 (or 3,043.5 tons) 3,190,768 
1962. 84,427.03 (or 4,221.4 tons) 4,037,372 

ken stripped of all components except methane or by 
gasification   of fuel oil. 

In this respect, the manufacture of hydrogen itself 
{though only at sites for ammonia production) could be 
considered as a petrochemical  manufacture. 

Manufacture oj nitrogenous fertilizers (urea, ammonium 
sulphate, ammonium nitrate etc.). In 1962, Malaya 
alone consumed 95,017 tons of nitrogenous fertilizers 
worth $M16,429,457 and 12,188 tons of nitrates of 
potassium and sodium worth about $M 1,951,187. 
Table 3 shows Malaya's import of various fertilizers 
in  1962. 

TABLE 3 » 

Typr of fmlltzer Qmmtlty 

Crude fish fertilizers  761.15 
Other vegetable or animal fertilizers 3,331.71 
Natural phosphate  68,925.46 
Synthetic phosphate fertilizers   .   . 5,418.12 
Synthetic nitrogenous fertilize» . . 95,006.72 
Natural nitrogenous fertilizers   .   . 10.50 
Mixed fertilizers  40,928.70 
Potassio fertilizers  10,589.65 
Crude potassium salts  1,587.54 

VtttK lC.I.F.I 
tin 

90,059 
194,939 

6,948,570 
939,351 

16,425,1*9 
4,258 

8,594,835 
1,787,532 

159,397 

226,559.55        35,144,140 

• SOUK«: Federation of Malaya, Annual Siaiiiiks uf Eriernal 
Trade,  1962. 

The annual consumption of inorganic fertilizers in the 
whole of Malaysia currently stands at 280,000 tons " and 
is increasing. Of this, a large portion is of the nitrogenous 
type- 

A subsidiary of a well-known international chemical 
lirm is to construct a multi-million dollar chemical 
complex in Malaya. The biggest plant in this complex 
will produce nitrogenous fertilizers using ammonia 
to be supplied by the Port Dickson plant." 

Another nitrogenous fertilizer plant is also reported 
to be underway in Jurong, Singapore,14 but it is not 
known where it will obtain its supply of ammonia. 

Carbon black 

The consumption of carbon black is small as table 4 
hows, being about 1,436 tons per annum, and this is 

" Far Emtmrn Eemmtk Arven», 27 August 1M4. 
" Ibid., 20 July 1964, p. 209. 
" AM., 27 August 1964, p. 1. 

used largely by Malaysia's tyre manufacturing plant in 
Pctaling Juya. 

A second factory is to start operation by the end of 1964 
in Jurong, Singapore. It will have an annual target of 
approximately 200.000 pieces of tyres and tubes. When 
in production, it could increase the consumption of 
carbon black considerably. However, considering the 
fact that each of the factories requires, or would require, 
more than ten varieties of carbon black for their tyre 
manufacture, the possibility of some of these varieties 
being produced economically by a local petrochemical 
plant cannot be accurately predicted at present. 

Acetylene, ethylene, plastics. If all goes well, Singapore 
»vili have its first PVC plant in 1967 with a production 
capacity of 7.500 tons of resin a year. The resin will 
be used in the manufacture of domestic piping, wall 
panels, footwear, floor-tiles, bags and cable coating. 
This plant will consume 10,000 tons of calcium carbide, 
to be produced locally (at 20,000 tons per annum). 
Currently, acetylene is more economically generated 
from calcium carbide than from a petrochemical plant 
because of the relatively small quantity required. However, 
with the possible establishment of one or more shipyards 
in Malaysia, and a potential growth of markets for vinyl 
and polyvinyl floor-tiles and pipes, the manufacture 
of acetylene and ethylene from petroleum sources might 
become feasible. A great deal will depend on the develop- 
ment and rapid growth of end-user industries for these 
two petrochemicals. Trends towards this are not apparent 
yet as the end-user industries are themselves either in the 
planning stage or about to be established. 

IV. INSTITUTIONAL   MEASURES  AND   INVESTMENT 

OPPORTUNITIES IN MALAYSIA 

Malaysia has no specific measures aimed at encouraging 
the development of petrochemical industry in particular. 
There are however, general government policies and 
programmes which seek to stimulate development 
and expansion of all industrial sectors. In pursuit of 
this the Government, both at Federal and State levels, 
is providing various aids to help private enterprise, 
and these include the expansion of basic facilities, 
provisions under the Pioneer Industries Act, development 
of industrial sites, provision of loans for industrial finance, 
and  tariff protection   and concessions. 

Expansion oj basic facilities. Vast sums of money arc 
being spent to provide an adequate infrastructure of 
power transport, water supplies, telecommunications, 
port facilities and other capital projects. Malaya alone 

TABU 4. IMNBT C* CARBON BLACK IKTO MALAYA, 196143 

frt» C.I.F. 
It MI 

1961  14,910.6 
1962  I6.0M.7 
1961  21.719.0 

617,207 
134,743 

J.257.2M 



has set aside more than M$l,240 millions for the abc.*«, 
purposes under its second I ive-year Plan. I96I-65.'5 

The Pioneer Industries (Relief from Income lax» 
Ordinance 1958 of the States of Malaya and the Pioneer 
Industries Act 1959 of Singapore allow businessmen 
to apply for any industry to be considered as a pioneer 
industry. If no objection is raised within a given period, 
approval will be given and all preferential treatment 
under the Act will be applied, including exemption 
from the payment of income tax for periods ranging 
from two to live years depending on the amount of 
capital invested in fixed assets. Since the enactment 
of Pioneer Industries Act in 1958-59, 240 establishments 
have been granted pioneer status. These include 105 
in Malaya with a nominal capital of |M646 million 
and a called-up capital of JMI58 million." 

Development oj industrial estates. Four industrial 
estates, one each at Pctaling Jaya, Sungei Mak Mandin, 
Tasek and Johore Bahru, have been developed in Malaya. 
Another big estate is also being established in Jurong, 
Singapore in a well co-ordinated manner. All these 
industrial estates are fully serviced, and sites, and some- 
times standard-type factories, are available at low rates. 

Industrial finance. Malaya, Singapore and the Borneo 
Territories of Malaysia have each set up an organi- 
zation to channel public and private funds towards 
industrial  investment. 

The Malayan Industrial Development Finance Limited 
was established in 1960, with part of its share capital 
subscribed by the Federal Government and the remainder 
subscribed by private investors, both local and foreign. 
As a result of recent reorganization, it has lending re- 
sources of up to JM259 million 

Singapore has its own Economic Development Board, 
which was set up in 1961 with a grant of $M100 million. 
It is very highly efficient and as a concept it is unique 
in South-East Asia. It underwrites issues of stocks, 
shares and bonds, provides medium and long-term loans 
and participates in the management of enterprises. It is 
responsible for industrial extension services, technical 
research, project feasibility surveys and advising the 
Singapore  Government  on  industrial policy. 

V. LIMITATION FACTORS AND POSSIBLE PATTERN 

OF DEVELOPMENT IN MALAYSIA 

The size oj population. For a developing country, 
Malaysia has a relatively small population of about 
ten and a half million, out of which approximately 
three and a half million are economically active. In the 
Borneo Territories, 80 per cent of the economically 
active population is engaged in agriculture, forestry 
and fishing, while in Malaya and Singapore they are 
58 per cent and 8 per cent respectively. Manufacturing 
and construction occupy 20 per cent of the labour force 
in Singapore, but only about 11 per cent in Malaya and 
leas than 6 per cent in the Borneo Territories. Against this, 

however, the per capita income and the Gross Nationa 
Product at market prices (1961) are high, being abou 
SM860 and SMS.590   million,   respectively. 

Size of market. The Malaysian manufacturing industr 
is, on the whole, still very young and small by Internationa 
standards, though it is expanding rapidly. It canno) 
except in very few instances, provide substantial outlet 
that could be economically supplied by raw material 
of petroleum origin. Very often, raw materials of othe 
sources are much more competitive. This is beca us 
the large capital investment or the high fixed costs pe 
unit of output of petrochemical plants require tha 
such plants be operated on a large scale (which is hug 
by the standards of most industries) to be economicalT 
feasible. Further, a petrochemical plant should, in general 
form part of an integrated complex so that various by 
products arising from the manufacture of any produc 
could be further processed for sale. In effect, therefore 
the consumer markets " should be both large and varied 
These conditions are still lacking in Malaysia. 

Size of Malaysia refineries and their limitations. Malay 
sian refineries are small and have very few processin 
units and hence cannot produce enough by-product 
from which petrochemicals could be processed. In th 
event of any substantial demands for petrochemical 
being created, additional processing units or plant 
are necessary and feedstock materials might have I 
be imported. 

A conducive climate can however be gradually built up 
Malaysia could work towards this by expanding it 
existing consumer industries 1N or developing new ones 
Malaysia's paint manufacturing industry and soaj 
and detergent manufactures are examples of existin 
industries that could be further expanded. The ncv 
industries being undertaken, such as polyvinyl resi 
production and vinyl floor tiles and other product 
turned out from polyvinyl resin might have great poten 
tialities. 

Further stages should, of course, include developmen 
of export markets but this aspect is very much dependen 
upon developing plants of economic size. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The manufacture of ammonia, nitric acid and nitro 
genous fertilizers from raw materials of petroleum source 
are being planned, with one of the oil companies takini 
an active role in the projects. 

A petrochemical plant to recover sulphur from th 
refinery streams should be economically feasible in th 
next few years. 

The petrochemical manufactures of certain \ ariette 
of carbon black, plastics (polyvinyl or certain plastic ad 
hesives for Malaysia's fast-expanding plywood industry] 
alkyl aryl benzene, acetylene and ethylene cannot b 
accurately forecast  at  this  stage.  Further   intensiv 

; II to this 
" Malaysia   Anniversary 

(31 August 1964). 
Suppkment,   The   Strain   Time* 

" The phnu«"«mumer markets "tpptiei to... 
capable of usina raw mataríais of petroleum oriate. 

» See MCUOD II. 

markets or outlet 
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Mirvcys are necessary. However, a great deal will depend 
un the growth of industries that will be consumers of 
the above chemicals. 

Currently the petroleum oil and refining industry in 
Malaysia is controlled by five international companies. 
The development of petrochemical industry would be 

difficult without their co-operation or direct participation. 
On the other hand, without government pressure or 
incentives, few of them are likely to extend their interest 
into the petrochemical field as they would probably 
prefer to import these chemicals from their plants 
elsewhere. 

Aaaex I 

Production figures of a Port Cickson oil refinery: » Tom „,, 
Motor gasolenes (all types)  125,000 
Kerosene (all grades)  50,000 
Aviation turbine fuel  30,000 
Gas oils and diesel oils  300,000 
Fuel oils  160,000 
Bunker fuel  293,000 
Refinery fuel (gas and liquid)  40,000 

Processing units (,o¿íSZ?IZ*t> 
1 Crude distilling unit  3,000 
I Hydrotrcater for kerosene and lighter distillates 1,000 
1 Platforming unit  300 
I Bitumen unit  100 

Refinery tases 
20,00(1 tons of gas per annum, of which 2,000 tons is used for 

liquid petroleum gas; the balance is used as refinery fuel. 

Hydrogen 
Hydrogen produced in the refinery is used for desulphurization 

of products. The present trend is that in future there will be no 
surplus. 

Sulphur 
Potential availability approximately 8 tons/day. 

' Souati: Data supplied by Shell (Maliya) Limited. 

Some information on a Singapore refinery: » 

Processing Units T«ui<hr 
1 Crude distiller  5,000 
1  Hydrotreater  1,800 
1 Platformer  490 
1 High vacuum unit  530 
! Blowing unit  240 

Refinery gases T' ¡""Jf* 
Methane and ethane ex platformer         10,000 
Propane ex crude distiller  8,000 
Propane ex platformer  5,000 
Butane ex platformer (for bottling)  5,000 
Hydrogen sulphide: When the planned hydro-desulphuriser is on 

stream, the potential availability of H,S in H,S rich refinery 
gases would be about 13 tons/day H,S. 

Hydrogen 

The hydrogen produced in the Platformer will be all used for 
hydrotreating purposes when the planned hydro-desulphurizer plant 
comes on stream. 

Sulphur 

The potential quantities of sulphur would be about 4,000 tons 
per annum when the planned hydro-desulphurizer is on stream. 

AMU II 

PRINCIPAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS, FEDERATION OF MALAYA 
(Physical units or values, and Index numbers) 

IMO 

Population (thousands)        7,017 s 

(100) 
Orot« domestic product (O.D.P.) in 

coûtant 1959 dollars (S million).       5,191 
(100) 

O.D.F. per capita ($)  751 
(100) 

Orott national product (O.N.P.) at 
nwtat price*        5,665 

(100) 
O.NJ. per capita (J)  119 

(100) 
Exports fo.b.(t million)        2,924 

(100) 
Importa c.i.f. ($ mittlon) . . . . 2,151 

(100) 
AsjriMkun: 

Rubber production  (thoumd 
tow)  708 

(100) 
RabMr prie« vmtm (RM 1, 

cana par pownd)  108.1 
(100) 

1961 mi ¡MS 
Jm.-Jmm 

7,250» 7,491 • 7,611« 
(103.3) (106.8) (108.5) 

5,458 5,672 
(105.1) (109.3) 

765 770 
(101.9) (102.5) 

5,604 5,786 
(9*9) (102.1) 
783 785 

(95.8) (95.8) 
2,622 2,621 1,333 
(».7) (19.6) 

2^31 2,447 1.30S 
(103.6) (113.8) 

737 7« 365 
(104.1) (108.1) 

•3.5 7U 744 
(77 J) (713) 

m 



Rice production (thousand tons) 

Oil palm production (thousand 
tons)  

Mining: 
Tin production (thousand tons) . 

Iron ore production (million tons) 

Manufacturing: 
Cigarette production (thousand 

pounds)  

Soap    production     (thousand 
hundred-weights)  

Cement  production   (thousand 
tons)  

Pioneer companies (number) . . 

Pioneer   companies   (called-up 
capital, $ million)  

Tnutportation: 
Motor vehicle« registered all type» 

(thousand«)  

New roads completed (miles) . . 

Communications: 
Telephones (thousands) .... 

Post offices (number)  

Mobile poet office* (number). . 

Electric power: 
Installed Capacity (thousand kW) 

Transmission line« (miles)   . . . 

.  Generation (million kWh)  . . . 

Education (fully misted schools) : 
Primary   enrolment   (thousand 

pup«  

Secondary enrolment (thousand 
pup*)  

Clase rooms (thousand) .... 

Prunai? teacher« (thousand)  . . 

Secondary tee«fasn(thoueand)  . 

Hn»Mi(Oc^wnnisMservsM*onty): 

Anmxn (amlbmed) 

IMO 19*1 itti ¡Mi 

4M 
(100) 

323 
(109.4) 

4M 
(103.1) 

90 
(100) 

93 
(103.3) 

106 
(117.8) 

36 

32 
(100) 

3.6 
(100) 

36 
(107.7) 

6.7 
(119.4) 

59 
(113.3) 

6.5 
(II6.I) 

30 

3.7 

7,879 
(100) 

9,317 
(120.1) 

11,021 
(139.9) 

6,366 

336 
(100) 

371 
(106.2) 

384 
(107.9) 

221 

2S2 
(100) 

33» 
(100) 

326 
(113.6) 

71» 
(129.1) 

321 
(113.8) 

87» 
(138.2) 

174 

99» 
(10J.O) 

29» 
(100) 

34» 
(1*6.2) 

69» 
(237.9) 

134» 
(462.1) 

115» 
(100) 
260 

(100) 

219» 
(1113) 

461 
(177.3) 

233» 
(136.6) 

764 
(293.8) 

273» 
(147.6) 

240 

76» 
(100) 
212» 

(100) 
23» 

(100) 

•2» 
(107.9) 

213* 
(100.3) 

33» 
(143.3) 

90» 
(UM) 

221* 
(104.2) 

42» 
(1816) 

94» 
(123.7) 

221» 
(104.2) 

46» 
(200.0) 

321» 
(100) 

3,921» 
(100) 

1,200 
(100) 

33« • 
(103.0) 
4,263* 
(100.3) 
1,300 
(100.3) 

327» 
(99.7) 
4,757» 
021.1) 
1,300 
(125.0) 

380* 
(ilS.9) 
5,221* 
(1319) 

SSO 

974» 
(100) 

1,051 • 
(107.9) 

1,074* 
(110.3) 

1,100* 
(1119) 

M» 
(100) 

23» 
(100) 

33» 
(100) 

3.6* 
(100) 

111* 
(113.6) 

as* 
(1134) 

3»* 
(111.4) 

4.3* 
01»««) 

147* 
(133.1) 

26» 
(113.0) 

41» 
(117.1) 

5.7* 
(ISM) 

164» 
(1704) 

20* 
(121.7) 

40* 
(114,3) 

6J* 
(ITS* 

21.1* 
(100) 
353» 

(100) 

21.3* 
mm 

33»* 
(WSJ) 

21.7* 
(mu 

tra« 
(103.1) 

21.7* 

Ut* 
(UOVI) 
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II (continued) 

IMI itti 

Health centra (number) . . 

Health tub-centra (number) 

Midwivei'clinici (number) . 

Dental clinic» (number) . . 

Doctori (number)  

Water Stippte: 
Number of tuppNa 

Outptn (million pallone per day) 

Irrigation: 

Aiwa that can be douMe-cropped 
(thousand acret)  

133» 
(100) 

«• 
(100) 

26* 
(100) 
146* 

(100) 
391» 

(100) 

140» 
(100) 

84» 
(100) 

31' 
(100) 

134» 
(100.8) 

II» 
(137.5) 

S3» 
(211.5) 

149» 
(102.1) 

419» 
(107.2) 

141» 
(100.7) 

»7» 
(103.6) 

78» 
(20J.3) 

146 • 
(109.» 

30» 
(623.0) 

373» 
(1,434.6) 

245» 
(167.8) 

438' 
(112.0) 

148» 
(105.7) 

92» 
(109.3) 

85» 
(223.7) 

IMS 

135» 
(116.3) 

M» 
(1,030.0) 

422» 
(1,623.1) 

243» 
(167.1) 

4SI» 
(1IJ.3) 

15« • 
(1114) 

93» 
(250.0) 

fonaci: iMtrtrn Utoitw 
• At at end of period. Ficum in 

tf DnHmmm In Mmkivm mtáir ih. Sterna Fin fror MM, 

bated on IMO ai 100. 
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15. THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT AND THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 
IN MEXICO 

Pttróloou Mexicmno; Mexico 

I. 

Article 27 of the constitution of the United States of 
Mexico, currently in force, grants to the nation the direct 
domain in petroleum and the hydrocarbons, solid, 
liquid and gaseous. This article further establishes that 
no concessions will be granted nor will the existing ones 
be valid; therefore the nation will carry out the 
exploitation of its products in the terms indicated by 
the regulations of the article. 

These regulations put an end to the petroleum conces- 
sions that had previously been granted to private indi- 
viduals and companies for the exploitation of petroleum 
in the country. They also established the exclusive role 
of the Government in this industry and set the basis for a 
rational exploitation of petroleum. Furthermore, these 
regulations also allow the nation to control its resources 
and direct its operations towards securinj the maximum 
benefit in the present and the best plans for the future. 
In the section on petroleum, they state the following: 

Section 1. There is vested in the nation the direct domain, 
untransferable and imprescriptible, of all the hydro- 
carbons which are located in the national territory 
(including the international shelf), in deposits or re- 
servoirs, whatever their physical state may be, including 
the intermediate states, as well as the mineral crude oil, 
products which accompany it or derive from it. 

Stctiom 2. Only the nation can undertake exploitation 
of the hydrocarbons which constitute the petroleum 
industry in the terms of the following section. 
In this Law, the meaning of the word "petroleum'* 
comprises all natural hydrocarbons referred to in 
section 1. 

Section 3. The petroleum industry comprises: 
(«) The exploration, exploitation, refining, transport, 

storage, distribution and the first sales of petroleum, 
gas and all products which are obtained from the 
refining of these. 

(») The manufacture, storage, transport and distribu- 
tion and the first sales of manufactured gas. 

(c) The manufacture, storage, transport, distribution 
and first sales of the petroleum derivatives which 
are susceptible of serving as industrial raw materials. 

The nation will carry out the exploitation of petroleum 
and all other activities referred to ¡n section 3, by means 
of Petróleos Mexicanos, a public decentralized institution 
whose structure, function and internal organization 

are determined by the laws, regulations and other provi- 
sions, or by any other provision, that in the future may 
be established  by law. 

These provisions grant to the nation the exploitation of 
the non-renewable resources, a fact of great economic 
significance for the country. In fact, a government mono- 
poly was established to carry out these operations 
with the best technology available in the different divisions 
of industry, with the fundamental object of serving the 
country and providing important backing for its industrial 
and economic development. However, the participation 
of private individuals and companies is not totally 
excluded. Section 6 authorizes Petróleos Mexicanos 
to enter into construction contracts and service contracts 
with individuals or companies when this is called for 
in the interest of securing the best performance for its 
activities. This section further stipulates that the payment 
for such construction and service contracts will be made 
in cash, for under no circumstances will percentages 
of the products or participation in the results of the 
exploitation be granted. 

Therefore, as far as the petroleum industry is concerned, 
the participation of private individuals and companies 
is reduced to the performance of specified services, 
mainly technical and also to the execution of construction 
contracts. The for.n of participation allowed to individuals 
and companies in connextion with the petrochemical 
industry is dcilt with below. 

O. Petrolaas Mexicanos 

A. THE INSTITUTION BSTABUSHID TO CAMY OUT TM 
EXPLOITATION OP TO PETROLEUM WEALTH IN MEXICO 
u PETRóLEOS MEXICANOS 

This institution, established by the Government, 
has its own legal personality, its own assets and financial 
and technical autonomy. Heretofore, this institution 
has been the only means through which the Government 
hu carried out the supply of petroleum and its derivatives 
to the country. Its operations and services are baaed 
on the principle of the utilization of the best possible 
technology to carry out the rational exploitation of 
this non-renewable resource (petroleum) of sudi impor- 
tance in the world today. 

Section 4 of the regulation of article 27 of the Consti- 
tution determines the position of Petróleos Mexicanos, 
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considering it the mechanism that the nation uses to 
carry out the exploitation of natural hydrocarbons, 
to obtain all those derivatives and products that the 
country demands for its development and also to distri- 
bute them widely and opportunely in all those places 
where they might be required. 

B. ACHIEVEMENTS OF PETRóLEOS MEXICANOS 

Petróleos Mexicanos was established in 1938. During 
the twenty-six years of its existence, it has experienced 
different types of problems, difficulties and achievements. 

In the early years, attention was concentrated on the 
organization and consolidation of the Mexican petroleum 
industry. 

The phase of growth began after the industry was consoli- 
dated. This phase presented Petróleos Mexicanos with 
a series of problems attributable mainly to growth itself, 
burdened, as the organization was, by low prices for its 
products established for social and industrial develop- 
ment purposes. 

Then came the phase of achievements. Petróleos Mexi- 
canos can certainly be proud of a long list of achievements 
carried through under difficult and critical conditions. 

Petróleos Mexicanos in recent years has shown a 
great interest in the development of the petrochemical 
industry in Mexico. The support of the organization, 
an institution of outstanding achievements, is the best 
assurance of the success of the petrochemical industry. 

The refining capacity of Mexico has an interest for 
the petrochemical industry. In 1938, refineries were 
located mainly along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico at 
Tampico and Minatitlán. These refineries were established 
mainly for exports and to supply a small local demand. 
Petróleos Mexicanos, faced with the task of promoting 
industrial development throughout the country, first 
enlarged the Mexico City Refinery and built thé Sala- 
manca Refinery in the central part of the Country; 
the coastal refineries were modernized and their capacity 
was increased considerably; simultaneously, cracking 
capacity and secondary processes were increased in all 
refineries. Later on, the gasolene plants were built, 
the first major one was Poza Rica, then Pemex City, 
Reynosa and La Venta. Refineries and gasolene plants 
have become important suppliers of raw materials 
for  the  petrochemical  industry. 

Ol 

The technical development of the refining process of 
the petrochemical industry has responded well in quantity 
and in quality to the demands of the market for fuels 
and other products. The industry undertakes cracking 
processes and hydrocarbon synthesis by the application 
of physical-chemical methods based on the thermo- 
cbemkal properties of hydrocarbons. The« developments 
•we the origin of so-called petrochemistry, which 
is nothing more than a section of the chemical induatry, 
using hydrocarbons at raw nnftsito. Thtte raw nusariak 

are chemical compounds derived from petroleum or 
natural gas. As technology developed, the refineries 
obtained an ever-increasing amount of by-products, 
generally gases, which, because of their convenient 
disposal and low cost, became ideal raw materials for 
the preparation of chemical products, products that 
displaced from the market those products which were 
being processed by the use of other technology and 
more expensive raw materials. 

As the refineries were increasing in size and in com- 
plexity through the use of new processes, a growing 
amount of waste gases was made available: gases that 
constitute the ideal raw material for the petrochemical 
processes. This abundant availability favours the con- 
struction of petrochemical units of large capacity that 
reduce production costs and allow the sale to the public 
of articles at a low price. 

Parallel to the development of the petrochemical 
processes based on the use of waste gases from the refi- 
neries, natural gas (methane and ethane) began to be 
used as an important raw material for the petrochemical 
industry. Also, the products obtained from absorption 
plants (gasolene plants) began to be important raw 
materials (propane, butane). A country that has natural 
gas reserves has a very important resource for the deve- 
lopment of petrochemical industries. 

Those countries which do not have natural gas and, 
on the other hand, do not have an abundant production 
of gases as by-products of refineries, because these 
are of small capacity, have to turn to the use of specific 
processes for trie production of these gases by the disin- 
tegration of naphthas, distillates or light fractions of 
petroleum. 

The impressive progress of the petrochemical industry 
in Mexico through the activities of Petróleos Mexicanos 
has placed the country in an excellent situation for the 
establishment and development of petrochemical 
industries. 

Mexico possesses great reserves of natural gas in 
different parts of the country. Petróleos Mexicanos 
operates four refineries, of capacities from 80,000 to 
173,000 barrels per day, which produce products that 
can be utilized as raw materials for petrochemical 
plants of adequate capacity. This situation, coupled 
with an increasing market, consequence of the growth 
of population and of its progress in general, assures 
the success of present and future operations. The great 
progress of the operations in the Pemex refineries has 
indicated the need for them to participate in the chemical 
industry, not only as an economic measure, but also 
as a conservation measure for the best utilization of a 
non-renewable resource. Thus, rather than the gases 
produced being moved or otherwise disposed of they 
are utilized in the fabrication of useful chemical products. 

IV. 

Front the comma of section 3, clause III, of tha 
régulations of article 27 of the Constitution, it it catar 
that tht nation reserves to tottf the axeman* right to 
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proont UM bisk industrial raw materials from the petro- 
leum. However, the Government, conscious of the sig- 
nificance for Mexico represented in the development 
of the petrochemical industry and using it to promote 
properly this very important economic activity, enacted 
legislation for the petrochemical industry in general, 
establishing the limits of the basic petrochemical industry 
in chapter Vili of the regulations of article 27 of the 
Constitution, which   provides as follows 

Section 26. The petrochemical industry consists of the 
production of compounds not within the limits of the 
basic products of refining to which Section 21 refers. 
starting partially or totally from natural petroleum, 
hydrocarbons or those which are products or by- 
products  of refining  operations. 

Section 27. It is vested in the nation, through Petróleos 
Mexicanos or through institutions or corporations 
subsidiaries of Pemex or associated with it, established 
by the Government, in which no private individual 
can have any investment in the manufacture of the 
product« susceptible of serving as batic raw materials 
which are the result of the petrochemical processes, 
based on the first important chemical transformation 
or on the first important physical process which takes 
place, starting from products of by-products or refining 
or of natural hydrocarbons of petroleum or that have 
fundamental, social or economical interest for the 
Government 

Sectkm 2Ê. The elaboration of products which result 
from further petrochemical procese« to those meit- 
tkmed in the previous section, constitute the fteM in 
which the Government, private investors inde pen- 
detrtly associated with the Government through 
Petróleo« Mexicanos, or subsidiary inttitutioiM or 
corporations of Petróleos Mexicano« or associated 
with this institution, established by the Government, 
can operate, in a non-exclusive form. 

Sectie* 29. In cases of doubt as to whether the processing 
of a specific product belong« or not within the Held 
reserved exclusively for the nation, decision will be 
Uhm by agreement of the Federal Government, 
with the participation of the Secretaria« del Patrimonio 
Nacional and Induetria y Comercio, after hearing 
the opinion of Petróleos Mexicanos. 

Thus, two petrochemical «elds are established. The 
bask em, which can he called Government petrochemical 
industry, is constituted by installation« mat convert 
the components of natural gas, petroleum or Ht derivatives 
into intermediate or semt-eiaborated products. The 
second field, which may he called private pstruchamicsl 
industry, correspond» to the group of 
carry ont the further tnuWormatton of those'i 
or 
for aale to the pwhek. 

There are caaes in which, a« a result of the tret transfer- 
nation, produca (amenonia) ready for mat te the puhhe 
will he obtained where mere k no need te make further 
trnuafoumtiea and obviously it is not passim» te anew 
the aartuieaiiya of me private sanier mue»« 

From the regulation« of sections 27 and 2* quoted 
it is convenient to specify the caaes in which the dover« 
ment processes the petrochemical raw material« by itself 
the cases in which it becomes associated with the private 
sector for further processing and those casts in which 
it permits the exclusive processing of raw materials 
by   the   private   sector 

To establish the most suitable criteria, »he Government 
must  consider the  following 

(1) Sofie/ m turn If a »pacific installation is to he 
established in order to manufacture products at low 
coat so a« to improve the standard of living of the popu- 
lation in general or of important sectors of the population, 
as, for example, to make available fertilisers to the farmers, 
unquestionably this type of activity belongs to the 
Government. 

(2) MegtUmtmg at turn. The Government assumes the 
responsibility of supplying the raw material common 
to various industrie« and it is concerned with carrying 
out a just distribution, tot a discriminatory one, of 
such   material 

(3) hnhmtrimt promptem melimi The Government 
promotes the development of the petrochemical industry 
in order to assist in the general industrialisation of the 
country It is in such cases that the Government particí- 
pale« with private investor« m the eetabhshmmt of the 
necessary inetaHntion« for the further processing of the 
basic raw materials obtained. In ether casts, it »imply 
supplies the private sector with the bask raw meteríais 
for then- further oonvers.on by the private seetor into 
products for sale to the public in general 

(4) Protective actum The Government hat the func- 
tion of helping Mexican investors to have greater parti- 
cipation in the envelopment of the petrochemical industry. 
and it puts hnMts te the share of foreign capital in petro- 
chemical corporation«. 

From what ha« been said M M obvious that the national 
interest must he the predominant factor in tht < 
ment of the petrochemical industry 

However,  the Government eannot  he 
action fer the natisnel interest, miihar can it 
riaàd  mia»  tk^  iaSkét^  v^^^^t^àm^mm 1 *v^^     w^w   tt^Hv   nnn^^w  MBVOTHH1MRI?III 

These erster and the previews» stipulassi » 
27 and 24 of t.» rigulntinni iissrlhs») above, an the 
guide hnes which «itirmim the aetrvwy ef fits Govern- 
ment m the processmg of tht basse pstreehewnesl sreaJnets 
and the partkieatioa of the private sector in tht. 
of secondary product«, always subject m national 
mk and social interests end the am ef impreving the 
standard ef living of the 

The ptwejrt.« ef the 
te m 

h* aeeesmt   is  tease ef 
ef .  w  

~*" --*----    --* •  ^  g 

ef 
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ronveitwM to aeeottate with international corporation», 
j.huh  participait an minority  investors  with   MPXM.MII 

I pita I in control, for the accelerated development of the 
ntiuMry and to ostata a larger production at A lower 
usi  Thi» typt of enterprise alio allow« a wider dmtribu 

non at a lower price, this hetng a recommended form of 
operation   in  the  international   Held 

V. 

Saetto« M ef rise regulation« of article 27 of the Conati 
tutina determine« tat potttion of the («overnment .n 
relation to the granting of permit» to the private vector 
tor the manufacture of products derived from the petro- 
chemical indtMtriet. fheae permit* are granted hy inatruc- 
iiont from the Federal (Government, with participation 
• >f the Secretaria» del Patrimonio National and Industria 
v Cornerei«, after hearing the opinion of Petróleos 
Me* Kanon. 

Tneae Regulation« provide for the establishment of a 
techmcnl group known a« the National  Petrochemical 
i ommtaeten which ta headed hy the M'maters of Patri 
nomo   Nacional  and   Industria  y  Comercio   and  the 

( itneral Director of Petróleo« Mexicana«. 

hi parane« M to ftMdy the application« presented hy 
corporatitMM inteftHed m the etUMithmem- of petroche- 
mical taenietrhu TSe Comniiawon coMtttts with «pectal- 
i*ed pareo anal un rile technical, legal and economical 
<4fipWH   fS  inwyMf   Hw   MflM'MtMtOII   MMMrttleM,   Wm6n 

A    7V »reaWr ma Mi mtmmfeetm* 

(à)   DMcHftio« et proceaa. 

(í )   law  material«, ceet  ef «itattìeity and  fWk 

<<f)  InfglMH ef ritt am m« 

(#)   Plow 

(/) 
(f)  Patéale tad Heeaeea ef praam la at 

I   Mara«  (\ 

ÉUaál    «MÈVJÉaì    âaa     —jajAgBjeBaasal     aW^a«stn*ri*Éa«aâVi     feria* aa*BBj    «aajaaaa    ejaj     eaa/awCTaTga]     p*a/*aaaaa"kísfaaaga,     r-an eBjáám 

•nra«     W^aaew*» ^^   «J 

D    Pimi   rapavi! v  'ènti  mvestments  rrquirett 

lu)   Si/»'   of rrw   plant 

<nt   Criteria usrd lo determine its capacity 

d t fötal investment»! forecast ¡the various aspects 
must h« detailed and the investments muet he 
divided into national currencv and foreign 
e\ hange) 

(</)   Working capital 

F      froditi turn ros, s 

(«)   Direct costs 

(/»>   Indirect  coïts 

( r )   Sale*   price 

This information must he presented in the greatest 
possi hie detail, so that the different item» of costs can 
he identified such as the cost of production, royalties 
tor patents, licences ano technical services, distribution 
costs,  financial  charges,  investment   yields and   others 

F     Distribuì um  ni  the produits 

I«)   Internal market    /ones,  sectors of population 
or    industries    Volumes 

(ñ)   Foreign market   countries, volume« and prices. 

Ci    Fmurn tat aspects 

(«)   Capital  required 

Mexican  capital 

Foreign  capital. 

Principal shareholders, individual hotdrnft and 
nnt tonality 

Seare« of finance (internal and external). 

The function of the Petrochemical Commission covers 
tnt FoHotfing enpectt 

I To study the application and to approve them, 
reran them, or postpone éecietont on them, ai the cat« 
may he, mainfy after taking into account special coneiat- 
ratioM, »weh as Mie lack of market, the lack of adequate 
hweattaeat« or rile lack of ermctive technology 

2. Te diecaat with the latere »ted partie« to ohtam 
riant aara-aaeat to change tac projects pretented to 
étaaJMM one«, taking into account the knowledge of the 

the erbtet et «voiding rile formation ef monopoli«* 
er rite duatieation of m vest ment», a« the cae« may he. 

3. Te «tad» the avallaba tity at the Oovernment aarti- 
«taatiaf wn* pei"««« corporation« m the menufeietart 
áaT jâsssflaalèaâ*i   a^aaawa^aâiaaat    avae^^aân%'M^àââsVaâ*fca~r  bs   a^Éîâaâat   aaaa>   aaVaaaaanwaEa 
W   Vsaa^aarn   ^ñr*«W«•«as*aap»  "navàrèJalf^aWiaTTBâajp   W   aFäaagPa•.   aaaW   aawÄaW*"*»» 

et rikt OaWaawat aad était ef the privat« «eater. 

4. Te lapin a« that ria* 
Bar 8 sMp*nmWs^aaTà*«aT**e' sa*«  ^aaV aTtVmwjp  sTM  TaaTet aaJr^^«vAra^«a««Tel «w | 

la a taraeratiaa favajad ka 
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(ti) 
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installation and establishing the conditions that the 
corporation must fulfil in order to make use of the 
permit It i» an established practice to demand A bond 
from the corporation requesting the permit This bond 
M requested .> that the corporation* might proceed 
to the construction and operation of the plhnt once the 
permit is received, and also tn order to avoid the possibility 
of the  pei mit  being  passed  to  other  companies 

The following is an example of one of the permits 
that  has  been  grunted 

"Decree granting to i e lune te Mexicana. SA , permit- 
mot transferable. to maiali and operate a plant for the 
mmtmfmt-ntre of pttlveiter fibre* and their ptt/vmer 
ttmrtmf from dimethyl lerephtkahite and ethylene 
gtyeat 
'DKW to the Secretarlas del Patrimonio Nacional 

end Industri» y Comercio, 

Taking as a hast« sections I and Ì .>f the Regula 
bows of article 27 of the Constitution, regarding petro- 
leum, sections I. 2b, 28 and W of the Regulations 
of the above-mentioned Law, dated August 74. 1959, 
and published m the "Diario Oncia!" of the Federation 
of  August   25.   1959, 

"Cemidermg that before the Secretarias del Patri 
monk) Nacional and Industria y Comercio, Celanese 
Mentana. SA. presented an application to install 
and operate plants for the extrusion and stranding 
of polymer Abres and the procetamg of their polymer. 
utilizing ai petrochemical raw materiali, dimethyl 
tewahthalate   and   ethylene  glycol. 

"Considering that «aid application was turned over 
te the Commission for the study of the Petrochemical 
leduetry, integiated by representatives of the Secretarias 
del Patrimonio Nacional and Industria y Comercio 
and ef Petróleos Mexicanos, and that said Commission 
was ef the opinion that it M convenient to gram this 

te elaborate die mentioned products, due to 
it timet (a) tlte elaboration of the mentioned 

the held m which private 
«MI participate, according te the stipulations 

21 of the regulations of article 27 of the 
m slat teetion on petroleum, (à) & is 
feasible te make the installation of 
for the elahoratic-K of MM solicited 

(<-) th» wiW supply rise tiltil* induetry 
wlweh am impcrtsd at the 

(«0 M  will substituts  annual imports 
I* RMnlfdft JMNbM RH* Medi 1,uSB flMvTIC 

« aai'iiea peeoe fer eaeh 1,080 teat ef 
m  ta* eeuatry; <#)  it 

HI the maawreetare ef 
Of  *M 

t; (7) * w* anlarge the paaaJbiWty ef 

tons of continuous A lament will be processed, with 
an investment of lft.5 million pesos. This plant will 
be  located in   Toluca. state of Mexico 

"i tmsidertng that Petróleos Mexicanos, in letter of 
II February of 1*64, (udged it convenient that Cela- 
nese Mexicana, SA , be granted the permit to process 
polyester fibres and their polymer 

"'( on.tidenng that it is convenient for the national 
economy to have the installation of another plant 
for the manufacture of the polyester fibres and their 
polvmer, and that this activity is not reserved exclusively 
to the Government, but that it may he carried out by 
the private sector. I have ordered ;he issuance 
of the following 

" Decree 

"First Celanese Mexicana, S.A., it granted permit, 
not transferable, to install and operate a plant for the 
manufacture of polyester fibres and their polymer, 
starting from dimethyl terephthalate and ethylene 
glycol 

'Second Celanese Mexicana. S.A., will produce in 
its first stage two thousand torn per year of short 
fibre of polyester with an approximate investment 
of 20 5 million pesos and in the second stage up to 
2,750 metric tons per year of polymer and five hundred 
ton« per year of continuous filament, with an approxi- 
mate investment of 16.5 million pesos. The plant will 
he located in Toluca, state of Mexico. 

"Third Celaneee Mexicana, S.A.. will be obliged 
to maintain m a permanent manner a minimum of 
51 per cent of the corporate capital in the possession 
of Mexican investors and to prove this circumstance at 
any time to the satisfaction of the Federal Government. 
The foreign investors that have or acquire a certain 
interest in Celanese Mexicana, S.A., wit) be subject 
in any case to the laws in force as regarding foreign 

"Fourth. Celanese Mexicana, S.A., will sell wholesale 
the material products of tins permit at pnces that 
will not exeeed 15 per cent of Ilea normal internal 
pnces of the North Amencaa market, provided that 
the raw materials can be acquired in the country 
at condition« and prions tkanar te she normal mtsraal 
ones of said market. If, dus to the mapitade ef the 
national market and other factors of the cost ef 
manufacture, the wholesale pnces should be above 
die marked pemtntage, the c 
the case to the Secretas*» da lnduetria y 
to that, after a careful study, Mat < 
be authorised 

"flfth. Celaneee Mexicana, S.A., is a Migad to i 
and nnish the installation of the nrst east ef I,ON \ 
s^^r ^^aw tw wi^wx w^^w, WKBMI ene s^eiwe ^n sm se 
V^^^^^^^^M   ^^H^^^^^^B^    ^S4^^^*Hg   I^H   H^v   W^^^V   ^n    B^S^^VieMB^^H 

ef the pressât atures w the 'Diane OstaaT, 

-Six*. Cernéese Mexieefta, S.A., withia a tana ef 
two months, starting on th* daw of pwbncariea ef tta 

m tbe 'Diarie Otoal* ef the T 

teaaa. ay at Jj5 tasa 



of the Treasury of the Federation in the amount of one 
million peso« to guarantee the carrying out of the 
construction works and installations within the 
respective appointed terms 

'Seventh. This permit will be cancelled, except 
for motives of proven superior force in the opinion 
of the competent Secretarias, for the following reasons 
I the lack of presentation of the bond within the 
respective term; II. if the construction works and 
installations are not begun within the term marked 
to the effect, circumstance in which the bond will 
he cashed; III. if in the fixed-term for the termination 
of the plant at least 60 per cent of the equipment 
should not be installed, the bond also will be cashed. 

"Eighth. The Secretarlas del Patrimonio Nacional 
and Industria y ComerHo sha!! proceed, within their 
sphere of competence, to fulfill the prêtent decree. 

"Given in the residence of the Executive Federal 
Power, in Mexico City, Federal District, on the 
twentieth day of May of nineteen hundred and sixty- 
four. The Constitutional President of the United 
States of Mexico, Adolfo López Mateos. Signature. 
The Secretario del Patrimonio Nacional, Eduardo 
Bustamante. Signature. The Secretario de Industria 
y Comercio. Raúl Salinas Lozano, Signature." 

PERMITS GRANTED 

During five years of activity, the Petrochemical Comis- 
sion has given thirty permits covering plants with an 
e»timated cost of 3,343.9 million pesos and with a 
production value of 3,675.219 million pesos. A complete 
list is attached. 
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PmormocAL INDUITBY, Auourr 31, 1M4 (cemàmté) 

h 

Prhmt tnttrpritti (continuad) 

CvMViifCHM*'!' tutfpfflËt rnwÊttft 

m 

19       Mióles, SA de C.V.       Mono and dipropyter« 
glycols, potyob) 2,000 13.1 7.990 

1,100 13.0 3.0*0 
30       Induetriat Derived*! del 

EtHeno, S.A Ethtaolaminei, ethylene 
glycols 2,000 

1,300 30.9 33.137 

21 States* Organica, S.A. .   Phthalfc anhydride 5,000 34.0 30.000 
22 tageam, S.A Surfactants (non iome) 100 1.0 MOO 

23 PoUquimia, S.A.   .  .  .    Dichlorophenox acetic 
seid,       pcnMcInOfo- 
phenol MO 11 M 

•00 2.0 4.4M 
24 Ornerai Mill» de Mexico, 

S.A  Potvtmides 400 O.Mt 
Fatty amides 400 4.0           0.CM 

23       Acetato Interamericano, 
S.A  CeUuloee acetate 20,000 216.0        330.300 

2*       Induatríai Alla», S.A.   . Acrylic mim 1,000 3.0          14.400 
27       Adhäsive« Retinol, S.A. Formaldehyde 3,400 2.0           Í.400 
21       Oayx-Mex, SA  Polyvinylchlorid» 2,000 12.0          11.700 
29       »drake Oreiaire Meni- 

S.A. de C.V. . Nltrnbeneene, pentachlo- 

Li 



PmocNBOCAL iNDUtntY, Auourr 31, 1964 f continued) 

Production! of Petróleos Mexicanos 

MtiMthMn 

Pajarito* . . . 
Atampotalco . 
Salamanca . . 

Madaro   . . . 

AnJffMWM 

méK» AMéKMWI Inmimtni tiUmmtoé 
pPPÉnlcVInvI 

ttmuiremt *n,> im mm— 
m> 

(104,900 133.957 
Benzene,'toluene. O-xy- 21,100 21.167 

lene, m- and p-xylenea 12.300 16.100 
I   42.000 630.0 45.696 

Ethyl basarne 20,300 29.7 45.100 
Cydohtune' 20,410 37.3 39.023 
Annnonia «6,000 123.0 66.579 
Carbonic pi 79,300 20.0 2.274 
Ethylene* 36,000 110.0 50.400 
Dodacylbenstne 23.100 25.0 86.625 
Ammonia 66,000 125.0 66.579 
Carbonic au 79.300 20.0 2.274 
Oil Carbon Mack, am- 

monium sulphide 30.000 
2,000 15.0 16.060 

Etny Ibanatne 20.300 29.7 45.100 
DodacytbenzeM 23,100 21.0 •6.625 
Pmadiani " 30,000 116.0 91.500 
Styrana» 30,000 60.0 90.750 
Ethylene •> 36,000 110.0 50.400 

AflHMMtW 132.000 173.0 115.996 
Carbon dioxide I3I.300 35.0 3.943 

Sua-TOTAL 1,690.9 1,071.041 

fit******* 929.7 
923.3 

1,690.9 

3,543.9 

1,253.003 
Mtatd nrttrprfeaa 1.344JNM 
aVbaAajn^nftMai ntáfawnf*Aññ4kai 

TOTAL 

1,071041 

3,675.219 



16. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY  AND ITS FUTURE IN PAKISTAN 

A. Rahman, Invettment Advimory Centre oj Pakiatan 

Pakistan has substantial deposits of natural gas, both 
in East and West Pakistan, and the Government of 
Pakistan has given permission to several companies to 
produce petrochemical intermediate and end-products 
based on natural gas. The country has already made 
considerable headway in the manufacture of fertilizer 
from natural gas in both areas of the country. 

The internal oil resources of Pakistan meet only 20 per 
cent of the country's demand for petroleum products, 
the remainder being met by imported crude which is 
processed in the country. Currently, Pakistan has two 
oil refineries, one at Karachi and the other at Rawalpindi, 
whose total refining capacity is 3 million tons per annum. 
Two more refineries are scheduled to be constructed by the 
end of 1963 — one at Karachi based on heavy crude with 
a capacity of a little over half a million tons per annum, 
and the other at Chittagong with a capacity of one million 
tons per annum. 

As a result cf substantial surplus naphtha, off-gases 
and mixed aromatics from these four refineries the 
Pakistan Government is actively considering the inUlla- 
tion of an integrated petrochemical complex in both 
areas of the country. This complex is to be based on natu- 
ral gas and surplus refinery products. In the Third Five- 
Year Plan, which starts in the year 1965, the development 
of the petrochemical industry has been given special 
importance. Pakistan has already engaged consultants 
on the planning of the petrochemical industry and their 
report is complete and under active consideration. 
United Nations experts are also helping Pakistan in the 
planning of her petrochemical development programme 
in the Third Five-Year Plan. 

Because of her large deposits of natural gas in both 
areas it is natural that Pakistan is placing more emphasis 
on the use of natural gas and less on petroleum products 
in the development of petrochemical industry. 

To meet the demand of various end-products, Pakistan 
is seriously considering the installation of two naphtha 
crackers, one in each area of the country. The require- 
ment of feed material for various end-products is such 
that it suggests maximum recovery of ethylene and mini- 
mum recovery of propylene from the naphtha cracker. 
Since Pakistan does not have any coke-oven plants, there 
is also a strong possibility of insulting one aromatics 
production unit independently to meet the requirements 
of aromatic hydrocarbons in the proposed petrochemical 
complex. 

APPROVED PETROCHEMICALS PLANT 

Pakistan has already approved a sufficient number of 
projects based on natural gas. Some of these projects 
have already gone into production and the rest are in 
the construction and planning stages. 

The following are the approved projects: 
Urea fertilizer  3.460,000 t/yr 
Ammonium nitrate  99,000 t/yr 
Acetate rayon  3,000 t/yr (present raw 

material it molasses) 
Acetylene  5,100 t/yr 
Methylacrylate  700 t/yr 
Polyacrylonitrile  3,000 t/yr 
Polyvinylchloride  3,000 t/yr 
Polyethylene  3,000 t/yr (present raw 

material ii molaste*) 
olyetter flore  3,300 t/yr 

BHC (30 per cent w.p.)  4,300 t/yr 
DDT (50 per cent w.p.)  2,300 t/yr 
Methanol  3,000 t/yr 
Formaldehyde (37 per cent)  3,100 t/yr 
Urea formaldehyde reiin  2,130 t/yr 

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECTS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

A major step has already been taken by the Govern- 
ment of Pakistan in providing a substantial allocation 
of funds for establishment of the petrochemical complex 
industry in the Third Five-Year Plan surfing in the year 
1965. 

As mentioned previously, foreign consultants have 
submitted their reports on the basis of long-term planning 
for the integrated petrochemical complex industry in 
both areas of the country based on natural gas and surplus 
refinery products. The recommended projects include 
production of more than one million tons of nitrogenous 
fertilizer and about thirty-five other petrochemical 
products such as plastics, fibres, resins, rubber, insecticide 
and organic chemicals. 

The major portion of the petrochemical complex 
industry in PakisUn will be in the private sector. The 
Government of PakisUn is encouraging private foreign 
investors to collaborate with Pakistani patrons particu- 
larly in the form of foreign capital investment and techni- 
cal know-how. Favourable policies have already been 
formulated to attract foreign capitel to Pakistan and any 
foreign investment in the proposed petrochemical industry 
would be treated favourably. 



17. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN EAST PAKISTAN 

S. A. Momen, Director, Ea*t Pakiêtan Induitrial Development Corporation 

When analysing the most outstanding different s 
between western industrialized areas and underdeveloped 
areas like Pakistan, it is found that the high per capila 
gross domestic product in the former originates mainly 
from industry or related activities. The share of agricul- 
ture does not as a rule exceed 20 per cent. The share in 
value added by industrial productivity in these areas 
accounts for roughly 88 per cent of the world figure. 
Their high share in world export originates mainly from 
commodities supplied by industry, whilst the share of 
agricultural products amounts roughly to 20 per cent. 
The high agricultural productivity is mainly based on 
fertilization with domestically produced fertilizers. A 
high state of nutrition results either from high agricul- 
tural productivity or from food imports paid with foreign 
exchange earned through the export of manufactured 
goods. 

In consequence, the first task of a country which aims 
at a bigger gross domestic product and thus a higher 
standard of living, will be industrialization and an increase 
in agricultural productivity. Industrialization depends on 
raw materials, capital and skilled labour. Higher agricul- 
tural productivity is mainly achieved by intensive use 
of fertilizers. 

As the experience of industrialized countries has taught, 
fertilizer and scarce raw materials can best be supplied 
by chemical industry. In the last decade, this task has 
been increasingly fulfilled in the United States, Canada, 
the United Kingdom, Western Europe and Oceanic 
countries by a special branch of the chemical industry, 
namely, the petrochemical industry. 

Petrochemistry produces organic chemicals and ferti- 
lizers by changing die molecular structure of hydrocarbon. 
It supplies a very large number of petrochemical deriva- 
tives. 

According to their end-uses, petrochemicals can be 
roughly divided into the following groups: 

A. Nitrogenous fertilisers; 
B. Synthetic rubbers; 
C. Synthetic Äbres; 
D. Plastics and resins; 
E. Pesticides; 
F. Dyesrufts; 
O. Others. 
Petrochemical products cu ateo be 

to their sources. They are derivatives of out or 
the foüowing: (i) acétylène; (ii) ethyleae; (üi) 
(iv) C. hydrocarbons: (v) kuafcar oMb»; (vi) 
parafi**; «ad (vii) aromarles. 

more of 

Petrochemical industry is growing rapidly. Factors 
responsible for this rapid growth are: 

(a) Increased demand for petrochemical products. 
(A) Abundant reserve of cheap raw materials, 
(r) Motor car boom in industrialized countries. 
(</) Chemical processing of crude oil and natural gas 

is cheaper than processing of coal and organic 
matters. 

It is, therefore, imperative that Pakistan, aiming at 
economic development and higher living standards, 
should extend her resources and energy in order to 
develop a petrochemical industry. 

Crude oil and natural gas can be used as feedstocks 
for petrochemicals. The discovery of a substantial quan- 
tity of recoverable reserves of natural gas has thus opened 
up fresh avenues for further industrialization, particularly 
in the field of petrochemicals. 

The Government of Pakistan realized that industrializa- 
tion, especially in the field of chemicals, was an important 
means of increasing agricultural and industrial producti- 
vity and consequently, also, the gross domestic product 
and standard of living. Accordingly, a firm highly know- 
ledgeable in this line was appointed as consultants by the 
Government of Pakistan to look into the possibilities of 
developing petrochemical industries in Pakistan. 

Summing up their findings, these consultants observed 
that agricultural productivity was low, mainly owing 
to insufficient use of fertilizers. It could be improved by 
increased application of locally manufactured fertilizers 
and pesticides. 

Pakistan's foreign trade hai been unbalanced. Exports 
consist mainly of unprocessed raw materials, whilst 
imports are characterized by a large volume of processed 
goods, including chemicals. It appears desirable, therefore, 
to process indigenous raw materials before they are 
exported and to substitute for imports locally processed 
goods as far as possible. 

Pakistan's contribution to the value added by industry 
is extremely low and out of proportion for a country 
with the sixth largest population of the world. Further 
industrialization is, therefore, most essential. 

The structure of the various industries in Pakistan ia 
also unbalanced. Apart from a large cotton and jute 
industry, there are only a few uther important industries. 

Availability of indigenous raw materials in Pakistan 
is rather narrow. Apart from jute and cotton, only natural 
gas is available in quantities sufficient for further indua- 
triahkatioa. 
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It has, therefore, been strongly recommended that 
the industrialization of Pakisian be undertaken in the 
Meld of petrochemicals, on the basis of natural gas and 
petroleum refinery by-products. This would contribute 
considerably towards an increase in Pakistan's agricul- 
tural and industrial production. At the same time, it 
would lead to a most desirable increase in the per capita 
national income, which is, at present, extremely low. 
This is more so in the case of East Pakistan, where density 
of population is extremely high. 

The first refinery in Fast Pakistan, which is now under 
construction, is scheduled to begin operations in 1966 
and will be located in Chittagong. This refinery is designed 
for a capacity of 1 million tons/year of crude oil. The 
refinery is expected to work with an initial capacity of 
60 per cent and by 1970 it is likely to work at full capacity. 

In these circumstances, oughly 75,000 tons/year of 
light naptha and refinery oh" gas will be available from 
the refinery in the initial years in a ratio of about 3:1. 
These products are suitable feedstocks for petrochemical 
plants. 

The demand for petroleum products will gradually 
increase considerably. The refinery will consequently 
increase its crude distillation. By 1970, it is expected 
that its capacity will increase by 10 to 20 per cent which 
will be sufficient to meet the requii ement for the feed- 
stocks. Furthermore, all low-boiling products will also 
be available from the proposed increase in capacity. 
In that case, it will be possible to make available 165,000 
tons of light and full range naptha by 1970. The require- 
ments of the complex in 1980 will be 250,000 tons of 
full range naphtha and 50,000 tons of platformate. 

It is to be expected that the capacity of the refinery 
in East Pakistan will be expanded in the course of the 
next fifteen to twenty years. If these extensions are made 
in the light of the requirement of the petrochemical 
complex, it is likely that the whole feedstock requirements 
can be covered. Based on the average rate of the refinery 
products, it can be expected that the refinery capacity 
will be extended, up to 1980, to a capacity of 2.5-3 million 
tons per year of crude oil. Accordingly, it is assumed 
that 250,000-300,000 tons per year of light and full 
range naphtha will be available, by 1980, for the complex. 
As regards the 50,000 tons of platformate requirement 
for the production of aromatics, it would be necessary to 
install a platforming unit with a corresponding excess 
capacity. 

East Pakistan possesses large deposits of natural gas, 
which represent a sound basis for the further industriali- 
zation of the country. It has been estimated that the 
natural gas resources discovered in East Pakistan amount 
to approximately 2.78 x 10a cu. ft. These resources 
are distributed as follows: 

Or. A. 

fylhrt  0.21 x 10» 
Ctttttack  0.02 x 10" 
Kattathoia  0.» x 10» 
lUsettpur  0.74 x 10" 
Ttot I  0.5« x 10" 
That II  0J0 x 10a 

ITI x IO" 

Current consumption of natural gas in Last Pakistan 
is limited to the uses in a fertilizer factory and a cement 
factory. It is planned to construct a pipeline from Brah- 
manbaria (Titas II) to Dacca by 19t>7 for industrial 
utilization. 

Quantities of natural gas required for the petrochemical 
complex are: 

<"«  Il  éay 

1970  .   .    Appro».   41.6   million 
l"»80 Aprrox.   77.0   million 

The proposed petrochemical complex for the utilization 
of naphtha feedstock, refinery gas and natural gas is 
designed as an integrated complex with a common powci 
station and auxiliary plants. 

The capacities of the plants have been determined 
according to the market survey carried out to evaluate 
the consumption in 1970 and 1980 and also on the export 
possibilities which exist for the various products. The 
selected products comprise about ten types of plastics, 
resins and synthetic rubber for processing the plastic 
films, pipes and various other products of everyday 
use. Preference has been given to products the consump- 
tion of which shows an upward trend. Furthermore, 
the production of four types of artificial fibres of increas- 
ing importance has been suggested. 

The proposed capacities are in line with the estimated 
consumption in 1980 and also with the aim of exporting 
30-35 per cent of the production and retaining a reason- 
able overcapacity. 

Assuming an average consumption of 1-2 kg of plastic 
per capita and normal rate of increase of population, 
the consumption of all plastics, including reasonable 
export quota, is expected to be between 70,000 tons and 
140,000 tons per year in 1980 based on a population of 
60 million. The proposed production capacity of the 
petrochemical combined plant, as far as plastics, resins 
and synthetic rubber are concerned, is 100,000-120,000 
tons per year, including a reserve capacity of 10-15 per 
cent. This production capacity is in line with the calculated 
requirements for 1980. 

The consumption of synthetic fibre is equally increasing 
owing to a higher standard of living and a resulting higher 
demand for textile products. Consumption has alto been 
favoured by the fact that textile consisting of a mixture 
of natural fibres and synthetic fibres is being used increas- 
ingly. Some types of artificial fibres, especially in techni- 
cal application, possess superior qualities to natural 
fibres. Assuming per capita consumption of 0.5 kg in 1980, 
consumption of synthetic fibres in East Pakistan will be 
30,000 to 40,000 tons and plant capacity has been recom- 
mended to that extent. 

Apart from the production of plastics and synthetic 
fibres, the petrochemical complex plant it designed for 
the production of the majority of the auxiliary products 
which are required for the establishment of a local plastic 
and fibre industry. These auxiliary products include 
ptastieñers and auxiLary products for textile industry 
detergents and are made on the basis of the intermediate 
products obtained in the combined plant. 
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RKSNMMMTION IO» PRODUCTION CAPACITI» of PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEX, RAIT PAKISTAN 
(In metric Ions) 

tvn Etrm 

A. Plastics ami resins 

(a) Polyvinyl chloride  10,000 
(4) Polyethylene  10,000 
(e) Polystyrene  12,000 
W) Poryvinylacetate  — 
it) Polypropylene  10,000 
(/) Potymethylmetha crylate  — 
(/) Styrenebutadkne copnrynurisalei  — 
(A) Phenolformaldehyde min  — 
(0 Urea formaldehyde retins  3,000 

B. Symhttic rubber 

to Cfe-polybuUdiene  10,000 

C. Synthetic fibres 

(a) Polyscrylonitrile floret  5,000 
(b) Polypropylene flbres  3,000 
(c) Polyvinyl alcohol  — 
(«/) Polyester (Ihm  — 

D. FtrtiUxers 

to Vre*  160,000 

E. huecHcUu 

to BHC (SO per cent wsttabfc)  4,000 

F. Others 

to Dkxtylphthalate  10,000 
(A) Dioctytadipate  — 
(f) Diodscylbenaene tulphomtc  1,300 
(4 Methanol  20,000 
(*) PonnaMehyde  20,000 
(/) Carbon black  — 
(f) Caustic soda  21,400 
(A) Hexamsthylene tetramine  — 
(0 

21,000 7,000 
20,000 7,000 
12,000 5,000 
14,000 — 
21,000 7,000 

3.000 1,000 
10,000 4,000 
5,000 2,000 

10,000 4,000 

12,000 4,500 

10,000 5,000 
5,000 2,000 
4,000 2,000 

10,000 4,000 

100,000 160,000 

».000 3,000 

10,000 4,000 
12.000 1,000 
«,500 — 

35,000 5,000 
35,000 7,000 
10,000 4,000 
26,725 — 

1,500 — 
2,000 — 

The capacities of the insecticide and fertilizer manufac- 
turing planta have been determined in accordance with 
the requirements ascertained in the local market survey. 

Above, in a nutshell, U shown the projected plant 
capacities in East Pakistan in 1970 and 1980. 

The steam cracking and gas recovery units are to con- 
stitute the hub of activities for the recommended complex. 
The units for individual petrochemical items which have 
to depend on steam cracking and gas recovery units can 
be fed directly from such units. Consequently, the logical 
location for the East Pakistan petrochemical complex 
is in the Chittagong area where an oil refinery with a 
capacity of 1 million tons will be constructed by 1966 
and a gas pipeline network is envisaged by 1970. 

The interdependence of various individual units for 
their raw materials is such that the Oovcmment has 
decided to participate effectively and the East Pakistan 
Industrial Development Corporation (EP1DC), an auto- 
nomous body of the East Pakistan Government, has been 

entrusted with the job of setting up a complex at Chitta- 
gong. It has already prepared a proposal for such a complex 
whose total capital cost is estimated to be Rt. 2,9111 mil- 
lion including a foreign exchange component of Rs. 
1,962 million. Divided into two phases, the first, by 1970, 
involves a total cost of Rs. 1,349 million, with a foreign 
exchange component of Rs. 1,024 million, having a 
production cost of Rs. 763 million and gross market 
value of products at Rs. 1,131 million. 

PETROCHEMICAL FROM NATURAL GAS ONLY 

One factory with an annual capacity of 110,000 tons 
of urea has already been in production since 1962. The 
natural gas requirement of this urea factory is about 
19 million curt, per day — 6 to 7 million cu.ft. per day 
for process, 12 to 13 million cu.ft. for generation of 
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20,000 kilowatts of electricity. Another urea factory, 
based on natural gas, with a capacity of 170,000 tons 
of urea is in the advanced stage of planning and is expected 
to go into production by 1968. The immense benefit 
accruing from the urea factory at Fenchuganj based 
on natural gas may be gauged from the fact that increase 
in national agricultural income due to additional yield 
of crops is valued at Rs. 200 million annually through 
the use of 100,000 tons of urea from this factory. With 
the construction of the second fertilizer factory, the addi- 
tional agricultural income will rise by another 300 million 
rupees. Another urea factory with a capacity of 500,000 
tons will form a part of the petrochemical complex, 
Chittagong. This urea plant alone will contribute Rs. 
10,000 million towards additional agricultural income. 
We have also thoroughly examined alternative uses of 
gas other than for making urea, such as the manufacturing 
of a host of petrochemicals which constitute raw materials 
for commercial plastics, synthetic resin, synthetic fibre, 
synthetic rubber solvent and detergent. The production 
of acetylene, which is the common raw material for all 
these marketable commodities, is only feasible alongside 
a huge production capacity of ammonia and/or methanol 
because about 90 per cent of the cracked gases of the 
acetylene plant and 80 per cent of the acetylenc-ethylene 
cracking plant is to be used for the production of Ammo- 
nia and/or methanol. Consequently such a petrochemical 
complex from natural gas will need a total capital invest- 
ment of about Rs. 700 million for a smallest economic 
unit of integrated projects consisting of either of the 
following two groups: 

GROUP (A) 
ritmi 

(1) Acetylene      
(2) Styreine rubber  
(3) Acrylonhrile  
(4) Urea  
(5) Methanol      
(f ) Formal 37 per cent. . . 

GROUP (B) 

(1) Acetylene    .  .   .  . 
(2)FVC  
(3) Chlorrprene rubber 
(4) Una  
(5) Metkaaot  
(0 For—I 37 per ceat 

Ctrmclir lumi 

23,000 
30,000 
25,000 

100,000 
43,000 
93,000 

Caaaricr mr« 

23,000 
16,000 
23,000 

100,000 
45,000 
95,000 

si. 

EPIDC PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEX 

Ma» 

Tbt possibility of setting up such a pstrochtmical rnnspisx 
baled oa saturai fas available io East Fakistaa M ' 

1 Steam cracking and gas recovery . 

2 Aromatic« recovery  
3 Butadiene recovery  
4 Acetylene production  
5 Carbon Mack production .... 
6 Vinyl chloride production   .  .  . 
7 Polyvinylchloride  
t Hp-Polvethykne production   .  . 
9 Vinyl acetate production  

10 Polyvinylacetatc production. .  . 
11 Polyvinyltlcohol production   .  . 
12 Polyvinylakohol flore production 
13 Aceuldehyde production  
14 Acetic acid production  
15 Ethylene glycol production, includ 

ing ethylene oxide  
16 Phthaiic anhydride production   . . 
17 2-ethylheunol production   .... 
ID DioctylphthaUte production  .  . . 
19 Otoctyladiptte production  .... 
20 Styivae production  
21 Polystyrene production  
22 Polypropylene production   .... 
23 Polypropylene fibre production . . 
24 Acrytonitrile production  
23 PrtyacrylonitrUe Sore production . 
2* Propylene tetrsajiar production  . , 
27 Dodccyl beasene sulfonate produc- 

tion        1,300 
21 Cie-polybuUdiene production    . .      12,000 
29 Styrvne butadiene copolymers pro- 

duction       10,000 
30 Terephthalk acid production . . .     10,000 
11 Pdyêtler fibre production   ....     10,000 
32 Pctrytmthybnethacrylale   iachidini 

tnethylmethacryletU production .       3,000 
33 IHC production (50 per cent wett- 

•Me powder)       MX» 
34 ^Iwewl production      35,000 
35 Forawlssaysiséduction  ....     33,000 
36 Umforiaaláehyd» reeiaproductioi     10,000 

uoa       3,000 
34 (brattili elertrotyis»          23,000 
39 Heaaswdqieat Iteranti*» produc- 

tion       1,500 
40 hatssfytMloi swodMenoa ....      2AD0 
41 Una     300010 

Amml C«M 90T 10m 
of trâémftia* cftH) 

Tmol 
ttlurtem 

70,000 235 
r«u 

66.000 487 
13,000 l.MO 
10,000 1.8IO 
10,000 950 
23,000 803 
21,000 1.490 
20,000 1,435 
13,000 1.320 
14,000 2.210 
5,300 7,440 
4,000 10,250 

40,000 625 
11,000 715 

5,000 1,530 
13,000 I.05O 
16,000 1,919 
10,000 2,073 
12,000 2,6*0 
20,000 1,13« 
12,000 1,710 
21,000 I.4W 

5,000 9,850 
10,000 1,965 
10,000 6,570 
3,300 1.120 

2.770 

1,699 
2,437 
7,155 

3,500 

290 
1,153 

2, HO 

2,33» 
vm 

,jt. 



Aaaei II 

EPIDC PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEX 

Ttut 
Stk» fretta 

httrru Total 
turnover 
I mtllUm 

of rußer* t 

1 Polyvinylchloride  21,000 
2 Polyethylene  20,000 
3 Polyvinylacetalc  3.000 
4 Polyvinylakohol fibre  4,000 
5 Potyetyrene  12.000 
t Dodecylbeiuene eulfoiiâte   .... 1,300 
7 Polypropylene  15,000 
I Polypropylene llhre  3,000 
9 Polyacrylonhrtte fibre       10,000 

10 Cta-Pnlybutadient  12,000 
11 Styrène butadiene copolymer! . . . 10,000 
12 Dioctylphthelate  10,000 
II DioctyladipaM production  ... 12,000 
14 Potyeeterttre  10.000 
15 Polymethylmethacrylate  3,000 
I« Carbon Mack  10.000 
17 Um  4tS,«tt> 
II Methanol  14,390 
19 Formaldehyde  11.070 
20 Urea formaldehyde retina  10.000 
21 Phoaol formaMehyde retine .  . . . 3,000 
22 CauetkSoda  21,112 
23 BHC (30 par centwetuMe powder). 1,000 

24 Hexamethylenetetramine    . 1,370 
25 Pemacrythrilol 2.000 
26 Touencc  23.000 
27 A'omatics       26,000 
28 i-Butylene  9,000 
29 Vinylacetate  700 
30 Polyvinylalcohol  1.000 
31 Sodium acetate  1.260 
32 Sodium eulphate  1.060 
33 AcetakJehyde  1.600 
34 Ethylene glycol 1,130 
35 PolyfJycoli 730 
36 Phthalic anhydride  1.100 
37 2-ethyHMMnol  M0 
31 hotactfc polymer  2,000 
39 Ammonium »ulphat«  10,360 
40 Light polymer  100 
41 Light aky late  1,030 
42 Terepnthalicacid  1,000 
43 Chlorine  6.330 
44 Solverne  11.530 

3.4 
6.0 
III 
4.7 
1.7 
1.0 
55 
1.3 
0.2 
1.0 
1.6 
0.9 
1.1 
2.1 
3.1 
1.9 
0.1 
0.1 
2.6 
1.9 
5.5 

,131.1 

REQUIREMENT OF MATERIALS PO« 
PrmOCHEMSCAL COMPLEX, CHITTAGONG 

*•*•/» 

O-VyfejB». 
».Je» 

« z 

^Hevejeevsjer j    evaeBJWFeaee«    \wneanvv«| 

Tmtir 

  3,770 

KaoHaertaic  3,700 
fcdalwrtcacéd  11,300 

•alt  45.080 

1. Cetaryew  Imparted 

4. htìmammm tanafea*  Laaal/lmoawea1 



18. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY — PERU 

Héctor He Sauna Remtegui, E ttprrtm Petrolera Fimrmi del Peru, Peru 

I.  Introductory remarks 

1. SHORT   HISTORICAL   SURVEY   OF  THE   DEVELOPMENT 
OF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN THE COUNTRY 

Undoubtedly, Tor many years a great concern has 
existed in Peru regarding the function of private national 
and foreign capital in the development of the petrochemi- 
cal industry, specially in the uses of oil products or 
natural gas for the manufacture of ammonium fertilizers 
and others that can be applied to Peruvian soil. 

According to the studies made by the Government and, 
private and international organizations specialized in 
such matters, it was found that although Peru has a 
wide area, there are only 1,970,973 cultivated hectares, 
and, considering the number of inhabitants, 9,906,766. 
this represents only 0.20 cultivated hectares per man, 
showing that these lands have a low production capacity 
which needs to be improved; thus providing the Govern- 
ment with a great task. 

On the other hand, it is important to stress that there 
is a considerable natural market for the petrochemical 
products, apart from ammonia products, such as urea, 
carbon black, polyethylene, benzene, and synthetic 
rubbers. 

The Latin American countries in general, and in 
particular Peru, are potential consumers of fertilizers. 
These countries, essentially agricultural, export great 
quantities of their products, and find themselves facing 
an international competition which is growing stronger all 
the time. Internally, the extension of the cultivated areas 
does not keep pace with the demographic pressure and 
the crops are not sufficient for the inhabitants to survive. 

One ploughed hectare that currently feeds, inadequately, 
6.2 Peruvians, will have to feed 8 inhabitants in 1975, 
if the cultivated areas remain as they are. However, 
for tine normal nourishing diet for the population, the 
ratio should not exceed 3.6 inhabitants per hectare; this 
is the reason for striving to achieve a growing producti- 
vity by the general employment of fertilizers. In this 
regard, as part of a gigantic plan to increase the cultivated 
areas, the Peruvian Government during the middle 
of 1964 approved the agricultural reform project, provi- 
ding for measures in the coastal, sierra and jungle areas, 
io order to increase the cultivated areas by 1,000,000 of 
hectares by the em) of its term of ornee. 

2. TIB rcoNOMC MOTI vas AND CONSIDBRATIONS TO ASSIGN 
TM OTVIN PRIORITY TO PfTROCMMICAL INDUSTRY 

Considering first the economic factor of the agro- 
cliemKal production, toe petrochemical iaduatriM contem- 

plated for Peru will have to create a favourable climate 
for the quick increase of the use of fertilizers, a goal which 
the present Government wishes to achieve. On the other 
hand, since Peru is a country where 65 per cent of the 
population is engaged in agriculture, and since the 
cultivated areas do not increase in accordance with 
demographic pressure so as to maintain the necessary 
rate of 3.6 men per cultivated hectare, as expressed in 
the proceeding section, .ne introduction of inexpensive 
fertilizers would fulfil the immediate and future agri- 
cultural needs of Peru. 

The consumption of fertilizers in Peru is, of course, 
dependent on the level of prices at which they could be 
made available to fanners. At the present level of prices 
the rate of increase of demand is 7 to 8 per cent annually. 
This could be compared with Mexico whose nitrogenous 
fertilizers are locally produced and made available to 
farmers at low prices; there consumption has grown 
recently at the rate of 37 per cent. 

On the other hand, the fact that Peru has a variety of 
geographic formations, with the coastal, sierra and jungle 
regions situated at different levels, means that the ferti- 
lizers required for each zone differ in composition and 
in quantity. Alto, the means of transportation between 
the regions have been developed in the first two zones 
— allowing regular intercommunication between the 
two — while the jungle can only be reached by air or 
water. 

To give an idea of the Peruvian market for petrochemi- 
cal products, its extent is shown in table 1, arranged 
according to the origin of the products and their principal 
UK. Only those products for which there is an annual 
demand of S/. 100 have been included, except for some 
basic products which, even though they do not reach 
this amount, have been considered of sufficient import- 
ance. 

The national deficit of ammonia products, used prin- 
cipally in agriculture as fertilizers and in mining as 
explosives (ammonia nitrate), is of the order of 35,000 
metric tons of nitrogen per year. 

The volume of sales of these ammonia products is 
considered as one of the most important indices in the 
national market Consequently, availability of a» adequata 
supply of residual oil as a source of raw material is of 
the greatest importance. 

All the products and compounds indicated above 
can be used in the Peruvian industria] market. Of course, 
in some casca, it is nsoetiary to promote die «at or find 
the application of the product m industries that may 
disregard their sandal 



TMU I. hrmocHUMCAi. raaoucrs - HTIMATID CONSUME1 IION, 

1943, CLASWItD ACCORDINO  TO THEIR  HY(MOCAItB0N OMOIN 
TABU 2. ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION or PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCI« 

CLAftMFIED    ACCORDING    TO   THEIR    INDUSTRIAI     USES 

Vttm 
tijoeo-iui il.nun fèrëi 

A.   MlTHANE UKD COMPOUNDS 

lai Ammonium ami Iti products 

1. Ammonium nitrate (•) .... 37.300 
2. Ainmonium sulfate (•) .... 105,700 
3. Una  I2.M4 
4. Nitroglycerine  435 

Ih) Other: 

5. Carbon Mack  I.t22 
6. Formaldehyde phtnol  100 
7. Formaldehyde UIM  900 
I. Cyanide »odium  904 
9. Cyanide calcium  1,035 

10. Polyacrylic Abras  705 

B   ETHANi-CTMVLINt BASTO COMPOUNDS 

1. Chloridt  2,100 
2. Polyethylene  1,100 
3. CHycol  117 
4. Tetnethyl lead  II) 
5. Ether  10 
6. Aceta* Celluloe»  «13 
7. DDT  M 
I. Butyl toMaM (tat D-2) .... 

C. PROPANE BAtU> OOMPOUMM 

1. Acetoni  312 
2. BtMtM (propyl Mtradd).  .  . 2,100 

D. •UTAitJ-tVTim BABBO COMPOUNDS 

1. Symherk rubber-»» . . . 2*4« 
fythetir rubber — im (butyl*) 3« 

2. Butylfc toMatt  432 

t   ABOMATtC HVBBOCARSON BABBO COM» DUI »M 

I. rMyaQQrlant   .  2,400 

3. Nyioa  37« 
4. Xylol  434 
3. Flattie •KtarWb  330 

; W. ft. Orate * Ca, 

1-1943: 

k 

Illj000(k> 
I43.(00(»> 
20.472 
4,900 

10.770 
3.000 
7,000 
1,433 
4.140 

74.000 (») 

29.700 
23.300 

1.097 
4,427 

371 
23,419 

1,134 

I JO* 
14,400 

3.IW 

77,400 
1.207 
«JO» 

A. SOLVENTS 

1. Ether 
2. Acetone 
3. Butyl acétete 
4. Xylol   . 

0. FZRTIUZBBS 

1. Ammonium nitrate 
2. Ammonium «ulfate 
3. Urta      

C. Rums AND PLASTICS 

1. Chloride  
2. Polyethylene   .   .   . 
3. FormaUehydt urea. . 
4. FormaMehydt phenol 
3. Di-octyl phthela* .   . 

D. SvNTMmc IBM 

1. Folyacrylk .  . 
2. Ctluloae artists 
3. liNyaatsr .   .   . 
4. Nylon .... 

E. Rutas* PBODVCTS 

1. Synthetic rubber (UR) 
2. Synthetic rubber (SM). 
1. Carton! 

F. AUTOMDTTVI mut>w is 

1. (Nyeol  
2. Tttrt ttliyttc tm4 

BBBS ,DOT 

10 
202 
422 
432 

371 
1.20* 
3.IM 
1,207 

34.000 
05,700 
12.1*4 

101.000 
193,400 
21.(72 

2,100 
7,200 
300 
100 
520 

29,700 
51,100 
7,000 
3.000 
(.240 

705 
(13 
133 
370 

74,000 
23,419 
14,000 
77,000 

240 
2,400 
1,022 

3,100 
31,400 
10,770 

117 
113 

1.197 
4,427 

435 

2.40» 

4,900 

1,12« 
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•a «MBM sosas lût. 

offenijpt capital, ta* Oovmmnt ta power will tak« tfc» 

IM    Wo CM POMiéW, kl tlttt 
1171.    Mwat basé* of ew own 
IVMB     PoMM PBoT Mar/ 

000 
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4. SUPPORTING Arnvmn FOU PET*OTHFMK AL INDHTMKI 

No in»titulH>n specialized in research exists in Peru, 
and we can only indicate, for instance, «MM privat« 
companies such as International Petroleum Company 
and Petrolera l óbitos, and Stale enterprises such a« 
Empresa Petrolera Fiscal, which arc studying the project 
of installili a petrochemical plant in the northern 
part of P-r,. 

Among engineering organizations, we can indicai*, 
for iiMance, the Agricultural University and Engineering 

University,  wnera   lem   pasearen M    .  .w   
into me aaptkaikia of fcrtitoers produced from tamii 
and   vegetable   mattar    However,   their   activities   a** 

5    EXPMTM) IIMH AND RATI (» DtVtLOrStfNT 
IM nit n nu i NTH I•TW 

Fame 1 shows th« torn of fertihatr to he consumed 

whseh have been developed 

TMU  J 

Ceaat 

Ter AI 

TOTAL 

imt-irm *m-ivn 

* f « A r f 

11.JM 

MM 

II.4M 
MM 

JM 
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12JM 

KM» 
IMM 

27 JM 
IIJM 
4JM 

JS.SM 12.3M n,m M.SM «MM 44JM 

12.7» 
I1.2M 
IMM 

M.M» 
M.SM 
Wj» •JM 

M.1M 

21.M» 
27 JM 
32JM 

M.SM 

I7.M> 
2IJM 
24JM 

«2.4M 

MJM 
IMM 
IIJM 

M.m 12.2M 

S.SM M» 1.2M »JM IJ.2M I2.JM 

The distribution of pianti par ione north. Central 
it in accordance with the induatnal plan 

in the map (aee figure I); enta saw MM on» 
i natural resources which will facilitati At mainila 

Hon of pianti m produce frrtMtaan haiiiaHy. TW aarth 
and central part of Peru ara tetter swtod becauee they 

contain hydracarbotta. TaM» 4 givei an 
natural gasas of the aeraban part ef Peru, 
the United Sanan, Fraaas, and My. 

In M» aornjara part ef Pern, we 
estimated la saMsn far 
rasarvet to he 
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metric ion» of nitrogen in ^10 days per year and 24 hours 
per day A pian for iorrign financing has been arranged 
le increate try 20 per cent the productive capacity of the 
pMM 

The Nmza plant operates with hydrogen produced 
ay catalytic crack mg of residual oil employing the process 
developed by Montecatini 

Part of the production is expended as ammonia 
Mtrate of U per cent and part as ammonium sulfate 
of 21 per cent The plant also produce sammomum nitrate 
of II per cent for explosives concentrated nitric acid 
of W per cent and dilute ot 51 per cent 

fence rerti/,a started to operate in the year 1962, 
it ha« reached an average production as follows 

PMMKJT i 

Cummmtiuti anrtc acid tea par u»mi 
DmNt MrK aewl (51 par cam) 

•tau 

LK«fita ar rm 'Lmmo 

m imtrntmrn. caMaiaaat 

a/«*» 

OR MM earn* aida, we have 
of Lernte a wniit ef get ef Me 
i* N aaHajHMtf wwl pnÉMM H «ib 
M 1*», ma MM andatane wtN ato 
UM mi'.wiit «MI ha i'*d te mf 
e/Emeaa^mmm  M*,  MMM *MMBBMMMJ   <"»*•*>  «W «MM 

11.171 
411 

51,214 
13,145 

177 
11,111 

l*a*^*e••i   \ia•Ä   %^9< 

a* a*e year l«71 

The anneal sala« nf F ertila rcpraient ì per cent of 
(tai total value of consumption of chemical products, 
tMimaMd around %i 1.080 »«Ilion per year f hi« project 
wet undertaken HI IMS hy private national initiative, 

by the Montecatini Society of Italy The total 
al outlay for the aten* wat more than SI. MO million, 

of which atmoet 5/    100 million was financed by the 
W O* awl    aVJHaV. 

Other ateata ate mentioned in the following paragraph, 
M orear to give an idea of the increasing interest of 
privata iiwarpriaai m this Aetd 

COMPUTI FMTHJZMIS A.S. 

yean the manufacturing of complete 
*"* balanced wrtihaers, containing the 

fer  each  crop  and  for 

we CM only »ay 
fcy a private company m ne 

M toaated e« the 24M km of the 
R  WMR  pVOlRMW ^V  RMvTtC  tG*M 

4ay, Mat it. 

III 
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It. PETROCHEMICAL AND CAMOCHEMICAL PROCESSES IN POLAND WITHIN 
THE PERIOD  1995-IM7 

ktmatmmly LmiMmr, Dirmctmr of tkr Teeknicmi Deportment, Ministry of V.hemicml Induttry of Poland 

Some of the development*, which have taken place 
m the Polish chemical industry from 1935 till 1964 and 
ire nlnnn«'H for the neriort I46VIM7 merely demons- 
trate how within a framework of a national economy in a 
period of fairly intensive growth, demands of the internal 
ind export markets are being met. Representativo oi 
countries entering a period ot intensive industrial growth 
will probably hnd our experience interesting enough to 
luütify such information. 

I THE EART ElAYBD IY rHt CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN 

POLAND DCPINM ON MANUFACTURING COSTS. RECENT 
SHIFT FROM ( ORE TOWARD« NATURAL GAS AND PETRO- 
LEUM   HYDRO« AURONS LOWERS  MANUFACTURING  COSTS 

The value of the chemical industry in Poland can br 
¿(tributad directly to the part played by this industry in 
reducing the dependence of economy on imports of 
products such as grain, cellulose, cotton, wool, timber, 
oils and fats, natural waxes, natural rubber, and coloured 
metalt which arc not easy to obtain. In some cases they 
might be substituted by chemicals which are more expen- 
sive than products chemically synthesized. However, 
synthetic chemicals not only help to close the gap for 
products derived from vegetable and animal sources 
which do not expand as quickly a« human requirements, 
nut represent ateo new unknown qualities and new 
end-ates. 

The impart of the chemical industry in Poland hat 
been dscwvc far the achievements of the fallowing tec- 
um of the economy 

Mineral fertHtaert in agricultural production and food 
supply am FeemmatMs for about 6.3 minion tons of 
gram yearly and have to add another 7-ntjttion torn 
till  19/7*) m arder to snmmete substantial imports 

la nts asattts industry, 3.3 kg of man-made lassi per 
to 4 kg of natural Aktes yearly 
utter «my to ine meat the teiere of 

•bratto 3 kg m IMI; 

»tW; 
la pent •RRSRSR 

Listed above are industries where chemicals are playing 
a decisive role in one country, bui a similar pattern might 
he represen»*!ive of several other countries ^vith the 
exception of those few highly industrialized ones which, 
owing to their development, have achieved a substantial 
agricultural production in the past and do not concen- 
trate their efforts on mineral fertilizers any more. 

The capital investment in the chemical industry 
reached in Poland in recent years eight dollars annually 
per head of population, which account! for 2.3 per cent 
of the annual national income. This high expenditure 
will rise to about thirteen dollars annually from 1966 
through 1968. It has also been recognized that the value 
added by manufacture calculated per one employee in 
the chemical industry is one of the highest, this being 
because manufacturing costs of organic chemicals are 
moderate when compared with prices of traditional 
products derived from animal and vegetable sources. 
It is obvious to anyone familiar with the actual trend in 
the chemical industry that manufacturing costs vary 
within certain limits whereby the factor which has the 
strongest direct and indirect effect on hydrogen and mono- 
mers are prices and chemical characteristics of fuels 
used as feed for processing into chemicals. Physico- 
chemical characteristics of fuels determine technological 
routes, capital-costs and labour requirements. That is 
the reason why in the postwar period a shift from coal 
and coke towards natural gas and liquid hydrocarbons 
has taken place practically everywhere. 

Assuming cost of I million kcal in coke in Poland to 
be 100 units, cost in coke oven gat is 130, in natural 
gas 33, m virgin gasolene of a low octane rating 100. 

Thermodynamic efficiencies of ihc synthesis gas and 
ammonia manufacturing processe« at used in Poland 
37 par cent tor coke even gat, 32 par cent for 

27 3 par sent for coke gasification in 
producer^ and lower capital expenditure per 1 to« of 
antsnonia from coke ovati gas and methane than ia the 
eie» of take, haw* had their part it the msnufartttring 

of thés vary latpertam chemical together with the 
di Usuata of kcatonet. With other factors saca 

at the «crease of eue and capacity of plants, smd tJawr 

•IJ 



Yem 

Cmmdty 

ammoni* 
comporter 
uiémyi 

1955 40 
19*2 40 
1963 70 
1965 190 

1967 300 
1969 600 

(planned) 

TAíLE 1 

Rmv mmierimt for synthesis tms 
proamnion 

Coke  
CH, reformed with »learn under aim. pressure 
Coke oven gas low temp, fractionation  .   . 
CH« partially oxidized to C,H, and synthesis 

ias       
C ¡H2 calculated for captive use 
CH, oxidized under pressure to CO >  H, 
CH4 reformed with steam in tube ovens under 

pressure         1,400 

W'OfKM   MMWpKfHfMf 
costi mtr 1 um NM, 

¡1 1 

2,700 
1,700 
2,200 

72 
4é 
59 

l,M0 
5,000 
1.600 

41 
130 
43 

37 

ratio of hydrogen to carbon (coke oven gas has the 
highest ratio) with surface of coke particles restricting 
contact with gasifying medium and diffusion, and conse- 
quently influencing unfavourable kinetics of gasification, 
cause coke to be discarded as a raw material for hydrogen. 
Moreover, processes for treating coke involve a great deal 
of equipment and result in large volumes of carbon oxide 
gases. The price structure of fuels in Poland does not 
encourage coke oven gas for chemicals despite its high 
content of H, to be separated from other constituents 
by simple cryogenic processes and despite the close 
proximity of chemical works and coke ovens in southern 
Poland. Polish ammonia synthesis units have been erected 
in three large factories with daily capacities of 460 tons 
to 1.300 tons. However, a recent development demons- 
trates that it is possible to run ammonia synthesis plants 
with daily capacities as low as 60 tons of ammonia, which 
will produce ammonia for about $30-$40/t and which, 
skilfully designed, will cost only about 20-30 per cent 
more to erect than large plants < 130 dollars per yearly 
ton). 

Such plants integrated with urea plants might be of 
special interest for regions where agriculture is not too 
intensive yet and where the actual demand for fertilizers 
is not yet too heavy. Ammonia production is representa- 
tive of a large number of chemicals obtained by processing 
methane in large units at manufacturing coats which 
art well established from the economic point of view. 

These chemicals include ammonia, urea, hydroxy- 
laaiiM. wtrofaaoiM fertiliaers, methanol, formaldehyde, 
metaytamines, hydrocyanic acid and others. 

Under Ponen condition«, acrylonrtnle, vinyl chloride, 
monovteylaoetyhmt and aceta idchyde could atoo te 
included in the category of methane derivatives. 

The price structure of solid fuel« and of crude hydro- 
carbon mixtures net only started the substitution of coke 
by natural jas in lytnttis gaa manufacture but is atoo 

i of monomers and pure hydro- 
Thé arasent costs fer cattive UM are: 

The actual trend in utilization of the raw material base 
for the manufacture of chemicals in Poland can easily be 
judged from plants which will go into operation from 
1964 to 1967. 

2. PETROCHEMICAL AND CARBOCHEMICAL PLANTS BEING 
ERECTED WITH THE OBJECT OF SBCUR1NG LOWER COSTS 
OF PRODUCTION WITHIN EXISTING PRICE STRUCTURE OF 
FUELS PROCESSED INTO CHEMICALS 

In sum, there are in Poland in 1964 in an advanced 
stage of construction the following new plants basta on 
natural gas which is available for processing into chemi- 
cals at $12/1,000 cu.m. 

Tir 

Ammonia  600,000 
Methanol  60,000 
Acetylene  32,000 
Vinyl chloride  10,000 
Acrylonitrile      16,000 
Chlorinated product! of methane      5,000 

The yearly consumption of natural gas in the chemical 
industry will in If 70 exceed 2 billion cu.m. 

The following capacities for the production and proces- 
sing of lower oleflnic hydrocarbons, ethylene emd propylene 
•re in an advanced stag* of design and construction and 
will go into operation from 1964 to 1947. 

Tift 

Ethylene     100,000 
frofyhe»       60,000 
Polyethylen» HP 24,000 
EtnyNMnMM 
Cument (phenol and acetone)  
nWar^PWPMfH ,.,,,.   ïfâlW 

v^Bu^"t*lwupflu»e»    VWfURuW 

fhnpf^ÊÊê flywi .  .        %ß9e 

• M 
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Higher oleflnic'hydrocarbonj obtained through cracking 
of paraffin waxes 

C 10-C„ fatty acids from oxidation of paraffin waxes.  .      .1,300 
C„-Cw fatfy alcohols      5,000 

The utilization of liquid fractions and ethylene and 
propylene is at present limited by our small petroleum 
refining capacities which do not yet reach 4 million t/yr. 
By 1970 those capacities will increase to 10 million t/yr. 
Straight-run gasolene will be the main raw material for 
ethylene and propylene; C4 hydrocarbons from catalytic 
cracking and reforming operations will be processed into 
butadiene. Whereas larger petrochemical plants apart 
from ammonia and methanol plants are in course of 
construction and will go into operation from 1964 
onwards (this delay being caused by the encouraging 
results of crude oil exploration which, however, will 
give larger quantities of crude oil after 1970), there are 
several plants in operation and in course of expansion 
processing light oil and coke oven tar. 

Also, there is a very large production of acetylene from 
carbide, and of acetylene derivatives and calcium cyana- 
mide derivatives in the carbochemical domain. The 
following chemical intermediates are at present and will 
remain carbochemicals until 1968: 

Benaene  150,000 
Toluene  21,000 
Naphthalene  é5,000 
Pyridine, chinoline« and picolinei  
Anthracene  
(/¿protectant  40,000 
Benzoic aad teraphthalic acida  5,000 
Ptnhalic anhydride  40,000 
Malaie anhydride  10,000 
AnthraquinoM  500 
Nicotinic and iaonicotinic acids  300 
Coumaront-ladme retins  
Toluenediitocyaaalei far potyurethaaei  5,000 
AcetaMahydt  
Acetic aeM, acetic anhydride  
2-etltytheiiiaol  JBgMO 
Acetate«  10¿00 

Derivative! of cok« oves tars aad crude benaene will 
not grow by atore taaa 23 te SO par cent up to 1970 
because of technological devektoaseats ia tk* iroa- 
smetttag industry, whan less cok« par toa of pig-iron 
is being pmtaUy «gad aad «ven lets plaaaed for tat 
immediate fatar«. 

To justify oar poaitioa regarding acryloaitrüc, aseta*- 
deayde and vinyl chloride and aromatic hydrocarbons 
it ia worth wail« giving som* more datasti. 

3. PWaocietaacAL ACUTYLINì roa raooucnoM or 
ACxnomnmM, ucmujjmmM, VIHYL 

3.1. Àrrytmétrtk 

higher than 850°C with HCN produced at a cost of 
about $147. The subsequent reaction of HCN with 
acetylene is however much slower (in aqueous solution). 

The cost of manufacturing acrylonitrile from acetylene 
for $120/t will not exceed $250/t in 1964. However, 
new processes for production of HCN for probably 
less than J130/t are being offered; these are characterized 
by higher yields and lower manufacturing costs. 

One is utilizing partial oxidation of methane mixed 
with ammonia in a flame reactor; the second process is 
making use of an electric arc. Very interesting results 
have also been published regarding production of hydro- 
cyanic acid with acetylene as a by-product in plasma torch 
reactors. 

The newest process is making use of ammonolysis of 
propylene at about 500°C. The manufacturing costs of 
acrylonitrile from propylene depend mainly upon the 
price of propylene and the by-product acetonitrile. 
Propylene with purity of 40-70 per cent obtained from 
refinery operation, from pyrolysis of gasolene or catalytic 
dehydrogenation of propane, cannot be much cheaper 
than $35-$40/t (methane -•• $17/t). The manufacturing 
cost of acrylonitrile from such propylene has been calcu- 
lated to be about $210. 

The first plant using the acetylene route in Poland with 
a capacity of 8,000 t/yr will go into operation by the end 
of 1964, the first plant based on propylene (if the acetylene 
route could not be improved) will be built in 1970. 

Other processes starting with ethylene oxide or acetal- 
dchyde or acrolein are not being taken into account as 
they are not justified economically. 

3.2. AcetaUkhyde 

Acetaldehyde is being manufactured in Poland in large 
quantities from acetylene (from carbide) at a cost of 
about $160/t. With acetylene from partial oxidation of 
saturai gas fed to the existing plant, expanded to a 
capacity of 120,000 t/yr, the cost of acetaldehyde will 
drop to about $130. 

A new process starting with ethylene is characterized 
by about the same consumption of ethylene by might 
as acetyknt in the classical mercury process, by the same 
coat for energy aad not very different labour consumption. 

The comparison of manufacturing costs has conviaced 
as that the advantage of the ethylene route lies in lower 
coats of ethylene versus acetylene costs. 

3.3. Dtrivatircs of mctuMtkytk 

Classical  routes   suiting   with   acetaldehyde   from 
aoatyteat will matin competitive ia Poland Ml 1970 far 

acid aad aehydride, ethyl acetate, 2-ethylatMaei, 
aYtfaBananaai anenanaeafnaneMn       awäaaftendnai •waves,    avi i » nasi    neewse, 

constóse acátate, asnteerythiitoi. 
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widely depending on the price of hydrocarbons, the size 
of the plant and the purity of the product. It may be 
safely assumed that ethylene of about 90 per cent purity 
from ethane costs $5O-$70 and, from a steam pyro- 
lysis of gasolene Î7C-SI00. In Poland, where pyrolysis 
and pyrolysis gas separation plant capacities are not yet 
large enough. C,H« is being produced at abuut $IOO/t 
from gasolene for $32/1. Also, as previously, stated, 
concentrated acetylene is being produced at $l20/t. 

Now, the classical acethylene route demands 0.450 tons 
of CtH, and 0.68 tons of Cl¡ plus 210 Nm8 of Hi whereas 
the ethylene route requires about 0.565 tons of CaH4 

and 1.26 tons of Cl2 with 0.59 tons of HCl as a by-pro- 
duct Those consumption figures only account for about 
$110 as against $92 and where ethylene is being 
produced from ethane the ethylene route will also require 
lower capital expenditure only partly counterbalanced 
by higher capital expenditure for a larger chlorine plant. 
The comparison leads to about $l40/t of vinyl chloride 
derived from ethylene and $l50/t from acetylene. 

As in the case of acetaldehyde the reduction of the 
cost of production of C,H, will reduce the cost of the 
acetylene derived vinyl chloride. 

Some developments recently announced will introduce 
new factors which could lower the present costs of produc- 
tion of vinyl chloride. 

These are. 
Simultaneous production of C,Ha and CtH4 by partial 

oxidation of gasolene hydrocarbons. 
Production of vinyl chloride from dilute acetylene or 

ethylene or dilute mixtures of both. 

From what has been said on the very disputed subject 
of production which might be economically organized 
or the basis of different raw materials it should be clear 
enough that: 
Where low-priced ethane, and consequently cheap ethy- 

lene could be made available in large quantities, 
ethylene routes are preferable. 

Where ethane, or even low-octane straight-run low priced 
gasolene, is not available, acetylene from natural gas 
should be used. 

la Poland where the increase of reserves of natural 
gas proceeds at a faster rate than additions to oil reserves 
and where the cost of acetylene is being lowered from 
zl 7,000 = $190'made from carbide) to ik 4,500 $120 
(from partial oxidation of methane) and where expansion 
of existing capacities for acetylene derivatives requires 
lower capital expenditure than erection of new piasti, 
acetylene will remain one of the most important inter- 
mediates. There are good prospects that in a few years' 
tine the price difference Between acetylene and ethylene 
will »arrow to lest than $30/t which might aot be an exces- 
sive price for the high activity of the triple bead. 

3.3.  Aettykm dw^wsfinw with mttreHmg po$*Mtti*i 

the cost of acetylene falls below $IOO-$I30/t 
ef the Weeps lythsssi wal probably gai« industrial 

utilizing nickel carbonyl for the reaction of acctylem 
with carbon monoxide under pressure and the synthesis 
via acrylonitnle are competitive with the acrolein routi 
starting with propylene. The author has not sufficient 
information to compare those processes with ethylene and 
ethylene oxide methods. 

Interest in tetrahydrofuran, vinyl pyrrolidone, etc. IN 

hampered by present cost ot production of acetylene. 

4.   PBTRÍK HI MU AIS   BASfcD   ON   OU HNS   AM)   ON   IJItNIs 

Ethylene and propylene oxides, glycols, acrolein and 
glycerol, ethanol and higher alcohols. oxo-alcohoK 
chlorinated derivatives of ethylene and propylene 
polyolefins. butidiene rubbers will be derived from 
petroleum. Substantial reductions of manufacturing costs 
in a few years' time are foreseen owing to a quick expan 
sion of existing capacities and because of the necessity 
of finding new end-uses. 

Conventional polyethylene will have to be manufactu 
red for $230-$300/t, polypropylene for $280-$400/t, high 
density polyethylene for $300-$450/t, polystyrene and 
copolymers for $260-$300/t, styrene-butadiene cold 
rubber and cis-polybutadiene rubber for $350-$450/t. 

This will be possible only when costs of ethylene and 
propylene are reduced by some 30 per cent and manufac- 
turing costs of styrene and butadiene and higher olefina 
hydrocarbons are  lowered to  $15O-$250/t. 

5. Aromatic hvdrocarhons from turbo and 
petrochemical sources 

Where coking operations of bituminous coal are con- 
ducted on a large scale, aromatic hydrocarbons constitute 
valuable by-products. Technological operations which 
are used for recovery of benzene, toluene, xylenes, phenol 
and other tar acids, of pyridine bases, of naphthalene, 
methylnaphthalenes, anthracene and h ignei boiling tar 
constituents are well known. Some modifications of 
classical processes for treat.mtnt of those very complex 
azeotropic mixtures which give better results than classical 
procedures have been developed in Poland. The most 
important ones are: 
Distillation for a higher yield of naphthalene; 
Extraction of higher pyridine bases; 
Continuous process for production of indene-coumarone 

resins; 
Process for dealkylatioa of toluene to bercene; 
Deaikylatton of methylnaphthalene to naphthalene ; 
Oxidation of methylbcnaenes to aromatic polycarbonylic 

acids, 
Oxidation of pyridine bases to Mcotnuc and isomcotinM. 

acid, etc. Oxidation of tornea* te 

As stated previously, costs of bei 
fron» ceke ©vea operetioes are competiti *s, however. 
peoeeseiag ef eeal te ecke «M not eever tea«ifesmmt* 
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tion. This benzene will however not be appreciably 
cheaper than the carbochemical benzene. For xylenes 
the chemical industry will rely on separation operations 
of reformed and aromatized gasolene fractions which 
underwent pyrolysis. 

6. EXAMPLES OF ORGANIZATION OF PETRO AND 
CARBOCHEMICAL PRODUCTIONS 

Organization of the petro and carbochemical produc- 
tions is shown in the diagrams which represent Chemical 
Works in Tarnów, Kedzierzyn and Blachownia Combined 
Works and Plock Refinery and Petrochemical Works 
(see figures I, II and III). Kedzierzyn and Blachownia 
Works in Upper Silesia were rebuilt in 1947 to 1953 to 
process coke and coke oven gas, crude benzene and tar 
to nitrogenous fertilizers, aromatic hydrocarbons and 
aromatic intermediates. In 1964 a pyrolysis plant was 
added and virgin gasolene from a neighbouring refinery 
is processed to ethylbenzene and polyethylene. 

The works in Tarnów which have been using natural 
gas as a source of ammonia and methanol synthesis gas 
since 1939, will by the end of 1964 process acetylene from 
partial oxidation of methane into acrylonitrile and PVC. 
The diagram of Ptock presents still another scheme of 
organization of petrochemical production. Only refining 
of crude oil will be undertaken untili I96S, but substantial 
production facilities for butadiene, eumene, phenol and 
acetone are in course of construction. 

Those examples demonstrate the trend to concentrate 
production of inorganic and organic petro- and car bo- 
chemicals in a few large factories. The majority of plants 
have been designed by polish design organizations and 
the bulk of the equipment has been made in Poland. The 
manufacture of such items of plants as had to be imported 
in the past from other countries, such as large compressors, 
H.P. vessels and measuring and regulating instruments, 
has recently been undertaken by the local machine- 
building industry. 

7. EVALUATION OF FUTURE DEMAND 

Abundant raw material supply and available reserves 
of manpower are being considered as sufficient justifica- 
tion for the decision to start petrochemical production. 
It is assumed that licences, know-how and equipment 
could be made available to a prospective manufacturing 
company for purchase and that necessary financial 
assistance could also be arranged, with international 
help if necessary. 

It is however necessary to keep in mind that creation 
of new markets or expansion of existing ones through 
lowering prices of established chemicals (which means 
the necessity of lowering costs of production below the 
level of other large manufacturers) fulfils not only 
economic conditions but represents the main purpose of 
new production facilities. It is also useful to acknowledge 
the most important difference* between the home market 
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and especially more diiUnt export markets. Projects for 
the production for the internal markets are probably 
the safest despite the fact that the evaluation of growth 
of consumption even for the home market is by no means 
simple and will not be possible without the help of 
governmental agencies shaping or controlling the indus- 
trial policy and economic growth of the State. 

In Poland, where there already was a sort of govern- 
mental economic planning before the war and where 
after the war the whole course of the development of 
national economy is being centrally planned, difficulties 
are still being encountered in forecasting future demands. 
In planning the consumption of some chemical commo- 
dities the country is helped by curves of growth in other 
countries (sec Aguíes IV and V). The shape of those curves 
follows, as a rule the growth of national income in about 
the same manner everywhere. Additional studies are, 
however, necessary to find out whether in a particular 
country some special conditions would not cause devia- 
tions from the universe! curve. 

• MA« 

In the development of chemical industry no difficulties 
were encountered with commodities where the level of 
domestic production was rather low and where even 
large plants put into operation were only in a position to 
bring some temporary relief. Such was the position with : 
Nitrogenous and phosphoric fertilizers, 

Plastics and resins for use in construction : 
Of new housing; 
Of transport equipment; 
Of electrotechnical and electronic 

equipment and machinery; 

Synthetic fibres ; 

Synthetic rubber for tyres, footwear etc.; 

Synthetic detergents. 

Production facilities in these sectors are expensive, and 
high capital expenditure was hampering their speedy 
expansion. Yet even a project for the manufacture of 
fertilizers which seems to represent commercially the 
safest straight-forward proposition will have to It into 
a definite agrarian policy. Such a policy will suggest the 
selection of agricultural targets, and the allocation of 
funds for irrigation, agricultural iwarhinory, new farsas, 
and transport facilities etc, and wiM assunse a oertain 
fetation of fertilisers priées te prices of agricultural 
products etc. 

There are many fields where the proper end-uses of 
chesnicel products wiU demand hard thinking 
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in size and capacities, belong also  plants processing 
plastic resins. 

Capital expenditure is not too high; site, energy, 
cooling water requirements are moderate; several 
operations might be made autorratic or, if local condi- 
tions require, partly manual. It ii essential to study 
carefully in all cuses the production programme and to 
diversify it only gradually. It is rather difficult when 
planning a chemical production to resist the temptation 
to include too many targets in the production programme. 

Yet, with our more than 40 years' experience in the 
manufacture of chemicals and with a chemical industry 
which has grown from 1949 to 1964 by more than 
100 per cent, the country found a limit to the capacity 
of plant management for starting up new plants and for 
introducing new products. Two new processes per year 
are probably the utmost which one might expect from 
works under supervision of an able and energetic man- 
agement. 

8. THE NECESSITY of RECONCILING MARKET REQUIREMENTS 
WITH OPTIMUM MANUFACTURING CAPACITIES 

It is useful to acknowledge the fact that a vait majority 
of chemical plants have been expanding their production 
facilities for a number of years but are starting production 
of new chemicals on a scale which will from the wry 
beginning secure competit've costs of production. The 
general treni is towards larger capacities. 

In Eastern Europe we consider the following capacities 
as representing already lower limits of the optimum 
capacities. In countries with abundant and cheap raw 
materials supply these limits might probably be lowered, 
although only when the design of those smaller units is 
simplified. 

Where the cost of a plant is given it has to he taken as 
approximate   only   for   a   plant   within   battery   limits 
inclusive of construction cost, but excluding cost of 
licence and know-how 
Sulphuric acid  from  sulphur   with  a   single  unit of 

100,000 t/yr, û 30 million   - $1.7 million. 
Ammonia 100-300 t/day single tram with a synthesis gas 

facility à 150-300 million     $4.3-16 million. 
Urea250t/dey, single tram, zl 150 million     $4.25 million. 
Methanol  100 t/day   umt with a synthesis gai plant, 

û 120 million   - $3 % million. 
Formaldehyde «,000 t/yr, zl 30 million - $1 milKon. 
Methanol 30 t/day, ai 65 million - $1 15 nulno« 
Chloromethanes 3,010 t/yr. «• 2° million — $0.6 
Aortytans by partial oatdsmon of 

23 t/day, a smgae coneentrawoa tram 22,080 t/yr 
! C.H» at 300 mstHoa » fit * 

Vinyl chloride and PVA from C,H, and acetic acuì 
5,000 t/yr., zl 120 million  - $3.5 million. 

Acetaldehyde from C,Ht, two units 40,000 t/yr. 
Acetic acid 30,000 t/yr z» 200 million      $5.7 million. 
Ethylbenzene from benzene 7,000-15,000 t/yr. 
Cumene 20,000 t/yr. 
Polystyrene  5,000 t/yr,  zl  50 million - $1.65 million 
Butadiene-styrene cold rubber 30.000 t/yr, zl 650 mil 

lion      $18.5 million. 
Maleic anhydride, two units, each 1,000 t/yr, zt 175 mil 

lion    • $2.2 million. 
Phthalic anhydride, two units, each  2,000 t/yr,  zl HO 

million - $2.3 million. 
Cyrlnhexanone from cyrlohexaw. one trim 10,000 t'yr. 

zt 130 million - $4.3 million. 
Caprolactam monomer 8,000 t/yr, zl 250 million    - $7 

million. 

The country has designed, built and operated plants 
of smaller capacities, such as methanol plants 30 t/day. 
urea plant 100 t/day which constitute a part of a larger 
industrial complex where their residue gases are being 
fed to other sections of toe factory. Such special design 
gives under favourable conditions economically satisfac- 
tory results. 

9. THB Dnrtervi «ou op TM TVCHNKAL «TAPP 
IN THE SUCCIMFUL OMKATSON AND RJDMNfJON Of A PLANT 

The importance of technically eflkient supervisory and 
scientific staff cannot he overrated. TMs single factor is of 
primary importance for the efficient operation of 
newly erected production faciHtiee. A modern plant 
calls for a vast array of highly qualified specialists. 
Education of such a staff definitively takes more time 
than the construction of a new piant. Without euch a 
staff it would he difficult to keep up with market require- 
ments regarding the quality of products and the aeceseity 
of supplying more sophisticated products. 

EMfciatiy pkmrmmmmiimt pkmia call for a 
sdentine and technological effort oí* a larga 
staff with a large proportion of qualified cheattets, phar- 
macists, physicians, p^harmacologsets etc. If a newly 
established plant cannot he supported by üs own research 
laboratory, the co-operation and sssietaati of some exist- 
ing research organization has to he se«uni. 
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acquire the necessary intimate knowledge of purchased 
process, licence and know-how, apart from the assistance 
.ind training received from the engineering and contrac- 
ting firm, is through buying, constructing and running a 
pilot plant along with the full scale unit. 

able for this task only about 600 chemists and chemical 
engineers with a university education. Poland is currently 
employing more than 9,300 technicians with university 
degrees, out of whom 2,200 are conducting research and 
development and 2,000 are plant and process design staff. 

10. CLOSING RKMARKS 

One fact could not have escaped attention of careful 
readers, namely, that Poland has rather delayed erection 
of petrochemical plants. To explain this it should be 
mentioned that about 70 per cent of the capacities have 
been based on local research and development work 
md designed by Polish designers. When Poland started 
¡n 1943 to rebuild its chemical industry, there were avail- 
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The development of production from 1940 till 194.1, the planned 
production figures for 1963 and 1970. as well as data on production 
capaciti« at 'he end of 1963 are given below in thousand metric 
ton» 
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TABU 1.  CMAMCHMO SATTWN OÊ TUB CONMJMrTION OF KTBOCHEMICAL AND CAftKCMMKAL RAW MATERIALS IN PolAND 

JVevw   nMsWsrt*sses r~... CflfflVffCMf UlUu 

Million m* 
Million m* 

MS 

100 
22 

19*3 /«» 

Dry natural gas Steam reforming Ammonia 
Methanol 

200 
«0 

675 
175 

Dry natural gai Partial oxidation to synthe- 
sis gai 

Ammonia Million m* — — — 400 

Dry natural gas Partial oxidation to acetylene 
and synthesis gas 

Acetylene    with    ammonia 
and methanol 

Million m* — 55 330 

Coke oven gas .   Low temperature fractiona- Ammonia with ethylene Million m* 34 15 «0 100 

Coke .   Water gas sets Ammonia Thousand tons 200 627 Î50 450 

Coke . .   Carbide ovens Acetylene and calcium cya- 
namide 

Thousand ions «00 900 I.3O0 1,600 

Naphtha Steam pyrolysis Ethylene and propylene Thousand tons 100 500 

Butane Catalytic dehydrogenation Butadiene Thousand tons — — — 120 

In the 'twenties, research wai directed towards utilization of 
cruda oil and natural gas for chemicals   The following processes 
have heeii developed and operated on the commercial scale: 
Hydrocyanic acid from methane and ammonia in electric arc; 

Furnace carbon black from natural gai; 
Mixed synthesis gas from coks and natural gas in waler gas pro- 

ducers. 
Steam reforming of natural gas in tune ovens; 
Methanol synthesis from reformed natural gat. 

In 1939 half of the total ammonia production capacity and total 
methanol capacity was basad on natural gas reformed caurytically 
with 

FGONOkHC MOTIVATION Of TM AMOajTY OTVFN TO TM KTwOrMSMTAI 
moummr 

Rising capital expenditure for building new coal mines in Poland 
as watt as the neeaeeity of mining cod from Jasper strata have 
contributed to higher prises of »numinous coals. 

At the same tana, rich natural gas deposits have bean discovered 
in the country and growing aajaatanaa of ansae oil have bat« ntade 
available on world markets for purchase at competitive priesa. 

Lately, the tremi to reduce manufacturing costs and priesa of a 
growing rturnxrer of chanticali has been exerting a strong pressure 
towards a new pattern of raw malirinhi far chemical production. 
The shaft ft«** coat towards naturai gaa anal psirsemwi fractions is 
HI fuel sfrangi beeng haanaetnel onte by ene ansasi wit 

ean be bu* (tabas 1). 

TA*U2. 
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The capacities for petrochemical building blocks have been 
planned to 1970 (table 2) in thousand metric tons. The per- 
centage of petrochemicals in total petro and carbochemical capacity 
in 1970 is given in the third column 

SI/PPOBTINO ACTIVITIBS roa rn PïTKOCHCMICAL INDUSTSV 

Meaetirck orgttmialions Five research centres are active in the 
petrochemical field. The number of employees is reported in paren- 

tal Research institute of General Chemistry-Warsaw (430); 
<*) Institute of Petroleum Refining—Cracow and Warsaw (300). 
(c) Institute of Heavy Organic Synthesis   •tachowma (270); 
(at) Research Laboratory of Oswiecim Chemical Works saxaani- 

izing in vinyl polymers and synthesis of rubber*   Oswiecim (200). 
Research and development in the related fields of rubber and 

plastic processing, of ay nthetic fibres, paint and varnish, is conducted 
by four other centres with 1,000 employees in Warsaw, Lodi and 
Ohwice They supply the necessary data for the designing bureaus. 
Of the Messa euatmg bureaus employing 5,160 project engineers, 
designan and draughlsmen, seven are working on petrochemaial 
projects and another three are assigning synthetic Abres plants, 
planta for pro cats ing of rubbers and plastics. 

The polish engineering, machine-building and chemi 
rn» have a joint annual capacity of more   than  II 
of process   nimpmenl   valued   at approximately   SMt 
Several spsuallnsa factories, aa wail as larga waeaahana m i 
ptants are manufacturing chemical process snuipntsnt fracs nsiM 

chromium 



CHAM/urn« o* H ti PI AWT« mriuMM 
UP io IfW 

Several large State-owned work» compri««* petiuolieiiiiiel 
•ant» will h» in operation in 1470 maw lactonea are Otwifcan. 
Teraow and Pulawy, procewing natural get From »outh-eaetern 
PoaMid delivered hy eximiría; pipeline*, and Machownta. Kednerzvn 
•Ml Ptoca, where «team-pyroty^is of Kraight-run geanlene will he 
MM eouroe of Mhylenc. propylene, butadiene and vmhe*M •»< 
Production programme* up to I1*1!) ire given Mow with oaaasNin 

1 for operation indicated in pare nth—» 

Oiwifcim      10.000   emptuyeaa   m   l**4 

ABMyMiw. 
Aeetaldehyde 
Aoctk acid and anhydride 

•ad 2-ethyl-hemanol 

Methaaol. 

Alphe-olewn» and oxo-ateohow (9.0M taw freni IMâV 
Vlayi clitoride 

Vtayl acetate (10,000 tuna from I9*t). 

rve 
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». DEVELOPMENT Of THE PETROCHEMICAL IN DC STI Y IN THE ROMANIAN 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

lorn   IHmrim»aeu,   Tmrknirmt IHrrrtmr,   Minittry  «/ Pmtrt4mmm mmd (.kmntirmtt 

I.   |NT*OI>li(TIOS 

Romania was among the hist of the Furopcan countries 
to besin to us*.- natural hydrocarbons as raw material 
for the chemical industry As early as 1914-16, in installa 
ñon for ammonia production was built at the Nmujoi-N 
plant of Tirnauiu. and an installation for 300 t carton 
black began to function at the factory of the SON AMI-TAN 

Company of Copsa Mica, both based upon the processing 
of methar*" aas At the latter factory, formaldehyde wa 
produced for the first time in the world, by the process 
of direct oxidation of methane. The yield was, however, 
extremely low in comparison with that of the existing 
methods, and in I9W the consumption of methane used 
a« raw material was as low as 5 per cent of total methane 
output of the country 

Extensive research work was also directed towards the 
profitable utilization of petroleum by-products in chemical 
industry. The procedure of F.deleanu for extraction of 
aromatic compounds from petroleum hydrocarbons with 
the aid of fluid sulphur is still used on a wide scale in 
many countries. Interesting syntheses have been achieved 
in the held of industrial detergents, of additives for the 
improvement of the Dean-Davis index, and of synthetic 
rubbers with chlorine-containing molecules. 

Although economic surveys published in !l*40 showed 
a high degree of economic efficiency in the chemical 
processing of petroleum gas, an industry founded upon 
this sovrce of raw material could only be created after 
the victory of the people's masses in Romania and 
after a switcht had been made to industrialization as the 
basis for the development of the national economy. 

Bearing in mind the importance of chemical industry 
for all the other branches of the national economy, the 
Government has paid special attention to multilateral 
expansion in this field. The main aim has been to build 
up a powerful petrochemical industry, since this is the 
cornerstone of high-level utilization of the country's 
wealth of natural resources. While in pre-war years only 
three products were manufactured from gas hydrocarbons, 
at present Romania's petrochemical industry supplies a 
great variety of agrochemical products for agricultural 
purposes, new raw materials for all industrial sectors, 
and a wide variety of consumer good* Numerous 
factories and plants, equipped to operate in accordance 
with the latest world techniques, are already in operation, 
and more are in an advanced stage of construction. 

I hr harmonious and many sided development of the 
economy of the Romanian People's Republic has created 
a favourable background for the establishment of a 
petrocherrocal industry The fast rate of developmenl 
of this industrial sector is favoured hv the rich sources 
of natural raw materials Irte output of methane gas 
was over 10,000 million cubit metres in !tM. as compared 
with <00 nulluni in WW. and Roman»« now ranks second 
among the methane-producing countries of Europe and 
fourth among all countries in the world During the same 
pei 'od, the output of crude oil has grown from about 
ft ft million tons to over 12 2 million tons. There was also 
a substantial increase in the output of natural gas 
Statistical data show a yield of 42,000 million cubic 
metres in I96J as against P.000 million in 1978, which 
represents a 2 5 increase during this interval. 

One of the typical features of methane gas occurring 
in the subsoil of Rumania is its unusual purity It is en- 
tirely free of sulphur compounds and other impurities 
deleterious to its chemical processing The *W4 per cent 
purity of Romanian methane makes it suitable for utiliza- 
tion, as such, as raw material in the petrochemical industry 

In order to augment the raw material basis for this 
industry, in the petroleum branch, a catalytic reforming 
installation is now operating, with a yearly capacity of 
I million tons of gasolene, supplemented by an installa- 
tion for the extraction and separation of aromatic 
compounds. A similar installation with a yearly capacity 
of 500,000 tons of gasolene, which will yield nearly 
100,000 tons of aromatic compounds and 120,000 tons 
of gas and light liquid fractions for chemical processing, 
will begin to function next year. The necessary amount 
of petroleum gas for the petrochemical industry is 
supplied by two installations for gas absorption and 
separation, having a total yearly capacity of 330,000 tons. 
The co-ordination of investment works in the oil industry 
with the requirements of the newly developing petro- 
chemical industry has been one of the main measures 
meant to ensure the steady progress of the Romanian 
petrochemicil  industry. 

The necessary electric power and heat supply for the 
needs of the petrochemical industry is provided for by 
the setting-up of electrical power stations for district 
heating in the proximity of large industrial plants. These 
power stations concomitantly provide for other consu- 
mers and are connected to the national power network. 
Along with the construction of new power plants, the 
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•Id «teetric power sianoti» have  toen  re-equipr*d   nul 
i paneled 

Ai present hvtlro-etectrii pow»r «nimm *re being 
^iiiih on the Arges Hiver ami at the Iron date* »>f th«' 
Danube the latter wt.i » planned installed power of 

' UK» kW half i«f which will go lo the Romanian Ptsoplt - 
Republic AN d result of the above incas uro. ¡he output 
4 electric power in the country has been increased tenfold 

fver sine* the very hrs-t years ••*' planned economy 
prepürations have been made -eming »t the unhampered 
levelopment of the petrochemical industry ( ompre- 
hensive research work was done to process oil and 
methane raw matenals ihemicallv I hese studies were 
started as early as 194« at the Oil and Chemical Regenten 
Institutes of lucharest i KIP K K HIM) In the 
lollowing years, two more research institutes came into 
Heing, namely the Ploesti Pet roch i m Institute specializing 
in -.tudies or the chemical processing of oil product», 
imi Medias C himiga/ Institute concernée! with reseiirch 
on methane chemical priResmng 

f o ¿Mr** the value of the indi-afria. install itmns already 
designed a large number of semi-industrial installations 
are available within the research institutes themselves 
tllnwing  a  close   collaboration   between   research  and 
hemtcal engineering work Apart from these experi- 

mental plants for the chemical pr »cestung of methane 
mas and petroleum products have been set up in petro 
chemical plant» Complex works are in turn, equipped 
with   modern   research   laboratories   whose   paramount 
urn is the improvement of production technology and 
product quality, as well as the utilization of by-products 

•suiting from the manufacturing procesa. A valuable 
contribution to the development of the petrochemical 
industry is being made by the scientific research institutes 
of the Academy of the RPR. organised for base 
research in the field of petrochemistry 

To provide current information on world technical 
standards, the petrochemical industry has at its disposal 
a wide network of documentation offices. The main 
documentation activity is canted on by the Central 
Institute for Technical Documentation and the Documen- 
tation Centre for the Oil and Chemical Industrio whkh 
hu a library of 40,000 books and 800 periodicals from 
thirty-five countries. It issues publications, including 
original papen, and supplies those interested with a 
number of translations, bibliographic references, and 
technical economic studies in the Held of petrochemistry. 
To provide for further research into documentation, the 
big petrochemical centres are equipped with documenta- 
tion office» having libraries of their own and a staff 
trained in this field of activity. 

The Chemical Designing Institute of Bucharest and 
the Oil Designing Institute of Ploesti have been organized 
to draw up plans for petrochemical plants. 

The designing teams in these institutes, organized in 
groups according to their speciality, are solving, in the 
jight of present day techniques, questions both of equip- 
ment technology and of buildings, as well as problems 
connected with the automation and utilities supply of 
newly designed plants. Alongside the teams specialized 

m tevhnti.ii pioblciii'. (here .ne ils«' ttioups v, 
with ili*- inulvMN i'line •'< titillimi iipvcis ol ih« . 
• •rleica    Nunc   I SIM)    in  enieipriM    sp. i tuii/iin. 
»Itili    >lt      Illl'ltV    I       \iltOHWltll.l Hllll'.li    sll    II,Is 

II» 

Ke r let 1 
• •lulions 

m   (his 
Morteti 

lulions Itti the more compii t pioblcins ol  luloma- 
'i"t.   trui i he m.iiini.iiiunn^ "t d'e m-icssiiy  mai hi net y 

( )v» i II n to i hi' ,-\ ci • u ..-, i sin u tit 'v. lopin, ni ol ihr ..heim 
•..»I industry a ni» di sminila msiifulc IfH^v Negati io 
rum lion m l**M Marled with lentis «penalizing m th« 
designing ol uioiMinii ihetnn.il plants which loi imi . 
belonged to ihr II'HHIMIM Instili,I. I V new >n«.i• ltit< 
was entrusied als *nh the di-i<Kning >t telili/' i plañís 
including designs loi ammonia and naioacii leitilizei 
plants 

Irte institutes it d> signs m ae R PK umici lake the 
designs ol scale models thus pei munii/ i lednctioii in 
the number of auxiliary personne imi u illy t mlitatiflg 
installing   tt.nvit.es 

Many   plant des-uns »re  woikcil out within ihe nrtro 
ihetiiical   plants   themselves    whuh    to    piondcd   with 
worn, shops a.id a staff qualified to design new installations 
Ailhin the operating plants 

A typical feature ol oui pettiniti-muai uidusiiy >s the 
modern concept of process designs, which ensures opt1 

mum utilization of (he taw materials ,tnt\ cneigy »mices 
I hi is provided lor by the high technical standard of the 
installations and the high degree ol automation Many 
of the ur o-date pelrochemical installations operating 
or n«>v. nting built have been designed m th.s munti v 
and built by the machine-budding industry of the RPR 
Several largì-capacity machine-raulding plants have been 
re-organized and specialized for the production of chemi- 
cal equipment Owing to these measures the production 
of chemical equipment has grown over 1 /. times between 
|*#59 and \<Hi1 The machine-building industry of the 
RPR is now able to meet a great part of the requirements 
of the petrochemical industry, supplying it with machines 
and equipment whose technical performances are meeting 
international technical standards The petrochemical 
equipment made in the RPR is also in demand in the 
chemical industry abroad. Hie export of equipment for 
the chemical industry increased more than seven times 
from 19«0 to 1%3. 

The experience so far accumulated in the construction 
and operation of petrochemical plants has provided A 

basis for the further development of this industrial sector. 
The plan for the development of national economy, 
now being implemented, permits a forecast te be made 
of the main lines of progress in the petrochemical industry 
until 1970. Petrochemical plants of great capacity will 
be built with the aim of ensuring as far as possible the 
diversified utilization of the raw material involved in the 
manufacturing process. In the nitrogen fertilizer industry', 
factories with a capacity of at least 300,000 tons of ammo- 
nia yearly will be built and the production of high-analysis 
and complex fertilizers, to be delivered to the agriculture 
sector either in liquid or in granulated form, will be 
intensified. The petrochemical raw material basis is due to 
expand through the building of new plantó for gas catalytic 
reforming and separation. The output in aromatici will 
be increased about 2.3 times. Alongside petroleum gas, 
liquid petroleum will be subjected to pyrolysis with ths 
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aim of obtaining lower  olefins     I here is a  tendency  !•• 
simplify technological   protesse»    tnd  to reduce the    on 
sumption   of  electrtt    ind   therm 11   energy   per   produt i 
Hurt by adopting the most modern technologic il methods 
such as ammonoiudation of propylene lor the manutat 
tiM» of pofyacrylo itnle and othier fibre»   The output of 
synthetic fibres,  will  he  increased    both by  developing 
the eKMfing  production   capacity   and  hv  widen inn   the 
rangt of manufactured products 

TV types of synthetic rubber will he multiplied hv 
manufacturing new prudes of sUreonpecihc rubber«, using 
isoprene and butadiene raw materials untamed in 'he 
single-stage dehydrogenation of the corresponding hydro- 
carbons The production of plastics and synthetic 
detergents will be further developed particularly by 
widwiing the range of manufactured products Hy 1970 
the total 11 ut put of the petrochemical industry m terms 
of utilization, should be twice that of 19*1 

II   DWK mrrioN  ANO < HARAI rem»TK s 
(»t   PUKK Hl-MH Al    WANTS 

Ont of the main characteristics of petrochemical plants 
bain* i« the R P R is their vertical integration, i.e each 
plant rums out both intermediates and goods considered 
at finished products of the petrochemical industry 
Consequently basic chemicals are manufactured in all 
petrochemical plants at present amounting to twelve 
units, including those still  under construction 

According to the availability of two raw materials sources 
(methane gas and petroleum products), two main develop- 
ment lines can be traced in the RPR petrochemical 
induitry Some of the petrochemical plants use methane 
while others are exclusively based on petroleum. 

The whole ammonia output of the R.P R is based 
on methane as raw material which is used in the propor- 
tion of about 95 per cent for the production of nitrogen 
fertilizers. Three plants are at present operating in this 
sector, namely the chemical complex works of Pagaras, 
Victoria and Ptatra-Neamt, all of which have a joint 
capacity of 350,000 tons/year. Two other high-capacity 
plants will start operating this year at Tg. Mures and 
Craiova. 

The entire output of fertilizers produced in 1963 was 
consumed in the country, with the exception of about 
9,200 tons of urea which has been exported to Western 
Europe and to Socialist countries. 

Fertilizer plants in Romania use process flow sheets 
of different origin. The Piatra-Neamt fertilizer complex 
works are the most representative of all the operating 
nitrogen fertilizer factories. The plant has now a yearly 
capacity of 143,000 tons of ammonia, 210,000 tons of 
ammonium nitrate and 20,000 tons of urea. 

The nigrogen fertilizer factory within the Craiova 
complex for the chemical processing of methane has a 
yearly capacity of 200,000 tons of ammonia, 300,000 tons 
of ammonium nitrate, 100,000 tons of urea and 50,000 tons 
of liquid fertilizers. 

The nitrogen fertilizer plant at Tg. Mures will have 
a yearly capacity of 90,000 tons of ammonia, 150,000 tons 
of ammonium nitrate and 50,000 tons of liquid ammonia, 

which will be used in equal proportions i   fertilizer <>n ih. 
neighbouring   'amis     The   lei hitologtcal   noveln    it   rhi 
plant mnsists m tht   proies   ot  uictham   . .nin-isio" mi 
synthesis  jt.is   it   i po-ssuri   .>(   I '   itmosphe" s  Mm-   pei 
nutting considerable  savings  m  ciH-iitv 

another oiimonia plant wth i ye.oiy capacity >t 
200.000 tons is being built ti luinu Magulle Ihi- 
compte» plani includes eleven units among which an 
i sulfuric acid factory ind i phosphoi >i ind factory 
lot the manufacture ot compound fertilizers I ht MUM 

plexity of this plant is due to the tact thai both pvm. 
ashes and apatite fluorine will be utili/ed therein Appr«* 
liable amounts of non-ferrous metals old nohli metals 
(gold and silver) a«   well  as   vanous  fluorine    .ills   will 
be obtained   Residual pvnt.  ashes from metal t-iPai-t  
will contain ÎVA0 per cent iron to he delivered »o the 
iron and steel industry I he luinu Maguicle ¡crtili/ei 
complex will he one of the most up-io-datr fertilize! 
factories in the RPR 

The total capacity o* the complex plant is due to 
reach 400,0011 tons yearly of compound phosph.itH 

and nitrogen fertilizers The establishment of thes« 
new plants will raise the output of nitrogen fertilizers 
to I 5 million tftns yearly by l9hVI%ri which represent-. 
about 60 pe' cent ot the total fertilizer output ut the 
RPR This proportion corresponds to the chinati» 
conditions of the country and is m accordance wiih 
the plani» for the development of the main ceieal crops 
and of industrial plants iy 1970 the output of nitrogen 
fertilizers will be about three times as large as the produi 
tion planned tor 1965 A concomitant increase in other 
kinds of fertilizers has. of course, been planned as well, 
in order to maintain an adequate proportion of nutrients 
in the fertilizer production of our country 

In the held of nitrogen fertilizers, some basic organic' 
chemicals are also produced, particularly those which 
are technologically related to certain manufacturing 
stages of mtiogen fertilizers. Thus, at the Victoria chemical 
combine two methanol plants are operating with a 
capacity of 40,000 tons yearly. The entire methanol 
output is converted into 85,000 tons of formaldehyde 
at the same factory. Part of the combine had been put 
into service the middle of last year. The 1963 output 
was entirely consumed in the country, for the production 
of thermosetting materials and synthetic glues. A small 
part is used for farming purposes. The highly automated 
installations are operated, with about twelve workers 
per  shift. 

A large variety of basic organic chemicals are derived 
from methane via acetylene. At present, acetylene plants 
are in operation at the Borzesti Chemical Combine 
supplying the raw material for the polyvinyl chloride 
factory. The same acetylene feed is delivered to a tri- 
chloroethylene factory. Other installations are operating 
at the synthetic fibre and yarn factory at Savinesti, 
where acetylene is used for the manufacturing of acrylo- 
nitrile, and at the Risnov experimental works where 
it is further converted into acetaldehyde and then to 
acetic acid and vinyl acetate. The total capacity of the 
acetylene plants is at present of 23,000-24,000 tons 
yearly. The plants at Risnov and Borzesti are operated 
according to the method of electric-arc methane cracking, 
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i (ethnological process worked nut hy the 1 P i 
• search institutes I he Savinesti plant (urns nut acetv 
in'1   based   '•«   pMrii,tl   oxidation   i>l   methane 

\nothet acetylene factory tlso working on the basin 
it the partial .nidation rvrocess will he cnmmiMionrd 
nert year il (ht methane processing compte« o* ( raiovs 
I he process and equipment tor this tactoiy have heen 
•sought from Belgium ami it ha* a cttpantv of <5 (MM) tons 

•I acetylene veadv Ih« «am plants will alao yield 
(20 million cubic metres of synthesis gas, which «nil 
ite consumed hv the integrated ammonia factory I he 
icetvlene untamed will he used for the production of 
'O.IKMI mm, ot acetic acid. M).(MM) tons of hutanol and 
nIanni and 20(MMI tons of vinyl acetate yearly 

Among other basic organic chemicals manufactured 
Irom methane mention should he made of the output of 
hydrocyanic acid at the ( arbosin factory of (.opta 
Mica, where il is used for the manufacturing of methacry 
i,ite resins, and (he hydrocyanic acid factory within the 
Yiwnesti synthetic hhres and yarn factory where it is 
used for the manufacturing of the acrytonitnle irtonomet 
Both installations are working according to the Andrusov 
process The technological process and the instaIlattoni 
tor hydrocyanic acid at C opsa Mica are of Romanian 
manufacture 

Petroleum hy-products are also used as raw materials 
tor the production of basic organic chemicals In lucha- 
res!, the SIN factory has been operating for several 
years, it produces synthetic fatty acids The product 
is further hyJrogenated to higher fatty alcohols in a 
plant set up at the lorzesti chemical combine, which 
has a yearly capacity of 1.000 »ons. (he entire yield of 
this installation is consumed in the country for the 
production of synthetic detergents. 

At the Onesti synthetic rubber and petrochemicals 
combine, a phenol plant with a capacity of 18,000 tons 
yearly was commissioned at the end of 1962. I his instal- 
lation also yields 11,000 tons of acetone yearly The 
plant is operating according to the Cumene process. 
The intermediate is also used as raw material for the 
production of alpha methyl-styrene, used within the plant 
for the manufacture of synthetic rubber. The installation 
was entirely designed in the R.P.R. and 40 per cent of 
its construction carried out in this country. To cover 
future needs for phenol and acetone, present planning 
provides for a twofold increase in phenol production 
and about a threefold increase in acetone production 
by   1970. 

For the processing of petroleum gas into bask organic 
chemicals at the Brazi petrochemical combine, the first 
gas pyrolysis and fractioning units will start working 
during 1964 with an annual output of 33,000 tons of 
ethylene and 20,000 tons of high-purity propylene, 
which will be further processed within the same combine, 
During the first stage of construction of this combine, 
the following basic organic chemicals will be produced 
yearly : 10,000 tons of ethylene oxide, 8,000 tons of glycol 
and 8,000 tons of phthalic anhydride from orthoxylene. 

The building of a synthetic glycerine factory with a 
yearly capacity of 10,000 tons is being envisaged for the 
future. 

I he rn.iit.itai luu it iii.H l'ininli'i ntai pt -dlu Is has 

heen .lirn tei! lo» H it-, the pi • nini linn o| isl.islit materials 

>\nlhet!<    Mihh, i    m,!   .\nthetn   tibies 

I he l» pes 'Ipl.isin m ni 11 ils h n. N ill sii iililv develop- 

ing n recent « n> In l'i** tboiii t? (MN) nais of planili 
materials win pn-duicit is iit.nnsi h stg) unis in l<H9 

PartMilai st'i-ss .» .s i...il .m the |n,utm I».n -it theimn 

pia slit s whiih ire beult» p'ot esscil *n hsr tallones is ill 

some partit niai HIM nuts tht ,. n responding monomers 

are also used tot the manutti line >t -itici goods which 

form the ni,en output it the-* Intones thermoplastics 

made up 'J pei cent ot ihe rinnt- . apa>. itv tot plastic 

materials available ut l***i< not including the output of 

synthetic gluts »huh tli.iu made up MX |n i , cut ot the 

production wip.iiiiv tin thfiiuosrtiinys I wo more 

rtlitstii m. tien, ils tu im it s ire bemy built within the 

( raiuva ioui|>lrx * oi k s toi the .hemiial processing 

ot methane id A.thin the Plocsh pelo« hcimt al lombtne 

Ihe pr.nl ,111111 ot polyvinyl ihlonde is entirely 
concentrated in ine Bor/tsti ihenmal lomhine where the 
necessary electrolytic chini im toi the pioduclion ot 
hydrochloric HOC i.r the \mvl chli.ruk tictory is also 
produced I he | tant is designed tor a yearly capacity 
of 24,(MM) tons o suspension PV( and 12 (MM) ton* of 
emulsion f\( The plant uses ihe latest manufacturing 
processes. IrmuNion polvmen/aiion is carried out OB a 
continuous hasis. while suspension polvinen/ation lake» 
place in a nitrogen atmosphere, thus providing for a 
consistent product quality (he polymerization plant 
is automatically operated tccording to a pre-established 
schedule, which allows the manufacture ot polyvinyl 
chloride with different physico-chemical ami mechanical 
properties   according   to   the   consumers    demands 

Investments in the entire Bor/esti chemical combine, 
which also comprises two factories for sodium chloride 
electrolysis with a yearly capacity of 95.000 tons of sodium 
hydroxide and H5.000 tons of liquefied chlorine along 
with a number of chlorinated compounds, amount to 
about 1.6*7 million let. of which 56 per cent were for 
building and installing operations, 35 pet cent fot equip- 
ment and 3 5 per cent for designing know-how 

During 1964, a polystyrene factory has been commissio- 
ned at the Onesti synthetic rubber and petrochemical 
combine, with a yearly capacity of 6,500 tons. The factory 
manufactures impact resistant polystyrene, expanded 
polystyrene, and general purpose polystyrene. As distinct 
from other technological processes, the Onesti factory uses 
as raw material ethylbenzene resulting from the separation 
of xylene isomers. The technological process and the 
necessary equipment for monomer production are of 
Romanian manufacture while those for polymer produc- 
tion have  been   bought   from the  United   Kingdom. 

Among the thermoplastics manufactured in Romania, 
an important place will be taken by polyethylene. At 
the beginning of 1965 Brazi petrochemical combine will 
be supplemented with a high-pressure polyethylene 
factory with a yearly capacity of 24,000 tons. 

To sum up the production pattern of the Brazi petro- 
chemical combine, it may be seen that it encompasses 
a plant for petroleum gas pyrolysis, including installations 
for gas separation and purification, a plant for ethylene 
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n work itn tlW process 'if 
a phfhtlit anhvuVuir plani 
à high pressure   polyethylene 

oxide »ml ¡ttvtcK which 
tlirect   ethylene   "»illation 
from  .i-nv'enr    is we'l a< 
unit 

Ih» plasm factor», nu* being built at rh« t mimi 
combine tin ihr ihemual processm« of m«-tham w.ll 
have * capai Hv ot ¿(MKXI inns < >t polyvinyl acétale 
must of whuh .s i< he used lor the manut:«;turf of water 
emulsihable dyes Part ut the yield *ill be t onsumnt is 
copolymer in the manufacture of pinsln materials with 
special properties as well as m the production <>f oolvvmyl 
il liohi 11 anil ace*als I he designs tor the polyvinyl acetate 
factory are based on ihi expenenie gained *t the R isnov 
experimental works which have brrn .»perniine tur 
several years with a yearly capaiitv of | S«K) tons All the 
equipment tor the vinvl and polyvinyl act-tat«" fai torv at 
( raiov« was supplied hv the RPR ma*-hi tie- building 
industry with the exception i>f some instruments whiih 
are  nut   vet  being 111,mutai turn)  m   ihe   country 

Ihr polyvinyl acetate factory therefore rounds ort 
the pattern of the ( raiiva compi«« toi the chemical 
processing of methane Owing to 1 >*• complexity ol 
the plant and ihe wide range of produi ts manufactured, 
with numerous ramihcationsin the t«rcl nological procès», 
the co-ordination ol which requins a considerable 
amount of brain work the plant hau been equipped 
with an electronic computer which will control the opera- 
tion of the plant and perforin technological, economic 
and administrative computation» required by the complex 
Total investments in the complex, including the ammonia 
and fertilizer plants, amoum to about 2 ts*0 million lei. 
of which M\ per cent was or building. 42 per cent foi 
equipment, and 1 5 per cent 1 n designing and know-how 

The following range of plastics is manufactured in 
the R P R epoxy resins, mainly required by the electrical 
engineering industry, acrylic resins m various colours 
produced at the (opsa Mica '(arbosin" factory, phenolic 
and urea formaledchyde resins produced at the hagaras 
chemical combine, glues and insulating materials made 
at the Victoria chemical plant, and about twenty types 
of synthetic resins used in the varnish and paint industry. 
In 1963 the output of thermosettings reached a total 
of about 17.000 tons, 15,000 of which are urea formal- 
dehyde-based glues which were used up by the wood- 
processing industry in the country 

The widening of the range of plastics is one of the major 
concerns of Romania's petrochemical industry. In 1964, 
experimental polyformaidchyde production was started, 
and in the near future a polyurcthane resins plant will 
be increased 1.7 times and will include almost all the 
types for which widespread utilization is foreseeable 
in the coming years. 

The many-sided development of the R.P.R. economy 
has resulted in a considerable increase of synthetic 
rubber consumption. Between 1959 and 1963, the pro- 
duction of tyres in the R.P.R. has grown about three times. 
It is noteworthy that about 70 per cent of the tyres 
manufactured in the R.P.R. are heavy-duty tyres for 

•if rubber «re also us**d for the manufacture of driving 
hells, belt lonveyois «'levlt ic cable« fire hones and in 
the consumer-goods industry lor .he manufacture ot 
protective i-lothing    >"< iweai    sanitary   equipment   ctt 

*ith the inception <>l small amrunts .it -.pecial rubbers 
ihe necessarv amount <>t gr nera I-use synthetii rubber will 
hr pioMileil trom l*M onwards, by ihe output of the 
Onesti ,vntheiii rubber and petrochemicals combine 
which * i- siih|i*he*l in ll-M wnh a yearly capucin 
it Stimm 1 <>s lb* rubber produced al Ihm combine 

malfarteli under ih« traile punir ot "l arom K un« of the 
low ipiiipei iture polyrttei t/«d  buiadiene-styrenc rubbers 

f or the production of butadiene the plant uses as raw 
materials  n but H ne   «°d   a   mixture  of  hutane-bufylene 

The (mesti svntb«*tii ruhbei and petrochemicals 
combine therefore enei nnpHWfs a svnthelic rubber 
l'actorç whose production 1 m lucks monomers, a phenol 
¡ind acetone factory nnd styrene and polystyrene fact- 
ories 

^s fai as synthetii rubber production is concerned 
(he country s petrochemical industry ¡s moving to 
complete the synthetii rubber range particularly with 
•¡lereoregular rubbers The planned capacity for future 
years will nut only cover the needs of the home market, 
hut also will have available amounts to meet poMibfe 
export  demands 

Í lonely connected with the production of synthetic 
rubber, process technology has also bten steadily devel 
oprd The l*M output of carbon black reaches 17.01)0 tons, 
.0 against 22. H)0 tons in I9VÍ The (opsa Mica (arbosin 
factory now produces, from liquid oil stocks and methane, 

1 wide range of carbon blacks meeting the most varied 
requirements of the consuming industries In 196V 
almost Ss, per cent ot the carbon-black output was expor 
ted to Western Fui "Pean ami to Socialist countries 
Ihe considerable amount of carbon black exported 
compared with th«- output proves that the carbon- 
hlack output of the ('opsa Mica (arbosin plant is qualita- 
tively comparable with the carbon black on the world 
market 

Recently, the construction of a new carbon-black 
factory has been started at Pttesti, with a yearly capacity 
of 20,000 tons of high-abrasion carbon black, with 
polynuciear aromatic-rich liquid petroleum stocks as 
raw materials and methane gas as a source of dissociation 
heat. The establishment of this factory will increase 
carbon-black output in the R.P.R by over 200 per cent 
in comparison with the 1965 planned output, taking 
into account that the expansion of the production 
capacity of the existing factory has also, been planned. 

Another section developed within the petrochemical 
industry is the synthetic fibres and yarn industry. In 
1959, the Saviiesti synthetic fibres and yarn factory 
went or stream with a yearly capacity of 2,000 tons 
polyamide yarn and fibres (Relon), integrated with a 
phenol caprolactam factory. In the beginning, the factory 
used synthetic phenol from chemical coke benzene as 

tractors and trucks, and, consequently, the amount of raw material. It has now been shifted over to phenol 
rubber required for each set of tyres is larger than in the supplied by the Onesti synthetic rubber and petroche- 
countries where tyre production  mainly  depends on misais combine, thus providing for the raw material 
motor-car manufacturing. In the R.P.R., large amounts supply for the development of polyamide fibres. 
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in I*n4 the production of polvacrylominle Hbres h; . 
¿ho been started at the -*me plant   1 he vear'v .-ip;uitv 
>t the plant retthfs stiliti tons and it uses the aceiviene 
hydrocyanic acid proies    tor mnnum« prodtiition 

Importuni amounts of synthetic fibres and vearn «re 
alno envisaged in Ih« manufacture ot Mthnical points 
~«ch at beh ef»nveyor». V-helts and Ashing tools Soon. 
ih* production ot polyamtdii cord will he started to be 
tiMtJ tor heavy-duty tyres work mg on uneven ground 
In view of the many «.dad utilization ot synthetic fibres 
work is now in progress in order to double lhe pioduition 
capacity tor Relon libre* and yarn, and investments are 
also planned for the building of a high yield polyester 
Here» factory Fur several yean experimental production 
ot polvesser-nore» ha* been going on at the It m H«M- 

Dudesti plant As a result of platinad investment» and ot 
i IHM« already undertaken, the output of synthetic hbres 
will i m rea se about twofold by 1970, a* compared with 
the IMS output 

Within tbe petrochemical industry the synthetic 
detergents induMry hau also been developed, bated on an 
original prosati developed by tbe Romanian research 
institues. Tbe procedure is based upon easily available 
raw material», i.e., the aromatic* and olefins in thi- 
ther mal crackir.g gasolene, without a previous separat ion 
of the component» in the original raw material being 
required Ott tlM basis of this piote»«, a synthetic deter- 
gents factory is operating at Ploesti The same factory 
alio produce» a garden insetticide, mercaptans lor fuel 
gas odourtzing, naphtheruc acids and napftthenates lor 
the dye industry, and methyl ethyl ketone solvent 
including secondary butyl alcohol. 

Another factory for synthetic detergents has been 
operating for several years at Timisoara The fatty 
alcoholt produced by tbe lor/est i chemical combine 
are the raw material used. The capacity of both detergent 
factories totals about 12,000 tons. 

In the near future, the building of a new high-yieki 
synthetic   detergent   factory   will   he  started,   mainly 

.le.igne.i toi ihr prodiuUon   >t No .¡»giailaHr .U-n-i wi••<{•• 
Ihr  i-stahlishni« MI   ol   ihis  l,i, tm\ «¡II  t..N ,i,-i,-i ,-. ..i 

• Mitpul   in   I1*'!)  espre-M-d   "i   1,-nn-   .•»    i« • i>,.i.     i. 
i-   tgamsl  I'16s planne.) iiiculu. inni 

<\n important -ci tot ot the . oiiniis - u" . uliu •• I'H 
agncultural pesili ule» inibisti s .I IM. .le. t iotvi' .uhm 
ih* f-amcwork   >r ine petunbemiml   mlustiv    In*   i¡M|OI 
pn'f .•( i he nest ti ules i- priHlu.nl hv 'he Ki •' hi ont,il 
combine whose i Monne output loi .hlonna'cil IH -IH .ICS 
IS the biggest .>l the prsiiiute Meni-.   (He»   .li1....    . ». I. 
he »ane ,inil iliihloro-diphenv' Ini hloioclh,. >c 11 K'\i<>» mi 
dir heme produisit at a total »apacitv ot  4 Ulti l.m    sen 
wiih -M) percent attive substance   Ihr rc--e;iu!i iii-inuies 
are  continuing   investigai ums   to  obtain    t   *ntv   '.tnge 
ot   usee tu ules i  'he espei irnenl.il produc i     t       ^,01.' 
phosphonc     nisei tientes     was     ieien;lv     >i,,ru.(     .m 
protection against li'jit u.p pests 

•he pesticides munufactureú in ihr pelrocfM-iiitcal 
plants are delivered to agriculture in carious mmtuire 
and concentra»1«»» according, to need hor the prepara- 
tion of these mmtures, tbe processing plai's are equipped 
with pesticide conditioning units with a tol.tl capacity 
ol I50.0IM) tons/vear. which is surtieient io cover the 
needs of agriculture even in the case ot an unexpected 
invasion  of agricultural pests 

from the above account, ihe paramount importante 
of the petrocht' mal industry for the economic progress 
of the country is evident. I he present stage of develop - 
ment of this industry makes it p».ssibl<- to shiti over to 
methane and petroleum as raw materials in the m.inufat- 
ture of most plastics and uhemicul libios, almos! 
all nitrogen fertilizers, synthetic rubber and detergciils, 
as well as most of the agricultural pesticides by   l%5 

lhe R.P R. petiochemical industry has, within .1 
short time, become an activating factor in material 
production and in raising the technical level in all branches 
of national economy, thus greatly contributing to the 
rise in the living standard of the country's popula- 
tion. 
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».   THE   PETIOCHEMICAL   INDUST1Y OF  TRINIDAD  AND  TOBAGO 

I). If.  rV.  Aliarne, Permmntnt ñmermtmry »nd E. L. Birtrumii,   Dmv*i»pm«mt  Emginmmr,   MlnUtry 'tmrjr 
»J  JV trnUum mnd Mines 

1    SHORT   HISTORIC Al    SlIRVIY  OF  THl   DEVELOPMENT  Of 

PFTROCHFMK Al     INDUSTRY    IN    THr     COI NTH Y 

I unidad the larger of the two islands in the South 
Caribbean comprising the newly independent nation 
of Irimdad and Tobago, is one of the older oii-producing 
territories of  the   world. 

With a population of less than one million, the whole 
petroleum industry is export-oriented and this is the 
factor that dominates the development of the locai 
petrochemical   industry. 

Trinidad's oil production is very small indeed 
H 1,000 barrels per day its refining facilities date 
back almost to the beginning of its commercial oil- 
producing history, i.e., from about the early years of 
the second decade of this century. These facilities were 
never allowed to lag too far behind modern technology 
and have been expanded rapidly, so that today the two 
refineries on the island have a total crude throughput 
of 350,000 barrels per day, with all the modern facilities 
for secondary   processing. 

The petrochemical industry was born and, such as 
it is today, has grown out of these secondary processes. 
The birth was the natural outcome of advances in refining 
technology and the first petrochemical must, in effect, 
be considered a by-product. About the year 1945, the 
refineries started the recovery of crude naphthenic acids 
from the lye liquor used in treating gas oils and have 
since then been marketing these to paint manufacturers. 

Chronologically, the second chemical to be produced 
on a large scale from petroleum in Trinidad was not a 
petrochemical at all. It was the inorganic element, 
sulphur. When, after the Second World War, it became 
difficult because of currency restrictions to procure from 
traditional United States sources the sulphur used for 
local manufacture of the sulphuric acid necessary for 
treating and processing operations in the refinery, 
one oil company decided to embark on the recovery 
of sulphur from the H,S in refinery gases and the first 
Claus kiln went into production in 1949. 

Following this, as markets for specific hydrocarbon 
intermediates became available, there has been a slow 
but steady increase in the petrochemicals isolated or 
manufactured from refinery effluents, both liquid and 
gaseous. This, of course, has been made possible by 
continued modernization of the local refineries. 

Today there are facilities for thermal and catalytic 
cracking, thermal and catalytic reforming as well as for 
alkylation. isomerization and polymerization : and petro- 
chemical products include nonenes and dodecenes. 
benzene, toluene and aromatic solvents. 

In addition, special plants have been and are being 
erected, designed for the manufacture of particular 
hydrocarbons, so that there have been added to the list of 
products such substances as di-isobutylcne and cyclo- 
hexane. 

Until 1959, the petrochemical industry was based solely 
on the products of refining. In that year, natural gas 
began to be used as a raw material for the petrochemical 
industry in Trinidad. In 1959, W. R. Grace Ltd., through 
its local subsidiary. Federation Chemicals Limited, 
started the manufacture of ammonia, urea and ammonium 
sulphate. 

2.   ECONOMIC  MOTIVES 

As pointed out above, the development of the petroche- 
mical industry, as far as the refinery operations are con- 
cerned, was a natural outgrowth of the development and 
expansion of refinery operations in Trinidad and Tobago. 
Further expansion was also encouraged by pioneer 
incentive legislation. The production of nitrogenous 
intermediates and fertilizers by W. R. Grace ft Co. at 
its subsidiary plant. Federation Chemical Ltd., at Point 
Lisas, Trinidad, was due mainly to the special incentive 
provisions (see following section) offered to the industry, 
and considering the small size of the market, the proposed 
establishment of an independent federation of the then 
British colonies in the Caribbean area. The siting of the 
industry was also influenced by the protected market 
offered by the membership of Trinidad and Tobago 
in the British  Commonwealth of Nations. 

The larger market promised by »he West Indies Fede- 
ration did not materialize as the proposed Federation 
failed, the two largest units of the Federation, Jamaica 
and Trinidad and Tobago, becoming in 1962 independent 
States. Despite this, the ammonia plant recently completed 
an expansion programme which doubled its capacity, 
and plans are well afoot further to increase its facilities. 

While the acscno: of an appreciable domestic market 
in Trinidad and Tobago has been a disadvantage, the 
expectation of a strong world demand for ammonia, 
the marketing outlets and contacts provided by a large 
international company, low cost energy in the form of 
natural gas and electricity and a literate, easily trained 
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imi adaptable labour force mack the development of 
,m   intermediate   stage   petrochemical   industry   viable 

(iivcn these favourable factors, further expansion will, 
lo a large extent, be affected by external developments, 
i.e.,  foreign   markets,  prices  etc. 

V INSTITUTIONAL MI-ASURES IN FAVOUR of PETROC HFMK AL 

IjevSl.OPMFM 

In addition to the concessions offered to industry 
under the Aid to Pioneer Industries Ordinance, i.e., 
duty-free imports, income tax holiday, special depre- 
ciation allowances, setting off of losses against subsequent 
profits, extension of pioneer benefits in suitable cases, 
the Petrochemical Industry Act l%2 makes provision 
tor the grant of pioneer status (as in the Aid to Pioneer 
Industries Ordinance) and other special concessions 
for the manufacture of certain petrochemicals in plants 
of specified   minimum capacities, as follows: 

Mmtmmm p4am cmßatlty 
frlrarltrmlrtl mr 14-ktm 4» 

Methanol  IM 
Styrcne  30 
Naphthalene  CO 
Fhthalic anhydride  25 
Ethylene glycol  SO 
Oxo alcohols  25 
Synthetic rain» (formalin, liquid 

and spray-dried urea, formal- 
dehyde and melamìne resine). 50 

The list of petrochemicals above could be varied by the 
addition to the list of other approved petrochemicals. 

The special concessions granted to approved petro- 
chemical manufacturers include: 

(i) Deferment of the factories' production day (i.e.. 
the date on which the income tax holiday com- 
mences) to a date not later than four year', after 
the construction day of the factories (the correspond- 
ing period under the Aid to Pioneer industries 
Ordinance is eighteen  months); 

(ii) An outright ten-year exemption from customs 
duty on building materials, tools, plant .riachinery 
and other appliances and materials necessary 
for and used in constructing or equipping the 
factory ; 

(iii) An outright ten-year income tax holiday (under 
the Aid to Pioneer Industries Ordinance, these 
concessions are for five years with the possibility 
of extension for a further period not exceeding 
five   years); 

(iv) Exemption from payment of export duties or 
petrochemicals manufactured in Trinidad and 
Tobago by an approved manufacturer; 

(v) Exemption, in perpetuo, from customs duties on 
containers, fuel, raw materials, chemicals and 
other ingredients and supplies, which are not 
manufactured or produced in Trinidad and Tobago 
at a reasonable price, for use in connexion with 
the manufacture or preparation for tale of approved 
petrochemicals: 

(vi)   S ten year exemption from customs dutu s toi  'hi 
approved    mani').unirci      «    His    PIU.I.I. I -    oi 
.«Cents .in valions   irticii v nul .-M HirMrit hont dilli»- 
under   the    \nl   to   Piotu'ei   Imlu im>   Midiouv« 
including fencing materials   »ca   nul I mit t,   nvjsort 
equipment   and  anieles  for   iis<-   in  ihr   orvr ¡hon 
and administration of petrochemical plants   in» Nut 
ing factory buildings and anelila-•> I »ìIIIHS tot the 
health, welfare and s.itVtv of >• m piove«--. 

(vu) F xemption from income t.i\ up to ihr expo.mon 
of the ten-year tax holiday period, ol ml» -est in 
the hands of recipients on ccMain loans made to 
the petrochemical manufacturer and t inclined 
by him for the purpose of the manufacture >r sale 
by   him   of approved   pet rot hemic ds 

(vili) The right to compulsory jiqi'is'iioii of a 'ught 
of user" of land, including the extraction ol »atei 
and access to land, in connextion with the manufac- 
ture of an approved petrochemical, stihiect to tin 
approval of Government upon Oovernrm-nt being 
satisfied of the desirability of the right of user and 
that the right of user cannot be acquired hv private 
treaty. These special concessions ire in addition 
to the benefits given to pioneer manufacturers 
mentioned before 

4. SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES FOR PITRIH HI-MK AI IMM STRY 

In Trinidad, very little, if any. orignal rise.tich is 
carried out in the field of petrochemistry All the major 
companies interested is this Held Shell. Icxuco and 
Grace operate large research organizations in the 
larger developed countries of the world I he local 
subsidiaries contribute to the support of these institutions 
and   share it'  the knowledge gained   by  their  efforts. 

However, Texaco does run a small research and 
development department associated with its local refinery 
and a fair amount of wotk, more in the Held of applied 
chemistry, does take place there. While most of this 
work is of the pilot-plant d -vclopment type, some- 
laboratory   scale  experiments  are   also   undertaken. 

As part of this department there is established a reason- 
ably well-equipped physico-chemical analytical laboratory 
and a great deal has been learned about the detailed 
composition of various streams of the refinery. This 
has proved a useful starting point for investigation 
into the potential of the available hydioearbons, and 
considerable experimentation has been carried out in the 
fields of paraffin, olefin and aromatic chemistry. 

Here, too, there are machine-shop, foundry and gluss- 
blowing facilities where metal and glass equipment can 
be fabricated anil virtually all pilot plants have been 
completely constructed locally. 

Up to the present, this is the only research and de- 
velopment organization in the country working in this 
field, but it is anticipated that with the recent establish- 
ment of science and engineering faculties of the University 
of the West Indies at St. Augustine, there wil! be increas- 
ing interest and activity in chemical and engineering 
research. It is only natural to expect that the fields of 
petrochemistry and petrochemical engineering would 
become the major fields of endeavour. 
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S     hl"H   t>l>   IINI-S   «NC   ««IK*   IW   H  M II»   OfrVM lM»%» NI 

I IM- uopi SMIHI . n-tied l>\ ihr refinei v <>peiatois in 
I rmid nl v ih.ii hu luw the Li'iummu mark«»* to 
finished i heim als o« so ilifrWu'1 lo invade ilw drem 
il a nitori sn ur«- mtl pr^fltabir proposition In supply 
ihr m.mut itluH-is ..t thr !iimh*Hl products *ith the law 
imaeri,>ls (luv r quin- trinidad rehrteries therefore 
«ill h, ¡he torcsei ihli-tiilure i omjentrate on thr prodw 
tum ut the basii HUI i mediates and bv products of the 
refuting imitativ futur« development depending entirely 
DU the demands >l this ivpr of market Thrrr would 
ht no problem "t -upplv whai *ith the vast potentini 
of thr v.tiiuus H-hniiv stream«, and with present day 
adv meed « p..ration technology including thr use ni 
molt i-til.IT     -.ii ' i s 

( IM ni.iy ihtii'l.'if «onhdentlv anticipate expansion 
in thr piotltiittoi) ni purt- m ru-Hily purr, hydrocarbons 
including,   s.-iv   likely    ethyl   hen/ene   and   thr   xylenes 

Already a normal paralrms plant is under construction 
ut Pointe-à Pierre and there «re indications m other 

charters of the likelihood of an additional sulphur 
recovery   plant  in thr counlry 

It appears, furthermore that certain firms are giving 
serious consideration to the manufacture of the several 
chemicals       methanol, glycol    oxo alcohols etc that 
can he produced from the carbon monoxide      hydrogen 
mixtures obtainable horn natural gas by the    methane 
stream"   or    "methane an '   processes    Since   this   will 
depend on the availability of natural gas. it is appropriate 
at this stage to sav a brief word on this topic 

I he natural gas that is produced in Trinidad is produced 
incidental to oil production because the hydrocarbon 
reservoirs under development are crude oil reservoirs 
of the solution gas drive type The current gas production 
rate is just over 300 mmcf day of which more than 45 per 
cent is wasted. At this production rate, proven reserves 
are estimated to last for at least twenty years 

Of the gas being wasted, it is felt that, taking into 
account the problem of pressures and geographic location 
of sources, about 100 mmef/day could easily be made 
available for industrial use. Of this 25 mmef/day is already 
committed to a third ammonia plant now on the drawing 
board and expected to be in operation by early  1966. 

II. Description sad cbaractertzattMi of •ttrodwiml piaats 

I. BASIC INTERMEDIATES 

(i) Olefin hydrocarbons 

There are two plants producing olefin hydrocarbons 
intermediates. One of these is the propylene polymeriza- 
tion unit of the refinery at Pointe-à-Pierre. 

A propane-propylene fraction from the Fluid Catalytic 
Cracking Unit containing 60 per cent to 70 per cent 
propylene is charged to the "poly-unit" at a nominal 
rate of 1,200 barrels/day. The propylene is polymerized 
over a supported phosphoric acid catalyst. The plant 
effluent is fractionated to separate the main products, 

•tönern» a*ë A>*K*«*» The rated produit capatine« 
ire   2*>   and    MW   h»rr*K ikv   respectively 

Ihr !<*»* output amotHrtwi In *7 *«*i »mi 2* *»•»> Parrei 
respetttvelv    More  than   7mK»i barrels   ot   nonrnr  an«! 
'(UK) barrels ot dodecene were inputted r« the Ui»ite<l 
kingdom »bile 2K **) ham-Is .•» toife-cnw wem i. 
ihr I nurd Stares there is no dornest.» . onsumptmn 
of either product * .light dmp in production is mtn • 
paled   tot     I «M 

Ih« wi'iiil olefin plant also part •< thr Pointe-* Pier t 
rehnerv complex, is designed to dimena* isohutytene 
>n the presence of sulphuric tnd and produce di isobutv 
lene (Dill ** thr rate of I «»»trwto/day ! h* charge also 
ONHIIMHI from the Huid ( atalyttc ( ruck'«» ' "tt is the 
butane-but y ten« fraction Approximately *0,(MM> barrels 
.»I l>li WHS produced m l%» of which 2V0ÜÜ went m 
the tnited Kingdom and the rest to the I  nited Stales 
(he I9M production level is expected to be maintained 
during I9*v4 

(nl  immuta hvitrocarhtms 

I he refinery at Pointe-á- Pierre incorporates a complete 
reforming unM which is on blocked out operation and 
produces, part-time a hen/ene toluene concentrate 
stock I he charge to this unit is a •heart-cut'' from 
naphths from the crude distillation units The nature ot 
this "heart-cut" depends on the relative amounts of the 
benzene and toluene desired in the linai product 1 he 
product from the platforming section of thr unit is 
then solvent-extracted to remove the aromatic s which 
are separated  by fractionation 

The reformer has a capacity of 10,000 barrels,day ol 
charge on either operation and is capable of producing 
about 2,MÌO barrels day of benzene-toluene  mixture 

The products have been sold as a Benzene-toluene 
concentrate, as aromatic solvent to the local paint indus- 
try, and toluene has been sold separately. The benzene 
was  held  for  conversion to cyclohexane. 

During I96J, the reformer output of BT concentrate 
was about 120,000 barrels of which 9,500 barrels were 
exported to the 1 'nited States along with 2,600 barrels 
of toluene; nearly 900 barrels of aromatic solvent wass 
sold locally. The 1964 production of these hydrocarbons 
will be at least double the 1963 figures. 

(iii) Napkthene hydrocarbons 

Benzene from the above-mentioned plant is now being 
converted to cyclohexane by hydrogénation at Pointe-à- 
Pierre. Hydrogen is obtained from the platformer. 
The cyclohexane plant is designed to have an output 
of 700 barrels/day of product. !t was brought on stream 
late last year and total production was only 10,400 barrels. 
During the first half of 1964, production was nearly 
65,000 barrels. 

All plants so far mentioned are owned by Texaco 
Trinidad Inc., and operate as part of the refinery complex 
at Pointe-à-Pierre. 
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2    NIT«**»*«* *    "«»TM l/.M« 

VfefHN>n tMM »»»»«¿v *mmm mode M th* t*»ry oí ••dera- 
tion < tarn«»»* l M .mo *• •"«»< p*«**«**»»1 **»* 
t he pkinf« .>WM4 »V tm« comp*** »re «lw*»ë »i Fmm 
it««* on (M We* t «Him of Central  I n«éí *mÉ u«r 
,s r,,* material natu,v.I »as from the country « wMteld* 
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X second ammonia  plant   was ci.fflmisuH.m-d  in early 
Il*v4and anhydrous ammonia is*»* being exported 

I he Him operates its own sulphuric ¿cid manufacturing 
plant 
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O.iginally the plants at Point lisas were operated 
lot the end-products ammonium sulphate and urea and 
(he s.iiile ammonia unit then ..penning was designed to 
produce KM) short u.ns per day of anhydrous ammonta, 
virtually all of which was converted to the tertiltwrs 
mentioned above 

In early 1964. a second ammonia plant, with a capacity 
ot hlS short ton* per day went on «ream and anhydrous 
ammonia >» now an export pro«»«** from truMdad 
logether these plants consume 27» million cub«; Met 
of gas daily, approximately 5» per cent being protesi 
gas. Actual production of ammonia in I»63 was 
(7.000 tons, none  of which was exported. 

hederation Chemicals Ltd has planned yet another 
ammonia plant. It is hoped that by January 1966 this 
new 750 short tons per day unit will be on stream consum- 
ing about ¿5 million cubic feet per day of natural gas 
as   fuel   and   process   gas. 

(ii) Ammonium sulphate manufacture 

I his plant consumes ammonia and sulphuric acid, 
both being manufactured by Federation Chemicals 
Ltd Using the Dutch States Mines process it is capable 
of producing 275 short tons per day of ammonium 
sulphate crystals. 

In 1963, total production amounted to 85,400 ton». 
A total of 70,200 tons was exported to British Guiana, 
Venezuela and the Caribbean Islands. Sales for local use 
amounted to 18,300 tons. 

(iii) Urea manufacture 

This plant, which employs a process developed by 
Dutch States Mines involving a mixture of anhydrous 
ammonia and carbon dioxide, was originally designed 
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Pierre   rehwciv   o.mpln    I.   * is  ...mph-tcK    fabricaU-.l 
kKallv and   *em    >n po'.ludion   n  \<t+t    I ru-   h v.l. ow n 
sulph.de . h..m«d <o this  ( Un- Mn is "N • •>» .1 •'•• " 
(orhotol  t  nu   »huh i,...>e*s «h» »..s t.... 
rehnerv gas ,n«im   I ht  "latti h.i-  .    tp.u 
lonn per d.iv    >» ir imitated siilphm    t w>. 
of which  is  used t>\  the   ..mp.iiH  HMH   • 
sulphtirti «ni  .ht hulfc hrmiiM.k1iof«-dri o> 
ltd     l asi    yc-.o     this   lirici    nn.uiiiicit   i« 
Sulphuru   and    s  mannt t.tur.-d both   ti   P •>»!,  à rVu. 
and at  Po.nl   lisas   M  Pointe » Pune   ve. v   i-ut.    IHM.II 

sulphu.  burning .s done   rather H ,S .s ox.d./.-d !•• S» > 
(here  is   liso   \  unti   loi   the recoin \    >l  ihr   >pctit   t> »I 
from the plants   A small amount ol   ictd   s , .1.1 I...   IK 
hut   the   bulk   ol   it   .s   used  m   retine.v   l,r,,t   ,M -    ' hr 

Point I .Has Plant is  t sul| hut huminii one    \p.nt • '•'.. 
supplies  from    Texaco    sulphui   is   import..!    l.-m   the 
llniled  States  <iuM   State* in orde,   i >   k -. p   ih.   pion 
at full operai'ii* .ip.icitv «>t  I*» >hoH h-nv    ,|   ,. »I  n.-. 
day    last   vea.    14 <«*» tons ..I  siilphm   * i-   ""I" ' ' ' * » 
and the acid pn^uct.on was M *Hlshori tons   r. d. . .non 
Chemicals  during  IW*t exported   I'<> urns  ..I   u id   nul 
«old locally   560 tons   Virtually all the  and   produced 
was converted  to  ammonium sulphate 
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The recovery of trudt naphthen.c acids vvts introduce 
in the local refineries in IW   I wo plants ar<  in exist, nc 
one at Pointe-à-Pierre and the other at the Shi II i.liiu i v 
at  Point   r-ortin 

Spent caustic used tor treating heavy nanhih.is in.) 
gasoil» is merely sprung with sulphuric acid I he crn- 
buied capacity is about I »barrels per day of crude n.iph- 
thenic acids with acid values of I HO and   230 

In 1963, production amounted to 23.500 ba.icls. 
Inland consumption accounted for 2.600 and 2K,(X)0 bar- 
rels were exported to the United States and the I'mtcd 
Kingdom. The 1964 production is expected to be at 
least twice that for  1963. 

5. EMPLOYMENT IN THE INDUSI-KY 

The only section of the local petrochemical industry 
that is independent of the refineries is the Federation 
Chemicals complex. For the Point Lisas group of plants 
it is possible to quote over-all employment figures, but 
in the case of petrochemical plants at Pomte-a-Pierre 
and Point Fortin, manpower is a common service to the 
refinery as a whole and any attempt to apportion man- ammonia and carbon dioxide, was onginany u«.*..**. renucry a» « •— - — --J -•--   r - • 

ZTnroduce 75 short tons per day of urea prills. During power could be misleading. The fact is that in these 
1963^produci o«i ¿£»/700 tons, of which 23,100 Instances very little additional manpower is employed, 
oníwent tS Z^Caribbean, British Guiana, the United Thus, out of a total of 4,600 employees in the Pointed 

SSrlJnited K 8dom-only m tom was 2^»AîA^AïSS 
S°The°cIpIcity of this plant has recently been doubled, chemical   plants. 
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21 THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 

M. El-Hml/mtcy, Director, VAR PmtrmchmmicmU complex project 

The oi.ly petrochemical industry that existed in the 
United Arab Republic before the 1952 revolution was 
the manufacture of calcium nitrate fertilizer based 
on refinery gases. That plant was erected in Suez and 
went on stream in 1951. Its production during 1952 
did not exceed 111,000 tons of calcium nitrate. 

With the advent of the 1952 revolution, the Government 
decided to give industry all the encouragement it needed. 
In 1954, a council for the development of national 
production was formed and this was followed by the 
setting up of a Ministry of Industry in 1956. 

Early in 1957, the newly established Ministry submitted 
to the nation its first five-year industrial plan. In the 
petrochemical field, the plan included the expansion of 
the Suez fertilizer factory to produce 270,000 t/year of 
calcium nitrate and the setting up of an ammonium 
sulphate plant with an annual capacity of 100,000 
tons/year. 

In July 1960, an over-all five-year plan for economic 
and social development was drawn up, which included 
an industrial sector. In the petrochemical field, a delayed 
coking plant was envisaged to process 2.5 million tons 
of heavy crude oil annually, and to which were attached 
reforming, Udex extraction, propylene tetramer and a 
6,000 ton/year dodccyl benzene units. This plant will 
go on stream within the next few months. The programme 
included also the expansion of the Suez fertilizer plant 
by another 160,000 tons/year of calcium nitrate and 
260,000 tons/year of calcium ammonium nitrate. A petro- 
chemical complex for organic chemicals was also part 
of that programme and was estimated to cost about 
70 million dollars. However, after detailed market 
research and economic feasibility reports, it was decided 
to increase the capacity of some of the units in the 
complex and to add several new units. Accordingly, 
the Alexandria Chemical Company, as it appears in 

the second five-year economic and social plan (1965- 
1970) is based on a full-range naphtha feedstock and 
will consist essentially of the following pianti. 

Um, C-»H> 
tir 

Ethylene  35,000 
Calcium ammonium nitrate  (20.5 par 

centN)  150,000 
Polyethylene  15,000 
Polyvinyl chloride  20,000 
Polybutadiene      12,000 
Acrylonitrile  5,000 
Polyacrylonitrile spinning  5^000 
"»"Ol  6,000 
CaprolacUun  4,000 
Tyre cord  2^000 
Methyl alcohol  10,000 

Tyre cord and carbon black for the motor-car tyre 
industry will also be produced. 

The site of the company has been chosen and most of 
the licences and know-how agreements have been entered 
into. It is expected that bid books containing equipment 
and machinery specifications will be issued next summer 
(1965). 

It is worth noting that almost all the production of the 
company is expected to be consumed in the local market. 

It should also be stated that the fertilizer plants 
mentioned in this report are only those based on petro- 
leum feedstocks. In addition, there exists the "Kima" 
plant at Aswan which utilizes hydro-electric power 
for the production of hydrogen, and under construction 
in the Cairo area is another plant using coke-oven gajes. 
The total fertilizer capacity is expected to reach in 1970 
the equivalent of 450,000 tons of nitrogen, of which 
about 20 per cent will be allocated for export. 



23.  URUGUAY, ITS CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

C. Vmnrell and M. CrmtMmmr, ANCAF, Urugumy 

AREA, POPULATION, GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION 

Uruguay is a country of 187,000 square kilometres 
with a population of 2.8 million. Contrary to what is 
happening in most South American countries, its popula- 
tion is increasing at a very moderate rate: 1.3 per cent 
annually. 

Situated in the temperate zone, it forms an enclave 
on the Rio de la Plata and the Atlantic Ocean between 
the two largest countries in South America, Argentina 
and Brazil. It consists of well-irrigated, gently rolling 
land, 88 per cent of which is suitable for crops and 
cattle-raising. 

POLITICAL SITUATION 

Uruguay adopted its first Constitution as a sovereign 
nation in the year 1830, and since the beginning of this 
century the political situation has been stable. 

CULTURAL LBVBL 

In Uruguay, education in State institution» at all 
levels is free. There are also private primary and secondary 
schools, but no private institutions of higher education. 

Primary education is compulsory. The rate of illiteracy 
is verynow and is estimated at only 9.5 per cent of persons 
over fifteen years of age. There are two universities, one 
providing training for the professions (law, engineering, 
medicine, chemistry, etc.), and the other turning out 
skilled manpower and graduates with sufficient technolo- 
gical skill to become efficient assistants to university- 
trained professionals. 

INCOME LEVEL 

Per capita income ia about 600 dollars per year. 
Although there are no accurate statistics to confirm 

it, this income is believed to be distributed quite equitably 
among the various sectors of the population, with the 
possible exception of the rural unskilled labour force. 

There are no closed social classes and any citizen may, 
by his own efforts, reach the highest posts. There arc no 
racial or religious problems and minorities are respected. 

PRODUCTION 

Of the 16.S million hectárea of productive land, 
14330,000 hectares an used for cattle-raising and 
1,340,000 for «ropa. 

Uruguay has attained a certain level of industrialization. 
From the years immediately preceding the outbreak 
of the Second World War up to 1961, tota! industrial 
output rose at a cumulative rate of 3.5 per cent a year. 
From the end of the war until 1954, this expansion 
proceeded at an accelerated rate (8.5 per cent annually) 
but then lost momentum. In any event, the contribution 
of manufacturing to the per capita gross national product, 
which was lower than that of the agricultural sector until 
the end of the nineteen-forties, has since surpassed it. 

Most of the industries are concentrated in the capital, 
Montevideo, where almost one third of the total popula- 
tion of Uruguay lives. Although a policy has been 
launched to promote decentralization, in 1960, 78.6 per 
cent of the total value of industrial output came f.om 
the Montevideo area. 

POWER SUPPLY 

Uruguay's principal source of power is petroleum, 
which must be imported. An effort has been made to 
develop water resources, end two hydroe'ectric power 
plants with an installed capacity of 236 MW are now 
in operation, supplemented by thermal plants and small 
diesel plants scattered throughout the territory. 

In 1961, the electricity generated amounted to 1,342 mil- 
lion kWh, 78 per cent of which came from the hydroelec- 
tric pianti. However, the output of those plants is very 
variable owing to the wide fluctuations in the contents 
of the watershed where the plants are situated. 

An idea of Uruguay's power supply may be formed 
from tin fact that in 1961, out of a total of about 
1,764,000 tons of petroleum equivalent consumed, 
1,145,000 tons consisted of petroleum products, 361,000 
tons of hydroelectricity, 36,000 tons of coal, 160,000 of 
vegetable fuels and 62,000 of wind power. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports 

Uruguay's principal exports are farm and cattle 
products, particularly wool and meat, and industrial 
products of the same origin. Thus, for example, in 1961, 
unprocessed agricultural and cattle products accounted 
for 47.9 per cent of total exports and processed goods 
SI J par cent; only 2.3 per cent consisted of producta 
from other source». 

s» 



The principal importers are the countries of western 
Europe, which normally take over 50 per cent of Uru- 
guay's exports, and the United States, which purchases 
approximately 13 per cent. Exports to the countries of 
the Latin Americmi Free Trade Association (ALALC) 
amount to only 4 per cent. 

To meet its needs comfortably, Uruguay has to export 
approximately 250 million dollars' worth of goods each 
year. In the last few years, after the boom that accompa- 
nied the hostiliiies in Korea, exports have generally 
been well below that figure, partly as a result of a decline 
in volume, but also, to a large extent, as a result of the 
decline in international prices. Thus, in 1961, total 
exports amounted to 174,800,000 dollars. 

Imports 

Uruguay imports mainly fron« the countries of the 
European Common Market ana the European Free 
Trade Association. From them it buys over 40 per cent 
of its imports; 20 per cent comes from the United States. 

Imports from countries of the immediate area amount 
to  16 per cent. 

Since no petroleum has yet been discovered in 
Uruguay's sub-soil, imports of that fuel are considerable. 
In 1961, out of total imports amounting to 207,700,000 
dollars, fuel, particularly petroleum, accounted for 
28,700,000 dollars. In the same year, the raw materials 
for industry involved an expenditure of 97,500,000 dollars. 

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

The analysis of the situation in the chemical industry, 
including the petrochemical industry, was made on the 
basis of data for 1960, i.e., one year before the establish- 
ment of ALALC. It may be said that the effect of that 
association began to make itself felt early this year. 
In analyses of the situation in the Uruguayan chemical 
industry, particular reference must be made to the year 
1960. 

Value of production in I960 

In 1960, the gross value of the output of the Uruguayan 
chemical industry was approximately 424 million pesos 
at domestic producers' prices, or 33 million dollars at 
producers'  prices  FOB  United  States. 

These figures, when compared with previous studies, 
indicate that the Uruguayan chemical industry accounts 
for 1.65 per cent of the total value of the production 
of the chemical industry in Latin America, a percentage 
which is higher than the ratio of Uruguay's population 
to that of the region. Per capita output is about 13 dollars, 
30 per cent higher than the average for Latin America, 
but barely one fifth of the per capita average output 
of the countries of western Europe and barely one tenth 
of the per capita output in the United Sutes. Given the 
income levels prevailing in Uruguay and the per capita 
output oí chemical products compared with some coun- 
tries with lower^or similar incomes in Europe, it will 
be noted that the development of the chemical industry 
is lagging considerably behind. 

Production structure of the chemical industry 

The bulk of Uruguayan chemical production consists 
of traditional consumer goods and para-chemical pro- 
ducts (mixtures, preparations, formulae, etc.). The manu- 
facture of intermediate products accounts for less than 
one-seventh of the value of output, and traditional 
consumer goods and para-chemicals account for the 
remaining six-sevenths. In other words, a little more 
than 4 million dollars out of a total value of 33 million 
dollars is represented by the manufacture of industrial 
chemical products, a figure which illustrates the fact 
that the chemical industry proper is in its infancy in 
Uruguay. It should be noted that, taking the average for 
seven Latin American countries which together represent 
90 per cent of the region's chemical production, inter- 
mediate products account for one third of the value of 
chemical output, which is one half the figure for an indus- 
trially advanced country like the United States. 

The value added by the chemical industry in I960 
was estimated at 236 million pesos on the basis of the 
sample constructed by the Banco de la República by 
linear extrapolation. 

The share of the value added in the gross value thus 
obtained is 55.7 per cent, very similar to that in other 
countries. 

Apparent consumption and imports 

In 1960, Uruguay imported 27,720,600 dollars worth 
of chemical products. The most significant imports are 
sodium alkali, sodium carbonate and caustic soda; 
ethyl alcohol; fertilizers and active agents for pesticides; 
polyethylene, polystyrene, polyvinyl chloride and cello- 
phane, viscose rayon, cellulose acetate, nylon and 
polyester fibres; synthetic rubber ard lampblack (not 
to speak of substantial imports of natural rubber which 
are not entered in the statistics of the chemical industry); 
aniline and a large variety of colouring agents, particul- 
arly for the textile industry, and extract of quebracho; 
auxiliary chemical products for the textile industry; 
many pharmaceutical products; and a large group of 
non-specified products. Only a small percentage of 
chemical import* come from the countries of the Latin 
American Free Trade Association. There are no statistics 
on the subject, but this proportion can be inferred from 
the fact that, on the basis of the average for Latin America, 
a little more than 2 per cent of chemical imports are now 
supplied through intra-Latin American trade. Neverthe- 
less, it has been estimated that this percentage will 
increase and that the figure will be many times higher 
within the next ten years. 

The consumption of chemical products in 1960 has 
been estimated at a little more than 64 million dollars, 
27.7 million representing imports and 36.4 million 
products manufactured in Uruguay evaluated at prices 
CIF of similar products made in the United States. 
Consequently, as regards the chemical industry, nearly 
57 per cent of Uruguay's supply comes from national 
sources (level  of import substitution). 

Per capita conïumption of chemical products is about 
the same in Uruguay as in Argentina. Hence, taking 
into nccount the population, the Uruguayan market 
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for chemical products is approximately equivalent to one- 
eighth of the Argentine market. This proportion should 
be considered in the light of tht fact that th«; Argentina 
chemical industry is about thirteen times bigger than 
the Uruguayan. The difference is due to the respective 
levels of import substitution, namely, 83 per cent in 
Argentina as compared with the aforesaid 57 per cent 
for Uruguay. The basic reason why Uruguay does not 
yet have such a high level is the smallness of the market, 
which makes it difficult to attain economic scales of 
production in respect of many chemical products. This 
obstacle will become only a little less serious as internal 
demand grows in the next decade, since the gap which 
still has to be bridged before minimum economic scales 
can be attained is too great in the case of most of the 
major chemical products in modern industry. Given 
the conditions prevailing in the Uruguayan market, 
future prospects for import substitution seem limited; 
hence, if the Uruguayan chemical industry is to expand 
significantly despite everything, its expansion will be 
contingent on exports of ¡arge surpluses from new indus- 
tries or on the direct establishment of export industries. 

Over-all projections for Ì970 

Projections of apparent demand for chemical products 
over the period 1961-1970 show a cumulative annual 
increase of 7.2 per cent, compared with a rate of 8.9 per 
cent for the same period for Latin America as a whole. 
A slower increase in Uruguay may be expected principally 
because of the slower growth in population. In absolute 
figures, it is estimated that apparent consumption of 
chemical products will amount to between 130 million 
and ISO million dollars by 1970. 

The following groups and sub-groups of products 
will show a dynamic increase: plastics and synthetic 
resins, detergents and intermediate organic products, 
particularly those used for manufacturing synthetic fibres. 
Fertilizers, which constituted i little over 3 per cent of 
the total value of the chemical products consumed in 
1960, will represent from 7 to 8 per cent by 1970; plastics 
will increase from approximately 6 per cent to 8 per cent; 
detergents, from less than 1 per cent to some 5 per cent; 
and the intermediate organic products also from less 
than 1 per cent to something under 3 per cent. If we 
take the consumption of intermediate products intended 
mainly for the chemical industry itself, it will be noted 
than an increase in their share in consumption is antici- 
pated, from some 7 per cent in I960 to about 14 per cent 
in 1970. By way of illustration, it may be pointed out 
that the share of those same groups in the consumption 
of chemical products in the United Sutes has been 
estimated at 26 per cent for 1960, a figure which indicates 
the high level of development of the chemical industry 
in that country. 

will improve the balance of foreign trade in chemical 
products. At Û.e same time, it is imperative to include 
in the programme of development of the chemical 
industry at least a limited number >f export alternatives, 
even though the projects forming part of the efforts 
to establish international machinery (agreements on 
complementarity and general perferences withm Al.ALC) 
are still at the initial study stage. Progress in the feasibility 
studies for those projects might alter their content and 
original prcin ses and lead to changes in the amounts 
of the relevant output, export or import values, but it 
vull not lessen the urgent need to guarantee Uruguay a 
share within Latin America in the future development 
of intra-regional trade in chemical products commen- 
surate with its needs and technical and economic potential. 
This implies that, if subsequent studies of the projects 
were to cause some of them to be discarded, there would 
have to be a vigorous search for new projects to replace 
them and also intensive negotiations within the context 
of the regional planning of chemical industries in order 
to guarantee Uruguay an export trade at least equivalent 
to the amounts involved in the projects now under 
consideration. 

PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

Projection of consumption for 1970 

Projections for the year 1970 of a few principal 
categories. 

Tuu 

Synthetic resins and related products  15,000 
Artificial ami synthetic fibres  12,000 
Rubber, lampblack  10,000 
Surface-active agents  13,000 
Ammonia1  15,000 

Potential consumption of fertilizers 

Uruguay is now considering a plan for reorganising 
'ts agrarian structure which is regarded as vital for ihe 
development of its economy. 

An agricultural development plan should ensure that 
there is an ample and timely supply of all the material 
facilities required and encourage the introduction of 
modern techniques and the widespread use of the skills 
necessary for development. 

Of all the techniques used in agricultural production, 
the application of fertilizers is perhaps the one which 
produces the greatest impact. It implies not only that 
fertilizers should be in adequate supply but also that the 
techniques necessary for their use shall be available. 

Consequently, the plan for the production of fertilizers 
is complementary to any agricultural development plan. 

Structural changes in the petrochemical industry Fertilizer ,-equirements 

With the growing internal consumption of chemical 
producta, the prospects of raising the domestic level 
of supply arc limited owing to the sraallne» of the 
national market. Consequently, concentrated efforts 
should be made to open up export possibilities which 

It is important to emphasize that the quantities and 
types of fertilizers being considered for production are 

1 Depending on the agricultural <bveloptn*nt plan. 
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not predicated on (he past needs of our agriculture as 
projected Into the future, but are based on the estimated 
requirements of future agricultural production. When 
that increased demand is generated will depend on the 
speed with which the agricultural technique called for 
in the programme is developed. That development may 
be rapid if the necessai y remedies are applied intensively, 
and they should be in view or Uruguay's economic 
situation. 

The amount of fertilizer which may be added to any 
»oil to economic advantage increases with the value of 
the agricultural products (at the producers prices), 
irrigation, the intensity of culti. ition and the value of the 
land. It also increases as the cost of the fertilizers put 
into the soil decreases. Fertilizer requirements for 
agriculture have been estimated by many writers at 
some 736,000 tons per year (in terms of present concen- 
trations). On the basis of the present intermediate 
analysis, it is estimated that the following amounts of 
fertilizer would have to be used (3.1): 

TMU 

Nitrogen (N) 30,000 
Phosphonu^O,) 70,000 
Potassium (K,0)     20,000 

Present development policy 

In pursuance of ite policy of promoting the wider use 
of fertilizers, Uruguay has instituted a marketing system 
favouring both the manufactura and the user. 

** "Under this system ~if establishes maximum amounts 
to be subsidized, depending on the «¡izc of the holding. 
Thus, for holdings under 200 hectares, the maximum 
amount to be sucsidized is computed at the rate of 
1,500 kg per hectare per annum. For holdings over 
200 hectares, the raie is 500 kg per hectare per annum. 

Since Uruguay is a producer of phosphate and nitrogen 
fertilizers, the procedure outlined applies only to them 
and is expressed in terms of units of assimilable and 
non-assimilable ?JC\ and of units of nitrogen in the 
fertilizer. This subsidy may amount to as much of 20 per 
cent of the marketing price. 

Present import price of nitrogenous substc   es 

In the form of solid compounds, imported nitrogen 
cotti over 200 dollars per ton, whereas in the form of 
ammonia it costs less than 100 dollars per ton. 

litis resulti in a substantial saving in foreign exchange, 
and the difference makes the production of solid fertilizers 
more worth while. 

Using synthetic ammonia, fertilizers containing nitrogen 
and phosphorus (NP) or nitrogen, phosphorous and 
potassium (NPK), i.e., "complexes", can be produced 
at much lower cost than imports of the nitrogenous 
and phosphatic ingredients separately, because nitrogen 
in the form of low-cost ammonia can be converted 
directly into complexes. It is therefore to Uruguay's 
advantage, from the point of view of foreign exchange 
and cost, to produce photphatic fertiaiers (provided 

they are also nitrogenous) instead of importing the 
separate ingredients, as is the present practice. 

Present and future status of the fertilizer industry 

The present fertilizer industry produces fertilizers 
which are generally of low concentration. In order to 
obtain concentrates, it has to import expensive ingredients. 

By producing ammonia, private industry could incor- 
porate nitrogen in its mixtures at much less cost than 
at   present. 

Moreover, private industry would be able to ammoniate 
and granulate its superphosphates under better economic 
and technical conditions than exist at present. 

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY FOR THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Bases for the projects 

The projects being considered for the possible de- 
velopment of a basic petrochemical industry and/or an 
inaustry manufacturing intermediate products are based 
on three assumptions: 

(a) Possible import substitution; 
(¿>) Projection and stimulation of demand for products 

regarded as economically strategic, such as fertilizers; 
(c) Zonal integration. 

Import substitution 
• » - - .  .     .... - »-•••-     ........ 

The analysis of the Uruguayan market indicates that 
it would be uneconomic to establish an industry on the 
basis of import substitution, at least for the next few 
years, and that the capital invested in such a project 
could be put to better use in other industrial activities, 
except for the utilization of the intcalled capacities of a 
few industrial plants manufacturing primary products. 
Polyvinyl chloride and any more or less direct by-product 
of petro'eum refining are cases in point. 

Projection and stimulation of demand 

Here ammonia is a case in point : its high cost and the 
difficulty of importing it may have adverse effects on 
agricultural development plans. On the other hand, 
(I) the fict that Uruguay's normal consumption of 
petroleum distillates leaves a surplus of naphtha amount- 
ing to some 4 to 6 per cent of the total consumption 
of petroleum, and (2) the fact that the urban «as supply 
system is now fed with coke gas has made it possible to 
carry out preliminary studies which quote the estimated 
price for ammonia at 50 to 60 dollars per metric ton for 
combined ptants producing 30,000 tons of ammonia 
per year. 

Zonal integration 

It is generally believed that Uruguay, in view of its 
limited market and its present lack of primary commo- 
dity production, should actively seek to participate in 
the zonal integration of the industry. Its participation 
might be naked wall its conaumptioii of petroleum. 
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its market for petrochemicals and the structure of its 
refineries. 

General description of petroleum production 

At present Uruguay consumes approximately 
1,800,000 m* of petroleum each year. As indicated, 
its normal consumption would leave it a surplus of 
naphtha amounting to from 50,000 to 60,000 tons a 
year. Its refinery uses the catalytic cracking and catalytic 
reforming processes, etc., and could, in the case of 
cracking, supply about 100 to !50 tons a day of raw 
material for the separation of olefins, and, in the case 
of reforming, some 100 tons a day for the separation 
of aromatici. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Uruguay is a country with a small but active market, 
which requires a high level of industrialization. Past 
experience indicates that it would be wise to avoid 
concentrating on a single sector or on a single branch 
of industry. Uruguay is therefore endeavouring to 
promote its harmonious development and is determined 
to participate in the petrochemical industry. 

It understands that its participation would be geared 
to zonal integration, but on a fully reciprocal basis. 
It believes that the most appropriate course for its de- 
velopment to follow is to be found in ALALC and, in 
particular, in the agreements already concluded among 
the various State-operated petroleum industries. 
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24. THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY IN THE USSR 

Acodemirimn  IS.   hedore ale, Director,  Central  In* ti tute  of  Mmthemmtical   Economic» 

Li the output of chemical products the Soviet Union 
now holds the first place in Europe and the second place 
in the world. 

Capital investments in the construction and reconstruc- 
tion of enterprises in the different branches of the chemical 
industry have, during the 1959-1963 period alone, 
totalled over 5 thousand million roubles, which is almost 
1.5 times more than in all the previous forty years of 
Soviet power, and 2.5 times mote than in the 1951-1958 
period. The annual growth of capital investment in the 
chemical industry during the above-mentioned five years 
averaged 27 per cent, as against 9.6 per cent for the 
national economy as a whole. 

The planned growth of the output of basic types of 
chemical products up to 1970 is characterized by the 
data listed in table 1. 

The next planning stage in the development of the 
Soviet chemical industry has taken two main directions : 

(1) Increased output of mineral fertilizers and toxic 
chemicals in order to boost the yield of farm crops 
and make livestock production more efficient. This 
is being undertaken in order to meet fully the need of the 
population for foodstuffs and the industrial demand for 
raw  materials. 

(2) Accelerated development of synthetic materials, 
according to the following principles: 

(a) Eliminating the use of natural fibres for technical 
needs and increasing the use of man-made fibres in the 
manufacture of textiles (fabrics, knitwear). This is under- 
taken with the purpose of providing the population 
with textile goods according to scientifically based 
standards. 

0) Introducing plastics to the fullest possible extent, 
as a technologically and economically highly efficient 

construction material, in •nechanical engineering, con- 
struction and other branches of heavy industry and in 
agriculture, in an effort to achieve the maximum saving 
of non-ferrous metals and other traditional natural 
materials, as well as the fullest possible supply of plastics 
to the consumer goods industry. 

(c) Extending the production of synthetic rubber to 
satisfy completely the demand of the tyrt and rubber 
industry for raw  materials. 

Considering the great economic significane of synthetic 
materials, the national economic development plans of 
the USSR for "963-1970 stipulate a faster growth rate 
for their production compred with that for the chemical 
industry as a whole. Duriuj these seven years the output 
of man-made fibres will increase 4.4 times, and of plastics 
and synthetic resins, 6 to 6.9 times, with the gross output 
of the chemical industry growing 3 to 3.3 times. 

Since the production of organic products and synthetic 
materials consume a great quantity of inorganic products 
- such as caustic soda, sulphuric acid, and chlorine — 
the whole chemical industry will grow. 

Economic indices of many industries arc largely determi- 
ned on the basis of the raw materials and the expenditures 
connected with the production of the various products. 
The expenditures on raw materials, basic and auxiliary 
materials make up 69.2 per cent of the total cotto of 
the chemical industry. 

The significance of the raw material factor in the econo- 
mics of synthetic material« production is conditioned 
by the rather high share of the cost of intermediates 
used, in some catea making up more than 75-80 per cent 
of the production cost. 

The share of raw materials cost in the main branches 
of the »ynthetic materials production it higher than the 

TABU 1. 7 ME OBOWTH OF THE OUTPUT OF IANC TYPIS or CHEMICAL MOOUCTS m THE USSR UP TO 1*70 

IMS 

Grow output of batic branche* of chemical induttry in cuamrMt prie«» 
(thousand mulioc roubles)  I 

Minarti fertili»« total (million tons)  20.0 
Chemical mm of protection of punts and combatina petti in tonnt of 

«Active tant (thousand torn)  59.7 
rima» and synthetic retint (thousand toot)  310 
Man-made Abret (thousand tont)  310 

na —ri**) 

10.5 
35 

133.9 
MO 

24-M 
7040 

430 

1350 

3-3.3 
3.5-4 

7.5 
M.» 
44 tl 



average for the industry as a whole, reaching from 77 to 
78 per cent in the production of synthetic rubbers, from 77 
to 79 per cent in the production of plastics and var ish 
and colour goods, from 86 to 88 per cent in the tyre 
industry, and from 70 to 80 per cent in man-made fibres 
production. 

Taking into account the fairly high cost of individual 
chemical products, the effectiveness of cutting costs on 
raw materials, and consequently of the selection of econo- 
mical types of raw material becomes self-evident. 

The importance of the raw material factor is stressed 
further by the fact that in most chemical productions 
rather large amounts of raw materials are used, the 
actual amount used sometimes reaching several tons per 
one ton of finished  product. 

For example, in the production of one ton of cellulose 
acetate 3.3 tons of raw material is used; of polyethylene, 
2.1 to 2.3 tons; of caprolartam, 4.0 tons; of phenol- 
formaldehyde resins, 2.6 tons; of synthetic rubber, 
from 2.5 to 3.0 tons. 

The characteristic feature of many chemical pro- 
ductions, primarily of synthetic materials, is that one 
and the same product can be obtained from different 
types of raw material. As an example, phenol used in the 
synthesis of caprolactam, can be obtained from coal, 
oil or wood processing products. Butadiene, the main 
intermediate for the production of synthetic rubber, 
can be obtained from fermentation ethanol, synthetic 
ethanol or directly from natural gases (butane) or gaso- 
lene. At the same time, one raw material may serve as a 
starting material in the production of a great number of 
chemicals (for instance, from natural gases can be obtained 
acetic acid, acetic anhydride, ethanol, various types 
of synthetic rubber, synthetic resins, plastics etc.). 
This feature considerably enlarges the raw materials 
basis of the chemical industry, creates favourable condi- 
tions for a rational location of enterprises, makes it 
possible to manœuvre when choosing the most economical 
type of raw material for every particular production. 

Chemical productions, along with the diversity of 
technologies, processes and the products manufactured, 
deal with equally diverse types of raw material, coming 
either directly from the extracting industry without 
substantial pretreatment, or in the form of by-products 
from various branches of the processing industry. 
The achievements of modern science and technology 
permit many materials to be used as chemical raw mate- 
rials, constantly enlarging the choice. 

The characteristic feature of a rapidly developing 
chemical industry is a sharp reduction tn the short of rite 
raw materiah of vegetable and animai origin and the 
priority use of minerai raw matertk, primarily combus- 
tible minerals,  and  their  products. 

Until very recently the organic synthesis industry 
had used as star ing raw material chiefly aromatic 
hydrocarbons. In ti e but fifteen to twenty year«, the 
consumption pattern of different types of starting raw 
material ha« sharply changed. Especially rapid is the 
growth of consumption of aliphatic hydrocarbons. 
Products from coal move otto the background as the main 
type of mineral raw material in the organic synthesis 
industry, superseded by hydrocarbon gases, the main 

source of which are petroleum derivatives, casing head, 
and  natural  gases. 

With the growth of the coke output the resources 
of the chemical products of coking will also grow, with 
the chemical branch of the coke industry outstripping 
coke output, owing to more intense processing of chemical 
raw materials. Thus, from 1946 to 1962 the output 
of coke went up 4.3 times, of raw benzene 6 times, of 
ammonium sulphite about 10-11 times, and of concen- 
trated liquefied gas liquor 13 times. 

The main ways of increasing the resources of chemical 
coking products are the systematic raising of the share 
of coal as in the coke charge and the percentage of 
chemical products recovered from coke-oven gas. 

However, when evaluating the role of coke as a 
source of raw materials, it should be borne in mind that 
with the coke output in 1965 going up 37 per cent over 
1958, and 63 per cent in 1970. the demand for, say, 
benzene will grow more than threefold during this 
period; the production of plastics and un-made fibres 
will durino, the 1965 to 1970 period alone grow fourfold 
and threefold, respectively. The conclusion about the 
insufficiency of this source of raw material for meeting 
the rapidly growing needs cf the consumers, is quite 
evident. 

This makes it necessary to turn to other, more abundant 
sources: oil and gas. 

Hydrocarbon gases, which for a long time served 
only as fuel, are now considered to be the best and cheap- 
est type of raw material for the organic synthesis industry. 

It should be mentioned that some 80 per cent-90 percent 
of aliphatic compounds are received by the present- 
day organic industry from products of petroleum origin. 
Petroleum products acquire also an ever-greater signi- 
ficance as a raw material for the production of aromatic 
compounds, eliminating the monopoly of coke products 
in this field. Especially h.gh is the share of petroleum 
raw materials in the production of synthetic rubber, 
many types of plastics, man-made and synthetic fibres. 

As a consequence, a young but very promising branch 
of the present-day chemical industry — petroleum chemistry 
— has appeared and is rapidly developing. The volumes 
available for exploitation and the resources ot the different 
primary hydrocarbons in this country considerably 
exceed the potentiality of their complete utilization 
in the chemical industry. The necessity arises therefore 
to develop a production of high molecular weight mate- 
rials based on the most effective types of hydrocarbon 
raw materials, in order to ensure the predetermined 
scope of their production with the minimum use of 
manpower. 

The main technico-economical factors determining the 
rapid growth in the output of petroleum chemicals are 
as follows: 

(«) The vast resources of raw materials of oil origin; 
(b) The ever-growing demand for raw materials from 

many branches of the economy, and «specially from the 
synthetic materials industry, which it is simply impossible 
to cover from other sources of raw materials; 

(f ) The high economic effectiveness of the production 
of chemicals on the basta of oil and gu raw materials; 
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(</) The scientific and technological achievements which 
have made it possible lo use oil and gas resources as an 
economically profitable raw material; 

(e) The necessity of release of other types of raw 
materials (such as food) to be used for their immediate 
purpose. 

With the threefold growth of the total chemical 
production in this country during the 1964-1970 period, 
the consumption of oil and gas raw materials will rise 
fivefold. In place of coal, food and other vegetable 
raw materials, the production of basic petroleum 
chemicals, synthetic mate als, nitrogenous fertilizers, 
and many other chemicals is based now on the processing 
of petroleum ,\nd natural gases, oil and oil products. 

The production of synthetic products from oil and gas 
raw materials is characterized by a rather high economic 
effectiveness: 

(a) Ethyl alcohol 

Trpri «/ MlcoMal 

1. Synthetic  
2. Sulphite  
3. Hydrolytic 

(a) From wood raw materials   .   .   . 
(b) From vegetable agricultural waste 

4. Food  

Prime   cotí 
(per cerniate} 

too 
102 

230 
450 
410 

Capital investment in the production of synthetic 
ethanol is justified in some 1.5 years. 

(b) Ammonia 

PRIME COST OE SYNTHETIC AMMONIA AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OP HAW MATERIAL 

Stmrcei el raw material Prime cott 
(percentage) 

Carini 
mvMmami 
ter cernetti 

Coke (batch gasification)            100 
Water electrolysis                  lu 

100 
162 

Coke-ovali gas . . .               57 17 
              55 15 

(c) Methanol 

Nummi tat 

mSett 
Carni    Cake-»—»    Cette-       Cawm- 

tOt           4M Wttk-           4M) 
eat are»-       eaeer 

ette         muore 

100       70           «0           50 
100     37-40        37           33 

SymHteMi 
Ml 

Capital investment 45-50 
30-33 

The development of petroleum ¿hemistry lends to the 
release of great quantities of food rauf materials. 

In 1964-1963, because of the production of ethyl 
alcohol from non food-stuffs there will be a large saving 
of food-stuffs, equivalent to 1.7 million tons of gram. 

The using of food raw materials for technical purposes 
will be completely discontinued in the next few years 
on account of the accelerated development of petroleum 
chemistry. 

This will not only increase the resources of food-stuffs, 
but also effect a great annual economy; for example, 
up to 300 million roubles in the production of ethyl 
alcohol, and in excess of 200 million roubles in the 
manufacture of synthetic detergents. 

The characteristic traits of the development of the 
basic branches of the chemical industry which have 
governed the increased demand for intermediates, the 
output of which can be practically provided for by the 
petroleum chemical industry alone, ate: 

(1) The change in the framework of production and 
the widening of the range of products of the rynthetic 
resins and plastics industry is characterized by the 
rapid growth of the share of polymerization products 
with the growth of the absolute output of such types 
of plastic as phenolic, urethane and others, as well as 
polystyrene and other plastics on the basis of aromatic- 
raw materials. 

(2) The present-day stage of development of the synthe- 
tic rubber industry is characterized by a sharp turn in the 
direction of new types of stereoregular polymers replacing 
natural rubber. Ethyl alcohol, which constituted more 
than 90 per cent of raw materials for synthetic rubber in 
1958, will make up only one-third in 1966, with some 
60 per cent taken up by butanes and pentanes for dehydro- 
genation. The largest tonnage (in terms of the amount 
consumed) raw-materials of petrochemical origin, playing 
the decisive role in the development of the synthetic 
materials industry, are olefins (ethylene, propylene) 
butadiene, acetylene, as well as aromatic hydrocarbons 
(especially benzene, xylenes). 

Butadiene remains the principal monomer in the pro- 
duction of synthetic rubber and finds application in a 
number of syntheses of chlorine derivatives and other 
products. The change of the raw material basis of its 
production, application of dehydrogenation techniques 
of butane obtained from oil production and processing 
products, allows a cut in capital investment of from 
10 to 20 per cent and a saving of production cost of 
from 7 to 10 per cent. 

Acetylene, obtained from calcium carbide, could be 
used as a raw material for petrochemical processing only 
as long as it was the only type of raw material for separate 
products important in the national economy. Now, 
there has risen a possibility of effecting many of those 
syntheses on the basis of the more accessible and cheaper 
ethylene. Especially in acetylene syntheses an ever-wider 
use is made of acetylene obtained from oil and gas 
raw materials. Carbide acetylene is still used for welding 
and cutting metals. 

Ethylene and propylene: their production is based 
mainly on the pyrolysis (high-temperature decomposition) 
of saturated oil hydrocarbons — ethane, propane, normal 
butane and the higher boiling paraffin hydrocarbons, 
inchidkg gasolenes (also kerosene, ligrom, heavy and 
light oui, and crude petroleum can be used for these 
purposes). Oary a very small share (in 1939, gome 7 per 
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cent and in 1966, some 1 per cent of productive capacity) 
.'f ethylene is separated in the form of "ethylene fraction" 
from coke-oven gases at nitrogenous fertilizer plants. 

Currently, in the USSR as in other countries, cracking 
gases from petroleum rWineries are also utilized as 
starting raw material ir, the production of ethylene and 
propylene. 

Studies indicate that the technico-economical indices 
ot ethylene and propylene production from liquid hydro- 
carbon raw material, which is a petroleum refining pro- 
duct (specifically raffinâtes and straight-run gasolenes) 
are not inferior in effectiveness to the production of 
olefins from cas»ng-heH gas components. At the same 
time, an efficient use should be made of the process 
by-products, including the butylene-butadiene fraction 
and pyrolysis resin. 

TABLE 2. THE DYNAMICS AND PROSPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

• N^NN'D"ZT• PRODUCTION 'N • USSR Pò. 

i fremite) 
1970 

1 percátate) 

I. Pyrolysis raw materials including: 

45.0 

55.0 

Casing-head gasolene .   . 
Liquefied gases.  . 

68.8 
1.2 

26.5 Ethane .   .  . 
J. 5 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Consumption growth (per cent).... 100.0 282.0 

The sources for obtaining lower olefins are closely 
connected with petroleum refining techniques. With the 
growing scope of petroleum refining processes, character- 
ized by an increased yield of unsaturated hydrocarbons 
(as takes place, for instance, in catalytic cracking), 
the share of the ethylene obtained from refinery case« 
may rise. J ** 

Development of the chemical industry in the USSR 
ishelped by a rapid growth in the production of basic 
petrochemicals. 

The growth rates of petrochemical production surpass 
£ ILA !* mdVtty " a whole- This can * untied 
by the data on the percentage increase of the volume of 
production of basic petrochemicals. 

nu IMS 

Petroleum chemistry is becoming the dominant supplier 
oj the most important types of chemical raw materials. 

(a) THE  DYNAMICS OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE  RAW MATERIAI 
1AS1S    OF    AMMONIA     PRODUCTION 

Ethylene  lOO.o 
ftopytene»  100.0 

"»•noi  10.0 
AostaWehyde  100.0 
Higher alcohols .... igon 

170.0 
•00.0 

100.0 
1Í0.0 
i«;.o 
540.Ü 

500.0 
2,300.0 

U»JD 
MM 

1.020.0 
5,000.0 

* ^*° T* ***" ' rnrtu, 
•pedal proda^ee (together »Ìu7;53 
«•Med u ott nAMrfM. 

•*>« es» heir «fits 
ekMi), an ob- 

/taw material lources 195» 1962 

r percentage* 1 

1963 
' planned! 

Natural and casing-head gases. 
Coke-oven gas   . 

0.6 
35.4 

39.2 
24.5 

60.5 
16.5 

Gas raw materials total 36.0 63.7 77.0 
Coke and coal 
Electrolysis and others  

44.9 
19.1 

23.7 
12.6 

17.4 
5.6 

TOTAL      100.0 100.0 100.0 

(A) THE DYNAM.CS OF THE PATTERN of THE RAW MATER.AL BAS.» 

OF   THE   PLASTICS   INDUSTRY 

*• matt/lal type 

Oil and gas processing products . 
Coal treatment products 
Basic chemistry products and vege- 

taba raw materials     

TOTAL 

I960 

24.5 
59.5 

196) 
(Percentage! 

66 
22 

90 
2 

16 

100 100 100 

(e) TH. DYNAMICS OF THE PATTERN OP THE RAW MATERIAL .AM, 

OF ETHYL ALCOHOL PRODUCTION IK , KE  USSR 

193» 

1. Alcohol   from  food  raw 
materials  70g 

2. Alcohol from non-food raw 
materials  29.2 
including: 

Synthetic  JJI 

Hydrolysis  7.7 
Sulphite  5^4 

TOTAL GROWTH 100.0 

1939 I960 

(peremlupt) 

I9U 
: planned/ 

63.0 

35.0 

31.3 
1.1 
5.6 

61.6 

31.4 

24.2 
S.4 
5.1 

50.0 

50.0 

32.0 

18.0 

104.0      105.0       Î3Ï.0 

The demand of the chemical industry of the USSR 
for oil and gas raw materials remains low as compared 
with the quantities of oil and gas being produced. From 
3 to 5 per cent of the total weight of oil and gas produced 
will be used for the needs of chemical plants. 

Therefore the chemical industry does not haw a 
strong influence on the scope of oil and natural cas 
production. "^ 

The paramount task now is to choose from the abun- 
dance of raw material sources available, those that 
«wild require minia«« captai and production eiptn- 
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Currently shallow processing methods are prevalent at 
oil refineries in the USSR, yielding relatively small 
amounts of unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbon 
by-products. For this reason petroleum chemistry in 
this country is paying attention to the resources of low- 
octane gasolene fractions and the pyrolysis of heavy 
petroleum ends. 

According to available calculations, the oil industry 
can provide for chemical needs the necessary amount 
of raffinâtes and low-octane fractions of distilled gasolene 
without reducing the production of liquid fuel. 

As confirmed by calculated economic indices, the 
pyrolysis of crude oil at least incurs no loss compared 
with such a raw material source as liquid gases. 

However, when assessing the prospects of development 
of the raw material basis of petroleum chemistry, account 
should be taken of the trend in the development of oil 
processing towards the production of high-octane 
fuels, and therefore, a rise in the yir-M? of propylene, 
ethylene and other types of raw materia* for petrochemical 
reactions. Simultaneously liquid gases will fall in price, 
mass production will make them available to all consumers 
and the free resources of low-octane distilled gasolenes 
will   be   reduced. 

All this demand« that the need to utilize all types 
of oil and gas raw materials should be taken into account 
for the planned period in question, a raw material 
being selected each time that would meet the demands 
of specific complexes of petrochemical production 
at  the  lowest possible cost. 

In the different regions of the country the whole range 
of hydrocarbon raw materials have to br resorted to, 
from petroleum distillation gas fractions and natural 
gases to :rude oil. 

The progress in science and technology, aided by an 
improvement of technico-economical indices of the 
production of petrochemicals, determines the basis for 
the raw material selection, affecting hi pattern in the 
courte of development of the industry. Thi» can be 
judged by the examples of production of a number of 
back petroleum chemicals. 

(«) TacHNico-scoNoMr'rM. INMCU or THB rmwenam or ACETAL- 
DBMYM •¥ THi DUMCT OXR *TWN Of STMYLWi AND TMI VAVOUB- 
MAN HYDaATHN Of ACaTVUM (MOM OIL AND OAf »AW 
MATtBJAU) 

<») TicHwoo-iroNOircAi iman* or r* MODUTTUN or r»»>«x 
(|WCt)l'i|t) 

I. 
2. Ceat arta 
J. 

JO.» 
MM 

JO.« 

IM 

Ih» 
oaeia Ite» 

— — "sr 
1   Cost price imo ITO 

2  Specific espilai investment 
(a)  III  phenol production 
<B> Ditto, including related inéW 

trie» 

tono 

imo 

i«e 

I4H 

The high economic effectiveness, of the eumene method 
has conditioned the priority development of the above- 
mentioned products by this method, and this trend will 
continue in the future. 

In l%3, the share of eumene phenol in the ovtr-all 
production of synthetic phenol reached 71 per cent. 
as against 63 per cent in 19*0. and it will be in exeess 
of 89 per cent in 1*63. Technico-economical indices of 
the eumene method continue to improve, ly way of 
illustration the following data (percentage) for one plant 
can be given. 

•a*» zz AtH* era 
«eMartM ;'^sr 

1. Phenol and nerton« caps 
city (1 ton to Oft imi toe J3J 535 

2. Prime cost (1 ton phenol 
ahn 0.« ton acetone) 108 «5 55 

3. Spacinc capital investmtrti 
(ditto) 100 74 » 

4. Number of personnel 108 110 135 

In 1963, the share of eumene acetone in the over-all 
production of synthetic acetone reached M par cent, as 
against 76 per cent in 1958, and it will be 19 per MM 
ia 1963. 

The new methods of aceten« synthesis, by direct 
oxidation of propylene, are highly economical. However, 
the problem of acetoni production muet be solved not 
separately from phenol production, hut by taking into 
account the demand for both product». 

7V »unto progresiivf tecknko-rcomomical trmk Im 
Iht enthemm e/ (Ar pnwM-iky patrmcktmicai imemtry 
art av J0UOW1 

Enlargement of production niants annÉtuas« by a 
nwtMrinl iiaproveraent of the nrednetiea ecoaomy 
(the capacities at ethylene penata went up freni 5,080- 
10.000 tens a year to «MX»-¡00,000 and 160,00»- 
230.000 tea« a year); 

•/ido inlenurtina of direct 1 
iiÉjirhimmih,   hMheJMsg^ nswuláehyd»  (by 
••lacnh") eainhtÉen of ethylene),  h*jtyi 
aiwfcnü»y «ne-*)a0anni) ««earn (by. 
at piaf •!••«) and •nil««** fhy 



Conversion of murtooMtage production« from Hutch to 
continuous method», ensuring the poMibtltty of  <>m 
plate »atomution «Ml control ot production ptnt*<H. by 
electronic  computers. 

Orientation towards ne«w available type» of raw ««termi 
and their composite utilization 

securing   of   economical   production   of   high-quality 
product« (in  particular by the concentration of the 
hasic substance ( 

Oil tmd ffaw 'aw HWieriuls uml pttun ktmu al priHtsmrx 
presupposi * tempi»», « (imponile rhartx trr ¡>\ mili 
zaium me hmd to prttJtn turns iVmg ramtmmä At the 
tame time, the whole practice of the petrochemical 
industry inaiente« that the highe»» economy w effected 
with the specialization and concentration of enter prîtes 

Therefor«, the mont effective type of organization 
of petrochemical enterprises become* the nm§lrmt*m 
of cominrws includine technologically nterconnected 
krge spec.allieti pkm» 

The moet ration«! eombtiâtion would «wntphfy tfw 
procès« technicité of om or several of the plant« included 
in the eomètm. Thus, a single unit, ierving the whole 
cómeme, for the pyrorym of saturated hydrocarbon* 
and the gas tnparatMf system, will make it posatale 
to cut the number of processing stages for sevwral piante. 

The problem of the number and the sme of separate 
plants incrudnd in a conshme m the most complex of 
all. 

Technico-aconomical enkaintioew and the practice 
of construction of larga) uimhisiet have helped u» 
overcome the paatton for oomhtnet of »var-c<impliBn««ä 
composa*««, at which me clear-cut sp—mlianiw of the 
constituent pinata cotatd ha aehsavad, and the «copa of 
each of than* tagged btmsnd the econonttatwey eptHtHtn» 
ones. 

It would ata« that sita moat cflbcttv« way is to fry to 
«ham the ntajiimum etna for «vary plant utchsdad m a 
contèe«, wfcuch wmsld próvida for a deer-tan m the 

* bsMted ¿turfy by the mamma in owtput of the 
t.  whseh  M  «ehttvnd   whan  «he 

a ttattoajary satarytt bad te a 

to ht tttppad itp several annas ««ar, asti 

canta, ta aadarga fttrahar tha twawtt «f 

iPSgT     4a^P^PpuaPíJp    ^^ep^r      anas»     ^p^r^a^havawPnT     sWwPtnsBBsj     PPtW     tnY^ñwsw     ens^      t^ti 

Inder the luminimi«,   •(   icceleraied developm, >t 
the chemical industry the greatest importance '* ">'"»§ 
attached to the 'ime taken 'n ih* construction UHI com- 
missioning <>t i>e* i-n»erprises ÍKer eip-inwun >t the 
scope of l'instruction lengthen^ the time and makes il 
undeftirahje i<i  consolidate combines 

Along with lomfones tpacia!i«ed --nterprises are 
being construí tod on a iarge tcale especially at Hte 
Hnished product stage t -nth as svnfhetii rubf-eis lyres 
and  plastic  good» i 

( onstruction «>( spei iati/ed enterprises ami combines 
i» planned as a rule »itimi regional oimplenes m lulling 
not   only   ihr   chenu» al   hui   m hei   nwlust'ies   as   w«ll 

I he problem of allocation ol patrochemica   productions 
is very complex m the t SSi   a um iiry ut vasi territory 
an   uneven  dentili y   of  population   ami   with   una«+ui«l 
level»   of   indinaría!   developn» nt   of   «parate   area* 

Concentration of oil and g;ii raw materials m separate 
imaII region« of rhe countr', and thi- high material index 
of the petroleum chemistry make it necessary to bring 
the initial stages of p.oceswng (including as a rut* 
product1«*' of monomers) lea t to the «»urces of raw 
mai*1*' ils 

Hov*ver the great con»i.mptum ut fuel in the courue 
of chemical ivnthese«. reaching from 1 to 10 ion» and 
mora per > ton of hnithed product limit-- the egion* 
having raw material reserves, in which it i» adsanlnaenu* 
to develop patri 'em- liemislry to thow which combine 
both raw materials and fuel or makes H necessary to 
transfer petrochemical plants to the deposits of fuel and 
to the wiurue» ol energy   raw mataríais hi-ina transported 

On the other hand, »ynthetk material good« are rton 
not eoonormcal to transpon haca use '>r great bttffc 
and low wuiglM. as m he case with tyres plastic articles 
and otht v 

Tht« MerseH«*M hringsn» the Hnal produetiim «agp* 
nearer to the regions m which maw consumption of the 
uroOuct is coiioantrntad fhere then arises the need 
to break •*> the proeee» flow utto two or three parti». 
m« primary prueesamg being concent rated in the -Karting 
inaîitrsl wpply area, the production of monomer- 
(sometime« poryntar» at weH) where there are cheaper 
and mer« »bunièant enetgy and Atti, and the mtMtufacttare 
of   goods  being   tianafarred   a*arer   to   oon#umption 

Tht grant diversity 
m 

ht •futa 

•f «tt 

of »ondition« arising, «a 

paimi alar «aas th» sohttiaa 
pFt9wWfYt 9f RsMa«M^| In* 
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».  THF VENEZUELAN PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Gern Otmrm  H Mmnmgmr Jttr Gemermi Plmmmimg, Petrocktmirmi Institute 
•/ Vmmmnmmlm 

INTSXIOIKTION 

The development of til« petrochemical industry in 
V*necuela started in 1933 with th« creation by the 
Government of the Venezuelan Petrochemical Institute. 
whose objects as deh ned by it» statutes are the study. 
eetaekshment operation and development of those 
mduetries utilizing hydrocarbons a» 'a* materials and 
all related meurtrie« During 1958, the production of a 
fertilizer mixing plant was started in order to increase 
the markets for the existing nitrogenous fertilizer plants 
Pianti for ammoni« and its derivatives started production 
in the nrst part of 196V Around this time, a small unit 
for Ac extraction and separation of aromatic« 1-T-X, 
owned by the Venezuelan Oil Corporation, started 
operating Parallel with these plants, a private group 
aesecteted with the United Carbon Co installed '« carbon 
Mach factory Fan plant came into operation during 1962. 
I« 19*4. a aient to produce formaldehyde from methanol 
«as started There also «Hints a number of »mall polyme- 
rmation plants for thermosetting ream«, pamt resin» and 
porfanudic   libres,   utilizing   anponaä   raw   materials. 

Venezuela betng the third large« producer of oil m the 
world seoeid lead Latm  America m the petrochemical 

net ap ta now it nés leeeed eeMnd some other 

The reason« for rhts »low growth have been   (I) the 
mdwstrtal pola y   (2) stae of mart «its. (1) lack of mfor- 
MMMM,   MM   (#(  NaCs   €n   fTMaWfl   ¡PM^ftOMMI. 

(I) The industrial  policy  followed   up to   1964 wat 
Amsteaattsma^tl     m^^Mmú^kámmmmi    Éfl^ss     ^ejgw^^eAa^^nd^^^saeidF     ¿^ér     ^ia^eaiani aa»^^»     *n •> J« wwwtmmm stwsfei iw evvs*it*piReisi «nr ecmeesner gooas 
mtmastam, whtee • tette M Imp aameai uf employ meat 

and develop markets for baste inter- 
The atms of ih's poney having nam accom- 

<• ta a large entant, ft M hemp replaced by a poli"y 
©W   M|   flaTVVVUyinWgvl    @T   BeaaPC 

HFaaap  ^Bejuneajnjnm^nn     aja^g^aaaai  maim   auhvakaaaaaaa   nmneaM   ^L^Mt^tweBa^md • W   wmm^mVJ^ 1   Hwlf  aW9J   mV^iawj   (Wfl   •MVeVgWCTH 

mimmi 

I it íes of greatly increased markets, especially if accords 
can  be  reached  with  the  other member countries. 

(3) In developing countries it is quite difficult to obtain 
information with the accuracy that permits accurate 
evaluations. The main reasons are the distrust with 
which consumers report data, and secondly, the correct 
systematization of these data. By the strictly correct 
use of the information obtained, it has been possible 
to lower the resistance of the consumers towards infor- 
mation gatherers. Great efforts have been made to 
train personnel from poll samplers to statisticians, 
in the systematic us« of data. 

(4) The number of technical personnel available in 
Venezuela is very limited and it was only during the 
fifties that the first chemical engineers were graduated. 
Now there it a tendency to increase the number of 
students in the industrial, chemical, mechanical and 
electrical engineering faculties. Also, during the last 
live years a number of technical schools and »killed 
workers' training programmes have beau established. 
The operation of thie fertilizer alanti have givra a number 
of professionals and workers practical training in the 
technical and administrative aspects of petrochemical 
industries. 

These problems have bam partially solved and, owing 
to the extreme importance of this mdastry, it « necessary 
te undertake short and medium-range projects to advance 
Ms development. On the short raage. the préfaças already 
m em stance are bamg conducted with the atmest ••patch. 
The meet impertan« projet-ts center» rapJoeivet, sjrwmetk 
•'•»ht»' plasties and detargeatt and the expansion of 
mrtMtswr*. Of these prefects that far exptoaives ie m ito 
NMttni stages ef cetMttvetiea and expected te »tart 
partial apatatiuna m 19*5 and fail eearattoe» my mt»V 
I«««. Synthet e rubber piantai aid ettaipintt are in the 
•«MM prapPOt pMMHv MM taW MMMtVt Nftfftetf «SHMS  M   Wf 

IMS. The presset far Use marnate m ftrtilisiirs M a« the 
aad it tsetativeiy aat te »tart by 

lf»7. 

me mtdwm mage, a aetwnel emm to 
ef eemg ferma«. 

•f  ft  pWHsl FM* 



(b) Studying the participation of public and prívate 
national and foreign capital. 

(i ) Promotion of new industries. 
(J) Co-ordination of different government agencies in 

charge of incentives like credits and tariff protections, 
etc. 

(?) Watching that the industry develops in a rational 
way, utilizing tc the  utmost the available resources. 

On the whole, the prospects for the development of 
the industry are very promising since the basic structure 
already exists throughout the country : 

(a) The refining capacity of Venezuela is around 1 mil- 
lion barrels per day and is able to supply all types of 
raw materials. 

{b) Most of the country has adequate amounts of 
natural gas distributed through an ample network of 
pipelines. 

(f) There are four deep-sea ports connected to all 
other points of production. 

(</) Distribution of electricity is ample throughout the 
country and with the construction of the Guri Dam 
there will be available large quantities of low-cost power. 

(e) In most regions there are adequate supplies of 
water and water  treatment facilities. 

(/) Certain related chemicals like chlorine are already 
being produced. 

(g) Some large factories are able to supply part of 
the equipment such as tanks, piping etc. 

(A) The oil revenues allow the acquisition of foreign 
equipment without  undue hardship to the economy. 

(/) The prevailing interest rates (6-9 per cent) are lower 
than those in most other developing countries. 

If the Venezuelan economy is to develop in the future 
at a rate which will permit the continuous increase in the 
welfare of its growing population, ways must be found 
for the diversification of its exports, which are now 
mainly of oil. 

Two of the promising industries arc the manufacture of 
steel and its derivatives and the petrochemical industry. 
In order that the latter may really earn a large volume 
of foreip exchante, a great effort must be made in this 
field by carrying out the present plans and creating 
newer and better ones. The exact lines of development 
will be determined by the composition of the domestic 
and foreign markets, especially that of the Latin American 
Common Market, but its general lines will bein : synthetic 
rubbers, (crtiliiers, explosives, polyamide«, polyesters, 
polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, detergents, 
carbon black at final products and ethylene, propylene, 
bwtyltm, butadiene, benzene, toluene, xylene as basic 
products. 

Exports (to Colombia) 
Employment (around 50) 
Privately owned 
Raw materials 

Gas oil Cardon Refinery 
Shell Oil 

Natural gas    Pipeline from Anaco Field 
Capital Bs 2,300,000 

FERTILIZERS 

Instituto Venezolano de Petroquímica 
Moron, Estado Carabobo 

Production 

Cmcii9 
(TontUtyl 

Ammonia  100 
Nitric acid  185 
Calcium ammonium nitrate 150 
Ammonium sulfate  240 
Urea  50 

Employment 
Unskilled  50 
Skilled  250 
Technicians  8 
Engineers  5 

Wholly owned by the Government 
Technology: Italian and United States 

Raw materials 

Natural gas Pipeline from Anaco 
Cost: US $6.00/1,000 m« 

ITOIU) 

8,500 
8,000 
8,000 

23.000 
4,600 

' Production itarted in June 1963. 

FORMALDEHYDE 

Leros C.A. 
Caracas, Venezuela T—nr—r 
Installed capacity     1,000 
Production, 1963     3,000 
Private Company 
United State« Technology 
Raw materials Methanol 
Investment     USS 100,000 

FUTURI DCVELOPWIWT 

The Government through the Venezuelan Petrochemical Institute 
has the following short term project! : 1. explosives; 2. synthetic 
rubber-plastics; 3. expansion of fertiliaers. 

I. Exphsirti 

The project for explosives already wider construction will start 
partial production during 1965 and will be ready during 1966. h 
will be composed of the following ptaats: 

Ml 



Technology: Oermany «. Economie evaluation; 
Capital investment    SUSI3,30tM>00 7. Inwttmenl proramme; 
Raw materials Nitric acid •• "tintai programmet. 

Toluene The approximate investment required it SUS 50,000,000. Thk 

2. Synthetic rubbtr-pkstics 
investment is part of the National Development Plan, 1963-46. 

Expansion offtrtUitn 
Under this heading is a project which contemplates a series of 

integrated facilities which will start from an oil fraction and end in Motivated by the great increase in domestic consumption of 
three main produca : synthetic rubber; polyethylene and polyvinyl fertilizers and the large foreign demand, an expansion of the actual 
chloride. At present the following characteristics are being deter- facilities is being considered. The economic evaluation which is 
mined to obtain maximum economic benefit from this project : being realised contemplates the possible production of: 

1. Raw product specifications ; Uwe"0"* 
2. Procese selection; ^ t__ . ,m.... 
3. Optimum raw materials; Comf*m •""•"• 
4. Plant capacity; This expansion win be carried out with the utmost speed and it it 
!. Localization; expected to be in operation by early 1967. 



26. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN YUGOSLAVIA 

Vojno Dindar and Kornellje Mirkov, Generai Office for Economie Planning, and Cedomir Genie, 
Federal Secretariat of Industry 

I. REVIEW OF PAST DEVELOPMENT IN THE CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY 

The post-war economic development in Yugoslavia, 
and especially the development of basic industrial bran- 
ches, required a rapid development of chemical industry. 

In the period 1952-1963, chemical industry in Yugo- 
slavia has been developing substantially faster than 
industry as a whole. Therefore, while the average annual 
rate of growth of the production of industry as a whole 
amounted to 12.4 per cent, the average annual rate of 
growth in chemical industry amounted to 19.2 per cent. 

In the above-mentioned period, production facilities 
were erected for the following: 
Fertilizers: calcium ammonium nitrate, ammonium 

sulphate; 
Inorganic chemicals: ammonia, nitric acid, ammonium 

nitrate, carbon disulphide, sodium sulphate, sodium 
chlorate, sodium ^polyphosphate, phosphoric acid, 
hydrogen peroxide, borate and perborate, cryolite, 
pesticides; 

Organic  chemicals:  methanol, formaldehyde,  2-ethyl- 
hexanol, butyl alcohol, diethyl and dibutyl phthalate, 
aniline, peiticides; 

Plastic materials: cellophane, nitro-cellulose, polyvinyl 
acetate, phenolic and amino resins, alkyd resins; 

Man-made fibres' viseóte staple, viscose rayon, cord; 
Pharmaceutical   products:   penicillin,   oxitetracyclene, 

C-vitamin, hormones, alkaloids, glucotides, various 
vegetable extracts, mercuric oxide, bismuth salts; 

Various other chemical products: explosives, pigments, 
intermediates and organic dyes, flotation agents, finish- 
ing agents for textile, leather and rubber industry, anti- 
corrosive agents, synthetic glues and adhesives, deter- 
gents, laboratory chemicals, pesticides. 
Some other new plants for the production of polyethy- 

lene, polystyrene, PVC (polyvinyl chloride), PV acetate, 
phenol, styrene, acetone, lindane, polyacrylonitrile fibres 
and monochloro-acetic acid were put into operation in 
1963, and others will come into operation at the end of 
1964. 

The following table shows the growth of production of 
the main chemical products in Yugoslavia: 

IMI Mr> 

41.6 277 
27.1 502 
25,9 540 
90.9 275 

106.8 269 
26.4 880 
8.4 420 

42.6 422 
34.9 150 
30.3 — 
16.8 — 
3.5 — 

9! .3 — 
164.5 — 

NitrcfUMusfcrtUtan (20.5 per cmtN) . 
Winiphartr tsrifflam (KSpircwM f¿\). 
Sulphuric MM WB»      

mi      mi 
11.9 
417 
J*4 

301.0 l.«0 
775.7 1,310 
SMJ      1,073 

(In Ik 
I9SÌ 

Caustic soda  15.0 
Electrolytic caustic soda  5.4 
Chlorine  4.8 
Soda ash 98, per cent  33.0 
Calcium carbide  39.7 
Plastic materials — total  3.0 
Within them: PVC  2.0 
Paints and lacquers      10.1 
Soaps, 60 per cent f.a  23.3 
Detergents, 15 per cent a.b  — 
Viscose staple  — 
Viscose rayon  — 
Ammonia, 100 per cent  — 
Nitric acid, 100 per cent      — 

2. REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY 

In 1939 Metan, an enterprise at Kutina (Sava basin), 
began to produce carbon black. In 19S0 Jugokarbon at 
Bakar on the Adriatic Coast was the second enterprise 
to start producing carbon black. 

In 1962, the construction of the first plant for organic 
petrochemicals in Yugoslavia intended for the production 
of methanol was completed by Nafta, an enterprise at 
Lendava (Mura basin). 

At the end of 1962, the first inorganic petrochemical 
project intended for the production of ammonia and 
calcium ammonium nitrate was put into operation by 
Hemijska Industrija, Pancevo (Banat, petrol basin). 

In 1964, the construction of the first plant for the pro- 
duction of organic chemicals and plastic materials was 
completed by Organska Kemijska Industrija at Zagreb. 
The production of this plant is based on petrochemical 
raw materials from the Moslavina basin and from the 
oil refinery at Sisak. 

3. PLANT EXPERIENCES 

In the field of chemical industry, priority was given to 
products of basic inorganic chemical industry because 
of the insufficient supplies available. Subsequently, when 
domestic needs increased and it became feasible to meet 
them through domestic production, the construction 
of petrochemical plants was considered. The few years' 
existence of petrochemical industrial enterprises in Yugo- 
slavia provides valuable experiences with regard to a 
further development of petrochemical industry. 
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For example, when drawing up plans and during the 
construction of the first big petrochemical plants in 
Yugoslavia (at Zagreb and Pancevo), efforts were made 
to study fully the fundamental characteristics of petro- 
chemical industry, making appropriate use of foreign 
experiences in this field. 

Starting from this conception, it was decided that 
petrochemical plants should be constructed at an appro- 
priate rational pace corresponding to the circumstances 
and the available investment resources of Yugoslavia. 
Simultaneously, a decision was made that the construc- 
tion would be carried out in stages, so that the construc- 
tion of initial facilities provides possibilities for their 
future  expansion. 

further. As a result there are surpluses of petrol, and 
because of the impossibility of exporting it, it must be 
employed as a raw material in chemical processes or used 
for thermal purposes. There is about 100,000 tons of such 
gasolene surplus today, and at the end of this decade, 
then' will be over 250,000 tons. 

On the completion of the works for expanding and 
modernizing the oil refineries, which are now under way 
and are expected to be completed by 1965, Yugoslavia 
will have four catalytic reforming units (Platforming) 
with at least two Udex units which will be able to pro- 
duce, if necessary, without any detriment to the quality 
of the motor gasolene, about 100,000 tons of aromatic 
hydrocarbons. 

4. RAW  MATERIAL BASIS FOR  DEVELOPMENT OF PETRO- 

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

There are favourable conditions for the development 
of petrochemical industry in Yugoslavia with regard to 
the availability of raw materials, as there are consider- 
able deposits of natural gas and substantial surpluses of 
gasolene. 

Industrial deposits of natural gas in exploitation 
amount to about 25 thousand million Nm3. Therefore, 
it is expected that in the near future they should provide 
an output of over 2 thousand million Nm1 a year, wich 
an upward trend. The deposits are situated in the 
eastern areas from Zagreb (Moslavina and along the 
Drava river) and to the north of Belgrade (Banat) as 
well. 

A great proportion of the gas is very wet and contains 
10-15 per cent of ethane, 7-12 per cent of propane frac- 
tions, 5-8 per cent of butane fractions and 2-3 per cent 
of pentane. There are fields which give gas with over 
6 per cent of butane fractions containing as much as 
50 per cent of butane. 

Currently, there are two up-to-date gas plants in Yugo- 
slavia having the capacity of over 300 millions Nm* 
of gas annually, with production capacity of 40,000 tons 
of ethane, about 80,000 tons of C, and C4 fractions 
and about 25,000 tons of pentane. 

It is planned to build two new gas plants with the 
capacity of 300 millions Nm8 per year each; in that way 
the output of liquefied petroleum gases will be increased 
approximately to a total 250,000 tons of propane-butane, 
and if necessary it will be possible to produce even 
100,000 tons of ethane. It should be pointed out that oil 
refining will produce about 200,000 tons of propane- 
butane intended for thermal purposes, so that the total 
output of gas plants could be employed in the develop- 
ment of petrochemical industry. 

There is a particular pattern in the consumption of 
liquid fuels in Yugoslavia. Namely, owing to the rela- 
tively small number of automobiles which are the only 
consumers of petrol (all the trucks, tractors and other 
heavy-duty vehicles are driven by diesel engines), there 
was a sharp variance between the consumption of gaso- 
lene and diesel fuel over the last few years. This ratio has 
been continuously widening, and now it amount» to 
1.0:2.3 (gasolene-gas-oil) with a tendency to widen still 

5. DESCRIPTION OF PETROCHEMICAL ENTERPRISES 

(a) Metan-Kutina together with "Jugocarbon "-Bakar 
produce carbon black ROF type (inactive) and MPC 
type (semi-active). The installed capacities for ROF type 
amount to 4,000 tons annually and for MPC type, 
6,000 tons a year. The total domestic consumption of 
carbon black amounts to about 600 tons, so that certain 
quantities of active carbon black are imported, while the 
ROF type is exported. The production of the ROF type 
is based on fuel oil while the MPC type is based on the 
processing of natural gas. 

In 1964, the construction of a new plant for highly 
active carbon black of types SRF, GPF, AAF and IFAE 
was started. The total volume of the plants will amount 
to 12,000 metric tons; the total investments will amount 
to 6.2 million dollars. This plant will be highly auto- 
mated and there will be only 55 workers employed. It 
will operate by United States licence. 

(b) Nafta Lendava has a capacity of 6,000 metric 
tons/year of methanol. It has been processing about 
10 millions Nm3 of natural gas which is supplied from 
the Mura gas basin. The preparation of synthesis gas is 
carried out according to the SOC licence Beige de Tazóte 
et de produits chimiques de Marly, while the synthesis 
of methanol is carried out by Italian patent Amer Casale 
Company. In the course of 1964, Nafia will also 
undertake the production of formaldehyde at 6,000 metric 
tons/year. 

(c) Hemijska Industrija, Pancevo is located on the 
Danube River, 18 km from the mouth of the Sa va River. 
Thus, it is situated on the two biggest navigable rivers 
in Yugoslavia, and near the capital. Also the enterprise 
is situated almost in the centre of an area which consumes 
synthetic fertilizers and has a very developed network 
of roads and railway lines which facilitates the distri- 
bution of fertilizers. 

The available capacities provide for toe production of 
97,000 metric tons of anhydrous ammonia with the mini- 
mum degree of purity of 99.5 per cent, 1,650 metric tons 
of 99.5 per cent ammonia, 170,000 metric tons of 56 per 
cent nitric acid (calculated at the 100 percentage basis), 
360,000 metric tons of calcium ammonium nitrate with 
20.5 per cent of nitrogen. 

Production is based on the consumption of 83 million 
Nm* of natural gas, and if necessary on fuel oil. The 
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partial oxidation technique is applied to methane (Texaco 
process). Liquefaction of air for synthesis gas is carried 
out according to "Air Liquid" and the synthesis of 
ammonia by the NEC prieure. Factory construction 
was supervised by (.'nemico Corporation fronthe United 
Sta«:s. 

The investments amounted to 56 million dollars, 
including customs duties for the import of foreign 
equipment. 

In 1963 (the first production year, i.e. the year of trial 
production), 205,000 metric tons of calcium ammonium 
nitrate were produced, while in 1964 it is expected to 
reach its full capacity. The 1964 production of this 
petrochemical plant would then amount to 80 pei cent 
of the total output of nitric fertilizers in Yugoslavia, 
which means that it will overfulfil the production of 
other nitric fertilizers produced on the basis of other raw 
materials  (gasification   of lignite,  coke gas,  carbide). 

(t/) Organska kemijska Industrija — Zagreb (OKI 
Zagreb), is situated on the outskirts of Zagreb, the most 
industrially developed town and the second largest in 
Yugoslavia. The plant has been put into operation this 
year and is now in the early stages of production. 

The annual output of the newly constructed plants 
can increase with relatively small investments, and in a 
short period of time. The increases are given in paren- 
theses: ethylene and propylene 19,000 tons (38,000 tons), 
styrene 8,000 tons (22,000 tons), polystyrene 6,000 tons 
(15,000 tons), polyethylene 15,000 tons (30,000 tons), 
eumene 10,000 tons, phenol 6,000 tons and acetone 
4,000 tons. 

Ethylene and propylene are produced through pyro- 
lysis of either liquid or gaseous derivatives of petroleum. 
Gaseous derivatives of petroleum are conveyed from 
the gas plant Klostar, which is situated 36 km from OKI, 
and is connected with it by pipeline, while gasolene is 
supplied from the Sisak refinery, 50 km from the 
plant. 

OKI is supplied with another basic raw material, 
benzene, from a coke plant at Lukavac. So, in order that 
the quality of benzene for synthesis will be adequate, 
and for purposes of additional refining, equipment for 
hydrodesulphurization of benzene has been installed, 
with a capacity of 17,000 metric tons/year. 

Manufacturing and technical experience was supplied 
by the Foster Wheeler Corporation, United States. 
Hydrodesulphurization of benzene .nd the production 
of styrene and eumene is carried out according to the 
Universal Oil Product Co's process. The technical exper- 
ience and the licence for eumene were supplied by the 
Hercules Powder Co., United States. The licence and 
experience for the production of polystyrene are supplied 

by Koppers Co., United States. Imperial Chemical 
Industries gave the licence for the production of high 
pressure polyethylene. The equipment was supplied by 
more than sixty suppliers from the United States and 
the United Kingdom. 

Investments amounted to about 60 million dollars, 
including customs duties for imported equipment. 

Installed capacities exceed the present domestic pro- 
duction, so that certain quantities, especially of styrene, 
phenol, and polystyrene and polyethylene are intended 
for export. 

(<-) Other: 
Lxcept for PVC, the production of which is based on 

acetylene from carbide, production of other plastic- 
materials and detergents is mainly based on raw materials 
and intermediates of foreign origin which are imported. 
The production of synthetic fibres - polyacrylonitrilc 
fibres wi'l also be based or imported acrylonitrilc in 
its early stage (the capacity will amount to 4,500 metric 
tons/year and it will be put into operation by the end of 
194). 

6. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The long-term development plan for the petrochemical 
industry is still under consideiation, so that the indus- 
try does not yet have a final frame of reference. However, 
it can be expected that future petrochemical construction 
will be carried out in the direction of increased capacities 
for ammonia, i.e., nitrogenous fertilizers. There will be 
a substantial expansion of the existing capacities at 
Pancevo ard also a new plant will be built at the new 
location in Kutina. Thus there will be specialized plants 
in Yugoslavia for the production of nitrogenous fertilizers 
based on natural gas. It must be expected that both 
plants will be equipped for the production of most highly 
concentrated fertilizers — urea and complex fertilizers. 

The present plants for manufacturing organic chemicals 
and plastic materials at OKI will be completed, and later 
expanded, and thus the optimal capacities for polyethylene 
and polystyrene will be achieved. 

It is most likely that further development of petroche- 
mical industry in Yugoslavia will move in the direction 
of construction of new plants for ethylene, propylene and 
acetylene, as well. Therefore, it is necessary to organize 
plans around the production of those petrochemical 
products, for which sufficient markets already exist in 
Yugoslavia. 

This raw material basis also enhances the construction 
of the plants for the production of aromatics so it could 
be expected that by 1970 and 1975, respectively, depending 
upon available investment resources, it would be possible 
to achieve a wider range of most significant petrochemical 
production. 
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Cliapter VI 

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 
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INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

This introduction gives briefly the conclusions of the 
three papers contained in this chapter, which were 
presented at the session of the Teheran Conference 
on this subject. It ends with a resumé of the discussion 
on Africa that took place during that session. 

In reviewing the development of the petrochemical 
industry in the ECAFE region, this chapter notes that 
the consumption in the region of petrochemical products 
such as nitrogen fertilizers, plastics and synthetic resins, 
non-cellulosic man-made fibres, and synthetic rubbers 
has had a high rate of growth. Between 1V53/1954 and 
1960/1961, the annual rate of growth for nitrogen ferti- 
lizers was 7 per cent. Between 1960 and 1963, the annual 
rate of growth for plastics and synthetic resins was 21 per 
cent, that for non-cellulosic man-made fibres 23 per cent 
and that for synthetic rubbers 23 per cent. 

The production of petrochemical products in the 
region has also grown rapidly. Between 1960 and 1963, 
the annual rate of growth for nitrogen fertilizers 
was 14.S per cent, that for plastics and synthetic resins 
24 per cent, that for non-cellulosic man-made fibres 
26 per cent, and that for synthetic rubbers 65 per cent. 

However, both the production and consumption of 
petrochemical products was concentrated in Japan. 

The ECAFE region has been a net importer of nitrogen 
fertilizers, plastics and synthetic resins, and synthetic 
rubbers. It has been a net exporter of non-cellulosic 
man-made fibres, although Japan is the only exporter 
in the region of such fibres. 

The ECAFE region is characterized by very low levels 
of consumption and production of petrochemical pro- 
ducts, with potentialities of expansion. In 1961, the per 
capila consumption of nitrogen fertilizers in the region 
was 1.4 kg in terms of nitrogen, compared with 14.9 kg 
in the United States, I0.S kg in the European Economic 
Community (EEC), 8.7 kg in the European Free Trade 
Association (EFTA), and 3.5 kg in the Soviet Union. 
For plastics and synthetic resins, it was 0.96 kg in the 
ECAFE region, as against 14.4 kg in the United States, 
9.7 kg in EEC and 8.86 kg in EFTA. For non-cellulosic 
man-made fibres, it was only 0.16 kg in the ECAFE region, 
compared with 1.7 kg in the United States, 1.04 kg 
in EFTA, and 0.9 kg in the EEC. 

On the production side the per capita production 
of nitrogen fertilizers in the region was 1.3 kg in terms 
of nitrogen, compared with about 14.9 kg in die United 
States, 18.7 kg in EEC and 11.7 kg in EFTA. For plastics 
and synthetic resins also, it was only 0.81 kg in the 
ECAFE region compared with 11.5 kg in EEC and 
9.4 kg in EFTA. Per capita production of non-cellulosic 
man-made hbres was 0.17 kg in the ECAFE region com- 

pared with 1.86 kg in the United States, 1.03 kg in the 
EEC and 0.87 kg in EFTA. 

There are various factors which impede the growth 
of the petrochemical industry in the countries of the 
ECAFE region. Factors responsible for the slow growth 
of the fertilizer industry were brought out at the recent 
United Nations Conference on the Development of the 
Fertilizer Industry in Asia and the Far East, which was 
held at Bombay, India, in 1963. Price relationship 
between crops and fertilizers, non-avaibbility of credit, 
lack of adequate distribution facilities and inadequate 
measures for promotion of the use of fertilizers were 
cited as the factors responsible for the low level of con- 
sumption in most countries of the region. The slow 
growth of the industry was due to the shortage of foreign 
exchange, lack of capital, lack of know-how, shortage 
of trained personnel and under-developed infrastructure. 

The basic obstacle to the development of an integrated 
petrochemical industry is the limited market in most 
countries of the region for the major petrochemical 
products such as plastics and synthetic resins, non-cellu- 
losic man-made fibres and synthetic rubbers. 

Although India, Iran and Pakistan are actually plan- 
ning to establish petrochemical complexes in their 
countries, there are at present only two countries in the 
ECAFE region, namely Japan and Australia, which have 
a developed petrochemical industry. 

The major problem faced by these two countries is 
the keen competition from overseas suppliers which 
have solid advantages of size, technology, access to cheap 
raw materials, and highly efficient financial and organiza- 
tional structures. 

In Australia, with the elimination of import licensing, 
the local chemical industry, including the petrochemical 
industry, became vulnerable to dumping by overseas 
suppliers. In Japan, which has attained international 
level in the petrochemical industry, the small size of 
production units and the high price of naphtha, which 
is the basic material for Japan's petrochemical industry, 
were listed as major problems. For example, Japan's 
maximum unit capacity of ethylene in 1964 was 120,000 
tons per year as against 250,000 tons in the United States, 
200,000 tens in the United Kingdom, 150,000 tons 
in Ute Federal Republic of Germany and 80,000 tons in 
France. 

Price comparison of selected petrochemical products 
showed that in Japan, in 1962, the domestic price per 
kilogramme of polyethylene was about 58 cents compared 
with the imported price of about 51 cents, that of poly- 
styrene about 69 cents compared with 36 cents and that 
of styrene-butadiene (SBR) about 53 cents compared 
with about 48 cento for the imported product. 
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The paper on the development of the petrochemical 
industry in Europe, notes that immediately after the 
Second World War the growth in Europe was slower than 
that in the United States. Factors cited as responsible 
for this slower growth were: the reconstruction prob- 
lems which arose during that period; the time-lag in 
technological progress; the policy of the oil companies 
of locating the refirkries near oil or natural gas reserves 
in order to avoid adding transport costs to the heavy 
capital costs; and the existence of a well-developed 
chemicals-from-coal industry, which was less expensive 
because of the existence of rich coal resources. At the 
end of the Second World War, nearly all European 
countries were still dependent for their organic chemical 
products on coal and raw materials of vegetable origin. 
After modest and discontinuous beginnings, the petro- 
chemical industry has made great strides in the last 
decade, as evidenced both in the increases in production 
(in Western Europe an almost eightfold increase was 
registered during the period 1953-1960), and in invest- 
ments, which were estimated to have reached nearly 
S3 thousand million in 1964. A significant increase was 
also noted in plastics, synthetic rubbers and synthetic 
fibres. 

However, although the trend in Europe is now towards 
the use of petroleum feedstocks, they have so far been 
used as a supplementary source of supply to coal. 

Although refinery gpses and natural gas form the most 
important source of raw material in the United States, 
naphtha would form the major raw material for the 
petroleum industry in Europe. 

From the experience of the European countries it 
is evident that there is a close interrelationship between 
the development of the petrochemical industry and indus- 
trial development and technological progress. In fact, 
the most rapid strides in the petrochemical industry have 
taken place in the highly industrialized countries and 
it is only now that less industrialized countries, such as 
Spain, Portugal and Greece, are beginning to build their 
petrochemical plants. 

In the structure of the European petrochemical indus- 
try, there is a strong tendency towards vertical integration 
to provide a more rapid and economic diversification 
and to ensure adequate sources of raw materials as well 
as outlets for sales. 

There is a considerable concentration of capital 
in the most important producer countries of Europe 
to support the heavy investments necessary, not only 
for fixed assets, but also for the research required to keep 
pace with technological progress. In the Federal Republic 
of Germany, for instance, 75 per cent of petrochemical 
production comes from only five companies, two of them 
combined with oil companies; in the United Kingdom 
about 25 per cent is in the hands of one major enterprise; 
in Italy, the industry is largely controlled by three firms 
and their subsidiaries and joint ventures. Even in France, 
where the moat striking feature of the petrochemical 
industry is its apparent dispersal, most of the basic 
feedstocks are supplied by five firms only. 

Nevertheless, Europe's petrochemical industry is not 
yet fully developed and, in spite of current over-capacity 

in some areas, investments in research and development, 
continue to be high and construction activity is increasing 
rapidly, the petrochemical industry bring considered 
the most promising sector within the chemical industry. 

Although a few small petrochemical plants were 
already established in Latin Ameiica twenty years ago, 
the petrochemical industry in the region really started 
only after the Second World War in an effort to supply 
the continuously expanding domestic markets. An 
exception to this is the development in Tobago and Trini- 
dad of a petrochemical industry for export. 

The financial structure of the industry in Latin America 
is characterized by the existence of State enterprises 
as well as of foreign investment. On the other hand, 
Latin America does not as yet have the necessary means 
for research and development at the same level as in the 
developed countries. 

With reference to the raw materials for the petro- 
chemical industry, in Argentina and Mexico the consump- 
tion of natural gas has been growing steadily and long 
gas pipelines have been constructed. In other countries 
of the region naving big supplies of natural gas, different 
proportions of the gas are still being flared according 
to different patterns of utilization. Oil reserves account 
for 4,518 million ma. and natural gas 1,211 thousand 
million m*. 

The refining capacity of Latin America in 1963 was 
2.5 mm bbls per day, of which 92 per cent was accounted 
for by refineries in seven countries. The consumption 
forecast for refinery products in all Latin America is 
2,280,000 bbls per day for 1970. 

However, not all the volume refined can be considered 
from the point of view of petrochemical raw materials 
because of the existence of relatively small refineries 
dispersed in a number of countries over wide areas. 

Projects being prepared have taken this into account 
and a number of countries think of erecting new and 
bigger units, especially of catalytic cracking and reforming, 
although there will be some differences depending on the 
supply of fuel oil and natural gas. Also, in some cases, 
special units of steam cracking operations will be installed, 
especially where there are no refining facilities or supplies 
of natural gas. Steam cracking is already being installed 
in Mexico and Brazil. 

With reference to the petrochemical market in Latin 
America, according to ECLA studies almost two-thirds 
of the Latin American chemical production corresponds 
to sectors of the industry producing consumer goods 
such as paints, cosmetics, detergents, etc. 

In the last decade there was an accelerated process 
of import substitution but as this stage of development 
has been practically completad, emphasis must be trans- 
ferred to an industrial sector able to produce the primary 
and intermediate materials necessary to achieve higher 
rates of growth. 

It is in this respect that the petrochemical industry 
may play a very important role and, considering the 
natural expansion of the petroleum industry, it can be 
expected that petrochemicals will become thé main area 
ofoevetopfnentinthechemioalio^stryinLatinAineriea. 



Consumption forecasts for 1970 are presented for a 
sample of twenty-four chemicals. For these products, 
75 per cent of the total demand will be absorbed by 
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Uruguay. Principal fields 
of growth will be plastic«, synthetic fibres, synthetic 
rubber and detergents. Special attention is being paid to 
the production of fertilizers, and it is expected that in 1970 
Latin American production will be about 900,000 tons (N) 
of nitrogenous fertilizers. 

Because of the limitations in market size and the big 
investments required, there are relatively few petro- 
chemical plants in Latin America. There is a trend 
towards installing groups or complexes of plants in the 
same place, concentrating different units of production 
on one site, for example in Mexico, Argentina and Brazil. 

It was stated at this session of the Conference that the 
Economic Commission for Africa had been very active 
in the promotion of industries, particularly the chemical 

industry, in Africa. Taking into account the vastness 
of the African continent, EC A has divided the continent 
into four sub-regions, namely North, West, East and 
Central. Branch offices of ECA have been opened in 
three of these sub-regions. With a view to promoting 
the industrial development in the sub-regions of Africa, 
a Conference on Industrial Co-ordination in West 
Africa was held in Bamako, Mali. It recommended the 
development of industries such as basic chemicals, ferti- 
lizers and some petrochemicals such as polyvinyl chloride, 
DDT and BHC based upon imported intermediates, and 
envisaged similar meetings in East Africa and Central 
Africa in the near future. 

It was noted in the discussion that some countries 
in Africa especially those in North and West Africa 
having huge reserves of oil and natural gas, have already 
initiated feasibility studies for the development of petro- 
chemical industry in their countries. 



1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN THE ECAFE REGION 

Secretar!«« e/ifce Economic Commini** fmr Aaim mnd the Fmr Emmt 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The growth of the petrochemical industry in thr 
world has been one of the most striking phenomena 
of pott-war industry. In the United States, the proportion 
of organic chemicals produced from petroleum has risen 
over the last fifteen years from 15 to about SO per cent 
Petrochemical production in the United States rose 
from 420,000 tons in 1958 to 640,000 tons in 1962 in terms 
of carbon content. In other major industrial countries, 
the growth rate during this period was more spectacular. 
In the United Kingdom, productif n nearly trebled 
from 30,000 tons to 76,000 tons; in the Federal Republic 
of Germany it more than trebled from 25,000 tons 
to 81,000 tons; in France it more than trebled from 
12,000 tons to 40,000 tons, in Italy it rose to nearly 
six times from 8,000 tons to 47,000 tons and in Japan 
it grew to twelve times from 4,000 tons to 48,000 tons. 

The major petrochemical end-products, such as plastics 
and synthetic resins and non-cellulouc man-made 
fibres, are becoming well known in many countries of the 
region and petrochemical industry makes a special 
appeal to them, especially to those with large reserves 
of oil and gas. 

In this paper an attempt is made to present the tread 
and growth rate in the consumption of major petro- 
chemical end-products and their future demand, in 
order to see whether the level of consumption is high 
enough to warrant th- establishment of petrochemical 
plants. Then, an assessment of the availability of raw 
materials in the region is made; pattern and the rale of 
growth in the output of various petrochemical products 
are given; trade in the major end-products it pretense»! 
to show the magnitude of imports and exports and 
whether the region it a net importer or exporter; and At 
plans for expansion in this industry ««her by expanding 
the existing facilities or estabUehing iter/ pkatt are 
analysed. The final two chapters deal with special features 
and problems and with the scope for ragionai er inter- 
national co-operation. 

Japan it die only country « the region which hat 
developed the petrochemical industry to a level tamper- 
able with those of the principal industrial countriat ef the 
world; both consumption and products«« of 
chemical products within the regten ar 
tratad ta Japan. In fact, apart from Japan nati Aaatralia, 
an country m this regio« hat ttUhatt 

: for the production of annnMuia to i 
i fcrtihntn. At Japan pwnntVa i 

such as production, financing, technological development 
and other related matters, a separate study of Japan's 
petrochemical industry is presented in appendix A to 
this paper. 

II    AFMIAISAL ,)f TH1 PtiStNT *ND Fl Tint MARKSTS 
Km MAjna «ND-mornrTS 

*Htrogemms fertilntn 

With the acceptance of the role of the chemical fcrti- 
liaers in raising the productivity of land in moat countries 
of the region, the consumption of plant nutrients hat 
increased over the past years, letwern 1951/54 and 
19*0/61, consumption of nitrogenous fertilisers increased 
from 803,291 metric tons N to 1,279,714 metric tons N 
by an annual growth rate of 7 per cent. Almost all the 
nitrogenous fertilizers were derived fmm ammonia with 
the exception of some quantities of calcium cyanamide 
which were produced in China (Taiwan) and Japan. 

Table I shows the estimated needs for nitrogenous 
fertilizers in the ECAFE countries in 1961/64 and l9%*/67 
During this period, the consumption of nitrogeno»« 
fertilizers will increate from 2 milium metric torn N 
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End-uses 

With the exception of Japan and Australia, the non- 
cellulosic man-mud« fibres find their use essentially in 
appaivi, and polyamides (nylon) will continue to be the 
major fibre Regarding Australia, the prospect for growth 
of the consumption of nylon fibre lies in their industrial 
uw, especially in making tyre cords. In the case of lapan, 
(he relative shares in the end-uses vary with individual 
libres It is estimated that, in 1962, nearly 57 per cent 
of nylon filaments went into making apparel, 43 per cent 
into industrial use, namely, tyrecord. fishing net, etc., 
whereas, over 10 per cent of staple was for apparel, 
for polyesters, nearly 94 per cent was for apparel. 
For acrylic fibres apparel accounted for 10 per cent, and 
household uses accounted for 10 per cent. For vinylon, 
which was produced mostly as staple fibres, 30 per cent 
of the demand was for apparel and some 60 per cmt 
was for industrial uae, especially for fishing nets and 
ropes 

Synthetic nhtntrs 

fa We 4 shows that the consumption of synthetic 
rubbers in the RCA FE region nearly doubted from about 
117,000 metric ton« in I960 to over 210,000 metric tons 
in 1963 at a growth rate of 23 per cent. 

Jipan, Australia and India were the three major 
consumers of synthetic rubbers in the region. It was 
estimated that the «hare of Japan in the region's total 

T*au 1   ¡tassava) or cauM on. AND »Annui OAS 
IM nss KAR cewMTaaM 

TABI F 6   PRODUCTION OF ru'DF OIL IN FHF EC AFE roi Nimm 

' Thousand metric Ions) 

A«, 
AIM* reus 
Burn« 
(1MM (Taiwan) 

^WV*ew rrgtwlv firgWH r^slVsVPsV 

76,0»' 
«.49 1462 
4M TI 

9.7M 11.93* 7,111 
92JH' 14.7» • MM» 

I .MM» 3,4*»' 4,«»' 

4.*» IM» 
U.jaa 

xm>    - 
•J/m    e.i«2 

1 ouHlrv IWI ,*», ivm 

Australia 
Brunei ' 4,381 4,124 1.824 
Burma 45) 462 503 
China (Taiwan) 2 2 2 
India" 440 420 1.050 
Indonesia ' 20,6% 21,257 22,647 
Iran 52,081 58.418 64.631 
Japan 591 718 858 
Malaysia   Sarawak • 60 60 59 
New Zealand 1 1 1 
Pakmlan b 160 410 470 

SOIK •   Information provided by Government! 

' United Nation» Statistical Yearbook, l%3 
"  WorU Oil Statistics, October,  1%) 

" Development offbrtüiaer industry in Indormia '. a paprr presented 
at the United Nation* Conference on the  Development  of Fertiliser 
Induetry in Asia and the Far East. I%1 

increased from 64 per cent in I960 to 68 per cent in 1963. 
while that of Australia declined from 19 per cent to 
16 per cant and that of India remained almost the same, 
at I pe ' ceni. 

It is also estimated that the region's consumption of 
synthetic rubbers would climb to 440,000 metric tons 
in 1967 and nearly 2 million metric tons in 1973. This 
forecast is based upon its consumption between I960 and 
1963 and by using the straight-line method. 

Available information indicates that SBR formed 
the bulk of the synthetic rubbers consumed in countries 
of the ragion. Fer ÂmtraHm, in 1960/61, styrene-butadienc 
rubber (SKR) made up 90 per cent of the synthetic rubbers 
and over 15 per cent of it went into passenger tyre tread 
stocks, and the rest into mechanical goods. However, 
it was expected that some of its share would be taken 
away by the new synthetics, such as Cis-4 polybuUdiene 
and Cis-polvisoprene as polybutadiene should find its 
greatest application in Mends with natural rubber in 
large truck tyres for which SIR is unsuitable. In Japan 
the share of SBR increased from 75 per cent in I960 
to 71 par cent in 1963. 

Torrn   4,7*1.3 M.7       44JM     l.fSJMfft 111. SimviY or Tut sounca or SAW MATORIAU 
ma Tw rmocìwmcv   INDI STOv 

Of a total of twenty-- 
haw reserve« a/ few* < 
eary cruda oil; 
These anay be 

Mini 

i countries m the regioa, eight 

ethers haws only natural ana. 
S. Production of crude oil 

i are shown in tables i and 7, 



TA*. 7. PACTION or NATWUL OA. » TH. ECAFE «H•«     ,„  „ 7      .... 
"«Sta. cuti, m^t) 

COWnm    to 217 m,ll,on tons ¡„ J%2. Exports dec|j 

Brunei". ~ 2       «"»h the exception of the reserve, mTZ m 'A   TTJ 
Burnt« « » ... reservoir, upon¡who* «imUv!?  1    . Radja fcld 

S^w,",:. g » M       Plant at pEbînJTsffil^ 

sr-•••••'•'•'• •  «s  „s sÄr^^^'Ä 
NTZ^UH. 73i •» 1.209       ^""^ t0 «* su^*"t for that ammoria^mfor 
P-muTÎT ! _J s 4       fyea• •. It »estimated that, at »he end of 1962'52 ¿I 
——____' 9n '•••'       resems'" the Stanv,c ne1«*» ir. south Sumatra «tòoH?t 

andcxDorter«f«¡£L!_"J"r •««cond laraest producer    m 1%} _>!-u    -n 283.000cubic metre* per dav 
¡•M¡7taM ^^^P^Aofcruï   cu «S nïnï •""•""•Mr ¡«crease to 60SS 

,BCm*,d from *7 m«"*n to«. i„ "¡SS    X? wJ -J__t_!;WJTOtre»P«*yinl967andthere- 
win remain the same up to 1983 (table 10). 
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TAMJ 9. TYPICAL ANALYSIS OF NON-AMOCIATID OAS raom NAHOUATIYA AND MOSAN FIELDS IN INDIA 

An* Wall No  12 
Sud  Entra 

(9.210 n> 
Sp. p. (tir-l)  0.66 

Ptrctntagt gai wkum 
CH«  90.17 
CA  165 
QH,  2.56 
bo C«HM  0.60 
n-C«H„  0.77 
C,  0.25 
Air  NU 
CO,  NU 

TOTA_ 100.00 

Nakorkmtiyt 

30 37 

M» 

19 25 9 
IV II IV 9,720 ft 7,170 ft 

(Tipam) 
19,810 fi 

0.63 0.61 6.63 0.57 0.63 

92.14 95.43 89.95 99.03 92.53 
3.54 1.58 5.65 0.59 2.68 
1.64 1.26 2.64 0.38 1.85 
0.S4 0.59 0.50 0.98 
0.79 0.55 0.44 1.08 
1.05 0.59 0.82 

NU Nil NU NU Nil 
NU NU Nú NU Nil 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.12 

Souict : Report of tha Ratro-chamical Committee. Government of India, February 1963. 

In India, surplus naptha will constitute a major raw 
material for the petrochemical industry. Accordingly the 
surplus expected for each year of the third five-year plan 
has been compiled and is presented in table 11. 

Refinery gases may be considered as a source of raw 
material for the petrochemical industry. The availability 
of hydrocarbon fractions from various refineries in India 
is presented in übte 12. The quantity and composition 
of the fas obtained from the various refineries will vary 

according to operating conditions. The figures given are 
average yields and may not present an assured supply 
at a given time. It may be mentioned here that, apart 
from Burma Shell which has agreed to sell 30,000 tons 
of refinery gas a year to the Trombay Fertilizer Plant, 
the refineries have indicated that no gas can be made 
available for outside consumers. 

Pakittan has the second largest natural gas reserves 
in the region. One significant fact is that all the gas 

TAILS 10. TBNTATIVB or THS AVAILABILITY or NATURAL OAS IN INDIA 

(MllUm ce. fi. par *my) 
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Ziîïrlh T-*»•*** «"»• '« ha* be«" found in Sui, 
in W«t P i1?"' K,ìail3our' Ma^ani and Khandko 
ñ p£H?T ^ at Sylhet' Chhat^ and RasiZ 
SsiÌ 4 3^^ Hn„Thf,t0ta' rf °Vmb,e ^vesÄv 
ÍSr«   ?h. mill,0nCU- ft °r ^-OOO million cubic 
,T£? ,       co¡nP°«tion and reserves of natural aas 
m Pakistan arc shown in table 13. Total production of £s 

ft   o  2utU54smetneS> ""S rOSe t0 28'840 milli°n • «., or about 845 million cubic metres in i960. The Sui 

Sea IrZTT àlmT midway between th* inSStSl 
Th?, fií.í      "i11 and thc Mricultural area of the north 
Sn utdWaS dlSTrCd ,in I952 and the *as from it has 
S^?    2? ,„«r« industrial and  domestic heating since 

Äiwa 920 53D3US ^ r^*00 °f «as = 
-m iiciu was ¿u,5J3 million cu. ft., or about ssn ~;n;• 
cub.c metres which is equal to 5I4,S»£S Î?A 

an? MUZ'S S Í.T "f SU' •" fidd t0 ^i 
have taeftid ÎT.      I      

m,leS In ,Cng,h r«pectively, 
75 Li?   Iaid-Th«se ''nés are capable of transporting 
75 million cu. ft., or about 2.2 million cubic mrfrts 

^íflñ^fa,iaS ^,r day without impression  W• Se 

¿Triü i   thc
J
dcraand ,n the north for energy is likelv 

tor.se In order to cope with it, the construction of Ï 
700-mile pipeline network to supply Sui ga   to thi 
northern part of West Pakistan was planned ?n 19M. 

The Sylhet gas field in East Pakistan with an «.tímate 

JRXK ,r •,upp,ies the ammonia p'*nt 
rTXÏ Î*^ntirî quantity of «M is »"ended tor u«e m that plant. Gas for Chhatak is destined for 

aUlalfUClf',!)!* Chhatak ccment fa«ory situated at a distance of about twelve miles from the field 

hJÄTSo^7?,mT,w ,n Pakiî,an was »miI,ion 
uarreis, or about 2.74 million metric tons, in I960 which 
» very small compared with it» nature «¿sreserrn 

Japan's proven reserves of crude oil stood at 6 92 mil- 
lion metric tons in 1964. Japan has relied heavily on^c 

increased from 32.9 million metric tons in I960 t« .„ 
estimated 76 million metric tons in l£ S i c«imatS 
hat this quantity will increase progressively to 129 TrniT 

lion metric tons in 1968. y 3 m"" 

from 731 mi Hi ' K rOdUCt,0n °f natural «as increased ,• 73. milhon cubic metres in 1960 to an estimated 
2,000 million cubic metres in 1964. It is planned • ep 

metres fnrÄ0n °f M °" to 2'8oS "^ effi 

is Sí? iTaÌÌZ?J'f iU proven reserve of crude oil 

s requirements of crude oil. It imported about I16 mil- 
lion metric tons of crude oil in 1961 and this anWnt 

stood at 12,036 million cubic metres and 7 113 million 
cubic metres, respectively. Between 1960and S£ 

cuDic metres to 50.7 million cubic metres. However, starting 

TA.L_ li. **«m«m .VXU^UTV„MwNArinHA 1N INWA 

(MilHon wmtrte UHU m m,*^ 

   "M0> 

Public sector refinerm 
Oauhati (NHK crude) . 07< 
-»muni (NHK crude) . j ¿X 
Gujarat (Ankleshwar)  ...!!! 2.00« 

Mvt. Sector .*_•*. TOTAL 4" 
aXS.R. (Arabian and Sau_iy_i) 2 M 

2__?-5- ÍA»1*1» «nd Safaniyanj . i "oj 
Corfl (Inuikn and Mia») 0„ 
AOC (NHK and Di,bol). . a" 

iL 

L 

Co«MMpUon (All-India) at motor 

IM) IH* 

0.425 0.425 
O.MI 0.MI 
0.165 0.165 
0.0M 0.0M 

0.170 

0.170 

0.425 
0.361 
0.165 
O.OM 

9urphM 
Export 

tourna: Upon if o* 

TOTAL 6.12 1.039 1.039 1.039 
kND TOTAL 

at motor 

1.039 

ano 

1.039 

0.M7 

0.152 
7 

1.209 

0.939 

— 
OJO» 
0.2O4 

0.270 
7 

0.170 
0.290 

0.460 

0.425 
0.361 
0.165 
O.OM 

1.039 

1.499 

0.996 

0303 
T 

0.170 
0.410 

0.5W 

0.425 
0.Î61 
0.165 
0.0M 

1.039 

1.619 

1.066 

0533 
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0.170 
0.510 
0.500 

MM 

0.170 
0.410 
0.500 

LOW 

0.425 0.425 
0.361 0.361 
0.165 0.165 
O.0M 0.0M 

1.039 

1219 

1141 

1.071 
T 

1.039 

1119 

1O20 

am 
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of 1HJ. 



TABU 12. OUTPUT OK REFINERY (JASES IN ìNDIA 

(Metrie tons per annum) 

Hymra-carbam 

Methane 
Ethylene . 

Propylene 

Butylène . 
bo-butane. 
N-Butane  , 

«•MM* Skell 
iBrmomyl 

Retkaery-tai 
Totti aty. 

amami ROjOOü torn 
p.a. 

3,400 
1,400 
6,900 
8,000 

16,000 
8,300 

25.000 

' Btmtmy i 
Refiner i-tas 

Tolti aty. «to«' 
ino.aio mu 

PM 

I2.S00 
4,300 

13,000 
17,000 
17,000 
7,600 

20,000 

( Mtex 
Vitati 

Cracklnn 
unii tai. Total mty. 
amami lt.000 lem 

300 
1,000 
2,000 
3,600 
1,000 
1,000 
500 
200 

I.R.L. 

Detail 
Refiner y~ta\ 

in* lumin alt LH; 
Total at y. about 

J4JKM)     Wv 
p.a. 

12,000 

8.500 

2.000 
4.000 
b.000 

I.R.L 
i taratimi) 

Denta 
Rrfinery-pu 

lucluaiat all t.K, 
Total aty. atout 

DT.OIXl lim, 

17,700 
5,600 
16,700 
14.700 
26,700 
9,700 

46,500 

SOURCE: Report of the Petro-chemical Committee. Government of India, February 1963. 

from 1964, production will rise significantly to 204.5 mil- 
lion cubic metre» and will reach 945 million cubic metres 
in 1970. 

In Australia, with the first discovery of crude oil at 
Moonie field, exploration and drilling activities have been 
stepped up. In 1964 the estimated probable reserve of 
crude oil is 6.4 million metric tons. Before the above 
discovery, Australia imported all its requirements of 
crude oil. It was planned to produce 190,000 metric tons 
in 1964 and to increase this quantity progressively to 
800,000 metric tons in 1966. However, as its requirements 
for crude oil are large, Australia will still have to depend 
heavily upon imports in quantities increasing from 16 mil- 
lion metric tons in 1964 to 23 million metric tons in 1970. 

Australia's probable reserve of natural gas as of 1964 
is given as 1,062 million cubic metres. This figure does 
not include the probable reserves of a number of locations 
in Australia and Papua where potentially large discoveries 
of gas have been made, since they are still one-well fields. 
The production of natural gas started in 1961 with 
34.5,000 cubic metres which increased to 3 million cubic 
metres in 1964. Plans for future production are not 
available. 

In Afghanistan it is reported that some 70,000 million 
cubic metres of natural gas have been discovered in the 
northern provinces. 

Discovery of crude oil has also been reported although 
no exact figures have been given. 

TABU 13. CotsMeinoN ANO RMBRVH or NATURAL OAS IN PAKISTAN 

Raw su 
ImwmwmtJ 

tm VCK MMt- 
me 

Kamam- 
hai mU Uarl Rotate- 

par Sfiati CkaataA 

Methane (par cent) . . . . 81.52 »4.42 46.1 27.3 12.2 79.2 87.0 77.3 97.3 95.4 99.05 
Ethane (par cent)   .... 0.19 1.03 0.4 0.7 0.2 1.1 2.5 0.2 1.0 167 0.24 
Propane (per cent) .  . . . 0.16 0.28 0.15 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.3 
Butane and higher (per cant) 0.37 0.17 0.15 0.3 — 0.4 1.2 0.2 0.78 
Nitraten (per cent). . . . 2.46 3.89 8.5 25.2 16.9 16.6 8.0 19.5 0.4 0.37 0.67 
Carbon dioxkJe (per cant). 7.35 0.02 44.7 46.2 70.6 2.5 0.3 14.1 0.06 0.48 0.04 
Hydrogen sulphide «r/100/ 

SCF  9X2 Oxypn 
0.17 13.3 33.5   ì 30.8 10.7     

H23aU 
Mircnsnan sulphur RT/100/ 2.0 

SO»  JJ «.39* 2.3 10.2  J U 2.2 — Negligible 0.2928» 0.787» 
Reservoir preMure p.t.Lg.. 1.9» — 279 lfi\6 953 1,940 2,924 1,140 — 1.944 MIS 
Raaarvok tamp. ••>.... its — 142 173 120» 110» 210» 136 _ 135 Verte« 
Oreas haarlna «ahi* ITU/ 

cttJL (oak.)  933 973 — — — 82« 97« 673 1^100 1.043 988 
BinnwarnBls resami of raw 

a»(*-temfltaom.n.) 5.0 4.5 ai 2.3 1.0 0.2 0.3 4.95 Not yet 0.28 0.02 
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and this was increased to 556.3W meS^on^n 196" ÎÔ£?T,g •£mand '."¿^ ECAFE COUn,ries' Tablc l4 

Although there were no .mportV ,n   960 °t imoorted í?mm     ' betwccn '96° »*• •*«, total production 
11.725 metric tons in 1961 and thi, amount Was S Í Z?T '"n•^ fr°m abüUt ' 4 mi"ion "•**tons 

to 30.445 metric tons in 1963.                                   ** S1  Ï ÌAD metnC t0"S' rePresenti"8 • increase 
A natura, gas field was discovered in Chauk, Centra. ^"ra^flT^^ * * "" " « " ""»" 

Burma. I he Government has plans for established an r„ iau\              •   L     , 
ammonia plant with an annual production capacity of „„!             ÎT!?«1"*       d upon Petroleum or natural 
40,000 metric tons based upon this gas *£ rePrescn

u
,cd 45 ^ cent of the total, while, in 1963, 

The production of associated gas from «he oil fields    A.^^^JL^a^firi,0'^ 

iitnnr,    t. "   mi,llon  cu.  ft.  or    an increased output of over 7wnm m»»^ . 312,000 cubic metres oer dav in   iQ/u   n„  im«    . _ .  . ul,"H "• ovcr  'JU.UUU metric tens was 

in AfH Zea/a««/ there are two natural gas reservoirs Between I960 anH lOfii ,h      u    u  " 
one with a capacity to produce 60 million cubic fee of n.h^ :„,        A          there has been no production 
or 1.7 million cubic metres of raw gas a day for 25 u ethvïÎT  'nter7cd,ate

k
s s"ch  as  •*»>«>ol,  acetylene, 

30 years a» Kapuni in the North Island   »L Lfa! e7'ene;. propylene, butadiene, benzene, toluene and 
smaller reservoir'a, NangaLwa                ' "* Bn0ther *¿7S fro• J*•1«• or ""turai gas in the ECAFE 

Inr^Wtherehasbeennodiscoyeryoft.tura.gas. ^^^^S^^^S^^^ 

Uvely. Between 1960and 1964, production increased from p„,      , 
680 metric tons to 6,800 metric tons. Thailand's require- End-products 

vf^L°L?^dr °'' waL*uPPtemented by ^Ports of       M«Jor end-products are presented for study in this 
33,554 metric tons in 1962, 52,606 metric tons in 1963     P*!*'- 
and^ estimated 31,323 metric tons will be imported Nitrous /erlllizers 

Between 1960 and 1963, eight countries in the ECAFE 

IV. RATES AND PATTERN OF GROWTH tïrTweToA•"8 nitro«ení,us  '«tilii«.   Whik 
, THE P.KOCHH.CAX  WDZT 5^^ÍS3T¿ £ ÄÄJ« 

Intermediates ammonia  for conversion into nitrogenous fertilizer» 
Amm„„ . tnls nurriDer had increased to six in 1963 ftahl«> íá\      ' 
Ammonia represents the most  mportant intermediate       With tu. .•       , K h 

TABU 14. PRODUCTION or AMMONIA IN TUB ECAFE RJKHOM 
A. FROM «ntOUUM OR NATURAL OA»; I. FROM COAL OR OTRU MURCS 

(Mttric ton) 

 —       '"'  '*' 1Z " 
 * I A -  — — 
 — . - *_ f * A , 
Australia •  _ j. 1m  — 
cto. cr.iw.„)> n>000       3,35 gj» 27,200       _ 3M00 

UT::::::::::::    z      •    -     ¡S    ^   S    gg' ¡g» 
Sjj***:::::  "S   678ÄB   8^   '*•«»   ««g »*«  u<!S «^ 
¡¡Sí* - 7,300 _ gloo ,W        ,n"^ 4S-°00 3-*» P*,~B
T     -=- -J!5L _2L _jSL    *»•    !ÎSJ     ^3    85 

TOTAL _gojgo__ 7^»»    «IM40   l¡5¡r TUA" -^¿r IJ^T "7^- 
ORAND TOTAL 14ÍJWS9 IUTï; ! ^=-    1'372^93      »M05 

^. , ^^ U33,706 1.713.4M T»7MiÍ 
Hr etat of trtnd total AS « .< ».»».*• 
  * <2 M W 30 

SOURCI: Information provídsd by OovwnmMti. „.    ._.        ~ ~"^—' — 

; S^lMílmn *£zrNUr^ JM
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TAUE 15. PRODUCTION of FERTILIZERS FROM AMMONIA IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(Metric tons NI 

Australia'            22,000 21,000 23,000 27,000 
China (Taiwan)"            34,600 39,950 60,600 65,850 
India             91,369 134,501 163,785 219,182 
Iran  26,800 
Japan          912.000 1,013,000 1.071,000 1,184,000 
Korea, Republic or              2,831 13,714 17.195 44,873 
Pakistan              9,630 11,250 31,550 48,750 
Philippines              6,111 6,752 8,274 8,100 

TOTAL      1,078.541 1.240,167 1,375,404 1,624,855 

SOURCE: Information provided by Governments. 
* Nitrogen, January 1964. Year ending June. 
» Calculation bawd on the papers presented at the United Nations Conference on the Development 

of Fertilizer Industry in Asia and the Far East, 1963. 

China (Taiwan), production of nitrogenous fertilizers 
in the region is based upon ammonia. The output of 
nitrogenous fertilizers based upon ammonia increased 
from 1,079,000 metric tons N in I960 to 1,617,000 metric 
tons N in 1963, which means an increase of over 
538,000 metric tons N. The annual rate of growth between 
I960 and 1963 was 14.5 per cent (table 15). 

Japan was the major producer of nitrogenous fertilizers 
from ammonia and accounted for over 73 per cent of the 
total regional output in 1963. 

In I960, 95 per cent of ammonia produced was conver- 
ted into nitrogenous fertilizers; in 1963, the percentage 
rose to 99.5. It can be assumed that almost all ammonia 
produced in countries of the region with the exception 
of Japan and Australia is converted into nitrogenous 
fertilizers. 

As mentioned above, the trend is now towards petro- 
leum feedstocks in the production of ammonia. Thus, 
with increased production of nitrogenous fertilizers, 
there will be a significant increase in the future demand 
for petroleum feedstocks in the ECAFE countries. 

Plastics and synthetic resins 

Examination of table 16 reveals that only five countries 
in the region were producing plastics and synthetic 
resins. Between 1960 and 1963, production of plastics 
and synthetic resins in the region increased from 
609,000 metric tons to 1,163,000 metric tons. The increase 
in 1963 over 1960 was 554,000 metric tons or 91 per cent. 
The annual rate of growth during the period was 24 per 
cent. 

Production was concentrated in Japan which accounted 
for 88 per cent of the region's total output in 1963. 

Production statistics, given for individual resins, are 
available only for China (Taiwan), India and Japan 
(ttbles 17 and 18). It will be noticed that levels of produc- 
tion of individual plastics and synthetic resins are still 
wry low in these countries with the exception of Japan. 
In addition to the individual retios listed in the above 

tables, Japan produces alkyde, polypropylene, metacrylic, 
and unsaturated polyester resins. 

Non-cellulosk man-made fibres 

Production of non-ccllulosic man-made fibres in the 
region increased very sharply from about 121,000 metric 
tons in I960 to 243,000 metric tons in 1963 (table 19), 
at an annual growth rate of 26 per cent. 

Production is, however, concentrated mainly in Japan. 
It accounted for 98 per cent in I960 and nearly 99 per 
cent in 1963 of th- region's total. 

In India, the present production is all in the form of 
nylon yarns. It is planned to start producing 4,500 metric 
toils of polyester fibre in 1965 and 10,000 metric tons 
of acrylic fibres in 1967. In Japan, a variety of non-cellu- 
losic man-made fibres are produced. Between 1960 and 
1963, the share of nylon decreased from 34 per cent to 
33 per cent, that of vinylon from 19 per cent to 12 per 
cent, that of acrylic from 19 per cent to 17 per cent, 
that of polyvinyl chloride from 5 per cent to 2 per cent, 
vinyliden chloride from 3 per cent to 1 per cent, while, 

TABLE 16. PRODUCTION OF PLASTICS AND SYNTHETIC RESINS 
IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(Metric tons) 

Australia» .... 54,385 
China (Taiwan) .  . 3,418 
India  10,748 
Japan  539,500    672,780 
Korea, Republic of 850 

_. 

54,3?5 » 69,745 » 83,035 » 
7,054 22,264 28,696 

14,098 20,180 23.661 
»72,780 804.300 1,025,500 

1,500 2,110 2,500 

TOTAL   608.901    749.817     918.599      1,163,392 

Souaci: Information provided by Governments. 
' Year ending in June. 
» Sotrct:   u AuMnHaa   Production   StaUade«",   Commonwealth 

Bureau of Cenan and Sudatici. 
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TAíLE 17 PRODUCTION OF PLASTIC» AND SYNTHETIC REHNS IN THI ECAFE »EOION (THEKMOFLASTICS) 

(Metric tota) 

China (Taiwan) 
India  
Japan  ... 

mt 

tot»-       Folyylmyl       fob- fait-       folytlmyl      fair- fu/e-       rotnlnyl       Paly. faly.        Mytmyl       ftty. 
rlhylrme     cMorltr       slytnt     rikyltM      i Mariée      il y rene      rlkylrnt      cMorlát       tlyrrnr      nhrtm      ckhrUt       uyntu 

— 3,418       - — 7,054       — -        10,924       — — 13,890      — 
4,213       - 3,676     5,800 917       ,484      8,058      2,580     3,887       7,923      2,964     5,515 

41,200   258,100   21,900   58,100   308,900   29,000   142,500   303,500   43.100   223.400   348,100   61,400 

TOTAL 45,413   261.518    25,576   63,900   316,871    32,484    150,558   317,004   46.987   231,323   366,954   66.915 

SOI'RCE : Information provided hy Governments. 

the share of polyesters increased from 19 per cent to 
27 per cent and that of polyethylene from I per cent 
to 3 per cent. 

Synthetic rubber 

Until 1963, Japan and Australia were the only countries 
in the ECAFE region producing synthetic rubber. In 1963, 
India started producing SBR type rubber. The production 
of synthetic rubber in the region increased from 23,500 
metric tons in 1960 to 106,100 metric tons in 1963 
at an annual growth rate of 65 per cent. 

SBR forms the bulk of the synthetic rubber produced 
in the ECAFE countries. In Australia there is only one 
company producing it. It has an annual produc- 
tion capacity of 30,000 tons of SBR. India started the 
production of 7,000 metric tons of SBR in 1963, which 
increased to an estimated 12,000 metric tons in 1964. 
In Japan, out of 23,000 metric tons of synthetic rubber 
produced in 1960,21,400 metric tons were SBR, represent- 
ing 91 per cent of total production. In 1963, 
91,300 metric tons of SBR were produced out of a total 
of 99,100 metric tons, accounting for 92 per cent. In 1964, 
it is estimated that 131,200 metric tons of SBR will be 
produced out of a total of 148,100 metric tons, accounting 
for 89 per cent. Planned production in Japan indicates 
that in 1967, the share of SBR will be further reduced 
to 67 per cent although the total production will increase 
to 243,900 metric tons. 

V. TRADE IN MAJOR END-PRODUCTS 
OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Nitrogenous fertilizers 

Table 20 shows that the ECAFE region has been a net 
importer of nitrogenous fertilizers. Total imports into 
the region increased from about 478,000 metric tons N 
in 1956/57 to 671,000 metric tons N in 1960/61, while 
total exports expanded from 195,000 metric tons N to 
over 297,000 metric tons N during the same period. 
Anticipated imports and exports of nitrogenous fertilizers 
(table 21) also indicate that the ECAFE region will 
continue to be a net importer of this commodity for 
many years to come. 

During the period 1956/57 to 1960/61, Japan was the 
only net exporter of this product in the region. In 1956/57, 
the net importing countries were the Republic of Korea, 
which accounted for over 33 per cent, India about 18 per 
cent, China (Taiwan) about 14 per cent and Pakistan 
over 8 per cent. In 1960/61, the Republic of Korea 
represented about 30 per cent, India about 26 per cent, 
China (Taiwan) over 9 per cent, and Pakistan about 
9 per cent of the region's total imports. 

Anticipated imports and exports in the region (table 21) 
indicate that by 1966/67, besides Japan, both Chine 
(Taiwan) and Pakistan would have surpluses for export 
and that the major importers would be Indonesia, India, 
and Philippines, which would account for over 40 per 

TAILE 18. PRODUCTION OF PLASTICS AND SYNTHETIC asara IN na ECAFE MOION (THäMOBTTTTNO) 
(Metrie tomi) 

IMI itti nu 
Cmmm 

Vr~ M«to- Vnm UM Vm 

China (Taiwan). 
India  
Japan  

—- — —        — — — 800     10,000 40       140     H 400 44 
2.134»       m»      -      2,111»     I.7SJ6»     -       2,423»    3,232»     —       2,416»    4J73»     - 

42,100    127,900    11,500   55,600   155,500    16,900   36J00   171,700    21.900   64*0   207,300    27*00 

TOTAL  44.934    121,623     11.500   57,711    157.2t«    1*900   59,413   191.932    21.940   61,324   223*73    27,044 

loimca: Information provided by Oci'irnawii. * Patau! foffjiaMihpsi 
• Una forawtéiayét imalOnt e—a 
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TAILE 19. PRODUCTION or NON-CEUULOBC MAN-MAM FAKES 
IN TUB EC A FE RIOKM 

(Metric Ions) 

Cmmtn mi mi 

Auitrtlta»  2,275 2,275 2,725 2,725 
India"  — - 136 655 
Japan  118,300 153,100 182,700 239,200 
Korea, Republic of   .   . 158 225 158 499 

TOTAL     120,733    155,600     185,719     243,079 

SOURCE: Information provided by Government«. 
* Source: Imtmtriot fibres— 1964. The Commonwealth  Economic 

Committee. 
* Nylon yarn. 

cent, 30 per cent, and over 9 per cent, respective!., of the 
region's total. 

Plastics and synthetic resins 

The ECAFE region has also been a net importer of 
plastics and synthetic resins. Tables 22 and 23 show that 
imports increased from about 126,000 metric tons in I960 
to over 190,000 metric tons in 1963, while exports expan- 
ded from about 49,000 metric tons to over 105,000 metric 
tons during the same period. 

In 1960, Hong Kong was the largest importer of these 
products in the region, accounting for 27 per cent, 
while Japan and Australia, the other two major importers, 
accounted for about 26 per cent and 18 percent, respec- 
tively. In 1963, the share of Hong Kong increased to 
36 per cent, while the shares of Australia and Japan 
decreased to 16 per cent and about 12 per cent, respec- 
tively. 

On the export side, Japan was the i^ajor exporter, 
with Australia and China (Taiwan) as minor exporters. 
In 1960, Japan exported 92 per cent of the region's total, 
which declined to 88 per cent in 1963. 

TABU 20. IMPORTI OP NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(Mttrlc tons N) 

ttHIST m?;st m*i«o 

Australi«  9,607 
Burma  800 
CUBOOdift  
Cayton  25.679 
China (Taiwan)  65,824 
Malayaala : Malays .... 14,4*5 

North Borneo  I2S 
Singapore  3.M1 

Hon« Kong  30,000 • 
India  14,229 
bxfotkstia  25,000 
Iran  64« 
tapan  10*0 
Korea, aopubik of». .  .  . 158.771 
Nepal  
  2J49 
  39,100 
  5.00« 
  3,300 

Vast-Nam, Republic of. . . 6.221 

TOTAL 476477 

10,907 
867 

19,921 
89,816 
13,487 

207 
3,978 

97,900 
23,589 

1,592 
1,552 

143,614 

2037 
3.175 
7,045 
5,350 

14,600 

12,293 
8S9 
133 

24,938 
67,864 

207 
4,752 

99,103 
27,749 

3,137 
1,760 

163,545 

2,513 
3,233 
6,130 
7,752 

12,900 

4,197 
2,992 

159 
31,035 
71,630 
20,840 

313 
5,892 

142,943 
45,512 

5,702 
1,900 

160,581 

3,536 
22,391 

8,331 
19,800 

4,992 
3,808 

144 
29,914 
61,584 
21,754 

332 
7,732 

173,156 
21,097 

7,612 
9,290 

199,572 
74 

4,555 
59,705 
35,322 
11,058 
19,319 

11,279 

144 
34,662 
64,600 
25,331 

238 

2,480 
179,866 

133 
4,687 

37,904 
47,304 

15,503 

439,637     438,942      547,734     671,020     424,131 

toURca: PAO, "FtrtiBjen, MI 
• 1*4306. 

saw—I review of world prodactioa, conaumetlon and trad« ", 1962. 

TA«U20 (tmttmmi). Expoavraor wrimooiHous nanmaas in THS ECAFE BMMOM 
(MurtefmN) 

must imiu nmm mtm 

  1,174 124 2.390 2,600 3,294 414 
(MMM)  143 - -            - 74« 74» 
  191.120 253,284 J06.34O 339/430 216,090 393.840 
  — - 42«         1,040 

TOTAL 19S.1S7 255,408 30943* 343,0» 2W,m 404j0M 

•73 



TABLE 21. ANTICIPATED IMPORTS OF NTTROGENOUS FERTILIZERS IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(Metric tons N) 

Comury I9H3I64 I9646S 

Afghanistan  2,475 
Brunei  300 
Burma  5,000 
Ceylon  29,810 
China (Taiwan)  42,000 
Hong Kong  2,600 
India  272,400 
Indonesia  220,000 
Korea, Republic of          . ISO, 126 
Pakistan  41,600 
Philippines  40,401 
Thailand  11,944 
Viet-Nam, Republic of . . 17,300 

TOTAL 872,956 

4,950 6,105 13,530 8,580 
350 400 450 500 

6,000 8.000 10,000* 12,000» 
31,630 33,460 37,000» 40,000» 
26,300 — — — 
2,610 2.620 2,630 2,640 

243,000 200,000 230,000 225,000 
250,000 300,000 3O0,000* 300.000» 
155,085 129,313 107,786 32.413 
20,000 3,000 — — 
50,000 60,000 65,000 70,000 
15,110 18,808 22,833 28,355 
18,900 20,700 22,400 24,100 

825,935 782,406 811,629 743,658 

SOURCE : Report of the United Nations Conference on the Development of Fertilizer Induitry in Alia 
and the Far East, 1963. 

* FAO tentative estimates. 

TABLE 21  (continued). ANTICIPATED EXPORTS OE NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(Metric tons N) 

I961I6J mim tMéltf 

China (Taiwan) 
Japan  

— — 29,600 32.200 29,100 
440,000 430,000 460,000 470,000 480,000 

Owing to non-availability of statistical data on the 
import of individual plastics and synthetic resins for 
many countries, no attempt has been made to estimate 
their relative shares in the region's total. From available 
information for some countries, it is estimated that, 
in 1963, the relative shares of individual plastics and 
synthetic resins in these countries, were: for China 
(Taiwan), polyethylene 88 per cent, polystyrene 12 per 
cent; for Hong Kong, polyethylene 34 per cent, polystyrène 
25 per cent, polyvinyl chloride 13 per cent, phenolics 
2 per cent and urea resins above 1 per cent; for India, 
polyvinyl chloride 40 per cent, urea resins 27 per cent, 
polyethylene 23 per cent, phenolics 9 per cent; for Japan, 
polystyrene 58 per cent, polyethylene 22 per cent, poly- 
vinyl chloride 11 per cent, and phenolics 5 per cent. 

In 1963, polyvinyl chloride constituted the major 
export item in the region, representing about 63 per cent 
of the region's total exports of plastics and synthetic 
resins, followed by Polyethylene with nearly 28 per cent. 

Non-celhilojic man-made fibres 

Although Japan was the sole exporter, her exports 
were of such magnitude that, when taken as a whole, 
the region became a net exporter, with exports increasing 
from nearly 10,000 metric toes in 1960 to over 
27,000 metric tons in 1963 and import« rising from about 

9,600 metric tons to over 20,000 metric tons during the 
same period (table 24). 

In 1963, major importers were the Republic of Korea 
with imports of 5,123 metric tons, China (Taiwan), 
3,560 metric tons, Australia, an estimated 3,550 metric 
tons, and India, an estimated 2,000 metric tons. 

The available statistical data for a few countries of the 
region on the imports of individual fibres and yarns 
between 1960 and 1963 show that the share of polyamides 
in China (Taiwan) decreased from 95 per cent to 62 per 
cent; in Hong Kong from 57 per cent to 5 per cent; 
in the Republic of Korea from 92 per cent to 73 per cent; 
almost all imports into Burma were in the form of nylon 
yarn, which increased from 603 metric tons in 1960 to 
1,055 metric tons in 1962. Polyesters increased from 5 per 
cent to 14 per cent in China (Taiwan) and from almost 
nil to 46 per cent in Hong Kong. Acrylics expanded its 
share from almost nil to 24 per cent in China (Taiwan) 
and from an insignificant share to 17 per cent in the 
Republic of Korea. 

Synthetic rubber 

Despite a hundred per cent increase in consumption 
in the ECAPE region between I960 and 1943, the imports 
registered only a small increase. While the cofuuasptJon 
increased from about 117,000 metric tont to over 
210,000 metric tons, imports indented from about 
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94,000 metric tons to over 100,000 metric tons during 
this period (table 25). 

The ECAFE region has been a net importer of synthetic 
rubber, its exports being only about 600 metric tons in 
1960 which increased to over 8,700 metric tons in 1963. 

Major importers were Japan, accounting for about 
55 per cent, Australia 24 per cent, and India about 
10 per cent, respectively, of the region's total in 1960. 
This position remained almost the same in 1963, with 
Japan sharing about 55 per cent, Australia about 20 per 
cent, and India 9 per cent of the region's total imports. 

SBR constituted the bulk of the imports of synthetic 
rubber into the ECAFE countries, although its share 
has declined in recent years. In Japan, its share has 
decreased from 67 per cent in 1960 to 54 per cent in 1963. 

VI. PLANS FOR EXPANSION 
IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

With the exception of Japan and Australia, the develop- 
ment of the petrochemical industry in the ECAFE 
countries is still in its infancy. Nevertheless, on account 
of the great importance attached to the development 
of the fertilizer industry in most countries of the region, 
ten countries produce ammonia, while six others have 
plans for establishing plants for its production. Although 
production of ammonia in the initial stages was based 
upon electrolysis and solid fuels in  many countries 

of the region, the present trend is towards liquid and 
gaseous petroleum feedstocks. Among those countries 
that are planning to produce it, Thailand and the Republic 
of Viet-Nam will base the production of ammonia upon 
solid fuels and the remaining four will base their plants 
upon liquid and gaseous petroleum feedstocks. 

In the ammonia producing countries of the ECAFE 
region, it is anticipated that the domestic production 
of ammonia will progressively increase and that new 
facilities will be required for this increased production. 
In China (Taiwan) it will be increased by 32,500 metric 
tons between 1963 and 1966 and petroleum feedstocks 
will be used to effect this increase; in India, an increase 
of 1,207,300 metric tons is expected between 1963 and 
1970, out of which an output of 487,000 metric tons 
will be based upon petroleum feedstocks and that of 
the remaining 720,300 will be based upon other sources; 
in Indonesia., the first ammonia plant established at 
Palembang, South Sumatra, came on stream in late 1963. 
It is based upon natural gas and has an annual capacity 
of 46,000 metric tons N. Another ammonia plant is 
being planned and will be located at Gresik near Surabaya 
in East Java. It will have a capacity of 52,200 metric 
tons N per year and will be based upon fuel oil. For Japan, 
it is estimated that there will be an increase of only 
41,000 metric tons in 1964 over 1963. This increased 
output will be realized by using petroleum feedstocks 
for an additional output of 57,000 metric tons, while 
simultaneously reducing the output based upon other 

TAM¿ 22. IMPORTS or PLASTICS AND SYNTHETIC RUIN* IN THE ECAFE notan 
(Mttrk lens) 

Ctmtry i<m Itti itti itu 

Burma  1,320* 1,940* 
1.5*0 

2,470* 
2,020 

3,3» » 
Caylon  792 1,1*0 
CMM (Taiwan)  1,013 1,920 3,709 3,994 
Malay*: Malaya  1,4*1 1,734 2,449 3,430° 

. .           — 13' 14° 

. .           — •3« 71e — 

.  .           — — 1,279 — 
34,030 31,«SO SM» 4M» 

India  .  .           4,737 11,»22 MU 3,192 
.  .           24*3° 4,337 « 6,240» 1,540» 

Iras  1,979 3^7 3,151 5,4»» 
JaMa . .        32J» 33,200 

M79 
24.M0 

7,141 
22J» 

sjm 3.340 
Ptkfeun  2,030* 

3,423 
*,323* 
1,749 

3.130* 
3,170 
6,191* 
4,300 

5,130* 
— 

jS¿¿ . .          44M* 7,149» 
Vtal-Ham, ftarwMfc of .  .  . 2.9S4 
IHflw ZflfllMid * . .         10JJ0 123» 

24,730' 21,430' 
14293 

AMURMB*  . .        ZM»' 31^» • 

TOTAI    mm ttUM 
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sources by 16,000 metric tons, in the HepuMu «/ karem. 
the increase in planned output 11 222.000 metric torn 
in 1970 over 1963, petroleum feedstocks will he used to 
produce an additional 205,000 metric tons and other 
sources will be utilized to produce the remaining addi- 
tional 17,000 metric tons, in the Philippine*, the Esso 
Standard Fertilizer Chemical Co Ine (Philippines) is 
planning for the establishment of a ne* ammonia plant 
with an annual capacity ol 103,000 metric tons, to be 
based upon petroleum feedstocks. It is expected that 
the plant will be -ompleted in l%5, m Pak mim, it is 
planned to increase the production by 29,9*0 metric 
tons between 1963 and 1970, by an increased production 
of IK,560 metric tons based upon natural gas and of 
11,430 metric   tons  based  on  coal 

For the remaining countries of the region which are 
not yet producing ammonia, in Afgkmntim the discovery 
of natural gas offers an attractive proposition for the 
establishment of an ammonia plant. It is anticipated 
that by 1967 the country will be able to establish an 
ammonia plant with an annual capacity of 8,250 metric 
tons N, which will be increased to 11,150 metric t<*w N 
in 1970. torme is planning to establish an ammonia 
plant with an annual capacity of 40.000 metric t-ms. h 
will be based upon natural gas reserve« which are 
estimated at 100,000 million cu ft or 2,100 million cubic 
metres; Ctyhm will base its projected ammonia plant 
on refinery gases and naphtha, its annual capacity is 
63,000 metric tons N in Uahv.im, the Standard- 
Vacuum Ol Co., Ltd. is planning an ammonia-fertilizer 
plant at an estimated cost of S30 million, as part of 
a planned refinery petrochemical installation, in 7»n»- 
Imd, the protected ammonia plant has reached the 
engineering stage. In termi of nitrogen, the plant will 
have a capacity ol 26.400 metric tons per year, the raw 
material used will be lignite and it is expected that the plant 
will be completed in 1966, m the Republic of Vm-Hmm, 
an anthracite based ammonia plant with M annual 
capacity of 36,00" metric tons has reached the eagri 
mg stage and is expected to be   .n stream in 1966 

Although Japan and Australia are the only countries 
in the region which have developed petrochemical 
industries, some countries arc now actively planning for 
the estaMMhment of petrochemical comptent». 

In AuttrmHtì, the meet recent petrochemical complex 
to come on stream w • 50,0804M per year MMMNHS- 

methanol plant crttMithed by Imperial Chemical InaW 
trtes of Auetralia and Ne« /»tond, Ltd. at tetany. 
New South Wales. There arc atte ptam for expansion of 
the existing polyethylene capacity to 5,000 tone par year 
Union Carted* has • polyethylene pie« with M I 

production capacity of 15 mtthen Iks or 6,t2S 
torn nadar construction at 
Hoechst AG  M  planning to eetaeMi • trO 
10,000-ton par year polyethylene frngh density) r  
m early 1963. Shall Chemicals (Auetralia) Ltd, has ptom 
for ins istaMishmcnt of a 25.  

T*at* 21   Expneit n» PLAST* s »NI» W» mm 
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20.000 metric ton« of polyvinyl chloride in 1964 to 
50.000 metric tons in 1967 It is aMwmed that acetylene 
will he generated from calcium carbide 

Up to 1964 Attn« had not eetahfcehed any petrochemscal 
complex Nitrogenous fcrtiltier industry was the only 
one utilizing petroleum fcedetochs in producing synthesis 
gas for ammonia manufacture WMh the cetaWiehnient 
of the nr»t naphtha cracher near sVimhay which w»H 
he aMe to proeees 225,000 tone of naphtha per year le 
produce 60,000 tone of ethylene. «>,«• tens of propylene, 
7.20» tons of Butadiene, en aN of whwh wth he convened 
into various petrochemical products, the country wtW 
have embarked upon the creation of a petrochemical 
industry for which it has drawn up a comprehenatve 
devetopment pian h is reported that the technical and 
engineering contracts and financial proposal« for tka 
project are now before the Government for appi oval 
Target« for production m Indie of inter me dians M If/79 
are  500,000  metric  tons of ammonia,  60,010 
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lumi of mettMMoi W.MW NMtrH. fon» i*f ««-«tylwiie 
JtttMIM MJMtrw ««»Ik <»f «rhyton« IMW.OM matrH tons 
i» propyl«!»« MI.Mtl matfM. MM of hmndwwe, 
I20.MM loatrit NHH *«f Iwwmtt. I VMM ntatrk turna «if 
toluene W.Mi nwtrK hws of «yteiM« 4A.WW «Mtm 
tons ot «tfiy* (wnwiw «nd MWW matric ton* of hydrogen 
! VrlRIoC    rflf  pnMMH.'ft  &A8 %yne«J«TrC   C9SIRI.   If   (#  atan IM« 
lo   éctlMV«    arod»K*lon    taffat«    «f    *MB»    «MtrM    WIM 
*ii «f*tyiityi|afie. 11 *,flWl «MMK Mnë nff BMIIyathvlene 
I Iti.flM NMtm Ion» of aofyvitryl ehtortde nswt*   12 MM 

h (IM ftwtra HMM «f MM« formnlMhyde motttétng ««wdar 
(ira *w»-iPaw IMPVVFIM mu tw w^m WTWWWWIT'W •»•WW-   * >i 
non-ueHnloMc mm made »beai MMI y«*n«. the |W#á»»u**«n 
m IT/Tí will p«aa« Ji.^ü mvMtc M«je wt nylon yarn 
W (MB MMTH torn of pnlyaater Aère J8.MB metrH ton* 
>t *crylN M««- »ad Jt.MB «Mer«, MM of «aryvmy» 
i kohol priypH.pfkiM «Ml orifr h**** ÖO« 
I *rgate for lynthatu mtttwrt m l**** •#• MM 
ion» of SM typ* nthMrt «Ml W,tM matri» wm of 
iMreo spacrik rufet»?». 
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him m planning io e<it«Mi*li ,t arre H ht-mnat comete« 
*I»KII IS enptK'»*d io iiimr on ttream m CWiB io |W«n4ttce 
IV (KHI m*iru tons ot polvi*lhvl«"ii«' n *H) nx-uu tons of 
polvKtMHtittPtr % (Wtl iin-liit fon^ o( polytHi vloniuil* 
2 HWl n>»»ru ions o( polystvr«n« S (MB) itwtra ion» oí 
nylon n r1hTe^ ( I HB) nufîru ions ot SM ¿ml S (BH) inetru 
font, of (Jotk*i yl hrn/rnt- 

ine loftil COM ot i-.irihlmhin|( tnis loinplt-n is eMunüted 
M   1MB)   million 

In fmimtrsw m iMt-ordniH«* *ith 'h« over nil nulioflnl 
t*rv«-lof»m*w plMn rhr (iov«rnmeni will undertitk« en« 
i<rnmruflion of » natrm-nemiLnl induMry A\ (irrmk n»»r 
HttrnfNiya m Inni luya In ih» luti stt*)*r ot <f«v. OBUMIM 

«n nmmonm tornii/«-! com(»l«K will hr t*ilnhlish«<l und 
fn* nk»nf* will H« irsipiwd •«> a« i« permit fn« proéuilion 
ot ptumifi und olivi allied ihfmuais when the need 
should aim H was reportad ihn! f I Fermimi, a 
yvrnwwnt orfum/tition is planning to eiuhlish 4 
varee« Mack pi H ni «1  R 4 IH MU ^I ,1 COMI of 14 million 

hi Mßtm rh« only country m rh« region that has 
ut-km«' irrtnrnnttoniil level n ih* development of the 
«XrntlWwmal mdwinry fh* itonwnd ftir prod«», is from 
MM p«*r<H;hr»»Hcut indu«tiy neceiwiltiifd the plitnned 
iliwnid of new Incili»!«», and «npnn»M>n of running one« 
I« fctitfWte Ktt oui pul of vitftotM, intermedíate^  pUstits 
iMnW  'lyilWHHNC   CWüUlM UM  IK >H~íi?#rllH4^lC   Willi- MMI  nf*T#ft 

kttnlt ut output of «thylriv from iiU.tM) torn lo 
I S3I Mi IHM m l%7 i^opytene from 212.OM ton» 
u 4M.MB ton«. »ts«tyfc»ne from V70 IfW ion« to 
439,4M loM. hmndun« fVotn M.AM tons to III (MO torn. 

MM 7M MMM  h» 4M.9M ton«,  toluene 
MMM    Ml    * ,9«l, r^m*    vOflM.     tylMMt    lr#fll 

•''UM   IMM   *»    HS.3M   MM   Më   «Mfh«n»l   IVoni 
Ü2.3M 10M M 92i.Wt MM tfumg MM MMM parmeì Fer 

l>l.4 



polve**r< from *>2 WW inns to ! 14.4M wm, •WvanwjvMa* 
from M*m ion. it. ?l **> 'on», polyvinyl e«l«CM»r »>«»w 
KIM) «>n« if Ml m»l lt>«s vinvtM*»« fh*»rtlltr »rom 
ï *» tows h' * »»»» ton» «mi potv***yt«*nt from * «W N»«** 
to   I < «flO tons   tlurinf H*   «•»««-   part«*! 

r.« ,vMhelu .-„Wirts he»*««'«» l<#M <rui I*»' .urtput 
,tt Si* *ill ht imreastft« h t.m Hl NW ton* to 
1*2 (Mm tons Ni« itom «il»» tons >l ' *»» »uns 

( g troffl 10.2«»' t»n- »" ' < **» """" •»•fc1 •*• ,Vo,n •"' 
tu   M) «m   mm. 

H , tel» th,.t s«t>tuu t.frtiitiriu >t tht level. ,pm» tu 
,.t thr peir.H.hrmn,tl milintn <t\ lapmi 's trsirnWr n 
v** <»• »r# piwftomenal §r<>wtw ..• rht» .natotfry « tlMi 
ct.nwry 4nd 4K*. hw*u<w n 's «*•• <mlv country n rats 
mgton «Bava ha» wm-hri» •» "1*1» •>' (*»v<-topn*>nl r.m- 
aaraM* l»> rtloie <>» «tv*tne<l eouiwrws .»• «V «ortd 
\ aateiNtd tte*. ription ni rH«». <*rvrk>pm»iM •» coatai«*«' 
m Ac étHiMtwwi   tpprmtert to rai« paprt 

|« irw Reputo" •>! kiwi « '* pian««) t.« fttaMt** ««•» 
niants t.. HH-re»»* the l<*M production «»( !.•*» ftwtr.i 
Km» .»« poivvmv' chli.ntk ««• » * *»»*» "W** ,OB* '" 
l»7« H i» presumed th« iceiyt««* i«iwr»«»d »rot« 
cak'iwn c«rl*Mir will «* u*»d >or Ar purp»»* *l<*o tt m 
phi*<w4 to »tftiMish ptaMt. »»»» •** prodwIMin •»* ««••»*••»«•• 
haiwd apon prtroMwa Wntoki *»rt»B# with *a .MMMHIì 

prod****»« «f I S iW» «H*rtv tort*, t« I**. »*d for Hvm***à 
pr.xhittion trf nia««»* ay»«* v**» fr°« *• •*»*•*« 
«Mimata pro«***;»*«» <»» • «•*' awtm. ton», ta I1*** *» 
4.0M   nwtr»t   toa*  m   l*7** 

lu PokwHm ta« develop**»*«» *»t At p«tT«jel»t*»Kîitl 

lM|MMrv t> o<»m»ëeM «t. * \**è .»wrli tfl tt» imiwUrw*« 
étvth»pm«ni »•• Af ü»t»MMrv A« *H*«vl«<t P»WM *"*h 
a unMcrtv •»•' l«1» h*» »w <Éay •»•« ti»! m««»»««^ •« » 
iMtol wit <rf »#» ?2 ««(»Hm Í h*H p«»W «i« (mé * p«»*y- 
vtnyl «M**** ^»w *«<» *" m»««««« pwéwAw* <wpimW) 
rf 4,W» ««i» «M»«I * pitlv^iyk.imH'ite pta»« •"*•» * "»*•«** 
of 4.W* ton« pm y«*« •<»«•» '•»«« t»1**« "«•*• hwMI 

«Mi^MMwé l»v liw ().iv«r»«ei»« M * ix«« ni' IS »S iwiMw« 
MMI $» I nwt»H»n .«.-.pwiiv^lv »*» IMMMNI«, « *•"•• 
furmirfirT^"'*- ptaw *!»•» *" <MMW**I pr«»«itictK» U»^»M»»V 
of 2 4M Km« 1*»* ^»e« «M»ciKH»«*ë hv At «joy«***»!«.. 
M „ laïaj MfM trf 1244 mNio«. w^ ^ potyeihyt»«» ?»»»« 
wtA  4 caffwtty  (rf VÖW  tt»m  p«*r ymir m iMMAg «»<««*- 

k N Nipona »tM r^trt«*»*»»»* II»»»««»«« Lui- <* 
ILarauà« M pianini a I.Mt ton p»r y««f »tày« hi ninni 
iiilrti rr~- J_t-jjint p MM »H^ ttMt f*k**m rVtrotww, 
Lié     Ma   CM«***   MMrIMKMMMM   MltltMW,   LU.,   MW 

' ___   • i IîIII-1-1- « W»,WK MMM atr y«w o«*«« "'   " 
M   W«MI   MlMllM  *•   «M   ÍM«M>Í 

In MW ñmH^tms  * »« »••or«»«' 
litjiiri'  Ctfcjmwi»! C».   »   P«IHMM*| »• ••*»*••«  • 
MM M»»«^ F«»yv«ivl ***** fkm m Cnnl 

of MM Htm Imâmmé im, ptwM fer KM 
MPîM iiinî-ig »hMH windh «M «w»»ct^ » •* » <f*»^ 
iU\<'«A» «àgiMM»« «r Kt§   n* «M pillili F» 
¿•MM« • J 3 «llbii •», «r  l,9W •*• ••«• «*••* 

flfee may ttec<>«Nt • powt*»»)* proèmi  »*  .«i« "•" ••»-»« 
plants 4tw   l*»1 

St*H,tp»rr pians »«> «slrtWish < pttlyvuiyl chl.tfnk plan» 
capaW* .1 pftHlttttn» S«W dwlrn inns pe» yen" Th* 
plant .s pltMMMd »t« »W •>" *«"»*» '" ,'t*,,, •" *Wl11"" 
Ow ^uWishm»»!! ,.l in iin»wtw»iH ptiin« Ha-wtJ upt>n 
p«tr.)(«um »WNlftKK'k* «s m th« ptunnin« •!»•! T*« 
ptt,M *,'uW »V ¿M« I" protiiM* 2^ <»»1 mrltu «m* pr» 
v««i   imi .1  »l*«»»»W r» in full pr«.<iu»-li«>«  *V   *'**'* 

VII     M»IM< l»l      H-*l. »fil    **•»>     fiUMMU*- 
IN   (M*   l»vBl«*«i*M   <»    «H*   tmil »»«M< »I    |sif>tsniY 

iln H Ar r  re|m« .s I'tMnK'tcrHMMl hv * l«>* tevrl <»• 

uonttMMtptio«  «•*   tht  map* ••"• -•"*m-',s "'  ll* 'f,^<," 
cltenmal ti»«h»Hiry   In  l<t*l   Ù* P*' > *>"« ctm^mpium 
«tt  mlr.^en«»!«.  fertiii^rt « "Vt «*•«»*  *»*   i • h» N 

c..«pwed *rth 14 » k§ N m tM l-m««d SI»«*». 10 * k| N 
m Ih* rwoptMMl I-co««»!*. ( iurmwutv (tH 1. H ? k| N 
• N tlie r«r<»pe»n  » r*»   I r*èt An«ici»ii«.n  (fcHAl ^ml 
l 1 k| N m Ih» Sov** » w«*  ri>r pttMMKi *md syMnetic 
WM. n vyat. « W> kg m Ihe H Art  i»|i«n. ** *#»«»»« 
¡4 4 kg m rtw l-'»»»»«M Su*». » "' kg m FU   *«d * «#» kg 
m rHî   h»r  m»ii-i»Hiik>tHv mun matk   UN»,  it **»» 
,mlv  Ot*  k§   m   il*   KAU   reg*»«,   e*.****.!*«!  *it» 
I 'kg ta Ac liurtwi HUrtM. I (M kg ta tF l A »IMI 0* kg 

m rf( 
Jrtpttn i* »H* '»(y wMHrtry »a lh« »»gH»a tonftrnW» 

•it« rfw t«é»»»«r»allv ndvtiaeaë etmi*«»*» la il« ri#r npif« 
c<mmmptwm wita » kg N of nmoftmom fertili»«. 
i 21 kg (W p*»ti«ici aa«l «vat*** «»»»a« »ni I 4t kg »»» 
mia-wllulowc  maa-maiée M»»» ta   I4*l 

D»^pn* ta* k><* tevcl of cffaiwmatMM. ta« p*r («pu* 
pr«é»Ki»t»a * <*»H t*»w«r »a aUrofWHnj» »ér»!!««, plastics 
and «yuta»«*. rwMa» »ad »yntai«« r\À*mr ta*i*hy making 
tac f( AU («fion ëependeat on imp*Tt* la l%l lit« 
pet apita aroiiuctKta ta tat rugioa *-«» M kg N f<w nttrt» 
gMMMi* fertilM»«. co««^M*d wna »«.Mil 14* kg N m 
tat Umtrt *n»«m, IH 7 kg N * EfC «ad 11 7 kg N ta 
fFTA Fur pHM*ic* *«d tywhtli«. »*««• »I««' '« *** 
,Hily fl.MI kg «a UM feCAFf r«gM»a ca«%B»r«l witli 
11 5 kg m f.Ei *IMI » 4 kg m FFTA. waica mmb llww 
uotHUtrw» a»t «»^»rttrs. want tat Et AFt f»fi©a p»aMia»d 
* iwt wapwrtar Puf **»a-etlh»l«a«: an»«-n»ad« •**•«. th* 
U AFr a«f»Mi «M a art ttpafMr iwfrte •*» »w-tawtl 
of p»o«JMC«aow rV rap»« prwetictioii WM 0 17 kg ta ** 
EC AFI Mfwtt. e.m»«aiií wH» I •• kg »a UM Vm*á 

HMM.   I MM  •«? W* 917   M  «   f FTA   EFTA 

tratttM «Miry a^ imaarMr »a tai •*«>¥• grot»p« ofw»a*ri«w 

J»paa » *M »aly »owiUry w rtM rfnm wrtt» 
a par c«pww awri af pnMt» twa tiwiJf •• wirt*«»«f 

roa. w**   Il  kg N ef 

 iVtiltwr», 7 lì kg taf . 
aaaj  I «M kg ai aua aaMiatoa». 

Tk«M at« yrmm fartan tri»** !»•••» *• 

fhr Italie« grow«* «fu* 

« 4H Mai tÉM Far IMI. rVaa» M 
rfa.wJK.awa «fi 
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distribution facilities and innacquate measures for pro- 
motion of fertiliser use were the factor* responsible for 
rht low level of consumption m most conn trie of the 
region i"he «low growth of the industry was due to the 
,hortage of foreign exchange, lack of capital, lack of 
know how. shortage of trained personnel, paucity of 
Miiíabfc raw mate':*!» ¿nd underdeveloped infrastructure. 

f he batic obstacle to the development of an integrated 
pt-trochemical industry is the limited market in moat 
countries of the region for the major petrochemical 
end products, such <is plastics and synthetic resins non- 
cellulosii man-made fibres and synthetic rubbers Tile 
present Jemand for these product» is so low that it 
could not support a plani of minimum economic size 

The low-level of consumption in plastics and synthetic 
resins in moat countries of the region may he due to the 
absence or to the low-level of development of consuming 
industries Plastic* and synthetic resins go into making 
various products such as plastic products made by mould- 
mi, extrusion and calendering, paints, lacquers and other 
coating material, adhesms and bonding material, and 
they are also used for textile and paper treatment The 
automobile industry may be considered an important 
user of plastics and synthetic resins. An average passenger 
car requires 1 gallons of paint and 25 to 10 pounds of 
plastics It may he of interest to note that, in the fc( Ar F 
region. Japan and Australia have high levels of consump- 
tion m plant ics and synthetic reams in 1961. Japan con- 
sumed nil 1.000 tona aad Australia 79,000 Ions. In the 
san« year Japan produced l,0M»,JOt) passenger cars 
and commercial vehicles, and Australia produced 
2I7.IWO and assembled 292.700 These are the only 
i*» countries which have developed automobile industries 
both for domestic and overseas markets. The low-level 
of consumption of non-cellulosic man-made nere* and 
yarns in most countries of the repon may be attributed 
to the lower price of natural fibres and cellulose man- 
made fibres over the non-cellulosic man-made fibres. 
I ow-level of consumption of synthetic rubbers, is attri- 
butable to the large exportable surplus of natural rubber 
in this region. IM 1962, total exports of natural rubber 
amounted to 2.65 million metric toas, while the total 
importo came to only  I million metric tons. 

Nevertheless, judging by the rapid growth of consump- 
tion of the above petrochemical products, there are 
possibilities for the development of thts industry, at least 
m some countries of the region. Based upon future 
demand of thee» products, India, Iran and Pakistan 
are planning to establish petrochemical complexes in 
thsir respective countries 

Tils demand fer gasoline m *he region averages shout 
20 per cent of the total products deasead (tab* 26). 
Sum the aephtaa portion of the average crue» it higher 
than 20 per seat, there would ha a Merge** of naphtha 
is the rectoa aad w would form the most important 

r*m t 26   DIMANI) me nnoutia mom/mi IN nn ECAFE asoKm 
I.OOObmnh) 

Australia 40,*»s 90,212 45 
Afghanistan «07 1. MM) 73 
Burma 1,110 4,278 10 
Ceylon 1,2« 4,89» 26 
Chuta (Taiwan) 1.772 «* 154 19 
Mone, Kong A20 10.817 6 
India ».002 ft*. 149 14 
InétMMMa »,291 40.007 21 
tran 4,218 51,422 8 
Japan 41.241 126, IV) 15 
Korea, RapuMu of MO 7,007 10 
taon 1*5 219 77 
Malaysia 9,74* 61.607 15 
New ¿«aland »,«11 15.152 57 
Pak Mian -,144 20.021 12 
Pnmpesnw 8,110 24.7S1 13 
rhaden« 1,404 12.014 21 
• Wi"r"**M*l( K0|9ttMtC Ol 2.27« 6,?6«J 14 

F.C AFE aeuio* 151,811 756,00» 20 

Si» »I i      World   PMimh«m>cal   Repon,  1964 «(Noyes  Raasarch 
( omranvi 

or over [<4 million cubic metres a day in the southern 
fields of Irta. 

With the exception of Pakistan and Iran, where there 
are large reserves of natural gas, the petrochemical 
industry in most countries of this region is likely to be 
nui It around naphtha crackers It might, therefore, be of 
interest to note that out of 23 countries in the region, 
thirteen already have refineries and two are planning 
to establish them, one to he on stream in 1966 and the 
other in 1967 fable 27 shows that all the abow countries 
will have sufficient refining capacities by 1967 to meet 
the total demand of petroleum products in their own 
countries 

la die ECAFE region, there are at present only two 
countries which have a developed petrochemical industry. 
Japan has reached an international level, whereas Austra- 
lia is still confined to her domestic market. Japan hai 
butlt its petrochemical industry based upon naphtha, 
waeruas Australia's is bases, on refinery gases and gu 
oil. Neither of them have significant reserves of oil or 
gae in termi of their requirements and they have to 
import large quantities of crude oil. This places them at 
a disadvantage when oompeting with tac industrially 
advanced countries, such as the United States, which Has 
karge resemi of oil aad gas, and Europe, where the 
price of naphtha hat aaaa lower than that in Japan 

Ta» Bayer problem faced by these two couatries is 
the kana eoBgättHoa front oversea! tuppliari which !««• 

capacity, fas Australia, it is reported that, wat 

m 



TABU 27  ECAFE COUNTBIBS: iimwo CAPACITISI AND TOTAL 
MMAND FOB UTROLBU»« PBODUCTI 

Australia 
Burma 
Ceylon 
China (Taiwan) 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Japan  
Korea, Republic of 
Malaysia 
New Zealand 
Pakistan 
Philippin" 
Thailand 
Viet-Nam, Republic 

of  

250.000 
12,000 
20.000 
30,000 

100,000 
150,000 

1,000,000 1.840,000 
20,000 — 

i7j,ooo      — 
42,000 
60,000 — 
64,000 - 
35,000 

392,000 »    375,000      490,000 » 
_ 26,000 

14,000 
40,000 

340,000 h    16Í.O00      2M.0O0« 
275,000 
492,100 « 

1,200,000   2,700,000 
35,000 

120,000      145,000 <• 
50,000 - 
40,000       S0.000« 
90,000 - 
42,01» 

_ 24,000'' 

unit capac.ty of ethylene in 1964 was 120000 torn per 
year as against 250,000 tons in the United States, 
200,000 tons in the United Kingdom, 150.000 tons in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, and 80,000 tons :n 
France. 

The United States counterparts have the solid 
advantages of size, technology and access to cheap 
materials in the form of natural gas and petroleum by- 
products. Even compared with its European counterparts, 
which have to rely mainly on naphtha as the raw material. 
the higher price of naphtha in Japan becomes a big han- 
dicap. The price of naphtha in Europe was about SII .9 per 
kilolitre ex refinery, whereas, in Japan, it ranged from 
S16.4 to S 16.7 delivered. 

Price comparison of selected petrochemical products 
showed that, owing to the foregoing reasons in 1962 
the domestic price per kilogramme of polyethylene 
was about S0.58 compared with the imported price ol 
about $0.51, that of polystyrene about $0.69 as against 
S0.36, and that of SBR about $0.53 compared with 
about $0.48 for the imported product. 

IÇ64;  Ftlnkmm   Kefmtr, Souaci:   WorH rttnchtmkml   »»port. 
January 1*64. 

• 1*72. 
• 1946. 
• IMS. 
' 19*2. "World Oil »totittic»'. October, 1963 

As one of the measure« to protect local induatry, the 
Federal Parliament has pawed the Vinyl Ream Bounty 
Act 1963 under, which a bounty of 4d per lb, or about 
SO 08 per kg, will be paid on vinyl mini produced and 
sold for use in Australia or uaed by the producer in the 
production of other good». The bounty will operated 
three years as from 15 Auguat 1963 and will be subject 
to the usual reduction or elimination if and when pronta 
exceed 10 per cent before tax. 

Japan, which has attained international level in the 
petrochemical industry, hai rtt own problem». The 
small size of production unit» and the high pnce ol 
naphtha, which is the basic material for the peteocheiwcal 
JadtJBtry, were hattd a» major iwobtam». JapuT» maxuBtun 

Vili. SCOPE FOR REGIONAL 
OR INTRANATIONAL CO-OPERATION 

From the foregoing paragraphs, a few facts emerge 
which merit »eriou» consideration. First very few coun- 
tries in tbia region have levels of consumption high enough 
to warrant the eatablUhment of petrochemical plants 
with capacities large enough to be competitive with the 
industrially advanced countries. Secondly, even in 
Japan, which ha» attained an international level, econo- 
mies of scale and natural endowment factor are still 
crucial, especially in the face of strong competition from 
overseas supplier» of petrochemical product». 

Viewed against thi» background, there appears to be 
»cope for regional or international co-operation in the 
development of the petrochemical industry. There are 
some countries in thi« region with large reserve» of oil 
and gas. Petrochemical plant» with large WK^JW 
be built in the«e countrie» jointly by countrie» both within 
and outside thi« region through financial, commercial 
and technological collaboration. 

tffBW A 

to aroéMM a fsw 
dary eataaol. aad nrthyl «tini ketoae by tae uat of Nfcwry 

The OÍ UM 
la about *m ymn It aas 

of oaerauoae, eaual «o or 
It 

aaieter        It was la Wy IMS that the Mkaetry of Iiaeniettoad T«* and 
_ s that of    ta*a*y(li«Tn) estipa develóte 

vtrktfJes ef «yataatte   «euuchsasifals, 



lo produce olefin« hydrocarbons for making varieties or petroche- 
mical products. The production of ethylene, the basic petrochemical 
intermediate, was only 14,000 tons a year in 1958. It rose to 
107,000 tons a year in 1961, and it is expected to reach 520,000 tons 
i year in 1964. In the beginning four companies, Nippon Petro- 
chemical Co., Mitsui Petrochemical Co., Mitsubishi Petrochemical 
C >. and Sumitomo Chemical Co., were engaged in naphtha cracking. 
Now there are nine companies, of which the total capacity of 
ethylene production will reach about 900,000 tons a year by 1966. 

In terms of production value, the petrochemical output in 1957 
was valued at only 1,700 million yen. It reached 129,000 million yen 
in l'>62, accounted for 11.6 per cent of the total production value 
ol the Japanese chemical industry. It was estimated that the pro- 
duction value of petrochemicals in 1970 will be 1,600,000 million yen, 
which will represent about 50 per cent of the value of total 
chemical products in Japan. 

In view of the above, it is most desirable to make a case study on 
the development of Japanese petrochemical industry which will 
serve as reference material especially for the developing countries of 
the ECAFE region. 

I description 01 II. Al 

In Japan, chemical companies are making metals and metal 
companies are making chemicals. Both chemical and artificial libre 
producers are pushing into petrochemicals, as are oil companies. 
Therefore the structura of the Japanese chemical industry cannot be 
clearly defined. Each major product has its own manufacturers' 
association and one company may belong to as many as a dozen of 
these associations. 

Petrochemical companies have been formed in Japan either by 
the pooling of financial resources within a major industrial group 
or as joint venturas involving independent companies. The parent 
companies finance the construction of the complex and buy its 
products. Investments of foreign capital are also prominent in the 
petrochemical industry. 

Sumitomo Chemical has the largest sales, but this includes sales of 
its petrochemical division. In Mitsubishi and Mitsui, petrochemicals 
are handled by separate companies. The Mitsui group of companies 
reportedly has the largest combined annual sales. Ube Industries 
•nahe* not only chemicals but ateo osment and other non-chemical 
producta, salts of which are not reported separately. 

Sumitomo Chemical is claimed to be the largest all-around 
chemical company in Japan. It manufactures chemical fertilizers, 
industrial chemicals, electrochemicala, synthetic resins, dyeetuffs, 
insecticide«, pharmaceuticals and petrochemicals. Sumitomo is the 
only leading chemical producer in Japan that has set up its petro- 
chemical plants within the parent company. The following com- 
panies are closely relatad to Sumitomo Chemical: 

( I ) Sumitomo lakaUt« Co. Sumitomo supputa most of the raw 
materials to the company, which hat the largest resin processing 
capacity in Japan. 

(2) Japan Esita Co., Ltd., which it a joint ventura with Toyo 
Spinning Co.. for producing acrylic libre. Sumitomo Chemical 
supplies tcrylonhrUt monomer and the Sert produced by the 
company is shipped to Toyo ^phasing for conversion into 
textile*. 

(3) Akita Pstmchsmk-al Co., which it a joint venture with Teikoku 
Oil Co. The company produces amtnnnii and math inni from natural 

(4) Ninon Catalytic Chanriral Co., which 
anhydride and other (ihstnhw.lt 

(5) Stanatimi Ntegame» Co., Lad., whith it a joint 
with US. Rath*Co. to • fcttiin AM 

M Usui 

The Mitsui group, unlike Sumitomo Chemical, has four chemical 
companies: 

(1) Mitsui Chemical, which manufactures chemicals from acety- 
lene and petroleum. Its mainstays are high-density polyethylene, 
polypropylene, and raw materials for urethane. 

(2) Mitsui Petrochemical, which is a leading company in the pro- 
duction of terephthalic acid, phenol and ethylene glycol, which are 
intermediates for synthetic fibres. 

(3) Mitsui Polychcmicals, which is a joint venture of Mitsui 
Petrochemical and Du Pont, each of which have a half interest in the 
company, it manufactures high-pressure polyethylene. 

(4) Toyo Koatsu Industries, Inc. Toyo Koatsu manufactures 
ammonia, urea, ammonium sulphate, methanol, formaldehyde 
and other organic chemicals from natural gas produced in the 
Mobara gas field. Chiba prefecture. It has the biggest urea plant, 
producing about 38 per cent of total urea production in Japan. The 
Toyo Koatsu process for making urea by total recycle system is 
one of the most efficient processes in the world. 

Mitsubishi 

The chemical companies belonging to the Mitsubishi group are: 
(1) Mitsubishi Chemical, which is the leading company of the 

group. It is one of the largest producers of coke, carbon black, 
dyestuffs, nitric acid, fertilizers and agricultural chemicals. It is also 
a main producer of raw materials for synthetic fibres and resins, 
such as acrylonitrile, acetone cyanohydrin, 2-ethyl hexanol, and 
maleic anhydride. 

(2) Mitsubishi Petrochemical, which is a joint venture of nine 
Mitsubishi companies with the Royal Dutch/Shell Group. It has 
the largest naphtha-cracking capacity in Japan, supplying other 
Mitsubishi companies with various raw materials. The company has 
three subsidiaries of its own: 

Yokkaichi Chemical Co.,  Ltd, which  manufactures  nonionic 
surface-active detergents. 

Yuka Badische Co, which is a joint venture with a subsidiary of 
Germany's Badische Anilin & Soda-Fabrik AG to produce 
expandable polystyrene. 

Sansho Plastics Co., Ltd, which manufactures biaxially oriented 
polypropylene film. 

(3) Mitsubishi Monsanto Chemical Co, which ;s a joint venture 
with Monsanto producing polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, and 
plasticizers. 

(4) Mitsubishi Vonnel Co. Ltd. It is a joint venture with Chemi- 
strand Corp. to make acrylic fibre, vonnel. 

Nippon Petrochemical Co. 

Nippon Petrochemical is an independent company not associated 
with major industria! groups. It is s íully owned subsidiary of Nippon 
Oil Co. In tum, Nippon O! Co. is associated with Califor ia Texas 
Oil Corp. (Caltex) at a purtner in Nippon Petroleum Refining Co., 
Ltd, which supplies Nippon Petrochemical with naphtha and pro- 
pant-propylene. Nippon Petrochemical produces isopropanol, 
acetone, ethylene, butadiene, benzene, toluene and xylenes. It 
suppliti its products to Furukawa Chemical Industry Co., Japan 
Catalytic Industry Co., and Asahi-Dow Co. for the manufactura 
of various petrochemicals. 

Shewn ¿tosto UK 

Shows Denko KK is one of the leading independent chemical 
tntttprnt* in Japan, having about twenty subsidiaries and aflUattt 
that make a range of producta including tertiliatrs, retía 
phthelic anhydride, explosive*, and phosphate*. 

Shows Denko and Du Pont have jointly isttblitned 
Neopreni Co. for the nwnaishctur* of synthetic robber. 
It started production in 19«}. 

Ml 



Übe Industries,  Ltd. 

Übe Industries, Ltd. is also an independent company having 
diversified ventures including chemical, machinery, cement and coal. 
lb chemical division produces chemical fertilizers, urea, polyethylene 
and caprolactam. It is moving into petrochemicals in a joint venture 
with Maruzen Oil Co. Ube also has 31 subsidiaries involved in the 
manufacture of chemical products. 

Synthetic fibre companies 

Toyo Rayon Co. ranks third in the world in the production of 
synthetic fibres, after Du Pont and Chemstrand. It has recently 
stopped making rayon and now produces nylon, polyester, polyacry- 
lic, and polypropylene fibres. It shares 70 per cent of the Japanese 
market for nylon and 50 per cent for polyester. Next to Toyo Rayon 
in capacity is Teijin, Ltd. (Teikoku Rayon), which manufactures 
rayon, acetate fibre and polyester fibre. Polyvinyl alcohol fibre, 
known as vinylon, is made by Kurashiki Rayon Co. and Dai Nippon 
Spinning Co. The former has SO per cent of the market in vinylon 
and the latter has only 20 per cent. Acrylic fibres are manufactured 
by Asahi Chemical, Mitsubishi Chemical, Japan Exlan and Kane- 
gafuchi Chemical Co., each sharing about one-fourth of the market. 

Japan Gas Chemical Co. 

Japan Gas Chemical Co., located in Niigata, is the pioneering 
petrochemical company in Japan; it hat been producing methanol 
from natural gas since 1952, and ammonia sine« 1957. It also 
produces urea, ammonium sulphate, formaldehyde, hydrogen 
cyanide, and methyl mcthacrylate. 

III. few materials 

1. NATURAL DAS 

There are three types of natural gas accumulations in Japan. 
(1) Dissolved-in-water type. The proven and probable reserves 

ar« about 19,000 million cubic metres by volumetric calculation. 
This figure does not mean the actual recoverable reserves, which 
mutt be substantially subjected to withdrawal rate» of water. 

The gas composition in the Yamagata field is (vol. per cent): 
CH«        C, +       CO,       N,          Ar          O, Oai-waMr ratio 
14.)         none        5.22        10.1         0.20         O.O! 0.19 

(21 OU-free type. The proven and probable reserves may be 
slightly over 10,000 million cubic metres. 

The gas composition in the deep wells of the Higashi-Niigata 
field is: 
CH,                  C,H.              C,H,             C,H„ -t- N, + CO, 
13.71                  8.15                  4.3)                  2.93 0.69 

(3) Associate with oil type. The proven and probable reserves are 
about 3,000 million cubic metres. 

The gaa composition in the Barato field is: 
CH, CA C,H, C.HW+ N. + CO, 
MM 993 1151 197 1» 

The total natural gas reserves in Japan are about 32,000 million 
cubic metres, of which the proven reserve* are estimated to be 
13,000 million cubic metres. 

The discovery of new gas reserves and the development of petro- 
chemical industry have resulted 1« almost a tenfold increase in the 
production of natural gas in Japan since 195«. The yearly production 
is show« ia Ubi» A. 

The production in 19« will probably nach about 2,000 million 
cubic 

TAIL» A. NATURAL OAS PRODUCTION IN JAPAN 

Ytm Quantity /1.000 ufi MM 

.   .   .              176,800 100.0 
1937 243,440 137.« 

.   .   .              367,2*0 201.1 

.   .   .              506,770 216.6 

.   .   .             731,440 413.7 
.   .   .              950,210 537.5 

.   .           1,209,060 
.   .   .           1,694,621 

613.9 
932.0 

fi yen per cubic metre, which is equivalent to US$0.48 per 1,000 
cubic feet. 

About 80 per cent of the total consumption of natural gas is 
uted by chemical industry. The breakdown of the end-use in 1962 
is shown in table B. 

There an two Mg ges producer» ia Japan, Teetotal OU Co. »ad 
rotstem Exploration Co. The gas is ootd dkegfty to gH 
i exospt for residential use. Ta» mU asad atto a about 

TAIL» B. END-LM PAM IHN or NATURAL OAS IN 1962 

Oiumllty 
la cable mtfu 

Mining industry  46,094,000 3.92 
Food industry  »04,000 0.07 
Fibre industry  416,000 0.04 
Chemical fertiliser industry .   .   . 376,101,000 32.02 
Organic chemical industry   .   .   . 334,391,000 2S.46 
Pulp and paper industry   .... Sl,»63,000 4.41 
Other chemical»  170,330,000 14.51 
Iron and steel industry  25,313,000 2.16 
Power generation  151,105,000 12.86 
Other»  18,137,000 155 

TOTAL 1,174,914,000 100.00 

2. CRUDE OIL 

The crude oil supply in Japan depends mainly upon imports, 
more than 80 per cent from the Middle East. The proven petroleum 
reserves are very small, being less than 7 million tons. The domestic 
production is only enough to meet 1.3 per cent of the total require- 
ment. The production and import data are shown in table C. 

TABLE C. CRUDE OIL PRODUCTO* ANO IMPORT 

f (Me thousand metric tern) 

Ym AwáWMM      Imomrt 

IMO  »1 ÎWS3 
IMI  "S 39.163 
1962  M« «M« 
19«  •* •».»" 
lM4(«eaaaê*)  *» •.>04 

3. UousnsD rnaouuM OAS (LPG) 

Production of LFO a Hatted bsceees most of tta ae*ural gas is 
very dry. The main tour« is the oil refineries. Ta» production «ad 
las» ort data are shows ta tac« D. 

la tas United Stats», LPO i» one of th» meet importaat raw 
meaerlal» tm asaktng petrocaemirals «ad ryemstic reatar. But hi 
Hfmk\umAmi%tm»WmapM*amUtrl*%,ú»m**iEr«lXi* 
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TAILI O. PRODUCTION AND IMPORT OF LPG 
I Unii: thousand metric tons) 

notarmi gas 

1960  
1961  
1962  
1963  
1964 (eitimate). 
1965 (estimate). 

9 454 — 
11 716 28 
13 939 129 
13 1,336 226 
13 1,616 368 
13 2,017 46? 

The end-use pattern of LPG in 1963 was as follows: 

Vu Quantity 
(metric tonti 

Residential fuel  1,030,000 
Municipal use  39,000 
Engineering industrial use  189,000 
Chemical industries use  120,000 

TOTAL       1,378,000 

Percentage 

74.8 
13.8 
2.8 
8.6 

1000 

Sound : Aaahi Ewalm. 5 Od. 1963. 

inadequate for chemical use. Instead, naphtha is used as a principal 
raw material. 

In 1962, the consumption of naphtha in Japan for die production 
of petrochemicals was 2,006,276 kilolitres, representing 86.3 per 
cent of total consumption. In 1964 the annual requirement for 
naphtha is estimated to be about 3.5 million kilolitres, which requires 
about 14 million kilolitres of crude oil to produce. The supply of 
naphtha is tight owing to the rapid development of steam-cracking 
plants. The price is also high, ranging from yen 5,900 to yen 6,000 
per kilolitre (J 16.40 to 16.70 per kl). Comparing with European 
countries, it is only about $12 per kl. 

IV. 

I. AMMOTOA 

Ammonia is the basic raw material for the manufacture of 
various nitrogen fertilizers, and for making acrylonitrile, which is 
used for the manufacture of synthetic fibre of acrylic type, synthetic 
rubber of nitrite type, and plastics. 

Japan is the third biggest producer of ammonia in the world after 
the United States and West Germany. Ammonia began to be 
produced in large scale from natural gas in 1937, when the Mat- 
suhama Plant of the Japan Gas Chemical Company started in 
operation. 

By 1963, more than 70 par cent of ammonia produced in Japan 
had been manufactured from natural gas and petroleum. Table E 
shows the production of ammonia in Japan: 

TABU B. PRODUCTION or AMMONIA 

(Vm: mttric tomi) 

Toar 
'ssar *»- a*-a, 

Total 

OummHi ^•V0gYMMf6f 0—Ml' rtf€tHmmt$ 

19«« .   . 
1961 .   . 
1962 .   . 
1963 .  . 
1964 (astisi 

606,000 
830,000 

1,003,000 
1443,000 

lata) 1.300,000 

47.0 
S0.0 
«s.« 
72.8 
74.2 

«78,000 
596,000 
525,000 

4J0.000 

S3.0 
42.0 
34.4 
27.2 
2S.8 

a
ssi! 

It is interesting to note that the production of ammonia from 
natural gas and petroleum was more than doubled within a period 
of four years from 1960. 

Since 1953, considerable changes in the feedstocks for ammonia 
production can be clearly seen in table F. 

TABLE F. PERCENTAGES OF AMMONIA PRODUCTION FROM DIFFIRBNT SOURCES 

¡9)9 

Electrolysis of water  
Coal: 

Coal and coke  
Coke-oven gas  

Natural gas  
Crude oil  
Reruicty and waste gases  
Others  

TOTAL    100.0 

26.0 12.6 5.2 

69.0 45.8 6.8 
— 10.3 15.4 

13.5 20.8 
5.0 12.0 42.4 

4.7 8.4 
1.1 1.0 

100.0       100.0 

It is estimated that, by 1970, only 2 per cent of ammonia will 
still be produced from electrolysis; coke will not be used at all, 
and coal will represent only 4 per cent of the total feedstock. 

The production of nitrogen fertilizers in terms of nitrogen is 
shown in table G. 

TABLE G. PRODUCTION OF NITROGEN FERTILIZERS 

(Unit: thousands tons N) 

Ammo- Ammo- 
Year 

sulphate 
Urea 

chloride 
Olhni Total 

19<S0  509 280 59 64 912 
1961  326 308 92 88 1,013 
1962  527 346 84 114 1,071 
1963  475 438 112 149 1,184 
1964 (estimate) 473 468 130 177 1,228 

2.  PaTROCHEMlCAU DERIVED FROM NAFHTHA CRACWMO 

By steam cracking of naphtha, a typical plant produces the 
following products simultaneously with some variation in compo- 
sitions depending upon the characteristics of the feedstock and 
processing "onditions: 

»rMktt 

Off sat  22 
Ethylene  19 
Propyl«»  17 
atataae-bvtywne  IS 
Cracked gasokwe  21 
Residual oil  4 
  2 

la order to utilize all these products, a petrochemical complex 
is established. Tht naphtha cracking phuM acts M a omini, around 
which manufacturing plants of plastics, synthetic rubber, synthetic 
fibra »ad industrial cr*micaJs are eatabHahsd, 

The operation» of a petrochemical complex maylbejbetterjdes- 
cribed by meant of diagrama. The following diagrams of the ooan- 
p4aaea,Mitoibi*MPefrociieA^ 
IasJavtry Coagtay. *» BMBSO for Uhartratica; 
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UaM: Toaa/yav 

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Complex, YokkakU Japan 

TABLE H. ETHYLENE MODUCTION CAPACITY 

(Unii: lent/rvr) 

,* IMS IMS IM4 IMS 

MhMi Petrochemical .  . •0,000 »0,000 160,000 160,000 
Mitsubishi ltorocbemkal .     82,000 12,000 142,000 142,000 

Samnoato Chtmieal   .  . .     35,000 33,000 17,000 17,000 
Nippon PWrochemJc*l   . 30,000 75,000 100,000 1*0,000 

TOMO Ptttocbtmacal . .     40,000 60,000 14,300 143^100 

Maniatn Petrochemical . — 44,000 44,000 44,000 
Dpjkyow« Prtrcchamkal — 41,000 41,300 41,300 

MtoaMthi Cbtmlatl Induat ry        — — 49,300 49,300 

rAL  307,000 

— 73,000 73,000 

Toi 437,000 711,100 MM00 

In Japan there aie nine weh petrochemical complex« and tome 
more in the planning »U|e». Since ethylene it the moat important 
intermediate product of »11, the capacity of the cracking plant is 
always expressed in termi of ethylene production. The development 
of naphtha cracking capacity in Japan by »he end of each year is 
shown in table H. 

The expansion of cracking capacity in Japan is phenomenal; 
it will be tripled in a period of four years from 1962. Total planned 
production capacities of ethylene to be completed in 1966 will be 
about 370,000 tons. 

TABLE I. ETHYLENE PBODUCTION CAPACITY 

United States  I»63 

1964 
United Kingdom         •»« 
Weal Germany  i9*i 
France  "*2 

1964 

TaWf cmrmcHy 
(metrica**) 

3,600,000 
3,900,000 

571,000 
747.000 
139,000 
171,000 

alani 
»7,000 

Mlltuolthl 
Chamkal 
tnd.Co. 

na» 
»,¡00 
 11—r 
<>«•"  .      I   M.000 

Acahrlana 
t,300 

Nippon Polynw Ce. Pavai 
14,400 

EMiylom 
49,300 

•*y»» Nippon SvnlKaHc 
iSL_Jc^&taco7 

"•nhfOjifWoWltJ 

30^00 

3,400 

'•"tgt"-1 

3l,o00 

Acnlonltrllo 
>^00 

13,000 

Butano- aufylana 
IraiHoa 
33,100 

^S^.P^C. 

Ci laina* aaialaiia 
«,100 

MMwMaM Oil Ca. 

Farhal 

Ua«: Toaa/paar. 

Milsubtski Petrochemical Complex MlluuUma 

TABU J. PEOOUCTION OP 

(Vrntl: 

pmnocianacAL iNTtaitwiATii 

JPaO mi 

71.0 

1(4 
14.1 
14.« 
24.1 

107.2 

312 
27.3 
S3.» 
42.3 

1.3 

IMI mi in* IMS tut IMI 

231.3 
160.1 
47.« 
35.9 
74.4 
33.1 
1.0 

343.1 
IN.0 
•M 
•3.« 
94.0 
63.« 
TIA 

320 
232 
M 

120 
113 
M 

710 
302 
134 
2« 
13« 
100 

332 
IM 
240 
l«0 
IM 

1,031 
405 
Ut 
271 
IN 
m 



For comparitoli, the annual production capacities of ethylene 
for four countries are listed in table I. 

Hie production of petrochemical intermediates in Japan with 
estímales from 1964 to 1967 is shown in table J. 

Benzene, toluene and xylenes are also produced from coal. 
Acetylene is mainly produced from calcium carbide Their produc- 
tion figures are shown in table K. 

The production of plastics, synthetic rubbers, synthetic fibres and 
industrial chemicals derived from petrochemical intermediates with 
estimates from 1964 to 1967 is shown in table L. The production 
>ulue of petrochemicals is shown in table M. 

TABLE K. PRODUCTION or BINZENE, TOLUINI:, XYLENïJ, 

ACETYLtNE   FROM COAL 

(Unii: thousand Ions) 

Benzene . 
Toluene 
Xylenes . 
Acetylene 

~ '   " ' 

118.7 136.7 141.5 167.8 
26.5 32,1 34.8 37.6 

5.8 6..1 7.5 8.2 
293.5 3029 301.3 352.7 

TA»I I L. PRODUCTION OF PLASTICS, SYNTHETIC RUDDERS, SYNTHETIC UBRES AND INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS 

( Unii: thousand tons) 

1967 

Plastici 
PVC resins*  238.1 
Polyethylene      41.2 
Polypropylene  — 
Polypropylene  21.9 

Synthetic rubbers 

Styiene butadiene rubber  21.4 
Nitrite rubber  2.1 
Neoprene  — 
Polyethylene      — 

Synthetic fibres 

Nylon  40.3 
Vinylon  12.6 
Acrylics  22.0 
Polyester  22.4 
Polypropylene  — 
PVC  6.5 
Vinylidene chloride  3.2 
Polyethylene  1.2 

Chemicals 

Ethylene oxide      16.2 
Ethylene tlycol  14.0 
Styrene  33.9 
Propylene oxide  2.7 
Acetone  11.2 
Butano!  M 
2-Ethyl bmanol  1.9 
Dioctyl phthalate  21.3 

1 Includta* fro« caletea etrMde. 

308.9 303.5 348.1 436.9 494.0 544.5 959.0 
58.1 142.5 223.4 283.8 350.2 419.8 497.1 
— 2.5 21.2 37.0 54.5 62.0 72.0 

29.0 43.1 61.4 105.1 131.0 158.1 189.6 

41.5 65.8 9.3 131.2 141.7 151.5 162.0 
2.6 3.6 4.2 6.7 7.0 7.4 7.8 
  _ 3.6 10.2 11.3 12.3 13.2 
— — — — 35.4 47.0 60.9 

49.S 37.7 80.1 118.6 137.7 
30.0 35.4 37.4 45.8 48.8 
23.0 27.4 36.0 54.0 71.8 
37.3 46.8 62.3 84.0 114.4 

1.9 6.0 13.6 21.6 
7.3 7.2 8.1 8.9 10.0 
3.1 3.1 3.7 3.8 4.0 
2.7 3.2 5.8 9.7 13.8 

22.7 27.3 31.9 56.0 64.5 74.4 83.2 
20.4 23.1 27.1 S6.4 69.9 81.9 94.4 
46.« 70.6 105.3 142.7 185.4 218.6 237.6 

6.7 13.3 25.0 26.3 34.2 42.7 51.2 
13.1 17.5 26.1 58.3 74.8 86.6 98.7 
10.2 14.2 30.8 60.5 67.9 75.4 82.4 
6.2 11.6 21.3 43.8 49.0 55.0 60.5 

3I.S 39.3 47.0 
" 

TABU M. PaooucnoN VALUB or PSTROCHBMJCALS 

r.~» Value m mf 81« imhakm taéex 

mi  1,739,000,000 4,810,000 100.0 
1958  11,096,000,000 30,900,000 634.1 
1959  29,527,000,000 ttiOOO.OOO 1.697.9 
I960  62.1*3.000,000 174,000,000 3,616.0 
1961  «4,067^00,000 234,000,000 4,832.4 
1962  m,9J6,000.000 359,000,000 7,413.« 

Souici: MITI. 
• Ye» MO - IUBI 

ThebmkúiowBC>rtl%Bprodiittk»vttotal<ata: 
teemm 

Polyethylene        13.23 
Synthetic rrthui       \\M 
Polystyrene         »M 

  7.86 
Pluhakc anhydride  7.12 
Ethyhtw odd«  3J2 
Others  39.19 

TOTAL 100.00 

Ai shown In tat*» N, the amount of export of Jtpanea» nftropn 
fetiUaan Int mon than doubled within a period of four yean 
atea IMS, and currently SO par ont of the prodoclion to tarnt of 
nitron« It lor «port. 

The export prient of fertili»*- haw nona taiatHry downward in 
the part tan year». la 19«. the avara» extwit pria« of «ran, U.b. 
Japan, wat only «bon« IUI TO par ton, and tel of i 

MS 



1 
TAIL! N. EXPORT OF NITROGEN FERTILIZERS 

(Unti: thousand loia N) 

Ammonium 
emtarUt 

1960  
1961  
1962  
1963  
1964 («Minute) 

116 
169 
I «8 
260 
195 

89 
123 
212 
279 
321 

1 
15 
15 
II 
69 

4 280 
7 314 

11 426 
13 633 
13 598 

sulphate was SUS 36. Owing to the increasing demand in the 
world market, the price rose more than 20 per cent early in 1964, 
which was the first time that the fertilizer supply was not sufficient 
to meet the export demand. By 1964 Japan had become the largest 
exporter of nitrogenous fertilizers in the world contributing about 
16 per cent of total world exports. 

The domestic demands for some important petrochemical products 
in 1963 and 1964 are shown in table P. 

TABLE P. DOMESTIC DEMAND FOR PETROCHEMICALS 

Polyethylene  
Styrène     
Polystyrene  
Ethylene oxide 
Polypropylene   .... 
Acetaldehyde  
Styrene-butadicne resin 

IMI 19*4 (ultmmu) 
imtírte (w) Imune unii 

215.000 276,000 
100,000 123,000 
67,000 83,000 
46,000 56,000 
20,000 37,000 

176,000 212,000 
121,000 131,000 

Imports of some important petrochemical products from 1960 to 

1963 are shown in table Q. 

2. PETROCHEMICALS 

(1) Consumption 

The domestic consumption of petrochemicals has been increasing 
very rapidly in recent years. Although strenuous efforts have been 
made to boost production capacities, the supply is still unable to 
keep pace with the demand. Imports are necessary to All up the 
deficiency. However, starting from 1962, imports of petrochemicals 
began to fall off for the first time, mainly because domestic polyethy- 
lene production increased. They are expected to drop further in 
coming years with increasing production of synthetic rubbers, 
ethylene glycol, polystyrene and other petrochemicals. 

The domestic demand for ethylene, the principal petrochemical 
intermediate, was estimated by MITI as in table O. 

TABLE O. DOMESTIC DEMAND FOR FTHYLSNI 

1962. 
1963. 
1964. 
196S. 
1966. 

290,000 100 
350,000 140 
520,000 20« 
700,000 280 
•40,000 366 

TABLE Q. IMPORTS OP PETROCHEMICALS 

(Unit: metric tont) 

mo 19*} 

Polyethylene  23,400 
Polystyrene      6,700 
Ethylene glycol  5,800 
2-ethytoiw hexanol   ... 1,200 
Butanol  200 
Acetone  — 
Styrane-butadiene rubber . 34,700 
Neoprene  6,300 
Nitrile rubber  1.300 
Other synthetic rubbers   . 4,100 

19*3 

42.600 12.800 4,900 
10,000 9,800 12,900 
8,300 13,900 23,500 
2,300 8,500 4,300 

300 400 7,800 
600 300 7,200 

22.200 27,100 29.300 
9,400 7,100 6,100 
2,400 1,700 2,000 
5.300 8,100 11.900 

The total values of imports of petrochemicals from 1957 to 1962 

are as follows (unit: million yen): 

¡937 ¿Ml 19S9 ¡9*0 l**l 19*1 

16.261        16,039 24,998 27,439 30,703        26,936 

(2)  Export 

Although the domestic demand of petrochemical products is 
very heavy, efforts to promote the export drive are not slackening. 
Export» of polyethylene, synthetic fibres and methanol are increasing 
very rapidly as shown in table R. 

TABU R. EXPORTS OP PRTROCHSMICAL PRODUCTS 

(Unit: marte toni) 

19*1 im l**$ 19*4 
(uMmmul 

PolyethyHM  1,172 
Polystyrene  173 
Methanol  1,700 
Itytini »iiiHses rubber . . — 
Polyester resin  3,800 
Synthetic net» yarn aad Ata- 

rles   14,800 

509 11,133 25,5«» 
9« 1,600 2,300 

7,000 16,500 26,300 
3,400 6,300 1,400 
2,900 2,400 1^00 

21,980 33,690 46,300 62,30ft 

Tis* tetti »sport vahos of poryethyttm, 
robber are yen 312 mttkm in I960, yen 9W 
yea 2,740 mttUesi in 1962. 

s^tyrthotfc 
in 1961, and 

for tht dovei- 

turen of petrocheoMcal products are ucanatae of, 
foreign companies. Owing to the limkatkms ta the 

i are usually prohibited from exportJo* tMr 
i countra» or the Ansarteli when 

bail by 
the 
to 

•niti 
of patroohetaJcal iaduatry. Moot of the 



It can be seen from table S that the Japanese prices of petroche- 
mical intermediates are generally higher than those of the United 
States and European countries. This is mainly due to two factors : 
smaller size of plants and higher cost of raw materials, especially 
naphtha. 

However, the Japanese export prices of petrochemical products 
are generally cheaper than the domestic prices and the prices of 

imported goods. It is evident that export sales are subsidized by 
domestic sales. Table T shows the comparison of average domestic 
price, import price, and export price of some principal petroche- 
mical products in 1962: 

The export prices as shown in table T are competitive in 
the world market. That of polyethylene is only 56 per cent of the 
domestic price, and that of polystyrene is about SO per cent. However, 

(3) Price 

TAlLtS.   PalCS COMPARISONS OF PETROCHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES IN 1962 
(Unit- SUS/lb) 

lepm 

Ethylene  0.073 
Ethylene oxide  0.164 
Styrène  0.112 
Propylene oxide  0.231 
Isopropanoi  0.164 
Acetone  0.117 
Butadiene  0.139 
Benzene  0.049 

USA UK Prmct Fee. Hep. ol /«a» 

0.090 0.012 0.060 
0.133 0.180 0.169 0.226 0.111 
0.108 0.117 0.123 0.130 0.120 
0.143 0.193 0.166 — 0.174 
0.064 0.079 0.074 0.0*35 0.0*7 
O.070 0.011 0.U7I 0.070 0.031 
0.127 0.134 0.133 0.119 0.141 
0.030 0.043 — 0.023 0.032 

TABLE  T. PRICE COMPARISON 

Polyethylene (high pressure) 
Polystyrene (high impact)   . 
Styrene     
Polypropylene  
Polyvinyl chloride  
Stvrene-butadiene rubber.  . 
Ethylene glycol  

Domestic price Import price Export ffttt 

Yenlkt t VSIlb Yenlki tVSIlb Yenlki »ÜSIH 

229 0.219 197 0.241 134 0.175 
263 0.333 140 0.177 131 0.165 
144 0.1*2 — — 121 0.K1 
370 0.461 316 0.39* — — 
100 0.126 — — 90 0.113 
IM 0.240 171 0.213 143 0.112 
130 0.163 76 0.096 — — 

the export price of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is only 10 par cent 
lower than the domestic price. This it because PVC is a well-estab- 
lished industry in Japan and has the strongest competitive strength 
among all chemical products for export. Of the total value, 
yen 17,000 million, of synthetic resins and products exported in 
1962, 38 per cent was PVC. The Japanese domestic price compared 
with those of other countries in US dollars per lb of PVC is as 
follows: United Steles, 0.139-0.131 ¡Germany, Fad. Rep. of, 0.160; 
France, 0.175; UK, 0.139; Italy, 0.151; Belgium. 0.142; Japan, 
0.12O-0.12Í. 

Following the world tendency, the domestic and export prices of 
petrochemical products are decreasing every year. The price trend of 
polyethylene, for example, is shown in tabi* U. 

TABU U. Paies TSSMD 

««ev *» «w» »*. 
fern 

ret* »Utile MM« •aw» 

\m . . . . SM 0.404 zn 0.330 
in» ... . SIS •.393 m 0.M* 
IMI . . . . 171 0J41 m fJkXM 
i*«. . . . , .          SB BJg* IS* •AITS 
1963 IN MR 

The price of ethylene, raw material for polyethylene, was about 
yen 70 per kg in 1939, and by 1964 it has been reduced to about 
yen 45 per kg (SUS 0.037 per Ib.). Likewise, the prices of most 
petrochemicals have come down by about 40 per cent. 

1.   iNVBtTMtMT 

The establishment of petrochemical industry need* very heavy 
capital investment. It ras be— estimated that the total iijveetment in 
petrochemical industry in Japan from 1931 to 1962 amounted to 
about INO million. More trian $200 million will be invested each 
year starting from 1963 in order to make the petrochemical industry 
fuBy «Mapetitive on an international scale. Sources of money an 
loam from the Development Bank of Japan, cotremeresel bank 
loans, foreign capital, companies' own capital, stocks and bonds. 

The actual mvestment in 1962 and planned investment in 1963 
and 1964 on different petrochemical project! are itemised in tabes V. 

Tk* total la«*Un*at we* e^urvaiesw to 1123 asJUon in 1962, 
S21S mutton in 1963, and S232 mltUoa ia 1964. About 
of tlMtewlmi asinini RIBM lor the snarwfav^ 
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M7 
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TAME V. PITBOCHEMICAL INVI« THIN TI r 
mi (art—I) 

Ytm mtlhm      fttctmmt 

1964 (rtmmsét 

Naphtha enchina    .  .  . 7,900           174 

Product» from ethylene: 
Polyethylene  7,300 
Aceuldehyde  1,300 
Poiyttyrene  400 
Ethylene oud* and gly- 

col     300 
Ethylene dichJorkte .  . 0 
Other«  3.300 
Sue-total  13400           HO 

Product! from propylene: 
Polypropylene      •  .  • 5,109 
Alkaae  1,200 
AeryWMtrile      .... X0 
Acetone  300 
Ptenyhw«    oxide   and 
atyeol  MO 

Phenol  «00 
Methyl Isobutyl ketone 0 
Othen  3,500 
Sub-total  11J00           23.0 

Product! host butyioue: 
Btyrene - butadiene rub- 

ber   300 
Acrylonitnle-butadiem- 

•tyrefae nein  .... 400 
Poiyburylene  0 
Other«  I.JO0 
Sub-total  2J00 

Pf caucel from aromatic« : 
Soaaone,   tolueni   and 

xyfenM  3,400 
PlttaeJic acida  200 
Othen  m 
Sub-total  3*60 

nMNNM IRMA «MdytMM «Mr 

Other«  2,400 
itane  4J00 

TOTAL . 45,100         100.0 

Y~mmm P*rc«u*f* • SM  ttmm&0t$ ***** 

I2J00 1S.7 t.200 74 

«.000 
2,M» 

«00 

6,500 
2,000 
1,400 

2.100 
IJOO 

10,100 
M,IO0 334 

2,500 
400 

16,200 
Ì9JOOO 34.9 

5,400 
M0 

2.40S 
700 

4,300 
3,700 
3,500 
1,000 

IJOO 
1,1« 

4M 
I.M0 

I4J00 U.1 

1.M0 
1,000 

200 
3,200 

11400 22.S 

TOO 

4.9 

UM 
2JM 
3,900 74 

1,100 
MM 

114» 14.2 

$.4 

MO 
4M 

2.MS 
iß» 4.9 

1,300 
I.M0 
2.7M 
SJÊB0 4.7 

14 ij* ion 24 
S.3 SJ00 4.1 3JOO 3.9 
9J0 7,700 10.0 ÍJOO 7.1 

77,7» 9M M.5 IM.« 

to UM aovotopiwa countries plannirt to develop petrochemical 
industry. Thai plant ha* a capacity to induce 13,000 tont per year, 
or 45.2 torn par day, of ethylene with a purity of 99.9 per can: by 
weight. It wa» with about that tint t>f petrodtemkal centre that 
Japan «tartad to develop this induotry in 1931. The raw material 
wad it naphtha having a boiUn« rant* from 134* to 111*. The 
total coat of the plant wat S4.030.000. TIM braaUowa » as follows: 

I of «Mi ana) ««a hnve% « eamnjd aum*««. 

In order to reduce die cott of production, the Japaaaa* petro- 
fhawiral induetry is capano»! the naphtha crackint, unit» to «evera! 
time« the «is of the originai one* installed in 1931. Currentry, the 
optimum toe for a petrochemical cantre capable of anUaat and 
economic operation in Japan is one with a production caparli/ of 
frani IOs\0W to 130,000 tarn of ethytstM per year. 

The data on th* inveetment raoniirad for tnea*Miufacftii«c*aoa*e 
impartant pstrochcaakal prodiicts by 
lleted in table X. 

2. FBJMNCUL frauCTUM Of 

I» aanntail ilraataie ii ins 

i have to apply t* the 
tr new lawsenaamt « 

liaaetraaanaaaaiiBaaaajin 
. lMvsaa**a»M 

rasa» to IMO, at 

PlIMXhaaeKAt INDUtnY 



TABU W. Corr or PBODUCTION o» ITHYUM IN A 13,000 TONI n* YIA» NAPHTHA («ACHINO PLANT 

Naphtha            4,000/U 
BaetrWty  3.3/kWh 
Water  S/kl 

370 pti(         1,000/ton 
30 pals        1.000/ten 

Catalyet and chemical»  
Laboratory control  
Leboer, 3 worker» par aMA  
Maintenaaoe, 4 par oaM of plant coal  
Inraranea aad lax, 2.3 par eaat of ptaat coat .  . 
Depredation, 10 par cam of plat coat  
Intanai 10 par coat of plant aaat  

2M  U/day 1,394,000 
3,641    kWn/day IÎ.770 
(470   a»J/min I70.M0 

337.3 torn/day 337,300 
2.9 torn/day 2,900 

14,000 
12,330 
23,000 

231,410 
149,100 
394,700 
394,700 

TOTAL 3,772.» 

From the amount of 3,772,900 yen the value of by-productt obtained should be deducted, 
the breakdown of which ii at follow*: 

•Man, 200 p«|    . 
Propane propylene 

C, lo 400* F 4 -IB 
fteaMaal oil (     ve 40t* F). 
Off-pa»  

Ceil of ethylene  

C/att arfc* (um) QumMy 

t.l tom/day 

tauràr 

1,000/tm 9,100 
lt.000/lon 31.3 tona/day 343,400 
20,000/tM 24.1 tona/day 412,000 

4,000/kl 31.1 kl/day 310,710 
J^tWki 11.2 kl/day 39,330 

0.1/1,000 kcal 10.3 miHion iTU/hr 49,130 

TOTAL 1,433,310 

43.2 tom/day 2,301,390 

TABU X. IMVUTI—IT OM piraocueieiCAL PBODUCT» 

Centi', »wm». 
uni* tvs 

A. 
  SeXMO 11,000,000    »AIF, Ina* 
  24,300 4.930,000    Da Pont, hie* 

Faro-Hew» Ctoeairal  9,7»* 2,300,800    Haadard, 
Jepaa Otati  22J00 4,930,000    FMMpa, naUhwi p 

Aeekt-Dow  15,000 2,400,000    Dow, •anea« 
3440 930,000    AM Mala 

*    •    •    •    •   •   • «poT^éV SOTfV^V       MMOHMVI Ai 

  "•g»} 5,*»,0<4    ¿JJ 
%«   •T^Po^'lW'O^pT^PwWOT yi^líow j^^^^kWwmw* 

•     •     •    »    a áv0Vt*o3wV I • a •^•We^po^ew        ipW 

a ntnmmmt «eoi flor meet» 4mm») fimwrnrn: 
  7 J00 2JOOJ0O 
  iun 4400^00 

Carp, 

DMT 
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2.   DEVELOPMENT   OF   THE   PETROCHEMICAL   INDUSTRY   IN  EUROPE:   ITS 
PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALITIES 

Secretariat of the Economic Commimmion for Europe 

BRIfcF   RfcVllW   Ol    THt   ORIGIN 

<»     IH1   PETROCHEMICAL   INDUSTRY   IN    tljROPt 

Petrochemistry developed much later in Europe than 
in the United Sta.es. The most important reasons for 
this slower development are: in the reconstruction 
problems which arose immediately after the Second 
World War; the time-lag in technological progress, the 
policy of the oil companies of locating the refineries 
near oil or natural gas reserves in order to avoid adding 
transport costs to the heavy capital costs; and the well- 
developed chemicals-from-coal industry which was then 
less expensive because of the existence of rich coal 
resources. Consequently, during the inter-war period 
the production of chemicals from petroleum and natural 
gas in Europe was negligible, serving chiefly the needs 
of the automobile industry with new surface coatings, 
paint, anti-freeze compounds and anti-knock additives. 

In fact, the development of a significant petrochemical 
industry depends on the availability of low-cost hydro- 
carbons accompanied by an industrial environment 
capable of supplying the other raw materials required 
(such as chlorine, sulphuric acid, etc.), technical know- 
ledge and large chemical processing industries, which 
are the primary markets for petrochemical products. 
Moreover, being pre-eminently an industry of synthetics, 
it reflects in the highest degree the country's scientiAc 
and technological progress, iti industrial potential and 
its availability of investment funds. 

At the end of the Second World War nearly all Euro- 
pean countries were still dependent for their organic 
chemical products on coal and vegetable mattei. Just 
before the war 90 per cent of German organic chemicals 
were derived from tars and gates, obtained mainly as a 
by-product of coke produced for industrial uses. Tat 
United Kingdom was still dependent on coal carboniza- 
tion for its aromatics; on fermentation (mainly of 
molasses) for aliphatici; on coke for synthesis gas; and 
on calcium carbide for acetylene. The Italian chemical 
industry derived ito chemical products from air, water, 
sah and pyrites, and Sweden produced a limned rang« of 
inorganic and organic chemicals from her natural 
resources of iron ore, water power and timber. 

Up to 1949, the United Kingdom was the only country 
in western Europe producing ha chemical products from 
oil, only wfceeajuently incre*<mg its activity with the 
installation of tar« uniti of c*. boa black. At aèout the 

period, a cernia activity in this laid was to m 

observed in France, Italy, the Netherlands, and, a little 
later, in the Federal  Republic of Germany. 

Thus, before the 1950s, most of the refineries wer- 
located outside western Europe but afterwards it became 
the policy for most western European countries to locate 
oil-refining capacity in the major consuming areas. This 
resulted in a vast expansion of western Europe's capacity 
and drew attention to the possibility of domestic chemical 
production, chiefly to meet the tremendous increase in 
demand for synthetic rubbers and plastics. 

Organic chemical production spread all over western 
Europe, while the availability of raw materials from coal 
grew less rapidly, mostly owing to difficulties of exploi- 
tation and to the consequent very high cost of production. 
This shortcoming in most countries was mitigated by 
the petroleum industry. From 1955 to the end of I960, 
80 per cent of the organic« capacity of the Federal 
Republic of Germany was based on oil and natural gas 
which in   I960 fed » per cent of the entire organic 
production   of the   Federal  Republic compared  with 
only 18 per cent in 1955. In the United Kingdom, petro- 
leum was responsible for most of the increased production 
of organic  chemicals,  furnithiig almost  50 per cent 
of total raw material requirements in IM». In France, 
the successful prospecting and development of the Lacq 
natural gas held and the exploitation of Sahara oil and 
gas lent extraordinary impetus to the petrochemical 
industry   In 1959 petrochemicals accounted for 50 per 
cent of French organic« production. In Italy, ever since 
the discovery and development of natural gas in the 
Po Valley region in 1953, this raw material has played 
an important role in this country's chemical production. 
Indeed, by  I960, natural gas provided 36 per cent of 
the industry's feedstocks, and production at petroleum 
chemicals based on natural gas amounted to 60 par cent 
of total organici production. IR the Netherlands, gas 
was first discovered in 1948 but it was only in 1959, with 
the exploitation of substantial deposits at Slocaicren, 
that petrochemical  production  hagan to   increase se 
rapidly, soaring from 1,000 torn in 1948 to 325,000 tons 

Each of the foregoing countries 

SMch as to enaets a wider eersfopmsm at ths 
chemical industry. In nf-frtiira thsir sninuimh 
- the rate e/esenemK expansion, the lavai at 

tsewmt — have facssnatad 
of 

• large 



Sweden may be cited as an interesting example of a 
country which has developed a petrochemical industry 
despite a lack of domestic raw materials and the small- 
ness of the home market. After the war, the demand for 
organic chemical products called for more organic raw 
material« than could be supplied from cellulose-derived 
sources. This resulted in a great increase in imports of 
many basic petrochemicals. By l%3. however, Sweden's 
first petrochemical complex went into operation, with 
a capacity of about 23,000 tons of ethylene. 

It was towards the end of the 1930s that the socialist 
countries of eastern Europe became actively interested 
m developing a petrochemical industry. 1 he USSR, rich 
m oil and natural gas resources, went into production 
m early 1950. The cracking capacity of the refining units 
showed a fourfold increase between 1931 and 1956, 
thus providing an important basis for expanded petro- 
chemical production. Romania, with larger hydrocarbon 
resources than the other eastern European countries, 
set up its petrochemical industry as early as in 1949; 
real progress took place, however, only after 1955. So 
far. owing to a lack of petroleum and natural gas 
resources, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Germany, Hungary 
and Poland have continued to develop their chemicals- 
front-coal industry. At the tame time, thanks to supplies 
of oil from the USSR, and the construction of the CMEA 
(Council for Mutual Economic Assistance) pipeline, 
they are rapidly developing their petrochemical industry, 
especially to meet their requirements in fertiliurs. 

The rapid switch from coni to oil and natural gas, 
which took place in Europe's chemical industry during 
the last decade, resulted partly from the fact that coal 
had become too expensive to compete with the growing 
petrochemical industry of the United States, and partly 
from the more abundant and regular supply, and hence 
more stable prices, of hydrocarbons. 

Smuoviti OF rat FITROCHBMICAI. INDUSTRY 

IN EUROPI 

I he clone interrelation between development of the 
petrochemical industry, industrial development and 
technological progress is clearly apparent in the experience 
of the European countriee. 

The most rapid stridei in the petrochemical industry 
have taken place in the highly indvstnaliaed countries, 
it being only new that the developing countries, weh 
as Spain, Portugal and Greece, ara beginning to build 
their petrochemical plants. Table 1 give« the status of 
planta existing, ander construction or planned in wettern 
Europa in 1M3. 

For this mduetry, raw materiale arc net the 
important probasen, these ara i 

indwell ji bawd en eoei la net, 
which ara highly capital intinsi is on account of the 
technical cosaplexity of the procesas« and the htjh level 

lover nod by the consideration of ' 
sue",   wfcid 

ef, fer 

TARLI   I. PLANTS  txisriNo.  UNBER ((INSTRUCTION  OR   PLANNIO 

IN   WSJTtRN   EUROM,  l%3 

'•—» XT 
Plmnt\   mméet 
i-tmt.rmcuem 

Austria 5 
Belgium 7 3 
Denmark 4 1 
Finland 1 
France 67 7 
Germany. Fad Rep of » 9 
Grasce 1 2 
Italy 31 V 
Netherlands l<* 8 
Portugal 6 - 
Spain 5 6 
Sweden 3 1 
Switzerland 1 
United Kingdom 41 12 
Yugoslavia 8 1 

TOTAL 227 60 

Soon      (hi ama (,:• Jimrml, rut* (Ofeii h 1] Swell i«*ii. »   ion. 

ciation. This, in turn, is a substantial factor in the cost 
of the finished product. 

In determining a plant's optimum size, the considera- 
tion to take into account is whether or not the plant 
is likely to operate at maximum capacity. By way of 
an example, table 2 lists the costs for the production of 
hydrogen from naphtha in three units of different capacity. 

From these calculations it appears clear that the cost 
of production is relatively unaffected by the cost of raw 
materials. The largest unit, spending five times more 
than the smallest, has a production cost per unit of one- 

TACU 2.   Com UM THC PRODUCTION OF HVIMOUCN IN  IHIU 
UNITS of DimasKrr CAPACITY 

Um I lull 2 limit t 
i S0JU9 MM p.m. I   ' !S.(ll*> tum p.m.i     10J9B6 tmm§ p.m. / 

Inven mean 

Raw 
UttMiss 

»US 6.709,000  SUS 4,3*0,000 fUS 2,MK>,0O» 

Ptaea 

6IJ,0W> 
1,073,000 

240,000 
l,33*,5*» 

TOTAL 

tau» tea) 

3,317' 

té.» 

341,000 
337,300 
209.30» 
W3,0M> 

I,«33.000 

7»2 

1 
213,000 
tes. Me 
334.*» 

1.6*3,7» 

M».4 



Tutti 3. Coti* KM Tm raoDUcnoN or HVMOOIN CYANIDS 

(noM AMMOMA    AND    NATURAL OAS) 

CWK'ri ImvMMMf e*tt* ß.n 
um. ,. tUaimÉ tVSl p^rr  IME ^iwiiw 

'If*» 

4.539 7*0 171.8 
9,070 1.300 143.3 

11,337 1.500 132.3 
22.675 2.440 1076 
45.400 3.900 »5.9 

Soi •< t   Isard. Schooler and Vicions/.    Industrial ( omplet Analya 
und Rcponal Dcvtlopineni.    MIT, Wilty, 19}*. 

third less. It will also be seen from table Ì that in order 
to be competitive, petrochemical units must obtain a 
considerable capacity. 

It ii believed, in fact, that the minimum production 
capacity should be 50.000 tons for synthetic rubbers, 
20.000 tons for butadiene rubber and 20,000 to 25,000 tons 
for carbon black. 

As may be seen from the petrochemical complexes of 
Ravenna (Italy), Lacq (France) and the Rhineland 
(Federal Republic of Germany), a characteristic of this 
industry is it; high degree of geographical concentration 
near sources of raw materials and power (iron and steel, 
electrochemical complex), or water for transportation, 
processing and cooling uses, or major consuming 
centras. 

There is also considerable concentration of capital. 
In countries other than the Socialist countries of eastern 
Europe a very great impact was made on the develop- 
ment of petrochemical industry in the form of invest- 
ments by the petroleum industry. Originally, in fact, 
petroleum-based chemicals were derived from the waste 

producta of the petroleum industry which, at the time, 
was the sole supplier of raw materials for chemical 
manufacturing. Even now. petroleum companies are 
often active in the held of chemical research ; they provide 
chemical companies with much of their raw materials, 
sometimes operating jointly with them, indeed, there is 
a strong tendency towards vertical integration from 
production to marketing in order to eliminate the loases 
entailed by separate operations and to gain economies 
of scale. Investments and the rate of obsolescence being 
extremely high, strong vertical integration is essential 
as a protection against competition, both domestic and 
foreign. It provides for a more rapid and economic 
diversification and it ensures adequate sources of raw 
materials as well as outlets for sales. This concentration 
of capital is to be found in fact in the most important 
producer countries of western Europe. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany, 75 per cent of petrochemical 
production comes from only five companies, two of them 
combined with oil companies. In the United Kingdom, 
about 25 per cent is in the hands of the Imperial Chemical 
Industries. In Italy, the industry is largely controlled 
by titrée firms, Montecatini, Anic and Edison, and their 
subsidiaries and joint ventures. Even in France, where 
the most striking feature of the petrochemical industry 
is its apparent dispersal, most of the bask feedstocks 
are supplied by Ave firms only. 

Heavy investments are necessary not only for fixed 
assets but also for the research required to keep pace 
with technological progress. 

Within the context of world capital expenditures in 
the domain of oil for the period 1953-1962, the chemical 
sector showed the highest increase (341 per cent), whttt 
still ace <unting for a relatively small proportion (3 per 
cent) of che total. It should be noted that China (man- 
land), the USSR and the socialist countries of eastern 
Europe are not included. 

T*au4. Woau>* CAHTM. sxrtMerruMi m ms DOMAIN or on. loa TMI 
(MiKImä US +thn) 

rssjoo 1953-1962 

*»» ww 4,733 m xm 1,340 
n » • 1 j 1 

4y  AW  MWrftW 

"•J* ».Ml 7,393 1,74« 2,*M 1,4» 
« n M 1* 6 j 

WmMmté 

»<443 H» «¿49 9,3* 3,313 %m 
* 13 12 • 3 j 

- e/tarns» * mmmi «*«*»«• 

       »% >% »43% 37% 71% MIX 

OH Mv (im> MOD, IMs I9S«, »ss* W. 

39,173 IJ23 
2 

2 Me 

2 

«% 

min 

47% 



At the end of 1962, chemical plants accounted for .3 per cent investments in 
gross fixed aueti in countries other than the United States, and, in the latter country, 
4 per cent, as is illustrated in table 5. 

TABU 5. WOULD« INVCTTMCNTI IN THE DOMAIN a* on. IN 0*0« mio wm AT TM INO or 1*62 
1 Million  US iMmnl 

Production 39,225 
PtswKnw 4.110 
MviM  1,135 
Ranearies    . 8,995 
Cmntkal piami 2,349 
Market rng 6,900 
Otlwr I,«» 

TOTAL 64,215 

61 17,075 31 56.300 47 
6 J, MO 6 7,330 6 
2 10,1)0 20 11.965 10 

14 10,610 1» 19,505 17 
4 1,745 3 4.093 3 

11 10,190 19 17.090 13 
2 1.323 2 2,945 2 

too 55,135 100 I 19,430 IOS 

Souact: OH Totky (19*4), OECD. Par* 1964, M«* 90 
' ExcHidinc Chin« (maialiiwt), Ik« UHR ind the SocwH« cowilriw of Milani Enrosa. 

Specific investments in petrochemicals have increased 
considerably in some European countries but do not 
yet constitute an appreciable proportion of total industrial 
investments. 

In France, for instance, at the end of 1934, total invest- 
ments amounted to SUS 33 million and, at the end of 
1961, to SUS 251 million, i.e., they increased almost 
eightfold. In Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany, 
petrochemical investments rose during the same period 
from SUS 44 million to SUS 341 million and from 
SUS 68 million to SUS 323 million, respectively, again 
an almost eightfold increase. In Italy, the proportion of 
the petrochemical sector from 1933 to I960 in total 
chemical investments rose from 11.3 per cent to 30.7 per 
cent, while the proportion of chemicals investments in 
total industrial investments changed very slightly from 
12.3 per cent to 14.5 per cent. In the United Kingdom, 
investments jumped from SUS 122 million to SUS 4él nul- 
lion - almost four times as high.1 For the other western 
European countries, the investments have been less 
significant. At the end of 1960, they amounted to only 
SUS 23 million in the Netherlands, and to SUS 17 million 
ia Belgium.' 

It is estimated that in western Europe these invest- 
ments will increase substantially — to about SUS 3 billion 
— when the sixty new projects under construction or 
planned are compteted. 

So far M eastern Europe is concerned, the relevant 
data are avail..ble for Eastern Oemsaay only, where a 
marked inviene» was reported for the period 1931 te 
1962. At the end of 1954, the petrotaemioal setter 
accounted 1er SUS 177 nvslen (14 per Max of tetnl 
ia*re**riel iaweatnaenfts) ans, at the end of 19*2, far 
SUS 395 nMsnoa (nbowt 22 per cent).' 

The breakdown by country is as follows: 

TABU 5 A. E*TMUTH or reraorisnarAL WVISTISTNTS, PNB or 1964 
¡Summ US «Mfart) 

Austria 10 
49 49.« 

430 69 3 
Germany. Pad. ftee. of 723 31.2 
haly «23 163.1 

1*3 413.9 
  20 - 

49 - 
Unnas Kwuatoiw 632 371 

TOTAL     2,949 

" Puma—i itali" WmU 
i. Taba (Obli.), 2 

•ut it can he ahVmod that, in these countries 
investigate in the petrochemical industry will ' 
The national escamante develop» 
enaphaeis en the deveieanwM of the chemical 
concentrating  mamry   on   fertiliasrs, 
and plastics and synthetic nsbbe 

RAW MATBWAU 
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.^•MÉttal   kli enMtñnmmml m áW#ténÉ^Í^MÍ Mi liant aenVmnEl ilf Mftl'klIéV unvmniajia) nan n^raHTV ai f^FT**»^Pwa**»a »na n¡tmnj »iPUFwmpnj *.*» r*"-    **n» 

• (Ht), éiftvd 1¥MI il» **»-ft>*ym«T»**i- 
ri<Hi «f touMtaw aM. §ty*»M Ilfcyí atxièol ut tt»H 
•*lMMMkl Mr fcril»lWai ppuMMMi m NMMy Iijroptmi. 
C4tWMt*IN> Ml MM* wWaJPP •BBPB Ml l 
fn  nMINMNHw RMMVPMN  INMH  (Ml 

etc 
(My «man enarrisene et* tes* MM* ttuMa prète« for raw 
•UéB«AÌ|   «M   Ma,   emsMÉlM   —L-uu   Mho*    •jhg^kBBApt   iuf^^ajai<   WUIÉK    íkf fnvltVriVPJ ari  PH  eVa^amnW Savan  BfJaW   lëTnmnmjnT t^nânaMênni«.  MniB  cn 

.he 

As 4 n» material, petroleum KM s hai1 conttderabtr 
influence o* tile production of ammonta and fertilizers 
'or <t number of essentially economic reasons («) owing 
to the ease oí handling raw materials in .luid form, the 
capitai contó of ammonta plants can he reduced, (A) the 
économies of synthesis gas production from hydrocarbon* 
are generaIIv more favourable than those of such pro- 
duction from coke partly owing to the higher concen- 
tration of hydrogen this factor tendi to reduce the 
load on the purincation unttt treating the hydrogen 
««ream U (the development of processes bawd on natural 
gat» ha« enaWed ammonia to he economicaily produced 
in eountrte* which have no coal resource« Italy, for 
exempte, I«*) the availability of processe« baned on heavy 
fuel oil hat made the economic production of fertilizers 
poaaiMe almost everywhere 

In l*9f-l*9* the work! breakdown of synthetic ammo- 
ma  facilities  ww ** follows (the  USSR  is excluded): 

Total naeetrty   «#er»xnneMly 1 mutton metric torn H 

on seel ana' 00k« 
i 

Aroma*»* are the most recent of the batic large- 
velume iirgamci to ha produced petrochemically. Until 
ftwrry reeentty, supplies of major aromatic Compounds 
derived frani coni carbonization ware sufficient to ntaet 
aal chennaal naaen. Mœao¥er, the saparatMg or tneavtcaea 

from patralaam oonoantrilfli wai 
so that outMde the Unrted Sutes the 

»ramatics « not ye* to 
but it ia growing- The meat isnporlaat aromatic 

it ham na wheat major appMcationa ata for 
t  * 
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T«au 14   Pmmmmm m rm **w M*THHAé , cmiziMi 
M*  IWMIM    nUlfHWTtO*  IN   l  SSII     l"#W    I»   I **> 

>••   mearrtml :«M •M1   • '— 

ml and MHurat at* 22 I2 •* 241 
>ynllMMi aw luitui) 42 6 264 24) 
( « from n<nt-ferr<HM   minerals »« * I 10 
spani«, wit   sulphur 21» 26 H 21 
i i«l ON III 10 
t ermen(*ln»n 111 210 11 

Table 14 gives absolute figures for all western Furopean 
countries and their share in the total during this period 

It will he seen that in I«í5í the Cnited Kingdom was 
the main producer, with Italy ranking fourth. By I960, 
production was more evenly distributed Tarile 15 shows 
a completely changed situation by l<Wil the federal 
Republic of Oermany ha¡> displaced the I nited Kingdom 
as leading producer Italy has moved rapidly ahead of 
trance   and the Netherlands has made immense stride». 

f*»tr   IS   WraniN H KopfA*. nrMKHiMKAii ntHiiii mm 
IhiiUMiiuls i)f um\  itf tarhtrn nmlemi 

' HiwiHc   Mint»*    It 
Steemi   homm*a   promuktrniuitt    Academy 

inni) o» the I urop«an total is concentrated in franc* 
Italy the Netherlands, the United Kingdom anJ the 
I ederal Republic of ( iermany It is estimated thai by 1%* 
the refining capacity in Furope will have reached 1% mil- 
ium tone     an   increase  over   l%4  of   \t> 7   per cent. 

Petrochemical* are uacd in many fields including 
•rrtili/ers, lolvents, plastics, synthetic fibre* and synthetic 
mhhers hut much of the petrochemical growth of 
western fur ope can he identified with the rapid increase 
ot two lectors synthetic rubhers and plastics chiefly 
thermoplastics whtMie most important group is that ot 
• •lehn«, winch inchades polyvinyl chloride (FV( I. pnlv 
»th y lene, polystyrene and acrylic« which can ht taken 
as ueniflian« enampte« of the trend in the petrochemical 
production * 

Western Europe « petrochemical production registered 
an almost eightfold IIKIWII» during the period 111V lt*0, 
from  2lt,0M)  of   carbon  content   to   I .n*>7 (MIO tons 

I MM« 14   PmHKItM (» P*rWH HtMH AU 
l«§3 *m> l<*W 

' fkewMwej «f mm af «•**•* 

»Minn timon. 

1* î 2M 14 
M IS 9J» » 
12 J 24 < M 
U 17 W <3 
n • 193 * 

Auatrta 
Hrlglum 
Irante 
(iermany    Hep   feti   of 
llely 
Nw tor la rut* 
team 
Umteé  Kinedoni 

(t 14 
21 42 «0 

27« W" M* 
AM 810 1.100 
411 4ti»n I.0Î7 
»1 

\ 
IM 

1 
122 

5W 7W l.(M« 

loUl 2.4101 2.h22 4,4*7 

is*e»i e.2 <nd  i»*;*i Soi «< t      rhr  (hernial Inéisfv   m   ruroßt 
OK II   Par» .11« é«á l%4. resp^liveK 

' Intimates 
Ac«.ortfin( to ih« tur,idrati ( krmuut Ve» i I Lundi)», July I'. I'**4 

»*•( Iti production ni ptlrdlwiYmak ni CM2 reutwd 4'K.IIHO ion* 
<n Frunce *nd 4*4,tnft tons in Italy 

The plastics ttetot in l%4 reached a new world record 
of *» million tons, the countries of western I u rope 
accounting for 27 per cent and the socialist countries 
ol eatujern Europe 10 per cent t-urope s rate of expanato« 
over th« last ten year» ha» bee« 21 per ceni annually 

I rade sources predict an average world growth rate of 
7 per cemt a year over the ne*t ten years, hinging total 
production up lo over M million tont hy l«hMI and to 
II 5 nwttMHi ton« by 1971 The petrochemical indwetry 
hai a rweyor Make m the plasties industry, feting the «ote 
•uppttejr of ethylene for the production of Polyethylen«, 
»tyrene and PVC 

Per <-<ajNM production ftgww for the leading prodtatntr 
countrwe of wettern I «rope are given IH table lé. 

TMU M ( im>Mi»TTve pwotwwnow nma 
ma PLMiw MATHWAIJ, IfJte 
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ÎASLÏ 17    PRtmif-THIN llf «AJO! PLASTIC MATMUALS 

IN  THl  FCDCSAL   RtWJSLIC  (If  ClKMANY,  1%I   TO  1963 

1 Thousands of tons ) 

Pn+cl 

Polyäthylene 
Ethylene oxide 
AeeuMehyde 
PVC 

l*»l ÍW.' /«m.» 

w 14* 165 
W 102 111 

2\t 239 251 
1% 225 271 

Sonn    I «-Au«/ Jrr C fc-mu< Ar« Imhalnr, Chemische Werke Hutls 

cent above the level of the previous year, followed by 
unsaturated polyesters (around 19 per cent). 

In Italy, plastics production reached 623,000 tons in 
1963 19 per cent more than the previous year 
(542,000 tons), whereas in 1962 the increase was as high 

as 35 per cent. Ine thermoplastic sector, which constitutes 
70 per cent of the country's plastic production, showed 
the most rapid progress, within that sector, PVC rose 
by 39 per cent in 1962 and 13 per cent in 1963, and poly- 

ethylene by 48 per cent and 26 per cent respectively 
(see table 20). 7 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, production of 
plastics in 1962 reached 1.250,000 tons, the greatest 
shares being those of polymers (668.000 tons) and 
thermoplastics (465,000). The most important products 
arc listed in table  17 

In the United Kingdom, production almost doubled 
in «wen years. The greatest increase occurred in thermo- 
plastics, from 140,000 tons to 346,000 tons. The different 
rales of expansion will be seen from table 18, where the 
indexes of production are divided into thermosetting 
and thermoplastic groups.» 

TABU IR    INMXU Of  FBOUU< HON <*   PLAITK   MAIMUALS 
IN rMt UNITED KINGDOM, 1961 TO 1%} 

(195*      100) 

"~ /«•/ IV*] itti 

rharmoeKtint 
I nWmwPHRK 

116 
156 

125 
165 

129 
197 

TOTAL 139 14« 161 

SOU MI  Mw/rt <mi let turnkey- April, I «64, page 21 

Tame I» gives the production of olefins the most 

important item of the thermoplastics group. The greatest 
increase if that of PVC, which in 1963 rose almost 32 per 

TASU I»  PauoM tun in OLSHN* m rut Umnu KINCUOM 

IMS TO 1*63 

tTmm) 

fear EWl«Ml t*?!**' **»** 
•^svjWfJWMs? IZZZZI, 

ms 29.2» 4*.aw 194« 22,»» 14» 
He* 125. m l«7,KW IS.J00 4M» S,W» 
Met I2»,»» iM.ea» 16,»» 52,5» IM» 
t«M 174.7» 116.»» 11.5» 11,7» 
MU JM.eM I53,*ee 2i.es« TT.*» 

of Trae« 

FABLI 20   PRODUCTION of SUM« PLASTH MAif RIALS IN ITALY 
1961 TO 1963 

(Tam) 

1961 
1962 
1963 

53,617 
79,3*2 

100,000 

PeòWVff* 

44,667 
65.000 
ni 

fotyvmni 

151.000 
195,000 
220,000 

n»le oc I IneiMtrw Chume«, Rome. OECD report». Pern 
• InchMbnf a until «mount ¡>( polyieobuiylent 

France produced 451,000 ton» of plastic material in 
l%3, an increase of only 3 per cent over the 1962 figure 
of 440,000 tons. Production of thermoplastics as a whole 
was stable, but while PVC production rose by nearly 
25 per cent, the rhythm of expansion of other materials 

Methylene for instance     slowed down considerably. 

In the Socialist countries of eastern Europe, the 
industry of petroleum-based chemicals is progressing 
very rapidly and the national plans provide for an 
intensive development over the next ten years. I'M lew 
data available show that, even if so far the greatest 
emphasis has been on the production of fertilisers much 
progress has been nude also in the plastics sector. 

Indeed, plastics production M at present increasing 
at a much higher rase than chemical production in 
general. In 1962 it roee by 17 per cent in the USSR, 
20 per cent in Caechoalovakia. and 31 per cent in 

m Buifaria there was a thirty-two (old 
during the period IMt-ltftl The sartie«! plan lUuret 
for plastics output are   930,000 tesi n As USsTty 

T*eu 21   PaotMMTiow o» i 
IMI  m  1*63 

ÍTmm) 

wo rua AU m FSANCS, 

»,»M 63. Ml «J» 
47 J» 

PVC Ir»,*» 1714» 

•ewacs «sa», 



U»Lf 22   Psooui rioN or PVC IN SELECTED SOCIALIST rousmin. 
Of EA1TEHN  Eu«Oft   1*57 TO   l%5 

( Tons) 

«~r, /».17 Wl ÍM» IVtH) I9»3 • 

( /echoslovakiii 4,000 5,700 45,000 
t astern Germany 54,500 58,600 125,000 
Knmania 5,500 »6,000 
', ugoslavia 4,700 f>,300 10-12.000 

SIM R< t    Xeferaiivim Stwrmk  tianomtka promy<hlrñno*it.  Academy 
I Science, No  «, Moscow,  IK*J 

' Accordant la national plan forecasts 

1965 and 3.5-4 million tons by 1970; 70,000 tons in 
Bulgaria by 1970; and 200,000 and 93,000 tons in Poland 
.ind Romania, respectively, by 1965.* Table 22 shows 
the trend of PVC production in «elected countries of 
eastern Europe. 

Hungary produced 4 000 tons of plastics in 19511. 
thrice at much in I960, and the planned figure for 1965 
is 50,000. Till now, as the following figures show, the 
greatest share came from thermosetting (in tons) 7 

Thermoplastic 
Thermosetting 

IN» l**l 

193        373 
4,214      4,366 

The Polish plastics industry, in full process of develop- 
ment, is centred chiefly in two units utilizing natural gas, 
in Tarnow and Kedzicrzyn. As shown in table 23, total 
production doubled during the years 1958 to I960. 
The most significant increase was in PVC, the production 
of which rose by more than 200 per cent. 

As recently as 1955 western Europe's synthetic rubber 
output totalled only 11.000 tons, the Federal Republic of 
(iermany being the sole producer. By 196V however, 
this figure had mounted to 508.000 tons, from plants in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, (ranee, Italy, the 
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 

TAIL* 24  Paouut rioN OF SYNTHHK  RCBMR IN WESTERN tt.aopf, 
I960   TO   l%3 

I Thousands of long lims) 

<-*. /WIM IU»I IV».1 í«*J 

France 17 40 M 97 
Germany, Fed. Rep  of 80 86 88 106 
Italy 6* 82 8* 95 
Netherlands 12 40 45 85 
United Kingdom 90 106 117 125 

TOTAL 265 M4 m 5M 

tourna: Slamimi tute» Bullrim, London, July 19*4. 

(he future pattern of production for 1965 is planned 
as follows (in tons) * 

PVC 
Polyethylene 
Phenolic iwww 
Ammoptaetka 
A*yda 
(Xhen 

,080 
,00» 

TA*M 23. PaoputlMi •* wumnc MATS MOL« M POLAND, 
I9M le IM 

CUmmmmaffm) 

•»». MM m* m. imi' 

/•aetata* ma 271 37.» 33 1 m 
or «h 

• natta 14X7 13.4 14 7 29 3 
Aaaja» akkaaai 4.4 19 M* 39.3 
PVC 4.2 73 13.4 4M 

— — 3.« «9.9 

It would appear from table 25 that in the last two 
years the rate of expansion of this sector slackened in 
comparison to 1961 In fact, in 1961 this rate was 3.3.5 per 
cent while in 1962 it was only 12 7 per cent; in 1963, 
while recovering as much as 27 3 per cent, it was still 
below the 1961 peak Few data are available for the 
major synthetic rubber groups, except for styrene-buta- 
diene rubber (SIP) production of which is given in 
table 25. 

This brief review would be incomplete if it did not 
mention petrochemical prices. Since 1959. these have 
been falling considerably for plastics and synthetic 
rubbers, owing both to the strong competition exerted 

TABU 25  SM PRODUCTION M «ILK rao EUHOMAN coni 
I9M TO INJ 

ITmmt 

19*1 MM ItH 

tenace; aVttftfti «V ( 
i«*), mm tes 

i, vet 14, 
34» 13,3s» »3.1 
\jm» njm 7"M 
l.«W •MM •U 

1962 



on the international market and to over-capacity in 
many western European countries as weil as in the "nited 
Sutes. While, previously. un<kr the pressure of sustained 
demand the industry was working M almost full capacity, 
the present position is one of slackened demand so that 
many European countries find themselves confronted 
with the problem of finding not only new markets but 
also new fields of application. 

Sl'MMARY   CON«USIONS 

(he scope of the present report has been to describe 
briefly the development of the petrochemical industry 
in Europe as well as the economic impact on the chemical 
industry of the utilization of new m»ter\nU itenv.-.j 
from petroleum. 

Before summarizing the londusions arising from the 
foregoing analysis it would be advisable to draw atten- 
ti«» to the limitations of the data on which they are 
baaed In fact, apart from the few data selected from the 
reports on the chemical industry in western Europe 
prepared by the OECD, all figures have been taken from 
technical reviews and should therefore be considered 
as informed judgements rather than factual information 
Similarly, for want of detailed data, the subject of demand 
and  pnces could  not be adequately examined 

After modest and halting beginnings, this branch 
of the chemical industry has been very buoyant in the 
last decade, as is apparent from the high rates of produc- 
tion and investments 

It should be noted that, while the countries concerned, 
encouraged by the decrease in costs per unit of product, 
are trying to substitute oil or natural gas for coal, petro- 
leum feedstocks are not yet seriously competing with 
coni sine«, so far, the chemical held has retorted to these 
meetly m an attempt to fill the gap in coal supply 

The degree of this substitution has certainly been quit* 
eatenerve m certain countries, including E ranee, the 
Federal Republic of Germany. Italy and the united 
Kingdom, and continuel to aatumt comtderabie pro- 
pwrtione wherever poawM« fseverthelets. petrochemwais 
ahouM «till he considered largely as a complement of 
thorn chemicals which can still be derived economically 
fcwa ceni. 

Tim brte* divelopmtnl of petrochemicals is not only 
due le the development of the oil induetry in general, 
end the increata e# Européen refining capacity m parti- 
enfctr It resells alee from the consKteraMe mcreaae in 

for the« products which am new overwhetm- 
nn   getroieisnvhMed 

Nevertheless, as the report clearly shows, the develop- 
ment of the industry differed from country to country, 
depend'iig on the general economic environment, the 
degree of industrialization achieved, the availability of 
investment funds, as well as on the importance of the 
chemical   industry  and   it*   range   of  production. 

The United States still maintains its lead, owing to its 
earlier shift away from coal based feedstocks. In l%2. 
92 per cent of its organic chemicals was based on oil 
the corresponding figu^ for western European countries 
was 58 per cent, with the sole exception of Italy, which has 
little coal and thus derives about 91 per cent of its organa 
chemicals from oil sources. 

The petro« hemic il sector is considered the mosi 
promising within the chemical industry and. in spite of 
current ..ver-rapncity m ««me areas, construction activity 
is rising sharply in  Europe. 

An immediate consequence of over-capacity was a 
certain fall in prices, this was due on the one hand to a 
reduction in world ra* material prices be» ause of techno- 
logical improvements and the increxsing size of plants 
and, on the other hand, price cutting in face of competition 
for products where demand had not yet caught up with 
increased capacity. 

Since Europe's petrochemical industry is not yet 
fully developed, investments continue to be high, chiefly 
in research and development 

It has been emphasized that the petrochemical industry 
is highly capital-intensive and automated tied up with 
units of very great capacity But heightened competition 
in this sector also lends particular importance to research 
expenditure. 

It is well known, in tact that the petrocherr-ical industry 
depends to a great estent on technological progress hut 
at the same time it gives rise to the invention of new 
materials which can better correspond to the need« ot 
this   "technical era" 

This has brought about a change in the direction of 
competition competition in volume is being succeeded 
by competition in quality, which makes it very dtfltcuft 
at least on the international market, for latecomers 
these may certainly take advantage of the latest technical 
discoveries but will have a hard time eempetmg with tke 
"sophistication " of the well tttaMiehtd producers 

The present paucity of information makes it didkeft 
to forecast the <Wt development of petrochtmieeJs m 
western Europe It can only he affirmed that the mmietry « 
activity will conthme to increate at a rc-tutt of the added 
continuity and per m satani provided by new pm «recti 
Fee the seciehet countriet of tateern Europe alee, it 
would appear from the forecaets en the predectto* ef 

palmi hemmali trill peageett at a very 



3. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN LATIN AMERICA 

Secretariat af the Kenmamir ( am%mi»tiaa far Late m 4 mer ir m 

I   IMIUHUí rtoN 

In Latin America, the manufacture of chemical products 
hased on petroleum derivativen begun m Aigcntina m 
|<J44 with Ihr production or isopropyl alcohol by the 
V icnnicntos Petrolíferos fiscales IY Pf I refinery at San 
I oreii/o. Santa ht, using a sulphation-hydrolysis process 
developed at its fiorendo V.ilera research laboratories 

I .iter m IV1I, a synthetic-ammonia plant owned by 
(manos fertilizantes de Mexico S A , situated at ( uatit 
Ian [) f , started operation In order to supply this 
plant *ith raw material operations .vere begun at the 
voire lime at a number of installations belonging to 
Petróleos Mexicanos (Pf-MrX). which extract sulphur 
trom sour natural gas at Po/a Rica Veracruz, and pump 
the -weet natural gas to the I ualitlan plant 

Ir. the <ame year, the Argentina Directorate délierai 
af Military f-quipment began to produce toluene and 
benzene from a naphtha ft action at it* plant* situated 
H ( ampona luenos Aires, using a catalytic dehydro- 
urnation Ihydroformmg) proceda. 

Ine installation of these production plants marks the 
beginning of the development of the petrochemical 
industries in Latin America and interest in the establish 
>u-nt of new industries of this type has continued rn spread 

in the 1 atin American countries stnee the nineteen 
hfiies Thts is du» to the proee** of industrialization 
which ha» been fathering momentum since the end of 
the leeone WorW War The steadily ntowitHif demand 
tin vanoa* chemical proatact* needed by HKtuatxy ated 
to be met by import» and national manufactures bawd 
»n other raw materials At prêtent tile demand for 
many of thane product« has riten to or M approachmg a 
level tuAwMrtiy mg* to maèe the* production by 
•etrovheiMHiel primttet economic HI th' 
which heve i vujnretttfy »»pending 
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the I nited Kingdom and the federal Republic of 
(icrmany, whose chemical industries have developed 
to a considerable extent on the basis of by-products of 
coal distiitaium In the l m led Kingdom only v per cent 
of all organic products were obtained from petroleum 
in l<*4u whereas in It*e>2 the proportion w.is o3 per cent. 
In the fedeial Republic of (leim.my ihe figure for the 
output of organic products based on petrocheinic.il raw 
materials was M) per cent in 19fi Î as against IS pei cent 
it    I'm 

In most latin American couiitrtes the production of 
natural gas is associated with that of petroleum, it is 
extracted but not utilized immediately Adequate utiliza- 
tion ol this gas for the improvement of agriculture 
through the production of fertilizers and, in general, 
for the economic development ot the variou* countrm 
is one of the problems which the I atin American tiovern- 
ments are now tackling 

On the other hand the ease with which petroleum 
can be» ansported by mean- i p'peliiu-s find tankers and. 
hrst and foremost, its low cost are other factors favouring 
the development of petrochemical industries in those 
countries which have no large areas producing petroleum 
or natural gas hut do have a reasonably sized consumer 
market for fuels which has (Ufctibed the construction 
of large capacity petroleum refineries (ira/il. Japan and 
the  turopean  countries) 

The great possihdrtm of development in the petr« 
chemical industry in Latin America make investment 
in thin held attractive f he «uh*«*ntial reaervet of petro- 
leum and natural gat which exiat in Venezuela. Mexico. 
Argentina and (otomina and the potential demand of 
Mie Latin American markei a« a whole are good mwaona 
fer tttaMtatMig a nttmtMr of petrochemical industrie* 
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Within rile chemical indurrv a« a whtM«, the petro- 
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piimarily of the production of synthetics. It enables 
certain natural products to he replaced by higher- 
quality and less expensive synthetic materials, and entirely 
new products with hitherto unknown properties to 
be developed 

The petrochemical industry is characterized by extensive 
automation, winch enables the labour force to achieve 
a very high   level of productivity. 

With the introduction of modern techniques tor the 
manufacture of new products, the technological advances 
observed in the petrochemical industry have made it 
possible to undertake chemical synthesis more directly, 
with a resultant greater economy of energy than was 
possible with  the older manufacturing techniques. 

Ihus. acctyiene. which up to 1945 was produced 
almost exclusively from calcium carbide or by »he electric- 
arc process, is being produced by the petrochemical 
industry through the partial combustion of natural gas 
or naphtha in special burners. Similarly, ethylene oxide 
is produced by petrochemical processes involving the 
direct oxidation of ethylene, which eliminates the inter- 
mediate monochlorohydrin stage It has also been 
possible to synthesize ammonia more cheaply because 
petrochemical processes could be used to obtain hydrogen 
from natural gas at a lower cost The synthesis of methanol 
through the synthetic gas obtained from natural gas or 
by partial combustion of fuel oil is another characteristic 
petrochemical operation, which has helped to reduce 
the market price of this alcohol. 

The manufacture of acrylonitnle by a more direct 
process bawd on propylene is one of the latest develop- 
ments in the petrochemical industry and indicative of 
the extraordinary technological progress achieved. 

Oneraily speaking, the numerous petrochemical 
products require a high degree of precision in controlling 
the conditions under which the synthesis takes place; 
it has been possible to meet this requirement thanks 
to the immense advances made in automation, particu- 
larly   as   regards  control  and measuring  instruments. 

On the other hand, the equipment of petrochemical 
plants, particularly reactors, are ma«*e of materials 
which resist corrosion by the various products and 
high pressures and temperatures. Furthermore, the 
catalysts, which have a very well-defined composition, 
are almost always expensive Consequently, petro- 
chemical plants usually require a relatively high level 
of investment, which m order to be profitable, will 
have to be high enough to ensure the minimum output 
capacity  appropriate for each cast. 

One trend observed in the petrochemical industry 
is that of grouping into industrial complotes the maxi- 
mum possible number of production pianto which use 
the samt i aw material source for their basic input. One 
reason for this grouping is that the output of one plant 
aun; bt asad as the raw material for another, a second 
rosso« is Use economy schicved by the installation of 
large psirating plants for «metric services or for the 
product»*« ami procsssutg of the basic raw materials. 
Among the nsaay examples of such complana*, menti"* 
may ha mam* *f Imperial Cheminai ladaalrwi in the 
United lüaméam, aw Eats Msaioaali  Idrocarburi ta 

Italy, and the United States industries in the Gulf ol 
Mexico area. As may be supposed, the construction ol 
such petrochemical complexes requires large investments 

The need to immobilize large amounts of capital has. 
to a certain extent, determined the financial structure of 
the Latin American petrochemical industry, which is 
characterized by the existence of State enterprises or the 
predominance of foreign .nvestment. Up to the present 
time the private national sector has participated vers 
little in the petrochemical activities of Latin American 
countries. 

In compensation for the large investments it requires, 
the petrochemical industry usually emerges in the indus- 
strially more developed countries as a highly profitable 
Hctivify and therefore holds a great attraction for the 
national entrepreneurs of Latin America. Since it is. 
however, a young industry which originated and expanded 
during a period when great technological strides were 
being made in all other industrial sectors, it employs 
modern techniques in its continuous processes and in 
the automatic control of reactions. For this reason, 
small and even medium-sized national enterprises have 
been unable to compete freely with the traditional 
chemical enterprises, since most of the technical know- 
how is still protected by patents held by the latter. 

One feature of the petrochemical industry is the rapid 
development of its technology through the intensive 
scientific and technological research conducted by the 
large enterprises  in   this sector. 

In the traditional chemical industry, research in the 
conventional processes that have been in use for many 
years is chiefly concerned with technical advances 
which will make it possible to cut production costs 
without changing the basic procedures. In the petro- 
chemical industry, on the other hand, more economical 
production processes (olefin direct-oxidation techniques, 
polyethylene at low pressure, etc.) are often discovered 
or completely new products are developed which often 
make petrochemical plants obsolete in a very short 
time. 

Latin America does not yet offer the conditions which 
would permit such technological research at a level 
consistent with the advances that have been made by 
the petrochemical industry in the industrially more 
developed countries. 

Another feature of the petrochemical industry is the 
opportunity it offers a( using different raw materials and 
different technological processes for the manufacture of 
a single product. The selection is usually based in each 
cast on the cost of the available raw materials and the 
other manufacturing costs for each technological process, 
rat muumum economic capacity may vary in the various 
plants depending on the different technological processes 
used for manufacturing a single product. Thus, for 
example, it is a well-known fact that the production of 
ethylene glycol by direct oxidation is more economical 
in pleats with capacities of more than twenty tons par 
day, white the old process involving the intermediate 
cluorohydria stag* is prefersble for lower-capacity plants. 

Given th* venons posuaslities which pttroisum and 
its estivati ve» ami natural gas offer as a startmg 
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for the development of petrochemical iodustrie», and ta 
view of the different processes that may he OMO, ikptadMg 
on tot varióos ecoaemk »ehernes, the pettochemical 
industry M a relatively complex activity. A number of 
difficult»« have, therefon,'»riten in studying and inser- 
preting th« opportunities for devetopment ia this Acid 
which are ottered by «ach country. Ia order to antas 
the icopc of thi» report, a diafram of the petrecheaucal, 
industry a given above iadieeting the producto that have 
already become haportaat hi the Uthi Ataarfeaa «artet 
and the liaks between the petróleo« ami petrochemical 
industries. 

them, or other chemical product., »uch as oxygen, 
chlorine, nitrogen, etc. Batic prtrochrmkmJ row mmierimit 
arc the hydrocarbons or fraction» obtained in the funda- 
mental processes or operations of renatag petroleum or 
natural gas. 
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In Venezuela, »here almost all gas production is 
associated with the production of petroleum despite 
the fact that fas is reinjected in the odftalds to leinen 
wastage. 45 per ceni of the gas produced continues to 
he burned, constituting a petroleum equivalent of more 
than 290.01)0 barrels per day 

In Mexico, only 25 per ceni of the naturiti gas produced 
» burned for lack of demand and o.er M) per n-iit is 
consumed as fuel, some being exported to the I nited 
States through an international gas pipeline 

In Colombia. ftO per cent of »he gas produced )«• burnt 
while in Argentma the proportion is 42 per ceni and 
contista of gas which is not used either as fuel or for 
«injection in the oilfield« On the other hand ( hile 
which ha* natural ras in M ana Manes in the e strenv -oiifh 
of the continent, is giving close study to the possibility 
of transporting it to the north of the country in special 
vessels equipped with a sub-zero refrigeration system, 
for use in copper mines In view of the distance involved 
(2,040 nautical miles» it is possible that this system 
may »IMI he used for <*xp»r*ing liquefied natural gas 
from one country of the area to another just as the 
transport of natural gas was recently initiated in Furop* 
from Algeria to the  United Kingdom 

Again, in Paru and Bolivia, considerable quantities of 
natural ga* have been discovered whose use would require 
the construction of gas pipelines to carry it to the centres 
of consumption 

1 bt situation in Brazil is different, as far as its supplies 
of natural «a* are concerned wm the associated ga« 
produced in ne oilfield* m used largely in the reinjection 
programme    or  the  secondary   recovery   of  petroleum 

This being the case m the next rive years Brazil may 
eventually import natural gas from other I aim American 
countries for consumption as fuel, for which it should 
perhaps consider the possimi it v >t making part of the 
propane and mata«* from its retatene« a vaila We for use 
M larger quantum as a haue petrochemical raw material 
fa« high proportion of the hydrocarbon methane 
contained in natural gas IK5 per cent or more) and its 
retative inertnes* restrict the aat of natural gata, m meat 
casas for the supply of energy as a fuel or a« a 'aw 
material for a very «mall nurmW of chemical puntmm 
(gawetaaJy ammonta, methanol. aaatytam. hyémeyaam 
acta) and acyh« m sins) 

TaUt I  »nows me present situation of sewn LatM 
Amanean an nutrias m regard to parrot**«* ana) natami 
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by  the capacity  of  the  world   market  lo  absorb  such 
production. 

The relaiivelv higa level of petroleum production and 
consumption of it« derivatives in latin America is 
accompanied by the exmtentw and development of a 
large rehmng industry a rich source of basa, petro- 
chemical raw material* 

In l*»l the capacity of the i aim American iwnnaruM 
topped 2 5 million h*rreit per day 42 5 per ueM of which 
constituted the e listing capacity of seven countria» 
In Argentina, m par cent of the installed rennmg capacity 
was utilised, while m »railI the refineries found themaervs* 
•ibliged to exceed the limit» of their nominal ra party 
and to raise the hgure to 114 per uent hi ItnJ, Ike 
reflnerie* of ihe seven countries want on the aver afe 
operating virtually at fail uapactty (97 par uent) In 14*4. 
42 par uent of this capacity was ta Venezuek. but it MI 

anticipaied that ttow propmtton will davtta» Jownrds 
the end of the decade owing to the fact tfcat, with ike 
consideranti meaaaaa m enmasan- ena sumption of rwAaad 
product* m the otilar COWMTHM a»w ««Allanas wtM I« 
nataMed Mi enea** tfketr talf-ssdlV.'iency m miningaapataty 
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1 
üS regards the supply of basic petrochemical raw mate- 
rials. 

Actually. 85 per cent of Latin Americas refining 
capacity is now concentrated in the nineteen biggest 
refineries of the sutv-nine operating in the seven countries 
(see table 4) The average capacity of this group of 
refineries is IOS.¡MX) barrels per da\. or 76.400 barrels 
per day if the Venezuelan refineries are excluded. Fach 
of the nineteen major refineries represents an average 
capacity of ovtr 40.000 barrels per day. or 2 million tons 
per vear 

As regards this 85 per cent of refining capacity, it will 
be noted that the practice in I atin America in the matter 
of refining is to establish large distillati« mils, relatively 
modest catalytic cracking units anrl ,. mit«! i-afalytH- 
refbrming capacity in relation to the total capacity of 
the country concerned (see table 1) These features are 
particularly striking in the Venezuelan refineries, whose 
output is mainly geared to the demand of the esport 
markets for derivatives and the ability of the international 
petroleum concerns to meet it 

The absence of large catalytic cracking and, to a lesser 
extent, reforming units limits, for the time being and in 
moat of the countries, the possibilities of establishing 
petrochemical industries dependent on existing refiner«««. 
Nevertheless, the changes anticipated in the features and 
pattern of demand in the present decade enable us to 
foresee a certain improvement in this situation which 
will take the form of an increase in the average size of 
cat" <y tic cracking and  reforming  units by  1*70. 

It ib to be hoped that in several countries. inctudtng 
Argentina and Mexico, there will be some increate m 
the use of catalytic cracking processes in the refineries 
as a result of the steady improvement in the quality of 
gasolenes and the smaller relative growth of the market 
for fuel oil. which is being largely replaced by natural gas. 
Thus, in petroleum-importing countries, such as Braid, 
the most likely trend, economically speaking, is towards 
the importation of larger quantities of fuel oil sad tonal 
production of the more reft ned derivatives (lujht out), 
which would also involve the corresponding is 

r*ata 4  LAHM Aneaur*   «HAM or aawi naaa wnu CA*MI 
l«WMI 4Mt* •AftaSU/DAV (TWO MHLIOM MMS/VIAS) M  fW» 
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of catalytic cracking units in the new Brazilian refineries 
As a result of the structural change which the Latin 
American refineries will be compelled to introduce owm^ 
to the decrease in the percentage of fuel oil produced 
they should by 1970 have larger quantities of the basa 
petrochemical materials in the residual gases and other 
liquid by-products, although the natural technical limita 
tions which hamper the development of pctrochemiMrv 
when it depends exclusively on petroleum refineries will 
still be present 

With respect to the importance of catalytic cracking 
and reforming units as a source of basic petrochemical 
raw materials, table 5 shows, by way of example, the 
percentage of products obtained in the atmospheric 
distdlatton of petroleum, from a catalytic cracking unit 
and from a catalytic reforming unit for a specimen 
crude petroleum of Venezuelan origin If the quality and 
quantity of the end-products to be produced are known 
it is possible to determine, by subtraction, the products 
which could be obtained for use as basic petrochemical 
raw materials. Obviously, the»' will always come from 
the surplus refinery production that remains after the 
market   for  fuels  and   lubricants   has   been   supplied 

Meanwhile, despite the large quantity of natural 
gas available in a number of countries and given the 
situation of the petroleum reftmng industry in all of 
them, the establishment ef petrochemteel plants large 
enough to operate at internationally competitive produc- 
tion costs will alea eall for the installation m Let» America 
of special vacuum cracking (steam cracking) unita capable 
of producing the required quantities of eieeu and aro- 
matic hydrocarbons, wtwch constitues the been; petro- 
chemical raw meteríais. 

special cracking processes has been to make possibfc 
the establishment of petrochemical industries in area« 
that have no natural gas or rannenes, moreover, thaw 
development hat to sense estent detracted  from the 
tMpoflMvM fOf Itw 0M  14nVN   flMn,  WttOM taNfV   «Mt  MhTpK 
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»5<* M Y 

410 
1 1(coke) 

Sui m i    W   I     Nahon. felniA»»« Hetmen  Cnnmrmmg.  I«W 

mainly concerned with manufacturing liquid or gaseous 
fuels and lubricant» and not eaeeiKialiy with supplying 

the chemical industry with basic raw materials. 

rhe "rtram cracking " proctM, in ita va noy» form«. 
i« used both for producing ethylene from ethane, propane, 
naphthas and gas-oils and als» for maiwfacturmg 
iromatic hydrocarbon* from Intuid fraction«. Dwtrib«- 
iion of tha various hydrocarbons in quantnie* which may 
he suitaMy adjusste to the renumsmant« of a petrochemi- 
cal compte» m another possibility «fwned up by the Mam 

tracking  avocate. 

The «team cracking process m already being introduced 
m Mexico, m units for Mie production of ethylene from 

hydrocarbons recovered from natural gas (ethane). 
m aVa/il. to«, another installation is hemg const ruciad 
lor the cracking of nnpntha and ethane m conjunction 

with units which are being built a-, an integral pan of a 

conventional fuels refinery 

By way of example, table 6 shows the average yields 
of olefin hydrocarbons which are obtained by the steam 
cracking process from different petroleum or natural 

gas fractions. 

In conclusion, despite the substantial quantities of 

natural gas available in some countries of the area and 
despite the existence in the various countries of a petro 
leum refining industry which is tending to become 
sufficient to satisfy each country's domestic demand for 
refined derivatives, it is also true that the development 
of the petrochemical industry in Latin America cannot 
he based solely on the utilization of those raw material« 
which are available as direct Hy-pr/wliicis o( these opera- 

tions, it will also have to be pursued to some extent 
independently of the normal operations of the petroleum 
industry, receiving from the latter only the relevant 
quantities and qualities of the fractions and/or by-products 
it requires for the produci ion of the basic petrochemical 
raw materials (naphtha-based ethylene, acetylene pro- 
pylene, etc) I hese fractions and/or by-products must 
also enable the petrochemical industry in latin America 
to develop in greater freedom without being exclusively 
dependent on the operations and prospects of the petro- 

leum  industry 

4     IHf   MARKM    HMt   HTM M HM4H AI     MOW II TS 

The development prospects of the petrochemical 

industry in Latin America depend on the profres« 
made by tha various industries which use its produci« 
a« raw materials. The potential demand of the chemical 
industry in each country for primary and intermediate 
products will progressively develop into effective and 

real demand as the industries manufacturing the required 
end-products arc established and the countries concerned 
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make  headway   »ith   the   vertical   integration   of their 
chemical   industries 

hi contrant to the pattern found in mossi .it the highly 
induetriafi/ed cnuntr>ew of the world H ha» Nw« found • 
that elminti two thirds of the pro«Njction oí the i hrmical 
industry m I <*nn AitHrnca is m the light chemical tndtt»¡lrv 
which manufactures awumtr goods préparât KHI» 4nd 
mixtures «uch *\ paint* cleaning and toilet product» 
and lynthetii detergents 

The growth of the I ,itin American chemical industry 
in the laut i lee ad» hau heen largely tine «> ¿ccelerated 
import »uhntitution m reagart >t cuitwmrr poods 
Accordingly since the growth <d demand for conaumer 
good« t* relatively do» this induatfv can maintain or 
r»nr if« rute or growth m I ¡»tin Amrni'ii or»ly in «o f%r 
M it hecomes an effective industrial «actor concentrating 
«h the manufacture id the primai y and intermediate 
product« it rectuires If this i* to he done the manufacture 
4 certain chemical produits »ill have to c»pand much 

mare raptdtv than hitherto *nd the dmr* id the induatrv s 
total output  will  have to increase 

in view <»f the fact that the *•* id has* petrochemical 
raw material« wtll enaWe a large part of tile chemical 
industry a« a whole to develop through the utili?»rion 
af a very ima 11 proportion of tile oil industry <i lay- 
produci» and in view <d the natural cxp»" on id the 
od induHlrv in the repon, it m legitímale to aaaume that 
tu the years to come the petrochemical tnehMtry will 
bacarne the faataat developing «actor of the entire I attn 
American chemical induwry 

I* the ahnence of recent information from leverai 
estiajeries ton*uerwn*g tnje preeent wtwneerte coniunigeHin 
(4 the chemical product* which can he rwunuractured 
h»m hatm- perrnchenMcal raw material*, an effort wtM 
he made t« datteri«* fhe «tuatton of the Latin American 
nanrgef PW IOHK of tneae proentefa n%/ aiMryetng nae 
wmmw« iiiipwFi BT me rurger tmiinii ai or nie npmi 
langt 7 «now« fhe tingan ti for leven t^otHttnae m Hpjaen 
chemical product* representative if the petrochemical 
induerry fhe fact that no ngure « given m Hie ta*4e for 
MtgwrM of a given product an«« not mann that fhe 
product m mit  imported hy the country 

The abeam* of a dandar« mekMtrtal creaawftuatton m 
At countri*» of rile region and taadaejwate ddteeen« ietto n 
MAagjgk    tJgjtjAfatlff4     uAtav^aaVntfafiA    gWáBnVÉa^naaVavl    iâV    ta^akáaT    £¡^aWgaU|gft    ftaYafe^aW •tag1    rli^ngmPn     TV^raNnPV^v^l    •*^WWBfg»ggTw    ^r»    WBawW     TWW^^tJH    CrVHap 

yajarbnnk» make if very dtnVutt to comptle tina type of 
tajKnTttMieMHi  atea  leajptiaatwe m gsve  gava  on  a  targar 

hecauae of dir tvailahíftty .d ra* m« 1er tat«, he mart» 
>n petrot'hemH-al lis. torws <ny .inaeiamewi d the I aim 
AmerKan marliel s ilemand tot their pt<idu»-l», will Ha*. 
to tafcr 'Mo , i insider xi i4 »i »H» p»»Mhilitv that «utisytnute 
may he lountl toi .ertain raw maeertats in f<o<«tmgchemnx> 
indMMtrte« now using denvnttves ->f -oat .w ot vegetaW» 
producf<>   lefhvl   alcohol     glvceetne    et»  I 

It •« not dowever the purp»»«*- >• this eport to »naly«* 
the I rftm American market for petrochemical products 
in tut h gre«i »lelail In -»nv cas» fhr nformafion whnti 
i an he gteaned fr< m tri,)«» nuHonal »"»»rta»* conwirnma 
the pre«ient and f. irr market tot the mam 
generativ speaking m.irwpteH »nd in «>me i 
contradiclorv mnreovt-t it mn-i he potntad >NM dm* 
when the M I A l*4dt survey it the reaioa « hem»»-»' 
indimtrv *»s hem« prepared information was idWainetl 
directly from the v^run*« count'ies on growth twanetti <« 
the demand for the dthVrent groiin« <d chemH al prodwvt« 
•'.cording to 'heir uaeti <>n the hxsis id which ounerv 
estimates id the demand fin «lie principal end-products 
in I'hM and Ifft were drawn up 

On the ha * is id the data provided in this survey on Hw 
poantMe enpanaion of liamand m the t «tin Amarwa 
cowMTMM   fi*   the   prmc-ipal   end producta   and   of MV 
IfWirCIWttlMffl   f^NViltfMNI   »W    »^^WT   OAHv^^l^ntngJ   IMS   pWWNnWPw 

iAaUMéUaafi Tdftf I aairtag IH ftrlfaWTW Mli^ri tflateTHMti^tAftaW gHt(UáuM>*t«i 9VTngmv   UFI   «pejrT mm   pt >Tnm y   arim   iwñTt fww^w^tK^m   jrw i •^n^C' * ^ 

fWWlfy-WHH*   üH©WW^Ii   p^t*W%M0ïS   «#   pWw'fWNtofWMMH   (fulfill 
tñaa^au« augaéjgkaakaiaJ ¡A md akci há#M*t it tabai «Maun aigia^agVaji **& g^g>a JmuÊ^a^Â wwr»   *n^gn^p*^^ai   awr^i    pr' ivsni,'• r» 'era    wrri    mvg^   vwt    Lint   ^^Pw^p«iiwpn> 

for each of diem in I •'fi in like varwai miuMrte» uf die 

I ntfi MMVipw Me^W4 rnkM ^Ht? flMIMv WW «R6WC pW^lRldi* 

HI ^Fgj^WWWlNl, BrftHtv   Mn»Wrt»?ft m%#J ••JWWNÉÍIB WW PV^^gMMWV 

rhrwr ^Uhttrttrv -»f (He »«Hai áttfftttMti fin rh»m m t«Mi An» 
ru«, li» iwriinwUp lur Br»*** *t#ing U ^w ArfMMMMi 
MMI M»«WO gfyyrowiww»gi>\ It «MIVII. ¿«a fc«r VvMniita ft 

WfCN P9fßEw l0 nit |PMM^^C rVtftnMt, Hlv rtW HI ÉfeaHIMMMÍ 
Wi4ftâa>   ÍMh    al    VäMHadt   AfelJkía^áAUÉ%lbnÉW    ••MaaMMfcal   IB   •aVaWMht^t   JKT  EhWadAL. WK    va   m   rVpPIVJ    Bfn*HflfWlrl*ff    pPFVvlJVVfg)   "tf   rngnaVMKJI   VJPI   nPW<tgT* 

•<tjtfkMá%á gñ^aa^ábaV'ftákaill áWáaSS «*a« gMaagaur ajgaajabftXa« ggaanaälafa AfeiVafl kg^gufjagaaaa* ""»•••'•   WWJI^Pï^eiaFeW.   ilt^vll   WB   HRLWT !    ••»•»grggjgggj^   WVIflVJ   Wf^V   l^pggvVfJggV 

nmFw    mmcngii   gartnrai m^p   vcrmngfnvi   amm—t   tu 

àVîlrii     l«     taé^iaVlt*V       T'ha*    Ëié^BéaUMaàMÉlâ^ÉI    âw     U^aáE^Eá1     •MÉÉBVÜéIíÍ •Ff^w    m    rfivOTit y        w nw    wiñrng^gd^pm>^pni    w    giwiit     mnan • •• • i* 

m continuing te rxpand m ttm vanou* ouuntrunt with die 
rnK   m   Ml   fnKMMvf''   iW  ëCMpMIIMrMnr'g)  «Mw   Mnl 
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Hi itlv    re|>f'**s**H» 

un)     >ui      ! Ni- 
li   <-lopr,ie«t ut 

un I»HI itimi potential teiit,ni<l is 
•he year in which thr survey was 
pnitnKMl J i sin hi! I ion |>ft*sufip «-- 
i .nemicai i>r petrochemical im* isti \ 

•¡••hie   it suppKiHH    M reasonable prit*»   the raw   'la 
• •>    ¡quired  l(.1   il  least  'be  poitcipitl syrtthri»   hhri--. 

v\ in   i-unid lo future itamiind tor ihr !*•• main ivn.s 
i    iirihtiu   ruh**'    ihi   heures  shown  MI labte t  wen 
m I, mi)   irmn   pfu(n i« us    nti&r   m   iitiicip'<ttion    it   to 

«u M ist   ¡li   ih*    imi'iif     rhu te   (Mils     ï Ht    iftstrihutton 
.1   .iiiMimptMin NrtwMfi ih» t*>> i .pes   >t svMhetit rubber 

ovrrne- NiiMlwnr nibht-i ai*d ihr il«r«iiiwimriu ,ypes 
»til pmhuhlv nut eiiittoim i,, rh* proportion* shown 

ii i.ihir H to» the  linetew    iiuttrits   ft«teni »ethnological 
uh.tuces   have   improved   the    p   ispei Is   tin    " piai ma 
mluiHl  Mihhrr   by   syntketu    types       fhr  strreoisomets 
is imlybuladlenr   and   pnlyisoprene       and   this   i ould 

•fsnH   ii  i greatei demand lor ih»  lattei products *' thr 
>(>ensr   it ihr ,:iiii-i nipiilvm«! stvrene butadiene iSMi 

• 'ii.illv »n'ir I »«tin X men«an muntries tlreailv 
in..itinr »ymht-tit detergents as t substitute loi si ,ip 
• m i large * ate IBIS happen», in Mtevco ami Venemiela 
*he i sin h ->uhstitufion eKueeded W per vent and '»1) p»•< 
«•HI respectively in I9MI fhe fmnd in in 'he opposite 
turn lien m countries which have i-ady atxess iti supplies 
if Mis Muí hits on good terms und «hut a well-established 
man industry where there has he«n an increase in eternami1 

II fht se countries  il has been due enttfwly In the introduc 
II.m ni foreiff, ut pit« I and technology designed lo «»pumi 
mnsumption i h us m Argentina and Bra/ii the us* 

>l leteravnts >s siili m its nía m. y but it m -issuiited thaï 
«h >.iu||h the pinces» ni replacing soap hy synthetic 
•eli ritents huit been •»In* iti s*art. particularly m ira/,11 

'it demand lor dodecyl heti/ene is bound to frow 
Aitimi a few years al least until such time as the open 
.ham alkylatt"» produced from normitl paraftin« or fro.n 
'IM alpha-oiefinii are readily avml.iMe on th«>ne mHrkets 

Onte the detnarul for certain chemical end-produots 
shown in labte H was known and account had been 
iaken ot the projects which were being con»id.;red in I9W) 
for the manufacture of those product« in *ome countrie1» 
•i was possible to work out ihe demand for certain inter 
mediate products for the chemical industry which could 
ht manufactured Ir-im the baste petiochemital raw mate- 
rials Projections were therefore made of the demand 
lor benzene, phenol, cyclohe*ane, caprolactam. igo-propyl 
.ilcohol ami formol; these projection» may be more 
accurately described at potential demand in the dirferent 
countries if existing projects for the manufacture of the 
respective end-products are executed. 

With regard to the demand for nitrogenous fertilizers, 
the ubove-i.ientioned survey included an estimate of the 
probable consumption of these fertilizers for the years 
l%5 and 1970. Table 9 gives a projection of the demand 
for nitrogenous fertilizers for 1970, expressed in tons of 
nitrogen. Of the total demand of the region for these 
products in 1970, Brazil's share will be 31.5 per cent, 
followed by Mexico with 24.5 peT cent, Peru with 9.3 per 
cent, Colombia with 5.5 per cent, Argentina and Chile 
v/ith 3.9 per cent each, and Venezuela with 2.4 per cent. 
As regards the low figure projected for Argentina, it 
should be pointed out that there the consumption of 

«S«*'«*   \    fHoll- 

I.,M 

\ip"Hlm(l 

Hrx/il 

i hit» 

i    .Ic.mhlM 

ven»/ urlo 

i« 1* 
Mil« 

VtlMim   |«n|Stll ,*t 

It rtili/Ms is ,iill in Us mitin v IO SI ku pri hei lau I   hri ans*' 
cxtcHMv.   m. H iilturr is pmlised mil > «>l in is ot tum 
land   n>-   HHllaMr    fhtrr  is  uvei    inr   rifilare   ne?   head 
'if population    is i-ompari'd with th«   i vertat   it IK1 bet 
lares to-  the \*-ven munit Us ' 

Ì      I HI-    ff;H(M H«MH M     ISIHSIII     KM>*y 

I !lr pren.millions for the estabhshi'ienl of pelro 
chemica p.mis are determined by i inulti!mie of cloneiv 
interrelated factor which v.try widely not only from one 
country in another Kui often between difieren! area« 
of the same country Hit main tactots influent ina (ite 
siting of such plants include the supply and production 
cost of basic raw materials, the distances between the 
sources pioducing these materials Ihe location ot 'he 
chief tonsumplion areas, costs of transport for raw 
materials and products national demand, en pori oppor- 
tunities, competition of petiochemical products with 
products derived from other sources and, lastly, the exis- 
tence of financial resources in the event that manufacture 
of the product is economically and technologically 
feasible. 

Despite the availability of large amounts of natural 
gas and petroleum in a number of countries arid despite 
the interest of governments and entrepreneurs, there 
are still relatively few plants in operation or under con- 
struction in Latin America. One reason for this is that the 
national markets for most of the products are even 
smaller than the minimum economic capacities of the 
plants; another reason is the large investments required 
for the establishment of these industries which in some 
cases exceed the financial caoncity of national entrepre- 
neurs. In addition, the technical skills needed for the 
industrial processes are in short supply and, as a general 
rule, the latter are controlled by the international enter- 

1 ECLA : IM industria química en Amirtea Latina, op. cit. 
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prat« «MH haw iradttionaMy sttpsriwd ritt I a*H» American 
market 

ritaMir factors mHV he »«spoiwMbte fot the fati »ha» »orne 
petfocbemii al industries have n«>< been found to be highly 
profitable investments m lati« America i», they usually 
*r* m countries with .i high*» level of industrial develop 
»ent I He production osfs of «IFW of rtiose industries 
wtwch satisfy n,(donni onswnei markets -trr hiahet 'han 
(ht prices unVrrd m the international markel hv ihr large 
exportina companies 

fnis happen- to» mampfe m »he i»* of i titonhei 
.«fintiti American ammonia plants Apart from -tdmtnts 
native •tllKvwII>*-x m plant »peralto»» denving »rom the 
limited experience of ih«- entrepreneurs in such industrial 
activities these plants equire considerably hiptteir mvest- 
:nents pet unit .>» production than ihe targe expon 
elWerprises situated mttsKie t arm America <ml m some 
cases even in ihe region its*W 

Foi ammonia   mtiogenokM fertilisers and m»»irt petro 
L-h*mi< al   produits   the  scale  of   a   plant s   production 
is an extremely   important  element 
production * 

( tHMaqueMlv the economa viability of thr small«» 
*nwi«>nia-producing plants no* operating in some 
o«Wrtri#s ot the aiea Ami of future plants whose capacity 
is geared to national markets will be limited not t»nly 
because <>t hi^hci production costs hut also because 
of the need to compete with the cheaper ammonia 
produced by large enterprine* in countries do*« to the 
region. In ordei to i'tf'set this disadvantage, these plants 
should he granted special concestiionH by (j*>v«rnments 
in the form of exemptions or subsidies, or eine they should 
belong to State enterprises 

In the I »tin American petrochemical industry there 
n ala» a tendency to group a number of plants at a single 
«te, either because raw materials or power is available 
under favourable conditions or because an important 
consumption centre is situated nearby loth in petroleum 
refining and in the petrochemical industry, the desire to 
keep investment and production costs to a minimum 
has favoured the establishment of industrial complexes 
so integrated that the costs of the services and infrastruc- 
ture needed for a developing region are distributed among 
the inputs of a large number of plants and the correspon- 
ding products Simiiar''/,»the integration of the plants 
producing basic petrochemical raw materials with refining 
units or with units of plants that consume natural gas 
is designed to enable these raw materials to be manufac- 
tured at lower prices, thus contributing to the expansion 
of the petrochemical industry in Latin America. 

Table 10 lists the petrochemical plants now in operation 
or under construction in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, 
Mexico, Peiu and Venezuela. A number of other petro- 
chemical projects art under study or have been announced 

m «trMW coumrie», but no mmm iitfttrtMitMHi is ¿vail 
*Me tMMM*r*t*f 'he prop**« mmát 

The taMe also «hows that «any of the I tit« America« 
petrochemical plants at* « omentratsd in ertain -»reas 
>n the form of industrial comptes«» Thus ut Argentin« 
there is *u« h *n industrial > ornpfex o San I oren/. 
(Santa re» in ira/il a concentration of plants -dreadv 
exwtts <t < ubati« <H*o Pauloi *nd tnofhet is ht'na 
established at (ama» (Bio tie faneimi In Vt*neM*el>» 
there is the Moron . nmpfex m Menico ..impfe*", 
based >n natural gas are being built at Pu tantos md 
•eyno(w and others, htMwd on rehnerv hv products 
at Mtnatttlan and  Tamptco 

fahte HI provides » p»t tu >t the itualioti »f tm 
petrochemical industry in I atm A »nerica urdù atina ih« 
primipal r»asu pett.n hemnai r^* materials *hich ari 
already bring used m the region their .»rigiri 4nd tfu 
tthei manufactures tor which thev *re now used M 

*ill be  iis»-o in the future 

' As regards economies of scale, see La Industria química en 
America Latina, op. cit., chapter V and annex XVIII; Studies in 
Economies of industry: Cement ¡Nitrogenous Fertilizers based on 
Natural Gas, United Nations publication, Sales No.: 63.II.B.3; 
and Economías de escala en la industria química (ST/ECLA/Conf. 
11/L.17). 

in   UN economy   ot      fe   fe***   **M« is i*  MtWItNI   immiti HONAI   IONIHTWINS 

Since natural gas and petroleum derivatives are the 
original raw materials irf list entire petrochemical branch 
»f in«h*«trv the characWr »»f thw activity is different 

from that td the traditional chemical industry not only 
hacauae of the nature of its products and the technologies 
used but alito because of the geographical location 
of the plants and the »«»«lomii and institutional con- 
dition« which influence its development 

The petrochemical mdwrtrv based on natural gas uses 
a natural raw material whose composition varies with 
the geological features of each productive deposit 
only on very rare occasion« can th f ,.w material be used 
for industrial purposes •» the stale in which it is obtained 
from the deposits In most cases, special treatment is 
necessary, as a rule, this is economically justiHahk when 
considerable amounts of gas are used by some large 
consumption centre as an industrial or household fuel 
Since natural gas tan be economically transported by 
pipeline over reasonable distances, the petrochemical 
industries using it should be situated near the deposits 
themselves or along the pipelines. 

Because of these two circumstances which make the 
petrochemical industries based on natural gas dependent 
on the operations of the petroleum enterprises that work 
the gas deposits, it is extremely important to know the 
institutional system in force in the petroleum industry 
of each country and the facilities which this system can 
make available for the development of the petrochemical 
industry. 

In those countries where petroleum activities are based 
on the system of long-term concessions granted to private 
enterprises (Peru, Venezuela and Colombia), the possibi- 
lities of using natural gas as a raw material for the 
petrochemical industry depend on the concessionaires' 
own policy as regards the expansion of their activities 
and the flow of new investment into the country. Since 
these concessionaires are usually enterprises whose 
operations are international in scope and which have at 
their disposal, in their countries of origin or at other 
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more convenient sites, a number of petrochemical plants 
established inclusively for export purposes, their intere«', 
in the development ¡4 the petrochemical industry in 
Latin Amerita has • )t, up to the present, gone further 
than the explóralo y stage, chiefly because national 
markets are small and there s little opportunity for intra- 
regional trade 

Petrochemical processes are the result of recent 
technological advances which, in most cases, require 
a high level of technical skill and reasonable financial 
resources. I hese two important requisites are readily 
available to the laige enterprises which hold concessions 
to work the ma;n petroleum deposits of the region, but 
not to those countries which do not use the concession 
system and whose petroleum industry is a State respon- 
sibility. In addition such countries require ample resources 
fr>r developing their petroleum activities, and it should 
be pointed out that onlv a very small part of their 
resources is channelled into the petrochemical industry. 

Furthermore, it is difficult to achieve satisfactory 
results in the foreign credit negotiations undertaken by 
national institutions to promote investment in the petro- 
chemical industry unless these negotiations are supported 
by preliminary agreements on licensing, the use of 
patents, and the provision of the technical assistance 
required by these industries. Negotiation of such agree- 
ments with regard to the more modern processes that 
will lead to a possible cut in production costs is very 
often extremely difficult owing to the conflict of commer- 
cial interests between the grantor and the concession- 
naire. 

As regards the utilization of petroleum refineries as 
a source of basic raw materials, a further consideration 
is the fact that the situation in each country is probably 
closely related to the system of ownership of its refineries, 
i.e., whether their operation is in the hands of the State 

or of national private enterprises. In Mexico, Brazil. 
Cuba. Uruguay. Chile and Bolivia, all the refineries arc 
owned by State enterprises or national private concerns 
In Argentina, a little more than two thirds of installed 
capacity belongs to the State or national enterprises, and, 
in Colombia, about 50 per cent of oil refining is under 
Sute control (see table 11 ). 

As has been said, a factor of great economic signifi- 
cance is the integration of petrochemical raw material 
production either with refinery units or with actual 
petrochemical plants. In the former case, the position 
of the refinery in supplying the fractions required is very 
important, and the control of intermediate operations 
lies to a large extent in the hands of the enterprises 
whicìi onerate Ine major lefineries in each country. 
The nature and quantities of petroleum derivatives which 
a refinery is capable of supplying to the petrochemical 
industry depend principally on the operations carried 
out by this refinery and its processing capacity, i.e., 
they are dependent exclusively on technical and economic 
factors relating to the refining operation itself. Thus, 
the petrochemical plant may be compelled to determine 
the nature and volume of its products in the light not 
only of market possibilities but also of the capacity of its 
suppliers. 

The Latin American refineries capable of supplying 
raw materials are generi» iv widely scattered throughout 
each country. There are no concentrations of large- 
capacity refineries to lessen the dependence of the petro- 
chemical plant on the operations of a single refinery. 
This operational dependence is even more marked in the 
case of the petrochemical and petroleum industries, 
owing to the long-term contract signed between the chemi- 
cal and petroleum enterprises for the supply of the quan- 
tity and quality of raw' materials required by the former 
for its operations. On the other hand, by reason of this 

TABLE II. LATIN AMERICA: OWNERSHIP OF OIL REFINERIES, 1963 

Venezuela . 
Mexico. . . 
Argentina. . 
Brazil . . . 
Colombia . . 
Cub«. . . 
Peru . . . . 
Uruguay . . 
Chile. . . . 
Ecuador . . 
El Salvador . 
Bolivia. . . 
Nkaragua . 
Guatemala . 

National enterprise • United Stales enterprise European enterprise 

Thousands Thousands Thousands Total 
of barrel* Percemngi of barrels Percentage of barrels Percentage 
ver toy per day per day 

2.3 0.2 748 6 70.0 319.6 29.8 1,070.5 
419.0 100 — — — — 419.0 
233.7 62.7 75.0 20.1 64.0 17.2 372.7 
298.9 100 — — — — 298.9 
46.0 48.8 48.3 51.2 — — 94.3 
86.9 100 — — — — 86.9 
0.8 1.4 55.5 98.6 — — 56.3 

51.0 100 — — — — 51.0 
47.6 100 — — — — 47.6 

— — 4.2 27.1 11.3 72.9 15.5 
— — 13.9 100 — — 13.9 

11.5 100 — — — — 11.5 
— — 5.6 100 — — 5.6 
— — 3.8 too — — 3.8 

TOTAL     1,197.7 47.0 954.9 37.5 394.9 15.5       2J47J 

Sonnet: Oil imi gas Journal. 
• Private and public «tmrpritM. 
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agreement, the petroleum enterprise is often obliged 
to make additions or alterations in the plan of operation- 
of the rerinerv for the sole purpose of supplying the 
raw material laid down in the lontrati 

I his situation of the petrochemical industry with res- 
pect to refining has contributed towards the penetration 
. if the petrochemical industry by the petroleum enterprises 
in the more industrially developed countries, and the 
same tendency has been noted in the I atin American 
countries The price ¡»-rangement whereby the refinery 
undertakes to supply the petrochemical plant with a given 
fraction of the petroleum produced is nearly always a 
negotiation on which the interests of the two parties 
cannot be completely reconciled. 

for this reason, in those latin-American countries 
where petroleum operations are mainly carried out by 
State enterprises, the government is extremely interested 
in making use of the possibilities of developing the petro- 
chemical industry on the basis of the products of their 
refineries. This same concern naturally exists also in 
Venezuela and Colombia, whose State enterprises are 
now engaged in preparing plans for the expansion of 
their activities and for launching into new branches of the 
petrochemical industry. 

At the present time, the Latin American market for 
petrochemical products is supplied to a great extent by the 
products of the large established concerns of the chemical 
industry. These products may tome from various sources, 
namely, plants outside the region, plants set up in 
countries of the region by firms affiliated to or associated 
with these large concerns, with some financial participa- 
tion; and even national enterprises licensed by the latter. 
This explains the permanent interest of international 
enterprises in the development of the petrochemical 
industries in the region, which would affect their expoTU 
to Latin America. In addition, the national enterprises, 
generally speaking, are at the stage of vertical integration 
of their production, and are trying to enter the petro- 
chemical sector by replacing imports by products iV 
local manufacture. 

These two powerful and sometimes conflicting interests, 
together with the plans of State enterprises to participate 
in the stage subsequent to the simple production of basic 
petrochemical raw materials, have led the Latin American 
governments to take a very direct interest in promoting 
the development of the petrochemical industry in their 
countries. Thus, in Argentina and Mexico, the legislative 
bases have been laid for promoting the development of 
their petrochemical industries. 

The need for governmental decisions and guidance 
in the development of the petrochemical industry in 
each country is justified by the fact that it is an activity 
which usually requires large investments beyond the 
financial means of the national enterprises and because, 
nearly always, plants are installed which have capacities 
that exceed national requirements and which therefore 
monopolize the markets which they supply. 

In the case of Mexico, the existing legislation on this 
matter lays down that it is the prerogative of the nation, 
"through Petróleos Mexicanos or through organs or 
undertakings subsidiary to this institution or associated 

with it established hv the Stale in which pi ivate nidn¡ 
JUHU mav not participate hn.iiHiatlv m am tomi io 
manufacture tho* products which i.tn sene IS h.isu 
industrial raw m.iuri.iK «huh result liom iru |vrtro 
chemical processes based on »he first imporrmi . ¡ic'imai 
transformation of retinerv produits or hv-products 
or natural hydrocarbons of petroleum or art- ot tunda 
menial econoniu and social interest to the Stali 

( he processing of products derived from pctroihcmiiai 
processes subsequent to those mentioned iho\e "consti- 
tutes the field in whuh operations m.iv H. virtud out 
¡iiditl'erentlv. without csilusiv nv. hv Ihr State oi hv 
pro ate enterprise alone or in assonatimi willi the Siale, 
through Petróleos Mexicanos or organs 01 enteipuses 
subsidiary to that institution assonateli mlh H ostah 
lished by the State" 

Permits are granted lo privale Investors l'or the proies 
sing of products of the nil rot he ni nal industiv hv express 
decision of the federal Government and are snh|eit to 
the legal provisions applying to foreign investments 
I he holders of permits are obliged to maintain perma- 
nently a minimum of M) nei cent of the i.ipital in the 
possession of national investors, and. in addition, lo sell 
their products wholesale at prices that do not exceed 
15 per cent of current pi ices in the domestic United 
States market, provided and to the extent that the raw 
materials can be acquired in Mexico at puces similar 
to those mentioned. Apart from such permits, no exemp- 
tion or fiscal incentive is granted to private investors 
wishing to establish petrochemical pk.nts in Mexico 

In Argentina, ¡i different principle is followed. Under 
a decree, basic petrochemical plants are defined as those 
which begin the productive cycle with petroleum or 
natural gas, their fractions or distillates, and produce 
mainly saturated olefin, diolefin, acetylemc, naphtlienicor 
aromatic hydrocarbons »nd/or sulphur and/or hydrogen. 

Petrochemical plants manufacturing one or more of the 
following products: synthetic rubbers, carbon black, 
fertilizers, pesticides, weed-killers, phenol resins anil 
plastics, polyethylene, vinyl polychioride, polypropylene 
sind polystyrene can also avail themselves of the benefits 
of this decree provided that they are combined in a single 
enterprise or economic complex with the basic plants. 

The system in force in Argentina offers the following 
advantages among others: doubling of income tax and 
excess profits tax deductions and accelerated amortization 
of investments for tax purposes; exemption from stamp 
tax on contracts with State enterprises relating to raw 
matériau,; deferment of the tax levied in lieu of the assess- 
ment on the gratuitous transfer of property; exemption 
from customs duties and exchange charges on imports 
of machinery and equipment; and priority in the supply 
of raw materials by State organs. 

In Colombia, the legislation on industrial development 
includes the petrochemical industries among basic indus- 
trial activities which are exempt from the payment of 
income tax, but State participation in these activities 
has not been defined. 

In Venezuela, 1956 saw the founding of the Venezuelan 
Petrochemical Institute, under the control of the Ministry 
of Mines and Hydrocarbons, the object of which is 
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A. 

i\Tm*>i (Totti si vv4«y 

In this rhapN'i there is iñ nvesiiflHtio« >t the »jenet il 
in,nui.il milieu m which petrochemHal eslaMishmetttv 
n different parts »t H* world operale In partu tilat 
thru s an examination >»• the capital strutture «ml 
ntemalioiiMl investment polities <>f ihr world malt" 
prirnk'um and chemical inm««* 

( ipital w|«iftMMK m th* petrochemical .ndustrv 
ii. datively high the industry Seing ainerihhle it« ihr 
•<.momies ut large scale operation In fuit this mduslrv 

in the average more capital-intensive than «otti 
•thei capital-intensive tndustries Ihm phenonwiion 

-.hi Miltl immistakaMy he hörne in mmd m the tornwlafion 
•I inv neirochemical propt-l In general capital funds 
n«   .«lUxated tu research and det'eîopment   h*«d capital 
.itni nul equipment I and working capital Ih* industry 

iu\ i msiderahlc potential for '«Hsrnal-geneiafion i.f 
.v.>rkm|i capital as the market for the (inai produits i«. 
«.temkd 

I hr ma|or producers of petrochemical products are 
••il 'i .nemicai companies Ih* oil companies are consi- 
iircil more conservative ut their investment policies than 
ihr ( nemicai companies Fht oil companies tend to 
• t-lv more on internal sources of funds than the chema«! 
n>'n part íes 

In developing countries, pan of the capital funds will 
necessarily have to come from the general public, govern- 
mrni »r institutions. In Japan, for example, the capital 
structure of the petrochemical industry is as follows 

l^ al i°lmt 
3emrir carnUat 

Own capital 
tapan Development Bank 
Co-operative financing . 
life insurance  
Foreign investment 

30 
6 

63 
r 

6 

In ten years, the capital investment in Japan's petro- 
chemical industry grew to ten times the initial outlay 
with vigorous government encouragement. 

Various agencies — national or international — are 
interested in serving as sources of funds in the form of 
loans or outright grants for development projects, 
either on short- or long-term basis. Notable among 
these are the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (IBRD), International Finance Corporation 
(I FC), Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), United 

'stations SfH" lai fui«' foieipn \ni imt u aion.il 
téevelopmeitt hanks Ihr IMtO provides lo.ms it in in 

^ vea» mammy m loieipn ou hanur ii < it« s .munit! 
from 4 net enl to h 's p^i fm h ,1s,. helps * uh hmtiHK 
private civesiots h. invest .n .te* i-lnpiìicnt {«.»itti- iti 
ite .elopina countries I he If* is .incestiti in MXSIIIMIII 

m specihi pio)ei is nut s pennute«) unlike 'he t WÄI > 
to invest it equi!» wipilal ni ISSO» .-IKHI *lh ¡invite 
investor» the ll>Ä hies lo tai ilitaic mil ,u|>r>leim"tii 
the No* it pnvale capila! into development piion'i is 
in I ami  Vnieiii a 

International ami national htiam ial nislitutioiis .(ten 
complain aaainst the shoriape • >! i -redit worthy pm(ecis 
But it is important to observe that i innsro.ilnr i leiln 
policy is apt to create «n illusion >l sut H shoiuges 
It is therefore necessary to ascertain whethci ihe .-redit 
policy ot the financial institutions is too tonstrviiiw 
for industrial development in developing lountnes m 
whether there is in fact a genuine shortage ot iiedil 
worthy protects oi may he some combination ot in«- two 
shortcomings ^t times the low credit worthiness ot 
protects is hlamed on the ineffkiem v of pro|rit lormula 
tion 

ihe international agencies would rather cnumi iae 
devehipinf countries to appeal to the ma|oi international 
petrochemical companies to help them not only with 
transmission of know-how hut also *ith provision ot 
funds. The credit worthiness of these major companies 
happens to meet the requirements of the international 
financial institutions. Perhaps a new method of financing 
might be helpful in the development of the production 
of such petrochemical products as ammonia and fertili- 
zers in countries where there are considerante petroleum 
resources. 

The United Nations Special Fund, as a source of funds 
for technical aid to developing countries, provides 
financial aid for the preparation of pre-investment 
surveys, construction of training facilities and foundation 
of research institutes. Funds or real resources can also 
be transferred bilaterally, either as loans or grants or 
both, from one country to another as what is now com- 
monly known as "foreign aid". The major givers of this 
type of aid include the United States (through the Agency 
for International Development and Export-Import Bank), 
the United Kingdom (through the Commonwealth Deve- 
lopment and Finance Corporations), the USSR, France 
and Japan. The USSR gives aid to developing countries 
in the form of long-term credits or technical assistance. 
Japan aims her aid-giving at the promotion of her inter- 
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national tr*de. Although most of these agencies have not 
made any specific commitment* to the promotion of 
petrochemical projects ¡a developing countries, their 
financial commitments in other arms might turn out to 
be of help in the development of petrochemical industries 
in the countries which desire them. For example, the 
willingness both of the United States Agency for Inter- 
national Development and the United Nations Special 
Fund to help with meeting the coat of pre-investmmt 
surveys may be useful for petrochemical projects. 

As a means of minimizing the problem of heavy capital 
requirements   in  the  petrochemical   industry,   "joint- 

venturing " might he considered. Joint 
characterised by some form of international partkipntion 
in the ownership of the capital of an enterprise. As of 
1*59, 31 per cent of all foreign investments in neve loped 
countries were joint ventures while M developing countries 
they comprised 17 per cent. There it an expectation that 
the rate of joint-venturing in developing countries will 
increase steadily. Developing countries are in general 
favourably disposed to joint-ventures for the purposes 
of facilitating a rapid transmission of technical and orga- 
nizational know-how and forestalkftg foreign economic 
domination. 

m 



1. FINANCING OF PETROCHEMICAL VENTURES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Prepared by the VtUtmd ISatiomi Centre f»r Invetrimi Development 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Capitai rtamrements 

The petrochemical industry is typically subject to 
large economics of scale. The capital cost of a simple 
synthetic ammonia plant, for example, may be nearly 
$2.9 million for a unit with 10,000 tons/year of capacity 
and only 16.7 million for one Uve times that si«.1 Chiefly 
as a result of this, the production cost per ton will be 
about $67 for the larger plant, compared with $107 for 
the smaller one. In both the chemical and the oil indus- 
tries, the main producers of petrochemicals, economies 
of large-scale production play an extremely important 
role in the ability of a firm to enter the market and to 
operate successfully It is therefore clear that the linancia! 
requirements of most petrochemical activities, both in 
terms of the initial capital outlay and of the necessary 
amount of working capital are very high indeed. 

Apart from the immediate implanting costs, petro- 
chemical projects usually require long and costly research 
programmes for the development of products, processes 
and raw material sources. A high ratio of sales to invest- 
ment is therefore necessary in order to recover promptly 
research and development outlays. The petrochemical 
industry is thus highly capital-intensive. Some data on 
petrochemical investment in the United States may illus- 
trate this point: although the average investment went 
down somewhat from 1932 to 1937, it was still almost 
$12 million per plant in 1937.* It has also been estimated 
that while the capital cost per barrel per day was» about 
$12.300 in petrochemical plants, it was lev» than $4.300 
in petroleum refineries. Further indication lies in the 
comparison of different industries as to a very significant 
financial ratio, the ratio between the value of net rued 
assets and total tangible net worth. The median ratios 
for the period 1930-34 were: 33.9 in industrial chemicals, 
and 14.3 in petroleum and petroleum products, versus 
ratios of 33.9 for two other capital-intensive industries, 
industrial machinery and structural steel, and 6.1 for 
a relatively labour-intensive industry (coats and suits 

1 l>. Leerme«, "DM fttroctwmical Industry ". Avon**' of 
tar Vmmtä Nmtmm karrregmmmi Stmmmr am Tttmtjm* of fttrtxum 
»^yvmßmem, lapw TOfm, l*n¿. 

1 RtaoMson Cook, c**4 by: Rocen 1 Bauman and Alvsn 
H. Tenaey, "Economici of Ntrorftemkata " in: Aémmi to ftiro- 
1MM Cmménry mtà Htjetim, John J McKetia, ed .: liMtmwnct 
PuMtten Inc.. New York, l%0 

' R. O La« and M. Hewunw,   An AaaJyú» of the Economics 
<* ta» rVrodavtaosI Muatry '   aW*a» of Èmtmm 
Lnmenuy of Oktokons. 1*54 

for women).4 Moreover, there is no indication that the 
degree of capital intensity in the petrochemical industry 
is decreasing; instead. Law and Piemonte point out that 
petrochemical output per dollar invested his been 
decreasing steadily in recent times, indicating, ol course, 
an increasing marginal capital-outpu: ratio.'1 

We have thus seen that the financial roi|uMcoionts lor 
construction of new petrochemical facilities are likelv 
to be very high. Kith in an absolute sense and m compa- 
rison with other capital-intensive industries As loi the 
second half of our question, namely, the level of tin.iiKi.il 
operating requirements, the answer is ncccsvtily less 
definite, owing to the difficulty of obtaining separate 
financial data for petrochemical activities I In- lattei 
are carried out within petrochemical divisions of oil. 
chemical or other companies, and then results arc seldom 
isolated from the consolidated report oí the p.ianl 
company. However, a good indirect indication mav be 
obtained from the companson between the chemical 
and oil industries and other industries, as to vai ions 
relevant financial ratios. I able I shows the median ratios 
for the period 1950-54. 

Both chemicals and petroleum hau excellent indices ol 
profitability compared with the other industries included 
Relative total indebtness is higher in the labour-intensive 
industries; also, although the difference is not verv 
large, it is higher in steol and machin.TV than in oil and 
chemicals. I he difference in total indebtedness between 
the labour-intensive and the capital-intensive industries 
is mostly due to the different degrees of industrial concen- 
tration; the larger units that are typical of the capital- 
intensive industries considered have usually less need 
to seek outside sources of financing. Mso. and mou 
important, the relationship is reversed it only long-term 
debt is considered: the oil inuustry has the largest long- 
term debt working capital ratio, and the construction 
industry the smallest But the most interesting item is 
for our purpose), the last one. i.e . the ratio between total 
net sales and net working capital 

If we discount the relatrrly low ratio loi "coats and 
suits for women" as due mostly to a i har.ictenslic 
"inflating" of current assets deriving from the marketing 
necessity to keep large invento'ies at all tunes.* wr van 

1 Roy A I null*. Ihrrrtifkuihi'i m Munirli lom.i l>m> 4iid 
aVtthlreet Im.    I'*V, 

4 OB  cil 
* On the irthef hand, ime vhmikl jl*> 14k* into «cc.-ura the l«t 

lh*l tha Building and í «xwirucinwi iivduMry hju rx< inven««*«« 
in (tw i-radi! HIM* irt ih« latin, so thai the «•!•% »»dung i*p<i*l 
ratio it typttaily high 
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Tssit 1. FIVE MCMAN «Ario« 1950-54 rot MX UNI* or MWNMI ACTIVITY IN* tut UNITSD STATU 

(Five-ytmr a/ttfgt) 

hOmirfl i<f»ts à win •v- Imämiriat Stmftmrai Fetrohmn 

'•»"'"•*' .'"""""" NMrMftW ."**" ""*"" 

Current ratio  2 5* 2.59 1 »1 2.79 2.92 214 
Net profits M percentage 

of nel sales  6.11 1.22 1.79 4.54 4.05 1.13 
Net profit* «« percentage 

<>f net wor'h ... 11.25 6.04 11.33 11.09 1.7.99 12.46 
Totiil debt M percentage 

of net worth 59 70 104 10' 101.20 69.00 68.30 47.90 
1 ori-ttrm debt as per- 

ceniate   of   working 
capital  44.90 45.40 r 2620 27.«l 27(10 M. 70 

Net salee: 
working capital . 4.24 5.67 9.M 1.67 4.4.1 5.72 

' tram il» similar table m Foulkc, op. cit. flic ratios can he considered normal , since they 
represent the averaae (Ave years) media» ratio For a very bra» number of Arms in each industry It should 
also he pointed out that the fact that the Alums are over ten years old pit,cms mi difficulty, since such 
ranos have a tendency to keep lat'ly constant through limited periods of lime 

• Sell on short .erme. 
I»34 only. 

see that the capital-intensive industries have the largest 
working capital requirements relative to the volume of 
sales (and, of course, even larger requirements in the 
absolute, since the sales volume is greater in these indus- 
tries), although no citar difference is noticeable between 
machinery and steel, on the OIK hand, and chemicals 
and nil. on the other. Inverting the ratio, the percentage 
of working capital on sales is 27.24 per cent for machinery, 
21.5K for chemicals. 22.57 for steel, 17.47 for petroleum 
and 10.02 for building and construction. 

I hus (he conclusions to be drawn from the ratios shown 
ire the following : the chemical and the oil industries in the 
I'niU-d States are comparatively very profitable; they are 
financially very powerful and take only limited advantage 
of credit availability; long-term indebtedness makes up a 
predominant portion of total debt, indicating that outside 
financing is used only when necessary for long-term 
plans (typically, capital expenditures of a basic nature); 
and. finally, that working capital requirements, although 
not significantly greater than those for other capital- 
intensive industries, are at a high absolute level, and are 
higher than those for labour-intensive industries. 

We have succinctly shown that petrochemical activities 
iiil.ul very high financial requirements, both in the 
construction of producine facilities and in their operation. 
I his paper is intended to provide a summary view of the 
sources and accounts of funds generally available for 
petrochemical investment and to outline and discuss 
the main forms of ownership of petrochemical ventures 
m developing countries. Also, some cases thai may 
illustrate the major financial and economic characteristics 
of investment in th;s field are presented.7 

I mie information is available on the role of public imtitun< n* 
>n petrochemical investment The usureeled résida* », however, 
referred to appentis». I for a brief review of the) avatlaMity and direc- 
tion of OUWK funsi* in indtMnaJ investment in general and of the 
prevalimi polten» of I'lternational financial inetiimton» 

II. FINANCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
OIL  AND  CHEMICAL  INDUSTRIE» 

In this section, the operations of the international 
oil and chemical industries are analysed from a financial 
stand-point. Appendix II includes a study of prevailing 
methods of investment financing, and a comparison of 
selected financial items, especially with regard to the 
financial stability and practices of each firm examined 
and to the magnitude of the resources devoted to invest« 
ment abroad and to petrochemicals.' Findings concerning 
the single items will be discussed later. Let us here com- 
ment briefly on recent investment patterns in the two 
industries. 

The oil side of petrochemicals is, as a rule, more 
cautious in its spending plans than the chemical skie. 
For example, petroleum companies in the United States 
have allotted 90 per cent of their 1963-6* plant and 
equipment spending plans to replacement and moderniza- 
tion, while chemical companies have earmarked more 
than 30 per cent of total capital spending for additional 
capacity.* The gross yearly capital expenditures of the 
world petroleum industry »excluding exploration expenses) 
have averaged $!0,800 million annually between 1959 
and I9f>2; $1,790 million of which (16.57 percent) has 
been allotted to investment in refineries and chemical 
plants." The following table, from several Chase Man- 

" Those firms have heen selected for study »hich have • major 
slake in petrochemicals Although the list must he co nei «Waal ai 
pura«« indwalive, it should he) potnled out that the rums esamtnad 
•save produced ia recent vean »eil over 70 *, of total »vorW prndts- 
ii.m of petrochemicals Thoac financial items Have bee* astraetesi 
from the company reports whách bore the ajaatael relevas lo 
the twofoM purpose of the present taction, namely, the Interim 
méthode of the Arms and the re-source» daatined to petrodasmtcaJ 
investment 

' (ktmtcal Httk. \pril 27. 1961. p  22 
" Catee Manhattan lank, t aptfl Intmmmmi by «W Wee-as' 

ftirottum Imèutrv, I960, same, I96t, same, 19*2. 
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hnttan lank studies, shows the geographic distribution 
of cumulative net investment in fixed assets as of 
December 1962. 

Spending on refineries and chemical plants out of 
total spending has increased in recent years for the 
world oil industry. For the United States industry, 
earnings from foreign ope>ations decreased from a peak 
of about 42 per cent of total earnings in 1951 to 37.2 per 
cent in 19*2.n It should be mentioned, however, that 
the proportion was as low as 32 per cent in 19*0: thus, 
a possible explanation of the It58-rt2 decline could be the 
imperfect recovery from the l959-«0 recession in the 
United States. At any rate, the Chase Manhattan report 
attributes most of the S per cent increase in earnings 
from IMI to I9é2 to profitable petrochemical ventures 
abroad. A further stimulus for the United States oil 
industry to increase its petrochemical investments could 
be given by the slow but constant erosion of petroleum 
prices in recent years. 

Although the United States petroleum industry has 
recently experienced a decline in ics working capital, 
mainly due to a rise in dividend payments and in capital 
expenditure», so that the ca<n inflow in 1962 fell short 
of meeting cash requirements, the industry has typically 
had very little recourse to outside sources of financing. 
At the end of 1962 the ratio of debt to total capital 
employed for the 33 companies examined in the Chase 
Manhattan report was 13 per cent, the lowest since l«WtV 

Also noticeable is a trend towards replacing private 
debt with public debt; the latter constituted 35 per cent 
of total borrowed capital in 1953 and over 57 per cent 
in 1962. This financial "autarchy" is enjoyed also by 
oil companies other than the American ones, although, 
to be sure, outside sources of funds are used less sparingly 
by non-United States firms. Table 3 shows the distribution 
of borrowing by the United States oil industry by sources 
of funds. 

From 1953 lo 1962 the worW oil industry experienced 
some decline of the rate of return on invested capital; 
the return on foreign investment also frll, but it still 
i* significantly higher than the return on domestic 
investment. 

Tsm 2. Nrr invnrmsi IN r-xrn «wis or IMI W.WI I> 
PI i*otHM iNEH»miv, Ormi»i« 1%: •> 

i Milium ¡hilars i 

Krhmrn,. 
Itihttrrtt v 

1  ",!' ,tmt . hemt, tW 
f|.'.«.,,H 
W.ffii, ":.r;„;r 

Untied Slate« 12.1 s0 S.I71 Ih 1 
Canada 4.(2' 440 III» 
Venezuela 

:.H." WS '• ION ! 

Other Western Hemisphere l,i»?S I,HI s 2MI 
Europe 7.71« «.son 41 1 
Africa 2.42* ii> *> 2 
Far and Middle Fast ' 72' I HI' '1 '> 
Unallocated f».l71 

THAI      n< 2U> 12.120 l'I K 

• ( hiise Manhniittn  Hank, ,,P   t,i 
1   Retinenes only   mi expenditure »n ihenik il nlmils 

Overseas investment by the chemical industry h.is 
decreased in recent years, but the industry is Mill mir 

of .he leaders in launching foreign ventures. Also in the 
chemical industry, albeit to a lesser extent ih.in in the 
oil industry, the emphasis of capital spend.ng plans his 
recently shifted somewhat l<> modernization of filants 
and improvement of processes rather than new construc- 
tion. As in the oil industry. United Sutes firms h.ue an 

incontestable supremacy as to financial resources and 
market penetration potential, while f uropc.in chemical 
firms tend to participate in foreign venturi-, m.iiiiK on the 
commercial and technical level 

Another distinction to he made between chemical 
companies in the United Slates ami in the rest .,( the 
world is that, as a rule, the American companies have 

a greater degree of tinanci.il sclf-siifnciuKv "( ash flow. 
it seems, will continue to provide m. st of the capital 
funds   needed   by   chemical companies""   Moreover 

"Cha* ^"hM«a" »•">. fímmrU Mtiii of 3.1 r*rlr,Unm 

according to the financing plans of I mtcd States chemical 
firms, foreign investment will be Imanccd less arul less 
from  external  overseas   sources,   from   l%*   to   I IM, 

" Chrmécel H,tk, April n. I<#M, p  2' 

T*au. Í. Sou*«« or en TSKM niter« nm H L'*rm> Sum «n <..MUNIM. l'*2- 

Frrfrrtré rt,»t* •'mttimr* tt*4*4 
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financing from the parent company is planned to increase 
slightly and self-financing from retained overseas earnings 
to increase constantly." By the end of 1965 it is planned 
that SO per cent of financing will be out of income with 
the rest equally divided between advances from the parent 
company and recourse to external overseas sources. 
Concerning the geographical distribution of United 
Slates chemical investment overseas, one notes a greater 
dispersion than exists in foreign investment of United 
Stah'.s oil companies: 14 per cent of total foreign ventures 
in 1%.1 were in Britain, 10 per cent in Canada, 22 per 
cent in Western Europe and 54 per cent in the rest of the 
world.14 Since the " rest of the world " comprise» mainly 
developing countries, it can be said that United States 
chemical companies invest more in developing countries 
than their petroleum counterparts, at 'east in relative 
terms. 

A common feature of both industries is the marked 
preference for complete ownership or at least majority 
control of foreign ventures and a trend towards direct 
participation in foreign markets, despite a slight rise in 
the number of licenses granted abroad. A distinction has 
to be made between the penerai policy of United States 
firms and that of European or Japanese firms; the latter 
seem, as a rule, to attach less weight to the requirement 
of majority control of the venture in which they partici- 
pate, and a greater proportion of their operations abroad 
is given by licensing agreements, technical assistance and 
construction. 

Although this latter subject is treated in detail elsewhere 
in the Conference material, it is worthwhile here to make 
a few comments. 

The only safe generalization that can be made with 
u-gard to licensing practices is thai they are typically 
"two-party" deals the scheme of the agreement varies 
not only from industry to industry and from country 
to country, but also from individual case to individual 
case. Payment, modalities, limitations of licensing 
ag'cements depend on the importance of the patent in 
question, on the production and marketing programme, 
on the prevailing business ami financial practice» of the 
industry and or of the country and, above all, on the 
penerai corporate policy and bargaining power of 'he 
companies concerned Usually, licensing agreements 
are non-excluye, i.e.. similar contracts may be granted 
elsewhere by either party, but except>.>n» to this "rule" 
.ire frequent. It can also be said that some firms generally 
•.neciah/e in licensii'g and arc mor 'ikely to grant further 
patent rights owing to the evolution of a standard form 
of agreement the firm can depend on. 

/ \tmpligrtitia, we mention below a licensing agreement 
case, which although it does not reflect any typical 
pattern doss show the complexity characteristic of such 
.irraniivments in the petrochemical industry. 

At the end of l**M National Dislillers and Chemical 
licensed   luyo  Socia   Manufacturers   ltd.   of Japan to 

" Hin ireful  has  recently  httfi rttnforctd fcy tte voluntary 
restraints p»lk>  advocated *y Ih» (JIMSMI Stairs (««vernment l>< 
impriHr at Halanc» i»f Payment* po«!*»" 

" ( krimral M rei. tlvcemhrr 2«. 1<*V p 21 

use the former's high-pressure polyethylene process. 
The agreement, essentially technical, is exlusive in charac- 
ter and is scheduled to last for a period of ten years. 
The mode of payment is as follows: National Distillers 
receives a fixed licensing fee of $600,000 plus an engineer- 
ing fee of $250,000; in addition, the company enjoys 
a continuing royalty of 2.2S per cent of sales on the first 
15,000 tons sold. 2 per cent on the next 10,000, 1.75 per 
cent on the next 25,000 and 1.5 per cent on any amount 
sold over 50,000 tons. Finally. Toyo Soda contributes 
$250.000 annually, for the first five years, to National 
Distillers' research fund. Since the contract applies to 
a 40,000 tons/year plant, the three components of total 
payment, fixed fees (licensing plus engineering), percen- 
tage royalty on sales, and research fund contribution 
have, in this case, about the same financial weight in the 
compensation of the licensing company. It is clear at any 
rate that, due to the fundamental importance attached 
to the availability of a given technology, licensing agree- 
ments iii the petrochemical industry entail a sizeable 
financial burden on the licensee. 

The interested reader is referred to appendix II for 
a comparative summary of the position of the firms 
considered, according to various financial indicators. 
The appendix also contains a brief evaluation of the 
significance of such indicatoi s and of the methodology 
followed. 

Table 4 has been derived from the data in appendix II. 
It presents the ranking of the comp.'nies according to the 
items selected ; the companies have been ranked in direct 
relation to all items except " long-term debt " aiJ " long- 
term debt rate ", under the assumption that a larger size, 
a higher profitability, a greater liquidity, a higher invest- 
ment rate, depreciation rate and retained earnings rate, 
and a lower long-term indebtedness make for a stronger 
corporate structure, both from the financial and the 
economic stand-points. This assertion, of course, must be 
viewed in the context of the purpose of this study which 
is not to comment on the effectiveness of one or another 
type of corporate policies but simply to ascertain the 
financial position of each firm in view of its capability 
to participate in petrochemical operations abroad. 

Some general findings of interest are: 

(1) The oil companies are generally more liquid than 
the United Stales chemical companies; the difference, 
although significant, is not large. Both groups have a far 
greater liquidity than the Furope:m chemical companies 
considered ; 

(2) There seem to be little relation, if any. between 
v/e and profitability in either the United States chemical 
or oil companies; the explanation that comes most 
readily to mind is that the companies chosen arc so large 
that all scale economies have been already exploited. 

(3) Oil companies invest about the same percentage 
of their total revenue as do United Stales chemical 
companies and their rate of depreciation is also at a 
similar level. Both groups invest much less than does 
the European chemical group; 

(4) Although the available data are scarce, there is 
enough evidence to state that the chemical companies' 
stake in petrochemicals, both from the sales and from 

»J* 
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tht inmtment point« of view is much higher than ihc 
oil computet'; also, United Sutei chemical companies 
are, at a rute, more interested in petrochemicals than 
European chemical companies, with the possible excep- 
tion of Montecatini and BASF; 

(5) Oil companies retain a higher proportion of their 
earnings than United States chemical companies. If one 
does not consider Jersey Standard, whose low retained 
earnings rate weighs heavily in the average, the percentage 
of retained earnings on net income in the oil group i, 
almost double the corresponding percentage in Unit«! 
States chemical companies; 

(*) The long-term indebtedness of oil companies, as 
expressed by the funded debt/working capital ratio, is 
sigmUcantry lower than that of the United States chemical 
group, in spite of the fact that Dupont has no long-term 
debt at all; the ratio for European chemical companies 
(2.32) is. however, almost four times that for United States 
chemical companies. 

(7) Comparing the data presented in appendix II 
*ith the "normal " data presented in table I, one notices 
that the average current ratios for the United States 
chemical and oil companies considemi are in line with 
the median figures for the respective industries. The long- 
term debt ratio is ugnmcantry higher than the i)un A 
•radatreet ratio for the chemical companies, and much 
lower for the oU companies. Finally, the median profita- 
bility m both industries is markedly lower than that of 
the Arms analysed, a good indication of the existence 
of scale économies.u 

'• Tina indication M all the mort valid in that the lev* of profits 
not sanerai», tenda* lo datine m soûl indoriti from I«4 io dai« 

III. MAIN neu m « IRò, HIMK M   MNIIRIS1" 

In this section, after ;i hrtel review il the notion <l 
joint ventures in general. we sh.ill sumn.ari/e and dassifv 

all principal projects in developing countries relatai 
to the petrochemical industry 

The general definition ol loint venture is the follow^ 
'any form of enterprise, however owned and lontiolk.l 

(which involves), some degree ol international partner- 
ship".17 lor the purposes of this studv. however, the 

emphasis must necessarily lie on a ,nore limited notion, 
we shall therefore he concerned only with |oinl ventures 

"in the form of joint equity investments in petrochemical 
enterprises in the less developed countries bv nationals 
or companies from the induslitali/ed countries togelliri 
with nationals or companies Iront the cipttal-rcceivir;1 

countries  themselves "'" 

S'nce 1*55. the flow of privale capital from the in  
advanced countries has been around U thousand nulli,,:, 

yearly and is by now approximately equal to (he total 
volume of public aid. I he directum of the <wo flows tv 
however, quite different  I aim America has been preferred 

" A large portion of tr.c arriérai informatto.i pressmtcd ,-rt joini 
ventures has been drawn ri<m-i )»mt iMtrixttumul »uwtrt* Irmiurt, 
ed by WoMJBsat O Friedman« and (worat Kaiman dt. I »lunvhu 
Unrsswtity prmt. Ne» York and tendon. IsWI 1« »htch « 
raser the reader imtesaled in a thorough tiudv t4 is» wham 
DeUiied f> HM-noia« haw not been mast 'fuepi Un direct s|«o«eM 
tWuHMC vanotn gam of the ho»* has* has* <4«Muh«d TV t rwd- 
nsaan and Kaiman.* «tudy hat seen wppstmenkMl hue h mura 
•pecttk mformalwm on ptlrnVrriKal v*ntu r. fr,,n¡ ihn puMka 
tHHM and prriodicalt 

" Headman« ami ».»Imano«. op  CM , a>   1 
" Hmi . a>   7 
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by private investors to Africa and Asia: in 1957, Latin 
Americas net-long-term foreign capital inflow was 
$1.5 thousand million versus a comparable amount of 
$100 million to ten low-income Asian countries (with 
a population three and a half times that of Latin America). 
The gap has been filled, to an extent, by public funds. 
As of 1957, total United States direct investment in 
ventures involving less than 95 per cent ownership was 
a bou* $1.7 thousand million in developing countries. 
versus a comparable figure of about $4.7 thousand million 
in industrialized countries; these figures may be taken 
as representative of the extent to which United States 
business participated in joint ventures abroad. Although 
direct investment by United States companies is a 
greater proportion of total investment than portfolio 
investment in developing countries. United States inves- 
tors engage in joint ventures to a greater extent in 
industrialized economies: joint ventures represented in 
1957 11 per cent of foreign investment in developed 
countries and only 17 per cent in developing economies. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, direct invest- 
ments are u relatively minor part of the capital outflow 
although their importance seems to have grown in recent 
years: in 1953-19JH, the Federal Republic of Germany's 
direct foreign investments amounted to only about 
$520 million. 

Japans foreign investment structure is similar to 
tha. of the Federal Republic of Germany direct invest- 
ments .ire less important than other forms (e.g. commer- 
cial credits, medium-term loans, sales organizations 
abroad etc.) and the amount of such investment is small. 
However, direct foreign investment increased sharply 
since 1955. Also noticeable is a greater willingness of 
Japanese investors to engage in joint ventures with local 
capital in developing countries. 

In this last respect. Italy is similar to Japan: '• joint 
ventures are a very significant pari of the capital in flow 
and outflow. Also very important are licensing and tech- 
nical assistance agreements, even without requiring capital 
participation by the foreign hrrm. This last fictor is 
partly caused by the scarcity of capital in Italy, scarcity 
which also makes for a favourable governmental attitude 
towards joint ventures abroad in which cash requirements 
are supplied by local partners. 

It is possible to identify a recent trend towards an 
increasing importance of joint ventures in developing 
countries, coupled with a rising tendency to minority 
commitments on the part of the foreign investors. 
Among the developing countries. Latin America is the 
area where joint venture* constitute the largest proportion 
of foreign investments: as of 195*. joint ventures con- 
stituted in Brazil over 20 per cent of $1 thousand million 
worth of total direct foreign investment; in Mexico. 
11 per cent of 5.S5S million pesos of foreign investment 
in 1950-1957 was n joint venture»; important partner- 
ship arrangement* also exist in Colombia. Thus, "is 
private direct investment in the tea« developed countries 
has increased, the use of the joint venture form of invest- 

ment has also increased, although it still constitutes only 
a minor portion of the total of such  investment"." 

Oil companies generally have not engaged in joint 
ventures, although they have sometimes been compelled 
to do so by special circumstances. The attitudes of 
the chemical companies vary widely, from Dupont, 
which prefers to operate through fully-owned subsidiaries, 
to Union Carbide, which regards its foreign operations 
as independent units and allows participation of foreign 
partners after the new venture has become a going 
concern, to I.C.I., which is favourable to joint ventures 
but generally prefers partners from other industrialized 
countries. State concerns, like E.N.I, in Italy, are favour- 
able to entering joint arrangements with other state 
enterprises abroad and seek participation of local 
governments. 

As a rule. British and German companies are better 
disposed towards joint ventures than their American 
counterparts. However, it is the smaller capital-exporting 
countries, notably Japan and Italy, which have the 
strongest preference for this type of investment. This 
is probably, as already noted, a result cf Japan's and 
Italy's limited financial resources; the explanation is 
even more vaìid in the context of petrochemical invest- 
ment which, as we have seen, implies very heavy capital 
outlays. 

Joint ventures are generally predominant in those fields 
of m.mufai uring, typically the newer activities, which 
require extei.sivt funds and technical know-how; petro- 
chemical activities, of course, stand first within this 
category. Participation by the local general public has 
so far been scanty, due to the characteristic thinness 
of the capital market in developing countries, but the 
situation has been improving with the development of 
financial institutions and mechanisms of exchange. 

Joint ventures tend to be preferred by developing 
countries for the following major reasons: (I ) they permit 
local capital participation in the benefits of economic 
de elopment; (2) they generate a faster transmission of 
technical and organizational know-how; (3) they lessen 
the danger of foreign economic dominance. It is some- 
times argued that these motives arc, to an extent, in 
contrast with the goal of maximization t»f foreign capital 
inflow in those cases when local capital could have found 
alternative means of productive employment; thus it is 
said, measures of the type of the recent " Mexicanuution " 
programme, have the effect of reducing the inflow of 
foreign capital without generating offsetting benefits for 
local capital However, even admitting the correctness 
of the proposition, the argument underestimates the 
importance of a fast transmission of technical and mana- 
gerial information. 

Governmental minority participation ha» the advantage 
of insuring closer national scrutiny of foreign operation* 
in the country, but may also entail an expensive us« of 
scree manager»: resources. In general, governments 
of industrialized countries have <*. no definite policy 
with regard to joint ventures abroad of national com- 
panies.  Private industry instead leans more and more 

'• li«l>. skhouafe t capital uns***** am * un NMW, m s ciwtfiior 
country vM-à-vn tat tawtosmisj couMrm. * Fi 
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toward» acceptance of joint arrangements jn developing state owned  -imi f,,.» *,«- .     . 

ritki ii normally valid only for joint ventures in ôtfc whL*',.' Vf% m       '""f "l"*"«"»" approaches; 
developed countries h,k 9 <"Jt of 22 (4° lXT ccn«> Prollt,> under construction 

A    ;      ..       ,     J were joint ventures. onl> 3 out of IS (20 per cent» were 
As tor the already-mentioned trend toward a shift J»»nt ventures among the projects pendinit -Mr, immcdi.te 

tominonty foreign participation, companies of intfuMria- "planat.on could he the underestimation of the còsi 
liwd countries generally feel that minority holding of <>f the venture at the planning stage. *nh ihc nccessnv 
an enterpnse abroad implies a gain of those fiscal and at a later stage to seek partners to share the uncxnc tedlv 
pywic relations advantages which are derived from a hl?h financial burden of the protect 
local identification of the venture. i  ,                          L 

«.¡Ai.. >„^ .                            .-     ,. Us no* revle* ,he situation ol' the pclrochcmic tl 
Shifting now to a more specific discussion of those industry in developing countries as of September  1% 

ventures related to petrochemicals, one notes first of all and attempt to classify the projects 
Mat the number of joint ventures it relatively higher TI,KI... « .„IAU      L.      ,        . 
than m other induitriei. Taking as example the  list ',t         ,,    .   T ^V1"'^ In p"',rom :l surm 

of refinery  projects   in  the  developing cSuntrfc,  of w^^:icalindw^7h''w«*'«''' 
Africa,  A«a and  Latin America,  fanned or  un<kr t•''\ the í a rela!hc ,0 d•lo»,,n' «»untties of 
contraction in 1962, one notes that 16 of the 31 projects " Amcr,ca h',vt" •*" ulili/ed. and 
were joint ventures of some kind; this proportion lover 
30 per cent) is significantly higher than the averaee » i ..  r 
figures referred to before. Ten  project? were wholly « a   li^Ï   T        T "''" '""" '^"^ v*2 

Y   r-           sis   »iiuiiy f"««wr,ii.t y,i«r»«/, special rc|v»rt. September 2. I%l. 

TA»LE 5. EXISTING ANO PLANNED FFTUM MIMU M mom TI IN I.IVHONV, ,-.,. N.KHS, I%, . 

(Claiiifitä by mea ami by type of owmrshtp) 

fmcUIIIri            r*r irm „„/„,,              f.-f.r«               lvi,il               fit,, m 

Utin Wie»                         4.1               M.) 20                „.»             „,                „ , 

**"»  S                 «.J               ,                '4, 
*"•            *               13.7 (4                57.6             42                <x 2 

TfxTAi          51              1000 59               1000            no               „„,.,, 

Mmt        »              702 .10               58.«               M               M2 

*"J"                               l0               2" I»                I»*           20               204 
Y**              "                2.V4 10                 146           21                 ->\ 1 
rormgn-local                      |2               255 10                ,.,„           ,;                ¡2 4 

        I4             »•« 21              41.2              J5               15 K 

TotAi      47            loon 51             100.0              w            tuMi 

OH mr\hip 

Afri».  .   .   . 

rr,,Mr-fm,tn fr,,./-**«/ Imwélm,*. ,„»;„ 

'"'"" **"»" '"  <«•» «H*> f«  .r«        S..A,, *•,,„, 

13 75.0 U 

3 25.0 II 

TOTA».       20 100 0        21 

61 "• It 

1* 1 t 

1000 22 

IVI IN M 4 
2« 

4tl '4 16 4<  H 

IMI 11 15 Milli 

elJ^^,^fÄT„ÄÍ;„w'''",*', '• '•*'•h" *• "- - ""*"•• — •—* «« 
-, JLP^TT* awwjnw of tw »p« IU, lydrt Pro^i, h.»t I«, vl.„,hed ^.„j,,,, „, ,i„ ^«j.«,^,,,., 
?—*.f— f ""•"*'•• "»» «««»'ni •» Ih* »n lu«, at a« nthtt-  Thm ito ,mltf«un ni « pn)|Btt ^ 
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TA»U  6.   PAMK NATION Of Ott AND CHM*CAL rOMTANIO IN  Pf T«OC MM*C A4  MOMCTS, 1*63 « 

CnVMflW    C0t^UHtfl 
timi 

Latin Amenca 5 (12 "„)       42.0     37(11%)       73.3 - -     42(100%) 
Africa - 38.0       1 (100%)        2.0 - -        I (100%) 
A.»      7(32%)       -        Il   (SI?.)      22.5     2(10%)     100     19(100%) 

TOTAL   12(19%)     100.0    i»   (71%)     100.0    2   (3%)     100    «(100%) 

Sot:«cu: Oil ami Gm Journal. September 2, l%S, for the litt of protect», various periodical! for 
elassiñeation and further informal»«. 

• Pubiic ownership projects not included; only those projects which could be denmlely dawned into 
one or another category have been included. 

completed with information from several issues of various 
specialized periodicals. The survey was updated somewhat, 
but it still provides an incomplete picture of the industry 
in late 1963. Tables S and 6 contain a statistical summary 
of the list of projects, and show the percentage break- 
down of the projects by geographic area, by type of owner- 
ship, by stage of tlic project (existing or planned). Only 
those projects whkW could definitely be said to belong 
in one or the other category have been so classified. 

While no dctai'ed comment on the single items con- 
tained in the tables is believed necessary, the principal 
findings are the following: 

<</) I he largest number of planned and existing projects 
were in latin America; the difference with Asia and 
Africa becomes greater if one considers only the number 
of existing facilities, of which Latin America had 
K4 per cent; 

(h) Thirty-five per tent of foreign investment in all 
areas was under the form of joint local-foreign ventures 
(22 projects out of 63 classified private ones); the per- 
centage was relatively higher in Asia (41 per cent) than 
in Latin America (32 per cent) and no participation of 
local capital to foreign enterprises existed in Africa 
at that time; 

(<•) Wholly foreign ventures were 32 per cent »if all 
classified private ventures: they were relatively less 
important in Asia (23 per cent) than in Latin America 
Od per cent). I he proportion of wholly local ventures 
«as, instead, similar in both regions: 36 per cent in Asia, 
32 per cent in Latin America; 

(</) State owned and Yr controlled projects constituted 
V> per cent of all classified projects; the proportion 
was relatively much higher in Asia (42 per cent) than in 
I atin America ( 30 per cent) despite the extensive activities 
of State oil enterprises in the latter area (notably PEMEX, 
FfTROiRAS and YPF); 

(f) Oil companies sponsored 12 out of the 62 projects 
classified ( 19 per cent ) and chemical companies 49 projects 
(7» per cent); oil companies were relatively more active 
in Asia llun in   Latin America. 

On the basis of the above. one has enough evidence 
to state that 

(«<) Joint venture« were in all region» more important 
relative to total foreign direct investment than suggested 

by the Friedmann and Kalmanoff study. Although 
part of the discrepancy is to be attributed to a recen» 
general shift toward» this form of investment, there is 
little doubt that the explanation also lies in the high 
degree of suitability of joint arrangement schemes to 
the characteristics of petrochemical projects; 

(A) The greater frequency of joint ventures in Asia 
is not to be attributed to a higher preference of foreign 
investors for this form of venture in the area; on the 
contrary, oil companies, generally less favourably disposed 
towards joint ventures, sponsor a relatively greater num- 
ber of projects in Asia. One must then explain the finding 
as a result of institutional factors and national Govern- 
ments' regulations. The same factor must be taken as 
responsible for the lower number of wholly foreign- 
owned projects in Asia than in Latin America; 

(( ) I he role of State enterprises and national public 
intervention in the petrochemical held is very significant 
and there seems to exist a tendency for it to inert »se in 
importance; 

(J) Chemical companies were involved to a much 
greater extent in petrochemical projects than oil com- 
panies, approximately reflecting the relative importance 
of petrochemicals in the two industries' production 
programmes. 

Throughout all of the above discussion, it must be 
kept in mind thtt only the distribution of projects has 
been analysed, not the distribution of the amount of 
capital invested; although the former can be taken, 
statistically speaking, as a good indication of the latter, 
this remark must qualify all of our findings. The only 
result which is reinforced, rather than weakened, by this 
consideration is the comment on the increasing impor- 
tance of joint ventures and on their relatively greater 
role in the petrochemical Acid: since joint arrangements 
prevail, as a rule, in those projects which require greater 
capital outlays, the number of such arrangements is, if 
anything, an underestimation of the mal importance, and 
growth of the joint venture form in the petrochemical 
industry. 

IV. SSUCTED CAIi-ITtlNES 

In what follows, data on a few selected petrochemical 
projects in developing countries are presented in order 
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to »how tome of the features characterizing recent 
investment in this Arid. These projects are located in 
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico. Kuwait, India and Yuto- 
slavia. Vanous forms of ownership «re represented 
« well as different »ehernes, for capitalization. The 
product lines also vary from ammonia and nitrogenous 
fertilizers to plastics and synthetic rubber. Probably 
the most relevant aspects to be pointed out are the 
complexity of somt of these arrangements, the dominant 
role played by the companies owning the technology and 
the process - "know-how", and the fact that participa- 
tion of local capital and international financing organiza- 
tions is present in one form or another in some of these 
cases. 

Fetroq*imka Argentina S.A. (PASA)." This is a 
joint project of live American firms. Continental Oil Co 
Cities Service Co.. U.S. Rubber Co., Fish International 
Corp. and Witco Chemical Co., Inc. PASA is under- 
taking construction of a $72 million petrochemical 
project at San Lorenzo, a smalli town about 2.10 miles 
from Buenos Aires; $63 million are destined to plant and 
equipment expenses and the rest is slated for working 
capital and preliminary expenses. The PASA plant 
located near a YPF refinery, is programmed for produc- 
tion of styrenc. butadiene. SBff rubber, and benzene. 
About $13 million of the total construction cost are to 
be spent in Argentinian labour and materials, while a 
large part of the rest of the equipment was contracted 
with John Thompson Ltd. of the United Kingdom. 

The project should give employment to about 700 
nationals and be effective in transmitting to the country 
technical knowledge and managerial skills. The proposed 
capitalization of the project is as follows. 

6 *. lo I •; Bve-to-seven-year class A debenture» 
(supplier's credits) J«.«».«« 

Worimj capital loan«  3,Wn,ono 
7.5 •; flve-to-ien-ywr class B debentures        . IMUj'oo» 

Toiul ikbi   3J,JU),UU> 

7.3 preferred n„a !o be purchased by spurn 
•rou»,/ l3.90n.«M> 

Common »lock to be purchased by sponsoring 
***+      3.«m,lW0 (»5 •„) 

Additional commun stuck  to be subject to 
warrants accomaanyinf class B debentures       K«2,0U> 

J*ml ¡mtMh mtlwriinJ «mmo* mock     5,»»:,00U 

TWIAI.   72,l*2,OU> 

It presents many interesting financial characteristics. 
the main one being the co-operation between private and 
public capital: the live sponsor companies contributed 
$111.5 million in common and preferred stock, in addition 
to supplying the necessary technical know-how and 
managerial skills, the suppliers of equipment agreed to 
accept class A debentures (tive-tc-seven-year maturity) 

,Z*má\>akm2 ***-. "****HOm*m Esau.«* ". 
«arwrW Ê**mu fe*». CamfcrHj.. Marvh-Apni IMI. „d 
vanou» mvm « ipriaiujed asnodicali 
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as partial payment ($30 million) lor their goods; the 
Chase International Investment Corp. (Chase Manhattan 
Bank subsidiary) and Lazard Frères A Co. agreed io 
supply and find purchasers for $18.5 million of class B 
debentures (ten-year maturity) partially on , "commit, 
ment and partially on .t "best effort " basis ($15 S m,|. 
Hon of these debentures were bought partis by (hase 
and Lazard themselves and partly bv 17 ,,'ther North 
American and European investors): the I.F.C. purchased 
the remaining $3 million of class B debentures when it 
became clear (hat the entire issue could not bv placed 
with private investors; , group of commercial banks 
»ill provide $5 million in short-teim credits to partis 
nil working capital requirements, finally, and most 
important A.I.D. agreed to guarantee convc.tibih.v 
to United S'ates holders of all i)Pes of securities and to 
provide, whei. possible, insurance against expropriât,, „ 
and war risks. 

The last element had a picdominani role in the success 
of the venture, in vk-vx of the critical political and busmess 
conditions prevailing in Argentina in recent veais I he- 
June l%4 United States-ArgeiHin.a.i investment gua- 
rantee agreement had a relevant influence on the willing- 
ness of the five sponsors to launch the project and on 
the   availability   of  suppliers'  credit    lor    equipment 

It has been estimated that the cumulative balance 
sheet of foreign exchange for the lirst 15 years smu- the 
beginning of construction Mould imply a gross gam of 

foreign exchange by Argentina of MM:.S million. deducing 
a total of $IOr>7 million in foreign exchange outflow 
(35.fi per cent for dividends and redemption of puleired 
stock, MU per cent lor debt retirement, It) I per cent 
for interest payments and 24.1 per cent for lovalhcs 
and imported raw materials) the project would save the 
country a net amount ol $321.X million in loieign exchange 
during the first 15 years. 

Also. i,y drawing funds mostly from private unices 
drains on Argentina's lines of credit with international 
lending agencies  were avoided. 

Compankit Pernwnbucanu Je Homi, hu w.-/»,«" 
Coperbo is building a synthetic rubber lactory ,.t ( ,,ho 
(Recife), the first heavy industry facility located in the 
north-east of Brazil, a. part of the Supenntendency of 
Development for the North-east (St f>l NI ) tive-ycar 
plan for the industrialization of the region, and latin 
America's hr»t polybutadtene rubber plant 

Ine plant, which will produce 2. .000 m»(nc tons ve.tr 
of poly butadiene for a total construction cost ol $U mi|- 
lion, will be built over a three-year period and is expected 
to be on siream by the end of l«W»5. Construction has 
been contracted jointly to the Lurnmus ( o. and to 
Firestone lire and Rubber. A bu».diene plant at hum- 
ville, formerly owned by the I nitrd Stales dovernment 

So»«<i»   lnler-ArtwiK.«n Ucvelopnicni  Hank    A,,,  Mrkmr 
14 July   ls*2. (krmn.il »rrk    10 November   Isw2   r.    ST    ,f,,j 
ft June IHM. p  21, <VW. 2n July l%l, p  2"#   o,l  fmmi **iti,*. 
Kffurlft. 17 June Is»», p 4 

TBBI CMB M mcttfded beuime of tu mtcmung Ktvewul muí herm- 
ine clMractsrMic tlthou**. vitk.il> vpukina. it u «H enr.».»»«*.! 
pradiKtion w. its« ras« mewrui » m»kMe> •*.<*.,) t b»«».^i»i 
of lbs local «uaw mdwslrv 
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for production of synthetic rubber during the Second 
World War. was bought in November l%2 by Rohm 
& Haas Co. of Philadelphia and laier »old to Coptrbo. 
I ummus dismantled the plant and »hipped it down the 
Mississippi and through the Gulf of Mexico to Recife. 
I ummus is responsible for the bask engineering, pro- 
curements of materials and supervision of construction, 
while Firestone will train local personnel to operate the 
factory (together with lummus) and ha» been retained 
hy Coptrbo to manage the plant during the first !» month» 
of operation. In addition. Hrc*tone is licensing it* poly- 
hutadicne process, while know-how on the butadiene 
procès-, will be furnished by Union Carbide. 

Coperbo is being capitalized through a sales tax wuhin 
tlic State of Pernambuco; eventually 74 per cent of its 
stock will be transferred to small pnvate shareholders 
through the redemption of tax coupons, with the 
remainder held by the State. 

ihe Brazilian corporation's capital investment »ill 
amount to about SK.n million; the Federal Government 
of Rra/ii is contributing about V>.5 million to the project's 
financing through the Raneo Nacional de Desenvolvi- 
mento Feonomico (RNDF); the Inter-American Develop- 
ment Rank (IDR) has granted a U.blS.OOO loan from its 
ordinary resources, and the balance will be financed 
through various source*, including the Rohm* Haas Co. 
and a syndicate of French bank* headed by Credit I yon- 
nais. Ihe IDR loan will have » length of ten years and 
will hear interest of 3.75 per cent annually (including 
the I per cent commission allocated to the Rank* 
special reserve»; it will be granted in dollar» and other 
currencies, will be repayable m the currencies lent, 
in 14 equil semestral instalments, after a three-and-a- 
half years gTace period, and it will be guaranteed by the 
Raneo Nacional de Desenvolví mento económico.* 

Ine Cabo plant will employ 5«) Rra/ilian workers. 
and it has been estimated that operation» of Coptrbo 
will result in annual net savings of foreign exchange 
..mounting to 5*5 million It is also expected that the 
rubber plant will general«; important forward linkages 
and Wad to the establishment in the region of a rubber- 
products industry. 

Segromrx S A.M Negromex is a private Mexican 
enterprise founded in l*»l for the construction and 
operation of Mexico » first carbi* Mack plant, at Sala- 
wnca It will operate on liquid hydrocarbon feed from 
the nearby PLMtX refinery and will have an annual 
capacity of 15,000 metric ton», all production will be 
absorbed by the Mexican tire industry. 

Ihe project will have a total cost of about 132 million, 
Negromex financing account» for M per cent of the cost 
S4I3.0ÜO »ill he provided bv Mexican banks, and the 
remainder. J700,««» (22 pr' **"'>• *••• """" (um * 
long-term loan from the IDR ordinary resource* Ihe 
IDI loan will be given partly in I nited Slate* dollars 
(f 1)2.000) and partly in Mexican currency; the loan ha* 

• M ais» »imp IIM invoMRwm m UM nurtiV«* of kaatf to 
• usai <rf i*> (MUMM 

• lune- s—i a m Ps»«h»m»tu •»<*. ÍW" **<—". I* 
|s*l. and arfumsKnii ft>*n »artou» KM« of ! 

a length of six year» and it carri« a 5.7 per cent insti** 
rate (incbjdmg the I per 'tut commission to the Bank); 
it will be repaid in ten equal semestral instalments, 
after an «ightaen-mrmth period of grace. 

Negromex has obtained licensing and technical 
assistance from Phillip» Petroleum. In exchange for 
10 per cent of the stock Phillips will provide detailed 
prece»» information and two engineers to assist the 
enterprise during the construction period and during 
the first year» of operation. 

According to studies and projection» in consumption 
of carbon black in Mexico, the import-substituting 
activities of Negromex will result in net savings to the 
country amounting to S2 million yearly starting in 1%5 
and to at least I?.5 million a year from 1*70 on. 

Shmibti.*1 Kuwait has long been interested in setting 
up industries to use effectively some of the revenue 
from oil sales. In mid-f%l plan» were for the first time 
drawn for a petrochemical complex at Shuaiba. as part 
»f a long-term development plan for an industrial park 
m the area. Such a complex would produce ammonia, 
urea, ammonium sulphate and other ammonia derivatives 
and would use as feed natural gas from the Rurgan oil 
fields. 

Ihe facilities will be mainly owned and operated by a 
new company, formed especially lor this purpose, »he 
Kuwait Petrochemical Company. The company, a 
holding firm organized on 23 July l%3. is owned m per 
cent by the Kuwait Government, 3 per cent by the 
Kuwait National Oil Co. <KNOC> and 3 per cent by 
Kuwait National Industries Co., at a later stage, the 
remaining 12 per cent of the shares will be offwvd in 
public subscription to Kuwait national». A probable 
development of the venture is the breaking up of the 
parent company into various subsidiaries with offer 
of part of the stock to foreign interests; in fact. kV it is« 
Petroleum and Gulf Oil have already been invited to 
participate in the development of a petrochemical industry 
in the country 

Ihe first plant of the complex will probably he a 
400 tons da> ammonia unit, in which British Petroleum 
,<nd Gulf will each have a 20 per cent interest. The 
contract for construction of the unit was let in earl) l%3 
to Foster Wheeler Ltd. of I ngland 

ioromtmJel Lernlum Liti.- îhe company witl btntd 
and operate a S?2 million fertiliser project m India. «Mie 
of the inajor rroicvt» of the third rive Year Plan, and 
the >nly privately owned fertilizer plant in the countr> 
Construction, started in msd-ltM. i» expected to be com- 
pleted in about thirty month», the plant will have a 
capacity of 365,tMM) metric ton* year ot ammonium 
phosphate 'valued at over S33.I million> and ot 
In.500 tons year of urea It will he bwiH at Vwhakapat 
nam in Andttram. a region weN provided with transporta- 

" am**»*   ilmmrmi  4t*. 12 »«*    l*>». •  *»'   f l"~** 
Wtrk, V August I»»' 

» Sot MM rftaaáM/ Tfmàt J.mnrnl, » ttervh («M. p "2 
fnuhff Or*rk*Mrm (mtmil >r»têtt»r ihmll AMI. I*M. 
• M>; liuti LUl-Tsf *•—•*»< V». Ww. I May l«M. p» «4W. 
(M. MM as* «ta* ASMTMT. V. Aar IM.i ». < Urnmrmi »«*. 
2 «So»inns» I»*). • •* 
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IM» ftwüiün, amiwmwm Mhté 
Wlf  SMray  V3MV1I  PVMMfy  ft 

rtrwtiww MM Mea ferai»« M a 
E«* MM DMMWîM Lié., a tornat- 

ovi Huànt im. is le ewa 33 utr eea* rf MM m«*4 
capitoJ, wa* UM nmtimén jmMiy IMM I* tw* AHIKM 

parte*»«*. MM CawarwM îMHM* »t iofwaway u 
***> WM»« mikmémy of MaMftr« OU nf C a**»*») 
»M MM ImaiiiatMai») Matera»» MMJ Ctemtcal« C«*raera- 
tu»« «a* Stette, IN. 

TM eemfMjr will *wort>y corn* HHO ffc* aMrkef M 

***tm$ te raiw W 4 awthoa m eaajrty *linrr» M part 
«>f Ae Rwt»M«ry fea**«. The two Aimrwafl «enfume« 
wiM ceatrifctitc »»«MM 13.5 KUIIMMI t.» tu« VMMMN »mi tac 
Afwe; fer t—r—Ikjwl Uavekwmcat aaaj Ht« f»a«»ri- 
Impwrt 1MM of WaiwwMo« MM agrée« tu Ma« « total 
c>f 144.» «MM«« le MM vaMara. 

N MM MW llfWIWa»« IMM. I* the tt«M the pfMM fors 
«>a «MM, * w»N im India »I»«« I2I pw.tt.on « ymr m 
fornai tacMMift. 

Hmltmai >$*mn Chema ni Imimmts Lui t MHH, '* 
ThM coiMM*y aamowawai* M JMM I*J4 the erta**»«*«« 
t»f M large felr.HMrwh.al «MMM» M MM twMfcey am. 
It* t*« * tH kmé m kMMI.   IIM BMMKt M «WMMM»ë h. 
eoa» £22.3 WMMNM tllJS »1 MMMNU MOTH « mrtwl 
cafetal wt* a**nwt t» 17.1 arito« <S2l m».«) tn M 
MT«CTMe« CNMHlNfrf eacft hy tlM Maratta! 0.>M>. DM) 
lirteraatMNttl Chern*»! CoaMaay «ml ttM awMw 

Fw impart oí limwwal ill «MMM». .».»• maWa* 
will am»w<; au tm« fera«« eKMMfy w« a, «w^ 
hy MHN'I NWtwl .»hatr.aamt MM UM »feWr at a kma- 
ter» Mea »y «AeN NMWMMW Co. fa*. •«*>*«»• «M»** 
MM AMI laéM Clafc. TlM artiJKf »* IM «MM* ,4 
pi(**Mim$ 223,0» toa» «if aaatMfta aar »MMMI trim tm- 
«Wmaa UM» WJWMIJ m rVaehay raMmj e*y»M 
profyitM!, Mmaam, MMMMM. etc. fer twe ato*f*act»rr 
«f CMHMMM MM) Bf M*K». "¡Ml »miMMTHtJ a*d CNMtriM.- 
»w« ef UM NOCH praiact wal ke t^rrMNl ««( »y MtHw 
.«ad Wthaler ta«. Cur*., UaMe4 State« aad ám^w 
IftìaraalHNMÉle C'MNBJM MamutItofan. (•.It M ) MirftaMl. 
an a»M«HMM «if SACII IM. ChaaMtai l»RMMMM. 

A watt aMMje «f vMnwicaai MM PV( wiN Na mam 
factwH »y Í400L rtaair HW»M Dyaa »M! (KemK-K 
Lid (NÜtX, MMM Dyaatwff iMfeetnat I M (HU) MM4 

l\>r)WMÌM laawwrwi Ltat (Pli) wM alan IM «»favafm« 
i» the MMM tua. MDC wrft aw etftylaae to atoàe VMM/I 

•••—«••i MMI «a#MMl H> avaaml a»r*>MM>i 
mm. HI  wall aaak« ¿M#WT Mfh era uy 

l?..^*^**^ "Víf* ,,***M,,' '*' s «MHf..ai. wtM,h A,i! H, 
•*•*!% aaaMiMta' hv S.H H r-drrtwrrat- M.<«tHs. 
aa«) twe IfMMm awMw HH \ #Wt't«>fVMs [il.mi > r.< N 
***** * *• •*** *»»• »<• proaW« i-a»..rin, * i„ h 
w* hr aaad fcy MtHll M PV(  maa«».*.*»* 

Or§amkn   Kemi^ku   fmkmtnui     i>k! '.,*>, h - 
The OH. •»tr.Khrrmt.al vompWx  il /.,(„ h ,,,ii h,,v,   , 
rwoah*-ttv« vafatrfv »hen ,omf K-K-d ,.f ,h..iit  •<» .<»i,, „, 
MvetwylwM  (l.fl    ar.ive-«).   •.,(»»»  ,„„v   ^.KMM.-H, 

I,8M) hw« «yrna ¿mé I4.IMI loa» (*!/»«,    | h,. ,„,„ ,.ss 

aNMNjM trf fftt «tavkrw ai..Ri ^Bj BMvl»a».t* ii ,k-,,|iii ,.i 
rhe •thyk-ai, ^mm. aolv-tiyu-rw   ph,-». i   „.    h,,. 
•awe aeiH*fff>Mrwa»t«>a, ,'inwa* ,n,d rthsib,„.,m ,».,„».> 
a« well a« MM «ffitif« f.Kilifws «,rr «tp|>it« i *\ » >^»,, 
WM»Mr, 1>MM4 %f*f». 

ra^sf^Kkt art f»t»«ne   p»op,im .,né h rf.nt,  k. ,i 
k.w iK'taM- auMtlenr <>N.nar«i »rom i n,- nfi\ ,|« t.... i, ,, , 
iMta plum 

rae t«>«al .afwinl invcfmeni ..iH..,mis i,. •' tun: i!i,ii„,M 

J«wr» (|t>2 miHkm rf| iK* «mliarn- ut«- ..i vi i,,,.,i. i, 
»wr avalar, .rf «huh afc.at *l ,», l#IM ,,„)sls, .., „,,.,, 
»MM*, fftt reM Neitfg »..rk.nf t .pn.,li | h, i..i|..«nU. 
Krea*«Iowa of HM nwe*m«*.H n IM i-.«!- ti„,t( m-, 
rw» M;ifive sf»Hf*< .»f imfK'fVil  imi t*..m. •,»!. nH<|.iiKiu 

tXhorv  (NniaMt m     >iri#n awrrant v 
« m«Mrw.iHH« »lift 

fWf«MKi   a»»«W» a» *>«trt»t< 

in»..-, «r 

i «aataai 

..' h « I   ; 4 

lae imai>tlv«ia«fM.fiiwfH «.is hi. nn.-«i m.. .1 ,i I). , i,,i 
liieaf IIMH lumi I ..<« m the ,«m..ur« ... %; i .„riti..i. 
aayaMe m 14 I 2 yf^s^wJunymj < '^ pvr • m „u >« • 
IkHNeatfc WMMwiaf »** «iiKr.t ihi.^-i. , i..,,, ,„i ... 
ftet (jawaral Mwamrat IMMI «HH Rrpttrtii' »H .,11*11 
t-atHÉ w«A a wanviwewt <-« JH wars ,lH| »> p« 1 .«.«, .n«,.,. 
rate 

h wa«. filmatoli thai ta« BI.HI. * uni itsuii n inn« 
eWMMMJC WIVMM> >4 .h..«! |Hh .mil» ii per .. , - H. i. 
M  IttM  MfMfa'.MM 

Maar /1 • M« MM. < §    •"<<   sfaBMM«H. 

T*B 



•mrnmrnp 

Vi hough ihis tatormation is avallaba» etarwbarc m 
in .wer ,;H <imn¡iry m mcluded (or the sake nf i nmiihMiami 

(rfl   M**«  HUTMHMrmaAL   MUM«)1 

h»i-r.mmmmt Huitk for nVrmarrrarrNM ama Êtrvehamtem Aggre- 
Kdii' liMn.ihk fund« as of X) June IW) MMMM IO $7,#)î million: 
Horn! ISSI«••• mil loan» »old accounted for about an par cent of the 
Hunk - l.wn disbursement of 11,425 nimi (M Oí íWM J8. I**|». 
H« anule* ,.| »ijreemenl of th* Bank «ate »h»» total HMNKMI 

. -mmiinHiiis ,h ill not enceed total swbacrmtd capital, peu» reserve« 
mil surplus, ihr resources a« of M Ame »•*) *tr«wm«ed to «war 
V'4 ihoiMHM« mtrtton At the wmt «ate. Hit aanki Inng ter» d*bt 
*»« Ï2.1?' »«»»»MI (M2R m)»«« of «task M« m foreign eurmac»«). 

As..( W rune l«mV total «vafcipment IMM nf me IMI« m AM, 
hvKhUr Kisi l Mm America »Ml Africa amounted to M,»t I milhon 
($1 7« m I aim Amene«. t2,M5 m Aiua aM) Middle Cm!. *M7 m 
Alt*..), M per cent ut which (about tin« million) warn kiem to 
pris.nr borrower» *Kh.avY«rn(»|e»i guar Baleen, a*o 4J.«*r ta/M . 

•1 in'al ioans we« directly lo prívala induetratl protect». 

I hi Hin* USILI ll\ pros ules the Borrower with the foreign ««change 
meted .»ml grants him 4 nr'iod of |rau Mure marl m« repaymeM; 
li >aiw »i* normal»* hetween M» to 25 yaars, hut a trend «aiata toward» 
k nafhemna ti« period i>f maturity and lowering intere»! rata«, 
mainly in order to mat more eflbctivc Mat of me tara* vuephjats aMl 
i-eaerva« ..I me IND. rhe rate« of intanai ehargad htw ranged 
rwtween 4 aar cam and e.25 aar sent, and ara bajad e« Mia rata at 
*hicli IMI) hm row« from the «¡nettai market lo which I aar aaM 
>s .«iòni .is trmual commwsion and 29 par ueat for admiaiatra- 
nve e «penaci. IHR O imenèi lo devote more of *» resources m the 
intuir m ihr fcmMt.ine, of industrial project» and he»p develop new 
imhwms m drvrkipma countrat through technical aeeielaiwe. 

»n HIIIHM» 10 iMHimt honda and notan. Ine MM O atao MM ta 
« ipii.il mark«** town» madr hi ifs hor rower s. mue M duc mg, h> »ama 
sum, Us limitions io ih.is* of a Deeal afMtl who wdj eniure MM 
mem* .•»  rite onhpiiHii» nabatei to me «gmid Tramai lui« 

* ilrs ln.m such sottro** «counted m I1*.» for al par aaM of total 
IIHHMI HMD lotto« 

Ihr IH*M h is ¿hm endeavoured hi «eck private inveators wiltmg 
i>. rmame iR-vrlopment proa*.** An of W >une I'mJ Uta Ratnk had 
i-nwied I * MMM lomt »mMWNit arranpmanl», two af wMsM ware for 
protect« in devckipmej emmtraja 

tmrrmMummi himmrt ( ,*nmm*m*   Hie IH   MM tetaWwhed m 
!•*<• » M\ independan! .tmliatc of NMD. and ha« an 
^jpn»! ut IIW mimon  h M 

pi«teeHi mnaah/ m the 
m is Mr invrMtirs in.) mihimt a>MKHMae of rip» »mat by Nat 
« lovarninafM comwrna«! 1« (Hoar caaa« «meet '«dktaat 
capital * nut «velante t<r. ntaneaMe tarma" IJajww Me MO, Nit 
»••< n permMtati lo mvem m the eajwMv capita« «f Mat iMeipiMii 
to he hnanvad tiovernmew narta,ipatM<ti m an «Mai pi aal date nat 
peerhae »ft him partaipatMM ah«.. *> km« ae the peeaml ramm. 
IH privat- nature Im avara«* m*e o» HM aanicipnlwa aaa aaM 
•t 21 mdttnei. 

lam «tan of deoae 
'•mute io ihr arowth af maMifarturnaj 

lo m hw IMI. IN   Iwhmd 
of 

ti ivi ajHamm lakmdm« laaaariMd uainaH   Tita aadh taf W t 
hai e» far haan amactad a» Uà» Aenanaa «M par «MUX 

IMI Mida» fcnl racaived I« par cent ami Africa 
• per oam Tha product» tnwarda which the aatney '» mve«tfneM has 

I have ham ileal, cernen«, puh* EMI paper, electric power 

IPC ha« tine« 1*42 ah» hacome UKreusmfily active m faciliutmg 
the formation of privale devetopmtm banc* and Dnancc corvorations 
m érvetopini countnai where capital marhcti ara thin; ita ooutts 
mi latiiMtiu in «ich mmMutioM ime untad to $14 I mMtHm, »rr««s 
a campaiabtt Amir« of »20V» mllton for the IMD and of SIO mil 
lion for the Internat amai Devtk.pmerK Aaaociation. the sccoml 
|MID afMiale. 

m*er->tmeri<iaw Drvebpmrm aVaaa. The ID! hau the function, 
among other», "to »upotement privala mvotmants when privale 
capital it not avmlabai on reasonable term» and conditio»»". The 
Rank graM« technical and Mnanxial ataiatancc (unually not over 
M par eant of tita ajrvjacf coat and not in the form of equity invc»t- 
ment*) and i^ranlaaa loan» by private hmdar». Like the IFC, the 
amnk doa» not reenter« »nvernmenul guarantee of iti kwtm, but 
mlty notacr hver c-hjaciKin» hythe Ciovdi**Manl* 

The IDC'» xuthoriaad capMal ttosk waa mcroaiiad in tha bagin- 
nmg -i' I9M to 12,1» rmHic*, il.»75 mèmon of which i» the cill- 
ante portion of the capital, serving a» .i guarantee for the Bank s 
«btigatioM. IDI hMM are utually of a length variable between 
* and 2* year», art repayable m the currency loaned and carried 
m IS«î a 5.75 per aaM inter««« rate (pfcaa a .75 par «ant comen 11 • 
mam iw on tana^aMteiad balan**»». 

In addilmn to ordinary caattal. member» aleo »uhacrihed to a 
Fund fer Special OperetMM, whaea raaouraea aarve "for the 
Making of MM en tarma and uendelioM appropraMe for daaimg 
warn apecial cmamataneii ariaing in apeedte coMHria» or with raaneci 
10 .nacnV prmacts" (article IV); rheat hMM can be made under 
lower iMemat rates and iongar matui-itie» than ordinary loans, 
and may ht repauj m local currency. In lf*J, thai type of ID* 
h»»n had a hanjm up to 25 year» aMl carried an average Memi 
rate of 4 par uent tn January IW4 mam her»' nuotaa were mcRaae.l 
by M per «em, bringing the total reaourae» .if the I und lo S22» mil 

total loan commnmam« up to Decambei .11, I%1 

mg MI dwav'led to large induatrial prometa, ami 
awaaaaae to the taller u channelled mdi 

MMInulioM in the country concerned 
I5»J Ike lggMge.li tending of IDB waa 120V4 mil- 

Non, Ml 4 atiHirn m* wmch bad gone diractry to private emerprttcs 
»or. •••lainblj, lara»-«cai* protects; one-third irf the remamorr 
InmianaM) mr amaM and me alum »la» intirpriuei» waa provided 
for by me Fa*** «er npniel OpenMMM*. 

Tna MM ef niüuatrial taaM mat Hie ID« hae made varia« from 
t\li.m» ta IM ajilini; in aH couMraM. ID« pealar» to ettaMMh 
»mat of ceadn lar na* amaM* kwM and hua au far loamal about 
iw«« «a nwM 1er n*a*nding M »or airen mdwatrial avndmg. 0> the 
22 direct méaitriel Iw* granted M of November IW2 two were 
m patrocnMMEa» ami an* went for an oil reemery propxi. while 
a« ^BMmal iruiiaamg, atman« and pufp and paper acctmnted for 
11 hMM.' 

FijMNy. me IMI bjM acted m many couMraja m agent for maple 
' erovMBM af me AWianM lor rViigrM». has 

an advianry eapeeity a* Ceiarmiwnu and privale 



relevant rote ¡n their respective regions, they are not here discussed 
owini to the present xarcity of their financial resou.ee* 

VmledN^ions Speci.1 M Die Special Fund has been active 
in provai« nn.nc.al help for the preparation of pre-investment 
surveys, for corMniction of train.ng facilities and for the foundation 
or retaarch inetttiMea. 

Government* of 112 countries are contributing to the Fund The 
...ajor contributors (Caiwda, Federal Republic of Germany, France 

KLsüL» ""' ^¡r*' USSR- united Kingdom and 
United Sute.) account for about 83 per cent of the 1959-64 lota! 
contribution« of $32* million. 

The total cost of the approved programme has reached $817 mil- 

riü'r'í^. T" ** Which *" Cl,n,»,''»«««d by the Special Fund 
The Fund * activ.ty is distributed as follows: $171 million (31 per 
cent) for international expert!. $63 million (19 per cent) for contrac- 
tual mrmm, S*4 million (23 per cent) for imported equipment an« 
$17 million (5 per cent) for fellowships. Sixty per cent of the total 

TÜÍür"* TT'k PrOVi*- ^'•"»•wil**« «untries, and is dis- 
^î£      »•   ,,M mrttíon for M,ion»1 Per»onnel (21 per 

•nd $1 J| milhor, for local equipment, supplie, and service, (26 per 
cam). ' 

Approved projects are distributed among 82 countries, repre- 
senting all areas of the developing world. The cost of the projects 

STÎT ?.-?0,00° ,0 *•' Millk,n Wi,h «" over"ali »verage œst 
* mnHm m project- °nt hundred »«*» «fty-lwo projects 

werein the primary sector («0.« per cent), J5¡n mining. I22(32.6per 

Tl    ¿ZüTT"? ""- U ('74 •*' em) » «—during. Thua, anhoug» *, Fund i. *„,,, „i,^ towW(Jg     ojec1j » 

the agncuhural and social overnaad field.. „, contribution to 
manufacun-nig: .«**•, i. .«gmrk^nt. Eaperi«.,, noteworthy are 

SÜ^Ü"* ? «>rt-mvwto»"« »urveys °" petrochemicals, and the 
cstaMiahmg of petrofcum and petrochemical research institutes in 
several developing cownlrim. 

(*)   FoKCK.N   Ail) 

Ihe agencia* here discussed are very different in nature from 
each other, aa ateo an the dominant forms of «id granted by them 

(I)   Vnütd Staiti 

""-T*?* *??***"* *"W*»y involved in financing develop. 
fîT* •^*d •" *• A*,m* for International Develop- 

»«Jt^AlO, and the Eagort-lmport lank of Washington (txim- 

AIDs functions are varied: loans, grants (also in local currency) 
lechnieil MáOm «Mi aid ht development »march; the Agency 
ahoadwinirtar» the Um*d 9MM wv^tn»« guarantee programme 
•*vrtopm*M tonne are gramad if private sources of financing are 
m* *V^*T> °" *—"—»•> •«*• »"d if *• loan furthers long- 
.rü",t-rr" r*""' PWi"*"*. »»<< WH*»r the spacinc condition 
2l!JÍ'í^.0www" ** '"* "»»*" «"»"rned be 
°^r"^' rTf '*"'** •*•*»»••, «o which exceptions «re allotted, 
ti     ÍT^prií*- •* i"*rert *» ,tp"d • U""* »••» 
^?,^ ¡Í* ** """"^ P"*8« »"""W •** «* competitive 
W »ü^ *"** *•*•*» •»*• "«forune. of development loam 
*"*^^ J"*•"» IM. IM. hw.MJ,,, M  ^„j  ^ 
*«*fcf«» •#  I («MitusMi 33 per caw of total assistane* 
•n MW. » par ee« in |«*2 and M par cant in IW4* 

ta»M. the  fc ,|U,,WI< 4« C0BMIItmww, „, ,„, ^ 
~~*** » a IMI W IIJH «*«, afro««.**Jr,30p,,c«Hof 
«»idi tat*» m indimi i  aa^ a»^, (iMÉ—lld). 

' tmtaca: 

Cumuli*, 
turné, 1 

- ile 
P   45 

«^P»«. a UaMad Mattea» lana* »UM 

Mas iwlaf ^*** •**•• «••*•«•. Unnad 

. fund lUpon. Il„ 
.<nw»nrf »r  >*r Go*rrmmt 

¥*r/W»*W/».Vfr.«,(¥«W,o,  u, 

h,.man    P *'"":" ,Cnd n,'"n,y "" P,,,"""t lhl' «livelop,•-« of 
,nrr ,*"x,rn!!,Va"h0U«h they may also he granted ,., t,n.mu 
infrastructure projects or economic «per.*- ass^.ance m develo«. 
•ng countries. This lyr* of aid amounted in n>cal |%.t „,jui ml- 
lion, a 45 per cent increase over the previous year." 

Potentially very important for pe.r,vhen„c.,l promts i, OK 

a«waw* even hv ,he Agency ,„ n^,m tne cos, ol ,,„vo . ',, 
determine .„e inu-stmem po.en.u.l of ., pi<,Kv.  AIO ,s là,.th,-,./.,l 
by the lo,c,8n W.nce Ac, ,.. advance ,o pnvau ,„u  
lo 50 pei cent of the survey cos,; ,ePay.mn, takes place alu-, ,|, • 
businc«. has been se. uP; „hhough ..„!>  ,,„„„, Sljk, n. „_„, 

t"J";^»"»"*»^1"«^-. 'he cond,,,o„ lo, rm-iving .1>M„.11XV 

»chÎml-s C"nMSkm  W,lh ""' u"ln">"s ^«¡»p..K-n. 

The total All) eomm.lnienis ,n the Uveal ve,, MM .,„„.,;MU,| ,,, 
$-,432 m,||,„„... 4.2 rxr Ce„,  elccease  l,o„,   1%:. ,U wl,.P„»-„. 
loans amounted io SI.^S ,„ ,n.,,., ,x., tK)IK s       )(     ' 
tance to $43, m.lhon (18 ,vr ceno. B,.inl% „, $i,- „„„„ „ ,|4     , 
cent) and contr.hul.ons to mlemalional oigan./. ,v , , $|+. , „I 
lion (ft per ceni) ' 

The gcogruphK-al .l.reehon ol  All)  s,a,K, „ lAl,,n,,„Kll m 

the distributum ol dcveloP„K„t loans j„ |%(. | ,,„„ Am,,u,, 
rece.yed $343 million (includ.ng All.ance f,.i |>,og„vs |.,ink, ,„ 
approximately 27 per am. Afnca $•« mill...« ( 7.ft ,HT ce.,,1,',1,, 
Far tast $67 m,||,on (V2 ,vr ceni). w„h .he Ne,, i lM ,m| A ,, 
receiving .he resi (ftü.2 pK-r centi: Hic distribution of loans „ ,1,,,'s 
roughly in line with .he population ol the henvhciatv „eis II« 
same is true, generally, of olher All) assistance 

The ,Exp,»,-Import Bank ol Washington uas ue.ited to l.,c,l.i.„e 
rade by  Fxecutive Order in  N34  onde,  the  NH \ ,,,„„, ,,„„h 

l.ximbank is mainly active in providing espon e.e.l.i gnanntcs 
in insurance and in (ninting long-term loans to puhli,  ,„,| pr,v „,. 
loreign purchasers of United States g<*,ds ,n,t ,.l.rutVs ,,„ (| 

m 'teveMping cunlries Total a.,.h..r./a,,ons „! the H,„k .ne,,,.,,. 
$1,171.6 milhop yearly ,nl'i57-ftt, »uh a l'»*>2 |v.,k off I XM  * ,,„| 
iK-n; appropriation, for development  Pi,.K-ci c.ed vetaced m 
the sam. periinl $4U|.7 mill• yea.lv, about 42 pei .enl ol the lot ,1 
Development loans are subji, I to the condition that tins tv im. 
competitive with private cip.tal Also, the ..mount ,,. ,|K. i,Mtl 

cannot exceed the financing required hv Hv dollar imp..,. ,„„„„- 
ments of the projecls. Oovernnv-nr guarantees an- no. ,vcess.irv 
but ine borrower is required lo dtlray pan „| ,|K- ,„M ,,,„ ,,, „„. 
««,1 if he is a pr.vate borrower, [he kngth „I ,l„ loans ,,„«,, „p 
to 75 years, and mteresl rales aie ik-teim.ned aec.olmg t.. UH V,,I 

«>f funds in the capital maikcl • rhe exp.HI hnaiu,.ig,,cliv.n ,.. tl,t- 
Bank has declined in recent years, »h.le n> role .,s a gnaiantoi ,„,| 
nsurance agent ñas breóme more relevant 

The Rank's involvement m pel r. H. berna al p,,,H-us I,.,, .. i„ 
been rather limited One example ol .ts i .nt,ih„i„.„ ,„,(,,., )K|.| 
is the participalH.n in a polyethylene r»roKxt in tapan. ,n Ian,.,,, 
I%4lhe Rank g.ive Ufe IndusltKs I U ., $t I „„n,,,,, |,,,n >(>VI ,,„„ 
part of the implanting tost,  n i„ he upa.d ,., M ve,,s sun,,,,, 
alter a one-year permd of grace " 

12) VmlrJ Ki^H.lnm < 

N«. single agency en.nU in Ihr country t,„ ,|M w„ .„d,„.„B.n ,,, 
foreign aid etfoits, but rathe-, ., numtxi ol govem.ik.nial agtrvn , 
WHh separat hckls of aci,»ily   I he m>»i imp.^tarn ol the*t «,r ,lw 

Contmonaivalih Devclopnvnt < ,-rp>H»i«,n arvl the ( ,^.,.H.nw».,l,h 

' Ihui . p   4A 

,¿ iL?' °ZÏ?T '"*"• d,U " "* l>«^«»*' >l I** n.,w ...4. U- toU^taéj. I»«, and w.„„ un4ta,  ,„, AHw., ,,„  „       ' 
^P^Z'm!ÍT»l^"l%"!' """"* "* •»•«»• '•>-•*». P.--T•, yjBfs «MMMtnwnM a«! Itud gnntt ,ihlud« ,h,.« un4t, u« v«,.i 
frognH rnm fumi ,.( ih. l|)g u •r "*  VK'" 

• TU ftioiiw «li, »f ul, »  12 
Imfrmi—ml fmmmml St», im**r.  I A*>ti. ,<M4. ,, »i 

' /a» ''«MM, «v . if m , «ft   \t »,» 

f4S 
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Dcvelopmenl Finance Company, that supplément the private 
financing system. In 1*58 the Commonwealth Anúlame Loom 
were introduced for the purpose of aiding recently independent 
countries; the loam usually run for thirty years, and carry a rate of 
interest equal to the one at which the Government borrowed the 
I units plus a 0.25 per cent; the grace period may be as long as ten 
year-, and in sonic cases interest and service charges may be waived. 

The Commonwealth Development Corporation finances public 
and private industrial ventures in developing countries of the 
Commonwealth which have achieved independence since 1941, 
under both the form of loan ami of equity investment; however, 
the Corporation usually sells its interest in a joint venture after the 
latter has become a going concern. The role of the CDC in industrial 
investment is very limited indeed, since most of the Corporation's 
activities are in the primary sector and in public utilities and other 
overhead projects. 

The Commonwealth Development Finance Company, established 
in - r»63,1w< "a tot.1l" uuthrfri/etl capital o1'$85 million of whicn 
$21 million is paid up. While its resources are thus scanty, the 
Company perform', a needed function as promoter of private 
financing of industrial projects in the developing countries of the 
Commonwealth The C DEC has no direct projects of its own, but 
its finances are available for private projects that are commercially 
viable and contribute to the development of the country concerned; 
conditions for obtaining CDKC funds are that expert management 
he available to run the project, that the investors raise a portion of 
the funds themselves and that as much financing as possible be 
obtained through private channels. As is usual practice for British 
public financing agencies, activities are run under commercial 
terms ami the interest rates charged are linked to the rates paid 
by the CDKC itself, plus a margin for tax liability. CDF'C has 
co-operated closely with other governmental agencies, both British 
and foreign: its activities are very diversified industry-wise. It has 
joined in particular in assisting in the formation of national deve- 
lopment 11 nance corporations in India, Pakistan and Ceylon. 

In the financial year ending II March 1961 new commitment» by 
lhe COM' totalled about $10.5 million (nine projects); in the year 
ending M March 1962 new commitments were $5.7 million (eight 
projects); seventeen projects ($10 million) in 1963 and thirteen new 
protects in the year ended 31 March 1964 ($10.5 million). Out- 
standing CDIC commitments are now about $79.11 million. 

(3) I VVJ* 

Ine Soviet anion's contribution to economic development 
arnoad is chiefly oriented in two directions: long-term credits and 
technical assistance 

I he long-term financing prof/amme of the USSR vis-a-vis the 
developing countries is relatively recent, having begun to a signi- 
ficant estent only alter 145V Total fund« made available to deve- 
loping countries in the form of long-term loans in the period 1955-60 
•mounted to the equivalent of about $2,5(11) million (at the pre-1961 
rate of exchange and expressed in constant I960 prue»), $2,373 
million of which were distributed among eleven countries: India 
leveived the largest amount (MOD million), and, together with the 
I nitcd \rsh Republic and Indonesia, it was granted about two- 
ihird« of all credit* in the period considered > The distribution of 
such financing by type of economic activity has been fairly wide- 
«pread ranging from credits for personnel training programmes to 
spactAc financing of tnctatfrial project* : although the main emphasis 
has been on machinery, iron and »»eel. assistane« for refinery and 
petrochemical projects has alio taken place 

Th» loan* have had an average period of matunry of 12 yean and 
carry M avara«» rat« of inter»« of 2 S par cant A frequent practice 
constati of aMowntg the debtor to repay the principal through deli- 

> V Hinwk». Í,..«•.«*. Co-ofemHem aVr»**» Mar VSSt ami Vnitt- 
Jr>*b*n¡ («MM«, forw*n Language« rVsMahma Moa*. Moscow. 
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very of commodities. No specific conditions art usually at tachad 
to the loans aside from the approval of the credit receiving 
Government.* 

The Soviet Union also undertakes the formation of specialized 
training institutes and research laboratories in the developing 
countries ; one relevant example in petrochemicals is the organiza- 
tion and construction of • petroleum atid gas institute in Algeria 
and a technical college attached to it. Both arc to be turned over, 
without compensation, to the Algerien Government.' The technical 
assistance programme* are administered by the State Committee 
on Economic Relations, which operates through four commercial 
organizations. These are: (I) V/ü "Technoexport", which renders 
technical assistance in building and reconstruction of ports, airports 
and other public transportation facilities, of textile, pharmaceutical 
and dyestuff plan», of building materiali and manufacturing 
facilities and of education faciliti«, and assists in prospecting for 
oil, gas and minerals ;m (2) V/O "Prommashexport", which exporta 
compititc^qt^inent necessary forine building of heavy engineering« 
machine tool, agricultural machinery plants and others and gives 
technical assistance at all stages of construction through the furnish- 
ing of know-how and of skilled specialists ;» (3) V/0 "Technoprom- 
xpoit", which is mostly concerned with energy-plants irrigation 

and hydraulic projects;" and (4) V;0 "Vja/hpromexport", which 
supplies equipment and materials for various types of industrial 
plants The agency is highly specialized in assistance for iron and 
steel works and oil refineries and renders assistance on various 
production and operation problems.r 

There is some evidence that both long-term lending and technical 
assistance programmes have been somewhat stepped up since 
I960; the major characteristic of Soviet foreign aid programme*, 
i.e.. the allocation of aid to specific projects, seems to be unchanged. 

(4) Federal Republic of Germany 

In the period 1950-63 Germany granted nearly $6,000 million in 
development aid, of which $3.333 million originated from public 
sources (35.6 per cent). Germany alto has a substantial interest in 
the IBRD, having subscribed $1.030 million to the capital stock of 
the latter, participates in the Development fund of the European 
economic Community for about one-third ($200 million), shares in 
the European Investment Bank of the EEC, also for about one- 
third ($300 million), and has agreed to subscribe $52.9 million of 
the capital Mock of the International Development Association ' 
The Federal Republic also has a broad range of technical assistance 
and training programmes. The main institutions in th* Federal 
Republic of Germany which are involved in granting development 
assistance are the public Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (Recon- 
struction Loan Corporation) and the semi-public Ausfuhrkredit AG 
(for export credits). The former is more important in term* of its 
contribution to the financing of industrial venture* in developing 
countries, and its structure is similar to that of Eximbank. 

The assistance is either given for a specific project or for general 
development programmi- In recent years, the share of investment 
abr«ed out of total credits has risen from 24 per cent in 1959 to 
64 per cent in 1961.' 

(5) Framce 

Total aid expenditures increased by 26 per cent between 1956 and 
1962 In 1962 total aid was $1,400 million, of which $910 million 
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WM OovcrniiwiM-to-Oovwnmeni aid; the rit» of total foreign aid 
to Gross National Product was almost 2 par cent in 1962. It is felt 
by the French authorities that such ratio is adequate and should 
be maintained in the future, if other industrial nations make a 
similar effort.' 

So far, strong preference has been given to North Africa : in 1962 
aid to the region constituted over 85 per cent of total aid and over 
95 percent of Government-to-Govcmmcm aid; also, 95 per cent of 
the 46,000 French technical advisers abroad were in North Africa 
However, it is currently felt that a greater dispersion of international 
aid is advisable, although preferential treatment for Africa should 
continue. The French authorities also feel that the primary objective 
of their foreign aid programmes should be assistance in the impro- 
vement of agriculture productivity and in the development of light 
industry, while the development of heavy, capital-intensive industry 
should be financed jointly by several countries or by international 
financial institutions. • 

'** ^•eafAte' thti attitude, Ffèrh.h a'id has played a' relevant'ro'le in the* 
development of petrochemical industries in developing countries 
and will presumably further increase it in the future. One element of 
French aid policy which could be conducive to such development is 
the large proportion of general Oovernment-to-Government loans. 
usually granted without specification of the use of the funds. An 
excellent illustration of this tendency is the SI50 million credit 
granted to Mexico in late 1962: the funds, repayable in ten years at 
6-65 per cent interest, ware turned over to Nacional Financera to 
be used at its discretion; in fact, such financing will be mostly >ised 
for further development of the Mexican petrochemical industry.» 

France is abo participating directly, through various public and 
scmt-pubNc agencies, in petrochemical projects in developing 
countries. The most important single project is the 1964 agreement 
between the Iranian Government and the Institut francai« du pe- 
trole (JFF)for participation of the latter fn a planned SI 16 million 
petrochenaal complex: the French Oovernment will provide 
S*0 mittkM in credits, while the IFP will provide technical studies. 
personnel to help create a permanent Iranian staff and will aid in 
letting up laboratories ' 

Government financial assistano.' re developing countries is pro- 
vided by the Caiut entrait dt coopération economici* (CCCE). 
Almost all autonomous resources of the Caisse are distributed as 
loans (70 per cant as long-term loans, 25 per cent as medium-term 
loam, 5 par cent as equity financing), carrying an average interest 
rate of 5.5 par cent As a general rule, the tXXT. provides up to 
5U per cent of the cost of the project but, depending on the capital 
structure of the recipient enterprise and on its earning and loan 
repayment capacity, the quota may be exceeded* 

(«) /mf>« 

Development loam are administered by puMic institutions 
specialiaed in medium-term financing, of which the istituto Mobi- 
li** Italiano (IMI) and Ih« Asura di Credilo Finanziario (Medio- 
banca) are the most important, and by government Itnancial hold- 
ings, especially the Istituto Ricostruzioni Industriali (1*1) and the 
Fnie Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI). 

IMI, created in I9JI, has currently a capital of $32 million and 
dérivée other resources from foreign loans market», it has provided 
the bulk of medtum-and long-term financing, with a total amount 
<>f loans outstanding ot S I,*» million as of December 1962 length 
of loam h usually ten years, with a 7-7 5 per cent interest rale, tbt 
institution normally supplies one-third of the total investment cost 

»ni  requires  governmental  guarantee  for  loans to developing 
countries. *   * 

Mediobanca, established in 1946. ha-, .,! present a capital „f 
$9.6 million and derives other resources from meilium-icrm savme 
accounts, bond .»sues and rediscount ine; it has the mam function 
of providing medium-term credits through the discounting of hill- 
in Italy or foreign comunes and also participates ,n the cjmtv 
rinuncine of industrial financial and comniccial linns in devcloninu 
countries 

/A/undertake direct panicip.ilion in developing commies cithei 
through local lirmsot h> piovtdmg tin entire capital for the umici 
tak. ,g. Although two-thuds ol IKI's investments aie cant, u'sol hv 
law lor the South oi Italy, the institution is becoming non- 
tngly active in investment activities in developing connu tes .,,,.! 
its financial resources are fairly large 

ENI is, for the purposes of this paper, bv fai the most imp, 11 „it 
.l'ajiao.'rîsëtutio!, concerna wmY«K- ftnaVing Vf ,1, v, lopmcf 
projects abroad. INI is active in petrochemicals thto.igli two suh 
sidianes: Agenzia Sa:ionale Ulrogemizione (<mhnuhil, i\\|( i 
owned by 51 percent. which operates the ptoduthvc l.icihiies. both 
in Italy and abroad, and Sruim Progetti llullv own. li whic'i .- 
active in the technical asstslarte and construction fields In l'<M 
the social capital was doubled to SUM million, toi a total ,t 
72 million shares» (Ms peitochcmic.il participations abroad .,,, 
mostly concentiated in North Alma and the Middle last ami the 
enterprise prefers to secure paitictpalmn bv i,*.,' govctnmcni- 
Most of FNI's financial assistance abroad is m the IOIDI ol , ,| in-, 
financing and of technical assistance In the pen.,I I'íMIí.I, I \| 
has undertaken development projects, mainly mulct the ham ,.| 
joint-vt ntures with local governments if dime SM- tmlli.-u. in 
Greece, India, li;.u. Poland. Spam ami Yugoslavia and in I s .\t,,t ,,, 
countries « 

il) Japan 

Japan's total foreign aid in I%1 tot.died Vf-< in.Ilion, including 
payments for »at reparations; the ratio of aid to OS!' 1,11 t,,.,,, 
97 per cent in 1961 to MS per cent in l'W>: and to M pet », ni m 

196.1. However, this trend is expected to he tcvciscd following 
planned government steps to relax lentis and condition-, ,.| esp.ui 
credits anu to promote direct loans through mi, r (.,.,, ,,,n, -m ,| 
agreements •» 

So far. Japan's foreign aid has been latgrlv und, i tin lonu .-t 
credits to Governments of deve'opmg ,. untnes t,a the pimhas. ,.) 
Japanese capital equipment ''• 

In Japan two institutions, the I upon Import Hank of Japan and 
the Overseas Economic Co-operation » und, grant . redit and tnvrst- 
mem funds to developing countries. 

The Export Import Bank ol }>tpan, found m IVM) and renrga 
niml in 1952, gives financial assistance to Japanese firms involved 
in venture» abroad and may also guarantee their li iNnins, cslenil 
loans to foreign (iovernmcM* and enter pines |,,r the imp.at of 
capital goods and technical servîtes from Japi.n India and Pak,-iai> 
have been the beneficiaries ol the largest portion ol the loar« As 
if II March 196.1. cxru-'i credit, loiist.t.ied alm.-.i f< pri cent ol 
(he Bunk's financial operations <\Hn 267,<«»l imlhoni »h.lc imp. M 

credit» amounted to I \ per tent and development loan, to 11 S r» 1 

Tkt Oirrirav Economic ( o-oftrratitm fund HXK'f'l. »huh began 
operations in  Mirth 1461. , onplnrienis the I sp.it -Impotl B.rik 
in devclopmer,:  hnantir.g activities at*.<a.t    I he   igtrnv, IVM.I. 

granting loans toi «periti, proietti, hiianurt leaihdiiv »¡„dies arwl 
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pilot projects. Its loans have a length of up to twenty years, including 
a tivc-yeur grace period and carry an interest rate not below 3.5 per 
cent.i'1 In those cases where the project is considered basic and 
efforts to obtain equity financing from other institutions have been 
unsuccessful, the OECF may acquire equity investments, under the 

"•'  IM.  pp   91 i)2 

condition that the shares be sold is soon as practicable, in order to 
release the agency's funda. 

Japan's aid has been concentrated mostly in South-Ea.t Asia, 
India and Pakistan; and trends towards a greater geographical 
dispersion are not noticeable, but it is likely that Japan's role in 
assisting in petrochemical projects in the area will become more 
significant in the near future. 

APPENDIX II 

The following table contains a summary picture of íhe companies 
examined in relation to the financial items selected, together with 
aggregate totals anil averages for the chemical and oil groups re- 
spectively ' Naturally, the aggregate figures have limited relevance. 
Vs«hc.rt>t«is*.M<x> •!K<ÄI# rcpreV-nr fi^r^eaT<.^#age\VIÄa,V, S.1)* 
for each company, in order to avoid the distortions of once-at cl- 
lor-all variations I he items presented attempt to describe tl.c 
companies relative to profitability, liquidity, long-term indebtedness 
investment policy.extent of operations abroad and in petrochemicals. 

Si/e is best measured by the value of net total sales, however, for 
purposes of comparability, total revenue, which is usually little 
different has been used. 

I'he index of profitability used is net income as percentage of 
total revenue; although the shortcomings of such index, when 
comparm« firms belonging to different industries or with widely 
different output-mixes, are well-known, it is in this case a fairly 
flood measure of comparative profitability, since all comprimes 
chosen manufacture most of the products in the pctrochimical field. 
It would not do. however, to compare oil and chemical companies 
on this basis, rather, the comparison should he made between the 
figures presented here and the "normal" ratios presented in the 
imimtueluin. Another indes has been added the ratio of net 
income to working capital which is useful in measuring profit- 
ability of concerns whose operating funds are provided in large part 
hy Ion« tei m humming: in this case, the index has been computed 
when the long-term debt 'woiking capital ratio was greater than I. 

It is commonly agreed that Ihe cash ratio provides a better test 
of liquidity than the current ratio: however, both are here shown, in 
order that the compatitoti between I'nited Slates and non-United 
Si.lies companies on tlvs account may he more meaningful. 

I ong-tcrm indebtedness has been indicated through Ihe long- 
teim debt working capital ratio; also, where possible, the average 
late of interest on long-teim debt paid by each company has been 
computed. 

Investment policy is depicted by the percentage of capital expen- 
dit.ire on total revenue, by the annual depreciation allowance as 
percentage of net fixed assets, and more generally, by the percentage 
ol retained earnings on net income, also, the total revenue/capital 
expenditure ratio has heen presented, is a prosy for Ihe »ales«invest- 
ment ratio 

Finally, tne eaten! of operation» abroad and in prtrochemicals 
is expressed through the percentage of sales abroad and in petro 
chemicals on total '-venue and the percentage of expenditures abroad 
and in petrochemicals on total capital expenditures, unfurlunatery. 
this information is rarely avaMaMe. 

let us now give a brief look at the general acuvities of the 
chemical and oil compames selected for simH 

• Medians h*v* not tuen »sect became of Ih» wnaNnrM of Ih» sample 
Havri rWhai «Alf. Mont«* atiiw and St (¿oëaw do net assMssh 
«in.Its onsotidaled tutrmrnlc ihe nMlMk. aven in £ja*W »tu 
t ut„rr*K ( krmtol A*un», Imnuucni Research On»«*, of tat Aimtet 
dam*» he lank N V . «inclut ek la fee test tienrtatr dr RrkjMjtir. S A . 
Itriitv.hr gank A ti . ISXS4. ol contoliJaird «earrs fur Mit ihov* .om 
paint- in I-*.; hati IMí<  hrrn inni 

DupoM. Dupont de Nemours is the larga« chemical enterprise in 
the world. Bom out of a financial group, it still retains to a high 
degree the financial solidity and self-sufficiency typical of such 
concerns. Net sales have topped in 1963 the 12.* thousand million 
Marl Writ* ff?.-n$reHásts*áh%er-ali piltre b-fex¡HRn¡tf.ncíáíM 

stability. 

Dupont has been in the front ranks of technological innovation 
for a long time and has gained considerable advantages from ist 
pioneering in synthetic fibres (mainly polyesters and poly-^'ds). 
In recent years the firm has consistently paid the highest dividends 
of the group of firms considered here, but more than enough has 
been accumulated in capital and revenue reserves to allow internal 
financing of research or construction projects of practically any sine. 

Although sales abroad constituted in 1900-63 about 17 per cent 
of total sales, Dupont is still basically t domestic-oriented concern; 
thus, it has the potential to become a major factor in petrochemical 
developments abroad if profitability ol domestic operations should 
decline. Financing of investment and of operations has in recent 
times ctune entirely out of internal resources: the company does not 
report any long-term indebtedness for the last year*. 

Onion CtrhiJr Union Carbide, the second largest chemical firm 
in the world in 1963, with a total revenue of 11,694 million, has a 
high stake in petrochemicals : over 63 per cent of its average annual 
capital expenditures in 19*0-63 were in chemicals and plastics 
However, the company's petrochemical interests in developing 
countries are relatively minor: at of September 196*. ;he only major 
venture in which it participated »as the Cubutao polyethylene plant 
of Union Carbide to Brazil. 

The company enjoys the second highest rate of profit of the 
United Stales chemical Arma examined and its financial position is 
very favourable, its reliance on long-term debt as a source of runda 
is about avorage for United Stain chemical standards and the 
over-all position of the Arm would make it pos-uMr, if neoneary. 
to call on an untapped reserve of credit good svili. Union Car- 
hide's annual investment rale r rather low, but its depreciation rate 
is among the highest, indicating a trend towards modernÌ7ation of 
plant and equipment and the adoption of new procesan. 

As with Dupont. Union Carbide's present limned involvement 
in petrochemical ventures abroad, combined with Ht abundant 
financial resources makes the company a potential major participant 
in future petrochemical ventures in developing countries. 

Imprrml Cktmmtal Imkalrùs. I C.I. is the largest European 
chemical group and the third largest in the world. It ha* very diversi- 
fied products and markets, almost aN major petrochemical» arc 
represented in the company's range of products, and all arms of 
the world in its esport markets Seles abroad account for about 
47 per cent of all sales and arc in large part directed to developing 
(•©untriet; however, owing to a trend towards nesver and more 
sophisticated products during the past fifteen years, the geographi- 
cal pattern of I C.I.** export* is shifting awiy fr.nn developing 
economie* •> 
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I.C.I.*» objective of l^ildingan integrated synthetic fibre» industry 
in the United Kingdom capable of competing on an equal footing 
with American producen led to the unsuccessful attempt in l%l 
to incorporata Courtauld».« TI* company has recently launched an 
intensive driva to obtain new export market», mainly directed 
toward the USSR and other oemrally plir,.,*! economies; late in 
1%} the company expressed its willingness to act as a contractor 
in supplying complete plants to the USSR, a partial reversal of the 
previous policy of limiting licencing and provision of know-how." 
I.C.I.'» participation in petrochemical ventures in developing coun- 
tries is, however, limited: as of September 1063 the only important 
ventures were the San Lorenzo (Argentina) plant (phthaltc anhyd- 
ride and other products) and a planned polyethylene plant, also 
in Argentina, both operated by ICI.» subsidiary. Duperiul SAM 

The company has adequate working capital ami its dependence on 
long-term indebtedness is limited, partly as a result of a relatively 

l9»67rHoweveT, it lia» one ofthelowest annual investment rates 
in lurope (10.16 per cent of lotal revenue in 1960-Ml and it> depre- 
ciation allowance is »ignirtcantly below the average. 

Stornino. Sale» of petrochemical* accounted in the last fon. 
years for at least M per cent of the company's total revenus- Mon 
santo'» international sales outlets are very diversified and no atea 
of specific interest i» identifiable; instead, the company's direct 
investments abroad arc concentrated in latin America (Monsanto 
Mexicana and Momsunto Argentina). 

The compan/s activities abroad are mostly concentrated in the 
production of PVt and polystyrene, although its overall range of 
petrochemical product» is much wider. The company has manifested 
in recent years a declining intere»! in minority ownership and has 
concentrated moti of its efforts on the fully owned subsidiaries.' 

lis profitably is about average among the United States chemical 
group and. although it» working capital is adequate by any standard, 
the long-term debt/work mg capital ratio is over 1.25. the highest 
among the Untied State» chemical firms examined, a clear indica- 
tion of a relatively unusual willingness to rely on outside financing 
< hi the other hand, the company'» rate of investment i* the highest 
of the United Stetes chemical roup «13.3 per cent) and its depre- 
ciation allowance adequate 

Dom. TH« Dow Chemical Co. i», together with Allied, .»ne of the 
least internationally oriented of the group. International operation» 
have accounted in the last lew year» for little more than 10 per cent 
of the company'» total revenue. A» of September 1%) the company 
had only oe» petrochemical projact in a developing country, the 
l>ow Mettente Chemical Industrie* Ltd. plant at Lavrion, Greece 

Dow» profitability it about average, but it» financial position is 
among the toast »olid by United State» standard», although sill 
fairly satisfactory: an acceptable funded debt/working capital ratio 

< m i» achieved only through a relatively »mall working capiti. I 
In October l<M3 the company conducted a successful refinancing 
..pcrtrtrm. teNing 1100 miHioa in debenture» to the pubhc and using 
the proceeds to repay an approximately equal amount of short ami 
long-term debts. 

How is highly research-oriented, both towards the discovers of 
new procesar» and towards the development of new products' lis 
investment rate is adequate by United Stales standards, while set 
aside» for depreciation amj obsolescence are the highrsi  m the 
t nited States group 

-4<rW Cktmicmi. Allied, until recently considered b> chemical 
men a«  'a« investment group with a branch in chemicals', has 

The attempt meed deftnrlely m May l*M. »hen I ( I exchanged 
••* " ' • wteiest ii, ( ounauldi (»tu» Ut mithor.) for got»* Nyhan 
"*pmntt\  Ltd .   rnkxh   it  owned joii.tlv  with ( ourisuU*     ( krm,ul 
ï.**i 'iüí? Ï "*" tl" ••»»«*»•'«•' hid »as a man» factor ,n leading 
in« Latsow Party to the now-fsmow vow lu naiionalu* I i | ,i ,i ml 
»<>uM have the ctisnce 
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become an important factor in the petrocheniic.il industry tin,muh 
the acquisition, on K-bruaiy X Is*:, of I nun Kvas \aii.,.,i 

Ga» Corp. According to the companv lepoit (>i MM ' ih,s iccim 
sitionwill provide the company vsith a basic position m hi di.xa. hon 
raw materials, a growing business in those .,re..s „I the natuial K„s 
and oil business-vhere conditions and opporiunuies .ippc.n favour- 
able Ihe tirsi major step toward dcvclopinß the hem-tits which 
will flow from this merge- is the planned building b. I%4 ,,f ., large 
petrochemical complex in Louisiana. picviouslv announce.!" Ihe- 
company is still BIIMII domestic-oneiiied. all ptincip.il pioiecls 
in nv. ill years, will, one notable exception. ale in t|,c I nm-d Stales 
or („nada.   H.e exception is the  luge conimiiincm assumed h-, 
Mind through Us .is. pei  ceni participation in  the only  man - 
chemical joint venture in the pciiocheiiHcal licl.l. the W s- m,| , 
ammonia and fertih/cis complex ,,t Miaoli. n ( huía (laiwuii 
together wilh Mobil |U per ,,nn ,,„,, , hini.si.  p,.,,,,,,.,,,,, ( w ,„, 

. *!!y¿'V»l.'%l.^eVj»,^.4-.iwal-,il »   ,• : •„»..•.nani »,«•«.* 
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company's profitability is the lowcsi ,.i ttu- t MII.S si, ics ci.-i.n 
except Moppets'; ils tm.inci.il position ,s sl^hlly Mow I mici 
Stales standards, wilh a relaliuh love «mlem,. c ipital total te u un, 
• alio ( :il and a relativi'v high limdcd .K 1st woikunj capii il i m,. 
11.OKI Its depreciation allowance-, arc also I, ve bui th, i.a, ,| 
investment is m line wilh the rest ,.| th,  I'micl Si n,s ,.,,.„,< 

Aji'i-r.« lollowing the ekc.iilcli/aii.in ,,| It, I,.then In,In in, 
Ihe group was divided mio seveial companies. ,•( uhi, h Has, , i ih, 
largest. Willi a total revenue .»( 1HIK million >n l«*f>\ Haca ,- ,K,. i|„ 
second largest chemical company in I moix IVii.l.uni ii.iivn.s 
account for over V) pei cent of the company's well h..l.,n,c,l pio 
diictton. and foreign sales .uc about 4tS |HI cent ,.( i.a .1 sa!, s I „t.i 
recently the company exponed mainly sprci.ili/etl pmdmis. h,i, ., 
Ir-nd has set in Inwards the growth of subsidiaries ahi.,ad, s 
n may heexnt-cled in the tulure thai Haver will IIHI,,,,, its , 
ol intermediates. Probably due in pan :,, the ivpe .,t peloni,, I 

so far manufactured and exported, Basel's petr.s.lieiiii,a: i 
meni activity in developir.g countries has been v, tv I u-.l 
end of l«Hit the only existing facilities were in I I S.,U,idot im*, 
tic ides plant). The company »aslnpaiticipale in a l.ngeiJ.M nulli, an 
intermedíales pn-K-el in India, together with   M,». elisi   ItNSt   ,m,l 
Ihe Indian (lovermm-nl  but, owing to a c,n,s ,,(  „ivei «• . n. ,un 
stancex. the (ierman films wnhdiew 

No data on net income a.c available ml am -latrincm , ' • 
the profitability of the company (and of the oihei I nroptan . omp i 
nie») cannot be substantiated »uh any confidence Have,'. Iman. i.,l 
situation must he viewed in the mntext of » in,,pean pia, tier-. 
Operating capital is aik-gtiate hy 1 monean -tan,lards and dc|ieii 
dent» im outside finaniipg is relatively slight Hv :he same inkrti. 
Ihe company's rale of inveslnwnt (14 pel cen! ,,l I,,MI leseimei 
which would \r *rv high in the l.mtcd Su'cs, is In-low the aveiagi 
of 'he luropean group, Its "late of innovation as expirssed h. 
Ihe nereemage of dep.iciation srt-asulrs over r-ei tm-d assets i« 
on the contrary, the highest in I tunnx afler Soni ( .ob.or, • I xp. i 
dilutes on rx-veaiih ale eguivaleni In 4 4 p, i , eni .,f i,a ,1 s.,1, • 

llwihu     The production  p'ogiimine   i      he   i   ,1K !     ,n,!    *, !i 
balanced  among  law   rii.iteii.ds.   ,uii)> 

ih,i 

the 

ill., oil 

*   Another   impnlljal   pio».,:   has frvrilliv   f,l. •• .1   'f..    (,;,, 
Allied »ill luce 4< inn-rt-cl i,, H I,,,IH .,•,',,., *,u n,, 
Anclhr« <iugürs lui loi ...iisloi,'..ai o K a i«u,i< ••, ,1 , 
»mnioni» anil urea pía' I i* hrm¡< a. tirri    lamí«'.  4    l «I 

' Information ,ai   Baver.   H,>nià>i    HAM     Me ir, »e, 
(•ohtin iv ajrmecl m pari immligfi »est I w ,;>,•., , < |„•,., 
,»p   cit. jrtd ma «tiresIt'-  from   onip^r»  rcporu 

"   A   word   nf   ,«ulH>r>   e-   twnr   ai   .-rtlcf     »hile   >(>   ihr   I 
accliulilirig pr«. I>, ts ut («ni,  unilorn.  ii.,1 ll^ nwrh—1    .1 , 
ucujllv «imitar fi.r  ,!l , ,,m|ui,M-v   a , g,vri. n„l,ia,,  <lul„¥ 
iSal   given ihe ifniâcirrisiK« ..I the   rnlu.nv   4l,...s  mtn 
fiscal KurcWi, '    nturopr  o»,«g u, .I.rtrrrnt i(i    Mtr< «•«.! ', 
A„Wfìtin| n^lheKtt  s«re   from  .nuntrs   i,    .  ..ini, .     , ,«( 
n.duMry   Thii»   «nv t..inp*nv,r¡ hrlaver, rsirv    I   lepie, m„ 
»•v.ng tuiufMan conipani» ui hriwwn ( ralisei Si«tr    A, 
comssaiiits slicxiM noi he fj.et. i.„. itnkh »e»gta 

I ..,.,,«.,' 



TABLI A. COMVMNON or MUCH» FINANCIAL ITIMI NOM mcom 

i.ctn m rm JfWtAwP) 

Current IMU  
Caeh and marketable aecvritiea 

CmM liabititiea  
Working capital •   . .   . 

Long-term debt  
Intere« payments   ... 
Net Axed assets, at COM  .  . 
Annual dsprsclatioa allowance " 
Capétti expsnditores '    . .   .   . 

Exp.s »broad  
Exp.s • pttrockmMcala    .   . 

Total revéaos  
Sain abroad  

• «Sal« of peti atoMvn k-«k* . - 
Not income  

Dividend payments . . 
«aminos   . .   . 

»21 
US 
IK 
7*» 

2.4« 
IT« 
2N 
i.i. 
n.a. 

2,153 • 
»I 

- ft.« 
431 > 
34* 
II 

7J2 
142 
247 
415 
4*4 

17« 
M» 
145 
175» 
u.a. 
Ill« 

1,42* 
a.a. 
•.a. 
155 
IM 
47 

774 
21 

342 
m 
244 

15« 
1.534 

114 
14« 
41» 

s.a. 
1,575 

771 
fi.-.' 
114 
70 
44 

4M 
M 

173 
2SJ 
311 

14 
712 
•S 

14* 
«.a. 
a.a. 

1.0)1 
a.a. 
a.a. 

74 
1» 
45 

3*4 
4* 

IM 
IM 
14C 
I 

515 
»S 
«0 

a.a. 

«a. 
a.a. 

71 
44 
27 

«I 
59 

17» 
19S 
i 

5*7 
44 
•4 

n.a. 
•.a. 
Ml 
a.a. 
34« 

57 
41 
I« 

114 
7« 

IM 
III 
221 

I* 
311 
M 

114 
u.a. 
a.a. 
Ill 
174 
n.a. 
a.a. 
a.a. 
a.a. 

M2 
•I 

l»l 
171 
242 
II» 

371 
42 

100 
a.a. 
n.a. 

770 
293 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

C at« ratio «  
C'arnmt ratio •  
Net tacoaw/workio« capital ratio ' 
Total rev. capital cap. ratio . . . 
Net income ai par cent of lot. rev. 
Capital exp. at per com of tot rev. 
Working capital aa por cent of tot. 

Sales abroad at per COM of tot. rei 
nor coat of tot. 

Dividendi •• per cent of not ine  
Rei earning! ai pei- cent of MI inc. . . 
I.xpend. abroad «i per cent of cap. sxp. 
•etrochem. cup. as per cant of cap. exp. 
Dear, allowance as per cent of net P.A. 
Long-MMi debt aa per cent of work. cap. 
later, payment« aa per COM of orr. Mab.. 
later, rate on long-air« dota («va.) par 

«at      

2.M 
5»l 

Mtapr! 
»!i 
a.t. 
10.M 
32.35 

14.42 
a.«. 

M.97 
1*03 
n.a. 
n.a. 
7.21 

.57 
2.M 

m appi 
0.11 
0.51 

10.74 
20.77 

a.a. 

40.47 
30.31 
a.a. 

«4M« 
I4.M 
OS.47 

4.M 

1.M 

.05 
2.01 

not appi. 
».04 
7.24 

10.14 
25.01 

44.05 
a.* 

41.40 
3I.M 
21.41 » 
n.a. 
7.35 

42.41 
3.91 

4.10 

.55 
2.4* 

.10 
7.17 
7.17 

13.54 
2451 

a.a. 
Atleaat 

M per ceo 
»1.40 
N.M 
a.a. 
a.a. 
13.34 

125.10 
1.00 

«.a. 

.IS 
I.M 

not appi. 
».17 
7.12 

I0.M 
11.50 

At lea« 
10 per cent 

n.a. 

«I.»7 
34.01 
u.a. 
a.*. 

14.24 
M.09 
4.M 

.43 
2.0J 

.32 
1.94 
4.70 
ll.lt 
21.2« 

n.a. 
42.00 

71.92 
20.04 
a.a. 
•.a. 
10.72 

IM.93 
I.M) 

a.a. 

.34 
1.00 

n.a. 
7.05 

a.a. 
14.11 
14.42 

4S.M 
a.a. 

a.a. 
u.a. 
n.a. 
a.a. 
11.11 

117.20 
4.M 

3*2 

awsrss; Mam »—mm, leeo-ieeJ 
AmattrJaaHi.k« Bant n *aj, IHM. 

aa* n»k Wnt Stumm OmmtnlWrnm. 

Vc». All «anna, cacae« rauoa sad 
•"J «aromi— urn 
raataa |. 

I asaim: — : all or 

•anaaueaa. ara la annua ill dullan Han 
lutai kacaaat of i -- «fas*«* Da «Va» la 

CMS» 1.1 «Ml la in« p» raw- 
it. ho|#taj¥*jF( hHftioltol In 

M la a« puaaaMa lo «iiiiaMaa ika ian of 

.40 
1.09 

n.a. 
7.11 

n.a. 
1402 
22.20 

30.03 
n.a. 

a.a. 
a.a. 
a.a. 
a.a. 
14.71 

153.21 
3.74 

4.20 

i «a» K> Da Fa«, III., laeec. mortai, aad 
I.C.I. ana k« 



•TATMMWTi «NO MLAMCt Mm O»   17 CONTANW, tVMMt   IMO-«} 

BAsr m <•> 
P) 

H>Ht Mme* Util » f («1 rmiiiH 
Toulmé 

Petrilli** 

237 131 101 
M M 3« 

171 271 •» 
»•" n 21 

;    i» 413 »S 
*« !*• é» 

310 312 139 
«1 «1 4» 

110 111 IM 
ii». H.a. n.a. 
n.a. u.a. n.a. 

714 4M «SO 
2«4 n.a. n.a. 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 

|          "•• u.a. a.a. 
I          n.a. 
! 

a.a. n.a. 

i           •» .11 .37 
Ì            1 JO I.M 139 
1          n.a. a.a. n.a. 

6.4» 3.0* «.« 
n.t. n.a. n.a. 
13.40 J2.7J I«.«l 
12.04 12.31 J.S4 

36»7 n.a. a.a. 
n.t. n.a. n.a. 

¡          n.i. n.a. a.a. 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 
n.a. n.a. u.a. 

!          17.» II.»1 37.9« 
1         174.40 JM.M 202.M 

3.31 7.01 J.SO 
400 4.N o.ai 

110 
10 
M 
74 
27 

I» 
II 
12 
II 
t 

n.a. 
2*3 

••«• . 
7QM 

7 
3 
2 

3 0» 
«appi. 

14.39 
2.17 
4.10 

23.« 

a.a. 
ll.TJ 

71.42 
21» 
1).)] 
n.a. 
13.43 
34.41 
2.7t 
4.10 

4.999 
991 

2.190 
2,001 
2JII 

Hl 
1.70» 
1*12 
1,404 
•«. 
n.a. 

12.231 

RA. 

43 
2.27 
n.a. 
7.44 
7.«l« 

1)09 
22.M 

)).«' 
a.a. 

71.04« 
21.94 a 

n.a. 
n.a. 
II.«1 
»9.44 
S.I4 
4.49* 

3.474 
1.422 
1.179 
1,793 

117 
S9 

4.37» 
SM 
9M» 
470 
21««* 

10,0*9 
... n.a. 

119 
127 
S4I 
20* 

..76 
1.9S 

II.«I 
• 22 
1.41 

17 04 

n.a. 
J.J7 

63.41 
14.59 
33.1» 
24.M 

0.S7 
4S.SI 
1.14 
a.a. 

* >rr»aMi ¡mmHUmuá. '.ür *'-""' "*"' ""*"" •" «•*«»•»••» «a«« 

4*74 
4^94 
I*«« 
2.400 

504 
23« 

4.475 
SM 
707" 
a.a. 
64" 

1,339 
n.a. 
«S0M 

S49 
221 
120 

.14 
2.45 

noi appi. 
10.5 

« « 
9.4 

20.0 

n.a. 
10.77 

40» 
$9.70 
n.a. 
0.1 

11.0 
24.3 
IM 
4.21 

1,39« 
5*» 
SJ:< 
Ml 
256 

» 
2,404 

243 
157 

a.a. 
43 

i.m 
n.a. 
n.a. 

345 
133 
212 

101 
2.61 

not appi, 
n.a. » 
10.13 
n.a. » 
25.34 

n.a. 
n.a. 

ÏI5S 
6143 
n.a. 
n.a. 
10.04 
27.73 
1.74 

n.a. 

1,093 
233 
660 
433 
221 

II 
1.13» 

130 
354 

n.a. 
23 

2.063 
n.a. 
n.a 

1*6 
73 

111 

34 
1 66 

noi appi 
n.a. 
401 

IT 

n.a IT 

414 
»6 

207 
207 
2.51 ' 
'I 

l.07<> 
132 
ISJ 

n.a. 
n.a. 

1.254 
na. 
n.a. 

112 
62 
30 

.46 
200 

54 
n a 
».»1 

it 

7.766 
2,433 
3.3*3 
3.673 
I, lOt! 

100 
12.457 

1.274 
na. » 

n.a. 
a.a. 

!**.! 14 
n.a. 
n.a. 
1.62« 

Ml 
715 

67 
:.02 

nul appi 
na. " 

«51 

2I.M 

n.a 
n.a 

40 32 
59 6« 
n.a 
n.a. 

11.22 
50*0 

I 73 
n.a 

n a it 

16.31 

n.a. 
n a. 

55.36 
44 64 
n.a. 
n a. 

12 23 
121 25 

307 
rva 

I» 23 

n.a. 
n .i 

54 I« 
4312 
n.a 
i. ». 
10 2.1 
4<J22 
271 

n a 

_.,„_ ,    J*1"«"   »»•*•«» .»«•nr.itm«,-,r«p«fM,iUrr..«t|wi, « hr-ni..!. .,„ , 
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intermedíate óigame,, pharmaceuticals, agricultural chemical» and 
inorganic chemicals. Sales abroad constituted about 38 per cent of 
lutai salo As in the case of Bayer, expansion of foreign subsidiaries 
is causing a shift in Hoechst"-; evports from highly specialized 
products to supporting raw mate-mils and thus towards developing 
countries, rix company planncj, as of S-ptenibcr 1963, toge'her 
with the Indian him Mafatlal Industries Ltd., a petrochemical 
plant and naphtha ciacker at Bombay.1 A significant proportion of 
the hrm\ foreign earnings derives from consulting engineering 
work, the company pi m id - know-how. technical assistance and 
öfter, complete puns of plants and equipment; it usually prefers, 
however, to leave a nMruciion entirely to the client. 

Hoechst has the least favourable equity ratio* in the German 
group; on the otliei hand, the Amsterdamsche Bank report suggests. 
that Hoechst perhaps has luge hidden reseives.' Its liquid position. 
in-lead, is the strongest of all I uropean firms. Hoechst invests 
annually the lowest proportion of its revenue among the European 
chemical companies considcted; Us depreciation lalcis the smallest 
alter Montecatini anil u spends about 4.1 per cent of said on 
reseatch. 

Rai1i\chi' Ànilin <,iu/ Soil« iahrikcn HASI is the largest plastics 
piodiuei in I mop., alter I ( I and the lai ¡test supplier of supporting 
taw mate lals lot lulls synthetic tibies. Other prinlucts are nitro- 
genous lei tili/eis. paints and dyes, and solvents, lorlv-scve 
cent ol HASI sales go outside Germany, and the company is shift log 
to the piodueiion of sophisticated punii is: it has a high degree of 
veiii.il integr in and a  leading  position  in  the petrochemical 
held I he timi planned, as of Septcmbe. 1963, jointly with Cole 
& Co . a polvsiyrcuc plant at 1 hana. India; it also was one of the 
panic., logetliei with Mavì and lloiclnt. to the abortive plars for 
the Indian mu i mediales plant 

lheeorporiietinanu.il stiuclure of HASI is definitely not strong; 
although long-term indebtedness is contained within tolerable 
limits, a low cash ratio and curii ni ratio and an inadequately small 
piopoiluin of working capital on total i evenne arc clear indication» 
ol a getuial lack ol liquidity and thus ol lack of short-term flexibility. 
On the oihei hand, although they are not quite satisfactory, BASI' 
shows the most I.OOUMOIC equity ratios .1 the European group. 
The company spends on icseaich about 4.1 per cent of sales, keeps 
annual capital spendimi it a fairly high level, and has a fairly high 
< it"  ol depreciation 

Mont.catim    This i, the iargest  Italian chemical company and 
accounts for moie Ih in K> per cent of Italian plastics production. 
The slimline ot ¡he group is mostly  vertical, with the company 
pioilncing mo mi pei ceni ol its own electric energy requirements. 
Montee u.m has m the I,, t toni yeai    Pern undoubtedly the most 
dynamic chemical concern in I urope. mostly due to the stimulus of 
development p.ogummcs loi  Southern Italy   The firm has many 
loieign mtciesis in developing countries; however, the onlv major 
patin palion in the pclioihciMic.il Held is in the planned Tromhay. 
India, polypiopvlene conipks. a Hunt venture with the Tala group 

Monteiatim's linanci .1 position  i, definitely the weakest  in the 
whole gi iiip ut companies mnsidvicd   its capital outlays in recent 
v..)   have Ken hug.   while sales have lagged behind; the rinunciai 
latios lellcci  > leali  loicvd expansion without  sufficient equity, a 

i.uki'il lack ol liquidili .nul excessive ici unce <»P long-term mdeb- 
t.-dtK-sv   I lu voncein 's hii..iii.ai difficulties have been very serious, 
aggi.ivaied   bv   l.ugv   npi-tidiiures  on  single  giant  project»    The 
biggest  one,   the   Iti indisi  petrochemical complex,   was the   major 
l.utoi that causal ih* company to reshuffle its top management and 
io lake niaior steps to temidi iti* situation   it signed IP June 196.1 
a  nos-, licensing,  non-exclusive  agreement  wuh   l>upont   for  all 
then présent ami piospcviive I'mted Siale« pojypropylene patent»' 
ami in Janujii I9M sold to Roy.il l>uich Shell a ÍO percent 

in the Brindisi complex, forming a new subsidiary.  Montcshrll 
Petrochemical.' 

It is to be expected that, after an improvement of the financial 
MtiMtion of the firm, which is already taking place to tome extent, 
Montecatini will adopt more cautious capital spending policies and 
try to reduce its oversized debt. The company's depreciation rate i» 
the lowest in the European group, while its investment rate and 
research expenditures (5 per cent of annual sales» are the highest. 

St. Gobmm. Chemicals and petrochemicals constitute about 
30 per cmt of the company's sales, while glass alone accounts for 
42 per cent and paper for 6 per cent. St. Gobain could thus be 
classified as a glass company (it ranks third in the world on a sale« 
basis) rathei ¡an as a chemical company. The concern's chemical 
interests are mainly vested in Pechiney-St. Gobain, a 50-30 parti- 
cipation with Wchiney, which is mostly domestic-oriented. The 
company was reorganised in 1%2, and share issues were emitted in 
1961 ami 1962. As a consequence, St. Gobain's equity ratios are 
adequate, whilci ts liquid position i- almost as in adequate as Montec- 
atini'«, with a slightly higher cash ratio an the same current 
ratio, the lowest of the whole group. Its rate of investment is the 
second highest in the European group, and research expenditures 
in the chemical sector amount to about 4 per cent of chemical 
sales. 

Kopptrs. This is the smallest of the companies here examined and 
relatively the most active in petrochemical investment abroad. 
Petrochemicals account for only about 20 per cent of total sales, 
but Koppers' investment abroad is mostly in this field. The company 
is interested primarily in Latin America (Argentina, Brazil, Chile) 
and owns three petrochemical complexes there through foreign 
subsidiaries. A h hough profitability of the concern is the lowest of 
the whole group, its management is modern and progressive and 
the company presents a very dynamic picture. 

Unfortunately, however, Hoppers' financial resources do not 
match its interest in the petrochemical industry in developing coun- 
tries: the financial structure of the firm is well balanced both in 
terms of liquidity and of long-term indebtedness, but its resources 
do not allow for the financing of major projects. However in 1963, 
the company concluded an agreement with a group of 10 bunks 
which make» available to the company a »30 million line of credit 
over an eight-year period."' Kopptrs' depreciation rate is rather 
high for the United States group, but the company has invested on 
the average a very low M per cent of total revenue annually between 
I960 and 1963. 

Slumlord Oil of Ntw Jersey Jersey Standard is one of the ten 
largest industrial corporations in the world. With a total 1963 
revenue of well over SI I thousand million, it is the largest oil 
company in the world. Standard Oil's chemical interests are headed 
in two directions, an increased emphasis on manufacture of finished 
products and a world-wide expansion of ammonia and fertilizer 
production In 1962 Standard Oil formed a Chemical Co-ordination 
'•roup to intensify total chemical effort; the management unit is 
set up within the parent company, but is totally separated from the 
traditional oil business Standard Oil has a favourable attitude 
towards investment abroad: "Standard Oil and its affiliates ct n- 
tmued to identify themselves with the development needs of coun- 
tries where they operate "", and the company is apparently salu- 
tici! with its financial performance abroad: "We believe we have 
been successful in our policy of overseas investment over the yean, 
despite the problems, and we anticipate further sound husmee« 
opportunities..." - Standard Oil's capital expenditures abroad 
increased from 53 per cent of total capital expenditures (excluding 
exploration expenses) in I «MO to over 62 per cent in 1963. with a 
slight setback M 1962, capital expenditures in petrochemicals and 
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refineries decreased slightly from 24 per cent of tettai expenditure 
in l<tt» to leu than 22 per cmt. However, the magnitude of such 
»vestment ii still remarkable, with SS3J million spent «broad in 
lf«3 of which $l<>2 million was spent on petrochemical facilities. 
Jersey Standard operates two ammonia projects, one in Colombia 
und one in Costa Ria; it alto planned in 19*3 two joint projects 
in Greece, one in the Philippines (through iu subsidiary, Ess« 
Standard Fertilisers tnd Chemical») one in Argentina (thTnigh 
Esto Petrolera Argentina) and one in El Salvador, all for the pro- 
duction »if ammonia and fertilisers, except for the Argentinian 
project, which is to produce aromatic». 

The percentage of net income over total revenue was almost 
9 per cent, a satisfactory figure even considering Standard Oil's si«. 
At could be expected, the long-term debt/working capital ratio 
is very small, since it is natural to assume that a large, successful 
company will have no need to recur to outside (mancini to any 
significant extent. It it more interesting, instead, to note the level 
of the current ratio, that does not reach 2.00; the company thus 
seems to enjoy a high degree of short-term flexibility without keeping 
the level of its current assets unduly high. 

Koyml Duich-SluU.v The Royal Dutch-Shell group is the second 
largest oil concern in the world, with 1963 sales amounting to about 
M.500 million. Of this, about II per sent came from salts of 
chtmicak (mostly petrochemicals). 

The importance of the group for petrochemical financing is 
enhanced by the fact that most of its petrochemical investment goes 
abroad. Shell companies have a solid footing in Europe, recently 
widened by the acquisition of a JO per cent interest in the Monte- 
catini complex at Brindisi Their present involvement in developing 
countries is relatively limited, but there is evidence of an increasing 
interest m these areas. Thus, the group holds minority interests in 
•ever»! petrochemical ventures in developing countries: in addition 
to the J3 per cent participation in the NOCIL project in India (set- 
under case-studies in chapter IV of this study), the group hat holdings 
in Spam and Argentina. Participation in these ventures includes 
provision of know-how and technical assistance. 

Royal Dutch-Shell has both the lowest profit rute and the 
smallest relative long-term debt among the companies considered 
Depreciation as percentage of net Axed assets is about average among 
the companies considered, lu liquidity position is satistaciary and 
the level of retained earnings adequale for most types of expansion 
or construction projects. Investment in petrochemicals constitutes 
a smaller proportion of total capital expenditure than the proportion 
of petrochemical sales on total sales; the explanation ma> lie in a 
lower incremental capital-output ratio for petrochemicals li is 
however, unlikely that, if the present rate of petrochemical invest- 
ment is kept constant in the future, the group's stake in the field 
will ugmftcantly increase. Thus, for the purpose of financing pttro- 
chenucal investment in developing areas, the potential importance 
of the Shell group may depend more on a geographic shin of 
interest rather than on an increased involvemeni in petrochemicals 
generally 

Gulf. In the decade l»S4-*3 Gulf investati over V» million m 
petrochemical facilities, in addition to Ha investment through 
•ritisn-Aiiierics» and through Goodrich-Outf. m which H has a 
» per cent interest ; except for the activities of the Utter company 
Ouh"» operation- m the petrochemical ftcM rima ini J those of s 
basic supplier to other manufacturers. On September 14, 19«) 

_.'/** ***°n ratefully tcknowledged the infonnatioti ehrtetly tup 
•uew ey tue cotapany. 

Gulf announced ,n offer of $41 ., share loi ,11 ihe \ million odd 
shares of the Spencer Chemical Co. comim n stock, and has since 
fully acquired the company With the absorption of Spencer liull 
has become a major manufacturer of., vanetv of ¡inishrd products 
TIius. in a sense, the company is a newcomer to the imnorian' 
sectors of petrochemical investment ahm.,,); as the Repoit for 
mi states, it »as only m ihat ver that the company's operations 
were earned overseas, afte, Id yvurs „I petrochemical glow.I, „, Un- 
united Slates. In the decade Wl-m I,all's ,.,te „I growth from its 
over-all United States operai ions ha- been approximately loi, ,• , 
cent yearly, while the growth Com wo,Id w,dc „pctations l„s heu» 
11.5 per cent. However, after II«». H,c slu.e of foreign ,,pe,  
in the firm's income has remained appiocmalclv constant i.oond 
40 per cent 

The  proti,  late   ,s  the highest   ol  :•„. ,„¡  ,,,..,„,. ,u,a«,„g „ve, 
10 per cent in Is»*)-*»,, the company d,vs not re'v much on  g 
term debt (rather, its fumici debt woiking .apit ,1 i mo is the low, M 

ol the oil group, and obtains most „f „s t,„,,nu.,l re.|..i.u.K-nts ,-„• 
e.f its very high let.nned earning, nie (,ulf\ ,ml-..Um „, , ,tc , 
slightly higher than Jersey's, and its dcpiccaho,, r.,le the sec»,! 
lowest of the oil group, allei Jcrsc« \ 

*«'"* P'-lrotrum.   the H P   gioup had.  as  ,,|   Uccihc   l-Wt. 
138 subsidiär and associated compatii,s   M ,.| ihcse t„||y owned 
11 owned bv more than 50 per cent hut less than It») pe, ceni 
25 owned by 50 per cent and in the remaining 14 companies the 
group has a minority interest. No clear paliem ol cot poem- |x»lic» 
emerp-s. if one discounts the natural piclcicnce loi lull ownership 
AMS to he expected, 12 joint ventures an with Shell, ' ,,| these »u 
50-50 and the remaining 5 are ShclKontiollol I• ,'lty cght com 
panics are in developing countries, and : ,>l these in Vii u.i Only 
7 ventures are clearly pelro. hcmical in natine H (• is a •cry 0>n, 
plex structure, and Ihe second largest ,„l company in I „rope, with 
Ï2.06J million of average total annual cunuc HI ls*| ,,_' lis .p,-,a 
lions are truly international in natute, with ,, lugl, dcgicc ,1 m„ 
graphical dtspriMon 

The financial structure is in line will» the oil gi,,,,,, an-i.igr. I,„ 
what concerns long-term indebtedness, while in, IIUMI.IIU posi  
of the company is the least solid in the gio„p. although still ,,m 
factory by any standard. H P retained m Imi iV about Ml pc 
cent of earnings and enjoyed the second high, s, ,„,,!„ ,.,u. 1(1 ,tll 
oil group. 

milip\ h.lroUum < ,i   Phillips is the smallest ,,| ,|,e ,MI , ,„llp , , 
here examined, with  tl.2% million ol total tevinue u,  I'M»   lll(| 
SII4 naHion of net income   Although sepílate hgmes aie not as nl 
ahi«', the company   is  known lot ils invoUrim-nt m f.,n-,gn yeniur. 
anil for its interest in petrochemicals (,specially ..uhon hl.uki   It 
has half-interesl in c«>mpanies thai  have built  new ,.„h,m |,Ul 
plants using Phillips process in liancv. Inly and South Attiea   ,, 
30 per cent interest  in another such pi.tcct  si„y ,„ |vnnm.i 
l%2 at Duigaipur. India and a I" pet cent mines! m Ncgioiike 
a company building a similar p|.,nt m M, („,<   Ih.   ,.,mc India,, 
«»ml company. Phillips ( uihon Black ltd.  , • planning an esp..n»ioi. 
of ils Ourgarpui   plant and a  ik«  plani   ,t  < ochm I ,»   v.o,.i„ 
products. 

The company ha.s a v-.v lavoutahlc .initiate ,,.».,ids im-mmg 
and providing technical assistance, usaailv uncir i ihr torkln»»« that 
I' be allowed to pal tKipalc ,n the ventate, it ».oik. wc.md among 
t'nHed Stairs oil companies in the ninnhu of patents owned h» 
liquid position in the lea*! siiong after B P in the oil gi,„,p and ¡i 
tends to finance a large proportion ol its long trrm e» pendili» res fron» 
outside source* 

Ml 



2. FINANCIAL AND OTHER PROBLEMS FOI JAPAN'S 
PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

T. Hirmymntm, Mmm^gimg Director, MiUmi Pmirpekmmicmi ImdmMrU, Limine, Jmpmm 

C'MAPTH  I.       GFNRKAi   RkVIFW 

When the plans to foster, facilitate and encourage 
growth of JapanN petrochemical industry were announced 
by the Ministrv of International Irade and Industry 
in July 1955, the news was received by the related chemical 
industry circles with many doubts because they were 
skeptical whether the petrochemical industry, requiring 
.i\ it does the colossal investment sums for facilities as 
well as the highly advanced technology and high-pitched 
operation, could really be developed in Japan where 
both the scale of economic activities and the available 
maiket were limited. 

I he gross chemical industry output in those days, 
excepting chemical libres, amounted to SI 500 million 
and the annual investment in the facilities amounted 
only i.i $90 MM. However, in less than a decade, the 
chemical industry has attained such remarkable and rapid 
growth that the output doubled, reaching $3.600 MM 
of which the petrochemical industry, in particular 
••hand 15 per cent or $500 MM. On the other hand! 
dm ing the same period, there was a 15 per cent price 
drop for general chemical industry products and 46 per 
cent pi ice drop lor pi ( roe he mica I products. Accordingly, 
in terms of then- price drop percentages, the petro- 
chemical industry's substantial share works out as much 
as 2«) per cent. All of these facts not only show that the 
pelroelh lineai industr took the initiative in bringing 
aboui ine chemical industry's amazingly rapid growth and 
development, both qualitatively and qualitatively, 
m less than ten years, but prove that the growth of the 
petrochemical industry did play a key role in raising the 
chemical industry's position m Japan's industrial struc- 
ture up to the international level. 

I he total investment for the petrochemical industry 
during those years amounted to $900 MM. and an 
additional $3*0 MM investment is expected to be made 
during ls*>4 I his latter investment represents 7 per cent 
»I the $4.600 MM to be invested this year in Japan's 
entire mining and manufacturing industry facilities and 
the petrochemical industry, with its output estimated 
to nach $?(10 MM annually, is believed to lead all the 
otbtr chemical industries of Japan. 

lhe ammonii industry, which had depended for raw 
material vouiee on eo.il or water electrolysis, has recently 
switched lo nat irai p., s, mide oil. naphtha.petrochemical 
plant'» surplus gas. etc. If such materials .¡re taken int.« 
the  broader-sense petrochemical industry,  it i, not an 

M4 

exaggeration to say that at least 30 per cent of Japan's 
chemical industry is being replaced by the petrochemical 
industry. 

CHAPTEB II.      NfAKt-üP AND FINANCING Of CAPITAL 

The total investment in petrochemical production 
facilities during the past nine years amounted to $900 MM 
of which 20 per cent or $180 MM was financed with the 
capital and capital surplus and the balance of 80 per cent 
with borrowed capital, mostly loans. 

The capital make-up of all the industrial enterprises of 
Japan is 30 per cent owned capital plus 70 per cent 
borrowed capital, from which it can be said that the 
petrochemical industry depends more on borrowed 
capital. 

The high dependency of Japan's industrial enterprises 
on borrowed capital has resulted from expenditures 
during World War II as well as from spending of accumu- 
lated capital for the post-war reconstruction. In under- 
taking new enterprises, therefore, it is natural to depend 
on the loan and, because the interest rate on the loan is 
as high as » per cent, the minimum 10 per cent dividend 
«required and to enable this dividend rate, 20 per cent 
before-tax profit must be realized by securing a minimum 
10 per cent margin on the sales. With fhesc factors as 
premises, the enterprise must be capable of furnishing 
such investment opportunities as to acquire the maximum 
loan with the minimum capital. Such are the circum- 
stances peculiar to Japan's industrial economics. 

While the petrochemical industry can furnish such 
investment opportunities, it is also true that the petro- 
chemical industry has at the same time a number of 
risks, such as whether it is sufficiently capable of digesting 
the inducted foreign technology to undertake commercial 
production; whether the products arc sufficiently market- 
able ones; even if the products have marketability, 
whether there is enough demand to guarantee the plant 
to operate at such rates as to ensure necessary profits 
and so forth. 

The financial institutions of Japan, despite many 
vicissitudes, have continued to render financing services 
to many enterprises up to the present. However, it should 
not be the policy of a bank to assume by itself such risk 
as to undertake priority financing to a specific industrial 
company, since "credit and reliability first" is the motto 
of all banks. Herein lies the opportunity for the co-opera- 
tive financing system to display its rtnum d'être 



On the other hand, the Japanese Government, which 
approved the petrochemical project» under the Foreign 

k^Süí*111 Uw*h"tiken the proper ,teo§- fir,t ftir ,hc 
ethylene  centres and later for commercialization  of 
specific new technologie», by letting the Japan Develop- 
ment Bank (governmental financing institution) finance 
the state fund». Although the amount of such financing 
was no more than 6 per cent of the amount invested in 
the entire facilities, and only 10 to IS per cent in the case 
of individual enterprise, with such financing as a prim- 
ing, the co-operative financing jointly with the private 
financial institutions has been stimulated and material- 
ized: namely, of late, such co-operative financing is 
usually provided by the Industrial Bank of Japan, the 
Long-Term Credit Bank, etc. in combination with severai 
city banks and trust banks, the former's long-term loans 
playing the key role. 

As a rule, the conditions of the loan are: interest rate 
i» 9 per cent and. after a two-year deferment, is repayable 
in five year». Thank» to the favourable growth cf the 
petrochemical industry, on an average 25 per cent of the 
total amount invested in facilities has been fully repaid 
with the depreciation funds and other operating surplus. 
Generally speaking, if 50 per cent of the amount invested 
in the entire facilities is depreciated within five years of 
investment and at the »ame time the collateral loan 
should be repaid, the financial position would be remark- 
ably improved since the ownrd capital 20 n borrowed 
capital 30 ratio can be maintained. However, the fact is 
that because the demands for petrochemical products 
increase at too rapid a speed, there i» no time to improve 
»he financial position, being always pressed with ever 
increasing expansion fund requirements. 

As for the financiers for the petrochemical industry, 
there are in addition to those mentioned above, the Lifr 
Insurance Syndicate and foreign investments (as to the 
latter, detailed explanations arc given under chapter III) 
and following is a breakdown of the capital and fund» 
invested in the entire petrochemical production facilities 
of Japan. 

Wife* 

Owned cafetal  
Finiansi by th» Japan Development Rant 
No° apvefiiwuinal cooperati«« ttnancina 
Hrmmeml by is* Life Inmune* Syndical« 
r-oreian investment* 
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CMAPTSB III.    FoajSQN INVHTMCNT 

Th» foraiga capital invested for commercialization in 
Japan of the patrocaenucaJ industry totalled I112 MM 
C$72 MM for induction of foreign technology plus 
$60 MM for special imported machinery équipaient and 
cfttalytto), of which $100 MM was for funds for facilities 
and the balance for manufacturing costs. Of the $100 MM 
facitttioa funds, $20 MM «ai caprtalued as know-how 
subscription in kind and $10 MM as cash subschptioa. 

Accordantly, of tnt SWO MM invested in the entire 
facht»**, the $50 MM foreign inmtnMnt consisa of 

i na* In have ,i 
hove *•«(> MM 
.cjual ' ".; MM 
iipiri'il nuli tril- 
lile r..tili is no 

$20 MM know-how subscribed in kind, $10 MM cash 
subscnp.ion, and $20 MM ordinari loan; so that the 
capitalized foreign investment, that s. subscription in 
kind plus cash subscriptum, amounts to s<0 MM win,.h 
represents only one-sixth of $1X0 MM owned capital 
In the case of joint venture companies, since the fu ml s 
required for facilities are capitalized in almost .,11 cases 
this "one-sixth ratio" appears at a g 
considerable weight; however, if the 
capitalized foreign investment plus the 
subscription from the Japanese su)«- s o 
$900 MM invested in the entire f.uiliiu 
m«»te than 7 per cent. 

In establishing a joint venture compatii «uh a foreign 
company pursuant to the provisions ,.f the I oreii-r, 
Investment law. approval is giu-a onlv uhm ;he toi. 
nology is so highly, advanced that u nho.ii ,iuh a c oinpaip. 
there is no chance in Japan of...mm, u.ili/.,t,on ,Ml| 
on condition that the Japanese su!, sh ill I, ,i<- th, siihst.m 
tial management rights, the !'..reign conip.un si.,I! 
have as shareholders less than <(> p.-, cm v,,t,,u. m-hts 
As for the technical information io he s^ciibe«! IM km«! 
il needs separate appraisal and authorization hi ih, 
court and, as in the case of the induction t,r |,„ ,.ui,M.M v 

technology, tax is imposed on the lovaltv \tu- ..ppivmv. 
all of such fundamental rules. 10 |,,i,,t u atme eompanics 
have been established in Japan HUM i.niit imi'ite 
companies, with their rcspccliv. s|>e« .il n Jim.logirs 
and products, au- making conltibuiioiis |«. I ,|>,nest- 
industry. 

Of Japan'sentire crude oil pio«, SMNC s.ip.mn MI p,-, 
«eut is owned by those companies i.mitlv i-,f.ihlislie«l 
with foreign companies on a MMU S,,| Sl ,,,„,,.,, «Vls(<l 

and 70 per cent «if the naphtha thai Japan s |H m imnii.,,1 
industry reelleres as raw tii.iicn.il is h. m^ sn|.|.lu-,| h. 
these joint venture conipanies nuli,,m ,,u mi, it« um. 
from the foreign oil companies Im ili il   nati, 1 

(il Al'I Ik   IV      DK.KII  ni   « «ISVIK».IS< y 

"The moderate-capacity chetiiK.il industri compaio« , 
holding respectively to their own l'imiiuU " is the IH.KI 

expression to illustrate the current situ.il  «>|  Japan , 
chemical industry, lien ihe top «.lass's sales represent 
no more than 5 per cent «if all-Japan du IIIK.II industry', 
sale» volume. Sime it was less (Inn ,1 «lecidc ago thai 
Japan's petrochemical industry was developed and «V 
cause no company can easily undertake commercial 
production, the number of peli-.. IHIIIK.II compaio«, 
is relatively limited and vet thru cine gemi is not >.. 
conspicuous. 

Ihe annual output «if petrochemical producís f..i id. 
year 196.1 recoided the $M«) MM m..ik fhis is the ,al„« 
of the combined outputs «if those i| companies hrl«*tiMirii,' 
to the Petrochemical Industrial Assonatimi, ami th« 
per company output average» mi m««rr than $l'> MM 

CM these 31 companies. 12 art th»»* combining petr«. 
chemical and other chemical industr*», and the other 
19 compaiiic» are those eulutrely rrigaard in prtio- 
chrnucal induttry. Ihe f»mier 12 compaiue» may b» 
clanihed by nuua business as follow »   peitokru» retin- 
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iip.inif 

• I uh, 

ni« ir itti) 
it'll/, f     hi 

inn thiinu.il industry 
omp.macs    ,.nd   rihrr 

thct uiiilcrt.ikiütf lulii.i.i huMJk's« 
iiM>¡iv>. the M it.mp.nics i. tn hi- ti.i«silnd 
|>'<J ni iiit.-ptr..!e«l pel-t*. nemicai industry 
tutto ,in<! th..se  h.iiidlin*  etri.un deriva- 

li* three . • i 
' h rt e    « ••nip  i) 
one  i.irnp.im 

hit   (iettile 
"I   • ••Hlt'lIKil   r 
liti' those i'i|[ 

Hit II   ; |f.Ut Ut    i 
lives I I..III this it t..II,.«s th.it th. re .ut- f tv« pri'itding 
eihUt m tenu, t imiiMi i,,, ^ ,|(. r.tvh. I,.in MitAerd 
mti etil lem .erti.« ,,| i?,.uriti MHIUM. >n stjar each. 
111,1    •,-'   "tl'ti   v:iip,ti„,   [,,   ht-   ,,,mh,iH-d   Ailh   the« 
!»••    ,'T.   up« 

u,lll< '••«,i ' ! Il'- '*• ifp il.iss |nti Klieitiit.il .i.m- 
i in . I .tieilnlint , ip.Kin u-p<t «4 ntiiiv ^n per n-nt •«) 
..HJ.tp.r, . 4MIKKI |,. n .ih.lt ni ..ipjiitv lor the year 
I'«.'. in '.«put ,.t the .Knien. s.ilr«. these two comp«- 
nit - e.tth sh.it,,' rilMMnt 14 pet , rnt ..f the IHK» MM 
(»tiottit iin.il ,.i,tp;)| morded d>r the milite year Ihn 
i- hn.inst hi.fh i.,mp,iiu0. uiste.ad ••< ur»ikr1.«kin* ihr 
m.mut ..t,,i, up i,. ,¡| the h.ishetf (Vodauts. lent some 
dt m m.t. tu h. pi, d.ued hv ,.|hei t ,mp.,nat, hrlonging 
!•• tht n   n >p. 111\t i ..ripleias 

Sut h hem* the HUIUK y«, il ,, («eih.ips rrason.ahlr ti. 
s.!» th.il J.ip.ui , petrnthrmit.il pi uh«, t ion cap.aufv is 
lonvrrart-d i,, i ,libree MM h.allw.n rsetsveen the dreen 
tiili/etl I t,i|«d M !,s »heiiiu il production lapavitv as 
tipr« stnfeil hv I),, p, ,,, \ sri ire •( ,.n'v "" per imi .imi 
the      ii|i*.iith\     pi,% ni tir  .n  (he   luiopran  countries 

l'n se m u. th. , i|iu m ,,i, ,ui ,•( i he s« . t h Urne centres 
is htniy .xp.iiitU.I „„I hi th. .ml .f is»M. the commnrd 
• ip.u its ,f the mm ethilene tenti. •« *iilt,.| al WNMIIltons 
the !••!> I'ttiimton .entre .and 4 i entres .»f ,.ver haH.(M>. 
(••n e.a. h h..I,Im* the hon. «h.are. .and thus japans 
ethUtfie i.ipmti ,.,i^ht i,. K- r.mked tet.'nd in the world 
\f t *l.ime «tiih pt.nhut ,n stak m.iv mi ite sonar douhts 
a« rnin* e«.issue hi Jap.in H< vtexrr. that is ijU'tr 
uiulelst.uitlihle ti,„!i tin f,,| th ,1 euh o» tapan s wav 

thi'ii usua. «viillnlii lihu.iml |Uhhrr iiianutavtwiing in- 
tli'Niiies lot which tht petriiheinit.il industry is »unplv 
in* the tHtess.ii> M» nuierajls. hjs air« «dv est.tMuhrd 
piiHtiKtiort refills in their -esputo, held» t ; he ranked 
sei..ml in trie world I nnheimorr .after th« VMf l«n« 
t is rr.ts.ti.iNe tt. I., .see lh.il. in order to reful.itr and 

f.asr the ilitretr.iti.it,,,n hrt»een th. preceding «.ompante* 
and »uccccdinp ones, tht i ip.at.il> ,.f the taller four 
i.>mpam. « »ill pnlrrrntuIN he r.a.sed I., the lOO.OnO-lon 
leirl -trad. ,it the MI'H unit the preventing tttmfmnini 
irntrrs in.I ,.fhr. ne» vei'lrri t • run mt.re thjn IOO.OMV 
fon i .tp,u iti will he lutiteli t.. m,'ir to the rsr* «avita** 
ndiistrul /onr nhe.r plants •>( more than tflnnHVl.tn 

,.ap*tit>   uà.  hi    nst.illed 

If .all of the i..rrjt.in»t •» t«ke« uMt* vrutaaWaMiatj, 
Jaap«ra s rt h viene i-pBt.it> it, rttirriaktd Ut alttiw Ohi 
I.«tin (MVion nwiik hrfi.r» the end <sf |«""0 In dMi (v««t. 
h..a*r»et. ihr pt. dutthm sture t<f r*vh t.>mca«i»v «ili 
»olut-uiils he if oidin^led nut »>f the frw wilt ,sf ihr 
i*tJ«t*tr> i«rli tt »ell *t »n thr pertinmH $*>à*ne* t<f ihr 
..ovrrnmeaw ha arti ..« the F.«rraf9i Iwmaliiww ta« uta, 
th»nfí.tr», ct*nwrfriKv irf thr tapaetfy m «ut cMMMitn* 
to nv»vr uns ma* h l. t»4rd» ".>lit*rch> " «%«• thr>«ifi> nW 
prit«1uvlH>«i t« .Ir «.It hr n>ntH*rr<My 

f'M«ia»TÍII   V      iNVFtTWM   (»W»* n VITir» 

rt>t thr c»íialt>fn,ar> airpanic iherwt.al inéworrv. thr 
4ni4/mg drvrlopmrnt dnd prowth thatl thr prtr< i-nmn«..I 
HHlutilry ha« attained since the year l»5S proved a «»1 
MimulMt since thr indu*tr> »ai al thr otjttet sfcr^rical 
ah»>»H »itch devrlopment At thr vtmr fmt it made a 
«sniatlatraMr imprewaam tan thr ammoni« irvéustrv 
Ihr carbide indtHtry fh» rrrmemalatin amiwMry ri« . 
and il *js fell that there »*» an urgent nerd faar i ouvrit u- 
tMinal r"iri>v«menta. ^s a result, varum» o np.imes 
started in rarne»« investing m peirnvhemtval r>n^ut.th»n 
favilitm irrrspevtivr <»t »hethrr they sprtiah«r in [••'ro- 
thrmacal prnductN-n i»r othrrwne In spate of «uvh an 
investment hmam. nai advertr tfleet» are vi fai evadrnt 
thank» t«i hr<»k demand« On thr other hand, thrv ,arr 
wrried ahoul rxprnsivr depren.tlion <and interest t.wats 
resulting from over-inv**trnent in lavil.tws as »ell i« 
frnm hag drop» in tht geoduci price* 

When the prtrt«chrmacal proant ».as started in IW5, 
thrrr *« the proaVaha»My of managing a once-a-ye^ tvarav»- 
ver of the amtxmt invented in thr f»c!t»fie« ArVr the ofarra- 
i<m »la* avtajatly started. hn«r»rr. tltte ta» nnrro»mt .if 
ihr pr.-dtict pru* margin I« thr international level *« well 
i% to inteiMiftrd talr» ttsmprlMion an Japan, the peur 
inde» Ml an l**3 to «4 per t»M, regeesenting a* mt»th 
H« 4* per cent drop m ih« penatami grace therefore the 
turnover of the mvaatntent tot the fatilitie« as due lo 
drcrrane hy the c«»rrr»ponding peaentapr Mo»ever the 
turnover i« hurely maintained at "ti per cri»! a veer Ju« 
partly to turlaaèra) intlalUtion n-st itsrtt rrndered possihte 
hv the rnrached •«perirne« 

A« to the «irfimiNtMtn n»o«i r»f ih* lompwnae» «fwwJ- 
iMd in petrovhenMcal prodtntaon had adopted frntn the 
hegannang the Itaed inntalntmt method <>n the olhet 
hand thus» coraafaanw« atndamakmg pMrochenttval pers. 
dut lion at a sade-Hnr »ere oMnjad te follo« Hit vonve«- 
ttonal proportttxMl tnalalntrnt method pttewoMM lo the 
la« la» and. hntauar they advanoad ant« thr petnichrmt» 
tal indMtrry. the more thrv maV.av,.tared at cmMMwtninaiJ 
inifariavrmem the nutre thrv tuHrrrd fr.«m e»vev»avï 
deprecaatNin httrdam* and they had *»» lake rea« pam» m 
reali»ng a pr.m« and maintaining the divaataaid Ih* 
(Mivernment. an orttr» tra cog« wttn «an.* a Mta*ati»n 
rrvnwd it« polavv and alio»«d the vompaiw« to aadafJt 
frartv ft»r nnarntave pàtnt» rrthrr a nted maulnvrnt ..r 

propt>rlN>na)l in*tamt»nt nvrthtd 

ta the catar of ihn lomfanv tandarrtaaang the petr.^ 
chemical pettductttm at a «ade-hne rt n» pa*r.>t.hrmat*l 
productio« hai mtfkmil waaght of coniiatmhii maria» 
it »oes »athraat anvrng MhM ém t mgan» » hajnuin »atl 
impettve. »hack nHbct» fav,Ktr»Wy m Ha «toca pr»se aawt Hat 

»tía» 

In that 
In be aa> aaaa 

•n 
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-_-—.-:- **••**•* "*»ved imo petrochemical« 
* '"*^ ***l,P,: *• *«n»ati»«| tkirty-two were new 
eampaaiei eataMitked m the form of *ur»idmne<i and 
>BNM compumev 

Tk» tnámcy hat km especially COM|HCUO%M recently. 
*•*"•»•*-•  « „tot  H, ^ „„„^ ^ cowp-Bie| 

UT. "Tr #,,ri*, *• ***' ,v« J»"" "«*H«I twemy- 
**m - ef wkkh, »ix compamet mi HI tW form of 

wtek evema* premiali i m enarri»«, ¡MO 
««•»acta, MR wkoNy '     -    - 

witk *» ramd «rveiopmem of »he aetraclmmkal 
«to cwtorprieul Kale «T MM relatad yMrm 

""^ •«•••»• fr««t year to year. Ai there 
m «kirk «NwjrtakMfi for preduci«, 

ave pfcwKd M a« tnamrai part «T tkr 
_^-_—   ky    -- 

of ._,.. _.  
keve keen HKmeemg Muât)', 

w ««art III. However, hecauat «he exietrng a« 
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he «atad later, m not >Mt a km 
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aàaaeani kaalinceprofretied steadily. During IW7-|%| 
Ike real groii national product ere* at an average- annual 
rale oTiomi lea per cent; this i» much g rea Itr than ihn 
of other advanced industrial nations, and even that of the 
***'*" Ptioi. It ix believed that the growth has rn-en 
^•"•"••d *> •* »igh-level of investment in plants ami 
*y*Pw*lrt- Tk* elative weight of private equipment 
mveetment in tht tro»» national product stood at around 
;;'*.B*T "••J1 •*'• '•*>: «»»ce then it has ranged from 
15-23 aar oeM. 

Jaamwae priviti enterpmes were dealt a heavy How 
kythe Met war. Mm, because they were pressed by the 
need of expanding productive facilities in order to adapt 
rkamwlvu to the growing tconomv. Ihey have not hern 
» a pewtmi to accumulate reaervev 

Ai a result the high level of equtprmnt investment h.o, 
keen met primarily hy external funds .limosi all of which 
were ftnenccd ky bam. 

II.   CHAKAC r»»ru »  «»   M NO  «AIMM,   IN 

nraui-NtMN AL ism iiiv 
I HI 

The level of equipment investment in the petrocm-niu al 
mduetry wat kept within IVMOI) million during  |u<v 
"**• *• Firn Term Programme for the Dweiopim nt 
of Ike ttoockemcal Industry   However, once the ton 
****** l*aat »at iMrted under the Second fer m Pro 
gramme  for   lf*0 int.   «vestment   increased markedly. 

l-é 1 'ml   H»  »•••—•,   i»Ç      Um     >Mt 

(     C   f   o   •   I 

*me* /•    Camjmmht rhml «4 ihr <iimim*>u..n ,.f »,wlt 



an estimate, in actual ligures, ¡s S300 million a year. 
Along with this the relative weight of the petrochemical 
industry's equipment investment in the lotal chemical 
industry's equipment investment has been incr »sing. 
Also this trend has eneo uni get! investment by every 
branch of the organic chemical industry, which is closely 
related to the petrochemical industry, thus pushing up thé 
chemical industry's level of equipment investment. 

It is believed that the high level of equipment invest- 
ment by the petrochemical industry ha* been backed 
by the striking increase in domestic demand. Yet because 
of this rapid rate of growth, the industry had to depend 
on external sources for funds required. Actually, of the 
total equipment funds of $806 million which were raised 
during 1957-1963 by the petrochemical producers, no 
more than 29.1 per cent was met with depreciations and 
reserves, and the net worth accounted for 40.6 per cent 
of the total funds procured, including additions to capital. 

Yet we can observe a great change in the pattern of 
raising funds between the period 1957-60 when the First 
Term Programme was in force and the recent period. 
That is. in the First Term Programme, because the petro- 
chemical industry was a new field, and the newly estab- 
lished companies were in many cases engaged in starting 
production, some 70 per cent of capital requirements 
were met with loans. However, in raising funds to finance 
the Second Term Programme 1961-63, financing with 
internal reserves increased along with the expansion of 
tnterprisal bases, and the dependence on loans declined 
accordingly. 

I his can he attributed to the fact that, because the 
petrochemical industry carried out enormous equipment 
investment under the First and the Second Term Pro- 
gramme», depreciations increased every year as mttch as 
the increase in fixed assets, besides it was possible to 
put increased facilities into operation on completion 
thanks to the steady increase jn demand, which contri- 
buted to the increase in sales. Thus, although selling 
prices declined, the advantages of the expanded facilities 
have exceeded the disadvantages of the price declines; 
the earning position has strengthened by degrees. 

If we study the difference in the components of loans 
between both periods, we can see that the Government 
source tunds. which had a large relative weight during 
the Hirst Term Programme, declined, and the reliance on 
foreign capital increased greatly. 

iMill! ,n   l,.|liw>) 
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Chm-l 1A Trend in equipment investment by the 
chemical industry, its components 

Primary reasons for the decrease in the weight of the 
Government source funds possibly arc: while, during the 
First Term Programme, government fundi were actively 
invested in this field for the purpose of encouraging thé 
new petrochemical industry, it seems that in the Second 
Term Programme there was a rush of projects to produce 
petrochemicals because of the industry's growth potential. 
Thus the initial objective of fostering this new industry 
was more or less attained. As a result, the investment 
of government source funds has not been as active of 
late as it was in the First Term Programme. However, 
our petrochemical industry is still in iti growth period, 
and if the industry is to survive the severe international 
competition, it should be strengthened more and more. 
In the light of this, we believe that the input of government 
source funds will be made selectively and emphatically. 

Because the scale of the petrochemical industry has 
been expanding rapidly and the domestic money market 
has been very tight since 1961, making it difficult to raise 
funds needed for the commercial undertaking of petro- 
chemicals, the dependence on foreign capital has risen 
greatly. Seeing that there is always an excess of demand 
in our money market, the raising of funds in the overseas 
market, depending on the terms, will help enterprises 
greatly by making capital available at relatively low 
interest. It seems that the major reasons for the relatively 
many cases in which petrochemical producers entered 
into financial contracts with foreign interests lie in the 
ollowing facts: the growth potential of our petrochemical 

industry is attractive: and the industry has a worldwide 
spectrum in respect to marketing and technological 
development, making the industry closely associated with 
the foreign chemical industry. 

Now we shall compare the pattern of raising funds in 
Japan's petrochemical industry with that of other indus- 
trie» First, in relation to general industries, it is noted 
that the petrochemical industry depends less on the 
securities market, i.e., stocks and bonds, and relies on 
borrowings for this corresponding part. This contrasts 
particularly to th* «swtric power industry, which depends 
on bond issues for a fairly targe part of its funds and the 
steel industry, which depends on stocks. Of all. the oil 
refining industry depends mostly on foreign capital; 
this springs froni the character of the industry. The petro- 
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chemical industry's dependence on foreign capital is much 
smaller than the oil industry's, yet it is appreciably 
higher than the average for all industries. 

HI. PROBLEMS IN RAISING FUNDS, «Y MMJRCFS 

I. Inttrnalfunds 

The sources of internal funds available for investment 
•J» depreciations and reserves In Japan it ii common to 
all industries that the relative weight of depreciations 
m raising investment funds is the greatest, and this is 
especially true of the petrochemical industry. 

Major reasons for this are: the industry is required to 
make early depreciations in order to adapt itself to the 
rapid pace of technological innovation; the Government 
within the frame of its policy to encourage the industry 
has set a liberal limit for depreciation allowances by 
applying the extraordinary depreciation system. 

Also, the setup of the petrochemical industry has contri- 
buted to this tendency, that is : because, as already stated, 
the petrochemical companies are in most cases set up us 
subsidiaries or joint investment companies ami only 
m a few canes offer stocks on the open market, so they 
are scarcely  pressed to declare  profits for dividends. 

2. Funds from the neatrities market 

In Japan the »cale of stock issues has increased remark - 
aNy in recent years. However, it cannot be said that this 
is definitely related to the increase in the scale of our 
securities market. It is noted that major stockholders 
m Japan are corporation» and financial institutions 
moreover, it it characteristic that the holdings of stocks 
are not for employing current aseéis but are in the form 
of reciprocal holdings. This fact, together with the depen- 
dence of corporationi on loans, suggests that the const- 
derabkt funds raised in the stock market arc in some «ray 
orother related to beak credit«. Because only a few petro- 
chemical roanannin otto stocks in the open market, this 
tendency » particularly conspicuous in the pttrocbrnucal 
industry, and capital iacrcatcs for raising funds have been 
covered by their parent companies. Yet. because of 
institutional factors that even though the rale of dividend 
on stocks is generally high and the intere* p.* for loans 
it treated as necessary expenses by the tax law. dividend« 
on stocks are subject to corporation Us, so the funds 
raised in the stock market are actually relatively high 

in cost, one of the  problems in raising funds  m  lin- 
stock maikct. 

I hi- bond maikct lus been expanding at almost .,, 
rapid a rate as the stock market. Broken down by tines- 
tors, however, we see that nearly W per cent ,.f iot.il 
issues are held by financial institutions I his together 
with the fact that the circulating market has not been 
sufficiently fostered, means long-term lending hv fin imial 
institutions. 

The scale of the bond issue market as shown b> its 
character as stated above, is vet limited, even though 
•t has expanded recently. Moreover, because of the issue 
priority placed on government-guaranteed bonds local 
municipal bonds and clecMc power bonds general 
corporate bond issues are restricted considerably 
Especially, it is very difficult for the petroch.-m.cai 
companies to issue new bonds because thev lack n.1Si 
showing in this field. 

•V l.<H,n<¡ 

(i) liovernmeni-aftiliahil hnamial minutions 

The supplies of industrial funds from uovernnunt 
sources are granted within the frame ot the treasury 
Loan and Investment Programme of the national Budget 
Of these. Treasury investment is granted in the form .»It In- 
direct Government contribution to particular companies 
However, the Japan Synthetic Rubivi Co . I td is the 
only petrochemical company qualified lot this tin.nice 
A large weight in the supply of funds is accounted tot by 
loans granted through government-affiliated financial 
institutions. 

Government-affiliated financial institution, ,,u- tin- 
Japan Development Bank. I xporl-lmpott Bank of 
Japan, Hokkaido and îohokti iXvelopnieni I m.,,u, 
Corporation. Small Business I inane- Corporation. et. 
among these the role played by the Japan IVvclopmont 
Bank in lending funds for equipment investment has 
been the greatest 

Ireasury funds made available through the Rcconvcr 
sion I inance Rank, the predecesso? .>I the )..p m IVveh.p 
ment Bank, played a ma|or role in Mipplvmc mdiisiM.il 
funds until IsMK. Since then with the great change m our 
financial policy, the role has been passed on to pnv ii« 
funds and treasury funds are now playing >n!v ,i , ,,tuple 
mentary role, in quantity and qu.ilily. |.< pti.it. Minds 
Ireasury fund loans to the rntroch. nu. il imhii-v h .ve 
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framed  largely through the Japan Development      ,ArmN w „^ .„^ ,_ m „ „__„ 

INDUSTKY -    NrT  INTMAM 

di) Private financial institutions '"'^ ***"*"*' composition 

.£ Äffi ¡ÄSti^ ~~~       - - — 
relative »eight of loam and, in addition, these institutions    ToUl fun* niMi Makm *>»«»> . .   Ml       511       so* have txer,cd greaUnflucnw on tfe wurjtiw ^^ «* 

investmg m bonds and holding stocks, as stated before *«*• »,,«•„« 
Mm was caused partly by institutional factors in whkh     *>"*      \ '          To       "A 
the money supply accompanying the increase in economic    **">*'"# !" TOO     , Ï      .I"? 
growth haS been made through the Bank of Japan*    '¡S". D»*°«>«*'" *"*)  (Ml)     ¿l)     S'J, 
«»ans. Still, it cannot be overlooked that for reason? of ,T? "t"?1 •"* rf *"•"> <L°"l 

eia, velvSy
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Privati -financial institution, are ordinary banks engaged    «^ <»S  '•'.'.'.'. «5   m«    («7î 

KSÄÄTSSäS '""""'^:   ;" " £" 
the institutions according to the type of the funds to he 
supplied, the fact is that, with the great dependence of J- " Probab*t,n*' »»* l«d of investment in plants and 
our enterprises on loans, there i, fairly clo«W«Hk,• «24

U,Pmem W,H inCT*«* «ore and more in order for the 
between finançai institutions and bisineï e^S      "¿TVu • *!*, '**"* m *•«•• » » «ïcS 

ÌLI í, 'ü*""1 f,índs •v"i,aWe fw emptoymeiTwill 
•creattby degrees along with the increase in deprecia- 

IV. (oNtn-sioN "ìfv     , "T^ '" the ^Pewknoe on external funds 
„          .        .,   L *"» »now little decline, btcauae equipment investment will 
11 nwy br said that the rapid growth of our petro- £."*?« a* * *•* «*• However, as wa, stated before. 

chemical industry has been supported fínancially prima- "* ¿ftr?chem,c*1 '«'•'»try is a prospective firld with a 
lv by external funds. Seeing that it is a new industri! *£?"* L

H*ctn,m in "• ¡« » Ädy sensiWe tí 

hí 2 "T"*1 al a
L
rCmarki,b,y "P" ra,c- '« » "Mural ?*"*.£ the *orW "W* *«"« *""«« «tuation. Also 

¡nl.h n'?   . ? ,ak,:S "n
L
,hi$ cha•**   The strong ?"* ?* «•*»*>» undergoing rapid technological 

growth potential seems to have made the raising of aj '""? "'I00, wecan ^M «»"*"*« that the commeicial 
enormous amount of external funds possible. undertakings arc accompanied only by little risk   We 

Our prtnK-hemical industry .. still in its »owing period 10 ¡hTiÍ!1 't* *".' "1° ,pc*k' ch»•*ri»t¡c. inherent 
and will expand raP,dly in the future   Accordin«^ S 1 '* "^«nemicai industry. In light of this it is highly 

demand torccas.s prep/red «h,s sp^byThe'Jffilrf t^SXH^ Ä-* .!* •"•*•* **"*»"* b? 
Into, national   I rade and Industri demind for S* S^SSTf-      .^ * "na" "^ medium «"«Priit.. and 
».  I%* will  Ke  more than three tirT* thaTÄT SSfSH ^ •nüral/OUm,4,,ioM- in "*' to 
reaching I.6W.000 tons. IW' a?*orb lh« "«•» involved in the commercial production 

of   petrochemicals. 
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4. SOME ASPECTS OF FINDING AND FINANCING PETROCHEMICAL PROJEC IS 

8. H. Cfar/Ui,, CkeecU mnd Company, United Stmt,. o/.Wr.Va 

1. PROJECT FINDING IN OfNP*AL 

usÜ?? »°VCTnmcnt policymakers have completed their 
IÍTT

1 °f {ormuhttint  economic   policy,   after 
the ptanneri have completed the challenging work of 
drafting a development plan, after the laws to encourage 
or even establish new industries have been enacted, after 
friendly development financing institutions have been 
created and have begun operating, there still remains to 
be done the work upon which the development effort 
depend«. Someone must identify, define, and organi/e 
specific and sound projects or enterprises. 

One of the frequent complaints of national and inter- 
national financial institutions serving developing coun- 
try is directed at the "shortage" of well-worked-out 
projects ready for financing. There even appears to he a 
certain amount of competition among such institutions 
in seeking to finance promising projects. The project 
shortage, together with the availability of substantial 
funds fir lending, has helped contribute to the significant 
increase m the number of development banks in recent 
years. International financing agencies sought to make 
loans to something useful in as many countries as pos- 
sible, and development banks qualified admirably. , spe- 
cially since it was possible to shift to them part of the 
burden of project finding. The availability of loan funds 
through these local institutions has tended to stimulate 
local entrepreneur: and thereby the development of new 
projects seeking such financing. 

Governments and  public  and  private  development 
financing organizations are acutely aware of the real 
and substantial costs associated with the investigation 
required to determine - bankability " or "invcstabilitv " 
rhis high "cost-of-looking" faced by entrepreneurs and 
by development bodies is an important problem for 
developing countries and has shaped very significantly 
the number and nature of projects which ever reach 
financing agencies, not to mention those which actually 
arc approved. For example, large organizations, whether 
governments or private companies, can more readily 
afford to meet the loan application information required 
by these agencies in this regard than can local entrepre- 
neurs or small .o^npanies. Feasibility studies themselves 
»Her economies of scale in that the same investigative 
effort is usually r^wred for large projects as for small 
ones. 

The search for suitable projects has led to a number of 
techniques stekmg to multiply the number of project 

ul'IÎU-'S: F0f mny ytmn the !JBitod N»»,oni a«*1 
Member Governments have provided »pert« and other 

ÌZ\ r eChr,Cal i'!r,anCC "' M? governments ,„ 
project formulation. In a „umber of countr.es such 
assistances being funnel«! through  local  ,..stiii.t,..„s 

fitî^n deï°Pnwnt  b;"'^ '"• «"her   development in- 
stitutions.  More   recently, the I mted   Nations Special 
Hund has financed a senes „f pre-insestmeni sun,u 
Some international lending institutions have embarked 
on a programme  of loans and grants  to   dcvelopim- 
countries to finance for them the technical .mi| pr'.fes'. 
««.nal services required for finding and preparine promts 
suitable  for   government   or  n,u,ite   mvestment.   Ih, 
United  States   Agency   for  International   IVxel..nn..-..| 
currently  provides   an   investment   sunes   . ost-sl, mne 
programme for interested potential investors and remitlv 
established an   information system  designed   to  make 
readily available hundreds of recent studies of adusimi 
investment opportunities in developing counii.es  Wh,le 
«uch  studies  are   hardly  (IK« primary   determinant ,.| 
private investment decisions, thrv a,e pari of the mio, 
mation services  which arc helpful to  .„„1 engage the 
attention of potential investors. 

2.   rINDINC,   PFTKIK HKMK Al    PROJK'I tfisslMII lilis 

It has been reported that more than fitly „eu pern. 
chemical plants went into operation in l«»M m th. d.ve- 
loping countries of South and South-! ast Asia Mm , 
and latin America. There appears to ht little med I.., 
special devices or incentives to encourage the se m h 
lor petrochemical projects in countries whose Investment 
climate is favourable, whose markets an reason ir>K 
arge, and whose resources include natural «as oi pet,,,. 

leum refineries. 

The major integrated petroleum companies ai. mtu 
esled and well-equipped to find and develop new petro- 
chemical projects. Just as petrochemicals arc a hv piod.m 
of refinery operations, so are •virm.hemual pr.»»,-.t 
opportunities sometimes a by-product ot retirnrv cnus 
sion negotiations with governments interested m ,, qtimn» 
a petrochemical industry. 1 lie économies ol inui-r.ition 
»nd of large-scale units, the continuing rn,d for r,Ml,rih 

and development, and the technical compUs.t.rs in ihr 
production of netr.Kbemicals lead mternaiior,.»! i ,,1,^ 
agencies to encourage developing countries io mm t„ 
major international petrochemical comparo..-* «n.eh 
aie prepared lo provide Imaging as well ..s k no A. ho« 

Countries can turn to j number of for mm .ndusior-, 
in addition to petroleum which have g.itm-d prtr... h. m.u.1 
esprrience     rubber,   testile,   chemical     ph. .!• .graphic 
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and gas transmission companies. A number of countries 
have created government-owned corporations respon- 
sible lor developing petrochemical facilities. These orga- 
nizations have also Seen active in promoting projects and 
m some cases, have obtained financing from international 
lending agencies. 

I hose dc\clopmg countries which enjoy abundant 
resources lllul large markets thus appear to face no 
serious problems in timjing petrochemical project 
oppoitunitiis. But other countries which have small 
mark, ts or few oil and gas resources undoubtedly find 
the diversity and versatility of petrochemical enterprises us 
strikingly attractive as do their more fortunately en- 
dowed neighbours. I hey will want the benefits of the 
"chcimc.il revolution" as part of their industrial 
revolution. 

I he  speed of growth  ol   the petrochemical  industry 
throughout the wo!Id. and the impact that some of its 
pioducts such as plastics, synthetic fibres, and fertilizers 
can have on developing countries of all sizes, make it 
desirable   lor  governments,   financing institutions, and 
private   companies   to  explore   new  configurations   of 
petrochemical projects     or "petrochemical systems" 
which might men special problems of a country or a 
group ol countries. These systems may be based on a 
petrochemical product  market of several countries; or 
on a concun.nt development ol a cluster of related inter- 
mediate and end-user  projects in one country;  or on 
integration of a petrochemical facility with other kinds 
of activity. Because they are departures from customary 
country   project  development   and  because  they   may 
require inter-governmental action, it is likely that initial 
leadership, at least to explore these possibilities, is best 
suited lor international financing institutions, including 
those  agencies  which   finance   the linding  of projects, 
lo the evieni that these petrochemical project systems 
are  technically feasible,  new   financing techniques may 
have to he devised to encourage and enable countries to 
emk.ik on new kinds of ventures. 

I conomies of scale inherent in many industries have 
led to elloi-ts to enlarge markets through association of 
sturai coiintiies. \ foundation has already been laid 
in the market association of Central American countries. 
I he Intci-American Development Bank it sponsoring 
protects and studies looking toward sound forms and 
fields lor I atm American economic integration. 

It is possible to conceive of a petrochemical system 
covering a numhri of countries within which one or more 
primary products, such an polypropylene, are produced 
in one or two countries of a region with downstream end- 
user investments in several associated countries. The 
objective of this kind of association would be to make an 
efficient petrochemical production system feasible in an 
area probably years before individual national markets 
would justify such facilities. The multi-country project 
has been tin- subject of a considerable amount of discus- 
si»..!, but of few detailed studies to test the practical 
feasibility of the various type» of arrangements possible 
under such a system. 

I he development of pretrochemical production asso- 
eiated.with the operation of 4 refinery is well known. In 
tirceve, lor example, the projected production of am- 

monia for fertilizers is an integral part of the plan for a 
new refinery. It may be possible in some countries to 
encourage the establishment     as a group rather than a 
product-by-product,  project-by-project  approach       of 
various  combinations  of petrochemical   products.   In 
some cases, this may be a single firm producing related 
intermediate and end-products.  In other  cases, sepa- 
rately owned     although collectively planned and financed 

enterprises may be feasible. This kind of configuration 
ol producers and users of intermediates and end-products 
would  be justified   where concurrent   development  ol 
each makes the others feasible     where the market for 
one project is being created by the establishment of other 
projects. It may be feasible also to encourage the creation 
of petrochemical projects in association with the expan- 
sion of an already  vigorous textile  or  plastics  fabri- 
cating industry. It is. on the other hand, also possible for 
a separate multi-product company in countries with small 
markets to make textile auxiliaries and chemical formu- 
lations for other industries such as paints, adhesive* 
paper and so on. The objective in examining petrochemical 
possibilities within a single country - even a small one 
is to encourage imagination and pioneering to enter into 
the identification of opportunities and into the judgments 
as to their feasibility. 

The potential importance of fertilizer deserves special 
attention  by those  seeking  to identify petrochemical 
project possibilities. The problem in many countries is 
the absence of an organized market because of unfami- 
lianty with and limited use of fertilizer by farmers, and 
the lack of a credit system to facilitate purchases of 
fertilizer even where the demand and knowledge existed. 

The lack of market discourages private companies 
interested in investing in fertilizer facilities. In turn, the 
lack of fertilizer production slows agricultural extension 
eflorts to teach fertilizer techniques and makes somewhat 
academic the creation of fertilizer credit schemes   It 
would be of considerable importance to many countries 
to create a project system which integrates the actions 
required to create the basic components of a fertilizer 
market and justify an investment. This means, for example 
participation by the potential fertilizer investment group 
from the outset in farmer education, farm credit pro- 
gramme, and rural co-operatives where necessary, rather 
than an aJ seriatim approach   There are some private 
companies which would probably be quite willing to 
consider co-operating closely with governments during 
the years required for devebp'ient of a  market for 
fertilizer to be produced and sod by these companies. 
IUc chances are good that a fertilizer industry would be 
created far sooner through this mufti-pronged approach 
than otherwise. This possibility of a fertilizer system 
project deserves extensive and detailed  feasibility in- 
vestigation in specific country or regional situations, 
especially in Africa. 

3. FINANCING   mux HEMK AI   SYSTBMS 

Jwífmente ** to faMibility of new petrochemical pn>ject 
possibilities, including the foregoing, depend in part on 
the assumptions made in the study of the project regarding 
the amount and the terms of financing available. One 
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financing arrangement can often make practicable ulva 
may be doubtful under some other financing arrangement. 

A great deal of ingenuity has been exercised by private 
groups governments, and investment  lending aaenc.es 
in developing financing mechanisms and techniques lor 
economic development. Many of these are described in 
other Conference papers. They will no doubt continue 
to make possible the creation of new  projects in the 
rHttochermcal field, as well as in other fields. Private 
groups have formed development banks in many countries 
Most recently major American and European compani, s 
have joined together in ADELA, a company formed lor 
he sole purpose of finding and investing in'private ven- 
ti rei judged significant for the economic development of 

Latin American  countries.  Governments  have  formed 
international, regional, and national financing institu- 
tions which are by now well known. 

Equipment suppliers, often with guarantees of their 
governments offer equipment credits. One company 
offers o establish and operate a fertilizer plant to produce 
for Mle at world market prices, but with an assured 
market within the country, and with the provision that 
after a specified number of years it would donate the 
plant to the government. 

A number of major petrochemical projects have been 
financed by,combinations of private and official sources of 
capital. The $68 million Coromandel fertilizer plant in 
India obtained its capital from two American chemical 
corponuton». private Indian interests, and dollar and 
rupee loans, touting about $44 million, from the United 
States Export- mport Bank and the Agency for Inter- 

•"¿ f)cvf'0P1
mem-   Tf*   Inter-American   Develop- 

ment Bank, the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, the International Finance Corporation 
and other lending agencies have joined together in finan- 
cing various projects.  Private foreign companies have 
worked out with private groups in developing countries 
patent rights and technical assistance- associated with 
their financing   A carbon black plant m  Mexico was 
oigan,*«! on this basis, and with the financial assistance 

bankí lnter'Amcrican "«elopnicnt Bank and Mexican 

The demonstrated ability of the foreign investor and of 
the private sector within developing countries to find and 
develop petrochemical projects as successful commercial 
enterprises, suggests that governments interested in 
encouraging the growth of petrochemical industries have 

•ictivc allies who should he permitied maximum freedom 
U. exercise initiative. There ,s no reason whv governments 
need to. or should, assume ,he burden ,f ,|,e high cos 
ol-look.ng and tin-  heavy   capital  costs which   nr   ;Ì 
«roups are willing to earr>. < s.   privan 

JrU^?0? ,0 ,dCn'"'y poNsib,c m'w "•'%i''.'".'..s ol 
petrochemical   promts     regional.   lniilt,-plt„eci     ,nd 

whether   private  companies   would  or   should   proceed 
alone    Financing   institutions      national   and   mu,,,,- 

in?! r 'irt' '." " P,,S'"°" U> ,K'IP brC"k n• *""'"' hs encouraging ,| no, actually sponsor.,,,. |,,s«b,l,u  „1Uv 
t.gâtions, and by providing „„.in,IM|! m ,, lon„ w ,„,.,, 
enhances feasibility prospects. I or example, should the 
same entena and loan terms (repayments ou-, iwelw 
years at six per cent interest) for a Ictil./c p.o,ecl „, ., 
country with a well-developed „ta.ket for len'li/c, h, 
applied m a country which is struggling to build .1 lei- 
.l.«r market? It might be- entirely „pliable ,0 ,  , , , 

the building of a fertilizer system ,„ such a cou„„v .,s 
analogous to the building of an irrigation system „, anoth, r 
country. Projects of the latter type have received .cms 
from   the   Ink-,national   IX-vclopmeiit    Assoc.,.,,,,,   „I 
M) years with icpayment of pnncip.il begin,.,!,.- afte,   , 
ten-year grace period and without cost except ,',.,   , 
vi« charge of V4 of I ^ „m p^ :innum ,,„ (tu. _,,;," 

vvithdrawn :ind outstanding. Such terms mav be pu-cseK 
the kind needed to make feasible a fertilizer "system which 
»ill require years of farmer education to hmld a nu.ket 
financing for a credit system covering femh.v. and „.he, 
elements which will make fertilizer manufacture „nd sale 
eventually profitable and a vital factor ,„ the countrv \ 
economic growth. 

For the same basic reason the cnsonium device of , 
number of countries or .1 ni.a.her of p,,v..te comP.in,es 
wh<ch now make possible huge projets .., olhe, f,elds 
-anging from river xallev development to communie;.' 
lions satellites, may be what will make possible the I.»*- 
petrochemical ;iroKct system cove u... sevci.,1 countries 
Here. tot., financing tenus aie „reded wh.ch recogmze 
the time required lo creale the svstcm and build the 
market. 

In effect, basic pctr.icheinical facii.ties van assume the 
importance to the economy of a public unfit* ... has., 
inlrastrueture. and tin;.minj> m.-ch imsins mav ,,..,,¡ (^ 
needed to respond to such situations with aMmgemenN 
other than those now applied to conventional manulu- 
luring facilities 
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5. THE ROLE OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN PETROCHEMICAL MANUFACTURE 

Brnminmu mud indmmtry AdvUory Committee to the OrgmnUutinn 
for Economic Co-opormtiom mnd Development 

INTHOOUCTION 

It is obvious from the many papers presented at this 
Conference thut the technical and economic factors that 
determine the viability of a petroleum chemicals manufac- 
turing industry are being fully discussed. It is not the 
object of this paper to study these specific problems. Its 
purpose, rather, is to examine the situation that arises 
in a developing country when a particular project seems 
likely to be viable. 

Without detailed local studies it is impossible to be 
specific as to the type of chemical likely to be involved 
und therefore the discussion will be in general terms with 
no more than a passinp. reference to any particular field 
of chemicals manufacture. 

I his paper will consider what, provided the technical 
and commercial prospects arc attractive, arc the require- 
ments for investment in heavy organic chemicals manufac- 
ture, and how these can he met in a developing country. 
It will pay particular attention to the role that the foreign 
private investor can play in such a venture, and how he 
will compare the prospects it oilers and those of alter- 
native investments elsewhere. 

CAPITAI 

Si/e and technical complexity make chemical plants 
extremely costly to build. Initial investment» for various 
plants located in western turope. for example, have 
ranged from $K.5 million for ammonia manufacture to 
$17 million for a plant producing ammonia and complex 
fertilum These were for the mo« part plants that 
could he integrated with existing manufacturing units; 
IUJIII on new sites in developing countries they could cost 
much more. Nevertheless, the figures give an indication of 
ine level ol expenditure to be faced. 

In an\ country there are three possible main sources of 
Hinds fur such .1 venture. 

I he first is the State itself. In most developing coun- 
tries the government has funds at its disposal, both from 
its own taxes and also from loan*, credits, grants or gifts 
from other government», international agencies and 
commercial or private source». NevertbdcM, most 
governments have found one key obstacle to tile invest- 
ment of public funds in a commercial venture of this 
magnitude there .ire too many urgent calls on their 
resources for essential work that only » government 
can   do   The   infra«tructuiv  needs  of the  developing 

countries, and their bearing on the ability of these coun- 
tries to sustain economic growth, arc too well known 
to call for enumeration here. There will be little disa- 
greement, therefore, with the proposition that a chemicals 
manufacturing venture whose cost had to be counted in 
terms of unbuilt roads, houses, schools and hospitals, for 
example, would be politically, socially and economically 
a poor investment so long as there were other ways of 
achieving the same ends. 

The second potential local source of funds, the private 
investor, is also handicapped, but for rather different 
seasons. As a hedge against the risks of inflation and 
political instability, the bulk of such funds as are available 
tend to follow an investment pattern aimed at producing 
liquidity and a high rate of return. There is thus a prefe- 
rence for investment in land and livestock, which in 
addition carry traditional prestige in many countries, in 
housing and mortgages for high-income group», and in 
short-term commercial loans and consumer credit. The 
local investor it also hampered by relative lack of access 
to technical skills and research upon which sophisticated 
investment projects depend. Such a situation inevitably 
tends to limit long-term productive investment. 

It does not seem likely that, at least until a much higher 
level of domestic savings is reached, there will he a strong 
preference for chemicals manufacture among local 
investors. 

There remains the third potential source of funds — 
the foreign investor. Private investment already plays an 
important part in the flow of long-term funds from the 
industrialised to the developing countries; it now contri- 
butes more than one-third of the total flow of some 
18,400 million a year.1 The General Assembly, in its pro- 
gramme for the United Nations Development Decade, 
has called for the flow of private investment capital 
to be stimulated.1 

There is no doubt that chemical» manufacture could, 
where appropriate, become an important feature in the 
stimulation of this flow. Here, however, the I uniting factor 
is, paradoxically, the growth of world trade in chemicals, 
which places so many alternative choices before the 
potential investor. 

1 Thu Uutod Nations figure doss noi indu* «amia fund* 
rtinvMMd and undent*!« itkt total contributi«! 

' T%t L'mUMt Vnfwu Arwhpmmf 0Madr: rtiaifi fm Actém, 
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Such obstacles are not prohibitive, however, and there 
i» wry reason to believe that, provided a project is 
technically and commercially viable, conditions attrac- 
tive to a foreign investor in chemicals manufacture can 
be made to exist in one country as in another. 

EXPERT KNOWLEDGF 

The second main requirement is less tangible but no 

SLüüp0rta!lt ~ SkM1   ****   on   hi«h|y   »Ptciali/ed 
knowledge and experience. It is clear from other papers 
ir *,th* confcrence ,hat ,he chemicals business 

calls for a high degree of scientific, technical, managerial 
and commercial skill. These papers abound in examples 
or the complexity of its research and development work 
its manufacturing processes and its products. It is easy 
to understand that the academic and technical qualifi- 
cations of management and of research, manufacturing 
and marketing staff must be high indeed, and the prac- 
tical day-to-day experience on which they base the exer- 
cise of their knowledge must be very wide. 

The pace of change in the chemicals industry demands 
moreover, that such qualifications can never be static' 
Yesterday s discoveries may be dated tomorrow, and 
success in the industry depends on a continuous process 
of keeping knowledge up to date. 

Expert knowledge and experience are thus esst.itial 
ingredients of investment in chemicals manufacture At 
the same time they represent a valuable increase in any 
country s national resources. It has been shown that 
there is a close relationship between rising prosperity 
and the proper application of technical knowledge.' 

The current world-wide shortage of such knowledge 
and practical experience, in chemicals as in other fields 
is one or the major preoccupations of governments and 
jndustnahrts everywhere; access to it on a continuing 
basis is therefore no less a problem than that of acqui- 
ring the funds necessary for the investment. 

Each country's ultimate aim is to build up its own 
sources of technical knowledge. But this is a long-tern 
process requiring on the one hand a firmly established 
and comprehensive educational system, and on the other 
extensive facilities and funds for scientific research, which 
•n turn must be linked to existing industrial development 
inn must be supported by the managerial and commer- 

C!ll l^i *! MPerirnce ««entwl to weld them into an 
integrated long-term enterprise. These are something that 
tlie entrepreneur, be he government or industrialist, must 

* V2*? *nd " '* hm that ,ne for«i« Private 
investor, either alone or in conjunction with local capital 
has much to contribute. He brings an increment to the 
national resources of knowledge and skills that puts no 
chargaon public funds. Nor is this limited to the quali- 
»entions of the imported expatriât«: specialist, since the 
lortign investor has every incentive to train people of 
the country to take the place of the expatriate as soon 
as possibk. so that he can be transferred to another 
investment else whew. 

Th.s in fact, suggests the key limitation to the employ- 
ment of foreign primte enterprise technology ,t has ,,s 

many alternative calls on its service ,s private enteric 
money. 1 he r.sks it runs and the rewards it is offered must 
be carefully compared w.th those of possible alternates 
whenever any venture is proposed. 

For the most part this process of comparison is closely 
linked to the parallel scrutiny of financial considei.ii.ons 
There „one held, however, of reticular importance to 
he chemicals industry, where the technological considera- 

tions have the.r own scale ol values: ,hls „ „, |hc 

matter ol patent protection. Manufacturing and product 
application know-how. the concentrated result of many 
years ol cosily research, may well be among .he most 
useful assets a chemicals company can have A compam 
hat introduces its technology „, , ,ort.1(m coun„\ ,s 

likely to make improvements in the light of cxpccncc 
and as local skills develop. I o, , u-chiiica! u.dusi.v such 
as chemicals nmnutacture to be established in any OM.II.IV 

there should be in existence effective legislation th.it 
affords adequate patent protection both for intentions 
and innovations imported from abroad, and lo, those 
made in the country which can in turn be exported. 

INVFSTMSNI. rKIIVMIK.V WIM,HOW IH 

' I R 
7»» ... 
No. I. 

^^*l»*«slm«m «mi Technology m Grusvth " 
*y ofErtmmk má S«*t Suds», voi XXXII. 

At this point it is convenient to consider the surnen 
of imported technology. After political stability    musi- 
ment and technology are by penerai agreement the m.i|or 
factors in economic growth, but on!v ,f thev are applied 
with discrimination.  Ihe productivity of an investment ,s 
the important element in determining the rate of growth. 

The apparent correlation in the industrialized coun- 
tries between heavy expenditure on research and develop 
ment and a high standard o» Imng may suggest thu 
investment  in   research  is an essential  prerequisite  to 
economic growth.  In the studies referred to previously 
(see reference H it has been suggested not only lhai u 
would  be more  logical to tind the correlation   in  the 
application of research work, rather than in the volume 
oT research Uself. but also that this .ippk.,11011 „ee.l noi 
he  based on  one's  own  research.  Countries   like  tra 
United Kingdom und the United Slates, with the biggest 
expenditure on research and development, in proportion 
to   their  gross   national   product,   have   had   rclat.vclv 
low growth rates in recent years   High growth rates .ire 
round among countries like I ranee. Ih. lederai Rcpuhh, 
orOermany, Japan and Australia, which not only have ., 
lower rate of spending on research and development, hm 
als*» have brought more technological knowledge from 
abroad than they sell. Vet these are countries »,rh then 
ownplentiful resources of scientific manpower   II m ti* 
present state of the international trade in tcihnologua! 
knowledge  these  countries  flourish   with  ,.n    \.d.rr.r 
balance", it must  be even more to if*  advantage  oi 
countries with limited resources 

Paoiirx AS.i .»HI USI Y 

If a chemical» manufacturing project in i country i, 
viable, the foreign investor, with his unique combination 
of fiSMotul und Uxhnolofx»! resources and experience. 

M7 



has excellent qualifications for undertaking it. Competi- 
tion between foreign investors for an opportunity to 
ilo so Mill, moreover, ensua that the country concerned 
yets the hest possible teims. 

I he laclors that will lead ¡i foreign investor to choose 
ii given \entiire. in preference to whatever alternatives 
.ire available to him. therefore deserve some consideration. 

I he basic attraction is profit, ¡he venture must pro- 
mise tu yield enough both to puy its cost*, including the 
depreciation of its assets and a proper share of the high 
«•»penses of research and development, and to provide 
a profit that matches the si/e. difficulty and risk of the 
investment. And the venture that best meets these con- 
ditions will be the one most likely to he chosen. 

While this Conference is no occasion for a detailed 
examination oí the arguments for and against the profit 
motive, there is one point that must be mentioned, since 
it has a direct hearing on the needs of developing coun- 
tnes Profits are an excellent yardstick for measuring the 
efficiency with which resources are employed. This has 
also been rccogni/cd by some authorities in the USSR; 
thev have advocated the introduction of profit incentive 
to encourage Soviet plant managers to raise output and 
land.nds of qualitv .nul introduci' new technology.* 

I he stungcni tests applied by any foreign investor to 
the »lability of anv thcmnal investment he undertakes 
will ensure that such a venture, if it ix worth hi« while. 
will be of true value to the country also, and not ¡in uneco- 
nomic while elephant If the proxpect« are sufficiently 
attractive, foreign capital will generally flow sponta- 
neously, and it is within a country's power to induce such 
a How ol capital by creating conditions in which investors 
luid it more rewarding to make the investment there 
than elsewhere 

Apart liiim the creation of an adequate infrastructure of 
transport and communications systems, power supplv. 
education, housing, public health and the other essential 
pre requisites ol industrial development, this is largely 
a fiutici of fiscal and commercial polies 

I be I nited Nati w IVvclopmciit I Vi ade Proposals 
retened to abo e pointed to the med for tax reform in 
many countries   Ihcy fojiul that 

(ountiies initiating planned development efforts 
often have tax svstenis that are structurally and admi- 
nistialivrlv in.ulro.ii,o.- m their productivity, the range 
• •I l.ixes used, trun elaslicity and their social and 
eioiioniK nnpaii 11* objective of lax leform may he 
defined as a tax system which will produce increasing 
leveiiues on (he basis of ine rising productivity which 
MI nun u helps to promote in the economy." 

In developing this argument the Proposals outline the 
scope ollered by  tax reform for the encouragement of 
new industries ol ibe right tvpr 

lo pursue this matter further would be to go beyond 
the terms of referemv i>( the present Conference   Tech- 

nical assistance in the I. Id of tax reform is already receiv- 
ing the expert attention of the appropriate agencies of 
the United Nations. We can here only emphasise our 
belief in its importance for economic growth, and suggest 
that, from the point of view of chemicals manufacture, 
whil« the profits and incomes generated by such an 
investment are a proper source of tax revenue, taxation 
should encourage, not penalise, that venture. Moreover. 
taxation needs to ensure that there arc adequate personal 
incentives for the technologists and managers on whom 
the venture depends, and who cannot be expected to 
choose service away from home without adequate 
compensation. 

THF NFFD rem CON Morso 

There is another area of fiscal policy that deserves 
mention in this connexion. This affects the right of the 
foreign investor to repatriate his capital, interest, divi- 
dends and profits. 1 his is of course part of the broader 
environment in which an investor operates. We are also 
concerned here with the risk he faces that government 
policy may change after he is established in the country. 
Such risks are a source of the gravest apprehension to 
the private investor, fhc efficient firm can asses» the 
commercial risks and decide whether the return on the 
investment is likely to be sufficient reward for facing 
them. But adverse conditions that might arise from the 
actions of governments represent non-commercial risks 
that can he neither predicted nor measured; no normal 
scale of profits can match these risks. It is not suggested 
that the foreign invttior should enjoy a privileged posi- 
tion; merely that his rights and duties should be on 
a par with those enjoyed by the people of the country; 
to quote the IVvelopment Decade Proposals again: 

" Assurances to overcome these apprehensions may 
be provided through authoritative policy latements. 
through guarantees incorporated in investment laws, 
and through commitments incorporated in international 
treaties with capital-supplying countries or in conces- 
sion agreement» with individual firms. 

" In all these cases the value of the assurance, and in 
effect the weight of the apprehension itself, will depend 
to a considerable extent on the stability of the govern- 
ment of the country offering the assurance and on the 
underlying political and institutional framework. A 
development plan clearly setting out. mler alia, the 
role envisaged for the privale investor may form an 
element of this framework. So will the development of 
a modem commercial, financial, administrative, legal 
and institutional structure, which can greatly reduce the 
area of uncertainty in carrying on foreign butine« 
operations. Ine value of unilateral uauranor* and 
guarantee* also increases with time, if the commit- 
ments are strictly observed   ' 

'./• *i    Vtwcmlsri 31»   1«M P <* 
Tkr t mit.I Na/wat l*nrh>pmtml /V,jUr   ftaf0Eaitf.tr ictmn. 



6. THE IOLE OF THE INTEÄNATIONAL FINANTE COtPORATION IN Pi OMO, .*, 
INDUST1IAL VENTRES IN DEVELOPING "oi^lís 

J. tlkmrnmrngmm. $kr Imlermmt^mml Fimmnr, f W,H.r«,,.,„ 

AlSl iST?   r°,u,,0,î "°w takiiip pia« ,„ Asia. 
Africa and Latin America ha» emphasised the need for 
financial institutions capable of mobtliang re»« urces lor 
nrt ventwre» m developing countries. Awareness of this 
wed has grown more acute as many of these countries 
ake stock in their development plans; of the opportuni- 

ties a. well a, the gap. that „ist in their economies Spe- 
cialized merchant hanking institutions or hmqursJuH.nr, •» 
have had considerable esperienze  in  promoting  new 
enterprises and facilitating the expansion  of existing 
company in Western Furope and North Amerio. Rut 
he terrain is less familiar in the developing countries and 

the problems are likely 10 be correspondingly gre.iier 
Such resources as equity capital, as well as production 
marketing, accounting and other management skills are' 
relatively scarce. In addition, social and political factors 

such   as   government   policies   regarding   domestic 
control of industry or exploitation of natural resources 
must be taken into account. 

Jl^^HL I1* ,n,Cf,l'*aÇ" «-«nance Corporation. 
iFtZU,?** ln?»«"»**»* for KeconstructM.n 
awl Development, ha. a i»hpe role m stimulating 
industrial cMerpr,« In tBe p,,^ mi0f rf ^¡^ * 

countries   IK   came into esisterne in July I95f. wh*,. 

I S",J. WTU"S   Pr,,VKW   ^P'^l   subscriptions 
totalling $7« million and thereby Mnlled the member- 

Ä S^üaTtTA."*" "Ml** 0f *t**n*ni. As „f 
June 30. I9W, IFC s membership had risen to 7M countries 
and its paid-in capital to nearly J99 million. 

To dale. IK has made over 90 commitments m *) dif- 
ferent countries in vis ioniéiwau. lu investments have 
centred .HI manufacturing and processing industry 
inclinimiiMael. pulp «rvJ paper, lest.les. chemicals, fert. 
IMW» and conduction materials. Although IK ,nav 
consHler agricultural or aery« p,,,,^, ,„ connrUkin 

with manufacturing cnterpriat». it .wludw such iieUs 
for investment •* «TVK* indmtne. (for csampt«. tourism» 
av well as public utilities. ,«*| csUW dewtoomct of Ulkl 

reclamation. As of the end of September 19*4. ||( , 
iros, cornami«»«» lolled »J22.7 «.Ilion N* t(( iJB. 
cellatiom and lermiMlion«, the total was SI 11 5 million 

In order to accontp,..* .t. alin <* ,•„„,», prod»«.**. 
pm«e csNerpri« .. dessHopm» cossMrsrs. IK «Hmlrrs 
•nvrssmesM propos*}» m the I,«* of ***!*, a given 
prop*iwdl RHàe a« effective c«Mnkis«a«i to the develop. 
•mm of a country» cc.ns.Mnv A project should not 
•nvoKe wasteful urn v4 rev .urces, nut shottM the costs 
he esoessne in relation u, the tarafes thai CM fee es pre 

leti lo result Crom the protect. \s guulcl.nes toi ,lr, „ 
«»f policy. IK  has established live b.,su nitcri., 

Is there an adequate market tor tin- pro.lm? 
Is the protect technic.ilK w, •!!nomci-ed ' 

Is management capable .in.l evpvr.entcd ' 
Is th.- capital structure ot .in entei |>i,«• ... P,   „• i   ..„„.(• 
Is there ., prospect ol pr<.|it ,h.c .•(>, ...n,.., ' 

In effect. the rstahlKhnunl ot these i ,,u ,,., ..,.• ois ih.i 
»hile IK   is called on lo review  ..   vs.de t.nire ..|  .ni. ,i 
ment proposals, actual lomnntments are onlv  ,,,.,,!,•   ,»,,., 
careful selection and nrepar,!,..,, of ,.r,.»Us  I,, , st .hl.sli 
>nv the need lor. and des.rab.litv ..(   .,„ mi,st..„-n  
mitment. the ( orpoiat.on ..its .,, ., I,,..let ot Usi .,  
" mus' «"»'"* '"*H 'hat surhiK-nt r. .s ,i,- i.,p,,.,i , ,„.,, 
available on reasonable ternis t,.r . icnm.e \,„>r •(. 
aim is lo stimulate private investment .t rey. it. res th..t. ..he. 
investors put „p „ |.,r|K. p,,,,,,,,, ,,, ,,w (l|,liK ,rMU1(((| 

In the case ot a new enterpi.se. ,i espr.ts ,is ,.»,, ,.,M 

c.palion to he less lhan V» |vr kei»l ..I UH  ^».n.,! ...s. 

i-l!u,ih "ls »'fr^ur,',, ,u w•,Ht•ihi^ "•'"»'• ..s, 
where an esisl n* er.lerpn«  ,s es|»andmir    \* ih.s ,.„l 
cates. IK   does n..| aim .1 .Ki).iinn»i the k..iit>..||.lil, „, 
leresi in enlerpiisesin «hull n ,.nest, n... ,|.« ,   r4, ki,. 
provide management   I urpt »hen . .r...... i.„„, ,, ..,„„: 
it to do so. the Corporal...n ri,,|,n..llv ,1,, . ,,„i .-Mr.,*- 
the voting rights ..t the si,Kk it h.i.u 

In  most respects   ||(    h,hiv,-s   •..,.,', ¡,kr  .,  ,„ , „. 
investor. It d<ies note «pest... ,,-lHr.,,ii.,r ,...«-.  h..t.y. 
privileges   Nor does il ask unvernovrtu » ni,T.    .. ,. 
investments. Since it ».., formed t.. dr.: .(>,•. tK.. Is 
with private enlerpr.H- ,t d.*s noi ,s., ,,fl(.,r .,,,,., 
m undertakings »huh are »«'vernnH-nt .,»,„.,) .., (. „„,., 
led. sthile this d.ies not e si hule rtiirrpr.s,- .., *h », 
some puhtK funds have hrrn invested III s „..IVOH-.H ... 
these situations is based ..n whrlhrr Ihr enl, >,•• r 
lerned is essentially private m ih.ir.u \n 

There are several resir.it.«,ns on »here m,l h. *  IK 
mav make mvestmenti   In the fust place  ,i. ..prr,i,..r. 
are confined to projesis in .Is mrmher sounirirx out tt„ ., 
•rrritonevltnaer its charter it is m.« petn„tir,l i.. m.kr 
an inviunttnt m a member country if ihr |«.v«-tn'rH.ni . i 
the countrv coneerned objets IK  »fw^t^e .. thrrrfo,r 
•o inform a member («.vernmrnl m ads «me ..fu. isr», 
lion to make a i.-mm.tment ta ihe c«.uwrv ..nv^nr,! 
As a m*.irr .^operjt.ng p..h*>. the ( „fp,.,^,,, ,um, „,„ 
»nv«»i m ihr istor* devetoprd <»f .t, n^mN-r „.«.,« 
•n the iswi«. sVesarrw I ur.^e  I,pan   « 4n*.ia .* V.»«», 
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'i'1   t" in»   "< .>   ,   •p»i|.,,!)«•«    n   .Ir.. 

I""* "" •     '"•.'   "w-*,r     '-....tcm.l   » n-   h, , 

IrM    h ,p,f..  »nl..tr  ih» \   h ir hi,.tt  up .-..Pnin», ,.,,...,  t» 

<».,.    i.|*ml,m,   ..r,   ,,,. ,i ir,„,     Ir<i„   <Bj   ,ñ,,,t,ar   ,,, 

' '''    rv        "•   I1' • ' -> • -t «   I .ir» »hiia-nt • f ri|>.,n, .-r, 

11   '•••*•   "  •' •' •'••»•» I'» «   pt..r.trm     4B,I Ih,  Jc.ifr 

'•    I" •  '    "w   '     'I- ' '!'< n    »    i   l»     t ,,„   «tort   ,|     ,,u|,| 

'"I'       '«"    '>*"•     -'   .h    i,-,|    i..     .•-.*m|,i«ni   ..í    IM    - 
» ,.i, .  .,,   iw i    ,„,.,.,»1 ,!p „ i,., ,*,   ,,,,, ,inw |ti p,,,,,,., 

• li4n»M rtiti.H . r   ,       >. »   „.,,., „ ,.| ).,,„ jm|^u,t> tlim) 

i    Ihr    .ituati. .,    .*„   ,•„»,,(      Ih,    „.   ,,„)    ,,,   ,.«,,,,.,.„, 

UiniiK   ihr   u.i   i»,,,,    vr4,v   h,%   -h,-»n   ihr   !«,,,««*• 

numhrp  .»  if«r>..»iun.iir%    .|«nnj  «r. .,,  <  ir**»*!    In it« 

».•«I meut  h* Ai  >...»  <IWlMi   n,, * tH*n feu  IM   « 
iivr*tPtirnt»   «M-PC        <. i    ihr   hi»t   I Pt«   m   Id«  « ,»p,.iâ 

II..H .   »H.l.t»        m  ih,   t, ,„,  .,»   Mrt^fipt,,,^, h, l-(w,,,| 

!•.» '41U1  Ih4ii   i,  .. ..,n«    «I lunr   «I   l«M   IN,   iw,.p,.p- 
'     n .1 iti f- rll.li.     nvrxtril   Br^„l,  .I.HNI «I  *t pr' . « nl 

•n|MPr«l   » ih   I •  ,wi   ,rnl  i*ritf   ,.« „tti. «4il>ri    in.1 
thi, |H,.|»i,ii„... ., ft^^t,,! t„ ,,w ,B ,hr ,»4#» i„ >MW 

Ihr   , i>min 'n. m   ,.(     .,   ,,»„   pr%, ui.r»   >»   ». I   IM    « 
n'v la*li.'H <n ih,   «pr. ..» ^|,-.^H mf   It« .ktPlrf 4n*il* 

' ».• <#rk i.   «i.ipu.i.t.  ihr •. » .4 ppi.l» ,a|M«l       h.^»i 
'• -nr«tK     ,ml    f  .r »P>       im,.    |M.Ht,Mt.»r    «vmnvM 
In rnmin* ih,» «,».!.t«.«.   IM   h„* h»rn .Mr t.   ,«.,» 

i P.PV.PVIH» rntri|Hi«r« »KH» h»vr  PT^».»W « my, »> j, 
*"** *»"••••'« •" . *|"i«l '..«.U i.   ...p« m,   ..pwrat . «i   (htr 

I   ihr   (. «u|vv   *.»»    f<   »h..h   .1   h*.   .. h»vrj ill ,  ha. 
•*»» h»  »••'»"( • i.-«n  ».fit , ihrr < naatnal iiMrit,,« ,.a. 
In  ihr   l«»..M i»a.  M-41    »•••   mu««.«    IM   . ...,r,.„i 
•'»•hl     »   Ul »   «,   IMH    «   i»   J.PVTT*!  rntrrpiv,   •« 
H'iwd h» «   Piiiniimr'if. h\ ..ihrf   n ^r.h.r« t. ijtltMf m.<m 
***n T+-44 *• nwHrm       « rrn,. .-^ t    i«> r*0T% ti cirinwi 
>r»1 h% IM    M f» ikM «i 4«flrrr4M iMifiMN«. «VMKM -*r«< 
n M<>H>    rr«lrt4l »ry^iWit  . I «an«**«»    M,4kJ  t-^. 
Il* »    Intlta    jut!  Ippw*    an>,.*«j  .^n»t  ,,^MWr«%   »ma«ë 
¡M     H ihrw »liir.1 hn«fM,t«ta .frid«'««   lax Infi ,4 tfc,« 
IM    h.,, hrrr-  i.„«r*afwl if> f. <i.a« .»ri   t, !«•»•-. N «*4« 
ng r<ilM|>il>. n.  PI it«  r>.T«tnirPM.   Ika Mf* i.  m*»wm 

' >t tili Imi lh4i IM   . tflal >.«*m<tmMN. **, m ti.n, 
»   .«%   .«K^plkrxl   taawtal     *l»h,.»*»>   4   Itati   Hkaa1>   ajyt 

..mmtiw«!   ..(   Ill M   «hllM*   a,   .4  tea^roiiM    m 
l«M. rtkt t .*p.f «*K* ,|,M HaJ «>««f |1| HUM mitjH, 
'1 .«^MinriH       irpt*«*«.»«« tl« * «MN** * «u», 
4tr«l ivt *«r*t«a» «M.1 t > I •  nM«m tr,*m taan ,4 ».^^ 

•»»•«»   »MJ  .<«krt   t> «J*OT   ,«   M»I»<|H n  i.     t,  *wlt«'>k]M 
ittfwlal • ' H* nt>|l«Hi 

•4  «. 

• 4V,   In Ihr  hr.t pi.,<r    t ha«  m.,ér   t  pouihtr l,.r  »kr 
("rfurithpfi    t..   t4«r   [>«ii    >n    uml»'»rH,Bg   w«    .h4p, 
. «rf nn»   <f».t  1..   m,kr .t.im!»H   ,. «.mitirtrn«,   It.  r   . 
...n.in.inirnt«   n ihrw rr«.nrit. t,.t,»i p«,.¡r Hu* \l* '  . 
•um     i«»ltMl>f>«   fn^f.f   p«,riK'n<ti. n,   ,n   •».    ,.ttmB^. 

• f »t.^k hi   , »rH k^.»„ Mr»,« ,n .Irrt...i-rvnv   t   .»nf»« 
Ai*  ri>ntlHÌ,-p, Jr  » »*ff«i v   \»»r,.   ir   M..Mrti     % % 
IM   .   p..lr     n   Ihr     uniti»! 1 «i   hrui   ,.      n    „Miti..* 
intritaW   1.      ...ut    ihr   érte>•»•»•*»m      t   NS r      ,r.i,, 
m^rfcrt. 

In ihr *^ .-H) pía.r ihr »•»,•«•,.m >.. -, à.- f%4, ,n n,r«! 
>»ITBK h.i. ,n,htr,i |M 1 is,,vi n 'in,i,t qt f.. . ,1, 

Ir'vcl. pmrni   hm»,     M.IPI,    .1   *i.    i,  h,.,   Vrn  .^uitr.l 
• •• np.iml Hirii .qulv h,« n ,,,k- • n, tr>w th. • 
.firf4!Mfu Ihr Jrvrt pntrtit hank, ,•, tur* haW h*,.,, 
•Nr te 4>»ut si»t.<llrf .T «wdumi ,.*r.l ...m^nir. »H. » 
'MiuifrnwM. IM if«*N ,.,««..« h.m t.. »riHr MI» 

»»it.*itv In ili tttr I .ffiKPitw« hj. nr.iiHV«! m..f» th..pi 
IT I m»Hi.^» p. . ,pt|al i.« han«. ..f th , • ad .<*vti >n 
."ftiuwlta*   » ih   h«am   l»..m   ihr   |i*rn»,.ti..n,,l    •••«« 
f  .ir«J»»«  >»,•«,   ihr   fcVink .    »•l.lr    ihr   tiMrrn .'«.»al 

lh*vrt>.|»i,ar»H   *» »w H tat M >n 

In «vr.til.aar* IM ir. •«..» t. uh« «art m h«aiKNt« 
•m«*.»tiia( |»f.-ir.t»hav,fWi.irJt. h» ,4 Jr* ,„.» «a^ft«*»*, 
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1. PATENTS AND LICENSING IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Smmurl *•*», LegmUhpmrtmemt, Kngrlkvd l*du,trir,. Ime., I »¿I.J Stmt,, m/Ameritm 

hvcn the most superficial examination of the scope 
of the papers presented at this unique Conference reveals 
the wide variety and the extent of existing capabilities 
in the petrochemical field. The scope of available techno- 
logy is probably already far greater than any one country 
tan adopt and employ with advantage before technical 
obsolescence sets in. 

The task of selecting a particular technical route for 
the establishment of a petrochemical industry, with its 
interacting complex problems relating to tin availability, 
of raw main ¡als, manpower requirements, and economic 
and governmental relations has been dealt with in other 
papers at this meeting. Whatever the course of the develop- 
ment programme undertaken, the technology available 
in the more industrialized countries will, in almost all 
instances, be made available through a patent and licens- 
ing agreement. Such an agreement sets out the mutual 
rights and obligations of the signatory parties, namely 
the licensor and the licensee, and is entered into in order 
to establish a working arrangement between them which 
will effectively operate over a period of years. 

Viewed in historical perspective, the problem of 
introducing more advanced technology to a developing 
country from abroad is not new, and was indeed one of the 
major factors in developing the patent system as we 
know it today. Thus, as early as the 15th century, patents 
»ere granted to protect skilled crafts imported from 
abroad, and not necessarily invented or first conceived 
by the one to whom the patent was granted. 

I his historical aspect of patents as a tool for promoting 
the inlioduetion of already existing knowledge to develop- 
ing countries is reflected today in certain aspects of the 
patent law for example, in certain countries, a publica- 
tion is not a bar lo a patent of invention unless publication 
occurred in that country itself. Many countries provide 
lor a patent of importation by which an inventor can 
obtain a local patent based on a published foreign patent, 
generally, provided the invention is actually worked 
in the countrv of importation. 

In these few examples, and others can he given, the 
incentive lor the- grant of a patent lies not in the stimula- 
tion of the creative art of generating new knowledge but. 
lather, in the encouragement of the economically valuable 
act of introducing technology available in some part of 
the world to a local economy. 

It is well recognized that t.niay patent rights represent 
t*nly a portion and. indeed, sometimes a »null portion, 
of the leehnology necessary for the effective adoption 
of a new technical proves» or for the production oí a new    c, 
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product. In the transfer of technology by means of licen- 
sing agreement», patents constitute one form of " indus- 
trial property" which may be conveniently defined as 
those intangible property rights relating to the conduct 
of a business enterprise which arc protected by physical 
documents issued by a granting country. Industrial 
property rights are distinct from real or personal property 
rights, which are tangible physical entities, and which, 
upon sale or transfer, are actually physically placed in 
the hands of the new owner or licensor. Industrial pro- 
perty rights, to the degree that they can be thought of as 
intellectually available, arc available to the world at 
large, and the property right lies not in the physical 
possession of the knowledge incorporated therein, but 
rather in the exclusive right to use, or prevent others 
from using, knowledge of which they are aware. Indus- 
trial property rights include, in the broadest sense, 
patents of all types, including patents of invention, 
patents of importation, patents of addition or improve- 
ment patents, utility models, and design patents, as well 
as registered trade marks and designs. 

As distinguished from "industrial property" rights, 
there are those other rights not specifically defined by 
government deed or document which are commercially 
valuable to the adoption of new technology, and which 
may be broadly classified as "intellectual property". 
In this category are included " know-how " and " technical 
data", both of which terms will be met time and time 
again in any patent licensing agreement. "Intellectual 
property " while distinguished from "industrial property " 
in that no government deed or document sets forth the 
rights of ti« possessor thereof, is nevertheless an intan- 
gible asset, in that its value lies in the ideas and concepts 
incorporated therein, rather than in the physical document 
which may describe such concepts and which document, 
in the final analysis, is merely a form of personal property. 

Vince "know-how" is such an important term in 
patent licensing agreements, it may be useful to set forth 
a more comprehensive definition thereof. One writer has 
stated that know-how includes, 

inventions, processes, formulae, designs which 
Art either unpatented or unpatentable; it may be 
evidenced by some form of physical matter such as 
Mue-prints. specifications or drawings: and it may 
involve accumulated skills which can best, or perhaps 
only, he communicated through the medium of personal 
services.*"' 
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Thut, know-how is an intangible property asset, distinct 
from patents, which may be embodied for the purpose 
of transmission from one party to another in documentary 
lorai It is helpful to distinguish the ideas and concept«, 
called know-how" from the actual physical documents 
in which "know-how" is embodied and, for this purpose 
the term "technical data" is often employed. Technical 
data have been defined as follows: 

" T?ch
J
nÌc"1 dat* *"*» m«" all physical material 

furnished by the licensor to the licensee such as specifi- 
cations, blueprints, photographs, plant lay-outs, cata- 

•!**?!' îia.les books' en*'n**r¡ng data, standards and 
the like. * 

While there is no such thing as a standard licensing 
agreement in the petrochemical industry, it will be found 
that all licensing agreements concern themselves primarily 
with defining the mutual rights and obligations between 
the parties arising out of the transfer of rights in these 
three forms of property — patents, know-how. and 
technical data - from the licensor to the licensee. This 
package of rights and information enables the new 
enterprise to adopt existing technology, and to undertake 
the installation of new processes or the production of 
new products. 

Fundamental to any understanding of the patent 
licence agreement is an appreciation of the role of patents 
m the modern technically oriented economy. The under- 
lying economic assumption in the grant of a patent is 
that the monopoly power given to the patent owner is 
essential to the stimulation of invention and investment 
As stated by one writer: 

"The patent system provides a protected market 
with the opportunity for universal profit necessary to 
justify the heavy investment in time, effort and capital 
necessary to bring the improvement to the public 
This same protected market provides an entering 
wedge by which a business enterprise entering a new 
held can overcome the obstacles that otherwise discou- 
rage entering into an industry already ovcrpopulated 
Hnally. the ever-present threat of new firms with exclu- 
sive rights to new technologies compels existing 
enterprises to explore avenues of improvement upon 
pain of sudden obsolescence."J 

I he value of a patent system to the economy is thus 
twofold First, it guarantees that time and money invested 
m developing a new product or pr,>ccss. which can repre- 
sent a substantial investment, «ill be protected from 
compétition by imitators as soon as the product or 
process becomes public knowledge. It can be readily 
seen that without such protection, any enterprise under- 
taking substantial research and development, if required 
to compete with an imitator having no such investment 
to recoup, would be placed m an unteubk market 
position. Secondi), the mere existence of patent protection 
m a given technical area, barring others from adopting 
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rt* patented process or selling the patented product 
leads in a competitive eco nom v to development of 
alternate processes or equivalent products which arc- 
outside the ambit of existing patent protection. Ihe 
resultant stimulation of competition provides the econo- 
mic advantage to the public which, in those coi.nir.c-s 
which have adopted strong and elicciiu- patent laws 
justifies the gran! of the patent monopoly. 

It  must be recogni/ed that the patent law   has been 
developed  on  a   national   basis,  and   thai   patent   l,ws 
vary from country to country.  Ihe bas.c concept „f Du- 
paient   grant, to  the extent  that   it   is common  to   ,11 
countries, is that as a condition precedent to the patent 
grant, the inventor must provide the public with an intel- 
lectual contribution capable of use by the public at huge 
after the expiration of the  monopoly   grant   provided 
m the patent.  Ihe term of such monopoly vanes fiom 

country to country, being as little as Ine vears to! so-called 
petty patents " to as long as twentv >, ars. h ,s mu-rcsiing 

to note that the early Inglish law fixed the temi ai |,.U|. 
teen years, this being equivalent to the training ,,| tuo 
successive groups of apprentices (the custom then UHI,. 

to serve a seven-year apprenticeship).   In p,„Klplc   the 
monopoly grant was to expire when the new tcchmmic 
had been  sufficiently disseminated  to   be  practised m 
dependency by the public.      National  concepts  diller 
rurthcr  in the degree to which the patent owner may 
exercise his monopoly. It has often been stated that   i 
patent confers no right on the patentee to practice Ins 
invention   but,   rather,  fhat   the-  patent   onlv   P,evrnts 
others  from so doing. While this  ,s  certainly  true of 
the United States patent system, it must he rc-coeni/ed 
that  in   most countries the continued  rieht to exclude 
others   may,   in   certain   circumstances,   depend   upon 
positive action or. the part of the patentee to exploit his 
monopoly. Failure to do so within prescribed time limits 
results   in   circumscription   of the   monopoly   ni-hl   by 
virtue   of   compulsory   licence   provisions   of   national 
patent laws whi h seriously  limn the exclusive   pnvilerc 
granted to the patentee. 

National patent laws lurthcr diller in the extent t.. 
which certain products or processes mav be eligible loi 
patenting. In many countries, specified produit- ,,r 

processes are not eligible »or patenting, in p.iitu ul.,, 
foodstulK. pharmaceuticals, medicinal and chemical 
products, on Ihe grounds thai the grant 01 ., patent 
which may result in unteasonahly high pim-, f..i icri.iin 
necessities, is detrimental to the public interest 

Ihe provision of monopolisti,. p,,w..i b\ w av ..f ih. 
patent grant can k-ad, and in fut has led, t,, ih<- .,hu*- 
of the power by those seeking (o gainer moie ecmoinu 
gain than mav be justified by the puhhi micie ,I n, 
extending the monopoly for example p.,i. nts has. been 
employed, by purchase of competir.i\ patent ,.*!«, 
or by restrictive licence practices so as t,, i.,iKentrai. 
the economic power of entire industries in thr hands ot 
a single enterprise Attempts are nu.de to pool thr patent 
rights of comprino'v jnd t.. establish trade practices 
based on such concentrated control of ti* patent structure 
of an industry. *> as to bar anv compétition Paient 
owners have sought, by means ..f a patrnt i<> force 
Isuswsars   to   purchase   unpatented   or    even   unrelated 
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products from the patent owner as the price for the 
grant of rights under the patent. And the pooling of 
patent rights among ostensible competitors in conjunction 
with a division of world markets and price fixing to the 
detriment of the consumer is a common direction in 
which patent owners seek to establish economic privilege 
not justified by the limited monopoly granted under the 
patent law, 

Such misuse of the pilent right for the purpose of con- 
centrating economic power in the hands of a few at the 
expense of the public has resulted in a substantial body 
of national law by means of which such abuse is kept 
under control. National law-, directed at control of such 
restrictive business practices may be contained either 
in the national patent law itself or in laws applicable to 
restrictive business practices generally, such as the anti- 
trust laws. It is perhaps sufficient to state that in any 
consideration of a patent licence agreement, cognizance 
must be taken of the applicable national law to avoid 
unwarranted extension of the patent monopoly by price 
lixing. patent pooling, compulsory package licence 
provisions, and the like. 

While patents play an important role in any licensing 
consideration, it must be recognized that in the undeve- 
loped countries no significant patent position has been 
established by the petrochemical industry. This is evident 
from the tremendous disparity between the total number 
of patents granted in the developed countries as compared 
to the under-developed countries. For example, in 1962 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland issued 27,721 patents. Canada 21.225 patents and 
the Federai Republic of Germany 18,308 patents; whereas 
Morocco issued 363, Ceylon 104 and Iran 312 patents. 
Various reasons have been ascribed to the lack of interest 
in establishing patent positions in the under-developed 
countries including, for example, the following factors, 
lo which attention is called in the interim report of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations on the role of 
patents in the transfer of technology to under-developed 
countries (FC,5 35): 

(<J) Lack of inventive activity on the part of the natio- 
nals and residents of the under-developed countries; 

(/>) Ine unimportance of the country as a market for 
the patented product; 

<< ) leononuc and legal factors militating against the 
establishment within the country of any enterprise 
producing or selling the patented product or utilizing 
I he patented methods and processes; 

(</) Ihe absence or inadequacy of the legal protection 
which patents afford inventors and investors; 

(r) Ihe relatively greater significance of unpatented. 
as contrasted with patented, technology. 

It is perhaps worth noting briefly that while the cost 
of establishing and maintaining a patent office operation 
i« a governmental expense, the financial investment 
necessary for a patent applicant to establish una maintain 
a world-wide patent position can only he justified if a 
reasonably rapid return on the investment can be realized. 
I>cau« of the tin>c limitations inherent in a patent, there 
s little interest m csUrtlishing a pale.it portfolio in a 

country where the technical capability of producing or 
using a product is at least five years away. 

Where, however, a country is opened to entrcpreneural 
activity, and there are immediate prospects of economic 
return, there is no hesitancy on the part of inventors 
and investors in establishing a patent position. The 
resurgence of industrial activity in Italy after the Second 
World War has, for example, led to a twofold increase 
in the number of patents applied for yearly in the period 
1951-1961. and in Japan the increase in this period has 
been more than threefold. Spain, which has only recently 
begun to encourage foreign investment, has experienced 
an almost twofold increase in patent applications filed 
between 1958-1961, whereas the number of applications 
was substantially static in the prior seven-year period. 
While increased patent activity in developing countries 
first occurs by reason of the filing of patent applications 
by foreign nationals, experience has shown that domestic 
inventors, stimulated by local economic opportunity, 
soon make a substantial and rapidly increasing contribu- 
tion to the patent activity of a country. 

It is doubtful that the legal strength of the patent law 
in any particular country affects, to any great extent, the 
decision to obtain patents. The mere existence of a patent 
system, with its potential for protecting the patent 
owner from competition, appears to be sufficient justifica- 
tion for filing, given the economic incentive to do so. 
Patent owners rarely resort to court action to enforce 
their patents, possibly because of the great expense of 
litigation, but more probably because patenti are generally 
respected by others. For example, in the United States 
where corporation- receive in excess of 50 per cent of all 
patents granted annually, the 500 largest patent-holding 
corporations were involved in only 878 patent law suits 
in the period 1949-1958, an average of less than two law 
suits per corporation for this ten-year period. The infre- 
quency with which patents are actually challenged in the 
courts can be realized from the following statistics 
concerning certain selected United States companies 
having extensive patent holdings.4 

General Electric Co. 
Radio Corp. America 
Du Pont Co  
EMO Standard Oil 
Eastman Kodak Co 
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In other highly industrialized countries, where the 
incidence of patent law suits is even less than in the 
United States of America similar statistics would doubtless 
show that patent owners rarely resort to judicial action 
to enforce their patents. 

One must conclude that while the extent of patenting 
in under-developed countries is limited, the intere«! in 

* An Anaiys» of PIMM Uufauon SUIIMM" U.S. Sawn« 
CowntttM on the lufcoary. *** Coagm», 2nd SMMHM. (Wattant- 
UM. mi)- ^^ 
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patents will grow as the under-developed country provides 
the economic incentive for modern industrial activity. 

From these general considerations, 1 should like to 
turn to the more specific question of the availability of 
process licences in the petrochemical field. 

Because of the major participation of the petroleum 
processing industry ¡n the development of petrochemicals 
it is worth noting that in the petroleum industry, a very 
liberal patent licensing policy  has always existed. The 
number of commercial petroleum refining processes arc 
limited, the markets for basic petroleum products are 
vast, and petroleum markets are stable as compared with 
chemical markets. All of these factors have led to a willing 
ness on the part of petroleum companies to grant licences 
Such licences are generally of the "field" definition type 
broadly covering all patents coming within a defined 
field, and   providing  for an  exchange  of know-how 
Cross-licensing arrangements which provide for licensing 
of thiid parties are common, and royalties are in general 
reasonable so as to enable each party to market a competi- 
tively low-cost product in a relatively small geographical 
area. As a result of liberal cross-licensing policies, the 
petroleum industry economically employs at an early 
date the most up-to-date developments of the research 
efforts of competing research organizations. 

Tc the extent that the basic raw materials and inter- 
mediates of the petrochemical industry, e.g. olefins 
aromatics, and the like, share the characteristics of large 
volume and low price of petroleum products, petro- 
chemical licensing follows the pattern of the petroleum 
industry. But, as the dollar value of petrochemical 
products goes up, and the size of the market decreases 
licensing practices tend to reflect the attitudes of the' 
chemical industry. Chemicals are ordinarily higher priced 
commodities than petroleum products, and many chemical 
markets can be satisfied by one or at most a few producers 
C hemical markets are not stable since individual products 
may be displaced rapidly in a developing technology. 
In the chemical field, there is a real incentive to use 
chemical patents and proprietary know-how to exclude 
competition and to realize profits from individuiti 
market exploitation rather than through licensing. 

There are. however, real pressures on the owner of 
proprietary   petrochemical   know-how   to   engage   in 
licensing. The establishment of proprietary patent posi- 
tions, coupled with a reluctance to license, has led to the 
development in many instances of alternative processes 
lor the manufacture of particular petrochemicals. Because 
petrochemical   technology   has   advanced   so  rapidly 
owners of proprietary  procestes realize chat, if their 
know-how is not exploited promptly, it will probably 
be outmoded and replaced by newer processes. Faced 
»Uh the demand by local governments for local produc- 
tion facilities, the patent owner cannot rely on foreign 
patents to protect his export market, because this can 
be defeated by application of import duties, generous 
government assistance to local producers, and the com 
pulsory licensing provisions of Use local patent IMW 

Assuming that the owner of proprietary know-how 
"'•ling under prevailing circumstances to make his is Mil! 

technology available in a foreign country, the further 
question ames as to the form of enterprise to establish 

in order to exploit the technology. I he ne« uvlinolo-v 
can be introduced by (</) establishment of.i wholly owned 
subsidiary in the foreign country. (/>) establishment of a 
joint venture in partnership with local business interests 
or (< ) licensing a local enterprise under patents ami know - 
now. 

An analysis of the advantages ami dis.uh.ini.iws ,.| 
these means ol participation in establishing ., new'enter- 
prise is beyond the scope of the present discussion 
Out it may be helpful to list some ni,M„r rvnelits which 
licensing oilers 

Licensing: 

(«I Minimizes the capital involvement ol tin-Iwiisoi . 
</>) Fliminates involvement in laboui nul social lei-isl.- 

Hon ol the foreign country and legal cvposuic m th.,i 
country; 

(c) Reduces the hazard of exchange ,„nti„K „„I 
restrictions, since royalty remittances arc mu.uIK 
looked on with more favour than dividends; 

<</) May leave the door open lor future- |o„,t ventine, 
it the licensee performs satisfactorily, hut at a l.ilet dite 
requires financial assistance not locally available; 

ie) Protects patents in countries «here workim- is 
required: 

()) Provides for know-how   return from thv licensee; 
Of) Provides a means of exploitation of know how 

where local economies and. or import restrictions mevent 
direct sale of products from abroad. 

On the other hand, it must he recognized that housing 
as opposed to some form ol equity participation limits 
the extent to which the licensor may shaie in pmiits „I 
the enterprise and creates competition with intuir import, 
and/or future domestic production hv a lointlv owned or 
subsidiary company. 

In recent ye;.rs there has been .„i macase of munsi 
m equity participation in coniunction with hceiisinr 
and it would seem that this might he even more desiuhl, 
in the introduction of new ventures in the underdeveloped 
countries. In such countries, patents pi«,<iiil> pl,,y , 
relatively  minor role, and  the  licensor  i,   .equuc.l   to 
provide not only technological know-how. hm  ,|anu. 
m    training    personnel,    developing    sale,    tcvhniuue, 
undertaking   market evaluation   ..ml  develop,,,, „t. and 
directly assisting in the establishment ol an  imputed 
petrochemical operation  As an equity hohlei. the hu-nso, 
develops a closer ulatioiiship with the loe.,1 management 
and shares as a partner in the establishment and . oniouik 
development of the venture. Sime a given petioj,,.,,,,,.,.'! 
process may only be licensed to  „,„• ,,„,,   ,„ ,, „lwtl 

country, the failure of the license»-  to pro|>erlv evploit 
the licence would seveielv  hunt  the  Ikeris, • . mum 
and  it  would thus he ,„ Ins ¡,itei,>t   t,, he ,,  pot .,! tl„ 
management of  the enterprise  ..ml   thus to  ho.  VMu, 
direct responsibility toeiistm u, ,UutAi 

Finally, I should like t.. t.* u- .mention ,.., the paient 
licence agreement itself | he bene, .ijmem.nl iv an 
arrangement whereby toe lieens,.i uli,|,.,i,ko u. „,.,„, 
or make ..v.,,lab« |,, ¡ru license. ;„.,,,. „•,.,,-, n(íhI, 
during the term ol |tH agreement pursuant to sivU.e.l 
conditions and limitation „ return for sooie prim,!., 
compensation. 
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The agreement may be prefaced by a series of recitals 
which set forth in general terms that the licensor is 
prepared to grant rights under his patents, trade marks 
and know-how. and that the licensee desires to obtain 
such rights in order to establish a commercial enterprise. 
Mutual assurances of benefits expected to accrue to each 
party by virtue of the agreement are common. Whether 
or not such recitals provide any significant legal value 
is questionable and. at best, might be relied upon as 
showing a failure of consideration in the event the licensed 
process cannot be commercially used. 

Commonly, tlu- petrochemical licensing agreement 
will contain a series of definitions specifically setting 
lorlh the meaning (.|" particular expressions employed 
m the agreement. While such definitions, for the most 
part, an- a matter of convenience in establishing clearly 
and with particularity, the meaning of licensing provisions, 
special attention should be given to the definition of the 
•'Held of agreement " and of "patent rights". 

I he petrochemical licensing agreement is usually 
of the defincd-licld type, and the core of such an agree- 
ment is the establishment of a field definition which will 
adequately express the scope of subject-matter to be 
encompassed by the agreement. The defined field licence 
agreement is not usually limited to particular enumerated 
patents or patent applications, although these may be 
recited as exemplary of the intended field. Rather, the 
field definition sets forth a technical statement of the 
process, product and or apparatus with respect to which 
proprietary rights are granted. The field definition should 
be drawn so as to cover adequately all of the patent 
rights and know-how which the licensor expects to 
provide and which the licensee deems necessary to the 
establishment of the contemplated enterprise. Negative 
limitations may be lesorted to in order specifically to 
exclude areas not intended to be covered. 

Hie definition of the field of agreement automatically 
establishes the scope of the "patent rights" and "know- 
how " in terms of subject matter to be included in the 
licence. However, t is rarely desired to make all patent 
lights and know-how of the licensor available to the 
licensee during the entire term of the agreement, since 
the iov.ill> charge established at the time of enteiing 
the agicciiient may not reflect in anv w i> the value of 
improvements made at a much latei date. It is recognised, 
bowevei, that the licensee is entitled to improvements 
made within a reasonable time after entering into the 
aguvment. i.e.. those flowing from current research and 
development elloits of the licensor. !t is customary to 
pi ovule a cut-oil date of two to five vears after the agree- 
ment date, ami to limit the licensee's rights to inventions 
and know how made or developed prior to such date. 

I he patent iiceiuv  agreement must  set forth  in the 
loi m of a gran!   the tvpc ot licence which is given to the 
licensee  undei  licensor's  patent rights  and  know-how 
IVpcndmg upon v itv u instances, the grant will he 

(<j> Rovaltv-tice or rovalty-hearing; 

\b\ I ulustve or   n.•-»-exclusive, 

i« > li.inifri.iblc m siiKilv limned to the licensee\ use, 

i./i World wide or   limited to a single area. 

In establishing the licence grant, care must be taken to 
avoid restrictions that may violate anti-trust laws of the 
licensor's country or of the country covered by the licence. 
Thus, while it may be deemed desirable business-wise, 
to be able to restrict the licensee's sales to a particulnr 
territory, such a restraint can raise serious legal questions. 
It is far better to grant a right to manufacture in a given 
territory, and to use and sell throught the world; and 
to depend on the economics of shipping, import duties, 
etc. to effectively limit sales to the area where the product 
is manufactured, and avoid competition with other 
licensees in other parts of the world. Similarly, price 
fixing, production quotas, tie-in sales, and/or agreements 
not to compete are all dangerous from a legal standpoint 
and best left out of the agreement. 

The licensee may be expected to develop patent rights 
and know-how which would be useful in the licensor's 
operations, or in connexion with operation of other 
licensees. The agreement will normally provide for a 
reciprocal grant by the licensee with respect to licensee's 
patents and know-how co-extensive in scope and time, 
with the licensor's grant. Such reciprocal grants of patents 
and know-how arc usually royalty-free for the benefit 
of the licensor and its othei licensees and, customarily, 
non-exclusive. A grant-back of exlusive rights under 
patents may requite that the licensor undertake the burden 
of obtaining and maintaining patents in other jurisdictions. 

The immediate purpose of the agreement ii to place such 
know-how and technical data in the hands of the licensee 
as will enable him to begin plant construction and manu- 
facturing operation«. The licensor will normally under- 
take to provide necessary process information within a 
few months of the signing of the agreement. 

The problem of protecting the proprietary know-how, 
trade secrets and technical data of the licensor from 
un authorized disclosure of the licensee is handled by 
way of a more or less conventional clause directed toward 
confidentiality. Such a clause will state that the licensee 
cannot use proprietary information given htm by the 
licensor except in connexion with the exploitation of the 
licensed process, and cannot disclose same without the 
written consent of the licensor. Generally, the licensee 
protects himself from unreasonable confidentiality terms 
by providing that those items of know-how which are 
m the public domain, or which become part of the public 
domain, are not subject to confidentiality obligations. 
The licensor will normally be entitled to receive know- 
how developed by the licensee, and such information, 
to the extent it is confidential, will require an undertaking 
of confidentiality by the licensor. 

Since know-how is not ordinarily adequately protected 
by patents, the obligation of confidentiality should survive 
any termination of the agreement, and should be effective 
for a sufficient number of years to protect the licensor 
from unlicensed use thereof until the technology is of 
relatively little value because of technical advances or 
outmoding of the licensed process. Normally a period 
of an years from the date of delivery of know-how is 
provided for Sut. in special circumstances, this period 
mav be even longer. 

The licensor will often undertake to provide such 
service» to the licensee in the form of engineering assis- 
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tance, training of personnel, installation of equipment 
and the like, as may be necessary to establish the new 
process on a commercial basis. The terms and conditions 
for giving technological assistance will, of course, vary 
from case to case, but the agreement customarily makes 
provision for compensating the licensor for such services. 
The licensor may not have the manpower available to 
provide unlimited on-the-spot technical assistance, so 
that licence agreements will often limit the number of 
man-hours the licensor is expected to provide. Technical 
training in the licensor's plants car be provided for. 

With respect to royalty provisions, each licence agree- 
ment will vary. In general, some lump-sum payment by the 
licensee may be required, primarily to compensate the 
licensor for the cost of transmitting technical data, 
including preparing pamphlets and instruction materials! 
sending personnel abroad, developing process conditions 
for specific needs of the licensee, etc. Such payment might 
be replaced by equity participation in the venture, and 
may or may not be credited against future royalties. 

The determination of the proper amount of royalty is 
difficult, and one in which the Government may itself 
be involved. Royalties will be generally on a paid-up 
or running royalty basis, and if a paid-up licence is 
provided for, the amount will often be based on the 
equivalent running royalty for production over a five-to- 
ten-year period. Paid-up licences entitle the licensee 
to continue practising the licensed process after termina- 
tion of the agreement, whereas running royalty is collected 
only while the agreement remains in full force. 

The licence agreement will often provide for the defence 
of the licensee from patent suits brought against it by 
others, but the licensor will rarely undertake such an 
obligation except under strictly defined conditions. 
Thus, the licensee is expected to follow the design, 
specification and procedures set up by the licensor, and 
failure to do so will usually relieve the licensor from 
liability to defend and hold the licensee harmless. Further, 
the licensor's obligation will in general be limited to 
a part or, at most, the total sum collected by wav of 
royalty. 

From the licensor's viewpoint, the purpose of tra 
agreement is to generate royalty which can be transmitted 
to hi* home country, and the licence will ordinarily 
provide for payment of royalty in hard currency. There 
is always the possibility that changes in exchange regula- 
tions will prevent the licensor from getting his royalties 
out of the country and. in such case, the licensor ma> 
desire to terminate the agreement, and this will often 
be provided for. 

Another question that has to be considered full) in 
the licence agreement is the question of taxes and govern- 

mental charges. Generally, the licensee assumes all 
charges arising in his own coiintn, includine initial 
filing fee. stamp tuxes and the like. local menu- u\o 
must he taken into consideration, and the «¡cncial prat 
ticv is to have the licensor assume local income taxes 
and take a credit on the rovaltv income loi domestic 
tax purposes. 

Whatever the good intentions of the parties, no agree 
ment can be expected to delinc the rcla-ioiiships of tin- 
parties over a period of years so deailv as to make 
unnecessary some recourse to a Iciwl mterpietation 
and the agreement will set forth the nmsdiction whose 
laws will apply. Where the law of the licensor's wuintn. 
and that of the licensee's country dtllct nui kcdlv. recoin se 
may be had to such principles of ¡aw .is nuv hive fveti 
applied by international tribunals In the event of ., 
dispute arising, provision is most often m ule foi arhitia 
tion in accordance with the rules of sou,- nid» pendent. 
internationally recognized organization sudi .is the 
International Court of Arbitration or the I11letn.1i1011.il 
Chamber of Commerce. 

finally, particular mention should be nude ,.t the law 
of the United States of America governine ivpott ,.| 
technical data and know-how. I he regulations ,»l tin 
Bureau of foreign Commerce and of th.- Iicasurv 
Department of the United Slates set foiih certain restric- 
tions on export of unpublished technical data and 
know-how in the petrochemical hold. I hese icgulaiions 
i:an have a serious effect on the commcicial exploitation 
by the licensee of the licensed process since the contiols 
not only extend to re-export of Midi ledmical data In 
the licensee to other countries, but nuv als., atleti 1 In- 
right to sell articles nude by use ol such conti..lied data 
to other countries without clearance. In new ,.| these 
regulations, the licensee cannot expect 1.. mm. kn • ...- 
how from '.he licensor free of such n-SU niions, nul th.s 
should he specifically set foi ih in the agi. cimili 

I niv does not permit detailed discussion of all <>l tin 
other factors winch arc taken nit«« consultation in tIk- 
patent   licensing   agreement,   including,   for   trample. 
the  term of the agreement,  llie  elhcl ol   h.inkiuptiv 
insolvency, sale ol the business, fun ,- muirurr 1« f.-,cm 
mental confiscation or nationalization, p.ivment l.i s|>. 
cial   services,   minimum   royalties.   pr<..liun,.n   «pu-ia. 
ta\iiuiedn.itionscl.Hises.cie.fSuthtc it i>. -, iv that ilu-..|.|«-<. 
tive ol the parties m entering  int..  the    gu, nunl  1, t.. 
establish a mutually advantageous   »orknu' nl iii,.ii>li.p 
to which m most ciscs the < inveì niiu-nt   i| the ¡-.tu« , 
country must give the st imp ol  .1(.pru\ ,1  .nul  ilio ih. 
licence agteen  .1 carefully  thought .it   ,11,1 pi,.pen. 
dra*n  will mumm/r the  niisumlei standings .01.i .t.,.i<! 
any conflict bet wee m he pa Hit.-s over Ih« unas.- ..I .cars 
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2. LICENCE AGREEMENTS IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

nrM, If. Hro„n,r aHtl OUver ,K WM«rrf., #*,,#,,„ Petroleum Company. IniuH State, of 4,neriem 

INTRUDI < TION 

Whenever one hiini.in king generates .1 useful new 
itici .un! Ix-gins pr.ilit.ibk- exploitation of the idea, or 
demolisti ates that it ...m be- profitably exploited, he is 
ultim.itel) confronted by the question Of licensing, i.e.. 
divulgua: his ule.it....thcrs anil permitting them to utilize 
n m alum lor SOUK consideration. Me may attempt to 
pi i iteci his nica hv complete secrecy anil thereby run the 
risk that v,.ine.Mie else may iiiilepenilenllv generate the 
vini ule.i ami reap the henelils thereof.'He may sock 
t" pioi.cl his -ilea tor the pcnoil of lime legally provided 
by patents. II so. he faces several questions Is his idea 
patentable•' Is the expense of obtaining and maintam.ng 
patents justihed hv Ins potential income'.' Should he seek 
patent pioLition only m bis own counir*? The develop- 
ment ,.| a patent svstem has helped all inventors to 
establish ami protect, lor a period of time, their exclusive 
ni-lit to eii|o\ whatever proti! niav be derived from their 
inventions I nfottiinately. the patent systems dilfer 
gi tally bom counirv to country and do not gtive equal 
lights to the un. ntoi 

I he process ot iiuh/ation has both complicated and 
-implilicd the inventor's Incusing problems. I ci-hiiolopic.il 
pi ogress evervwheu- has  made ncccssarv the combining 
ot   individual etloits int..   partnerships and companies, 
not onlv to bitter exploit current inventions but also to 
(manse and tostel -he research and development activity 
Ihal   v. ill   lead   to  Inilhir   advancement  ot   Knowledge. 
mote   inventions   and   rettcr   profits   therefrom     I he se- 
ll.tors make sicadilv more complex the licensing prob- 
lems.   Nvausi   the  organization  must  protect   .in  cver- 
gtowmg number oi inventions, and each new commercial 
development is i.siiallv a combination ot in.inv inventions 
conceived hv various members ot the org.ini/.ition. At the 
same time  however, licensing problems and practice have 
been  simplified  hv compétition   licensing of processes 
within   the   petroleum   uiduslrv   was   a   »ell-established 
practice hrtore the birth oí the netr.Khemic.il  industry 
I IH- combining of chemical and petroleum technologies. 
paiticuiarlv m tfx I mud States of America and in I urope 
has btought about the so-called petrochemical  industr» 
in »huh I11..IU cbtleient companies have developed good 
and competitive r .-cesses   I his competition has naturally 
caused   suih   companies   to   establish   generalis    similar 
terms  .nul c.-nditions  in   the licence  agreements  seen 
lodav   In ihn wnw licensing practice tv hemg simplified 
while technology  ami its problem* become increasingly 
complex    This papet discusses briefly  some ^f the basic 
provisions common to most  hernce agreements  m the 

petrochemical industry; sets forth some general observa- 
tions on the benefits and risks to licensor and licensee; 
ami. finally, offers some suggestions that a prospective 
licensee should keep in mind. 

BASK    PROVISIONS   ot    TIII    iictvir   AoamitNi 

I here are probably no two licence agreements that arc 
identical in all respects. However, the typical licence 
agreement will, or should, contain certain basic provisions. 
Among these are the following: I. definitions: 2. grant 
of licence; V grant-back; 4. payments and reports 
5. exchange of information; ft. secrecy; 7. law; ». assigna- 
bility ; 9. term of agreement. 

I he comments given below refer primarily to the 
licensing of pnvcesses for the manufacture of various 
petrochemicals, which licences usually include the- right 
to use and sell the prinJucts made by such processes. 

I.   Definitions 

The agreement should define as clearly as possible the 
nature of the process being licensed, regardless of whether 
the licence is intended to be broad or narrow in scope. 
I he process definition should include any desired limita- 
tions as to nature of feedstocks, catalysts (if any), opera- 
ting conditions, or products to be made. Thèse limitations 
«ill determine the- scope of information and rights that 
»ill flow to the licensee. Payments by th. licensee will 
»(ten he affected by  the scope of the process definition. 

II the agreement -ncludes any licensing of patent 
rights, these will normally he defined in two ways, by 
reference to the process and by reference to lime. The 
reference to process will simply provide for inclusion 
of .ill patent rights relating to the process land perhaps 
also relating to the products thereof) The reference to 
tune will provide lor inclusion of all patent rights existing 
pnoi to sonn- fixed date (such as date of agreement or 
end of agreement term or often as an arh.tranly chosen 
intermediate date» Patent rights should he further defined 
to flake clear whether they inlude only patents issued. 
paient applications hied, or invention» conceived prior 
to the fixed "cut-off date Impending on the intent of the 
agreeing parties, patent rights may he only those rights 
of licensor or mav include the right» of both parlies 
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This provision will show that the licensee is granted 
a manufacturing licence 11 e   a right to practise the processi 



In addition, the licenser may he granted .1 licence to use 
the products of the process. or to sell such products, 
or to do boih. A grant of licence to make, use ,ind seli 
appears io he most common in petrochemical process 

licensing. However, there arc instances, for example. 

»here the process being licensed is for manufacture of .1 
product for which the only or principal commercial 

use is in some other operation controlled by a third parts. 
In such an event, the process licensor must he careful 
I hat any hold-harmless provision of the licence does not 
cover use of the product, though he may be entirely 

Ircv to grant a licence to make and to sell the produci. 

3. Urani-back 

This provision »ill set forth whatever rights may Se 
granted by licensee to licensor, hence the term "grant- 
hack". In some instances, the licensee mav already 
posses* some patent rights or technical information, or 
both, as a result of his own work relating to the process 
lor which he is acquiring a licence. More often, however, 
the licensee is obtaining the right to use a process entirely 
new to his experience. In either situation, it is reasonable 
to assume that the licensees personnel, after having 
obtained full information on the process being acquired 
and after practicing it commercially, may develop useful 
new improvements. Such improvements, whether patent- 
able or not, would probably not have been developed by 
licensee's personnel had they not been directed to work 
on the process because of the rights and information 
acquired from the licensor. This is the theory that accounts 
lor the "grant-back" to licensor. The rant-back may 
.ilso extend to other licensees using the same process, 
provided those other licensees have a similar grant-back 
provision; such an arrangement permits each licensee 
to enjoy the benefit of possible new developments hv 
many other companies. 

4. Payment\ and repon r 

Payments may he in the form of a tixed sum of money 
Ito he paid on completion of the agreement or in stipu- 
lated instalment») or in the form of a royalty or fee based 
on production of sales, or any combination oí these 
forms. If a fixed sum of money is required, it will usu.illv 
be designated as a considerai Kin to cover use of the pro- 
cess for manufacture of not more than a certain annual 
amount of product. Ouring any year that the licensee 
makes or sells more than the certain annual amount o» 

paid-up" capacity, he may be required to pav licensor 
tor the excess, either bv a fixed sum to cover excess annual 
- tpacity or by a periodic royalty or fee based on the 

• mount of excess Payments may he made monthly, 
quarterly or annually, and must normally he accomp mied 
by certined reports of licensee's production or Miles for 
the period covered Payments of periodic royalty or fee 
mav be expressed as a percentage of produci sales price 
^ul often are expressed as an arbitrary amount per unit 
"t pr.Hluct. 1 ícente« 1 obligation to pay will normall» 
'elate to tat mafmtudc of his use of the prom», and ihr 
oMigMion may enti either for the full lertn of the licence 
agreement or for some lr*arr fixed number of years 
I nie*»  the licensor ha» investmrnn  or operation» »I 

his own in the licensee'- eoiinltv    the ken-.':  »ill ev|K\t 
to be pani m il,»- , urtcn, v  ,.(  I,,- own ....miiv 

s    / \, 'w/iei    'i ni!*»"i.i; .,» 

In .¡n important sense, this piovision 1, ti filed 1,, .,,u| 
should be consistent vmh Iht -e, |H ,t am p ,t,mt iielits 
licensed. If. fot -cx.iinpU.tlu  1«,. p nt„ sIUM,V to cu hange 
PIOU-SS   intollll.ltlOII   I.M     I   |HM,   J   ,,|   hw   e.,.llv   t||(-   p.ll, ,,| 

tights licensed >tVi.M he ,,„,v th.-, ,1, velope.l durine 

the same period. Il tit, intuirò -r ..,1 1,. IH ex. li.meed 
mvludes resi.neh or pilot pi.nu 11I.1 Mi.tiori not vet 
utilized in commercial pt.uiu, then th, pitenl tiyht- 
licensed should he anv piteiits iillnnal. iv .--LUIII- troni 
inventions iomvnc.1 duttili- th, p,--,.,d v,,\,.,d f,x 

information being exchanged « »;h« 1 -.s -, , ,thet p.,,t\ 
m.iv timi hiniselt m the in, otu-m, -a- posit,,.,, ,•! having 
leceived lull nitor mat ion on 1 lu . <tiit 1 pu tv - «„ |„| ,„•„ 

development hul not havm- , i„,-,u, „,„l. 1 th. pat.nl 

covvring that :;cw development \\.,n\ lu,n,. u". , an, n< v 

however,  provide  l..|   ex,hou-,   ot   .,,(,„ „, ,: ,.,,  ,.ni>   ,,,, 

commercial    pt.„.lne.   and   the    aito, m n   , uluneed 

is limited to that Km)' pi.,, t,-.,i ,s olili. ,1 ¡1, ,,| ,,.,,-,• 
nient. Other lieciu« aeiecment- p-ovide t..¡ nitor tuition 
and lights to How Klvveeli the p.nli, !..| .,- ¡nueli .is 
twenty years I he limits plae.-d on mi.., n, ,t,,,, ,v, lunge 

can also detenu me the est« nt .,( Iive-i-,. - , n|,., m< ut 

of information developed hv other i-..e,i.,,-s ..| ih, -.011« 
process 

»>    Se, re, t 

It is generally impoit.nit to h.,(h put,, . i|,.,t ml..una 
Hon exchanged between tluin -houl.t n t ||,,« 1, un 
third p.nlv except a- m.iv he ru\e--.ar, in.I p ,|H r MI id, 
conduct of licensor ,,r ln,ns), \ business \nv -mli tinnì 

party should then iv allow, d t., ohi ,in iiil,.iniaii,.ii ,.nlv 
under adequale seeteev testation- 111, 011U Herd 
partus t,, whom ¡aov, .- ,,,!,.1 •,,.,,„.(, ,- no,m ,¡¡v .ih,.»,-,i 
to flow ire III ,'ontraetors retain,,! Iv, , nhei p.,ti, loi 

the design and vanisti u>. h.,11 of , pl.Mit t., ¡ni |K, th, 
process involved, and l."1! ,.<her heinse. ot th, ,.,„„- 
process l ice riso 1 an,I liecitv-c hav. .1 ...mimm in!, rest 

ill maintaining sec re, v re. neither desues th.it an un 
licensed third partv he enahl, ,| t,, ...inn» 1, m ihr . one 
business hv  usine , ritorni, t. m interi,ìe,I t., h,- •», pi „•, ret 
troni him    I he licensor   1, ., ..1 li,-t   re „  1...   iini.tu,,. 

on seeteev    among tlietu  In.in' tin    p a. . t        p:..||  u*•••••: 
additi,mal lutale literie,    igneo» ut 

In order lo noni all possible in,Minderst .rulings (, 
lo legal llllerpTel.it ions ,.» th. !.. 1 n,. ,gie, an. nl pro,,,,, m« 
in the event .,( in» .oyu-t, m M*,,II ih. pot»-, I U 

imputtanì to spenti, th* Lu, und, r *h,h tin igtet turrit 
shali be construed l.uhp.Mv *i!| ,,| ,,,1,1« t* n, lirn-,1 
to prêter ifi.it the ,,,», ..( h , v< ,„,(., st,- -od ¡'r.,,¡ 
Mowrvei the lutiiun 1 n,a IIM,«U> v*oin.g (• UI„M 

information . n ,1 pi,.v,... t» ha. ,l> I. ¡^ ! (»,rpt 

under the teims ,| ,n >'i,-rrru-nt th,t »,il N- suhjci 
to laws »rll-esUbhsKrd h» i,f.,i rsprrirmr >nd .urt 
pr.teedirig» ¡P ..»d m,,i!.fs Mans I 1 i«.i St ,•, , ,.,n 

panws. f..r  es.impk     rrg.ir.llrs«   ..»   thr   partn uiar   SUW 
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* huh thev   m.i\  he  located or incorporated, desire 
• mv   hum,   agreement  ht- construed  according to 

! .«- ..I l'i.   Si   u , | \,.w yliri    sikh companies take 
pi •• iti«in K,|h ,i, licensee ,imi .is licensor   I he principal 
"n    <•'<'<   ' 'l'olii' m .a-ncment , onstrued under the 
- "I anv i'r.,-ii , ,.nnti\ relate not t.. anv unfavourable 

I. -.tutes ..( MI, ii I,« hut simply t,. ||) legal structure 
iiiMitliii.-nil-, d.-tmi-d by past piacine. ,in«t 12) absence 
ot or innert mm ot ihe country's patent system. In some 
itKt.ifKs-v p.,iti, u¡ uls it »uns with I urope.m companies. 
tli. p,r1i«s pi, I, r to risolve ;n» coiitlicts hv arbitration 
t .tin t th m to pi.,,«- ilu- ionlln-1 More the courts 

\ In« in. i('HTiii,-nt i in IIMI.IIK ru assigned bv either 
p.ulv to the suite«, ot . t its entile business and goodwill. 
i'• . i 11 ii'p.,n\ I-, «hoin tin- p.,rti has sold its entile 
iss« ts However the licensor will normally want to 
pnteit himsi'l hv means ot assignability provisions 
ay.unst nio potential n-ks I ,rst. as the developer of an 
import.,M tomín, mal protest, the licensor may wish 
patin iilulv io pu veni ii -Main competitors from obtaining 
intorni.,lion ami nyhts t,. his process merely bv purchas- 
iiu' a In, usee plant and having the original licensee 
assign i,, Inn Hi, huim agu-e nient that was not other- 
wise avail, hie Vionillv. the liccnsoi will wish to prevent 
issit-nin, MI ,,| the lutine agreement to .u\<, person or 
oli-,Ill/all, II that is not v|,.,.iy t-apahle Uihnicallv and 
Ii" in- ' ill« to * it f til the ac-M-cintii! obliga.ion» and suness- 
tuliv pta, in. th.- pi..,« ss Nnotliei risk sometimes encoun- 
t.ii.l is that an otiMin/aiion ,,| not quite reputable 
statute   n.av    hv   means th,- assignability   provision. 
• •ht a m a linn«- acimn, HI n,,t otherwise available 
Ihis ¡alt. i nsk howevvi. is on« whuh bolli licensor and 
ht.tn-t- would piohal-iv rtcogm/e icadilv and avoid 
!l at all possihl, \Nnh these lisks always in lllllld and 
Willi adequai« sat« cuanK against them, the licensor may 
pinuit assimilili, i.i ,.| the licerne agreement to anv puilv 
Ih«  ilsu.,1 saltellati! .naillst sut II tlsks Is that the licvns.ir s 
puoi i oils« nt must N obtained il t it licensee wishes 
I" .osign his limn,- agr.-viiKiit i,, a ,v party other than 
ilu piotila,i ot limisi s entire assets. J he licensor 
will usu.illv t.-11111111 himself not to withhold his cuisent 
iiilicasoi.aMy 

I he 
|VII--,1 

i. i in 
• -I  tut- 

''     /, itn c' ,n;r,t m, nl 

• '* i lu« rue agreement mav he for anv 
i. .lependmg ,-n the nature ot the process 

•-i Mihn-tl matt« i bring iueiiseil the pavments de-sired 
''' "'IHUKI -" H*e duration of patent rights involved 
Ihr ¡.-»m often , «tend» tor a fixed number of years ot 
tornimi nal piani operation with rov.title« or fee» payable 
on -in h opei.nion a term Med in this manner will 
ensure to the licensor that hit eti|ov ment of potential 
iniome w ill not he a ties ltd hv «klav» in de«ign or construc- 
tion oi htetisee s plant If patent rights 4re involve«!. 
«.me ot the potential important patents mav not havr 
'»«lieti .«» ot th, du, ,.t agreement consummation 
In »ihh ttrnimsiaiv« « whith ofttti applv to new procetvet, 
the term ,.| agréer", i-: mav be lor a Mesi perte«) of v«4r», 
that s the s,,,-, ,-t paient hie plu« the number .»f vean 
mimate«! to elapse before issuance of principal patent* 

Bt-verm AMI mus TO Ltr rvittt 

I he potential benefits that lead one into anv business 
venture must always he consnlered in balance against 
Ihe risks that could cause failure of the venture. Many 
of th? benefit« and neks to be considered by a prospective 
licensee are apparent in my earlier remarks I et u« look 
briefly, however, from the licensee's viewpoint at some 
of the more important factors he should keep in mind, 
first, consider the benefits that von as a licensee might 
evaluate »hen deciding to sign a licence agreement 
enabling y HI to use a new process 

I. II you wanl a new process or its equivalent, you 
must either acquire it from others or develop vour own. 
lo undertake your own research and development may 
require many men for several years. I he probable costs 
ol your own development programme will be saved by 
vom obtaining a licence to use a process already commer- 
cially developed by others. If you attempted to develop 
Voui own pioccss and were successful afler only four or 
live years in bringing your development to a commercial 
,%'-1,Us. >«»u might then lind that competitive processes 
had been so unproved, as a result of commercial expe- 
rience, that you are still several years behind the advanced 
technology. 

2. I he benefits of saving time and money bv acquiring 
licence arc manifested in several ways. Yon can expect 
to have your plant designed and built in shorter time 
by utilizing the experience of others, and you can expect 
the plant as designed to cost less than you might have 
achieved on your own. I he berteli, of .aving time is 
even more important ¡n terms of plan! operation, however, 
than it is in plant erection. 1 he sooner you can begin 
plant operation, the sooner you can begin selling product 
and deriving income. If you might normally expect two 
vears to he needed lor plant design and erection, and you 
tan Mislead build the plant in eighteen months, the txueht 
from the lint ax months of product sales is obvious, 
but such a time saving may also mean the diffetencv 
belwetn capturing and losing a potential market. 

1 Onte having chosen a process, you may then 
immediately be able to organize and begin vour vile« and 
technical service efforts with the specific product or 
product« ol the process yOU will employ Such effort«, 
where appropriate, can be undertaken with produci 
purchased from the licensor or another user of the same 
pr.vce« while your own plant i« under erection, thereby 
enabling y«.u to train your wie« «taff. fulfil any exixting 
market demand, and orient »uch market toward your 
product and it« merit« 

•» You can arrajife with your licensor for training of 
youi own personnel who will he responsible for building, 
optratmg and maintaining your plant. Such training can 
be by oral and written instruction» and mav mutt use- 
fully include vint» to a licensor plant that is in commercial 
operation 

5. Ine «uccetaiul commrrciah/atioa of any prix««« 
involve» much "trial and error work S«>metimev your 
greatest hrntt» teem« to be the knowledge you gain of 
what ¡ml to do *«.u can profit not onlx- hv the »ucveWul 
experience of other* bui alto by avoiding the nwthods 
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that your licensor and other licensee» have tried and found 
to he undesirable, in all phases of the business 

n. You may obtain advist>ry help from your licensor, 
in live form of experienced personnel, in the design. 
erection and startup of your own plant, as well .is ,>t 
guidance in maintenance procedures and control !.,>*,. 
ratory operations. 

7 You may arrange an agreement »hereunder ion 
can receive f.,r several yea« a continuing flow of informa- 
tion from the licensor as to any new proce»» improve- 
ments, procedures or modifications. 

t». I» patent rights are involved, you mav resolve .mv 
potential conflict with the licensor by obtaining licence 
under his rights. In instances where the licensor s patent 
position and his potential income together lusiifv it. 
y< u may obtain protection against possible action from 
third parties. 

Some of the risks that may confront a licensee are 
not always properly appreciated, except in retrospect 

1. I he process being licensed may not be commerciali* 
developed or in commercial operation In such instances, 
the licensee should consider most carefully the stature and 
reputation of the licensor, his ability and past record 
of performance, and the assurances obtained under the 
proposed licence agreement as to help that the licensee 
will receive during further development work on the 
process. 

2. I'hc process may be fully commercialiícd. bui the 
licensor may not provide any or adequate assistance 
during the licensee'» plant design, erection and startup; 
or the licensor may not be able to provide for the licensee's 
personnel to receive training in commercial plants 
actually using the process 

3. The licensee may not obtain his government"» 
co-operation and approval to impott licensor advisory 
help when and as needed, or to expedite through customs 
and transportation authorities ìuch items as are imported 
I hese are risks that can critically hamper and delay 
completion oí a project and, in fact, entirely eliminate 
its chances for success I here have been instances where 
a country's government was wholeheartedly in support 
of a project but where the actual progres» of the project 
was unreasonably hindered by the above-mentioned 
factor». The »pint and the essence of government co- 
oneratmn at all level» »re often needed and too often 
not obtained. 

't The licensee who is planning to erect a plant must 
consider always the risk of competition from other 
domestic plants or fi.m product imported by other 
domestic concern» 

5. lnadwfiMie quantity or quality of feedstock», failure 
•n supply of aay material» ot utilitari aatsled from other» 

such factor» at theae are risks that may be encountered 
If a licensee M dependent oa tomaona else for feedstock 

mi supplv. he  mav   . omplete   h 
that the feeds!.*.» i* i,, t   is ..|.,»>|,-   „„., ,„.|„     ,, 
taken all sieps rtccess.ov !.• .issure nuli supplì 

f>    VMvrie   paten'   rttfhts    ne   mv..:s,,|    o-,    ¡., 
i't an infringement MHI  h\   .-tlwis   si.,, o, ,i 
considered   and   CS.IíL.IN.I    pi ...    i      . ,,.. 
licence agrremerit 

(itM KM   si ..i.isiii. 1   I'K. >s|i 

'isl.l.'l   ,1 

.    te.   .     . 

•I   II-1 

.1   I'« 

\xklc li.MU i lie mu i! . 
opeialing sosls. i, s .IV- 
tail.'is lh.it rveiv pt...p, 
\ni  or   til of these fut 

could mean Ilk- différente between n.«   -u,   ,   , 
of a new venture 

H hen  considering   i   ne*   pr,.,.,,      n,;   ..„, 
deteimined  thai   it   is   hemg ...nni. i.   .   , 
fully practised m another pl.nl   \,.u. ,n  .  ,„   » 
own  people  will  ,,ls,'   lv    dde  l.    ..p,. ,i,    ,,, < 
such a plant, .1 lliev  reu   ,.   ,¡,.,.il i. , ,, -,k   , K, 
advice   ^ ou satiriot i «p.. : ,   ,¡; ,,,,,,.,,. ,,, ^, 
responsibilities    loi    sou     heiausc    . n I. 
*ant to handle tin pl.nn .md  is I.,,.,•„     , •,• ,, 
own   therefore. \ou should on» «,...,;», ,    „., 
your respoiisibililies of pl.,m des.gn   ,.,•, i,. „ 
and maintenante, and sou should m,i 
liven  fulfil thru   |obs,  including  ,n!, n, 
personnel   under   then   sup. n i,,.,,,    y    ,.   J,   .,,.•   ,, , 
vour licensor to prov.de thorough Hin  .• ,t  ..   .,  ,, 
men w<i oral or written irisiriiiii.".s   ,.,. i.-. ..,     .    i. 
include whenever possible   i f.*  *,,k    . > >, , .,,.,„ i:l 

commercial plant ..prr.itid   h>   ln.mo    v,    ,,   ,, ,    „. 
cannot, of iourte,  he   al!. *ed  t..  p.i    ¡,i,      ,    , .., . 
operation of tfn- Incus, i  ,  p).,i,i   >>,,i if),,       ,    •• ,    , 
in   detail   eu-ry   ,isp,it    ,l     ,u, n      ^ , ,,. .,,      ,,,!,,'   , 
ma ¡il te lia l ice.   safely   ,o»d      d>. i il   i ,    ¡;   i -.;,    ,. 
thereto   After   uihtii.nirik  oíd.»,,, 
practice   hy    others     s, u>    .  .MI   »r\ 
prepared to handle then t. »,   *.,   , 
and   rued   only   .idsis. .,    .   ..,t nn> 
dunngyoui plant si.trtuj   p» •    d    i,••<   ,. 
of four  skilled .[»i.ilois ft.    , i,,    :,,,,, 
of   perhaps   thn's   das s   * !'   M,t), .    r.., 
successful operation 

Nou will encounter witli o,, ¡.,. ,, v, . 
blem» that aie alsrn I., v..»! , »i» i„ u< h,,i ,, i i f,, ,< ,i 
lite livenvr I or thi» riason, ¿ml . .. |.. . rn,«ifi i'« '» ;., |i 
of future ne» developmcnt», v.-i. -.',. .i,u <n • . ..,« . 
agreement arrangement ihal *.|. |.. .Ut* 
cu hange beiween ».>u and inerì». . o <i4( 

tmi tew v**r» of »oUr pum . -jwr.!...« •»,„ r, ,, 
meni c»uld ai»«, prrm.i ».u i. '.,», ¡»i,.«i.. 
the licennK v pUril f..r re»»» an.l ,|i>,..»„..n 
operating pobkm* 
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•ipp»HiMum «f riw pmwM «Wtf »te» ííiV -—inlij.mJ 4 
p«*««* <>w It,**** .IWWMM w»y *f éHWf AM M for • 
|Woiip»ttiv> ht*«», ,«, VMM ««tor B*MI» WIMM t 
s *•«. fe *•< mm,. Mr**»«« wforwtww 

««• «a*ntf*wt o» ^« *«*»« ««, frigni m I fe „^^^ 

>• 'V ••mos» Mi^.rtHB*, FhM M »»rfKntorfv »n» if rt*. 
pr<*»«« H, *•» r(B<| fc* i,^ „,, „^^^ 8BIWWWCHtt ^^ 
rwti hi « .-»« Hi» IK»**, ^,H^ ^ ,*, ft,*»«,,«- 
^urMM>*s ^ 

III  f*w> rt*  I*««** fey, naariwii*  m Nits <0KftV 
N*W  .rf pri>wssv.    * c-linw*;)»!»'» 

(2> F*«* ito IH*««»i fa»vt 4 wx««4vl r» or« m km 
HKffr keen H itertrs >4 I ahtf««'* 

ki .W.IHM.H 1.. Nt« j^vt «HM.. H»rrc M. MI«NK «wry 
<H*fN.rh*«4 p<>iM u- hw.ir HI mnW when «letting * 
t.« IPWBW **HW>I»  b,,» mut.|, Hi« I*»*** CM 

i<>  tf*   <«**••« ,rf   iKr  pntfmH m  *rmt* »*t wry*,.   A* 
«•wpMiitfs tritenitg  know-li,,«  f„r 1*^** tímt jMI¿ Wlu 

ft«.Ms«   HHSK    p,.K*s^   ,Vs(|W   An«.   IM   *!,  „ M|y   M, 

f v*Wi.il |M>I of 4 -.m.tsuftd )»r«Hi»»» HM*<*M»*«MI. lot» * 
I».*««** v»l*t»r*.    HW »r<KW>« MM  HMM«  ft, .„^ „„^ 

1 m»jé mm.****»! ¿M«*   M h» p^^ (^ ,*„,„, w 

m »imM ««miri    nut must h* itiilin1 wM* nH tm:n»d 

H* p.«rM.»l K,lr wkwk tlM, h, ,^,1^ fr,^ ^ 
l*«-l»*„c m räch ,,» »fc.„ UM», «^ ^^ ,,, mHmti^ 

'•HfenE»««*   N rnanv  iMMNtk. mm4 mwullimiml é»*i«n 

'1 ""VT4 v" t"x«*r*,*<f *"* *t **.**».. THi »MM«« 
<M..HM ,*•*. „»*r.*r * mmmm%m, hmmmi prmmm 
>* Hav« compte-* «a««, H, Mû ,»»,„,» ^ „, «p^,^ 
um» M tH-tfer 1.. h* ,rf mMKHmMN éMM* M *» rrurffuimt 
A-Mi« ptW I Ku lk ^1^, trm »M* Wì|Wì( h, «mr«-«. 
»NNWtiimjt «ml op»ritt<H -jininj A —" finihtnä tturt- 
ufi «nyHMwr ..t ,^r,^,n m^ ^mm Hi» lummeé «TIIWM 
m urt-rti ,«fi,„| f*ls ,.,„ ^ fe^^^j h,,m i,^ mé 

cd.,W .MK> K(), HO, „,„ t> ,it, W#M M (1 tié#| ^ w-r|-- ^ 

Mutui  I-I..HI ..fwMii.-H».    fhr framing tlf .>p*r«*Mg p*r- 
M.WHl   ,.,•,  |.,fcr  H^   ,(irM   ,rf- cl*»«W.H»H»   MM**tM<*.   NM. 

"m. .I|t..,n, rtterr H. «.. »t^MWM« hn IWU »r^HWM m M 
•>pri.iUM|(  MIM 

>••»•..«*1«« if, «tet-NoM M« 4 pr«H«M. 4 hww Mm 
'm-iM miw Hr rmmmé <m< M««M rtw IHWHIM mi Kk 
IH«.*»..»    IM m,i«v   w^.h, twwi.M.iig ,4 prtwmm ktmm- 
th>» 1» .^tm^kW M í ¿„m,, +tp m p^ .|muM   ^ 
lH.v»*»f     iritis    eMTNHIg«    An^Htà    M.VN*y    g^IllMH, 
*hnh     i.r    illxitK     rt-lrtlrd    hl   lÉT    »TlIltMillllim   «Í   lh> 
iii-mwri MMii   1 k- ^~. — p—fr, t^rtmjti ifc. _|. .J 
r>li»W    pr.itélHlHHI      N 
pt»rt*-s rliwt rti»- 
|W(i*»i»Kiv 4« |h'«MMr   A 

Kau ni royalty 

:te»t m »f M IMCIIII 

NlKBJI 

7»»«'* NWy «MMlVwi'' iñit 
•*••••  **  Wall   IM Hit MwMHI 
•rwrtiify mftirmn»ww   |y fe, 

Nwwt, tkc 
FfcMi arttett «îNU M iMt if Ml* 
4*»H «lutrly aWlMt» tfc, 

.»f iwlmi—I 

**!! r"','"u'' •M *• *"** rfP"*—» iwpw 1 umili 

*»•» 
mvw«. fit 

•Wb  <MV»MW  NI  »wtttMiMl   ( W 
rX.MUS »  ,4 «^ MUf»«-»»!!«» ta kpfk lilt 
'••»•**   * «*w«*^> »WHM» «f «M 
»um« » 

'** •f".  •"•"•••». Illr raw 



At . to a pa*4-aa IwtfK». Ta« M another 
AaaM fct mchjéra' m AM part of ft* atre«-- 

«* " fc*M «imwlw» •" c»a*st s »« 
aha» vmm tommtmh/ kmmé m Item« agiwmrnts. This 
pnwMiea ft**» At hvnw Mme arottctioa fro« kyal 
'J*****«»** hy M Ami party for |MIM infrmarmrni 
rat hwMm »nrmairy m»wi « AM« of the est of 
•rtAaj ave». « tfM^Mr. Aaiafort Ht mwt ht swr* of hi» 
p**m pmàmm htfort agrarmt lo a paient  inaVmmtv 

Ai^awa^rVaywatry, a tairait agraemem is atvpaird 
«ovtnag rai'MiMf servier». AM M not a aeeetauty. The 
*rv**« aravaM by Ae lieeMor can ht easily ine laded 
""f****** ^ >**»*» affament. In e.ther cant. 
At naanaaihiltiwi aaa »MifartioiM tf the lH*n»or should 
ht eh»rty aaAate The mar« maortant potati to ht 
coverai ««« conmAatM^ wry um «tarma iir».>n «,f tht 
liera*««! amt. Mart-aa awo-tanc« 10 at arovaJed. aaa* tht 
kn charaH for ea*m*«rNig «ervice». OIK« aaam. a 

* *"'**»'**— * —»"*»•»wd m Ai» ama. However 
*»^w» anajiaMaiiaia; M atwmaMy MWHMM m A» Me*«* fa' 
aw* Alfana additional serva» at« »anally tvaMmaMt. 
FNwaaa fnaraMHi AoaM atee at an maortaM cormdtra- 
tm. Nc* onry „ * matwtaat AIM At faaraaee« ha»», 
ht jhwrty étftae«, bat M M aaaaHy manrtaat ih-! the 
¡»rfntmaaw tatt wwAoa1 ht act forA. Tat éwation of 
y» *—«, A» lAWfatwai of A« Iwtawt aaa* Ac nr»aonsi- 
**»••« af At hamww maet ht oatbatd »a detail. A »uh- 
«aaaaV awrtwm «f AM tactfcta Aoald alno ht Arv<^rd to 
A« kahili») af At hwaaar M At tvaat of faihw* .»f Ihr 
aart t» max At pwwrAarf gvaraata*. 

^^fr'*"* *"* fW»»i •nwwwaii whkh are common 
te meat ceatmi« mttwded among At« »n (*t t mo/run. 

artfritratton procedura. and assi»rnah.lm Ih,- licctuv 
afranneat provision«, outl.rwd ¡,hove arc not necesvtriK 
the ernty ones *h.ch are needed Special« o*-s m,v dutah- 

! I***^ °,herv ,,,vh 1*"^'«'" '- mp.ii.ihl,. „HI 
« ««den s txprnrncf h,i> indic,it.-.l th..l the KM .^nv- 
mrnts arr thost «h.ch wen- m-jioii.iU-,i Kv M h p.ntiv, 
m H«H^ fa,th m ,,n e«„n to A-vtlop ., »o> k>m< .i.'w.m-ni 
cnsurma .t mutu.illv protit.ihk- n-l inoliali P 

Dwrma tht past fc»  Vc.os. kviisinp |,.,s s.,,„m. h„. 
htesirms.    Rovaltv   p,.vnM-nts  ni.uk   hv    I „.ml   M.HO 

chtmiciil  company   to  rómpanlo  ,.\,  ^-.1N  lUrc t.s|, 
mette  at  J70 million   i,i   |%:   P.mm,:N  K  „K,^,,, 

hrmx to l nitfd St.¡tf> comp.iiiKs .1111001,1«-,» 1,, WM) nul 
hon. hrint.nitthrtot.,1 H,,« „tr,,Mlis ,|,.||.,,s ,„ ,„.,,„„ 
of thr I nittd St.ih-s 10 $:io „„11,,,,, ,„  1^11  ,|)K ,, 
an incrvMw of over m per «mi hi,,«; ,,„ ,ih- oi>,ini,,l 
rov..rty   pa\nn-iitv  in   N5K   N«   |,>-IJ.   ,IU.   ,,,,,,  .,„„„,, 
royalty p.iynwm-, euhan^d h,!«^,, I    ,u.(| s,,,,., im, 
ovtr-ttas chrmK-.il iiuiustrv  should  re.,«¡>  \M*ì „UIII.-M 

Thert .ire several reasons for this nvn.l    \m.-ru' II.,M  in 
the risina cost ol rese.u«h and i!„- m« .«-.IMIU-ìV  ,,«,(,, 
naniNrr ol chemical pro*hicts on lodav '• .., ,,k«t  I'I,,.I,HI 

UemaiHls are chantinit rap'dlv in ,,UI   m..,t, ,„  A,,II,|   |I 

IS n<^ rconoimcally feasibk- for «n.n I»H- I,,U-,I ,. h, ,„„ ,1 
companK-s to do adequate research  on  th,   teilmol.,«-« 
m*tJrd I«, make all the prodiicts r«-«jiiP!,-,| hv ihK «romni- 
demaad. ra«-ed *,th this prohkm  ih,  « l„ „,.,.,1 indien« 
ha* chowen licensmt of pr.ness know-how   is ., „,1,11,,,,, 
In this w.iv. research effort «an tv «..,,, .-ntiated ,MI n.-,v 
products and new pnH.esses. »h.-i«- ih.  .,,„„,111-, I,-IIMH 
on nesrarch expenditures is lereatei 

1  < HtrtHtuI tm/mn-mur.  Iiilv 311  l'(M  (•  *H 
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I ¡y TROD VCr OR Y S l M Ml H Y 

There Ií no doubt that for the development of the 
petrochemical industry the geographical location of the 
core plant will often make the ditiercnce between sub- 
sequent success and failure of the entire industry. Deve- 
loping countries can. therefore, benefit from trie expe- 
rience which other countries have acquired in the location 
of petrochemical establishments 

The experience of some countries with petrochemical 
projects highlights the relative importance of the fol- 
lowing factors in the location of petrochemical plants 

(a) The local availability and accessibility of ihe basic 
raw materials such as oil and natural gas: it is argued, 
however, that the existence of crude oil and gas might 
not be reason enough to embark on a petrochemical 
project. The importance of this factor should, thcrcloic. 
not he overestimated. 

(b) The cost of exploitation of the local raw materials' 
opportunity costs are considered the hot criterion toi 
the evaluation of domestic raw materials. A comparison 
should he made between the value of the raw matenal«- 
in domestic use and their alternative value as an espon 

(c) The prospects for growth by 'vertical integration 
and utilization of by-products: growth by vertical inte- 
gration occurs when the  output of one" establishment 
immediately hecoires a raw material for another.  Ibis is 
the case with many petrochemical complexes, 

(</) The cost of transportation of either the finished 
product or the raw material to the consumer nul the 
factory respectively: the greater the cosi ut transporta- 
tion, the nearer to the destination the establishment 
should be located. In this respect, it is important to 
observe that improvements in the transportability ot 
a given raw material might dimmish the need t<> locate 
a pli.nt n-'ar it. 

le) Availability of infra-structure and  skilled   labour 

[ft The effect of location tin the scale of opei-ilmn   it 
is argued that restricted markets are apt to inhibit tin 
development of larae-scale operation. 

<j?> lax environment this factor is often considered In 
foreign firms interested in setting up petrochemical estab- 
lishments in a developing country 

In general, the problem of the appropriate location lor 
the petrochemical industry, as well ,is for ,mv other 
industry, can he resolved into that of nuking a chom 
between location on the basis of" nearness to the market 
and "nearness to the source of productive resources" 
that is, if non-ccunnr.ui criteria can he safely ignored 
or regarded as a datum "Productive resources i, 
defined in this context to include not only raw material-. 
but also human and non-human serv.so which .in 
cither directly required in the production process or ,m- 

mdirtclly conducise to the growth of' tlu mliMis „\ i 
paiticular location. The term "maris, i ' •),,. ,\|,„,| 

not only m terms of the volume ot ..lev: .„i i,,ii ¡,, ,, 

terms of its geographical distention. 

In recard to location near the s,an, ,- .a i .u matt ••. ¡; 

some observation about spci ifu vas« s . ,.,),.. ,., ,, , 

In North Afina, then is the piohlcm ot ss h.t t,. ,(,• u a 

tile Hare gas and (lie quest  that .,MMS ¡.   s»|,<ii  

ammonia plant should he hwll to urli,',   i|„   ,»,.,,. 

In th.s case, market ».oiisi,|,i,|i,.,M. \, ,.,   u , ., | ,tilli. I(. |,, 

of paramount iinportnnce   (m.nthe   u . ,-s-.niln»   ..tn,, 

furopean   and    Méditer: mean   niail.ts     I ,,,.,.. , >.<„    ,., 

enviionment.   ami   piosision   .a   mi   ,    main»     ,<   ¡.. 

cost, the location  of a   IVl.OtKÌ hai \,-.,r     mir.a       (,'  ,, 

III  North  All ICI   would  appeal   I..   Iv   rsoiioini,   :!',    I, 

ible   Similarly,   an   ammonii   pimi    n   il,   '\ .      i. {,,,.< 

would nivil the Inilian m nki t louts >uiv::   l   |i\l,>   , 

the   petrocheiinc.il   ceiitn •.   . a   l'i:..;:,.   < ,  ,i    ., 

and   Keynosa   ate   ,m¡« In Imiiu'lv    IM .ed   •••,   ih. 

ability     ol    et h viene i     p, t .... ',. , , , ,.i      ..•, ,,.,., 

" raw inaici i.d " 

As has beni hinted alloM    e' ,.-.v|h h-,  \, • i H , a   ,,:, ,,, 

is    most    pronoun.ed    it     lin     pit.,..'.,'    , ..,•..  ,. 

( oiiseqiienlly.  it   iii.,ikii.   a,   as,u?i,|   .• :,   !>,     . 

a   pctiochcinical   coiiiplcv   K   alia., I   ..itati   i.. 

rapidly  once the ion- plant  is , :„ i, i ,11,   ,   i   l.|   ... 

Ihe comnieicial establislimeiil ..| the ion   pi on   |-, 

poses the isistelke o| an iiiiteasiiiiMlenian,! oí   ni<>¡   .. 

mg market    I   u   tlu   dev, lopi i, m ,t  il,,   ,« i .., :,, 

industry, the IllipoitalM   ot all i vpaii.tnm   i:     . •. i a. 

beovcr eniph.iM/ed   luta, l   ihe p< lo > IM MI     !,. ;,.,,. 

ol   the    I  lilted    State-,   empii >,,/,      m.     ••   ,     ¡    ...   :    ! 

" accessibility lo t!n   mn kit    m tlu  i ip .! .1   .,••••,    •    • 

a   petrochemical    lounplcv     It.nir    ,    .t.n." 

pell'ochemic.ils  glow   al   a   mi,   , , ,i  ..'. •  ,U      '    .•' il,. 

the growth  rile ot   tin   oth. •    ,,ia        ¡,,| , P 

can pu ; I up the late of   uyi r ,r,   , . .     .  : •, ,. . , . 

I Ills is so bes ans». theo   ,-,   h ,,,i  .       , . „    > 

standard • 'I  lis HI».'    in  .11, , h |* !i..( •    • 

in one f'oini oi  jriothet 

(usen  the    iv ¡ilahihlv   .•!   the  hi   .»    p. |i.     !„ .-, !   , 

materials anil gooct ti m .p,a i m. i, >. ¡u ... • i i ,,: • 

the tore prtiochcinic.il pi ml U ' l!... , ,,, ,t M •,, 

li'lllc   t>   the   development   ,-l    ,   |.o     ,(..,, ,,,,, 

hut.   for   dese loping   soman, .     i ,.,.,   .,,•    ,,    ,   .,,, 

starting core prtri-.heiii . a, po ,• , , . ,. ' , . o,, 

ultimale .uni ot n:.i » irtii/iinr Ihe pi. ,1 ,, |   .  t        ' ,,!,, 

branny  ii.  mm,I   lin   ou .m. n ,   >,y   •   u      I   ¡ . ¡ ,.'   • . 

growth    A lrrt.li/ef  plant imyti! >s    . i  ,,¡    ,    ! i .      .,   ; ' 

till  dorile-tii   agfn ullu' li   fu ei)       \   •••.'   i.    .     ih.    .     a 

futur,    ..(    -,-, nthc-t'»      i • ni.  ':   ,     !.. ..   •    •       »>,..'. 

possihlr   stallila   p.  'til   I   •    a   fn |i  >v I,, .    t lr     ,,,.,.   ,,       h 
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a developing country. Another possible starting-point 
»s the manufacture of ethylene, as is the case in Mexico 
where the growth of its petrochemical industry is heav.lv 
nasco" on ethylene production. 

In regard io continued growth, once the core petro- 
chemical plani has been established, the «perieli* of 
.'•pan ,s m.ieworlhy. Ihc reason« given for the success 
or  Japan s petrochemical industry are as follows 

Adequacy of timing the project was launched at a time 
when Japan s ou-r-afl economic growth was consider- 
a nie: 

Introduction of up-to-date techniques based on contiti. 
uous research and development and initial importa- 
non ol technical know-how from more advanced 
countries; 

Location to exploit existing infra-structure and nearness 
to major centres of consumption ; 

I avourable assistance of the Government and co-oper- 

::;:„,:::".,,,htr ,nduN,r,ai c— «• •••«Si 
In Mexico, success is credited to the following: 

Favourable tax and pricing policies: petrochemical pro- 
ducts may be so Id at home at a price 15 per cent above 
international pnces; 

Vigorous promotion of exports to Latin America; 
Kffectivc co-operalion   between  the Government   and 

private sectors;   introduction of modern  techniques 
Based on importing know-how through licensing from 
the industrialized countries: 

General economic growth. 

In Mexico, the petrochemical industry already accounts 
tor j.2 per cent of the national output (G.N.P I  While 

&arzand Iâpmnc**•~»• ** •«•"-£ typical they point out an internimi feature of the 
rwrochemical industry: if the ^wA-TSTpth 
«taWisned. the induatry will subsequently contribue to 
increase the rate of over-.ll economic growth whST Ï 
*n, .«duces further growth of the JL^wlSi " 
markets are not too restricted. 

In conclusion, the development of the petrochenucal 
industry m any place may be conceived as being heavily 
dependent on three major factors as follow«: Availabi- 

industrial technology, and aeons to contumer market* 



1. LOCATION FACTORS FOR THE CHEMICAL INDI STRIIS 
IN DEVELOPING COI NTRIKS 

Lara H. *»,+«»„. S.«*, Vu, »„«„,, Srientiji, »,„>,. < ,„„„. ,„, 
Vmited Stmtf „f interim 

The introduction of a chemical industry is an important 
step m the industrialization or a developing country 
Countries that traditionally have been exporting raw 
materiali and impollini finished products will begin 
their own consumer products industries. In the production 
of organic chemicals, the trend today is overwhelmingly 
in favour of a petroleum feed-stock natural gas 
crude oil, or refinery by-products replacing the 
traditional coal base. In the United States at the present 
time, approximately 90 per cent of the organic chemicals 
produced are based on petroleum feed-stocks; m Italy 
it is also about 90 per cent; it is over 60 per cent in the 
United Kingdom ; over 40 per cent in the Federal Republic 
of Germany and climbing rapidly. The newly developing 
countries need not start with or change over from an 
industry baaed on the chemistry of coal, but rather they 
have the unique advantage of being able to establish 
their chemical industry by using the newest and latest 
Î^^T Which "* »MOC»ted *«ih the petroleum 
based chemistry. Nor need they moderni« obsolete 
plants - obsolete because of age or changing technology 
or both. Matching the latest and newest technological 
development» of the petrochemical field luve been the 
rapid growth of consumer demands in many areas of 
«he world, the increasing necessity for the creation ol 
internal industry, and the generation of additional 
capital. In addition, the recent discoveries of oil and 
natural gas in such areas as Libya and the Sahara Region 
broaden the availability of raw materials. 

With all these advantages, the developing country 
Mill must study the many factors which affect a vpeaik 
enterprise. Among these factors are what to manu 
hscture. what« to locate the facility, what process to use 
We shall adhere strictly to a discussion of the factors 
affecting location of a petroleum- based chemical industry 
We shall assume that a decision has been made for the 
creation of a petrochemical plant or of a petrochemical 
complex. 

1. LOCATtNO   TM   HANI 

Thetetectioa of aa area or site for locano* of a petro- 
chemical plant m any country is a problem complicated 
by interwove« technical and economic relationships 
The enumerating of the major consioWatioui is simple 
the, avsiUjbthry of raw material*, markets, labour 
transportation, utilities and fuel, water aad air. and 
«octal considerations (hvtng conditions, etc )   However 

the weights assigned to each ..I these l.uto,.. ,.,., v..rv 
tremendously when considerine- ihe type .-I (>I.,I,I ,,. 
plants to he built. industrialized nations .< , lf„ dcvclopine- 
nations, and even from country i„ 1(HI,IIIV uni,,,, cithc 
of   the categories. 

The importance ol the choice oí ., u.itior ,, .,, ,,ml 
only to the original decision to htnUI   I IH    i,,,,-. ,i ., 
venture that is otherwise technically sourd .,„,1 nut I. et 
proven   depends   on   the   gcograph.y.il   ami   puntual 
manufacturing (actors that  are Ian-civ   ,cs;>o„,,hle lo. 
determining manufacturing costs   v\ hat  has hecn   pie 
dieted to be a highly  sucicsslul ventine * an la,I totally 
if any one of the (actors involved   n plant  U.ifon  , 
tound to be inadequate   We are all latin!,.,, mil, ,,!.,„, 
that have exper.enced difficulties because the |>,oPoscd 
raw material source did not materiali/c or was msutli. „-nt 
to sustain production, or because ihe distaine dont the 
market place was too great 

The problem of selecting ., Mie m m i.tdu.iii.il,zc.l 
country is not too difficult. since urn,„letahlc inloini..it.>r 
is available The spcvim site reqiutenient t.o i..,-, . ,,, 
be listed and Ihe various suggested sites cat, he lompa.c I 
Raw material ¡variabilities and transpoit.iti..,, ,,..h ,,,n 
be «-asily compared, so may shipping tales o( eiihe, 
chemical intermediate or ol finished pioduvt. ..ml hv 

products The known economics ol opriation ol sumía. 
industries in similar locations can he taken into amount 
Largely. the decision depends on ,i ,h"ne ..I U.ition 
near the product market, at the raw material s,,.iUr or 
somewhere in between   In the I mied Stato il,,  |M„, 

chemical plant is usually located mat th.  ,,t ,,,„ 
material More than Ml per u-nt ol these HOIK .¡rr 
actually in lesas and the dull ( oa>t K, ,o,i I),,-. ,s 
of course, where the maioi oil and natimi e.,, deposit 
are located The most desirable petrol, um ,,,» materials 
are, generally, the light hydrocarbons ass.M.iird with 
natural gas They are also the most difficult t.. transport. 
because of their high vapour premure Secondly, much 
of the United States' petroleum refining capacity is 
located in this region, and the light hydrocarbon» and 
ohms by-product streams from suc h operations as nulytk 
cracking and h yd t •cracking have als., stiv« n errat impetus 
to locating petrochemical plant* there Aaam. this i. 
largely because .»( the difficulty m handling ami transport 
ing such raw materials However, as cheaper raw nutenal 
transportation methods are developed such *< p.pr 
lines,  tank car«, etc petrochemical  plant» may  hr 

ft) 



li'i .iti (I ;li.M> in the market plm e In the industriali/ed 
• -"liti ¡i • lIn lui.it' in ni the plant is considered important 

'••i < iiti'ü in ila L'ilici.il Miimundini; areas, uhiih m;u 
'•' li ii' ' Hinnii ru.ili/ril alnadv or m.iv bc large 

•'"> ll:i•' ' •"   i    !"' ii .i--.HI-ni urban heautv. tax benefits 
'•' '( mi', iini\    i>iii\!-iui]  lur uiihtic    .in   pollution 
! '•'<•'•• t- lim-, m I uropc. «here naphtha has 
''• ' i', in .i l.o un ut important petrochemical raw 
"• 'i¡ Hun libili liMlim.irhons (due to the lack of 
ii-iiin i ".!•• .nid mil Mu c.i-v transposition ut naphth 
l'i ii i:!i,,i ;i |.,witini> |H'tiiM.hcmn.;il centres mu h 

• • ' i I.   ,'I.|'.III.II,..II v,i'ti, , 

I' iln in ' !\ di \i i.ipmy ii.liions, tin- prohk'tii is mon 
•" "' I In .II imi Hiitsuli- I.HII.I- tint tiiiru- into pl,i\ 
l:i" ' 's •! ••'• '• lutimi \hi u .ill. location should 
'''   -   ' » ti 'I »•• Ml' i IH ut mo-1 i.ir i' on the hasis of economic 
li"1   >"i   il     HUM.ir m-     Whenevei   possible    in   the 
iii'i o Hi'.ii i H ,i  ,i  Mit-,   tlu   valions tailors should  ht 
•'•I1"'   'il   .i'   i)ii.inlil.iloe   ter ins   bv    usinji   loial   cost 
•''''    11"   •"'••• i" '   'In   lililíes obtained   lor  all 

i' i.'ii ulur.! «il! IH one o| the best measurements 
'" I" H '-I ti'u.ii.l the ti'i.il ikiisum t!ie ihoiic which 

i '.li-i : I.III-I plani location as a mcai--. ot dctcrmin- 
'I' i In i lini, ,'i, «ih .nid expansion nl .in area Instead 
'•' li'i.iii'n' ih   pi.H.i m riutiiHi |,, pusilli surroundings. 

nini  m   [elation   to 'In      lllll.   i      .III ii'lllKlillkls    i.Ill     K 

tin   ¡'Inn 

In ili "I tin il. \i 11 > | <• 111 v ii'iintries. indusirv. espre IUMV 

"i « iiiii-nv. is .!.'stl\ loiitiolled or guided by the 
•'ov, nun. 1.1 |ln> is understandable hciause ol the 
'minimis piuWiitis Jaeiti>¡ ii'uniries that have not yet 
im n .d'I, tu iibt.iin i irju capital incomes and have inn 
'"'• 'l,; i" I'm"! .id. ipi.ile capital reserves Ihen. UKI, 

1 "'i i1 " ' l m ."¡.'arii/cd indi|s|i\. (he government 
'Mi-11111. nli.it i.i b, built up hist io lit in with the 
1    ui't:\     l..|i(! lililí   economic  and industrial plans 

Il '- io llu nation's advantage to accelerate industriali- 
Ali'.ai i ,i h.iMi me.ins ol mortasine emplovment 

>'Ppo ini i, ..nul .is ,i spui to build up the small- ,md 
nie.''un. i/i.l iii.lus'iies gefiel.lied by the heavier 
indusiii.i'1/rd plants Mthough considerable capital 
intol IH- availabli to miiia'a: ne« plants, local production 
»ill iMiiinlU di,'eis<- toreign exchange expenditures 
It iii.iv .il-o li .id to m UH reas», m national income through 
the C"SMIMIH\ ot tutine export nl good» II captUl can 
U gì-nei.tied inni pinate industry the government 
i.in oltii in.iiiv iiuentivis I,, h, lp ||>e industry gel started 
\moi .- ili iiuiiiii'.is iiiiiiiitu employed locally or 
nalioii.illv m niariv lountries jre those ol Ux exemptions, 
low imi loan- lauti IOIH.ISS.OIIS and assistance Ml 
inaitVelin? Otlui incentives that could «flexi »it« location 
»ill Ix i!isuisx*d later those of govern ment-supplied 
ta» lin us sihh as power, water, transportation. Homing etc 
I he lav incentives sould include tax holidays «herein 
laxes are suspended lomplctel). usually for a ipmin. 
length ni lune, partial lax exemption«, «herein the rMr 
isionsidetahlv reduced, or any combination »htch rouJd 
rx a »¡radualh increasing tax aver a period ol time 
land cotKevsionx could im luck lowering of dulie* on 
ra* materials or raising Junes on eomielilcj flood«, or 
preli-rmtial mai gins lot import ?nd export among 
intani group»   Marketing a-siUanc« »oukl  include  a 

quota svstem of regulating imports under licences 
the lav and tariff considerations would be used to ailiust 
lakulated  n-sts  lor a  given siu 

II    Sill   su li l IHN 

One of the initial factors to he considered is whether 
the new petrochemical facilitv should be located near 
the source ->f raw materials ot whether it should be 
located ncai the point ol consumption Location near 
a raw-material source would he influenced largclv b> 
whether a refiners exists m the countrv whether one is 
contemplated in the immediate future, or whether the 
raw materials must he imported II a relinerv exists, one 
must consider whether transportation ol raw materials 
is inexpensive enough to justify placing the plant 
near the consuming area, in comparison with the 
transportation cost, if located near the relinery lor 
shipping plant product to consumer areas, r or example 
in the industrialized countries, the development and 
improvement of inexpensive systems for transporting 
raw materials is starting a trend toward kxation away 
from the soxirces of ra« materials The network of pipe 
lines being set up to carry petrochemical raw materials 
is the leading trend It is. ol course, a trementious advan- 
tage that petrochemical ra« materials are lor the most 
part liquid or gases because ol the simplicity ot transpor- 
tation, loading and unloading A network ol pipe line- 
is no* being installed through» ut I - urope. some emanating 
from Algeria, and these »ill have a pronounced effect 
in further use ol petroleum tccd-siock as well a« a 
lo*ermg of ra« material price. 

This is a general discussion and the conclusions to he 
drawn from it will be strongly influenced by the type ol 
plants i,.nsideml II there are several plants, and there 
is any interdependence of ra« materiah. then the grouping 
as a complex is desirable Scattering related plants, or 
putting up two similar small plants in different areas 
instead of one large plant, are both umksiraNe In the 
case of fertilizer plants, the large-volume. Io«-cost product. 
would be expensive to deliver over long distances, suggest- 
ing kxation nearer consumer areas Again, lo use the 
• nited States a« an example, it has been determined 
that ammonia plants must be kxaled close to the large 
user* to achieve the best economics Ihm ha» led lo a 
rash ol farmers co-operatives m the middle west and a 
current boom in California. OR the other hand, other 
petroleum baaed plants produce a diaproportionate volume 
of by-products, »hawk mutt utuaity be told or other»m- 
ditpowd of in order to nuke over-all operation eeono- 
•MtaJly competitive. Thus, transportât ion of by-producís 
to a potential uaer m«at he considered along « ith sninnwnt 
of principal product to the consumer Only in the cate 
ol these Urge-volume, low-cost product industries would 
two smaller plants each closer to widely separated 
consumer arena be considered practical 

If • refinery i* not available imported banc ra« 
materia» traiMgwrtad innprnaivcly over «n*er rout» 
«onld be an «accMnnt tonn* of tttpply. lhas »onW 
rcstwrt that a niant be located at of near a poet of »uttabk 
tur io aecumm Lidalt tnnkerv It wottM be »eli lo re mam 
ber that a rrftnery muet nHmtatefy be Mah il a conntfy 

matt 



is to helóme industrialized Crude oil could then come 
over the sunt route. Here, too, the development of large- 
scale transportation methods have juütined the practice 
«>t building refineries nearer the areas of large consump- 
iion. I his is justified by the development of super tankers 
that can move large quantities of oil or other raw materials 
at a relatively, low cost; this saves on eventual transporta- 
tion costs of products from plant to consumer areas 
In an article in Wor/V/ i'etroieum. January l%4. entitled 
" Refineries m Smaller Consumer Countries" hy Newton, 
a taMe is presented that shows the coinpaialive cost«, 
nl shipping hulk oil as volume increases Assuming that 
the costs ol" moving oil in a 12 tanker is I«), the cost 
factors lor other tanker sizes are as follows, in a 25,W'0 
dead-weight tonn i)!c tanker 11 )W I), 7S3. in a *K,<»X) OW I 
tanker. 67, ma 4S.t»»)Ü^ I tanker, V*. in a 6<i,(IHH)* I 
tanker. 51; and in an HO.UUI |)»| tanker. 4" I he 
conclusion is that it is much cheaper and simplet to 
transport crude o ! instead of petrochemical products, 
provided of course, that the super tanker can he accom- 
modated in the port and the rctinery is ol adequate M/C 

It is well to lemeniher that the product«, as distinguish- 
ed li »un raw materials, are more specialized and nume 
IOUS and are shipped in smaller, harder -to -handle lot> 
I his again often dictates a ligation closer to the consumei 

The cosí oi land in most countries is quite -.mail 
compared li» the total cost »>f the proposed plant Ilicie- 
tore. comparative land costs arc rare!» deciding tactots 
Some ot the factors that govern site selection accessi- 
bility to tlie site, the availability ol services, and th» 
physical suitability ol the land are the same factois 
that have long hecn considered in connexion with the 
development of" industrial estates. A considerable amount 
ol literature on industrial eslale planning is available 
troni the I nited Nations' conferences that have been 
twId in the past However. I he scale and consideration 
ol these lacl»»rs is considerably greater for the chemical 
industry fhe industrial estate is usually considered as 
a collection of quite small industries, no single one ot 
*h'ch «could impose heavy demands on facilities \ 
petrochemical plant on the other hand is a comparative!) 
laige ami aighly comptes industrial property Ihc capital 
costs involved, as »ell as the facilities included, ate quite 
large. 

It is important to emphasize at this point, thai the 
ma »or initial consnJeialions tor the location ol a plani 
invotve the availability of raw mtaenslx and the e »ist* nee 
ol a IlanspiKtalion s v stem abk lu handle raw material» 
a/id i lu products of the plant II these conditiom cannot 
he tntt. the site cannot he given further considerai urn 
To summarize further, U is important to recognize thai 
the location of the refinery will have a predominant 
influence o« the location of the petrochemical complex 
thus the case should already be kept in mind »hin 
locating the refinery. 

Ill   A.< i m 

The factors of accessibility are Uftuall) given a* tran 
portât ton.   ras*    material*,    markets,    related    induatrv 
and labour foree-e   DM far« three  listed are of prune 
lajporuace 

Iransportalion    has   .ilrea.lv    been   dis, vo- -, I 
in our consideration ot location with i, -p.-, t :o lu 
ot  major   rave   matcnal»   Sot  . >inv   must    i   tv  | 
to get raw  materials to thi plant, bul ¡t mi, i Is ¡ 
to get equipment, MTUOV Mippl o  .oui. .o ,,,i,r 
striKìion material^ to the pi.nit    is «»I! ,i*   t! rm< 
products lumi th, pl.i<>: , ith, i i,. ,.tlui  pl.r-s 
to the consonici    I hen   to,», ih,w !v m  n- ,- v ¡>, 
mical  piiK'i-sses a   I.I'CV   volumi   ot   he   pl.ulo.N   :n, 
Iv   sold    ,i!    otturivi.,'   deposed   ,.|     ,,     1.1.1 11, •>! 
desired   product*    V\lui<   Hie   pl.i"!    >   ,,-, ii.,i  . 
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v .niable   W !>, •,   m,- 
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convenient    to   in 
•Astern is   u'U.ilK 
in a rural area ot 
then the   p'nblini 
considered 

I or the   most   , 
s\siem   it   Tr.tM-.i'. 
course,   p, r mit s  ih,-     h.ppnv   ..i   > 
and inaici .als   II...c, i,r   i,,,|   ,;, ,i, 
served bv   radio i,t.    ... ih.ii  io id 
lor    lilick     ti.ii|s|t,.it     i:ii-,;    I«     ri,. 

Anioni/   the    lai, st    .1, v, I• <pn• > • r 
nations  is   th,   ,,.tul.m.in.IM 

m the I  mied Slat.-s    , .ill,. 
a spelai truc k tta.U r huni t,. in  , ,i:   , ' , 
on a rial  car to a c 'iii, m, i i  i... o. ,,,   <i,. 
translerted   to  a   tr,..k   I,H   hn.iì  ,1,1,,.n      In 
involve- .Oliv  one pa,knii!  nul    -H   ,,:',• ' M.1 

and the st.mdaidvat.on ot ii.nl, i   t>;.    io i   .,, 
a   high degree  "I   rie sibditv   n-   ti.   o   ,,„     m,l 
A variation  ol this   pro,, dur,    s il ,.,',r. 
ut it   which   can   be   transpon,  t     o    In;,    i   ., 
so called     tote  bin   i 

f or   anv    inli-tnal.i'ii il 
export,    transportation    ' 
Huik  tiansp.nt  is  simplilml,  ,IM,I   ; oik. • .    ,.    , 
expensive   tumi     Air   troop«., i it, •,.   I   •    il 
ot peoplr anil ma<--nais. whili n. -t  i   .mo       M,'   , 
lion   inu-t  fvenluallv   hr provide,| 

NMurc   an   idiqu.it.   ti.m p,.tt,u    i      ,   ' 
problem    ni      upplviii)/    HA    n¡ o   i  i. 
I ordinate-Iv    Im    Iti.     ¡   li,H i» m     o    i:. • ,  •   •.     ' 
inalerai-   to   .>r  troni   ,i  '.tun i »    .). .im, ,t   i       ,    . 
chrmical plant .or lnrjfr1, m III«  li.pud -Tai-    m ! o   : 
easy  lo   load,   unload   ,in.l  tno. p.it    I   .,'„  
where the   plant-   arr  t,. moi1 iti.tur,   •   r   >    ,. i. ,• _ 
ra»   material   supplì-s   (»hi, h    or   ,|,i,i    . 
arc also largelv m rtir infuni stair  I'       li. '        • 
thai arr usuallv solids   Mrrr ,u on >-   ¡ipp     <        " 
Inwards    vl.iM'f    i.HüII.m   ,,(    pi «ni      t..    •••       . >   ,o 

f he a,, t ssihih! » ..) mat »it-    .,       .1      J '« 
b)   locating   the   )daiit   ruar  Itti   r.-nicl   j     ,   .     I     ;• 
shemnats.   the  nurkit  ou.)  b>   , •     • 
plani   il   the   initial   |" HIU,I    S    O    HIM -      , ,i      I 
when   consider,ng   ptirolium b^ „   !   ,||,i- 
newly   desel<optng   ,nuiii'.o,    *,    • in U    -.<•*    i 
single isolated ptant but Mttier th,  Ngi   , , • .       , , 
shemieai   eoniptVx     Ibi     ni, i '.-lai,...,     ' 
pidymef m«Muf«sluri    <lx numVi     I p>    ),». i   i ..,> 
stem IriHM  a somni-m   'a* nwneria    •••••' u«iii, 
UMtalfr rasure tlaai   ptant» f»  gr >upr>l >.•   th. >*», 

m 



"7"!'!'  '""' ^•"^"»••"^    lliiiv in considering the si/c 
t<« hmld. ...n „leiahle thought should ht- given to planned 

•»"d ('.-.hl..   ••vjM.iM.ms lo hr sure that adequate land 
•in.l ! . l,i!t -,   ,,|| h, available when needed. Il should he 

'"'in-.r «..•••m/id in.it chemical plants, although mtnn- 
•'••"•    '|..K    ..IKufKient   mihi    he   backed   up   hy   j 

'""', "'  «'• "« ' '   s, i', .. s ,iith ,i, machine shops, equip. 
";'""    "•;';''     i-.link.il ,,,i,|  scientific  a,Msume.  and 
',l" •":'>>•    IM i|..  VI I, J,  „lake the  ligation ul a plant 

'"   "l '     'r' '"' '" N  •"••'loavuv  questionable matter 

'    l"-'  ' ,h/l""il    ¿i «éralo    lurlhei    industrialization 
1'' "   "l-""l  • iiluviniv i,.||o»  m  tlu   wake ..( a petro- 

''"'"''   '   : ' ""     lh   "   ^aiv    there an   industries related 
l"("'

1'  :   '•-    'i"1  •'•'' unm   piu.liKts   HKI  miiuslnothal 

'"'l       '"•'      '"'   l'i|M!   -'«'no   .m.I   equipment  needed 
'• '   ' " !:      "    """   "I   >"ii>M-. p..MS a problem 

" " ' " "' "" "" ",ü" ""l estate,, is this industrial 
-'" •l,h ' •'••'" «t.v ,,,.„ (,„„ , an am should industrial 

"' ^ !" ""' " ' ' '' >'-'i'vi awav ' I he pmblem 
' •""""•"< ni-«. Il is. I..., large fait, dependent 

"' -••"•'•«-•( ..• ! •lanini,*. ,I,K( ihe creatisi anuses arise 
"'' '"'''i ' «. k .1 mil |I|.II,MI>IL' 

I I' '"' «.in.«: .onsiiiiiti,,,!. i pelfochcniual plant 
""« • ""I ' 'I" '• a Inizi number ,.| people lor -uiioslul 

j""' •"ll,l"-'" o,Hial...ii I hose employees required. 
'" ' ' « ""-i •> vk lied, .nul m «mit muntnes it will 

pri.h„h!i K .,.. v „.„> ,,, p,..kujt the training programmes 

'•' ''•'>'• M„   s«x .Us iKv.K.I   It must hr recogm/ed thai I he 
|K"" ,Kmu' »'"^"  '» •' MpiMl intensive rather iban 
•' '•""•"' "«(...s,v.- ,n,|(,s|,v   In a leieul study londuited 

""    ""     "»"••'<••"   ««i    ••    P'..c.ieal-s.„d    prlr.Khrm.tal 
'"""   x     '' "' - ll' ' •"•' susini,, J*i million, the invest- 

'».iil   p. i   in,pluvie  ».,s   Inumi   |„   he   ..I   the   order  ol 

'        ""'   '    '  "'•' v""> K'itipiVv ihe number ol perma- 
||.   i  ...Hiai.iu. empioviis would be .ippioxiniatilv *«l 

'"   '•'     ,:K'  vonsiiuiLon   ol   this   i,implex   would 
..(..i.   a^ul   - oi»l,k.|!..l and unskilled workcis during 

I"    "d*   ol   p*.,k   ..„viiv    |„   electing   a   site,   thought 

'"'"' K  <ut' '" -<»4-l.ir'ilil> ol th.s s,/e labour k.ne 
>l"ii'«v tin •nm.,1 o, construction suge, and the serial 
l'""""" ,l •"'•"": «Hi ih. permanent cmplovim.nl 
o « r.ailv I..I.K..I „umher ol people m ihr operation 
•''   llu   plant 

«Him iiKHMuaiioMs „i what would lx hrst praitue 
»•«• .ioolopeil „allons „M> hr Mudt. ,„ sM lt,IKjlllons 

"• ^UvJop,,,,, n<ill<1|U „I1|H,M| ^nfKing |hc tom|h.„||V|. 

strength ol ih« prli.i*hciiiH4l pUnis «But i,H> much 
shoulil ,„., hr ripened A ^^^ lrHj|lWrv ^„m)| ^ 

built wnh t.^. h.¥h a rrMU„enwnt UH UO-ur H ,» t^ 

iNl.u ot m.Hle.n mdu.tr> lo gener.lr ^.h» m »yh->rd,n4lc 
|»m» satellik imlustrv thai ;s imbruni hrrr. Ihr prim- 
liun, tsas.,1 pi.Kluii, t., hr manuf^lurrd »ouW have 
'«»aio, outlets .,, tht p,.ls„0 ,0(1^v -fwJ %iMheiK 

niMVi ilhlu.|r,f,   4ikl mvolv,• 4|| Ivpr» of tönerner «.H^s 
l«.sl.Ki,o„   I-..I1,  lalHiv-Ho.,  ihrouph   h.ush.ni    Ihrvr 
an  all   liS.ui  mieiiMve applK«CK>n* 

IV A»»II»WII1>   t»   MMXH |t 

Ih. „,,,„.,., tI,<M rirxesMrv l.H Ihr oprf.u,on ,J a 

l«eir.s.lHm^al pUi.l air tkvUKil» fwrl. »«Irr »*»u 

d.»P««-l  s)»irms  «Hi iom«HMiK«»K»*    Ih«   may all 

hr taken lor granted m an> ol the induMr»h«d rwiRMis 
but one or all could pox ., mnsakraNr probkm «mona 
the ne*ly developed n-t.ons The chemical induMrv 
u-quirrs larjie quantities ot thr variou» utilities. 

I Ire tritai power is generally feneratrd hv either hvdro- 
«r   Ihrrmal-eleclric  plants    The  liKation  of the  s.te ,s 
stronyK   affected  hv   the  availability  ol  power    as   the 

ihemn.,1   pr.Kess .ndustnes  are  larpe  user-   of eneras 

Hovsrr must not only he available in large quantity  bui 
must hr- highly rehahle w.th all possible provisions ma.k 

to  prevent temporary   break-down  or  discontinuation 
r or this reason, a petrochemical mmplc, in a developing 

nanon may consider building its own independent pow.r 
supply, and not rely on euMmg wstems   Ihr absener ol 

an  adequate  power supply   ,s  not a controlling  factor 

in the I.Kation ol a large prtr.Khrm'c.l complex because 
by-pr.HJuct  luci  Irom  the  complex  will  satisfy   enrrav 
rci|u.remrnts   On the other hand, il cheap li e    hvdr, • 
ikitrio power is available, this mav   he an  overndmit 

reason    for  establishing   a    chem.cal   mmple.     In   the 
I niled  Slates, the heavy concentration of industries ,n 

tne    Irnnessee   Valley   Aulhonty   Region   and   around 
Niagara  «falls. N V . testify to this fact. 

I rcsh  water of sufficient and mninuing high uualnv 
is also  important to the chemical industry   Ihr manu 
laciure ol chemicals usrs large volumes of water We hau 

proven that the manufaclure of polyethylene use-. 6 cuhn 
metres   ol   water  per  metric   ton  of product,  ethylene 
osidr   usrs  over  40 cuba   metres  per  metric  ton   and 
svnlhet.c   rubber  uses over   UN) cubic  metres ol   waler 

per ion    In one ol ihe indusinali/ed countn-s   the lack 
«>f a  satisfactory water supply  would be ample reason 

lo disqualify the site  In many of the developing nalions 
however.   ,t ,s reco»n./ed thai Ihe general lack of  fresh 

water may he an eitrermly serious problem   Iherefon 
means   must  be  found  to  resolve this  water  problem 

rather   than conclude that the site is unacceptable  »or 
industr.al,«uon   The quality of the water i» important 
noi only for reasons of health hut because ol the povohtlitv 

of iorr..s,on of equipment  Where «»1er is of km quality 
additional  facilities and equipment would he nevessarv 
for pur.ftcation  Sea waler, »hen available, can he   and 

is heing used   «pevuil precautions musi be taken when 
us.ng    sra    waki    to   prevent   euesmve   common    of 
equiptiH-ni    Another   nveans   to  con»erve   water   is   i.. 
employ   air ciwling methods.  Any water supply should 

he adeguale UH unitary demands and hre protection 
ConMdcration and planning muM als», he given lo th* 
luiure as v*ell a» to present water needs 

In a petrochemical plant with many povahk waste 
hv produc-tv an adequate vs»ert^e and dratnage sv«iem 
must he made available. Ih.« material »ai, ««si hr 
renvoved n.H .<nlv betaute of its volume hut atto for 

hearth re«MWs Drainage systems utually do not exist 

or canrnst he installed and the »|Kn-piant-»aMe type of 
»y«tem installed drams mto lake« and r.ver» Thi» method 

van be Unrated U* t »»„rt g«rwd of time, after »Kt«.h 
a w.t«e treatment .>«tem mM be m^aJW Tki» ,s «.„ 
»ty> h* 6-aJta ^ ^e,,. ^ „otom« maw^. màc, 

«ndiMrm depeadent oa Üw pwfily uf HUroiMdMg »aler 
are afTcvtid. such at «Mting. hgJu maMdadaviag etc 

Air and  »atcr pofluUon mint be tkonflkt of MI tarma 



of the future, accumulation of kven small unsanitary 
situations can create havoc in later vcars with tiii>*in,i 
population and urbanization Another physical l(.n»i- 
deration relate* It» the prevailing winds and »tmosphi'i. 
condition!.. Effluent fr.mi petrochemical plants IH 

heavier than air and, at times, toxic Ihus. it tvemes 
important to local« in an area »her« vapour H *re readily 
dispersed and carried away The industrialized nations 
have learned this lesson through hitter experience 
i he developing countries need not make these mistakes 

Without the availability of each of these items n.. 
petrochemical plant can operati I very Minile on« oi 
these lervicev and faciliti*H must He ready hy the tum 
i he piant is ready to begin operan« ms It IH oí imavantage 
*hat*oever to have an excellent »atei and sewerage 
system if the power cannot he turned on Iheuturc the 
liming of the availability of all the utilities i, a matoi 
part of plant kvtation and planning In t.x> mar.v ias«s 
over-optimism in drawing schedules and m guaranteeing 
services han resulted in plants that an- unahle to function 
because not ali facili tien were available simultaneous!* 
Ihiv unfortunately hat aho occurred m the industrialize.! 
nation«, it i», however. onsuieraMy m«»re prevakm 
among the newly developed nations where the natural 
enthusiasm over the prospects for a developing industry 
may he stronger than reali*m in the consideration • « 
money, man-power and tin«. 

V.   Pm»* Al     « (»NIM IN*.* 

Ine actual physical conditi«»n of a site i« important 
If alt other factor« of accessibility *mi availaHiiitv ot 
service* »re met. the COM ot leveling a vite iw piling, or 
of coping with foundation proMrmt would he minor 
an compared «nek the entire project While the levelnes, 
ol a Me is important, and the factors of drainage. 
rockmcM. etc- nMtt alto be taken into consideration, 
these can all be corrected at vorne cost It wotttd for 
example, he much leu. expensive to level a site than to 
attempt to btMtd a power supply or bring power t«. an 

arc.i  when   n,.iu  i.i.i.   V-\,'ih. . 

ni/e.t    that   wheniival   pi.mt   c.jii.pr ,    < 
and n«-esjs K.XHI t,.un<!.iiu.n.   S.IK,  r,    ,k. 

a«ld 10 per cent to tin ,..,•> ,,|: pi,.v.t ,,. i 
to loot tm ¿ ,ii,  that ha, *,«..«! e.inli N  ., 
I siKh wan he found 

In manv di u-lopm..'   .mm ,,-..       ,,, ,i , 
CVlr« Itll      (   nlllt'tliMIs   sil, I      i-   lu ,| 

nions« H in». cailhciuakcs , \t>. m, .• i, , ;»j 
• visi Ht..|vi pm aun.i i . .,isi v . . 
these inflettiti piuhLin 

• hi«   extrem«    ,,u   ,1. w ..¡un   • 
hihtv ut ti.•.KIIII)/   hi m,.-t ,.mn|iir. 
anil > «¡x-iiM.c pii.h. m '      .   ,,     \,u .i 

must  hr  re«, ogni zed  is ilu   ,», '-MLU 

atmosphcr.'      I his    is    r»,uhiui.ii  \ o, 
location»   .mil   th'    |.u\.i,iiin'   «H,i ¡ 

IIIOIHI    s.«lt laden   an    .an    «ink       > ,.•   .¡., 

cu,ui(>HH'nl    and    s|iUitiiii~     M.-i,   . 
in«   itisur innumaMc   ,i!i,i     ..,,      i 
Cumulimi» ,,n,| ,j,,i^i, , ,,, |, r   , ,. 

to iiiitii'tii/i   :h.   erteil    Ih     M. ,1(,!   ,. 

physical phiiionietia -neh j. S.UUM, MI . 

Nooal M'IVKI'. ,IK|! .,,   h,.u.in.'    t.ea't 

and lomniutaiion * H nut s , mini« •. 
with  the   pinhkm ,»f  hu Uln^  n>,   jv, >. 

these    are   relalivelv    simple      I IK M 

*hen  a  plant  is lutateti  mai   th. 

thev   «an   also   hi   readilv   installed   <n    .   , 
It i» ,.ii!v nettss.(i> that Ih«   fequn, n>, m    l- 

\s «.an hi- « 11, l , .ii   i (,,   i .,, f,, ,,t.   i,,    . 
ai|s»«-r i• > th, um ,h,.|i ,i| »h, i     ,      ,. , 

Mather tht r« is a ..'MIIMM.II., .      M, i        ,      . 

un  the   ls(n   ,il   plani    the  ,...niii,    n   »!•    i 

•Il sta I led   «ild Ilk  i x.Hlii.tf ( , .m. ,in, . ••  ii,,,i 
adv.intatte   .<•   disadvantjfii    ••(   ,.i,       i,    .¡   , 

into t< >ri •iiteralinti .in<t .«ei|ilif .t du i 
linns  ..(   ,«he!   sties    tl»a.<   ki<|"   K , 
riding   inip«Mi nu.   .••   ... ;..!     i , , 

accesHihilitv   I"  tii.H k.t 

•I- 

•i h. • 

• I '. •  < • 

' i. u I      . 



2 IM HttMx»iiixiM mi IH %mmm immmmmm* n*%i 

ft      fir* «•«     #M»rr«r«M *«# "• y 

'•   m   ' h.     i»-,  »i,   i* i, 
11, n '. .i   , n, *       ml 

iff«*  *r s    ihr     «*«' >. Ir- 

ir        . fi    .,  li     >,„ rt       »t** 
|wt*»tr 

M 

:*.       !hfi 'h,*«,   nr m,««...  *«.>Hf** 

m   '        '   ••>• ff     1      «•»• 'i ••«•      »«'"»fi« 

n.p^n,    Ih,  t   '       •'•Se*,   fr.,.,«»» 

i. >    'l'I   !»(  'in     tf,    .,,.#>       .«   «   fwn   ,«, 

«'       *<• "t    »"     •»*< (•»••    t    fwnafc 

hi     il.)  vn(»4t¡    harrhi.kttr«..     tHh<>*Jfi 

"MI   t»f<«» . .1 ,,,mpm»w^    Ihr ...#•,« rM 

'•       >•»»•'««    i'f""*•***  i*     MatoMftf 

'•  •   "       «'!••     ihei    '  •»«     It»,     Mirtm«! ..••     i    *,H 

'in»,   ih     »l<   .»if>,,'t#,,i 4ri.«< n.  a «>»*>! ,*w 

•   "   • i1       •  ' r< .««fi.*, »n.I tight  • •»    «*  m«,..' 

*"• «i¡     * -«'-i   '•--»   «•«»rt''i"|  'lèi   ti» » 

,-hi « 

i'    »'    '    •     *i;       «'IM    p« • haf*   ihr   , .•ni|«rlt*..r»    *«, 

'    '     •''• •• •' l*H.i  ',    «ltd  ft    «Ih  l,«   tlW   .     <aa„» 

-n"      -nt »i«*«.....    •(  ih«   hin***., ih«»   r«par%f 

| •       '••!>.  i.    |<< '*«>..n* 

I'.,      •m.»    K-th   >,««/    «n,l   torrifn    «a*t    fm>4m»t*, 

•I*.|t,..i<   «irtfaatr   »,.   >*•«    Ihr«   d*   «ter   •««    ,•«   ),.«*« 

M--«    «"tmiii   ,.»   ihr.«    •M»«»«    f»«t»   f*»*MNit*   i,» 

•*»»       ,..»tf>   (tpan*»>«    ««.   «»mi   fWiBrttMBl   .•»   thru 

ì"     H    ,   il 

Mu   > «.I. OH   i <r«|   (•>•«•   fw.wtwil ***#• Mr pr.iaWu 

. .n*¡j,rti    i |.'    ir«t«r>«  in   «««lili   a,«*,a« 

'"'<•'' «-1  •«•'  • •*•'! >*h   i     » Bf ••»•»•fi t.« «Urn -*•*> "#*» 

Ihr «.«ut»«. 4«. : t   »,.#•..      A «fr-.  «*M>    rttfrov«.* »«MB} ,««, 

.»»l**r#t..#.  f»»«« ih,    .«»f...«»««»«*   (,„   ,*,,,«•,.»»,.„ »*  ««Urm 

má Br»   «èi#» *<••  * ««ii,.|< 

< .tmf»,.»i. ..i ««ij.     ,    ,..»,,>,.,,    .(»W».     «•*•    $ 

*r«*i»r<.-       i. hi    ••rp..«,»(»(»,,,«»,,.n ,,  ,,   |„.,   ^   *•»**.»»« 

4   •*•>'              «' ,:  'hi   .ii«ifc, •    H» B*..^4 rAnitii  •.   hi'.trat 
•  i.       t#h»t«h «     a*"h. ¿m    ..•<»..n«i,   «,K*nt**i 

>«g »»Hu «ml * fr»ia»*t» «••ajrt* «rf <««p»t f« 

I ht »«f-in wn »tM a Ittfterr *«-««» taf »krt 

*• ••Pf**« 

t r«HI «..is »rt »,    <vit»**M 

,w "»•* "•''* •*»>  B««»  •#**«* «.. M «ttr     ffiM.il>*«« 

N«*H««M      ««Hl    k*«l    ||iVM>t«M||   •••    •   IVtW 

t'<m M44**am  in.UM««» «.*•«« «4 
«r«(  «*•*»»«*   i«»,   t ,   ,,T.vr«»i   «««,   (IMV  m»,,, * 

h#>.«f i«,  B» .i   >H, ;p^,   ,i ,««, ^»4^», ,p B,(H-   ^«è» 

ht if H..HI ih« .•«•..! «•«,.. » «i4f>i .»mg ih,,. •. K h*-,««« 

*«••( . Bt..«> «a, . nV ,WfH.i»rtn«i «,. afiMt»., , ," T*«»I 

* h . h   h, M   #n > -  'h<    |«r<if«« 

I h»   M*»*   >M«H>*«I»<««   i««,    «t «*»•»««»»« 

in •ta«»ta>n « «I^Ba«M 

»ft *.*«h>   »p.»««,. a»*«»,«»   »|> ««ini „« %, ,«M,<H*I4 

ff»«!«*   arr   «m   <h,    w,.^   par«   h»«i   aauf«.    ,»»*, f«^, 

• >«* «m h mr*  fttMM  >.«•«..«   •*» ,«»a«fMHMi lM«a«  .«. 

»in»«»« »i«h « ut»   *< ,«» 

mi   •***•   a« 

•»** «•» «tru^MMl t«      ._ ,^      
«.Hl pultMMl Bt« itti r. 4 gril««, lu ajrMrfai HW r>«i> 

• ..«ht h» !.. fi.**«» « »iah««- ..KHM'uti ,ar«a«,. n 

... t.l.Bf ««MIM), r*«.*« ali**, •rvn»! •" i —M« .r*.1 

h« aï,.* «,a »i«,a,-« a.,««, ajmttMi ««tra« u» «rtn« 

w»..vr» fiihn h% . m««*««*,«« rfiaBi>¥«*s ,««h •• 

futrrnawB« 

M  a.«  h«  .«.Bari Maj «Haar» H*   ,.,„,»..,at*m M»«« ihr 

B^tr« ft»«*» thrrt >. MMMI.WM«* .«• «h. .B> ha*«a1 *« 

B-Bt.   «r»   •*,.   awn   ka«rh>.    i»..»«««   nW.,   .«.aim—t. 

.^  -«t»**r«l   Hi »t*«M    (««•,» « . a»,,, „|„ |a) fcaa«    « 

INN  h»««*  «•*.   ..«a.««*»*.« aa4 aM 



•  tm   * i *., «*>i ) *   eta) > t'a» 

N..a   *><    *    • t*ri     <w     t*u um- t   i.    ttw   *«" »»h-.», i 

.»»»sin       «      .r.»i,f.      ri      *»*#•*     *«••  >Wg    •-•»     •*»    . H.'i, ( 

)'•'    -H tli. '>»«.    *  4  »i»«m. >•  *ww4l     «  <»»»     *»ri»' »i' . 

«'»•w^t«     a** ttf1      t •**    *      .!'< « 

IH». 

i,*a»,e >       I"P*«-S»     *«i     »*h>*fi      »    !<•* .1   • •     H   Iti   O»,» 

Hl 'fMM*    »%    M«    t'\pr>>< i*«      4    (•»!   -tra«» H«W.     >M< 

'•!••* k   ta»   *4iiWd  ••    *«*>**•*• iff*   *•»•*«   »«.«^«M  «t,.¡ 

#*".      *«««<   fBH*4>**   »*%tM»«4*i{p     l*..*.-v,        4.   m4««l 

(*«       <M.«iaM«a*>   «<4   *aW      >M   «HBtr   ,» 

•a»h«    **•*>    <iaa)nái    MrM>.«   «   i*»«- 

..,»(»«••»    * trm   *t»ii<*it»t    i    tf»   prim««*    •*•*•*     %»   «n 

<•«**«      t.-   A «ja*   »*N      ««M»   I«   .4  *   muH   yw •»*...   ft*** 

•i    'IN     Hi*iBf  Nné),(     n^wir*    tal*   4   %• (»      <'»• 

4M    '      »pH«'   fli.A'iwiii  «M4 M ».   * n*t «rat •*,*, 
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Ihr   }>Ti!H#r ,    . ,,II.,J, • »t,.. •        1   il . ,. 1   ,        i ,^., 

t»s*h     <    fti4'k.l         11. ri,11   • li       1   |. ,,(':                                  , 

ran h-   .M(»p,.f«   t    •   ,,,,    .,,,    ... s 

• kir firfi  •»Herr,., <:   n,»-    |. , 

•f     n.!ii»l'ia.      -il,    ,»< .1   •». 

<<*Jrt    m<m4T»y     *hf*r     H,,»,,,*.» »- ,...  > > ,,,n. 

. Nanni at     .»«•>,*« »i«»a       ttSrmiinf       1        »h«     41 I'. 

Naartrtinfl    i«<,«rmafi«i»i     -«.iiff»! H. «H      U„.. I     ,„.• 

tetitnfM^i af,**Ki,n • *> lar ¡-«tu- fi r, •> ¡..nv »n,i 

f«miiam|Wln>) H »M t*«r -i »pu '1. ••-»•« i«-r»i».. «¡t ««.' 

Hè»>* »alla»i*M*>« %m* »%r »« *IHI .» 1 m«rkr« • >Kf 

ataii« trv t. • »an»»« ». . uni. '•.'-» >ii- .. ' ik-. »i;w 

H ••»> MMpt>r%MM ^* an «a* )4*a<r i«.n'.(.«, maïkii 

aMaaaWMM •"H H» a>wat iat«*fr*4«i: n <, . fir-r. pi«», 

•4tarfe «•« aáaavt la» >ap|r*t 1» 4cm«? a >••>»•'•<*' Ia4r, 

«WIM «ani feattM*.«! ii»#u>ia<jli.>a >> F«r*Oiii •. i»*t„.ri| 

•a» prna« «at 'ara ,iu»u«i i. »»n,.*, •* uni 1 • ut>! 

fet «M aaay*a< »<• ta»* u« a< <•< .< • .-»I«m»*i« 1.,« 

I aaa* arrvaff Mu« a>.4rkr«  »m.   ? •*} 



I «m r>i MIIMHH >,,r, ihm iht WMikci ,•< lra-i art^eac'v 
I.*H- , w, ,„t N. V..H.I ih. !*.•««< »an« s ,,l im, ,.*«- ,<wtiwt\ 
• ihrtt n(<>itiMii..n ..I Iti« isp, iW'MHKk.l i pr„, s pro 
lu. H.>n     ...» mop«,,,*   <lt,|  WI|W, 1|4   swr>f*xl   »,(-«  h, 

1,1    ",l   ",,",  "*' »*   .owner»,,,  ¿mt  r»r.-»yi«h*v   tn 
IIMIIOIOHI .o,»* *.rh»n lftt-h „i ,»*.„  .oatHiKs 

'»h.i     tatior.     *h«h    WiH    rweiv«    Mt-MiM    :n    fais 
H lit   |.h(*M   h. „   .,*   ,*,-  ^.»„mii   „.»MNÍtwss   ,.t   ihr 
"I. -inI   wninr.      Ihr   <v iiiahil.ty «rf   ,,   timvewrM   ra« 

•I..I. i.rfl     ,o„,,,     ,,     „!f,-v„|,w      fc.wcv.f      tV,„    »Woo 

iH.(«.r1.1(M   „   fh,     .v^iahrrMv   .«   ^ilN|   tr»n,*»»r»a»l«« 
1 "   •'' " ,h*Mi< I   th,    liiii^h«-*«   *ro<JM|   over   a   tow 
Ht..' ki I     (Ir.I 

Kr"   *'  ""-  ' ir*v   -laur   rnotMfhf. ,.n  »fem  kit«««« 
\».ii  •*•„,,•  i.. . i-, SIHIIIA   ,,„,,.   „>.n*Hv   'i  h*«« in he ,m 

    •'•  'hl   "•»»" H iiisitorMlion arten*., «.mm« ihr rS» 
m,,i.,,.,l „P),h „„,, ltH, WèMfcw ».(..<W,,WH Hn^nHves 

IMW.IMH» ..^i1s|»..ri,Hi..M . os|x ,4 ra» rftatfriai». a*«1 

|Ho,,,H|-,     «,||    ,im4     „,    „»»¿rat«     „^     '„«•»«•,*,    „^^f 

••"»H.I »1 Li A »IMU-IMI «IWrgr ,* N»«»rtí a <*MWraJ 
t""i'» ->l.HIM' io ih, malli-i ¿red I It* p*i * Wwv Hl ihr 

(* 11... hi i.(ii.*l miiuMiv .s ihr vertir wi uy ariaJMUi, 
Vom. (io...SWS i. m*,o 1,0^ VDIMT« ,*- ,„* mmtrnri 

lom.-ihHK OMIV 4 ,111*11 pomo* to Uno*»«, prwÉMifs 

nul ih. ipw»iml,-i mitxt ht n+mmJ to ,i ,HJ raftawry 
lo H-.ili/,- ,is hr,i ,,lu, ,„ ,his iéH, „ ,„ mi*HHi»#M (hat 

ih. (K-fio, h.-mi. .1 |.|»,rt ht , W. lo ih. retnwry than h. 
'h"   »i.nki-1 

lu thi    .r»ti»l   «a*   »HMMftmrM   rat»«  Mit   ^MMM 

"'     ,m f llstH "* '•»«  «•»i«*air <»« a mark?!  H .»t. 
'« H   . H.  * ih..»i   -imftMin. .«istM*****!^   ,h»v- rmoo 

iv.-n  .liMus-iiiy  *iH  .oNftnar  lo  h.     ittWm.al 

«Ht in, untiva**«* twtmrr jHmmml or ihr pmral yrowid 
<>l   ii<|NNin,il ..h-vctiipm. H« ^wriwf r.-ieW v«1*^ 

hi ,**•< h» h»vr ^ huM«. I.« |ttéyimr^ K ,v ,*-s,rahh- 
lo itav.   ihi hiMowiHy <*itia imlititN 

I    l>omiMii f»rod««t.li«Ht   il any 
1   Wwporl- 

Tht ,H-mKlN«mH;,l intht^rv 1» <*k-n iVprmWm m a 
iHt»* ,*fr,-, l,w it- ra*t m*.»trM*fc on rirtN-i «writ-s «I 

i**»jr»l «tiv t«. .«r w»rittN< «rmmms fmnkm^é htm 
firH>+tmm re»»wrs Fhrnafofr, inf.>ri«MMHt« »iM ht 

I^*N< "h r**nr wwt.*^ »Ml fMWfM.Mtar^ Kir lottrtt.* 
tt< Miner»»* tS»ir crtMir r«n tafNM.it«M. MMI rilt »ype« 
• »» IMI« ofNTuti.ms m »M> %M*K«C« .m Hit ciirmwd ami 
i»ta»^tl imlusirirv *«mM aki hr K*tpfw4. utékMmf 

»**ir kMiim ihr ^<I4HIS ma4r ami W4»MMI tapât-»*« 

M» orA-f io »Ini iter i.HMMry m »KHh lo fenato ihr 
pfciHi informai it». ,»n ihr loltowir^ ft,>\m% wwl alw Kr 
M.ufhi 

l««i 4 

I   f*»ta «M MM inwa »iM«t 
-'    t-ntptovnwm   Mt-itm 

»    »>.ila>llll>   «4 IHCMI ïipitel 

li 

H   -i.hs.-.,., ...    .(a^t-s   ,,|   ih,   A-, IMO*   („1H.#V.   ,lsr,|   h% 

"'"'•,,il '   '"   *kN.HM)l  é  pltM«   N^ltlor, 

tu ih   -et..ml .up   l«-i H> ...ttsiaVr ih. liKN*- o« imp,* 

' '      *'-""'iit<    N-l*.,ii    ih.    i.iwmrit--    *nh.n    ihr 
"' ! ' '      '"i'   •' .''oil    .       h..«H   m   uhfc    l 

!•  lui» il    .11.1   i-. ,.n.,,. 

I ..-.-.I...,!   ,1   no 
1 .bino 

I 11 n.iHciiii-n   il tM»),iirfl 

l   |>.-Ihn       .«  i>i'i|k-ii,      «lu.    ltM4    ,v nr.-tuf   ..  un». 

v«i.   •^¡••tiim ,s an HMNtftam 
'iHrfr-l    a' >t«f^     Ihr    »..anam 

»1 ih.    ou«« up« Mil h»    na uawa*   flat 

riH.iiMa«.!«  lu  pw.vafet .iMrravMai «ai   aa« 

"*"•*<» «Ml upaarMMtaa^MMi  fkr itMN «Mar • 
»•   «• ..rnaarMi   a.>*M.HM 

hi or A-, 10 wan-i a t.»H»«»trv il n aWraM* M ami* NV 

»1* «M MH- *,** i.^c« «Mí (l> (tHayiimiMm m a«rmj«lMf« 

»>v«riM*rM i-aqviovmrM rtt H IN a«M> impurtam Ni kr 
intona*,) ,m »a«t r^>. hriH-Ms m^ctol anal .»fc-r 
rm^k^iHni   prati»«.«-. 

Uto iv^bMw» «1« hKa4 .afila! ca« M» iwiwnwawt it 
*"tlWf"» Htoii»«fria4 arowih is aw«W Hi WM a pr««**) 
• .<* taaamaV 4 m ^..«MMWHE H« HMNUM a 1JNIM.ui a«r y,« 
•#>*»•«>»wiwr «ta»; „ an area law tfawMMMi •« *»»«*rr 

1* »na#to#i iMf« 1- rn«>«*jfc Httal cafHia. H» IMMM*« f«. 
»amitaiMHi »atitMw« N may an» h» im«<^»iH ,1 H ,., 
étrviranto Kt> havr 'h* PartKifNMton .4 naiionals ,,| \h„\ 
v.H»«|iv   n rn. htoinrv. 

tatow^wrv !e«Htru«% .«.k as ihr aKm**»m. .4 ».ici 

1 »«HaiNi1 and pro««-«•>» IIMI ih« .vailHKtliiv ,H atk^uai«' 
ck-ttTKal «avrfv ar.   alv. ,4 imporlainjc 

*mt» ^. ana. h eawiwa». «an »na an-wam-« «»I '(«rata*tinf 
'mrnr* +mmmé ••«k.n <NMH «H Ha- malims   Hkv« «Ht 

^t   4   tt'HMwM'V   fcw    MMtAMHMMNIl   |M   laFMH   NI    Uff nah Ml 

.* *        -        to. ha*» tarn M HM «»aa   fimi ar«*«ap 



mvnt. , .il '•>r l.iitti  i 'limii 

provuli  ii |>« 11   f»lH\ , '   il   i 

sonn t-^ 

WtM*evfe   it HKK * tlommatii latto* is in* pregni ihen 
ihr fartaw »H»w»n in t.«Mr » wiH Kr imyortant 

I *« »  ^   I w II«KISHIIVI>II, n<«i im (m* 

oí ihc plani ani) ih.uhtKv. the i III 
m «rrvmg ihr ,tomr«ii   imi rumori  marke»- »k   x   ,,„   . ,    ,, 

•|Hll 

 , , of Ian«»» htnst ... 
I   (M rf r» mmmwmU .nailahl.   »uhm llv .IHM 

* «vvutaMMtv irf waiTdnrv »«.urce. |n rni. |(H,,Th 4n,t final -l.ipi,-     i   ,p, , ,|„      i 
»     VartaMNty uf iMÉuatri.ii silrs 
• t 

*CI|(hin|(    jll    ilHl'Il.l    pi, Vl,<li--lv     M.till,,...!    |  i,, 

iw» iiiu-s   Primary Lutei- «ill h,   un ,  ••! . i   h,  in 
Iba' vosi i)| iloiri(t hiisim   , ,n  L i, |i  ..i    h,     ,|, v    | i 

rtw a«. vimmm   «^ lljfcr «fernem*  m  «rviitg      ¡"""f  *«««•'*  <" •'  poui.i.a. P- 
It  also should pt-rmu U'IMHII II< MI .>l 
laitor\ in\ol\n J plani iiiu-im.    i n. 
^'-"I thar.utiMisii, v (ht iKiil !,n  >l\ . i- ' 

HIKHIV   Ilk-      list   ,.(' (Mill!   HI   l.<   |l>       !     ,   ! 
ami   -»\omtarv   H-SOMIH-. unii    in, i 
reijuiii nu ills ulalivi- u. Ji^p,• ,,i  , i   .. 

s*-v*,i|it    ami    hnallv,  thi   -, ,ui i-     t ,p 
plani 

'l «rrvinp 
»h* dome** market whale *»iM m« m my the ahirity id 

reach the e^pwrt market with low-co«* transportation 

FI» p"yd»cl votane» involved in petrochemical plant» 
are far smarter than most people realize many times 
It-* than for M .MI rrhrtery Separate port faciline- and 
l«»ng pipelines »imfirv cannot he ptstined The move 

m**ts of' pétrinkmntl product» mmtf therefore rely 
»« uMNMWf »o etistma p.m. rati, und highway 
I. Rítete*, foe mo*I p*»r<ichewwcalv the largest shipment 'hi-«   mmpk-i^   our   ,lis, i,   ,•        , a     !,       „.,.,,        « 
img*".   he a   harpe lo*d   fi* inland   *ater   shipment    .»e '«'"-uki    triipoii.uii   i.>   nul» <  i nnlmf    ^. tin,,. , . 

ah»»»H ) VI torn  h is a rare c»w Itwi involve»« «tfnilH.»iM -»-U-mon <-! a plani Im.m,M,   hm I. < u.   ,    . ,   i i»... i|v 

IOìMI tfUfcer r'or « ^ir* or a tiinfcer   for «*MR« |w>>4iiii\.      •irM.  *e  »Henic-iiil to unpht-.'i     t„   („, ,.,    , ,,,u,,i 

*hK'h *f» lorriHMvr (>f r#^uirr inflation xpevial !r»n*f*>i '•*•*  'n<>,r   noni--  rriainc  !.•   ih,    ,,• i      ,i , i, , ,.    , 
uttnm   it^mftmM   witt   he   re^atpcd.    ^Mum»   »i»h<>m •«•*   »IH    In  ttf>nh¡ni/ .i    ,mii,-    ,,.(,,. ,i,,„   ,,,,t 
fucfp»««». pMnty of i-h*tmc«l proéutt» nqwrtn xrrlwl man^iiTnerii.  »r hiv(   uti mm.-.t   <     p . •   ,n i,.  s, M   , 
h<tn«Minf |o prevent voMamrnation *i*h otHer m»urml K-Ht-i   uni« rsMndin^ .a th« n   m.'t!- .i r„i  il. uk,,,, 

lo sHif« e i poetad proèmi m»r the mwHHwer, lank»«« •'» ''»fllinii >m ih«  pi.>hUm •••• plant      •    >i -, .i.   i, i  i 
t( ru»»««*» and *ae»>H*>ie» w»N «ithei he <-tmted or hwh <* ihaiavu-risiiv ni ih<  loir.» in mi, ,(i   ,,ni-n,   ».   h.ix. 
•i central aooM» rhro^fhoM ihr nwrkti rrgton «itfempietl lo -in,* si   K   mp,i. I   .n    ,.ni| n      „i ,• 

IKlfc»»^^. ««>m« «eiffctm«*! he given h. the avail*. * ,,w,,v   *r ,,,l,"*«'t •'   " T •» '»<    <-.iv .,, l.-a.n-,. i.. n„ 

NW» ni iàihVd ht*M««r «mi» m,.»« ,d the w.rter» m a "rk,"H,n "• •' *«••"  !''•"" •"'     ""I '» ••• •»• "" i    •- 
lw«mi'kMRH-a4 p4<"« »••« hirtd for the taills thev  N,ii^ »'"'^••••'» '"' *h-     v, 

..r lh«-K «MHy m at-«*««re ne» «kiMv Bey»»d iheir im^ C'K h >,"«M' •,l"n" lhu 

li«»»   availaMMv    c«n»*HarrirlMm   mifhl    he   «iven    in In vimilusion    .ir  in,(l, ,   point  i- ihn  tin   pi, hi, n 

, iit»M»f   ttaimw«   »*»».iit«r>   and   aaahHad    instrmior» ..I hwliii^ a m.iik.t '  . ih. pt.KÍo, <  ... ,!,,    ,.,  i        u„ 
I ..«.il  wrvütM  Mfc'fc  a»  htxtfMuls.  ^'kooK and vhur.h«^ peli.« hemna1    »luMiy h,uuv ..I ii, nun    , .,|<   ,  

H    liso   h»   voWMéercd    A  ne»   nmsiA-ralion   al   thi^ H*ihnoh>tv    h   ,-   , oiui«-  mlormaii4.ii      .•. ,kinv   lo   "„• 
> MIM   *o»W   h»  »h«  avaoahtlHy  and cost   ol   wi.-mlarv ««ivanltidcv ol „ivin< a   I»HIK   mail.      th.ii  * i! i,   •     , 

< ...MII,» Mkh a« *aiK*r n«ifH>ty   l»ael and pâmer   felm ih,    hr«nJr<i   alimi ..n    *«•   ».ihotriy     ,.l,:t.    il, ,,     i 
-.•«•val ofN-raeMw«  MormaMy refaire sinnnVaiH ^n ,,.lk-, IMHI ..I Ines,  ,i,j ih« .-th«-c ti,i.( r..   »  i,.i    ,..,     „,. 
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3, THE LOCATION OF PETIOCHIMICAL PLANTS IN IBAN 

TM Irmmimm PmrtUlpmmt; fra» 

I.  iNTtoDiirnnN 

The relative desirability of possible plant locations 
hinges upon two considerations: the cost or difficulty 
of production itself at any fiven location and the coat 
or difficulty of bridging the distant«» between any give« 
location and it» source» of material» and market«. Thus 
the chotee of a desirable location for any type of busmen 
u determined hy weighing the relative irhinlagai of 
possible site« in terms of difference* in operating coatt 
plus differences in the transfer cotta that may be involved 
in collecting the neceeaary materiali aad in marketing 
the product». In wmr operations, a single consideration 
may tarn the balance, while in others the same factor 
may not apply at all. 

It should also be remembered that coat ahme M not 
the only or even at timei the meet iswaorinnt pia« 
location coflMderatMM. Besides company policies, many 
tanpihte and intanpbte item*, sown at type of coimm- 
mtv and climate, may become important. 

Vied ion of a spot for a petrochemical ahmt (or niants) 
require» the careful weighing of a namher of interrelated 
factor». Production and dtstrteutw« coat» involve 
conwdeunon of the »«»»tree» of material», fuel and power ; 
availability of lihour. iramporietwa fatibttr» and woata. 
and the nature, loca« M HI and extent of the anarfcet. 
Organi/aitone) factor« can ht impartant, ttpectnlry a« 
to the titeat to which operation* can at HMegratod warn 
related process»» It wiM he nuhui fro* the foregoing 
that Iran i petrochen*H.at pinots shoaM either ha lucana 
m the South, »hen there i» an abundance of raw amia ríala, 
»i ni the North where the markets art centred 

II    Han t «saws 

In   considering   the    location   of  the   petrochemical 
plants it i« necCk<M»ry to 

lut Vlect   several   *r*ecitk   regio»»  »btch  svosild   he 

(At Make a drtasled cn«t «tady of the« tavattotw and 
m tir mm» the nnst a»H »ntageoa» i>at 

w boW    ^^aT^aa^gtaa^a^e^a     w^^ne»•n^^"^*'P    W 

»ve  locatusw   «tsjdv   M eastassany a 

of 

eliminated. From the remaining areas, one may discard 
those with inadequate accese to transport faciline*. 
Variou» other requirement» can he imposed and the 
ehgibie area» farther restricted on each examination until 
there emerge sites which have passed all requirements. 

A study carried out recently proposed that Iran's 
petrocIsetMcal plants should be located near one of the 
following places: 

(a) Tehran; 

<A) Abodan; 

(e) Ahwaz; 

(J) The Agha Jan area. 

A further possibility which could he considered for 
social reasons is to locate the plants near one of the 
departing oil hews      for e »ampie Masad i Suleiman 
and so provide' employment  in these areas when the 
fields cease production. 

The proMem of selecting one of the above location« 
can best be treated by listing the advantages and disad- 
vantage» of «ach location, then listing the various cases 
to he studied m the hght of a number of other factors 
associated with each location. Finally, the economics 
ot each location can he evaluated and compared. 

I    t«Vew#ag»vf 
A.  4**ia.- 

(«I It    is   sttemeed   on   the    Khorramshahr Tehran 
railway and road; 

(A) N M a suahW town to which it woteW he erwahtV. 
Per social reasons, to attract more industries 

Ir) The real pnce of fuel ga» would be very low a» the 
SMMts wotesd be near the Anw a/ oil held, 

(a*) tasctrttity toned he obtained rtocn thr De* Dam 
wasch   arc capante   of  producing   mach 

can he asad m 

«el Astoaa M 

encase product» ta be 

of* 
lai 

afta« «sat of 
of She mm of 



if) The cost of insullini the plants wiW be lew at 
Ahwaz than at Tehran due to the shorter distance over 
»Inch the imported equipment must he transported. 
However, this «vili he öffnet partly by the fact that due 
to the higher wet bulb temperature it Ahwaz the cooler», 
condensers and compressors will be larger and more 
expensive; 

(r) Transportation by barges on the Karun river is 
possible; 

\h) Water is abundantly available; 

(/')   Housing facilities are available; 

(/') It is important not to concentrate all new industrial 
developments in Northern Iran; 

ik) Natural gas which would otherwise be wasted 
Mould be utili/ed. 

2. Disadvantages 

(a) The major part of the products would be consumed 
in Northern Iran, the cost of transporting (finished 
products) being approximately $ T 2* This has a marked 
effect on the profitability of the complex as far as the 
output for the home market is concerned; 

ih)  The disagreeable climate; 

(c) Butane and propane are required for the process 
leed, and the cost of separating these from Ahwaz gas 
would he more expensive than from refinery gas at 
\ hadan or Teheran unlcs> a market could he found 
for the condensate which would unavoidably be produced 
at the same time. 

H.   ihadan 

I    advantages 

\a) Presence of ousting facilities for utilities production, 
ind of housing and other facilities 

(*l Availabilnv  ot  ,enain hvdr.icarbons not available 
New here in ban and notably 

(i) Propylene and huivkiu fumi the catalytic cracker. 

HO A   C",  cut   coming   troni   the   supctlractionalors 
which  is  extremely   well  suited  to  hrn/i-nc   pro- 
diction. 

i< ) Prewnce in Añadan of weil uuahlied operating 
personnel. 

tu) for pcmiawl» for the mimmi market, inert are 
even graatar transport ¿»advtataars than m th« caw 
ot Afc*aa. 

*h¡  Iha vary él—gratuMi chmaO 

t' I k wy M ki cnwaiámé Arwafcfc k» tnfmté 
the *h*m+r nmrmmm wpiriw.a. at Afcatfaa h» vww ni 
'bu, pr»áa»iw « AèaéM mmé «try ht mm anfani 
'"r nWw pr admis :m rrxpatt mt wtmk 
i"  ine   a»'inÉihil)tv   oí  eefain 

C.  lehran 
1. Advantages 

(a) Low transport cost lor end-products, DUM oí 
which are consumed in the lehran area and Northern 
Iran; 

(/>) If a  refinery   is installed near   Ulnar,  ills ko.iM 
result in a diminished investment, as  laciliiics  MKII as 
some of the drainage, lire protection. etc   could lv v ..in 
mon to the retìnery and the petUKhemu.il plant 

2. Disadvantages 

(«I IVsirabilüv ol cik.miasma iiulu-nv in p.uis ,.| 
Iran which are less developed than lehian. 

ih)  Need   to  iiistall eleetiieitv  generalion   I u ilnu 

(c) Ditflculn ol'o|viating a laiei  ^,iU- , \¡  wniuu 
based on  lehran. 

t*»Tte 

I),   inhit  Um ,m ,i 

1. Advantages 

(A)  Proximity  ot  port lai ilihcs I H.nni.u   \|.,  h.ri 

ih) Availability ol housing laeilitus ami MI, I il -, m,, 

2. Di untimi luges 

tu)  Ved  lo lonslriht  a  uilw.iv   Imkuie  ih,    pi.nu   t.. 
the  Bandar  Sh.ipoui   lehran rail« i\ 

ih) Increased   transport   losis  tor   pi,.,Uu i     mi. i>,i-,i 
for the home market, 

ti ) Arduous climate, 

id) Haler would hau in ht piped hum . '.       .ir    

Ill      VARIANT*.   SMfMlll   l(«   uui    I IM   \  

Such items a- t ht prue in ht . bargt .1 |..i i , ,, 
affected hv the question ol allettiti Iht tit. I ..( . •• . .11, 
zero value because i» is unsaleable. or it it i, is ne • H. I 
from a us«- where it muid in.mulls N il s • , io1, 
the question ol whether ein. tin .tv * evu. i.tit.l • i. 
complex in pufthasftl h..m tin . \.jnn. <, i.t., 
have a significant efletl I hi l.>li.<*my , ,i..-- IM-, L. . M 

separatelv t •»n.ith-rtd 

i UM   I   Plants    III\*»IM    al    I  titan       H,     I'I,: 

excess   I tie I   will   It,   available 

im» 2   Plants instaMed at   Ir hem   '-m   * th  •,..,, 
faef  avariante, 

Cm»   '    Plants    imtaltnl   at     \Ki.Un      * in      <     t       t 
purchased instead «»• being g. IM »alt .i 

im» 4   PWMMS instahad al  Ah»*/ 

(aar .1   Rant* m<tah»d ai M»w >/ »iti. ri.   n ,,n  ». -, 
pure haard fron» the  11»/  Uan¡ »fl«taéf**M»t-, 

Cai« *   Pianto installi .1 ti 4gfca lari 

im»  '   PtaaM*   '««a lfc-1  «t   Afta   l«#.   • th     , 
awfenanrá Irta* tat Un Ha» 4mb..rni. . 

IH. 
I me ì 



f'Mt   1.   IRAN'»  Knur Htm* *t ( 
nun o» i« «now 011 evt*-*u. iNvti 
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•MrwMvt an a strictly   proti«   basis. 

chtrfed   te    tfce    project   at 

avariati* M a very low tort ; 

•I thetr  present 

te MfUtMtC 
mMm*k ^h*   ^MA^^K^M 

rat«» 
««•aeaovar, if 

Ukcn   into   UMisuk i .ilion   tor 
be easier lu e \ pori  ihem troni 

enport po*Mt>itities art 
certo« producto, it will 
Ahwai UH Tehran 

W t^.C>°*,tle** °* ,f* ,imin| ,hiM *•" •* n*v*>s44r> 
tevoitipiete a major refinery and a large pem «chemical 
compte» at the same lime and on the same Mie IN ton 
»Hiere«, together with the «nanna! conocqucrHes which 
m**M remit from Failure m this respect, then it aprx-ais 
that the Ahwa/ kxatwn is more favour.« tac than the 
fehraa one 



4. THE EVOLVING PATTERN OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN INDIA, 
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE GUJARAT AND BOMBAY REGIONS 

H. Srr, nit «MM, Smrmhkmi lirmup mf Imdmairie» m*d ##. T. Bkmvmmmi, Cmlico Milfa, Indtn 

\Swm>Hir\ I his IN .1 rvvie« paper which gives an outline 

nl the prr.cnt am) future trends (if the petrochemical 
industry in Indili, with particular reference to the 
(ni|.ir,ii ami Bombay  regions.) 

Hie nriroclk'inical industry, meaning thereby the 
laive si.'le pnxln tion of various primary and derived 
«tie.nut chemicals starting from petroleum feed-stocks 

in «ell defined, modern plants, has not yet commenced 
m India No doubt, there are industries m (he country 
stKh as pnlycihylcnc. SH rubber. PVC etc. which are 

based on leinientalion akohol. coal tar ben/enc and 
e ai huit 

Shortly, we .11 i.i v have a naphtha-based 33.0(A) tons 
pu >.ai capacity methanol plant in Bombay operating 
as a pail ol a feriili/er project.   I his unit, perhaps, will 

be the first truly petrochemical unit in India. An Indian 
affiliate of a foreign company operating in Bombay is 
busy putting up a naphtha cracker unit to meet the 
requirements of ethylene for its own polyethylene plant 
as well as for other requirements. This unit then is likely 
to bi the second truly petrochemical operation. All the 
other petrochemical projects both in the private and the 
public sector are in various stages of planning. 

However, bulk organic and inorganic chemicals are 
being made in the country, either from Indian raw 
materials like fermentation alcohol, carbide coke oven 
by-products etc., or by importing the intermediates. 
The following tabic shows the position regarding some 
of the important organic and inorganic chemicals that 
are being produced in the country. 
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4.    Dyes mid rxpiotivrt 

Azodyes  
Basic dye»  

Fast colour dyes    . 
Faat colour salts . 
Naphthob 
Optical bkachiiif apems 
Organic planants  .  .  . 
Rapid  fast  and  rapid 

colour«  
Solubili»*! viti ... 
Sulphur Mack  
Vatdyat  
Benzene     

Creosote oil. 
Crude coal Ur. 

Motor benzol 

Naphthalene reflned 

Toluene  
Industrial explosives 

V    Acidi, hrMUtrs mä other eke 

Sodium hex* meu phosphate 
Alum 

Aluminium sulphate 
(a) Ferric  
(ài Iron free 

Ammonium chloride 
Bichromates. 
Calcium chloride 
Hydrochloric acid 
Nitric acid  
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It «ill he observed from this taMc that in almoM 
every case there has been it shortfall in perlivrmancc 
eompared with the third Plan tarpets The Fourth Flan 
targets arc also indicateli, teures for »hit h should he 
taken   as   tentative. 

In «»nlcr to meet Ihe growing demand for the various 
organi«, s. hcniiials, plastas and synthetic fibres. anihuious 

plans arc under »ay In prudute the hasn. and derived 
products trom various emstinp am) protected refineries 
as si>itr«.t-s  of hasii r*» materials 

It may he .tipueil liom the point ol tu» ««I the i.osi of 
printu«. 1>< >M trul onlv one or two hip oimnlexes should 

be planne«! to meet the muntry s requirement*. However, 
there have been several lonsiderations which have made 
it desirable to plan a numher of smaller compltir« 

disperse-«.! rcitioiMllv India is a vast tnuntry measuring 
2 Still miU s |rom North to South and equal distance 
Irom Wtsi to last Irinsport therefore, constitute* 
an importuni I,tuoi m lin ultimate s osi .»• the product 
to the ^.'Usuimi espellali) »hen producís are ilassthed 
lu/ard« -u - 

therefore, in loc.itui|tnnnpk'\es. proximity to markets 
has ken bor IH- HI mimi so that lran>r«»rt ^osts ért kept 

los* resultiti*: in lnvter ullinialr tust l«> the eoihuimt «if 
tin ptiHlints I hen havt also hren other c«»nsi«Jerati«HM 
like Katuiivcd repion »i* industrial prowl h Mt the country 
which v»,ll requit m n|iMl opportunities of employment 

tliiouirh«-tat this« reaioris ( on leiteil with the petro- 
ihemual tompleus »il! hi Ihi loitscrsaor* plants ot 
lara* innliuiii .«ml -nul stak.priivu.ingt vast • •ptsortu- 
nitws .»I  ernplovmeni ni the i• upious 

In Noinhn m the pinate *il"t trom a ~2VtW» ions 

n.ii'htha . i.»ikei the lollo»inp arc pioptosed (,, he 
piodiM. « «I 

I ilioo« 
I   fest»«*«    .tshi.'i ilr 
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In adértton, M already milione«!. aaottteT itaftMha 
cracker in the private ictior M BtMf totwirucled io 
supply the raw materni« reiiutred for the derivad produits 
already under production 

In Guuirsl. associated with Gujarat refinery at Keyafc. 
it i» proponed lo estante«* petrochemtcai unit* (A) 
linked with the rchnery propter and <B> kneed with 
ine 2H0.MM) ton» year naptrtka cracker, retfwcttvely The 
details, as far a» n known, are given Mew. 

\   .Vrfc-mrt htr »»mutmlmt   mutrmtni »ilk  rrfHtrri 

r*r<>a1tt< f J «aalt     r^v ^••P   «f MrViMfMPnV   uï 

tttnftm M .«a» thé  l<Na 
(Mvtarn* maw »arty W 4« 
Po v tarn» I.M» Late IW 
DmwlhvhhHlnMr IU.IW i» 
t > i lot» nam zt.tt» itf-ai ft«n 
t aprotaetaffi H,W> 
Slyrtw 
tsohuiant W.MW 
IsokutvlMii 22.«*» 
•trtyl mMwi • ta.wa 

«MM I 
I am M..W MM« a v«M> M 

m*nm> aw ptaa mi h w> taw n 
i'»nv»ls    ê  hoéuttrumm  tot   W,W> mm 
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I ihstcnt 
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*«*. I 

I »4M 

IMM 

MM» 
7.IMI 

n.«M 
M WW 

M M«ttr»» ill« Mio» my tcM^iiv« ph^Hii prt»ff4iHitu - 

arc cotWmpt»l«d th« wwflu i* lo hi- h«iN in l»o 
-Jape«, (lit tbrsl pfemc I« ».»mmriHr i»pcr»ii«fi h> l*w* 

f.r.T IIMW 
INitjipnipjl»— 

i IM«« 

Parttat ctMttwtMW >>l »nMitHri 

V Myt cfckw Hit 
W.« 
M.I 
»I 

*rt KM« 

IK* priant, 11 

If will h* H-i-i» (torn »h.u h.tv Kin VII«! ihow ih.it ih» 
peirncht-minl irulustri   in   Imlw i«. ck-w-liipmft hoih   m 

****• pnvme *vct«>r  *IHI  in  thr  puhlu  wn.it   rlt<»t-\rr. 
in   vtars  t«» come,   the   pwNu   M-IIHI   uniU'ti.ikine*   arc 
likel*  to dominan-  ihr  h«-M     Ih«- piiNi.   vi loi   umici 
taking«  arc  stilU'tl   lo   ojvt.itc   umici   Spanile  ami   In 

part«*   ¿prrvini nt«     I IH    hiparme   unmiicMv   «ill   h, 

hrlween  Ih»' Oovcrnmcnt   K.«lv   ami  ihc t.«cii(n volla, 
horaiiw »ho onVr« tu hn..i..i>ii.ii kno» ho» ami imam •.«I 
purtKipiMion   in   the   h.iv.     turn»   MK h   t-   i he   naphtha 

e.r*kcr arni ti« punirne    In   ih,  dipaniti  n*ie*tmnt» 
.•n  Imlian  partner  ami   ih«    j«iveriimi m   hoilv  ami   n> 

lorn|»n  lOlUhtM.Hoi   »ill   p.tilu'p.ili'   ii    inni,  pioilii, mu 
vIlTIVllI   ptoiltkK   »hllh   alt     |Hllllltllll,ili    loi   ||i,    ¡>I,.,IIK 

lui« ot lonsiniHT )f,MNj, |ri ,.|li, »,.i.| il,, |Mlri|,. 

•*tloi »Il numi.un ini.-fi'ti m ihc ipiih.'i, i tfln 

elt»»H ihv line *.l lu>l ihi - IN llie liKi l\ I'.iIMn , m i ii-, ,I 
in  (ittfMMI     Ihli  lv   HI   ,ftaip  o'IIIM«l   lo  Ih.   p.illeiii   Hill 
i-.   evoKin||   in   fcinthav     »hri.    the   ml tuple»   . 

pnv<M>   o*r»eil    imi   m,ni.in<-<l   h\   umltip.itlili     UM.-I 

im-lHs     I hi» »ort   nl   p,(H.rn   »II   ha»,    u I«. •!, n- „on«    > ri 
In»- r«i«t>ttf and  p.. n«-«ntu-   maiiul.iv luni'ii unit.   Kt., .1 

t»fl !»<»« pvtriHlVliiival i,t»  in.tirn.iK   vin h a» , ,|i rn.w    m.l 
feni>rnlrfl«m4lvoh.,|    »huh itti F I  M 11. 11^ .011,1,1, 1 «(.,. H 

Mlhouith not on mi 1..I »>th the nhn.1 mut, ,•> 
oprmtliMítl»; iv taken hrte of nlerniy 1.. 1 puni »hull 

1» ffcoWftM lo h, ofi.ifilin.il import,im. |.|h> .1, v. lofniiy 
v.UrMfMr» I his i» Ihr mcif lor Ihr ,1. vet, .pin« IIIIMH 

lurvpoft WW priMlwttv Ih. fMTvl ot I. vi lopiiu. utiiM, 
f»>» futrían r»> han*« 1« Ko,«! m.I * M ut,,* (, is, ,. 
programmi v of nHlii-,tii.iii/.«itofi , vpictii   M i- tht'Mt.tt. 

tl»fK*l   Ihrfl   the»   vlloMl.1   if   v,      «f», rill.  Il   lo      tp.ltlfttf   Ihi .1 

pf'N#Mil<. lo mrrl Ihr if (f .<» n« m, ,1 |..i 1. .1 < •M»i . .  i,,,!!^, 
%ifn»-   .hv.l.iprd     .•limn, , h.,,,     H   pi.  ., ,.|   1.^1,1,1,   ., 
»huh  ptiorni  mi|»i.tirfii..ii '   pi   ,!,„ 1     o   p  .,     i,.* 

Hliin thoM   pito olmi/ ili.tii, t..  PK    In   «,1.iiimn   '«-,  ..i .. 

•ft    «Vff«t    MttUioMI^W«     II. ••   ' .-I      ••)    i-uiuil 1, l,|.. 
t4   «MMr   pt<«lu>|.    in   ,1. 
•hnh *l»o pti * n*v in, 1,, 1 

itHHMf*'»- 

I'Olg HIlHl 

ti  .   ipoOiMK I ih» 

htyti, 
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S. Dt VIIAmSG THE PETROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL OT NOftTH AFWCA 
AND THE PERSIAN GLLF 

rr*M*,mt. t.kmmUrml fm^n, la—riatta, fa*. 

I      St  «MAMt     AM»    IHN« MJMOM 

Acvess in markets on a duty tree or. at ka»t, non- 
discriminatory ha.is arid im, ability to operate 41 cmt- 
prfitm tosi k vel» arc 1*0 key tutors in the development 
<i»  the petrochemical potentials of producer nation». 

ih«- logic.il markets tor 4 North African h**ed pelro- 
. heroic al compir« would he largely the countries hordering 
on ihr Mediterranean ¿ml the rast Atlant*, those ft* 
the rYrsian dull, the markets fisi ol Sue* Many of 
th*** countries are eithci already industrialized or arc 
IH ihr pro.es» ol huikliiiM up their own industries ror 
this Mason, a pcii.Khenih.al enterprise in North Africa 
or on ih» rVisian dull could most usrtully he directed. 
at kasl inmallv. >*aid- the manufacture of has* inter- 
medíales, such .is sy,,iheiic ammonia, rather than finished 
»M.KIUCIS Ihr laller wo,j|d directly c«mhVl with existing 
iiiicicsis m the very markets on which such a ve mure 
would have to relv lor most of its outlet A properly 
s.mcnud prona lor the m*nt*f*.ture of intern» diales. 
«IH the ..ihei hand. .ouki ..implement pending indu« 
ifiali/ation pro|tianiiiiis ot ihr lonsumrr nations 

I he mutuality ol mlerr« it woukl Ko Id for producer 
and oNisMMri count tv ahkr . ouW provide a stund hast* 
•••i an 1 mia regional .mangi nient It WOUMJ maat 
j*>*s,Me «...nside-ahlr ^»mas m over ail tost In certain 
..«MS loicmi .ucrriHv lewuHemtrits might also he 
"duced Ih's.outdh. a part* ularly important timiwaVra 
1 on   l.tr   ~u«h .kveloptnf  IOWHMO   as   India 

Hutaoii-n»! »...1,1 t, Mili* 1 demand ,,.u<.led »uh 
"r* "••*«pis 11 ih, 11M1111I.HHIH hait,lhng,»t«d transporta 
ti«.n M anhvdi.-us ammonia w...ild pavr the «ay lor 
»he prft.itheMiual uf»»".l»i of 4 waMe volume of 
««•«arai *a». an»* » i,sl*. Hrova Hatea) (mee a «lari 
h*s hnrn m*k »«ft * .viHhriH amnion .a pta«t the 
***•*'* "* "***' ">»SH (»it.* Herrn, ats a« l„u-r Mages 
NpcMMr« a tar »as** proposti« >n 

(he p»..r «t »ft« h «mm..ma caw he   ii| luad n,w M> 

»,v« f*>»«M   s great** anWtajd H  ihr — g-rmij   of 
m%r«MMI   .aaaat   h.   ^   k>v   ,^ 

«tut*  ma __ 

«"» 
NM »MM* tut 

•«rad new industry to lesser developed areas HI taropé, 
4s we s the une of municipal ImnaJt •*, *•*„«» uulttie«, 
housing site development etc in the I'ntted States 
are typical examples of whit is being done elsewhere. 

lax environment and cmt „f available financing 
methods for off-sites and infra structure are far more 
imporla« parameters for the ecmowMt feawhihty of a 
petrochemical complex in North Africa ana) the Itrsian 
dull than they are in industriali/e«] MI tout witk larae 
•ind csiahtished home market» These two «Irnienti 
eould affevt the prue at whah ammonia cuuM k> Mpphed 
from a pi»m kicated in a develue»*« eowMry hv a* 
mmh as M» per metric t.«n. as is thown hy various 
analysts of the principal ct»st »acttirs of ammonia manu- 
lacture presented in the paper 

Ihese studies demonstrate that under the proper 
tondino*», the economic teasitnhtv ,4 t IHl.MIMon- 
per year ammonia plant in Ntmh Afr*,* k«oks promising, 
ami ih.it of a larprr capacity even more so h pw»apposes 
that ai.e» t,. luropean and MedilerraMM markets 
.an he gained on a duty free or non ditxTtminatory 
hasis. hv virtue of treaties <w memhvfMHf) m traaJe hk«s 
»n the .ase of the Persian (.»It the faammhty «f such 
projeus *,.uld seem laraely to hinge «m the fkmumwhty of 
.oming to en understanding with a cowntry like Imfca 

rittmate« pwintad in me paaarr ijji 1 that mere 
is a haws t<w a pnteattat mataahtv «f iMenM ahn* 
merits lurthrr serious «-<piwraM«Mi %wch an mtra-r«aMaal 
irrangrment .oul.l Heome 1 imp«»rlant »actor m the 
••p»e»ien«ati«.n  of  Indias li«-r   programme and in 
achirv.ng its targets at » ort h* ink  savings m Hoth Urne 

H   IsiratiTM • mis 

Ih» ga. hare« that .an he «am m the ,* »,»«», ^ m 
,*utA  l** *** "lh*»" •*«•• »*Ht» •> a parado« .4 
.a» aP«r,HheaM%«t age   daaemiaaj a* « w afkaa law-«** 

fart that   me avMtahtlrtv ,4 i«Naaaaa|h; hvp 



academic interni. IndeH. they »re bwrntng quemón« 
in every m« of the word. The urgency of the problem 
how to turn mk wasting resources into assets through 
petrochemicals, or otherwise m widely recogni/cd. 
but. so far at least, progress toward* a practical solution 
has been modest, at best. 

The difficulties are certainly  formidable,  hut hardly 
insurmountable It is the intended purpose of this papo 
to contribute towards an understanding of the nature 
of the problemi involved and to point the way to a posi 
Uve and realm* approach toward* their solution 

Much of the material presented herein is based upon 
numero« detailed feasibility studies including market 
surveys, en|ineerinf and loeanonai studies carried 
out ow a period of years for various projects in manv 
parts of the world. The permistión of the sponsors to 
use material relevant to the subject of this paper is IT ate - 
»ully acknowledged, as is the assistance received from 
other companies and individual« 

Although every care has been taken to ensure that the 
ligures rentct. a* nearly as is possible, practical .ondi 
lions and the most up-to-date state of technology, 
individu«! cost items wiH obviously vary from case to 
case The data are sunViently representative, however. 
01 conditions at most location« on the Persian dull 
•rut North Africa to provide a basis for producer nations 
fo decide upen positive pobcie* »W ihr rr.hrainn ,4 
their petrochemical potentials 

Wherever used in this paper, tern« are metrK tons „f 
I '«»» kite* (about 2,2»» pound«! rarhet than the short 
ions CiM» pounds! commonly used in I nrted States 
pubbcamon» tertam abbreviar***« empio ved on ihr 
other band, fnbow standard I mted »tales prasinr 
'or esamptt. M for a thousand and MM for a million 
thus MO stands for thousand tubx l>et I St M tor 
.tuitions of dttnars ek 

III   *H,S(#K «M i   »NIJ , **•*<  inmH s 

•»  im   !*!••« *»<•* AI   iMtMtia« 

rhene are •••day morr than I HNH pe*r<*.hrm.,*l plum. 
prratmf in Ihr *<>rW In addition, at Wast 'l< new 

protects are known m he in vae>o«M stages ,4 piannmg 
f br number «if esi.tmg uau*. retnvt* • remarkable rate 
•< growth, ras» «ve years ago a Mirvey by ffw itti me 

<>m h*mmt hsted only *» »Ha* 1» more. caa*t*y at 
*»any bua***« * hem, imrenaad rnpiaHy Th* I nned 
%a#*. nan «W ptants «awratNif to**.« «omawad with 
<*»' m »**• The ( anadw* Mud mo**«** n„w. * t,. M 
twMUj lb» ivt-ywr pmawd   Iktrwtlef«. »be numbri .4 

b*«M»   H* ta> «Ml   wHn 
•»» «* m* gata   I hut 

nsf  1W aÉHPs  m   Us)    a  sow 

Petrochemicals are different from oth. 1 , hemuals only 
m their raw material .„uree, »huh is .1. the name 
implies, »4 petroleum origin «iu,le oil. its tractions 
natural gas liquid.. I It, or natui.i! «.is I lu-e petroleum 
raw material. ian he .onwrtcd nt,. ., ifl.uiveiy MII.III 

number of ha.it. hiiildinij hlotk. I1..111 »huh. m .. MTie. 
ol successive convexión., the abundant v.metv >t «heim 
cals and consumer product, «an hv l...hioned I he 
prinup.il petnH.heniK.il hu'lil-ni! hl,.,k. .,,,   h.|,,l he I. A 

Ni'fi/ñ«'»!* na*   »huh 
products a. .immotili 
and resins 

Hl   It'-    IUI" 
niti.'i'etimi. 

•   a. « 

the   k,y   t..   MI, h 
I'll  •is   inelli.in.il 

i<i't\lint     »hi.h the .1 

i.l    .h'.-ul, 
•I  .In  I', .i,r , 

k-H    Un« 
plops. I«. 

I» I VI.   Illltih • le Ir 1 

m.mv   »ell loi,.M 11 
ehemiialv   in«. ludi nu  .uet il.h hv.l,     pl.i.tui/ei    ik. h..i 
polvvmvl   k blonde    ami   ,.|lu      |.i,.|io     nul    mulini,, 
ruhhri. 

fih\l,-nr    »huh   tml.u   1,   Th,    l.nife.1    v..It     h IM. 

petroeheitiK il nest ,.iilv t<> irnin, ,<u , ( n,,,m ,,i.t,ll,,| 
sapacltv in the I mieti St.ile.es.,..!. UHI« Nili,.11 p..iii„t, 
a year \2) a hmire »huh •. lxl>,lte«) t.. h, ,|,.uh|, ,1 1 
not triph-d »Uhm the nest de, a.li \u e.ni,,ll\ m,pi, .,,, 
espansi,.n ot et h y U-ne «.ip.i.nv 1, uno,.,« ,v ,„ v*,,,,,,, 
* urope ami else whet« I ihyl.-ne 1. th, .I,H,MI. M ,i,n,i 
tor innumei.iKle vhenn«al. in« Intl.ny tt.. », .! ki„,»„ 
polyethylene pla.ti«. ellnl .»I,..;.,,1 ,.|,si, ,„ ,.«„|, 
avetaldehvilr p«.lvelii hhi, - m.t |.,.l,« 
pfavt'is h 1. ,)|.,. ih«- ptiiuip,,| ,,„,,,„.,„-,,» 
"Surlyn \ ' re.in. ih, l,t,-,i ltn, .v ..! .... 
linked ethylene  . o|n.lyni. iv 

f'"f<\ltn»    *huh is th,   pi-, HI.,.t  1..  ,,,, » 
piasti,.,    and    . heim, ,il.    lt.,    p. .u pr.-|.. 1, .,< 
osi.le.   isopn.pyl   .,k,.h,,l     K,!..I„ 

*» nl.   el«. 

aV/weii« »huh an Pi.,»,. 1,,1 th,,» u< 4. „i,., 
nwdiatrs loi hm, 1 1 „ht*, huf.idi, ,1, ,.„1 h„u,|„ ,„ 
hase-U ruNn-is 411,1 pla.iu *„u.,U,v h„i,i .,i,.,i,.,| 
Ml h.    Nylon lie», et. 

V..f»M* purafHm »huh have eaouut i.,«-nt allenii.,n 
as .Urting point- lor Hiovkir'„laMr «t, 1er« m. 411,1 », 
plasia,yrr. lot pSt 

4r,M*Mt, 1 Ihr mam iiirmhr'» ..» it.,. Points ,<r 
ña naine Murnr ihr «y lenes m*l n,ifMh*lr!w ,M 
»i^iMiam Ha«w prtutu,'. h* ihr menili i,,ir .4 .rtihrti« 
r«mtu»s. ptaotH .   .yntheiK hhr, - <-!• 

I h«rrr is hardi, a phas« ..1 n.,«tr"i 1.f.    .,  *t,   1   (»i 
«.hemwai*   do   m*   . m»r    rtthrr    lirr, 11.    .,»    ,„|,i,. 11, 
fhe  b«^   *r   grò»    rbr   Houws   ,*   **,„»i   *t   hv«    ih, 
Lbtrbe» •* *«af  Ih« n««a. ..»   „HIMIII .«I,,« ,,«1 h *», 
SMtetation aw use *W h<v*.k«( prlr... »» m>, *i «»..« .4» , 

Ih, r,  arr in«ny  »a«'.>r«  «huh  hs  • .0 '.,rt< .t ... ihr 
s*«*«.?., .ti in* prirosbem». al mtmar» a«, I *« pharn, ,*«», 
gPvwrh   «MM.» a*    »»minimi* ««•tèarHiiiy ..1 raw m*r<„< 
bafb and  wntturw,  «aaarfaiaj«   •!   |w<~ik«ki   1 nauti    , .1 
m»nn<i4^Maa  li»»«.»,    »»»«1«  Havr   .P««I«IMì   ,«  Â   m-t„, 
d  priMSW    ,»«|Htrsr)<wR|.   tmé  «•>»   •*• »!«.••     H< «   .< 

tnaw) are   fmr*mp>   mum gr - writ  *. • ihr .,,».„  1 

•    a«Mt   virf^atM«     ,«!.„ ir,!   . , 

Ma arsMM lb», haw 



ih» v.parn--. i.» nwfttrr w tHr ttnrrl«*««] attivili«* »M 

i/i..*»h r*i, ,,i ,,irn-r 'n.lusinis r x roumplt thv »oiM 

*.«v Ion« <t. IH „tiri,! !,,, • iKi.h.'l jm( 4tr,.<nt- >ttftfttv 

'IP< » ihr li'in« iiljlmn ..i m.i.i tv i riülufil f»ro«<Mtl 

mil f.ir tu .iiiiiririlii s up<>n Hu itltitv .it Ihr ^lawl 

„tl,.-.trv Ihr ,i»i, rm.tfii u-.t^r .>i t,iu,ir)c -upptv «rtaMt 

u.-ti- 4,ul prilli mitp.oiptr pru., •» »in • noi .»Bit tu ,vr 

... Mi. pfi>ifT.ir|.i<,int.> .il e..,Im M..H ii ihr umimiinrnl 

•.! in.ii.v nulli..11. ,.| ,|..n., , i,,. m* t.«. ilifw- fcv «r*r 

H  unni   in,tu .ii ir-      tlu    IM in   ha^i-.  Im   pmpf ¿nmtmii 

•I    ItllM    .    Isli.llH-     illilll-liil «tiltil   Itti     tttvi MI    i.t    pt'lfll- 

'••mi.   >'      iii.i.!.      |'..     •> •!.        p.   „t,i,,.|     i      Idilli    ir.uUiH 

IMI!I,|| , IIIK    I    l.l   ih.        i.|.,(  |   ..M   id,   .^..IIIIIIIV 

"•I    t »>.    !•'*    ..-l     H     *tiiih    i    v. .te   v,r„H   ,.l    HBMI 

¡HO  -t tu II. , il     Hiiíl.linn   M.u I       , 41.   h»   pi..i,i,-,|    >»t» h 

•A I     I.   M   1 I,,.«,.       r ,, |„,,,,hlr        ,,,|.,     ,|    . • |*Tf «| 14 «n s, 

H.      .'H    ,1    ..IV     'lili.       -till I     li.l    -I/o    li,,lL-l|lilf«wJ   III« 

•VftMr»*   r.hatol!.  mknk  mw^H   »if* Mud wffe-i 

*«** «Nil «*»**•. FiMm Mí «M». ae.ow.ik »t*«.« 

...mt^rl« »** /«fn-r ««aal i*4at-' «trattarti* «kwfcoK 

^ ««H m *»•* tilt .»»'fataMt* «rara* iM«tM ¿«at 

Milo» rtwvlrr« ftvt.il ,<m*p**r- • ** wMtowwt 

m 'ht **tt fr««/t miKturt *H* wvrr*. a»iK.. 

m r#»r «flat .if K»Wt»HnM> 44*1 -4»rrtt<,<f «tHvr 44« nP 

4>ni »*« Mvh.H m tvialwiK   Mire« «H 

t. i   Fia»    pvtrwtMMHc««    iwafajairv    r»    ttoffeta    .mymit 

inN-risnr    f.ir r a.mpli, « tonvrlMi.XN« trae* uri frfWv 

.«H   «r    NM«   »of  |»  io  |hl   pwf   MfMNal   um  il«  twiwwoi 

r   er«   4    natir*   tomptr,    40 ta*»«)      iitaftaraM.   nH—M 

*na»i«J   NarrH.   HIM   c»K'r   Nii>   natavi,     ak   niir,p.r>%if. 

l   .*Mh»»K   MIMlllll  BaBM   *»M   l*V,.fV«   «4)   «4NMM4  HIV,-«« 

ftH-nl o»  44aw*rtJ*. <»• |*4l a*f hm   r**#, t.M « rtwfr «1 « 

fr.4Kv.tv   t».»   IHM citai) pt»M ffw1W<  IM a llajjM* *M»a» 

i-ltnlK     tu   M. .lui.       ih,     oil.««    unni,,! .¿putii-,   ot «nalt/eal   miinfn     llar   tijurr    »ttatM    Ito     _^,r  

«Divi, H.   ;   mi     .,. ih,   t  mi.il S1.1i, - (mil <,,„,t   »HKN hi.h. 1   t..i   ,ni.,|t,i  pi***,   e**«'t i4*K   »f  «an* m »ara»«« 

*.i     I'm  iiullioi.   poiin.ls    n   l'PM,  ,n,l   »Ml mili,,11  poun.K l.*.HU.r»s     Su  ftrivl«-««.  *4»n<   »ill  tíaMtv   ^4ft  It*  flirt  lo 

11    l1*«!    1     i,„lrtv    iliiioM    11*1   iiiilh,.).   (nmints    fin m ^ IJMM >H-f  tnnmd Ht* ni pruahai'litc «.'«ay». «tv. •*#« ••ttiv' 

*nti     ip.ttiin-   .1   ..M.   ^»1 million  ¡toyti.k  1  vc^r   *,r 'IM.IHìMI    t IK iamst«nt «S    lai>»n**r«*fft   lavi'lixm   to 

kit,, «M   1..  hr   m   i.h.iiK.tt   ,»4*-    .1  pUniimn   »»»or»- t*f *>*tit    .«*t h rlhylimt in >«ilva>«hvaria(   «tdvteiw flv«.<ii 

*hir,   t-lh\t« tu   pi mi- ..|   %M»#I i1H.|r„  ,,,(,„ a v,.^  w#rr ,^   «ki>fXf4.   HH-nirvrf    ».Hjéat  r«Mil>   tátiuM*   rtli«,  tafttf« 

......   .      .m,,.,,      „!„    ,.   ,,,.   h ,  „.„.„, ,h„,   „H) i(/(   |||€    im^tmrnM„    mmmm      ^^    ^^„^ 

MM..,,..,,-, ,,      .(.Kh,.*^,,^**^ „w%     1,«*«,     te     ^à.     pM.kMN.4j     •««¿¿i»     . 

,..«..•.-- ,   . ....... ,,. .,s ,„,n „,,.„„,, hv ,1.41 <rf rrt-rf, IHrs, „^ ^ „^ ^ „77^,, 

",h!'   ""' ,,U   '••••'""•' *"'4,J -^4»,    ^K    —a^a,   M   Mto   tov)   ^   w-^lW   * 

tl .un   ».-M- t.,  -**»*i  up  ili.   'iimidiniiildl    K4iintriia1iix *hnh  4   pl*M ,«• h* t pfr.li.a1    Fila».  M  ,•» la««!   p.«Ma»* 

.1 ih,     ,...1. m |H li.., (i. m., .il .11tlu-.11 ,   th. pu lut.   «,ml,| to   »ta-    v i«*l   nwpuifamaK   t>»   aMMTNag     illHi i.mjj,   larf^ 

-k   -...n, «li,n   ,, t ,11.,» IMTWH   ht   Mapp*«1  M  «H.mnia1Ma«^T%   at4»a1   pkMI    rMf 

.... »»rti.Hhim,..,,      ,i,,H-,„i    .„t..,,    4    .-pi-iK*^,! ,•*IM,,^,   «* F>*+* >*****+* ***<mt>mmimm*l*m^ 

,  ,•..... „„.J: i„ .fc,. '«^"*** *«*• *•*.» h* *»»< k«,.*B te, MM mm* • firmit .«1   pi.m .   ni/   iH-iu-.pt   ,..i   ihtn   ,>ii()riv   lu   I rai 
rlafkiraü.m     IK*   tftetiti!  pt.^artH*   iwaWralaW   ..  4  mum t ' Ittfat ** a# 

|K,iiH,   m 11,,, i„ ,, ,, ti    .,  n,, ,lilli-rrn( fiorai itar 

> t  .11     ,11.1 s      ,*,,.., A|,,,   I,    i,,!,,,,,^   ,«^,1- ,,,,^»,*, **'« 

•.H-        S,,,,,,,,,,,. ,»„.,,.„r„, .,..f,W,t    4(r    1,,.^,, '*^k'?'"*t     •»"*•'    "•     »*   "•*»»"•     "».^*«#*.*.     «444. 

.».I    »M...V    tf*M»lo,„, »,    .„...K.,|   M,..r   «rrT,*„w-        ••»*'*-»    >.f!»*,*to4-j»(tiK*H,,ltm,^|1(,,w 

•»«'-•••       -M..,-        ,.4.4*,,-        ........41     4*mo*l.    144. »**»    -'•"••**'*•••"• ^^    < H 

U4. h .far .oiiHUHi. t 4- 1 gtafrtHti, itfN»ri Ufi ..( JvaHprn« 

« fiar Ut"»*-. 4» ,. tili.n.-,, ,.M^H n»ha ..f pr»«.t,A 

lii.l.rtt      -».im     , »»« niiKtis    mi,,     rt-41 k   ihr    44t'tntH« 

...    ttiiw,    it    ill   i-i|i    tu     M,|   „|.   ,,   v,ivrri 

'(•t'1-   *''i'   1U«   I14IH'   .11     iHtll--.      <i      |l».»t,..1, 

•f-i   Irar   frP-•. «arm., .n     laajui-»    ,.   ai.lilv   «far 

i h*,igt-'   •< puf«   imi  1 «r.-.,*    If. »utoltif» <i,   If* 

irttl  offa-n  *rv  'f,tt ..114   .    . i.-.ti.i.g m ttt.tt44É#l ,, 

•»     .mi|irli|.ti    •••f,f,   4««1    t   li.fr,   , rW.4rwrr<t*   «mtaar 

• >     ai¡r»*s4fi   1*« 1»   *j*na«i   I.M   *<*M 

••*   tin,!*    m   .a4H    R«.«*-. ta 

l>%fwav   «far   f»1   fa)«   «tar   I ma*** 

*<arW a kmm« »«««trai t*- *>aVan4 pa4r.« larMK.I   MraM> t 

ta*H   4  Mftatai  •••f*t.a]l ,4 fen  wiH4WfT  % ».aWpWt ..I  n*«aM«l 

m «AH area   lilt   >vav »ha-am.*« «tuie 

ft«» N rito «atorpa ««*.., 

*••  ••• •* .aaWtoaÄal  iBaft*/   ktoNtol«/    (Jai «4aV 

%Maiaato»aa1 MMUMM ««Hat «M da' «MaltoJN. ••»••«•••Má .41 

-a.^ltivo   pi.   urn   *nm,m 4   ,«   WillaMlial  ««Ml»       •»    r«wá al im» I   Me   fW   «an    MlMarataaMMla   «    «*» 

«waaa,   r*>  pax»^ «.**,«   if »km» *r liHallW        < atta» toatw 4M «f 

«ar-M.   f 

<4kateiM       4a«^vawat    «Mai    aMMrtHW   ,.»ajMf       MtoM  m aaM IHf. • 

i.i   I «to   wiiw   p, M««a, i      ,•   tar    .«44*   (H   4 

pt.h^aarv    t'.^a»    taaorr    M14«   .n»* 

*a»»K    r.a>il4>,r«4j   )ak«k    ri« 

1« 1 

,M»    *   - 

«•*>.       .4      •• 

MM1 



«m*%Mai)ti   lût I 

*  «MM*  •> itauMftiatuin    " N4*t*r»l 

•fi' «Il m ta r H**.«*«* m.il...« 
U*H IJM. «m i an ai ma mm, MMirai •»» i« I<**î 
Ihr fan# C niMMi •«•«« wpi'Wn PIWIH HrwK »I m» 44 
irti« *m um ***•«•« pima»*» «t •*•«« ,W «fen* ,«* 
n.M Ifta «JMIII«!»» fWTMMtf ru»*» » w»*w *, hrtw*«- 

•»•'**«•» MMt tf*> fart« < MMHM.HI ft.«fr r»»«v hr 
»H mpfejM *l> te> tfcr pt««w M «*Mr Mtm -, «n.l 
hr-ttrai BMMto M» wpnn h«i.4w4 artr.* hrmH »K • «thn 

•ha* hta*»wè»   M Mat MttHt «HMMMttt; ..( cxtf*itrd «Ih.i.i, 
i.iRmaVi« m h«»« •»*« i**. BM**hrm*»l ,h,»»ii, u 

*r t*M* apwwt « M .«.ma*, a Mal »«' prtr.HtN-wxil 
• >,*«•   .«thjétMf ,arNo* ht«, k    <i 4_'4 th..«,,,,!»! ».ut!..... 

.*** tort «f «Mur»! *•». «w IM than twrr* art irnt ,.i in. 
"I*   vtMWNMip«MMI   ><•»   taMv    II 

Ihr afcawt btN« huit *••** NIM nV trar .mnrtu. 

>.w r»»*> *# i*» mmmmU tm- mémtrt m Mr t mu.f 
'<••*»» h»« «iMMii t*mm t** mrff« ha«frv htMtw* ¿ml 

«*<"" •» •** •«!»•»»• *•*•* «* •*.** IWK m..f(- ,.. 
>(«« *«m aran» h» mua« enwaM1 4* ******* m-t».^à 

.« mwrtma» h» few« MIMI «tf h. «M*** ihr« m.»fc,.f> 

*t*h «that  rurat« i.f  UHII\ 

>*> i  r>a>i • MU«» m H* o «M 
>M    t«H 

.M I*   It«   .   Htl».'   Si  lit! 

Mi kaaMaj 

MM 4*1 

v • n>i«  m 

t«.att 

«M*«        t. •J «MM art 

M« 
• * 

•un t4: 
•» « 4 
«M • » 

2 1« 14* 
MIlTM  1 1 .' 

*m> »4 

*m m ' 

II» 

«mh   »H  ...I  *«d  ,.<*l    IK-   K<,I   .••   *.i.   i-.t"-.'!"IM.-o. 

h..».-\rr     i»   4ppirn.ir»K    h.«rk-'    p*'i    n" '    ••'    ."•>-,'•> 
rfcdn ., ih* »hipmcnt ..I inule ."1 b\   pi¡i    ..I   •••  t.rk.i 
l^tH-tutin»   wrmn   piprlinr   Jumfii'-    i.«rk<-    . /»,   , u 
il  m,iv  hr Ir.mt i*,> !.. th'n  timr»  n i up, us , 

I* .»tifi I.' hi  thl«- in M  i ,(t .« p.it'iv * -th , i¡   M ,. •• MI-- i • 

maïkvH    iNr'il.'u       »iu  .'    -i-   mu i   •>    í'-.I.••    r    i- 
l»,.mt   ,.f   pr.Hhkt.i.i.   *. il   N•!.>*   ...i    |..I   .<.--» 

I1»>* lh«   .nci.tif .. .!  . •   n.itu'j   ¿,i^   i:.!  i', i. ,   -,i,       i 
•»»*f»f»lt«-«i l.i !h(- cl.-, ti -v ni inv !iuhi.|'\ .i. .'u N. » I ».•-..--,.• 
VI.II, , » ,>  14 .'í pt-i M Vf N r I    cul  .4     »• p,--  MMHII 

"•I|,I.IIH-I>      I IK    i. "rr>pi'ii,!iri|t   tufiv •«    ' ••    re    St   ' 
^ll.f.i.i   M.n.->   v.r.     i i ••» ,   p, *   MMMII     i.'f   k .     i   .: 

*.' I > IH. UMHII    i, I   .4i Ms . -p r.;. „ •    ira   ,,,- 
• •< . HIM ••! i.inii.il t(.i> .il Hi, A«!lhi i.l ' •• It,if ,, ,- 
4- r,|'..Hi-,t ^> |h. Nu., m,,I M, no «i, . ' ' »' ¡-< Ml I 

i.n in i  MMNI I     .t^uinui« .in m -i .uè ..» Í .an M II   I I 
I*U|    ,.l     .It.l'HTM.i      »l.l.k-      $.'  » •    ! H '     h.lf rs :      ,.,      J»   ,-    ;M . 

MMN1I 
Ih.       I\  «11,1 Hi I: t ,     ,,|     ï,|,     ,t    ¡>tKl,    ^ . iflMl.1, f i»-.  s     ht-:.  •* 

"il t jnt\ h,«-« miil.-i .IJIHIJI'II, |iinw,l .t I.-.. , I,, ut'.i, • , i 

loliH4i. |VI .K h« mu il r>,(»u - pl.iniv i .i'i«.1 • •! lu i '.'u f.». 
m >M» h triti- 4* I,»ji. lui I inii.ijii.i l-i.'i. ,.'*,i.r 
i».. ihiril\ ..I iiu |H im h. um ,il ^ipi.'ii ,» i-, l ,\,¡ 
'Mrffí' i- t.. ht I.itimi ..« the t.ult i .'.ix| 

fHt >it«4l..n ,.n lh<- r».'-..in iiull .m.! in N,-'!.  ^•r; .< 
.-    m - mw +A\*   iriiiinivi.-ut ..I ih,n   »lu.h ,.,..,,i .. 
ttNr •  (»ttril St.Hi-, «mil » ,..i,t UI..I,- ,i pr«, IH.I    „•!.!', m 

*.i,   l.iun.l   I. h;mir   I'M'  t*^   ".   it,  pfn.tuit.  |.i   imiti 
A*  in tfct   m-* ut the tin!! ( ,,,,sf   |!|«i,   :» .1  , un,..), uhi. 
«Nr<>(K ifitiii     il. -t.* in i      hrlwrrn    IHII',H4IIH-II     tv».UiC 

*»H1   tlN-   pi>t..t»tulU    l.irirr voiium-   «m-ii!»   «ml   .hr't.iui 
m^rkrls   M..»rn-i    4nc-, !.. if..  ,   .luikd, i, l .i ri,t. 
i«".tl\    i"irv|tlK j|, ii   «i   ,t  i,  h,   *,ii, f   in,|  int. ..u!.   i,,i 

Namrr,   Nfvcnt ttuHi.vrtu-, ,.( unu-ii.iM,  ui^,  ||j« .í.|H- 

,it*   ,iÉit   *'  Ihr IKttih hiiils   in KM-   .rn   ln-aft ..I   vit,. 
• >l   lhr<«   i.>n,unirt   m.iikrt,    iimirn.i.    , . :'ìI|VIUIHì   IIK 

t».i>Kt< m 

In    ptr*'inc   '..«'ti ^lfK4n   ..i    M u), 11,  | 4, t    *4N   i 
I i*f"»H-    (wrwnl,    luimrti.u,    in hu. .1.. m, ,i,    j. .(    ,it„. 
pr.ihkm»   *hnh   (.-m».«   t..   N-   w.Unl     I ».<•   li-.hn.»* 

••»^nilrtv  ,.1 itinoporting u  >>v  ,1*1.41 l4n4it  ,n i.^ui.l 

«••Nt   I4t       .'^+fi   !«<•>    hrrn    iWnt<>«i«tr4tr>l     H.I»»MI 

»••»  «  JiM^mr ..t  4h)>tM   I Hi» mile»   th<-  i..st  m*>   rur¡ 
•k   hifh  *«  «»-Hi«  prr   MMMII      ,.|   »tu. h  tttr  i».M  .1 
turtw'-Nti-Mi   lOiiMitutc,   Ihr   i.,.n »   vhjfr        I In,   h,Jl(r 
r4»li..» ,1.^, n<H upf 1 nW the  fa, hut i, iTi-rrU n<'ir«w< 

t«>  rrtlmr  it t.. 4 t?#n,f..(t-h*r  f.rm  *iul   4,  ,u,b   ., 
«XNr»h4t i.imparcMt t.. the » ,.»1 ,.( ¡.4, k4|.ng   I hr ,*m»- 

*•*••!•   r**"ihrrtiK4tl> uftfrattrd *<»uUI h*»r pf.ilu.nl 
«*N>wt ** p> Mfiii« <•! iinm.4111 ,1  tn.fr  th*n *> p..un,l. 
"i  HTM    lr»n,,i,rfir,|  ,„ rrthcr    .(  ttw-w   f, ,m<.    -»rr  ltv<- 
<•«•* Jt,t*f»i*   ihr  i,«t  «,.„kj hi.r  Krn  »Kuft   |ft|<( 

Hi   Nwwi,   ..<   MMSII     lMtit>*t   (•«   rv|;»'>*t»ft     If in j 

*"*•'••   •*•   •••fc*»'!,   •   IMIMMI   *.-UU1   frilutr   the 
»-«WHHWÉÉ» i*>(>fMf uMt t.. hm Hum »0# prt MMN It 

îht wta*»«H high ..«1 ,4 u**»«* Vwth AffK»»« »nJ 
>*WM«I  <f«M  tat    *.   nub    t,,  thrtr   natural   m*ràrt» 

»• tm^ämmm RW »fw»V.»Hir ..I a prfr» 

i«w «»M 



chmtacarlv twMcmté   so»u*>o«  for  Mu   w   
••Hu« pMft of the worM M kt.« far M» mmmmm Niw 
^•evenneless petrita-mRuK alone w»H a<« I» «Me *. 
solve the proWem oí 'AWe a*»" «HK«iy •#*««,• ,h.y 
•«•M provMÉe a* irne*»«»«* «tap »M»nfta ámufNM 

Ihe M«*.itr r ».,,, yrrentry pr«éWi ehm tu ' 1 rnmon 
hat reis per day ..I er Ml« ,M4 and Win Africa »**«« 
I 5 milito* iMrrcK par day («M/OH ra*m writ. ^,,w« 
v»rv fro« ftakl ».» taki and w mm mm *> ,* „a*»' 
as s..m* g*s wrft * to»»««* M «,y (^MM. „* 

'•>r further pwocessrng or pkum fuel <w ** h» nwnteeted 

T* !!ü CI!*1 "* mmrvm* ****** fm Am tam, 
the prottaNc fer« ga*/«4l ratio m Natu «raw MM twia 
somewhere «f..^ «|» C» per harmi On MM« taZl 
we arrive a« « eomhmed •MM) auinlit} «f fen IM of 
about I .»tw *.H.^ mMm* „Mw lm »«) Hh« mtmmy 
•»V   I»   rtpH-M   ta   im..«««,   W  er»**   o#l   pro***»»» 
érveiop, rt *.HM take M petrochtmwal maWy N«h 
»our tmrs if* si* of Ih.l m the I »ned *»** * prow* 
MttrfyJ outlet« for this mm* fas 

C ompliea«,*« *t proMrm fer rt» pr«tat>er Mimi, 
'* »he »act ttatt prtrm»ta*Mtal tut «f MNtaraf fa» wowM 
directly or ifMW-tty. «««»pete **» the ««»IM, |<W 

crude   ,H|.    rh*   rap*»?   .ap^ldl«,  «UM 
HIil «rope,   lap.« »*d  M**« «re tarimi« a«»,»»,»»» H, 
lift* ft«f*ftM Më Other h*«* fcféHfcwfc..   FI» Orpm, 
JetIO» of F UTOfleM Ko*.»«* t »-«fWMMW MM* D»V,W 
«eta KN ICD» ittmMri <f> **»*». HMM fuma» »»««M 
«•tal efe*•,, ft*e m**»» to», «f »g* MPM. and «M», 
N»d  taed-stmfcs   »IWIfo.   MM.-I,   S)|WWÄ-   tajMta». 
Mœk. •« ethylene. pe«ie>yhnie, mmykm, Itauim ¿üu 
¿•ene, »THí. I»« KM M„ !„„, »„A«« ammali* TB 

•IMTM« IK«- titan „n,Mmt l*MM* M t»p^-«y (a smtmm 
»•»H.« rwHMNy pKvmt« m itM) wmH hm** rmmé ih» 
N»re Ki alN>ut 7 5 mittm« k>m At IMM «M tarif «f MM« 

.H hrk*v«U to H« .n tiw l.^m of hfta MpMlM In tMNM 
en .<4imMvM 1^-2 mtlliixi ion» nf M^MMI W.II ta to»i- 
vrrhrd m I urorx (•> f.>»n ya» in IW4. 

11*«**» »ml k>»n PN» érnMnd m Furor* f,w |lfht 
wpta»« «»«»ne *% «prttc^ »o rKKd ih« 10-miHtotMon- 
vvw *-r. *HI taf,** |»T»>. tartrmi »ny s^wlk»« 
nr.MulN hy fMvli ,.„ Acumini the »vrrapr hata 

i »ntah« aHHrrH ,.f , ri^r ¿t ») p,r cerH (He aho«c «tfHrt 

i vw   or IO r*f etw of ita lomfcnrd o«,pw .rf ita 
Mitklk  la<i *mJ %«h A fr*« „, i<mtm met 

Tta point «»f rHKrMwl vomprtmo« hrtwm Mtural 
H»s *mi criMlr ori pmt* ari iMritwnf proMrm, worthy 
ol a more thorough analysis than i< powuNc wtttan Ita 
H"r» "' ,"»* P«P»T If- ir»»l«a*i. il *tm< hi h* «>n*»hat 
.il.His»d „ver hcrc it .» UrirK üw lo ih, «oikming 
M'ii»iikT»tK>«% 

ut lh< vrry ma|imtMuV ol the ^uaMK>rs of naturai 
i**. Ih4l arc tamp flared Any reasoiwMr M>iutK>n »hK.h 
•tuy iimtnrmie t.< mimmumg »tu.h »aate appear» well 
»orih i «acritici- .'» ihc pan t»l the prodiKcr lountry. 
'( n»>l of the >»«>rUi j> ,i »holt 

1*1 Ih- magnitudt- of the world's almost unlimited 
nao i, i icnili/cfs, su|«ti-ctin|i that the use of natural 
IM> «or ihis puijH>»*- will iupplcnu-ni rather than »upptont 
material produced from liquid hydrocarboM. 

MI. WHNHM wwHiwtalr M 

m fkw «f MM tar«»«< votarne parr^h'miiiali , 
«**»* nMMr«! m» m M«MKHH«. wtat* M *. tajar« í,w 
'«•^»•«»«Htti nirMiMT«   4 ion of   

¡^[ •^^'•'^«•^»^•»^^¿««^«anMiii 
«*Hp WM*« »ta tfoHc»l pwiBtem of *<** m m»4 m* mm 
tMlwn taw» tata«» «Mi «affrrNM ,nm mmmmmm 
In atani aN o« Hw unawniimnnna« ynwiwrw, MtaK - 

win NNNI anéW cwrtivarton whwh   WH*   I tiamii 
mmi ywM MM««. MMHwr p.ip-rtation 

•**• if w»fy a wwN fVaetwn m Mr DM |H 

-**-**1***1 ,IM* "^  ^»«» Afwea went biinuaHaë 
•n ammnnia  M wnwW pvw««1t n«>rc nmwhtar Mtan WJMM 
ta- aawMMl 

!* iavmowä IwtN Vn»-rVriiárK tar ••wareh a« 
»*jr %tmt t anersrty ,M Nrw York taw taHnMitad ritat 
m a aWarirtar mnmmm pmt. A*. A#R» a«. UM 

A«<*rica »f>aW mmmm I < miHion ton» «f ptam aaHnvMH 
«H »•*» and eoalta HHM »IMMNM ta I9W Tta* mmmmm» 
*••* » ctMMinwynwn t*f « WUMI urn m \<*m-t,\ 
prntaintt  ata^n 4 wiHion IMM m IWtltM fftl 

• »»H IIMéHMI tvatlaHtltfy tagm« «i apfrowc-h   w_.... 
«**" H* watnwadi s^Mjpr^d  e.Hwern atata« H* MMptaee 
"**"' cr>1* o»1 »*y  »»»»ral fas   at ba«t   m fertnW 
n»an»tac«wr«.  appears   pre-mat are    it  not  ,*«  «f ptau« 
Fro« ine point .•( vMfw of ma mmly «ation*   rta-r«fore 
NtawMMMif'actttrt .rf' ammonia would rank   hipli. if not 

•••••tai. proatawr MWM can hanrly he enpe«tad ta 
nunke wk momemoa» áecMHtn» with respect Ki the wtMi- 
/atK >n of MMMT «tare |a* metafy en emotiona« m iifaolufiLai 
§rt>mm\ There are a great nrnnder of eomwnwnëi MMN 
ewn ne mwáe from mn pa«, and Mie ctawe of Mtaae Mtat 
yf rtartwutar ly sartatae a* a p*trochenHcal to »natation w 
«*©re hkery to he detanroned tar *»ch praunal er.ieria a« 

(«I The áegree to which th<we raw material* that nave 
no other foreseeahtr owrW-ts can he used. Thm m» of 
«tare fan and. aotaMy. ihe methane and erhane rt 
contains is to he preferred to petrochemical proKets 
h»««d on LHi or \^md hydrocarhons. The latter are 
more easily transportât*« and have lor sooner or later wiH 
faan) ready accrus to world markets 

<A> The (k-free to which the project At» »to th« country 'H 

economy and is likely to generate new activity fewic 
imlu-rtrxs »uch as t tec trie utilities, or cement and lerti- 
liaer plants. «>hvioa»ly rank high. 

I< > The der« ««' *hich the output can profitably he 
soM in world markets. The »igniHcance of this last point 
«an hardly he overemphasised, because, almost invariably 
preaem levels of demand in producer nations arc .nsufR- 
ciei« u> justify a truly economic size petrochemical com- 
plex If a petrochemical industry is to make any worth- 
while contribution to the problem of flare gas, therefore 
it must, of necessity, be based on the ability to sell mo«, 
i» not all of the output m world markets, at least until 
such time as domestic demand shall have reached si/ibie 
proportions. This has a number of important implica- 
tions, those that most   „udily come to mind being : 

(¡; The petrixhemical complex must be able to com- 
pete to world market*  It cannot be created by 
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êmm*. Tar« *•*• «mM (H»i>  ^. 
ry and nrtwrd the woMtmit vfcv,*. .,«„,,*« 

n# (tw producer viHMMry   h\arht>   »h* » - r L <• if 
m a hteral HKV M tw* pat <>• th*  n .H<iK#r 

ry Mufnad In   mmMi * ii«*-   «n<J   mit ,i 
I Sir MMMIflMIt l'BCOUf.im ruent ot    Miun-cr 

(M*) 

tM>   Th» MMWMMy <M MMMramw of it ut \  ,r.v ni     H  k-4M 
iWaéütfWwiHiifV   «ce***  hi  Ih«   IngKal   wartu-ts 
tor    rhe   '«ftp«   wt    the    pa«,H.hemi«4l      ..rtif»kN 
r«rougp mtati««   w»mh«T-*ip m (r^h-  MH>   ... 
otnarwny   ta IHM* >IWWI«H, ha«.n  iMomctNiih^ 
whuh caw a* fm*n»r upfjradad. ma a* svntHt'tu. 

i «r nttfntHc-n» art NM«* haelv K> h* lo..tied 
with   favour   hv   the   potential   ^tivii- 

wha»»}#r    méuotrrattaad    MMtons    m    .In. lopum 
t'MMlrw« *m>Hlf to INMM M(l their own  milnMri, s 

nutre «dvanced atiHliH?^    m h  ,«•• 
w or synrtMMic ruMter 

AiMMramia «^ access h« Urgr consume! mnk.is 
mm a duty trae or facnurvtl-nalio« basis in i «n 
M. M surf by **»M not cnou** Ah») rea+utied ¿re 
hing lärm eomm* retai arrangements *ith orgumsu 
Htm* hnvmf capttve nw or established diwtn- 
**•»«• ghnmwt« >« i*n*m mar««* Tais t,M, 
•mpttoaMW the m-ad h M 4 careful sehMmn ot the 
•ntrnc hemiualt that art la a» pioduc«<l phi-, 
ifaMtM h* ta »un« wtth ih« product ranne .H tn* 
orgatntaattom m MM«<*>0H 

_ aH of rn» ahov« cowwderwtons n would 
appear *MM synthaln ammonta ranas vet y high on ihr 
(M «tf awMMMr «nrting ajtMt »or a pmnehcmicai mea« 
iry MI pr<*éwc«T tsountrie« 

V    < M A S»,»N«, 1*1* »ta Y    MhlKSII   !N 
t»   A   NfcW   raA 

INI A ll«»N 

Synth*«* 4HMMMHI IH a fea»* chemical whtch -kris es 
prHwnry unportence from a)« afctnty lo adapt tht element 
nitrogen < which makes up ano« 12 per cent of Mi weight) 
'.heapéy and effectively »o agricultural and mduMnd 
u«*s Th* main apphcatimi Ny far 1» in agriculture .is ,>m- 
i>f ta* thrme ha»ic plant nutrients, th* uthrr two hung 
potash and phosphorus 

AmriKMita 1* the raw material for a variety ol M>IK1 

and iHfUid iertihaeri, »uch »s ammonium sulfate, ammo- 
nita MtFMe. m»«, mtrofcn solution* and many others 
ft «ko CM ka comNnad with pnoaphorus and or potas- 
sium to form mixed fertilizers or such compounds as 
nitro-phoaphate*. amntonium phosphate» and ammonia- 
ted »uparpëuiptuim. 

I» reocnt year», the direct application of ammonia as 
Kuch — i.e., without further conversion to the land 
1» faining mercatini popularity. Special equipmertt 
ha» been developed to inject anhydrous ammonia into 
the toil or to meter aqua ammonia into irrigation water. 
The nie of ammonia on the farm in anhydrous form or 
a> aqua ammonia wa* pioneered in the United States, 
*here today nearly 30 per cent of all agricultural nitro- 
gen 1» to applied, and this percentage is still rising. 

Ih» láwev i appi, «ttoii ni «nitti. uni 
unànowa «»MIMóV >tu I uuJ \ut> . K.,I 

gftM anaMion n lKirHi,ok util .»»hri ,¿ 
H .oulj h« ,,| i,,,-,, ¡«..i.n,,^ ,,H, (l ., 
naitonv \froit«mi< .il ,n*tn* « ti H,,. 
esiahlish ihr .un.ihiin> ,.| ^leU MM,i„ 
»•> partitili.«!   «>iK  uni    limili,  t,.i.,tit[,Hi 

tvmhec,    tmitioiu.t  !«  m^i,   «,t     ,,,„•, 
* ¡l'i niti.itffM tinnì ih, m (h, in.t,,,^,.,, 
II.UH 4 vjl'. i, ,,1 „,„.,, , ,m|, , , ,,, 
i.ikrmrn    g,, ,      hM.|    ,„,     ,,„(,,    ,,,,,,„(,„ 

• ml I14IUI it K.I- Il listi 411 hr Ulrft«, , 1, ,1, 
0H411111I tv t hv priKlut-t h,.in ,i|»,i u.ln.i 
iMomi,   ,4«t  liv    |i|,ini        .,i|.|,th.i        I un«. 
•thilm ltM,l ...st »ih r tii, ,t,-i, ,.„,„,   -(, 

»till       .l.lliv. 

*Sï tfiiln   Mj¡ 

uHiii 1    ,11 

,f. •V 

•tu Mli'vK 

I r*< 

mmiv (Snv.|r<l, »0 

In  ."tinti!, 
miifr than  •« pi- 
lud    iitUíi11. .1)1 

"'1    IMI Ut II , . 
• 'kf  imi     >k. •IV 

III. 

Ili • 

'Il 'il Itti II/l 

th«   I 

di 

.  ilK 

^v 
.1  l:„ 

I III. 

•t      1   M 

,1 Nv»   1 

• I I.« 

Ili 1 •Iti 

tv ;   ..•,( 

Mvlllv 

1,1 

I 

"u mi. 

' 1   Si.ti.      nil 
I     H   IH     •>'     'II,      ,\l|tl,,   I ,,!,.,, ., 

"'      ''H       |"'|t.l..l      I    «¡MU       .'Il        |i, 

In   'In   I i-ili-i.il   H   (.iiht 
'Vl'll   lid •    «liti     III   VII «,|v 

ehKIfiiMv Mi»! lorm tht hackhoNr ni ih, ,«  
»fv    Mowevei    Ihere has h«-i 11  , pi,,,,,.„„,,,, 
\mt*   ihrn   «.numi tes  4H,|  ,is«v*hti.    m   i.n., 

ectiiiotimal |H-iinii'Hm l«snl vin.kx    ,u» h   1 
hfht naphtha   *hkh,«i< (.HI^V *„t,i, ,,v,,i,i 

Ihr iosllt|tt-NS  ni  Mn'4tfe   uni   It «nspmi il ' 
vltiu* amiiti»«!,» has i4\omed ils , imi,-.    
snhd  or  Ittita««!  iteriV4tiws    ,«h   1      in m     ,,n ,u 

nitrate   un-.« ,n  n'imarM soluti.m     «,,n,i i, , hi ,.„ ,1 
«rtafclhroutths i»t ti-viiaenieii ami the   iv.»ii.,i..hiv,    ,1    „,„ 
rt«»t  insuiattnir   malim.ils  h^vc  ni*,„,|   ,M,  .„1,1,1,   .i,-M 

htiri/ims 4ml have m4.le n-vnlut,, ,„,,, v ihinkuu   1   - ,hi 
in the milu-trv    | he stor.tin  in ltt(m,l Lum umt, 1   H,,,,. 

prie rie prissttre ni synthetic .«nun..tu,«   ,,n,| ,i    ,, m ,,„,, 
«tum over lnn| iltsLnn,    h\ har«,   ,.t ,)»,•, i,«| 1 ,„k. 1   t< 
no*   possible-   ,«t   mus  v.mpar.«hk    tu   thus*   •>!   I f*t , 
ActUHlly   wilh ninper desian. I.Pli ami    vn:hittv   nni.. 
ma fatilMKs un he usté interchangte.tMy 

Mnilern milustrv thinknn/ ,m h4iullink. .111,1 liippnu' 
ammonia, mupleil * ih new concepts ,u th< , misti m imi, 
of 4mnnmi i pl,.\K.,l < .|/(- pr,.,_. ... 1. .|;i»,,. , 
have a prnlnund impatl on. il imi raiiu.tllv 
structure ni, the »i-ihl l.-rtiliA 1 ¡miti irv Ihr 
integrateli ammonta plant is tipi.il'. »Hint« 
I he pattern vshich hejjins tu emerge i- um 
large-scale ammonta plants hum m ,ir,.,, »uh 1,,* m t 
natural g.t, Hert;li«r plan!» m direit appli. ators m 
various consuming areas can be supplied fumi these 
centres at si¿aNe savings A «inipiihcd compari««»« he 
tween the present structure of the inuus.r^ ami the »hapr 
of things to cume is depicted in figure I 

Two ammuma plants recently completed :r> Irinulad 
ami Aruba arc, in essence, protntypts ol these new 
concepts in ammonia manufacture and distribution  Most 

' Lrea is U nia y arum! irte only nilroat nuu« fertilizer thnt. fur eto- 
noniM. reason», rtnuins Intatiunali) houmJ in ammonia manu 
i-ictuic. Ihi» compiiunJ ib niait Hy lumbinnig aitinmni i »itti 
carbnn dinxitk:. A» laigt voluntes ¡if < O, A,V urn.im«.| 4» * by 
priniuct in synthetic aninvinia pianti, urca ¡s a l.»«K.al vkrivaliv« 
to be produced at tue h locaimnt. 

I   .1    M 
ti.1 IK, Iti, 

mall, lullv 

niildat. .1 ' 

«'I   v«-ntr.il 
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I        '•»•*••       jta«t Mo» 
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l*r* 

HSÄ»! 

,1,11«« •, 
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HE 
i 

»           Él 

en 
j-JpJ" 

•»•• 
• 

«»>» M»      «M. ,   * 

(*«• '., •H 
.Hr-J» »lo "«•• 

III'*--   i lili ""9   O"«' 
'-•M 

£-*; 4, •^ 

, TT" 
~"'a» 

j    •% »«ri. WNM. 

.M..»       "^ 
«I. 

ii^ yÄu  
1 (UitsnT 

Btrm» tT"! 
\ 

»••Ww KWMf| P 

of tat« output n sistpped m nu.uened fb,m <„, .p^ 
tanken to the Umsed States, Latin Amma and West- 
ern Europe, where it ii converted into other formi of 
P*nnt food or med fer direct application. 

The Ngniftcancc of the impending changes ¡n ammonia 
supply and distribution pattern« for producer countries 
a.id coniumer nations alike ii obvious. Fur the formcT, 
it could mean a significant step towards solving the 
problem of flare gas and the creation of a new economi- 
cally sound basic industry; for the Utter, a saving in the 
cost of an important fundamental raw material. More- 
over, the ability to start with ammonia rather than to 
integrate all the way backwards to naphtha or fuel oil 
from imported crude», greatly reduces the capital demand 

The  widespread  availability  of low-con  
from a big "mother" plant may have «ven more far- 
reaching bcneiciaJ effects, h is likely to generate con- 
sidérable new economic activity and to provide the baa» 
for tac creation of many new industri« in developing 
countries. For instance, supply of ammonia in bulk 
will make feasible tac construction of numerous down- 
stream fertilizer plants in countries where fully integrated 
complexes could not be economically justified, due to 
limjted demand or for other reasons. It can also serve 
as a means of modernizing agricultural methods through 
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»at «amaM WW NM»)M»J QIVrtMJaa t» Ifca 

ito* a a* I»» 

lIlC WMTM IM*TI >prlfc>tt*  tri 

«< *N)*m liNMifrs ami 

VI     Im   HUMMMIS M»    «   MW    4* 

N»»JMM     %»«l * 
H*   ft *M   IN 

***•* *frm » sfata a;u»t«v kwatitfl wit* WS*H-. I •,. 
»«mut •# HM «wM % I ara»)« «**aJ (**•* §nmn*§ ««it,>t% 

<..r hmhMiK IM pmmuí <u»4a». **?***? *«WW i,«t*»M\ 
emilMt»»!!!  MM  MM«   »Mili 

(#• rfct uttMtriH Nir<»fiwf «MI IH» VtnlH.- r»w>n Mi 
»)MW <•***** *** 4#MM m Mttafty «MM»*«!   ami 

l*t  Ita MWMttwi r».»>»»r,«aj t.* At »astern   .«¿lamí« 
ilKhÉ^Mf   MM«   <á   »«««ami    IWM   «Ml   *»•*<    AlrK4 
•*>«•#•*/ «MMMIHMJ ülirtki 'M f ,.*n 

4« »WM bMNMhr l»M-V»tl*v **•* *«>»M ***.» tuet >MH 

*'««*• ••» «wHwi »il UHM* AMMHM. wit* te hW««* 
1 •"#••*'w§ MMMAt «f ir»i»aaja»**«ii», w* »*<i*HMf 

»tai —inn>» WMM< fc»r  *»««•* M*HNM ama».mia 

raM. 2 •*•«« M IMI l%2 M. «rf ar*«*«*»* „^,,, 
»Ml I« tftr afcaai mw< WMM-hwimg »KM«. »* »«•* 4» si* h 

•WB^-*« ISM *v#44ar MMtOnen 

-111 , 

*i«r«fM awMMftH«. f«H»r NMNMM um« in tk latti 
IIMK v««r IWI/A2, IHM ««.«4« mgwid >mWy ri* h»wr«r 

.» m« unite*» awifefiaj th« Hv«-im«iiH«-t.«tt-prr-y««r 
mark, fmn uamtwm «IM M ***mmè 4) mtttHHi matrn. 
HHM far MM Uw«aj IMMM M IWJ/M <7> MMJ Mi, p„. 

Iimmary NMMM ai a tanal w«rM OWHWIHWIWI «Í in#r<»- 
•M  «T 17« MlkM »MM    (ft)    rht MOW ISMK MihMtos 

"»** afTMiMMmi MMI MiHatnal nan. CJH MI «var-»»! 
«•»ta, MM ww MVWMJ ft» tato» 2 wotjM IMIMW afeo« 
tHW-tiMfli «f »«M IMNMM» «MMMNI 

Mö* nyiwkww «MHWHT1 ar* Wntm faro»*, »h* h 

»*•'"•—"' *** «*"•» I» * Bar <**« #f tM MMMtM'i tflt».. 
MMl MM  MMtWTTMMM MM,  WRM* «lltmi»Jt»   «Mikes  up 
in« Ww». Ai y«, MMIMWHM ¡H Wat* Air*** «HM- 

HKs 1» I.»» * l«H mrtru ion» ,.» aiti,.«, n ,« l«te>i e ' 

• IM« Atritas %cM ( .Mst iv etHi.rlv tti|mi.liiM .»i.11 

'"M*'"*  •«•»   '•*>  ltr»ilwn   rv4|tMrrmi'iH»  .«ml   ,,nhl   , WM 

IUMHV    httiilfN'    1    »|i«iiK |M    > ,.n>.UMl<i      ihlv      ,,,   , .„1,1 

1«»i IN rt»t- (.»«-'«eafck' future ptnvul» , ,«!•»..ut h.is. 
l»K»tl NH ,m «mni.iiiM plnni n \,,rih M' -, 1 I N« .•, ..11. niu 
U*M»H»M.    .(    «., h  4  plani   ..,11   rlt»in,    .,,„„,   ,„,„,,, iv 

UfNlH   rt».     ih'i'U   (.,   „H   11,   .,,„(,„,   ,„   ,|„     , ,,„,      „ „| 

IW»    M« .I1I111 IIH-,,II     n.,1    ,n    ^-vif^l   \fc 

' H»r  iiim-v   m    *i(in .SIII^   ,„  uii|i|, 

*>«(*   ^kHliB'   Ml   h-rtlll/€-|   .tl-MIJHll     I  .. Il   4I 

rw*e\ ,if iiKr,,(^. i.i(.|,/t-i n^^n, Al|| . 
hv I»"!» H *.|| ptnhHhl-, , ,M ,.w ,, ,„,.,, 

-><   »hr  reffionv  umk->   ..»«Miti i,ni,in 

•W»»H«?(«II      , ntlWlln       « i|. if      tHH.ipi 
imiws-.iv,   iH<i iH.  ii|iv»iii|f IH iti. v ,i 
•<• mttkv IíM'II  ffM 

SU  ut  tfci'.   .ipiHTiiiv  i.,   i.iywi   *,-ll   i.., 
tc*»thilify    .»t    «M    rfiiimcin.i iiMitui 1, UH 1 
^Nirlfi  (tri. ,1   «uh .»_ ^hmiiUiu,  ,.i «,,,, 

tm*fv,f   «mu imp..i¡.mi t4ii.,lih«44iiiiis 1 
»ml  n»r»M(*4«i   pi.ihltiiiv  i,,  S,   ,. „,K,-,| 

N» (IM>   r»i,i   piiKr    *c*Tn   I iii,,p, , ,1    ,,., 
I»»»»-.!  OIUMIIIM-I    K«ri    htsi.,i,,,iH\    h.t      (i ..   N, 

priiHifrtl »i4t.>#tn.>Mv hilitiAi .«fipli, 1 i,,i  ih.   „un.   .1,1 
in*hHli* S.iith ** r 1 H ,411 hnM,l pl.Hii ,»   1,1.1  hi     1.    t 
I<H t*. »Mrkt'ts   H«H unlv is   (  ,,/„hi 

,11. t. 

1    , 

t III 4»fH .ill 

,    tU'.l     *     il.l 

I n . I\   in. .ilf»l 

ts.     -t.MiHr.l 

!>K      •   M-\rl |l 

1     ih,    V^'.ti 

•I. ,1 ll     It, 

I 
I., Il.l. Ml 

MLtllvl. 

ih. 

It,. 

,1. 

I' 

H   I,III ,|l 

\t>     ., I 

,1,1, 

,.l.l   ., 
t V I, 

.1. I, 

S...II 

• 1(11.11. 

tony t»y eotttMishrd pi.xlm.iv hul .. . 

»ft 4IM> pnm$ «p (MT tnhh <i m «h,<i 
Kriih/er   import mg-  LOIIIHIU^ 

Il «,ml.l S«  unicilisiu  in »\p., 1 im 

léli|ll»H-»rt    «it    rifNMMOH    plans    In    i,,,.1 

Arm*» pUiii m i itiMtkil tn.tofH ilni 

<H»»ilis»(»m.f prrsttii 4nd (mm.- prmlu. n n t. 1.. ,<h ,,il, 
il» o»tp«l ror à m * firiiilMifi t.i hn,,k „1.. ih. ,, „i.n 

»»ft» t«»M " *o»ml rfi h«-st hr 4 lim. . .•ii..uiniiiif ini 
ciHitly »pfnttioft Ihr .inn.,inn pililu.iii.11 ,»l .1 N,,,in 
African htcM-d plant should rathri rvst upmi it (l,,lii, 
h) nk'iHl into the »Mslm* »ml luliin i,«i,n,il lin,,,/, 1 
*»ptt,i»Kin pr.iiii^iDni, (his involves ,1 i.^i t(t 1non-.l1 i 

iK>n of til* pariKular áilv^ntains MI, li ,1 v. nun, ,,,,1,1 

offer   l»>r   tin-   supply   ,,l   b^su   inuiim ,IMI«       •  jx,i.illv 

TMU 2. FHUHN MIMUili um AM» onta« »AIMNI  IMI« «* IMI  Mu s, «s «NI, l»im'.  iiusu,     ,«,, 

1. MutiMCHEMB WW  

2. láMW» AtMMit; 

(»i W. EuroMt - Atlantic atda • 

(»1 W. Afrka  

ft- 

122,042 

244.ÍM 

»7.M3 

TOTAL       5*4,114 

V« / m, ' 

»2.W 

5.37 

405.2« 

trahir 
Imtd 

' //**! t», 

111,44« 

70.INÜ 

7«,î« 

260,086 

<xtwm0ii<*n ' 

fWTItMi.r 
metr     um    S 

1.2*5, SM 

2.7<tf.4x4 

s,í)K># 

4,067,051 

'M. '(74 

S.IWI 

VI4.W 

SsHiaci : MitctlIuMgw Uaé*>«4 Nationi yyMwh»a 
• IN3 or kMM ivuWMt. 
> IM} or WMI «««tktMa. 

' 1*59 or UiK*t avuUbta, 
• l«6l-l9*2or laiivl «v.iUt-.k 
* Inuudr» ail of I rjoec 

m % mm 

M H 

UH 

10 II 

II   I 

IVI 

IM*? 

lift 
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MME    aMjf   — iMàl«âfliaaaiiriai • » • ••    "J**     •^•••J^t^BWMjia^r^WlWMI 

n far  a  typn-a*   prt»*M«T  m 

» MM» 4, wtott H*»* frw • toertti 

w lato» \ Tfc* hMtrr tato» ato» »ho»», Air arn«f »i itunp« 
'•**• •*•*>•#*. rm? cm» »4 4 Mmilar pUnt lut | nrtij 
**•» GaH t IHM« toMtu»»«» IH nftárr »o Ikrcp ih« dan 
M naarfcy M m «WMMHW. it« 4 UMKparaftfc has».. «TUM rw».|» 
atatMt *#n MMMwd m «H i»»rs Ih* other fc**r» upon 
*»wh Ih» • nummi s iw« «rr rvttkm lro»n ihr uMrs tkwm 
wtVM an») MME IHK h» «MM mio herr 

Tarn », however ,m« point ,»« »hn« *r sfeoMai 
«WM. ftawwrv the relativclv higa invr«m<-nt 

titf • Mr«! MHthmm pUnt )n ( N«rth MTKHR 

»s uiWMjirnl **« 4 ,imil,,r pl,,nt kwa**«) .NI tfct- 
I mtJé ItaNrs <j*lf loan« Ihr diffrr«>iH^ r »«fattali y 

•*»»» ft«« »»o coiirvN 

M» î*r hiflW ..«M ,»t lotistmiton m « <trv<'l>»fttnp 
UM****/, i.>aF>tr«J WHR Ht« hfcflihood that 4 pl*m ,.| given 
-H/« »iM k* <fe<Ha**«j 4» 4 muhipfc r.»th*r ih*« » *infk 
anil Tkft is «aaeriNrH trar »hrf thr larar MM »i/r 
*oaai fer 4 rehrtH« PH>V«MV in the industry 

(*) Thr o»h«r, WMI fer  more »ipnirki*nt J.H.tcmr m 
»aprtal   rvaatrcwtr**«   is  *HI «»totted  hy   ihr   investment 

for   orf site-   »ml   infra «ructurc      SIKH    4 
»peiv   »ärter %ytt»ms ¿ml *r«Mie disposai plant-. 

r<»aa% aar) If4««f>««rt4hi.n   hoMMng, hospitals ¿ml st fcools 
•»ft and httrboar laoiities      »huh 4 pioneering it<«Jwsir> 

4 Ctm m m*m*mttum P*UM 1 HjiiBi »M>-*I>N t» 

•^"••JISÉWfMjPfM;    |«*m- *na*.-l 

I4U.M* m 
ON anakmwti 

»li MM 
•»•7 

Mm tnnt/yr 
Naphtlm reforming 

»12 MM 
m f*> 

• M «M IWHI IHK lw 

»4» 
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Iff 
IM 

II» 

• 2» 
IM 
.» 

1.» 

IM 

'2 M« 
IS.J MMaTl 
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«Mal. 
M M aal 

moa 
ow 
if 

1« 

4 «S 
7<K 
1 Ml 
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I» 
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t rWijM)  
X Paaar 1,1» kWk 
4 Caaawj «atar »Ma* 
). Mar ha« (at* .3 M »al 
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•• ' . 
•in lt/2a»ajBle< I 1/2 par earn af 

. -    .. ** i ••      *» 
t. Chaqui »aw at 

•»"»•  lie 
•* '•""«•il. *****   I 1/2 av «at I «I    I 1/2 air «at 

oii"» ofiav. 
ll.CMMrkaj.aai JajraMaf ipvmmrt 

* 14 MM .»      S 1.4 MM 

•ua-TOTAi (caak COM) M.72 

iMaaraHM  w.TO 

ToTA^caihcoMuMlatprccMition 41.42 

12* 

1.10 
12» 

» 

11.70 

I.J7 

40.27 

frej»ew AMBdttn aMa  
.*ï".: ^.**** >>.ror • •!•• »«»^ »*"»• «**** o» Wnajf» Eyroiau eooditioM. InMarMlon «ith 
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TA«M 3 COMPMATTVI cow a* AMMONIA MAMVTACTUM m H. AMUCA M* 

MMM 

Nume* o(»ii», Out twin 

MVHWIIf f m hi 
Prawn uniti  | j 
(Mhltf*. housing etc  7.4 
Storage  I j 
f>oca or breakwater  2.1 

TOTAL 20.4 
hrrfttmem per ton 

Procès» uni«*  37 4a 
All either        70.46 

TOTAL 136.00 

Gut it. xm U.S. v/mm» n«nm 

P" yw) 

31.40 

JM am 

IM. 

m UM 

l/.i. H.A. é r.m V.l. H.A. 4 f.m. H.A. 4 re. 

Onciraia Twotraim TwotTftM» Two treats TwotrtJs» Two tram« 

12.2 
2.2 
U 

17.0 
7.» 
2.2 
2.1 

24.0 
3.2 
3.2 

2t.l 
9.3 
4.2 
2.1 

21.3 
3.0 
4.0 

33.1 
M.» 
4.0 
2.1 

16.0 29.9 »4 43.1 33.3 31.3 

40.70 
12.70 

M.70 
43.00 

4M» 
10.70 

40.00 
27 20 

M.OB 
•30 

43.0» 
23.60 

»70 30.70 7.1.20 47.30 MIO 

I   Gat (leed «mi fuel) 40 M M »TU 2 00 • 
2. UttMties  _     r 

1. Labour and supervino«  4.00 
4. Chemical« and catalyst  a.33 
5. Operating supplie*  Q.15 
*. Maintenance material '  2.03 
7. Overhead 30 per ceni of (3)   .   .   . 2.00 
*. Insurance, laxes, etc.*  3.Q1 
t. Contract services'  1.43 

10. Cost-working capital  0 00 

Sub-iom (cash COM) 14.2t 
Depreciation 10 per cent  13.40 

TOTAL, cash eo»t and depreciation 29.04 

MANI»ACTUM« con 
ri m mtrk lam mmmomm) 

7.00» 
1.33 
1.00 
0.43 
0.10 
0.10 
0 30 
0.10 

OSO 

12.70 

3.34 

11.04 

2.0" • 

3.30 
0.33 
0.13 
1.4* 
1.73 
199 
1.23 
0.M 

13.41 

9.97 

23.43 

700» 
1.33 
0.70 
0.43 
0.10 
0.74 
0.33 
0.74 

0.30 

12.17 

3.07 

17.24 

2.00* 

130 
0.35 
0.15 
1.13 
1.23 
1.51 
0.15 
0.M 

10.74 

7.32 

11.26 

7.00» 
1.35 • 
0.33 
0.45 
0.10 
0.71 
0.21 
0.71 

0.50 

11.13 

4.73 

1*31 

Soi. aro: Chemical Frojncti Associates estimate*. 

..tit*•?* ' yr '"i' 300'000 t>r b«»Kl °" »c""' «•". «»,000 and 750 «M t/yr extrapolated. Figures slide rule accuracy only. NA. 
North Africa. Hi       Penun Gulf. 

' V per MM ITU 

purchMed" MM.,Tl    "«Muirement only 3 J MM BTU ai power it 

2.00» 

2.25 
0.55 
0.IS 
1.03 
1.13 
1.37 
0.73 
0.00 

10.03 

6.M 

16.09 

1 Included in other ili 
13 per cent of total investment. 
I 3 per cent for U.I. and 2 per etat for N. Africa and Persian Ouh* 
Including catertas, local «applies. HOMM«. communication! etc 

in a developing country would have to provide. Such 
l'arili tics and services are normally already available in 
industrialized environments, such as on the United 
States Gulf Coast and in many areas of Europe. 

Let us now take a closer look at the comparative costs 
of ammonia manufacture presented in the table». The 
European example refers to a unit capable of making 
140,000 metric tons of ammonia per year in a single 
train, a capacity larger than that of most other plants in 
Europe. The difference between this and the 150,000-ton 
per year size chosen as the base case for North Africa is 
so slight that it can be ignored for all practical intents and 
purposes. Estimates for larger plant sizes, up to 
750,000 tons per year, are also shown in table 5. The 

data for the 130,000 and 300,000-ton complexes are 
composites, based on numerous detailed studies for spe- 
cific cases covering a wide variety of circumstances. They 
are sufficiently typical of North African conditions in 
general to serve as a useful basis for the present purpose, 
although some cost elements will, of course, vary from 
one location to another. The estimates for the larger-size 
plants were extrapolated from the figures for the 150,000 
and 300,000-tons-per-year units, and, as such, have 
a somewhat lesser degree of accuracy. 

I urning to table 4, which is representative of European 
cost, it is interesting to note bow close the economics of 
the partial oxidation and narttrha reforming processes 
arc to each other. For the conditi <ns chosen and looking, 
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solely at the cash cost,* oil gasification ha« a slight edge 
(SI per ton) on naphtha rcforminf. Adding in dépré- 
ciation reverses the situation. The difference is so slight, 
however, a» to be well within the margin of error of the 
estimates. 

The choice of one process over the other is more likely 
to be determined by the specific circumstances of the case 
The lesser investment called for by the naphtha reforming 
process would, however, crtrris paribus, result in a better 
rate of return at any given sales or transfer price of the 
ammonia. Naphtha reforming rather than fuel oil oxida 
tion is, therefore, likely to provide the sounder gauge for 
determining the pnce levels which a North African plant 
would hsvt to meet for sale of its ammonia to a Euro- 
pean fertilizer manufacturer. 

The cash cost of North African ammonia S16.26 per 
metric ton for the 150 000-ton-per-year base case is 
well below the estimated 131.70 per ton for which 
ammonia can be made in Europe from naphtha on a 
comparable scale. The margin is narrowed considerably 
if the cost of shipping ammonia to Western Europe and 
other related out-of-pocket expenses arc included, but 
it still remains favourable for North Africa, unless offset 
by import duties, as the following calculation shows: 

Caih COM f.o.b. North Africa  Ift26 
Freight (avenar)  lO.oo 
Entra cost of handling and liquid stört* at deetina 

,ioB  2.00 
Salts esptiwt or commiMion  1.50 

Tom, cash COM landed in storaac in Europe 7H.lt, 

The difference of about $2 per ton, while modest, is 
m the right direction, and is sufficiently interesting to 
pursue the economic comparison further. 

The next step then is to consider how the cost will be 
affected if the various financial charges, such as depre- 
ciation and return on investment, are added in on both 
sides. These cou'J radically change the picture. They 
actually do, as we shall sec, unless a favourable »x envi- 
ronment and suitable financing methods can be provided. 

Financial charges arc greatly affected by: 
(a) The income tax environment. OSviously, the higher 

the applicable tax rates, the greater the gross margin 
needed to provide a given net rate of return to the 
investor. 

(*) The method of financing. Equity (or risk) capital 
expects a higher rate of return than the bondholder, and 
Investmente overseas more than local investments. In 
the United Sutes, for instance, the average after-tax 
profit of the chemical industry in 1963 was between 
13 and 14 per cent of the stockholder's equity. (9) By 
comparison, the average   rate  of  return   on   prime 

The term cash COM" it used in this paper to denote the total 
out-of-pockM expenses incurred in the manufacturing operation 
and includes raw material, fuel, utilitm, COM of conversion, etc., 
but not depreciation, tenerti admiiuttrative overhead, selling 
»penes or return of mvettmeM. 

grade   (Moody's   AAA  rated)   industrial    honds   «.., 
4.14 per cent. (10) 

financial charges loom parti«.ul.trl> Urn«' as UM 

factors for a pioneer ammonia plant m North Mina 
because «>f the mam needed off-sites, ¿n«. ill tries „nd 
infra-structure earlrei mentioned Ptoiiammes to build 
up the infra-struclure in under «level.>peil areas ,.( 
I urope and low-interest loans offered are tvptv.il examples 
of »hat is being done elsewhere to attract tus» industries 
In the Initcd States, tas free municip.il bonds ,«r,- Ivm? 
used wid«.l> »or the tìnaminp ol uiihtus housing „i, 
development and other servn.es .is , „rnil.ir imlut« 
ment.  (ID 

There are different wavs in uhkh rates ol return wan b, 
calculated, but one that has heen gaming most lavour n. 
recent years is the discounted wish How (IH I i iiu-hod 
As is well known, of course, this svstem invtdscs «.oinput 
mg the cash flow m the form ol alter tax profits plus 
depreciatn>n expected from the operation over a number 
of years (the so-called useful hte ol tin promt) and 
discounting it at interest rates corresponding to the 
desired rate of return. I he IX I method is tar Iront ideal. 
in that it tends to flatter prujevls ol a short-range nature 
and penalise those of a longer-range character In the 
present instance where projects of a comparable tvpc are 
involved, this method is nonetheless an accurate tool. 

In the following, a simplification is used svhu h does noi 
affect the validity ol the finding for the problem al hand 

10» 7 1/1* >»    j **•* 
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TM «MkfcMMa »immun M ft* ••• ampli mi fMM. M ai T. 
h»  •  rtwM-yMr MM bow lui»—« hwato 
•* •** Ma* Mm *w UM   «MM 

MttÉlMti IIIIMIMMl») M * tafMKtr? k«fl 

»a. wwiimmi, on» mos «* wMwi aaal y—w «f aaafta) •** |M*M f o.» 
f**»** »* tMW*wt». year«« «w«r w*** IIHMM «MOT- •*••' «* ••*•* •»• 
MMpia aaraMMjr», M« »MM*« m ïaMt t. TM «Ma mm M»«MMtMJlt «MM M— __„ •_ 
M*» ptaat*«1 far «MMl vaut'* m tpm N. Tii cnrv«s aM* • a* ' •* EtWfjaaa pwAntr 
•MHW (M UMMaMaMa  MMMM.1 Ma* ta* !• I inmnuil »Mi fNm •<"•»"• M) Ma MM «MMMM I 
»rtfc* »f IMMOMJ Mm «i Hi« •*€««*«« «f«i»»W»- FiaMntil»lMwa]Mt^t/p|M( 

«MM M 

T*ai •   7    H-rN l i»  PfHANTWe M« IMTMW   TAU AN (Wt «f , 

M».    I4H.(MJ matra; tata/yr. laaptiajl itffiwiMa«), oparaMua al M* ' 
fvxytmrm   (.rua mM pMa MMey HmiM pim eff-M« 

Nr MHMMl Mm MI m\, 
Haahiiv ni wortiag aapMi) 

F««#y; MMKPafMlMt^yMraKNiMmctM 
ftoMto: 9 °„ » « «Aar IM Ja-yaar MK<nMm 
ProM» und amortiwuon Manma a#M MM paar 

tx-ßtmt MM a»r mrwír *«• AW, 

US.» 

CM * i 

1. Mt par eaal »quity 
2. »per csM equity 

90 per cent bomls 

3. 100 par ocM equity 
4. 50 par cam equity 

M par erat bonds 

lotmca: OMMcal I 

30 aar «eat 33.2 per 
50 per cent 3)2par 
50 perorai.  13.» per 

aaMaTMS.1t~l3l.4S 
aeat oí S42.M-$14.23 
OMMofS4XS3~  S3.M 

TOTAL - S3».« 

Tax fra» 21 « per era« of $aS.7t - SII.SI 
Taxfrat 2l.«prreaatof S42.I3 - S».2* 
Tax fra*      9.) pet cent o« $42.13 -  ROO 

131.3« 

131.70 

$31.70 

MOI) 

$51.7« 

$50.21 

TOTAL - $11.3«     $31.70       $44.M 
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»feed fry« Ne** Africa, attummg • M«-**« MWOMM« 
TU« 
WH» 

«MM e/ the mrh«    TW Agwrc do M« mrtude generai 
aMtWnMtPntWt •¥flfHMB e* MMN '"KJSMee.  TM latter MV 
aNewed fer M Hit III.» par IM diámnlial. TW gmerat 
overhead CM be ignored hm, krawi M M offset m 
part, M IM*     by IM correagMtémf «nwim of tht» 
MTp Ml the CM* Of* «M EurOMM prodtftWT 

Looking HM at ftfwre III, titan, the 137.26 ptr Ion 
for which ammonia MM M suosmd f.o.h. North Africa 
from a 1 »,000-toa-per-year piaM, if lMnced entirety 
with equity capital, it weH above the $31 .46-146.65 range 
•neaijoned above. A plant twict that MM wot Id bring 
the CM} down to 943*1, whkh is barely within the 
desired range. It is dottbtful whether this would provide 
a Europtu producer with enough incentive to buy hit 
ammonia except uader a long-term contract. 

If, oa the other hand, equity financing were confined 
to the process unit* proper, and if the utilities and other 
infra-structure could be financed with five per cent 
twenty-year bonds, the bate cate (130,000 tont per year) 
with $40.66 per ton becomes economically feasible. In 
patting, it it interesting to note that this figure it well 
below the $43.68 for the larger-sized plant, indicating 
that, from a cost point of view, the availability of appro- 
priate financing it more important even than plant size. 

In conclusion, the economic feasibility of a 150,000- 
ton-per-year ammonia plant in North Africa looks 

*Nd  IMf  **  •   te#fe '   caMt t#*  mn   »no»e   «• 

(•)   ttow*  to   litiipr^n   ini   %*H(I«,M   «. 01   ¡luik  i 
«MSI ht fjMfWd <M * (Mats  li.     ,rt  I»,.11 itisi umiliatoti   H,,s>- 
•V vKtttr ni treaties IH ittrmhrisMif« 'n ii,*ér Mot . 

«At rViifirr Ht* amé   »fhri m. rmivcs   m< iMttmy lo»     --I 
gw»   eft |Hi«M<lr») hv protêt« ci  wnttims 

t. I riMMM'Htg irf of« »H(v   .«miHitiu-s jml  ,*»*•»  inft» 
4r«tvnirc   tfcroMfh !<•* i»*»i u  t    '..nv inni I,  <»•,   is ins.tt 

• INK   p% txi VM       tw     HHM'WM    I*      \    l^ll       4« 
<>*.  im   himiAv « .i i i 

A MUfwfcrf of <t»urln A ot<4 «•simiales h;«\c hrrn nii**l* 
few She loiatto* i»l IH-II Hnrmii.it . ••nipte^e- . >n lh< 
fVfs.iM» (»t»rf While itN-'c ». i. nr>\i<iit\iv i HIHIIIIII> 

hslwuaa partHMhsr t«K.»inM»<. lumUnnm^llv »hi <•••.» 
«•temr-Ms i« thr Persian (mit »ru- t. inni io tu .imi1 H I 

not HEristtrei to »host ¿ist ttss« .1 IH Ih« pirv. -u* » hapt'.-t 
m> hrmg fvpnat fot <« North *<tii. ,oi httseit pUm ¿ssuttt 
ina in hoth i.tses flirti a,»s pm,-s r..t itti-, 'MM« ih« 
•mmt data fi" sensetl in I murr s Il nut III r. A, II <. m 

r* *- 4nd * i.tH ,»lsi. «evi (s UMIUI «rtii'i.n »LI « Lu 
! the ri iifinwn h>«sih»lrtv •>• »« •mmoniM »'lam 

M Ih» rVr«iMMl fmlf Ihrrr »re ho», vri two irspoi iti 
which rhe -.rtUMUon hrrv coutil <hfln »mm »hai in Sorlh 
Afrwa 

im) rn ine irsi phHr m s« h Prrsun <iutf lot ¿iionv <s 
A hadan and Ran Tanurt i twtriKhrriiKjl. mtii>»V\ »OMM 

And tttihltis, httMHinf. r.>«<K M».(^<- npMir ,hi.p-. por» 
fiKtlrttrs and «thrr trrvurs »hhh omlil |«ohnhlv tn- 
shMr*d with t-staMishvd rrhmiirs ¿ltd •itici uniti.tin . 
Thl» would rrdutr i»pilël rrqi<ircrrH-nis t-ssrpfi.illv to thoM 
•«W the PfiH.rs>ing umt> pr..|vr .nul loi suiti s¡n i lali/iil 
(•#-t»le> <• s ref'rinrratril sii.r.tir«' ihi'.K n;niiMii/iiiy 
(MIC major urrà of Jiffu ullv lot ,i piomiiiny iiulustiy 
A fatr remai I of thr usr ol the cmsitnii t... iiiius woulit ot 
voursr. he chargcaNr to thr prtrin.hriiiii.ttl prop-it II 
tuta charges were t.«kuUteiJ un a has.s .orrrspon.lmii 
to the hnarKing ol ihrsc aiuill.uir^ Ihn.uiih tivi prr trnl 
twenty-yeur hoiwK thrn the mst ilHta shown in hetirr III 
would also he valid here This is not to suppest ihdi i Inn- 
might not he à saving in thr sharing of ofl sites and infra- 
structure with other industries, as oppostd to hutUling 
from scratch, however, our presenti onci-rn is *ith ovct-all 
regional petrochemical potentials rather than siti studies 

I*) A second difference it in the MU and t>pr •>( markrt 
which a Persian Oulf-based plant could m«s logically 
serve. West of Sue/ it would find itself at a competitive 
disadvantage vis-à-vis a North Afncan-h.sed plant last 
of Singapore, competition from Japan would certainly 
make itself felt. The marketing radius for Persian Gulf 
ammonia would thus appear primarily to encompass the 
countries of the Middle I ait. fast Africa and South- 
West Asia. 

Figures on fertilizer consumption and other relevant 
data for these areas are presented in tabic 8. Although 
these markets have a total arable land area 20 per cent 

than that within the North African orbit (310 mil- 
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i help M H the argent fisrtshaer MM* of I 

ils fcfttfiwr programme lo tac mutual 
fai tDBBsnssd wousd appear lo be a particularly 

timaly auaitioa, Aa intra-rejsonal arrangement with 
ont oí ta« brightest prospects of coming to 

grips with the tara pu problem ia lac Middle Ka«. It 
obviously aas many fante, of which the more salient 
economic aspect! wM be considered here. 

Oae arnst assume that larfr-scale importi of finished 
fertüiaen, even at relatively low cost, would have little 
attraction for a country such as India, which it working 
to build up its own industry. The supply of an intermediate 

IV cwsMwnssd e« general trends m the method 
manufacture and  »uppry   The  practical 

i that remain w be conudsrsd her« ere  ia> »hat 
are the emiibU savings in com and (*» »hat are the savings 
m foreign current y that the economy of India couto 
ruabas freni importing part of it« futur« nitrogen require 
menti in the form of ammonia rather than an naphtha or 

oil? 

The estimated COM at »hick ammoni* could be »ap- 
plied from the Pernea Gulf it shown in table ». nunc 
calimetes refer to plant« of 130,000 and 300,000 tons per 
year, respectively. They presume a 3« MMsTTU gat cost, 
a tax-free environment, financing of the process units 
with equity capital and of the infra-structure with five 
per cent, twenty-year bonds. The estimated cost at «hkh 
ammonia can be produced in India by the reforming of 
naphtha in a 7S,000>metrk-ton-pcr-year plant is presented 
in table 10. This capacity wat selected principally because 
of the ready availability of reasonably accurate data. It 
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also happens to correspond closely to the size of several 
existing and projected plants in India, although some 
larger units are reportedly in the planning stage. 

Table 9 suggests that ammonia might be supplied from 
a 150.000-ton-per-ycar plant at $45.76 per ton f.o b 
Persian Gulf. Freight, handling and storage at destina- 
tion might add another $12, for a total landed price of 
$57.76. This is well below the $64.79 for which ammonia 
could be made from naphtha m India, even disregarding 
any return on investment. Allowing for a 15 percent DCF 
rate of return and income tax, the possible selling pjicc 
of Indian ammonia would be nearly $120 per ton. 

Putting it another way, India could buy anhydrous 
ammonia from the Persian Gulf at below its own cost and 
without having to put up any investment. The capital 
saving could be diverted to the construction of additional 
fertilizer facilities in India. The over-all result for the 
country's economy would be more fertilizers at an earlier 
date than might otherwise be possible. Last, but not 
least, there could be a substantial benefit to the farmer in 
the form of greatly reduced fertilizer prices. The saving 
might be as much, perhaps, as $60 per ton ammonia 
equivalent, or $73 pei ton nitrogen. 

If the above comparisons are made for the larger, 
HXI.OOO-ton-per-year plant, the case for Persian Gulf 
ammonia would be even much more favourable. The data 

for this alternative are readily apparent from table 9 and 
need no further elaboration. 

While the above calculations are only order of magni- 
tude, the results are so striking that there can be little 
room for doubt as to the savings that Pershn Gulf 
ammonia could signify for the economy of India. The 
situation is somewhat more complicated, however, when 
considered from a foreign currency point of view, an 
angle which cannot be ignored in this instance. Table 10, 
therefore, also includes data on the possible magnitude 
of the foreign currency element in the cost of naphtha- 
derived ammonia. Obviously, in arriving at these figures, 
assumptions had to be made with respect to such factors 
as the value of naphtha in world markets, the degree to 
which imported or domestic fuel is used in the plant or 
m the generation of electricity, th<.- amount of foreign 
participation, etc. The figures shown are thus, of necessity, 
subject to a number of qualifications. They will, however, 
serve to illustrate  the  potential  advantages that  are 
inherent  in   an   arrangement  involving  Persian   Gulf 
ammonia. 

The foreign currency cost of ammonia made from 
naphtha in India is about $48-49 per metric ton. This 
figure compares with possible selling prices f.o.b. Persian 
Gulf of $45-"6 and $39.02 per ton, according to plant 
capacity. To these figures must be added the cost of 

1 ARI f II  BAI AN. I OF PAYMFNT tmen or AMMONIA ALTBUNATIVFS POH INDIA 

Cmtir' Cmrtt» 

Case A. Manufacture of 150.000 t/yr. ammonia in India in 
i»o 75,000 t/yr. naphlha-hased plants 

Cost of two 75,000 l.'yr. plant« (rounded)      $20 MM 
Ol which ; foreign currency clemcni. say, 80 per cent $16 MM 
Uss foreign investment, say, 50 per cent of IK) MM SIC MM 

Net currency outflow  
Foreign currency element of output   150,000 t/yr   at 

$4* 66 (tee tabic 10) 

Case B. Importation of ammonia coupled with investment 
of $6 MM for a 30 per cent interest in Persian Gulf 

complex 

Investment for participation in Persian Gulf ammonia 
plant  

Koreign currency cost  ISO.OOO t/yr f.o.iv Persian Gulf 
(see table 9) ISO.OOO tons m $45.76 

Other foreign currency cost . 60 per cent of $10, ton 
shipping cost and 20 per cent of Si'ton cost of extra 
handling and storage, or 150,000 tons m $6.40 

Total foreign currency cost  

let- p-o rata »hare m cash flow of Persian Gulf plant 
<S:4 40/ton, see table 9) 30 per ceni of 150,000 • $?4 40 

Net foreign current account case B . 
Net foreign current account case K   .   .       . 

Annual currency saving of case B over case A       . 

$6 MM 

S6MM 

$7.3   MM/yr. 

$6 86 MM/yr. 

50 W MM/yr. 

$7.12 MM/yr. 

51 Of MM/yr. 

SÍ.74 MM,yr. 
$7.30 MM/yr. 

S560000/VT 

Souaca: Aasoeéam «Minais*. nam state*«* 

1(06 

accwacy oaJy. 



shipping the ammonia in liquid form by special tanker 
estimated at $10 per ton on the average, and the extra 
cost of handling and storage at destination, about $2 
per ton. The foreign currency element of the latter item 
is likely to be small, probably not more than 20 per cent 
or, say, $0.40 per ton. That of the shipn.ng cost will 
to a large extent, be determined by the extent to which 
Indian flag tankers are used. If we assume that the foreign 
currency element would average 60 per cent, the total cost 
of Persian Gulf ammonia in terms of exchange would be 
increased to $52.16 and $45.42 for the two examples 
covered in table 9. These figures straddle the indicated 
$48.66 foreign currency element of Indian-made ammonia. 

Depending upon the particular case, therefore, there 
might be a saving or a slight increase in the annual foreign 
currency cost. In either event, however, there would be a 
considerable   immediate   reduction   in   India's   capital 
outflow, as the balance of payment would be relieved of 
the  necessity to  import equipment.   Alternatively,  the 
net saving on the capital account could be invested to 
acquire  a   participation   in   a   Persian   Gulf ammonia 
plant. 

Using the data for the 150,000-ton-pcr-ycar plant in 
order not to overstate the case, the balance of payment 
effect for India would be approximately as shown in 
table II. 

The foreign currency saving of $560,000 per year 
which Persian Gulf ammonia would mean, w hile modest 
perhaps, shows that there might indeed be a sound basis 
for an intra-regional arrangement between India and the 
producer nations of the Middle East. Details of such an 
arrangement would merit serious consideration and 
further exploration. 

VIII.   BROADININü   THl   PITRCXHtMK Al    HORIZONS 

Once a first synthetic ammonia plant has been success- 
fully established, a foundation will  have been laid on 
which to build other industries and gradually enlarge 
and diversify the petrochemical base. It is a well-known 
fact that "industry begets industry ". The most immediate 
effect of a core plant would be the local ancillary and 
related activities to which it would give rise. I or instance, 
a need would be created for construction contractors! 
maintenance and repair shops, as well as small business 
to supply the food, clothing, educational and recrea- 
tional needs of the many permanent workers employed. 
Access to low-cost gas and power could also generate 
numerous small industries, such as brick, tile and cera- 
mics and, particularly, a cement plant, discussed later. 
Last but not least, availability of ammonia could serve to 
establish a network of distributors for its direct applica- 
tion in agricultural uses. The beneficial impart on tht 
farming community would be even more pronounced in 
some of the later stages, when solid and other fertilizers 
arc added to the production programme. 

In the following, we will be mainly concerned with 
outlining the various petrochemical possibilities that are 
opened up once a first basic fiant has become a success- 
ful working operation. Which of many alternatives is 
mo« indicated at any particular time or location will 

depend upon developments m domestic and export 
markets. It is not possible heie io present a rimd blue- 
pr nt for a North African or Persian Gull complex 
as each area will, of course, have to be studied specifically 
and in meticulous detail. However, we have outlined what 
might be the logical development for a stage-wise expan- 
sion of petrochemicals in a developing area. 

The hypothetical programme is predicated on Un- 
belief that it is more important to use Hare gas ami 
notably, methane and ethane rather than the more' 
readily marketable LPGs and hquid Imlrocrbons An 

attempt has also been made to develop the programme 
in such a way that, to the extent possible, each subsequent 
stage is logically tied to and builds upon the technology 
of the previous stage, or is connected to it by uitue of 

common raw materials or by-product utilization 

Hie illustrative cases presented in ligures IV and \ 
do not purport to bo a complete description of the mul- 
tiplicity of possibilities tha' could logically folio« tin- 
establishment of a core plant, nor are the stag, s suggested 
necessarily to be taken in the order given. Subject to these 
qualifications then, le; us look at some ol the sups that 

might he taken to broaden the petrochemical targets 

Having established the ammonia plant ,,s ., going 

concern, a logical nev step would be downstream mte 
gration to the manufacture of various nitrogenous and 
other fertilizers. l,ca, which is made by ' combining 
ammonia with CO,, would, m many cases, rank high as 
a choice, both because ol its versatility ami because ii 
can put to good use ¡he CO., by-prodiie't ol .,„ am.noma 

plant. Urea is used as raw material loi iirea-loi maldehvile 
res-ns, which find wide application as adhes.ves. coalings 
and moulding compounds. I reas major significance. 

however, is as a fertilizer, where its incrcasim: popula 
rity lies in its high nitrogen content ol 46 per cent. 

The manufacture of other solid an I hqu-d plant to.,ds 
can also be considered. As the fertilizer markets are 
likely to outgrow the first ammonia plant in a relatively 
lew years, ,t is visualized that a second I S0,(XH)-t«.ii pei 
year unit will have to be built in order to provide 

the raw materials for this second stage ol the Icitili/ci 
programme. 

Illustrated m figure IV is the manufacture ol MH h 
compounds as urea, ammonium nitrate, ammonium 

sulfate, as well as phosphate and mixed fertilizers 
Ammonium sulfate, phosphatic and mixed fertilizers 
would provide a useful outlet for by-product sulphur from 
natural gas or oil refining. I he quantities shown n: tin- 
figure reflect economic size plants, but thev can, o! course 

be changed and modified as the market demand should 
justify. 

The quantity of natural gas going into the second stage 
of the fertilizer programme under disunion is ri.ttui.ilU 
greater than that required for the original plant alone. i, 
gas is also needed for fuel in downstream I.KIIIIH , | he 
investment is likewise higher, both lor the process units 

and for additional inlra-stiucturc. i he handling o| solids 
requires more elaborate harbour and shipping facilities 
than the minimum allowed lor in the ammonia stage 
However, once solids have been added to the compie», 
any  subsequent expansion becomes easier    Venere such 
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might tie in with the fertilizer programme, in that by- 
product gypium from a phosphoric acid plant and lime- 
stone sludge could be utilized. 

A third potential for broadening the petrochemical 
base is in the area of plastics monomers and electrochc- 
micals. An electrochemical industry — and, particularly, 
the manufacture of chlorine and aluminium — i» predica- 

ted on the availability of low-cost power, which could 
be made from natural gas. Chlorine and naturai gas would 
provide a route to vinyl chloride monomer, either via 
acetylene or via ethylene, as shown in alternatives I 
and 2, respectively, of figure V. 

Vinyl chloride monomer is an intermediate m (he manu- 
facture of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastics. Consumption 
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of PVC is rapidly growing virtually everywhere. The 
industry in Europe is largely integrated all the way from 
the raw material to the polymer. If the complex is to be 
competiti^, a large PVC plant is required. The monomer 
un be made economically only on a very large scale, but 
polymerization plants of a relatively small size — say 
5,000-'0.000 tons a year can be operated successfully, 
provided they have access to low-cost monomer. For this 
reason, it is believed that a large vinyl chloride monomer 
plant in North Africa or on the Persian Gulf, which would 
supply several polymer plants in the surrounding coun- 
tries, would liave a sound economic justification. This 
has been born.- out by preliminary market surveys. 

If the acetylene route is taken to produce vinyl mono- 
mer, methanol would be a logical by-produci. This 
commodity is traded worldwide in large volume. It is the 
precursor of formaldehyde, which, in its turn, leads to 
numerous resins. We already had occasion to mention the 
urea formaldehydes. 

I he modern trend in vinyl chloride manufacture. 
however, appears to favour ihe ethylene route, although 
much will depend upon the cost of natural gas. If the 
monomer is made via ethylene, methanol cculd still be 
macie. In this case, it would be as an adjunct to the am- 
monia operation, because the synthesis gas made for 
ammonia would also provide a logical starting point for 
methanol. 

Ihe ethylene alternative would pave the way for the 
manufacture of various other chemicals, such as: poly- 
eth'lene. ethyl, ne oxide, ethylene glycol and ethyl 
alcohol. Markets lor these products could be built up 
over a period ol time. 

Incidentally, the large quantities ol caustic obtained as 
., co-product i.f chlorine, combined with the availability 
ol low cosi electric power, would provide a good basis for 
an aluminium industry, as is shown in alternative 3 of 
ligure V. 

I he few examples cited anove by no means exhaust 
I lie petrochemical possibilities that could be envisaged 
lor producer nations but may serve to indicate what can 
be accomplished in a relatively short time. From a longer- 
range view, the potentials are virtually limitless, as the 
case of the i nited States Gull Coast has demonstrated. 
It was barely iwenty-rive years ago that the first plant to 
mike chemicals from petroleum refining gases was 
constructed there. \ et. today, the area accounts for nearly 

two-thirds of the basic organic chemicals produced in 
the United States. Of course, developments on the United 
States Gulf Coast were greatly speeded up and simplified 
by a number of circumstances, not the least of which 
was the vastness of the home market. The United States 
experience emphasizes the critical part that access to 
consumer areas plays in the realization of a nation's 
petrochemical potentials. The pace at which such poten- 
tials become realities in North Africa and the Persian 
Gulf will be largely determined by the off-take arrange- 
ments that can be made with other nations. 
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6. PROSPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT OF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES IN INDIA 
AND OTHER COUNTRIES OF ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Prepared for the United »ation. Centre for Industrial Development by G. P   *„„,., Deputy 
Director.General (Chemical.), Ministry of Industry and Supply, Gorrrnment of l»dû 

F. INTRODUCTION 

In the ECAFE region, petrochemical industries have 
developed intensively in Japan in the last few years. 
Since ethylene is the cheapest and, therefore, the most 
important building block of the organic chemical industry, 
'ts production serves as a yard-stick for comparing the 
magnitude of petrochemical production in different 
countries. At present, Japan occupies the fourth place 
in the world with a total capacity for ethylene production 
of about 505,000 tons per year, compared with that in 
the United States of 3.971 million tons.» It is expected, 
however, that on completion of projects under construc- 
tion, Japan will take the second place with ethylene 
capacity of the order of 1.3 million tons a year. 

Australia is the oniy other country in this region vith 
an established ethylene capacity by the petrochemical 
route of about 71,000 tons. With regard to India, at 
present, ethylene derived from alcohol of the order of 
15,000 tons is used in the production of polyethylene 
and styrene. However, by 1966 it is expected that India 
will have petrochemical ethylene available to the same 
extent as in Australia today, and there are plans to increase 
this capacity substantially in the next few years. In this 
region, Pakistan seems to be the only other country which 
has definite plans for the production of petrochemicals 
in the near future. 

II   BA< KC.ROUND FOR PRODUCTION OF  PITROCHFMKALS, 

INCLUDING    FFRTILIZIRS 

The above situation arises from the fact that in this 
region, until recently, the demand for the principal petro- 
chemical products, vi:., fertilizers as well as synthetic 
plastics, rubbers and fibres, has been small Populations 
in this area have so far been engaged primarily .n exploit- 
ing natural resources and in agriculture. The spread of 
alluvium by many rivers has maintained the fertility of 
soils without much use of fertilizers, and helped to 
ensure an adequate food supply in most countries and, 
m some instances, notably in Burma and Thailand, pro- 
vided even a surplus for export. Natural rubber grown 
in countries like Malaysia, Indonesia. Ihailan-J and 
Ceylon, was the main souice of supply of the world's auto- 
mobile industry before the Second World War ani even 

now is an important source of supply. Cotton, silk and 
wool grown in the area in substantial amounts met the 
demand for fibres. Thus, while the needs of .i simple 
agricultural life were met by natural products available 
in the area, the populations did n.it have incomes large 
enough to generate demand- for sophisticated products 
like synthetic plasties. Therefor-:, until recently, m most 
countries in the area, the demand for organic 'chemicals 
was not large and the circumstances necessary lor the 
establishment of petrochemical industries did not exist 

The situation is, however, changing rapidlv in many 
countries with the adoption of national polines lor rapid 
industrialization. Since the objective of the policies is lo 
increase the earning capacity of the people so as to 
improve living standards, tue areas chosen lor rapid 
industrialization are such as would increase the availa- 
bility of basic goods in the country An urgent nc-.-d is 
the necessity to increase ,Ke production of food to ensure 
a more satisfactory diet for the ri-.ing populations I his. 
in its turn, creates a demand for the application of ferti- 
lizers on a large scale. 

Ill   I-YKIII IZI KS   IN    INDIA 

AND   I'KIIDI (   HON 

( nvsi vieillis 

In India it has been recognized thai centuries of crop- 
ping and inadequate manuring have Kit the soils largely 
depleted in plant nutrients, and that, tor stimulating 
bigger yields per acre currently and to build u'i soil 
fertility on a long-term basis, there is need for r.tensive 
application of fertilizers. I Ins has tcsultcd r, a rapid 
increase in the consumption of mtr.-g--nuns phosph.itic 
and potassic fertilizers dui me the last In, veai . .is ,|i.,un 
in table  I  below 

I  Mil I     I 

Zu/1 Jim, 

''"" 
'•,"•• «." s            »vi. *•" 

IW  ISWJ 
I'itO-IS« 1 
l-MI   I'M! 

: <o.8 H, 

:•»-«,KM 

MM II :i u: 

lu h c 

1       o .• • 
i      o .'.- 
i      -ir 

IIIW 

1) 14 
ii i I'- 

i'.'t: is*t VMt.tw; 'C. Md W, <<|1 :      ii.'i ll in 
l-Mt-1-ÍM 4M.'»Ml l.ll w 'i i«; i      H ,'f, H II 

1 Cf. Supplement to Eimptm Chemical Stw% of June 19. 1964. 

• Li|urw   i.f  P.O,   kimtunipiiuM   trt  eiüuu«-  <•!   i»)   ph..«ph,ii» 
diraclly applied i,> pUnlalmn   nipt   Si*h «ppln.ai,..n „, irr i» ,,(  f (i 
a CMiOMUd ai anovi lu,000 ion« par aeawB 
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Currently, fertilizer imports amount to 220,000 tons 
ol nitrogen, with domestic production of about 250 000 
tons ol N/year. New factor.es under construction will 
increase (he capacity f,r fertilizer producfor in the 
country to 500.000 tons of N ,n the fiscal year 1966-67 
and about  I   million »ons by  I96fc-1969. The Planning 

tZirr       ; b?n tons,deri"* 'or some time the 
urget to be set for the production of nitrogenous ferti- 

;e797Ï,9^ eTd
h °f ,hC  F0Ur,h  Fi«"Y«'   "•"• '"• r»y    970-1971.  The programmes in  hand show that a 

2v^
a,|; "/. '-2 ^i"ion tons of nitrogen w.ll cer- 

a inly be reached m that year. There is also under conside- 
ration a crash programme for increasing this capacity 
urther to 2 m.llion tons of nitrogen per year. In acEng 

lfm Programme, it is proposed that una, capable of 
producing 200.(100 tons of ammon.a per stream beVtab- 
l-shec! so as to benel.t from the econom.es of large- 
scale operation. B 

IV   Isi Of   NAPHTHA   FOR   rtRTILI7.FR   PRODUCI ION 

Production  of nitrogenous  fertilizers depends  upon 
he availability of a source of hydrogen. UnVn reeenïy 
he  fertilizer industry i„  |ndia  used either clecfro|'t£ 

hydrogen    or   hydrogen   derived   from   carhonac où 

or stum reforming ol petroleum naphtha, natural gas and 
rehnery gases, as well as gasification of coal and lignite 
would be the more important sources in the future. ' 

In conformity w.th the general trend the world over 
m the next few years an increasing proportion of synthe^ 

xamT"n,a.W,Kbe madc ,rom Petrt,,eum "aPh'ha  For 
vium, J* luiKnt ,evel °f Pr^«'on .if 
;50.000 tons N. naphtha is the raw material for about 
5 per cent of,. When the production reaches 500 000 tons 
the proportion derived from naphtha will be 20 per cent' 
"here«,, with a further increase in the figure to one 
m. I hon and «wo m.ll.on tons of n.trogen per year, n phi 
»ill he the raw material lor .1.,and60 per cent respectively 
thus, by ,970-,97, the rc^remen^f nap hi Ä 
production of fert.lizc nitrogen will be of the order of 
U m'llion tons per year. At the same time, because of 

rd nvvlv U,w est of coal ai the pi,-head. 'here will 

!r ,li.rS°r SlT '"r ,he •,r"durt'"" <" nitrogenous fertilizers b\ gasification ol coal 

would provide all the raw material for the fertilizer as 
wen as the petrochemical programmes under contem- 
plation, and still leave a surplus for power production and 

VI. SCOPI   TOR  IMPORT OF  LIQI/W  AMMONIA 

The position described above is important in the 
context of a suggestion often made that in this region 
large ammonia plants be established where there is an 
abundant supply of raw materials such as natural gas 
and liquid ammonia be supplied to other countries for 
making nitrogenous fertilizers. At the ECAFE Confe- 
rence on the Development of the Fertilizer Industry in 
Asia and the Far East, held in Bombay ,n November 

1m TT^f lhat eVen lf a P«" of thc hundreds of 
rn.ll.on standard cub.c feet of natural g.s that is flared 
every day in thc Southern Iranian oilfields, is converted 
into ammonia in Iran in a 150.000-tons-pcr-ycar ammonia 
Plant, then the same could be shipped and stored at a 
port in Western India at a cost of IL S. 45 per ton It 
is now known that w.th the adoption of the steam reform- 
ing process for naphtha in a plant with a capacity of 
200.000 tons per year or more of ammonia, cost of 
domestic production can approach the delivered price of 
•quid ammonia stated above. Also, utilization of naphtha 
lor fertilizer production would help considerably in 
solving the problem of disposal of surplus naohtha   In 

orowl ,h :,,Uation-as r" as "* Glance of payments 
problem that every developing country has to face, it 
seems doubtful whether import of liquid ammonia on a 
sustained basis will prove attractive to a country in this 
region. ' 

BICilN- 

V      A\ All   S HI I ||\     l)|     NAPHTHA 

Njphiha required lor lcn,l„er production ,s exited 

^r   ? •"i""'"? ""hln ,hc ">Un,r>   '" «¿«o -    the in ernal needs of kerosene, diesel o.l and fur- 
n.i« o,l. |„du has a plan to establish a petrolcum-refin- 

crudes, of the order of I < million tons by ;%l|9M and 
-h million tons h> l-Wl. «ven though the refiner^ 
¡in ^signed t.. Meld a small gasolene fraction, there mil 

.unh.h'.T SU7,IUS '"  " aVa,,ab,e " W•k• up    ha. because of a low requirement of motor gas4ilene 
lor  the small passenger-^ population «n the coun.rs 
I ne estimate ol surplus petroleum naphtha bv 1970-19^1 
- of ,he orde, o, 1 0 m.ll.on tons per year, .figure thai 

Vil.  ORííANIC   CHEMICAL   INDUSTRIES   IN   INDIA 
NIN(, Wltll ALCOHOL AS RAW MATERIAL 

Organic  chemical   industries  started   in   India   with 
industrial alcohol a, a raw material. Some alcohol was 

a sls.IÏ, I.°m m0dT S0Ü" after ,he «*bl»hment of a substantial sugar industry m the country in ,he 1930s 
Its production, however,   reived considerable impetus 

as LtttTT ° J** Governmcn< «o »* Power alcohol 
1. •'7A       '." ••»mixture with petrol, under the Power 

re ctd IOC
m°N l94* „By ,955' ProdUC,,0n of alcoh<" ^ reached 10 m.ll.on gallons a year and it was already bein« 

used as a raw material for the making of cellulose acetate 
acetone and DDT. ,n units w„h capacities of the order 
of 1.000 tons a year. At that time, a feeling grew in the 
country tha, the .ncreavng availability of molasses-based 
akoho at low cost »as a national asset that ought to 
be used for the production of d.verse chemical products 
such as plast.es. solvents and synthetic rubber, parti- 
cularly because ,m.l that time rlternative raw matenals 
commonly employed for «he.r productif, w,.. petro- 
leum crudes or natural gas. were not available m the 
country to the desired extent.  Government, therefore 

the problem .n all ,ts aspects and to recommend measures 
for .releasing the product.on of alcohol .„ the ,,. .try 
as well as for its rat.onal utilization for differen'    arposes 
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The Committee observed that it should be possible to 
raise the production of alcohol to about 45 million gallons 
by 1960-1961. It recommended also that a major pro- 
portion of the alcohol could be consumed as a raw 
material for the production of polyethylene, acetic acid 
and acetic anhydride, cellulose acetate, and butadiene 
required for the making of SBR rubber. With the excep- 
tion of the SBR unit, the capacity for production of the 
other chemicals was rather small in relation to present- 
day standards. This was so partly because the demand 
for such chemicals was small at that time and also because 
the amount of alcohol available near any single location 
was rather limited. In making these recommendations, 
the Committee was aware that the use or alcohol as a 
raw material would be somewhat expensive in comparison 
to raw materials derived from petrochemical sources. It 
was, however, felt that since the latter were not avail- 
able in the country, introduction of an organic chemical 
industry based on alcohol might serve as a first step lo 
its later development as a petrochemical industry, by 
the introduction of newer techniques and the creation of 
a larger demand for the products. On the basis of tin- 
Alcohol Committee's Report, licences were issued for 
production of various organic chemicals and most of the 
units were established by 1962-1963, i.e., the first yeat of 
the Third Five-Year Plan. Current production or mdus- 
trial alcohol is of the order of 33.2 million gallons a 
year and its use for admixture with motor fuel was dis- 
continued in early 1963. 

Simultaneously with the development of the alcohol 
industry, plans were made for the recovery of ben/cne, 
toluene and naphthalene from coke ovens that were 
being set up in the three new steel works in the public 
sector. Also, in the same period, two units licensed for 
PVC contemplated the use of acetylene obtained from 
calcium carbide produced in an integrated chemical 
complex. 

VIII.   Tilt    I'lTROCHlMICAL   COMMUTI!        PIANS   IHR   A 

PFTROCHLMK'AL   INDI STRV 

Towards the end of the Second Five-Year Plan, the 
prospects of a wider raw material base for organic chem- 
ical industries appeared promising as a result of a 
petroleum-naphtha surplus that was expected to occur 
with the planned development of petroleum refining 
in the country. Natural gas appeared as a possible raw 
material in some areas. It was also anticipated that 
although the availability of ben/ene from coal carboni- 
zation would increase from about 5.0») tons at that time 
to 50.000 tons by 1965-1966. the demand for the same 
would be very much greater, i.e. of the order 
of 80,000 tons per year. The gap could he rilled only 
by organizing the production by the petrochemical 
route. A reappraisal of t.* programmes and levels ol 
development of organic chemical industries, thus, secmei 
necessary, and in October I960. Government appointed 
the Petrochemical Committee to study the subject in 
all its aspects and to evolve a plan for organizing the 
production of synthetic rubbers, plastas, insecticides. 
detergents and organic «olvcnu as petrochemicals during 
the Third and the Fourth Five-Year Plans   The Petro- 

chemical   Committee   submitted   its  report   to  Govern- 
ment in   1962. 

A.  Synthetic plastii s 

The Petrochemical Committee estimated the likely 
requirements of many organic products by 1965-1966 as 
well as 19 70-1971. The total requirement of polyethylene. 
PVC, polystyrene and polypropylene was estimated tor 
the two years, at 9(>.(XX and 280.000 tons respectively. 
A recent reassessment shows that it is likely that poly- 
propylene might not be made in the country by 1970- 
1971. but that the total requirement of the three other 
plastics would rise to a ligure of about 400,000 tons per 
year. This compares with the present production ol about 
25.000 tons. This expansion will be achieved by establish- 
ing new units that will have individual capacities of tin- 
order of 30.000 tons per year, as well as by expansion ol 
existing units simultaneously with a change-over to 
petrochemical ethy1-ne as a raw material rather «han 
ethylene derived fr.- , alcohol, and accivlenc obtained 
from calcium carbide. There would also be need lor 
plasiiu/crs eorr.-spo-uliiig with the production ol  I'W 

H.   Svntliclit   ruhher 

The demand for rubber of all types was estimated at 
140.000 tons by 1965-1966 and 2X0,000 tons In !*)/<)- 
1971. After taking account of natural rubber eiown in 
the country, these figures of consumption seemed to 
justify the establishment of one unit each for the produc- 
tion of butyl, cis-l-4 poly butadiene and eis- l-4-polviso 
prene rubbers  Butyl rubber is already u-ul in the co,n"i \ 
to a considerable extent lor the  manufacture of a  
mobile tubes. Its use would become genual lor the pio 
duction of uM automobile as well a- hicvde tyre lubes 
when butyl rubber is made in the country. I he isobu 
l y lent* and isoprene required for its production at 
expected to be available in one of the proposed petto 
chemical complexes 

The recommendation in favour of poKhutadiciic ami 
polyisoprene was made because SUR cai. be u,etl only 
to a limited extent in the production ol truck tyies and 
the existing unit can supply all needs foi the next lew 
years. At one time, it was expected that eis I -tpnlv 
butadiene would be able to replace natural rubber to i 
considerable extent Rum! < xpeneiiec- shows. I,..wen 
that on rough and unpaved roads, vium, i Inppine nut 
chunking might occur Polyisoprene has hen inltoelijccd 
more recently In India, tluic is some dilli, uliy in liralinv 
an adequate amount ol stanine raw m.nni.il, Im M,,- 
production of polyisnpu-nc. its cost ol production is 
also rather high I rider these c u. uiir.tanci il i likely 
that production of polyhutadiciic may come up earlier 

than that of polyisoprene it other newer synthetic 
rubbers. 

A re-cent assessment ol ti e requirement ot rubtx-r 
shows that consumption is increasing ,n a soinewh.il 
slower rate than that r .timan d hv the Petrochemical 
Committer Ihr o vised Injures lor consumption ot all 
rubbers are about I lO.mii) tons hy IW.s.|066 arid 

220.000 tons by I970-I9-! I rider th<••„• oroinicMmrc 
the immédiat..- necessity  i, to pr.xrril     itf the c tabhsh 
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ment of a plant for butyl rubber, to be followed by one 
more ui.it for cis-l-4-polybutadiene for operation towards 
the end of 1969. 

C. Synthetic fibres 

Regarding synthetic fibres, the Committee had felt 
that major developments in this sector will take place in 
the Fourth Five-Year Plan. Actually, production of 
nylon 6 filament yarn has already commenced and a 
unit for polyester staple fibre will be in operation early in 
1965. At present, these units will have to import capro- 
lactam and DMT, respectively. Plans are, however, under 
discussion for making both these intermediates on a 
large scale in order to increase rapidly the production of 
synthetic fibres. This has become necessary not only for 
the purpose of replacing imported natural fibres like 
cotton and wool, but also because of the necessity to 
provide mixe i fabrics of the drip-dry type. In view of 
the warm climate in most parts of the country, proposals 
are also under consideration for organizing production 
of synthetic fibu-s with properties similar to those of 
cotton. 

D. Detergents 

Dodecyl benzene was another item recommended by 
the Committee for production because of an anticipated 
increase in the use of synthetic detergents. The market 
for detergents is expected to increase rapidly in India 
because even at the current rate of consumption of soap 
of 0.6 kilogramme per capita per year, it is no longer 
possible to find in the country sufficient vegetable oils 
for production of the conventional types of soap. With 
increase in industrial employment arising from the 
Five-Year Plans, the demand for soap is bound to rise 
further very shortly. Also, middle-class families will 
find it increasingly difficult to obtain domestic help, and 
housewives will have to do their own washing, as is al- 
ready the case in developed countries. This is another factor 
that would increase the use of deteigents rapidly. At 
present the detergents arc based on hard alkylates, 
because their very limited consumption and main use 
by populations of cities situated on the sea, ensures that 
the problem of effluent disposal, that has become serious 
in Germany and the United States, will not be of signi- 
ficant magnitude in India at least for a decade. It might 
be stated, however, that although at present hard alky- 
late detergents are being introduced in the Indian market, 
the possibilities of making products based on ethylene 
oxide, tatty alcohols or soft alkylates arc also under 
investigation. 

F. Other organic chemicals 

Among other products recommended by the Petro- 
chemical Committee, methyl alcohol, phthalic anhy- 
dride, acetone and aromatic hydrocarbons arc particu- 
larly important. Une unit for the production of aboul 
33,000 tons of methyl alcohol per year is under construc- 
tions. The units to be set up for phthalic anhydride will 
be able to use either naphthalene or orthoxylene as the 
raw material. Acetone will be made in the petrochemical 
complex that is being set up in Bombay. Benzene will 
also be made in the Bombay complex as well as in • 

BTX unit under consideration at the petroleum refi- 
nery in Gujarat. 

F. Petrochemical complexes 

In order to accomplish the programme set out in its 
Report, the Petrochemical Committee has recommended 
the establishment of four naphtha crackers in different 
parts of the c intry, each with a naphtha throughput 
of the order of 200,000 tons per year. The intricate pro- 
blem of ensuring full utilization of all the ethylene and 
propylene produced in such a cracker has been solved 
for the first unit to be set up in Bombay by the National 
Organic Chemicals. This will have a throughput of ap- 
proximately 223,000 tons of naphtha per year and will 
yield 60,000 tons of ethylene and 35,000 tons of pro- 
pylene. The main products will b¿: 

20,000 tons of linear polyethylene (to be made by the 
associated company PIL); 

30,000 tons of vinyl chloride monomer, of which 
20,000 tons will be converted into PVC; 

7,200 tons of butadiene; 
11,000 tons of acetone; 
14,000 tons of benzene; 
12,000 tons of ethylene oxide; and 
8,000 tons of 2-ethyl hexanol, and 8,000 tons of 
butanol, by the oxo synthesis. 

This  complex  i$  expected   to  commence   production 
towards the end of 1966. 

The pattern of production of another complex of 
similar size essentially in the public sector, near the 
Gujarat refinery, is under active consideration. Precise 
r.-ogrammes for two more complexes, one in South 
India and the other in the Eastern part of India, will be 
considered as soon as arrangements are finalized for the 
establishment of petroleum refineries in these areas. 
The four petrochemical complexes will be exclusive of 
other integrated units, which may have smaller captive 
naphtha crackers for supplying their own needs of 
ethylene. When this programme is implemented, the 
total production of organic chemicals is likely to approach 
a million tons per year. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The history of the growth of an organic chemical 
industry in India from small beginnings with traditional 
raw materials into a full-fledged petrochemical industry 
might serve as a useful guide to other developing coun- 
tries. Sometimes there is a criticism that, instead of 
establishing four naphtha crackers with an ethylene 
capacity of the order of 60,000 tons a year, it would have 
been in advantage if a single cracker was established in 
India of a size comparable with present international 
standards, i.e., with a capacity for ethylene of the order 
of 200.000 tons per year. Such criticism overlooks the 
fact that, in the first place, the naphtha required for 
operating a cracker of such size would not be available 
from a single refinery. For reasons of satisfactory distri- 
bution at low cost, refineries with a crude throughput 
of the order of 2 to 3 million tons a year have had to be 
established at port towns separated from each other by 
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distances of several hundred miles. Transport of naphtha 
from such scattered refineries to a single point, as well as 
further transport of the finished products to all destina- 
tions, would add considerably to its cost. The other 
difficulty is that if a single petrochemical complex of 
this magnitude was set up, it might be difficult to find 
ready markets for all the products, because prior to the 
establishment of the cracker, it would not have been 
possible to import such products in the requisite amounts 
on account of shortage of foreign exchange. Undoubtedly 
the cost of production of all products made in a cracker 
with a smaller ethylene capacity would be somewhat 
high, but this by itself need not serve as a deterrent to the 
successful accomplishment of the programme. Even in 
international  markets,   prices of many  petrochemical 

products have been falling rapidly, and >ct the older 
naphtha crackers vwith small capacity continue to remain 
in operation. It is, therefore, desirable that in planning 
petrochemical industries in the developing countries, a 
judicious choice between a size which is regarded as 
comparable with international standards, and a capacity 
that can be considered as adequate for meeting immediate 
needs in the country, may have to be made, from this 
point of view some countries might find ,t worthwhile 
to set up units where no attempt is made in the begin- 
ning to find an economic use lor all building blocks 
provided by naphtha crackers, bul merely recover 
ethylene for conversion into polyethylene or I'VC, and 
use all residual gases for the production of nitrogenous 
fertilizers. 
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7. THE ECONOMICS OF INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF ANHYDROUS AMMONIA 

William J. Haude, Pretident, Nitrogen Product» Diviëion, W. R. Grace m\ Co., 
United Sinica of America 

I   IMR<mi ( iioN 

Anyone who visited the World's lair ¡n New 
York City probably noticed the display of demo- 
graphic data by a prominent insurance company. In 
large number visible for a considerable distance, this 
display keeps a running count of the net change in the 
population of the United States which amounts to one 
additional person every twelve seconds. Now this, in 
itself, may not seem to be such a rapid rate of gain, but 
visitors attending the I air for more than a few days have 
generally been surprised that the total very quickly swells 
to more than 50,000 new Americans every week. 

I he world's population is growing considerably faster, 
adding one new person every two seconds for a total gain 
of more than JOO.000 persons every week. At this moment, 
there are somewhat more than three billion people living 
on the earth and every three and a half weeks, another 
million persons ha\c joined ihe throng. 

loday, more than 10 per cent of the earth's people are 
literally starving, most of them living in the Near and r ar 
last, AInca and Latin America. Fully one-half the 
world's people are receiving either loo little nourishment 
or the wrong kind to maintain their health adequately. 
By the year 2,000, more than 6 thousand million persons 
are expected to occupy the earth and our food shortage 
is likely to be infinitely worse than it already is. 

In recent years, there have been some imnrovemerts in 
agr,cultural production. Last year, for example, the 
I O<K) and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations rep»irted that annual world agricultural produc 
lion incieased between 2 and .1 per cent over 1962 food 
output. In fact, food output gained faster than the world 
population did last vcar. Hut during the last live ytrrs, 
world food production on a per carila basis, has changed 
very little and what slight increase in food output has 
been gained, has occurred in regions where it is needed 
least in the already well-ted natums of Western 
I uropc. North America. Oceania ant* the so-tailed River 
Plate countries ol South America I tuguay. Paraguay 
and Argentina But it is clearly recognized thai the greatest 
future population growth will come in regions where 
undernourishment and famine are most prevalent no* 
in the developing nations Thus, it is vital that we consider, 
lodax, the role of the petrochemical industrie» in pro- 
viding raw materials for use in producing urgently needed 
to«»l in these developing nations 

Because of (he pressure of rapid population growth, 
the agricultural production of the developing nations of 
the Near East, Far East, Africa and Latin America must 
increase rapidly in the coming decades, even to maintain 
today s meagre diet. And to provide just barely adequate 
food supplies for decent living for a!l people in these 
countries, the developing nations must increase their 
food output several times faster than they have been able 
to do in recent years. An increase of 4 per cent per year 
in io«id output is considered absolutely essentia1 by most 
world food experts; yet m recent years, their food pro- 
duction gains have averaged just over two per ce.it per 
year. 

Several methods of increasing food production are 
being pursued with success better varieties of crops 
and livesttxk, improved water practice, reduced loss by 
pests and disease, better agricultural production and food 
processing equipment and techniques, as well as revolu- 
tionary proposals for increasing protein production by 
various unconventional means. But ii is generally agreed 
that improvement in soil fertility through the use of 
chemical fertilizers offers the most tangible and imme- 
diate promise of a decent diet for all the world's peoples. 

In the nutrition of food crops, three primary nutrients 
are of fundamental importance nitrogen, phospho- 
rous (expresad as P,Os) and potassium (expressed by 
K20). 

Ihe role of nitrogen is, far and away, Ihe most signi- 
ficant lor our consideration here, because this basic 
protein-building block is removed from soils in the 
greatest cjuantihes by crops such as cereal grains, maize 
and soybeans Nitrogen must also be replenished fre- 
quently to ensure crop growth because it is not stored 
in the soil as readily as many other nutrients. And, of 
course, nitrogen fertilizers require our attention here, 
because they can be produced from petrochemical raw 
materials and represent a significant portion of the 
world's potential consumption of petrochemical materials 

Because of its central importance, nitrogen has become 
the largest volume plant nutrient added to *oi!s. making 
up 36 per cent of total fertilizer used The demand f«>r 
nitrogen is growing rapidly, because it has proven to be 
such an effective and efficient meant for improving 
crop yields, although it is important to remember that 
crops require a variety of vital nutrients, and nitrogen 
alone cannot do the »hole job. Generally, farmers who 
have used nitrogen fertilizers have gained far more m the 
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increased value oí their bumper crops than they have 
paid for the fertilizer they used to produce these bumper 
crops, and in the developing nations, where cultivation 
practices are not very intensive, farmers who apply 
fertilizers to their soils almost always get great im- 
provement in crop yields. 

II.  THI  WORLD NITRO».IN SIILA rio* 

The earliest  nitrogen  fertilizers  were animal   wastes 
such as manures and guano. Later. Chilean nitrates and 
ammomum sulphate  became  important nitrogen  lerti 
lizers. 

Following the First World War, the manufacture of 
ammonia supplanted natural nitrogen sources, and today 
nitrogen fertilizers manufactured from synthetic ammo- 
nia supply most of the world's apicultura! nitrogen 
requirements. 

During    the     year     July     l%2     to    June     l%<. 
• 5,434,000 metric tons of nitrogen materials were pro- 
duced  throughout  the world, of which approximately 
15 per cent represents ammonia used in industrial appli- 
cations. Table I, below, shows that the developing regions. 
Africa, As«a, and Central and South America, con- 
sumed more nitrogen than they produced. Conversely, the 
heavily industrialized regions of West Furope. and North 
America produced in excess of their domestic requi 
remcRt». 

Because of this imbalance in production and lonsurnp- 
tion, 3.1 million Ions of nilrogen were exported from 
producing countries during the year l%2-|%3 I sscn 
lially, all of these exports were of solid nitrogen fertili- 
zers, with three classes of materials, ammonium sulphaic. 
ammonium nitrates and urea, representing 76 per ceni 
.if the total trade Other solid nitrogen fertilizers sigm 
ficantly involved in world trade are sodium nitrate cal 
cium nitrate, and complex fertilizers such as ammo- 
nium phosphates, which contain more than one of the 
primary nutrient materials. 

Several things arc noteworthy about world trade in 
nitrogen fertilizers. Despite the rapid increase of anhy- 
drous ammonia production facilities m ine developing 
sountries,   particularly   in   India.   Pakistan  and  Chin* 
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t Taiwa.il. lile volume ot nitrogen imports by these nations 
has grown substantially m recent veáis 

Coupled with this strong and growing demand l<« 
nitrogen feniüzer in developing lounfies n the tremi 
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of anhydrous /immotila in Trinidad by W. R. Grace 
A Co »n 195?. this firm erected a small plant 
at Point Lisas, Trinidad for the production of 35,000 tons 
per year of anhydrous ammonia which was converted to 
.ìmmomum sulphate and urea. These products were 
marketed ,n the adjacent Caribbean area. At this plant 
site, natural gas. a key raw material in the manufacture 
«>( anhydrous ammonia, was available at a reasonable 
price, electric power was generated using natural gas as 
a primary luti, a deep water harbour was adjacent to the 
plant site, and the labour and politicai climate were 
favourable Ihus. when it became economical to ship 
anhydrous ammonia world-wide in recent years, markets 
ol considerable si/e were opened and all of these factors 
combined to favour a major expansion of the production of 
anhydrous ammonia in Trinidad and Tobago. In January 
l<*>4 the expanded plai.i with a production capacity of 
?*).0I)0 tons per year of aniiydrous ammonia was put 
into operation at Trinidad and Tobago. 

I he same company is now constructing still another 
large anhydrous ammonia production unit which will 
have a production capacity of 230,000 tons of anhydrous 
ammonia per year The total plant output of 495,000 tons 
per year of anhydrous ammonia will make Grace's 
Trinidad plant one of the largest anhydrous ammonia 
production centres in the world. 

I he ammonia is sold throughout the world after being 
stored locally in terminals owned wholly or in part by 
W R Grace A Co. or wholly by others This firm 
has recently formed a company for the distribution 
of ammonia for direct soil application in Denmark 
where direct application of ammonia has gamed a foot- 
hold and is growing very rapidly. Currently, between 
20,000 and 25,000 tons per year of anhydrous ammonia 
are applied directly to the soil in Denmark. 

I he use of ammonia for direct application is also 
growing in Sweeten. Northern Trance, and has been 
introduced in other I uropean countries. Terminals have 
been established in the Thames tstuary in the United 
Kingdom and ht Tampa, Tlorida, where anhydrous 
ammonia is sold 'o other companies for conversion into 

i variety of nitrogen firfli/ers or N-P-K mixed ferti- 
lizers Similar ammonia terminals are under construction 
m (añada and r inland I hese terminals are owned by 
o»hers and are linked to nearby chemical plants which 
will convert the anhydrous ammonia to various kinds 
«•I nitrogen fertilizers and N-P-K mixed fertilizers. 

IV     A   ItRrill/IR   INIHSTRY   RAMI) ON    I RIMIMI)  ANHY- 
IHMH S   AMMONIA 

I he establishment o. low-cost bulk ammonia shipment 
opens a completely new approach for developing conn- 
trie* lo heconte basic manufacturers of their fertilizer 
requirements and to establish an industrial complex that 
can employ their people usefully as well. 

Manv developing or newlv emerging nations clearly 
realize the importance of sound agricultural develop- 
ment to their over-all development Agriculture's most 
esaemial contribution to the economic development of a 
country is to provide the additional loud required for a 

growing population, as well as its needs for fibres, build- 
ing materials and other industrial raw materials of 
agricultural origin. 

Developing countries are faced with the huge task of 
feeding their ever-growing populations and of finding 
gainful employment for greatly increased numbers of 
workers. I would like to suggest here a plan which it 
is feit will make a major contribution towards solving 
a portion of each of these problems. 

The first consideration of a developing country in 
establishing a fertilizer industry should be to assess its 
own needs for these products. Careful consideration 
must be given to the attitude of the farmer and his 
knowledge of the use of fertilizers, his lack of modern 
farm machinery, and his limited awareness of, or reluc- 
tance to try, the improved crop varieties and agricultural 
chemicals that are now available to him. These factors 
deter the rrowth of fertilizer application and tend to 
lengthen the number of years required to get fertilizer 
consumption levels in economic balance with the proposed 
output of any fertilizer plant a developing nation might 
construct. In some areas, adjoining developing countries 
could conceivably combine their requirements or conside- 
ration could be given to the manufacture of fertilizers for 
export. However, both of these courses are not without 
considerable risk and difficulty. 

There have been many small ammonia synthesis plants 
bui!t in the world, which, because of the economics of 
ammonia production, have become high-cost producers 
demanding a substantial government subsidy in order 
to survive. The following factors are chiefly responsible 
lor the high cost of ammonia produced in relatively 
small-scale units: 

(a) The high capital cost of installation; 
(/>> Small initial market for plant output because of 

farmers' reluctance. This, in turn, minimizes efficient 
production which depends on full-volume, continuous 
operation; 

(< ) Lack of plentiful, low-cost hydrocarbon feed-stock 
necessary lor ammonia production; 

(</) Imported oil or hydrocarbon feed-stocks at a ela- 
tive high cost; 

(e) High cost of electric power or lack of power generat- 
ing facilities which will add materially to the original 
capital investment and production cost; 

(/) Lack of technically trained personnel to operate 
the plant. 

W. R. Grace* Co. by its establishment of the vast 
Trinidad anhydrous ammonia production complex and 
its pioneering experience in refrigerated terminal storage 
and distribution by refrigerated tankers, effers to devel- 
oping nations a means whereby a fertilizer industry can 
be established. 

Such a new fertilizer industry could be based upon the 
concept of a refrigerated ammonia terminal and adjacent 
production facilities for converting the anhydrous 
ammonia to nitric acid, ammonium nitrate, calcium 
ammonium nrtratt. nitrogen »olwions, urea, ammonium 
sulphate and finished N-P-K compound fertilizers The 
production scfaeuK woüd be tutored to manufacture the 
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fertilize-- products required specifically for that nation's 
agricultural needs. 

Total capital investment for a complex of this nature 
would be Tar less than that required to install ammonia 
synthesis facilities in the developing country. It would 
also avoid the necessity of constructing a rather costly 
small-volume ammonia plant to serve a market that is 
growing slowly. 

We have recently evaluated the potential of a number 
of developing countries for utilizing this type of complex 
and feel that it can be economically feasible under a wide 
range of conditions. 

W. R. Grace & Co. has established a fertilizer manu- 
facturing facility based upon this concept at Wilmington 
North Carolina. At this location, Trinidad anhydrous 
ammonia (see photograph I) is being discharged from the 
ZtlOT R ürace »"Mrou* »mmonia tanker to a 
20,000-ton relrigerated storage tank. The plant facilities 
consist of a nitric acid plant, ammonium nitrate unit 
calcium ammonium nitrate facilities and a plant for 
manufacture of a number of different nitrogen solutions 
which are used both for manufacturing compound fer- 
tilizers and for direct application to the soil. 

While this plant is sized and th; types of product 
manufactured are intended particularly for the agri- 
cultural demands of the East Coast of the United States 
this scheme could be employed in a developing nation 
on a somewhat smaller scale by tailoring the plant size 
and finished products to the agricultural needs of that 
nation. 

V.   REFRIGERATED ANHYDROUS AMMONIA  TANKERS 

The world's first sea-going tanker designed expressly 
Tor the international shipment of anhydrous ammonia as 
a refrigerated cargo was launched on January 15, 1964 

a the Verolmc United Shipyards in Rotterdam, the 
Nethcrlands (see photograph 11) The tanker was dchu-rc«1 

to its owners. Oswego Chemical Carriers Corporation 
on 19 June, 1964 and entered into sen ne .mmcdutcK 
transporting anhydrous ammonia as an agricultural 
fertilizer cargo from Point Lisas, Trinidad and lob.it-,, 
to terminals on the Eastern seaboard ol the I mted 
Mates. This tanker was designed to carry either a complete 
cargo of anhydrous ammonia at a temperature oi    ^ | 

°liacCnmplete Carg0 °f ProPane at a Uiiipe! it.ire ol 
-44-F. Both cargoes would be transported ai atmospheric 
pressurer of essentially 0.5 to 2.5 pounds per square nuli 
gauge. The characteristics of the vessel are  as  follow- 

Over-all length 
Moulded breadth 
Moulded depth .   . 
Draught in sea water 
Trial speed at full draught 
Deadweight, long Ions . 
International gross-registered ion« . 
International net registered lonnuge 

M 1 

ft» (• 
41 

:4 N 

17 kiu.ls 

'I.SSII 

lo.oni 
f>.0»i I 

This  tanker  was  built  under  special  surve\   ol   the 
American  Bureau of Shipping to  their  highest  class 

t Al (E) with a special notation that the cargo holds 
are suitable to carry liquefied petroleum gas cargoes 
at atmospheric  pressure and  temper attires  as   low   as 

50"F. The tanker meets ihe full rcquuements ol Un- 
united States Coast Guard for earning cargoes ot 
anhydrous ammonia and the liquefied petroleum gases 
(LPGs) of propane, butane and butadiene 

The hull is of all-welded construction made of normal 
ship's steel. The ammonia cargo is earned m lour msu 
lated indtvidual cargo holds which are made of a norm , 
h/cd carbon steel. This steel has been cspeoallv   |u.,i 
treated to improve its notch toughness, that is   its ahilm 
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Photograph II 

lo resist a brittle fracture at temperatures between 20"F 
in 50"! I ach hold is surrounded by a secondary bar- 
rier that is capable of containing the chilled cargo should 
a leak inadvertently occur m one of the primary cargo 
holds A bone-dry inert gas is circulated through the void 
space thai exists between the cargo hold and this secon- 
dary harrier I his void space is maintained at approxi- 
mately 0.5 psig with inert gas to prevent the infiltration 
ol moist sea air into the environment surrounding the 
chilled cargo tanks 

I he four holds have a combined capacity of 9,300 short 
ions of anhydrous ammonia which has a specific gravity 
ol O.fiX al an operating temperature of   28"F. 

I he ergo is loaded onto the tanker from shore 
símate tanks .it a temperature of 27°F to 28"F. Heat 
i\ui- into the i.ngo holds and into the loading lines is 
unioved bv a process known as the auto-refrigeration of 
ilic cargo I his means that the cargo vapours which are 
released I rom the free liquid surface are withdrawn into 
the lust siaec ol a two-stage compressor and condensed 
.it appiovimately 200 pounds pressure against a scawaler 
v,-..Lim I he condensed liquid ammonia is flashed back 
m .'.tmo-.plurn pressure into the cargo tanks to maintain 
tlu-se holds at their steady-state temperature of 27°F 
in M I wo identical York Marine Pak refrigeration 
units are installed in the midship deckhouse. Both units 
in npciatcd during the loading operations in Trinidad. 

OMK one unit is used on an intermittent bans when the 
ii-ssil is m tin seaway in either the fully loaded or ballast 
mudinoli m older to maintain the low temperature level 
•iiiuited 

(.'iv,- is discharged by four decpwell Bingham pumps 
Mhuh are ol sufficient capacity to empty the tanker in 
tueUe hours I hese four pumps can deliver as much as 
\N>0 l S gallons pei minute of ammonia at a pressure 
of 100 psig into the receiving terminal's unloading line. 

The cargo tanks are equipped with • -juid level indicator, 
temperature probes and près1 * sensing equipment. 
Pressure and vacuum relief < al ves are installed as stan- 
dard equipment. 

Should a fracture occur in the cargo container, the 
presence of a leak into the inert gas stream would be 
immediately detected by a continuous sampling Beck- 
man analyser which would immediately sound an alarm. 
Any abnormal increase or decrease in temperature of the 
void space is sensed by temperature probes equipped 
with alarm overrides. All instrumentation for control 
of the cargo pumps and for surveillance of the cargo 
system is located in a special control room adjacent to 
the aft deckhouse. Accommodation is provided in air- 
conditioned quarters for a crew of thirty-eight. 

The vessel is propelled by a MAN Type K8Z70 120 D 
diesel engine which develops 9,600 metric brake horse- 
power at I3S revolutions per minute. During the vessels 
trial runs, this equipment was capable of propelling the 
vessel at a speed of seventeen knots. 

A sister vessel, the Joseph P. Grace, has recently been 
launched and will shortly enter regular runs on anhydrous 
ammonia  service. 

VI.    RbFMOERATEO   STORACI   Ut    ANHYDROl S   AMMOMA 

Over the put eight yean, W. R. Grace k Co. has had 
experience storing anhydrous ammonia under pressure 
as a liquid in standard spheres or hortonspheres and m 
the form of aqua ammonia in large carbon steel o¡l- 
storage-type tanks. These units have certain limitations. 
particularly if quantities to be stored arc in excess of 
6,000 short tont. The hortonspheres have a size limitation 
and at the present time, 3,000 short tons is the approxi- 
mate maximum that can be stored in a single unit because 
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of excessive physical size and resulting cost. It is obvious 
that aqua ammonia at 28 per cent ammonia content 
would require an exceedingly large number of storage 
tanks to contain 6,000 tons of anhydrous ammonia 
equivalent. In addition, aqua ammonia has the short- 
coming of requiring suitable recovery facilities for the 
anhydrous ammonia for use in other processes or appli- 
cations. 

Aqua ammonia has an additional major disadvantage 
because it is a dilute solution and, subsequently, ship- 
ment of this material incurs a rather high cost penalty 
due to the large amount of water being transported. 

Incidentally, we have also had considerable experience 
in using railroad pressure tank cars and we are now 
shipping anhydrous ammonia in single unit tank cars 
with a carrying capacity of 72 short tons. Trucks are 
now in service with a carrying capacity of between 12 
and 20 short tons of anhydrous ammonia. 

Approximately four years ago a technological and 
economic study was made, comparing the storage of 
ammonia in large tanks in the form of aqua ammonia, 
in pressure spheres and in refrigerated tanks. The study 
proved and clearly defined the breakpoint at which 
pressure storage spheres become uneconomical because 
of their limitation of size and subsequent large numbers 
of units required to store, say 20,000 tons of anhydrous 
ammonia. This amount of storage can be accomplished 
in one refrigerated storage tank at a considerably lower 
capital investment. During the last three years we have 
constructed or now have under construction five 
20,000-ton refrigerated terminals, three 16.000-ton units, 
two 15,000-ton units and one 12,000-ton tank. Our 
operating experience with these units has been very good 

and has confirmed our original conclusioni th.it for large 
tonnage storage, the refrigeration technique n the most 
economical one. 

It is envisioned that a developing n.ition wishing i<< 
take advantage of this method of storage because ot its 
small annual throughput o!' I?.VX) to 'n.(XXl tons pet 
year might well consider the construction ot ,i uln 
gerated terminal with a capacity of HUMO ot 14.000 
short tons. 

This 14/00-ton terminal, according to latest utu't.i 
tions, would require a capital investment ot appti'vi 
mately $735.000. The 10.000-lon would rup.irc an 
investment of SfiOQ.IXM). A detail break-down i shown 
below: 

IAM.I  ?   (APIIAI  rosII MIR  V  U.lHUl-i 

Storage lank 
Insulation 
Compressors 
Electrical 
Foundations, Md|'' 

loi »i 

.'M.UHI <4  s 

I:O.M»I |i. 4 

•«.NUI 1 » n 
44.HUH f. 1 

.Vn/Mm «0 0 

"is.llrm lito i 

In order to receive anhydrous ammonia bv ship n :s 
of course, necessary that the terminal site be adiaccm t.. 
suitable deep water harbour facilities Uns is essential 
not only for access from the ihtp t> the tetminal. Imi ,|K,. 
to keep the anhydrous ammonia ship mlo.ulmg Inn t" i 



minimum length to minimize its cost, and to reduce the 
mechanical work placed upon the anhydrous ammonia 
in pumping it through the longer line This line friction 
and mechanical work results in a rise in temperature and 
a flashing of the ammonia as it discharges into the ter- 
minal tank Those vapours must be recompressed and 
returned to the storage tank as liquid, increasing ope- 
rating costs of the terminal refrigeration system. 

The total land area required for a 14,000-16,000-ton 
terminal is approximately one acre. Our Tampa, Florida 
terminal (see photograph III) occupies an acre and a 
half, consisting of a 16,000-ton storage tank, refrigeration 
machinery, tank truck and railroad tank car loading 
and weighing facilities and a small office. 

Soil conditions will dictate to what extent special 
requirements will he needed for foundations to support 
the storage tank and compressors. In the case of the 
lampa terminal, the site was filled by dredging for the 
adjacent waterway. It was necessary to drive piling to 
support the intended load, the length being determined 
by actual soil-boring tests. There are some 400 pilings 
supporting this main storage structure and the pilings 
extend approximately 20" above the normal ground level. 
The piling was trimmed off and a 3ft" reinforced concrete 
slab was poured on top of the pilings resulting in a pedestal 
effect with a free air space of 20 between the bottom of 
the slab and the ground level. 

I'his free air space is necessary to prevent freezing of 
the moisture in the soil thereby causing an iceberg to 
form which  may heave and cause failure of the tank 
foundation. 

In sonic locations we have found the soil-bearing 
conditions to be sufficiently high enough so that it was 
possible to pour the 3ft" concrete slab directly on the 
ground. In this case we have installed a suitable electric 
heating gru) in this concrete foundation slab to prevent 
ground freezing. 

lin lank is constructed of a normalized carbon «eel 
.nul iv guaranteed Charpy tested at IS foot pounds at 

M)| with .m allowable stress of 21,000 PSI. The top 
and bottoni ol the tank are constructed of an ASTM 
A 2i> 1 li t>pe carbon steel with an allowable streu of 
'MX») PSI. I he above stress values are baaed on 0.3 of 
t.limiate strength or 0 6 of yield strength at per American 
standards. We believe this to be a rather conservative 
approach and this has been confirmed since we have 
not i•\|H-rienccd difficulties in the many installations wc 
no« have m operation. 

Ml horizontal welds arc performed with automatic 
wdding machines. All vertical shell welds arc fully X- 
raud except near the top where minimum plate thickness 
is used and spot X-raying i» employed. 

I hero aie no established Code specifications for this 
I.|H ni tank However, wc have been following Code 
piocedure as detailed under A PI-620 where applicable. 

Ml no/zie connections «re made from ASTM A-333 
upe i.il bon steel. 

Insulation ><l the tank is Pittsburgh-Corning Foamglas 
*•   thick   I he tirst course of insulation 2  I !Y thick >.* 
set up in hot asphalt with the edges dipped and set into 

place with the side ;>ext to the tank dry. The tank wall 
must be free of moisture. A 1/2* air gap is allowed be- 
tween the first and second 2 1/2" course of Foamglas 
insulation which, again, is dipped in hot asphalt and set 
in place. This second course of insulation is held in 
place by stainless steel bands placed on 2 ft. centres and 
machine stretched. Necessary expansion joints are allowed 
for in each layer of installation and the expansion joints 
are sealed with a vapour barrier. 

After banding, the surface of the second course is 
given a spray coat of an aspnaltic mastic. When this 
mastic has dried, the entire surface is covered with 
0.02O" thick corrugated aluminum sheeting held in place 
with pop rivets and suitable banding for further weather 
protection of the insulation. The tank roof is insulated 
in the same manner. However, instead of corrugated 
aluminum, the surface is covered with glass cloth and 
finished with a mastic coating. 

The Pittsburgh-Corning Foamglas used has a K. factor 
of 0.37 BTU/hr.sq.ft.°F./in. and we use a heat leak factor 
for this type of insulation applied in the manner pre- 
viously described of 10.2 BTU/hr.sq.ft. 

The holding compressors and filling compressor are 
adjacent to the tank and the entire system is graphically 
panelled with all controls and instrumentation so that one 
man can easily operate the unit and, in fact, the Tampa, 
Florida operation is completely automatic and can be 
made to operate unattended. The operator is needed 
primarily to load tank trucks and railroad tank cars. 

The operating costs of a refrigerated anhydrous am- 
monia storage terminal will vary with the annual through- 
put. A 14,000-ton capacity storage terminal has a fixed 
capital investment of $735,000 as mentioned previously 
This, however, does not include the cost of the land nor 
any extensive harbour or dock facilities. Assuming this 
capital investment, depreciation on a fifteen-year basis. 
and allowing for operating labour and usual overhead 
charges, terminal charges per short ton have been cal- 
culated at various annual throughput rates and arc- 
shown in table 3. 

Figure I compares the corresponding terminal charge 
and annual throughput for refrigerated terminals of two 
sizes. 10,000 tons and 14,000 tons. 

VII.   ANHYDROUS   AMMONIA   PLANT   INVISIMINI   AND 

PRODUCTION   COtT  DATA 

lo further evaluate the proposed scheme of basing a 
fertilizer industry upon Trinidad-produced ammonia. 
two charts, figures II and III, are presented. 
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The first chart indicates the relation between plant 
investment and plant capacity for various raw materials 
and processes. 

A plant producing 100 short tons per day of anhydrous 
ammonia or approximately 33,000 short tons per year 
employing the steam reforming of naphtha as a hydro- 
carbon feed-stock incurs a cost of approximately $3.2 mil- 
lion for a battery limits plant according to figure 11. To 
this plant investment must be added the cost of these 
so-called "off-site" facilities: 
Und; 
Buildings — office and laboratory ; 

Shops     maintenance and Mores. 
Steam generation; 
Water wells and treatment. 
Electric power distribution. 
Fire protection; 
Sewers,  roads, railroads, 
Solid products warehouses, 
Liquid products storage tanks 

We would suggest by our experience th.it IIKM IUHI- 

add an additional 30 per cent-50 per cent to the hatni\ 
limits plant investment cost indicated in IIL-IIU II In 
other words, in a plant to produce 100 short torb .i d.i\ 

*££ CVt OffVIWH 
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Figure III 

1,000 

b\ naphth.i steam reforming, the total cost is estimated 
M be between $4.2 million and $4.8 million. 

I he cost of producing anhydrous ammonia relative 
to plant capacity, type of hydrocarbon feed-stock material 
and piocess is shown m figure III. As indicated, a plant 
producing 100 shori tons per day of anhydrous ammonia 
\iii steam reforming of naphtha has a production cost 
ol $42.50 |\r short ton, not including deprecation and 
interest  on capital employed. 

I miulad and fobago with its production capacity of 
marls  SOO.000 shori tons per year and other favourable 

cost factors, can be regarded as one of the world's 
lowest-cost producers of anhydrous ammonia. This low- 
cost production, combined with the unique, proven 
method of transportation by refrigerated tanker and 
refrigerated storage terminals, offers a developing country 
anhydrous ammonia under a much more economical 
arrangement than if it would make the investment to 
build its own plant. A developing country can, at the 
same time, make a valuable contribution to its indus- 
trialization by putting some capital to work in converting 
anhydrous ammonia to suitable forms of nitrogen 
fertilizer». 
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8. OCEAN TRANSPORTATION OF ETHYLENE AND OTHER BASK 
INTERMEDIATES FOR PETROCHEMICALS 

René Boudet. Director General, Gamocean, and Melvin H. Gert», Prenident, Pun in * (.Vrf*. Im-, 
United State* of America 

I.   iNTRODUniON 

Petrochemical products are such an important part of 
a modern industrial economy that developing countries 
must consider such operations as a possible component 
of their development programme.. The petrochemical 
industries require relatively large capital investments with 
correspondingly high fixed charges, so the initial small- 
scale production to meet local market demand in many 
developing countries may be difficult to justify. For this 
reason, every possible alternate form of operation 
should be studied to determine the most economic initial 
installation. This paper will discuss certain new techniques 
now commercially available for ocean transportation of 
ethylene and other petrochemical intermediates in 
refrigerated tankers which should contribute to the 
feasibility of such projects in developing countries. 

With the commercialization of ocean transportation, 
ethylene-consuming industries can now be located at 
points quite distant from the source of production of 
ethylene rather than being bound to " across the fence " 
pipeline deliveries or overland pipeline and truck ship- 
ments, as has been the case in the development of petro- 
chemical complexes in the past. This separation of 
ethylene-producing and consuming acilities provides 
very interesting possibilities for co-operation between 
countries to achieve a more economic over-all pattern 
of production. Those developing countries favoured 
with an abundance of petroleum resources could produce 
ethylene from large-scale cracking operations based on 
various hydrocarbon feed-stocks. Such plants could 
supply not only the local internal requirements but also 
ship ethylene to various other points of consumption, 
particularly to countries where the limited market 
requirements preclude the installation of ethylene- 
producing facilities. 

II.   TANM R-UfcSKifs   CONSIDERATIONS 

r or the economic transportation of ethylene by tanker, 
it is nccesaary to handle it at a liquid at essentially atmos 
phcric pressure and at a temperature of minus KM1*. 
( I55°F). The cryogenic techniques for this service have 
been developed in conjunction with the liquid methane 
or liquid natural gas project» which require operating 
temperatures as low at minus I62"C   <  2W'r ) There 

arc many difficult desipn features in hinklini! MK li low 
temperature tanks inside the hull of a ship lei this lew 
temperature exposure, special metals ate requiteil. UMI.IIK 

alloy steels with 9 per ceni or more nickel content or 
certain aluminum alloys. The tanks tmist W dc-.,i:ncd io 
take the static and dynamic loads as well as the tlit iin.il 
stresses due to heating and coohng lhc\ musi he «ill 
insulated with a stable and reliable nuten.il I sen unii 
the proper insulation, there is a certain amount <<l licit 
transfer to the liquid contents resulting in ¡he evolution 
of vapours from the tanks in transit. In the case cl methane 
transport, this vapour boil-off can cither he vented li- 
the atmosphere or used as fuel for the .hip W-tli mon 
valuable commodities such as ethylene. iclu|iielacni-n 
facilities would be provided. 

The ships that are being constructed to transpon 
liquid methane from Algeria to I tance and I ngland 
have employed the so-called silt-suppoitmy lank cl.Meii 
ttith tanks mounted vertically in the hull ->t tin -lup 
Ihe self-supporting tanks are designed to hear tin u .«n 
weight as well as that of the contents 

During th'.'   pa-.t   several   years,   .m   intcgt.iic«!   t.-nk 
design for liquid  methane tankeis has Ixvn dcvco'i-.d • 
The integrated design utilizes the hull oi the ship a • tin 
outer shell of the tanks    I lie integrateli lank^  ai.   ion 
structed of thin wall, flexible metal sheets nuli n.- '.ntcyi.d 
strength of their own.  I he ¡run tank wails ,m   «I,   leiud 
to accommodate  the extreme tcmpciatu'c ih.nu-.      Imi 
at the same time, they  are bended to tin uisiil.it m,.' u 
velope in such  a  way that   the hydrostatic   ami   lo.di.. 
dynamic pressures of the contained liquid are ir.tr   imi 
ted to the structure of the  '.csscl    I he ¡ntegi.il«. d   .le ie 
Utilizes the volume of the  hull nunc «tlcctmly  than u,. 
self-supporting  tanks,  so   :t  results in a lnnti   ,...i  di 
investment for a given tank capacity   I he tirsi unni- 
application   of   the   integrated   technique   is   .t    re- 
called  the  Pythagore  constructed  during this   \..-i    i 
Krance. Ihe ship is owned and operated by the   I uro fi 
shipping company  Ga/oiean  .ml  was designe.t   In   its 
engineering subsidiary  leihmpa/ 

To understand the design problems I.•• ,i le«, i   mp, ¡ 
ature  tanker as   well  as   the  particule  li.ih.n        ' 
integrated tank design, it  might K.  wel, i.- d.-., -.t.,   :!,< 

' Sec    P)ilu.§eic".   \tuprmilawi.  *«/ Munpint *••- 
M»ru*r> I J. ISJ*4>. pp  JI *• .* I •% 
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I'yihagore in greater detail. The principal characteristics 
•.-•t-tlic\lir(iareas-rbrlows:   

Over-all length      56.50 metres (185 ft. 4 in.) 
Breadth      «.50 metres (27 ft. 11 in.) 
Depth to main deck      4.60 metres ( 15 ft. I in.) 
Loaded draught      3.56 metres ( 11 ft. 8 in.) 
Volume of cargo tanks --- 600 cubic metre« (21,200 cubic 

feet) 
Speed       11 knots. 

In ligure I. a cross-section through a cargo tank of the 
I'vihuKorc is shown along with a diagrammatic barrier 
detail and the inboard profile of the vessel. The inncr- 
hner of the tank, which is exposed to liquid methane 
temperatures, must accommodate the extreme thermal 
stresses and at the same time be tied to the ship's struc- 
ture I his is accomplished with a one-millimetre thick 
stainless-steel liner formed with a carefully designed 
pattern of double corrugations. Maritime regulations 
require installation of a secondary barrier capable of 
containing the cold liquid and protecting the hull of the 
ship in the event of a failure of the innerliner. The 
secondary barrier for the Pythagore is of the same type of 
corrugated stainless steel plate as the innerliner, but the 
corrugations are reversed. The innerliner and secondary 
barrier have layers of plywood behind them as structural 
backing, and they are separated by 150 millimetres of 
klcgeccll. a rigid expanded polyvinyl chloride insulation 
I here is another 100 millimetres of Klcgecell between the 
secondary barrier and the inner hull of the ship. The 
most critical features of the integrated construction are 
i he design of the corrugations for the innerliner and 
secondary harrier along with the techniques for welding 
and bonding the metal plates and insulating layers 
together. 

I he Pithagnrc is a relatively small tanker with a cargo 
capacity of MX) cubic metres The ship has actually trans- 
ported liquid methane cargoes, but it is not large enough 
to he fully commercial in this service. However, it is 
equipped for transport of liquid ethylene, having reliquc- 
Iaction equipment aboard for this more valuable com- 
modity so the lank vapours can be recovered in transit. 
\s .m ethylene carrier. i< is the tirsi tanket capable of this 

ervice. and it can transport commercial quantities of 
' ethylene overa considerable distance.  For example, in 
continuous service, it could deliver almost 10,000 metric 
tons of ethylene per year at a dista,ice of 1,000 nautical 
miles. 

III. ECONOMICS OF nHYi.FNt TRANSPORTATION 

It is visualized that these ethylene transportation tech- 
niques could be used to advantage for the movement ol 
ethylene from points of large-scale production having 
favourable raw material supplies to various ethylene 
consuming points in developing countries where the 
initial demand might be relatively limited. To illustrate 
the economic of such transportation, the cost of trans 
porting ethylene has been estimated for various size ships 
of this type based on the cost experience with the 
Pythagore. 

A special-purpose tanker like the Pythagore can be- 
quite flexible in its ultimate use, but it is generally con- 
structed for a particular movement and committed to 
that service on a full-time annual basis. For the present 
estimates, 'hip capacities are based on 330 operating 
days per year to provide for scheduled downtime as well 
as other interruptions. Under these operating condi- 
tions, the size of the ship increases as the annual quantity 
delivered is increased for a given destination. Similarly, 
the ship size increases as a fixed annual quantity of 
ethylene is moved a greater distance. For example, a 
ship with 630 cubic metres cargo capacity is required to 
move 10,000 tons of ethylene per year a distance of 
1,000 nautical miles, and the size of the ship must be 
increased to 2,700 cubic metres to move 50,000 tons per 
year over the same distance. The design speed of the 
ship increases with size because of engineering and eco- 
nomic considerations, and this is the reason that ship 
size does not increase directly with annual quantity 
delivered to a given destination. If 50,000 tons of ethy- 
lene per year had to be moved over a distance of 
5,000 miles, the ship size would be increased to 8.700 cubic 
metres. Here again, the ship size does not increase in 
direct proportion to distance because of the greater speed 

m 
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with increasing size as  well as the more favourable 
time utilization of the ships over longer distances. 

For each particular ship size, an investment cost 
estimate was developed in terms of current construction 
costs in European or Japanese shipyards. All of the direct 
costs of operation including crew costs, maintenance, 
fuel etc., were developed for each ship size under typical 
European flag operation, and an annual capital allowance 
of 14 per cent of the investment was added to cover 
amortization, interest and return on investment. With 
the type of long-term financing generally available for 
such ships, these total transportation costs, being the 
sum of direct costs plus the annual capital charges, should 
represent a realistic rate for such a vessel. Dividing the 
annual cost by the quantity of ethylene delivered each 
year, a unit transportation cost wus developed. These 
unit costs are summarized in figure II below in cents per 
pound of ethylene versus the annual quantity and dis- 
tance. From these curves, it is seen that u would cosi 
1.58 t per pound to transport 10,000 tons of ethylene 
annually over a distance of 1,000 miles, but the COM 

drops to 0.69 t per pound if the quantity were increased 
to 50,000 tons annually over the same distance, lo 
deliver the same 50.000 tons over a distance of 5,000 miles, 
the cost is increased to only 1.33 < per pound. Thus, 
the transportation cost is not quite double that lor the 
1,000-mile distance when the ethylene is transported five 
times as far, or 5,000 miles. This sharp reduction in the 
transportation cost per unit of distance (cents per pound 
per mile) occurs primarily because of the rapidly increa- 
sing ship size with distance for a tixed annua! delivery 
requirement. Also, as noted previously, the ship utiliza- 
tion in terms of time at sea versus annual service time 
increases with distance. 

In addition to the transportation costs, expenses arc 
incurred in unloading and storing the liquid ethylene at 
the receiving point. The cargo must be unloaded through 
insulated alloy lines and stored in low-temperature 
tanks at minus 104°C. ( I55°F.). Provision must be made 
for recovery of ethylene vapours generated during the 
unloading and storage operations. The cost of the un- 
loading lines can be quite variable depending on the exist- 
ing harbour and dock facilities for handling the tankers 
as well as the distance from the docks to »he ethylene 
terminal. Storage tank capacities can also vary consider- 
ably, but they must he sized primarily to receive tanker 
load shipments and to maintain an adequate inventory 
at all times for plant operations. In general, the invest- 
ment in storage will increase with the quantity of ethy- 
lene handled and with distance from the ethylene produc- 
ing point because of the increasing tanker size involved 

Assuming the existence of satisfactory dock facilities. 
investment estimates have been made for a variety of 
operations involving variable quantities and distances 
Annual operating costs for the unloading and storage 
facilities have been computed including 14 per cent capi- 
tal charges for amortization, interest and return on 
investment, as in the caie of the ships. These tout costs 
have been divided by the annual ethylene quantity han- 
dled to determine a unit cost in cents per pound. With the 
storage facilities in reasonable proximity to the load- 
ing docks, the unloading and terminating cost* should 

ligure II. /Mi/mi' lrun\¡H>riaiitm n 

fall in a ranee of 0.2 i" lo (I 6 c pei pound o| ethylene 
Accordingly, for tentative estimating purposes, it is 
recommended that an average cosi of 1)4 c pet pound 
be added to the transportation costs shown in ligure II 
to cover the costs of unloading and stoimg the ethylene 
at the receiving point 

!V    Possimi    PAI iiKNs   m   iimiiM   IKAVSIM.KI MíOS 

With the abuiidant hydiocaihon userves m Notili 
Africa. Algeria and Libya muid hemme centres loi 
ethylene production with shipments moving to ill unni 
tries on the Mediterranean Sea Although the diiptmnts 
might be directed primarily to the developing countries 
with relatively small initial requirements, it i* also p«,> 
sable that 'arge volume shipments muid mow t• > tin mon 
industriali/ed countnes on ,i competitive KIM-. With 
reasonable volume shipments, the entire Mvditeir un an 
area could be within reach ol such production unit- at a 
total transportation and handling cosi in ihe unge -I 
1.0 e to 2.0 c per pound Assuming that ethylene couM 
be loaded into tankers in Algeria ot Libya at ,i cost .1 
3.0 í to 4.0 í per pound, which should noi he unici 
sonable tor modern large-scale production laciliu^ with 
low-cost raw materials, it could be delivered lo all ol ilu 
consuming areas in (he Mediterranean at 4M t to MI< 
per pound. I his should he an attiactiu input cost lor 
the production ol ethylene derivatives 

Ethylene producing centres of this type could logicali) 
be established at several other strategic points ot raw 
material supply. I he Middle East could certainly IVCOIIK 

a focal point for such activity with installations in Iran. 
Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia. The most logical market 
ing area for production from this region would be move 
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T 
mcnts by tanker loathe Near bast and lar East; Low^ 
cost ethylene delivered 'from íTie Middle" East s*RouTd be 
eompctitivc with local production in Fast Africa, India, 
Malaysia and  beyond. 

Similarly, Venezuela could become a low-cost ethylene 
producing centre in the Western Hemisphere with ethy- 
lene shipments moving throughout the Caribbean Area 
and to other points m South America, the West Coast 
of Africa and possibly to the United States and 
Canada. 

Although co-operation between developing countries 
on this type of project should be particularly advanta- 
geous, ethylene shipments could also originate from 
existing or new plants in the industrialized countries. 
For example, ethylene could be moved to certain market 
areas from the Gulf Coast of the United States, and 
export shipments might also originate from some of the 
low-cost producing centres in the industrialized coun- 
tries of t'.urope. 

I thylenc off-take by tanker might also be attractive as a 
means for accommodating surpius ethylene from pro- 
ducing complexes where local ethylene demand limits the 
production of other chemicals required. For example, 
naphtha cracking units might be installed at certain 
locations where the principal products needed are pro- 
pylene and butadiene, but the local market for ethylene 
may be insufficient to support desired production rates. 
Under such conditions, export shipments of the surplus 
ethylene could help to make the entire project feasible. 

To show more clearly the use of ligure II, the hypo- 
thetical case of a movement of ethylene from Aba dan, 
Iran, to Bombay, India, might be considered as an 
example. Assume that 20,000 metric tons annually would 
be moved over this distance, which is 1,550 nautical 
miles one way. Following the vertical line in figure II 
for the quantity of 20.000 tons, it is necessary to interpo- 
late between the 1.000 and 2.000-milc curves to obtain a 
transportation cost of 1.25 < per pound. With the sug- 
gested allowance of 0.41 per pound for unloading and 
storage at the receiving point, the total transportation, 
handling and storage cost for ethylene delivered to 
Bombay would be li^c per pound. 

V.    IRANSWWTAIIIIN   <»    OTHIR   ItNUMMMIIU 

Although the discussion to this point has been confined 
to ethylene, this type of ship can also readily handle 
various other light hydrocarbons and chemical interme- 
diates under refrigerated conditions. The tanker could 
Iransport liquid methane, ethane, propane or butane as 
primary raw materials, or petrochemical intermediates 
such as butadiene, propylene or vinyl chloride. As noted 
previously, liquid methane would set the most rigorous 
design conditions for the tanker metallurgy and insula- 
tion with a temperature of minus I62°C. (-259°K.). but 
the specific gravity of the liquid is only 0.424. To provide 
«.argo flexibility, the supporting structure and the tanker 
unloading pumps would probably be designed to accom- 
modate liquids with specific gravities as high as 0 7. As 
a result, the capacity o! the tanker would be limited by the 

volume of its tanks up to a specific gravity of 0.7 and 
thin* riy iflnnagfor weight al highen»peemv gì jvilie* ' «• - 

The total annual operating costs for the various size 
tankers would be virtually unaffected by the particular 
commodity handled. Therefore, in view of the design 
conditions noted above, the unit transportation cost 
(cents per pound or dollars per ton) would vary inversely 
with the tonnage that could be accommodated in the 
tanks. Commodities with higher specific gravities than 
liquid ethylene would have correspondingly lower unit 
transportation costs than those shown for ethylene 
in figure II until a specific gravity of 0.7 was reached, 
beyond which there would be no further reduction. Per- 
tinent physical constants for several commodities arc 
tabulated below along with a transportation cost adjust- 
ment factor to convert the unit transportation costs 
for ethylene shown in figure II to an estimated cost 
for each particular commodity. 

( ommoétly ml mu«! ^vü^^ 

Methane  - 162 - 259 
Ethane -  »9 — 12« 
Ethylene  - 104 - 155 
Propane  -  42 —   44 
Butane  -    5 25 
Propylene -  47 -   53 
Butadiene      .   .   . -    4 24 
Ammonia      . -33 —   28 
Formaldehyde -   21 —    6 
Vinyl chloride -   14 7 

0.424 1.342 
0.547 1.040 
0.5*9 1.000 
0.581 0.979 
0.600 0.94» 
0.610 0.933 
0.652 0.173 
0.681 0.136 
0.SI5 0.113 
0.974 0.113 

The ethylene transportation cost for a giveu annual 
tonnage and distance in figure II multiplied by the trans- 
portation cost adjustment factor listed above should 
provide a satisfactory preliminary estimate for each 
commodity. However, these transportation costs might 
be lower it if were possible to utilize larger-size tankers 
making deliveries to multiple destinations and thereby 
handling a greater total annual quantity. Methane for 
fuel purposes would generally require the use of larger 
tankers to obtain an economic transportation COM. The 
commodities other than methane, ethane and ethylene 
could be transponed in more conventional general pur- 
pose LPG unkers under conditions where there might 
be some further savings in transportation cost. 

VI  CONCLUSIONS 

These new ocean transportation techniques should 
present many interesting possibilities for petrochemical 
operations. Various prospective movements for ethylene 
have been discussed. Ethane could be transported as a 
raw material for ethylene production at a destination 
where the by-products from cracking heavier hydro- 
carbons could not be utilized. With these specialized low- 
temperature tanken more generally available, ammonia, 
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butadiene, propylene and vinyl chloride should mou- trate the wide range of possibilities. Îlie primary purpose 
in'iWcreasing quantity: Sifice Cliioflhe is an expensive of this paper has been to explain these new transpon 
commodity to transport, consideration might also be techniques and to provide transportation cost climate-. 
given to the possible movement of ethylene to areas as guidance lor pnliminary economic studies. Muse 
where surplus or very low-cost chlorine is available for techniques should inject many new parameters into the 
the production of various chlorinated hydrocarbons, consideration and planning of petrochemical projects 
including vinyl chloride. and provide a basis for increasing internation.il co- 

There are many other interesting examples that could operation in the establishment of such projects m 
be presented, but the few cases mentioned should demons- developing countries. 
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9. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES : EXAMPLE OF 
AN INTEGRATED PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEX 

I're/Mtrrdfnr the Uniteti Valions Centre for Imdmitriml Development hy VInttitmt frmnemia dm fétrmte 

The purpose of this feasibility study is in present a In) 20,000 T year o-nykiw used in plastKi/ers 
preliminary   processing   scheme   for  the   production   of (m)  mm T year fcnc useU ,„      , t]bres 

basic products such as: olefins (ethylene and props lene) 
and   aromaties  (hen/ene,   p-xylcne  and  o-xylene)  inte- Ti* main ¡»«^¡»««age*. r**ultmp in  the integration  ol 
(.-raled in a 2,(XX),0l)0-ton-ayeur refinery based on light lhc   PcT'H-hcrnical   units  in the  refinery  plant,  «re  the 

crud> oil which supplies the naphtha feed-stock for petro- «»lowing 

clie.nic'Hl units and which provides outlets for petroche- 
mical units by-products by blending them with the other 
refinery products (LPG and motor gasolene) 

I he attachments give process descriptions ol the 

various units contained in the over-all plan as well a* 
overall material balances, capital costs, and elements 
ol opei.itmg cost such as: utilities requirements, catalyst 
and chemicals consumption, labour requirements. 

111.' operating costs are also included and the proh- 
lability ot the plant is calculated on the basis of products 
sales at international prices 

\    HAMS   HI   «-KUIH I     MAKKII    AV>I MPIMINS 

laking into account lhc market demand for maximum 
middle-distillates   production   and   gasolene   production 

lo he  kept to a  minimum, the  majoi  quantity of S K 
naphtha could not be valorized as a motor gasolene 

On the ottici land, olefins ami aromatic intermediates 
.m requested lor plastics swithctic libres and detergents 

( onsequcntlx. it secm> iti.it lhc best solution lor valori/- 
me! this excess naphtha and loi supplying to the e nel - 

pi odili I* demand is i lu utilization ol this raw material 
.is leed-stoi ks loi 

(.(I \ steam cracking plant to poduce 

HI   MM«Kl | sear ethvlene uscu in pol>eth>lene, PVC 

and stvrcnc manufactures, 

tu)    M .(MO  Í vear propylene used in I)l)B and acry- 
lonitnle manufactures. 

(M An aromatic plant composed ot the following units 

(i) Catalytic reforming. 

(n) Aromatic* extraction from catalytic reformate and 
SC gasolene, 

(in)  Toluene hydrodcalkylalmn. 

(isI Aromatic fractionation, 

lo produce 

(a) Better utilization of satalytic reforming unit which 
can operate at an economic si/e, 

ih) Konomic of scale for the general facilities, and 
consequently lower fixed charges, 

dl lower manpower requirement«; 

(</) Better utilization drui valorization ol excess refinery 
products. 

B   PIMM i ss   VHIMI    AND   MAIIKIAI    »AI AN« I 

A block-flow diagram is presented in figure I. Material 
balance tor ti* ovei-all complex is given in table I. 

IX-tailed calculations for the different units are given in 
taWes 5 to IV 

C     (.lINtftAI    lltJM MIPININ 

I he overall complex including the refinery and the 
petrochemical plant i> composed of the following units 
atmospheric distillation and gasolene stabilisation, 
catalytic reforming, aromaties extraction, aromaties 

fractionation: hydrodcalkylation, naphtha steam-crack- 
ing. hydrogénation of steam-cracking gasolene, and 
gas  plant 

(i;i The crude is charged to the atmospheric distillation 
where the following petroleum cut» are fractionated 

C4       LPC, 

63"C  pentanes 
I45"C light naphtha 

I65"C heavy naphtha 

VSoC I mK*«"e",<'l''"'H,tes 

fuel  oil 

C, 
»<» 
145 
165 
210 

375° C 

(M Light naphtha ii charged to the catalytic reforming 
(»TX operation I to yield: a reformate rich in aromaties. 
a Mabduatton overhead which i* charged k» the gaa plant. 

(I) ftú.lU) r year benzene used in plastics, detergents     a separation M,-rich gat which it charged to the hydro- 
and »ynihetR hbrrs, dealkylaUon »ait. 
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(r) Hf' y naphtha is charged lo th« catalytic reforming 
(motoi-  gasolene  operation)  lo   yield    a   high  octane 
reformate. • stabilization overhead which is charged tu 
the pi* pía M, a reparation gai which is charged le S( 
gasolene hydrogénation pmM. 

<**) ITX operation reformate and nydrogenated steam 
cracking gasolene art- charged to the aromatic extraction 
to yield   a raffinate which is partly used us steam-erack 
ing feed-Mock, an »romains  mi mur.'  which  is   <-nt  io 
aroTtatict  fraclioMtion. 

(i-l ITX. from aromatic* eitraction and hydrmlcal- 
kylation products arc fractionated in aromatic s separa- 
tion to yield benzene, o-xylene, p-xylene, and toluene 
which are med a* feed-stock» for the hydrodealkv latum 
unit, the remaining C, aromatics and ( , aromatic- .iri- 
sent to the gasoleae pool 

(/) Raffinate and SR pentanc*. arc wwd as feed stocks 
for the Heam-cracking unit which yield« the loilnwmg 
producta fuel gat. ethylene, propylene, hut>lene, 
huladiene; gasolene, tent to the aromatic« fractionation 
after hydrogénation, and ftut oil. 

(g) SR-C, from the atmospheric distillation, «tahiii/a 
tion overhead from reforming (ITX and motor gasolene 
operation* > arc charged to the gas plant where the >•>!• 
lowing product* are fractionated furl gas. propane 
LKi, mjtem LfG; penta nes »shich an utili/te! into the 

I)     I i uNl'MIl s    dl       I III     lis I K   SI I 

I      S. .yv  iif   ihr ¡•tinnii!    \lml\ 

Because   ut   the  complete   intimation  "I   tin    |n I'm lie 

mical units into the rchmrv and the ut.'li/.itn n >•• 'hi 
petrochenmal h\ produits in IM .oli tu puoi .imi ,|, imi 

in the utilities generition, it i-. not p.. ill. to ..irr\ .til 
separately the iinnnmm ot peline heinu il. IM,! mil i. t m • 
and retinen pr HIUCIIOII V^ordinglv IM ".' I,„K 

has been earned   >ut lot ihi   ••u,i all eon ¡il< > 

2    W./wi    laiii 

Detailed   Isasie   laliulations rrejUTii]  hv-   the  • > ..»>.. n 11. 
study Aft giw n in ta hie >  .' I total rrtn» ' v  n   I pclimlinn 
it al    prodtii »s    salisi     '   ti.apit.il   .•••.!   • ••<    tin    ,.vr a I 

complex) and 4 lo|H-rat>n|ji lost .•( th<  o-   t ,ol  . . >m ¡ • i. H 

'    //i/x'fArii» 

(él) Crud>  oil pi lie   '.-finer, and (Hilo In !;• •. al ¡ir   lint. 

prices 

I rude ml ( It   t ton     16 
Rrfiiwrs pi • < ».is 

I Hi \ i.»    *i 
M,*.* ^«otenc NO« -H,    % i..i,    I« 

M.a.« a»-i"" s*"" *'   » i"»   «) 
»UT.     a 
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<ias-i>il 
f UC|-<MI 

Vio«   24 
Vttm   15 

Petrochemical product* 

Ffhyten« 
Propylene 
Ben/em- 

n Xylene 

(/>) Location 

I ht complex is assumed to he erected in Europe 

110 
50 

M 
250 

(c) Economic conditio«* 
Payment of the plant: cadi 
Depreciation at 12.3 per cent of total investment 
Financial charges (av.) at 3.5 per cent of total invest- 

Taxet on the benenn at 50 per cent. 

id) ProftubiHty study 
•VoAtaaMty study of the over-all complex i« carried 

owl in tabic 4 Mr Taking into account the hypothesis 
and the economic condition» given here above, it result« 
in a return en investment, after taxes, of 22.4 per cent or 
m 4.5 years pay-out. 
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TAIU 2. RrriNWY AND PfrnocHrMu M   pnonurTs »AIM 

SrlUm price 
tV S Itm Toru yrmr Ili' It'.S year 

Refinery products 

C, and C, LPG 
Premium motor gasolene  
Regular motor gasolene . 
Kerosine  
Gat-Oil 
Fuel-oil  

TOMI . refinery products 
Petrochemical product» 

Ethylene  
Propylene  

o-Xylene  
p-Xylene 

TOTAI , petrochemical products 

TOTAL SAUS 

JO 

.15 
10 

28 
24 
|s 

110 
50 
70 

Mi 

2 M> 

118.100 

70,000 

12S»,700 

100.000 

762.000 

274,000 

80.000 
M .000 
80.000 
20.000 
10.000 

3.541 
2.450 
3.841 
2,80») 

18.288 
4.185 

.15.157 

8.800 

2,550 

5,600 

I..12U 

2, VX) 

20.77(1 

TAMI  1   CAPITAI   COST K* IMI  OVM-AII   IOMPIIX 

Prosati unit* . 
Off-«*** . 

Tot Al 

Initial charge of catalysts and chemkalt 
Paid-up royalties 

IH'%1  \ 

26,*X) 
I5.VX) 

54« 
2.000 

42.'»(XI 

2.54ft 

Iman il during construction 

TOTAI CAPITAI lTJ*T 

2.OU0 

2. «XX I 
I.IXXI 

SI.K4T. 

TABtr   4    MANUFAIrUBINtl  OM1 

llrtf r»M 
II V •«•um ;<f li s >'« 

Raw maiirial (erudii 
Claiytti atuJ cluwinl» 

To« 

Men- 
Year 

TOTAL, variant« costi 
FlMté «uuri 

at 12 5 per «MM 

at J.J gar «MM 

Tot 41, toad cos« 

MtMTAt-nam, toar 

16 

5,000 

: ,000.000      i:,«xi 

mi I.VI5 

4.VSI 

I.Ml) 

1.070 
140 

I.Ü)' 
51« 

14.(81 

II.IM 

4s«Mk 

10)3 
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TABU 4 bis. PnomAMimr STUDY 

IV iUSIrtm 

1. Credit 

Products «ties 

2. DtbU 

53,927 

Variable costs  34,311 
Fixed costs  11,315 

Manufacturing cost  43,696 

Profitability   •                                                                     .    . . 

Benefits before taxes  10,231 
Benefits after taxes at 50 per cent  5,1 IS 
Benefits after taws and depreciation       11,615 
Return on capital  22.4 per cent 
Pay-out time on total investment  4.5 years 

TABU 5. ATMOSPHERIC DISTILLATION — OASOLENC 

Estimateti material bahmee 
STABILIZATION 

Srtctßc 

Feed   . 

Products 

I   C, 
C, 
C, 
C,-63"C 
63--145T 

I43'-I65T 
165 -230T 
230'-373T 

375 T 

• tmtM*   fravttr 

too 2,000,000 0M0 

0.05 1,000 0.400 
0.90 11,000 0.515 
2.75 55,000 0.5*) 
5.00 100,000 0.640 

20.20 404.000 0.731 
5.00 100.000 0.760 

15.40 308,000 0.796 
27.70 554,000 0.150 
23.00 460.000 0.925 

100.00 2,000,000 0.M0 

M'lrem 

2.500,000 

2.500 
35,000 
95,000 

1 SCODO 
547,000 
131.000 
3Ì7.000 
649,000 
497.500 

2,500.000 

TAMP 6. CATALYTI« arrostanNo (MOTO« OAUHFNI omtATKW) 
Fstimatrd material balance 

TAIIC 7. STEAM-CRACKINO 

Estimated matrriml balance 

feed 

145-1651" Cut 

ProJacn 

H, 
C, 

Praaerrtei of me reformate — 

NOR clear: »4 
Specific «ravtty al I3*C 0 773 

100,000  tons/year 

1.02C M 
2,*60 140 
4.500 500 
2.000 5,000 
1.000 7,000 

75.MO 

1.400 12.720 75.K» 

Feed 

C.-43-Ccut  
Raffinale from aromatici extraction 

Taminm 

47.000 
222,200 

TOTAL   270.000 

Tail ma  45.000 
Ethylene  10.000 
Propytesst -pruna»  51.000 
Butylene-buudienc  20,000 
«asolee«  57.000 
Fuel-oil  9.000 
Loss                   1.000 

270,4 
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TABLE I. CATALYTIC RIFORMINO (AMBIATICI OPERATION) 

Estimated m.y"rtal hmhmrr 
TARLE 10. AROMATICI EXTRACTION 

Estimated material batanee 

Feed 

63'-M5«C   Cut 404,000 tons/year 

Produci! 
Stemma* ><u *""»urf"' Mermut 

H,  4,800                  30 
C,        t  1,000                 -200 
C,  5,000                630 
C,  8,300              4,(00 
C,  5,000             16,800 
C,  1,000             20,100 
C, paraffins  63,100 
C, paraffins  61,500 
C, paraffini  52,200 
C, paraffini  12,500 
Methyl cyclopentane .  . 6,800 
Cyclohexane  1,200 
C, naphUme  4,000 
C, naphthene  2,000 
C, + naphthene . 400 
Benzene  23,000 
Toluene  44,000 
Xylene t ethylbenzene . 55,400 
C, + aromatics .... 9,300 

25,300 43,300 335,400 

TABLE 9. STEAM-CRACKING OAZOLENE FRACTIONATION 
AND   HYDBOOfNATTON 

Estimated material balance 

heed 

Steam-cracking gasoknr       57,000 
OM from reforming        5,740 

«2,740 

PraétCU 

fuellas         6,040 
C,  10,100 
Oasotone to extraction unit  45,900 

Composition of the hydrogenated s.c.-gasolene 

C, non aromatic»  

Tota» 

Q-C, non aromatici .  .  .   . 

45,900 

Fttd 

1. Çt t reformate  
2. Hydrogenated steam-cracking gasolene 

Products 

.. I. Ar poiana ..       . „. 
Benzene  . 
Toluene 
Xylene  I ethyl ben/erte 
C,  • aromatics 

2. Raffinate 

335.40(1 
45.WO 

loiAl    381,300 

40.M10 

5:.0«> 
57.(1«) 

l»,HK) 

I <s\ KM) 

:::.:tx) 

linn      IM,»«) 

TABU   II. AROMAIKS tR*< I I< INAI ION 

K\límaleJ matinal balance 

Feed 

Aromatics extraction products . 
Hydrodealkylation products . 

Prtxhk-ls 

Benzene. 
Toluene 
o-Xylene 
p-Xylcne 
Ethylbenzene • m-Xylrne. 
C, t  Aromatics . 

154,100 
41.000 

I »I AI      ?0O.I0O 

KO.OOO 

M.MJO 
:o,ooo 
Id,!» I) 
27,0011 
I I.MR) 

?(«l.l(»l 

I ABU.   12    HYUROMALKVI Alios 
fjlimaled material halanct 

— Feed 

62,740 Toluene from aromatics fr¡utioruiion 
Cias from reforming 

3,690 
11.110 
11.920 
7,340 
4,130 

Products 

Off-gas . 
Heavy aromatics 

I'lTAI 

51.VR) 
25,.W» I 

76, RUI 

t«.Non 
5(11 

«O.VRl 

7«.g0» 

toss 
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TABU 13. CíAS «ANT TA»U 15. R«nN«Y PRODUCTION (continued) 

Estimated material balance ____———^————^^-^———^——~""—" 

                                                  __________ Petrochemical production 

j I. Olefins 
tr'.          .                                                                          74 000 Ethylene                                                                  80-oon 

(, straight! run                                                                       i*,i**> '                                                                            51,000 
«ai from reforming (motor gasolene operation)                 12.720 Propylene 
Gas from reforming (BTX operation)                                43,300 ,. Arn natics 

"•**» Ä :.:...:::::'"•'•    SS 
Products (Ions/year) p-Xykne                               10,000 

Ttri 11 rranmrlft, Butmu  LPl. Cmsolmr  _________^__^—^. _ 

H, 130 
C,                            340 TABU   |6   l.,,|MATI 1)   RUOTE»  UNITS  AND UFF-MTM COST 

C, 2,150  . . 
C,                   7,000              20,(100 -                         "                                                   %vs 

(                                                1300              76,000                1,500 _   .._       
(
4 20,800 

Process unir 
').620            22,100            76,000            22,300 Atmospheric    distillation,     gasoline 
  itabUisation       3.500,000 

Catalytic reforming       3,400,000 
Aromatici extraction and fractionation      6,500.000 

Umt 14   ISIIMAIH) (.ASoitNj iitNDiNt, Hydrodcalkylation                                    ,'700'??? 
  Steam-cracking                                     10,000,000 

—— • " ~~ Steam-cracking gasolene fractionation 
¿>r,7/ic                        SOK . hvdfo-enation          600,000 

run»»       trmtiv       M'M»        ^. ana nyurogcnawii .                                • mnimn 
nrt;                     cum Gas plant       1,100.000  

26,800,000 
(.aromatic»                   11.«00      0.890        13,000      107 off-sites », including . general plant ler- 
I thylhen/cnc   i   m-Xy- vices, general building», utilitie« pro- 

Icnc                                 27,000      0 870        31.000      115 auction  and   dirtiibution,   receiving. 
Reformate                           75.800      0 773        «.000        94 dipping and storage                       15.500,000 
C-. from gallan.                 22,300       0 628        33.500        82 ^                       «.JOOjOOD 
(', from «team-cracking 

gasolene fractionation       10,800       0 628         17,200         82 . .  
r,-M"C «raifjit-run            52,200      0.640        81,500        78 . Land  not mcluded. 

199,700        0 735        274,200          90" ^^  )?   EM|MATUJ |N|r|AL  < HAa<iu AND YMALY CONSUMPTION 

  _^___^_— oj   CATAIVSTS   AND  (MIMICAL* 

• An addition of (l 4 pei Ihousand. 11L would permit to increase NOR      __ . — —— 
,„ »h MM* dmir         fi»"" 

• Uasoknc pool »i  NOR clear W .an provide     70,000  ton. year <»W            '%VS'»m> 
premium gasolene it NOR clear •>(>. 129.700 ion» year regular gasottnc 
M NOR clear «5 

I   (aialyio 
Catalytic reforming 400,000 250.000 

I «ni i  is   Rinsrav norai mw Gasotene hydrogénation                           6.000             *.000 
^  Hydrodealkylation .                                 W»0           20-000 

7ZTÏZ      v"7        *•«» 426,000          274.000 
2. (kemkals 

•   í-ipc,                                           22 100 Aromatic« extraction                              120,000           50,000 
'   <,,K Hydrodealkyiauon                                                      2.«» 
2  C.LKi Snam cracking                                                             »•wo 

C, from gas plani                         76,000 Rcnnery uniu and off-site»                                           50'"'0 

I', from »team cracking                 20,000 120000           192000 

96,000 Tot AL, catalysts and chemicals      54t,000          466,000 

I   keroaenr 
SR 165230t                               100.000       0 796      125.000 Estimated paut-up   royalties 

4   (ias-oil ., . . _     _/„_.._                                                                    700.000 

SR,65-2m                               20..000       0 796      26..0O0 *¿¡HlSL                                                              "SU 
SR M0-Ï7SH-                             ^4.000       0.50      649.000 %££££?                                                              "M" 

762000                     9.0.000 °*"*«* Mrot»o.t.on                                                      l«W>00 

V Furiai 1m"   :-000'000 

,7j«c . 279,000       0925      302.000       . —^————-— 

I0S6 



TARI i   18. ISIIMAIID im nits CIINM MPIION 

EUrtnclt • 
(ir»v, 

( nolmt 
w,"7/if" """'"' 

lu, ' 

Atmospheric distillation 1,1X10 :*> 7.6 sd 

Ciasolene lUbiliiation 325 i:o 
Reforming, gasolene and 

aromatici operations . 600 6X0 l< 4 1^ 1 <•: 
Aromattes extraction and 

fractionation 3. KM) 1, MK) 41 1) t. h >-." 
Steam cracking . 10,500 :.ioo .'s II ><> 
Steam-cracking gasolene 

fractionation and hy- 

drogénation K: 7h I J 

Hydrodealkylation ^ u 1 1 1  s 1 

Gas plant  .   .   . 64 7<o I6X Il  * 

OfT-MlCs 

16.1% 

3,000 » 

7.2<W 

M 

'l'en AI.     19,1%        7,3M) 

6X 7 

VI 

74.(1 

IS 4 

<H h 

74 0 

4(1 s :^n 

|1*(. IMI 

l7'M I7'»l 

.'4'' 

I'd 

' Electricity for air cooling and water rcfriscrjtion included 
" Electricity production included. 
• Steam generation included. 
* Fuel consumed in the units and the steam generation plani, is piovutili i> 

Fuel gai fron gas plant 
Fuel gai from hydrogénation 
Fuel gai from «team-cracking 
Fuel gai from hydrodealkylation 
Fuel gai from reforming (motor gasolene operation) 
Fuel oil from »team-cracking 
Fuel oil SR   375 C  i 

'M.:<I 
I..04O 

•IVIMMI 
1S.K00 
V40 
v muí 

Ini («Hi 

TAIIII   lu.  LSIIMAHD l A»ira   IHJIIHIMIM» 

Process units 
Utilities     . 
Storage, handling 
General services . 
Laboratories  .   . 

Infirmary 
Watch    . 

Un I*I/I • 

( «IWJ ( ipcraltirt Hilrt 

5 1* r 
2 \ \ 

1 4 
: 4 4 

/.,.,„, a H   »kr 

Ini! 

IK 

I 

14 

4 shifts/day 
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IO  ( HXkUTERISTKS AND PROSPECTS Ol THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 
- WITH  EMPHASIS ON THE  YOKKAICHI COMPLEX 

Tadaa Vano, Milmihtthi Pviriuhvniical Company, Ltd., Japan 

lokkaichi  iv  located  alinosi  at  tin  ccntic of   hipan the construction of an ammonium sulphate plant at the 
inilu  ncighbouihood ol Vi^ovaCity and has a popula- site.  overcoming various difficc  ies including shortage 

ii..11 ..I about ?(HUM>0   I' is a c 11 v which has Umg since of materials. 
developed mio a light-industncs and commercial centre in Ma\   1946. however, (he old Navy fuel depot was 
«uh the piodiiciH.n ot levtiles and ceramics designated as one of the reparation objects by the Supreme 

Heu «ni,   I,.Mows   bnellv    the   g.adual   development Commander of the Allied Occupation  Forces and the 
ot  i Ins dtv    Horn  a  small  town  into  a  big centre  of construction   of  the   ammonium   sulphate   plant   was 
up-to-date    pcttochcmical    industrv    as    it    is   known suspended. However, after strenuous negotiations with 
now   II is a history ol the development ol a small town the authorities concerned, manufacturing of ammonium 
ol  lanin  a >toiv ol lapanese licavv and chemical nidus- sulphate,  using hydrogen from the electrolysis process 
inih/itioii   especially  ot  the progress of petrochemical was permitted and a 20,000-ton-per-annum ammonium 
m.lusir. and. at the same tune, of the course which the sulphate plant was completed in September  1946. 
Mitsubishi IVuochctnical  Company, has lollowed until About two years later, in November 1948, this plant 
i|K   present became  independent of the Japan  Fertilizer Company 

oi  ,,,uisc   ,;   is  not  intended   io   suggest   that   each under the na.ne of lokai Ammonium Sulphate Company : 
,icp   wis  the   Kst   whenever   it   was   put   into practice the  present   lokai Gas Chemical  Company   becoming 
m   the   past,   s.i   iheie   arc   things   in  the  Companys a spearhead lor the later development of this area as a 

experience  «huh  an   suggestive   and  helplul  to  those petrochemical centre. 
countries now  planning to develop then  own peti oche- \cl. the spacious site of the old Navy fuel depot could 
,1)lv.,( industry not be tilled wiíh only the construction of an ammonium 

lokkn 1M  ( uv   bonis   one   ol   the   most   impoiiant sulphate   plant,   although   some  additions   were   made 
imlustiul   higinvaw   m   Japan,   eonnecling   two  highly the greater pan  of the site and old facilities were lett 

industiialiAd   ateas   ol    K.uito    including    lokyo   and in  ruin. 
Kaiis.ii «huh nu hides Osaka. Kobe and Kvoto. Ihc old vVith the cut nreenienl of the Peace Treaty   in  April 
town which began to develop hundreds ,,| uais ago as jus:   désignation of the lacihties as a reparation object 
an important pom, o! tiallic was designated In the Govern- yvas rescinded and oil refining and petrochemical projects 
meut as a tuatv ,'ori m 1*99   Since then it has puisued cAere  planned  by tn-parties of the Tokai   Ammonium 
the patii io pi..s|i, iiiv as a  n.uimg pori and as  a brisk Sulphate,   the   Shell   group  and   the   Mitsubishi   group. 
light -industries cenile loi  levtiles. on the oik hand   and [|,Uv ,n  |UK   1952. the parties applied to the Govern- 
is an undisturbed piovukial town   on the other mcnt for the   ale of the old  Navy  fuel depot  site to 

Ilk    nason   behind   this   peacelul   town's  connexion them 
with   petroleum   wis  the   old   Japanese   Saw's   esiab- |n  August  ! >5*. the Government decided to sell the 
lishment here ol it-luci depot and «>l its pioduction mainly saKl M|C to Sh.twa Oil Company  Limited on condition 
ot  heaw  oil to be supplied  to   its   battleships  and   ol that   " Showa Oil Company Limited shall consider close 
aviation gasolene to its a'ici.itt co-operation with the  Mitsubishi  group and the Shell 

Dunn.' the Second World Vvai. the Navv luci d. pot group when any petrochemical project shall be planned 
,,,    x,..kkaic!n   contuiued   ..pelati.m   despite   the   gnat lor comn.eicialI production at the site by the latter two 
damage .<r^\  >uf1ctir.g caused  bv   heaw  an raids ot the groups in the future." 
\lliccl I ou. s   Howevei   it   cas ikccssaiv latci on. at the Adel    some   experimentation,    with   the    Mitsubishi 
time  ol  Japan s  deld.   m    \ugust   |94i\  lo tianslcr  to group as the centra! figure of the planning work, the basic 
some   pe.ue urne  nidiistiv policy  was decided among the three parties to the effect 

In   the  midst   ol   the   too. I   sdoriate  n   I he   ^t\A   ol that the oil refining project should be earned out by a 
ilk wu   ilk most moni iccni.tcnunt\it the nation was new company to be established by two major constituents 
the   ptodiuiion   ol   I.II..I    especially   ol   ammonium of the Showa O I Company Limited and the Shell group 
sulphve    In  Octohci   b'Js    the  empeknt   authorities wiih financial participation of a certain amount ol capital 
hM.1%   deeded  to us.   tins  old   luci depot  site to.   the investment by the Mitsubishi group at the sue of the old 
production   ol    ammomum    sulphate     -Vcidinglv     in Navv fuel depot, while the petrochemical project should 
Janu.irv   |s>4tv   the   Japan   r criih/ei   Company   started be carried ou  bv another new company to be eïtabhsned 
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6',000 

1. Th« fiturt» or« T/Y. 

2. Tb« firtt-t«rm plan within dotted tin«. 

J     Tht o*harf arc D' aduction quantity 
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I igurc I   Petrochemical plan al  Yokkaichi una   planned m Du    I • 

by the Mitsubishi group with the participation of the 
Shell group at the north ward site adjacent to the fuel 
depot. 

As a result of this decision, the Mitsubishi Petro- 
chemical Company Limited was established in April 1956 
with a scanty capital of about $1 S 550.000. 

Table I shows the list of the shareholders of the Mil 
subishi Petrochemical Company Limited since the 
Companys inauguration, by which you will under- 
stand how our Mitsubishi group, with the full co- 
operation of the Shell group, has confidently gone into 
the petrochemical industry, firmly combining the strength 
of each individual company. 

What kinds of products were thought best to be 
produced in those years? Our initial petrochemical plan 
was to use off-gas from the refinery, so that we first 
constructed a small-scale petrochemical plant with a 
comparatively small amount of money, with the intention 
of increasing capacity gradually in accordance wtih the 
increase of demand 

Th<- plant schedule which was thought of at ihat tinv 
is shown in figure I. Il meant that the scheduled produits 
were only two 

Si > rene monomer Su thuuwml 16,000) i«m per 

I thvk-nr enuti 
• in.!    I.. 

ut   thici    liuti 

i\»*li   inn. 

Irr,I 

Comparing these sin.ill ligule*  villi ih   present mu 

I cannot help he: tig impresseli 

While we were piiHeeiiini.' un, licitimi mi tin ,it>,i\, 

mentioned schedule however u. !..und ili.it it w.i 

impossible   in   tun  umioniu ,dl\   .i   |H itm lu un. .il   pl.uil 

1 AIM t     I      SlMMI M< Ml <l fs   "I     III!     Mtlv   Hlslll    P> 
(   '.Ml' ,'.*      1  IMI ' I i 

Mitsubishi ( 'hen m il ( .•    I i.l I 

Mitsuhishi R.iym ( .i  I ut I 
Asahi (IUS-, ( "    lut  IMIIMISSIII |i!."i|-i I 

Mitsubishi dink ( .>    1 u! I 

Mitsubishi Sl».|i K.iish.i   I lit I 

Mitsubishi Mrt.il MIIIIMK 1        I i ! I 

r»»kli» Manne A I ire Insuiaru,  I        I *• t I 

Mitsubishi Mininti (lit I 

MCIJI ñfulu.i! I  li Illuni..ik.1 (li! I 

Shell Vkliu   k..hushik- tl.,;.»...    I lit I 
Show* Oil ( "    I.U I 

•..ti. \r< :  i » 
•'•m \j• - i  i < 

•••<}• \ l • f       l'< 

•..in Apr.      I < 

•. ,.. \r   .    I . 

..Til M T    i       1 

I.Ti: Mill      I 

i. m M . •   I     I 

r.Tli < * I' Irr 
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»Im-h was designed to use the refinery's off-gas because 
the scale of refining in those  years  was   still  small  in 
Japan. 

Accordingly we switched our raw material over from 
ofl-gas to naphtha, in order to produce olefins by cracking 
naphtha. We worked over our plant schedule again 
and made the plan as shown in ligure II. 

I he ethylene opacity of twenty-two thousand 
i ??.(K)0) tons per annum as cited in our first project was too 
small and can never be an economical unit for any 
commercial operation under the present circumstances. 
But in those days, no petrochemical product was 
made in Japan. All petrochemicals had to be imported 
«Inch resulted in very high prices and profitable 
sales. Accordingly, a small-scale plant like this could 
raise a certain amount of profit. 

It was in November 1957 when the final layout of 
the first project was fixed and we started the construction 
ni  plants 

ihe constiuction of plants went along very smoothly 
and was  completed in March  1459.  Related plants fol- 
lowed which immediately went into practical operation. 

• l h viene Ivuniv-lwo   thousand   (22000) 
ions per annum 

Polvct Inline |in ih,ius.mil ums ( 10,000) per 
annum 

livrent- I iKhteen thous.mil (IH.OOOI ions 
per annum 

SiKcessively in April I960, plants for the following were 
put into  poeration successfully. 

Ilhvli-ne oMili- | ivo thousand 15.0001 tors per 
annum and 

I invìi-m- idveol riiiiv thousand (1,0001 Ions per 
u*tmtm 

About one vear later, in Mas 1961. the following 
.uomalics plants were added 

Benzene Thirteen thousand tons (13,000) 
per annum 

Toluene Fourteen thouund (14.000) tons 
per annum 

Xylene Eleven thousand (II.UOO) tons 
per annum 

Each of these plants has been expanded and reinforced 
year after year, being strongly supported by ever-increasing 
demand caused by the rapid growth of the national 
economy of Japan, with the addition of new products 
such as polypropylene, alkylbenzcne and epoxy resins etc. 
A petroleum tesin plant was also constructed based 
on a self-developed technology. 

Recently, we started construction of n-pentane. n- 
hexane, n-heptane and acrylic esters plants. Latest cap- 
acities by items of our plants are shown in table 2. 

Our affiliates and subsidiary companies constructed 
their plants in the Yokkaichi area; among these were: the 
Japan Synthetic Rubber Company producing SBR and 
polybutadienc; the Mitsubishi Monsanto Chemical 
producing polystyrene, AS resin, ABS resin and Polyvinyl- 
chloride; and the Mitsubishi Chemical Industries produc- 
ing isooctanol. etc. The Yuka Badisene Company Limited, 
a joint venture of Mitsubishi Petrochemical and Badische 
Anihn & Soda Fabrik AG in West Germany, produces 
expandable polystyrene and the Yokkaichi Chemical 
Company, another joint venture of Mitsubishi Petro- 
chemical. Daiichi Kogyo Seiyaku Company Limited and 
Lion Fat and Oil Company, successfully produces non- 
lonic detergent and nonyl phenol etc.. respectively. 
C, fraction is also being supplied to the Asahi Glass 
Company Limited, which also belongs to Mitsubishi 
Group, to be used as raw material for the company's 
production  of propylene oxide. 

figure III shows the composition of the Yokkaichi 
complex in a comprehensive illustration of what I have 
said above. 

—•J   f of goi   L  r tr out own lu*l u»« 

(' -H i~r 

L: "] *(jrt0-'*r -r>  ftiA" 

3.7D0 

3,000 

I ig:m- II   P, ir,Khrmual plan ai  YoUmcki arra    III 
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VnMr coagtructtoa. 

Figure 111    Yokkaichi Pelrochemical (omplv* 

During these years, capital amount, number of em- 
ployees and sales amount of Mitsubishi Petrochemical 
have advanced greatly as shown on figure IV and the- 
value of shipment of chemical products out of Yokkaichi 
City advanced from S3 million US dollars in 1955 to 
240 million US dollars in 1963, thus raising the position 
of Yokkaichi City to one of the most industrialized 
districts in Japan. 

Drawn from my own experience, the points to be kept 
in mind especially when any one intends to go into the 
petrochemical business arc as follows: 

(a) The petrochemical industry is a process iiJustry, 
thereforr, from the beginning the scale of the plant 
should be considerably large so that the industry can 
cope successfully with severe international competition. 

(A) With the construction of such a large-scale plant, 
it is necessary to achieve as high a rate of operation as 
as possible. 

(r) To achieve a satisfactory operation of the plant as 
mentioned above, it is necessary to conduct a thorough 
market research in advance and to get the market 
fully developed with imported products prior to actual 
domestic production. When consumers would have been 
fully familiarized with imported products, they can 
easily replace them with domestically manufactured 
products whenever these appear in the market 

(</) It is necessary to introduce excellent technique- 
When I say "excellent ".this word implies MK li icchmqui s 
as to produce puntuéis ol hiph quality .uni ..heap pi IM 

without any noticeable technical trouble In this . mi 
nexion, it is al > necessari», in selecting techniques i" 
prefer highly-tested techniques tu n.>i tull\ u-tnl u> U 
niques. however novel they may he 

TABU    2    1~APA<IIIIS   AI    YnhkAi« HI   I'r i KI M tif MI> AI    (OMPIIX 

. .     .      , / I'Wfftf ' ' / ••**>      .It S ame **t Ffeftf •*./•«   in 

1 thylenc (naphtha cradiingl rC.tiui limili) IH; im 
Polyethylen* (high pit sMircl M),(M) li 11 mi i KO IUI 

Styrene monomer M I.IK«' «inai • '«1 IUI 

lihylene osiik rmm .'4 inni • 41 IUI 

ethylene g'yiol i:.uu> lu unii ' .'.'.IMI 
Beruene :\nu> nun •i (in 

toluene :4.i»jt) i un 4' (III 

Xylenes 14.(1«) i: i««. .'». IM) 

n-Pentane i :<») 1  Mi 

n Henne •   Mil • HUJ 

n-Heptane 4.Ill) 4 |(ll 

Polypropylene I0.0U) .1(1111) MlOU) 

Alk>ilcn/enr :o.(*JI> 1'iti)* o mi 
Lpoiy rrsin 4IIII i.vtn 7, SUI 

Petroleum rrsin Milli :>W) 
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TAMJ 2 (continued) 

Nemffßlmnl Extiitv 
li >) 

Vmátr 
emvtrmttitm 

Ulf) 

Ttul av. 
lilt) 

Producís  hereunder being produced by our  subsidiary  company, 
and related company at  Yokkaicki area 

Fxpandable   polystyrene 
( Y ulta-Badisene Co.) 

Butanol (Japan Butanol Co) 

Non ionic detergents (Yok- 
kaichi Chem Co.) 

Nonyl phenol (Yokkafchi 
Chem. Co )  

Carbonbisulfate (Tokai Oas 
Chemical Co.) .   . 

Acrylic esters (Tokai Gas 
Chemical Co.). 

2-tthyl hexanol (Mitsubishi 
Chemical Co.) «   .   .   .   . 

SBR (Japan Synthetic Rub- 
ber Co.)" 

Polybutadienc (Japan Syn- 
thetic Rubber Co.)" 

PV< (Mitsubishi Monsanto 
Chemical Co) * . . 

Polystyrene (Mitsubishi 
Monsanto Chemical Co ) <•    21.600 

ABS (Mitsubishi Monsanto 
Chemical Co.)'' 

AS Resin (Mitsubishi Mon- 
santo Chemical Co )b 

* Scheduled to construct 
' Mist«! company 

4.800 1,200 6,000 

13,000 
(Additional 
13,000 t/y 
in 1966) 

13,000 
(30,000) 

7,000 — 7,000 

1.800 - 1,100 

.10,000 • 30,000 

6.300 6,300 

24.000 2.400 26,400 

»0.000 4,000 84,000 

- 20.000 20,000 

21,700 12.000 39,700 

21.600 12.000 33,600 

3.300 3,300 

1,600 3.600 7,200 

I ujunr IV   rkr tramuto* 
«I *1 M M 

of carnai, tain, emaieyaet of tar Musato* 
Ca 

150- - 

IW7 
—•— 

1*69 

Figure V. Ormond, production and importation of polyethylene 
In Japan 

How were these points applied in our case? Looking 
at our history, I wish to explain briefly some reasons 
responsible for the success of our petrochemical under- 
taking io Yokkaichi area (see table 3). 

At the top of the table, there is mentioned "Why?". 
The reasons for our starting the petrochemical business 
were not only for the pursuit of profit but also to prevent 
importation of petrochemicals with the intention of 
contributing our part to the improvement of the national 
economy. Then, in a more general sense, we wanted to 
do our part towards the promotion of the heavy and 
chemical industries of Japan. In other words, there was 
in Japanese economy an inevitability about the develop- 
ment of the petrochemical industry and a foundation 
upon which this business could grow. This was the 
first reason why our petrochemical business was under- 
taken and succeeded. 

TABU 3. Ossea usr KS> IUNW« Of IWUMW. »I  MDUS1WT 

3. Who? 
6. How? 
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In the second place, there is mentioned "When?" 
It was very fortunate Tor us that the time of the initia- 

tion of our business was coincident with the period of 
very rapid growth of over-all national economy and the 
demand for petrochemical products increased very briskly 
every year. This was the second reason for our success. 

As a sample of our rapid business expansion, see 
figure V, where you will easily get an idea of the 
growth of demand for polyethylene. 

The third question is "What?". 
This meant not only that our selection of products 

was of superior adaptability to the requirements of the 
nation but also that we adopted the world's best techno- 
logy for every item of our production after over-all 
study and investigation of world techniques. 

The fourth is "Where?". 
Yokkaichi is located in one of the most suitable 

districts in Japan for petrochemical industry, being an 
important point of traffic facing a good harbour and 
fronting railways and highways; it has a good quality 
labour force and utilities such as electricity and industrial 
water, etc. and is very close to big consumption 
areas. 

In the fifth place comes "Who?". 
Besides favourable assistance from the Japanese Govern- 

ment, we mobilized the excellent staff and personnel of 
the Mitsubishi group, a group of our sister companies, 

and at the same lime, we enjoyed close co-operation 
with our good c ordinators such as the Shell group and 
Badische Anilin & Soda Kabrik ACi eu., and thai wa^ 
the fifth reason for our success. 

The final one is   How?". 
Individual procedures did not matter much however 

cleverly planned, and in our case inter-reliance and mter- 
co-operation have played most important roles. Based 
on the spirit of "live and let live", these values have 
been firmly established not only among government 
authorities of the prefecture and the city, shareholders, 
management and staff and workers but also among 
co-operating companies, uflihatcs. subsidiary companies 
and engineering companies etc. This was the most impor- 
tant factor for our success. 

In case any developing country wishes to develop its 
own petrochemical industry, it is sincerely hoped that the 
authorities as well as the businessmen of such a country 
will pay special attention to the 5 " W\" of Why, When, 
What, Where and Who and the " II " of How to achieve 
success explained above. At the same time, the 
Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company would like to entend 
its help at any time, as far as it is possible, to any country 
which wishes to start its petrochemical industry 
We feel we have something to share from the knowledge 
and experience which we have accumulatili m 
developing our present petrochemical lomplcv. wlmh 
started from almost /ero. 
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II. STRICTURE OF PETROCHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT IN MEXICO — 
REYNOSA AND PAJARITOS DEVELOPMENTS 

Hetroleu»  MeMiemmma,  Mexico 

I   IMROOCC I KIN 

A   Legal a\pei is 

I he Mexican Constitution places the direct domain 
ol hydrocarbons on the Nation [his domain extends 
io the manufacture, storage, transportation, distribution 
anil sales ol such petrochemical derivatives used as basic 
industrial raw materials 

fherefore, the responsibility regarding the manu- 
facture of products elaborated as a result ol" the first 
physical or chemical transformation falls on Petróleos 
Mexicanos (Peine*! or other government  institutions. 

I ach of the corporations participating in the petro- 
ilicmiial development is constituted under the laws and 
rules of Mexico, as administered by the t orcign Ministry, 
as tar as the permit to be established is concerned, and 
l>v the lederai Government through the National 
Petrochemical Commission, for the permit to operate, 
should this indusliy be a petrochemical one, and the 
Mimstrv of Industry and Commerce, in case the industry 
should be only chemical and or servue rendering 

Notwithstanding the above, the Mexican (iovcrn- 
ment encourages the participation of private investors 
m those activities outside the scope of the petrochemical 
law As a result, the equity of the petrochemical corpo- 
rations earns considerably as tar as the composition 
ot the investment is concerned I here are corporations 
MI which Petróleos Mextianos owns a hundred per cent 
• 'I the t'uuity l In talas ion« . I inmobiliarias para Industrias. 
^ A i ilure are others m »inch Pemcx owns M per cent 
ol the cquitv lletraetilo dc Mexico. S \ I. and still 
there ire others in scindi Perm* owns onlv M) per cent 
ol the eijuity (PoliKiv. S \ i lach ol the corporations 
maintains its corporate independence and is administered 
mtirclv in accoidance with its own b' laws therefore. 
each corporation enters into contracts lor the purchase 
ol raw materials and the sale of its products, it contracts 
tor the rental ol the land, utilities and administration 

•ere ice- 

H    ./••il/   «rrwrrt 

I tir petrochemical developments in Mexico are bring 
earned  under  two ditlerent  types ol operations 

ill 7ni»ir   lenuet  development 

I his type ol development   s a highly concentrateti and the  petrochemical corporations  have the  benefit of 
integrated   one     sue h   a»   the    Paiaritos    Development      all   the tax  considerations granted  by   the (»overnment 

In this case a large plot of land was acquired by 
Instalaciones Immohtliarias para Industrias. S.A. (a 
hundred per cent subsidiary of Petróleos Mexicanos) 
This corporation rents the different plots of land required 
by each of the operating companies. Also. Instalaciones 
Immubiliarias para Industrias. S.A. will provide to the 
operating corporations utilities such as steam, cooling 
water, electricity and sewers Housing for employees 
and general administration services will also be supplied 
by  this same corporation. 

(2) Conventional development 

Another type of development is the one taking place 
at Reynosa In this project. Petróleos Mexicanos will 
supply the basic raw materials by pipeline within a given 
a »va (17 kilometres). Fach of the operating corporations 
will he located adjacent to the pipelines, each one being 
responsible for its own land, utilities and services 

II    iNVMIMFNt  SXToas 

The Petrochemical development in Mexico is taking 
place by institutions within three sectors 

( I ) (lovernmenl lector 

Within the government sector operate corporations 
which were established to elaborate the petrochemical 
products, such as ammonia plants, which the Mexican 
Constitution states must he produced by Petróleos 
Mexicanos  or  other  government  institutions 

i2)   lined lector 

Within thi« sector operate corporations which wert 
established to elaborate petrochemical products which 
by nature or circumstances it was considered désirable 
lo have joint investments of the Government and tht 
private sector,  such  is   the   case   with  tetraethyl   lead 

( ' » Privale sector 

Within the private sector operai« corporation* which 
were established to manufacture petrochemical product» 
whuh are outside of the jurisdiction ol the petroche- 
mical law and thus can be elaborated by private investors, 
such as cthyleneglycols and ethanolamines 

III     IllWlrMH     tSIT«** 
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of Mexico to  new   and  necessary   industries.   Besides. I    An  increasing degree of i/onli ¡„rue bet», en  privai, 
the National Petrochemical Commission, when granting Investors and the tiovernment 

the permits to construct and operate planto within the ,   integration ..ml flexibility of ojv...i . n- a.id 
petrochemical  development   programme,  has  approved which has resulted si ettk.cnt op. >.,MM   .  .t ,J,Mll.(i. 
sale» prices for the products of 15 per cent higher th.m 

international   prices 
product  prices. 

V  Sell liquidated    inuslm.nt-     nul      n. s i >.'       ,p:til 
Generally, the  plant capacities ot their corporations assc,.   w„h,n  ,|u. iliu„t,x. 

have heen established in order to supply the  Mexican 
market at the plant point of equilibrium between income 4   *«»*••»";« and el.m.n n • •! nn|v,is «,<•• ,-.•.. '••   i . - 

and expenses, and these corporations promote exports "' IIHr•s,nli exports 

in or de i to obtain a higher income s   Kation, il exploitation ol nation.i' r. ..M; 

For  this reason,  the  petrochemical  companies  have n   A higher rate ol nnluMri.il d.s.-¡op,m m  m ,-H •,•! 
generally a sound basis for operation» and growth since areas ,<l  Mexico. which pievi.-..--U  had no:     ¡ i : 
these corporations recuperate from the Mexican market the henctits ol industrial dew '• •fin. nt. 

their operating income, and trom the export market a -    | he establishment ol in* ,iin„-, ,.i «,-ik .oui ui.h, ic 

portion  of their   profits '.Mthin the petro. I» nn. ,.i pi inf   , • .1     mne. •-.I !••,.••••,. 

The   majority   of these  corporations   are   promotin" avtivitu-s. 

actively exports to Latin America, mainly to the count) íes »   Increased   technical    on!   ,v\<-   ,    in ¡ i;   i 

members of the   ALALC  (Latin   America   I ree   Trade between ilie vlitli.nl   .pp..' o , .,'•'. .      ' 
Area)   The probabilities of success vary considerable from in  ln ,.SI,  ,n j,, fc. t, « v , rim,,, 
company to company, according to the type ot product* 
they manufacture and to ¡he effort thev put in developing 
flirts. v|i   ,., ,N|   |(M ,,„„,, 

I h|v art H le describe-   I In- .1. w I. .| -m. • i  ,ii  I »  • . '  f 
l\     (ONIIIII TK)S    III    II«    (.»OSS   s,*TNiNAI     »liKiH I pell .H hemic a I    .i-mro     nain, h    1'iol.t      i     ,,..!,. 

in  ihr   siate  .1   VI-M.HI/   and   K    . n.  ..i   ,i    'in      MI     . ' 

The Pajaritos and Revnosa l>evrlopments will make a Taniaulipai 

substantial contribution to the gross national  product 1 he Paiaritos devi'lupin, m ,-  >  , ,,! ,.n    .ii\i. ,;, i 
The gross national product estimated I. >r l%5 at current ami ,4|M, (,M tin- ,,,tl| .,i i|.,   ,,.      I.HMV  .n in ,i 

price* is 171 million pesos    There, "e. these two petro manufacture  u-tiacth.l lead  M   M   • i.  •    K'M.M    '   .   . < 
chemical   developments   will   contribute   approximately )s a ha u comp..m ni ..I n...i.n • i  <\ ¡ i.  . 

0.Î5   per  cent   of  the   g'<^   national   product     HUM latgci  item  U-mg imp..ml  n. ,i       ,, •< 
tigures    show    that    the    petrochemical   industry    he- in V1< siv.. 
an  important   role   in  the economy  of  Mexico,   it   vu 
consider   that   the   contribution   of   the   prtro.hemi.il 
industry  is  1 2 per cent  of the gross national   produit 

\    /',.„.,'. 

V    MANPOWI» 

The Pajaritos and Reynosa Developments will emplo\ 

appronrrately 2.2WI men <>n ihe estimate that ihrre 
are six members per family, it means that I l.nOK person 
will obtain benefits from these developments, without 
taking into account the additional prrsons that would 
he required to provide services. MKII as shops transpor 

talion etc , to the persons directly connected with ttu 

devekipHMUt» 

The   economically   active   population   of   Mexico   in 

l%3.   a« estimata«!,   will be of IMMMJHi inhabitant-      ,alt as raw 'iirfien.r   lln   !.<t -no.n'i in'        .   |. ..t.,.. 
therefore H can be tatd that the Pi tantos and Revnosa 

Developments   will   increase   the   economical^    a.tive     ¿re not sufficient t.   IM-/> th.- --.id ,on .!. il 

po|H»iNMHW of Mexico by 0 2*. per    <•"< he required lo he i arul-rd   ,-  ..    , .  ^ M „ •   ,   , ,l e 

to  pi. silice   hfottun«   i.».i;1.   Ieri    *!-i.    .od     .  i 
thus Ihe c!ah..t .ill.,'1     !   «••'   >.,M  . .i   • .   na'r   . I M 

VI   lwr*( t in   IMI  « t ao» m xtH « i    »Minriasi to  u'.ii/e   a"   t'n   »«lu'ii    i. -•' •:• --•• 
Pai*r:tos 

Tl»e   ifsihiptmiM   ol   the   petrushemnal   industry    - Its ha. .ng iihkkm i   i«   - ipai r.i * -. ol', 
Mexico has brought about ihe following the  a.r»a!<Uh> I«   p'un   » .    •  ti1'    l< • t 

»OtS 

1 In   t'.o.oil..s dewli.pn . m -   i  ,'   • 

integriti m       Irt'aelhvl . ..I II.ml 

li/l   letiaethvl    lead     i'l 1    ,|... 1,1 

dibromide    \d\  I.^'MHI •   • i.,   11- 

In   order    to    nulo    < 

et h vie rie die lilornli   and « . ' •,.   ,1,1.' 

thlf   vhllllld    In-   I'l.nlUi . il '• 
Mas ntt   lo« al   pi.«lu. i '   . • i   . ' 

»ds    atlv isa tile      Ihn-    "¡ , • ii •  •••      .' 

hydros, him i.   ,u id   * Im li • 'i 1 '., 

la» Iure  ,.l  ethyl . hlor.di 

Ihr   mamila, tun-   • •!   " .. i i i 

a  Irait»>n   . .1   the   i..|.i!  -. ..     •,., 
•.alt as raw  maii-na'    1 to- !,l-.t •n O.il'  , 

\ 
are not suthcirnt t.   un /• th.- -.,.! .on 



the manufacture of acetic anhydnde, ethyl acetate, 
hutyl acetate, n-butanol, methyl ketone, methvl ethyl 
ketone, vinyl acetate and cellulose acetate. 

B   Revnota 

The petrochemical development at Reynosa is bawd 
i>n etlivivne ethylene is produced by the pyrolvsis of 
»•thane near the gasolene plant of Petróleo«.  Mexicanos 
al   Reynosa 

Liquid ethylene is pumped hy pipeline to an area near 
Reynosa  where the following plants will he built 

(</) rinviene   oxide   plant. 

(/>> l.thyleneglycole   and   ethanolamines   plants. 

<<•)  Polyethylene plant 

VIII      pAlAAIH«    IMM XtRIAI     l*Vf¡( 

A   Basu   tksiriptitm 

I he industrial development ul Pajaritos is formed by 
a group of plants producing a variety of products and 
operated by several different companies. 

I he natural gas from the oil and gas held* in the area 
(la Venu, Ogarno. Sánchez Magaltane», Tonala, 
I I Plan and Santa Aim I is gathered and sent by pipeline 
to the gasolene plant of La Venta, where the liquid 
products are recuperated. Ethane (W.3 per cent purity) 
is sent by pipeline (seventy kilometre*) to the ethylene 
plant in Pajaritos. In this installation a pyrolysis of the 
ethane take> place giving ethylene as mam produit. 
I his installation has a nominal capacity of 36,900 ton» 
per year I his plant falls within the basic petrochemistry 
and thus is being built and »ill fie operated only by 
Petróleos Mexicanos. 

f he plants at Paiantos arc described below 

1 ( Mormt and causiti toda plant Brine is produced 
from Paiantos and Turandpetl by means of wells 
The brme is pumped to a chlorine and i.a«Mtic soda 
plant fins plant, whicn uses the Oronzio de Nora 
Process, has a nominal capacity of 3*.000 tons per 
year ot chlorine and 65.000 tons per year of 30 per cent 
rayon grade cawNtic soda 

2 Melatili utdium plant Plans are being drawn up for 
the construction of a metallic »odium plant. This plant 
will use the Ou Pont Procès» end will have a nominal 
capacity of 7,(MI0 tons per year of metallic sodium. 

' t.ihyl ¡Monje pimi In this plant ethylene is reacted 
with hydrochloric acid to give as product cthylchlonde 
I his plant, which will use the Shell Procesa, has a 
nominal capacity of I.V3U» tons per year of ethyl 
chloride The hydrochloric acid used in thia piani is a 
by-product of the vinyl-chloride plant. 

4 tthvlene dúhlonJe plant In thi. plant ethylene reacts 
with chlorine m a gaseous pha-e and by means of a 
catalyst This plant uses the Shell Process and has * 
nominal capacity of Ml.300 toni per year. The chlorine 
uaat) comet  from the ctJorin» amah 

V Ethylene dibromide pimi. In this plant ethylene reacts 
with bromine. The nominal capacity of this plant is 
4,300 tons per year of ethylene dibromide. Plant are 
being drawn up to produce bromine locally at Pajarito« 
by recuperating bromine from tea water and brine. 

6   Aietalaehydt  plant    In  this  plant direct  oxidation 
with air of ethylene takes place in order to obtain 
acetic  aldehyde (acetakJehyde).  This plant used the 
Hoescht  Process and   has   a   nominal   capacity   of 
24.000 tons per year of acetaldehyde 

The ethyl chloride plant, ethylene die blonde plant, 
ethylene-dibromide  plant   and   the  acetaldehyde   plant 
will be operated by private corporations to be described 
later on in this article The ethylene plant will be operated 
by Petróleos Mexicanos. 

The products from the above-mentioned plants are 
used as feed-stocks to the following plants : 

1 Vmyl-cMorkk pimi Part of the ethylene dichlonde 
will he used as feed-stock to the vinyl-chloride monomer 
plant. In this plant ethylene diehkmde undergoes a 
catalytic dehydrochlorination to give vinyl-chloride 
monomer as product and hydrochloric acid as by- 
product This plant, which will use the Shell Process, 
has a nominal capacity of IK.300 tons per yeai of 
vinyl-cblonde  monomer. 

2 Tttraetkyl had and tthvl fhtid plann The feed-stocks 
to these plants are the following IT tons per year of 
ethyl chloride. 4,300 tons per year of ethylene dichlo- 
nde; 4,200 tont per year of ethylene dibromide ; 
2.000 tons per year of kerosene; 9,100 tons per year 
of lead; and 4,700 tons per year of metallic sodnsm. 
These plants use the Du Pont Process and produce 
24.000 tont per year of ethyl Hind. These plants will 
be operated by a corporation to be described later on 
in this article 

V Sodm ath and cauti ti wda plant» (by cmtutificatkm ). 
In order to produce the required amount of bromine, 
it will be necessary to produce sodium chloride in 
excess of the requirements of the plants mentioned 
above; thus, the toda ash plant is being bui It These 
plants use the Diamond Alkali and Oronzio de Nora 
Process and have capacities of 180.000 tons per year 
of soda ash and TO.OOO tons per year of caustic soda 
in flakes. 

4 Salt prttdutiiim. A plant is being constructed for the 
production of industrial grade salt (»odium chloride). 
The said plant, which will use a Multiple Effect Eva- 
porators Process, will have a nominal capacity of 
TI *m million pounds per year of sodium chloride, for 
sale to industry in general. This amount of salt for sale 
to industry in general is in excess of the salt produced 
for the requirements of the Pajaritos Development, 
this requirement being 7704 million pounds a year. 

The feedstocks to these plants are also salt (sodium 
chloride), brine, anhydrous ammonia and limestone 
from the region. 

B  Flo» diagram* of the fataritu» Dtvelupment 

The general flow diagram of the Pajaritos Development 
it shown in ftgttff i. 
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C*.  Inxrsutn m the Pajariiuf Developmeni 

Several   companies   particípale   m   th«   opération   ol 
this   industrial development. 

I. W/r« v Alcali*. S.A. This company will operate the 
brin* production and purification plants, the chlortn» 
alkalirw-plant. and the soda ash and caustic soda by 
caustittcation plant. The investors in this company 
arc the following 

RMrôleo* Mumtmo» 2* 
Nacional Ftnancitra 10 
Diamond AJkali and Onuuw dt Nora I* 
VMM privale inveiti** 1* 

2 4(elalJehitio Je Wcum. S I llii' mmpanv »ill 
operate the acetaUlehyck' pljul the nm>ii-i\ in thi^ 
company are the following 

PMfi'ltiiv Me»icaniis 
(Juimnj Oenenil  S A   y Hoesthi 

M 

'    11 irijrlil" ilt   Mi un'   S  ^    I In . , 1   • ;  m .   * i i ( lui 1 

U'tiatthyl   lent   ami   eth\l   Hunt     IIa   UM   1..1.      1   'In 
company »ill be the following 

m r óleos McucantK 
fc.l  I Ml Pi>« ile Nem-'urs 

<l 
4'* 

4   /)«fi»«*»Vn   ( loraJ"\     S  4     lhi>       niipaiiv     »ill    pro 
duce   ethyl   chlorittt.   eth.lcnc   Jichlondc   ami    vinyl 
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chloride.    F hi-   Investors   in   this,   company   arc   the 
following: 

Petróleos Montunos 
Shell          

«0 
40 

5. Instalaciones Inmobiliarias para Industrias, S.A. This 
company owns the land on which the Pajaritos Deve- 
lopment is being built (2.435 hectares). This land is 
situated South of the Pajaritos Lagoon and the Teapa 
Stream, to the East of the Coatzacoalcos River, to the 
North of the Capalolc Lstuary and West of the Vero- 
nica lot. in the municipality of Coatzacoalcos. This 
company will also provide to all the operating compa- 
nies in the development utilities and general services, 
such as steam, electricity, fresh water and sewers. 

I his company will also provide housing for the em- 
ployees of the different companies, transportation 
services, railway transportation services, and general 
administration services. This company is owned 
entirely by Petróleos Mexicanos due to the require- 
ments of Mexican legislation which restricts the owner- 
ship of land by foreign companies or individuals near 
the seashores and borders. Under these circumstances, 
the land is owned by Instalaciones Inmobiliarias para 
Industrias, S.A. and portions of land are rented by 
this company to the individual operating companies. 

d Petróleos Mexicanos. This institution is owned by 
the Mexican Government and will operate the ethylene 
plant. Petróleos Mexicanos will also supply the fuel 
(¡as (natural gas) and the ethane for the ethylene 
production. 

7 Comisión lederai tic llcetricidad. This institution of 
the Mexican Government will operate the power plant 
which will supply all the needs of the Development. 

I)   Port /nullius 

In the Pa far i tos Lagoon, a deep-water port is being 
constructed Dredging has commenced on a canal 
eonimunicatin,; the Càuli of Mexico with the Lagoon. 
I he port facilities are being constructed by the Mexican 
Ministry of the Navy and Instalaciones Inmobiliarias 
para Industrias, S.A. 

When the Pajaritos port is completed, H will allow the 
operating companies on the Pajaritos Development 
convenient access to export markets. The lagoon is 
protected from the Gulf of Mexico, and the canal being 
dredged will permit the entry ot large tonnage ships. 

I    / stimanti investments in the  Pajaritos Peirwhemical 
development 

l.il.il eslim.iteo imestment» :n thf  Pajarito» 
Pel'ovhrniical  Development 

I      Fftr,>l*t<.  WilKiM*» 
(ji I thtlene pUnl 
l.si ttilitwo^nj icokCMiitiane line etc I 

1.0*0.042.500 00 

104.1 J7.JO0 00 

42,000.000 OU 

l4*,l)7,MO.Ot> 

2. Derivados Clorados, S.A. 

(a) Ethylene dichloride plant 

(b) Vinyl chloride plant       
(e) Ethyl chloride plant  

3. Sales y Alcalis, SA. 
(a) Salt purification and connected plants 

{b) Caustic soda and chlorine plant . 
(r) Sodium carbonate plant  

4. Telraeiilo ile Mexico, S.A. 

(a) Tetraethyl lead and fluid ethyl plant. 

5. Acetatdcktdos de Mexico, S.A. 

(a) Acetaldehyde plant 

6. Companies lo be formed 
(A) Ethylene dibromide plant  

(A) Bromine plant  
(r) Metallic sodium plant  

id) Chlorine liquefaction plant  
(c) Hydrochloric acid plant  

7. Instalaciones Inmobiliarias para Industrias 
S.A. 
(a) Salt wells, boilers, sewers, Und, hous- 

ing, etc    

28,500.000.00 

23,000,000.00 

26,000,000.00 

77,500,000.00 

69,875,000.00 
81,250,000 00 

259.2SO.OOO.OO 

410,405,000.00 

112,500,000 00 

61,500.000.00 

4,500.000.00 
41,250,000.00 

62,500,000.00 
7.500,000.00 
6,250,000.00 

122,000,000.00 

150,000,000.00 

K Production value of the Pajaritos Development 

Production data taken from the general flow diagram 
shown in figure II. 

l'i éotlmi 

42,312.200.00 
33,000,000.00 

  55,627.100.00 
  53.63e.9O0.0O 

57,811,400.00 
32.940.600.00 

224.M7.2I6.ÜO 
20,000,000.00 
23.250,000.00 
47,233,750.00 
30,770.000.00 
6.6M.00O.0O 

7I.SI7.SOO.OO 
38,500,000.00 

Ethylene plant 
Ethyl chloride 
Ethylene dichloride . 
Vinyl chloride ... 
Acetaldehyde 
Ethylene dibromide . 
Tetraethyl lead (fluid) 
Bromine  
Metallic sodium  .   .   .   . 
Caustic toda 50 per am 
Chlorine 
Hydrochloric acid 
Sodium carbonate 
Sod« ash in (Uk.es 

G.  Economic benefits for the country derived Jrom the 
Pajaritos Dttthpmeni 

( I ) Once the plants being constructed are on stream, 
it is estimated that the following values of imports 
would be eliminated, thus saving foreign exchange. 

(e) Vinyl cMoridr (monomer) 

(*> Acetaldehyde 

(O Tetraethyl lead 
id) Sodium carbonate 

it) Soda a*h « 

vs • 
47.ago.oao.oo 
25,647.000 00 

142,491.216.00 
70,500,000.00 

34.630.0BOOO 

J2l.IOt.216.» 
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m»W oaurptian plant Etkana 
E telano pioni 

capacity 30,5001,,- 
1 ti ,!•-.*  Ifl.tiOl 

Pociil' ,lr <• |.l„ .1 

I'll   topo,   ,».     18/XX     '     ,r 

170,000 million e«. ttjyr 26,000 1    yr 
PEMEX 

E tfcanoloml na plant» 

Monaofhonaiami ^# 
capacity 900 t/yr 

Diat*»ana lamico 
capacity 390 t/yr 

Trlolhanalamtna 
capacity 210 t/yr 

^               1,2 1 2 t, yr 

1 ' 

Ltl.,1...« P .,*.,,. 
Induttrlat aorivodat 

c*' Etllano, S.A. 

•V 

Dar ivodov 1 ri..,..    » 

Etnytana glycol pioni 

Mon— thy lana glycol 
capacity 1,300 t/yr 

Diatfcylano glycol 
capacity 1,040 t/yr 

Tria*ytano glycol 
capacity 140 t/yr 

,'JSO i, r 

IneWstriat Jarìvada» 
dal Etilato, SA. 

Hfi ne*« l'i le lirmc . 

I igurc II 

(2) It is estimated that once the plants being constructed     I  /imwrnA of the proJw i\ I mm tin /'.//UM/.M i>, \, lo/mn-m 
are on stream, the following values of exports could 
be developed, thus earning foreign exchange. 

(a) Vinyl chloride (monomer) 
(*) Aeataldthyde  
(r> Tttraethyl lead  
(á) Sodium carbonate .  . 
(e) Soda Mh in flake* .   .  . 

5.8)6,000.(11) 
32.ISI.4OO.0U 
§2,496.000 OU 
1.017.000.00 
3.3WOOO.OO 

IJ 1,150.400 OU 

The Pajaritos IX-vclopnicnt. .e h.i^ been IIH-HI•• >in-il 
before, is constituted basically hy tin- pioiluv lion ut 
tetraethyl lead, so that the demand ol tins ^impound 
defines in principle ihe demand-, ol the mu-imciluti 
products in the lolloping mantici 

Tetraelhvl Irnd consumption 

H. Estimated labour requirements 

I. Direct labour 

The following personnel will be employed: 

(a) AdnuiMtri'jon labour 
(*) Operation «ad maintenance labour 

240 
IH) 

I,(WO 

2. Indirect labour 

It it estimated (hat indirect labour, which  VMII be 
employed will be the following 

i%: 

l%3 

1464 

l%< 

1966 

1967 . 

1961 

IM lumpiliw. 
taMtfnr 

• ixHIhm 
Mi   »-•» 

K:L„ 

IK H f,X f, 1.'   ' 

4: t '1   ' K4 K 

*' H '1)4 M II 

44 '1 'Uh M », 

M 1 '(Iti H44 

S<* 1 1\    I K4 '< 

M 1 '() < M * 

J hvJrtii hl„r, III Ili demand* 

I I   lu» 

I   '     ílH 

I   I   «I» 

I     I A J 

i * M ; 

'I   »IK 

(a) Labour in tramportation. ttupping. rundltnf oper- 
atami of loading and unloading, etc 

(*l Diambutioa and tame)» labour 
(r) Publicity tad promotion» 

120 
2*1 
I» 

520 

Ihe  production  ol  ».hlornic .ttul hwlo^hini.     •. . • 
balanced so as to use th.it necc-arv to iiwniii.i inn 
chlorine derivatives   Only it >t i   requited. \» '   iln-o 
enough   production   toi   the   market     this   -.¡tuaint 
sho*n in ligure I 

iOW 
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C aus tic soda and sodium carbonate demands (there is a 
shortage in the national production) 

Yrv Caustic tuda tm tons yrar     So 4lnm carbenmlt. 1 

1962 118,200 176,200 

1963 131,500 195.600 

1964 146,300 217,100 

1965 162.600 241.000 

1966 175,000 267,500 

1967 190,000 296,900 

1968 205,000 329,600 

i.thvt chloride and ethylene dichlonde for TEL. consump- 
tion 

>,„ 1 thvll.     fluid 
' /tm« yror Ì 

y.lhrl • hloridr 
' lorn y wat i 

dlcMotiit 
' tons year 

1962 11.188 6.041 2,091 

1961 9.500 5,182 1.773 

l''64 12,910 7,046 2,409 

196 S 13,818 7.545 2,591 

1966 17,182 9,364 3.227 

1967 18,682 10,227 3.500 

I96H 21.818 11,909 4,091 

l'A .( '    and   vinyl  thltirt le   monomer   < onswnption 

>,a.                              r I t     In  torn, yrar i i   moitomrr. itHU 

1962 8.200 9,200 

1963 10.900 11.200 

1964 12,600 U.I00 

1965 14.400 16.200 

1966 16,200 18,200 

1967 18,200 20,400 

1968 19,800 22.200 

l tintene diehlonde demand tor  vinyl chloride monomer 
und ¡hol necessary lor T.E.I . 

rthvlemt 4tcn*m 
In  (.»«.» yea* 

1962 I8.8SO 

mt 21.960 

1964 25,500 

19*5 31.980 

1966 37,901) 

1967 40.500 

196* 45.000 

\retaidch\iie consumption tor anhvdrale and acetic 
acid, cthvI acitalr, butyl acetate, \inyl acetate. N-buta- 
noi. mclhyl-cthyl-ketonc. ielluU>\c »celale, ihlorid- 
acctic acid and \anous 

19*3 11.'50 

19*4 13.1 M) 

m< IVAOO 

IM* IM75 
19*7 19,925 

19*1 21.115 

IX. REYNOSA PETROCHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT 

A. Basic description 

Ethylene constitutes the basic raw material for the 
Reynosa Petrochemical development. Ethylene will be 
produced by Petróleos Mexicanos at installations within 
the gasolene plant by pyrolysis of ethane, at Reynosa. 
The feed to the ethylene plant will be ethane obtained 
from the gasolene plant. Ethylene will be the feed-stock 
to the following plants: 

(a) Ethylene oxide plant. This plant will produce 
ethylene oxide by controlled oxidation of ethylene by air. 
Ethylene oxide is a basic component for further chemical 
manufactures. This plant will use a Scientific Design 
Process and will have a nominal capacity of 12,000 tons 
per year. Provisions have been made to expand this 
capacity to a total of 24,000 tons per year of ethylene oxide. 

(b) Ethyleneglycols plant. In this plant, ethylene 
oxide will be hydrolized to monethyleneglycole. A part 
of the monoethyleneglycole produced will be reacted 
again with ethylene oxide to give diethyleneglycole and 
triethyleneglycole. This plant will use a Scientific Design 
Process and will have a nominal capacity of 8,000 tons 
per year of ethyleneglycolc. 

(f) Ethanolamines plant. In this plant, ethylene oxide 
will be reacted with ammonia to produce the different 
ethanolamines. The different types of ethanolamines 
will be produced in this plant merely by changing the 
operating conditions (mainly pressure and temperature). 
The operation of the plant would be in accordance with 
the Mexican market for these products, as follows: 
78.3 per cent monoethano'amine, 16 per cent of dietha- 
nolamine. and 4.4. per cent of triethanolamine. This 
plant will use a Scientific Design and will have a nominal 
capacity of 2,000 tons per year of ethanolamines. 

(d) Polyethylene plant. In this plant ethylene will be 
polymerized at high pressure to produce low density 
polyethylene. This plant will use the Imperial Chemical 
Industries Process and will have a nominal capacity 
of 18,000 tons per year of polyethylene. Provisions have 
been made to expand this plant to an ultimate capacity 
of 48,000 tons per year ol polyethylene. 

B. How diagram of the Reynosa Development 

The general flow diagram of the Reynosa Develop- 
ment is shown in figure II. 

C. Investors in the Rtynosa Development 

Several companies participate in the operation of this 
petrochemical development : 

1 Derivados Etílicos, S.A. This company will operate 
the ethylene oxide plant. The investors in this company 
are the following: 

PMrókm Mmcum 
MuMrá Nacional Qufaiucofarmaeétaica 

M 
SO 

2. Industrias Derivadas del EtHetto, S.4. This company 
will operate the ethyleneglycolc» plant aad theethaaol- 
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amines plant. This plant is within the private sector 
and thus the investors in this company are private. 

3. PoliRey, S.A. This company will operate the poly- 
ethylene plant. The investors in this company are the 
following : 

fit am 

        33 
        33 
        33 

Petróleo« Mexicano* .... 

Celulosa y Derivados, S.A. . 

Imperial Chemical Industrie« 

D. Estimated investments in the Reynosa Petrochemical 
Development 

Total estimated investments in the Reynosa 
Petrochemical Development  

1.   ñttrókns Mexicanos 

(a) Ethylene plant  
(ft) Ethylene pipelines etc  

us i 

351,700.000.00 

104,300,000.00 
23.500,000.00 

2. mRty.S.A. 
(a) Polyethylene plant  

3. Derivados ElUkos. S.A. 

(•) Ethylene oxide plant  

4. Imkilrlas Derivadas del Etilem», S.A. 

(a) Ethanolamines and ethyknegtycotes 
plants  

5. Imtalackmes Inmobiliarias para Indus- 
Irías, S.A. 

(a) Und, housing, boilers, sewers 

130,000.00000 

109,200,000.00 

41,300,000.00 

21,000.00000 

50,000.000.00 

E. Production value of the Reynosa Development 

Ethylene plant ... 
Ethylene oxide plant 
Ethylawftycoles plant 

Ethanolamines plant 
Polyethylene plant 

US i 

37,501,moo 
20.112,500.00 
29,610,000.00 

I6.OM.000.0O 
123,611,000.00 

F.  Economic Benefits for the country dérivée from the 
Reynosa Development 

(a) Once the plants under construction are on stream, 
it is estimated that the following import values would be 
eliminated, thus saving foreign exchange. 

VI Mtn 

26,300,00000 
12,710 ft».» 

104,'HOOOOO 

1. EthyWnttjycok« . 
2. Ethanolanitnes   . . 

3   Polyethylene (low density) 

I4JJM4.00000 

(*V) liiicsUinattdttototxytheptoswibsMBtjroaMrucled 
are oa stream, the following «sport values coukl be 
òevesopad, tkw eartaaf fontfn 

1. Ethylenesjlycoles 

2. Ethanolamines 
3. Polyethylene (low density) 

If Miri 

3,180,000.00 

3.348,000 00 
19,017,000.00 

2Î.54V000.OO 

G. Estimated labour requirements 

I. Direct   labour 

The following per.onncl will  be employed 

(a) Administration labour. 
(ft) Operation and maintenance lahour 

Mm 

30S 

395 

2. Indirect labour 

It is  estimated   that indirect   labour.  \Nhn.li will  re- 
employed will be the following : 

(a) Labour in transportation, shipping, handling oper- 
ations etc  

(ft) Distribut'on und services lahour 

(f) Publicity and promotions 

120 

8< 

263 

H. Demands of the products of the Revnosa Development 

The Reynosa Development is constituted basically 
by the production of ethylene and the demands of the 
intermediate products are as follows: 

Ethanolamines and ethyleneglycoles demands 

tlhtitnftbtotts    lotn nw      tthamutamlñ*•   l>n. rr. 

Production data taken from the general flow diagram     1962 
shown in figure II. 

1962 1.2«« 1.401 

1963 1.663 I.7HÏ 

1464 2,147 2,270 

1965 2,772 :,svo 
1966 3,57s» 3.ÍI7S» 

1967 4.620 4.681 

r.thylene oxide demands 

ÌMT 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

2.121 
2,717 
3.483 
4.463 
5.730 
7.331 

VtrUmi 

I.2UU 

1,700 

2.250 

2.190 
1.4W 

4.0YI 

3,121 
4,4 r 
'.711 
'.153 

II 181 

Polyethylene  demands  (high pressure and lt>»  drn\ii\ 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1963 
1966 
1967 
196« 

11.2«) 
14.600 
I8.SJI 
24.000 
11.OU) 
4U.0UU 
30,300 
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12. PI ANT SIZE, LOCATION, AND TIME-PHASING : INTRODUCTION 

4/„„    S.    M,„„„.   Cnhr   for  InternaUonml   StuMeM,   Ma,.achU»etl»  In.titule  of Technology, 
(nilril   S'fflifi of America 

I     (il M KAI   (O\S10l RATIONS 

This is the first in a series of studies. ' F.ach report will 
deal with selected aspects of plant si/.c. location, and 
time-phasing Canicular emphasis will be placed upon the 
implications of economies-of-scale in manufacturing 
industrial products. 1 he basic viewpoint is normative 
rather than descriptive. These reports are concerned with 
planning for economic efficiency. 

In a political democracy whether the economic 
system be capitalist or socialist it is inevitable that 
various regional and industrial groups will create demands 
for departures liom economic efficiency. In each ot these 
tmlics. wc hope to make rough estimates of the cost ol 

satisfying such pressure groups. With better knowledge 
oI the magnitude of costs involved, it should be possible 
io reduce, though not to eliminate, the emotional aspect 
ol India's pohtic.il decisions on plani si/e and location. 

II   SCOPI 

lach ol these reports deals with multi-plant invest- 
ment decisions within an individual manufacturing 
industry. "I hese reports are not intended to be fully 
calistic and detailed. Instead, an attempt is made to 

concentrate only upon those factors that are believed 
essential for plaining the industry's growth over time 
ami space. 1 he levi I ol aggregation is quite different from 
ili.il ol either a pn>ieci iipoii oi an uilcr-industry study. 
In a t\pical project report, the analysis is narrowed to a 
penili location and often to a specific si/e of plant and 

dale ol consli uclion Within the scope of a project report. 
it is feasible to consider detailed alternatives for ihe indi- 
vidual plani with respect to its product mix. processes. 
.nid raw materials In an inlet industry model, the scope 
is much broader than cither a single project or an indus- 
try I he inn r-iiuiustry framework is particularly desirable 
in India lor the |ob ol forecasting aggregate demands 
.nut investment r:.-quiicmcnls lor such intermediate 
goods as steel, machinery, luci, and electricity. 

In the current series of studies, with the individual 
im/ioiM as the unit of analysis, it becomes possible to 
loins upon still another range of investment policy 
¡Mohlems    Hete  we  shall lie specifically  concerned  with 

I IH  .iiahoi is 
v   !.is   pjiK-nn 
lilis     U'|S«'I1 

KII maYhlra to Ins o>ltc.i«uc Stephen Maialili. 
,,ml   pr!M.u-iiil\   him- IHIKIIWII  i.uU'   aulis 

economies-of-scale in manufacturing. By itself, this 
factor makes it desirable to set up large individual plants 

isolated from each other by lor,g intervals in both time 
and space. Offsetting this factor aie the costs of transport 
and of building capacity ahead of demand. By analysing 
the costs and benefits of alternative plant sizes and 
locations, it should be possible to draw some conclu- 
sions with respect lo India's current industrial licensing 
policies. 

The viewpoint adopted here is that of "partial equili- 
brium " neglecting feed-back effects VM other sectors. 
Typically, it is assumed that the demand for the industry's 
products is a datum, and that all of the industry's inputs 
may be procured by paying a sufficiently high price. 
(Lg.. in the case of caustic soda, it is assumed that do- 
mestic production is the only source of the product. 
It is also assumed that the caustic soda industry takes a 
small enough input of electricity, rail transport, capital 
funds, etc. so that its demands do not affect the relative 
scarcities of these items.) The optimizing models are 
formulated in terms of minimizing cost, subject to the 
constraint of meeting the given demands at various points 
in space and lime 

III. TIMI inst IHM INC. 

In the problems we are to discuss, time plays an essen- 
tial role. Under conditions of growing demand and of 
economics of scale in plant construction, there will 
typically be a choice between several time-streams ol 
expenditure. If a single large plant is built, advantage 
can he taken of economies-of-scale in construction, 
alternatively, if several smaller plants are built at diffe- 
rent points of time, there is the advantage of delaying a 
portion of the total investment outlays. 

To make comparisons between expenditures incurred at 
different dates, we shall always use the discounted cash 
flow (present \alue) criterion. For inter-temporal compa- 
risons, there is mi longer much doubt thai this has both 
theoretical and practical advantages over the more 
traditional measures payout period or accounting pro- 
fits after depreciation. 

Although economists tend to agree that there is some 
positive rate at which future costs and benefits should he 
discounted, there is widespread disagreement on the 
elements that are relevant to the determination of that 
rate In the Indian context. I am impressed by the 
arguments in favour of self-financing     taking the public 
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and private sector«, as a whole. Making the further assump- 
tions of (a) a constant aggregate capital-output ratio. 
(A) a desired GNP growth rate in the neighbourhood of 
5 per cent per annum, and (c) a reinvestment coefficient 
of 50 per cent out of profits, one comes up with a magic 
number to be used in investment and pricing decisions 

a rate of return of 10 per cent per annum. No theoretical 
significance can be attached to the coincidence that this 
rate happens to be in the neighbourhood of the aftertax 
return on net worth in the private sector as measured 
by financial accountants. Generally, this 10 per cent rati 
will be the one applied in subsequent calculations. In 
order to allow for extraordinarily rapid obsolescence in 
a few cases (e.g., petrochemicals), it may he appropriate 

to use a higher figure. 

IV. TIMI  HORIZONS 

In evaluating alternative investment programmes, the 
discounted cash flows will have to be summed up over 
some predetermined time horizon, say over 25 years. 
100 years, or over an infinite span of time. The question 
that naturally arises is: our immediate decisions refer 
only to those investments that have to be made over the 
next 5-10 years. Why be concerned with a hori/on of 
25 or more years when it is so difficult to forecast techno- 
logical developments, costs, and demand patterns over 

such a long span of time? 

For the purpose of these studies, a time horizon of ten 
years or less would be distinctly unsatisfactory I he 
reason is this: a fixed ten-year horizon rules out many of 
the alternative plant sizes which would otherwise be 
reasonable to consider. If we are to build a series of plants 
at equidistant time intervals, the horizon of one decade 
restricts us to the following intervals: 10.0 years or 
5.0 or 3.3 or 2.5or... Within this harmonic series, there is 

no possibility of choosing a time interval of 4.0 or h.o 
vears between plants although both of these intervals 

would fit in if the horizon were lengthened slightly from 

10 to 12 years. 

The harmonic series restriction is not at all inherent 

in the technology of plant construction, and seem. 
irrelevant for purposes of economic evaluation. This is 

a significant argument in favour of postulating an infinite 
time horizon. No restrictions upon plant size are then 

imposed by the horizon itself. For many practical pur 
poses, however, even a twenty-live year horizon would 

seem sufficienti) long to overcome the harmonic series 

problem. 

V.   CoMPlTAVIONAI   ASPI* IS        I ,«(1*1 II HA I 11 K NS 

In the initial phase of these studies, elaborate elec- 
tronic computing equipment will noi be uwulable I or 
this reason, it will be convenient to make some simpli- 
fying assumptions with respect to the pattern of demand 

growth over time, the market areas to be served hv 
individual plants, and also the time-phasing of new 
units. These particular simplifications can he dropped 
whenever large-scale computers become available and the 
appropriate programmes are written for ihese machines 

Within any particular region of India, it will be sup- 
posed that the demand for an industry's product grows 

at a constant annual arithmetic rale over ,in infinite linn 
horizon. I his permits us to tontine out analysis to simple 
periodic patterns of plant consti uction. With constant 
arithmetic growth in demand out an infinite horizon, 
a constant investment cost function, and a totistant dis- 
count rate, it will minimize the dicounted total invest 
ment cost' if a constant time interval is maintained 
between successive plant installations t g it the annual 
demand for caustic soda in West Hcngal i- increasing 
by live thousand tons from one ve.it to the nest, anil it 
plants are built every three yeais in seive this demand. 
then each plant will have to he Is thousand tons peí ven 

in  si/e 

let 

/) 
i 

i /) 

annual increase in demand ((tons year I ve.n i 

time interval between successive plants (ve.irsi 
plant si/e (tons year) 
investment cost for hiiilihnr   i plant ol si/e 

i n i Rs. i 
r annual   discount    rate,    compounded    n"i 

tinuouslv   ( I year) 

I very t years over an infinite hon/on. a plani i. to N 
built, lach of these plants will have the idniti. al muli 

counted  investment  cost   ol  ( a l>)    I he  In t   ol   ihes, 
plants is lo be built at lime zero. ,\nA its mvcst'ii. ni -o-i 
has a present value o\ ('i i /»     I he scu-nd is i,> l„   IHIIII 

at time I. the thud at  time .Y and  these losts  hive  a 

present value ol e '' ((/ /»   and  <      '' < •• / />     icspc. 
lively.   Counting   up  the   discounted  value ol all Intuii 
investment costs over an inlitute hon/on. the suin   S i 

as  follows : 

ed ni     <• " ( • i />     ,-'('//> 11 11 

mm l'i Ml   minuit  1', 

S 

Since equation (II) contains a i 

metric series, we may also wnie 

( '( /) 
S 

I 

I quation (1.2) gives us a simpú 'i.iit'h n •! inHv 

realistic model of the stream ol une tun ut ., -t reipi'i, o 
in order to meet a su-ady tate ol ginvith m demon1 

Some numerical results mav he obtained hv icpl.iv me il 

general function ( it /)    l>y a spei ili.    r 
in  the erigineeiin-.' hlcratui<   Im    u. h pi". 
as chemicals,  cement,   pili,'hum    ih,i'u 

and   primary   nieláis 
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£<<»oml«t of trot« 

Figure I 

Now if the plant size is to be chosen so as to minimize 
the discounted investment costs .V. one obtains the results 
shown in figure I. These results arc independent of the 
cost constant A and of the annual increment in demand, D. 
Keeping the cconomies-of-scale parameter a constant at 
.70 and raising the discount rate r from 10 per cent to 
15 per cent, the optimal interval between successive plant 
installations drops from 6.8 to 4.5 years. The higher the 
discount rate, the less it pays to take advantage of the 
economies-of-scale. 

VI.   SIIMI   yuisniNs  ABOI'I rm    MOD-i 

This analysis is all quite lid) as fat as u goes, but there 
are several questions that will immediately suggest them- 
selves to a practical decision-maker : 

(al Question Why have the operating costs for fuel, raw 
materials, labour and overheads been omitted from the 
cost equation (1.2)7 

Answer. Typically, these costs are considered propor- 
tional to the output at each plant. Typically, it is also 
to be supposed that the combined output from all 
plants is equal to the total demand target for each 
future point of time. The total physical quantity of 
each proportional input is therefore fixed bv the 
demand Urge! independent of the plant si/es or 
locations chosen Hence, in problems involving a 
single producing location or when all locations 
purchase their inputs at identical unit prices the 
combined value of these inputs is a fixed charge, and 
may be omitted from the criterion for  optimization 

of plant size, location, and timing. Of course, if there 
are any regional variations in the input prices or if 
there are any economies-of-scale associated with the 
operating costs (e.g., wages, salaries, and overheads), 
these elements must be introduced into the cost cri- 
terion. 

(b) Question. What provision has been made for taxes? 

Answer. None. From an economy-wide viewpoint, taxes 
are not real economic costs but transfer payments from 
the enterprise to the government. Presumably, invest- 
ment licensing decisions are to be made upon the 
basis of social rather than private costs. 

(c) Question. What is the meaning of the term " plant 
size", and how does this fit in with the licensing 
authorities' definitions of 'new unit" and "sub- 
stantial expansion"? 

Answer. As used in the industrial engineering cost esti- 
mation literature, the term "plant size" usually refers 
lo a balanced plant built at a single point of time. In 
actual practice, it is seldom that a completely balanced 
expansion takes place. For example, with caustic 
soda, the investment required for a "new unit" would 
probably include the cell house, the chlorine recovery 
unit, and the initial group of mercury cells. In a "sub- 
stantial expansion ". the only equipment required might 
be the additional mercury cells. For purposes of these 
studies, we shall generally assume that the entire 
ultimate investment cost for a balanced plant is incur- 
red at the time the plant is first brought on-stream. 
If information becomes available for supporting a 
more refined analysis, this factor can be incorporated 
within the cost equation. 

(d) Question. From the viewpoint of equipment supply 
and maintenance, it is usually desirable to standardize 
the alternative plant sizes. What provision is made for 
this? 

Answer. If there are just a few predetermined plant sizes 
available to an industry, the selection from within this 
set may be made through equation (1.2). The model 
contains no restriction that the plant size be either a 
continuous or a discrete variable. The problem of 
standardization may also be posed in a reverse form: 
given the regional pattern of growth in demand, what 
would be the best range of standard plant sizes? In 
order to answer this question in a fully satisfactory 
lashion, information is needed from the equipment- 
supplying industries on their cconomies-of-scale. Some 
clues may, however, be obtained from an analysis 
confined to the equipment-using industry. 

(e) Question. Why is it assumed that demand grows at 
a acady arithmetic rate? Most Indian demand fore- 
casts are based upon constant geometric rates of 
growth. 

Answer. The arithmetic growth assumption is made both 
lor the sake of convenience in computations and also 
because of doubts that geometric growth rates of 10- 
15 per cent per annum can be extrapolated into the 
indefinite future. It is conjectured but not yet demon- 
»rated -  that if the model indicates that it it optimal 
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Io install a plant to handle t years' worth of arithmetic 
growth, this plant size will also be approximately 
correct for the first installation to satisfy a geometric 
growth curve provided that the annual average 
growth is the same over the first t years. This conjec- 
ture is not intended to apply when the demand growth 
rate takes on bizarre values, e.g., 50 per cent per 
annum over the indefinite future. 

(f) Question. Can imports and exports be included in this 
model? 

Answer. Implicitly, these have been excluded from equa- 
tion (1.2). By suitable modifications, however, they 
can be included. For each industry studied, it will be 
specifically stated just what assumptions are made 
with respect to imports and exports. In an earlier paper 
(Econometrica, October 1961), I have already covered 
the computational details for one way of looking at 
imports as a high-cost, temporary means of defer- 
ring the investment in domestic production capacity 
until a date when the domestic demand grows suffi- 
ciently to justify a new plant. 

This type of calculation could be modified to lake 
account of one practice which is being introduced in 
response to the rationing of foreign exchange: prior to 
the construction of a domestic plant, a foreign collabor- 
ator "lends" a specified quantity of the product to an 
Indian enterprise. Once the plant goes on-stream. and 
while the domestic demand >s still below the plant's 
capacity, the foreign collaborator's commodity loan is 
repaid with interest in kind, 'through this barter 
device, no foreign exchange (aside from shipping costs) 
is either spent or earned by India, this practice is intended 
only as a temporary means of satisfying current demands 
by borrowing against the capacity that will be built in 
the near future. 

VII.    t'OMI'l  IADONAI    ASi"M  IS MAKkll    \kl\S 

In our models, it will be convenient to suppose that 
all production and consumption takes place at a Imite 
number of locations not a continuum in space. He- 
cause of the difficulty of making demand forecasts in 
any greater detail, it will generally he the practice to 
consider an entire state as the unit of analysis, and to 
suppose that the demand is concentrated al a single 

"representative point" within that state either the 
largest or the most centrally located city. Table I contains 
a list of these points, and indicates the rail distances 
between each possible pan. this tabic is intended lor use- 
in industries «here a single plant is likely to serve more 

than one stale. It is not a general-purpose geographical 
classification, and would be inappropriate lor industnes 
that are known to be oriented toward intrastate markets, 
e.g.  bricks. 

From each representative point to its clo-.es! neighbour it 
will be noted that the distance ranges In.m Mu to 6s«) kilo- 
metres. With two exceptions (Palna and Bhopal). the 

closest neighbour also lie» within the same general region 
of the country either Last, Nortu, West, or South This 
regional grouping of states fit» in conveniently with the 

location  of  the four major cities   of   India    Calcutta. 

Bombay. Delhi, and Madras tach ol these metropolitan 
areas is known to be a point of large-scale demand toi 
industrial   products. 

Using the geographical classification ol table I. n 
will generally be convenient to pcrlurm hand calculations 
ot optimal plant sizes on the assumption that ,i plant is 
buil' to serve one ot three altei native market aie.is 

(Da state. (2) a region, or (.1) the entire nation I he lowei 
the transport costs in relation to economies -ot-scalc in 
Manufacturing, the more favourable will cases <:ioi in 
become. Both cases (2) and (.1) are hound to .nouse poh 
Heal opposition from individual slates e.uh ot which 
is seeking to maximize its own nuliisiri.il eiov.th 

V III.      ClIMI'l  lAllONAI       \M'I(   is I IMI •l'IUSIM, 

the question ol »hfii to build miei.ids wnh the -pus 
tion of where and how large a plant I um phasing 
considerations may alter the optimal si/e ol plant and 
market area to he served. By proper phasing ol tin 

construction programme for different au.tv .; wdl u u.ill-. 
be possible to achieve signilicant cost savings 

Hand computational methods un take adv.oitagi ,.| 
simple, but not complex periodicities ovei the inhnm 
hori/on. Illese methods »ill be illusiiaied with ,: hyp,. 
thctical example based upon two nuikct anas ,.HII 

with its own appropriate point of production It will Ix 
assumed that these areas cannot import tin piotimi 
from outside, and that the installed c.ipa.iiv musi ,,|wa\s 
IH- at least as large as the combined dcman.l V. itimi 
area /. demand is growing .n the annual i.ile ot />, an,| 
plants are to be btnli ih.it »ill s.itisl'v t veais' woiih .a 
growth in demand loi coiicrctcncss »,• shall siipp.i • 

that /" H)l\ «tli^U'.ar'.d !.!!;-. pe: '...;• :h..::!•.. ..', 
time / .1 years, and that the plant i/o / I' . .,i, 

therelore .10 and l> thousand tons ii.pcclml, I In 
analysis is King conducted at a dale suttie icnllv ,,1,1, 
so that plants can be built in iitlici Inciinm ,,i oi 
allei time zero I he muni conditio 

there is n excess ..apauty available 
at time zero 

< >ne limine possi hiliu is dmwn m 11,, i o.- Ila    , di tí-, ,,. 

of v hat  will  herealur be Mined      angle   plia,,- , >,l, . 
At time Zero, a  111.thousand Ion plani  i - built m th.   in 
area, and a   I Vlhous.iiul ton plant  in  ih,   .,u |   | ,,,. 

capacities immcdiatclv pimp up io   <<> and   I s   ,t iilm o 
they  drift graduali) down lo 2U AI\>\   MI at  mm   I    t 

10 and .S at tune 2. and lo ziro in bolli .ma    ¡i i •   • 
I he second cycle Ixgris al Mm i wnh i lo simuli.on . <n 
consti uction ol new plani s in hoi h arc as I hi • lliod , . I. 
begins at lime 6, and so on iiidchnitch Son Hut Hi. 
single-phase c veles create a 'arge amount ..| i e. ap a 

eily in both areas simultan, .mslv hui Miai the, main • 
possible to eliminale all tian>pori fvtwetri thi   n. 

An altogether diflennl po.sihility ¡- -howr, . m l^'iin IP 
a diagram of  " two phase s Ve les       Here  the •*, . ..id ,u, a 
plant is deterred until the end ol the tirsi ph.i .     oui   . 
there is less excess c.ipautv  m the s>stnii   ( )i.  o.,   .ah. • 
hand, this pattern has ihe drawback  tii.it tran p.at , ,,st 
»re  incurred  in order lo make  up It   th<    m I  jru 
delKit during the first plus* ol the cycle 

in    su, h   ih.H 
ti! tic t     H pun 
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The idealized sequence of events is this at time /ero, 
a 30-thousand-ton plant is built in the first area, and none 
in the second. Shipments arc made from the iirst to 
the second area in gradually increasing amounts. At 
time 2, it becomes necessary to build the second plant. 
During the second phase between time 2 and 3, there are 
small amounts of excess capacity in both areas, and no 
Iransport is required in cither direction, fil time 3, the 
excess capacity drops to ¿ero in both places, a 30-thous- 
and-ton plant is constructed in the first area, and the 
first phase of the second cycle begins, fcach of then- two- 
phase cycles has the same total span, / years, as the 
single-phase cycles for   plant construction. 

The duration of the first phase will be known as i*. 
where/* I Di'iD, />,). It is during this phase that we 
defer the construction of the second plant, and incur 
transport costs from the first to the second area. K>r 
future reference, a formula is noted down for the money 
value of the transport costs incurred within the first 
phase and discounted back to the beginning of the cycle. 
This expression is based upon the assumption that it 
costs />, for each ton shipped into area 2: 

Present value of transport 
costs incurred within a 
cycle 

I.Mimpk»: 

K.IOO, .5001 .12»» 
H 100, «00) \U 
H. 100. .900) .381 

j • « 

ptr)tF(r,i*) (1.5) 

I IglllV     I I.I     .Snitf/i   /I/IIJ. 

I igiiic   llh    /«.• /'hui   <   . '• 

where the transport penalty function, I (r, t*i, is delmcd 
as  follows: 

/  ir. I" 
r e 

(I f.) 

I »HI i .'   I it win >it i ri s vi i > 11 si 11< is. /   ' 

If the transport penalty function r (r, t'i is tabulatevi 
once for all, the burden of hand calculations becomes 
considerably lighter I able 2 contains this (unction eva- 
luated lor (he discount rate r 10 per cent per 
annum' 

One major restriction should he noted in connexion 
with the (wo-phase model. Since thet ime interval between 
successive plants has to he identica' from one area to the 
other and since the demands are growing al different rates, 
it will generally be impossible to standardize the plant 
sizes between areas. Potentially, this is a serious disad- 
vantage in the use of two-phase cycles. With a restricted 
set ol M.i rula id plant sizes, it may be ncccssarv to consider 
nine sequences »uh much more complex ncrioduitics 
than can he analysed by  hand. 

1  l.rjtdul   .KknotvlcugiiKnt   i*  nude  lo the Phvsiis   Dcrw" 
itH-nl.   I mvriMi>   of   Delhi.   !••<   permission  in ust  Us   IHM   IO' 
vomputri   Ihn computer *lv> evaluated r it. l'ili« dntount r<n-s 
.'I » .ifkl 1.'      per annul»   and ihe Jul lux »ill »upp!>  linst uhlcs 
lo  ail)   irUtrcttcd  p*r<> 
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IX     I MF' I   o!     ix RAMI TIR    IRRIMH    AVO   e*    FUI IH« Al 
( (iSMRAINtS 

I hese models require a 1. insiderà ble input ol numerieal 
,1,11.1 1 evi luiKtionv transport talcs, demand projei- 
iicnv .mil .1 discount rati ( nun the urxcrtamty in ihnos- 
i!i(¡ « ,»i h ni these, it i- ptudent In be eonierncii viith the 
t tlci. 1 "I taking ilciis'ons on the basis ol inmrreil para- 
meter . stimatcs. Sensitiv itv tu ini'iirrcil pjrjmrUTN and 
.1! ., 1.1 political constraints may he illustrated through 
tin iridic phciM- sinjflt- location model summarized m 

1 .piatum 11 4i 

Here then 1- a ".irijilr decision variable I hi- lulv limi' 1 
and huir numerical parameters k.D.u r U has already 

Uní noted ih.il the 1 lion e ni an optimal value ot 1 1- 
aliaticeli.! hv tin nunuTK.il parameli' k In »hat fol- 

lows, il »ill K convenient 1.1 .Ioide Kith -ule- "I (I •*' 
In í .mil t,i onnnin/c 1 hi mu mali/ed cost* Sk »ith 

n .pi 11   in   / 

1 i>   • 
Si ill 

I        <    " 

I lyuri III contains .1 pl.'t .'I S íi lot alternativi valuta 

.•I  the  cvile  tune    assuming that   Ihr   l«»ili»«* 1 iipt an   llu 
tnir   parameter   values     the   economies ol-s. alt    tactor 

,1 "   tin    gr.»lh   1 tit-   l>       M>   lakh   l.m-    ami   "In 
dimoimi    1.ili     ' HI   pit    eet't      r.M    UH'-«     paianu li 1 

valine     llu    . »( »11 ii-..»l   'Vi If    linn-    / *>    Vi 11 -     anil    lilt 
.ipnmal plant  -i/c 1/ /' ^ Likh I""- pu  veai 

Hut im« iippu.i' ili.11 ih. demand liTu.i>li-h an 
. .MUM mtalK optimisli. an.I tlial thi'V pitcst HI toi.-casting 
tin annual 111,11 imnl I1 J- .' lilh luib pti n 11 I < >\. r I hi 

nilimti h..ii/.'ii tin n i!i..»th 1.Hi tornasi- an I* m tile 
tun i 11tu- 1 Although undtilv ,'p'imoiK »uh respett !•' 

v'i.iwili lit 11- js-umr thai Ihi analvsts pet I orni ihm 
pl.mi 1/1 ,ipiitni/aln'ii »uh the IHMHI values ol ihi 
.lis,..uni r.ili > ami the i. .MI., 11:11 •- ol Mali parameli! a 
Hit- i>ilr 11 nu- ,>l *- vcars will remaní optimal, hut thi 
iitni 111 |iii.wtli toinasl» »ill knp leading ti> plant -UK 

I,.. Minili liliali, m- "I I" lakh I.MIS r 1.MU Ihi viewpoint 
,•1 1 In 11 iK- p.ir <mi 1.1 va m Ihi- am.umts tu .1 persistent 

'.•11Mi1ni1inlal1.11 m lav.MI' -'I * l«> seat ivilt Inn« llu 
11,11 mah'eil cost i|ii.m!itv '• ", ihcn ¿ois up troni ils mini 
muri vaine hv r. pit mu Not, that the riiunlage ,n 
vi. ase m costs i- tar MIM'II r tiian llu |'< .tillage error 01 

Ilk' ikmaini gi,'»lü loinast 

Ikparturcs li.-tn the . pi i.ial .v.. Iin.e n.11 result 

li.irti politual considerai on a- »eH n troni HHnrnM 
pararmi.' rst mat. li" e» imple • t".ha >t .v ofl«n 
..insiderei! .1« Mi.iM, '-- bu ',1 1 lar,,,- number .•! individua 

plants m - ulii   to  -piia.l    ndiistr a:, ulu'ii n*n   i'   nanv 

<l 

I igurï   III 

st.il, s as possible (*í continue In use the same illustra- 
tive parameter values as ni figure Uh No* il il is hvlwved 

expeilunt tu huilei two ami a hall umes av manv imli- 
viili.al plants as »oulil be iiunnmuallv etfiircnl. this 
aiiiouiils lo 1 IHM.sing a timo interval iti lv»o insUail •'» 
the optimal tue vears belwein new plants Ih« eosi 
itureasi' is imliialnl al " |x r unt l nhke a lupeias' .i(t 
etror this nureast in ,nsts is avoidable II is important 
thai Iht ileiisioh-makir reio(iu/i evpluitlv that anv 
politual j-'ams are putihasid through this ik'librrate 

etonomii   loss 

•»»»•»NOS 

( niiipi. li     Warn ( hilt.-n   »     Il        "in  tiBtti«  (.Kim    Apfilh 
( .-.is     ( »y»>i<W taviwrrHV • ^P"l v,,*u 

Min.»    A    <      «   ipmitv  \ «fvansion   irvi   Rtohubiistn   titos»ih 
fnmumn'H* ithiohrr l*Ali 

Virli «is/      I lmliislii.il     I tevrlopiiH ni    Plinning   M.KN-I-    »uh 
iMMtunurs   ni   S^k   4mt   InJivMhuaw      1 P-u«rr   Prewiiu.t   il 
n«i(d     t «f.'pran     ( .>n(rrss.     ¡UfH-ruI     VuiKf     As*.mali.in. 
August JIN   !**'   ¿un«t. *«wrdrni 
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